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Memorandum
1 ° Mr. Sullivan;

FRON'

■ DATEjuly 7/ 1971 X
.. ■ 1 - Mr. .Sullivan ■ 1 - Mr.l Bishop '

: 1 - Mr. -Rosen :■ 1 - Mr.. C.D.Breh
• 1- ~ Mr”.-. Shroder ■ ' 1

SUBJEC^q

A..” Rosen
■ 1

. i
• i

Schutz.'

Mr. Callahan - 
• Mr.' DaTbey ■

: M" In .connection with’our investigation  1 into" the bargiaryi- _ 
j of .the Media Resident Agency during the "night of March’ ”8ff 1971 
I SAC Roy K.’: Moore,-who .is handling .the special at Philadelphia,. has'-’ 
| advised. 12 of the: '25. Agents, assigned to the Philadelphia Division!? 
I on .the special have returned to.’ their field offices of assignment Li" 
|. Two more are scheduled to: return this weekend,- leaving a balance of 
I 11/ including SAC MooreZ ■ . -

We have discontinued .the electronic surveillance’of the/c/y 
. cabin in the Pennsylvania mountains where it- had been anticipatehriX. 
. discussions would be had between break-in leaders and our Philadelphi 
source relative to: .future break-ins.- John Peter Grady, vid has / I

. been developed .as the principal subject in Medburg the .. y ~ J c 
: instigator of the majority, of. draft board break-ins throughout the”' ’ ■

” East’ Coast,, .never appeared .at the” cabin as he stated he imzld. - . v.
.There Is no indication his failure to. appear was due to anything else 

. but irresponsibility on his part. Our informant continues to 1. '
maintain, contact with others of the Berrigan group, and, it “is-’hopeful 
information pertinent to this > investigation will be obtained .through.' 

. this source.” \ ” . \ c. 'U . S

. Of primary interest is ’ .the fact our investigation in the": 
Camden, New. Jersey, .area has resulted in the location of Grady, his

. hidecut,...and the insertion of another, source into a_ group*which is -: 

. led by? Grady^ and which is” currently -planning a ."hit, ”, presumably on ■■ 
| a draft board, and/ot. Army Intelligence office in the Camden, New .: 

• Jersey/ Federal Building. . Our informant has established himself witt 
the group and'is in fa position rto. be^aware of. detailed”/plans relative 
to .tfiis proposed hit-

a ? . The break-in^nas. been... tentatively set f or_ theiy^ekend of
July 17- - 18/ 1-^71 .• : However,11 defihitefexi^gements'.have-not as yet ;

’ been formulated.^Appropriate safety measures ’have been.instituted 
to protect our Camden Resident Agency, which is in thesame building. 
As previously indicated in our” memorandum of June 2B/ 1971, dealing 
with the latest phase of our investigation, it is imperative no '

• dissemination.be made of this information outside -the.EBE at this 
time. When full facts become known, considefebio^^ll he given to . 
disseminating this information on a need-to-know baiisT^^Bt is our

HAS :”jyl 
(1'2)/



Memorandum .to. Mr. Sullivan 
Re.:' ' MEDBURG

intention that by careful planning we may be in a position to
( apprehend those participating in this new. break-in (15 to’ 25 
individuals): during the actual attempt. We hope to link many of 

’these 'individuals with the Media break-in.

By. memorandum dated June: 24, 1971/ reference was made to
. .the '.feasibility of. conducting a grand jury hearing into Medburg.
। .It was recommended and approved that no action be taken along these
I lines', until 'the discontinuance' of our electronic surveillance at the
I Pennsylvania cabin. In view of the'fact our current inquiries have
I resulted .in .our being in a position to anticipate a hit by the
I Grady group within the next two. weeks / any grand jury action would 

obviously adversely .influence Grady's plans for. his newest break-in.

' ACTION:; - ’ If approved, we will continue our efforts along the lines • 
.set forth '.above.,' and no. discussion will be had at this time with the 
Internal Security Division relative to: a possible grand jury hearing
on Medburg.
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TO

FROM

: Mr. Sullivan

SUBJECI: BURGLARy 0F FBI RESIDENT 
AGENCY, MEDIA, PA.
3-8-71 '

: 1 - Mr
1 Mr

■ 1 - Mr
1 - Mr

■ 1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

DATE: July 19,. 1971 ’ 
Sullivan
Rosen
Shroder Walters__________

Campbell
Schutz 1 - Mr. Ponder
Mohr 1- - Mr. Dalbey
Bishop 1 - Mr. Gale
C.D. Brennan

Soyars_______ __
Tele. Room______
Holmes_______ __
Gandy_________ _

This is to summarize the current status of our inves
tigation of captioned matter and to. consider future plans in 

^connection with, .the development of information indicating a planned 
^break-in,. at the/P.oeX^p^fice Building,, Camden_, New Jersey, scheduled 
I for July 25, 1971.

. John Peter Grady, a close associate of the Berrigan
| brothers, according to several sources, claims to have planned and 
| participated in the Media burglary. He was allegedly assisted by 
I Fathers Joseph O’Rourke, Peter Fordi, and Edward McGowan. In 
addition, at least three other alleged associates of the Berrigan 
group are believed to have participated. Through information

■ recently developed, Grady has been pinpointed as the individual 
who masterminded at least 14 of the 18 break-ins of various 
Government facilities during the past two years. He currently // 

।heads up what is termed the "action group" and is reported 
I reliably as being a staunch advocate of "hits" on Federal 
tfacilities as a means of embarrassing the Federal Government.

During the past several weeks, we have been successful 
|in inserting a highly productive source into a group led by Grady 
which is presently planning a break-in of the draft board office 
with alternate targets being Military Intelligence and the FBI 
Resident Agency, all located in the Post Office Building at Camden, 
New Jersey, a Government reservation. The early morning hours of 
Sunday, July 18, 1971, was the original target date. However, 

! Philadelphia has now reported that, in all probability, the
hit would be delayed until July 25, 1971, in order to allow elements 
from the Newark, New Jersey, area to participate. Under the

H direction of SAC Roy K. Moore, on special Medburg assignment, with 
41 the cooperation of SACs, Philadelphia and Newark, arrangements have 
11 been perfected aimed at apprehending these individuals’red-handed.

I Hopefully, O'Rourke, Fordi, and McGowan will participate in the 
I Camden break-in as well as others involved in the Media burglary. 
I Precautions have been taken to cover our Resident Agency at all



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan
Re: Burglary of FBI Resident Agency 

Media, Pennsylvania, 3-8-71

~ with respect to the proposed Camden break-in, it was
recognized -from the outset that secrecy was imperative—both from 
the' standpoint of protecting our source who has successfully 
associated himself to a very close degree with Grady and, more 
important, insuring there be no leak which would scare off Grady 
and his group. By memoranda June 28 and July 7, 1971, we pointed 
out the importance of keeping these plans confidential, it being 
imperative that there be no dissemination outside the FBI at this 
time. It is SAC Moore’s recommendation we not alert at this time 

■ any agencies having an interest and/or located in the Post Office
Building. This would include General Services Administration, the 
military, Selective Service, and Postal authorities. To do so might 
result in activity which could very well alert the alleged 
[perpetrators who are very sensitive to any unusual activity and 
Iwho have the Post Office under surveillance. ’

It should be noted the Internal Security Division of the 
1* Department has requested it be advised of all matters having any 
possible connection with the Berrigan group. None of the individuals 
known to. be planning participation in the Camden break-in are among 
those indicted with Berrigan in the Eastcon case. Nevertheless, it 
appears persons associated with the Berrigan group are involved in 
the planning of the Camden break-in and all seem to. be inextricably 
intertwined in the Berrigan and Eastcon philosophies.

i It is also noted that in a memorandum dated March 29, 1971,
the Internal Security Division indicated, in view of the interest 
of that Division in those individuals associated with Eastcon and 
the Berrigan supporters, they desired the Media case be handled in 
its entirety by the Special Litigation Section of the Internal 
Security Division. They also requested that in addition to 
communications, all prosecutive presentations should be made to the 
Special Litigation Section.

ACTION: In view of the above developments, indicating a tentative
action date for July 25, 1971, it is recommended this matter, be 
presented at this time to the Special Litigation Section well in 
advance of the target date in order that there can be no question 

, concerning the propriety of our proposed action. The Bureau 
obviously must fulfill its- responsibilities in this, case which , 
might involve the apprehension of from 15 to 25 individuals in the 
commission of the intended break-in of the Post Office Building.
In order, to preclude as much as possible any unforeseen difficulties,

CONTINUED - OVER
-2
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Memorandum to: Mr. Sullivan
Ref ’ Burglary of FBI' Resident Agency 

Media, Pennsylvania, 3-8-71

Lit is recommended that SAC Roy K. Moore,’ who has :the responsibility 
for the overall direction of this situation, be'.immediately

i instructed to report .to Bureau Headquarters- for a full discussion 
of his proposed plans. If approved, SAC Roy Moore/ representatives

I of the Special Investigative Division and General Investigative

(^.Division, and Mr. Dalbey will present this matter to. the Special 
Litigation Section of the Department with reference to the 
contemplated prosecutive action in the event a break-in should

. occur.

In view of the sensitive nature of this material, 
tickler copies are being hand carried.

NW 68262 Docld:32989529 Page 6 -3-



NR 001 PH CODE __

0125AM URGEi/T 7-26-71 JEW'

TO DIRECTOR

FROM PHILADELPHIA' (52-7165)

MEDBURG (CAMDEN ACTION)

INFORMAL . • “ : has been attending nightly meetings

RE CAMDEN ACTION WITH JOHN PETER GRADY, THE PRIME MEDBURG SUSPECT. 

SOURCE DEBRIEFED AT LENGTH ON DAILY BASIS AND ADVISED AS FOLLOWS-:’ ~

ON SEVEN TWENTY LAST SOURCE ADVISED IN DETAIL AS TO PRESENT

PLANS UTILIZED IN FORTHCOMING CAMDEN "RIP OFF" OF DRAFT BOARD CAMDEN 

FEDERAL BUILDING. SOURCE FURNISHED POSITIONS OF LOOK-OUTS, OUT 

RIDERS, AND CUT OFF CARS AS WELL AS ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES. SOURCE 

FURBISHED A PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONNEL TO BE UTILIZED BY GRADY.

DURING PERIOD' SEVEN TWENTY- TWENTYFOUR LAST GRADY AND GROUPS

CONDUCTED NIGHTLY SURVIELLANCE OF CAMDEN FEDERAL BUILDING

FOR PURPOSE OF GETTING ADDITIONAL INFO REGARDING POLICE PATROL PATTERN, 

NIGHT WATCHMEN’S ROUNDS AND GENERAL VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC 

IN VICINITY OF CAMDEN FEDERAL BUILDING.

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

PM 52-71€5

' ON~SEVEN TWENTY THREE LAST GRADY GAVE SOURCE ONE HUNDRED FIFTY 

DOLLARS AND INSTRUCTED SOURCE TO PURCHASE THREE CITIZENS BAND WALKIE 

talkies. source purchased walkie talkies on seven twentyfour seventy 

OLE. OWE WALKIE TALKIE OBTAINED BY BUREAU TO MONITOR GRADY’S TRANS

MISSIONS o

BY PREVIOUS AGREEMENT, ROBERT GOOD, NEW YORK DEFENSE COMMUTE,. 

LET WITH GRADY AT COLLINGSWOOD N.J. REGARDING CAMDEN ACTION AND.THEN 
r' 

PROCEEDED TO JEW YORK CITY TO RECRUIT NEEDED ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL. ON 
/Ve Crr} •

SEVEN TWENTYFOUR LAST GOOD RETURNED FROM N.Y-.C. IN COMPANY OF ANN 

Durham and father edward j. murphy, on seven twentyfour last good, 

DURHAM, and MURPHY ATTENDED MEETING WITH GRADY MICHAEL GIOCONDO, 

AKITA RICCI, KATHLEEN RIDOLFI, AND FATHER MICHAEL DOYLE AND SOURCE.

GROUP PARTICIPATED IN SURVIELLANCE AT WHICH TIME A DRESS REHEARSAL WAS 

CONDUCTED UTILIZING PRE-ESTABLISHED PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICULAR LOOK

CUTS, CUT OFF CARS AND OBSERVATION POSTS. ALSO UTILIZED WERE PRE- 

ESTABLISHED CODED RADIO AND VISUAL SIGNALS.

(THIS DRESS REHERSAL OBSERVED AND MONITORED BY BU AGENTS) 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE z. '

pH 52-7165 • ’

£’J3JECT MURPHY REVEALED TO SOURCE THAT JOE O’ROURKE, PETE FORDI

a::: ed mc gowan are possible participants. ■ .

SOURCE ASCERTAINED FROM RICCI THAT TWELVE OTHER INDIVIDUALS 

c’;.::es not known) from Philadelphia will also participate, murphy 

REVEALED TO SOURCE THAT THIS ACTION IS "MOST DETAILED AND BEST • -

planned that HE HAS SEEN.” MURPHY EXPRESSED GREAT INTEREST IN 
' J 1* •

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE and' FBI RESIDENT AGENCY LOCATED ON FOURTH 

\..D SECOND FLOORS OF FEDERAL BUILDING RESPECTIVELY. • '

HRUPHY AND DUNHAM WILL RETURN TO NEW YORK CITY THIS DATE (MONDAY) 

PC CONTACT O'ROURKE AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS. '

; GRADY ADVISED SOURCE THAT "RIP OFF” WILL TAKE PLACE ON SAT

* , LAY OR SUNDAY NIGHT BETWEEN ELEVEN THIRTY PM AND TWELVE FIFTEEN

. GRADY FEELS OPTIMUM CONDITIONS EXIST ON THESE NIGHTS). PLANNED

J "IT FROM FEDERAL BUILDING WILL BE BETWEEN THREE AM AND FOUR FIFTEEN 

ft • • vb • a
H SOURCE FEELS A FULL DRESS REHERSAL WILL BE NEEDED TO INCLUDE

। L PARTICIPANTS BEFORE ACTUAL HIT.
। i •
I 1

I ' ,
I "• FBI WA .



i^001 PH CODE

0 0605AM 8-8-71 JEW .

TO D LECTOR (52-94527) 

HEWARTr752-68-17) .

FROM PHILADELPHIA (52-7165 SUB-S)

MEDBURG; CAMDEN ACTION. 00: PHILA, 

PRINCIPAL SOURCE, CAMDE" , AC 

ZERO ZERO P.M. SATURDAY AUGUST SET 

TWO TWO JINE COOPER ST., CAMB"", ” 

AS HE VAS VISITING FAMILY AT NEW J 

VIELLANCES FROM ROOF OF TOWN HOUSE 

COMMENCED NIUE FIVE FIVE P .M. SAT? 

TIUUZD TO FOUR FIVE ZERO A.'. G'J'J 

PERSONS PRESENT A ND PARTICIPATED; 

EDWARD J. MURPHY, FATHER MICHAEL J 

WILLIAMSON, KATHLEEN M. RODOLFI , '. 

ROBERT G. GOOD, ANN DUNHA4, BW'"' 

SAC.MEDBURG INSTITUTED FULL ;

CAMDEN’, N.J. ROOF TOP AND CH-DIR.::

TIO:.- REPORTED MEETING HELD EIGHT 

LAST AT APT. OF MICHAEL GIOCONDO

J. JOHN PETER GRADY NOT PRESENT 

IPSEY SEASHORE AREA. ACTIVE SUR-

•."TS, ARD ON-STREET SURVIELLAMCES

CLAY AUGUST SEVEN LAST AND CON-

AT AUGUST EIGHT. FOLLOWING

EITHER EDUARD J. MC GOVAN, FATHER 

. DOYLE, ROBERT HARDY, ROBERT W . 

’IDA A. RICCI, MICHAEL J. GIO CONDO 

II-'IED WHITE FEMALE.

IV.RAGZ OF POST OFFICE BLDG., AREA 

7 DURVIELLANCES OBSERVED, SUBJECTS

COMMUNICATION'S MONITORED AND REC?/ UED DINE SUBJECTS PHOTO

GRAPHED AT THEIR SURVIELLADCF 

ZERO A.H.’mc GOWAN AUD MURPHY 

END PAGE ONE

AT APPROXIMATELY TWELVE THREE

TOLD . OURCE THE PLANS TO BREAK-IN APPEAJ



PAGE TWO

PH 52-7165 SUB - S

EXCELLENT-THAT THEY. WOULD RETURN TO NEW YORK CITY AND BRING TWO MORE 

EXPERIENCED PEOPLE INTO CAMDEN NEXT WEEK- ALL WAS READY TO EXECUTE 

EXT WEEKEND9 AUGUST FOURTEEN DASH FIFTEEN NEXT. THEY TOLD SOURCE 

WILLIAMSON WAS GOOD MAN AND HAD EXPERIENCE IK PRIOR BREAKINS-. SINCE 

SOURCE HAD WORKED ALL DAY SATURDAY AUGUST SEVEN LAST, HE WAS RELEASED 

FROM SURV£ELLANCE DUTIES AT APPROXIMATELY TWELVE FORTY EIGHT A .M. 

SUNDAY AUGUST EIGHT BY MC GOWAN AND MURPHY AND TOLD TO GET SOME 

SLEEP - THAT THEY HAD SUFFICIENT PERSONNEL TO COMPLETE SURVIELLANCES 

DURING EARLY A .M. HOURS OF SUNDAY AUGUST EIGHT.
•7- / cZ-0

SAC( MEDBURG CONFERRED WITH BUREAU SINCE GRADY NOT ON SCENE

NO BREAKIN ATTEMPTS MADE AND IN VIEW OF 'PLANS FORMULATED FOR BREAKIH 

NEXT WEEKEND - DECISION MADE TO MAKE ARRESTS NEXT WEEKEND.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

END

WJM FBI WA

ZWx^z-

I
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FD-263.(R-?v. 12-19-67) s • • •.

' FEDERA^ BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION/. ’
REPORTING OFFICE

NEWARK "
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

NEWARK
DATE

. 5/9/72
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/27/72 - 5/4/72
TITLE OF CASE

"DALE SPEEDS CUNNINGHAM;

REPORT MADE BY

ROBERT H.

1 
pYPED S

WALLER (A) | mjk
SA ROBERT H. WALLER-VICTIM CHARACTER OF CASE "

• AFO and 00J •

1 ' —— —»• _
REFERENCES: Newark report of SA ROBERT H, WALLER dated 1.2/29/71 

Philadelphia airtel to Newark dated 2/3/72
’ New York letters to Newark dated 3/9/72 and 4/29/72

Sacramento'"letter to Newark dated 4/13/72..

' ■ : (p) . • ’

LEADS __ _ __ ’

NEW YORK "

AT NEV/ YORK, NY; Will continue efforts to locate and 
interview PHILIP TRACY.as requested in referenced report.

NEWARK

AT CAMDEN, NJ; Will follow and .report prosecutive 
action USDC, Camden, NJ.•

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

CON VIC. AU TO. FUG. FINES SAVINGS RECOVERIES

-

ACQUIT
TALS

CASH HAS SEEN:

PENDING PROSECUTION
OVER SIX MONTHS S

APPROVED IN CHARGE

£ 5^2~94527
I^USA, Newark

Attn: AUSA JOSEPH AUDINO 
4-New.York (89-185) 

2-52-10018
2-Philadelphia (89-118) 

l-52-?165-sub-5

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

. ■ ’ f

MAY 15 1972 -
—

Notations
Agency

Request Reed.

Date Fwd.

Bv
NWW52-&ocRf:

1-4



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59) 
v •

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION -

' Copy to:

Report of: •
Date:-

Field Office File ?:

Title:

1-USA, Newark ‘
‘ ATTN; AUSA JOSEPH AUDINO \ . ' ■

ROBERT H. WALLER (A) Office: Newark, New Jersey
5/9/72 . .

89-56 Bureau File #:

DALE SPEERS CUNNINGHAM;* . ’
SPECIAL AGENT ROBERT H. WALLER-VICTIM .

Character: - ASSAULTING A FEDERAL - OFFICER and OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE '

Synopsis: ■ Unable to locate and interview PHILIP TRACY. Trial
• date pending. ■ ' ’

’ ; (P) ’ ’

DETAILS'

On January 27, 1972, Investigative Clerk ROBERT C. 
KEARNEY contacted Sergeant JOHN DEVLIN, Philadelphia Police 
Department and was advised that arrest reports and related 
documents are destroyed after two years of storage. He advised 
that the only information available would-be that of the subject's 
criminal record. It is noted that office of origin is in 
receipt of criminal record.

On February 9, 15, 23 
to contact PHILIP TRACY through 
Place, Nev; York, New York, with

and 25, 1972, attempts were made 
the ’Village Voice” 80 University 
negative results.

• On March 8, 1972, inquiry at the'Village Voice," 80 
University Place, New York, New York, revealed PHILIP TRACY 
was presently out of town and expected to return sometime next 
week. Attempts to determine his present location and/or some 
means of immediate contact were met with a negative response.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclOsions of the FBI. It is the property of the" FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
NW 6820 -



During the past two months numerous attempts have 
been made ''in person a’nd telephonically to contact PHILIP '
TRACY, reporter, through the "Village Voice”. On each 
occasion receptionist personnel of the "Village Voice" 
advised that TRACY was-not there at the present time, that 
they had no idea as to how to contact him nor a telephone 
number where-he could be reached, but they would take a . 
message for him. On each occasion a message was left but 
never answered. * . . •’

On March 31, 1972, Special Agent (Accountant)
ROBERT H. WALLER and SA MARTII<J.’ GASS observed DALE SPEERS 
CUNNINGHAM driving a'blue Ford convertible with California 
license'710-DOL. ■ ■ .

The following investigation was conducted by SC 
ELIZABETH O’LAUGHLIN at Sacramento California: .

Oh April 12, .1972, a check of vehicle registration 
records, through the California Law Enforcement Telecommunications 
System (CLETS), revealed that California license 710-D0L is 
registered for 1972 to KOREAKI OGATA, Department of Biology, 
.University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for 
a 1966 Ford convertible. No stolen stops on file.

A check of driver’s license records, through CLETS, . 
reflects the following-description of OGATA: •: ■ .

Name
Date of Birth
Sex
Height' .
Weight ■
Hair
Eyes ' •
Marital Status 
California driver’s 
license number
Mailing address

Residence address

KOREAKI OGATA 
April 5> 19^3 ■

• ■ Male ’ .
5* 6" • ■
130 pounds 
Black .
Black 
Single

N?22888 . '
Department of Biology ' 
Stanford, California

’ 27261 Black Mountain Road
Los Altos Hills, California
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(kcv. 12-19-67) :

.. /FEDERAI^UREAU OF INVESTIGATION
REPORTING OFFICE

PHILADELPHIA

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

PHILADELPHIA

DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

8/25/71 1 8/21-23/71
TITLE OF CASE

\CAMDEN ACTION:
DR. WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH/ / A-
ANDERSON-FUGITIVE; ■ ~ t ;
REVEREND MILO MARION BILLMAN- 
FUGITIVE;
TERRY EDWARD BUGKALEW-FUGITIVE;
PAUL BERNARD COUMI&G -FUGITIVE;
FATHER MICHAEL J. DOYLE-FUGITIVE;

(’REPORT MADE SV

ELMER E. SUSSMAN
TYPED BY

MPJ
CHARACTER OF CASE

CGR-BURGLARY; TGP;DGP;MUTILATION 
OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE
WITH THE ADMINISTRATION SSA OF 
1967; CONSPIRACY _

ANN GRANT DUNHAM-FUGITIVE; ~ ‘ ""
FATHER PETER DONALD FORDI-FUGITIVE; KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH-FUGITIVE;
MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO^TUGITIVE; ROBERT GLENN GOOD-FUGITIVE;
JOHN PETER GRADY-FUGITIVE; MARGARET MARY INNESS-FUGITIVE; 
FRANCIS MEL MADDEN-FUGITIVE; LIANNE MARIE'*MdTOA~ FUGITIVE; 
BARRY JAMES MUSI-FUGITIVE; JOAN MARY REILLY-FUGITIVE; 
ROSEMARY REILLY-FUGITIVE; KATHLEEN MARY*RtDOLFI-FUGITIVE; 
JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH-FUGITIVE; SARAH JANE. TOSI-FUGITIVE; 
ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON-FUGITIVE ...........’- - . t

H References
</- c* e /

Philadelphia teletypes to the Bureau and Newark 
8/22/71 and 8/23/71.

-P-
ACCOMPLISHMEHT^CLAIMED o NONE ACQUIT- 

TALS
CASE HAS BEEN:

CON VIC AUTO. FUG. FINES / SAVINGS RECOVERIES

21rPH
A :

PENDING OVER ONE YE AR □'IES QnO 
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MON THS | | YES I |NO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW
SPECIAL AGENT 

IN CHARGEAPPROVED [

COPIES MADE: \

Os^Bureau (52-04527) 
* (52-6817)"3-Newark

1-USA, 
1-Boston

Newark, N.J.- 
(52-6636) (Info)

1-New York (5.2-10018) (Info)
1-WFO (52-12554) (Info)
6-Philadelphia (52-7165)

l~Departmental Attorney GUY

® 83

B AUG 30

GOODWIN
NotationsDissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency , m p
ICC.

■ &
^Ab Arf(

Request Reed. A1 A A l (■
Date Fwd.

' 1 / ff 7 / 7 /

How Fwd.^
By b L 'P & £ 'IP H

COVER PAGE
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 19700
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PH 52-7165

’ Leads

This case is receiving immediate preferred attention. 
The Bureau will be advised telephonically of pertinent 
developments. Leads to other divisions are being set forth 
by teletype or telephone as dictated by the urgency of the 
matter involved.

Philadelphia will follow and report prosecutive 
action.

Administrative Data

For the information of all offices, information was 
. developed during the course of the MEDBURG investigation that 

subject JOHN PETER GRADY and others were planning a draft 
board break-in in Camden, N.J. A separate sub section of the 
MEDBURG file was opened to further develop that information. 
All correspondence concerning the "CAMDEN ACTION" should be 
directed to PH file 52-7165-SUB S.

/ Arrest warrants were obtained 8/21/71. Fugitive
;[Form Letters, FD-65, are not being submitted since all 
/■ subjects were in custody prior to completion of forms.
I Philadelphia is claiming 21 fugitives. .

Departmental Attorney GUY GOODWIN is in Philadelphia 
handling legal matters involved in instant arrest. Copy of 
■instant report will be furnished to him personally by the 
Philadelphia Division.

■ Two copies of instant report are being furnished the
Newark Division since prosecution lies in the District of 
New Jersey. In addition, Doctor WILLIAM ANDERSON, Reverend 
MILO BILLMAN', Father MICHAEL J. DOYLE, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, 
FRANCIS MEL MADDEN, and SARAH TOSI are subjects of separate 
investigations in that division.

One copy of instant report is being furnished to the 
Boston Division for information since PAUL BERNARD COUMING, 
MARGARET MARY INNESS, LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA, BARRY JAMES MUSI, 
and SARAH JANE TOSI are subjects of separate investigations 
in that division.

-B- ’ •
’ COVER PAGE . ’ .
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PH 52-7165

■ One copy of instant report is being furnished to the
New York Division for information inasmuch as ANN GRANT DUNHAM, 
Father PETER DONALD FORDI, ROBERT GLENN GOOD, JOHN PETER GRADY, 
JOAN MARY REILLY, and ROSEMARY REILLY are subjects of separate 
investigations in that division.

. One copy of instant report is being furnished to 
WFO for information inasmuch as JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH is the 
subject of a separate investigation in that division.

This report has been prepared to set forth the —- 
identities of the subjects arrested, the charges and the 
hearing before the U.S. Magistrate. A report containing all 
pertinent FD-302fs concerning each arrest and disposition 
thereof will be promptly submitted. '

COVER PAGE
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FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

'1TED STATES DEPARTMENT (^JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1-USA, NEWARK, N.J.
Copy to: ' 1-DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY GUY GOODWIN

Report of: "" ELMER E. SUSSMAN Office:PHILADELPHIA,PENNSYLVANIA
__—Date: AUGUST 25, 1971

Field Office File #: 52—7165 Bureau File #: 52 — 94527

Title: CAMDEN ACTION: '
DOCTOR WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON;
REVEREND MILO MARION BILLMAN; TERRY EDWARD 
BUCKALEW; PAUL BERNARD COUMING; FATHER MICHAEL
J. DOYLE; ANN GRANT DUNHAM; FATHER PETER DONALD 
FORDI; KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH; MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; 
ROBERT GLENN GOOD'; JOHN PETER GRADY; MARGARET MARY 
INNESS; FRANCIS MEL MADDEN; LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA;
BARRY JAMES MUSI; JOAN MARY REILLY; ROSEMARY REILLY; 
KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI; JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH; SARAH 
JANE TOSI; ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

Character: CRIME ON A GOVERNMENT RESERVATION-BURGLARY; THEFT OF 
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY; MUTILATION OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE 
WITH THE ADMINISTRATION SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF

- 1967; CONSPIRACY ’

Synopsis: Subjects BILLMAN, BUCKALEW. COUMING. DOYLE, DUNHAM, 
FORDI, FORSYTH, GLQ&ONDO, QOQP, GRADY, INNESS^ 
.MADDEN,’ MOCCIA, MUSI, JOAN MARY REILLY. 'ROSEMARY 
REILLY, RIDOLFI, SWINGLISH, TOSI, and WILLIAMSON

arrested by Special Agents of tKe“"FBI ait Camden, N.J., on
8/22/71 and charged with CGR; TGP; DGP; MUTILATION OF PUBLIC 
RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WITH THE ADMINISTRATION SELECTIVE SERVICE 
ACT OF 1967; CONSPIRACY. Subject ANDERSON voluntarily surrendered 
to the FBI at Camden, N.J., on 8/23/71 arid charged with same 
violations. All subjects afforded hearing before U.S. Magis
trate in Camden, N.J. Results of those hearings set out.

• -P-

DETAILS: At Camden, N.J.

On August 22, 1971, at approximately 4:35 a.m., 
Special Agents of the FBI apprehended the following individuals 
in the Post Office Building, 401 Market Street, Camden, N.J., 
and in the vicinity of the Post Office Building:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI., It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents 
arc not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1970 0-406-810
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PH 52-7165 ’ .

• REVEREND MILO MARION BILLMAN ’

TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW

PAUL BERNARD COUMING

" ■ FATHER MICHAEL Jo DOYLE _ '

■ • ' ann’ grand dunham

FATHER PETER DONALD FORDI '

KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH .

. MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO’

ROBERT GLENN GOOD . '

JOHN PETER GRADY •

MARGARET MARY INNESS .

. ‘ FRANCIS MEL MADDEN ’

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA

BARRY .JAMES MUSI

JOAN MARY REILLY .

ROSEMARY REILLY ’

KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI

JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH

. ' SARAH JANE TOSI ,

' ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON ’

Each subject was charged with violations of Title 
18, U.S. Code, Sections 13 and 7 (New Jersey statutes annotated 
2A; 94-1); Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 641; Title 18, U.S.

' 2
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PH 52-7165

Code/ Section 1361; Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2071 (a); 
Title 50, U.S. Code (appended). Section U62 (a); and Title 
18, U.S. Code, Section 371.

Following their arrests, each subject was afforded 
a hearing before U.S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, 
N.J. BILLMAN was released on $10,000 own recognizance bond. 
MADDEN was released on $5,000 )wn recognizance bond. JOAN 
REILLY was released on $10,000 own recognizance bond. All 
other subjects were remanded to the custody of the U.S. 
Marshal in lieu of following bonds:

BUCKALEW $25 ,000 good bail

COUMING $75 ,000 good bail

DOYLE $10 ,000 good bail

DUNHAM $20 ,000 good bail

FORDI $50 ,000 good bail

FORSYTH $25 s000 good bail

GIOCONDO $25 ,000 good bail

GOOD $50 sooo good bail

GRADY $150, 000 good bail

INNESS $5,000 good bail

MOCCIA $10,000 good bail

MUSI $5,000 good bail

ROSEMARY REILLY $25/000 good bail

RIDOLFI $25,000 good bail

SWINGLISH $50,000 good bail

TOSI $5,000 good bail

WILLIAMSON $25,000 good bail

3



PH 52.-7165

■' On August 23, 1971, Doctor WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH 
ANDERSON voluntarily surrendered to the FBI at Camden, N.J 
He was placed under arrest and was charged with the same 
.violations as those set out above. He was afforded a 
hearing on the same date before U.S. Magistrate CHARLES L. 
RUDD, Camden, N.J., and released on $10,000 cash bond. 
Further hearing was set forth August 30 , .1971.

4*
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OPTtONAl fORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 fOINON
G$A GfK «£G. NO. 27

UNITED STATES

5010-106

Memorandum
to : Mr. Tolson

t

from : W. C. Sullivan t a
Ma

subject; BURGLARY OF MEDIA, 
PENNSYLVANIA, RESIDENT 
AGENCY (CAMDEN ACTION)

DATE: AugUSt 21, 1971

1 - Mr. Tolson
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Shroder
1 - Mr. Campbell
1 - Mr. Schutz

Tolbon 
- -

I Sul 11\an ' ‘ 
. / -Mohr ? * ~

6 Ihr iaan, C D.
' Callahan _ _

( asper__ — ... 
('onrad_______ _

Dalbcy_______  
Mr)_____ _ 
pXmlcr 

_____ -

Walters _  
Soyais _ _ _ _
Tele. Room____  
Holmes _, . . . .. 
Gandy

SAC Roy K. Moore in charge of captioned investigation
indicated today information received from informant indicated strong 
possibility an attempt will be made by John Peter Grady and his group, 
to break in the Federal Building at Camden, New Jersey, and thereafter 
destroy and carry off records of the draft board and military intelligence.

I The Department has indicated that should the break-in
pe consummated, those involved should be arrested. In the event Grady 
I and his group are on the scene with apparent intent to break in but 
| stop short of such action, the Department has indicated they should be 
kaken into custody. . j

I SAC Moore advised Philadelphia and Newark Agents are M
I being deployed in a position to take whatever action is appropriate.

ACTION: Information.

WCS:mcw

$2sep ?Jc7i
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FEDERA.®BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ' *'

CGR-BURGLARY; DGP; TGP; MUTILATION 
OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE 
WITH ADMINISTRATION OF SSS;
CONSPIRACY
(MEDBURG-CAMDEN ACTION)

REPORTING OFFICE

NEW YORK
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

PIIIIADELPHIA
DATE 

8/31/71
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOO

8/27-30/71

TITLE OF CASE
FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM aka
Frank R. Pommersheim

REPORT MADE BY

ROBERT P. SADOWSKI
TYPED S'!

emd
CHARACTER OF CASE

REFERENCE:
■JU — meiaii ^iwnw

Philadelphia telephone call to New York, 8/27/71.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

Additional copies are being furnished Philadelphia 
and Newark for dissemination to appropriate United States 
Attorney(s).

LEADS:

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK. Will follow and report 
results of prosecutive action _____________________________

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED E3 NONE ACQUIT- 
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN:
con via AUTO. FUG. FINES SAVINGS RECOVERIES

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR I I YES FxInO 
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS | | Y ES CKInO

Notations

\ Y/'- P\1 SPECIAL AGENT
APPROVED \ \ / ' IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

COPIEXMADE: ( \ \

(^Bureau (5^-94527)
1-USA, SDNY
3-Newark
5-Philadelphia (52-7165)
3-New York (52-10018)(Sub G)

(1-62-14541)

<^09.-

GifiSOSSfiS®

so 1 SEP 1971

i *

yttmteusg; vaaoBasaa 

..........................................
Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency /^XJ
Request Reed. 0 d /■ \ ■/
Date Fwd.

How Fwd. / t L

—

COVER PAGE
^GOVtnRxENT PRINTING OFFICE UWG 0 — 3
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FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

C°Py,O: (ATT:’AUS A BLAINE MICHAEL)

Report of: -OBERT P. SADOWSKI
De.: 8/31/71

’ Field Office File #: 52-10018(Sub G)

T... FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM

Nev; York, New York Office: *

„ ... _ 52-94527
Bureau File #:

Character: CRIME ON A GOVERNMENT RESERVATION-BURGLARY; 
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; THEFT OF 
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; MUTILATION OF PUBLIC

Synopsis: RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WITH THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF THE SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM; CONSPIRACY

Subject indicted by FGJ, Camden, NJ, 8/27/71, for 
CGR-Burglary, DGP, TGP, Mutilation of Public 

Records, Interference with Administration of SSS and 
Conspiracy to commit same. Bench Warrant issued. Subject, 
WMA, born 12/12/43, NYC, NY, 5’11”, brown hair and eyes, 
arrested 8/27/71, at place of employment by SAS of the 
FBI without incident. Arraigned same date before US 
Magistrate, released on his own recognizance. Hearing set 
for 9/1/71. Description and background data set forth.

— ■D-

DETAILS

Investigation in this matter was predicated upon 
receipt of a telephonic communication from the Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania (Pa.) Division of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) advising that subject was indicted by 
a Federal Grand Jury (FGJ) convened in Camden, Nev/ Jersey 
(NJ), on August 27, 1971, for Crime on a Government 
Reservation-Burglary, Destruction of Government Property, 
Theft of Government Property, Mutilation of Public Records,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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NY 52-10018 (Sub G)

Interference with the Administration of the Selective 
Service System and for Conspiracy to commit same, The 
Philadelphia Division also advised that a Bench Warrant 
was issued f.(Sr his arrest,

POMMERSHEIM was arrested at his place of 
employment, the Harlem Consumers Complaint Center, 227 
East 116th Street, New York City (NYC), NY, by Special 
Agents (SAS) of the FBI the same date without incident.

NW»2- Docld:323BS52iJBaofiJ8



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
8/31/71

FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM, 4 West 101st Street, 
Apartment 42, New York City (NYC), NY, was advised of the 
identities of ROBERT P. SADOWSKI and ROBERT V. VERICKER 
as Special Agents (SAS) of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) at his place of employment, Harlem 
Consumers Complaint Center, 227 East 116th Street, NYC, 
NY. He was placed under arrest by SA SADOWSKI, who 
advised, him of the charges against him:

Crime on a Government Reservation, Destruction 
of Government Property, Theft of Government Property, 
Mutilation of Public Records, Interference with the 
Administration of the Selective Service System and 
Conspiracy to commit all of the preceding.

SAS SADOWSKI and VERICKER advised him of his 
rights as they appear on the ’’Interrogation; Advice of 
Rights” form. POIRIERS HE IM was also furnished with a 
copy of the form, which he read and returned to SA SADOWSKI, 
advising ”1 do not wish to sign or initial this and 
I have nothing to say”.

The following description was obtained by 
descriptive interview and observation:

Name '
Sex
Race
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion

Charact eristics

FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM 
Male 
Caucasian
December 12, 1943
New York City, NY 
5 feet 11 inches 
165 pounds
Brown, long in back 
Brown
Medium, clear, clean 
shaven
Wears glasses

_ 3- .
On 8/27/71 atNYC, NY _File # 52-10018-G

SAS ROBERT W. VERICKER &
hv ROBERT P. SADOWSKI/dmd no. 8/30/71oy —--------------------------------------------------<--------------------------------------------------- Date dictated-----------------:---------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



NY 52-10013-G

Scars

Residence

Telephone

Parents

Social Security Number
Occupation

Employer

Former Employment•

New York State Motorist 
Identification Number

Education

American Red Cross 
Card Identification

Blue Cross-Blue Shield

Board of Elections

Alaska Liquor Permit

-4-

4 to 4” under lower 
lip, heart-shaped 
4 Nest 101st Street 
Apartment 42 
NYC, NY
Bus ines s-348-06 00
Home-None
FRANK and GRACE 
POMMZRSHEIM
3603 Woodward Avenue 
Seaford, NY 
516-SU1-O695
JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

Senior Consumer 
Specialist 
Department of 
Consumer Affairs 
of City of New York 
Identity Card Number 
486
1 .) Legal Services 
Unit,
320 East 3rd Street 
NYC, NY
2 .) VISTA (1968-1969) 
Assigned to Alaska

P1548923498127802-43 
(Expires December 31, 
1972)
Colgate University 
(1965)
Columbia Law School

Blood type A positive 
Address-Box 177 C.S. 
Hamilton, NY 
City of Nev? York 
Number 079344305 
Suffix C08, 
Effective February 18, 
1971
Registrant Number 
1236037
Nassau County 
Box 193
Bethel, AlaskaJ
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NY 52-10018-G

On August 27, 1971, POMMERSI-IEIM was arraigned 
before United States Magistrate GERARD L. GOETTEL, 
United States Courthouse, Foley Square, New York City, 
and released in his own recognizance, with the provision 
that he return Monday, August 30, 1971, and present 
himself to the United States Marshal for fingerprinting. 
A hearing was set for 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 1, 
1971. • .
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? (Rev. 12 19 67)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF uWfSTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

/ PHILADELPHIA
TiTLEOTCASE

CHANGED

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

PHILADELPHIA SEP 13 1971
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

8/21/71 - 9/8/71

CAMDEN ACTION:
JAYMA AW "ABDOO, aka Janette;
Dr. WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON;
Reverend M arion bellman
TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW;
PAUL BERNARD COUMING;
.DATE. _S_._. 0 IM TNGH AM;

REPORT MADE BY

ELMER E. SUSSMAN BT
CHARACTER OF CASE
CGR-BURGLARY; TGP; DGP; MUILATKK 0 
PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WITH TH 
ADMINISTRATION OF SELECTIVE SERVICE 
ACT OF 1967? CONSPIRACY; ASSAULTING 
FEDERAL OFFICER; OBSTRUCTION OF JU&.'

EUGENE F. DIXON; Father MICHAEL JOSE: 
ANNE GRANT-^DUNHA^aka Ann;
Father PETER DONALD FORDIfKEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH;
MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; ROBERT GLENN GOO 

\-JOHN PETER GRADY; MARGARET MARY INNESS^ 
’ FRANCIS MEL MADDEN, aka Francis XavieiArMadden (TN), 

Me]? Madden; Reverend EDWARD J. M(\ GOWdUi^-^  ̂
LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA: Reverend EDWARD^J". >MUg.P$Y;
BARRY JAMES MUSI; FRANK RICHARD'?'OMRMTtM/

; ROSEMARY ELIZABETH  ̂ILLY, aka Ro Ro\ JOAN MARY REILLY
ANITA L. RICCI; KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI;
JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH;
WILLIAMSON

following 
to Father

MARTHA SHEMELEY;

□ NONE
CASE HAS BEEN;

RECOVERIES
ACQUIT

TALS

iPlf DOYLE;

Notations J

U.S. GO. ^MENT PRINTING OFFICE . 1970 0-375-139

SARAH JANE TOSI; ROBERT WILLIAM

Title of this case has been marked changed to reflect 
changes in names of subjects: Father MICHAEL J. DOYLE 
MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE; ANN GRANT DUNHAM to ANNE GRANT

DUNHAM, aka Ann; FRANCIS MEL MADDEN to FRANCIS MEL MADDEN, aka
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

AUTO. FUG. FIN ES SAVINGS.

APPRd^Ed

COPI

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE

52-9^527) 
artmental .Attorney 

GUY GOODWIN
3-Newark (52-6817)

1-USA, Newark, N. J. 
1-Boston (52-6636)(Info) 
1-New York (52-10018)(Info) 
1-WFO (52-1255^)(Info) 
5-PhiladQlnh-ia (5?-716.5 Suh S)

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR ( |YES 
PENDING PROSECUTION 

OVER SIX MONTHS

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

-^ ■/// ?■ ?’
TO

A
COVER PAGE

Agency r
Request Reed.

"late Fwd.
v _ .

7/^
• Fwd.
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PH 52-716*+ Sub S

Francis Xavier Madden (True Name), Mel Madden; FRANK POMMER- 
SHEIM to FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM; ROSEMARY REILLY to ROSE
MARY ELIZABETH REILLY, aka Ro Ro. Fugitive has been deleted 
following Reverend EDWARD J. MC GOWAN's name since New York 
advised by teletype on 9/8/71 that MC GOWAN had voluntarily 
surrendered to the FBI at New York City on that date.

REFERENCES

Reports of SA ELMER E. SUSSMAN, dated 8/25, 8/31, 
9/1, and 9/7/71 at Philadelphia;

Report of SA ROBERT P. SADOWSKI, dated 8/31/71 
at New York captioned, "FRANK RICHARD POMMERSHEIM, aka."

•P

LEADS

This case is receiving immediate preferred attention. 
The Bureau will be promptly advised of pertinent developments. 
Leads to other divisions are being set out by teletype or other 
expeditious means. ■

Voluminous evidentiary material was seized during 
the course of searches incidental to the arrest, searches of 
vehicles, and execution of search warrants at premises. 
Philadelphia is currently cataloging all seized material in 
preparation for transmittal to the FBI Laboratory.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA . I '.Ullin <

Two copies of instant report are being furnished 
the Newark Division since prosecution lies in the district 
of New Jersey. In addition, the Newark Division has a 
separate interest in Dr. WILLIAM ANDERSON, Rev. MILO BILLMAN, 
Fr. MICHAEL J. DOYLE, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, FRANCIS MEL MADDEN, 
SARAH TOSI, JAYMA ANN ABDOO, EUGENE F. DIXON, and MARTHA 
SHEMELEY.

One copy of instant report is being furnished the 
Boston Division for information since that division has a 
special interest in PAUL BERNARD COUMING, MARGARET MARY INNESS, 
LIANNE MARTE MOCCIA, BARRY JAMES MUSI, and SARAH JANE TOSI.

B
COVER PAGE
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One copy of instant report is being furnished the 
New York-Division for information because that division has 
a special interest in ANN GRANT DUNHAM, Father PETER DONALD 
FORDI, ROBERT GLENN GOOD, JOHN PETER GRADY, JOAN MARY REILLY, 
ROSEMARY REILLY, Reverend EDWARD J. MURPHY, FRANK R. POMER- 
SHEIM, and Reverend EDWARD J. MC GOWAN.

One copy of instant report is being furnished the 
WFO for information inasmuch as that division has a special 
interest in JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH.

Where multiple arrests appear in one FD-302, the 
same FD-302 is used in this report to se.t out the individual 
arrest under that section containing details of the individual 
arrest.

C * 
COVER PAGE
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FD-204 iHev. 3-3-59)

UNP I STATES DEPARTMENT OF J' TICE
FEDERAL bureau of investigation

Copy to: 1-DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY GUY GOODWIN
l-USA, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Report of: 
Date:

ELMER E. SUSSMAN 
SEP 1 3 1971

Office: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Field Office File #: 52-/165 Sub S Bureau File 52—9^527

CAMDEN ACTION: JAYMA ANN ABDOO; DR. WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH 
ANDERSON; REV. MILO MARION BILLMAN; TERRY EDWARD BUCKALBW; 
PAUL BERNARD COUMING; DALE S. CUNNINGHAM; EUGENE F. DIXON; 
FR. MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE; ANNE GRANT DUNHAM; Fr. PETER 
DONALD FORDI; KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH; MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; 
ROBERT GLENN GOOD; JOHN PETER GRADY; MARGARET MARY INNESS; 
FRANCIS MEL MADDEN; REV. EDWARD J.'MC GOWAN; LIANNE MARIE 
MOCCIA; REV. EDWARD J. MURPHY; BARRY JAMES MUSI; FRANK 
RICHARD POMMERSHEIM; JOAN MARY REILLY; ROSEMARY ELIZABETH 
REILLY; ANITA L. RICCI; KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI; MARTHA 
SHEMELEY; JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH; SARAH JANE TOSI; ROBERT 
WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

Character: CRIME ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATION - BURGLARY; THEFT’ OF 
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; DESTRUCTION OF.GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; 
MUTILATION OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WITH THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 1967; CONSPIRACY; 
ASSAULTING FEDERAL OFFICER; OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

Synopsis: Authorized complaint filed before U. S. Magistrate
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., on 8/21/71 charging 21 
subjects -with violations of T18, USC, Sections 13 and 7 

(New Jersey Statutes annotated 2A; 9^—1); Title 18, USC, Section 
6^1; Title 18, USC, Section 1361; Title 18, USC, Section 2071 (a); 
Title 50, USC (Appended), Section *+62 (a); Title 18, USC, Section 
371. On 8/22/71, 20 subjects arrested in the Post Office Build
ing, Camden, N. J., and in the vicinity of the Post Office Build
ing. The 21st subject voluntarily surrendered to the FBI at 
Camden, N. J., on 8/23/71. Pertinent details concerning each 
arrest set out.

This document contains neither recommendations npr conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS:'

I, PROSECUTIVE ACTION

At Camden, N,_J..

On August 215 19715 facts of this case were discussed 
with Departmental Attorney GUI GOODWIN and Assistant U. S. 
Attorney JAMES FINNEGAN, Camden, N. J., who authorized issuance 
of complaint and warrant charging the following individuals 
with violation of Title 18, US. Code, Sections 13 and 7 (New 
Jersey Statutes annotated 2A; 9^-1)j Title 183 U. S. Code, 
Section o^-l; Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 13ol; Title 18, 
U. S. Code, Section 2071 (a); Title 50, U. S. Code (Appended); 
Section R62 (a); Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 371: Dr. 
WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON; Rev. MILO MARION BILLMAN; 
TERRY EDWARD BUCKLAEW; PAUL BERNARD COUMTNG; Father MICHAEL 
JOSEPH DOYLE; ANNE GRANT DUNHAM; Father PETER DONALD FORDI; 
KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH; MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; ROBERT GLENN 
GOOD; JOHN PETER GRADY; MARGARET MARY INNESS; FRANCIS MEL 
MADDEN; LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA; BARRY JAMES MUSI; JOAN MARY 
REILLY; ROSEMARY ELIZABETH REILLY; KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI; 
JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH; SARAH JANE TOSI; and ROBERT WILLIAM 
WILLIAMSON.

On August 21, 19715 an authorized complaint was 
filed before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., 
who issued arrest warrants for above-named 21 subjects.

On August 22, 19715 the following subjects were 
apprehended by Special Agents of the FBI at the locations 
indicated:

Inside Post Office Building, 
^01 Market Street, Camden,_N._J.

PAUL BERNARD COUMING

Father MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE

Father PETER DONALD FORDI 

MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO 

ROBERT GLENN GOOD 

ROSEMARY ELIZABETH REILLY
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• KATHLEEN JURY RIDOLFI

ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

St. Paul’s Church Courtyard,
*+22 Market Street;_Camden3„N^ J.,

ANNE GRANT DUNHAM

MARGARET MARY INNESS

BARRY JAMES MUSI

JOAN MARY REILLY

21 North Fourth Street, 
Camden, N. J......... ...............

TERRY EDWARD BUCKAL3W ■

Reverend MILO PURION BILLMAN .

KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH

JOHN PETER GRADY

FRANCIS MEL MADDEN

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA

JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH

SARAH JANE TOSI '

Following- thejir arrest, each subject was afforded a 
hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J. 
Reverend MILO MARION BILLMAN was released on $10,000 own re
cognizance bond. FRANCIS MEL MADDEN was released on $5,000 
own recognizance bond, JOAN MARY REILLY was released on $10,000 
own recognizance bond. All other subjects were remanded to the 
custody of the U. S. Marahal in lieu of the following bonds:

TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW, $25,000 good bail;

PAUL BERNARD COUMING, $75,000 good bail;
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Father MICHAEL J. DOYLE, $10,000 good bail;

AnS GRAFT DUNHAM,' $20,000 good bail:

Father 1XSR DONALD FORDI, $50,000 good bail;

KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH, $25,000 good bail;

MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, $25,000 good bail;

ROBERT GLENN GOOD, $50,000 good bail;

JOHN PETER GRADY, $150,000 good bail;

MARGARET MARY INNESS, $5,000 good bail;

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA. $10,000 good bail;

BARRY JAMES MUSI, $5,000 good bail;

ROSEMARY BLIEABETH REILLY, $25,000 good bail;

KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI, $25,000 good bail;

JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH, $50,000 good bail;

SARAH JANE TOSI, $5,000 good bail;

ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON, $25,000 good bail.

On August 23, 1971, Doctor WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH 
ANDERSON voluntarily surrendered to the FBI at Camden, N. J. 
He was placed under arrest and was charged with the sane 
violations as previously set out. He was afforded a hearing
on the same date before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, 
Camden, N. J., and released on $10,000 cash bond.

Additional details concerning each arrest will be 
set forth in a separate section following subject’s name.

Information concerning the action taken by a Federal 
Grand Jury in Camden, N. J. on August 27, 1971, in this case 
has been previously reported.
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II. DETAILS OF EACH INDIVIDUAL ARREST 

Dr. WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON 

Rev. MILO MARION BILLMAN 

TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW 

PAUL BERNARD COUMING 

Father MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE 

ANNE GRANT DUNHAM 

Father PETER DONALD FORDI 

KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH 

MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO 

ROBERT GLENN GOOD •

JOHN PETER GRADY 

MARGARET MARY INNESS 

FRANCIS MEL MADDEN 

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA 

BARRY JAMES MUSI 

JOAN MARY REILLY 

ROSEMARY ELIZABETH REILLY 

KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI 

JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH 

SARAH JANE TOSI 

ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

6
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DOCTOR WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON

As previously noted, captioned individual voluntarily 
surrendered to the FBI at C-mden, N. J., on August 23, 1971» 
He was placed under arrest and was afforded a hearing on the 
same date before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, 
N. J. He was released on $10,000 cash bond-.

REVEREND MILO MARION BILLMAN

As previously noted, BILLMAN was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date he was afforded 
a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, 

N. J., and was released on $10,000 own recognizance bond.

A search of the fingerprints of Reverend MILO MARION 
BILLMAN has failed to disclose prior arrest data in the files 
of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

7
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PbL; HAL UjLSAN GF IHVkSTSGAI^

Au'rurA 23, 1971Date_____ 1---------------------------

On August 22. 1971 at ar^-owimatelv k:32 a, 
SA TBRR’iKCc P. KRIST and S- lAURMiCE KARL 70:K to tie
door of the rf-sid'-n'.e Jocn\.'.' at 21 North Fo-r- h obroot.
Co^cL n, Few jor;.r'7tt PA .’GT S’-1 Clspiayec his crodonbifJ a bn the 
indl vicyr:l w> a c:r.\- Io tr- door,. This -..on was later j (-enti/ied 
as FILO ATLA-'A-Z 3/- Not AT Drd^ovcocod thrt r e and the
others Agones." of the Pc dor*. 1 Bureau of lovey M .ra
tion and Okob they vrsre there to execute arrest warrants*

SA YORK told BILLMAN to eoroe clown th© steps of 
the residence*

At that time BILLMAN was -arrested and searched by 
SA MAIM PIM EGELSION* SA SGELSTOH advised BILLMAN of his 
identity and of the fact that he was under arrest on a 
charge of conspiracy,. 

/
MR, BILL-MAN was then removed. from his home and 

placed in a Bureau car, and from that point taken to the 
Post Office Building at Camden, New Jersey* ■

On August 22, 1971# Reverend MILO IL4RI0N BILLMAN 
of 21 North hth Street, Camden, New Jersey, was searched 
in connection with his arrest by the FBI on the same date* 
The following items were removed from the person of Reverend 
BILLMAN for possible evidentiary purposes* Reverend BILLMAN 
signed a receipt for items taken:

1 * 3%n x 21g!I 1971 pocket calendar with the 
following names and telephone numbers listed on the reverse 
side:

Pay Gare 5V* ~0661
Er. Brimor Off. 96l+-23>|.0
OXO. Main 961^-6887 - North 966-4(l|.93# South

966-3197
B* Oberkahr 96U-1602, -6669
Helen 963-0373

nn 8/22/71 05 Camdon. „ Mew Jersey File a Ph-Ha del ph I a 62-9268__
SAS PHILIP BROV/N^yRRRniCE P4 IMBST. LAWRENCE KARL YORK
and DOPALO REX EGETSTON PLBirls 8/°?/71

____________ _______ _________________ __________________ .... Dote dictalvu____ ________ ___________ _ _____ ____

Thw Lemont conlains neither rN«» e..e4ti>ns ..or e nclusioa. r-f iho FCI. It is thn property «f th.- Mil and is locnr-J tn jeur c5 ,n..v. 

it and its contents aro not to bo distributed outside your ofconcy. .
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Point 966-5851.
Yr * 1

Ruth 96k.-988 2 ■
. >10 Noc.’O? 221 Vine, 369-0612 .....

1. Robincon, 21 6 Kyson, 966.-8191’- - .
Co Thomnscn, 913 Cedar, 963-0813
P. Gibson, 611;. State, 96U-68L.0/ 96I4.-8I97
P. P. Neigh. 369-38214. .
Ed L. 386-395U ■
M. Rodriguez, 61.12 Erie, 36'1-9225
J« S^s/612 fork, 966-'M7 ■ .
John Rich, 931 Cedar, 365-3728
Marilyn Whitham, 31'5 State, 961;.-8799

. Luke 3^1-1062, 3h.1-20 26 ■

3. 3 3/’{-” x 2V green card for "The Lost Sea 
Gulls," card owned by Reverend DONALD A. GREISMAN.

Lp l|." vl 2^" white card - "Camden Lutheran Youth 
Ministry,"'

5. Business card of PHILIP WOLF - Attorney, 
l.j.26 Market Street, Camden. Nev; Jersey, telephone number 
961^-8060, 9611-9030. Also home telephone number listed 
as 609-667-2393« .

6. Six pink colored, cards for emergency food, etc. 
Coopers Point Neighborhood Action Group.

7. One card - Committee on Political Education 
AFL-CIO, for JOSEPH M. ROURKE, Deputy Director, 815 16th ’ 
Street, Northwest Washington, D. C., telephone number 202
29,3-5105. Also on the reverse side of this card appeared 
a -'’me, FANNIE REAL, 2662 h?tland Street, Montgomery, Alabama 
361--8, vol ephono nv.mbor 26 i-70 63, 26'2-8 669 ? Field Director 
CO? AFL-CIO. ‘ '

Cj 
■ ( .
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3. Ore letter from Vj 1 YMMR, Dr footer.
Public Safety, C3;,ccd< Dur jc-rscy, dated Augii^r 21, 177i .

The ''oilevi’/v: i iz' :?- Neve found on the perron of 
Reverend DHJ-/’a ano vnnv: •.“.-vedii5toly returned to hhn -wu 
inspection: '

1. $2.8.00 in cash,

2. Social Security Card Number 269~30-30'i0»

3* One Now Jersey-Driver! s License Number 
BL372 ~ 3 5l.p7 h - ok 3 £lp .

Lj < One receipt from Central Duplicating and 
Typ ow r i t e r Comp any , 1 n amount c f $12«0 8»

Eight chance stubs from the Economic 
Development Corporation„

6, One bill from Pennsauken Animal Hospital,

7« One yellow admission card from the Bandbox 
Kight Club,

. 8, One business size card from Mira, InoM a
real estate firm.

9. One card with name LYLE TATUM, an Urban 
Affairs Representative.

10, One automobile insurance card from 
Continental Insurance Company. ■

' 11. Ono Lutheran Church Supuly Card, Number 10-
010^36*

12. Ono Bail© de Coronacion advertising a dance

13c One library card.
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fD-301 (i'ov. 4-15-6-?)

FFPFdAL ihKFAU OF IHVFSTIGATKH

Reverend MILO white mule Am;n>ican,
born Anvil Big j v liiaron Cental’? 01x5.0, x’osidtiv.-^ Bl 
N^rth ii.th Sw.'O^ Crmuo':, X. J<? uas again advised of two 
identitioc of the* and interviewing agents anti also
again advised of the fact that he was Doing arrested for 
conspiracy in connection with the break-in of the Selective 
Service Sys ten Oliicoa in tn© Post Ctfico Building at 
Camden. lu Jo K?. BILK-1,till was then presented an Xnten*ogation? 
Advice of Rights i’o??:-n and asked if ho was «.ule to raas and 
write the English language, hr. BILLMAN advised he was able 
to read and write- ths English language and he advised he was 
a college gxuidi?nte having corapleted four years of post-graduate 
work, Kr. BILIMAN then i-ead tU^ advice of rights and waiver 
of I’ights ram as presented to him by S& DONALD HEX EDMESTON. 
Mr, BILLMAN was unhea if no thoroughly understood what his 
rights were and he aavised,. ,t!l understand what my rights ar&eH 
He was then asked, “aug you sure you understand,11 and Fir. 
BILKhlN adviuea that he did understand. vnat his rights were.

’ Mr. BILLMAN was then asked by SA DONALD REX EGELSTON 
woula. he ■ackjiowleag© that ne had been advised of his rights ' ■
by agents of trie FBI and he advised, nYesy I have been advised.11 
Mr. BILL-MAN advised that he did not wish to sign th® advice 
of rights waiver form and he requested that he be able to make 
a telephone call to his attorney, Mr, BILIM. AN was advisea by 
SA EGELSTON that immediately upon receipt of information from 
Special Agent in Charge ROY K. MOORE that-the building had 
been secured and that agents and suspects sai’ety could os 
assured he would be allowed to make any number of telephone 
calls which he wished, including those calls to his family 
or to his attorney. Mr, BILLMAN advised that he understood 
this. BILLMAN stated he did not wish to discuss th© break-in. ’

Mr. BILLMAN was then asked by SA EGELSTON if he ' 
had made prior arrangements with his x^ife as to what should 
be done in tne event be was arrested. Mr. BILLMAN advised 
that he had expected tnat he might be arx’osted for either

On______ BZXaZZ2____ c?____OhMf• t’ll. U. Jj,File II P? 13 1r: d©.l Ph ? ° L.^;;b.V 'ij 2

SA PHILIP E. BROWN /
by____ SKjidkLILJL^-EiJ—Kk'/? Am____ bolo dictnfo.} 3/?l__________

Tin*; dccumz»nt coahrn-t ncHho. rHO’mu*i«’v,k*«5 no , « »w .aulet 4 rd *'3L It is £lso ptopotty of tho end is to yti^r a*»encv:
B ond its contc.M' or:? not to di«:*n£>»»t1 4 oui^iJu w.u» ((oucy.
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’’chis cv the other ?ur3«r; the convex*5 ation SA fCrT-afC5.:

SA EG.?' CTGL th^u Hr, BII?-'7K why uori d anyone
want to bresk-ir. to g dr . .'t Vo^x-d now is vl-.v- of hr fact ihct 
Ccn-wc S3 13 to cs.-^cci- wxt.Lin the
Selective Service System and that at ths prvscnt tius no one? 
is bci-yg draftee, and that it appears that any action against 
the draft board anpajws to bo useloss at ths profont ti.%, 
Mr, BIllMAN stated, ’’The- poor people can’t wait for gevf^-amenr 
to react. too slowly to ths proble-^s of the poor
people, that something has- to ba done now.”

Mr. BILLMAN was then given. a copy of the Sunday 
’’Philadelphia Inquirer,” and ha opened this copy and b'-gan 
to read it. He than pointed to a p-ictv.re in the newspaper 
showing a firs in downtown Camden .and stated, ’’Boro is tbs 
real cr5.mo, people are dying, Vhy don’t you do aoyrsthing 
about that, instead of draft board break“-5„nso',i SA EGELSTON 
advised him that the FBI had no jurisdiction in tee matter 
in Carrion. BILLMAN said, ”V/ny don’t you do n^jething about 
the- crooks, Mayor NARDI and Police Commissioner YEAGER.” 
SA EC-rLSTON advised him that if he wished to present any 
infcreation concerning irregularities in office concerning 
Mayor H^RDI and police Coranissioner YEAGER ho would taka 
this infcreation down, Mr. SILLMAh made no further comments 
concerning Mayor NARDI and police Commissioner YEAGER.

Mr. BILLMAN provided the following descx‘iptivs data:

Name
DOB
POB
Height
height . .
Build
Haw ■
Eyes
Residence

Scars and Marks 
Occupation

Ev.p]oywnt (period) 
j-rev io us arros la 
Driver’s Liceore 
Vcliiclo Ovnuir-bip

Reverend MILO MARION BILLMAN
April 20, 1932
Sharon Center, Ohio 
6* . .
230 pounds
Stocky .
Brown
Blue *
21 North !{.th Street 
Camden, HL J.
1” cut seax1- on right thumb 
Lutheran Minister -- Works in 
Comsuni ty-.
Ordained Jvnc 195$
.■tcl’xxta to nano
B U372 01|/,r>4
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hi 02-9288

So c i j'. 1 8 -e c r r i1 ■ x 269 ~ 3 0 ” 3 010
Mill tar: • fynvlce i. O n .'■';
Dzsft St. ■ lj-0 ~ Ministerlai Pcr-.BMi;';
Loc;l /1i-voaa d overt it > Onio
Delailver *<.

.}■> tlv?r FALL E( EILimn, xl 1 o? ''Mio
July , 1099

POB Oh. io

Mother MARY L. BILI^AY (YGDUGh Saville
Chia

DOB If'ebruary 22 f 190.3
FOB Ohio

Brother C-SORGE PH BILLMAN
DOB Anvil 12., 1928

?■ FOB Ohio

Sister VL1RDA Be JACOBS, Creston, Ohio
DOB 1933
FOB Ohio

Wife JEAN BILUL^, nee ERCA^? 21
North ktn Street,. Cav'dan, IL Jo

DOB June 21, 1937
FOB Springfield., Ohio

Children AMY, age 10
JOEL, ag€t 8

Th© Reverend BILLMAN refused to explain "this or the 
other one,n or to make any statement concerning his involvement 
in the break” ?ln of the draft board in Camden, Ne J„, on the 
morning of August 22, 1971«
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TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW

As previously noted, BUCKALEW was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date he was af
forded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, 
Camden, N. J., and was remanded to the custody of the U. S. 
Marshal in lieu of $2?,000 good bail. He was released on 
September 7, 1971, after posting ter per cent cash or 
security of a $10,000 bond which had been set by the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Fa., on September 3,
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TLCBRYE. BUCKAX.W; 'r s arrested in the c<pr\y ':-:‘:r;-ir.n.-^. 
of August 22 s 197 If a?', fl No. 'h t.tb rir«?o^« Ct:\->M"if by
Special Agents (SA4-) RICHARD Je KA HIT: ana H. DA.lohALL uUKD,

At the time of ■oooC'V t. bU Cl. \ IZ'K .•■o fuse a to IWr'ify 
himself. However. o rearm of hie poorer) Yoo'or-Mocl a vz-Bc i 
cor? r-ainir-o a Pennsylvania end a Hew Jrrcoy driver's J 
both bearin': the name "TERRY he WJCHWJAW.’! Khoo sho; o bbis 
identifier tian ho agreed thio, wn-- his cori-ect name c I'W'icolatoly 
after- admitting hie identity ha said he would not furnish 
any other information.

BUCKALSW Aras taken in a Bureau oar? to ths Federal 
Building, UOl Karkot Street, Ca-vdon, N0Je? where ho was taken 
to Roon 318 to aval b his being finger-printed, photographed,, 
and his appearance before a magistrate.

BUCKALEW was informed by SA RICHARD J. MARTIN that 
he did not have to .make a statement} that he was entitled 
to consult with an attorney before, making any statement and 
that if he could not afford one, an attorney would be obtained 
for him. Re was informed that any statement he did make 
could bo used against him in a court of law. At this point 
BUCKALEW again stated he would not furnish any information. 
Further, ho said he would not sign anything.

The following description of TERRY E. BUCKALEW 
was obtained from observation and from examination of the 
two driver's licenses in his possession:

Sex
Race
Height
Weight
Build
Date of Birth
Hail' • -
Eyes. ■ 
Addresses

Kal®
Waite
6'2"
22> pounds
Large frame
September 8, 19^0 
Brown (long and curly) 
Hazel (wears glasses) 
108 North 3Uth Street, 

Philadelphia, Pa.;

8/22/71 Camden, N. J. Philadelphia ^2-716^^
____________________ f*I_____________ _______________________ _______ _____________ File it________________ '________________

This decuman! conlokis neither recGinn-rnJctions nor conci’njnns of the i £1. It is the property of tho rhl wnd is looned Io jmu cr-.h-cy. 
i! and its contend ora not to he dtsfributud outside y^ur c. ” cy.
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115 East Kontoroy Avenue. 
Wildwood frost, N.J.

(Ke refused to say which
' of these addresses was current

or even if they were correct 
addresses.)

BUCKALEW refused to furnish, any information about 
his family or his marital status® • In conversation he men
tioned ho once worked as an assistant to the law clerk of 
the Third Circuit Court of Appeals but refused to furnish 
additional information in this regard®

The following items were seized from the person 
of EUCKALEW:

1. New Jersey Driver’s License number B 9060- '
73365“O95Ol|., issued January 6, 1971, expiration date of 
January 31, 1972, name TERRv s. BUCKALEW, address lip East 
Konterey Avenue, Wildwood Crest, N.J®, date of birth September 
1950 . •

2. Pennsylvania Driver's License number 16-8311.-072, 
expiration date of September 30, 1972, validated August 17.
1971, name TERRY E. BUCKALEW, address 108 North 3i-!-th Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

•3 . Pink slip of paper with "Pylam Products Co., 
95-10 218th St., Queens Village, N.Y. Illp29; Pyla - Cool 
Dye s."

ip Two by three ca.rd containing "NEIL BENSON of 
Wasted Pictures Productions, 329-1551, Phil®, Pa."

5. Three by five card containing "365-8911, 
181-573•”

6. Portion of pink card containing "Red 56 ‘
Sreen 61."
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PAUL BERNARD COUHING

As previously noted, COUMING was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
Post Office Building, h-01 Market Street, Camden, N. J. On 
the same date he was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., aid was remanded to the custody 
of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $2?,000 good bail. He was 
released on September 7? 1971? after posting ten per cent 
cash or security of a $10,000 bond which had been set by the 
Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, pa., on Septem
ber 3, 1971.
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„ LUI;nAU Gr !KV£STIGAT!C

August 23. 197-3

’The Ac'11 oudug activity took place- pursuant to the 
execution of an arrest warrant, dated August/ 21, 1971, 
authorized by V Dr._. " Annual Atto? noy GUY L* GOOpaID, 
and issued /.ugu’ ; 21, jy/l? By In Magistrate CHABLIS L 
RUDD at Carcdcn; h«

............... PAUL B„ CO;mG was observed by SA’s SNODGRASS and 
SRLLib’COD at (<h.nl Jt:39 a5m., standing against the outside 
wall of the Selective Service Offices, Fifth Floor, U. S. Post 
Office buidding, behind a paranet. on the roof of the Fourth 
Floor. Conning was told, "FBI, don’t move," by SA SNODGRASS, 
and was immediately placed under arrest by s SNODGRASS and 
SHBRU09D. .

Following a preliminary search of his person for 
weapons or other dangerous materials by SA SHERWOOD, COUJLIRG 
was handcuffed and then led through the window into the 
Selective Service Offices by SA SNODGRASS*

COUMING had in his possession at the time of arrest 
a Realistic TRC-IOO-B Transceiver. 5 watts, 6 channels with 
crystals, for transmitting and receiving on Channel 11* 
Serial Number 17329/5^-1 appeared on the transceiver, as well 
as a Timex waterproof watch, number 212^2568, which was 
taped to the outside of the transceiver. '

Philadelphia 100-52128 
f)n 8/22/71 Camden, N. J*Filo,Philadelphia 52-7175-Sub

SA’S GEORGE E. SHERWOOD^
etna ]'.Uj.LIj hu ' Gxu.UBiJii Dot© diefaf^d o/2,3/71.

Ths: Hocunscnt or. Veins ncithor rc<-c.-....ion!utio<i5 r.'.r ci.i.clus ions of tho FBI. It is tl:o properly of the FBI arid is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents ota not to bo distributed outside your ojoncy.
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1 8/24/71
Dato____________

DONALD G. COX and PAUL L. BRINTON identified the:?i- 
salvos as Spacial / pants of ths Federal Bureau of Investi
gation to .PAUL EARN/RD COUHIXG. He was furnished a Waiver of 
Rights form. vzhich ho read and. declined to sign.

COUHING was searched by the above agents end one pair 
of brown cotton gloves was taken from hiw and jaaintained as 
evidence. He was wearing the gloves when the interview began.

He was fingerprinted and photographed. ....

COUMING declined to furnish any information and the 
only information he would furnish was his name.

The following description of COUMING was obtained 
from personal observation: . ,

grey shirt, long sleeves, with . 
white and red vertical stripes; 
white T-shirt and a green T-shirt

Race White
Sex • Male • .
Age ■ About 22
Height 5’4"
Weight 130 pounds
Hair Brown, wavy over ears, long sideburns
Eyes Hazel
Dress Blue coverall pants and jacket;

He also had in his possession a business card which 
reflected the name of a law firm ’’Segal, Appel, and Natali, Suite 
200, 1427 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., 19107, Telephone 
#665 0220." Hand printed on the’card was the following: 
"Camden Carl Poplar, Office 966-2533 and Home 428-1813."

nn 8/22/71 ot Camden, N. J.FibPhiladelphia 52-7165 SUB

SAs DONALD G. COX and '
by PAUL L. BRINTON DGC/tae Dol0 d,ctatoc!8/ 2 3/ 71__ _
This doccntont contoi.is neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is lh« /ropoity oi the FBI and is loaaca to your 
If end Its contents oro oaf to be distributor! outside your a<;<.ncy.
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PH 52-7165 Sub S

FATHER MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE

As previously noted, DOYLE was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
Post Office Building, *+01 Market Street, Camden, N. J. On 
the same date he was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded to the custody 
of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $10,000 good bail. He was 
released on September 1, 1971, on his own recognizance bond 
of $10,000.

A search of the fingerprints of Father MICHAEL 
JOSEPH DOYLE has failed to disclose prior arrest data in the 
files of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

23
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At approximate J-y 1'^35 a,m0, entry was made into 
the Selective Service Board j/oohiSj Fifth Floor, Federal 
Courthouse and Post- O,CTi^c, Camden., On entry, seven pc:-' jon.? 
were seen stawdijv; ia various positions.- They war® in ma a.'? ooly 
advised thau the?? licrc under arrest; and that they woro rorrostod 
by Special Agents of tho laBIo

Those parsons were la tea? identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, ROBERT GLEN GOOD, 
MICHAEL Jo DOYLE, ROSEMARY REILLY, KATHLEEN MARI RIDOLPT, ant: 
ROBERT W„ WILLIAMSON* Each person arrested received a 
preliminary ,!pat down" search^

After th® search, each person was handcuffed and 
de.signaled for booking and further processing*

At tho time of entry and thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open; Selective Service documenta
removed from these; documents were, observed to be strewn and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about in the gutter area of the ramparts on three sides of
the fifth floor roofo

on 8/22/71 1 a.. CAMPER. JlrkLJERSliY__________ nh
SA's W„ B. ANDERSON, EUGENE S* DEBBAULT, JOE K. GINCCRIC I, 
DAVID A. MILLER, MASON Pe SMITH, THOMAS E. TIERNNI, JOSEPH ZIEL,

b/TinALRCuiJiLOL^^ Dato dictated

Thi= document contains n. Klifr racommcnrialions nor ondinions of th., FBI. It is tho ptoporty of the FBI and ir. lounrtl to y< .n cj-ney. 

It and Its contents are not to ba distributor! outside your cponcy.
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HDSRM LJJkKAU Or iUVGbTIGAT?

27? 1971

At apps^cximately L-.^O turn.-? August 22, 1971 , 
Selective Sc'’j'Vj.cc space avC • rrcundaur area . ,'c.>tee or. 
the fifth floor, U< 2,. Fo:.~L b'Jx harkc throat?
Camden, dew Jopsoy, was cnlnu by Special A-ynIs of tn? 
Fedoi-al Lu'/yu of J.rvcSbIrytlon* SAs l;uGJm S, DFBBAUjJT 
and YHOHlb it TISUCY entered the J; mediate area and 
jjarapec surround:XJ»f: the Sc-locti1-'© Service office by way 
of the building fire escape* SAy ROBERT H* HALLER and 
JOB R. GIHGBRICH entered the Selective Service office 
through the front door? which entered onto the fifth 
floor corridor*

, Upon entrance into this space SAs DEBBAUDT, TIERNEY?
WALLER and GINGERICH announced the FBI’s presence and instructed 
everyone to remain as they were until told to do otherwise*

SA JOE R* GINGERICH apprehended MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE 
on the parapet surrounding the fifth floor of the U. S, Post 
Office* DOYLE? at the time of apprehension? was located on 
the south side of the building at approximately the center 
of the building west of the Selective Service suace proceeding 
in a westerly direction around the parapet* DOYLE was immed
iately returned to the Selective Service space via a window 
where he was frisked for weapons with negative results* 
DOYLE was not questioned other than for his name which he 
refused to give. .

on 8/22/71 ot Camden, N, J.Fi!o„ Philadelphia 72-7169-SU

, SA JOE R* GBXERICLhwiV'i n , g/o-,/^______ ___ ____________ _______________________________________________________p u to d t ct at eci. C/ c 7t/ / .1_________ ___________

Tins document contains noiUur recomiHcndation^ nor ccnclusiorn or ihc» PBI. ‘t is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to yow c.»7tncy: 
it and its contents arc net to ho distributed outside your c^oncy* •
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• !’Lii --JAL BUREAU OF INVCfn&AW!?

Augu.st 27 < 1971 / Dole----------------------- :-----------

MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE was presented an Interrogation - 
Advice of Rights font / SA JOE R. GINGERICH and advised Ly 
Sa GIYCEUCi that an 5rterr?cw was desired regarding ths 
burglary of the Select?’-o Service Offices at the U. S„ Court
house a'u Lost Off? co build;l-'g, 4th a?id Market Sr?ecis?
Careen. M A, th; early meaning of August 22, 197T» DOYiE 
read the Interrogation - Ad vice of RJ.ghts form, advised he 
fully undertoed the contents of the form, and tberebs’' signed 
the form

DOYLE advised he did not wish to answer any questions.

The following description was obtained from obser
vation and interview: ’

Name
Aliases
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair

Scars and Marks 
Address

Occupation
Employment

Father

Mother

Brothers

MICHAEL JOSEPH DOYLE
None •
November 3 ? 1934
Longford County, Ireland 
5’7”
136 pounds
Slender
Auburn’
Blue
None ■
2907 Federal Street, 

Camden, N. J.
Catholic Priest - 12 years
Catholic Priest - St. Joseph’;s 

Pro-Cathedral, Camden, N.J.
JOHN DOYLE, born May 14, 1898, 

at Longford County, Ireland 
(Deceased 1967)

ROSE CREEGAN DOYLE -
Longford County. Ireland

PATRICK DOYLE -
Longford County, Ireland 

JOHN DOYLE - Catholic Priest, 
Brigantine, New Jersey

On 8/22/71 ct Camden, New Jersey Fi!t, ft Philadrlnhi

py.

SAs KLAUS Cs ROHR and
JOE Ju GIHOMCH JRG:nmm Date dictated

This document conjoins neither rscc-.-mc-njolioos ror conclusions of ths FBI. It is the property of this Fiji ond is, loaner! to your (Mosey: 
It ond Its contents arc not to bo distributed outside your ogancy.
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PH 52-7165-SUB 
< I

Sisters

Spouse
Children
Previous Arrests 
Driver's License 
Vehicle Ownership

■ANNA MAE DOYLE - 
Longford County« Ireland 

PHILOMENA O'REILLY -
Longford County, Ireland 

None • 
.None 
None 
New Jersey (number unknown) 
1968 Chevrolet Impala, rust-colored, 

four door, Nev? Jersey license" 
unknown<

Selective Service Number-None
Military Service None
Draft Status None ■
Social Security Number ‘Unknown 
Local Address 2907 Federal Street,

Camden, N. J»
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FD-302 (Rs.v. 4-15-64)

TbghAL DUki-AU OF lUVCSTIGATiOr

Auguyt 27 > JC?1

A search of the perron of MICHAEL JOSEPH D0XP3 
on August 22, 1971$ collected ths location and obtain.ing 
of ths following itemss

One pad of white paper, ^’zB”, with a pen 
and pencil drawing on t^p sheet*

One pair of brown cloth glove?*

On 8/22/71 ot Camden, New Jersey F Philadelphia 92-7169 SUI

SAs KLAUS C* norm and
by K2iLiL G22iGi^lci^  ̂ £>0,0 dicnHod 8/23/71

This document contains neither rcconunondations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property r>{ iho FEI ond it; loonod to your «0»n»y: 
If and its contents aro not to bo distributed outsido your aepney*



PH 52-7165 Sub S

. • ANNE GRANT DUNHAM

As previously noted, DUNHAM was apprehended by‘ 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, in the court
yard of St. Paul's Church, ^22 Market Street, Camden, N. J. 
On the same date she was afforded a hearing before U. S. 
Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded 
to the custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $20,000 good 
bail. She was released on September 3, 1971, after posting 
ten per cent cash or security on a $7,500 bond which had been 
set by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., 
on September 3, 1971.

A search of the fingerprints of ANNE GRAND DUNHAM 
has failed to disclose-prior arrest data in the files of the 
Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

29
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FFP2i?AL BUREAU OF IMVESVtGAsT

At approximately !?-:33 on August 22, 1971HU dpihOz.l(..t! uulf v*03 UU U£>u Xy/X

Special /.fonts TIITXTON, BABCOCK, DAVIS, and HARRISON obscr
a white male ar* throo white females standing ap 
wall located in /lecvc Driveway. east side of St
Episcopal Church, located across from the U.S. Post Office 
Building at Fourth and Market Streets, Camden, Nev; Jersey. 
Unknown white male 1 at er iOontified as BARRY J. MUSI unis 
observed holding a walkie-talkie, which was immediately 
taken from him by SA THIXT01L A pair of cheap binoculars 
bearinp a strip of adhesive tape with the word "lawnside1' 
written on the tape end a brown tote'bag were located near 
the feet of these four individuals. SA THIXTON identified 
himself and the other agents present as being.Special 
Agents of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that 
they were being placed under arrest for conspiracy. The 
three white females were subsequently identified as being 
MARGARET MARY INNESS, ANNE GRANT DUNHAM, and JOAN REILLY.

On 8/22/71___ o( Camden, New Jersey F(loPhiladeIph 1 a 52-71
SA RONALD g. THTXTGR-;' GA RjCg/U) G. HARRISON
SA ROGER E. BABCOCK 

by----- <:w—jl r.n/r^„'pj.sgi; yt— Onto dickitod
This doaumont contains nokhcr recommendations. nof conclusions «>> tbo FBI. H Is fho proporty of iho FBI and la loonnd 1' your n^ancy: 
If ond hi contvnU era not to bo difttribuiad outsido your chancy.



FEDERAL E- REAU OF IMVESTSGA'.W

Dote. 8/24/71

ANNE GRANT DUNHAM was apprehended at approximately
4: 35 a.m., as she stood, in the east couvty<ird of Saint 
Paul's- Episcopal Church, 422 Market Street., by HAROLD H. 
DAVIS, JR., and RICHARD G. HARRISON, who ideni'ified them
selves as Special Agents of the FBI, DUNHAM wes orally 
advised of certain constitutional rights by SA RICHARD G. 
HARRISON. Incident to this arrest DUNHAM was given a lino ted 
pat down search and two keys were found in her trouser pocket.

DUNHAM was taken to the Federal Building, 401 
Market Street by SA RICHARD G. HARRISON for processing. At 
this location she was again advised' of her rights by S.A 
HARRISON, who read to her the form entitled Interrogation; 
Advice of Righto. DUNHAM was then asked to read the form in 
the presence of SA LARRY KOPRIVICA, who identified himself as 
a Special Agent of the FBI. After reading the form, DUNHAM 
indicated that she understood the content and meaning of the 
form; however she did not wish to sign the Waiver of Rights 
section of the Interrogation; Advice of Rights Form, nor did 
she wish to answer any questions regarding the’break-in of the 
Federal Building at 401 Market Street.

After completion of the interview, DUNHAM voluntarily 
furnished handwriting and handprinting samples.

DUNHAM was furnished a copy of.the inventory, previ
ously signed by her, of the items removed from her person at 
the time of her arrest.

The remainder of the processing consisted of a strip 
search, and the fingerprinting and photographing of DUNHAM. 
This processing was accomplished by various employees of the 
FBI.

DUNHAM was advised that she could make one telephone 
call if she so desired. She stated that at the present time 
she did not desire to make any telephone call. _

DUNHAM was escorted to a hearing before U, S. Magistrate

n 87’22/71 Camden, N. J. Philadelphia 100-53227
On________________________at__________________1 ;___________________________ Fife /;*

SA RICHARD G. HARRISON 
SA HAROLD H. DAVIS, JR.

by_______SA LARRY KOPRIVICA - RGH/ccc dicf„torf 8/2 3/71
This document conlotrfs neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prapcriy of tho FBI ond is ioanud tc your tucnay: 
It and its contents ora not to be distributed outside your agency* *

■ /
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PH 100-53227

CHARLES L. R’Jh.Aj District of Camden, N. J. , and was there
after turned over to the U. S. Marshal’s Office at Camden, 
N. J.

The follows ng descriptive information was obtained
from observation and furnished 
interview:

voluntarily by DUNHAM during

Name
Race ' '
Sex
Date of Birth ’ 
Place of Birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion ’
Scars and Marks 
Residence

ANNE GRANT DUNHAM
White ■
Female •
5/19/48
New York City 
5’1” •
120 pounds
Stocky
Brown, length .to shoulder blades
Blue .
Medium
None noted 
4 West 101st Street

New York, N. Y.
Occupation 
Father 
Age
Place of Birth 
Occupation 
Residence 
Mother' 
Age
Place of Birth

■ Residence
Brothers ’

Unemployed
ARTHUR W. DUNHAM
Approximately 55
Canada
Accountant
92 First Street, Pelham. N. Y.
JEANNETTE E. DUNHAM, nee EDWARDS
55 '
Connecticut
Same as father
ANTHONY W. DUNHAM, age 25 ’
JOHN E. DUNHAM, age 21
PAUL S. DUNHAM, age 16

Marital Status 
Previous Arrests

Single '
Admitted, speeding ticket at

New York City ■
•. Driver's License In New York, number unknown, 

lost during mid July 1971
Social Security No. 
Local Address

Does not remember
Does not desire to furnish

•/ •'i-
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PH 52-7165 Sub S

FATHER PETER DONALD FORDI

As previously noted, FORDI was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
Post Office Building, ^01 Market Street, Camden, N. J. 
On the same date he was afforded a hearing before U. S. 
Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded 
to the custody of the U. S.' Marshal in lieu of $50,000 good 
bail. He was released on September 1, 1971? on his own 
recognizance bond.

A search of the fingerprints of Father PETER DONALD 
FORDI has failed to disclose prior arrest data in the files 
of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.
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FEDERAL LULEAU C? H’VLSTIGAT!^

Do-. _____

Ait approximately lu.35' a..m<,. entry was made into 
the Selective So.. ico Board rooms- A’if th Floor, Federal 
Court-lion oe and root Office, Camden.. On entry, seven persons 
wore seen sta;ui:ii.g in various positions.. They wore immediately 
advised that they wore under arrest and that they wore arrested 
by Special Agents of the FBIe

Those persons were later identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, ROBERT GLEN GOOD. 
MICHAIL Jo DOYLE, ROSEMARY REILLY, KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI, and 
ROBERT W. WILLIAMSON. Each person -arrested received a 
preliminary "pat down" search. ■ .

After the search, each person was handcuffed and 
designated for booking and further processing.

At the time of entry and thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open;. Selective Service documents 
removed from these; documents were observed to .be strewn and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about in the gutter area of the ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor roofs

on 8/23/71____OEM________________________________ hu
i SA’s W. B/ ANDERSON, EUGENE S. DEMO J)LT, JOE Ro GINGERICH, 

DAVID A. Kn.I.hni, MASON P. HAITI, THOMAS E. TTEHUEY, JOSEPH ZIEL, .
by-?P d. RfHWRT H- WALLER_____ iASA/h-nmL’LLh.--------- D«f* dictated-------------------------------------
Till! document contains neither iocr.n>tiicnda:>ons nor conclu'.iot.s of tha HBJ. It is the properly of tho FBI and is loonod to your ouuncy:

ft and its contents oto not to bo distributed outside your agency.
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of ihYGvntAWh

27, 1971______
/, . .

At &p-nrc'zimntoly ':-:3O a.’:.. August 22, 197" 5 
Selective Service- spocc an? surrounding area located on 
the fifth flo-r.. U. 8. lost Office, h-Gi Market Street, 
Camden,. K. R, vc-s entered by Special .Agents of the 
Fee oral Bureau of h vostig.tt Ion. SAs EuGOT S. DEBBAUDT 
and TECM?S Lt TTLAL,;!jr .uttered the immediate area and 
parapet surrounding the Selective Service office by way 
of the building fire escape. SAs ROBERT H» WALLER and 
JOE R. GINGERICH entered the Selective Service office 
through the front door, which entered onto the fifth 
floor corridor.

Upon entrance into this space, SAs DEBBAUDT, 
TIERNEY, WALLER and GIKGbRICH announced the FBI’s presence 
and instructed evei’y°uo to remain as they were until told 
to do otherwise..

SA JOE R. GINGERICH apprehended PETER DONALD FORDI 
on the parapet surrounding the fifth floor of the U. S.
Post Office. FORDI, at the time of apprehension, was located 
on the south side of the building approximately adjacent to 
the center of the Selective Service space proceeding in an 
easterly direction around the parapet. FORDI was immediately 
returned to the Selective Service space via a window where 
he was frisked for weapons with negative results. FORDI was 
not questioned other than for his name which ho refused to 
give.

On 8/22/71 n{ Camden, Nev; Jersey Hio«Ph51 ade]phi,a 6‘‘'--SUB

SA JOE B. GTOKHCTtmH o.„8/23/71 ~
This documont contains neither recommaitcJutk ns nor concbi'xlc of the FL!. U is fba ptopody of the FBI and is leaned Io your uycacy: 
It and its contents are not 5o be. dlUfibutuc! oufrlda ’c.w sq'.ik,*
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8/70/7i

• PETER DONALD FORDI , after being placed under1 arrect 
by Special Agent JOE R. GINGERICH, while he was in the Solccfive 
Service board, Or/ien, N.J., '.nw' taken into custody by Special. 
Agent EUGLdd S. DLRDAUDT. /A tor being taken into custody, FORDI 
was taken to the tourth floor of tne united States Post Office 
Bui Ida ng, and at that tisne, Soccial Agent MICHAEL V. DONOVAN. 
Jr. , ento">-id the room. FOrDI was then peancheu by Special ngent 
EUGENE S. DEED/IW, ana taken from FORDI’s person ware the 
following articles:

1) A package of Parodi cigars containing three cigars.

2) One pink 3X5 card bearing writings "Poplar 966- 
2533 (o) 428-1813 (H) 966-1386."

3) One set of ten keys on chain and ring.

4) Four loose keys.

5) Two sticks of Spearmint Gum in package.

6) One blue brush tip pen.

7) One pai-r brown gloves.’

Also found on FORDI ’ s person was eleven cents, one 
dime and one penny.

■ FORDI. was then- presented with an inventory of the above 
items, which he returned and signed.

FORDL was then told by Special Agents EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT 
and MICHAEL V. DONOVAN, Jr., that they wished to question him con
cerning his participation in the theft of Selective Service records 
from the United States-Post Office Building, Camden, N.J. Prior . 
to any questioning, FQRDI, was advised of his rights as set out in 
"Interrogation; Advice of Rights Form," which he read but refused

nn 8/2 2/7.1____ a« ,//NF1ZA-R10-5-2—6-8-L7__________________
,„A)

SA ;-iICl!AU. V. DOKOVAH, JK.
by___ gA__ EuGRRE S . DE!'.LA‘!i)'l‘_________ '________ESP/rav Dato d<ctc:?cop_/_2_i4_/_WA___________ ,__________

This docimio.it ecotoinc noid.or rocommcnJotico, nof ccnchr. icns ci tho I'DU H is iho psoporty of tho FBI and is loaned to you? oponry: 

H and its contents are not io be distributed cut. o your agency.
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NK S2-6817

to sign without his attorney present. T’ORDT then stated th<.r 
he did not wish to make any staveraents to the interviewing ('fonts 
without his attorney present and the interview was then concluded.

The following background data was obtained through 
observation (and interview:

N aiae
Address .

Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Eyes 
Scars and other 
identifying marks:

Date of Birth 
Place of Birth 
Occupation
Military Service 
Selective Service
Board:

PETER DONALD FORDI 
131 Morning Side Drive 

New York City, N.Y.
6' tall 
175 pounds 
Medium • 
Black,. balding 
Hazel, wears glasses'

Mustache and long sideburns
February 19, 1937
Jersey City , N.J.
Jesuit Priest since June of 1969
None

New York City

After the background data was obtained, FORDI was 
photographed by Special Agent MASON P. SMITH. FORDI was then 
taken to the second floor' of the United States Post Office, 
where he was fingerprinted by Special Agent ALBERT V/ILLIAM 
CARROLL. FORDI was then taken to the third floor where he was 
photographed by WILLIAM J. ANDRIS. FORDI was then returned to 
the fourth floor of the United States-Post Office where he 
awaited the United States Magistrate's hearing, and while 
waiting for this hearing, was allowed to make one telephone call. 
He called telephone number 212-836-8628. FORDI was then taken 
to the United States Marshall's Office, third floor, where he 
was allowed to confer with an attorney. Upon completion of the 
conference, FORDI was taken to the courtroom, located on the 
third floor for the United States Magistrate’s hearing and turned 
over to the United States Marshall.
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KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH

As previously noted, FORSYTH was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971? at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date he was afforded 
a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, 
N. J., and was remanded to tbe custody of the U. S. Marshal 
in lieu of $25,000 good bail. He was released on September 
7, 1971? after posting ten per cent cash or security on a 
$10,000 bond which had been set by the Third Circuit Court 
of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., on September 3? 1971.

A search of the fingerprints of KEITH WILLIAM FORSUTH 
has failed to disclose prior arrest data contained in the files 
of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.
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Dato 8/23/71

On August 22 $ 1971, at approximately ^:30 a.m,s the 
below listed agents arrested LEITH FORSYTH at the
residence of 21 North Fourth Sty-cur 5 CcJ-idcn, N. J, FORSYTH 
was arrested in the living room ;t’?Ge of that residence <■

FORSYTH was advised by SA ROY J- LANE, JR., that he 
was being arrested for conspiracy in connection with the 
destruction of Government property. After being advised of 
the identities of the below listed agents, FORSYTH was orally 
advised of his Constitutional rights by S.A LANE, after uhich he 
stated he understood his rights; however, wished to remain 
silent. Promptly following being advised of his rights, a 
preliminary search was conducted of his person..

After the preliminary search, FORSYTH was transported 
to the fourth floor of the Federal Building for booking 
procedures. Upon reaching the Federal Building. FORSYTH was 
strip-searched, fingerprinted and photographed.

Review of FORSYTH’s personal effects revealed the 
following items:

1. Pennsylvania driver’s license number 166620^7.

2. Library card for the Philadelphia Free Library.

3. Membership card for the Recreational Equipment, Ino.

4. Provident National Bank card number 8S3-681-8.

5. First Pennsylvania Bank card number 372-623-9.

6, Allstate health insurance card number 82-226-U88.

7, Selective Service System registration certificate 
number 33-113-50-229.

8. One tablet of white paper.

n 8/22/71 t Camden, N. J. Philadelphia 52-7165 Sub

SA ROGER D. CASTERLINE '
, SA ROY J. LANE, JrX>^ RDC/mmn n J 8/23/71 '
by__________ _____________ , y_______ _ ‘ ___  __ ________________________Do to die toted____________________ _  ___________ _ 

This document contains neither rcconunendctions nor coi.‘ tuxions of the FSU It is the property of the FBI or.d is loaned to your u^ciicy: 
it end Its contents are not to bo distributed outside your Gqcncy.
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9. Metal button with inscription "Free all Political 
Prisoners." .

10. Key ring containing si:: keys.

11« Piece of paper with inscription "Official Challenger."

12< Broun wallet. a

13. Six ono-dollar bills.

14. Change,■including six quarters, seyen dimes, four 
nickels, and three pennies.

The above mentioned items were returned to FORSYTH after • 
being reviewed by the below listed agents.

The two below listed items were held as evidence, 
FORSYTH was given a property receipt for the items and was advised 
that the items would not be returned to him, as they would be held 
as evidence: ■'

. 1. A 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" white card with the name CARL
POPLAR and phone numbers 966-2533 (d) and 428-1813 
(N) written on one side. ‘

2. A 3" x 3- 1/2" piece of white paper with the handwritten 
words of "Fire Resistant," "Bungler Resistant," and

. • "File Cabinents"; and on the other side, an unidenti
fied drawing.

. Upon completion of the booking procedure, FORSYTH was 
once again advised that he was arrested for conspiracy in connection 
with the destruction of Government - property. After being re-advised 
of the charge, he was immediately furnished with an "Interrogation; 
Advice of Rights" form, which clearly set forth his Constitutional 
rights. After reviewing the "Advice of Rights" form, FORSYTH 
stilted that he completely understood his rights; however, did not 
wish to sign the form and stated that he wished to remain silent. 
FORSYTH also stated that he did not wish to furnish handwriting or 
handprinting samples. ’

At approximately 12 noon, FORSYTH was turned over to the 
U. S. Marshalrs Office, Federal District of New Jersey, to be held 
for arraignment by the U. S. Magistrate of that same district.



PE 52-7165 Sub S

The fallowing d \scription of FOkSYTH was taken through 
observation wo. I'CvHai) of hi;: personal el fecks;

Name
Race
Sex
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Selective Service No.
Selective Service

Board
Draft Status
Driverr s License
Address

Dress

Possible Associate

KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH
Whi co
Male
March 15, 1950
Marion, Ohio 
6’
120 pounds
Slender
Brownish-black (shoulder length) 
Brown (hoi,,n»rii>®ed glasses) 
33-113-50-229
Local Board 113, 72 South High 

Street, Akron, Ohio
1-A
Pennsylvania license 16G620U7 
515 Carpenter Lane, 

Philadelphia. Pa.
Levi’s, light blue short-sleev ' 

sport shirt, brown work shoe
First Pennsylvania Special 

Checking Account card dated 
June 4, 1971, listed in the 
name of ROBERT E. GROSSMAN, as 
also residing at 515 Carpenter 
Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.

w
 o
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MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO

As previously noted, GIOCONDO was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
Post Office Building, M-Ol Market Street, C-nden, N. J. On 
the same date he was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded to the custody 
of the U. S. Marsha;! in lieu of $25,000 good bail. He was 
released on September 7, 1971, after posting ten per cent cash 
or security on a $10,000 bond which had been set by the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., on September 3,

A search of the fingerprints of MICHAEL JOHN 
GIOCONDO has failed to disclose prior arrest data in the files 
of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

^2



FEDERAL BUREAU OF mVESTiGAl

Al!HK:i.2J^_J. 'at__

.At approximatcly 4:35 a.in., Augu.-.t 22. 3971, Selectix'r. 
Service snace and sui?rGiindi-ng area located on the f i.’tn flu'.:. . 
U.S. Rost Office, HOI Market Street, Camden, i!.J. . was enterca 
by Specie.'. Agents of -100 Federal Bureau of Invcsti; at. ion. hr. f-. 
Agents xjUGLE'E S. Df.bLAsity£ and T.»OrLAS L‘. TIERLj.Y ontercti tue ir... 
area ano parapet Gurrounoing the Selective Sc-vevice Office. by w.:y 
of the ouilding f ire’ cGcare. Special Agenrs ROBERT u. WALTER tid 
JOE R. GINGERICH entered the Selective Service Office through the 
front door, which entered on to the fifth floor corridor.

Upon entrance into this space, Special Agents DEBBAUDT, 
TIERNEY, WALLER, and GINGERICH announced the FBI’s presence and 
instructed everyone to remain as they were unfi3. told to do other
wise.

Special Agents DEBBAUDT and WALLER immediately placed 
under arrest three individuals that wore located within Selective 
Service space. A male, later identified as ROBERT G. GOOD. wa.s 
standing in the area of Local Board £9. A female, later identified 
as KATHLEEN MA.RY RIDOLFI, was standing next to GOOD. fa mexle, later 
identif/iod as MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDOwas in the area of Local Board 
>7 7 . Special Agents DEBBAUDT and WALLER moved these persons to the 
center of the Selective Service space and had them lie on the floor. 
Ko questions were asked of these persons other than their names. 
which they refused to furnish. ’

On 8/22/71 ot CAMDEN, N.J.FiioulDiWAIULJi^JirZ___________
SA ROBERT II. WALLER(A)
SA EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT ESO/rav , 8/2H/71
L/:Do 16 ditto led_____________________ ________________ .La____
Th ■ docun*o’il contains neither rccc»ftVHt»ndr»lk’as hlw cone.h«t.u*ns of tha FmL It th*; property of the f'3l ond Is loaned to your G£,uhC7: 
If -r #1 Its contents ora not to bo distributed outside your ayoncy. '
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FEDERAL FCRCAU OF I.T/CSTIGATIQ!

August 23. L9'Z3

• At approximately 11:35 a^m., entry was made into 
the Selective Service Board roo^s, Fifth Floor? Federal 
Courthouse end Post Office, Camden.-, On eniwy, seven persons 
were soon standing in various positions, Trey wn-o imnedistoly 
advised that they wore under arrest ana that they vers arrested 
by Special Agents of the i’BI,

These persons were later identified as PETER 
DO/JALD FOiilli, 1-i.i.CjjA^b sOihi GlOCOHDO , ROBnliT G-LEL G-OOD, 
MICHAEL Jft DOYLE? R0S7MARY REILLY, KATHLEEN MAIY RIDOLFI? and 
ROBERT th WYLLIAMSOH« Each person arrested received a 
preliminary "pat down" searcho

After the search, each person was handcuffed arid 
designated for booking and further processingo

At the time of entry and thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open; Selective Service documents 
removed from these; documents wore observed to be strovm and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn, 
about in the gutter area ox1 the ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor* roofe

On 8/22/71__„at ^LDFJJ.^&L^TERSEY___________n h
SA's W. B. ANDERSON, EHCENE S. DEDBAHLT, JOE R. GINGERICH,
DAVID Al MILLER, MASON h SMITH, THOMAS Eff TIERNEY, JOSEPH ZIEL, 

by.aiBL^ -Ha _i/ALLBd_J iEA/lina/mlb----------- Doto Actc>< d------------------------------------------
This docvmr.nt co.Uoir.s nr-hln-r recom.n.-.n!laiion= nor nine hrs .ons of «l.o FBI. It Is tho proporly of iho FBI ond is looped to your agency: 

it vftr! Its contents oro not to bn uufeUo your n$eney.
Z/r 

f
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W-302 f iv. 4-15-64)

Lv.bscnucnt to the arrest of J4CCHAEL J.
GlOCOlkG or Auga-k 22, 197k in the Uh k Post Office, 

7, 7., ho was tak'n to a row or the feorth
floor of 7,?.; \\ S. Post Okies in Curhn, Ik k 
GYOCCVDr vgA-ccd to spuak -.nd ?asia? any overtt loro 
in regcrdc to Ills n-.mo, address, or nh./sical. dos- 
cX'ipt■' ""1 < Duj-inp; the r-ericO of tire between toe 
arrest at Ik 35 awn., .August 22, 1971, and GTOCONDC’s 
arraijtxnpnt st 1:10 p.m., on August 22, 1971, he 
was photographed and fingerprinted by Special Agents 
of the FBI,

GlOCONDO was also searched by SA DAVID kt 
HIT-LED which yielded one pair of brown cloth -gloves 
which GIOCOHDO was wearing at the- time of his arrest, 
one 3" x 5” white index card with the following notations:

”1 A, 1-A-O, 1 0, II-S, 1~Y; IV-B,

out, index cards, ledgers”, and

one white card, approximately 2” x 3° with the following 
notations:

"CARL POPLAR, $66-2533, off., 428- 
1813 home” .

The brown cloth gloves and the 3” x 5n index card were 
retained by SA PULLER and a copy of an Inventory of Items 
Removed signed by SA DIVID A, MILLER and witnessed by 
SA H. HAROLD DAVIS, JR., was tendered to GIO.CONDO. GIO CONDO 
refused to sign the Inventory of Items Removed.

At 7:39 a.m., SA DAVID A, MILLER orally advised 
GIOCONDO of his rights as specified on an "Interrogation: 
Advice of Rights" form, and at 7:W a.ri., tendered that 
form to GIOCONDO, which he read, stated he understood, 
but declined to sign. The "Interrogation: Advice of Rights" 
form was witnessed by SA DAVID A. MILLER and SA He HAROLD DATOS.

n„ 8/22/71 o>C^den, Ik J.File,#?hi ladkyhj a h .

by d»“» ___ 8/2.3/42___ 1_______
This docvmwi contains neither rccom-..Knrfoti«« wr conclusions. u< iha (-U1. it is the ptopetty <4 Iha FB! and is leaned to your ogcr-y: 

If and its contents are not to bo dUtribulod outside your agency.
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GXOS0d 'c’l i nod to o:rir-’>- r pny qvostI one. or Make 
p.nj otot-c ''mb to Si l-lILTJO-i,

Z:0 X2:C:; ojn., GTC-OLTO k r taken co the 
orfi co of tb<>, 'J, S. ,href P in tie J. Sc rorr (^'P:' 
BuiId5ng. O'-.odo“, B t 3 s, viu he j -s tc?porar,hLy 
in the '>n..oo.O t'-'e S, haoshsX in order t/'._.t 
could ec,4.t-.-lb vich hi 3 attorney bc0o??o erroiejin:eni

/kt l;10 pna*,. GI000ND0 was token by SA I 
A. MILLED forRrmi^reent be.lore U. S, Magistrate ( 
IfuTD rand subsequently placed in the custody of the 
Marshale ■ ■ •
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ROBERT GLENN GOOD

As previously noted, GOOD was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
rost Office Building,^Ol Market Street, Camden, N. J. On 
the same date he was afforded a hearing before U'. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded to the custody 
of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $50,000 good bail. He was 
released on September 7, 1971, after posting ten per cent 
cash or security on a $15,000 bond which had been set by the 
Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, pa., on September 
3, 1971.

A search of the fingerprints of ROBERT GLENN GOOD 
has failed to disclose prior arrest data in the files of the 
Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. CT,

^7
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Daie___ All' Upt ?M . _?.'IZA

•At approx.imo.tdy >1:35 a.m., August 22, 19 71, Sd.e<;t5vs 
Service space and survound’in/. area located on the. fifth Jloo1, 
U.S. Post Office, MOI Horxet Street, Camden, N.J., nxs mix- 
by Special .‘.. ents of the rcAmJ. Burcc-u of Inv-.stip.a Lion. . ' :cic 1
Agents ^uGx.KE S, j;i;3,ZUDj’ ano. IiiOii/xS E. TIERiLd entered thr. 1: i. '-eje ■ 
area and parapet surrounding tne Selective Seevj'co Office by w?" 
of the building fire escape. Special Agents ROLERT i;. WALLER arc 
JOS R. GINGERICH entered the. Selective Service Office through the 
front door, which entered on to the fifth floor corridor.

Upon entrance into this space. Special Agents DEBB/AUDT, 
TIERNEY, WALLER, and GINGERICH announced the FBI's presence and 
instructed everyone to remain as they were until told to co other
wise .

Spacial Agents DEBBAUDT and WALLER immediately placed 
under arrest three individuals that were located within Selective 
Service space. A male, latex1 identified as ROBERT G. GOOD, was 
standing in the area of Local Board #9. A female, later identified 
as KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI, was standing next to GOOD. A male, later 
identified as MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, was in.the area of Local Board 
#7. Special Agents DEBBAUDT and WALLER moved these persons to the 
center of the' Selective Service space and had them lie on the floor. 
Ko questions were asked of these persons other than their names, 
which they refused to furnish.

On 8/2 2/71 at CAMDEN , N . J .hi* //NEWARK 5 2-6 812___________  
aA ROBERT H. WALLER(A)
SA EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT ESD/rav . 8/2»j/7«

by ~ Doto aictntocJ._________________________________________________ 1,_________ ...

1 hi* document contains rccnnu'cndotions not conclu'.iooj of .h' rbl. It is ilia proporty of tbc PBi end is loun^d to yoer a(.vhty:

it cod its contents oto not to bo distribufod ywc ayoney.
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bntn . AUgUCt.

At approximately h r 35 a, m,,. entry w?.s jno.Co .into 
the Selective Service Board reams, Fifth F2ooi\ Federal 
Courthouse and Post Office.. G:m:dcn„ On seven persons
wore seen standing In various positions., They wore Akcdletdy 
advised thet they ^ero under ar?sst and that they were arreateo 
by Special .Agents of the F3I„

These persons wore later identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI, MICHAEL JOO GIOCONDO, ROBERT GLEN COOD, 
MICHAEL Jc DOYLE, ROSEMARY REILLY, KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI, and 
ROBERT VL WILLIAMSON, Each person arrested received a 
preliminary ’’pat down" searcho

After the search, each person was handcuffed and 
designated for booking and further processing.

At the time of entry and thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open; Selective Service documents 
removed from these; documents were observed to be strewn and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags., on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about in the gutter area of the ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor roof.

on__ 8/22/71__ hi* 65-A
■A’s W, Bo ANDERSON, EUGENE 3. D’k-BAULT, JOE R, GINGNRICb', 
AVID A, MILLER, P, S4ITN, THOMAS E, TIERNEY, JOSEPH ZIEL, •

i>y.and ROB ■"Cf—LL WILLER____ ZBA/Bs.".lb---------- Dato dictntcd------------------------------------
Till-, document conloins ncibior rccommondotions nor conchr-Jons of tl>« FtiI; It is fho property of the FBI and is loaned to your apency: 

tl end contanU cro not to bo distributor outside your a^vney, 
I '

5 i
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£ euufau of investigate

Avsur;c 23, ?>//IDc.tc_____________________

. SA SHERWOOD, fcllouing the arrest of ROBERT GLEB 
GOOD ins.'.ido th< Sei a reeve S.-rvice Of f j-. xu Fifth i?lo.<r? 
U<. Ue Post OBJ ice Itulii.in;:. a:-saved cuf'-’-ody of GOOD ac 
anTraxJAuvr.A.V f.a... .U;OP wo.;., oroc. ‘-cd in co;?nect?■-••; 
with Ins: uAfeste which iAiolKSco finger, ex nting, p.^-tog...'.vn '■■!•' y 
a strip K?':.rch.. and two cccu.--lng of personal ioentxficr 'him 
information fro.- hi;-..

At about 7:10 a <4.% 5 GOOD wes furnished an Advice of 
Rights and Waiver form, which he read, which SA SLUJIUOOD 
orally explained to him, and which he declined to sign after 
stating that ho undoxstood his rights as set forch in this 
form* GOOD stsited he did not desire to furnish any information 
whatsoever* '

In connection with the strip search of GOOD and the 
search of the clothing he was wearing, throe items were 
retained as evidence:

1* One pair of worn soiled brown gloves 
which GOOD was wearing* .

2. One partial roll of black electrician's 
tape’, which was found in the right-hand, 
front trousers pocket*

3* Two pieces of a knife blade, wrapped 
in black tape, which were found in 
GOODrs shirt pocket*

GOOD was furnished a copy of an inventory for these 
items*

At about 11:20 aenu, GOOD was taken by SA CHAtiBERS 
to the U* So Marshal's Office, Third Floor, U* S* Post Office 
Building, at which time he was turned over to the U. S* Marshal 
for an appearance before Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD. GOOD 
appeared before Magistrate RUDD at approximately 1:10 p.mt

' Philadelphia 100-526^1
On 8/22/71 Camden, IL J.F.,^ Philadelphia 52-7165-Sub

SA'S GEORGE E*-SHERWOOD , 
and ROBERT Gt CH/UBERS.<: GES:BSM 8/23/71
by F-«t< .'ictoifW___ .

Tins <!cci-,.i.-nt contoins r,< ii'n-r i*c*:-t.-nvn<!c<:ions >■<-< convlnsir. cf (hr. FBI. It is lbs preporty of iho FBI on-J is locnou Io yoj oij-.ncyi 
It ond its contorts cro not Io bo di'.lributod outsiilc ycur ogoocy. .

■ . " ''
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Pate of Birth 
■Place of Birth 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Eyes 
Residence 
Occupation 
Parents

Brothers

Sisters

Marital Status
Previous Arrests

Social Security Number
Selective Service Number

Local Address
Scars and Marks

ROBERT GLEB GOOD
June 3; 19^9
Sharon^ Pa0
5 s 11“
180 pounds
Medium
Brown, long and curly
Brown ' "•
Claims none.
Claims none*
JOHN and ELIZABETH GOOD,

RoDo #1, Sharpsville, Pa„ 
2 *- declined to furnish'their

identities.
~ declined to furnish their 

identities.
Single
Admits one, New York City, N, Y.; 

declined to furnish circumstances. 
Claimed did not recall.
Declined to furnish; however, 

stated currently classified 
1-0.

Declined to furnish.
Small scar outer corner, right eye.
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JOHN PETER GRADY

As previously noted, GRADY was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971? at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, M. J. On the same date he was afforded 
a hearing before U. 8^ Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, 
N. J., and was remanded to the custody of the U. 8. Marshal 
in lieu of $150,000 good bail. He was released on September 
7, 19715 after posting a ten per cent cash or security on a 
$50,000 bond which had been set by the Third Circuit Court 
of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., on September 3j 1971»

A search of the fingerprints of JOHN PETER GRADY 
has failed to disclose prior arrest date contained in the 
files of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

52
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‘0 202 (Rov. 4-15-64)

FEDCPAL GUR7AU Or H-iYLYTiGADO.■

On August 22,. 1971, at h : 32 rru . SA
TERRFTCD P, HAIS? and T L-AAc'nCE .A‘7j YORK went to th. do.r 
of i.ho j.dorco located e t 21 Rorte Fourth Suraet, Or.tete-g 
N. 3 . C-A i 3’7 Di s :>? ay- J h:'s crte; . ">fj a ’ s the iiteite our-? 
who CCM& to the do”. Sof t nan war later itert?find as MHw 
BlDLOAp^ SA Nw/ST rmicuACi-d tries Bo ate ths others vert; Special 
Arents of the FBI and that they wore there to execute arrest 
warrants.

SA JA1TS J. F1KLEY, Sa RICHARD J. BERNES, lolloped by 
Sa TERENCE P. FRIST and SA IiAMREHCE KARL YORK, then rawed ‘ 
the residence, through the open front door and immediately Sa 
FINLEY and SA BARITS entered the front living room located at 
the right of tbs hallway on the first floor* and observed JOHN 
PETER GRaDY lying on the floor at the west, end of the room, near 
a couch, GRADY was wearing a white T-shirt and dark blue trousers 
and had no shoes or socks, '

SA FINLEY immediately identified himself to GRADY as 
a Special Agent of the FBI and he informed GRADY that he was ’ 
under arrest for a violation of Federal law. SA FIHLEY and Sa 
BERNES then pulled GRADY to his feet and searched hum for 
weapons. Ho was then handcuffed by SA HEIST and removed to a 
Bureau automobile parked directly in front of 21 North Fourth 
Street, Camden, N. J. .

After GRADY was placed in the rear seat of the car, he 
was advised of the identities of SA LAWRENCE KARL YORK and SA 
TERRENCE P. HEIST and was again informed by SA YORK that be 
was under arrest. SA YORK advised GRaDY that he was being . 
charged with Conspiracy and was being arrested based on a warrant 
issued by U. S. Magistrate CHARLES RUDD, Camden. N. J. GRaDY's 
shoes -were then brought to him. He was then transported to the 
UY S. Post Office and Courthouse, 1^01 Market Street, Camden, 
N. J. During the ride to the courthouse, GRADY complained that 
his handcuffs were extremely tight. Upon arrival at the court
house, the handcuffs were loosened somewhat. During the ride 
to the U. S. Post Office and Courthouse, GRADY made the state
ment, "I'm JPG." Upon arrival at. the U. S. Post Office and

or ___ Qt__JLn?^2L__£^lL_______________ r: io f.Phili.den^ia ’
SAs RFTYiD J. PFRITZS ,* JTY3 J. FTHLEY. TIjRREMD: P. HEIST, •

MASON P. SMITH, a;d LAVTTOE KARL YORK \V z
by L/te ' 1 ?/ J S3___ _Soto dicta!cti 8/2.3/73

’this dccu--:cis! n.cim. nriihcr r-.umi.vr-ly.:<•»«•, r.or cjn?-' ions of th., F !'l. Il it. thr. proporty of the f-B■ un<! i'. lounct! to your ogency: ' 
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3.

U.

Ono black key cr.so containing four gold keys. 
The cas? had a piece of paper taped to the 
outside with tho nara "BII-D" and an"A'’ with 
a circle around it, -....

Two loose keys, one bearing letters ”GM."

Several times GRA.DY asked to be allowed to call h5 s
a ctomey f at which tine he ’Jas told, that he would be able to 
call his attorney once ba was booked end the security of the*
other FBI personnel was assured,, GRADY refused to' identiCy him
self and refused to provide any background information about 
himself whatsoever, GRADY refused to sign the property receipt.

SA HEIST provided GRADY with an "Interrogation; Advice 
of Rights" form, which GRaDY read, and stated that he understood 
his rights, but declined to sign the waiver1 form because he 
wanted to talk to his lawyer, GRADY declined to provide hand- 
wr 11> r n suiQp Jos, •

At 7:01 a.m., SA MASON P. SMITH appeared at Room 3$U 
and advised GRADY that he v;as going to take his photograph and 
asked GRaDY, who was seated in a chair, to stand up, GRADY re
fused to stand up and refused to look up. At that,point, Sa 
SMITH again requested GRADY to stand up and he again refused. 
Agents SMITH and HEIST took GRADY by his arms and lifted him 
from the chair, .at which time GRADY started to struggle. At 
that instant, Sa YORK secured GRADY’S right arm and placed a 
handcuff on his right wrist and then secured GRaDY’s left wrist 
and handcuffed him behind his back. As SA SMITH started taking 
photographs, GRADY started straining and pulling at the hand
cuffs behind his back and he was heard to grunt and breathe 
heavily.

Sh ov ’(ly 1 h w en. f I o r. CR ti)Y a 1 a to d th a t h i s ar m hu r t 
ar.d SA YORK removed the handcuffs. at which time G1CAD1 uisplay.3
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the of his rh>t wrist which ro^osjod a small abrasion
or eu vn ? a ch ow i :i. r-'g a r.-’:;!! af"OO’.t of blood.

to the auro sion. la.; r^si oi the prosograpna wore taken of 
GiiADY ’.'ithcut bis c-oopcratio)i.

GRADY wa s Later taken to another room where ho rars 
ffngorprInted and additional photographs wore taken without 
in o id on t.

At 10:11 and 11:12 a , GRADY made tw^ tele
phone calls from a pay telephone booth on ths third floor of 
the Post Office Building.

At 12:18 n.m,, G-RADY 
CHARLES RU.DD in the U, S, Post

The following doscrip 
of GRaDY:

Race
Sex
Ag®
Height
Weight
Build
Hair

Complexion
Scars and Marks

was taken before Ur S, Magistrate 
Office and Courthouse,

tion is based upon observation

Whi te
Male
Appr ox imate ly I;6
Appr ox ima tely 18 ” 
Approximately 190 lbs. 
Heavy
Dark brown and gray, very 

curly.
Medium
Kone noted.
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MARGARET MARY INNESS

As pr ■'viously nolrad, INHESS was apprehended by 
Specie;.! Agents of Iha y‘i on August 22, 19 71, in the court
yard of St. Pch'!s Church, 422 Men bet Street, Camden, N. J. 
On the sa?A'.. data, .she was al forded a hearing before U. S. 
Magis’trate. CHARGES L< RUUD. Camden, IK J< , and was remanded 
to the custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $5,000 good 
bail. She was released on September 3, 1971, after posting 
ten per cent cash or security on a $5,000 bpnd which had 
been set by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, 
Pa., on September 3, 1971.

56



On.

____________________

At approximately on August 22, 197'1
Special A yonts THIXYOn, RaFCOCEA RAVIS, and HARRLSOP observe;' 
a white mole and th^ce whi to femcles standiny Sfojnst the 
wall locaCod in Alcove Driveway, coot aide of St, Paul’s 
Episcopal Church, located across from the IRS. ‘Post Office 
Building at Fourth and Market Streets, Camden, Hew Jorroy,. 
Unknown white male labor identified as BARRY J. MUSI, was 
observed holding a walkie-talkie, which was imoedi<atoly 
taken from him by SA THIXTOIU A pair of cheap binoculars 
bearing a strip of adhesive tape with the word "Iswnsjde" 
written on the tape and a brown tote'bag were located near 
the feet of these four individuals. SA THIXTGX identified 
himself and the other agents present as being..Special 
Agents of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that . 
they were being placed under arrest for conspiracy. The 
three white females were subseauently identified as being 
MARGARET MARY MESS, ARNE GRAHT ‘DURHAM, and JOAN REILLY.

8/22/71 ni Camden, New 
SA ROl'ALD G. T.nXTCR

Fno// Philadelphia
HlhRISOH

U' Dato dictated- ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - , ------------------------- ---------------------------

71 * fociunont conteinc noilhor rt«ro.i»mchdations conclusions of the FB1. it i> ptopoHy of tho FBI and iu loaned to your agoncy:
If Its cc«u’*>nU cro not to bo distributed ovt^ido yo >r opuncy.
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On August 22 , 1371, three unknown females and 
one unknown male were observed si: a nd inn., ’ caning ay<\iust 
the east wall el the easr a.Lenvc oi Si. rail's Epi rcoix-l 
Chui ah on narhuc Sira i. bomTun Fourth and Fifth Street a, 
Camden, «, J, The un?no.:n male was standing on the extreme 
south end of said 1 hr<.~ fo" aloe ano. wac holding wa 1 )^io ’ 
talkie tys< radio. All o-“ rhe above individuals were told 
the identic/ of the arresting officers (FBI) and that they 
were under arres t,

The unlmoun female standing next to the unknown 
male was wearing a blue T-shirt, levis and moccasins, 
weighing approximately 165 pounds, 5'8" to 5'9'' tall, 
below shoulder length hair, wore glasses and appeared to 
be in her late 20s. She was shown the credentials of the 
arresting officer, Special Agent ROGER E. BABCOCK and told 
she was under arrest for conspiracy. Said unknown female 
was asked to identify herself, and*she so identified herself 
as MARGARET INNESS, 565 Hyde Park. Avenue, Roslindale, Mass, 
Subject IUNESS was told she had the right to remain silent 
and did not have to answer any incriminating'questions, 
Subject stated she would not answer any further questions 
without her.lawyer. She was asked if counsel had been 
retained by her, and she answered, "yes" but stated she 
did not know his name.

In Room 506 of the U. S. Post Office, Fourth and 
Market Streets, Camden, N, J,, subject was again orally 
explained the right of silence and counsel. The arresting 
Agent was joined by SA FLORILIS DAVIS and subject was 
asked to empty her pockets.

The following property was seized and a receipt 
given to subject, which she duly signed:

In subject's left pocket:’

One cigarette pack holder, pale green containing 
one pack of Parliament cigarettes, eight single dollar bills

SUB S
Qn 8/22/71 Camden, N ■ J,Philadelphia 52-73 65

SA ROGER E, BABCOCK 
by D({o 8/23/71 J______
Ibis c'ocumvnt contains noiihor recosnmotKMions <n>r condut4c-ic of th. fBl. It is tho property of the I It! and ir. lounorl in your cgt-ricy; 

it a.id its conloato ora not to bo distributed outside your aponcy.

I
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arid a Ccrr-aonwcalth of Massachusetts driver’s license numba? 
017387913.

In subject's right pocket:

Fen?' sin;^!6' dollar bills, five ouartcrs- seven 
nickels, ion./ disu.S; < nd 12 jvniniesr one cyl inner type 
cigarette lighter; one black comb; one Parliarment cigarette 
filter tip.

Around subject's neck a black metal cross on a 
black string.

Total monies seized $14.12,

The following items were immediately returned to 
INNESS:

One black comb and a pack of Parliarment cigarettes.

The pale green cigarette pack holder is designated 
?V1 and is-'imprinted on the front with the letter "C" in 
silver. Inside on the front flap the following names were 
written in blue ink:

"LORETTA" with the number"8S3-6008"; "FLYM" with 
the number "492-5033"; the Massachusetts driver's license 
is designated #2 and contains the following information:

License number* 017 3 87 913 , expiration date November 6. 
1974 , name IlINESS MARGARET 11., 118 Alcott Road, East Falmouth, 
date of birth November 6, 1944, and contained the signature 
and picture of subject thereon.

The cigarette lighter is assigned #3 and is of the 
cylinder type with a red body, gold ends and named"Dispozalite" 
the black metal cross with black string is designated #4 
and the Parliarment filter tip is assigned //5.

The subject was stripped searched in the womens 
restroom, fifth floor by FBI Clerk TRUDY CROUTHARMEL', Miss 
CROUTHARMEL noted no weapons or evidence on the person or' 
in the clothing of subject.

Subject was then read a copy of the "Advice ol 
Rights form and rum?.a copy oj. said Irom to read 
herself. Subject stated .she unde food her rights and
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the cliar'.o avainnt her but would not waive her riphts ard 
talk to' ch< int^r'C---'»ing Agents. She stated she would nut 
discuss citner the chai-ge or reason for her hein" 5n th- 
east' al co 'c fit • '-’i'cli tk.rrc other individuals <;cr'sss < noirs 
the Post: U-fioi Ji Ji;20 a.m., on the 22nd of Armut 1971.

Subjcut was taken to Room 31't. U. S. Post Offic:, 
J or the U, S. Mi s s h‘. arinr on ball, and wiis turned
over to t’.n H. S. Marshal pending $5.GOO bail. Subject 
is described as follows:

Name :
Date of birth:
Address:

Sex:
Race:
Height:
Weight:
Build:
Hair :
Eyes:
Miscellaneous:

MARGARET MARI INNESS
11/6/■’;<;
118 Alcott Road,
Eas t Falmouth, J La s s,.„ (former addres s)

565 Hyde Park Avenue, 
Roslindale, Mass, (present address)

Female
White
S'8" to 5'9"
Approximately 165 pounds
Heavy »
Brown - below shoulder length
Brown
Wears thick glass lenses
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The following I'M record, NU.7,7^ 215 J , rnisht.cl EO1 CHT'CIA1. UiEC/

I____________ I____;j________L..._
Notations indicated by ” arc NOT based on fingerprints in rN fries but cue listed only as invGs'ngativi: k' c 
being possibly identical with sybic :r of this rccGi d.

John Edgar H;.> at
Di re dor

InformoHnn rhown on this kk-ntiiica’ten Rocorci re pic '--Tits data fuir.i'.hr d Fi,.- by ur.gxrprinf contribute;--. W: 
FINAL DIJJOrmON IS NO:’ SHOWN Ok H'WHIW [XFWJ JATION OF CHARGE IS iWSMED, CCDHMUNK 
WFiH AGENCY CONrkiSUoNG THOSE HNGlI-RkINiS: :

cor<"<! ',t of
HHGSt.fyNTS \'A?,E AN'i.’ si •.:■■> er 

react ivry CHARGE D!$FO;.!T1Oa'

Hr tropo)itnn PD
Warth DC

x‘'BI
Nc'-vark. H'J

' MaF<rn j-o t , Mary 
innr
H2a38:>9

.Yarnarct Mary
I unit's rr'-----

4-25-71

8-22-71

V i r 1 a t i o n 
r< 11j c e
Li res

Conspiracy

.* *’ I
M, *
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FRANCIS MEL MADDEN

As previously noted, MADDEN was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971*, at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date he was af
forded a hearing before U. Se Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, 
Camden, H. J., and was released on $5j000 own recognizance 
bond.

A search of the fingerprints of FRANCIS MEL 
MADDEN has'failed to disclose prior arrest data contained 
in the files of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, 
D. C.

62
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LIANNE MARIS MOCCIA

As previously noted, MOCCIA was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date she was 
afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, 
Camden, N, J., and was remanded to the custody of the U. S. 
Marshal in lieu of $10,000 good bail. She was released on 
August 23, 1971', after posting $1,000 cash on a $10,000 bond.

A search of the fingerprints of LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA 
has failed to disclose prior arrest data contained in the 
files of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, Dc C,

69
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ril-302 ('Uv. 4-15 ;4)

LMRKAU Or iMVESTIGATK

Date.
8/2U/71

LI/J-’EE MARIE MOCC.IA was advised of ths idaniities 
of M1CJJAEL IL RYM'N and WAI.'IER J. KC DONALD, OR. . Spc eial 
Zi^ents of the FBI. Sho was advised of he?? rights and fur
nished th?, form "Your Rights" which she read, stated she under
stood, but refused to sign.

, MOCCIA stated that’she desired to make no statement 
but furnished the following information:

Name •
Sex
Race
Date of birth
Place of birth
Height -.
Weight
Build
Hair ’
Eyes '
Residence

LIANNE KARIE. MOCCIA ■ -
Female 
White
June 5, 1950
Chelsea, Mass. 
5f5ft .
160 pounds
Heavy
Brown•
Brown ’
2962 Decatur Avenue
Bronx, N. Y <.

Scars, marks, or 
other identifying 
characteristics

Four inch cut scar on underarm 
between left forearm and wrist

At the time of interview LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA was given 
a receipt for items seized from her at the time of her arrest.
These items are the following:

1. 1 - business card of RICHARD HUGHES, Photographer,
Thorofare, N. J. .

2, 1 - 3" x 3" white card with various notations in ink 
on which appeared "MILO BILLMAN, 21 North Fourth 
Street" and "CARL POPLAR, 966-2^33 and 428-^8-18 (N)e"

8/22/71 Camden, N. J. Philadelphia 52-7165 SUP

SAs \LALTER J. HC : pONALD, JK’?', and . •
MICHAEL H. RYHALX\4 and MiiR/tac 8/23/71

by , ■ , * Duic dictated _7—ArtitrtrrA \~r~- A'’ ■ ; ”
Tlsix document centcins neither re. - '.-(.tuitions nor conclusion:, of »ho FBI- It is tin property of the Fiji anti is locnod to you: c.x.iv.y;
It and it: contorts aro not to ba d, Jr uuted on. ■ ide your oocnr y.
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3„ 1 - one half of a business card with inked
imrorossdon'i on both sides, one of which is 
"ASHOK BAVA?’, 311 South 22nd Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa.- 732-8589(MOCCIA 
stated that she does net believe tnis item 
was on her possession at time of arrest.

L>.« 1 - tan plastic keycase with taped piece of paper' 
with the following printing; "VW white red" 
on outside and one Volkswagen key bearing 
number 6GKO72. The following number appeared 
inside the keycase: 7^9-8860«

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA. refused to sign the receipt for 
the above items. However, she was given a copy of the receipt.
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’ BARRY JAMBS MUSI

As previously noted, MUSI was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971? in the 
courtyard of St. Paul's Church, ^-22 Market Street, Camden, 
N. J. On the same date he was afforded a hearing before 
U. S. Magistrate CHARLBS L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and remanded 
to the custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $5,000 good 
bail. He was released on September 7, 1971, after posting 
ten per cent cash or'security on a 35,000 bond which had been 
set by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., 
on September 3, 1971.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTlGATtU^

8/23/71

At approximately *+:33 a.m. on August 22, 1971 
Special Agents THIXTON, BABCOCK, DAVIS, and HARRISON observed 
a white male and three white females standing against the 
wall located in Alcove Driveway, east side of St. Paul's 
Episcopal Church, located across from the U.S. Post Office 
Building at Fourth and Market Streets, Camden, New Jersey. 
Unknown wh.ite male later identified as BARRY J. MUST was 
observed holding a walkie-talkie, which was immediately 
taken from him by SA THIXTON. A pair of cheap binoculars 
bearing a strip of adhesive tape with the word "lawnside" 
written on the tape and a brown tote bag were located near 
the feet of these four individuals. SA THIXTON identified 
himself and the other agents present as being Special 
Agents of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that 
they were being placed under arrest for conspiracy. The 
three white females were subsequently identified as being 
MARGARET MARY INNESS, ANNE GRANT DUNHAM, and JOAN REILLY.

n„ 8/22/71 at Camden, New Jersey File» Philadelphia 52-7165-SUB
SA RONALD G. THIXTON/ SA RICHARD G. HARRISON
SA ROGER E. BABCOCK Q/^/m

by----------HAROLD DAVIS," JR;-----------------RGT f-------- Da,e dictc,od-------BZ?3/21------------------ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tha property of the FBI end is loaned to your agency:

RGT :mef

it and its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency.

S
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At arnrozimatcly ! :33 a.m, on August 22, 1971 
Specia] Agents*THIXTON, HANCOCK, DAVIS, and HARRISON oCarved 
a whi te male and thr-eo wbli..- females standing against the 
wall located in Alcove ILivauay, east side of St. Peel's 
Episcopal Church, located across from the ILS. Post Office 
Building at Fourth and Markel Streets, Camden, New Jersey., 
Unknown white male later identified as BAItRY J. MU Si was
observed holding. a walkie-talkie, which was immediately 
taken from him by SA TH1XT0H. L pair of cheap binoculars 
bearing a strip of adhesive tape with the word "lawnside" 
written on the tape and a brown tote-bag were located near 
the feet of these four individuals. SA THIXTON identified 
himself and the other agents present as being Special 
Agents of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that 
they were being placed under arrest for conspiracy. The 
three white females were subseouently identified as beine 
MARGARET MARX INNESS, ANNE GRANT DUNHAM, and JOAN REILLY.

On 8/22/71 nt Camden, New Jersey Fllo„ Philadelphia <2-718^-0’1
SA RONALD G. THIXTON,'' SA ETCH/hD G, HARRISON
SA LOSER E. BABCOCK •'

by 0  J  p.r ■ Q -' g j.-i* j «_________ ‘’-i ________ Doto dIcctcc!8/2 3 /7 .1.

Tins document contain* neither rocommendutionj. nur conclusions of tho rBU It is the property of the FEI and Is loaned to your Cheney: 
H end itc contents era not So bo distributed outsido your uQ«jncy.
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EUH-AU OF n’VFST'G/:

Dato. 8/W;/fl

BARRY MU'S MUSI W-.s approhe; MM at .ayrc-oximatoly 
A ; 35 ac.mt, as he fhcoM in the east, cop-uy'-j-d of bulnt P: ri's 
Cliurch, 422 M'.rlet Ueet, ; JU \; e o." I?!.y advised 0?; 1. r 
cons tl huih ora 1 jM': or. us cc :f-. ?'iCu in me stunb ??"o Advlc : c,." 
HigiMo Rorr (i’D-<M.j/ U hh to.f JR STODkMu ?jJ, JR* , who ice- 
titled bi; calf as a Special /pent of the Jedei-al Bureau ch. 
Invest-iga do’i (2«f). .

MUSI v<as taken to the U. S. Federal Building, 4-01 
Market Street, for processing, At bbls location, he vns : ;>in 
apprised of his rights by Si\ STODURD, and he vn s given the 
opportunity to read the form entitled, "Interrogatio-M Advice 
of Rights1’, (PD-395). MUSI was requested to read a portion 
of this fo?rn aloud, however he declined to do so . MUSI ad
mitted 'mot he understood the meaning end content of the form, 
and he .said that he did not want to make a statement or answer- 
any questions until he had the opportunity to consult an attorney.

It was acknowledged that MUSI had this right, and it 
was explained to him that he would not bo questioned concerning 
any criminal activity in which he might be engaged, however it 
was fur the?? explained to him that he would be Questioned con
cerning background information.

The following information was obtained from observa-
tion and interview:

Name
Sex
Race
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height 
Weight 
Bui Id 
Hair
Eyes
Facial Features

BARRY JAMES MUSI
Male
White
9/9/48
Camb ridge, Massachusetts
5r 9n

150 pounds
Slender
Dark Brown
Hazel
Full beard and mustache

On 8/22/71 nt CAMDSN. NEW JERSEY FiIo ,,PR 52-7105 SUB S

SA JOf^ Ho STODMh:D/'JR. -HID
, SA TOlh MiRUTh /4yb n J 8/22/fl
“Z—_______ ____ _________________ _________________ _______________ _____ '_________ __ Dot* chcto^od _________ _________ ;,,,__ .

This document contains ne; her ivcoru ^ ndatio ncr r^nclurJonn ot r3l. H is 'be property g: the FM c ”.d is loanee to 7' *«r a . ‘ncy*
It and Hi; content:! uro not to be iH&fritPitvd cuff Mo yout
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Sca.rs and Mar Ra

Address

Driver D; LicO;isc

^ll diainoi;er circular scar 
on left shooldcrhlude„ 
Kuk.erous Juryo free Id.os mi 
cliou.lde.--s ano u 1 ar b; eJ'y

706 Strout
Dorcbe.. mjr. kasmicnuso tc»

CCLiir-OEb'-rilth of n .si'mcnuset ..; 
yOSDoO'DISt. in the of 
BARRY J„ KUST^ 25 Simiions 
Avenue. Belnont. l/msachusutts

Married - Declined to identify 
spouse,.

Marital Status

MUSI declined to volunteer any other ini’oienotion 
regarding previous arrests^ Social Security Hvuabor, Select!/o 
Service Ruobcr or draft status» lie v-as not in possession of 
a Selective Service Draft Card.
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. SuhtJOuuent to toe arrest of S:\HiHi Id. 28 IaJSIj he wa:. 
tai -11 to VhO th S. j^OO ?r.! 1 ht'.l J.G.'i Jig., tO.L J itll’IlC t ijW'vOL . (I h-O; 
Ne/..; j ircey. for pj/ocv;./-''-?

IxU.ol ''.c’S X il>gOx .-:.!‘_>..n uOQ I.;j' Oil x'-aC.'i.';h Jd'/ n!o

he was photographed by SC VULJIUM J. ABICIS.

. EuSl v?as searched by SAS JOJ^ H. STODDARD^ JR., and
TORY MARVIN RARDIHG.S ana the following item were canfiscdtod;

1. Ono (1) Conmonwoo 3.th of Hassaehusotto LrivcnCs 
License in the nene of BARRY J. MUSI,

2. One (1) Ln.ck Cigarette package bearing a '
Ha s s *x cnus a eta* tax o oui.ip .

3o One (1) Electrical connector.

The latter item was•found in the trouser pocket of 
MUSI. ' ■ "

An inventory listing the above items was prepared.^ 
and MUSI was requested to sign the inventory as a certification 
that these were the only items taken. He declined to do so.
A copy of the inventory was then given to MUSI.

on 8/22/71 D{ CAEDBN, HSU JERSEY Filo s P1I 52-716.5 SUB S

SA JOHN H„ STOBDaRl/'JR. AKU
. 8\ TOIY i'ARVIn Jt.RllkC • /udb

Date dictated

This documont containr, noiiher recommendations nor c< hck*i;ivuB of Ui« { »*I. It is the ptoporty o( th* FHI and is Io jacJ fe y'»rr n*-c.s</: 
jf end its contontf. cue not to be dirfribufed outside your agency.
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I ■ • •
'ho f.nllowin^ I Bi record, b<U/'!/’k 999 1 00 If , is ' kiied FOi; Or, i.l-’.L r. ON!
inforn'.ution shown on this k'.niiiucohon kcco.d ic-cr. scats, doki furnish.'d tb! ..y Cino er pi it J contrifuiorr. \"! 
FINO. o;s; O3>OON JS KOT MiOW! Of; ; :ZiVJ-<AT;ON or CHAi GF K QEChJ 0, CQMMUKiC/. 
Wi;i! /.GLKCY CCuiCDUTii-’G "KOCH i iNG'J.fiiiNTS.

■yO 
e f

’____ :______ L_________Ji_l_......................... i___
Notations indicotsd by * aro NOT bacud on Gnoc.■prints in J'rJ ii'cs bur u:e listea only ns invesHgotivw I- oHs 
being possibly idonticol with subiccr of this record.

John Horn..!
Lireclc.r
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JOAN MARIB REILLY

As previously noted, REILLY was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, in the court
yard of St. Paul's Church, ^22 Market Street, Camden, N. J. 
On the sane dauo she was afforded a hearing before U. S. 
Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was released 
on $10,000 own recognizance bond. .

A search of the fingerprints of JOAN MARIE REILLY 
has failed to disclose prior arrest data contained .in the 
files of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

80
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At auprorlmatoly iL:33 ar"], on Aucust 22, ln71 
:.•— la] THIXTON, BABCOCK, XIlJ, and liAIPCSO’. <2 -or
; -bite male ana tir-eo vrn ;;o fcriaj os stanainy a;-ainst cho 
v. ? located in / Icovc Br 5 '’.■.wcy, c-.st side 0" St* haul's 

' acopol Church, locstcd ?. cuoa 5’ f^ou the ".S.. Bost Office 
2 'Iding at Fourth aid 2r”<''f Bi r' ot?. Cardan, Feu Jorray. 
•h-own whim male 'late:' turn:.? .• ? at as ?'..u.1 J\ KI-21 v;.s 
u-r.ervod holdin;’ a vaiv ;■ ■_■ -to Ihie, which was imodi loir 
t- 'on Cron him by SA TJITaTON. L pal" of cheap binoculars 
’- ‘-rinr a strip of vc tape with the void. S'lavnsj tin”
v '.ttcn on the tape ax;d a hroan ootc l<!f were located near 
toe foot of these four individuals. SA lllXTOK identified 
h...self and the other aronts present ay cciKp SpecJ'l 
i t'^-nls of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that 
they were being placed under arrest for conspiracy* The 
t: ree white females were subsc-euant]y identified as hain;' 
i<Ai:GAhhx MARY INIuSSS, ABBE GRAR1' DUXEAM s snd JOAN REILLYe

'' at Camden, New ,Ter soy
:c. LCNl I.D G. TNIXTOHV; SA Id’CHARD Ge
SA AOCER ?h BABCOCK '•’ r.ny;ncy 
: _y__ ; y—-t: -- *- ~~
.•. :«nl cc,'. .Ii r.viii.cr >• c.c.-.v-.i.ndaliona. < : uni’u- >a iJ of «!•<• !' bl. It is

pa»Fhiledelphia 52~7LB5~So

_ Dcted.etc-^________

*'v* c; ? FBI ond la loonrt' r'* your o^ncys
If t .*»v »Ck < onion*! o:a nt* to bo t'i-frPuffcd ’ yr^'C n.^nc/.
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8/23/71

At anproxi^^tely on August 22, -1971
Special Agents/ TIIIXTON, H-'RCOCK, DAVIS, and HARRISON obsnr 
a white male and three white females standing against the 
wl 1 located in Alcove Driveway, east side of St. Pawl’s 
Episcopal Church, located across from the U.S. Post OffUce 
Building at Fourth and. •.'arhat Streets, Camden, New Jors.<< 
Unknown white ma io later id 'ntif5co. as BARRY J. BUSY was 
observed holding a wo Iki<-talkie, which vas immediately 
taken from him by SA TH]XTOH. A pair of cheap binoculars 
bearing a strip of adhesive tape with the word "lawnside” 
written on tho tape and a brown tote bag wore located near 
the feet of these four individuals, SA TIIIXTON identified 
himself and the other agents present as being Special 
Agents of the FBI, and advised these four individuals that 
they were being, placed under arrest for conspiracy. The’ 
three white females were subseouently identified as being 
MARGARET MARY IKRESS, AKNE GRANT DUNHAM, and JOAN REILLY.

, 8/22/71 of Camden, New Jersey FiIoPhiladelphia ^2
Sh RONALD G. THIXTONU'' SA RICHARD G.
SA ROGER E. BABCOCK •' rrrn
,,, „ RGT:mef
f I__ II____ ;T ' i;..C-T_3b__ tnA'.'-Tz:------------- --------------------------------------------------------

HARRISON

Dato dicio^cd 8/23/71
in doevnonf c.Mt. iiis r.eilhor reco.wi.-.LOlions nor conclu: ion? er the FBI. It is hSo propctiy of the FBI one! Is loonoJ to yc
oni! ftp contents oto not to ho dietrlovtro outsido your



:r.,.v2 (••.>< ij

rr:^!jial o;; ihxtstiv;

SA ; rA Custody • JO,A LAY
RPIAY i:vk’c t"?- ■.•-'• Y'A? vv-:.c;j . .v.: v.- Xhc :• rxt-.©; i A' A;o 
j?‘?i-’^ x’>x.;:'<•■;:■ ■ ■ : •::> ;'.c i- •: ■ '■ sctm f? hi '-cot be-
t.K.-'^. kv-h ■..;< J"- h:?.- . y--^'.it Z. 0 „ 'J> th.© ti? x G','
ax'rXv- :. e.5 ■■. >.; C/ ‘ .-/lx cot'-t t-‘-' p; cl thy'.'.c
cc I"’x --■•'..-L . ' '. . *..: . z ’ ‘ ?io”. A.1 h^h[’^-h .'i"> ;"^-
s; ■-'cctl ' : A 7' ’./.- rd .■• ;i'AJ' I ■.. A r ,r.A AY".<dv /.nd AxtRY
Ill-Si u SA L-. A./. ■ >. h‘\h upon wru.dig of Ay.! SA , :x,j5'jd her
of bis a.q c. Spc.oi&l Arant ox' tho FBI VGrboHy and by
e. sbov; of "jr?..'.isc SA SKA.XT& v.lre advised her cl-vt ah©
wc.3 tmoar ax-x-o:.C o::x tbe c;hx.rno o" car1 spiracyo £?’■■• SiAAC b?c-
llninarily fjoarchsd RKILIrf md fo;aad a Social Security CarJ erd 
a i:o;? ^ork dx‘3.'’GrEo diaaloaizi^ hex* identity as I'?/” Kfl-Y
RAX Li ri« SA asked box’ ide&city and u;s x-ospc-i'alvd dOXAi
MAid LXlLLT.

REILLY v:as tlx-n to the U, So Pont 0ff2.es BuUd”
CcKdcLi,, ib Jc, fo?? praeenainyy SA LI CHARD A 6 WAZZCt joirajd 

SA' SKARBSK dur.Lny proGG ssix^, ■ k’he f ollouxng bac:'grou.nd :k'i£or-ia" 
tion waa obtained from REILLY?

Karie
Addroas

Sex
Race
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair
Eyes
Scars

Social Security Ko, 
Occupation

JOARMAEY REILLY
33p Windsor Avemse^

Brightwaters„ N, Yc
Female
White
April 10P 19>1
Ro ck v i 11 © Centre,, N, Y o
5'6"
120 pounds
Slender
Light bx'own - long
Blue
nV“ shape scar inside left 

ring fingerI v" w I
|JFK Act 5 (g) (2) (D)|

Student entering junior year,
Marymount Collegef Tarrytown, 
IL Y« (attended since Sept» 1969)

nn ___ Gf Camden, Ho J. HlcffPhilndelA.Aa 92<16£ SA
sa etlkah jL sfz.;,rjiaH ’
SA. RICHARD Ao L.;bLi>0 hA’'- ILJS/let! 8/23/71

"}'____________ ______ •________________...._______.HJ____ ___ ____ Dato <'.’ic-(afoc___ ___  ____ _ _ _ __________

Thio docn.nc^f couijins ncitSbr rccO'F.Mmd j?u>r* ‘ ^r c< rxlw»ion1 o{ HU. It H the propu/ty u( the I Bl ond is loune'l io your ncy: 
it at.d its conronfa oro not to hv distributed outt! ?•> >our a ,.c.yfc
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ph £2« 71^

? Pa:ot“ti ’O (-.t’mcr.i)
FrS';COS ;AC.:.f'U of ?
Rf fv<.. R;--
c ..‘f.r ol 1’ . •<< i, ■' 77,
(■It-: t 1 r*.;r yc;:r;: “ cc.V! ■

. t a ex* JOB:’ WY-m: HoILIYY 333 •YoL.fO?
/ \" “V :»- * . * K? * « s «<• ' ■' - * .-■. v i» 7 ‘ s ’’
been August 21, 1919 (?) In 
Hew Yorke

Mother

-

ROSEMARY RL'XLLY, neo K’UjfrMY, sums 
address, born October lb.F 
1922 (?) in Low Yo^k,

Brother <1015! TIJ'OIilY E9ILLYf same address, 
born April ll.<- 19£6, nt HaY 
Share s H® Y*

SI stor-s X. ROSSMART BSaWCTI TOLLY 
(no pennsnont address known), 
bom June 3, 19q.9, at Rockville 
Centre, Ka Y»

2. HLIZABETK AIRI REILLY, seme ad- 
dross as parents, born July 8, 
19^3, at Rockville Centro, N» Y

Marital Status
Children
Previou s kw®s ts
Drivorr s Lxa ense
Vehicle
Local Address

Single
Non©
None admitted
N ,YS #RO£321"8W2“642733~$1
Hone
Did-not know: specifio address and 

refused to identify owner of 
residenoo

k thorough search of REILLY’s person was made arid the 
following items were found in REILLY’S pockets:

L Ono 3t! x card with tinesnllj02 ^through 11:20 
find writing*

2-, One 3“ x $u card with writing beginning, "You’ve 
got to be taught.e6n
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PH 52-7365 s

’3 c. 0?.^ r 6” a:.'-d v.ith writing beginning, !!X Jra * a- . t» '. -X ** "* CiJ c ft

6e One 3” x 5” card with writing be&vr'kn£f! "boy U606,

7= Ono torn piece of 3" x 5“ card with nemo C/BL 
POPLAR with writing on bach beginnirgr “Some on- 
chanted*fc«” .

8o Ono torn piece of 3" x 5” card with name ”GARL 
POPL'Jt tilth writing in back beginning, "across a 
crowded roan*./'1 ■

9» 0:7® plastic wallet ID folder » entailing:

& c 
b.

0 o

de

One blank ID card*
Qiao driver^ licence yIK>5321“8U952~6U2733“51 
in nuiie J01H REILLY, 335 Windsor Avenue, Bright-
watoxv?, H& Y, 
Ono Social Security Gard gFKActs (g)(2)(D) in name 
of tOzdi I'i/nY HrdiuLYo
One United Airlines 12-21 Club Card j^A785203
xn name of JOHi RzilliLYo

heretoo
Xeroxed coplea of the above listed items are attached

TRUDY’ A» CROUTEfiRMEL, FBI employee, strip searched 
REILLY and nothing of an evidentiary nature was found by 
GROUTHARhED^ REILLY signed a receipt for- the items seised said 
a copy of this receipt was furnished to REILLY by SZk SKARBEKo 
Each item seised was numbered and dated by SA SKARBEK and SA 
MAZZEO.

SA SKAREEK handed REILLY an ’’Interrogation; Advice 
of Rights Form” to read which she bide, SA SORBEK .explained 
these rights to REILLY* REILLY advised she understood her
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PR 52-73.6^ SUB S

ripitsr declined tc- to -‘' c weJvor portion of tne ,:r„d
j^.f'uowd to Puznieh inl’e ' :'5 on or s t-tenont rol-tod to t-’is
nutter or erp oth.’ ' .•„^';t’A : •• uvCi'o

Ft'u LY ."V i’L-.p or z. UeU.d to Sz: MCCRALL V c DOAOvrP und 
photograph:-d Uy ;14 UiLL.Lj.7;, iL i.UDLXSe

. SA BLARBLK stdvisvd LA.LALY ubo v;as pon^lvtod one ioie^
phono call and aha called G/iBL D« POPLAR at jpSS-lol^s addres.?
i.i’ ix‘6c»i>y Lancp i'iadaon-.J.c1q$ iio ■■A

RUILLY was tli&n turned ovex* to the Uc So HaJ/shaX^ 
Caraden? IL Je . - .

When REILLY attempted to call CARL Do POPLAR at 
L28--1813® stated on the telephone? "he doesn’t know koa
but tell hira Icm trying to get in touch with Mrae"
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305331 1^2733-51 ' RE3321 ^<3733-51
^/W/5j. F S S DL

DATE HE t ’PTil SFX HT CtES
4/1D/51 F 5 5 

bATE Cl- BIRTH SIX UT
BL 
tw>

I R/3D/73■
CLASS | CXHRES ’

■ 1 5^30/73;
CLASS ,| tXPIRLS . -•

-T> 

a t’

OPERATOR ■
LICENSE ?

RE ILLY?JOAN 5

•" OP
NOT A LICENSE

RElLLYiJO^K •

' .
ni xi 
‘X m

SC « 
5’ 
r- o

335 WINDSOR AV £ 335 WINDSOR Z\V X -

BRIGHTWATERS NY g BRIGHTWATERS NY •H o 
> a

restrictions: • "

. L C .
Signature — * i?/'. / ’ , * f I '

RESTRICTIONS: •

. - L -z
Signulutc ~~ ' . "P y I / / t 1 ( i

si

rt 
• co •

STAlt OF |
HEW york . . _ . ' .

STATU OF /

HEW YORK. •//,*.•■•,’ '' '

DEPARTKEKT 1 ' ,'. . . ’■ :
Of ' ' '

MOWS . , ■ . • ;
vehicles -r \ 'pA Vyy f-:.'.'?.")

• DEPARTHtHT ' - . . -
or ... ■ , ., .

MOTOR ' ■' ■' -‘ L. >
.VEHICLES ‘ •'• A:A-/;':;? ;;-~7

- -» । • 

r «

IM7 *7.7'4} VCIO IF ALTifisO (XLU’X FOK £t«*’»$£'i;F A3&RU5 MV.l (?7oj VW9 If ILURIU LXCCI'J fVR OUA ar /*ocfkC!»





P'l 52-7165 Sub S

ROSEMARY ELIZABETH REILLY

As previously noted, REILLY was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
Post Office Building, M)1 Market Street, Camden, R. J. On 
the same date she was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden. N. J., and was remanded to the custody 
of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of 325,000 good bail. She was re
leased on September 3, 1971, after posting ten per cent cash 
or security on a 310,000 bond which had been set by the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, pa., on September 3,

search of the fingerprints of ROSEMARY ELIZABETH 
RMirj.Y has failed to disclose prior arrest data contained in 
the files of the Identification Division, FBI. Washington, 
D. C. '
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FEDERAi BUREAU OP

Dou--------^ZiJ'ZaX______ 2_____

At upproai’flatcly L^3!j a,u« , August 22g 1971, the 
Selective Servian ry co end .aurrounding area located on the >:2?. 
floor, 01 So Port. 0.' ,eof I1.0X M oh fryoctu Camaon, Anf j: .■‘.•w:. 
wee entered by npoax >1 /.-onba of bbo Fob oral Ihu'-or.u of 
Invesbigation, SIS EUScAH S* DABhiUOf and TJDMAS Tm.R'tg
entered the immodiate area, and parapet suxToundlug the Scl.'ctivc 
Service Office by way of the building firre c.o-capo<. SAS 20; eat 
IK W/ufjE-R and JOU R„ GinG;iilIOH entered the Selective Service 
Office through the front door^ which entered onto the fl^or 
coxn^idoro

Upon entrance into this space,. SAS DEBBAUDT and TIERirff, 
W/iLLER and GIHGERZCH announced the B’BIks presence and intrusted 
everyone to remain as they' we ice until told to do otherwise,.

Two individuals who wore later identified an ROSrl’hb.if 
E, BjETLLY and ROBERT W4 WILLIAMSOW wc.ro observed by SA TIE.iutitf 
as they wore sitting on the parapet on the north side of ths 
building between the wall sui’rounding tho parapet and an open 
window of toe Selective Service Off!co« When observed, they v-cro 
sitting among Selective Service records which had beer/ piled on 
the parapet,. SA TIERiHSy placed them under arrest and assisted 
them in through a window into the Selective Service Office whore 
they wore told to lie on the flooro Ifo questions wore asked of 
them except their names.

nn 8/22/71 ot CAMDEi'h HEW JERSBy__________F1!o » PHILADELPHIA . ^b

SA THOMAS B. TIERUEf/mlb 8/^3/7:>
[,y Oofo dictc?f<K{„__________________________________________________________________

Thk uocu-..«»< conlafn^ nvilher reeora.acndofie.T. no: cenriur-ion:: of iho FIJI. It U tho pretty of thn Fd! und lr. I< io your o. o-y: 

It one! Hr conlotits oru no' «0 bo <!istiibut«d oursiJo you< anoncy.
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FflJEXAL I AU 07 IHVi-STiGA^

approximately ^-33 a«KUj. entry was mo.do into 
the Sol octavo Service Soard ?'oc®:i; Rif th Floor, Federal 
Courthouse end Pc;ct O.Tfico, Grmdene On entry, seven persons 
were soon standing in vam.G’ia positions* They were iamodisroly 
advised that they wore under arrest and that they wore arrested 
by Special Agents of the FBI*

These norsons wore later identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI. MICHAEL JOHN GTOCONDO, ROBERT GLEN GOOD, 
MICHAEL J, DOYLE, ROSELOT R31LLY, KATHLEEN KOT RIDOLFI, and 
ROGER!1 Wc WHrLIAMROHe Each person arx^ested received a 
preliminary !Ipat down1’' scurche

After the search, each person was handcuffed end 
designated for booking and further processing*

At the time of entry axici thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open;. Selective Service documents 
removed from those; documents were observed to be strewn and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about in the gutter area of the ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor roof*

on__ 8/22/71 '■ at -C/RDEy ^KJxi.^IE>LOT___________ Filo //HLEiwiDiyyi^ g
SA's W. NJ ANDERSON. S, DEBBAULT, JOE Re GINGERICH.
DAVID A. MILLER, MASON P* EMIT- , THOMAS E. TIERNEY. JOSEPH ZILL,

by .uu.cL JiO hERT-1L I/ALLE11------- 1 /BA/hsm/mlb--------- Dmo m cta । ed-----------------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tin, F3I. it is tho property of the FBI on<! is loaned to your <:«e»cy;

It and its contents oro not io bo distributod outside your aguncy.

i 4
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r-'.t:1.' a vr?lvry search of ROS“M/jl51 REILLY in the 
Sdecr-ivc Soj-v <-j Ol'flom G.-rja?}’) T lav Jersey? a 3 X 3 c;?o.l hearing 
the fo? low?. ‘ lurmris^n vac ohtL^.jisa i‘r$n her pocket?

thee x. jy’ ~ •* Cj"c IA
•1. x i 0

10
XX'"1 s

I-Y
IV-B

Also the words "Index Cards"? "I/edg&rs" and the wc-rd 
"out" which war-- written beside IV-B?

Side jy vher , 2 '

The name "CARL POPLAR" and the numbers 966-2.333 and 
l.|.28"18136 Also the name "MILO" and the number 966-1386?

The above item is designated 3^1 and was obtained by 
SAS PHILIP F„ SNOPPHASS and THOMAS E? TIERNEY?

At the direction of SA THOMAS Eo TIERNEY? Stenographer 
TRUDY CROUTHARMEL- FBI? Philadelphia., conducted a strip-search of 
ROSEMARY E. REILLY in Room 1;26? U« S« Post Office Building;. 
Camden. Rew Jersey? and obtained the following described item, 
which is designated #21

One prescx'iption form bearing the imprinted names of 
Dr„ HARRY BONIER and Pm Wo A? ANDERSON? 602-h. Broadway? Camden? 
New Jersey^ The number 662-2603 was written on the face of this 
form in ink0

The reverse side of this form bore the name "CARL 
POPLAR" and the numbers 966-2333 and L[.28“1813 were written in 
red on the back of the formo

on 8/22/71 at CAMPIN, NEW JERSEY F>ie PHILADELPHIA 32-7163 Sub

SAS PHILIP F. SnOPORASS and
by THD4 A S_ :D„ J:rD/ -f DjhhJ h Oatu diclotca

Thi$ c’orun.vnt conjoins i.either rocor.un^.H.{niions nor i <,nLisi .ni of thu PBL It t’u> propeity Crt th© MM ond i& loaned io yovr vOvnty:
if and Ik* conk.r.fs arc not to bo distributed outsido your a^vucy.
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PII Sub S

At 5:21 a.m., ROSEMARY E. REILLY was orally .
a«v.l ucci ci* her r?.- ibc by SA aLC-KAS Ec TiEnbZV In kowa ^26,
U»S. j-oet O£?'\cc Street Caw. ten, Ik J,
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FEPTRAL EURSAU GF IKVAlTlGA'i

Dato. S/^/71

At 7^'8 ^12.,. ROSZ-JARY hi REI/tY was fu.-rnchcA -F.-.h 5 
form entitled “Intcrr.- jg.Aierir Z^v?oa 0.. JghtK’f. \.h1 on < --■•:.c
and to rlf?;- ILIiLLY . ;J. d that ■he wdXf' not re: . r 'V-
coreorrina; ire .Lar ; .. rt at i;ko Gamd-u? iA{.?t Bo"? < \ri.thauu Jj?-.? 
couault.l"g '.'1th an autoney^ 'She did fumiah >he fcJJoi^ug 
descriptivG data:

Hamo
Date of birth
Place of birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair-
Eye 3
Scars and narks 
Residence

Occupation 
?8X'<:',Ut s
Brothers & sisters
Spou se
Children
Previous arrests
Driver’s license 
Social Security # 
Local address

Education

ROSEMARY ELIZABETH REILLY
Dune 3, 191'9
Long Island^ Rew York
£’ 7" tall
Ik!? pounds
Medium to heavy
Dark brown
Blue
Pock marks on noth sides of face
210 West 107'th Street, New York-

IL Yo
None claimed
Not -willing to furnish this informatic:
Not willing to furnish this information
None claimed
None claimed
None claimed
None claimed
JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

'stays locally -with MIKE GIO CONDO, 
Cooper Street, Ceathn, IL JL

1967-68, Newton College of the
Sacred Heart, Newton, Mass®

1968-69, Maryville College of the
Sacred Heart, St„ Louis, Mo«.

1969-70, Marymount College, Manhatten, 
New York

On 8/22/71 ot Filo

SAS i'HOMAS Ep TIBRR.uY and
by U’m/JAY Jo 140 NULL IN KEl'ZF.lh_______  Date diciafod_  .8/2.3/73___ 1____ ___
This document contains (either rocommencktions. nor co-.clKsior.r. of ti.a rBl. It is tho property of ths i’3f end is Ir-wd to y.-.s ar,, a.,- 
it and its contents oro not to bo distrib 'ted outritir, your erjency.
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1H 52-7165 Sub S

KATHLEEN HiRY RIDOLFI

As previously noted; RIDOLFI was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, inside the 
lost Office Building, ^01 Market Street, Camden, M. J. On 
the same date she was afforded a hearing before U. S. 
Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded 
to the custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of 3?5s000 good 
bail. She was released on September 3, 1971? after posting 
a ten per cent cash or security on a $10,00C bond which had 
been set by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, 
Pa., on September 3,1971.

(

101
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Auguqt__22Li .3.97 j..

At approximately U:35 a .n:. , ?iUy,ust 22, 1971, Salee. If vp 
Service space and sxrrrounuing area located on the Tilth
U.S. Post ( ' 'ice, HOI harlot Street, Camdon, N.J., was ante.-?.;d 
by Special ' e-nta of inn Federal Bureau of Invest?' on. ’al
Agents EUGl-.b S. DErBAUDT and TvCh/.b E. TlErL.L'Y entered the :i..:< ihl..'. ■ 
area and parapet euerou" din,-, tno Selective Service Office b’- wuv 
of the building fire eccapa. SpociaJ Agents ROBERT H. WALLER arc 
JOE R. GxNGLR’CM entered the Selective Service Office through tec 
front door, which entered on to the fifth floo?? corridor.

Upon entrance into this space. Special Agents DEBBAUDT, 
TIERNEY, WALLER, and GINGERICH announced the FBI's presence and 
instructed everyone to remain as they were until told to do other
wise.

Special Agents DEBBAUDT and 'WALLER immediately placed 
under arrest three individuals that were located within' Selective- 
Service space. A male, later identified as ROBERT G. GOOD, was 
standing in the area of Local Board ?r9. A female, later identified 
as KATHLEEN NARY RIDOLFI, was stranding next to GOOD. A male, later 
identified as MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, was in the area of Local Bo: rd 
#7. Special Agents DEBBAUDT and WALLER moved these persons to the 
center of the Selective Service space and had them lie on the floor. 
No questions were: asked of these persons other than their names, 
which they refused to furnish.

nn 8/22/71 ai CAMDEN, N.J.Fl(o ,/
SA ROBERT JI. WALLER (A)
SA EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT ESD/rav ~ , 8/2»i/73

by ___________ _ ________________ , Mate dictates.,____  . ______ ___ .__ _________ __

Tlua document contains (wither rcrommcndatiocs nor conclusions of ths FBI. It Is tho property of tho FDl oriel lr loaned to ycufop icy: 

It end its contents ora not to lie di-triuuted outride, your »><,K,i>cy.
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FEDERAL BURGAU OF IHVESTIGAI

^Zi_.

' At approTvimabelTf h. i3$ a»mCJ ent-.y was made into 
the Scloctivo S advice Board rooms, Fifth Floor, Federal 
Courthu-uso see fool, Oxficy Dkmc-on* On entry, seven, persons 
ware scon sgwY ng in positions,. They were imtiodiat(J>
advised thar, they were unaor arrest sold that they were arrojteu 
IV Special Agent.? of tho FBI®

Those nowsons novo later identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO, ROBERT GLEN GOOD, 
MICHAEL Jc DOYLE, RO SENARY REILLY, KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI, and 
RODENT W„ WILLIAMSONo Each person arrested received a. 
preliminary "pat down" search0 ' •

After the search, each person was handcuffed and 
designated for booking and further procossinge

At the time of entry and thereafter,, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open; 'Selective .Service documents 
removed from these; documents were observed to be strewn and 
torn on the floor of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about' in the gutter area of the ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor roof*

on 8/22/71 ■ • at _CAMD13L*^^___________ Filo S
SA's W, Bo .ANDERSON, EUGENE S, D^BAULT, JOE IL GINGERICH,
DAVID &o MIDLER, MASON Ih SMITH, THOMAS H, TIERNEY, JOSEPH ZIEL, 

i>y and RQB'w’T IL_ LILLEE_dictated----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
This docix.innt contains neither rccc:. mr.tdclicnt nor cni>cli>-.ic..» of tho FBI. It it tho property of tho r-B1 and to loaned Io your oner.cys 

It and Its contents a.a not to bo dktriouten’ cutsido your agon.y. • 
’ / ■ r'
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,F: < kal lu::iau of [uvt:$TiQ/A^

Dai <■____k/fJ /7-

I

KAlhlD?’/'': LVa"“ I:ID'I V;/: r"-rested in ths oCXie.vs 
of St.,octivo Sr.-".' :c . :cul tio-wds 7# 8, ?, lodaiod on •;■•,-;• vie 

o ? "Lbs I’/*.■ . c .. r / o ‘ i? 0 j. j icc* (c •! ‘ ’J} j.-Ux ; ■> a u **
proxim'1. lol^ I...?7-; a.-, by Snocia I A" or er TRO..- AS B. AIjAS.a/' and 

S. D iiSiuSn. KIDO r->.-X wos b.-nccu Cred 'ey SA TIA. . .y-( 
and she iw.'aji In the cm tody of Sa's Dli.lhu;..' and I 3 J A..''T 
until approximately bn>5 a.m., at which time sue was turned . 
over to the custody of SA PHILIP F. SHOD^ASS. it the time 
she was in che custody of SA's DFoBAUDT and TlhK.JZ, she was 
searched by SA Di-SB^iUuT, and throe articles were removed from 
her person, including two 3U x 5" cards and one "Flair" pen.

Once she was in the custody of SA SNODGRASS, she was 
taken to Room ylp-o, in the Post Office Building, and remained 
there in the custody of SA SNODGRASS. SA SNODGRASS orally ad
vised hIDOL?I of her rights, as they appeal’ on the "Interrogation; 
Advice of Rights" fora. After1 reading the foiva to her, she ad
vised that she under-stood her rights but did not wish to oxecuue 
the form or furnish any info rma cion to SA SNODGRASS regarding 
her ai’rest or the cX. X Vx Ci is i •— C cO.*A O 6 £> SIX X X O *X aX Q .EXX X. 0 *

RIDOLFI remained in the custody of SA SNODGRASS until 
approximately >»>o a.rm, at which time SA's JAMES R. MOATS and 
ROBERT 0. BLUNT entered Room vLj.18 and replaced SA SNODGRASS for 
the purpose of interviewing MDOLFI. She was fully advised of 
the SA's identities and of their official position and that the 
interview would concei'-n her arrest in the Selective Service 
office and the circumstances surrounding it. She was orally 
advised of hex1 .rights as they are set forth on an "Interrogation; 
Advice of Rights" form by SA MOATS. After reading the form to 
her, she was offered the form to read, and she indicated that 
she fully understood her rights but did not wish to sign the 
form. She further indicated that she did not wish to discuss 
the matter with the Special Agents.. RIDOLFI remained in the 
custody of SA's MOATS and BLUNT until approximately 6:15 a.m, 
when she was taken to the second floor of the Post Office, at 
which time she was fingerprinted and photographed. After this.

on , 8/22/71 gt Camden, N. J,p.(oe Philadelphia 52-7165

SA's MGCwlf S. DfuBAUDT, '.''hOMAS 2, TJUp.-EZ, PHILIP ft SROLGfiSS, 
N<-nlAT..CjR.L...' , unu 1.^. . *_Rt-__tvLX2 '5cc mt«;d •VRl/? -. :________

. . ... vi. 'lj d”id ... ’This clucu.ucn! coniGtn*. nciilior .gn^Mticni c.or cone’ iun- of this FT4. H H.jV,wr “ty u‘ ^"35 end is loams.! H y'.» cj./ncy;
it ond its conlcain arc not It? ho <lt£triU>hU outsMo your ewe-uy.
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she war re owict Ream J.i.lb and, there, was strip-secrobed 
by rlis; 'A.. DY A. - .^b ;JAi /•', Stci-rgruuber, I’nilu delyb in 
Division, ’ ,1. . o>., . sl.\.j "" .-e;.-'Lisi in Log::: ,410 in the
ousted,.' of bl’/ I- ■ ,.' : nd '.lh un^AL - oprcxiu.atoly 12:15 y.m., 
at 'i..b,'.i.h o5.“. s':.? talon >’0 wo ihiiued States iiarsbrl' r 
(b'2i") ch'ics on wo wire Ae?r of rhe Poss Office. During 
tin; Li??.; A. w- in She custody of SA's jiuA'fb end Aj,UA/. she 
was requested to give handwriting samples to the Si’s, after 
she had bow advi-wc ci’ Lor- rignt to refuse to do so, Oho 
advised the SA's that she aid not wish to furnish the smples, 
Also5 at various Limes’throughout the morning, RIDOLFI re
quested to use the rest room and to get a drink of water. 
All of her requests were complied with, and sho was .always . 
accompanj ed by hiss CROU'rihViuiEL. Also during the morning, at 
approximately 10:00 a.m., RIDOLFI was pei’mitted to place 
phone cull, at whica time she called here mother, CAk’HIStlhA 
RiDOLFI. This call was made in the. presence of SA’s IluafS 
and BLUl: f, and, during this call, she requested that her mother 
con.tact her attorney and advise him of her arrest.

After RIDOLFI was taken to the USM's Office, at 12:15 
p.m., she was given the opportunity to talk with her avoorncy, 
as were all of the other subjects. Following this, she was 
taken to the courtroom on wo third floor for a hearing before 
United States Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD. After the hearing, 
her bail was set at ’925,000 good bail. She was then removed 
from the courtroom in the custody of the United States Marshal.
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FD-3 -■ j'iov. 4-15-64)

’-'AU 0. !UVL$f lt.: A i !■?.-(

P ct c___Oz6f .O16Z.<___

1 > A 
o.i' Bolcc Live 
i\ioo.c oj the 
pro.P aicly i 
BuGBih!; S, DA; 
sho was searr 
W 0 j? © X’ 0 fiO V o o'

’bL.l'..! till was aiToe too :i u.'.ido biie oil’? co'
Co-?lc..; .CcocA ’(t % 1c© < voc ou lor:
uni ucci S Aros Post <:j?rico (UBFO) Eia.: ? ciiijj a\: >.p~

. :35 a efa, a.'’.-©3red by bpoci -j. A>,e?j i;©
AraUDT au6 I'LOyiAB 2. Ax'cor bor ar.errt,
ibed bjr SA PABBAuDT, and the following rcate^ials 
from her personr

1. One 3" x white card containing the following
writing in black ink:

MILO
1 -A 9”5£>~116b
1-A-O
1-0

II-s
l-Y

IV-B Ont

CARL POPLAR
966-2333 Office
14.26 -1613 Rome

(This article ic marked ?/l) «

2. One torn white card, approximately 3" x >"j con
taining the names of various articles with number 
listed beside these articles. One side starts 
with the following:

"1-WT-#1."

The other side begins as follows:

!'1-Duct Tane."

n„ 6/22/71 ot Camdc.3$ J,nio J2h.LSL^

BA's hVCxilE 3. ReBAWT, PHILIP F. Si!OuAaABS3
. JWBdi/ G. HLbKT, 0Jn^ J'Met; ;. ‘ Wnd;ci(,fc4 W'U'._____
by------------------------------------------------------------------------- tT<t}-7h^u ..........
This d,-cu‘..e..t cor.toin; neither recover. doth ecnclutions of tU FBfji is W-e p.^orty of the Fill and is loaned to p„r c. ..„

It and its confonls u..i ‘-it Io !.; th-»6hst< d vwljldr- yni r < (,..-.ic}'<



PJ >2-716

All of wri oa thia p irucul 
in b.'.ac1-’: ink.

article is

3. One "Flair” pen black in color, with black ink.

(This article is marked jr3)

After the above articles were removed from RIDOLFI, 
they wore retained by SA L^lcB/kUnT until illionkl was turned 
over to the custod;- of SA PHILIP F. SHODGRASS, at which time 
the articles were also turned over to S3 SROD&RASS, All of 
the articles were numbered and then marked by Sa DEBBAUDT in 
the following fashion:

"ESD, Camden,’August 22, 1971

The articles ’were retained by SA SWODG-RASS until
RIDOLFf was turned over to the custody of SA's JAMES h. MOATS 
and WBERT C. BLUBT, at which time the articles were likewise 
turned over bo their custody.

Aft-ex’ the articles were turned over to SA's MOATS and
BLURT, they remained in the custody of both of those Special 
Agents until the processing of RIDOLFI' was completed, at which 
time they were retained solely in the custody of SA MOATS until 
August 23, 1971? when they were transported to the Philadelphia 
FBI Office by SA MO Al'S.

An inventory of the items removed from RIDOLFI was
prepared by SA MOATS, This inventory was shown to RIDOLFI, 
but she refused to certify what was taken by signing it.
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JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH

As previously noted, SWINGLISH was apprehended 
by Special Agen. ? o" Vie F3I on August 22, 1971? at 21 
North Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the sane date he 
was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. 
RUDD, Camden, IT. J., and was remanded to the custody of trie 
U. S. Marshal in lieu of 950,000 good bail. He was released 
on September 7, 1971? after posting ten per cent cash or 
security on a |15,000 bond which had been set by the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Pa., on September 3? 
1971- '
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TD-302 (Uov. 'MS 64)

Date 8/2’:/?l

JOHN RODENT SL!IhCLISH oat arrest: .d at 21 North
Fourth St ?ce : , Cu?doa, K. J., at M-139 ajp. He wcs in. the 
living roc:^ rt this adG.c. At the time of arrest ho idvn- 
tified hissedf as JOH.' SWFNGLISH, He w<is given a quick s-ss-.-oh., 
handcuffed, anc then caken outs ice and placed in a bureau cai'.

SWINGLISH was orally advised of his rights,, that ho 
had the right to remain silent, that anything he said could be 
used against him in court, that he had the right to talk to a 
lawyer before questioning, and th<\t if he could not afford a 
lawyer one would be appointed for’ him before questioning. He 
was also advised that if he answered questions he could s^op 
at any time until a lawyer was present. He was also advised of 
the charges against him.

At this time SWINGLISH stated that he did not want to 
answer any questions and that the only reason .he gave his name 
was that he had a drivers license with his identification and 
picture in his pocket.

SWINGLISH was later taken into the Post Office at 
Camden, N. J., to a room on the third floor. The form titled 
’'Interrogation; Advice of Rights1' was read to SWINGLISH and he 
then read the form. SWINGLISH refused to sign this form. He 
was also advised of the charges against him,.

SWINGLISH was strip searched and then questioned. 
The only questions he answered were those listed on his drivers 
license. He did not answer these questions directly but ’would 
nod an affirmation or say, "That’s what it says on the license.”

The only information volunteered by SWINGLISH occurred 
during the strip search. When he emptied his pockets SWINGLISH 
stated that after four years in the Navy he still was not used 
to Navy pants. When questioned about service in the Navy, 
SWINGLISH said, "I’ve already talked too much."

8/22/71 Camden, N. J. Philadelphia 52-7165 SUB :
On___ ■___________________ft File II------------------------ -----

SAs EDWARD M. COLL and
JERRY WAYNE WHEELER EMC/tac 8/20/71

by______________ Doie rfictr.kK! _____________________________________ __ ___ ____

This document conloino neither rccownonJotioni nor conclusions of tho FBI. It Is the property of il>o FBI end is lo.,T.rd io }C-.-: . ..cr.cyj 

if und Iff contents ura (tot to Lt distributor outside your agency.
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Thu I- 1 1gu5ng items vzerc taken from SWINGLISH after 
a search of h?_s ).e?sn'j: ~

■ (1) Greyhound Lus ticket, number 1 U91L2 0G7C> J.?
• dated "20 .lug. 71" .fox* travel between Washington, 

D. C. , and Philadelphia, Pa.

(2) White lined naper, 4 5/8" x 3 1/16"; on one side 
"CARL POPLAR" " •
0-966-2533 -
H-428-1813" 
on the other side "866-1386 

MILO BILLMAN"

(3) Blank white paper 2 15/16" x 4 15/16" with 
following writing on one side, "Graphic House, 
3307 Conn..Ave. 362-4464" "Courtney Griffin, 
2700 Conn. Ave." on the other side in black 
ink was number 8 3 3; in redink the following: 
832 8695 
832 0045 .
5612 Conn. 
6:30 8:20

(4) Pink slip 4 1/4" x 2 5/8" with following printed 
on front: "Thank you for using CENTRAL DELIVERY, 
Driver No. 3037 (in ink); Refer to the above 
number when verifying deliveries; For pick-up 
with in the hour 589-8500." On the reverse side 
in writing was the following: "15.41 

50
4.00

• - $ 1ST9T"
This was underlined and crossed out with $10.00 
beside it. Below this was "EMMAUS."

(5) Pink slip from Central Delivery with printing on 
front; the same as that previously described except 
there is no writing after Driver No. On the reverse 
side is the following: ‘
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"JACKIE GUDE (CARI)

To:

Pesanelli 
(TGP)

ROCHESTER - NORTHRUP FAMILY 
(716) 637-6339"

(6) Identification card of MICHAEL L. FAYAD, 
Attorney at Law. Front of card had following 
printing: "MIKE, home 546-5443; ADDIE 546-G506, 
624-83805.’ On reverse side in red ink: "Bust 
Centex-': 833-9480. In black ink: "MARY HELEN, 
546-6506, Mautner, 54-7 5084, KIKE."

(7) Identification card - "FRED DASBACH, ACS??, 
Individual, Family, and Group Counseling." On 
reverse side is following in ink and crossed out 
in pencil: "Pa.

779-378
DC
DK GR. FD. CUS"

In ink not crossed out - "Defense Comm. - NY 
(212) 691-7410 

■ 691-7411"

(8) • Yellow lined paper torn at top and bottom
8 l^" by approximately 6 3/8". On one side
is the following: "Gros, Charles, 6703 Moly Dr.
Falls Ch., Va. 532-0435 (He Kenzie)." On the 
other side "James, Chas. Habel, Phila. (609) 
or (LOG) 365-8911"

(9) District of Columbia Motor Vehicle Operator’s 
Permit #2701146 issued to SWINGLISH, JOHN ROBERT, 
3619 12th Street, N.E., Washington, D. C., 20017

(10) Keychain with foui"1 keys
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E1.1 of the above th-’:t was tiken from SWIkCUSH wa 
listed on a form. Everything taken was show to SWINGLjTH. 
He read the receipt, redo no comment, and refused to sign t 
receipt,.

SWINGU.SH was later turned over to the United Stc 
lfei"shsl for his hearing.

The following description of SWINGLISH was obtain 
from his Washington, D. C., driver’s license, and from obscr 
tion by the interviewing agents. He refused to answer* any 
questions concerning his background.

Name
Date of birth
Height

JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH 
Marcli 25, 194*4 
5'6”

Weight 145 pounds
Build Medium
Hair Brown
Eyes Brown
Residence 3619 12th Street, N. E, 

Washington, D. C., 20017
Drivers license District of Columbia, 

#2701146
Social Security 

Number
286-38-9577
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SARAH JANE TOSI

As previously noted, TOSI was apprehended by 
Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971, at 21 North 
Fourth Street, Camden, N. J. On the same date she was af
forded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD and 
was remanded to the custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of 
$5,000 bond. She was released on September 3, 1971, after 
posting a ten per cent cash for security on a $5,000 bond 
which had been set or the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, 
Philadelphia, Pa., on September 3, 1971.

A search of the fingerprints of SARAH JANE TOSI has 
failed to disclose prior arrest data contained in the files 
of the Identification Division, FBI, Washington, D. C.

114
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At approximately 4: 35 iv.n. . the rcsidercc at 23 NorJi 
U-th Strcel, Camden, H. J. . entered through the frcnl door, 
which war- open, and numerous other PET agents wore alrca-iy In 
the house.

After assisting in conducting’; a brief search cf the 
house., three indiv.idua.ls were located in the second room on 
the first floor as you enter the house... These individuals were 
two white females and one white male who would not identify 
themselves. They were verbally advised of the agents' identity 
by show of credentials, and of the charge of conspiracy to 
destroy government property. They were placed under arrest 
and were placed against the wall, where they were patted do?7n 
for possible weapons. SAs PHILIP E„ BROWN and KLAUS C. ROHR 
were specifically requested to observe the patting down for 
these weapons , and then the pockets of the individuals were 
emptied and the contents ware placed at their- feet.

One of the white females, who later identified herself 
as SAR.AH JANE TOSI, was handcuffed and taken to the Bureau car 
to await transportation to the U. S. Post Office in Camden, N. J., 
for processing. The items which had been taken out of TOSI5s 
pockets were as follows: one one-dollar bill, three quartex’s, 
two dimes, one penny, and one mechanical light blue pencil with 
the following information on the pencil: "Vic's Cafe, 852 Ferry 
Avenue, Camden, N. J., Phone EH 5-092.3

As TOSI was being placed in the Bureau car, SA J. PATRICK. 
CUNNINGHAM assisted and stayed with TOSI from that time on along 
with SA ALLAN E. HEYER.



August 23, IS71

A unite fcm-.le '.<1.0 did not have any identifying 
info” gc her, ini ivl.) 2 io^ heitslf as fAR.AU JANE TOSI.
TOSI >-\ c plr,c-:d in a ’A.reau cn:? at approximately 4 : 47 a.m. , 
directly ucrast Lae sri’Cet from the residence at 21 iiorch tth 
Street, Camden. N. J. When asked her name for the second time, 
she stated she did not have to make any statement or answer any 
questions. When sho w s told that this information was needed 
for identification purposes, she reconsidered and at approximately 
5:1.1 a.m. y she started to give some background information but 
was most hesitant vzhenever she gave it, and in some instances 
would not give the complete information.

The following information was received from 
observation and interview which took place, in the Bureau vehicle 
and in an unmarked room on the fifth floor of the U. S. Post 
Office Building located at the intersection of. 4th and Market 
Streets: • ■

Name
Race 
Sex
Date of birth
Place of birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Identification

SARAH JANE TOSI
White
Female .
November 16, 1951 •
Teancck, N. J.
5fl"
110
Small ~ well ■
Brown '
Brown

Characteristics None noticeable - wears round steel
rim glasses. Says she does not ■ 
wear them all the time

Residence 80 Florida Street, Dorchester, Mass. (Bosto? 
Would not give telephone number nor 
with whom she lives

On .8/22/71 cf Camden, N. J. Fllo Philadelphia 52-7165-SUB-S. , . ...
rf SAs ALLAN E< MEYFR v J -

, M J. PATRICK CUNNINGHAM AEMiEMR n t . 8/22/7] •byj     _______ ___ _ ___ ____ _ ______ _ _ _______ 1 eketarnd...  ____ ._______ ......  
t^cucc nt coutctiib neither r< camiw' lOnu t^r CGncU.^Gii? of tho bbL It it (he pcoporty of tho Fwl end Ip lumvd to you. 0; i.<y:

U end h:. '^outeats rrc not to bo Jk.tril mod cy.rUdd your oyancyt
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Occvp;tion

Father

Mother

Broil .’r

Sisters

Marital Status
Chidli an
Previous arrests 
Driverfs license 
Vehicle ownership 
Selective Service

Military service 
Local address

Education

Religion

Said-nNcver h-d an occupation, udu? 
than search'ng roc freedom/'

CHARLES ALEXANDER TOSI, SR. ~ deceased y't. ■ 
160 Blauvelt Avenue, Ho He K”-, d. J.
Bov: November 23, 103 6 . k-w V/.:< 2- r*

BERRA:): ,'TE TOY/, nee Bluesy, '
150 HluuVw.lv Avenue, Ho Ho Kus, RA J. 
(would ,.ut give teleuhor-e Jiui:A'?) 
Born July 30, 1313, Joliet, Ill.

Ch/J'.LLS A LaNAnP.uR j.0S1, JR. , age 31, mari’- 
(would give no further information)

CAROL ANN TOSI ARNAUD, age 32, marricu
' (addi'eas unknown)
MARY ELLEN TOSI, age 26, unmarried

. (lives with mother)
Single ‘
None
None admitted to
None admitted to
None admitted to

No. Admitted having one but could not 
remember number .

None
Said she had no loca.1 address 

(When asked if she considered 
21 North Uth Street, Camden, M. J,, 
her local address, she would not anewe.

High school graduate. Attended one year 
at Wellesley College, Wellesley. Mass., 
school year 1969-1870

Roman Catholic

TOSI was given an Interrogation; Advice of Rights 
form which she read and she was also verbally advised of what 
that rights form meant. She stated she understood what the , 
form said, and her rights, but she did not wish to sign this form, 
nor would she give any information regarding her arrest or the 
charges against her. ’

She was again advised that the basic charge against 
her was for conspiracy in connection with the destruction of 
government property. She was photographed, fingerprinted and 
strip searched by Bureau employee TRUDY A. CROUTHARMEL. She 
was allowed to rest and walk around in the room where she was 
being interviewed and she used the women's rest room a faw times 
and obtained drinks o -’at: c whenever she requested. She 
asked. continually if :hi war all right and if she wanted anytning 
and each time she would, either say "no" or "I am fine."
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A" corona varcl y 1C:?G <..m., she. was alien'd to 
place a co/luct fall \n t- jG.r^cn she alaf-’cd a? being g friend 
bj the n.ou u: IV. Ry AM. COO''. 'ARD, . rea cock 017-25L-3 30?., which 
sb- f.«,. t.'d -.- .s in ho"A-i;. Hass. TOSI stutcc that wOOL'HARD was 
di’> o cod, .'• : ;n . h srokv to the party on the other cud
of t.;e ■ ire. W.'I tcld the parry that she was under uxresr and 
requeertd thv party to call her mother in care of a lir. A. W. 
GEAGS2 <. nA • c- cell a lawyer, and "1 cun only being held on a 
conspiracy charge; no big thing," TOSI advised that A. W, GEROSA 
was a great-uncle by marriage and lived in East Marion, Long 
Islands N. Y.

At ax>p"oziraatcly 12:16 p.m.s TOSI was taken to the 
U, S ,* Ma-.rshalf s office and from there was transported to a 
oourtrooia and appeared before the U. S. Magistrate, CHARLES L. 
RUDD. TOSI was held on $5,000 good :bail.

Prior to TOSI being taken to the U. $. Marshal's 
office, she was given a copy of an inventory of items removed 
from her person which consisted of one dollar, three quarters, 
two dimes,one penny and one mechanical light blue pencil with 
the follcv’ing information on the pencil: "Vic's Cafe, 852 
Ferry Avenue, Camden, N, J., Phone EM 5-0993."

TOSI stated that her mother was vacationing with 
GEROS/1 and was only there temporarily,
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ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

As previously noted, WILLIAMSON -was apprehended 
by Special Agents of the FBI on August 22, 1971^ inside the 
Post Office Building, M-01 Market Street, Camden, N. J. On 
the same date he was afforded a hearing before U. S. Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and was remanded to the 
custody of the U. S. Marshal in lieu of $25,000 good bail. 
He was released on September 7, 1971, after'posting ten per 
cent cash or security on a $10,000 bond which had been set 
by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, Fa., 
on September 3, 1971.

119
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.At approximately b,.:# « August 22 1971 f tho
Selective Service er.-co rx^a ww/'Lw arsa Jcwtoe or; the kt' 
.Cloozg. IL 2,. Per-t Office. hOl Hvw"•t >St?.’oet, 0.?,iuenr tew <A-.:-;w? 
v/os cuwofi cy Special ‘ .wta o!' L.'?. Fefkr.'tl L s.\:t u oi' 
Invest < utfon- d-S jA>’;L .2.. S, 1) tfl .LDT and 77C'9?9 X. PwL:.; 
criuoa’O<.*/X*s Xja/juxuvO A..*.'.'<< prCc.'fpoc x?n.c ./.
Servio?. OP-^.o'. by way of 11?.- b:;ilcw,g Tire ^teep'u S.L3 Lw7L' 
IL V.’ALLER and JOE R.. G-jLG'LLCR entered trio Ssloetiw Sow?.'? 
Off.xce through the front cLur, which entered onto tho >tb floor 
corridor*9

Upon entrwee into this space, SAS DILlViUiL5 and TIER? 
VMLLtAx anu C-IKG^xilGH announced the FBI’s presence iiLna'ci-Ou 
Qvoryorjo io regain as they r?ero until told to Go GtharLLsGo

Two individuals who later identified, as ROi-'tL\}hr 
E» REILLY one! RODEiif Ue WILL 1/14£9N we??® observed by SA TIER;t<;y 
as they wove sitting on tho parenpet on the north side of tho 
building betveon the wall suxsrour<ding the pcxrapot turd i?n open 
vn.ndow of the Selective Service OfT.'.ceVhion obxorved, they wo 
sitting among Ssloctive Sowicb records which had beci/piled on 
the ps:?a.pot<, SX I'L'-WLY placed thou undor ^iCi wsi stc-G
thorn in through a window into the Selective Service Office when 
thoy wero told to lie 0x1 the flooiL No questions wow asked of 
thorn except their nemos0

nn 8/22/71 ot CAMDE1-L NEW JERSEY fiu « PHILADELP1IIA. .^2“7^

SA THOMAS E« TIE.lREY/i-'Jlb 8/23/71
> ___________________________________________________ Doio dictotoc!___________________ ______________

Thi« rfocumon. coHoim ncifhr: recommendations nor conclnclons of me f-Ul. it io fho properly of li.o FBI and it loaned to > L r.,v. 

it and lis. contents uro not to bo disfribo’cd cutoid.r yavr agency.
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uDHCAl rULGAU Or

hm. /iugupl; 23, 19Z1

At appro-imai?!.- • h,;^ a;p.c. ont'p ms )oa.do into
the Selective Service -.• Klftb lb (.or,, ihidoji-'J
Courrhovso and foci; Off?,vo, Ci^tion,. On entry\ seven novson:- 
wo:co tom. staming in vm-ious i)ot^tionue They ;;ow dicucl 
advised that they were un l^r nxjrof:t and that they wo?*o errosu© 
by Special Agents of the FBI*

These persons were later identified as PETER 
DONALD FORDI, MICHAEL JOHN GIOCORDO, ROBERT GLEd GOOD, 
MICHAEL Jc DOYLE, ROSEMARY REILLY, KATHLEEH MARY RIDOLFI, and 
ROBERT W» WILLIAMSOH* Each person ari-ested received a 
preliminary ''pat down" search*

After the search, each person was handcuffed and
designated for booking axil further processing*

At the time of entry and thereafter, it was noted 
that cabinets had been ripped open; Selective Service document 
removed fx’om these; documents were observed to be strewn and
torn on the floox5 of the Conference Room, in mailbags, on 
the floor of the main Selective Service Office, and strewn 
about in the gutter area of th© ramparts on three sides of 
the fifth floor’ roof6

o.^^BZRRZ^I__ L_o»-QII___________ eno /fPH-Ur^ELHXLU..-^^ A:
ol’s V.> B<. AH/lv.iSO?.', LUG o-LR S. D’’Ll 3'A of, JOE R„ G Il’GLxilCii, 
D WID A.. KILI.BR, MASON lh SMITH, THOMAS. E. TIELAIEY, JOSEPH ZIAL,

----------t/bnu4xlb-------------------- dicsclod--------------------------------------
This dcusioni ronfoins n. itho. locw. A.!otiont nor coneh.5ions of iho FBI. h ir. iho proppriy if li.e FBI ond is loaned io jour <>e . 

U end Itr; contortu oro no* *o be »4vd outrlo»> yoot uj<»ncy»
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Tb.o following Fl’l record, Nll-AlF.k 5? 1 i’lv Cl , is i^rtiish'. d FOK OFi'ICL-l US'.: OKI';
'fifcrmoHon .>hown on ibis Ide:difecHon IP cord r.p^ itnfs defa furnished F.i! by fingerprint ccnhibuioi!. Wil'd; 
FINAL DISPOSITION IS HOT SHOWN C> . FURTH R LXPLANA'iION OF CII/.liGc IS dtSikFD, COMMUNICA’l 
WUH AGHICY CONlRii.UHNG THOSE iiKOHNJNIS. '

CONf : JOU Of ■

flKG.? f'.'JSlS Ha/',!: AMO KU:WsHt
Amsinn os 

r.LCHV£D CIWGE DlifOSli '

‘; c,.rni;:str '/"'p 2 A
Wr fa

'loberL ■■’O 1 li;j::
Wi'G 1 a:'son
HR Bl

7-1-J3 vlo’J cv r-,7p
G rC 1: j i .• c a • 12 5 
Solic." i ing with 
or-f permit

GuJliry
Pi:-.-.- : Co:."

Horsham Twp I’D 
Horsham Pa

Robert 
uillia'.'json. 
.-.IB8--1747 l '

7-1S-G8 S o 1 i c i t i ns v; i. t h 
out a uorrai t

$23 F 0- $9 
Cost s

PD
Phi la Pa

Bobcat VW 
uilliams ’
«|37020

3-20-70 Res Arr St Br 
of Peace 

i

$10 and C

FBI •
Newark NJ

i ■
Robert William
W 211i ams on

*

,8-22-71 Conspiracy

* ■

Nob lion's indicated by ‘ are NOT base , pnni4_in F^! files but ere listed only as investigative k-cK's r
bsi i-ossibiy identical with rubieef of Afis > r rd. -■ , .

■ /'/•' John Wga: Iio:/ Kf
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FD-263 (Rev. 12-19-67)12-19-67)

federa" bureau of investigation

REPORTING OFFICE

PHILADELPHIA
TITLE OF CASE 

CHANGED
CAMDEN ACTION: 
JAYMA ANN 'ABDOO,

OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE

9/1/71
rWort made by

7

aka "Janette”;
Dr. WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH ANDERSON;
Reverend MILO MARION BILLMAN;
TERRY EDWARD BUCKALEW;
DALE S. CUNNINGHAM; -
PAUL BERNARD COUMING;
EUGENE-F. DIXON;-----------------------------------
Father MICHAEL Jo DOYLE;

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

8/27

SUSSMAN mlb
CHARACTER OF CASE

CGR - BURGLARY; TGP; DGP; MUTILATIO' 
OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WIT: 
THE ADMINISTRATION OF SELECTIVE 
SERVICE ACT OF 1967; CONSPIRACY;
ASSAULTING FEDERAL OFFICER;

-----QB-STRUGTI-ON OF- - JU ST ICE-----------------------

ANN GRANT DUNHAM; Father PETER DONALD FORDI; 
KEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH; MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; 
ROBERT GLENN GOOD; JOHN PETER GRADY;
MARGARET MARY INNESS; FRANCIS MEL MADDEN
Reverend EDWARD J. MC GOWAN 
Reverend EDWARD J. MURPHY; : 
FRANK POMMERSHEIM; JOAN MARI

<s

LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA

ROSEMARY REILLY
ANITA L. RICCI - FUGITIVE; KATHLEEN MARY RIDOLFI 
MARTHA SHEMELEY; JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH;
SARAH JANE TOSI; ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

y Title of this case has been Marked changed to include
the name of subject DALE S. CUNNINGHAM, who,was arrested on 
8/27/71, and charged with assaulting a Federal officer and 
obstruction of justice. On 8/30/71, CUNNINGHAM appeared in U.S 
District Court with other subjects in this case at a bail 
reduction hearing. \

■ s

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED □ NONE ACQUIT- 
TALS

-v
CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR | | YES | |NO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MON THS | | YES | |NO

CON VjIC. AU TO. FUG. FINES SAVINGS RECOVERIES
1

COPIES MADE:

APPROVED

6 - Bureau 0*- 52-911527
1 - Departmental Attorney GUC Qt-D\o 1Q71 

GOODWIN Jz SEP 19/1
2 - Newark (52-6817)

1 - 89-
5 - Philadelphia (52-7165 Sub S)

1 - 89-118
Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency /-/W; /
Request Reed. fc/A/ A/
Date Fwd. / - T /C 9
How Fwd. //?>/ 'Sf

By 9

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE . 1970 0-3 75-139

Notations

COVER PAGE
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REFERENCE

Report of SA ELMER E. SUSSMAN dated 8/31/71, at 
Philadelphia*

- P -

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

Per instructions of SAC ROY K? MOORE, the name of DALE 
S* CUNNINGHAM has been included in the title of this case inasmuch 
as he appeared in the U. S. District Court, Camden, N. J., 
with other subjects in this case on 8/30/71, at a bail reduction 
hearing*

Newark is office of origin in the 89- case concerning 
DALE S. CUNNINGHAM and will follow prosecution .on those charges.

~B'«~
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FD-2M (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 1 - Departmental Attorney GUI GOODWIN

Report of: ELMER E. SUSSMAN Office- PHILADELPHIA,
Date: SEPTEMBER 1, 1971 PENNSYLVANIA

Field Office File #: 52-7165 Sub S Bureau File 52—9^-527

Title: CAMDEN ACTION: JAYMA ANN ABDOO; DR, WILLIAM ALBERT JOSEPH
ANDERSON; REVEREND MILO MARION BILLMAN; TERRY EDWARD 
BUCKALEW; DALE S. CUNNINGHAM; PAUL BERNARD' COUMING; 
EUGENE F. DIXON; FATHER MICHAEL J. DOYLE; ANN GRANT 
DUNHAM; FATHER PETER DONALD FORDI; DEITH WILLIAM FORSYTH;

XXXWC MICHAEL JOHN GIOCONDO; ROBERT GLENN GOOD; JOHN PETER GRADY
MARGARET MARY INNESS; FRANCIS MEL MADDEN; REVEREND EDWARD 
J. MG GOWAN;- LIANNE MARIE MOCCIA; REVEREND EDWARD J. 
MURPHY; BARRY JAMES MUSI; FRANK ROMMERSHEIM; JOAN MARY 
REILLY; ROSEMARY REILLY; ANITA L, RICCI; KATHLEEN MARY 
RIDOLFI; MARTHA SHEMELEY; JOHN ROBERT SWINGLISH; SARAH 
JANE TOSI; ROBERT WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

Character: CRIME ON A GOVERNMENT RESERVATION; THEFT OF GOVERNMENT 
-—PROPERTY; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY; MUTILATION 
-’OF PUBLIC RECORDS; INTERFERENCE WITH THE ADMINISTRATION 
fOF SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 196?; CONSPIRACY; ASSAULTING 

(FEDERAL OFFICER; OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

Synopsis: _SA ROBERT H. WALLER assaulted by DALE S. CUNNINGHAM on
8/27/71, while performing official duty. CUNNINGHAM 

1 arrested that date and authorized complaint and warrant 
filed charging CUNNINGHAM with violation Title 18, U. S. Code, 
Sections 111 and 1505. CUNNINGHAM arraigned U, S. Magistrate, 
Camden, N. J., 8/27/71* and held in lieu of $50,000 bond. Bail 
reduced to $10,000 on 8/30/71, by U. S. District Judge, Camden, 
N. J. CUNNINGHAM failed to make bond and was remanded into the 
custody of the U. S. Marshal,

- P -

DETAILS:

On August 27, 1971, Special Agents of the FBI went
to 126 North l|.th Street, Camden, Ne J,, identified themselves to 
the occupant DALE S. CUNNINGHAM, advised him that reliable 
information indicated that Reverend EDWARD J. MC GOWAN, a Federal

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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fugitive, was on the premises and requested admission. 
CUNNINGHAM refused Special Agents entrance and blocked the 
doorway. While blocking the doorway, CUNNINGHAM struck SA 
ROBERT H. WALLER in the left side of the face with his elbow 
and then pushed his hand into the face of SA WALLER. CUNNINGHAM 
continued to block the doorway and continued his assault on 
SA WALLER.

CUNNINGHAM was subdued, placed under arrest and advised 
that he was being charged with assaulting a Federal officer and 
obstruction of justice.

On August 27, 1971, a complaint and warrant was 
authorized by Assistant U. S. Attorney D. WILLIAM RUBIN, Camden, 
N. J., charging CUNNINGHAM with violation of Title 18, U. S. 
Code, Sections 111 and 1202. Recommended bond was $20,000.

On August 27, 1971, CUNNINGHAM was arraigned before 
U. Se Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, N. J., and held in 
lieu of $20,000 bond.

On August 30, 1971, CUNNINGHAM appeared with other 
subjects in this case before U. S. District Judge MITCHELL H. 
COHEN, Camden, No J., at a bail reduction hearing. Bail for 
CUNNINGHAM was reduced to $10,000. CUNNINGHAM failed to make 
bond and was remanded into the custody of the U. S. Marshal, 
Camden, N, J. '
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-263 (Kev. 12-19-6'i‘>

O

REPORTING OFFICE

NEW YORK '

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

PHILADELPHIA

..................... 1 ...................... ■
DATE | INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

9/15/71 | 8/27/71 - 9/12/71

TITLE OF CASE

REVEREND EDWARD J, MC GOWAN,

REPORT MADE BY

, ROBERT Pe SADOWSKI
TY PEC

sir

Se । 3.lea. •• t * „

Bi McGowan - FUCZTIVB , . (

. / ' ’ '

CHARACTER.OF CASE
CGR - BREAKING AND ENTERING; DGP;
TGP; REMOVAL AND MUTILATION CF FUBI 
RECORDS: UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE WIT? 

- THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MILITARY
SERVICE ACT OF 1967: CONSPIRACY 
(MEDBURG-CAMDEN ACTION)

PH telephone call to NY, 8/27/71

- P -

ADMINISTRATIVE

This report is being submitted under the Medburg- 
Camden Action caption, Bufile 52-9U527, Philadelphia £2-7165? 
inasmuch as the character relates to alleged criminal activity
subject in that master, Philadelphia is, therefore, carried a 
Office of Origin (00) re this individual with respect to 
Medburg-Camden Action, inasmuch as Philadelphia is in a 
to more-readily furnish complete information in the pre-
'indictment^dr^as relating to this investigationo

s! !
the et 
positionjJ
and po

DO HOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

/ / ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED □ NONE
ACQUIT

TALS
CASE HAS BEEN: '

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR | 1 Y ES X* A
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS 1 iY ES 27.N

CON VIG AUTO'- ' FUG. FINES SAVINGS RECOVERIES

XNY,
/■ A

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE1

E5 MADE:

GOWAN)
1 - U3A,-SDNY
3 - N ewark
7 - Philadelphia (52-7165) 

(2 - 100- )(EDWARD J.
4 - New York (52-10018)(SUB G) 

(2 - 100-171190)(MO GOWAN)

GOWAN

Dissemination Record of Attached Report
Agency 7
Request Reed. / 130 fab. &£ f , 'hi. A

Date Fwd.

How Fwd. 7/
By iT I? //

Notations

30 SEP 1971

540CT211971
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NY 52-10018

ADMINISTRATIVE (conVd) .

Additional copies are being furnished PH and NK for 
dissemination to appropriate United States Attorney(s),

Major case fingerprints have been furnished the 
Identification Division by separate communication, as well as 
current arrest photographs. Photographs have also been fur
nished Philadelphia via the same communication.

LEAD

PHILADELPHIA •

AT PHILADELPHIA, PE?;N SYLVANIA. Will follow and 
report results of prosecution action relating to this matter, 
furnishing copies to both NYO $2-10018 Sub G and 100-171190 files

- B* - 
COVER PAGE
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FD-204 (Rev 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 1 - USA, SD:iY (ATTN: AUSA BLAINE MICHAEL)

Report of: 
Date:,

ROBIRT P. SADOWSKI 
9/15/71

Office: ]:@W York,

Field Office File r: 52-10018 Bureau File 52-91+527

Title: REVEREND EDWARD J. MC GOWAN, SOCIETY OF JESUS

Character: CRIME ON A GOVERNMENT RESEVATION - : 
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY, 
OF PUBLIC RECORDS. THEFT OF GOVERNS

BREAKING AND ENTERIN'^
REMOVAL AT'D ElUTILATTC

INTERFERENCE WITH THE ADMINISTARION OF TH 
ACT OF 1967? CONSPIRACY

’ERTY. U:’LA 
MILITARY S

Synopsis: Subject indicated by FGJ, Camden, NJ, for conspiracy
■ .relating to CGR - Band E; DGP, TGP, Removal and 

Mutilation of Public Records & Unlawful Interference with the
Administration of the Military Service Act of 1967« Bench warrant 
issued0 Subject, WMA; born 5/7/35 at NYC, ITT; 6’; 180 lbs.; 
reddish-prown hair; blue eyes; placed under arrest 9/8/71 in 

• by SAs of the FBI without incident^ At a hearing same date, 
subject released in his own recognizance. Description set forth

> « * > I

DETAILS

p

w
Investigation in this matter was predicated upon receip

of a telephone call from the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
’ ~ ~ of Investigation (FBI) on Augustof the Federal Bureau 

which advised in part 
Grand Jury in Camden, 
relating to: Crime on 
Entering, Destruction

, Division 
27, 1971,

that subject was indicted by a Federal 
New Jersey, that same date for Conspiracy

Theft of Government

a Government Reservation - Breaking and 
of Government Property (DGP),

Property (TGP), Removal and Mutilation of
Public Records and Unlawful Interference with the Administration 
of the Military Service Act of 1967® It was also advised that 
a bench warrant had been issued for his arrest and subject was 
classified in a fugitive status,.

This document contains-neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its content', 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On September 8, 1971, EDWARD J. MG GOWAN was placed 
under arrest in the lobby of 201 Rast 69th Street by Special 
Agents (SAS) of the FBI without incident.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTlW. ION

Date - ^/71___________

EDWARD J. M3 GOWAN, 220 West 98th Street, Nev/ York 
City (TYO), 3ew York, who identified himself as a Roman 
•Catholic priest in the Society of Jesus, was advised of the 
identities of ROBERT P. SADOWSKI and ROGER J. OORKE as Special 
Agents (SAS) of the Federal bureau of Investigation (FBI) byz 
SA SADOWSKI in the lobby of 201 East 69th Street, NYC, in the 
presence of 21ARTU R. STOLAR, who-had introduced himself to 
SAS CORKE and SADOWSKI as the attorney representing ?1C GOWAN. 
MO GOWAN was then placed under arrest by SA SADOWSKI, who s 
advised MC GOWAN of his rights as they appear on the "Interro
gation; Advice of Rights" form,, SA SADOWSKI then advised '!C GOWAN 
of the charges against him. Conspiracy, relative to the following: 
Crime on a Government Reservation-Breaking and Entering; Theft 
of Government Property; Destruction of Government Property; 
Removal and Mutilation of Public Records and "Unlawful Interference 
with the Military Service Act of 1967®

MC GOWAN was then furnished a copy of the "Interrogation 
Advice of Rights" form and also a copy of the "Voluntary 
Appearance; Advice of Rights-Your Rights" form, which he read. 
A copy of each was also furnished his attorney simultaneously. 
MC GOWAN read both and answered "Mo" when asked the following 
three questions by SA SADOWSKI: 1) "Do you cars to sign either 
or both of these forms? 2) -Would you care to initial either of 
them? 3) Do you have any statement to make?". MS GOWAN then 
returned the forms to SA SADOWSKI, who gave MC GOWAN a second 
set for his (MO GOWAN’s) retention.

The following description was obtained:

Name
Alias
Rac e
Sex
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight 
xiair

EDWARD J. MO GOWAN 
Ed McGowan 
Whit e
Male
May 7> 1935
New York, New York
Six feet 
180 pounds 
Reddi sh-brown

9/8/71 New York City, NY NY £2-10018On---------------------at--------------------------------------------- File #_________________ ,______
SAS ROGER J. CORKE and ■

v '( ROBERT P. SADOWSKI: sin 9/10/71
by------ ;=-------- :------------------------------------------------—-—Date dictated------------------ . -
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and it. contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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NY 52-10018

Eyes 
Complexion 
Character!sties

Address

Occupation

Former Address

Social Security Number
New York Operator Permit

Number
Board of Elections Card

Blue
Light
Thick side burns, hair to 
nape of neck in back; wears 
glasses
220 West 93th Street
New York City
Boman Catholic Priest in
Society of Jesus 
3058 Godwin Terrace 
Bronx, New York 
089-28-6139
MO 321[8-67^86-963292

Number 1571292
Dated October 15, 1968
New York County 
address at time: 
537 West 121st Street 
Apartment U, New York City
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NY 52-10018

r <»

On-September 8, 1971# MO GOWAN was given a hearing 
before United States Magistrate GREGORY J. POTTER, United 
■States Courthouse, New York City, Nov? York. Mr. STOLAR, 
MO GOWAN’s attorney, advised the Magistrate that MO GOWA?7 
was indeed the same person named in the indictment (supra) 
and waived any right to any possible identity hearing. MO GOWAN 
was released in his own recognizance, with the provision that he 
appear in Camden, few Jersey, for arraignment on the date set 
for such arraignment.
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REPORTING OFFICE | O ♦-E ‘ f L OF CR^IN

NEWAk/ j PHILADELPHIA
TITLE OF CASE

DALE SPFERS GUNNINGW {
SA ROBERT E. WALLER - VICTIM

DATE

9/2/71____  
REPORT MADE BY

_ROBERT JU 
CHARACTER OF CA

AFO and

investigative; f

8/27/71 - 8/JO/71
« 1 t P £ . . 
i 

_________ __________ : ml

St

00 J

REFERENCE: Philadelphia teletype to Bureau, dated 8/27/7I, 
entitled'"MEDBURG -CAMDEN ACTION",

LEADS .

NEV/ YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK:

1. Furnish Newark results of credit and arrest 
record regarding subject, formerly of 420 
Riverside Drive,

2. Submit FD-302 regarding information concerning
.IC _G.QWA.N--O.ll -date___________whereabouts—of—Rev.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE

coNvia AU TO- FUG. FINES SAVINGS | RECOVERIES

J |
ACQUIT-j CASE HAS BEEN:

TALS I
‘ J PENDING OVER ONE YEAR 172Y es 122^0
. I PENDING PROSECUTION
, I OVER SIX MONTHS f | Y ES f~~,NO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

COPIES MADE:

7-Bureau 
(5-52-94527)

1-USA, Newark
3-New York

NOT RECAP IV
SEP 3 1971

•

4-Philadelohia (89-118) 
(2-52-7165-Sub 5)

3-Newark (89-56)
—O---5^-6ai74---------------------

Dissemination Record of Attached Repot = Notation

M--ncv I
— J_____ d_ .
Request Reed.I

Date b wd. i

How Fwd
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NK 89-56

of assault, 8/27/71..

PHILADELPHIA

AT PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:

1. Conduct credit and arrest check regarding 
subject.

2. Furnish background and dispositions regarding 
subject’s arrest under Philadelphia PD # 
4-0^493.

NEWARK

AT CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY: Will follow prosecutive action, 
USDC.

B* ' 
COVER PAGE



FC-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNnED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 3u^<!CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 1-USA, Newark

Report of:
Date:

ROBERT H. WALLER (A) 
September 2', 1971

Office: Newarkt New Jersey

Field Office File 89-56 Bureau File

Title: DALE SPEERS CUNNINGHAM; 
SPECIAL AGENT ROBERT H. WALLER - VICTIM

Character: ASSAULT ON A FEDERAL OFFICER AND OBSTRUCTION OF 
JUSTICE

Synopsis: DALE SPEERS CUNNINGHAM, FBI # ^9-200-G, arrested
by Bureau Agents, Camden, NJ, 8/27/71. CUNNINGHAM charged
in complaint authorized by AUSA D. WILLIAM SUBIN and filed 
before US Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden,, NJ, with vio
lation of Title 18, USC, Sections 11, 1505. CUNNINGHAM af
forded hearing before US Magistrate and remanded to custody 
of USM, Camden, NJ, in lieu of $50,000 bail. CUNNINGHAM 
appeared before US District Judge MITCHELL H. COHEN, Camden, 
NJ, 8/30/7I, bail reduced to $10,000 and remanded to custody 
of US Marshal. FBI record reflects previous arrest at 
Philadelphia’, Pa. 5/29/67 for Resisting Arrest - Disorderly 
Conduct.

DETAILS;

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, 'It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned . 
your i -/.cry; it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency,
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FD-302 (REV 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale of transcription 9/2/71

On August 27, 1971. Special Agents MARTIN J. GASS, 
THOMAS E. TIERNEY and ROBERT H. WALLER went to the residence 
of 130 North ^th Street, Camden, New Jersey, in an effort to 
locate and apprehend Reverend EDWARD J. MC GOWAN, a federal 
fugitive. Information had been received that he vias at the 
address of DALE S. CUNNINGHAM.

Special Agents (SAS) WALLER and TIERNEY went to 
the front of the residence and SA GASS went to the rear door,

In the act of going up the steps to the front door, 
vhich was open, a house number was not observed. Miss HANNE 
MOCCIA, who had been arrested in the act of destroying Draft 
Board records in Camden, New Jersey, on August 22, 1971. was 
observed at the front entrance and when she saw the approaching 
agents, she ran quickly inside,

A white male, later identified as DALE S, CUNNINGHAM, 
met SAS TIERNEY and WALLER on the front steps and foyer.

SA WALLER identified himself and SA TIERNEY and 
explained the reason for their presence, namely, the existence 
of an arrest warrant for EDWARD J. MC GOWAN and there was in
formation that MC GOWAN either was at this residence or had 
been there a short time ago, and would he produce MC GOWAN 
or permit a search of this property in order to locate MC GOWAN.

CUNNINGHAM became outraged and stated that no one 
was going to search this property and refused to confirm or 
deny the presence of MC GOWAN. The agents left the premises.

SA WALLER then telephonically verified that MC GOWAN 
was definitely believed to be at CUNNINGHAM’S residence.

SA WALLER again proceeded to the CUNNINGHAM resi
dence, 130 North ^th Street, Camden, New Jersey, with the 
^following SASs

ALBERT W. CARROLL DON G. OWENS
EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT THOMAS E. TIERNEY
MARTIN J. GASS __________________ __

lntefVlewcd „„ 8/27/71 o, Camden, New Jersey fiTOARK 89-56
SAS ALBERT W. CARROLL? EUGENE S. DEBBAUDT? MARTIN J.'GASS;

DON G. OWENS? THOMAS E. TIERNEY; and 0/0/vi
by-----------------R0BERT-H-—WALLER—{A~)---------c----------------------------- ------------ D°'3 dk,o,ed—------------------------------

-2-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of ’ * UBI. It Is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned 'o youf a-jeno, 
It and its contents aro not to be distributed outsidn your oqu »».y. •
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Upon arrival, CUNNINGHAM was again in the foyer, 
as if expecting someone« SA WALLER again identified himself 
by displaying his credentials again, and identified the other 
men as SAS of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

CUNNINGHAM was advised that the information that 
MC GOWAN was at this residence was considered reliable and 
that the agents would like to search the residence. At this 
point CUNNINGHAM said, "No, you are not going to search my 
house”, and proceeded to lash out at SA WALLER with ’his left 
forearm and elbow, strik'ihggSA WALLER in the left ^aw. He 
then placed his open right hand on SA WALLER’S face and struck 
out at SA WALLER with his hands and arms. , With his left 
arm, he grabbed SA WALLER around the neck and lifted up.

. With the help of SAS DEBBAUDT, OWENS, and TIERNEY,
with SAS CARROLL and GASS attempting to get into the small 
foyer area, CUNNINGHAM was subdued and placed under arrest, 
being so advised by SAS OWENS and WALLER. .

CUNNINGHAM was taken to the Camden, New Jersey, 
Office of the FBI by SAS DEBBAUDT and OWENS.

SAS CARROLL, GASS, TIERNEY and WALLER searched the 
premises at 130 North 4th Street, Camden, New Jersey, but . 
MC GOWAN was not located on these premises.

: • At this residence were also two other males, LIANNE 
MOCClA and two other females, all of whom refused to identify 
themselves except PHILIP TRACY. -

' • TRACY stated to' SAS WALLER and CARROLL that he was
employed by the Village Voice, 80 Union Place, New York City. 

-Nev/ York, telephone number 212-WA 4-4669. TRACY also volunteered 
that he could not understand nor explain why CUNNINGHAM had 
become so violent and acted the way he did in view of the 
gentlemanly conduct of agents and if he had been in charge 
here, this would not have hapened, since CUNNINGHAM’S actions 
were unnecessary and unreasonable. •
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FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)

1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF (NVESTIGATION

Dole of transcription^
9/2/71

DALE S» CUNNINGHAM, 130 North ^th Street, Camden, 
New Jersey, after being arrested by Spacial Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), was brought to the 
Camden, New Jersey, Resident Agency, for processins and in- 
terview by Special Agents EUGENE s", DEBBAUDT and DON G, OWENS, 
He was immediately shown the ’'Interrogation? Advice of Rights” 
form by Special Agent DEBBAUDT, which he read, advised he 
understood, but refused to sign# He would provide no infor
mation relating to his arrest. He would not provide any 
personal data.

The following description was obtained from ob
servations

Sex
Race
Eyes 
Hair 
Height 
Weight
Scars and Marks 
Characteristics

Male
White
Brown
Dark brown, balding 
Approximately 6*1” 
Approximately 200 
None noted 
Wears glasses

j interviewed ™ 8/27/71 ‘ ot Camden, New Jersey_______ Fiie#_JIESZARK_8§^6-----
I

j SAS DON G, OWENS and EUGENE S, DEBBAUDT pale dieted... . R/^l/71____________
| DGO/mlc

This document contains neither recommendofions nor concluslcny^^ciM FBI, li is the property of the FBI o:.,‘ loaned to yovr cj .ncy;

W «2®2°'Bi^icl?«f9329 'Pb^W,slrib'),ed ou,side v°ur •



NK 89-56

' On August 27, 1971» Assistant Uited States Attorney
D. WILLIAM SUBIN, Camden, New Jersey, authorized the issuance 
of a complaint, charging DALE S. CUNNINGHAM with violation of 
Title 18, United States Code, Sections 111 and 1505, in that 
he did forcibly assault, resist, oppose, impede and interfere 
with Special Agent ROBERT H. WALLER of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), a person designated in Title 18, Section 
1114, while the said Special Agent was engaged in the pro- 
formance of his official duties. Mr. SUBIN recommended 
$50,000 bail.

On August 27, 1971» Special Agent (SA) ROBERT H. 
WALLER filed a complaint with United States Magistrate 
CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, New Jersey, charging DALE S. CUNNING
HAM with violation Title 18, United States Code, Sections 111 
and 1505*

On August 27, 1971, CUNNINGHAM appeared before 
United States Magistrate CHARLES L. RUDD, Camden, New Jersey, 
and was remanded to the custody of the United States Marshal 
in lieu of $50,000 bail.

• On August 30, 1971, CUNNINGHAM appeared before 
United States District Judge MITCHELL H. COHEN, United States 
District Court, Camden, New Jersey, wherein his bail was re
duced to $10,000 and he was again remanded to the custody of 
the United States Marshal.

On August 30,'1971» Deputy United States Marshal
THOMAS HARKINS, Camden, New Jersey, advised that their records 
reflect the followings ' ’

Name
Address

Race
Sex
Date of Birth

DALE SPEERS CUNNINGHAM
130 North 4th Street 
Camden, New Jersey
White
Ma le .
May 27, 1932
Elmira, New York
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. Height 
Weight 
Eyes 
Hair

6*
190 pounds
Brown
Brown

Former Employment Professor, 
Rutgers University 
New Jersey

Current Employment Translator - Spanish, 
French, Italian

Set forth below is an FBI Identification Record for 
DALE CUNNINGHAM, FBI number M-9 200 G:
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The tallowing FBI resold, i'ULTEER 49 200 G « is furnished FOB OFFICIAL UGC ONLY.

goki il'^TAX Op NAMt: ano NuMoen AHP* «TCO OH 
F^cStVCD CHARCC DSSPOSITiON

PD Ph i 1 a Pa — _ Dale 3-24-67 intox
. chauffeur

•<‘404493

PD xH PS. ilaxe
Cunninghaia — ■ 
//40 4493

5-29-67. ...resist ari'est
•.DC . . - -

PD Phi la Pa Dale
CunnIngham
#404493

2-8-69 Oper on Rev 
License

-

-7*-

InfcrrriuHon sho-rn on this Identification P.rcord represents data furnished FBI by fingerpeir.- 
confriputcij, Where final disposition is not rhovzn cr farther explanation of charge is doiin-d, ccn'.- 
municatc with. agency contributing Grose fingerprints.
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APRIL 27, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 215

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have^been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages —3—&nd~4.

Part I

Section 4 - Pages **13 anil "14—

Section 6 - Pages nd, 2—s

■ Section 8 - Page-%^ 
Pages amd—4-(Page 3a

deleted)

Section 12 - Pages -ia

Section 15 - Pages””4*^rK3^2~"
Pages t9^and~4^-(Page 4a 

deleted) 
Pages "S-'a-ad—§ 
Pages 7 3753 8 
Pa ge s —±0—

Section 4

Secti-on 6

Section 7

Section 8

Section 9

Index

Part II

- Pages -2a—and—2 b~ 
Pa
Pages. 5,9 and—&Q-----
Pages ~65__a_ud—&€=•

- Pages

-„ Page3-^5—and ■ 6

- Pages ‘dr-and la— 
Pages 4c and 4d 

Pages-5 and—6- -

- Pages 3—and" 4-- 
Pages.7 and—8 •
Pages 9 "and 10—' 
Pages h^-^and 12

Pages 2—am®™’?
Page s—9-3nd~1-e—- 
Pages ±-l-*a-n'draT'2^

Section 1 - Pages 9a and 10

Section 3 - Pages 7b and 8 
Page 20a
Pages 29 -and OO-"

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (31)



PART II 6G

Page 
No.

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

City- Deleted Added Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff
zip code Wayne County Wayne County

Jonesville, Iowa 
zip code

Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased
succe s sor 
not named

Brownsville, Iowa 
zip code

George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show

[ 
[ 
[

b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 
material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which

correct 
spelling

will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the
correction may then be■reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be- furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual, review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
12-27-68
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[

[

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to be sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing
list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
list.
(1) Quality of assistance addressee is in a position to give
(2) Cooperation which has been afforded
(3) Following must appear on list: 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Division

• Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates 
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys
County Coroners .
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and .Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin ■ ’ 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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MY 28, 1970
MANUAL -OF RULES AND REGULATIONS ' 
REVISION 216

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. 'Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Index

Section 14 - Page-W ' Pages
Pages vg-5-a-n»-&6“-(-Page 24a deleted) 

Part II Page 24a-
,- „ Pages 35 and 36

Section 1 - Pages Pages 39 and 40
, , , Pages 45 and 46

Section 4 - Pages -43 and—44*—'
Page
Pa ge s 2-9-.a-nd—3'0- 
Pages 33—a-nd..3-4- 
Page s-Si-wi-52—^

Section 5 - Pages .. and...42—

Section 6 - Pages *7—arnd 8- ' -

Section 7 - Pages 4-—
Pages 5-ewartJ'

Section 8 - Pages-^sSSd-^

Section 9 - Pa ge s □JZ-aesA-48----- -

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

f
I

i
Enclosures (19)

I
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6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may he individuals in- Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by hype of information. ‘

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can' be securely locked .and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when— 
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in.the field office. The cards shall pertain only to,, ^he 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be-'Hp.-’duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

• • • ' . ' /
Index sources of information in the general office index; do'not' remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are del eted. from ;ih^ s,pecial 
source of inf drmation index. . d*-.?-"
Files ' . ■
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of;/sources 
of information, , ' '
Security and racial sources of information ' :
Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401)- should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security'a'n;d racial 
sources of information.. Follow instructions set out in/sectiuhtisOH,]item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security?dr racial 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters. 
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed.

CONTACTS 
SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 
and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC..
A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).
SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "__________ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given: 
a. Description of proposed SAC contact 
b. Services this contact-can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC '

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.



............... ' • . ■ . . . . ..
*

6L - . A PART II A '

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS t

■ SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal f .
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in V ‘
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative .
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with •
the SAC. •

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. • '

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive pos.session of the SAC. Each card is. to 
contain: • . '

. a. Name of the contact ■
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers . ■
c. Nature of service which can be received *
d. Any comments which would, be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of ’ . -

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should -
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name ’of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ■ '
"See SAC." •

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year. ■

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 

. ..of background information re contact. . . (
9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. V

10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 
Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are ' 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa— 
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches
. and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and

aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all . ’
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. . ’

8
12-29-67
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JUNE 26, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 217

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
the pages indicates the date of revision. 'The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and burned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. '

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I .

Section 4 - Page 17 
Pages

Section 13- Pages—5-and—6- 
Pages __

Part II

Section 3 - Pages 
Page -3?Mr
Pages 15®---- '

Section 4 - Page 
Pages ^~aHa~-6-

Section 6 - Pages -lb- and-S'—-

-Section 7 - Pages«»a5w"Snd..26------

Section 9 - Pages -3r-ans4-2-

Index

PagesMi-e^gnd..2&—(-page 18a deleted)
Page ’
Pages r&8a—and—•
Pages 31 and 32
Page 34a
Pages td^-and—8-8—-
Pages 41 and 42

Very truly years,

John Edgar Hoover

Di rector

Enclosures (19)
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• PART II A 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving ‘bombings having a-n apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should -issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau's full 

. -laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the

' Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

[ [10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or
[ bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the
[ amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press
[ concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of
[ an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery
[ statute.] .
[ [11.] Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press

release file if exists. '
[ [12.] In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide

news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

B . FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ' .
' This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the • 

benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents •

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
- classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of

missing persons with their photographs
• 2. Distribution

Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work ’ ■

3. Filing and indexing .
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.

' Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni-
■ formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi-

■ . sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent
’ items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 

office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office ■
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards. ’

. c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
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6B — D PART II ' ■»

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ’

d. Each insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates. / \
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary. ' /

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article, The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the followings
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work ■
e« Police and firearms training subjects
f• Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
■ g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption;

• FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
’ ' Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES ' .
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
.should. If neither can, an Agent previously .approved as a speaker is

• to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv- , \
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu— \ )

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy.of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed’in his field 
personnel file. ■ ■

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. • •
. .To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

interesting case-material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. . Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices '

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance • .
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared: ■ ' ’
a. Double spaced '

’ b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
. c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects

d. Accurately .
e. After a review of the entire file
f. Tn chronological or logical order, with all dates definite , )
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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MANUAL OF RlJlR AND REGULATIONS
NOVEMBER 27, 1970
REVISION 222 '

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the '
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these.old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately ’ 
to’ detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 12 - - Pages "a1HT"'■O' ~

Section 15 - - Pages 2 _ . '

Part II . .

Section I - - Pages <5u-aml~~C-----
Pages ~’7""a~gd'~8 ' x

Section 3 - - Pages <t~~a~gd-la-^, ■ .

Section 4 - - Pages <35-Trad-3-6---- -
Pages .a^U-a^d"--36— ■ .
Pages ^9^a7nt—4^-—■ . .

. Pages *-4±-46—
Pages «47~and—4-8— ’
Pages 49 and 50

Section 5 - - Pages ^3—emd—------  •

Section 6 - - Pages lb and 2 ;

Section 7 - - Pages0‘ .

Index ’
Pages 17 and 18 .

Very truly yours, 

. John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (15)
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial.or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should, issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities., to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. [Deleted]

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards .

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

• lb
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6B — D PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ d. [Deleted]
■ 4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions

for articles, identifying the suggested author, and.briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 

- that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
' ject of law enforcement interest, including the folio-wing:

a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 
any nature, particularly those used or developed by EBI National . 
Academy men

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used '
' c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

' of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work
e. Police and firearms training subjects ’
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat, juvenile delinquency ’
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

. FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television appearance, a manuscript of the remarks must be 
submitted for the- Bureau's review and approval unless previously approved 
Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and 
time does not permit prior Bureau approval. In some other cases involv
ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu—

. scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. -These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. .

3. ’.Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspape'r 

■ ■ clippings containing information of value to police instructors and
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files o

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
. 1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
■' b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin

co Suggested by other offices
2. They are prepared concerning cases of:

a. Major importance
. b. Public interest

c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest .

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects . 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file ■
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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MA.NUAL OF HUETS AND REGULATIONS 
JANUARY 27, 1971
REVISION 224

REs REVISED PAGES

latest manual revisions.

Section 6 - - Pages 1 and la

‘Section 7 - - Pages*©—and—6-
Pages *7—amd—8—

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the

Part I

Section 4 - - Pages—44*a-nd—id*

Section 5 - - Pages 
Pa ge

Section 6 - - Pages
Page^"^- (new)

Section 11 - Pages 3 amd 4

Section 14 - Page

Part II

Section 1 - - Pages'■5a.and 6 '

■ Section 2 - - Page-5“
Pages ■SewflrflRF*®’

Section 4 - - Pages
Pages ",~Z3~~a-ud. .2 4___
Pa ge s -SS^Sna 3*6
Pa ge s —4©——'

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (17)
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PART II 6A

1 SECT3J^6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND ^FLIC CONTACTS '

A.. PRESS RELEASES
Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly 

s any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.)
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

■ cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made. •
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed '

, b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved
'■ c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved
d. White Slave Traffic Act

* e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of
deserters

f. Illegal wearing of uniform
g. Impersonation
h. National Firearms Act ■

[ i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or
[ receipt of firearms] •

j. Extortion
k. Red Cross Act
1. Theft from interstate shipment
m. May Act
n. Patent matters 
o. Copyright matters
p. Federal Reserve Apt . .

.. q. Mail fraud
' r. Falsely claiming citizenship

s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn
u. Crimes on the high seas 
v. National Bankruptcy Act
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
x. Crimes on Indian reservation
y. Crimes on Government reservation
z. Bills of Lading Act ‘

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers •
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets 
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter 
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful■flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised).

ai. Bank robbery
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act ■ .

1
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•PART II A
j

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS., AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

2. Requesting authority for release • /"
a. By teletype •( y

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the K
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made '
UACB arg to be furnished the Bureau. .

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final, press clearance. While good 

' judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper
deadline is approaching, it’may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance.

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC. ’ 'J

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected . '
by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed :
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any

. avoidable delays.
5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter

est, no’ statement should be put in an announcement to the press to the . 
effect that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes 
without specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a com
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply 
should be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to 
speak for itself.

6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations ’ ■
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on-the-spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of z' 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended t 
in remote area and SAC absent, Agent may, in rare emergency only and where ■ 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

7. In those instances in which a press release is issued at SOG, television 
and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press 
release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed, or tape- 
recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it
self, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised 
in declining to participate in such interviews. With respect to local 
press releases, SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances on 
television and radio provided no interviews are conducted and there is 
absolutely no elaboration over and above the original press release.
These conditions should be made known in advance to television and radio 
station representatives when such requests are received.[Reading of these 
local press releases on the telephone to the news media should be done by 
the SAC or ASAC.] .

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
.publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request. ’ •

la 
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MA.NUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
AUGUST 27, 1971 
REVISION 231

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and' turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these' old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field-office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Table of
PagesT

‘ Contents
T" and

Section 6 - - Pages 7 and 8
Part II

Section 7 - - Pages- 
Pages

-S—a
Section 3 Pa. a s "h • Di i3’ ■ P r. — a o c

Page 3b
Page?-: 
Pages 27a and 28

Section - Pages 
Pages 
Pages

o -
IdgUij J.JU. 211111 XU
Page^d'S"1 *rEL "u JI CL 1 i U “

Section 4

Pa ge a ■'*25 -wild 2 6

Page 12a
Pages 15a and 16
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 22a and 22b

Section 9 - - Pages 
Pages 
Page ’ 
Pages 
Page^= 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages

~L5-a^dr~i5a~~
n c % o cr------

t *7 — — a Tn —zr&gu 3 'C."3 AHU,
Pa ge 2 8a
Page 33
Pages -33a and—34--
Pages ’'■35—auid—

±7 a -ana—-xu
<LO a-
tunci—t-u

Pages ,37—"ffScI 3ts
rages

Pages 47 and 48

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (39)
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PART II 6K - L

ON 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, Ai^PUBLIC CONTACTS

Include! in the index may he individuals in Government, business, or 
industry0 Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un— ■ 
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA-facility, or 
by type of information. -

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. . An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be -kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents ' 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the' SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be '
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate ’ 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete. .

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 

. of information. ' '
[ 3. Security and[extremist]sources of information •

Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
f to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and[extremist]

sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 13OH, item.
[ 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security for[extremist ] ■

source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed .

L. SAC CONTACTS . . .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail). .

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact.” Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide . . .
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC .

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is. to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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6L PART II

SECTION 6. publWltions, PRESS, AND PUBLIC contJ

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals wio because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. -

5. A three— by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an'SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telepho.ne numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual •
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corne'r on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. ■ .

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." '

7. SAC contacts, located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year. .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city -located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also- advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November -each year. If there are 
any changes in address,- employment, or other pertinent data, such, inf orma— 
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. '

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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MANUAL'OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
MARCH 28, 1972
REVISION 238

RE s REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 10 - Pages-^-'Stlll'*'^"

Section 14 - Page^ttb-
Pages 11c and 12
Pages 13 and 14
Page 17

Part II (continued)

Section 6 - - Pages 3b and 4

Section 7 - - Pages'^t^^'atRt ’̂w

Section 9 - - Pages 21 and 22 
Page 25 ,

Part II

Section 3 -■ - Pages
Page 13b -

Section 4 -• - Pages
Pages 25b and 26
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 39 and 40

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Enclosures (15)



PART II 6G

SECTIun 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PWLIC CONTACTS

Page 
No.

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

City Deleted Added Remarks

not named

4 Center City, 
zip code

Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

7 J one sville, 
zip .code

Iowa Richard Brown.
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable • correct

spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this ’
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected.. Copies of the amended ' 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and ■
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that ‘ 
the list the Bureau has is accurate' and current. ■

3b
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PART II6G

SUCTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2 Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to he sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing 
list, 
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
list.
(1) duality of assistance addressee is in a position to give
(2) Cooperation which has been afforded
3) Following must appear on list: 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Division

Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs 
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Missions Providing Lodging 
[Postal ServiceJlnspectors
Postmasters
'Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S . [Magistrates]

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4 ■
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
AUGUST 28, 1972
REVISION 243

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and f 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing | 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of t 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted t 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should I 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the | 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. |

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively | 
numbered letter is received. This will enable' the field office immediately | 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. |

Part I Part II

Section 6 - Pages 3 and 4 Section 3 - Page 12a
Pages 4c and 4d
Pages 5 and 6 Section 5 ■> Pages 1 and 2 

Pages r3-and-4------•
Section

Section

10 - Pages 3 and 4 
Pages. 5 and 6

12 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages lb and 2 
Pages 5 and 6 
Pages 6a and 6b Section

Pages ancL_6__—
Pages 7 ‘and 8
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 41- ■ andr-12-—
Page 13

6 - Page 9

Section 13 - Pages 1-la and 2 Section 9 - Pages 9 and.10

Section 16 - Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 3b and 4
Pages 5 and 6

Lo Patrick Gray-, III

Acting Director

Enclosures (23)
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* PART II 6L - N

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND^UBLIC CONTACTS

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the

[

14.

SAC include:
a. Federal judges
b. U, S. Attorneys
c. ' Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i. In the principal cities: ■

(1) Mayors (11)
(2) Chiefs of police . .
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ— (12)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14)
most important radio stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more (15)
important civic clubs, such as
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16)

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce (17)

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence . 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern- (18)
ment and business ’

(9) Heads of larger universities (19)
(io) Outstanding religious leaders

of any faith, such as the Bishop [(20)
of a diocese of any faith or
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau

Top representatives 
of airlines 
Managers of leading 
airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks 
Influential minority . 
leaders] 

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.

15. Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. DELETED

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS .
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), atove, officials of

[ leading newspapers[including minority-oriented newspapers,]must be contacted 
by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, 
however, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure 
that-his press contacts are continously effectiveo The number of contacts 
made by him and representatives of his office and the material furnished 
news media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of 
this program,.

9
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 27, 1973
REVISION 249

REj REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated■below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be re-tained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 7

Part II

- Pages 1 and 2

Section 3 - Pages 11 and 11a

Section 4 - Pages 2a-and 2b
Pages 2c and 2d
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 27 and 28
Page 33

Section 6 - Pages 3b and 4
Pages 7 and 8 '

Section 7 - Pages 1 and 2 
Pages 17 and 17a 
Page 27

Section 9 - Pages 19 and 20 
Page 20a .

• Pages 21 and 22

Lc Patrick Gray, II-I

Acting Director

Enclosures (15)
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PART II 6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:
Page 

No. City Deleted Added Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe , Sheriff
zip code Wayne County Wayne County

•7 Jonesville, 
zip code

Iowa Richard Brown
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor ’
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable correct

spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time- and .

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip’ of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new

'.copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this . 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organisations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to be sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses.should be added to field office mailing 
list.
a. Addressograph plates‘are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of . 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
list. _ _
(1) duality of assistance addressee is in a‘ position to give
(2) Cooperation which has been afforded ■

Missions Providing Lodging 
Postal Service Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service
U. So Marshals ’

3) Following must appear on list: 
[Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms] '
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers ■
FBINA Graduates 
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service ■
(4 ) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs ■
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys x
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment -Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
' Employment Service

Fire Departments
Forest Service
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies

Navy Shore Patrol . ■ ' s \
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers ■
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks 
Savings and Loan Associations • 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies ■_ 
Telegraph Companies ’ 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S, Magistrates ’

Movie Studios .
c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 

furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels, 
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin ■
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS., PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may he individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information,.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when- 
evei' the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete

[ [or when it is determined a source is deceased.] ■ ■

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index[except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately.

, Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for
, 20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of

information index.]
2. Files

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information
Every six months a letter of' justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mi s- 
construed.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC,

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned ” ___, SAC Contact." Mark the letter

[ for the attention of the[Training]Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Results of Identification Division check
f. Derogatory information
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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PART II6L

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: ■
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers.
c. Nature of service which can be received '
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) .
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of ' 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data .
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." . .

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.

8. Advise' Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. . ’

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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I
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
MARCH 27, 1973
REVISION 250

RE; REVISED PAGES.

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules' and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom 'of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should be removed and turned Over to the Special Agent in Charge who 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 1 - (Revised)

Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4
Pages 5 and 6 '
Pages 7 and 8

Section 2 - Pages lb and 1c 
Page Id

Section

Pages le and 2

4 - Pages 41 and 42-46
Pages 47 and 48
Pages 50a and 50b 1

i
Page 9

Section 9 - Page 1 Section 6 - Pages 1 and la j
Pages la and 2 Pages lb and 2 |

Pages 5 and 5a j
Section 14 - Page 17 I

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6 i
Part II

Section 1 - Pages 5a and 6 Index - Pages 39 and 40
Pages 6a and 6b Pages 41 and 42
Pages 11 and 12

Lo Patrick Gray, III 

Acting Director

Enclosures (23)
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6APART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, ARD PUBLIC CONTACTS

PRESS RELEASES
Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) 
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be , 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the ■ 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made, 
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed 
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved 
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved 
d. White Slave Traffic Act 
e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of 

des erters 
f. Illegal wearing of uniform 
g. Impersonation 
h. National Firearms Act 
i. State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or 

receipt of firearms ■ 
j. Extortion 
k. Red Cross Act
1. Theft from interstate shipment .
m. May Act 
n. Patent matters 
o. Copyright matters
p. [Bank Fraud and Embezzlement] 
q. Mail fraud 
r. Falsely claiming citizenship 
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn 
u. Crimes on the high seas 
v. National Bankruptcy Act •
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
x. Crimes on Indian reservation ■
y. Crimes on Government reservation 
z. Bills of Lading Act 

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers 
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass 
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices '
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets 
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter 
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or ■

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property 
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised)

ai. Bank robbery ■
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Bird Act

1
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6A A PART IT 4^

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Requesting authority for release ■
a. By teletype . ’ ■ ■

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release’ will he. made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau. •

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for

[ investigative clearance and withfPress Services Office]fbr final
press clearance. While good judgment must prevail, in important 
cases in which a local newspaper deadline is approaching, it may 
be advisable to telephone the Bureau for clearance.

•3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC. . ’

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected . 
by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 
word -for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be . 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or- 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be. coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays.

5. Tn the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter
est, no statement should be put in an announcement to the press to the 
effect that a subje-ct either has confessed or has admitted his crimes 
without specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a com
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a ”no comment” reply 
should be. given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to- 
speak for itself. 1 1 "

6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on-the-spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

[ 7. In those instances in which a press release is issued at [FBIHQ., ]televi sion
and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press 
release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed, or tape- 
recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it
self, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised 
in declining to participate in such interviews. With respect to local 
press releases, SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances on 
television and radio provided no interviews are conducted and there is 
absolutely no elaboration over and above the original press, release.
These conditions should be made known in advance to television and radio 
station representatives when such requests are received. Reading of these 
local press releases on the telephone to the news media should be done bv 
the SAC or ASAC.

8. In the absence of special circumstances. Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the. event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request. ■

la 
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6 PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At" no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside, the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance cf this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered, concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
. release file if exists. .

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide ■ 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy. •

[ [13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate 
[ in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority
[ including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be
[ permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts
[ clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.]

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director ■ ' ’
b. Interesting case write-ups

■ c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Deleted '

2. Distribution •
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office .

[ inspection by[FBIHQ.]
b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 

index cards. .
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

lb
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6B — D PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d. Deleted
Each, office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: 
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of lav/ enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. [Deleted]
e. Police and firearms training subjects ’ -
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Researchf(Training Division)]

C. SPEECHES
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage- 

. ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated • promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television appearance, a manuscript of the remarks must be 
submitted for the Bureau's review and approval unless previously approved 
Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and 
time does not permit prior Bureau approval. In some other cases involv
ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu
scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau lettei’ approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
[ To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins,

interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information- of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. • Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin 
c„ Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance 
b.- Public interest 
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite ■ 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which, does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

!1 ) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel ■
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items hearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should he submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity.. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents' in which a police officer credits’ instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual[pertinent schooljfiles clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities
(sj Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases.- These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters, immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10), Items of interest by-nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such- items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course., be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-35O within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a‘single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other

• than page number should be typed.
d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f- no^ mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.
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6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued, from page..." should not be 

’ mounted. ■
i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 

from left to right. .
' j. All clippings must be complete. ' _

k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 
of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded.

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
- that the clippings appear in the local paperj. Forward clippings from 

resident agencies the day they arrive at. headquarters city. . ■
’ 3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.

4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau ..
a. General principle governing submissions

The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at 
[ [FBIHQjfor purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse

quently, it is requested th'at evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

. ’ b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals,’ 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 

’ Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 

[ attention of[Section IS—3, Intelligence Division)lunless
. transmittal by cover letter has been specifically requested.

Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis
trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication 
(e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in 
obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to 
the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden
tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source, 
Agent, date, and place of acquisition)should be further annotated: 
"Not Evidence."

’ Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; .to 

’ call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information
•connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form.

. (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
[ [Section IS-3, Intelligence Division,]informed on a current basis

regarding publications (including books) of potential interest 
that are not included in the current list of publications which 
is supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publica
tions which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance.

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the • ’
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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REGULATIONS

• RE: REVISED PAGES .

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who . 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 6 - Pages lb and 2
Section 1 - Pages 7 and 8 Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 - Pages 5 and 6 ’ Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7 and 8 ’ ,.

Section 8 - Pages 20a and 20b
Section 10 - Pages 1 and 2 Pages 21 and 22

' Page 23-24
Section 14 - Pages 15 and 16 _ _

/ Section 9 - Pages 9 and 10
Section 16 - Pages 7 and 8 Pages 15e and 16

Pages 19 and 20
Part II ■

Section 2 — Page Id Index — Pages 27a and 27b
Pages 9 and 10

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la
Pages 25 and 26

Section 4 - Page 12a
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22 ;

William D. Ruckelshaus

Acting Director
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau's full
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished knovzn facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists. .

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate 
in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority 
including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be 
permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts 
clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents ’

a. ■ Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups

. c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Deleted .

2. Distribution ■
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a

• legitimate interest in law enforcement work .
3. Filing and indexing ’ .

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 
Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a'particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office

■ inspection by FBIHQ..
b. This file maybe destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 

index cards. ' .
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
d. Deleted
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6B - D PART II A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. Bach office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three' suggestions' 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI-National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Deleted
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive ■ 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
[ Research[(Files and Communications Division)]

C. SPEECHES
1. [The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent Supervisor 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ f.or approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

' 2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations

' of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th.
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC,

i the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will, be further subdivided
’ into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances

by these three groups.
’ 3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers.
’ This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case
’ material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings

pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in
’ ■ connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition
’ to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be
’ indexed as to subject matter in the office files.]

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest • '
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g« Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
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PART IT 6K - L

‘ SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may he individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless, they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when— 

, ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 

» cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete
or when it is determined a source is deceased.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of 
information index.

2. Files
Do hot make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information
Every six months a letter of"' justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing.the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required, by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed. .

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned ”_________ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter 

[ for the attention of the[Files and Communications]Division. Use the
following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a. letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual, cannot be used as an SAC contact.
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6L. PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not nro- 
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in - 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact,

5. A three— by five—inch oard on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received " '
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date- of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. ■

g. Any necessary descriptive data •
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC."

. 7. [The frequency of personal contact with SAC contacts is left to the
r discretion of the SAC; contacts should be evaluated periodically to
. determine their effectiveness and the desirability of their continuance.]

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another . 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. .

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
' 10. [Each office must submit a complete alphabetical roster of SAC contacts
: to reach the Bureau by the first week of November each year. If there •
! are any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such
: information should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so
: state.] •

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the - 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
• persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 

in the field division. '
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
AUGUST 27, 1973
REVISION 255

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should' be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of'these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 1 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 6 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 3 and 3a

Section 7 - Pages 21 and 21a
Pages 33 and 34Section 4 -

Page 9

Pages 17a and 18

Section 6 - Page 4a-b Section 8 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages 10a and 10b

Section

Part II

11 ■- Page 5 Pages 17 and 18
Pages 18a and 18b

Section 1 - Page 1
Pages la and 2

Section 9 - Pages 11 and 12

Index - Pages 1 and 2
Section 2 - Page Id Page 2a

Pages 7 and 8
Section 3 «* Pages 3 and 3a Pages 17 and 18

Page 18a
Section 4 - Pages 50a and 50b Page 43

Pages 53 and 54
Page 54a
Pages 55 and 56
Pages 57 and 57a
Pages 61 and 62

Pages 43a and 44

Clarence M. Kelley

Director
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Btireau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate 
in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority 
including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be 
permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts 
clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Deleted

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in. or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by FBIHQ..

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. .Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
d. Deleted
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6B - D PART II

4. Each, office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Deleted
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

PBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research (Biles and Communications Division)

C. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to BBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking-engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television' appearances.

2 It is not necessary to advise BBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. ■ '
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for'the use of'speakers 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS ■ ' .
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: • • .

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
Co Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of: ■
a. Major importance
b. Public interest ■ • .
Co Unusual and effective investigative techniques
do Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
do Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
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PART II 6D — E

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, IND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the - 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi— . 
cations. .

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

4. Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 ‘
o. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases '
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes . ’
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and ' 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively .

5. Transmittal ■ ‘
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write—up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention[Files and Communications]Division.

6. Dissemination . .
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible, 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be, furnished by the 
Bureau on request.

CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS •
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance .by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.- ’ ’
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their, own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, . 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be .notified that this action is being taken unle ss advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following: 
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety .
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

3
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1 I[6E - G] PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative

. replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming, inquiries and replies.
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion.

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used" by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the. Bureau's attention.
a) Chiefs of police
b) Sheriffs
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts
d 
e 
f

h 
i 

’ j
(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 

Bureau as they occur.

U. S. Marshals and deputies
Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
Wardens of penal institutions
District attorneys or county prosecutors
Railway police (if desirable)
Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
Any other officials who receive identification orders
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MANUAL OWULES AND REGULATIONS
NOVEMBER 27, 1973
REVISION 258

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date’appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed' and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. • .

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 3 - Page 3

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 5 - Pages

Section 6 - Pages 
. Pages

5 and 6

3b and 4
7 and 8

Section 16 - Pages 1 and la Section 7 - Pages 21 and 21a
Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 3b and 4 Section 8 - Pages 27 and 28

Part II ' • Section 9 - Page? 13 and 14
Section 1 - Page 1

Index
Section 3 - Pages 7b and 8 Pages 36a and 36b

Pages 17a and 18 Pages 37 and 38
Page 19 . 39 and 40

. 41 and 42
Section 4 - Page 18a 45 and 46

Pages 41 and 42-46
’ Pages 50a and 50b

Clarence M. Kelley

Director
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PART II 6G

AND PUBLIC CONTACTSSECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS

t

Page 
No.

Letters advising the Bureau of change s are to be set up as indicated:

4 Center City, Iowa 
zip code

Deleted Added Remarks

John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown ' Deceased
zip code Chief of Police successor

not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable correct

spelling 
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped • 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
jn the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that ifmay be readily identified ' 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this- 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to he sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing 
list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear'on 
list.
(1) duality of assistance addressee is in a position to give
(2) Cooperation which has been afforded

Missions Providing Lodging 
Postal Service Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service

[U. S» Customs Service]
U. S» Marshals

oilowing must appear on list: 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers 
FBINA Graduates 
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs 
Banks 
Car Rental Agencies 
County Attorneys 
County Coroners 
Credit Companies. 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air 

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments , ’ 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Magistrates

Movie Studios
c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and .check circulars are to be 

furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist-for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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PART II 6K - L

SECTTON 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND~UBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business., or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA 'facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. -An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space -which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can . ’ 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the

• territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased. ; .

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20’ years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of 
information index. ' . ■ .

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information
Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used’ regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment, letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since’ such actions might be mis
construed. . ...

L. SAC CONTACTS ■ . ’ • ' ■ . . ’ .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC. .

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned ”____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter

[ for the attention of the[External Affairs]Division. Use the following
subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check

■ f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

. Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 5

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ■ ■ .

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in. 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A.three- by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
“See SAC.”

7. [The frequency of personal contact with SAC contacts is left to the 
discretion of the SAC; contacts should be evaluated periodically to 
determine their effectiveness and the desirability of their continuance.]

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
. 10. [Each office must submit a complete alphabetical roster of SAC contacts

to reach the Bureau by the first week of November each year. If there 
are any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such 
information should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so 
state.] ■ '

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
■and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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MANUAL OF RULfiS AND REGULATIONS 
FEBRUARY 27,074
REVISION 261 ■

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom • 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 12 - Pages 5 and 6 

. Pages 9 and 10

Section 14 - Page lib

Part II
Section 2 - Page 11

Section 6 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages lb and 1c 
Pages Id and le 
Pages If and 2 
Page 2a
Pages 3 and 3a 
•Pages 5c and 6 
Pages 9 and 10

Section 3 - Page 3b
Pages 3c and 4
Pages 13c and 14
Pages 37 and 38

Section 7 - Pages 
Pages 
'Pages 
Pages

5 and 6
.7 and 8
23 and 24
33 and 34

Section 4 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages lb and 2 
Pages 35 and 36 
Pages 37 and 38 
Pages 39 and 40 
Pages 41 and 42-46 
Page 47-50 
Pages 51 and 52 
Pages 57b and 58 
Pages 59 and 60 ’

Section 8 -

Index - Page

Pages 11 and 12
Pages 13 and 14
Page 14a
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 18a and 18b
Page 18c
Pages 23 and 24
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Director
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gk PART II A 6A

, SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[a. press POLICY '
lo Confidential Nature of FBI Operations

. . See Part I, Section 1, page 9, paragraph B of Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ’

2. . Title 28, Section 50.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations concerning 
release of information by personnel of the Department of Justice 
relating to criminal and civil proceedings states:
”(a) General. ■ (1) The availability to news media of information in 
criminal and civil cases is a matter which has become increasingly a 
subject of concern in the administration of justice. The purpose of 
this statement is to formulate specific guidelines for the release of 
such information by personnel of the Department of Justice.
"(2) While the release of information for the purpose of influencing a 
trial is, of course, always improper, there are valid reasons for making 

. available to the public information about the administration of the law.
The task of striking a fair balance between the protection of individuals 
accused of crime or involved in civil proceedings with the Government 
and public understandings of the problems of controlling crime and 
administering government depends largely on the exercise of sound judg- 

' ment by those responsible for administering the law and by representa
tives of the press and other media. .
"(3) Inasmuch as the Department of Justice has generally fulfilled 
its responsibilities with awareness and understanding of the competing 
needs in this area, this statement, to a considerable extent, reflects . 
and formalizes the standards to which representatives of the Department 
have adhered in the past. Nonetheless, it will be helpful in ensuring 
uniformity of practice to set forth the following guidelines for all . 
personnel of the Department of Justice.

• "(4) Because of the difficulty and importance of the questions they
raise, it is felt that some portions of the matters covered by this 
statement, such as the authorization to make available Federal con
viction records and a description of items seized at the time of arrest, 
should be the subject of continuing review and consideration by the 
Department on the basis of experience and suggestions from those within 
and outside the Department.
"(b) Guidelines to criminal actions. (1) These guidelines shall 
apply to the release of information to news media from the time a 
person is the subject of a criminal investigation until any proceeding 
resulting from such as investigation has been terminated by trial or 
otherwise.
"(2) At no time- shall personnel of the Department of Justice furnish 
any statement or information for the purpose of influencing the out
come of a defendant’s trial, nor shall personnel of• the Department 
furnish any statement or information, which could reasonably be expected 
to be disseminated by means of public communication, if such a statement 
or information may reasonably.be expected to influence the outcome of 
a pending or future trial.
"(3) Personnel of the Department of Justice, subject to specific limita
tions imposed by law or court rule or order, may make public the follow
ing information: '

1
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6A PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

"(i) The defendant’s name, age, residence, employment, marital status, 
.and similar background information®
"(ii) The substance or text of the charge, such as a complaint, 
indictment, or information®
"(iii) The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and 
the length or scope of an investigation.
"(iv) The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including 
the time and place of arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use 
of weapons, and a description of physical items seized at the time of 
arrest.
’’Disclosures should include only incontrovertible, factual matters, and 
should not include subjective observations. In addition, where back
ground information or information relating to the circumstances of an 
arrest or investigation would be highly prejudicial or where the release 
thereof would serve no law enforcement function, such information should 
not be made public.
"(4) Personnel of the Department shall not volunteer for publication 
any information concerning a defendant’s prior criminal record, but infor- • 
mation drawn from Federal conviction records may be made' available in 
response to a specific request.
"(5) Because of the particular danger of prejudice resulting from 
statements in the period approaching and during trial, they ought 
strenuously.to be avoided during that period. Any such statement or 
release shall be made only on the infrequent occasion when circumstances 
absolutely demand a disclosure of information and shall include only 
information which is clearly not prejudicial.
"(6) The release of certain types of information generally tends to 
create dangers of prejudice without serving a significant law enforce
ment function. Therefore, personnel of the Department should refrain 
from making available the following: 
"(i) Observations about a defendant’s character.
"(ii) Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a 
defendant, or the refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement, 
"(iii) Reference to investigative procedures such as fingerprints, 
polygraph examinations, ballistic tests, or laboratory tests, or to the 
refusal by the defendant to submit to such tests or examinations.
"(iv) Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility of 
prospective witnesses.
"(v) Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether 
or not it is anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used 
at trial.
"(vi) Any opinion as to the accused’s guilt, or the possibility of a 
plea of guilty to the offense charged, or the possibility of a plea 
to a lesser offense.
"(7) Personnel of the Department of Justice should take no action to 
encourage or assist news media in photographing or televising a defend
ant or accused person being held or transported in Federal custody. 
Departmental representatives should not make available photographs of a 
defendant unless a law enforcement function is served thereby.
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PART II ■ 6A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ■

"(8) This statement of policy is not intended to restrict .the release 
of information concerning a defendant who is a fugitive from justice® 
"(9) Since the purpose of this statement is to set forth generally 
applicable guidelines, there will, of course, be situations in which 
it will limit the release of information which would not be prejudicial 
under the particular circumstances® If a representative of the Depart
ment believes that in the interest of the fair administration of justice 
and the law enforcement process information beyond these guidelines . 
should be released, in a particular case, he shall request the permis
sion of the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General to do so® 
"(c) Guidelines to civil actions. Personnel of the Department of 
Justice associated with a civil action shall not during its investiga
tion or litigation make or participate in making an extrajudicial 
statement, other than a quotation from or reference to public records, 
which a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by means of 
public communication if there is a reasonable likelihood that such dis
semination will interfere with a fair trial and which relates to: 
"(1) Evidence regarding the occurrence or transaction involved® 
"(2) The character, credibility, or criminal records of a party, wit
ness, or prospective witness.
"(3). The performance or results of any examinations or tests or the 
refusal or failure of a party to submit to such.
"(4) An opinion as to the merits of the claims or defenses of a party, 

• except as required by law or administrative rule.
"(5) Any other matter reasonably likely to interfere with a fair trial 
of the action®" ■ .

3® News Releases •
Fairness, accuracy, and sensitivity to the rights of defendants, as 
well as to the public’s right to know, must prevail in all dealings 
with the news media® Favoritism should"be shown toward no newsman 
or no news medium® ■ ■

Information concerning the FBI, including information regarding arrests 
and other developments in cases investigated by the FBI-, is disclosed 
to news media, including newspapers, news magazines, news services, and 
radio and television networks or stations, (a) as news releases or. 
announcements, initiated by the FBI, and (b) as responses to inquiries 
emanating from newsmen®

Each field office should maintain a control file containing all news 
releases issued by the office since the last inspection.
a. "One-Office" news releases -

The vast majority of news releases made by field offices are issued 
to announce arrests in FBI cases. The provisions of Section 50.2 
clearly apply to all of these. If an SAC feels that an exception 
to those provisions should be made in any individual case, he should 
make his views known to the Assistant Directors of (a) the sub
stantive division involved and (b) the External Affairs Division. 
Exceptions to the instructions provided in Section 50.2 can be 
approved only by the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General, 
not by any official of the FBI.
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

All news releases made by field offices should be issued over the 
name of the SAC. They should be issued to all interested news media 
in the field office territory as simultaneously as possible; and they 
should provide- as full an account of the facts as can be disclosed 
within the provisions of Section 50.2. In news releases announcing 
arrests or other developments attributable to the joint efforts of 
the FBI and other law enforcement agencies, appropriate recognition 
should, of course, be given to those other agencies.

SACs may authorize other experienced Special Agents, including 
Resident Agents, in their field offices to read or deliver news 
releases issued over the SAC’s name to news media after the SAC 
has approved those news releases. However, those Special Agents 
should not expand upon the information in the news releases; and 
they should answer any inquiry or request for additional informa
tion by courteously telling the newsman involved that his inquiry 
or request will be brought to the attention of the SAC as quickly 
as possible for his consideration and action. The reason for the 
policy of referring all such matters to the SAC is to assure both 
uniformity and accuracy of any supplemental information that is 
provided to news media.

SACs also may authorize other experienced Special Agents to record 
news releases in compliance with requests of radio and television ■ 
stations. However, only SACs or ASACs should make live or filmed 
television appearances involving the reading of news releases.

SACs have the option of accepting or declining such time-consuming 
requests made by radio and television stations. If declined, 
however, the declinations should be tactfully worded and explained 
so as to avoid any impression of partiality. If a request is 
accepted, the radio and/or television station involved should under
stand that the SAC or the Special Agent designated by the SAC will 
merely read the text of the news release and will not answer questions.

On occasion, SACs also issue news releases or make announcements . 
dealing with administrative matters such as transfers of the SAC 
or ASAC of the field office or presentation of service awards to 
personnel of the field office. On such occasions, photographs 
and biographical sketches of the personnel involved may be made 
available to the news media. However, requests to interview these 
employees about their official duties and experiences should 
tactfully be declined.

1c 
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

So as to minimize the opportunities for criminal elements to 
harass Special Agents and their families, neither photographs nor 
biographical sketches of Special Agents should be made available 
to news media in connection with news releases, announcements, or 
inquiries pertaining to FBI investigations. The sole exception is 
in the case of employees who are killed in line of duty, in which 
instances the release of photographs and biographical data should 
be coordinated with the Administrative Division and the External 
Affairs Division.

b. ?'Multi-Office" news releases
News releases announcing arrests or other important developments 
in wide-ranging investigations often require close coordination 
and simultaneous release to the press by two or more field offices. 
The External Affairs Division should be consulted before any such 
news release is made, and consideration should be given to the 
question of whether a national news release is merited. .

c. National news releases
As a general rule, national news releases announcing arrests or other 
investigative developments are issued only in exceptional cases 
involving (1) prominent persons, such as well-known business and 
civic leaders, entertainers, athletes, or officials of local, county, 
state, or Federal Government; (2) persons of national notoriety, 
such as members of the "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives"; (3) persons 
arrested for crimes that have attracted nationwide interest, such 
as prevailed in the 1950 robbery of Brink’s Inc., at Bostonj 
Massachusetts, and the 1964 murder of three young civil rights workers 
in Neshoba County, Mississippi; and (4) persons whose crimes have 
international ramifications, such as espionage agents or fugitives 
who have fled abroad. The heads of headquarters and field divisions 
should assure that the essential facts of all such cases, including 
anticipated developments therein, are promptly brought to the atten
tion of the External Affairs Division on a continuing basis. '

National news releases generally will be issued in Washington, D. C® 
However, copies will be furnished to all interested field offices so 
that the SACs of those offices can make them available to local news 
media within minutes of their release in Washington. ■

SACs should not expand upon the contents of national news releases 
without approval of both the substantive division involved and the 
External Affairs Division.

Id 
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4. News Media Inquiries •
There are two categories of news media inquiries. The first involves 
routine inquiries received at the field office regarding either investi
gative or administrative matters. These should be answered by the SAC 
or ASAC within the guidelines indicated above. ‘

In responding to such inquiries, SACs and ASACs should be courteous, • 
factual, and as helpful as possible. They should, however, avoid 
answering hypothetical questions or questions that would require them ' 
to express personal opinions on matters of intense local or national ’ 

' controversy. .

The second category involves inquiries from the news media in emergency ‘
situations. Often these are received by Special Agents at the scenes .
of arrests, gun battles, or other‘fast-moving developments in investigations.

Unless undercover assignments or similar overriding circumstances dic
tate otherwise, Special Agents who are approached by newsmen at the scenes 
of fast-moving developments in FBI cases should (a) identify themselves 
as "a Special Agent of the FBI," (b) furnish the name of the field office. 

■ to which they are assigned, and (c) ’state the general nature of the inves
tigative operations, such as "We are here to serve an arrest (or a search) 
warrant." Requests for additional information should be answered by ' 
courteously referring the newsman to the field office or to the tem
porary field headquarters if such a temporary field headquarters has - 
been established in the area. . ’ •

Only SACs. or ASACs should participate in question-and-answer interviews. ■ 
with representatives of any news medium at the scenes of fast-moving . 
developments in FBI cases. In emergency situations, however. Special 
Agents can relay reporters’ questions to the SAC by telephone or radio; ■ ■
and the SAC’s responses thereto can be furnished to the reporters in 
the SAC’s name by a Special Agent. In other than such emergency situa- ’ 
tions, Special Agents should courteously .refer newsmen to the SAC or 
ASAC for answers to their questions; and Special Agents’ investigative 
responsibilities attendant to such fast-moving developments must take 
precedence over questions or inquiries of newsmen.

No FBI employee should knowingly furnish an erroneous, deceptive, or . 
misleading answer to a news media inquiry. In the overwhelming majority ’ 
of cases, an unequivocal and definitive answer can be given reporters'

' questions regarding whether the FBI is, or is not, investigating a 
specific criminal act, as well as the reason why we have or have not 
instituted investigation. However, in kidnap-for~ransom cases and 
related crimes involving a threat against human life, neither the fact 
that the crime has occurred, nor the fact that the FBI is investigating 
it, should be disclosed or confirmed without the approval of the sub
stantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division.

Due to the sensitivity of many banking-type institutions to publicity 
concerning the amount of loot obtained in robberies, burglaries, and 
larcenies of financial institutions, such information should not be 
disclosed to news media without the concurrence of the General Investi- 

' gative Division and the External Affairs Division.

■ le 
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Under no circumstances should any employee ask or suggest that a news
man withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the 
substantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division.

5. Fugitive Publicity . ‘
News releases and other public disclosures designed to solicit public 
cooperation in the apprehension of FBI fugitives may contain more facts 
about the fugitive’s criminal background than are permissible in news 
releases and announcements regarding arrests.

In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to 
avoid statements that brand a fugitive as guilty of a crime for which 
he has not been convicted. Arrest numbers or other data that identify 
a photograph as having been made in connection with a past arrest or 
imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are 
furnished to news media.- • .

Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the Special. 
Investigative Division and the External Affairs Division; and they should 
not hesitate to consult the External Affairs Division regarding ques
tions or problems that arise in any area of news media relations.

6. Liaison With News Media
SACs who consider it necessary or advisable to do so may use one or 
more experienced Special Agents to assist in facilitating prompt and 
effective liaison with the news media. Such Agents will not be spokes
men for their field offices.’ They may furnish information to news 
media in the SAC’s name after it has been approved by the SAC. They 
also may assist in preparing news releases, as well as responses to 
news media inquiries. These Agents should devote no more time to such 
news media liaison duties than is absolutely necessary. ”

It is the intent of these guidelines to facilitate a more open stance 
and, thereby, a mutually beneficial relationship between FBI and news 
media representatives. SACs, as well as other employees acting for them 
in news media relations, should be as responsive as practical and pos
sible to inquiries and requests made by newsmen. The term "No comment" 
should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary. If an 
SAC does not know the answer to a newsman’s question, he should have no 
hesitancy in stating, "I don’t know," and/or, depending upon the nature 
of the inquiry, telling the newsman that he will contact him (the news
man) as soon as he has information that can be furnished to him.

SACs should avail themselves of every opportunity to meet and become 
well acquainted with leading citizens throughout their field divisions, 
including representatives of all important news media. They should seek 
to cultivate a personal, as well as an official, relationship with these 
individuals to the fullest extent that the demands of other duties make 
possible.]

If 
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.B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT' BULLETIN ,
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director ’
b. Interesting case write-ups . .
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Deleted

2- . Distribution
Limited to law enforcement, officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing ’
a. In a 66 classification file, hound on the side, and fully indexed. 

’ Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. • For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent

• ■ items to -be indexed. Index cards are to be ■ pre pared- by each- ■ ■
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by. FBIHQ.. ■

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain .■ 
index cards.

c. Current copy should, be placed, in bookcase, available to all Agents, 
d. Deleted .

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
. for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing

. the nature_of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared,
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: •
a. Better- investigative or administrative methods and techniques of .

. any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National
Academy graduates • ’

b. Improved or unusual equipment being use'd 
. c„ Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent- police work .
d. Deleted .
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency .
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin •
[ Research[(External Affairs]Division)
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. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments* If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups. ...........

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers.. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting, case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office .files.

. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: 

a.- Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin 
c.. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page ' 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. . In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2a
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h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations.

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

4. Do not: . ... '
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion . .
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases .

' d. Use complicated sentence structure ’ ■
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal ■
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data® Transmit by

[ routing, slip, attention[External Affairs]Division. -
6. Dissemination ■ ’ • ■

New ones issued by the Bureau- should be carefully reviewed for possible 
■interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re- 
lease’o Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request. ■

CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS .
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial, numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following:
a. A. brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known ’

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

3
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3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
. results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 

summarize the results in its next report.
4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 

be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee^ name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which .are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies'are to be destroyed after handling in accordance.with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed there-in. If- the- 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the' public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to 'any race, creed, 
or religion.

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that ah 
appropriate. Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting.a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1-of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not- previously called 
to the Bureau* s attention.

!a) Chiefs of police ■
b ) Sheriff s
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

Id) U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers 
f ) Wardens of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors
h) Railway police (if desirable)
ii Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.

3a
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I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials •

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to be 
made at the Bureau at. Washington.

b. Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitdr, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest ' 
to the Bureau,. ■

2. Departmental officials
a. Be courteous. ■
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles, .
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received, before furnishing information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. ‘ ’

d. Advise the Bureau incase of doubt.

I. MISCELLANEOUS . .
[ 1. [Firearms, defensive tactics,]and disarming demonstrations

Are to be confined to law enforcement, groups.
2. Credentials

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown has an.opportunity to observe and understand the 
connection of the Agent with the FBI.

3. Law enforcement officials -
a. Contact with ‘

(1) Contact must be maintained with law enforcement officials for the 
purpose of securing information of violations of Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. -

(2) Agents are to call on police executives when in their cities unless 
such visits would be so frequent as to be embarrassing.

(3) Local law enforcement agencies should be advised by letter of the 
disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases

5c
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referred to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau 
fugitives are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers. 
They should also be advised of violations of local laws coming to the 
attention of the FBI.

b. Visits to Washington ■ •
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded certain indi
viduals, including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington, D. C. 
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in the field office files 
concerning the visitoro

When law enforcement executives are contemplating a visit to the Bureau 
at Washingtonj D. G., ask them to call at the office of the[Assistant■ 
Director of External Affairs Division,. Room 5634,]Justice Building# 

Co. Letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, and condolence 
When letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, or con
dolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such recom
mendations should be submitted promptly. They should include the 
specific facts on which the recommendation is basedj full identifying 
data and address of the citizen, and the result of a search of the

[, field office indices concerning the citizen. [Form FD-468 may be used.]
Tn connection with the election of officers, of police associations 
at conventions covering more than one field division territory, the 
field division in whose territory the convention was physically held 
is responsible for submitting any recommendations for letters of con
gratulations. The office submitting such request should summarize 
briefly the relations with these officers, incorporating- any deroga- • 
tory data which might preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recom
mending office is not' likely to possess all data, pertinent other 
field divisions should submit a brief, supplemental summary concerning 

. officers recommended for letters who reside in their territory.
4. Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases

When a state official has expressed interest in the prosecutive status• 
of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state 
prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such 
official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome 
of the matter.

5. U. S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen
If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau's attention immediately.

K. ’ SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Definition
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be handled as such.
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain:
a. Names
b. Addresses 
c. Organization or concern 
d. Type of information furnished 
e. Date of development .

6
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13.

14.

15.

Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: 
a. Federal judges 
b. U. S. Attorneys '
o. Only outstanding, state judges '
d. Governors 
e. Leading state and county prosecutors 
f. State attorneys general -
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i. In the principal cities;

( Mayors . . . . (11) Top representatives

(3)
Chiefs of' police '
Officials of newspapers, includ (12)

of airlines- ”
Managers of leading

(4)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and

(13)

(14)

airports ' ' .
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading

(5)
most important radio stations 
Heads of outstanding or more (15)

railroad stations 
Top representatives

(6)

(7)

(8)

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions 
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce 
Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies
Outstanding leaders of Govern

(16)

(17)

(18)

of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better

(9)
ment and business
Heads of larger universities (19)

business bureaus 
Heads of leading

(10) Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop '

.. of a diocese of any faith.or . .
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information obtained after the

(20)

Bureau

banks
Influential minority 
leaders • - -

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau'promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

[[M.] NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS .
As indicated, in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of lead
ing newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by 
SACs. Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, how
ever, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that 
his press contacts are continuously effective. The number of contacts made 
by him -and representatives of his office and the material furnished news 
media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of this 
program.

9
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^N. bureau-wide information program regarding matters of national'interest
, This program is coordinated by the External Affairs Division and is devoted
, primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including
. both administrative and investigative developments, that are-topics of ■ 
. nationwide press coverage and public interest.

, AH such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION
r PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airtels, dependent upon’
. the exigencies of the situation. . .

. . The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key

. facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the’ FBI that command 
, widespread public interest. Information furnished to SACs under this program
. should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer
, ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors
, that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI. In some
, instances, however, the information may be of such a nature that it cannot 
, be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders. In fact, occasionally it is
. necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within
, FBIHQ and field offices. Guidelines furnished on each communication should 
. be strictly followed. ’ •

, FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention, of 
, the External Affairs Division all current items and developments that they 
. feel merit consideration for inclusion under this program..]

10
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MANUAL UP RULES AND REGULATIONS 
■ MAY 28, 1974 . .

REVISION 264

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Part II (cont.)
Table of Section 4 - Pages 13 and 14

Contents - Pages 5 and 6- Pages 29 and 30
Pages 57 and 57a

Section 1 - Pages 1 and 2
' Pages 3 and 4 Section 6 - Pages If and 2

Page 2a
Section 3 = Pages 1 and 2 Pages 3 and 3a

Pages 9 and 10
Section 4 - Pages Ila and 12 •

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Section 5 - Page 13 Pages 7 and 8

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 6 Section 8 - Page 18c
Page 29

Section 10 - Pages 3 and 4
Section 9 - Pages 17a and 18

Section 12 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 3 and 4 Index •=• Pages 17 and 18

Pages 19a and 20
Section 16 - Pages Id and 2 ■ Pages 20a and 20b

Part II
Section 3 - Pages 5a and 6

Pages 11 and Ila
Pages 27 and 28
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (31)
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’ Under no circumstances should any employee ask or suggest that a news
’ man withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the
’ substantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division®
’ 5« Fugitive Publicity
, News releases and other public disclosures designed to solicit public
, cooperation in the apprehension of FBI fugitives may contain more facts
, about the fugitive’s criminal background than are permissible in news
. ' releases and announcements regarding arrests® ■

[ ■ In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to 
[ avoid statements that brand a fugitive as guilty of a crime for which
[ he has not been convicted® Arrest numbers or other data that identify

, [ ■ a photograph as having been made in connection with a past arrest or
. [ imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are

[ furnished to news media®

'• , Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the Special
’ Investigative Division and the- External Affairs Division? and they should

, not hesitate to consult the External Affairs Division regarding ques
, tions or problems that arise in any area of news media relations®
, 6® Liaison With News Media '
, • SACs who consider it necessary or advisable to do so may use one or
, ' more experienced Special Agents to assist in facilitating prompt and
t. effective liaison with the news media® Such Agents will not be spokes
, men for their field offices® They may furnish information to news
, media in the SAC’s name after it has been approved by the SAC® They
t also may assist in preparing news releases, as well as responses to
, news media inquiries® These Agents should devote no more time to such

news media liaison duties than is absolutely necessary®

. It is the intent of these guidelines to facilitate a more open stance
, and, thereby, a mutually beneficial relationship between FBI and news
, media representatives® SACs, as well as other employees acting for them
, in news media relations, should be as responsive as practical and pos-
, sible to inquiries and requests made by newsmen® The term "No comment”
, should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary® If an
, SAC does not know the answer to a newsman’s question, he should have no
, hesitancy in stating, ”1 don’t know,” and/or, depending upon the nature
, of the inquiry, telling the newsman that he will contact him (the news
. man) as soon as he has information that can be furnished to him®

, SACs should avail themselves of every opportunity to meet and become
, well acquainted with leading citizens throughout their field divisions,
, including representatives of all important news media® They should seek
, to cultivate a personal, as well as an official, relationship with these
, individuals to the fullest extent that the demands of other duties make
. possible®]
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Bo FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ■
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
‘ b. [Fugitive notices and interesting or unusual fingerprint patterns
. c. Articles and features designed to inform law enforcement officers

• of new, but proven, programs and techniques to enhance their pro- • '
. fessional capabilities ■

’ d. Items alerting law enforcement officers to dangerous weapons or •
techniques utilized by- the criminal element ]

‘ 2. Distribution ■ ■ ■-
. Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a . 

legitimate interest in law enforcement work • ’ .
3. Filing and indexing ■ ,

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. . 
- Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni

formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divisions 
each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent items to be

. indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each office. Any addi
tional items not listed but considered to be worthy of indexing by a 
particular office should also be indexed. - The indexing lists are to 
be destroyed after the field office inspection by FBIHQ.

■ b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain •
' index cards.

’ . c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
d. Deleted .

’ 4. [Suggestions and submissions .
a. Each field office is required to submit three suggestions for byline 

articles from each state within its territory. Prior to submitting 
” suggestions, proposed authors may be approached to determine their
’ willingness to prepare an article and to identify the scope of their
’ topic. However, proposed authors should not be asked to prepare a
. manuscript until the Bureau notifies the field office that the sug-
’ • gestion has been accepted and the article is requested. In contacts
’ with any proposed or potential authors, absolutely no representations
. should be made which.would obligate the FBI to any publishing com
' mitments since many factors determine which articles received are
. ultimately published. ■ '
. b. In suggesting featured articles, consideration should mainly be given
r to manuscripts concerning proven programs and techniques of law
, enforcement which may be of significant value to other agencies.
. Suggestions should be concerned with training,, research, or opera
' tional matters. Avoid items of a ’’newsletter” nature and matters
’ which have a limited scope of interest in the profession.
’ c. Each field office should be alert to exceptional photographs which

• could be recommended for use as a cover for the magazine. The Bureau 
’ wishes to project on the Bulletin’s cover the best image of law en-
' forcement. Attention-getting photographs showing officers giving aid
. to helpless citizens, protecting the weak, comforting the injured, or
■ apprehending the guilty are examples of those that should be recom
’ ’ mended when they come to the attention of field offices. ’
. d. Transmit all material for the magazine to the Bureau under the •
’ caption:
’ FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
. . Research Section (External Affairs Division)]
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PART II 6C - D

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

C. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and. the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC.or ASAC. Good judgment should ■ 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances. . . .

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th.. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking . 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
.This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings . 
pertaining to lav; enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in-current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS '
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: ’

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest •
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared: .
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file ,
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary to 
inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the photo
graphs has any objection to their being reproduced in publications.

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains. ■ '
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PART II £ 6D - E

SECTTON 6® PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

. 4, Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases 
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes . '
f. Express personal opinions
g, Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject” and "the Bureau" ■
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but Submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data® Transmit by 
routing slip. Attention: External Affairs Division® '

6. Dissemination •
, [Field Offices will be advised by routing slip when new write-ups are pre
, pared® If copies are desired, an appropriate letter should be submitted
. to the Bureau, Attention: External Affairs Division, setting forth the
, specific use for which the write-up is intended. In instances where
. write-ups, either those previously prepared or those to be published in the
, future, may be released outside the Bureau, it will be necessary to first
, obtain Bureau approval® .
, 7® Interesting case control file .
, A copy of all communications concerning the dissemination of write-ups'
, . outside the Bureau is to be placed in the Interesting Case Control file.
, These communications .should contain the identity of the person to whom the
, write-up is being made available, as well as the purpose for which it is to
, be used.]

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS ‘ '
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau' and sent in by 

the office initiating the request. ■
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a 'bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous 'offices to 
circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In'all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following: 
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known ,

' b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence .

c, A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect ’ ■
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

•4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt .of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative

. should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub-A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to - ■ 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to ‘any race., .creed, 
or religion.- ■ ■ ■ - ‘ ■ ■ •

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 

, businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS . • ... .
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in. hot—pursuit 
fugitive oases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number, 
b'eli-eyed used by fugitive. as it-may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. . . . ’ ■ . ■ ‘

G. . FIELD OFFICE LISTS■- • ■- ■ . , • . - ’. . . ■ ’
1. Lavr enforcement officials . . .

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used: • . • • ■ . •. ‘ .
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and. with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to ‘the Bureau* s attention.

I a) Chiefs of police 
b ) Sheriff s
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

Id J U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
f) Wardens of penal institutions
gj District attorneys or county prosecutors .
h) Railway police (if desirable)
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.
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PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

13.

14.

15.

Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
o. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce 
i. In the principal cities

(1) Mayors (11)
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) . Officials of newspapers,, includ— (12) 

ing publishers, managing editors,' 
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) 
most important radio[and television] 
stations (15)

(5) Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as (16)
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions

( 6) . Executive secretary or director (17)
of chambers of commerce

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies (18)

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern-, 
ment and business ■ (19) .

(91 Heads of larger-universities
(10) Outstanding religious leaders (-20)

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information, obtained after the Bureau

Top representatives 
of airlines 
Managers of leading 
airports .
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks
Influential minority 
leaders- - ■■

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly. 
Gifts to office -contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

Mo■ NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i,.(3), above, officials of lead
ing newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by 
SACso Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, how
ever, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that 
his press contacts are continuously effective® The number of contacts made 
by him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news 
media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of this 
program®
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SECTION 6., PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

^'N.. BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION PROGRAM REGARDING MATTERS OF NATIONAL INTEREST
, This program is coordinated, by the External Affairs Division and is devoted.
, primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including
, both administrative and investigative developments, that are topics of
. nationwide press coverage and public interest.

, All such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION
, PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or.airtels, dependent upon
. ’ the exigencies of the situation. ■ ■

. The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key

. facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the FBI that command
, widespread public interest. Information furnished to SACs under this program
. should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer- •
, ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors
, that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI. In some

instances, however,'the information may be of such a nature that it cannot
, be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders. In fact, occasionally it is
, necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within
. FBIHQ and field offices. Guidelines furnished on each communication should
. be strictly followed. ■ ■

; ■ FBIHQ .and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of
' the External Affairs Division all current items and developments that- they •

■_ feel merit consideration for inclusion under this programoJ
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MANUAL OF RWFS AND REGULATIONS
DECEMBER 27, 1974
REVISION 271

.■ ? RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 

"immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I . Section 3 - Pages 11c and 12 '
Table of Contents - Pages 3 and 4

Pages 5 and 6
Section 4 -

Section 6 - Page 7-8
Pages 9 and 10

Section 16 - Pages 3 and 3a

Section 18 - (New Section) ’
Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4 ’ Section 6 -

Part II

Pages 17a and 18

Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 41 and 42-46
Page 47-50
Pages 57b and 58
Pages 59 and 60
Pages 63 and 64

Pages 3 and 3a
Page 5b

Section 1 -

Section 2 -

Pages la and 2 Section 8 -
Pages 3 and 4 

' Index - Pages
Pages 1 and la

Pages lb and 2

7 and 8

Clarence M. Kelley

Director
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PART II 6D - E

SECTION 6., PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. Do not: ■ -
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act-of 1950 
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases 
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes • .
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively • •

5. Transmittal
■ Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning

- of write-up and then follow with interesting case data» Transmit by 
routing slip. Attention: External-Affairs Division.. .

. 6o Dissemination . . . . '
, [Field Offices will be advised by routing slip when new write-ups are pre
, paredo If copies are desired," an appropriate letter should be submitted
. to the Bureau, Attention: External Affairs Division, setting forth the
, specific use for which the write-up is intended.. In instances where
, write-ups, either those previously prepared.or those to be published in the
, ' future, may be released outside the Bureau, it.will be necessary to. first
, obtain Bureau approval» ■
, 7. interesting case control file ■ ■ • ■
, A copy of all communications concerning the dissemination of write-ups
, . outside the Bureau is to.be placed in the Interesting Case Control file»"
, - -These communications should contain the-ideiitity of the person to.whoni the 
. write-up is being made available, as well as the purpose for which it is to
. be used..] ■

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS "
1» Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in by 

the office initiating the request« ■
.2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
' of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank ■

robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis,
. ■ . on approval of the SAC, leads may-be set out to contiguous offices to

circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau-, 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence -

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect ■ '
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub-A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed, 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, 

[ [color, religion, sex, or national origin«]
7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 

information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as. 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

;f. radio[and television]broadcasts
’ Radio [and. television]broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made 

in hot-pursuit fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a 
license number believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an 
innocent third person#

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau's attention.

!a ) Chiefs of police
b ) Sheriff s
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

!d } U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
f) Wardens of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors
h) Railway police (if desirable)
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2.) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.
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SEClWN 6. PUBLICATION'S j PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

c. Purchase of individual publications at Bureau request
When the Bureau requests a field office to purchase and forward one 
or more copies of publications of security interest, it is desired, 
unless otherwise specifically stated, that nonevidentiary copies be 
forwarded. With respect to these specific Bureau requests for the '
purchase of individual copies of publications, the requested non— 
evidentiary copies should be forwarded to the Bureau by routing slip 
via ordinary mail. .

d. Obtaining and retaining evidentiary copies of publications in the 
field
When the submitting office determines, or is advised by the Bureau, 
that a certain issue of a publication (which has already been for-? 
warded to the Bureau) is deemed to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant the obtaining of an evidentiary copy of that issue, a copy 
thereof should be obtained through live informants or by having an 
Agent purchase a copy at a public outlet for that publication, if 
confidentially feasible. The evidentiary copy, bearing complete 
identifying data, should be retained as evidence in the field office; 
and the Bureau should be so advised by letter, setting forth 
complete identifying data concerning the evidentiary copy, together 
with the caption and file number of the file in which the evidentiary 
copy is retained. "

e. Transmittal of evidentiary copies of publications to the Bureau
Instances in which the field will transmit evidentiary copies of publica
tions to the Bureau will be limited almost exclusively to the submission 
of copies of foreign language publications for translation of certain 
material for use as evidence. In these instances, it is required that: 
(1) Each copy submitted bear complete identifying data
(2) The material be forwarded in sealed envelopes labeled "Evidence"
(3) The material be forwarded via registered mail . '
(■4) The cover letter of transmittal be-marked for the attention of.

the'FBI Laboratory; state clearly that it is contemplated that the 
publications (and translations thereof) will be used as evidence; . 
identify clearly the enclosed publications as to title, place of 
publication, and date of issue; show the method of transmittal 
of the evidence to the Bureau; and indicate the desired disposition 
of the evidence.

f. Calling attention of Bureau to publications of security interest
When a field office obtains an evidentiary copy of a publication which 
it desires to call to the Bureau's attention, a letter should be 
addressed to the Bureau to that end. Title, author, publisher, and the 
general nature should be very briefly set forth, together with the identi— 
"fying data proper to the evidentiary copy. The letter should be ' 
informative, not requiring an answer., A nonevidentiary duplicate copy 
of that publication should be enclosed with the letter, if readily 
available. If a nonevidentiary copy is not readily available, that 
fact should be stated in the letter. If the Bureau desires to 
obtain a nonevidentiary duplicate copy of the publication for review, 
efforts will be made to obtain it through the appropriate field office. 
If not obtained, the office possessing the evidentiary copy will be 
requested to forward to the Bureau a Photostat thereof.
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MANUAL OF R • AND REGULATIONS

JANUARY 27, 1975
REVISION 272

RE: REVISED PAGES ■

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should .be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part II
Section 3 - Pages lc and 2

Pages 3c and 4
■ Pages 5a and 6

Page 11b
Pages 11c and 12
Pages 13 and 13a
Page 13b
Pages 13c and 14

' Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 15b and 15c
Pages 15d and 16
Page 17
Pages 33 and 34

• Pages 35 and 36

Section 4 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 7 and 8
Page 8a
Pages 33a and 34
Pages 65 and 66

Section 6 - Page 2a

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 23 and 24-26

(Delete pages 25 and 26)

Section 9 - Pages 7 and 8
Pages 9 and 10
Page 17
Pages 19 and 20

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (27)
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i

’ SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

( C. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 

’ by these three groups, [in addition, identify the 10 most important
‘ speeches given during the 6-month period covered by the report and
’ indicate who gave them.]

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: ’

( a. Requested by the Bureau ...
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately -
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as. possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. • 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary to 
inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the photo
graphs has any objection to their being reproduced in publications.

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.
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MANUAL OF RUL^AND REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 27, '
REVISION 273 ’

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Table of Contents •- Pages 5 and 6

Section 4 - Page 47-50
_ Pages 59 and 60

Section 12 - Pages 1 and la Section 5 Page 13 ’
Pages 5 and 6

Section 6 <0* Pages 5 and .5a
Section 14 - Pages 13 and 14 Page ' 

Pages
7-8

9 and .10
Section 16 - Pages 

Page
3 and 3a 

3b Section 7 •* Pages 5 and 6

Section 17 - Pages 
Pages

1 and 2
3 and 4

Section 8 Pages 
Pages

27 and
29 "and

28
30

Part II 
Section 3 -- Pages :1 and la

Section 9 Pages
Page :

21 and
25

22

Pages 
Pages .

9 add 10
15 ’and 15 a

Index - Pages 43

Clarence M. Kelley

Director
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PART II 6H
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning ■

11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3} Personnel .
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
' b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author. ’ 
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature . 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; •
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 

. solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.
(File in individual pertinent school files clippings relative 

■ to each police school in which field participates.)
(?) Police training in colleges and universities
(8) Aggravated sex offenders
(.9) Matters appearing in the press concerning the names of promi

nent persons who are mentioned in connection with Bureau cases. 
These matters also include wire service stories mentioning 
directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending in
vestigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 

. D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal ■ . .
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number ‘on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in ’ 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should . 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides- of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper. '

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is. required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airt.el accompanying clipping in question.
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6JI ■ PART II

h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. . -

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right.

j. All clippings must be complete.
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded.

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 

■ resident agencies the day .they arrive at headquarters city, .
3. Resident Agents must be alert for-material appearing in the local press.
4i Submission of publications of .security interest to the Bureau

a. . General principle governing submissions
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at

[ [FBIHU]for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions •
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, ’ 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be

. submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the
[ attention of [Section ISr-3, Intelligence Divi sion) Junies s

■ • transmittal by cover letter has been specifically requested.
■ ■ Routing ■ slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine admi-nis

trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication 
(e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in 
obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or

' • ' other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to
the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden- 

■ tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source, 
Agent, datei and place of acquisition)should be further annotated 

. "Not Evidence." • ..... . . . . . . .

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 

. connected with these publications; and in those instances in
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form.

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
[ [Section IS-3, Intelligence Division,Jinformed on a current basis

regarding publications (including books) of potential interest 
that are not included in the current list of publications which 
is supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publica
tions which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance.

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the. ' 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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PART II 6K - L ■

BECKON 6. -PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, ANI^UBLIC CONTACTS 
«

( Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or
' industry,, Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un

usually cooperative or furnish special types of information,. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 

“ not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be

, kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove - 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 

, deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately.
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 

' 20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of
\ information index. - • ■

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information’
/ ' Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401)■should be submitted
X 'b° Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist

[ sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section[130I,jitem
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed.

;l. [PUBLIC CONTACTS
1. Public contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, 

can and do render extraordinary service or provide unusual and highly
. valuable assistance to the FBI..

2. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit 
leading officials located in the field, division. ]

(
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6L - MPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the SAC include:

a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
o. Only outstanding state judges
d, Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys '
- h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce .

i. In the principal cities: • .
. (1) Mayors - - (11)■ Top representatives •
(2) Chiefs of police ' of airlines

' (3) Officials of newspapers, includ—‘ (1?) Managers of leading
ing publishers, managing editors, airports
city editors of leading newspapers,' (13) Top representatives
heads of newspaper wire services of railroads

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) Managers of leading
most important radio and television railroad stations
stations (15) lop representatives

(5) Heads of outstanding or more of telephone companies
* important civic clubs, such as (16) lop representatives

Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions of Western Union
,- ’ (6) Executive secretary or director ' (17) Managers of the most
4, . of chambers of commerce , - outstanding and im—

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence portant hotels
• agencies (18). Heads of better

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern— business bureaus
■ . ment and business . (19) Heads of leading •

{ \ (9) Heads of larger universities ’ .banks '
\ ' (10) Outstanding religious leaders (20) Influential minority

of any faith, such as the Bishop leaders
of a diocese of any faith or '

• • the leading Rabbi ■ ' '
M« NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS

As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 3i, (3), above, officials of leading 
- newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by SACs.

Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, however, 
and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC,must insure that his 
press contacts are continuously effective. The number of contacts made by 
him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news media 
will be considered in appraising the maximum- effectiveness of this program.
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6N A PART II A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS '

;[N. BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION PROGRAM REGARDING MATTERS OF NATIONAL INTEREST 
, This program is coordins-ted by the External Affairs Division and is-devoted
. primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding ’current happenings, including
, both administrative’and investigative developments, that are topics of 
. nationwide press coverage and public interest#

, All such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION
, PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airtels, dependent upon
. the exigencies of the situation* .

. The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key

. facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the FBI that command
, widespread public interest# Information furnished to SACs under this program
. . should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer
, ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors
, that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI# In some
. instances, however, the information may be of such a nature that it cannot 
, be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders# In fact, occasionally it is
, necessary tn restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within
. FBIHQ and field offices* Guidelines furnished on each communication should 
. be strictly followed* . •

,. FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of 
, the External Affairs Division all current items and developments that they 
. feel merit consideration for inclusion under this program*]
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MARCH 27, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 214

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should' 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the '
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pa ges' :'-S—and^-'S"^*

Part I

Section 3 — Page s <1 and 2 .

Section 4 — Pages^'-a.nd.-l.D 
Pages .-H—and 12----

Section 7 - Pages- 1 and 2

Section 10 - Pages 1 and 2

Section 14 — Pages 15 and 16

Part II

Section 1 - Pages O-aiid- 4----  
Pages -Aa and 6-b

Section 2 - Page•Re

section 3 - Pages 33 awl 34—

Section 4 - Pages -37 a nd 38T
Pages 5-Gar-an-d—50b

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 5a

Section 7 - Pages *5 and 6

Section 8 - Page 23-24
Page s -27 -a^ad—28 ’

Index

Pages -t-3—
Page -Vh—
Page s 27a_ a, n 7-4377)—
Pages ^/c and1 28 —
Pages and JO '
Pages 33--a nil "3 4----

Very truly yours,

J’ohn Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[

INPORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items hearing .the date line of a 

national wire service, should he submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime .
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual[pertinent schooljfiles clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and. universities
(8 ) Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also’ include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course^ be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a'single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 l/z 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being, investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is . required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.
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-PART II6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. If an item to be submitted appears on.more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con- . 
tinned page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be

. mounted.
i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 

. from left to right.
j. All clippings must be complete. ■
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations ■ 
should be forwarded. •

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing submissions
. The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 

-SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse-. 
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. .

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions .
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
■ (by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the ’

Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be
• • submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the

attention of[Research Section, Domestic Intelligence Division)] 
unless transmittal by cover letter has been specifically requested. 
Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis- 

. trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication -
' (e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in

obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or . 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to 

. the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden
tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source., 
Agent, date, and place of acquisition)should be further annotated: 
"Not Evidence." ‘

Letters should be used in .connection with initiating action or
. . ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 

call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
■ connected with these publications; and in those instances in

which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form.

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention 
[Research Section, Domestic Intelligence Division,]informed on a 
current basis regarding publications (including books) of poten
tial interest that are not included in the current list of publi
cations which is supplied periodically to the field and to the 
legal attaches. These publications would include those published 
by subjects of security or counterintelligence investigations and 
publications which may otherwise have a security or counterin- ' 
telligence significance. .

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
. of publications for which his office is responsible is being

given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure th'at the -
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the

' Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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FEBRUARY 27, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 212

RE: REVISED PAGES

' There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(
9. In oases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 

with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative

t jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists, ’

[ [11. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide
[ news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee.
[ No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection
[ with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter,
[ without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other
[ Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing -
[ Bureau policy.]

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 

’ ■ benefit of law enforcement agencies. -
1. Contents

a. . Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups '
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on-the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni- ' 
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each

’ office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
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6B — D PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

d. Bach insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates.. 
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary. 

4, Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs

* that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following!

' a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 
any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National . .
Academy men ‘

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used 
c. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative

’ of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work
e. Police and firearms training subjects ■
f. Crime prevention articles • from departments which have taken aggressive 

'action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau -under the captions ’ 

FBI .Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES •
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC
. should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 

to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted'for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ ■ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv—
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub— 

' jeot of comment to'the public. •
2. Copy of Bureau letter Approving speaker should be placed in his field 

personnel file. .
3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech, material. 

To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files. .

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest .
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced ■ •
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page • 
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately ' 
e. After a review of the entire file 
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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JANUARY 30, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 211

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets.- The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. '

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect 'the- failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages *3.-gna 4-

Part I ’

Section 5 - Pages >5 and*.6..
Pages 10—'

Section 6 - Pages -4a—«xd'“W~
Pages *4o..and.. 44—

Section 12 - Pages .9—and-. IO-—•

Section 13 - Pages *7.airrV~
Page s *9 audio—

Section 17 - Pages 2—■
' Page «9-s

Part II '

Section 1 - Pages 'lar^nrd*^.

Section 2 - Page Id

Section 3 - Pages TSar-aadr-S-©—

Section 6 - PagesjJL-a-nd_JLa ..
Pages Ab.. a-nd.. 2—

Section 8 - Pages ,3r~argd~~*Ta— 
Pages •4mrScr%d

Index
Pages A9-and- 20..  
Pages

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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6A * ’PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

PRESS RELEASES ' \ ‘ = . .
Employees are forbidden, to furnish, to the press either directly or indirectly 
ar.y information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.)
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications, . The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made.
a. Routine cases in which complaints have"been filed \ "
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved • ‘
d. White Slave Traffic Act ' ’ . . .
e.- Deserter cases, except charges growing put of the harboring of 

des erters ■ • . .. .
f. ’Illegal wearing of uniform ■ ' ’
g. Impersonation " ’
h. ■ National Firearms Act • ■ .... ' ■'
i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or 

receipt of firearms]
j. Extortion ' . '
k. Red Cross Act ■ ' . ■ .
1. Theft from interstate shipment ‘ .
m. May Act " ' • “ ,. . .
n. Patent matters , . 7 "
o, Copyright matters ' , ’ ’
p. Federal Reserve Act • . ' ‘
q. Mail fraud " ' ' ’ ’ 7 ‘ ‘
r. .Falsely claiming citizenship ■ " -■
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn ' 
u. Crimes on the high seas • ’I
v. National Bankruptcy Act - ’ '
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property ' .....
x. Crimes on Indian reservation ' • t ‘
y. Crimes on Government reservation • T-
z. Bills of Lading Act • . ‘ . . ' . .

aa. -False entries in records of interstate carriers ~
ab. ’ Illegal use of a railroad pass- • • • - '
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices . ‘ ‘ "
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets'" 
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter’’ : ■ •
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen.property, ’ ' ’
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to’ avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised)

ai. Bank robbery
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
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6A PART II '

SECTION 6. PUBLTCATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTE’S

2, Requesting authority for release
a. By teletype . .

At least four hours before the time of release,.developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release vrill.be made 
UACB are to be furnished the- Bureau. , .

b. By telephone where time is of essence ’ •
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the off.i.ce of the division head Of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment, must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching,, it may be advisable to telephone the. Bureau 
for clearance. ' . .

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC. ' . •-

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the. local area affected 
by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phra,ses which might be 
regarded as. objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or. 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate- any 
avoidable delays. ' , - - .• j..

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter
est, no statement should be put in an, announcement to the press- to the 
effect that a subje-ot either has confessed or. has admitted his. crimes 
without specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession, is included, in a com-, 
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply 
should be given. The complaint is a court record and must be.left to 
speak'for itself. . .

6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on-the-spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive, apprehended 
in.remote area, and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact, by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further.details. _■ -

[ 7. [In those instances in which a press release is. issued’, at SOG,'television
[ and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the. press
[ release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed, or tape-
[ recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it-
[ self, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised
[ in declining to participate in such interviews.- With respect-to local
[. press releases, SACs may, when requested, make ;personal appearances-.on
[ television and radio provided no interviews are conducted and/there is
[ absolutely no elaboration over and above the original press-release.. .
[ These conditions should be made known in advance to-television and radio.
[ station representatives when such requests are received. ]-- _ .-

. 8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should; neversuggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper.or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that,special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request, ■ A.
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tPART II 6A - B •
>N 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AN^WBLIC CONTACTS '

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should is.sue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by'han- 
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation.- At-no time should this statement 
indicate, that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized. '• -

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists. - - • -

■ :
B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ' ’

This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. • ■
1. Contents • ’ ' 1

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups , ’ '

* c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers ■
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives;

. fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the. police, including -fingerprint 
' ' • classifications and'physical descriptions; a'limited number of

missing persons with their photographs ■ ■ ' -
2. Distribution . , ‘ ' 1 : ' -

Limited to law enforcement' officers and others engaged in or having a 
' legitimate interest in law enforcement work ' "...

3. Filing and indexing * ' ” ' "
a. In a 66 classification .file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

.. Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
.. formity, the Bureau, is to forward by routing slip to all divi- • 

sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be ' 

.. worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed.
’ The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office • 

inspection by.SOG. . • ■■
b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 

index cards. . ‘
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
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PART II6B - D

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which it relates. 
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary.

4. Each office must, submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
. for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 

the nature of the suggested article,; The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author' until the Bureau direct? 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub— 

■ ject of law enforcement interest, including the. following: .
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

■ ' any nature, particularly those, used or developed by FBI National ’
Academy men . . ’ . - . ■ . ■ - . .

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. -Complicated, unusual,.and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work ' . "
d. Human interest items from local police work , ..... .* : •
e. Police and firearms training subjects .
f. Grime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency • - . • . ; "
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under' the caption: ■ ' ’

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin . . . •
■ Research (Crime Records)’ , - ■ ■ ■ •_

C, SPEECHES . ’ ; ‘ .
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements." Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
. should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 

to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage— 
. ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three' weeks prior to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or' the program is of an impromptu’nature" and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.'] In some other cases involv-
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI,administrative .procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public’. . , ’ ’ . , .

2. Copy of Bureau letter, approving speaker should be placed in his. field 
, personnel file. . • , - . . -

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting, case material, magazines, research literature, and - newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to"police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to b.e indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files. ’ ’

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
'1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin .

. c. Suggested by other offices
2. They are prepared concerning cases of:

a. Major importance '
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques .
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects ’
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file 
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
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OCTOBER 31, 1969
MA.NUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 208 • y

RE J REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained' until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately
to. detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 8 - Pages 4a and 4b
Pages 27 and 28

Section 4 - Pages 15 and 16
Index’

Part II
Pages 1 ;and 2

Section 1 - Pages 9a and 10 Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22

Section 2 “ Page 7 Pages 27 and 28
Pages 28a and 28b

Section 3 - Pages 15 and 15a Pages 31 and 32
Pages 33 and 34 ■

Section 4 - Pages 1 and la Page 34a
Pages 2c and 2d Pages 37 and 38
Page s 9 and 10 Pages 41 and 42
Pages 29 and 30 Pages 43 and 44
Pages 50a and 50b

Section 6 “ Pages 5 and 5a

Very truly, yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which, does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning 
il) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics '
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses- of parole and probation.
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the'value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits- instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.

[ (File in individual[pertinent schooljfiles clippings relative
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities
(8 ) Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division, Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted’ if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau's attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course^ be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-35O within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a'single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does -not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only’ a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention. •

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is. required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.
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6H PART II ' '

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. If ah item to be submitted appears on more- than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con- 
tinned page, and the- words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. .

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right. ■ .

. j. All clippings must be complete.
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

■ of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
[ should be forwarded.

1. Include clippings, with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing submissions
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 
SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

b. Manner of handling and. forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica- 
. tions . '

(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 
periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 

. Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be
‘ -■ submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the

attention of the Central Research Unit) unless transmittal 
by cover letter has been specifically requested. Routing slips 

• may be used- to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
, matters, such as-temporary suspension of a publication (e.g.,

during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining 
■ or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa

tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status 
of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies

■ which have been marked for identification (source. Agent, date,
• and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not . 

Evidence." ' -

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 

' ‘ connected with these publications; and in those instances in
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form.

■ ’ (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
Central Research'Unit, informed on a current basis regarding 
publications (including books) of potential interest that are ■ - 
not included in the current list of publications which is 
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.

.. These publications would include those published by subjects
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance. ■

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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JULY 28, 1969
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 205

RE: REVISED PAGES

‘ There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and
’ r® Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 

on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned -over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. •

Table of Contents Section 7 - Pages 7 and 8
. Pages 15 and 16

Pages 1 and 2 .. Pages 21 and 21a
Pages 31 and 32

Part I ’ '
Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 5 - Pages 1 and 2
Section 9 - Pages 15d and 16

Section 11 - Pages 1 and 2 Page :25
Pages 3 and 4

- Page 5 Index

Section 12 - Pages 5 and 6 Pages 1 and 2
Pages 6a and 6b Pages 15 and 16

Pages 19 and 20
Part II Pages 21 and 22

Pages 27 and 28 ( Pages 26c,26d,26e,
Section 3 - Pages 25 and 26 and 26f deleted)

Pages 28a and 28b
Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b Pages 28c and 28d

Pages 7 and 8 Pages 31 and 32
Page 15 Pages 37 and 38
Pages 65 and 66 Pages 39 and -0

Pages 45 and 46
* Section 6 - Pages 7 and 8

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (31)
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PART II- 6K - L

SECT 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND BLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may he individuals' in Government, business, or 
industry,. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having 'approved office space which 

. ' can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a .locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall.be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2, Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. .Security and racial sources of information
[ Every six months a letter of justification[(FD-401)]should be submitted

to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial
[ sources of information. [Follow instructions set out in]section 130G, item

2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or racial 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.t

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary -unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAG contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the at'tention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 

■f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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■ t
6L PART II j

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ,

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro- / •
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in ■
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity., or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. .

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact . .
b. Office, and home addresses and telephone numbers '
c. Nature of service which can be received .

■ d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual .
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact .

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be. entered on th.e reverse side of 

the card in'longhand).' Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data . .
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ' 
"See SAC."

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at.least three 
times each year; those.located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times, each year.

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division /' ■ 

' of background information re contact. ' \
9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.

10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 
Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa- ■ 
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to. assist in making them more "FBI minded" and _ 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that s’uch 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should .be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. • .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. ‘ .

8
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APRIL 25, 196
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 202

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part II Section

Section 3 - Page-lib" Section 7 - Page s—T—an’d-’Q'”'
• Page-SS?

Page/lO^ Pages -21b-and 2IC"Pages -L2a—and ■29
Pages Section 8 - Pages—2=a

Pages 6a and 6b

Sec Lion 4 - Pages Index
Pages '47 alia
Page s 49 and--50- Pages O-and ’2“'
Pages <65— Page^d^a

rages tt
Pages 'l-9=aiid—20-
Pages 'Orf- -'and.- 20
Pages -Bi
Pages "32—and 4U~—

Very truly yours, 

■ John Edgar Hoover.

Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Page 
No .

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes

City Deleted

are to be set up

Added

as indicated:

Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa 
zip code

John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County ■

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa 
zip code

Richard 'Brown.
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

[ 
[ 
[

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable “ - correct

'• . ■ . spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this
• list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 

will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new- 
copy inserted in place of the corrected.. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees ’ 
jn the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current. ■

3b
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6G PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
- J

2Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must . 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.

. A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.
a Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position
field request.

i s

b.
used rather than name of incumbent.
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are- to appear on
the list.

The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 
give

to

c.

d. 
e.

The cooperation which has been afforded 
The following must appear on the list: 
Alcohol, Tobacco[and Firearms] 

Division
Bureau of.Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers 
EBINA Graduates 
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
The following may appear on the list: 
Automobile Clubs 
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps . 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only

Missions Providing Lodging' 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S; Marshals '

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation. Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies
U. S. Attorneys
U. S. Commissioners

check circulars are to be
. upon their specific request. 

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized oh 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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December 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the -pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be'inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. /

Part I Index

Section 4 - Pages 7 and 8 . Pages 1 and. 2
Page 14a

Section 11 - Pages 3 and 4 Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20

Section 14 - Page 5
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 9 and 10

Part II

Section 6 - Pages 3b and 4

Section 7 - Pages 20a and 20b

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (11)
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6GPART II

SECTIO^^. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS AND PUKLIC CONTACTS

(3)
Page 

No.

Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to he set up as indicated:

Added RemarksCity Deleted

Center City, 
zip code

Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

J one sville, 
zip code

Iowa Richard Brown
Chief of Police

’ ‘ Deceased
successor 

, ' not named

3 Brownsville,, Iowa George Smith George■ Smythe To show
zip code Constable . ... correct

■ • . . . ... spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately ' 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this

. procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current. .

3b
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PART II6G 1
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

i
2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension /'

orders \
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name, of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
the list.
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to 

give _ .
2) The cooperation which has been afforded
3) The following must appear on the list: 

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers 
EBINA Graduates 
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4 ). The following may appear on the list: 

Automobile Clubs 
Banks

[Car Rental Agencies] 
County Attorneys 
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 

■ Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air 
Force,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps 

Employment Service 
Eire Departments 
Forest,Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant (Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies
U. S. Attorneys
U. S. Commissioners •

c. .Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification-order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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September 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 195

RE: REVISED PAGES .

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages 1 and 2
Pages 5 and 6 .

Part I

Section 2 - Deleted

Section 12 - Page 1

Index

Pages 3 and 4
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 41 and 42

Section 16 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 3 and 3a

Part II

Section 3 - Page 3b
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 15 and 15a

Section 4 “ Pages 49 and 50
Pages 65 and 66
Page 67

Section 5 - Pages 3b and 4

Section 6 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 7 - Pages 17 and 17a

Very truly yours, .

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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'4 6K - L'PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industryo Do not include law enforcement officers .unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. . Set up 
t-he index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information. : • x \ : .

L

2

3

4.

Maintain the index where it is available to all' A gents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but; working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and-the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards- are to be .deleted when obsolete.

Index sources' of information in the genera'l office, index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 

• -source..of information index. . - . .
Files . - . . . . - . ; - ■ - - - ■
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation•of sources 
•of information. . . ~
-Security and racial sources of information > .- ■ .. *
Every[six]months a letter of justification should be. submitted to'. 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to .security and. racial 
sources, of information. For security sources of information, see - 
section 107N, item 3b,. volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions fo'r ’ 
form to be followed; for racial sources of information,"-see-section 130G, 
.item 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If. the ..security

' or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization
and is being used regularly, the A.gent handling the source inf ormation
must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same
certification as 
letters. ' , ' , 
Gifts should not 
misconstrued,. .

to stability and reliability as .required by payment

be given to sources since such actions might be

SAC CONTACTS
1 SAC contacts are .ined as persons'who, because- of their positions, can

2.

3

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual .and highly.; 
valuable assistance-to the FBI upon the request of- the SAC, 
A complete file review must be made and an ED-9 submitted ’on •each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or busines-s not ne.cessa-ry .unless 
special circumstances prevail).
SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by
letter to the Bureau captioned SAC Contact."
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the 
headings in the order given:

Mark the letter 
following sub-

• a. 
b.
c. 
d.
e. 
f. 
g.

Description of proposed SAC contact
Services this contact can 
Past relations with field 
Thumbnail sketch of known 
Results of Identification 
Derogatory information 
Recommendation of SAC

provide 
office 
hi story 
Division check

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is t° be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

,-7 . -
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6L PART II

SECTION 6. PUbHtcATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONeRtS '*
. - •• - • -M

J
SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not oro- (
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal v
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. • ' ’

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence,’ a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three- by five—inch Card on each contact is to be- re-tained in‘an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: ■ - -

. a. Name of the contact - - ■ • _
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers ’
c. Nature of service which can be received - • ’
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual 
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner- on the front of the card.)-’- ' ’ 
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse -side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
hot be listed.’ ’ ’ - ’ ■ ...

g. Any necessary’~descriptive data • - ■■ • ’ ‘-£-~ - ‘
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indiees. The card’ is to ■ 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation,' - 
"See SAC. " ’ - : ’ . ’ - - ■ ' -

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered ’.by ’road trips ( 
out of headquarters-city or -located in resident agencies must be contacted « 
at least two’times each year. ■- • • - “ .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. ’if the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within’ another 
field division, a'copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division (
of background information re. contact. \

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status'of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to‘reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data,, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status," so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches ■
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such’ . 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the.

’ Bureau without delay. . . ; ■ \ • . ’ ..
12. Immediately upon assuming the duties- of SAC, such SAC should visit all 

persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the. field division.
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August 27, 1W
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 194

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will-enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Index

Section 12 - Pags==b=—

Section 14 - Pages arrtt—

Section 16 - Pages 41b
Pages ~9 '"and'^-^a

Part II

Section 3 - Pages-9=3Hd—----
Page Sz-3=S=-a*d=i5a
Pages 15d and 16

Section 4 — Page ~~41—4&—

Section 6 - Pages—and "--la----

Section 8 - Pages O—asad- 4

Pages 1- and""2—
Pages aWW 1
Pages- 17 ‘and*1'8'"’
Pages 4-9—and—20—
Pages 25 and-26—x

(Pages 24a and 24b deleted)
Pages ^6a—and" 26tr-
Pages '
Pages 2-6e~affd—26f—
Page s 45—and—46----

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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PART II 6A

PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND WBLIC CONTACTS

A.' PRESS RELEASE’S
£ Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly

any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) •
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made.'
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
b. .Selective Service cases,, except when draft boards are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved ■
d. White Slave Traffic Act
e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of 

deserters “■
f. Illegal wearing of uniform ................. - (
g. Impersonation ' ■ ■
h. National Firearms Act . .

[ i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or
[ receipt of firearms] ■

j. Extortion • • '•
k. Red Cross Act ‘
1. • Theft from interstate shipment " '
m. . May Act ■' ■ ■
n. _ Patent matters • ■ ’ .
o. Copyright matters ..

■ p. Federal Reserve Act ■ . •» - •" _
■_q. Mail fraud ’ . ' ‘

( r. .Falsely claiming citizenship ’ ' . ’ ’ '
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn
u. Crimes bn the high seas " J.
v. National Bankruptcy Act •. - ■ . ■
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of,:or destruction of 

Government property • • .
x. Crimes on Indian reservation ■ „ . -
y. Crimes on Government-reservation
z. Bills of Lading Act ■ • . ' ‘

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers ’ ’.
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass • . . ■
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets '
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter ' < ; .
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator " t ...
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property ? * : •
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly'advised) •- ■

ai. Bank robbery * ’ ' . ■"
aj . Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act ;

1
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6A PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
?

2. Requesting authority for release
a. By teletype

At least four hours Before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau. .

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final .press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance.

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by-the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC. . . .

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected 
by developments._ All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phra.ses which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or. 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized-wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays. . •

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public: interest, 
no statement should be put in an announcement to the press-to; the effect 
that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes without 
specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 
the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a? complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" .reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must, be left-to speak for 
itself. . -

. 6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in- gun battle.- If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent, Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details .

[ 7. In the normal process of issuing press releases,[either local or national,
[ SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances for television and radio,
[ provided no interviews are conducted and there- is absolutely.no elaboration
[ over and above the original press release. These conditions should be made
[ known in advance to television and radio station representatives when such
[ requests are received.] ■ ■

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should.never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request.

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or.religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out—of—state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts that 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time■should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of .this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

la 
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i May 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 191

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. .

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the- failure to receive the latest manual revisio.ns.

Part I

Section 6 - Pages 4s=a3ids=4d=^-

Section 15 - Pages and~?—
Pages 3^and^~4-—

' ' Part II

Section

Section

6 -

7 -

Pages 3 and 3a
Pages ab 4

rages
Pages -1-fcAnd—17-&-

Section 8 - Pages

Section 9 - Page s»-15d"a»t"l'6‘
Section 1 - Pager^

Section 3 - Pages 3—&&d~3a... 
Page-^b— 
Pages "Sts—andr-4—- 
Pagers J.5 ..and_ 15a— 
Pages .15b and 15e—- 
Pag e s 25—tHid 20

Index

Pages n ii~" P 
Pages D 'anil O'>.
Pag e s—%^=gnd 10

Section 4 - Pages 29 "Slid 3®*
(Pages 24c, 24d 24e, 
and 24f deleted)

Pages ^26a' and—26b~
Pages V.2.6X1—and-: .2 6d—
Pages 32—
Pages -37 and "38
Pages
Pages '45=g%EdJ~46—

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (27)
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tPART IT 6D - E

6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write—up interesting. ' The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various' locales., etc.

. If photographs' submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 

- photographs has any objection to their- being reproduced in publi
cations . ■ ’ •" ’ - - " " _

i. Each portion of the- write-up should be documented as* to the identity 
of the. report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately

•the portion of...the. write—up to which it'pertains. .1 ........
. Do not: . ■ ' ' ’' - - ■ • " J ' ' ■ * - ■ ■ _

a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but’by titl'e'and NA, affilia
tion ■ ' : ' - - ' -" ' ' " ' ’ . .

b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 (
c. Show aliases-of victims of WSTA cases " .'1

. d. . Use 'complicated ■ sentence structure- ’ • . - ■ -
e. Use technical references to statutes . . " ' -

- _f. Express personal opinions’- '« '......‘."L - ' y "
■ g. Reveal identity of* confidential informants ' ' . ? ’

h. 'Use Bureau expressions like "the subjectand "the Bureau” 
ir Prepare’interesting-case- write—ups 'on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole-violators but’submit these, by letter . *
j . ‘ Use adjectives - excessively • ” ' .

5. Transmittal -■ ' •
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau* s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data.' Transmit by

• ’ routin'g slip, attention- Crime Records Division. ' . ? '
6. Dis semination 1 ' ‘ 5 '

■ -New-ones-issued- by the Bureau’ should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest -to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there.is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished, by the 
Bureau on request. •’ ■ 5 .: - - . ' • . ■ •

! ci.:- : -
E. CIRCULAR LETTERS.^ ■ TRADE" AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS ’ ‘

1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau'and sent in 
by the office- initiating the request; ■" -

2. SACs'may'approve the use of a circular letter-directed to banking— 
type -institutions within their own divisions‘to expedite■circularization 
of known serial numbers of mdney included in- the loot taken in a bank

[ robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny.'[ On a'highly selec-tive basis,
[ on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to
[ circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau
[ should-be'notified that this action is being-taken’unless advised to
[ the contrary. Communications setting out such’leads must include suf—
[ ficient facts to enable the Bureau to-properly evaluate and justify the
[ additional circulariza'tion. '-In all other- cases-prior Bureau approval
[ must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular
[ letters.] In all instances[the-circular]letter must include the following:

a. A. brief concise statement concerning-the ■: bank- robbery, bank burglary, 
or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known-serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take’ any action - 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the tele-phone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

. 3
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• PART II 6E — G ,
. ■ *

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
. (

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter' of the C

results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should v
summarize the results in its next report. . ■ ’c ’

4. One copy of the circular, letter is to be filed. A list. of. addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate thi.s fact. Replies which are entirely negative . 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. ■ Only negative 
replies are to be. destroyed after handling,in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies-to be filed 
is large. ■ . . ■ ■

5. A 66 file may be opened.-to retain copies, of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and* replies.

, Only one copy of each circular letter is to be- filed therein.- If the 66 
' file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 

year.old if it is no longer.needed. - ; t .
6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed-, or released to 

the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to.any race,, creed, 
or religion. . . ....

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval,- be used to publicize ’
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where^the.publication-is 
located should,check its indices concerning the publication., as well as . 
the person or persons who will have to be-contacted, before.seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be . furnished ■■ so that an ’
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. -

F. RADIO BROADCASTS " . ' - ■ ’ . . . ' ' ' •
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made"in hot-pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license-, number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per— 
son. ' , % , • ■ - - "* ; ' ' 4 - ’ t

G. "FIELD OFFICE LISTS ' _ . ' •
1. Law enforcement officials .. ■■ , '

[ [On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to-: the Bureau
[ a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and
[ agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of'the two.foilowing. : ,
[ _ procedures should be used:] ■ . .
[ a. [(1)] On March 1 of each year all field offices’shall forward to

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between.- the of-
[ . ficiais of each Department,[the ligt-described above.] Indicate

’ by an asterisk any change which was not previously.called
‘ , to the Bureau's attention. , • • , . -

[ [(a)] Chiefs of police . . • - - .
[ - [(b)] Sheriffs . . • • ' -r
[ [(c)] State .police or highway patrol commanders and-ranking officers

in command of districts ■■ • . . '
[ , [(d)] U. S. Marshals and deputies - •
[ [(e)] Ranking Federal law enforcement officers :
[ [(f)] Wardens of penal institutions .
[ [(g)] District attorneys-or county prosecutors .
[ ’ Hhl] Railway- police (if desirable.) . • . . • . .
[ Officers receiving lav; enforcement bulletins
[ [(d)] Any other officials who receive identification orders

[(2)] Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the
Bureau as they occur. . - . • . ’ .

3a
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6GPART II

sectiotF6. publications, press, and pWLic CONTACTS

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[
[

[(3)] Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to he set up as indicated: 
Page . . r ; - . - • . . - ■ •. ■ :

No. City Deleted Added Remarks

4 . Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, .Sheriff*
■ • zip code . Wayne- County • - Wayne County . ; .

■ . . : ' ‘y ‘
7 Jonesville-,. Iowa Richard Brown . . Deceased

; - .zip code-• .• Chief of Police ’ ' * . . : - successor
' " ' ■ ' , - •_ •. . ' .■ ; ■■ .■•‘not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe / : ■ To show
■■ zip code ’ , > “ Constable- ; .correct

...........  •• . spelling
[b. . As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes, as they occur in this- 
. list. ,by typing the- appropriate change .on a strip- of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. The page bearing the 

■ correction may then be. reproduced on Xerox equipment- and- the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the.Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is -necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that-it- may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review; Offices- using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the -list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March'1 of each year' advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.]

3b
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6G PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS.

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders * • - - • ~ ' ■
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, -wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field'office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is_ sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other'"organizations . 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every ’office", at the 

. time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 

- office mailing list. ' ’
. a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared-'at the Bureau upon receipt of
, - field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative,

’Addres s ograph plates for new EBINA graduates~ Title" of position is 
used rather than name, of incumbent. . ■ ‘ r- - -

b. Decide what _-organizati-ons ,: individual's , or< concerns are< to/a-ppear on 
• the list, • ' , : :: -' ■ e ■ ■ ~ -■ J : -- r --- - .

(1) - The quality of the assistance the’ addressee is in a^^p’osition to 
, ; >• gi-ve? :. ~ < ’-T ■- ■

, (2) The cooperation whi-chT has. been-'afforded '*
■ (3) The following must-a.ppear on the list: - .; .-s ' - - ’

. . ■ • Alcohol and Tobacco Tax'Di vis ion'' Miss-ions Providing Lodging-
Bureau of .Customs ;
Cooperative Credit .Bureaus . 
Duly Constituted Law. Enforce

ment Officers.o
EBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

Post Office- -Inspectors 
Postmasters - 
Salvation Army
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

tion Service
(4) The following may appear on the list:

Automobile Clubs
Banks

[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air

[ 
[

Eorce,]Army, Navy, Marine' Corps
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest Service
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies
Movie Studios

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Ciuarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers . 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies ■ 
Telegraph Companies ’
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be. circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

J

- 4 . .
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J . - . ■
January 27, 1967 '

■ MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
P REVISION 174 ’

■ RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively • 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - PageS;-5—and—

Part I

Section 3 - Pag6^3=-^^

Section 5 - Pages -1—andr'S—
Pages -3~and 4----

■ Pages and R

Section 6 - Pages -7~aiid -6—■
Pages <»9. -emd-lO—■

Section 12 - Pages la-and •21"' 
. Pages 0 and 10----- '

Section 14 - Pages ”9 and 16—

Section 16 - Pages..l Slid la—
• Pages “3 aird ■ "9 a ■■■

Pages -7. a.nj-a—.

Part II

Section 1 - Pages wad—d—-

Section 2 - Pages -7° R__
Page s and—T©- —

Section 3 - Pages^l3h~_and_ 1-4— 
Pages “iU-'and "TStt—.

Section-4 - Pages “66—and—64----

Section 5 - Pages "Ua

Ik

Enclosures (47)
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Section 6 - Page g- R? ajad—4-------

Section 7 - Pages u§—and 0—(Pages 6a 
Pages J and -R — a.nd 6b 
Pages 6—and-10 xlole4-ed ) 
Page 11-14 
Pages 2-9—ajid24— 
Page -3&- .
Pages -25a' and—26- 

’ Pages 271 and—g©—'
. Pages 29—and—3G—1
. Pages ^1——32 ’

Section 8 - Pages Aa—and 4b —
Pages 7—and~J3— 

. Page Sy-Qjand- 10-

Section 9 - Pagos- 1. -and—2^ 
Pages *6—and:—4—

Index

- Pages1 1—and'-g----—•
Page
Pages r9—and—16-----
Pages 14e—an4b=4b4b~—
Page s^TET-and—• 
Pages -2'3'~ahd' -2 4— .
Page s -SX-and- 32-_^
Pages 32a—and—32tr-
Pages 32c.. aTil'“32"d
Pages 39—and—40— .
Page sTI ahi -1-2----- . .

Very truly yours, ’

John Edgar Hoover

Director



PART II
I

6E - G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ [ 
r 
i 
[

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report. ' ,

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee* s name is- to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. . , , • ' ’ -

[5. [A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
.in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries-and replies.
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is- a 
year old if it is no longer needed.]

[6.] Circular letters and other information to be distributed or-released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to 'any race, creed, 
or religion. , ■

[7.] Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to-be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located, should check its indices concerning- the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. .

F. RADIO BROADCASTS .
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot-pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials ‘

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. Indicate by an asterisk any 
change which was not previously called to the Bureau's attention.
(1) Chiefs of police
(2) Sheriffs -
(3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts . • ■
(4) U. S. Marshals and deputies
(5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers

16) Wardens of penal institutions
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable)

(9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
(10) Any other officials who receive identification orders

Page 
No.

b. Changes 
as they 

c. Letters

City

in the list are to be reported 
occur.
advising the Bureau of changes

Deleted

in duplicate to

are to be set up

Added

the Bureau

as indicated

Remark s

[
4 Center City, 

[zip code]
Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 

Wayne County
R . Ro e 
Wayne

, Sheriff 
County

[
7 Jonesville, 

[zip code]
Iowa Richard Brown 

Chief of Police
Deceased 

successor 
not named

[
3 Brownsville, 

[zip code]
Iowa George Smith 

Con stable
George Smythe To' show 

correct
spelling

3a
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PART II6G

2.

[ .

[ 
[

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders ' ' • ‘ .
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of. individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted- by Agents each year by every office,, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list. ' ' ' . • ’ ' ■ '

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of. a

b

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own- initiative. 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position 
used rather than name of incumbent. • - ’ ,
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear 
the list. . . ...

is

on

c

d.
e.

2
3

The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 
give . -
The cooperation which has been afforded ” ‘
The following must appear on the list: ‘ . - -

• Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division
Bureau of Customs ’ •
Cooperative Credit Bureaus .
Duly Constituted Law Enforce— • 

ment Officers
EBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturalize—

' tion Service • .

to .

Missions Providing Lodging 
• ■' Post Office Inspectors

Postmasters' ’ / •
Salva ti on-Army ■ 
Secret Service _ ..
U. S. Marshals

(4) The following may appear on the list: ' '
Automobile Clubs Navy Shore Patrol ' .

‘ Banks Oil Company Special Agents
[Car Rental Agencies] Parole and Probation Officers
County Attorneys ■ ’ - . Plant Quarantine Officers .
County Coroners • Protective Associations
Credit Companies • Race Tracks
Detective Agencies ’ Savings and Loan Associations
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air -■ Service Recruiting Officers .

Force, ]Army, Navy, Marine Corps • State Employment Offices 
Employment Service - State Hospitals for Insane
Eire Departments - Steamship- Companies
Forest Service 1 Telegraph Companies
Gunsmiths . U. S. Attorneys
Insurance Companies • U. S. Commissioners
Movie Studios ‘

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be . 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. .
Give consideration to the desirability of' circularizing motels. 
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases. •

4
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December 29, 1967 '
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 186

• RE: REVISED PAGES • .

There are enumerated Velow pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section-and the old corresponding Rarges should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the ’
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these-old pages. .

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions..

Part I' Section 4 - Pages P-a—and Ph 

Section 1 - Pages 1 and 2 Section 6 - Page &——8^-

Section 13 - Page sSection 7- - Page"Oa"

Section 14 - Page -5^ Index
Pages "T—amd—S—
Pages 1 o Pages 13 aaa 14'

Page sf 15 ainl~16 ■
Part II .

Section 3 - Pages 2^ahd—.

.Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (11)
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, 4^ PART II 6K - L-

« SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
1 ’ '

/ Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. 'An index may
• ■ be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which

can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be -cept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when— 
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do -so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be

• kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate ' 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted When obsolete.

’ Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special

• source of information index. •
' 2. Files . _ - _

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of.payments to security and racial 
sources of information. For security sources of information, see 
section 107N, item 3b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions for 
form to he followed; for racial sources of information, see section 130G,’ 
item 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security ■

/ or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization
{ and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information

must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same
• ,certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment

letters.
4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 

misconstrued. ,

. L. SAC CONTACTS . . ‘ ’
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance.to the FBI upon the request of the SAC,

[ 2. A complete file review must be madetand an FD-9 submitted]on each contact
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact.” Mark the letter

. for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide

' c. Past relations with field office -
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history

[ [e. Results of Identification Division check]
[ [f.] Derogatory information
[ [g.J Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist ’ 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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' SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
I

s
SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not nro- (
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal v
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification SO is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
c ontain:
a. Name of the contact '
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. . Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual •
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of .

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should . 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data ,
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the- general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ■ 
"See SAC."

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. ■

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the- first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making- them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the . 
Bureau without delay. •

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. ■

8
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March 28, 1966

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 163

RE? REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. ’

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages 5 and 6

Part I

Section 2 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 3 - Page 3

Section 11 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 13 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 16 - Pages lb and 2

Part II

Section 2 - Pages 7a and 8

Section 3 - Pages lb and 2
Page 19 •
Pages 19a and 20

Section 4 - Pages 23 and 24

Section 5 - Page 2a 
. Pages 3 and 3a

Section 6 ~ Page 9

Index

Pages 3 and 4
Page 4a .
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 15 and 16 (Pages 14c and 14d 

deleted)
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 18a and 18b
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 22a and 22b
Pages 25 and 26
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
Enclosures (26)
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PART II 6L - N

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

( Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:

14.

15.

a. Federal judges
h. U. S. Attorneys
c. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of 

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive' secretary of state chamber of commerce 
i. In the principal cities:

(1) Mayors (11)
(2) Chiefs of police .
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ— (12) 

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) 
heads of n’ewspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) 
most important radio stations

. (5) Heads of- outstanding or more (15)
important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16)

( 6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce (17)

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence ’ 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern— (18)
ment and business

(9) Heads of larger universities (19)
(10) Outstanding religious leaders

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau

Top representatives 
of airlines
Managers of leading . 
airports ■
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads -of leading 
banks •

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

[ M. [DELETED] - •

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS _ .
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 
effective. The number of contacts made by him and representatives of his 
office and the material furnished news media will be considered in appraising 
the maximum effectiveness of this program. ’

9
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5December 27

MA.NUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 160

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is- received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 10 - Page 2a

Part II

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages 15c and 16 
Page 17

Section’6 — Pages 1 and la

Section 9 - Pages 11 and 12
Pages 15b and 15c

Index ,

Pages 3 and 4
Pages 17 and 18

Pages 29 and 30

Section 4 - Pages 2c and 2d
• Pages 3 and ■4

Pages 11 and 12
Pages 23 and 24

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
Enclosures (14)
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PART II

(
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

A. PRESS RELEASES 
Employees are forbidden, to furnish, to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental' 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) .
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 

■ newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made. •
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed ,
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved 
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved .
d. . White Slave Traffic Act 

' e. Deserter casesexcept charges■growing out of the harboring of ■ 
deserters ,

f. Illegal wearing of uniform . ■
■ g. Impersonation .. .....................

h. National Firearms Act 
io Federal Firearms Act . •
jo Extortion . •
k» Red Cross Act 
1. Theft from interstate shipment '

• mo May Act
n» Patent matters ’
o. Copyright matters 
p. Federal Reserve Act ’
q_o Mail fraud ‘ .
ro Falsely claiming citizenship 
So Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
to Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn ,
Uo Crimes on the high seas .
Vo National Bankruptcy Act 
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property 
xo Crimes on Indian reservation . '
y. Crimes on Government reservation ■ .

' Zo Bills of Lading Act . •
aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers ■ .
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass • . j -
ac0 Interstate transportation, of gambling devices 
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets - , •
aeo Interstate transportation of obscene matter .
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator 
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property 
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised) 

ai. Bank robbery .
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 

'. ak. Migratory Game Bird Act .

>.

1
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6A PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS '
T

/
2. Requesting authority for release • (

a. By teletype ‘ .
At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau.

b. By telephone where-time.is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail," in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance.

-3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC.

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected 
by development sAll material prepared for the public must be reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized'wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate.any 
avoidable delays.

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public interest, 
no statement should be put in an announcement to the press to the effect ' 
that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes without 
specific Burea,u approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 
the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to speak for 
itself.

6. On—the—spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of ! ■
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

[ 7. Tn the normal process of issuing press releases,[either local or national,
[ SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances for television and radio,
[ provided no interviews are conducted and there is absolutely no elaboration
[ over and above the original press release. These condition's should be made
[ known in advance to television and radio station representatives when such
[ requests are received.]

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents'should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request.

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement-to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out-of—state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts that• 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement ■ 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.
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March 29, 196

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 151

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages -S-airdr^f 
' Pages—5—a-a-d—6—

Part I

Section 4 - Page s -aa-aad—2b   "

Section 8 - Page—i~~ / 
Pages la.. an4—2..—■
PagevS* v/

Section 12--- Pages^S—end—6— /

Section 14 - Pages<r3aT3®t~4—

Section 17 (New section) 
Pages -

~ Page—3-—. ' "

Part II /

Section 2 - Page sa®4—Stt 
Pages -SLaand—1-0

Section 3 — Pages XT—ernd‘T'8

Section 4 — Pages 13—a-na-14-
Pages "Z9—and—3-0—

■ Page—63-

Section 6 - Page s-4—Xa 
Page s’~7.. and. *6..

.Section 7

Section ’8

- Pages ■ *5"'"grad" 6.-

- Pages 1 and la

Section 9 - Pages zB-aUil..4

Index - Page s XL_ajid—2----
Page “Ser-
Page s S—and—6 (Pages 6a 

and 6b deleted
Pages ■?—SW8—
Page s ~9~'~and"~~i~6-
Pa g e s "4"' 1.. am 1-—H-

• Pages 13-^4-14-
’ • Pages end—141—

• Page M-e-.
. Pages x3&rgjaW==36

Enclosures (31)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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t PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS.

A. PRESS RELEASES ' . '
Employees are forbidden to furnish, to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances, (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.)
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, .national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made. .
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved •
d. White Slave Traffic Act .
e- . Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of . •

deserters • ,
f. Illegal wearing of uniform

■ g» Impersonation __  . . -
. h. National Firearms Act ' ’ , .

io Federal Firearms Act ■ , 1
jo Extortion
ko Red Cross Act
1. Theft from interstate shipment - ‘ ’
m„ May Act 
n. Patent matters •
Oo ' Copyright matters ’ ■
p„ Federal Reserve Act • -
qo Mail fraud . ‘ ‘

. ro Falseiy claiming citizenship ' -
So Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
to Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn 
uo Crimes on the high seas 
Vo National Bankruptcy Act 
w„ Theft, embezzlement, robbery,, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
xo Crimes on Indian reservation
y. Crimes on Government reservation

' zo Bills of Lading Act . ' ■
aa» False entries in records of interstate carriers '

■ ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass .
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices 
ado Interstate transportation of lottery tickets •
ae0 Interstate transportation of obscene matter 
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property .
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised) . ,

ai. Bank robbery .
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle ~
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
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6A PART II ’

SECTION 6-. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC COnWcTS
'h

2. Requesting authority for release
a. By teletype •

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau.

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance.

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC.

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and. the local area affected 
’by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 

word for word. It'is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to'a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate, any 
avoidable delays.

5. -In '.the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public interest, 
no statement should be put in an announcement to the press- to the effect 
that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes without 
specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 

.the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to speak for 
itself.

6. On—the—spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and'where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

[ 7. In the normal process of issuing press releases,[television and radio
[ media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press release,
[ and]Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed,[or tape—
[ recorded interviews of any kind in connection with it.] Tact and
[ . diplomacy must be exercised in declining to participate in such interviews.

8. In the absence of special circumstances. Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request.

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts .that' 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance,. and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.
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-8 
>

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

. Included in the index may he individuals in Government, business,' or 
industry,. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up

• the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA'facility, or • 
by type of information. • •

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when— 

. ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 

. securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office.- The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. ' Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove- 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2. Files
■ Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources ■ 

of information. .
. 3. Security and racial sources of information

Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and ra'cial

[ sources of information. [For security sources of information, Isee
section 107N, item 3b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions for

[ form to be followed;[for racial sources of information, see section 130G,
[ item 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions.] If the security

or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization 
and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information 
must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 

’ letters.
4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 

misconstrued. .

L. SAC CONTACTS - ■
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC, ■

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail). .

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following subheadings in the order given: . ■
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office .
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information 
f, Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is - ’ ' 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because -of business connections or personal

7
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PART II P
SECTION 6. (^JBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC ^NTACTS

3
’ activities or close association with, other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
c ontaih:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers ‘
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the- contact

• (Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the Card in longhand). Contacts more frequent-than quarterly should 
not be listed. '

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." .

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located[in areas regularly covered by road trip's 
out of headquarters city or located]in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year. .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. ,

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit.a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the- 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of.SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in -the field division.

8
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June 29, 1964

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 142

. REs REVISED PAGES .

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and ’ 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision'. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. ■

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 6 - Page 9

Section 1 - Pages 3 and 4 Section 7Pages 3 and 4
Pages 5 and 6

Section 8 -Pages 11 and 12
Section 4 - Pages 3 and 4 Page 12a

Pages 21 and 22
Section 12.- Pages la and 2

. Pages 3 and 4 Section 9 - Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 23 and 24

Section 14 - Pages 11c and 12
Index

Part II . '
Pages 11 and 12

Section 3 - Pages 5a and 6 Pages 17 and 18
Pages 13 and 13a Pages 19 and 20
Pages 13b and 14 Pages 23 and 24

. Pages 15 and 15a ■ Pages 37 and 38
- Pages 29 and 30

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b
Pages 2c and 2d
Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 25a and 26
Pages 27 and 28
Pages 37 and 38 ♦
Pages 57a and 58

Enclosures (31)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II

' £

• -x
6L - N

13.

14.

15.

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges ■
b. 
0. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-

h.

U. S. Attorneys
Only outstanding state judges
Governors
Leading state and county prosecutors
State attorneys general
Officers of the National Association of 
County and Prosecuting Attorneys 
Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

i. In 
(1)

the principal cities: 
Mayors (11) Top representatives

2)
(3)

Chiefs of police
Officials of newspapers, includ (12)

of airlines 
Managers of leading

(4)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and

(13)

(14)

airports
Top representatives 
of railroads
Managers of leading

( 5)
most important radio stations 
Heads of- outstanding or more (15)

railroad stations 
Top representatives

(6)

(7)

C8)

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary,- Lions 
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce
Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies
Outstanding leaders of Govern

(16)

(17)

(18)

of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better

( 9)
ment and business
Heads of larger universities (19)

business bureaus 
Heads of leading

(10) Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

banks

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 

[ effective. [The number of contacts made by him and representatives of his
[ office and the material furnished news media will be considered in appraising
[ the maximum effectiveness of this program.]

9
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May 27, 1964

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 141 '

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and .
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who. has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field offic-fe immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.- .

Part I

Section 5 — Page 7
Pages 7a and 8

Section 6 — Pages 7 and 8
■ Pages 9 and 10

Section 15 — Pages 1 and 2

Section 16 — Pages lb and 2

Part II ■

Section 3 — Pages 9 and 10
Pages 13b and 14
Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 25 and 26
Pages 27 and 28

Section 4 - Pages 4a and 4b
Pages 25a and 26
Pages 37 and 38

Section 6 — Pages lb and 2

Section 7 - Pages 23 and 24

Section 8 — Pages 1 and la 
Page 3

Section 9 - Pages 23 and 24

Index - Pages 3 and 4
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 25 and 26
Pages 26a and 26b

(Page 30a deleted
Pages 31 and 32
Pages 32a and 32b

Enclosures (26)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II IM 6B

J) SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

< B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN .
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit, of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents : . . '

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups

’ . c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers .
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing, persons with their photographs . _ ,

2. Distribution ...
■ Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 

legitimate interest in law enforcement work .
3. Filing and indexing ■ - ■

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.
Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward, by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic, and pertinent, 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to.be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed-but considered to-be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office

• inspection by SOG. • ? . -
[ b. This file[may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain
[ index cards.] ‘

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

lb 
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6B - D PART II .

SECTION 6,’- PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which.it-relates. "
' No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary. . '

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. - Suggestions may cover any general or 'specifio sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: . .
a. Better investigative or administrative methods- and techniques of 

any nature, particularly-those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men - ' - • 1 • ’ .

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used • : ’ • .
c. Complicated, unusual^ and well—handled cases which are;illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work .
d9 Human interest items from local police work - • '
e. Police and firearms training" subject's . ■ •
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken, aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency ’ ..
g. Transmit all material to the-’Bureau under the'caption.: 

FBI .Law 'Enforcement Bulletin' ‘ . .• •
l ‘ ’ • Research (Crime Records) .

C. SPEECHES ' ' . ... ’ ..... .• \ *
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. ^Speaking- engage

ments are to'-be handled'by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved .as.a speaker is .

'•to be designated and the:-Bureau advised UACB.- Changes in speaking engage-
■■ meats must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be '
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other oases involv- - (
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu— '

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. .

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, . 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files. .

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bur.eau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices "

2. They are prepared concerning oases of:
a. Major importance '
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced ' • .
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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January 27,

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS . 
REVISION NUMBER 137

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages, should 
be re'moved and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old. pages. .

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately
to detect th e failure to receive the latest' manual ]revisions .

Part I Section 7 - Pages 17 and 17a

Section 3 - Pa*e 3 Sect

• Page 6a
ion 9 — Pages 7 and 8

Pages 11 and 12
Section 12 - Pages 15 and 15a

Section 16 -■ Pages lb and 2 Pages 15b and
Pages 17 and

. 16 
18

Pages 19 and 20
Part II Pages 23 and 24

Section 3 - Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 3b and 4 .. +naex - Pages 5 and 6 •
Page 5'
Pages 5a and 6 ' v '
Pages 15 and 15a

Page s 
Page s 
Pages 
Pages

7 and 8
13 and 14
15 and 16
27 and 28Pages 25 and 26 Pages 29 and 30

Section Pages 2c and 2d Pages 31 and 324 - Page s 35 and 36Page 25
Pages 25a and 26
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38—46
Pages 47 and 48
Pages 59 and 60 .
Pages 63 and 64

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 5a

Enclosures (34)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II 6H

7 SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which. Hoes not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4j Methods

(5) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding' abuses of parole and probation -
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

■ ■ ■ • -about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth.comments ..
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents' in which a police officer credits’ instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.

[ (File in individual[pertinent schooljfiles clippings relative
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities
(8 Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection
’ with Bureau- cases. These matters also include wire service stories 

mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters, immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally .syndicated columnists need 
- not be submitted if.it is apparent that such items will come 

to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD—350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the -case of a' single- word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c, The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page numbei' on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f• no'J' mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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PART II6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ■

- <
h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news

paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the oon— V
’ tinned page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be '

mounted. ’
i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, ’

from left to right. ’ '
j. All clippings must be complete. .
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual, or possible civil rights violations 
and racial matters should be forwarded. '

1, Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive .at’ headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing submissions . .
The Bureau desires .to receive publications of security interest at the

' SOG for purposes o.f information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in.the field and.only nonevidentiary copies, be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. .

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions • . ' ’
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, ■ 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained- regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the

■ Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 

[ attention of the Central ResearchfUnit) ]unless transmittal •
by cover letter has been specifically requested. Routing slips

• may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., ■ (
during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining 
or receiving particular issues of a publication,. or other informa—

■ tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status 
of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies 
which have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date, 

■ and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not 
Evidence." • .

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or •
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to

■ call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or

■ information should be recorded in letter form.
(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention

[ Central Research[Unit,)informed on a current basis regarding
publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
not included in the current list of publications which is 
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.

■ These publications would include those published by subjects .
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance. ’ ■ ’ ■

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure.that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. ' :

5a
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October 28,^w63

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 134 ‘ '

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula-, 
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate, section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the. 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 8 — Pages 4a and 4b

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b Section 9 — Pages 15 and 15a*
Pages 2c and 2d Pages 15b and 16
Pages 7 and 8

Index — Pages 3 and 4
Section 10 -• Pages 3 and 4 Pages 9 and 10

Pagesi 11 and 12 Pages 11 and. 12
Page 13 Pages 17 andI 18

Pages 21 and 22
Section 12 -- Pagesi 5 and 6

Part II

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la
Page s 3b and 4
Pages 5 and 6
Pages 25 and 26

Section 4 - Pages 49 and 50

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 5a

Section 7 - Pages 7 and 8—14
.Pages 15 and 16
Pages 19 and 20

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (24)
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PART II 6H

<
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO. BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which, does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning ,
(1 Scientific apparatus
(2 Equipment ■ •
(3) Personnel
(4) Methods
(5 Economics

b. Newspaper clippings., other than items bearing the date line of a 
national wire service, should be submitted when, they concern 
.1) The FBI,, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author. 
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation 
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime 
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

7) Police training in colleges and universities 
.8) Aggravated sex offenders
(9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending' 
investigations- being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the. Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD—350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other- 
than page number should be typed.

[ d. [Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.]
[ [e.] Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically’at

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

[ • [f. ] Do not. mutilate or.mark clipping in any manner by underlining or
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

[ [g.] No cover letter needed.when submitting clippings unless clarification
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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gg PART -II

SECTION 6. ^^BLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC ^^TTACTS - ’

h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news— / 
paper, the words "Continued.on page...," the subheadline on the con- '
tinned page, and thp words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. ’ • '

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, ■
from left to right. - ■ .

j. All clippings must be complete. , •
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two- copies

• of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations
and racial matters should be forwarded. - -

1, Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on.the day •
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings’from 
resident agencies the day they arrive.at' headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert, for material appearing in the local press. _
4, Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing submissions . .
.. The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the

SOG for purposes o.f information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be

. retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to
. the Bureau by routing slip. •

■ ' b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions , , "
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, -

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the

. Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They-should be
. submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the

[ . attention of the Central Re search[Unit) Juniess transmittal '
’ by cover letter has been specifically requested.- Routing slips .

- may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
. matters,, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., (

during summer months, lack of funds),'temporary delay in obtaining '
. or receiving particular issues of a publication,’ or other informa—

’ . tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status
, of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies ,

. which have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date,
. and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not

. Evidence.” ’

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or’ 
information should be recorded in letter form. '

. (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
[ . Central Research[Unit,Jinformed on a current basis regarding

publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
not included in the current list of publications which is

. supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance.

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 

, Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.

’ 5a
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September 27, 19o3

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 133

. RE? REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be'removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the .
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. .

•**.” * ■
This cover letter should be retained, until the next consecutively 

numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately' ■ 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. ■»
T^ble of Contents ’ Part II

Pages -9—Section 6 — Page' ’0""* •
. Page s

Part I '
Section 8 - Page -3—

Section .3 - Page—S”-5" Pages ria—and-4b—•

Section 10

Section 12

Section 15

- Pages g3"'andj? ‘ - 
Page s Sff§12
Page 3*9—'

“ Page • i n _

- Pages A-and -2—- 
Page s-p^-an*d 4

' Pages <4a"and~4b- 
Page s 4c- ■ and”-4$-» 
Page—4e--- ■
Pag e s ^5—a&d-6- 
Page s—7—and"8— 
Page ^sS-

Index — Page s «-5 ■ a&d—6— 
Pages y\airii 0- 
Pages —14—
Page s 15 a^d 16- 
Pages ‘13—snd 40 
Pages
Pages 31—aird~ a3" 
Page s 3'5—and -3o -

Section 16 — Page S.-3—and—3a-

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

. Director

Enclosures (27)
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. • PART II ’ 6D - E*

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should no.t necessarily be of' 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations. •

i. 'Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

. Do not: ■
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion ■ ■
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases .
,d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions .
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau" -
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal •
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division.

6. Dissemination _
New ones issued by 'the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. .If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request,‘

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request. •
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known' serial numbers of money included in the loot .taken in a bank 

[ robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. [On a highly selective basis,
[ on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to
[ circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau
[ should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to
[ the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf—
[ ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the
[ additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval
[ must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular
[ letters.] Tn all instances[the circularJletter must include the following:

a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 
or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money . 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the tele.phone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

3
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6E - GPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report. -

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses i’s to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a- reply, the addressee’s name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
.the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, ci;eed, 
'or religion. •

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau -indices- check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS . '
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit ' 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS .
1. Law enforcement officials -

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. Indicate by an-asterisk any 
change which was not previously called to the Bureau’s attention.
(1) Chiefs of police
(2) Sheriffs
(3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

14) U. S. Marshals and deputies '
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions '
71 District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable) '
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins .

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders
b. Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the Bureau 

as they occur.
c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated: 

Page •
No. City Deleted Added ’ Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. .Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne' County Wayne County -

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown ’ Deceased
Chief of Police successor

not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
Constable correct

’ spelling

3a
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS’

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 

.circulars, and apprehension orders are to he sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with Other- organ!zations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether a'ddi— 
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (The Bureau will, prepare, on’its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates- for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent. ■ . •

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
’ the list. •

(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to 
gi ve

(2) The cooperation which has been afforded
(3) The following must appear on the list:

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service. 
U. S. Marshals

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus

■ ' Duly Constituted Law Enforce
ment Officers

EBINA Graduates 
Hot els
Immigration and Natural!za—

: ti on Service •
(4) The following may appear on the list: 

Automobile Clubs 
Banks

[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air

Force,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments
Forest,Service .
Gunsmiths - .

. Insurance Companies

Navy Shore Patrol ■ 
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane . 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys.
U. S. Commissioners

Movie Studios ‘ > ■
c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 

furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such d-Astribution.

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.
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July 26, 1963

MANUAL OF RULES 
REVISION NUMBER

AND REGULATIONS

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions .appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted . 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part' I Section 4 — Pages 37 and 38-46
• Page s 51 and 52

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b Page s 53 and 54
Pages 2c and 2d Page s 59 and 60

• Pages 61 and 62
Section 5 - Pages 7 and 8 *

Section 6 — Page s 5 and !5a
Section 10 -- Pages 3 and 4 Pages 7 and 8

Page 11
Section 8 — Pages 1 and la

Section 14 — Pages 10a and 10b Pages 6a and 6b
Pages 11c and 12

Index - Pages 1 and 2
Part II Pages 3 and 4

Pages 7 and 8 ■
Section 1 - Pages 3 and 4 Pages 11 and 12

Page 5 Page s 17 and 18

Section 2 ~ Pages le and 2

Section 3 — Pages 5 and 6
Pages 13a and 14

' Pages 15c and 16
Page s 17 and IB

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director ■
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

( ' »■

[ 
[

[

[

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU ’■
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to- law enforcement concerning

il) Scientific apparatus . '
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods ■ ....

(5) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items hearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should he submitted when they concern
1) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime- conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative’ 
to each police school in which field participates.)’

17) Police training’in colleges and universities
8) Aggravated sex offenders
9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest.by writers syndicated' 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-35O within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped'may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. [Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.]
[e.] Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

[f.] Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

[g.] No cover letter needed when submitting, clippings unless clarification 
is.required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.
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PART II6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ [h. ] If an.item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news— .
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..." should hot be 
mounted. .

[ [i.] Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column,
. from left to right. ' . . _ ' ■
[ [j.] All clippings must be complete. . . • ’ '
[ [k.] Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
and- racial matters should be forwarded. .

[ - [1.] Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at ’ headquarters- city.

3. Resident Agents must 'be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau.

a. General principle governing submissions ’ ■
. The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the

SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of" publications be 
retained in the field and only•nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to

• the Bureau by routing slip. - ’
b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica

tions • ■
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified, as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 
attention of the Central Research Section) unless transmittal 
by cover letter has been specifically requested. ' Routing slips . 
may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative

' matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., 
’ during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining 

’ or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa
tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status 
of these publications. . To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies 
which have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date, 
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not _ 
Evidence." - ’

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or
• - ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to

' call to the attention of the Bureau specific items’of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in ’ 

‘ ■ which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or
information should be recorded in letter form.

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention ’ 
Central Research Section, informed on a current basis regarding 
publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
not included in the current list of publications which is 
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance.

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the - ’
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The . 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the ‘
Bureau’ to determine the necessity for renewal. ■.
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' PART II ’. . ' • ' 6K - L

’ SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS . ’ "

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information". Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha— 
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically' by AEA facility, or ' 
by type of information, ■

Maintain the index where it is available' to all'Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet, Cards shall be 
kept as in.the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no- duplicate 
cards in the field office^ Cards are-to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index. • • • _

2, Files ,
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources ’ 
of information, • ■ ; ■ ■ " : '

3. Security, and racial sources of information ' ’ .
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to •’ 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial ■ 

- sources of information. See section 107N, 3b, volume TV, of the Manual of 
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC-for the file containing the.same certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment letters. ’ ■ • .

[ 4. Gifts[should not be given to sources since such actions might be • ' '■
[ misconstrued. ] • • -. . . • :

L. SAC CONTACTS • ■ . .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, .can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly ■ 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC^ - •

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on., 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary uniess • special 
circumstances prevail) , • - - . . 7 . . ~

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request ..this - approval • 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the ■
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division. •
Use the following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact . ..
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office ’
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e» Derogatory information 
f. Recommendation of SAC’ ■

Submit an original and two copies, "but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is t.o be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal
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• PART II .

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS - •

activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative . 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ' ' .. , • ’

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. ' .

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card, is to 

' ■c ontain: . ■ ■ . ; ’ ■
a. Name of the contact . , • < ' ■
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers '
c. Nature of service which can be received ■
d. Any comments which would-be helpful in handling the individual >.
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact j

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) . . .
f. . Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand),. Contacts more frequent than quarterly should S
not be listed. .

g. . Any necessary descriptive data- ■ - ■ ,
6. Each contact is to; be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, .
"See SAC." . -

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those lo.cated[in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or locatedjin resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year. .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another . .
field division, a copy-of the communication advising of the discontinuance

' should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. • • (

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. '
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the .

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa- ■ 
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of.SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in “the field division.
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March 29, 1963

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 126

' RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted’ by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of’revision. The new pages should be .inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding-pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table■of Contents — Pages 3~a.ud 4

Part I

Section 1 - Page s ”1 "and—2----

Section 4 - Pages-2a--a-nd 2b— 
Pa ge s and—2d
Pages <>-gSiT~4~ 
Pages °5—and- 5-a-

Section 12 - Pages 1—and -2—
• Pa ge s and 111-

.Section 14 - Pages-I'-and 2------'
- Page 3

Pages <3a—fend—4—

Section 16 — Pages 7-and 8— 
Page^^*-

"Part II .

Section 2 - Pages 1 and—la— 
Page ^=4=6—

’ Section 3 - Pages«^b—and—413*- 
Pages 43 &—anil 14"

’ Pa ge s is—and—15a -

Section 4 — Pages B—and—4 
Page-"I2a ’
Pages ..iSa—and—±6— 

‘ - Pages -£7 'and -10-----
• Pages 29—and—30-—

Pages -3-5 1 and ■ 3&" 
Pages -47- and—48 
Pages 40—ttHc[-50—

Section 6 - Pages 2
Section 7 — Pages -7— and-8—• 

Pages 9- and- -10- 
Pages ti—and—12— 
Pages -l-4i and—141. 
Pages '14k—and—L4L-

Pages a5 and—6-—- 
Pages Q in_ 

■ Pa ge s 47—and—18 
Pages 39—and—20—. 
Pages ~29—ana* 24"^ 
Pages ,-26ar—anrd 26rb— 
Pages and—32—„■

Enclosures (.40)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director ■
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4 PART II A 6B

' SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN : . ■
This publication, is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law'enforcement agencies. ,

• 1. Contents . '
a. Foreword by the Director , . . '
b. Interesting case write-ups ’ . '
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with.their photographs - .

. 2. Distribution ■ .
Limited to law enforcement" officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest.in law enforcement, work

3. Filing and indexing . . , ,
a. In. a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.

[ Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. [For uni—
[ formi.ty, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi— ‘
[ sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent
[ items to be indexed. ’ Index cards are to be prepared by each
[ office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be
[ worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed.
[ The indexing lists are. to be destroyed after the field office ’
[ inspection by SOG.j .. ..

b. This file is to be kept permanently. . 
c-. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all 

Agents. . -
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6B - D PART II -

section 6. Obligations, press, and public (Wtacts

■ d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which it relates0
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary, ' ’

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author,'and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article,, The article should not;, be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until.the Bureau directs 

■ that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub—
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: • ■
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men .

b. Improved or unusual equipment being' used " • ' '
c, Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police*work ’ . ■
dt Human interest items from local police work' ' v ' -- '• ’
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have; taken aggressive 

" action to combat juvenile delinquency • ' ‘•c * .
go' Transmit all material to the Bureau under.the^captionr . " .

; '■ ’ FBI .Law Enforcement'Bulletin . ; ; .
■ . '. ;' Research (Crime Records) \

C. SPEECHES ' ' '■ '• : " ?5.': - I" f
1. Bureau is to be’ notified of all'speaking" engagements. "Speaking engage- ‘ 

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle"them, the ASAC 
should,. If neither can, -an Agent previously approved as a'.speaker is 
to be designated and ;th'e''Bureau advised UACB," Changes in; Speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau*s review and approvalfunless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv-
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised,- prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2, Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be .placed, in his field 
personnel file, .

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material,.magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau •
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin 
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance-
b. Public interest -
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques '
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared: •
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects *
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

. . 2
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October 29, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 121

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

John Edgar Hoover

Part I Section 6 — Pages be and 6/^

Section 2 - Pages-I”avrd—2— Section 7— Pages-^^and—§—
Page a- 1-0^-

Section 10 -■ Pag en—1- an Q S ■■ Pages .-H^agdT~~I,2
Page s 1-3 a\rtt-44—

Section 13 -- Pages 1A And—Pages rlf aVa.
Page ^7*- Pages 14c a^d~7L44

Pages -14 e anu^l4f=>
Section 14 •- Pages- 1—and -2—- Pages M-g—

Pages-8a=a»d—4- Pages-14 i-and \4r—
Pages IGa—anH~10b— . Pages-=3=4k=»frna 14h-
Pages >11-and Ila Pages "-14m and—14^—
Page Pages -14o and—14p7—'
Pages nfl 4-?.-

^/ /■ u.1 4----- (-4-=— Section 8 - Pages -21-and ' 22“
Part II Pages tS-ami 2-6—

Section 1 — Pages 3 and 4— Section 9 - Pages._L7
Pages Mnt'TF Pages -31—SflS-22
Pages ~7~and—8------
Pages -9a—a&d-l€>— Index ~ Pages iV--and Iff"

Pages J3n.a.irfl—JL4-.
Section 3 - Pages 19 ■Slid- 2 0— Pages ’l#-"auT=3U'

Pages 35-
Section 4 — Pages -ciA-’Sucr St'- Pages -2-y- and ~28

Pages ^jrgand^hi- Pagesvil3=sgtr~7&4-
Page^lk^'
Pages 19\and—2-0—
Pages -21- knd—22-
Page-=£2»—\ •"
Pages SUTlld 34>
Pages -35 a n el 36—
Pages -49-ond.Vs-O—- 

\ Very truly yours,

Director

Enclosures (47)



PART II11

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

61 — J

I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to be 
made, at the Bureau at Washington. .

b. Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitor, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest 
to the Bureau.

2. Departmental officials
a. Be courteous.
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles, ’
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received, before furnishing information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. .

d. Advise the Bureau in case of doubt.

J. MISCELLANEOUS ,
[ 1. [Firearms, defensive tactics,]and disarming demonstrations .

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups, ■
2. Credentials .

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown has an opportunity to observe and understand the 
connection of the Agent with the FBI.

3. Law enforcement officials
a. Contact with

(1) Contact must be maintained with law enforcement officials for the 
purpose of securing information of violations of Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau.

(2) Agents are to call on police executives when in their -cities unless’ 
such visits would be so frequent as to be embarrassing.

(3) Local law enforcement agencies should be advised'by letter of the 
disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases

5c
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6J - K £ PART 11 »

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS,'PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

referred to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau ' 
fugitives are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers. 
They should also be advised of violations of local'laws coming to the 
attention of the FBI.

b. . Visits to Washington
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded certain, indi
viduals, including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington, D„ C., 
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in the field office files con
cerning the visitor.

When law enforcement executives are contemplating a visit to the Bureau
[ at Washington, D. C., ask them to call at the office of thefhead of
[ the]Training Division, Room[5234,]Justice Building.

o’. Letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, and 
condolence '
When letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, or 
condolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such ■'
recommendations should be submitted promptly. They should include 
the specific facts on which the recommendation is based, full identi
fying data and address of the citizen, and the result of a search of 
the field office indices concerning the citizen. In connection with

' ' ■ the election of officers of police associations at conventions cover— 
’ ing more than one field division territory, the field division in 

whose territory the convention was physically held is responsible for 
submitting any recommendations for letters of congratulations. The 
office submitting such request should summarize briefly the relations 

. with these officers, incorporating any derogatory data which might 
. preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recommending office is not 

likely to possess all data, -pertinent other field divisions should
; submit .a brief, supplemental summary concerning officers recommended

for- letters who .reside in their territory.
4 .- Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases

When a state official has expressed interest in the prosecutive status 
of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state 
prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such 
official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome 

' • of the matter.
5 . U. S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen

If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau's attention immediately.

E. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Definition
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
'be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be handled as such.
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain:
a. Names
b. Addresses
c. Organization or concern
d. Type of information furnished
e. Date of development

6
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June 27, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 117

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable.the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the, latest manual revisions. .

Table of Contents - Pages--75-««a==tr

Part I

Section 1 - Pages~ri~~aW—2— 
Pages

Section 14 - Pages .2—

Part II

Section 2 - Pages -
■ Pa ge s

Pages .»-W=6- 
. Page^ \ ■
. Pages 7a—amt-8—-

Section 3 - Pages 1 'T4
Pages

Section 4 - Pages
PageJS^*
Page-©^-

Section 6 - Pages 2-
Page^-S—

Section 7 — Pages '3—-and—4— 
. Pages <-5—and—6—

Pages 7—a-nd—8---- -
Pages '9—aUct 19— 
Pages H and 12-
Pages dLS—and—1-4 ,

Pages iMa and.NV ■
Pages 14c and...14d—
Pages <L4e—and~T4f-
Pages Kh .
Pages *1-41 ■ and1 14j.*-

' Page*-44k—“
Pages -15»«d—16- .
Page-17^
Pages
Pages W-anSrST" /
l a e 8 ■- *— 3 q nd. *-»o

Pages -^7.a,nd«.aSr-

Section 8 - Pages. and-.4b---------

'Section 9 - Pages-Tt-oa^UA****
Pages -<iSb==»d==b6—

Index - Pages -5-axd-6—' 
Pages H-and 12 — 
Pages 44—and—1-4—.
Pa ge s ‘19. -anti—20 ■ 
Pages _2-3—a-nd~"2"4 
Pages 45 and—26" 
Pages 26ra--and"2'6'b- 
Pages £-7- -and 2-8—~ 
Page S'8-a~-

5

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (46)
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M PART II W 6B
1 
. < ' SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ’

J -
B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN 

This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law'enforcement agencies.
1. Contents ’

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups . •
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers ■ 
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs • 

' 2. Distribution '
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work . ■

3. Filing and indexing •
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.

[ Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. [For uni—
[ formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip.to all divi—

, [ sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent '
[ items to be indexed. ’Index cards are to be prepared by each
[ office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be
[ worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed.
[ The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office
[ inspection by SOG.] ’ . ■ ■

■ b. This file is to be kept permanently, 
c. Current copy should be. placed in bookcase, available to all 

. Agents. ■ ’ - -

lb
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS'

. d. Each, insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates, 
. No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary,

4, Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing

’ the nature of the suggested article, The article should not be prepared., 
submitted, or'mentioned to the•suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:

- a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of
• any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National. 

Academy men • . ' ■ •
b. Improved or unusual equipment being used ’ ■ ■
c. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work • '
e. Police and firearms training subjects ■ ’ .
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency •
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

- - ’ ‘ FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin '
f Research (Crime Records) ' ‘ ,

■ . i ' '. ‘ ' .... _
C, SPEECHES ' . - ; ■ ' - ■

1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage
ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage—

, meats must be communicated promptly to the Bureau, Three weeks prior to 
■ any radio or television speech, a manuscript, of the speech must be sub— ■ 

mitted for the. Bureau’s review and approval. In some ether cases involv
ing important -speeches not on radio or television, the Bureau will ’
specifically request such, manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or 
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be 
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public,

2, Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
. To this supervisor must be routed law’enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files. . .

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS ' '
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: . ’

a. Requested by the bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin ‘
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest

. c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest .

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced •
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately ■
e. After a review of the entire file •
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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PART II 6L — N

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(

(

13. Additional persons to "be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges •
h. U. S. Attorneys
o. Only outstanding state judges ’
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors ' '
f* State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i. In the principal cities:

1
2
3

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Mayors
Chiefs of police ’
Officials of newspapers, includ
ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations 
Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as 
Eiwanis, Rotary, Lions
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce 
Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies 
Outstanding leaders of Govern
ment and business 
Heads of larger universities 
Outstanding, religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the- Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Top representatives ■ 
of air lines 
Managers of leading 
airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union ■ 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks

14. Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.

’ 15. Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS 
. The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 

departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS ‘
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 

[ effective. [Annually, on May 15,]the SAC must advise the Bureau of the
[ number of news papers [and radio and television stations]in his territory,.

the number with which he has had contact or with which representatives of 
his office have made contact, and the steps he is taking to insure maximum 
effectiveness of this type of contact, as well as what material other than 

[ spot news items was furnished to.these[media;]e.g., the Director’s 
Introduction in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin each month. ■’

9
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April 30, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 115

. RE: REVISED PAGES ,

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on.' 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent, in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

, This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages 3*and" 2- 
Pages -3--a nd 4—

Part I

... Section 3 — Pagesnd 2~
’ c . Page -S'*

Section 6 — Pages r4a—fend—4b-----

Section 8 - Page—^T 
page s—

Section 10 — Pages 3—and—4-4 Page 
deleted) [X>-
Pages Jo- aTfif 6 /
Pages "7 and 0 J 
Pages- 9—and-1©-4

■■ . Section 14 — Pago 3—''
Pages -da- and- 4 '

f . Section 16 — Pages-i~knd—la^
Pages -L-b-^td—2-

•• Pages -7—and\,8

■ . Part II

Section 1 — Pages 5-a-and 6—

Section 3 — Pages •4-*efud—1‘a- 
Pages *2h=a-nd 4~

■ Pages- 5 and ~6—
Pages 1-1—
Pages lazuli ya 
Pages 15 and-15a 
Pages -LT^Shd 18-

Section 4 - Page-Ma— 
Pages-^S—and—6----  
Pages—7- and 0~ . 
Pages 19 and 20 1

’ Pages 21—and—2-2— 
Page -gg-X

• Pages -P-SaXa-nd 26------  
Pages -33—a-nd—34—

’ fages 37- .an-d^ 38 - 46—
Pages 49-and\50

Section 5 — Pages Ob-'ghd 4 .■ 
Pages -And IO"” 

3a —
Section 6 — Pages—Hr-smd—8—■ 

Pages ~SU_anji—’

Section 7 - Pages -lU^ggh 
Pages ®35—and—36~z

. Section 8 - Pages\’6a—3Trd""6l5~ 
Pa ge s\7 aetd=^ _ 
Pages t3—

■' Pages P^“and—16— 
Page ■i+.y'' 
Pages '17a-. and—18— 
Pages
Pages £3 -anl-~£4 -
Pages •ST'aM 20

Section 9 - Pages <1-3 and—14----  
Pages 19- and -20-

Index - Pages 15 and 10—

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Enclosures (52)
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PART II 6B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

EBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This ■ publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. .. •
1. Contents -

a, Foreword by the Director .
b. Interesting case write-ups ' ,• • ■ / ' • ■
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers' /
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives;

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of . 
missing persons with their photographs . . • . • .

2. Distribution ’ , • ■ . • 1
. ^Limited]to law enforcement officers and others•engaged. in[or having a’ 

legitimate interest injlaw enforcement work . . ...
3. Filing and indexing .......................

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the' side, and fully indexed
. Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter.,

b. This file is to be kept permanently. - . • ■
c. Current copy should-be placed in bookcase, available to all

Agents
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PART II i

SECTION -60 ■ PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d, Each insert should be filed with, the bulletin to which it relates, "■
. No.indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary, ‘

4, Each office must submit to the Bureau’ annually at least three suggestions
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing
the nature of the suggested article. The- article should-not‘be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be ..obtained?,. Suggestions may cover -any general or specific sub— 

- ject. of -law enforcement interest, including the following: •'
.u. a. Better investigative or administrative-methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly.-those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men . i-/ ■

bo Improved or unusual equipment being used ' -. .
• dr Complicated, unusual, and- well—handled cases' which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work ■
d. Human interest items from local police work- - ' ■ -

•• ) e, -'Police and firearms training subjects -■ '
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency ■ - - - ‘
g, . Transmit’all’material-'to'the Bureau under :the caption: • ' ’

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin - -
Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES '
. 1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC, If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent -previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB, Changes in speaking engage— 
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau, Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television speech, a manuscript of the speech must be sub— 
mitted for the Bureau's review and approval. In some ether cases involv— 
ing important speeches not on radio or television, the Bureau will .
specifically request such manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or 
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be 
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers, This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS ■
1, Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the bureau •
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance ■
b. Public interest
c„ Unusual and effective investigative techniques
do Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced ■
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects

■ d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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PART II 6H
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
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INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO’ THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

!1 ) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment 

Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
. b. Newspaper clippings,[ other than items 'bearing the date line o'? a 

lational wire service, should be submitted when they concern]
1) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific- crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools .only when there is some unusual feature 

about the. publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

7) Police training in colleges and universities
8) Aggravated sex offenders
9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly parsons of prominence in pe.nding 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

[(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it i's apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.]

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on[form FD—350 within che borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 l/z” 
inches deep_should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names' of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the.article begins should^ 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 
the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

e. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

f. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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PART II6H

SECTION 6.- . PUBLICATIONS, PRESS AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
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g. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news— . 
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con— .

• tinned page, and the words ."Continued from page..." should not be . 
mounted. . . ■ .

h. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right.

i. All clippings must be complete. . •
j. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
and racial matters should be forwarded.] . . • ■ . . '

[k.] Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day • 
that the clippings appear.in the local[paper.] Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive [at] headquarters city..

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau .

a. General principle governing, submissions ■ •’
•The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 

SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse— 
. quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 

. retained in the field and•only nonevidentiary copies be-forwarded to
• the Bureau by routing, slip.. • " ", ■

• b. Manner of handling and :forwarding- nonevidentiary■copies.of publica
tions . ;. L ■ ■ . • • ' ■' ■ ■ ■ - ' - .
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, ■ journals, 

• periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to- the 

■ . ..-Bureau, need not be identified as to source. • They should be
‘ .■ . submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the

. . attention of the Central Research Section) unless transmittal
. - ■ • by cover letter, has been ’ specifically requested. Routing slips

, . ■ may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
’ matters, ' such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., 

during summer months, lack of funds ), temporary-delay ,in obtaining 
or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa— 

. • - 'tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status
; of. these publications.- To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies

•-‘-.r: which have been marked for identification (source, ’ Agent, date, 
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: , "Not , 
Evidence." / ", . ..

:' . Letters should be ’used in connection with initiating action or
•_ , ’• ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau} to '

>........... call to the- attention of the 'Bureau specific items of information
. connected with these publications;- and in those instances, in 

■ ' J which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or ‘
information should be-recorded in letter form.’ 7 . .

, (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau-, attention
•; ■ Central. Research Section,' informed on a current basis, regarding

s : publications (including books) of potential interest that are
: not included in the' current list of publications which is 

.. supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.
These publications would include those published by subjects

; of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence

• - significance.- - ’ ’ ■ '
(3) Each SACand each legal attache should insure-that the handling 

of publications for which his office is responsible is being
■ -..given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 

publications should be followed closely to,insure that the .
' ' publications are received'at the Bureau on a current-basis. . The

■ Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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February 27, 1

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 113 - ;

RE? REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents — Pages 1 and 2
Pages 5 and 6

Part I .

Section 1 — Pages 3 and 4
Page 5

Section 14 - Pages 13a and 14
Page 15

Part II

Section 6 - Pages 3a and 4

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6

Section 8 — Pages 1 and la

Section 9 — Pages 19 and 20

Index - Pages 9 and 10

Section 3 — Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Page

5 and 6
7b and 8
11c and 12
15 and
21 and 

23-24

15a
22

Section 4 — Pages 19 and 20
Pages 27 and 28
Pages 37 and 38-46
Pages 57 and 58

Section 5 — Page 11

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (22)
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6E - GPART II

PUBLICATION'S, PRESS,... AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular letter is to he filed'. A list of addresses is to 
he attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to he 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not he filed unless'there is reason for doing so. .Only negative 
replies are to he destroyed after handling' in accordance with item 3 
above. Suh—A files may- he'used when the number of replies* to be filed

’ is large.
5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 

the public must be so worded as-to be unobSectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion. ’ ‘ ....

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used' to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the, publication i.s 
located should check its indices concerning the publication,’ as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

. F. RADIO BROADCASTS ' " ■ ’
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. •• -

G

[ 
[

. FIELD OFFICE LISTS ; ' * ’
1. Law enforcement officials _ •

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. [Indicate by an asterisk any 
change which was not previously called to the Bureau's attention.] 
il) Chiefs of police ,
2) Sheriffs -
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts '
4) U. S. Marshals and deputies
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers ’
6) Wardens of penal institutions ' .
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable) ■
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders
b. Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the Bureau 

as they occur. '
c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

spelling

No. City Deleted Added Remark s
4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 

Wayne County
R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown’ 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe. To show 
correct

3a
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars,. and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to he sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to
firms which have ceased business, or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field ■ 
office- mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (.The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, • 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear oh 
the list. ' '
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to 

gi ve .
The cooperation which has,been afforded ■

3) The following must appear on the list: •
- Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Davis: 

Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers . .
EBINA Graduates . .
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) The following may appear on the 

Automobile Clubs- 
Banks _ .

[Car Rental Agencies] 
County Attorneys ,
County Coroners .
Credit Companies

. Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air 

Eorce,]Afmy, Navy, Marine Corps
Employment Service .
Fire Departments '
Forest ’Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

ssions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters . ”
Salvation Army ’ .“ ’
Secret Service .
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation. Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations.
Race Tracks .
Savings and Lo.an Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices • 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies .
Telegraph Companies 
U-. S. Attorneys ■ 
U. S. Commissioners •; ’

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only, upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. -

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification-order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.
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January 29, 19

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 112

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately
to deteot the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 3 - Pages-3—■and-S**—

Section

Section

3 — Pages -3—and—3a— 
Pages P53r--SYra~T;-6'’'^

Section 4 — Pages 
Pages and—6u

4 — Pages and '1'6 ..
Pages —
Pages -19-and 20.

Section 10 - Pages i—and—2— 
Page-3— Section

r a g e & n u s1 iz *

G *“ Pages a axid *

Section 13 - Pages 
Page-X-

Section

Section

/ — rages "3J—anu '36

Section 14 — Page -Mir-'
Pages -lie’-and "12—

u X ages a .
Pages- 6 a aix d 6 Tj
Pages "9^andTrO-----

Section

Part. II

i ages——a nd—±4-’

16 - Pages

Section

Pages IdTand 12----
Pages -13 ■arrtT=14
Pages la^and-16

9 - Pages aad—18 "

Section 1 - Page-'f’ 
Pages—la—anfLJ? •

Index - Pages 19 and-20—^.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (33)
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PART II 6E — G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

j ■

4. One copy of the circular letter is to he filed. A list of addresses is to 
, be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be

checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative- 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3

- • above. Sub—A. files may be used when the. number of replies to be filed
• ' is large. ' ’ ’ ‘

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed, or released to 
’ the public must be so worded as -to be unobjectionable to any race, creed,

or religion, ’ ...
‘6 .’ Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 

information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades,
• businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 

. located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
’ the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau

approval, and sufficient identifying data, should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F., RADIO BROADCASTS ’
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number

\ believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
' s'on. * ' ’

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforc.ement officials ’ ’

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies

[ whose cooperation might be helpful. [Indicate by an asterisk any
[ change which was not previously called.to the Bureau's attention.]

(1) Chiefs of police * ■ . '
(2) Sheriffs '

• - (3) State- police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers
. in command of districts ' ’

. - • (4) U. S. Marshals and deputies . .
- (5) Ranking Federal law enforcement' officers

16) Wardens of penal institutions
; ’ . (7) District attorneys or county prosecutors

? ■ (8) Railway police (if desirable)
(9 ) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

. - . (10) Any other officials who receive identification orders
b. Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the Bureau

‘ • as they occur. ‘
. c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be 'set up as indicated: 

Page ... . ‘ . ..
No. City • ■ Deleted ’ ’ Added. ' . . Remarks

. .4 Center City, Iowa ' John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County '

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown
Chief of Police ... . ■ Deceased 

successor 
not named

. 3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith
Constable '

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling
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PART II

' ’ section's, publications,-press/and public contacts
£

. ■ ....... - f"
2. Identification orders, '.wanted flyers, check circulars, and .apprehensi on v 

orders ' ‘ ' " " . / ’ / . ' ■. . •
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed, of.individuals

’’ and organizations to. whi ch identificati on orders, wanted..-flyers , check
' 'circulars, and apprehension orders are to be.sent.- Each field office must

' review" annually its mailing list in order to see that no. .data is sent, to 
firms which, have ceased busi.ness or have merged, with other .organizations.

' [ [A survey should be conducted by Agents .each year by. every office, at the
[ "time the field office mailing list "is purged, to determine" whether- addi—' - '
[ tional names of individuals and businesses should. _b’e added-to- the field

' [ office "mailing list.]' . ' " ’ . .. . "
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at .the Bureau upon receipt of

• 1 field request. .(The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative,
" Address ogra ph plates'f.or new EBINA graduates .)..., Title of..position is.

’ ' used rather than name of incumbent.. . r -jr.-
■ 'b/ Decide what organizations, individuals,. or concems-.-are,-,toj appear on .

the list. - .......................... . . -
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee".-is* in a_ position, to

. .... - . .... . .. ..... v > ' -c •-* j -?
" ‘ ’’ (2) The cooperation ‘which has been afforded.. 2.
- ' • ■ (3) 'The foil owing" must appear oh^ the list: \

' ' Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division "Missions Providing'Lodging
Bureau of Customs Post Office Inspectors . ;
Cooperative Credit Bureaus Postmasters-- . " \ j

" Duly Constituted Law Enforce-- . , j Salvati on.Army." . '
. ment Officers .... Secret Service

-, " * ■■ EBINA Graduat es . - ..... .. , . . U; > S. .Marshals
" ’ _ .Hotels ’ _ _. ... ■ ■ . . ' „ f * :« j j "

' J *' " Immigration ''and Naturalize- ■ t- .5 -- "
. . . '' ” ' . ti on Service . ” ' - . . '. -, - ;, i-.7 ■ in? de ] ..
• ' .. ’ (4) “ The following may appear on the : list: - , - • < .. ( £ ) (

Automobile Clubs ' ' A Navy Shore- ’Patrol
, , .. Banks _ . . . , ■ ■ , , < r e Oil- Company Special Agents

", county Attofne’ys ‘ .../Parole and Probation Officers
County Coroners . . ts-..T ePla-nt Quarantine Officers
Credit Companies...........  , . , ■ ■ Protect!ve_ Associations r
Detective Agencies : - Race Tracks
Enlistment .Officers ,. .. . .-Savings Pnd: Loan Associations

. U. S'." Army/ Navy.,. Marine Corps .•>.-• Service Recruiting Officers ,
[ Employment Service. ... - . -- :[State.;EmpIoyment Offices]

. Eire Departments ^-St.ate Hospitals, for" Insane
. ' . '. 'Forest Service . „„ . . - ■ -j./Stearns hip'Companies

- Gunsmiths "" ’ ■ ..Telegraph Companies
. . . Insurance Companies. .. . ; .... U..'S. -Attorneys- .

' • Movie Studios u, S. Commissioners.:’"
c. Identification, orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars-are to"be 

v furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request.
Should a compelling reason exist for- distribution-of an..i.d.entification 
order, a wanted flyerj or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. . ; •_ . -m.:.--- t

■ d. Give consideration to the desirability,;of circularizing motels.
" e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on

' • identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin
has responsibility for instructing other offices to .initiate distribu—

' - tion to VA installations in such cases.

. 4
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PART II

SECTION" 6. PUBLICATION’S, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to he 
made at the Bureau at Washington. .

b. Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitor, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest

' to the Bureau. ... '
2. Departmental officials ■.

a. Be .courteous. . .
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles; . •
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received^ before furnishing information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. . : . ....

d. Advise the Bureau.in case of doubt. .

J. MISCELLANEOUS ’ : " , . _
' 1. Disarming demonstrations ' ' , .

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups. ; .
2. Credentials ’ "

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the
*. person to whom shown has an opportunity to observe -and understand the 

connection of the Agent with the FBI. .
3-. Law enforcement officials . , , .

a. Contact with . . . ■ - -
(1) Contact must be maintained with law enforcement officials for the 

purpose of securing information of violations;of Federal laws
, within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. -■ ■ . . - . .

(2) Agents are to call on police executives when in their cities unless 
such visits would-be so frequent as to be embarrassing.

(3) Local law enforcement, agencies should be advised by letter of the', 
disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases

5c
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61 - K PART II

SECTION 6. • PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

referred, to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau" 
fugitives- are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers.

' They should also be advised of violatiohs of local laws coming to the
attention - of the EBI. ' \ "

b. Visits to Washington, '• 1 ”
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded'certain indi-

• ’ viduals ," including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington, D. C.
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in thejfield office files con
cerning the visitor. „ '

When law enforcement executives are contemplating’ a visit'to the Bureau
. - at Washington, D.- C". , ask them to call at'the office of the Assistant 

-Director, Training and Inspection Division, Room 5256, justice Building.
. '-c. Letters of'commendatiou,■congratulations, appreciation, and 

condolence ,
When letters of commendation congratulations, appreciation, or 
condolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such, 
recommendations should be submitted promptly. _ They should-'include 
the specific facts on which the recommendation" is based, full.,'identi
fying data and address-of the citizen, and the-result"of" a search of 
the field office indices concerning the citizen. In connection with 

. . the election of officers of police ■ as s ociations at ’conventions cover-
J'- ing-more • than one-field division territory, the field division in 
.■ whose territory the convention was physically held is responsible for 

submitting any recommendations for letters of congratulations"; The 
office submitting such request should summarize briefly the relations 
with-these ’officers, -incorporating any derogatory data which might

‘ .preclude-such "letters. Inasmuch as the recommending office is not
likely to possess all data, pertinent-"other field divisions should 

■ submit a brief,-supplemental summary concerning 'off icers- recommended
for letters who reside' in their territory.

[ . 4. [Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases ’!
[ When, a state official has- expressed interest in the prosecutive status
[ " of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state
[ prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such
[ official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome
[ of the matter.]

5. U. S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen
If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau's attention immediately.

K. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Definition
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be" handled as such.
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain: 
"a. Names 
b.. Addresses 
c. Organization or concern 
d. Type of information furnished 
e. Date of development

6
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January 27,^961

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 100

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be- removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages 1
Pages 3

and 2 
and 4

Part II

Section

Section

3 - Pages 
Page s 
Pages

4 — Pages

3 and 3a
Part I

Section 3 - Pages 1 and 2
Page 3

3b
7a

29

and 
and

and

4
8

30

Section 4 — Pages 11 and 12 ' 
Page 13
Pages T3a”'and- 14^

Section

Section

6 — Pages

7 - Pages

3 a

15

and

and

4

16

Section 10 — Page 2a Section 9 - Pages 21 and 22

Section

Section

11 — P'ages 1 and 2 
Pages 3 and 4

14 - Pages 11 and 
Page 11b 
Pages 11c and 
Page 13

11a

12

Index — Pages 5 and (
Pages 13 and
Pages 17 and
Pages 19 and
Pages 23 and
Pages 29 and
Page 35

14
18
20
24
30

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (28)
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PART IT

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular letter is to he filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee*s name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. . Circular letters and other information to he distributed or released to 
the public must he so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed,, 
or religion.

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. .

F. RADIO BROADCASTS .
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. .

G.' FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials .

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each

■ department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful.

!1) Chiefs of police '
2} Sheriffs
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

14} U. S. Marshals and deputies
5} Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable) ;
9) ’ Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders
[’ b. Changes in the list are to .be reported[in duplicateJto the Bureau

■ as they occur. ’
c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be setup as indicated:

spelling

■[ 
[

[Page 
No. ] City • Deleted Added . Remark s

[ [4] Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

[ [7] Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

[ [3] Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct

3-a
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PART II

SECTION 5. ’ PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders., wanted flyers, check circulars, and.'apprehension 
orders ’ . • . . . • .
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to he sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 

. firms-which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.
[ [A survey should he conducted hy Agents each year hy every office, at the 
[ ' time the field office'mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi- 
[ tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
[ office mailing list.] • • •

a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 
field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 

■ used rather than name of incumbent. ’
• ’ b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 

the list. ’ - ■ ■ ■ " • ■ ■ ■ . .
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to

■- - ■ Sive ....... ■ ■ ■ . . . . ' ' ' .
(2) The cooperation which has been afforded ‘ . ■ ■

' (3) The following must appear on .the list: - • ’ ‘ '
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division
Bureau of Customs ’■
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce—

Missions- Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters .
Salvation Army ■ .
Secret Service ■pent Officers

. ' EBINA Graduates _ ' ' . , - U. S. Marshals •
Hotels ' ' ■
Immigration and Naturalize— . .

tion Service ■ ’' '
(4) The following may appear on the list: ' •‘ .

Automobile Clubs . Navy Shore Patrol
Banks ’ ’ ’ ‘ ■ Oil;Company Special Agents
County Attorneys ' - Parole and Probation Officers
County Coroners . ... - Plant Quarantine Officers
Credit Companies ' ‘Protective Associations
Detective Agencies ' Race Tracks
Enlistment Officers, ■ Savings and Loan Associations

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment.Service ‘
Eire Departments / ' .
Forest Service ■ : - •
Gunsmiths. ,
Insurance Companies ' " ‘ '
Movie Studios

' Service Recruiting Officers 
'[State Employment Offices]

State Hospitals for" Insane
'Steamship Companies 

. Telegraph Companies
U. S. Attorneys
U. S. Commissioners

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted'flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 

. such distribution. • ’
d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin . 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases. ■

4 .
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Octobex\27,

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 109

REj REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula 
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of (Contents - Pages 5 and 6 Part II ■ •

Part I

Section

Section

Section

1 — Pages 3 and 4

3 — Pages 1 and 2

9 - Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4

Section 3 - Pages lie and 12
Pages 25 and 26

Section 6 - Page 9

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Page 21b
Pages 29 and 30

Section 10 — Page 2a Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 12 - Pages 1 and 2 Section 9 - Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 15b and 16

Section 15 - Pages 1 and 2 ■ Pages 19 and 20

Section 16 - Page 3
Pages 3a and 4

Enclosures (26)

Index - Pages 11 and 12
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 23 and 24
Pages 25 and 26 
Page 26a

■ Pages 27 and 28

Very truly yours, .

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART IT

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

s 
f

I

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the
SAC include:
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g.

h.

Federal judges
U. S. Attorneys
Only outstanding state‘judges
Go.vernors
Leading state and county prosecutors
State attorneys general
Officers of the National Association of
County and Prosecuting Attorneys
Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

i . In the principal cities:
(1) Mayors
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ

(11)

(12)

Top representatives 
of air lines 
Managers of leading

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hdtels 
Heads of better

14.

1

Any

ment and business
(9) Heads of larger universities

(io) Outstanding religious leaders
of any faith, such as the Bishop.
of a diocese of any faith or
the leading Rabbi

derogatory information obtained after the

(19)

Bureau

business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.

15. Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 

' of The American Legion. A letter shall be'submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

[N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
[ As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of
[ leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other
[ news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
[ field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 
[ effective. Each 90 days (November 15, February 15, May 15, August 15),
[ the SAC must advise the Bureau of the number of newspapers in his territory,
.[ the number with which he has had contact or with which representatives of 
[ ■ his office have made contact, and the steps he is taking to insure maximum
[ ■ effectiveness of this type of contact, as well as what material other than 
[ spot news items was furnished to these newspapers; e.g., the Director’s
[ Introduction in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin each month.]

9
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November 28, 1960

•MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 98

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 6 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 — Pages 
Page 5

3 and 4
Section 7 - Pages 15 and 16

Section

Section

Part II

Section

12 - Pages 1 and 2

16 - Pages 5 and 6

2 — Page 4a
Pages 9 and 10

Section 9 - Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Page : 
Pages 
P age s 
Pages 
Pages

7 and 8
9 and 10
13 and 14

L5
15a and 16
17 and 18
19 and 20
21 and 22

Section 3 — Pages 25 and 26 Index■— Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 —■ Pages 
Pages 
P age s 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages

3 and 4
7 and 8
13 and 14
27 and 28
29 and 30
35 and 36
37 and 38-46
49 and 50
57 and 58

-

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II. ’

SECTTON 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

y I .Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information, • ■■ .

Maintain the index where it is available- to all Agents. An index may 
. be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which

can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the-field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general offi.ee index; do hot remove 
such index'cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from, the special 

' source of information index. ‘ '
2. Files , „ ' ,

. Do not make up files or'write memoranda for the preparation of sources
of information. 1 ■ ' _ . ■

y 3. Security, and racial sources of information ' - ■ -.
‘ ' Every four months a letter of justification should-be submitted to

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments tb security and racial 
[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume TV, ofthe Manual of

Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
• .information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 

z regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a
\ memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to

stability and reliability as required by payment letters. .
4. Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

L. SAC CONTACTS .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

•and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC. ’ ,

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file,review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business' not necessary unless ’special' 
circumstances prevail). - . ",

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Reques.t this approval ’ 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following_subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information .
f. Recommendation of SAC • ,

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

- 7
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PART II

SECTION -6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

.'activities or close association with other- persons will he involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly- association with ' 
the SAG. ' . ' • •

4, Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each.contact. "

5. A three— by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
. contact box in the exclusive possession of- the SAC. Each card is to

contain: . " - - - . ‘ ,
a. Name of the contact ' ■ ' . . ' . : ' ' '
b. -Office and home addresses and. telephone numbers- -. . •
c. Nature of service which can be, received . • . '

' d. ' Any comments which would be- helpful in handling the individual
e. .Date of first contact and name of SAC first, developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left, corner on the front of the card. ) -
f. Dates of contacts by the- SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

• . . the card.in longhand). Contacts.more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any- necessary descriptive data . - : - :. ' " ' . "
6. ' Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

’ ' show the name of the individual, date of preparation,.and the notation, 
"See SAC. "

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located[in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located]in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.' • - .- ' .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is•discontinued UACB. If the 
. .contact is transferred or moves to another city-located within another 

field division, a copy of the communication-advising of the discontinuance
’ should be designated for that,field.division. .Also advise field :division 

" of background information re contact. . • . • C ■
9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes-of addresses or statiis of SAC contacts.

10. Each office must-submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 
Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. • If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state. » -

11. Erom time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
' ' and other material, to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and -

aware, of ..some of the problems confronting us. - Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without. delay. .... ; '

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of. SAC, such SAC should visit'all 
persons listed as SAC' contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. , ... . . .

8
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September 30, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 95

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and. Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the-date of revision. The new pages should be inserted' 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over-to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 4 - 'Pages, 
Pages

29
47

and 
and

30
48

Section

Section

Section

Part II

Section

Section

4 - Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages

11 - Pages 
Pages

12 - Pages 
Pages

1 - Page 5

2 - Pages

3 and 4
9 and 10
11 and 12
13 and 14
15 and 16

1 and 2
3 and 4

7 and 8
9 and 10

Id and 2

Section

Section

Section

Section

5 — Pages

6 — Pages 
Page 
Pages 
Page

7 - Page 
Pages 
Pages 
Page ; 
Page ; 
Page a

8 - Pages

7 and 8

lb and
3
7 and 8
9

6a
17a 'and
19 and

20a
21b

35 and

la and

2

18
20

36

2

Section

Pages

3 - Pages 
Page 3 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages

5a and 6

lb and 2

3a and 4
5 and 6
13a and 14
15 and 15a

Section 9 - Pages 21 and 22

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director
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PART II •

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

B. EBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN , '
This publication, is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. .
1. Contents ’ •

’ a. Foreword by the Director
b.' Interesting case write-ups ’ '
c, 'Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; .

fugitives- wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions;- a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs

2. Distribution ’ ■ -
Restricted to law enforcement officers and others engaged in law enforce
ment work

3. Filing and indexing "
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. .
b. This file is to be kept permanently. ■
c. [Current copy should be -placed]in bookcase, available to all 

Agents. '

lb 
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which it relates.
No indexing of individual.notices contained therein is necessary, 

4, Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. .Suggestions may cover any .general or' specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:- ” 
a,. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of

’any nature, particularly those used or developed by .FBI National .
Academy men . ' .

b. Improved or unusUal equipment being used ‘ - > ■
a, , Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and 'excellent police work ;
d, Human interest items from local police work . , ’ .
e. Police and firearms training subjects ’
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile .delinquency . . ’ ' - . ,
go Transmit all material to the Bureau under the - caption'

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin’ , ' ’ "
Research (Crime Records) '

SPEECHES * .
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements.' Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television speech, a manuscript of the speech must be'sub— • 
mitted for the Bureau's review and approval. Tn some ether cases involv
ing important speeches not on radio or television, the Bureau will

. specifically request such manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or 
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be 
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed, law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the' speech material files. .

INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS •
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: -

a. Requested by the bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest ■ ’ ’

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced ‘
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately ‘ .
e. After a review of the entire file ■ ’
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not. belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi— 

' cations.
_ [ ' [i. Each portion of tha write-up should be documented as to the identity

[ of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. • The
[ documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately
[ the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.]

• 4-. Do hot: .
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia— 

. tion
b. Show aliases.of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
o. Show aliases of victims of WSTA case?

' d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. .Transmittal
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data.. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division.

6. Dissemination
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request. ’

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must-be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. In all instances this letter 
must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or -bank larceny and the fact that' included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, Series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take ’any action . 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

In all other instances, including requests for circularization in other 
field divisions, prior Bureau approval must be obtained in accordance 
with existing rules governing circular letters.

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should ‘ 
summarize the results in its next report.

3
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PART II

SECTWN 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND TOBLIC CONTACTS

2.
« '

3.

[

4.

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time•obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.
Files .
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.
Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume IV, of the Manual of 
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment' letters.
Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly ' 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2, A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division. ■
Use the following subheadings in the order given: .
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information •
f. Recommendation of SAC' .

r 
c 
c 
[

Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is 
approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the"contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

PART II'

activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will Capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ' .

4. .Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in ' 
■classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. .

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: •
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received .

■ d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front-of the •card;} •
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. ,

g. Any necessary descriptive data ■
. 6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." ■

[ [7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three
[ times each year; those located in resident agencies must be contacted at
[ least two times each year.] • '

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB.. If the 
■ contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another

field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated, for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact,

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status^ so state.

11. Erom time tptime, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "EBI minded" and
aware of some of the problems’ confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the

• Bureau without delay., . , ...
' 12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all ‘

persons listed as SA.C contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. .
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X

<

[ [13.] Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the
SAC include: ■
a. Federal judges
b.
0.

U. S. Attorneys .
Only outstanding state judges

•

d. 
e. 
f. 
g.

h. 
i.

Governors
Leading state and county prosecutors 
State attorneys general
Officers of‘the National Association of 
County and Prosecuting Attorneys
Executive secretary of state chamber of 
In the principal cities:
(1) Mayors

commerce

(11) Top representatives

T

$

(2 
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

.(9)
(10)

Chiefs of police 
Officials of newspapers, includ
ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations 
Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions 
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce
Heads of Federal intelligence '
agencies
Outstanding leaders of Govern
ment and business
Heads of larger universities 
Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

of air lines
Managers of leading 
airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers- of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives . 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im— • 
portant hotels ■
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks

[ [14.] Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved- the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.

[ [15.] Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS '
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

9
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August 26, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 94 ■

REj REVISED PAGES . ' .

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions , enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pa-ges should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has- the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. ‘

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately s
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions

Part I 
Section

1 \

4 -1j/Pages 1 and 2\ •
Section 6 -1 Pages 3 and 4y
Section 8 - 'pages 1 and 2

Part II 
Section 2 -

Pages 3 and 4

Pages Id and 2

Section 6 -
Page 4a ’
Page 3

Section 7 - Page 21b
Section 8 - Pages 4c and 4d

Section 9 -

Pages 5 and 6
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 15a and 16

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (13)
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d. Accurately '
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical orier, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to he served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia, used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the

. photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations. •

4. Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes ’

■f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on -juveniles, sex offenders, and ’ 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal .
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning

' of -write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division.

[6. Dissemination
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully- reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request.]

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the o'ffice initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robberyj bank burglary, or bank larceny. In all instances this letter 
must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

In all other instances, including requests for circularization in other 
field divisions, prior Bureau approval must be obtained in accordance 
with existing rules governing circular letters.

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

3
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July 27, I960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 93

RE$ REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula 
tions , enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing .on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottomvp4 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contehts — Pages 1 and 2 Part II

Part I

Section 3 - Pages 1 and 2

Section 4 - Pages 
Pages 
Page 
Pages

1 and 2
2a and 2b

5
5a and 6

Section 6 -(^Pages^ 
Pages

<^Pa'ge s'

<Page

4a and 4b 
TOrsi, 

and 8
9Jh

Section 10 — Page s 3 and 4

Section 1 - Page 
Pages 
Pages

1 
la
9

and 
and

2
10

Section 2 _ Page ! 
Pages 
Pages

5 
5a
7

and 
and

6
8

Section 3 — Pages 1 and la

Section 4 — Pages 
Pages 
Pages

7
29
63

and ; 
and 
and

8
30
64

Section 6 — Pages 3a and 4

■ Section 8 - Page 1
; Pages la and 2

Index - Pages 5 and 6

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTSs

4. One copy of the circular letter is tote filed. .A list of addresses is to 
he attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative

: should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 •
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. .

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or .religion.

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as’well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS '
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials ’

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful.

Ill Chiefs of police
2) Sheriffs
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

14) U. S. Marshals and deputies
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable)
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

■ (10) Any other officials who receive identification orders
[ b. Changes in the list are to be reported to the Bureau as they occur.

c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as -indicated:

City ‘Deleted • Added ' Remarks

Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff
Wayne County • .

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

Jonesville-, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased
succe s sor 
not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
sp elling

3a
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2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars', and apprehension 
orders -
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check

.circulars, and apprehension orders are to he sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no- data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other-organizations.

[ [A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at thd
[ time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi—
[ tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field
[ office mailing list.] ’ ’ - '

a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau’upon receipt of 
field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its. own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent. ‘

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on
the list.
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to- 

gi ve . ;
(2) The cooperation which has been afforded • '
(3) The following must appear on the list: ■ •

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
EBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors ■ 
Postmasters
Salvation Army ■
Secret Service ’
U. S. Marshals

tion Service
(4) The following may appear on the list

Automobile Clubs 
Banks
County Attorneys .
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencie-s 
Enlistment Officers,

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks

(

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service ’
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios .

Savings and Loan Associations
:Service Recruiting Officers 
[State Employment ’Offices] 

- State Hospitals, for Insane
Steamship’Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U.S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin
’ has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu

tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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April 29, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES 
Revision Number

AND REGULATIONS 
90

REg REVISED PAGES " '-.z,-.

There are enumerated below pages of the* Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised; Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the- field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part II

Index — Pages 7 and 8

Section 2 — Page 5

Section 3 — Pages 1 and la
Pages 5 and 6

Section 4 — Pages 7 and 8

Section 6 — Pages 7 and 8
Page 9

Section 7 - Page 6a
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 15 and 16
pages 25 and 26

Section 8 — Pages 17 and 18

Section 9 — Pages 7 and 8
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 23 and 24

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (18)
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Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry, Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when- 

- ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sour'ces 
of information.

3, Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 

[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume TV, of the Manual of
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same •certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4, Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items,

L, SAC.CONTACTS
1, SAC contacts are defined as persons Who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service,'or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

20 A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail).

3, SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau, Request, this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned 11, SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter foi- the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC. contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Derogatory information 
f. Recommendation of SAC'

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved, [ the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not. pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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activities or olose association with other persons will he involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become' the subjeotof adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ■

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. ,

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: -
a. Name of the contact .
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. Nature, of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) ‘
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered, on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
■ not be listed. ■

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC."

7. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the ■ 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise" field division 
of background information re contact.

8. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
[ 9. [Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the '
[ Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are
[ any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, suoh informa—
[ tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.
[ 10. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches
[ and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and
[ aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such
[ material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the
[ Bureau without delay.-]

11. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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12, Additional persons to be oontaoted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: •
a„ Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys-
0. 
d. 
e.
f. 
g.
h. 
i.

Only outstanding state judges 
Governors
Leading state and county prosecutors 
State attorneys general
Officers of the National Association of 
County and Prosecuting Attorneys 
Executive secretary of state chamber of 
In the principal cities:
(1) Ma yors
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more

commerce

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Top representatives 
of air lines
Managers of leading 
airports ■
Top representatives 
of railroads
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives

(6)

' (7)

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce
Heads of Federal intelligence

(16)

(17)

of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im

(8)

.O)
(10)

agencies .
Outstanding leaders of Govern
ment and business ■
Heads of larger universities 
Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop

(18)

(19)

portant hotels. 
Heed's of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks

of a diocese of any faith or __
the leading Rabbi ' ‘

13. Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the
• , SAC contact should.be reported to the Bureau promptly. '
14. Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least onoe each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission

■of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
f year [showing] thiat the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

9
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February 29, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
Revision Number 88

RE 8 REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section‘and;*the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

■ Table of Contents — Pages—3—Part II (continued)
Page "5"

Section 4 - Pages -ria—a-nd 2- .
Part I

Section 3 - Pages ^1—sad 2““

Section 6 - Pages 4a anil 4b-

Section 8, — Pages L and-g-

Section 12 — Pages—3 and -4—
Pages "5~~g~nd 6 
Pages—?- and 8—

Part II

Section 1 — Pages -5a-.-and—6" 
Pages r6a and -fib—-

Section 2 — Pages 3- and— 
Pages -9 -and—10— 
Page

Section 3 — Pages -lb and -2
Page-3—
Pages 11—and" -11 a.
Pages and 12
Page
Page s~~-13a .and 14- 
Pages

Enclosures (49)

Pages .-2a—and- 2b— 
Page
Pages -3—and 4~
Page-<1 a—
Pages -5 -and—6—
Pages and-^8—
Pa ge s_4?. a-nd—10----- 
Pa ge s • 17—and"~18--------  
Pages
Pages -25 and- 26——
Pages 31 and 32 
Pages SO ami*'’313“ 
Pages -49" and-SO- / 

. Pages 51~and-52~‘s=-
Pages 59--and "30
Pages • "6'3—and—64—

Section 6 — Pages.-Oa and* T- 
Pages _3=acid=8=—

Section 8 - Pages 19 and-20- 
Pages .-2-1. and- 2-2 
Page . 2.2a-

Section* 9. — Pages ll—and-12
Pages i5=and~-16--

Index - Pages^--aHd U~ 
Pages IS- and— 
Pages-.-17 -and 18 
Pages 19—and—20-i 
Page—Sla

very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director



PART IT

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND' PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular .letter is to he filed. A list-.o.f addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee’s .name is to' be .

& checked to. indicate this fact; Replies which- are entirely negative
. should not be filed, unless there is reason for doing so. .Only negative

• . replies are to be. destroyed after -handling in accordance with .item 3
j ■ above. Sub—A files may be- used when the number of replies to be- filed

. i s 1 arg e. . • . ■ • . - ■ ,. ■ .-
5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 

the public must be- so worded.as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion-. . - . ■■ ". :

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize' 
■ • information concerning, fugitives known to be- active in particular trades, 

businesses, or professions. The field office where .the publication is 
located should check its. indices- concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient, identifying data- should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices- check may be made..

F. RADIO BROADCASTS .
Radio broadcasts;- without advance Bureau- approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. ... ~ '

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS .. ■ . . .. • • . . :
1. Law enforcement officials

a. On March 1 of each year-all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate; and with a space left between the officials of each 

. department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose-coop eration might be helpful. • .

!1) Chiefs.-of police ‘ '
21 Sheriffs •
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts . .

i4) U. S. Marshals and deputies • .
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers- ..
6) • Wardens of penal institutions • . ’
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors .

. - (8) Railway police (if desirable) .
■ (9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins1'

• (10) Any other officials who receive identification orders
b, , Changes in the li.st are--to be reported 
c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes

to the Bureau as 
are to be set up

they occur.
as indicated:

City ..

Center City, Iowa

Deleted ' ’

John M. Doe, Sheriff
Wayne County . '

Added '.

R. Roe., Sheriff. ■
Wayne.County ■

Remark s

Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown
Chief- of Police

- - ‘'

Deceased
. successor 

not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Con stable

George Smythe To show 
- correct 

spelling

3a
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[ 

[ 

[

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders ■
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders,’wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be seat. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request.' (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b; Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear 
the list. ’ '
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 

- ■ give ■ ■ -
21 The cooperation which has been afforded
3) The following must appear on the list:

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division :
Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit' Bureaus

• . Duly Constituted Law Enforce— ■
- ment Officers - ' ’
FBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service -
(4) The following may appear on the list: 

. Automobile Clubs . ■
Banks ■
County Attorneys ' '
County Coroners
Credit Companies

. - Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, _

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps ■ ' ■
Employment Service • ■

. Fire Departments • .
Forest Service
Gunsmiths . ■ .
Insurance Companies

- c

a.
[e.

is-

on

to

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors • 
Postmasters
Salvation Army ' 
Secret Service ‘
U. S. Marshals - ’

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only

Movie Studios
Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents
Parole and Probation Officers- 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations

' Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies
Telegraph Companies
U. S. Attorneys
U. S. Commissioners 

check circulars are to be 
upon their specific request

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. ■ ■ -- - ,
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu—
tion to VA installations in such cases.]

4
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J

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 

• the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha—
, betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or

by type of information. ■

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index' may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 

. . not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 

■ source of information index. .
2. Files ■

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
. of information.
3. Security and racial sources of information 

Every four months a letter of ’ justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 

[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume IV, of the Manual of
‘ Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of

. information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items,

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly ' 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2, A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special . 
circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact '
b. Services this contact can provide '
c. Past relations with field office
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information .
f. Recommendation of SAC' . '

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved arid returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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activities or close association with other persons will he involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with- 
the SAC.. ■

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three- by 5-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an .SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: ■
a. Name of the contact ' , •
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c. Nature of service which can be received .
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) ' \ '
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6, Each contact is to be indexed in the general.‘indices. The card is to 

■ show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation,
’See SAC.” •

[ 7.- Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. [If the
[ contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another
[ field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance
[ should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division
[ . of background information re contact. '
[ .8. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of. SAC contacts.]

9. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

10. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: ‘ .
a. Federal judges 
"b. U. S. Attorneys 
c. Only outstanding state judges '
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors • ■
f. State attorneys general ‘
g. Officers of the National Association of ' .

County and Prosecuting Attorneys 
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce •
i. In the principal cities:

(1) Mayors (11) Top representatives
(2) Chiefs of police of air lines
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ

ing publishers, managing editors,
(12) Managers of leading 

airports
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services

(13) Top representatives 
of railroads

(4) Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations

(14) Managers of leading 
railroad stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as

(15) Top representatives 
of telephone- companies

Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16) Top representatives
(6) Executive secretary or director

(17)
of Western. Union

of chambers of commerce Managers of the most
(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 

agencies
outstanding and im
portant hotels ‘

L.8) Outstanding leaders of Govern
ment and business

(18) Heads of better 
business bureaus

(9) Heads of larger universities (19) Heads of leading
10) Outstanding religious leaders .

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

banks

8
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4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be

[ checked to indicate this fact. [Replies which are entirely negative
[ ■ should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative
[ replies are to be destroyed after'handling in accordance with item 3
[ above.] Sub—A files may be used'when the number'of replies[to be filed]

is large. ■
5. Circular letters, and other information to be distributed or released to 

the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion. ■ - . .

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
' information concerning fugitives known to be-active in particular trades, 

businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS -
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. . . ■ ’

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials .

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau in 
duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each department, 
a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies whose cooperation 

, might be helpful. ■ ■
a. Chiefs of police
b. • Sheriffs
c. State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers in 

command of districts
■ d. U. S. Marshals and deputies
e. Ranking Federal law enforcement officers '
f. Wardens of penal institutions ' • ‘
g. District attorneys or county prosecutors ,
h. Railway police (if desirable)
i. Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins •
j. Any other officials who receive identification orders

(1) Changes in the list are to be reported to the Bureau as they 
occur. ■ •

(2) The list is to be forwarded' to the Bureau oh March 1 in duplicate.
(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as

indicated:. • ■ -
Added ' - RemarksCity Deleted

Center City, Iowa

Jonesville, Iowa

John M. Doe, Sheriff
Wayne County 
Richard Brown 
Chief>of Police

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

Deceased 
succes s or 
not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct’ 
spelling
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2 Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, -.and apprehension 
orders ,
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders ,' wanted flyers,, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to.be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to - 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.
a.

b

c

d.
[e.

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 
field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is
used rather than name of incumbent. . : . . ’ •
Decide what organizations, individuals, or.concerns are to appear 
the list... . ': ■ . . . • . •
(1) . The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position

OD

to

2
3

give . .
The cooperation which has been afforded
The following must appear on the.-list: 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs .
Cooperative Credit Bureaus • •
Duly Constituted Law Enforce— ■

ment Officers ■ - .
EBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service ' . .

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors ' 
Postmasters ' - -
Salvation Army '•
'Secret Service- ■' 
U. S. Marshals • ’

(4) The following may appear on the list: ~
Automobile Clubs • • Movie Studios- ■'

. Banks . . ■ . Navy Shore Patrol
County Attorneys Oil Company Special Agents
County Coroners . Parole and Probation Officers
Credit Companies Plant Quarantine Officers

. Detective Agencies - . Protective Associations
Enlistment Officers, - • Race Tracks '

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps • . • Savings and Loan Associations 
• Employment Service - Service Recruiting Officers

Eire Departments . . ’-State Hospitals for Insane
Forest Service . ’ . . SteamshipxCompanies
Gunsmiths - * Telegraph Companies
Insurance Companies-- ; . • ’ ' ’ ■ ' U.'S, Attorneys -

. . . . ■■ • :U.-S. Commissioners
Identification orders,, wanted flyers, and.- check'circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 

. Should a compelling reasonexist for distribution of-’an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as'possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical,.secure Bureau approval for 

..such distribution. - ." • . '
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels. 
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be■circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are.veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.] • .

4
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This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings oy 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI •_
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SECURITY nT’ZESTTGATTOMbjF INDIVIDUALS 
1, Deli nitions

The term "basic revolutionary organization" or "basic revolutionary group" 
wh“n used hr-reinaft> • in this subs»'-ct’ior. shall apply to any one or’all 
of the following org-.nirwa Lions or groups in order to distinguish the. 
organizat?ons from front organizations:
a. Communist Party, USA
b. Socialist Workers Party 
c. progressive Labor Party • , .
d. Proletarian '-.rhy of America, ’' ' ’
e. Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico ’
f. Johnson— fei’est Group ■ '

' g. Imerioan Socialist Clubs ■ ■ ■ • ’
h. See al. so 87C Id. .

[i‘. Black nationalist oxtromists, although technically not raberc of 
basic revolutionary organizations within the above meaning, should

, be investigated under the same rules. (Sec section 122.. volume 17, 
'..of this manual fox- additional guides.)] .

2. Responsibility of the Bureau ’
a, To conduct thorough investigation into the background -and subversive 

activities of all persons In the U. S. and Puerto Rice who are 
dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security. Each 
SAC will be held responsible for.the proper investigation of all 
persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation 
with basic revolutionary organizations or other Marxist revolutionary 
organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially .
dangerous.

b. To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of individuals 
constituting a threat to the internal security and develop sufficient 
information and evidence through investigation to sustain- appropriate

‘action by the Bureau should it become necessary for- the Federal 
Government to institute prosecutive action against such individuals 
in courts of law or control their movement and activities in the

. event of a national emergency
3. Purpose of investigation ' ' * • . ■ •

■ . The primary purpose of these investigations is twofold,’ namely: .
a. Determination of dangerousness ■ ’

To determine the identities, whereabouts., and activities of all 
individuals in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of their 
membership in, activity in, or association with one or more of 
the revolutionary groups defined above or related groups, are 
dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security of ■ ‘ 
the country, and the consequent collection of sufficient information 
concerning their subversive activities to justify apprehension in 
event of a national emergency ■

• b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes •
. T.o determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all 

individuals who have been or may be violating laws of the U. S.
. (1) Direct investigation towards obtaining admissible’ evidence ’

’ to establish the- violation. •
. (2)- Be alert for any-information -indicating .a .violation of”the

. Federal statutes relating to espionage, sabotage, and 'ceditioh.. ' 
(3) Title 18, USC, S 2385, paragraph (1), prohibits the advocacy,

. . etc., of forcef-.? or violent overthrow of the Government,
' Paragraph (2) pr.’ ibits- the printing and distribution of .

' propaganda advocn”;ng the forceful overthrow of the Government.
(Affiliation .with an organization is not a prerequisite, to 
prosecution under paragraphs (1.) and (2).) Paragraph (3) 
makes it unlawful to organize dr help to organize any society, 
etc., of persons who advocate overthrow of the Government by 

’ ‘ force or violence, or to be’or become a member of or become
affiliated with any such society knowing the purposes thereof.

. Conspiracy to violate this section is covered by Title 18, USC, 
§ 371 (general’ cons piracy statute). .

(4) Title 18, USC, § "''7, penalizes attempts *o undermine the 
■ loyalty, discipli:. , or morale of the arm-- . forces. Alleged 

violations should be reported immediately to the Bureau.

19 
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(5) Title 5, U^G, § 7311, and Title 18, USC, § 1913, prohibit 
Government c-i.-ploymont of persons who are disloyal or who assert 
th*' right to strike against the Government. Title 5, USC, 
§ 3333, pro Iries that an individual accepting office or employ
ment in the Government of the U, S. shall, within 60 d1 vs, 
ezocute an affidavit certifying that he does not advocate tho 
violent overthrow of the U. S. Government, etc. Tho execution , 
of a false affidavit constitutes a fraud on, or attempt to de
fraud, the .Government within the purview of Title 5, USC, 
§ 303, so as to authorize Special Agents of the Bureau to ad
minister oaths in investigations arising out of this law. 
Alleged- violations of this law called to your -attention should 
be furnished to the Bureau promptly and no investigation should 
be initiated on the basis of complaints received without

‘ prior Bureau authority. Refer to section [19c, volume II,] 
of this manual for procedures to be followed regarding possible 
violations of this law discovered or receive/, in connection' with 
security of Go vernine nt employees investigations.

(6) Tl"le 18, USC, § 1001, includes possible fraud against the' 
Government violations wherein there are concealments or falsifi
cations relating to subversive information. These violations . 
must be presented to the Department by the Bureau for a prose
cutive opinion rather than being presented locally to USAs. 
They ordinarily involve the execution of U. S. Government foi-ms. 
Common violators ai*e employees of private concerns having • 
Government contracts -who execute Government forms required for 
clearance fox* access to classified information.

Upon receipt ’of information indicatiiig a violation of this type., 
investigation under the "Security Matter - Fraud Against the 
Government" character should be initiated and the Bureau immedi
ately advised. The Department has advised that it is essential, 
to establish jurisdiction,'to prove that‘the form' was presented 
to a. Government agency for action or determination. This, there
fore, should be the first investigative step, If the form'vias • 
not presented to a Government agency, no further investigation 
should be made and the Bureau so advised. In this : • ■ , however, 
remain alert fox- information the form is later presc- <1 to - ■
Government agency. The fact*subject actually signed tne form 

’must be’established by testimony of witnesses to the' signature, 
handwriting examination, or other conclusive evidence." The 
original of the form must b’e located. Sources that furnished ’, 
pertinent information cbncei'ning subject during "previous investi
gations and other potential witnesses .should be thoroughly inter
viewed to determine the basis for each item of pertinent infor
mation furnished and to obtain the identities of other potential 
witnesses. Where affiliation with subversive organizations is 
involved, interview individuals who were members of same units 
of these organizations as subject for indicia.of his membership, 
such as attendance at closed meetings,’ payment of dues, holding 
of office, etc. If possible, develop evidence to .supplant 
pertinent information furnished by current informants. Obtain’ 
prior Bureau authority to interview the subject. Interview sub
ject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent information 
under oath and obtain sworn signed statements if possible. An 
exception may be made when interviewing established sources, such 
as current informants, if oath and/or signed statements not .'con
sidered desirable under circumstances. Be guided by instructions 
in section 6b, (7), below .when interviewing potential witnesses 
with subversive backgrounds. ' .

20 
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• ■ •
in a key^l^.cility, copies of reports bcar^g the dual character, 
"Security of Governmciit Employees; Security Matter - C," should, 
be-furnished to appropriate intelligence agenejes of the armed 
services by the field Offices -s shown in section 87D 7e
(2) of this manual. For instructions regarding dissemination 
to the Defease Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, see 87D 7c (3) of this manuaJ..

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi
bilities und--r Executive Order 10450, including ,polic-_ , investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in fc-.’ ?.tion[19, ] 
volume[II, ]of this manual. ... .

(7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate- vicinity 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services

• Disremination should be made locally to the intelligence service 
of tho military branch involved. .

(8) Airmen is.ned certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (H 
FAA issues certificates to airmen who are defined as persons in 
command oi’ acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of the cm.’ in 
the navigation of aircraft -while under way: individuals ' 
directly in charge of the inspection, maintenance, overhauling, 
or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines', propellers, or appli
ances; and any individual serving in the capacity of aircraft

- dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Subversive 
data developed concerning persons within such definitions’ 
should be furnished to the Bureau by report or letterhead 
•memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with cover 
communication recommending that such data be furnished to FAA. 
Such dissemination will be made only at the Bureau. For addi
tional instructions regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, part II, section -5. . •

(9) Security index —dissemination of information to Secret Service
■. • Under the agreement between the Bureau and the Secret'Service 

concerning Presidential protection dated 2—3—65, which is set 
out in its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual, 
reports are to be disseminated henceforth to Secret Service 
in all security index cases. An extra copy of the report in 

. these cases should be furnished the Bureau. At the time the 
agreement was entered into,- letterhead memoranda in all security 

’ index Cases had been -disseminated to Secret Service. There!ore, 
• prior reports in these cases will not be'disseminated. '

Under the terms of the' agreement, it is essential to advise 
Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral — statement 
of the class or classes in appendix B of the agreement which 
the individual referred fits. For this purpose utilise form 
FD-376, which is designed.to serve as a letter of transmittal ■ 
for' both local'dissemination and dissemination at the SOG.
The. .original and .one .copy of this, form should be f orwaried .to 
'the Bureau. A copy is to be maintained in the main case file-' 
and upon transferral of office of origin in any case, the new 
office of origin is to be 'furnished a copy. Careful consider
ation must be given to-insure that the.-individual is properly. ' 
categorized. In the case of subject being recommended for the 
"security 'index, withhold dissemination pending Bureau approval 
of his security index status only in those cases in which the 
subject is categorized a.s falling within category 3 of the 
agreement between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the 
Secret Service concerning Presidential protection. Forward 
FD—376 as in any other case. Prompt di a -remina - ?n. sa:-:!a ‘ e 
made of information developed, regarding Inai vid a al s tailing- 
within other than category 3. .
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SECTION 87 security investig; 87D

[

L

(D) When the office of origin for a security index 
[or reserve index Ajsubject against whose identifi
cation record a notice has been placed is changed, 
form ED—128[or FD—128a,]submitted to change office' 
of origin, shouid[showjthat a security flash notice 
has been posted with the Identification Division. 
A.n e.xtra copy of the form FD-128[or FD-12t!a ] . 
should be specifically sent to the Identification 
Division in order that its records willfshow]the 
new office of origin to which future records will 
be[submitted.]

(S)’ Cancel a security flash notice when. ■ .’
(1) it is learned that the subject'of such is ■ 

■ deceased or (2)' such subject is determined to ■
¥

be: no longer cf security interest. Do not 
the security flash notice when a subject i

c anc el

removed from the security index solely by appli
cation of the security index criteria; • -

A' 
4; >■ •r

.V-, 
J

f 
t M.

■ft

s

f.
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87 D SECURITY INVESTIGATION

(j) Physical description
I, . Obtain and report a detailed physical description,,

II. During the course of- the initial investigation in any (
security—type case, including espionage and nationalistic ' 
tendency cases, the physical characteristics and descrip
tion of the subject shall be determined or verified by 
personal observation. It is not necessary to observe 
personally the subject of any case-where.preliminary c
investigation determines the basis for opening the 
ca >is unfounded.

III. The  personally observed,, if possible, ’ ■ 
■ earl-y in the investigation after it is determined that 
a complete investigation is warranted to develop the 
extent of a subject’s subversive activities and to 
consider whether the subject's name should be added to 
the security index. This action should ba taken in the 
course of developing background information to determine ' 
'the true identity and existence of- the subject and to 
assist in establishing that the subject of.the investi
gation is the person against -.--bom the subversive 
allegations have been made. ’’•ch subject should be 
personally observed r.henever complete security investi
gation is conducted even though a security index: card 
is not being recommended at the completion of the ;

subject.should.be

investigation,
IV. Do not delay the submission of form FD—122 recommending 

the addition of a subject’s name to the security index 
even though it has not been possible to observe personally 
the subject if it has been determined through investigation 
that the subject is dangerous or potentially dangerous.

V. If a security index card if not being recommended after 
all logical investigation ■ .aS been conducted and it has 
not been possible to obser.e personally the subject during 
the investigation, the case may be closed even though 
this has not been done. If a security index card has 
been recommended and prepared and it has not been possible ' 
to personally observe the subject, the case shall remain /
open until’ such time as the subject is personally observed, r
except when it has been determined that the subject 
is residing outside the U. 'S. or Puerto Rico', in which I

-- event the-case may be.closed if there is no other' ‘ 
pending investigation and the matter should be followed ...
administratively to be certain that the subject is 
personally observed upon his return to this country.

(k) Photograph . ?
I. Reasonable efforts should be made during the in', istigation 

of a security subject to obtain a photograph of the j
■ - subject through usual sources. -. - ... . . J
II. Cases on security index subjects are to be maintained1 . \

in a pending status until such time as a suitable ~
. photograph is obtained unless circumstances dictate ' ' ’ 4_

■ otherwise, in which case the Bureau should be advised. ..X
Once a photograph has been obtained, continue to bo

• alert for the existence of more recent photographs 'which • ■ ,? 
may become available..

III. [For-ward a copy of photographs of security index sub- (
jects to tho Bureau for dissemination to IT. S. Secret "2
Service headquarters.] 1
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(3) Criteria’, for placing and retaining names in the security index
(a) The addition to and retention of names in the security index 

shall bo governed by the follovfing criteria: 
I. Ho name shall bo added to or retained in the security 

index unless one or more of the following situations have 
been, established through investigation:
(A). Subject has had membership [ in, ] or participation ir. 

the activities of, a basic revolutionary organization 
within the last five years as shown by overt acts 
or statements established through reliable sources, 
informants, or individuals.

(b) Subject has had membership[in, ]or participation in 
the affairs of, one or more front organizations

• ' which adhere to the policies and doctrines of a[ba::icj 
revolutionary[organization,Jin a leadership capacity 
or by active substantial participation- in the 
furtherance of[those]aims[andJpurposes of the front- 

. ' ’ ■ - organization[which coincide -with those of a basic,
revolutionary organization,Jwithin the last three 
years as shown by overt acts or statements established 
through reliable sources, informants, ox- individuals.

(C‘) Investigation has developed information that an 
individual, though not a memher[ofJor a participant 
in- the activities of a[basic revolutionary or front 
organization, Jhas anarchist ox- revolutionary be
liefs and is likely to seize upon the opportunity 
presented by a national emergency tofcommit acts 
of espionage or sabotage, including acts of 
terrorism, assassination, or any interference with 
or threat to the survival and effective operation 
of•the national, state, and local governments and 

' . of the defense effort.J . .
(d) Although investigation has failed to establish

[the facts required by (A), (b), ox- (c) abox -, either 
as to the substance of those criteria c - i: use
there have been no overt acts or state,1 th
in the time limits prescribed,.Jfacts. hr: .-.-.-n 
developed which clearly and unmistakably depict the 
subject as a dangerous individual who could be

• - ... • . expected to commit acts[of the kind described in
• (c). ah ove • 1 -■
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II. [activity in support of.Cuban regime
Careful consideration should be given-to recommending • /
for jr.ilusioB- in the security index those individuals r ;

. who in the light of the clear identification of the \ .L
Cuban Government as procommunist, pro—Soviet bloc, J
and anti-U. S., would be deemed dangerous or potentially i
dangerous to the internal security of the U. S. in the ' >
event of an emergency involving Cuba and the U. S. . . A
In connection therewith, there should be ■ substantial S
showing of data within the following st:. rds:
(A) An individual has served as a lead-. •• >r officer or ’

has substantially participated in f-■ activities r
of a pro—Castro organization and has engaged.in . .,A
activities which have -included-cither the preparation- •£
or distribution of pro--Cuban or anti-U. -S. propaganda; 
the active collection of funds for any agency or 
representative of the Cuban Government or for a >
■pro-Castro group, which funds arc not intended for .

- the relief of human suffering- or other charitable i
purposes; active participation in acts of violence . v
against anti-Castro individuals or groups or ’
against the U. S.; or the active collection of 
intelligence data regarding the national defense 
of the U. S. or which would serve the purposes.
of the Cuban Government as opposed to the interests -y
of the U. S., where there are reasonable grounds $

•' to believe that such data is to be or has been
conveyed to any agency or representative of the J.
Cuban Government. ■

(B) An individual, whether he has participated in ,s
organizational activity or not, ha s engaged in 
one or more activities specified in (A) above and ■$

- it has been clearly established, by overt acts' or "i-
statements or other evidence, that there are - ,
reasonable grounds to believe the loyalty of the ' i
individual would lie with the Cuban Government in 
the event of armed conflict between the Cuban j?.
Government and tj-e U. S. • ■

( c) Aliens of Cub.an --.tionality and aliens holding Cuban }
citizenship should be considered for the security |
index when it is determined that one of these

. . : (1) is likely to foster, encourage,, or promote the A
. ‘ policies, programs, or objectives of-the Cuban • -

-.Government, or collaborate with the Cuban Government 
or (2) is likely to engage in or attempt to engage - 
in acts of espionage, sabotage, or other activities' 
inimical or detrimental to the defense or public Jg'
safety of the U. S. as shown by overt acts or 
statements established through reliable sources, J
informants, or individuals. Activities .on a-subject's - B 
part which should be considered in determining * J

. ~ ■ whether his-name should be added to the security
index under the foregoing would include but- should Jt
not be limited, to (1) participation in. organizations ■ .
supporting the Castro regime, (2) participation It
in picket lines formed in support of the Cuban '
'Government, (3) contacts with Cuban agents operating S-
in this country on behalf of the Cuban Government, 
.or (4) statements or activities on a subject's part 
establishing reasonable grounds to believe that _ .A
his loyalty would lie with the Cuban Government in .J
the event .of armed conflict between the U. 3. and ft
Cuba. ’

/i

■ ■■ ' e
3 
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agency responsible for such action. Forward such data, to 
Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted concerning' 
individual in question. Where no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a 
security investigation if information received from 
intelligence agency warrants such action.

Inclusion in security index
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, i'B-i22 is to contain:
(a) Key facility geographical reference -number ..
.(b) Abbreviation for agency having security, responsibility. [The 

Department of the Army has been designated the agency having 
security responsibility for all koy facilities.]

(o) Abbreviations for .other age.ncies known to have c.-.a^sif.icd . 
contracts with the key facility. Interested agencies 
should be identified on FD—122 to assure proper dissemination 
of reports’ but will not appear on security index cards 
returned from Bureau.

(d) [Deleted]

If subject of existing security index card is- found to have 
become employed in a key facility, FD-122 must be submitted to 
Bureau with above—required key facility data set fox-th thereon. 
Case is then to be -handled-in accordance with instructions set 
.forth below concerning key facility cases. - 
Dissemination ' .
Upon receipt, of original complaint or allegation concerning 
key facility employee from source other than interested 
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information 
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by 
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence 
agency should then be advised whether a security invest -ation 
is being conducted.of the individual and, if investiga: 'n . 
is being conducted, that copies'of reports will be fur-= ;hed 
upon completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence 
agency should clearly point out that information is 
unsubstantiated and has not been verified through investigation 
by FBI. .

In addition to disseminating to interested intelligence ag-'--'.ies 
information of a derogatory security-nature developed coa<- ing 
persons employed at facilities holding classified contract... .vith 
the exception of classified.contracts with the Atomic Energy 
Commission, such information should be furnished to • 'e Chief, 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO-. Defense* 
Supply Agency,-Columbus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudi
cation. Division, In each instance, advise the interested ,’ ‘ 
intelligence agency that dissemination has been made to DISCO." 
This dissemination is to include derogatory security information 
developed concerxling persons who may not be currently employed 
at such a facility but who are known to be holders of an" 
industrial security clearance.

These■anstructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or 
those of such a confidential character as would not .ordinarily 
be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immediate 
interest to other intelligence agencies should be submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the 
circumstances, with a x-equest that the Bureau consider 
advisability of disseminating it.

Disseminate copies of each report to the local representative 
,of agency having security responsibility, as well'as to local 
representative of other intelligence agencies-known to have

P a g e 400
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■ classif 5 cd ^^itracts with the key facility.^^opies of reports 

for the Murine Corps should be disseminated locally to MlSO,

Di ■■.seminat 'on to the Atomic Energy Commission (ABC), Defense 
At .•■io Support Agency (DASA) (fox-m-.rly Armed Forces Special ■ 
Wo-pons P-.-oject), too Research and .Development Board (RDB), 
and the Maritime Administration (MA) wi'Jl be made at the 
Bu'cau, and not in the field. .. •

(4) St- tus of oases -
After all active investigation conducted, place in afpending- 

■ inactive]-i-'.tus. Fo'-ty-fivo days before report due, make case 
pending active and check with ax-mod services representative at 
the key. facility or vzith other reliable sources to determine’ 
whethex' subject has access to classified or restricted material.

[(Also see Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 4D. ■ 
\ , item 2a, (6), and. section 4H, item 4, for instructions concerning 

synopses and classification of reports in key facility case’s.)] 
d. Top functionary progx-am ■ ' ■

(1) General . ' .
’ Purpose of top functionary program is to select for special 

attention those individuals in a subversive movement who are 
of outstanding importance to the effectiveness of the movement.

Top functionary program is described below as pertaining to 
the Communist Party, USA. However, it also applies to important 
individuals active in- or on behalf of other basic revolutionary 
groups, subversive organizations, or unorganized groups who 
have indicated a propensity for violence. . ■

(2) Definition of top functionary ‘ .
A top functionary is an individual, either a "'ember or a 
.norimember of the Communist Party, to whom, 1- jause of his . 
importance, it is necessary to give continue:.: investigative 
attention in order to keep abreast of communism on a 
national basis in the U. S« Necessarily, such an individual

• would bo on a high policy level in the movement. This also 
applies to an individual, either a member or a nonmombor 
of other subversive organizations or unorganized groups-, • ’ 
who would be on a high policy level in the movement. ’

The term "top functionary" is not to be construed as re- ’ .
•quiring that individuals in this category must actually. . 
hold official positions in the organizations but shall '
be given a broad enough construction to include others who - 
are of equal importance because of their influence in the 
movement itself, or their position and activities■outside ’ 
the party in labor, front, or similar organizations or 
movements. Black nationalist extremists whose importance 
justifies continuous investigative attention should be - 
considered for designation as top functionaries. . >

(3) Manner of designation of top functionary ■ ’ ' .
Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate a subject ” 
as a top functionary. Submit such recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons fox? the recommendation. . Bureau 

• desires to be very selective in this matter and to concentrate 
on individuals who, on a national basis are the guiding 
hands in the communist movement and otl • subversive move- . •
monts. Top functionaries are to bo incited in priority I .
and reports are to bo submitted in accordance with 87D 
7f (2). ■
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’1CTI0W 87. SHCDPT^v TWffiSTTn&n .yd.
At the ^^.t of Government a careful, appraisal will be 

made of the field’s recommendation, following which the 
office will 1>:. advised concex'ning the Bureau’s decision 
on the recommendation.
Regulations governing the handling of top functionaries 
(a) Designation and deletion of top functionary status 

Designate or remove a subject as a to.p functionary 
by individual letter to tho Bureau carrying the 
subject in the caption and containing a brief state
ment as to the reason for designation or deletion.

gyn

Where office of origin for top functionaries is 
transferred, deletions in tho old office of origin 
and additions in tho now office are- handled in accord
ance with 87D 7b (9) (b).

(b) Photographs
Photographs must be obtained for each top functionary. 
Whenever possible, the photographs should bo obtained 
from public records, law enforcement agencies, state 
or Federal Government agencies, and similar sources. 
Where more direct means employed, use extreme care to 
avoid prejudicing.the investigation. Send[two copies 
(one is for Secret Service headquarters)]of photograph 

.of each top functionary.to tho Bureau, either by cover 
letter or as enclosure to a report; Maintain a copy 
of each photograph in the subject’s individual case 
file in the field. ■ If album of top functionary photo
graphs maintained, be sxxre duplicates are also filed 
in each individual subject's file.

(c) Handwriting specimens -'
Suitable handwriting specimens of each top func
tionary must be obtained. Whenever possible, obtain 
handwriting specimens from public records, law 
enforcement agencies, and similar sources. Again,• 
if more direct means employed, use extreme care. 
Send specimens to the Bureau under a separate cover 
letter by registered mail for the attention of the 
FBI Laboratory. Letter should bear caption of indi
vidual case.

Handwriting specimens should be sufficiently extensive 
to permit possible future comparisons by the Laboratox'y. 
When specimens submitted may be of value as evidence, 
letter of transmittal should so .state and Bureau should 
be requested to return specimens after copies have been 
made.

(d.) Security index cards ' ". ’ .
Request preparation by FD-122 at the earliest possible 
moment. Same x-ules apply to preparation and main- 

'tenance as apply to other security index .cards. All 
security index cards for top functionaries' shall bo 
designated for priority I. -

(e) Change of office of origin
FD-128 changing office of origin on a top functionary 
automatically deletes him- as. top functionary in old 
office and adds him as a top functionary in new office. 
For further instructions concerning the change of 
office of origin in these cases, see 87D 7b (9) (b).

(f) Reports
I. Character - Internal Security - (followed by 

appropriate letter designating the organizational- 
affiliation or nationalistic tendency)

(5) Maintenance of list
Each office must maintain a current list on top functionaries.
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87 D -X SECTION 87. SECURITi INVESTIGATIONS '

Correliti^.' of Aer investigations with the se^».ty index and 
re .t rve ir ' ex
Ini? vidual'. inve stigat’.-1 by the Bureau under any character against 
whom Kvbve"'ivc inform ‘ion is developed must be constantly borne in 
mind for inclusion in '.Jie security index and/or reserve index.
(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations

Subject:: of these.investigations must be included in the security 
index and/or the reserve index if they meet the standards fox
inclusion therein. It is the responsibility of the investigating • 
Agent and field supervising official to make appropriate recommen

. dations for preparation of the security index card and/or the
. reserve index card, wheneve.- appropriate.

(2) Security of Government qmp?- ees (SGE) investigations
Subjects of all SCE .invest!' ".lions against whom subversive de
rogatory information has be- -. developed must be considered for 

■ inclusion in the security, index and/or reserve index. . ■

: .J" 'The Agent conducting investigation in the office covering-the ’ '
h-'. ■-.subject’.s residence must refer sucji- cases, to the field super- ■ 

’ visor in charge of the security index .program for appropriate
handling. Copies of-reports showing "disloyal information •• ■ • ‘ ■
must be submitted to the field office covering the subject’s 
residence, when developed by any’ other office.

When an individual who has previously been investigated under 
the .SGE character is the subject of a security index card and 
is still employed by the Federal Government or is being considered 
for Federal, employment, the dual character of "Security of Govern
ment Employees" and the character of .the subject’s security case 
should be used in the report being submitted. This will insure 
that the reports are referred to the appropriate desks for super
vision at the Bureau, as well as in the. field. These reports ‘ . 
should be written ace-, "ding. to the standards, prevailing for SGE 
reports." . • •

Disseminate these dual character reports the same as -any other
-”7 security repo.rt. Representatives of other intelligence agencies 

requesting reports showing the actual SGE investigation should 
be informed to direct the request to their Washington headquarters 
for referral to the Bureau. .

(3) Atomic Energy Act, U. S. Information Agency applicant, depart
’. mental applicant. Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigation 

Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in-
‘ formation has been developed must be considered for inclusion
' in the-security index aai/or the reserve index. In each such -

case the Agent conducting the investigation in the office 
covering the subject’- residence must refer the matter to the

’ field supervisor in f ’-arge of the security index program for 
appropriate handling. ■ ••

Copies of reports' showing disloyal information must be sub
mitted to the office covering the subject's residence, whenever 
developed by another office. • •
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(6) Chai’actor
Tun functionaries
Internal Security (or Racial Hatte " if subject is a black ■ 
nationalist) - followed by the leta -s designating the 
organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies.
Example s:

Internal Security - C ,
Internal Security - SWP
Racial Matters - NOI

Oth er s
Security Matter — followed by the letters designa ting 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies.
Example s:

Security Hatter -• C
Security Manter — SWF
Security Matter — X (native fascist) 
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

■[ 
[ 

[

When a subject is deleted as a top functionary, the 
character shall be changed from internal security to 
security matter in the first report following the deletion 
and all subsequent reports. When a security matter subject 
is designated a top functionary, the first.report after the 
designation and all subsequent reports shall bear the internal . 
security character. Communications regarding subjects who 
are employed in key facilities should bear the .words "Key 
Facility" in the character. Communications regarding 
subjects who are members of the Communist Party, USA, National 
Committee should bear the words '"National Committee" in the 
character. Black nationalist investigations' and racial 
matters should be given the character set out in.section 122, 
volume IV, of this manual.

(7) Status
All Cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be. as follows:
(a) Top functionaries

I. Pending inactive
(A-) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty-five 

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, 
each such case shall be’ placed in a pending-active- 
status for the preparation of the report so that 

" ’’ the report can be submitted at the designated time, 
(b) [Key facil:’y cases . . .

Key facility- cases are to be maintained in pending
inactive-status. (See 87D 7;c (4). )] ■
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Other security index subjects ’
I. Closed ' ’ .

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be
. . followed by administrative ticklers set up so as tc

insure submission of[a periodic]investigative repoz 
. ' [according to priority designation.] If, following 

investigation, no subversive data is developed and-
r

[

[ 
(

[

the only available information consists of 
tion of residence and employment and negat: CO I;

with security informants and souroeu, submit in lieu 
of a report a letter (form FD-400) to tho Bureau 
setting forth-identities of informants and sources
contacted, any additional 
necessary, and form FD--30f
cases shall be opened and 
the date -the [periodic Jrepo.

fiftini s > native data . deeme 
• roperLy executed. The 
/•.igned 45 days prior to

due.-- Such cases.
' shall also be opened and assigned six months-after '

’ ’ ’ submission of the [perio'dic’Jroport to-accomplish
.- verification of addresse s [and. further, verification

must be handled in accordance with 87D 7b (7)(b).[ 
Upon such verification, the cases should be closed 
administratively. , .

Cases of subjects recommended for security index . .
I

II

3:

J

4

Pending inactive .
(A) If all active investigation completed at the 

FD-122 forwarded to Bureau •
(b) Set forth lead to follow 

' ' card and if approved for 
Secret Service.

Closed

Bureau for security index 
dissemination of report to

s;.

£ 
$

U)

(B)

Subjects 
therein
I

[(8)] Content 
• (a) In

index card from BureauUpon receipt of security 
and dissemination to Secret Service ■
Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for
investigative report as in (c) above.
not in security index who are' not to be included

Closed .
(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) 

pe’rtaining to.interview must be .complied with.

order to insure completeness of investigation
following items should be

the
considered as pertinent to an

investigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
be handled under topical headings where appropriate. 
I. Background ■ • • ,

: A) Birth date ■ • ■ - - '
. B) Citizenship status

,C )
D )
(E)

Fl 
G
H’ 
I

Educati on ■ ’ '
Marital 'status - ' ■
Military service record (domestic or foreign 
including type of discharge, citations, etc. 
Identification record •
Employment •
Residence . ■'
Status of health (if known) ‘ ”-

II. Connections with Communi.st Party, other basic 
revolutionary groups, front[groups,[black 
nationalist extremist groups, [and/oi- other subversive 
organizations or unorganized groups] •

Information concerning admission to revolutionary
group including sponsors, etc.

(B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 
and positions held in subversive movement with which
subject is identified

■A
•F

' «■

w

4
A
A*

74
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SE^^ON. 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87D

I INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
References are to page.

Natj on al
Co;.'?ni ttee, CPUSA, character,. 73 
Defense- Education Act of 1958, 22 
Guard members, dissemination of infor

mation concerning, ESO
Science Foi.ndation Act of 1950, 22

Ha tura1 i z e d citizens 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80 
investigations of, 26

Negative infori..ation, security index cases, 
submit by letter, 74

New office of origin, 58,67,81a

Private records, 36
Public

Law 87-835, 22
source information, 36
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of
interviews, 38
investigation, 3.9
priority apprehension program, 62 
reserve index, 42a
security index, 43

Observation of subject, 28,50,57
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,67,72,81,81a
Out of the counti'y, unavailable 

section of security 
’index, 54

Overt acts, 45

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35,37 
Photographs, 28,78

of top function Ui. les, 28,67 
status of security index 

cases while 
obtaining, 28 

Physical
condition, 61,74 
description, 28 . 
surveillances, 35,37

ma.intenance of SA's notes, 38 
Position 

’ and importance, 30 
in labor organizations, 29 

Potential dangerousness, 44
of Nation of Islam members, 46 . 

Preservation of evidence, 37 
Pretext, 32,37,39,56,57
Priority apprehension program, 62,7.7 

administrative procedures, 63 
priority designations, 49.53,58, 

60,62,63,74
I, 49,57,62,63,64,66,67,72,78 
II, 49,62,63,64,72,78 -
III, 49,63,72 
changes in, 58,63 
color of cards, 63 
justification for, 47 
recommendation for, 63 
removal of, 63,64

. reports, schedule of, 72 
. who to be tabbed, 62,63 

purpose, 62

. 82e
10-14-

Receipt of information of 
subversive t'.ctivi ties, 25 

Recommendation for inclusion in 
section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index, 45a’, 47,63

Cuban activity, 45a,45h 
status, 74 

- when subject has Chinese 
sympathy, 48 

when subject is of .Chinese 
extraction, 48 

when subject i.s out of country, 48 
when there is missing back

ground information, 47 
Recvaluation of security index . 

’ status, 46,57,72,78 
Registrars, contacting, 25 
Reinterviews, 42 
Relatives in armed forces, 27 
Removal from security index, 46a,60,61,63 

priority I, 64 .. -
priority II, 64 • ■ ■ '

Reports ’ . - • ." ~, - ■
administrative data inj 77 ■
character of, 73 

top. functionaries, 67,73 
content of, 74 
cumulative items, 76 
disseminata on of, 79 (See also ‘ 

- . .-dissemination.) 
documentation of,. 78 . .-
lumping information in, 76 • - -
narrative-type statements, 77 • 
negative- information,- security index 

cases, submit by letter, 74 
schedule of, 72,73 
status of, 73 . ' “
summarizing information in, 
summary, 21,47,5-9,71,76 
title of, 72 
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after interview", 41 
when necessary at time requesting 

Bureau authority to 
interview, 39 

when not necessary after "nter- 
view, 40a 

when not necessary at time 
requesting Bureau 
authority to interview, 39
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870 S. 107 87. SECURIT7 “NYRSTIGATIC i• aW INDEX FOR SECTION 873 . .,
References are to page. t

Reserve index, 42a
arrangement, 42b

Security (continued) (
index (continued)

cards,' content and appearance, 43 cards (continued)- • - 6* 'rV
content, 43 content and appearance of, 48
flash notice, 27 of top functionaries, 67
names deleted from security tabbing, 45b,53., 60, 62, 63, 64, 67 7.

index, 61,62 transfers to reserve index, 61,62 * V'

purpose, 42a criteria for, 44a,45 ix
reference to on cover-page, 77 Cuban subjects, .45a^45b,53,64$ 81a ■W-
removal from,- 43 " . d.angerousness, .-44

, section ft ’ ■ • dissemination to . i
changes, 42c Immigration and Naturalization %
individuals to be included, . . Seryice, 81a •

42b,61 • Secret Service, 81,81a. *
■ interviews of subjects of, 39 •' • letterhead memoranda, 57 ,.81,.81a

recommendations for inclusion .. . . photographs, 28,67 V
in, 42b,61 reports, 47,74,81,81a' 'x,

section B, 42c purpose, 43
security index cards placed in, recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47,63

62 . reevaluation of status, 46j57,72,78 c
standards.for, 42a reference to on cover page, 77
subjects removal from, 46a,60,61,63 -

applicant investigations, 70 priority I or II, 64 p.
espionage and foreign intelligence ' subjects of

investigations, 70 applicant investigations, 70
security of Government employ espionage and foreign intelligence

ees investigations. 70 investigations, 70
Reserves, dissemination of security of Government employees

... inf.ormatiop . , ‘ investigations, 70
‘ concerning summary reports, 47,59,71 -»

members of, 80 verification of addresses and employ
.Responsibility of Bureau, 19,64 ment, 32,54,57,58,74,81a t’’
Restrictions on investigations, 24 informants, 34

cancellation of security index
cards pertaining to, 60

contacting, 34,74
of Government employees cases,

Schedule of reports, 72,73 . - - - ■ inclusion of
Scope of investigation, 26 subjects in -.Seamen, dissemination of informa - ■ security index

tion concerning, 80 or reserve index, 70
Secret Service, dissemination to, 81,81a -Signed statements, 41

closing case, 47,74 Sino-Soviet bloc, 44a,57.
. lettei-head memoranda, 57,81,81a Sleepers, 31,-52

photographs to, 28,67 Special section of security index, 52
J'

reserve index cards, .stamping, 43 cards, 49,52,53,56
Security Cuban, 49,53 ’. . ..‘R

" flash notice exception to unavailable section, 56
cancellation of, 27a ■ ' Standards fox' reserve index, 42a
notation concerning on BD-128, 59 ’ ■ section A, 42b
placing, 27 Status' of cases, 73. -

index, 43 on security index subjects - .
■arrangement of, HO . . employed in key
cards ■ . facilities, 66,73

cancellation of, 38,42,60,61, 62 on subjects in security index, 74
changes on, 58j78 on subjects recommended for
colox' of, 63 security index, 74

oh top functionaries, 59,73
• i

1

•
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SECTION 87,. SECURITY IITVSSTT^iTIOKS 87E

[

Communist-Pamembers , review of 
surveillances, Special Agents atte 

4. Internal Security Act of 1950
To insure successful proceedings a 
under this act, a preponderance of

ield-offi files, pre 
ing mass meetings, etc

ainst a communin'; front organization 
admissible evidence must be secured

to[ show] elent to which
a. Persons active in ma nag orient, direction.

be 
o.

a

organization are active in management 
or as representatives, of
Its support, financial or otherwise, : 
Its funds, resources, or personnel ar 
objectives of

., or supervision of an 
direction, or supervision*

is derived from
■e used to further or promote

I

Any 
the

Positions taken oz* advanced by 
from those of 
communist-action organization, 
world communist movement.

it from time to time do .not deviate

communist foreign government, or

A

5,; s Panel sources
'',’a. Purpose
' '•» To develop potential witnesses who will be willing to obtain and

introduce .legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of 
organizations in future prosecutive action

b. Program
(1) Since Special Agent and active security informant testimony 

undesirable, field should recruit, panel of potential witness 
.locally. Some may be found among American Legion contacts.

i-
1

(2)

(3) •

(4)

plant informants, former and exposed security informants, etc. 
Panel members should attend public rallies and meetings, as 
well as obtain literature of organizations they are covering. 
To aid panelists, exhibit photographs of individuals they - 
will most likely encounter at front organization functions.

(5)

(6)

Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same 
manner as other evidence. A.s panelists may subsequently 
become security informants-, the same procedure should be 
followed in handling, processing, and reporting data and 
material furnished by pane?_Lsts as is afford--i 'that received 

-.from security informants, (See section 107, volume IV, of this 
manual.) 
Legitimate expenses incurred by panel members should be 
reimbursed in same manner as security informants.
Eliminate inactive, ineffective, or unsatisfactory panelists 
on a continuing basis. At time of submission of semiannual 
letter, office panel should’be reviewed, to make certain all 
such panelists have been remo.-d.
Identities of panelists should be concealed. ’

■X

1

Administrative handling 
(1)

(2}

[ 
[ 
t 
t

Check prospective panelists through office indices, local 
police department, credit-records,- and established informants. 
If no undesirable information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with panel1 st to ascertain cooperativeness. 
Submit names of cooperative panelists to Bureau by letter 
outlining.complete background and recommendation; as to inclusion 
in office panel. [One of the required copies -of the letter to
the Bureau should consist only of the 

• When.. approving the field’s recommendat
t page of the letter.
■this single—page

jf.

copy will be stamped "Approved" by Bureau and will be returned.] 
’Be certain such individuals are not plants and will consider 
relationship with Bureau in confidence.

r^
%

-V

1
87
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87E : SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ‘

(3) Open 134 ^|^e when active investigation o ^prospective 

panelist is initiated. When preliminary investigation 
comp ba bed and Bureau has approved panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly.

Regular contaHs with panelists should be noted in their 
respective files.

(4 J Only Agents designated should handle panelists.
(5) Every [ six Inion ths submit letter of justification to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See 
section 107N, 3b, volume IV, of this manual for form of 
letter. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization, 

-Agent handling source must prepare memorandum to SAC for file
containing same certification as to stability and reliability 
as required by payment letters. .

Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might 
be misconstrued.

’ (6) Summary letter captioned "Panel Source Program" (Bufile
* ’ 134—1113) to be prepared and submitted to Bureau March 25 ‘

and September 25 each year. Use following topical outline: 
(a) Status of program . .

" Include progress in panel development. Shovf total number 
of new panelists developed and total number of panel’sts

■ discontinued during six months’ period. .
Ib ) Total number panel sources active ,
c) Names of organizations covered .
d) Number and identities of panelists redesignated’ to informant 

or potential informant status since institution of panel 
program ‘ • .

d. Suggestion . ■ ■ .
Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster 
of current panel members and current list of scheduled organization

' • activities, who will-notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled -organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating

- - Agent receives notice of coming, events from Agents handling organiza— 
tion cases, security informants, and communist publications. .

6. Classification — 100 - ■ .
7. Character — Internal Security — letters for organizational activity or

‘ nationalistic tendency; e.g.,_(C), (SWP), (Miscellaneous), etc..

) 83
9-13-68
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SEC 011 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS 87B - C

with an? additional information contained in the Bureau’s files.
■ -6. The names of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions 

[ and the names appearing on subscription lists of[the Communist Party,
[ USA,publications land publications and organs of the organizations

set forth in 1 a, ,b. c, and d must be indexed in the field office 
covering the address shown for the subscriber and should not be forwarded 
to the Bureau for indexing. Mailing lists as such which cannot be 
identified as membershio lists of subversive organizations also should 
be indexed in the field and not forwarded to the Bureau. Field offices 
obtaining' such lists must promptly furnish them to the office covering 
the address shown for the subscriber.

7. Important subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 
and any new subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 
of importance must be brought to the attention of - the Bureau by expe- ' 

■ ditious means.
_ 8. ' Subversive and nonsubversive derogatory information coming to the attention 

of th< field office through a name check or otherwise on an employee 
of.the1executive branch of the Government, which information is within

’the purview of Executive Order 10450, should bo forwarded promptly to 
the Bureau for dissemination to the Civil Service Commission. In 
addition, subversive derogatory and other information relating to other 
employees of the Government and to employees of the-United Nations and 
of other public international" organizations received by the field office 
should be brought immediately to the attention of the Bureau.

9.. These instructions do not affect and" are in addition to existing 
instructions for the submission of information in report form.

C. I DESTINATION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, SOCIALIST WORKERS • PARTY, AND OTHER 
MARXIST REVOLUTIONARY-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS ■
1. Policy . - . "

. a. ' Communist Partyj USA
By Presidential directive on 9-6-39, and subsequent restatements 
(see section 102, volume IV, of. this manual), this Bureau is charged 
with the responsibility of coordinating all information with regard 
■to the internal security of the U. S. Since 1939, a large portion 
of the Bureau’s security investigations has been directed toward 

. a coverage of the activities of communists and other groups whose 
aims seek the overthrew of the U. S. Government. The Communist 
Party, USA, is the best organized and most dangerous from a security 
standpoint. The party is not an isolated or purely domestic organ
ization but is part of an international communi st"movement led and 

. dominated by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the ultimate 
"aim of ’which is to establish a world-wide communist state. The

Communist Party, USA, bases its theory on the principles of Marxism- 
Leninism. .(Considerable evidence shows that these principles look ‘ 
toward the violent overthrow of the U. S. Government or its downfall 
in the event of a war with the Soviet Union.) It would be a grave 
error to suppose that, because the party is actually and potentially 
small, it is not dangerous. .The contemplated role of the party is 
such that it can be played best by an organization which is cohesive, 
easily mobilized, highly maneuverable, fanatically zealous, well 
disciplined, and immediately responsive in an emergency to.the demands 
of its leaders. The highest authority in the Communist Party, USA, 
is the national convention which meets approximately once every two 
years. Between these conventions, the national.committee is- the 
highest authority of the party. ."

3
is-5-68
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87c . •/ SECTION..,87. SECURITY • INVESTIGATIONS
' * ” »

The Communist J^Bty, USA, is divided into distr^® and state 
organizations, ^^en into county, city, section,^^d club 
organizations. The number and nature of these subdivisions 
are dependent on the number of members in the various localities. 
Every party member must belong to a party club.

The Communist Party strategy and policy is based primarily on the 
loyal support and defense of the Soviet Union. The party line 
changes from time to time depending upon the current program of. 
the .international communist movement.

b. Socialist Workers Party
The Socialist Workers Party was founded at a convention held in 
Chicago, Illinois, from 12-31—37 to 1—3—38. The present head
quarters are located at 116 University Place, New York 3, New York. 
The following statements are taken from the "Declaration of Principles 
and Constitution of the Socialist-Workers Party" which was adopted 
at this convention:

."The purpose of the party is set’ forth in its declaration of 

.principles; Its purpose shall be to educate and organize the working 
class for the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of

, a workers government to achieve Socialism." (From article 11 under
> ’ tire caption "Purpose.'1)

. "We call upon all revolutionary militants to join with us to build 
•the SWP into the mass revolutionary party which will lead the work
ing class of the United States to power; and which, together with 
the revolutionists of all countries united in the Fourth International 

- - will achieve the victory of the international revolution and of world
-. Socialism." •

• "The main specific task of the SWP is the mobilization of the American 
masses for struggle against American Capitalism, and for its over—

• ' throw...." (Part III of above pamphlet.)

Shortly after the Fourth International was founded in Switzerland on 
9—3—38, the Socialist Workers Party in the U. S. announced that it 
was the "American Section" of the "world party of the Socialist 

.revolution" (Fourth International). At a special convention on 
12—21—40, the Socialist Workers Party passed a resolution ending 
its organizational connection with the Fourth International (because 
of the passage of the Voorhis Act).

This organization follows the Marxist—Leninist—Trotskyist line. 
Statements made by functionaries indicate that in the event of -war 
between the U. S. and the Soviet Union, the Socialist Workers Party 
would defend the latter.

[ c. (Deleted] ’ ;
[ '

4
4-10-59
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87CI1JVE S

the name and 
who maintains

title of each Negro 
a national level

position, and the name and title of each Negro included in 
this total who maintains a district level position above 
the status of "club chairman." Members of the Communist 
Party, USA, who are now carried as unidentified but -who are 
known to be members of the Negro race should be included in 
the total number of Negroes. . ■

■ When possible, totals should be broken down as to nation
ality, sex, employment, veterans, and membership in unions. 
Auxiliary offices which, due to lack of’Communist Party ' 

_ • activity in their divisions, have been authorized to sub
mit data by quarterly letter should include membership

. . figures in these letters to the Bureau and office of origin.' 
These letters to be submitted by auxiliary offices prior 

' to first day of month in which quarterly report is due. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures

- ' from its auxiliary offices. ’
■ (b) . In preparing estimates, best available'informants

. . and sources must be used. Include in cover pages of
quarterly reports evaluation of degree of reliability 
of figures furnished by each source and of final figures 
submitted. Also include in cover pages total number of ' 
individuals positively identified as'Communist Party • 
members and total number of individuals tentatively 
identified as party members within the twelve-month period 

' immediately preceding the submission of the quarterly report. ’
In reporting membership figures, information from one 
source only is not acceptable unless facts are set forth 
demonstrating information from this source is the most . 
accurate and most reliable information available.

(c) Explain in detail any increase or decrease.in membership 
. figures previously submitted. Where informants use such .

. terms as "inactive" or "paper" members, their exact ' 
. . understanding of the meaning of the terms used and ‘the

number of individuals so described must be clearly
. explained. Full explanation must be made as to whether

individuals so described are included in final membership 
• figures submitted, .together with reason for their 

inclusion or exclusion. .

id) Results of membership recruiting drives
e) Make discreet efforts to ascertain results of annual 

national registration drives.
(f ) To reduce indexing at the Bureau, each report should contain 

a statement in the cover pages that all persons named in 
the report‘as members of the Communist Party and who reside 
within the area covered by the reporting office are listed 

■ in the security ind.ex, or are informants or sources, with
the exception of thos-e listed. If any name is listed, a 

' statement should be made as to whether the name has been
■’ previously furnished to‘ the Bureau for indexing. The status 

of the investigation of any listed individual should be shown.
(3) Funds (Bureau file 100-3-63) .

!a) Income and expenditures
b) Plans and results of fund drives including:

I. Total amount sought by the state Communist Party • 
organiza tion.

II. Specific am,.- nt to be contributed by the state 
' organization to the national committee fund drive

■ III. Specific iucunt. to be cot tribute!- by the state 
organization to[the partylfund drive .

‘ IV-. Specific amount to be retained by the state organiza— ■
tion after contributing to the national committee 
and[the parry]fund drives for use in the state 
organization’s own operations ■

6-5-6B
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S7C SEC. ^^87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

- . (c) Large contributions by known party groups or front
organizations

(d) Identity of any nes party "angels"
(e) Distribution of funds not sent to Communist Parti' 

headquarters, such as funds in safe-deposit boxes, 
seoarate bank accounts, etc,

(f) Any special padding of expense accounts by Communist 
Party functionaries should be reported.

Ig) Possible violations of state or Federal tax laws- 
hi Disbursements and collections of the "Reserve Fund" 
i) Receipt of any money from abroad

■ ■ ■ (4) .Security measures (Bureau file 100-3—84)
Any activities on the part of the security commission of the 
district which bring about new or unusual security measures, 
such as reducing clubs to "group captain systems," destruction 
of records, use of codes, clandestine meetings, investigations 
by the party of party members, etc. .

(5).’ Underground operations (Bureau file 100-3—94)
■ Pertinent general information suitable for dissemination

• • relating to underground operations of Communist Party. No
. ‘ information should be included in quarterly reports which 

would jeopardize informants or- special investigative techniques. ’ 
Current investigations relating to expanded underground

.. operations during period 1951—1955 should be submitted by 
separate letter under individual case caption and should , ■ 
not be included in quarterly reports except for general 
information relating to methods of operation.

(6) Factionalism (Bureau file 100-3—88)
(a) Submit pertinent information indicating that any ranking 

Communist Party members or group of members ’ -ve developed 
views as "left-wing sectarianists" or "right-■’ing oppor
tunists" inasmuch as the party has a policy •f expelling 
members who develop such view’s. ■ ’ ■

(b) Unusual disputes or arguments between leading communists 
in any district should be included in this section.

(7) International relations (Bureau file 100—3—81)
(a) Information relating to communication or contact between 

Communist Party, USA, and communist parties of other 
countries

(b) Identities o-f Communist Party officials who plan to 
travel in foreign countries, including the reason for 
their travel

(c; Reaction of responsible Communist Party officials to 
. events taking place in foreign countries

.(d) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed to attacks 
on U. S. foreign policy and support of U-. S. S. R« and - 
satellite foreign policy .•

■(e) Policy matter concerning colonial affairs, such
* as Communist Party policy relative to obtaining of

independence by -colonial people
(8) United Nations (Bureau file 100-3—80)

■ . (a) Communist Party policy or pertinent information in
connection with the United Nations, including such 
matters as infiltration of the United Nations, contacts 
by Communist Party officials with representatives t.o 
the United Nations

(b) Cor-munist Party strategy and tactics directed toward 
attacking U. S. policy and/or to support U. S. S.'R. or 
satellite policy in the United Nations

(9) Deleted

8 '
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detailed and axio.lyxical of the organization and. membership of
the Communist rarxy in its territory, results to be forwarded to the 
Bureau by April 1. Set forth in detail the complete organizational 
structure of each Communist Party district or state organization 
including district and county committees, together with the identities 
of officers from the club through the di strict'1evel. Identify each 
Communi-st Party club anr section in the district, together with the 
identities of individual club members and most recent date each member 
was so identified. Where identification of an individual is tentative, 
this fact should be indicated by placing the word "tentative” after 
the individual's name. Note the informant coverage in each club, as 

_ well as on distr' ■b and county committees, by setting forth-the symbol 
numbers of the i’. formants. In those instances in which no informant 
coverage exists in a particular club or on a district or county committee, 
this fact should be noted. In addi.tion, summarize the overall findings 
by setting forth the estimated Communist Party membership in the field 
office territory, together with the number of members who have been 
positively and tentatively identified as such within the immediately 
preceding 12-month period. Charts and maps should be used in setting 
forth the geographic distribution of the Communist Party whenever 
feasible. Offices which are auxiliary offices in investigation of a 
Communist Party district should furnish the required information to 
the .office of origin for inclusion in its survey by March 15 of each 
year. - '

Following the 'organizational breakdown, each’office should critically 
appraise its knovzledge of the Communist Party organization within its 
division and set forth its comments and recommendations concerning 
investigative activity to be undertaken to eliminate any weaknesses 
detected. In those instances in ’which the disclosed weakness is that 
of lack of adequate informant coverage., advise in detail of the 
number of Bureau—approved potential security informants being developed 
in the particular area, as well as concrete plans to obtain additional 
informant coverage in the future.

Bach survey should contain a statement that all persons identified as 
members of the Communist Party are listed in the security index, or are 
informants or sources. Any exceptions should be named and a statement 
made as to whether the name has previously been furnished to the Bureau 
for indexing. The status of the investigation of each person listed 
should be shown.

5. ■ Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C (code name 
"CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: New York.
a. Quarterly reports (to reach the Bureau by February 1, May 1, August 1, 

and November 1) should be submitted by 'each field office for the 
purpose of reporting, in a centralized manner, all available information 
bearing upon the oommnni • influence in racial matters. Included 
should bo information de: :.oped under the title of a variety of

■ matters', such as CPUSA,'Ihgro question, communist influence in racial 
' matters; comsnunist infiltration of various organizations, such as the 

Congress of Racial Equality, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Commit
tee, and the like; investigations of subversive individuals active in 
the racial movement; investigations of communist fronts and other 
miscellaneous organizations; and racial disturbances and other racial' 

• ' matters investigated under the racial matter </-aracter. Information 
should be included in these quarterly reports, notwithsta -ning the 
fact that it. will duplicate reporting in the other substantive matters 
referr'ed. to above. These reports shall be designed to precisely spell

12a
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87C ’ '^SSC^ON 87® SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS - *
‘ ‘ ’ i 1 •

■ out the full ci the communist influence ii^^acial matters.

They should separate words and intentions from actions; mere partic
ipation from direct influence; and the bona fide communist from the 
mere "do-gooder." They should not include information concerning ’ 
legitimate efforts in the racial movement where there is no communist 
taint.

b. Information should b® reported according to the foilowing,outline. 
'.11 main headings d^ - ted by Roman numerals must be accounted for. 
If there is no info"■•lion to report under a particular main heading, 
the heading should appear, followed by a statement "Mo information 
developed.” ■■ : •

' ' I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY ' ’
" ■ ■ '(A) COMMUNIST. PARTY, USA ’ . ’ •
' ’ (1) Plans, strategy, party line, and the like made at national

■ ’ .. meetings, including expressions by national and other
' ’ ’ functionaries •

’ (2) Plans, etc., made at district and lower level meetings,
' ’.A ' ■ including expressions by local leaders, and rank-and—

... - — ’• file members. . .
_ (3) Plans, etc., as revealed in party publications and other

' ‘ . . propaganda media, such as written directives, press
' ’ • releases, and the like ;_ .

" Information under item 3 should be reported by the office
. ’ - . . ’ covering the origin of the■ publications, such as the New

[ . ) •’ York Office for [" The Daily World, ”] "Political Affairs,"
’ ■ . . -. r and directives from party headquarters; San Francisco

■_ ’’ Office for "People’s World"; etc. Party expressions, oral
’ \ \ -- or written, when directly related to a specific event

■ covered under II, should be included under II.
. ' (B) OTHER COMMUNIST GROUPS (Such as Socialist Workers Party,

. Progressive Labor Party, W-.rkers World Party, and the like)

. ’ Under (b), report informat. - under separate numbered sub—
hea.-’.ngs for each organizaiReport here information

’• generally along the same lines as for (A) above.

[
E

. II. COMMUNIST TACTICS '
In this part repc-t information on communist direction and 
influence of and participation in racial demonstrations, disturb
ances, drives, boj-cotts, and any other similar activities with 
racial overtones. This part will illustrate how communist activ
ities attempt to exploit racial situations and expand communist 
influence, thus furthering communist objectives. List activities 
in chronological order with lettered subheadings, such as;
(A) DEMONSTRATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO,[1-10-68]

. (B) STORE BOYCOTT, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO,[3-6-68]

Under each subheading include such information as nature of event; 
sponsoring and participating groups; total participants; number. . 
and identities of subversives involved; specifics as to whether 
subversives directed, controlled, instigated, or merely partic
ipated; whether violence resulted and, if so, whether subversives 
involved; arrests of subversives and court disposition; and any 
other information believed pertinent to the. overall picture of 
communist influence. Efforts by supporting groups to avoid 
communist involvement should also be reported. If a particul; r 
event had no communist involvement, it should, of course, not 
be included in the report. ■. - . ■
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[

When the
ce of origi^fct

[or reserve index A]subject whose identi

(E)

cation record a notice has been placed is changed, 
form FD—128[or FD—128a,]submitted to change office 
of origin, shouldfshow]that a security flash notice 
has been posted with the Identification Division. 
An extra copy of the form FD—128[or FD-128a ] 
should be specifically sent- to the Identification 
Division in order that its records will[show]the 
new office of origin to which future records will 
be[submitted.] .
Cancel a security flash notice when 
(1) it is learned that the subject of such i’s 
deceased or (2) such subject is determined to 
be no longer of security interest. Do not cancel 
the security flash notice when a subject is 
removed from the security index solely by appli
cation of.the security index criteria.
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870 ‘ SEATON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIO; -

: ■ ■ •
. (j) PhysicHE description

Io Obtain and report a detailed physical description.
• ' Iio During the course of the initial investigation in any

security—type case, including espionage and nationalistic 
tendency cases, the physical characteristics and descrip
tion of the subject shall be determined or verified by . 
personal observation. It is not necessary to observe

, personally the subject of any case where preliminary
’ • • investigation determines the basis for opening the

case is unfounded.
— III. The subject should be personally observed, if possible, ‘

. ■ early in the investigation after it is determined that
- ■ • - a complete investigati'en is warranted to develop the

. extent of a subject’s subversive activities and to
. . consider whether the subject’s name should be added to

the security index. This action should be taken in the ■ 
■ ■ . . course of developing background information to determine

■ ■ the true identity and existence of the subject and to . '
'' ' . assist in establishing that the subject of the investi—

. - • ' ' gation is the person against whom the subversive .. .
- _ . . . allegations .have been made. Each subject should be

‘ " personally observed whenever a complete security investi—
' gation is conducted even though a security index card

- - • is not being recommended at the completion of the
■. ' investigation, •

’ - IV, Do not delay the submission of form ED—122 recommending
' ' ' ” the addition of a subject’s name, to the security index

. ' . even though it has not been possible to observe personally
' " • the subject if it has been determined through investigation

- ' " • that the subject is dangerous or potentially dangerous,
' . V, If a security index card is not being recommended after

_ ’ all- logical investigation has been conducted and it has
. , not been possible to observe personally the subject during
. the investigation, the case may be closed even, though
- '• ■ this has not been done. If a security index card has

. been ramended and prepared and it has not t-mn possible
. . ■ ■ to per.: - -:lly observe the subject, the -.-ise oh 11 remain

open u:'.I such time as the subject is yersorally observed, 
. ’ except ‘ en it has been determined that the subject

[ _ is residing out.ide the U. S. or Puerto Rico, in which
’ event the case ”.*y be closed if there is no- other

‘ pending investigation and the matter should be followed
- administrative!■ to be certain that the subject is

’ personally observed upon his 'return to this country,
■ (k) Photograph . '

■ I. Reasonable efforts should be made during the investigation 
of a security subject to obtain a photograph of the 
subject through usual sources.

[ II. Cases on security index subjects are to be maintained
• ' ' in a pending status until such time as a suitable

■ . photograph is obtained unless circumstances dictate
otherwise, in which case the Bureau should be advised.

. ’• Once a photograph has been obtained, continue to be .
. alert for the existence of more recent photographs which

may become available. .
[ III. Do not. forward a copy of the photograph to the Bureau •
[ ■ • . . unless the subject has been designated a[top functionary.]

28 •
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(1) Handwriting specimens
I. If, during the investigation of security matter cases, 

it is disclosed that samples of the subject’s hand
writing are readily available, obtain specimens for 
possible future use and maintain in the file in the 
field.

II. A case is not tc be left in a pending status merely for 
the nurnose of obtaining handwriting specimens.

III. [Deleted]
(m) Labor union membership

If the subject is being investigated because of Communist 
Party membership, ascertain the identity of any labor 
organization of which he is a member and wha.t position he 
holds in the labor organization, if any.

(2) Subversive/ activity
(a) Membership or affiliation

Obtain admissible and.convincing evidence that the subject 
'is a member of, or affiliated, with, one of the basic 
revolutionary organizations and/or front organizations 
wherever possible. Such evidence may be either direct or 
circumstantial, or both.. It is not possible to list' the ■■ ■

.innumerable and varied forms in which such evidence may
.b e found. Some of the more common types are: ’ -
Io Oral or written statements or admissions of the subject

made publicly or privately to other .ndividuals .
II. Statements of confidential informan’. ‘ and other persons 

who are in a position to know the facts and can testify 
- to them • ’

III. Official letterheads and documents of subversive 
organizations containing information which identifies 
the subjects with the organizations. This will include 
membership and dues records wherever obtainable.

IV. Selective service records in which.the subject admits 
membership in or position with a subversive 0-”nization 

V. Attendance at closed meetings and conventions a sub
versive organization

VI. Letters to publications, public officials, or -other per— '
sons signed by the subject in an official position with 
a subversive organization or •wherein the subject admits

• . membership in or adherence to the principles of a
■subversive organ!:.-tion ' T

VII. Recruitment or at :pt to recruit members for a subversive ;
organization b

VIII. Solicitations or contributions of funds for subversive 
organization ■

IX. Seeking public office as. a candidate for a subversive 
. ’ organization

X. Association with other individuals who are known to be 
members of or affiliated with subversive organizations

.With regard to the question of membership, attention is 
directed to section 8711 of this manual relating to the 
provisions of the Communist Control Act of 1954. This act 
sets out a. list of 14 criteria itemized in 87H 2, which should 
be considered ”in determining membership or participation in 
the.Communist Party or any other organization defined in this 
Act, or knowledge of the purpose or objective of such.party 
or organization. ..." These-criteria inclide, e.g, , listing- 

. as a member-in organization records, contributions to the 
organization. and acce;. lance of organization discipline.

(b) Knowledge of .'.ims and purposes 
Admissible .1 convincing cvith jee that the subject knows 
the aims and purposes of the subversive organizations to 
overthrow the Govciziment by force and violen* e should also 
be obtained. Mere proof of membership in or afZiJiation -with 
such an organization is not sufficient to prove such knowledge.
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Proof that the subject has such, knowledge of the. revolu
tionary purposes of 'the organization may be'existent in 
several forms, several of which are discussed below:
I, Direct admissible evidence, such as statements made by 

the subject, or by responsible officials' of the■subversive 
organization in the subject’s presence at organizational 
classes or meetings expounding the organization’s

■ doctrine in which the necessity or advisability of using ’ 
force or violence in the overthrow of the Government 
is asserted, should be obtained, if at all possible.

Occasionally, statements of this nature are available in 
the subject’s writings, sometimes in an indirect or 

. ■ veiled- form. • ’ •
II. Length of time in a subversive organization

III. Official positions held in the organization especially 
in educational, propaganda, or policy-making capacities 

. IV. Charter membership in the organization, participation in 
. the original establishment of the organization '
V. Extensive and long-continued participation in various

■ ' - -organizational activities ‘ ■ ........................ ■
VI. Attendance or teaching at organization schools or

classes, especially leadership classes ’
Vila Preparation or distribution of party propaganda •

VIII. Recruiting and fund-raising activities . ’ ’
• IX. Possession of Marxist or revolutionary literature • 
' X. Urging others to read literature of a revolutionary

• character, etc. . ' , - -

While none of the above types of evidence may be of sufficient 
value alone, a combination of a number of. them may constitute 
convincing proof. ■ ■

It should be remembered that the revolutionary purposes of 
a subversive organization arc frequently cloaked in veiled 
language or in language significant only to persons familiar 
with Marxist or revolutionary terminology. Such obscure

’ .statements should not be ignored, but should be fully reported 
as it may be possible in<legal proceedings to bring out the

■ significance of such statements through expert witnesses, 
the testimony of informants, or the introduction of literature 
clarifying them. Confidential informants and other sources 
should be carefully interrogated and files thoroughly 
reviewed for the purpose of developing all revolutionary 
statements. In such instances, complete details should be 
obtained, together with all corroborating evidence. The 
names of all persons present when such statements are made 
should be as'certained and the facts reported in the individual 

• . case file of the person making the statement and of all 
persons present when the statement was made. The circum—

■■ ' stances under which the statement was made should, of course,
be ascertained and reported.

(c) Position and importance
X4 Information reflecting the importance of an individual 

to'a subversive organization or movement shoul? be fully 
- ’ • developed and reported. The member or affiliate may be 

dangerous or important because of his position, imluonco 
or activities outside the organization, er both. ihe 
facts in this regard should be fully dcvelopr'i. The 

■ individual may hold an important and strategic position 
or exercise great influence in a labor orgauiz:1 ’ .ion or 
othei' mass organization; in a racial, national’ . y,. youth 

’ ■ or oihex- group; in an important front organizat; in 
radio, newspaper, motion picture or other cnltu-fi, •

0
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Tj-ari::" t„t f:-st t? interviewing Zgent
. 'viii infrocuct. hiczsslf a:-: ;■ Special Agen" ° .-he

T21 c; use of credentials or badge and will open 
■ vie conversation by using an appropriate pretext 

or by reciting the Bureau's responsibilities in 
the security field and asking the subject whether . 
he can be of assistance to the Government. If the _

■ individual has been a member of a basic revolutionary
- organization and indicates he might cooperate, he

' may be questioned during the initial contact.about
. ■ his own activities in order to further ascertain

the extent to which he will cooperate. This 
original interview is for the sole purpose of

■ ■ ■ _ allowing the Agent, to determine whether the
' . ' individual being interviewed might be cooperative.

■ ’ (e) Prior Bureau authority
’ • l(. 1-; . I. Subjects of active current investigations where no
. V)/ interview with prior Bureau authority has previously .

been conducted '
■ II. Closed cases where the subject is on the security

index and no prior interview has been conducted
" ' ‘ ’ III. Subjects of investigations requested by the Bureau,

both open and closed, such as ■applicant—type cases, 
. loyalty oases, etc. ‘

’• IV. Any persons where circumstances indicate a delicate
. ■ situation exists and a greater than, usual risk is

• ' . involved, such as individuals employed in the •
' ■ ‘ newspaper field, educational field, radio and
. television industry, religious field, publishing
•" houses, labor leaders, and the like. Bureau authority

' ' , • mu.st be requested -with respect to situations of this
: ■ .. kind even though prior interviews have been had with

these interviewees.
V. Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous 

- contacts ■
. ‘ ■ VI. Subjec- s of :-'-otion A reserve index cards

-In any of the ab’. > cases, no report need- be submitted when 
requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a

■ security investigation except those persons under TV above.
■ . This does not relieve you of the responsibility of submit-
f ting reports in security cases when due.

VII. The request for Bureau authority for the interview 
should, be set forth in the first paragraph of the letter 

‘ and unless, you are recommending a special manner or
. procedure for conducting the interview, the first

• ‘ paragraph should contain the f oil owing ••statements-:

. "Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in
• • . accordance with existing instructions relating to
' . * ■ • - interviews of security siibjects. If this subject is

cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during
‘ ‘ ' the initial'interview to direct his activities and

. ' • ' complete background investigation requi-red by section '
107C of the Manual of Instructions vfill be p-onducted

. . and Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact ' -
. with subject as a PSI." .

. Form FD—336 contains the above statement and. may be
' . used in requesting Bureau authority for the inter—

' view. '

The above statement in no way precludes interviewing 
Agents during initial contacts and recontacts from 
obtaining all subversive inf< •.nation subject is ivilling 
to furnish or other data whivb will assist in detex min
ing his potentialities as an informant.

39
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

VIII. Enters requssting Bureau authority for the interview 
must contain the following information, if available: 
(A) Residence address, occupation, employment and race 

of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship, 
' and status of health

. (B) Marital status. If married, the occupation, 
employment, and race of the spouse. .

(C) Length of time subject a member of or affiliated 
with subversive organizations and positions he held 
ir. such organizations. In cases in which invcstig 
tion is based on some allegation or circumstances 
of a security nature other than membership in or

• affiliation with subversive organizations, facts 
upon which investigation is predicated should be 
briefly set forth. ' ■

. (D) ' If married, information indicating the spouse is 
or has been a member of or affiliated with subvor-

■ sive groups, the position held in such groups, and
the length of time of such membership or affiliatic 

(E) Membership or affiliation of any other close rela— 
. . tives in subversive groups

(F) Information regarding defection, expulsion, inac— ‘ 
. , tivity, and present sympathies of the subject and,

. ■ if married, of the spouse ’
• (G) What is expected to be gained by the interview

IX. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail
able, regarding the seven items listed above must be 
set out under the appropriate number but the above 

'■< ’ headings need not be restated. If ho pertinent data is 
available regarding any the items, you should make 

. the appropriate comment, .-.her the respecti"^ -aunher.
X. All letters requestir.g ; u authority to irbervivw 

■ the subject of a soovh i lives tigat;* - " must be f
sonally ; ; - roved by .' SAC. .

XI. One of tki.- requir- ' •. •'•ies of the le;-'dr to the ’’■s.'eau 
. should consist oh.,- - ' the first pago of the ’Xv. or.

When unnecessary I;.- Bureau, to issue specific i true— 
tions or oomu.Jnts in connection with authorizing an 

. interview, the Bureau will approve the request by 
placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression, on the 
single—page oopy of the inooming Letter and return 
it by routing slip. .

XII. Upon receipt of Bureau authority, the interview must h 
conducted within[45]days. If this is impossible, ."dvi 
Bureau of the reasons -why the interview was not effect

o *3
 

a> 
w 

-a

and state that the subject will be contacted within the 
next[45]days . At the end of the second[45—day]period 

. if the interview has not been conducted, request addi
tional. authority. Incltide in tho letters any new inf or— 

■ mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the 
■ interview. '

■(f) Preparations for and conduct of interviews • ’
I. Interviews must bo conducted by two Special Agents. An 

' Agent experienced in security investigations who has 
knowledge of Bureau regulations regarding development 
of informants must conduct the actual interrogation.

- Approach need not be made by both Agents at tho same
time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance.

- Background of subject and individual circumstances 
vrill determine exactly how approach should be handled 

• in each oase. Tv.-o Agents should physically rrosnnt
during any interview or oonbact wc. ;h known or . .•.•-pelted 

. Nation of Islam members in all typ-v of Bureau .'.■.aes,
. II. Preparations for interview must be thorough'a: ’. -.on—

■ ducted so that iriorviewing Agents will not be compro
mised, the Bureau will not be embarrassed, and con
fidential informants will not be exposed.

40
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XIe Inform subjects connected with labor unions that the 
Bureau is net i interested. i.h employee-employer relations 
and is concerned only with obtaining information on 
infiltration of labor" unions by subversive elements.

XII. Furnish ’no information and make no statements to a 
person being interviewed wh'ch. might later be used to 
embarrass the Bureau. Agents should.not allow them
selves to b: interviewed by the interviewee or to be - 
placed in a position of answering questions instead of 
asking them, ■ . '

XIII, Terminate immediately an interview if the subject proves 
• - to be hostile or uncooperative on initial contact, •

XIV. Exploit a subject’s knowledge to the utmost if he is 
found to be willing to furnish information "of value.

. XV. Questions asked of a subject being interviewed should 
be so worded as to require an admission or denial of 

. - all pertinent items of subversive information developed
. . ■ during prior investigation unless to do so -would expose •

investigative techniques or security informants.
XVI, a cordial and friendly attitude alone on the. part of 

. ,a subject should not be construed as evidence of .
cooperation insofar as potential dangerousness is con— • 
cerned when he -fails to- admit or furnish substantially 
the same subversive information verified through previous 

■ investigation,
XVII. Inform the subject that we are interested in interviewing 

him in great detail and arrange to conduct the interviews 
• over as extended a period of time as necessary to

. develop.the matter fully. Conduct necessary investigation 
or research to verify or add- to what is being developed

' on interview. Request information from other offices
• 02" the Bureau to assist in the interview if needed, ■

XVIII, ?• ■ race info:; ■ ition obtained to a signed statement if '
. Subject wil’.„ ng that this be done, 

XVIX. Determine willingness to testify to information fur— 
nished in possible future Federal proceedings,

XX. Consider possibility of developing these■individuals as 
informants. If possibility is apparent, pursue matter 
with view to establishing subject as a reliable source 
in the subversive movement with which he has.Tbeen connected,

XXI, When no information is developed during the"course' 
of an interview which would affect a subject's status, 

. submit the results thereof in letter form immediately 
following the interview.and also in the next report 
submitted in the case. At least one report will be ’ 

- submitted in each case in which a subject is - interviewed 
with Bureau authority. In the case of ; an individual 
employed in or holding a sensitive position enumerated 
in 87D 6b (7) (e) IV above, the results of all inter— 

’ view's must be submitted promptly in report form until 
. such time as he begins to cooperate as a security

informant or a source. .
XXII. Report information regarding the subject’s admissions of 

' his own subversive activities and associations and set
. . forth a statement to the effect that he did or did not . 

furnish information regarding' subversive activities of 
others. ' ’

XXIII, Report statements of denial regarding subject's subversive 
■ activities developed through prior inves tj ration’and 

follow by a brief summary statement of the past subversive ' 
activity which is being denied by the subject.
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contain
(A)

87. SECU

thing resul 0 st

n

XXV

XXVI.

(3)

E 
F

The

statement or conclusion of into-vie-./ing 
c- cooperativeness of subject
crir.ation furnished by him coincides sub-

stantially with information developed against him 
Reasons for the conclusions
Statement as to subject's availability as-a potential 
witness and evaluation of subject's potential as 
an informant or confidential source 
Further contacts contemplated 
Recommendation that the security index card be 
canceled when it is determined from statements 
furnished by a security index subject regarding 
his subversive'activities and associates, considered 
with other known information and factors, that the 
subject is no longer to be considered dangerous 
to the internal security in time of an emergency 

above instructions shall not .preclude immediate inter
view of subject of a security-type investigation who 
contacts a Bureau representative and expresses a'desire. 
to furnish information concerning subversive activities. 
They do not apply to an interview of a person once he 
is an established informant .or confidential source.
Reinterviews with security index subjects should be considered 
on a -systematic basis. This may be done by considering a 
recontact immediately prior to the time when it is necessary 
■to submit[a periodicJreport. In security index cases in 
vAich reports are submitted more frequently than once a 
year, the interview should be considered'at least once 
a year. In all cases in which subjects have been inter
viewed in the past with Bureau authority and no rein tor- 
view is conducted prior to Jhe submission of the [periodic] 
report, the cover page(s) <.-ompanying report should

[show]why a reinterview was ' ut conducted. Results of
reinterviews should be subr-iuted in report form*

(g) Maintenance of file on defected subjects
I. A dead file should be maintained for reference purposes 

in those offices having sufficient volume of security 
work to justify such action.

II. Copies of memoranda 
should be routed to 
tains

designated for individual case files 
this file. Such memoranda to con-

& 
I >■

a
A
.t

$

7
i
i

I
A 
'B 
'c

The background of the defectee
Type of information he may furnish 
Period covered by this data

Eg

k’
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SEATON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION* ■ 87D

, IV, ^^nges, additions, arid deletion^^f data appearing in 

s'ection A of reserve index cards
(A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve 

index cards should be submitted to the Bureau by 
form FD—122a.

(B) ■ Deletions from section A of the reserve index 
[shalljbe recommended by letter. The letter should 
set forth the basis for the recommendation.

(c) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by - 
submission of form FD—128a. Forward section A 
cards to nevr office of origin.

(b) Section B
I . This section is to contain the. names of all other indi

viduals included in the reserve index. This section
• • is to be maintained only in the field office. The file

• of a reserve index B subject should be reviewed whenever 
informant information or other.information is channeled . 
to the file. ,A determination should be made at that 
time as to whether additional investigation is warranted.

II. Changes in office of origin are to be handled by sub
mission of form FD-128a. Forward section B cards to 
new office of origin. ■

42c
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^SECTI^N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ’ 87B
/

(b) Where r^fcntxal dangerousneSs of a subj^^ has been 

established and inclusion of that subject in security . 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit a. 
reconaaendation for inclusion in security index by sub
mitting form FD—122 to Bureau., Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded 
to Bureau and one copy will be placed in subject’s 
investigative case file. •

■ Nothing should appear on FD—122 or subsequently on the 
security index card -which is not in the subject’s case- file. 
Form FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data -which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent. .

, Proper selection should be made in the opening paragraph
. ■ option. FD—122 is submitted with abstract when used to

V1’ recommend the subject for inclusion in the security index
■ . ■ ■. 1 and without abstract when used to indicate additions,

, ■ ‘ deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.
. ■ (c) When form FD-122 .is submitted to Bureau recommending in-

• • ■ • ’ • - elusion of a name in security index, attach additional
. ’ . . - ' page or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts on

. -which recommendation has been based. Facts' must be in detail
[ . to clearly show soundness of recommendation. [Complete justi—

' [ . ■ • ’ . -fication for designated priority level for apprehension must
[ • ’ .. ■; -. ' ■ be_.included. ] Statements of conclusion are not enough and

' .original sources must be characterized as to reliability.
. . ■ Summary must contain pertinent dates of subject’s activities.

. ■ ' ■ (d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject’s name is not
- . • being recommended for security index, set out a brief

’ ■ summary statement in the appropriate communication closing
’ . the case showing reasons fox- the decision.

’ (e) Security index cards shall be recommended by and maintained
. by office of origin only. ‘ ’

- - (f) A- current report must be in possession of the Bureau -when
■ ’ subject is recommended for security index. If it is the

initial report in the case, it must be a summary report. .
' ' ■ •_ ■ If,- hovzever, prior investigative reports have been sub- ’

■ mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are .
. ’ appropriately documented, a summary report need not be

submitted. ■
(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 

. ■ receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or
• pending-inactive status until security index card has been

■ ’ . received from Bureau and filed in office security index.
. If case continues in pending status because of outstanding

. .- ■ . investigation, reports shall carry a lead to follow author
.. . . ization of security index card by th.e Bureau and if approved

* * . to disseminate a copy of the report to Secret Service in
■ • • '’• ‘ addition to other leads. If outstanding investigation .

’ • ' ■ has been completed and case would otherwise be closed
• • upon submission of the report and form FD—122, case shall ..

- be placed in pending—inactive status with lead to. follow
’ ' . ‘ authorization of security index card by Bureau and if
‘ ' approved to disseminate the copy of the report to Secret

. Service. Tn latter instance, upon receipt of security
. . • index card and following local dissemination to Secret Service, 

. . case may be- closed administratively. „
• • . ■ (h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed

' because of absence of information concerning race, sex,
- citizenship, date and place of birth, or description where

. •• - security index card is wamn! 3, In such instances, rec
ommendation for lie card should be submitted wit’- - current

) report and case retained in pe.ndir.g status with -r -e
■ investigation continuing to detera.i re missing it-«cs.. >f

inf ormati on.

■ . ~ ■ 47
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8? . ' ' s7« SECURITY INVESTIGAT1 ’ *3- , -’

fi) Gubj^^ts missing or out of country m^^-be recommended for

. . . the security index provided instructions set forth in S7D
. ■ 6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FD—122 submitted on

subjects should include data required in 87D 7b (6) (b)
• - IV below, •

(j) '•'hen form FD—122 is submitted recommending a security index
. '.rd be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction,

, . - -. .e words "Other — Chinese” must be included in the. space
' . the form calling for a statement as to the subject’s

race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommending that- a 
. ” security index card be prepared on. a person who is not of

• Chinese extv. ction but who has shown definite sympathies
with Communi.i China, the form should include under

■ • .. "Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to
■ . ■ . . . Communist China." ’

. • (k) Upon receipt of form FD-122 at Bureau, the case of the sub —
' ject will be reviewed and if recommendation of field is

‘ ' concurred in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli—
; - ’ ■ ■ ' cate copy of form will be returned to office of origin stamped

• ’ ’ • "Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies.
’ attached,. Place description and photograph on reverse side

. • of Geographical c.ard. Cards should be filed in your .
, -Security Index." The three cards shall be filed in security

” . . .j^dex as outlined below. The returned copy of FD-122 shall
’ • be placed in subject’s main investigative case file<> '

.. . ■ ■ _ Offices' with a geographical breakdown by residence and .
1 -- . ■ ’’ * ' . employment will receive an extra card. ’’ •

• " j' (l)~When security index- cards are received from Bureau, data
.. . .. thereon must be ch<-.-ked for accuracy. Cards will be o'om-

. .plete except for description and photograph. Descriptions
' • ' . and photog:?: ohs are maintained on separate cards of

_ similar si .; to security index cards which are stapled
- - ■ - to back of f.-o of the cards. One card will then be filed

’ in the geographical section of office security index
(except special section cards and unavailable section cards -

-■ . : see 87D 7b (o) (b) ITT and TV below), and one card shall
' ‘ ’ be filed in the duplicate security index-maintained away ,

. . . from headquarters city. The other card is filed in .
• - - * alphabetical section of security index. No information

• . ’ ’ ’ 'shall be permanently added, deleted, or changed .on face
' _ • " of "security index card without complying with instructions

set forth below under 87D 7b (8). •
• (5) Content and appearance of security index card . •

(a) Data to appear on face of card .
■- • • When complete, face of security index card should contain

' ■ ■ the following information. If any of items enumerated in
• I through XIV are missing at time the security index card 

- is made, the case should be continued as pending and investi-
“ " • "gation conducted to obtain the necessary information. Set

■ • ’■ forth under ■ :ch item '.. low are possible -categories in which
■ - ■ . ■ subject may ha classified-, together with code letters which

' . • should be p2 uhed in appropriate space on form ID—122 when
■ • . sending form to Bureau recommending security index card be
" ' ' prepared. Gode letters should subsequently appear c-n security

' • ■ . index'cards received from Bureau. ■
. • . . ■ ■ I. Name and'aliases " "

' . The full and correct name and aliases of the s 'bject
' rust be contained on the security index card. /hon

’ t,.e true name of a subject or any aliases are ■. anged,
• . • au--cd, deleted, or are found to be incorrect, fr.rm

F'r-122 must be submitted showing the correct data
■ • . io be placed on the security index card.
' . II. Race •

• White and Caucasian W ■
• Negro ■ . N ■

Ch i ne s e C
' Others 0

• . (All others including Orientals (exc-ept Chinese),
' ' . American Indi'.np, etc.)

' r 8 '
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£
£

£ 
[■ 
£
£ 
£
£

- -

. III.

IV.

V?

■" VI.

. ■ . VII.

• VIII.

IX.

X.
XI.

XII.
XIII.

■ XIV.

sJW •
■ Male M

Female ■ F '
Citizenship
Native born ’ NB
Naturalized . NA ’
Alien ■ AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security
. index card is recommended, space should be left "

blank but status should be ascertained and sub— 
mitted by RD-122.)

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM •

.Progressive Labor Party PLP .
Socialist Workers Party SWP -
Johnson-Forest Group JFG " .
American Socialist Clubs ASC
Nationalist groups • ’ •

advocating independence ' ' •
for Puerto Pico PRN ■ . .

Proletarian Party of America PPA
Students for a Democratic

Society SDS
Spartacist League ' . SPL ■ ■

[American Workers’ . •' -
Communist Party AWC] ’ .

Workers World Party ' . WP ’ .
Anarchist . .ANA ■
Nation of Islam ■ ,NOI ' ....
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM '■
Student Nonviolent Coordinating '

Committee SNC
’ Black Nationalist ■ BNT

Bulgarian BUL
Cuban CUB •
Czechoslovakian . CZE. •
Hungarian HUN .
Romanian . ROM ■
Russian . .RUS
Yugoslavian • YUG

[Priority designation
Priority I P. I
Priority II ’ P II '
Priority III ’ P III] ‘
Top functionary designation (where applicable) •
Top functionary TF
Special section card.s ■ ' .
Atomic energy program

employees AEP ’
Cuban special section ■ CUB ,
Espionage subjects ’ -ESP . '
Foreign government employee’s FGE ' ’

’ Pro-Tito subjects ' YUG >
United Nations employees UNE ’
U. S. Government employees GOV
Unavailable section cards •
Missing MI . . '
Out of country ' OC • :
Imprisoned • PR ■
Date and place of birth ’
Key facility geographical reference number obtained from 
the Department of Defense Key F.icilities List and abbre
viation denoting the gency having security resuonr- 
sibility for the key facility (where applicable) 
Residence address . •
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation-, if any.
Field office file number

-

*

I 
I■ 

' .. X'

■ I
1

■ A
1 
4
J

- >
1 
i
I• a

>■£ •
J 
■1

..t 
1

J
I
$
I
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appear on separate attached card ■
■ I. The following data must be placed on a separate '

(b) Data to

■ card to be attached to reverse side of the security
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to -
assist in recording the descriptive information. ”

’ Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented
. by other data required. ’

■ (A) Complete description ■
. ' (B) Notation that security index flash notice has been

. ■ submitted for posting in Identification-Division
(C) Photograph, with date taken placed below. This 

■ . ’ photograph is to be the most current or best
likeness of subject.

..I' ’■ ■ (d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including
’i•' notation if subject possesses firearms

. (E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre—
' hension of subject, such as directions to residence

. ’ or employment, where subject not situated in usual
■ • locations, listing of number of minor children

■ and aged dependents . ’ .
’ II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must

. . be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop
’ ’ - this information. Upon posting of security index flash.

notices in security index cases, the field will be
' . furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification

. .’ which should be affixed to reverse side of the security
index cards filed in geographical, special, and unavail— 

• able sections.
• III. Form FD-136 is used for purpose of compiling information

to be posted on the separate card attached to back of
' . . the s- ority index card filed in th; geographical section

of inForm may be filled in by "he Agent handling 
• . the os- in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical

employee designated to post th'.s information on the
• attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable

• • . sections. After the security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear— 
in/ on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 

• • . it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

FD—186 may also be used to record information that a 
security'index subject has been physically observed.

• Descriptive data developed during obs er-vation .of the
-subject should be noted on FD-186 for posting.

(6) Arrangement of the security index ■ . - ’
. . (a) At Bureau ■ ■ .

1 ■ • The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau .
. • - - - through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The

[ •■ 5- by 8-inch security index cards are printed byfautomatic
[ ' . .data proccssing]and transmitted to the field. "Through the'

' use of this device, the security index can be broken down
into the various categories of inf ere;- tion appearing on

' ■ the security index cards when, such I '-eakdowns become necessary
' for administrative purposes at the . '-'eau. This procedure

, makes it possible to maintain the co'.ani of the- security
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. •

■ An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases
• of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau

for administrative purposes.
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unequivocal regardless of Yugoslavia’s foreign 
policies.

(g) Cuban
In order that, in the event of an emergency 
involving Cuba and the U. S., special handling 
may be afforded those subjects whose organizational 
affiliation or nationalistic tendencies are shown 
as "Cuban." Security index cards denoting such 
will contain the code "CUB" on line 1,

Standards for inclusion of subjects in the special 
. • section of the security index are the same as those

for any other potentially dangerous subject.

"When submitting a recommendation for preparation of 
- s. ' ' . - a security index card on an individual falling in one

' / of the above categories, form ED-122 must include
'■ the words "Special Section" typed in the upper right

portion thereof. The proper category should be typed 
on FD-122 in the space provided behind the words 
"MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)."

' Security index cards to be placed in the special 
section shall bear the appropriate code letters in 

• the upper right portion designating the subsection 
■ ■ in which the cards should be placed. Upon receipt

. . ~ ’ from the Bureau of the three security index cards of
. ■ subjects in these categories, the required additional

- ’ data .shall be placed on two which shall be filed
• ■ alphabetically in the appropriate subsection of the , 

special section. The third- card shall be filed in 
the alphabetical section of the security index. Under 
no circumstances should special section security index 
cards be filed in the geographical section of the 
index.

■ . s.
When a security index subject whose card is maintained 
in the- special section no longer comes within one of

• ' the categories of the special section, ED—122 must be 
submitted with the words "Remove from Special Section" 
typed in. the space provided behind the words, "MISCELLANEOUS 
(Specify)." If the card should be placed in the unavail
able section, the statement "Place in Unavailable Section" 
should be added in this space. When the new cards 
are received from the Bureau, they should be checked 
for accuracy and the description and photograph, 
if available, should be placed on separate.cards 

.of similar size and attached to the back of two of 
, . . ■ . . the cards. These two cards should then be filed in

the geographical oi» unavailable section (where applicable) 
. . ’ ■ ' . and the other card filed in the alphabetical section of

■■ ’ ■ the security index. ■ The old cards should be destroyed.

[ The special section card shall[indicate the priority
[ .’ ■ level for apprehension.)

■'It is not contemplated that subjects of security index 
cards maintained in the special section will-bo appre
hended under a mass apprehension program. :.’he cases 
of such subjects shall be given individual attention 
upon the inception of th- apprehension program and the 
subjects will not be apyxended in the absezue of 
specific Bureau instruct!-.ns in each case.

IV. Unavailable section
Security index cards of individuals who are missing, out 
of thcountry, or -ix'e impr* sored shall b* 'ol-nincd in 
the unavailable section. Unis section Shs.-.l bn broken 
down into three subsections headed by tabs marked•"Missing,"
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. of the Countryand "Imprisoned,” The unavail
able section shall be maintained in accordance with 
the following instructions: 
(A) Hissing subjects

Security index subjects are not to be included in 
the unavailable section as missing immediately upon 
determination that they are no longer located at 
their previously known places of residence or 
eE.ployment. The action required in 87D 6b (3) 
above must be taken prior to submitting FD—122 
placing a subject in the unavailable section as 

' a missing subject. The Bureau must be periodically 
advised of the investigative steps taken to locate 

. ’ missing security index subjects in accordance with
: 37D 6b (3).

If the subject is missing, the word "Missing” shall 
’ be typed in the space provided on FD-122 behind the

’ words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify).”
(B) Subjects out of the country

The security index cards of subjects who are found 
C to have departed from the U.'S. or Puerto Rico

for’ a foreign country shall be placed in this 
subsection of the unavailable s’ection of the 
security index unless their cards should be can— 

. ' celled in accordance 'with instructions set forth
below under 87D 7b (10) (b).

If the subject is out of the country, the words 
"Out of the Country" shall be typed in the space 
provided on FD-122 behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS 
(Specify)." If the foreign address is known, 
place it on FD—122 in the space provided for the 
residence address. If the subject is .only known 
to be in a certain foreign country and his residence 
there is ..->t known or is only known to be traveling 
abroad, - Jude this information on FD—122. If the 
subject’s .irrent employment abroad is known, 
include It on FD—122.

The case of any security index subject who is out 
of the country must be followed at least each six 
months for verification of the subject's address, 
the same as any other security index case, to deter
mine if the subject has returned to this country.

Appropriate stops should be placed with the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
to be advised of information which may become 
available to it indicating the subject’s 
return to this country.

(C) Imprisoned subjects
The cards of security index subjects who are found 
to be imprisoned shall be placed in the unavailable 
section of the security index.

If the subject is in prison,the word "Imp.-isov.-d" 
shall be typed bn the space provided o.n FD-122 
behind the 'words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)." The 
identity of the institution in which The subject 
is incarcerated shall be typed in the spp.ee pro
vided for the residence address. The spare-for 
the business address shall be left blank.
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tkuld be completely filled out At as if a first 
commendation is- being made, an^Kubmitted with a 
current report. If not, the Bureau should be advised 

of the reiscr.s for not reactivating his security index 
card. In either case, cancel the inactive card.

(7) Periodic verification of addresses
(a) The data recorded on security index cards shall be in an 

up—to—.date staves at all times.
(b) The whereaoours of all security index subjects should be 

known at all times. [The residence and business addresses 
of security inde?: subjects in priority-1 must be checked 
at least once each three months.] The residence and 
business addresses of all[other]security index subjects 

. must be checked at least once each six months, except 
. those imprisoned and those who were included in the security 

index because of disaffection for the U. S. (defection 
to a Sino-Soviet-bloo country, including Cuba since 
10—1—60) (see section 105G, item 3, volume IV, of this 
manual). The residence and employment of thos.e who 'uere 
included in the security ‘index because of disaffection for 
the U, S. must be verified every thirty days. The case 
of any security index subject who is out of the country 

. must be followed at least each six months to determine if 
he has returned to this-country.

Perfect arrangements to be advised on:a current basis'of 
any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive 

•- ' ..activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or plans to 
’change his residence or employment. Periodic checks to 
verify residence or business addresses may be made under 
appropriate pretext by telephone[once each six months' for 
those individuals in priority I and once each year for all 
other subjects. Pretext means may be utilized during other 
periodic checks conducted either personally or through 
appropriate sources.]

(c) The physical characteristics and description of each 
• ’ security index subject shall be determined or verified

by personal observation and the individual case file of 
each security index subject shall show that this has been 
done. If a security index subject .has not been personally 
observed previously, this should be done during the next 
verification of the subject's residence and/or business 
addresses.

(d) Use form FD-154 in v.---"ifying addresses of security index 
subjects when its use -ill facilitate the checking of the 
addresses. When FU-'.'- 1 is not used in verifying addresses, 
a notation must be mile on the last FD—154, Ft)-122, or FD—128 
in the subject's case file shewing the subject's current 
residence and business addresses and the date such addresses 
.were verified. This must be done to assure that the file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the

• • case and that the file will come to the attention of the 
Agent ox* fieid supervisor to determine if additional action 
is warrantee at the time of the verification of addresses. 
Each time f...,t a security index subject's residence and 
employment •■e verified, ’the case must be reevaluated to

• • assure tha‘ -he subject is qualified for inclusion ’■ n the 
-security • ’-z under the criteria for such inclusion. A 
notation - —he effect that the case has been- reviewed for 
this purp.- shall be made in the file.

( e) If it is d- . rmined that the residence or business address 
or both ha-.' been changed from those appearing or the 
security index card, FB-122 should be submitted to the Eureau 
with the curren": residence or business address shown- 
thereon. In such instances, FB—122 show en'-.v ’’ >•
changes to be made on ■‘he security i ’ex card. Fj-2?? 
should be accompanied by form FD-366 f sr di s semin-. .i-'j to 
Secret Service. Geer-’ Gcrvice sheu?. be advised lecallv 
by dissfiininaxicr. of FD-366.
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^ect of addresses of security index subjects

[
[

shall be handled by reopening and assigning the cases for 
verification ar.2 closing the cases administratively upon 
accomplishment cf verifications. Verification should also 
be made at the time of submission of all[periodic]investigative 
reports and should be reported therein.

Changes, additions, deletions of data appearing on security

F

index cards
(a) Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 

involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia-
• tion or nationalistic tendencies, [priority designation,] 

date or place of birth, key facility geographical■reference
. number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi

bility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business 
address. Exception: Change office of origin by form 
FD—12-8.

(b) insertion or removal of cards from special section or'
r available section should be handled pursuant to 87D 

(6) (b) III or IV.
Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing 
security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards 
from Bureau.
Indicate use of FD—122 for changes by checking proper 
opening paragraph and submit without abstract.
Set out only items being changed, added,or deleted.
If being deleted, specify "Delete."

[ 
• [

) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards 
with duplicate copy of FD—122 (stamped "Corrected Security 
Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and 
destroy old cards. Place photograph and description on 
reverse side of geographical cards.7), action to be taken 

■ includes:
I 

II

III.

IV.
■(9) Movement

Check accuracy of data on cards. 
Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and 
photograph from back of old geographical section cafds 
to back of corrected cards, staple them,and file in 
geographical section. Exception: For special or 
unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b (6) (b) 
III or IV above, 
File third card in alphabetical section of security 
index. 
Destroy old cards, 
of subjects between offices and transfers' of security

index cards
(a) Subjects of security index cards

I

II

TH

it

$

•

Requests to verify addresses of ’ security index subjects, 
from other offices must be assigned immediately and 
results of investigation to verify the nev: address must 
be transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks 
Office of origin,' upon receipt of verification of
address, sho.ul.d submit FD-1Z8 immediately transferring 
office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable
subjects should be prepared in accordance 
(6) (b) IV above.
Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to 
mit two copies thereof to office covering
address, enclosing 
pertinent serials, p 
index cards. Fl—128 
l'>Vd designation.]

,wi th
sectx on
87D 7b

opies of all previous 
holograph If available

Bureau, 
sub jcct 
reports 
, and s

should .show full title[and

o aer . 
u-ity 
ority

I.-formation concerring key facility ^mployrac it of sub
ject in new office -hould be furnished by that office 
to old office of origin so that geographical reforer.ee ¥t

•f-
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in’-eresie-l t.'jrcies can be included on FD-128 eubul^l-ed 
by old ci 2 2- -• of origin.

V. Where secu”i"/ index flash notice has been placed 
with Identification Division, notation to that effect 
must appear on FD-128 and extra copy of FD-128 must be 
specifically designated for Bureau marked "Attention 
Identification Division" so that those records will 

[ " [ show]ne-.' office controlling existing security index
flash notice.

VI. The old office of origin will submit current report.

Submission"of FD-128 should not be delayed solely for 
preparation of reports when office of origin is to 
be changed, but notation shouldPbe made on FD-128 that 
old office of origin is preparing report.

Case will remain pending in both old and new offices of 
origin until report is submitted by old office of 
origin. The new office of origin is responsible to 
follow the matter until the report is submitted.

VII. The new office of origin is to review the pertinent 
material received with FD-128, as well as pertinent 
information in the files of the new office, to detcry 
mine whether additional investigation is warranted. 
If no additional investigation is warranted, advise

•- " -Bureau by letter that the case is being placed in
a. closed status.

- VIII. Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering new address 
of subject will be office of origin with no other 
communication necessary in this regard. Uew office 
of origin ’will place its file number on security 
index cards received and place them in security index 

■of that office.
IX. Upon receipt of now security index cards from Bureau 

with copy of FD-128, new office of origin i.s to transfer 
information from reverse side of old geographical cards 
to two of the new cards, appropriately file new cards, 
and destroy old cards.

• (•b) Top functionaries
Mechanics of transferring cases for all security index 
subjects as described above shall apply to top functionaries. 
Additional procedures in[this category]are:
I. ■ notification to Bureau of• deletion of subject as 

top functionary in old office of origin will be handled 
merely by designation in space provided on FD-128 
that subject was top functionary.

II. Upon receipt of form FD-128, new office of origin shall 
automatically designate subject top functionary and 

, continue case in an assigned pending -status [until
. . . investigation is completed. After investigation is 

completed and a summary report has been submitted by' 
the old office of origin, the case may be placed in 
a pending-inactive status.] Within three months, new 
office of origin is to conduct active investigation, 
submit investigative report-on subject, and advise 
Bureau concerning continued designation of subject 
in[this category.]
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", agenc. harin' securi*'' r"3-!osci:llity, ana 
' inr-?rer.ie 1 a.'jr.ci.e3 can be included on FD-128 submit-1 4

by old efii'.-. of origin.
V. Where securi-/ index flash notice has been placed

•with Identificaticr. Division, notation to that effect 
must appear on FD-128 and extra copy of FD-128 must be

■ specifically designated for Bureau marked "Attention
. Identification Division" so that those records will

(_ • ' [showjnew office controlling existing security index
. ' flash notice.

' VI, The old office of origin will submit current report.

- ' ' Submission'of FD-128 should not be delayed solely for
_ ' preparation of reports when office of origin is to

. ‘ . .be changed, but notation should be made on FD-128 that
C. old office of origin is preparing report. 

* " i . -
■ ■ 'y,.'; Case will remain pending in both old and new offices of

• . ' t origin until report is submitted by old office of
' origin. The new office of origin is responsible to

follow the matter until the report is submitted.
. ’ . VII. The new office of origin is to review the pertinent

. ■ material received with FD-128, as well as pertinent
‘ ’ information in the files of-the new office, to deterv

. . ’ mine ’whether additional investigation is warranted.
' .. If no additional investigation is warranted, advise

- ‘ ’ ■ Bureau by letter that the case is being placed in
' ' ' • ■ a.closed status. -

■ VIII. Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering new address
' ’ of subject will be office of origin with no other

■ ■ ' ’ ' communication necessary in this regard. Kev; office
of origin will place its file number on security 

- ■ index cards received and place them in security index
' • -of that office. .

IX. Upon receipt of new security index cards from Bureau 
■ . with copy of FD-128, new office of origin is to transfer

■■ ■ information from reverse side of old geographical cards
to two of the new cards, appropriately file new cards, 

. and destroy old cards.
[ -(b) Top functionaries

; Mechanics of transferring cases for all. security index
f subjects as described above shall apply to top functionaries
[ Additional procedures in[this category]are:
[ - I. • notification to Bureau of-deletion of subject as

• ■ • top functionary in old office of origin will be handled
’ ■ merely by designation in space provided on FD-128

[ that subject was top functionary.
' II. Upon receipt of form FDrl28, new office of origin shall

. [ ■ '■ automatically designate subject top functionary and
‘ continue case in an assigned pending statusCuntil

[ . . . . - . investigation is completed. -After investigation is •
[ • • . completed and a summary repo??t has been submitted by
[ ■ ' the old office of origin, the case may be placed in ■
[ ’ ” a pending-inactive status.] Within three months, new

■ • office of origin is to conduct active investigation,
’ submit investigative report on subject, and advise

Bureau concerning continued designation of subject
[ • . .. in [this category. ]
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(c) Subjects tabbed for[priorityj . ’

Security index card shall continue to be tabbed for prior— 
ity apprehension in new office of origin until such time 
as it is determined by receipt of information by that 
office that priority designation is not warranted under 
the provisions of 87D 7b fll) below,

(d) .Subjects not included in security index
I. Transfer office of origin by FD-128 only upon veri— 

fication by another office of subject’s presence in 
that.division. FD—128 should show full title.

II. Enclose copies of all investigative reports and other 
■ ' pertinent serials with copies of FD-128 to new office'

_ ■ of origin.
III. New office of origin is to investigate or advise Bureau 

. that case closed if no action warranted
(10) Cancellation and removal of cards from active security index 

SAC shall personally recommend the removal of any name from the 
security index under the conditions set out in 87D 7b (4). -

. Recommendation to cancel subject’s name from the security 
index should be accompanied by a current investigative 
repoi't except in case of death of the subject.
(a) Death of subject ■ • " "

. Destroy security index card without Bureau authority, but
■ ‘ advise Bureau by letterhead memorandum. ’

(b) Permanent departure from the Bureau's jurisdiction •
' Upon learning of the departure of a security index sub-

• - ■ ' ject from the IT. S. or Puerto Rico for a foreign country,
■ ’ ■ immediately ascertain conditions surrounding his • .

departure.. .. .

" No security index card shall oe canceled by reason of 
a subject's departure for a foreign country unless that 
subject is an alien who has permanently departed cither 
voluntarily or as a result of deportation proceedings. 
In such instances the security index cards wil.l be can— ’ 

‘ celed only after the subject’s departure has been verified 
as being permanent. If a-U. S/ citizen who is included in 

. the security index and who has been out of the country is
found to have renounced his citizenship and taken citizen— 

. ship of a foreign country,, his security index card may 
’ be canceled only after it has been determined that he

. does not intend to return to the U. S?. ‘

Recommendations to cancel the security index cards of 
such subjects shall be made by letter directed to the 
Bureau. The cards shall be canceled only after receipt 
of advice from the Bureau that the Bureau’s security index 
cards have been canceled. -

' (c). Imprisonment of subject . . .
Security index cards 'shall not be canceled by reason of

■ -■ a- subject’s having been imprisoned regardless of the length
. of time he will be incarcerated. The cards of such sub

jects shall be placed in the unavailable section of the
• security index and the cases handled thereafter in accord

ance with the instructions set forth in 87D 7b (6) (b) 
IV above. • ■ ' ’

(d) Induction of sub ject • into the a >'med forces '
Security index cards of subjects who have been inducted 
into the armed forces of the U. S. are to be p? cad in the 
inactive section of the field security index. i’ollovr the

. procedure set forth above under 87D 7b (6) (b)- (V) . •
(e) Security informants .

The security index card of any subject who is developed 
' as a security informant should be c^nee?cd. In

requesting tpe Bureau's permission to JeAignate such a 
subject as a security informant, direct Bureau’s

SO 
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reocx.mv' tj 3- mu.e made concerning 'the cancellation 
of Lie c:;’. i» lie card may be destroyed upon receipt of 
Bureau authority tc designate rhe subject as a security 
i :f ormant, 
Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous 
Instructions sec out below should be read, in conjunction 
with 87D 6b (7) (c) herein relating to interviews with 
security index subjects.

Frequently, after a subject is included in the security index, 
information is received or investigation develops information 
indicating that he is no longer a threat to the internal 

[ . security by reason of[physical condition,]defection or ex
pulsion from the subversive movement, membership in or affilia
tion with which was the reason for placing him in the security 
index. Such defection may be shown by lack of activity 
and obvious disinterest over an extended period of time 
or upon declaration pf opposition to the. principles of 
the subversive movement, The latter may manifest itself in 
declarations by a subject in the presence of confidential 
informants or .other sources, statements to the press, or 
actual contact with Bureau representatives and admission 
of previous subversive activity.

When sufficient information is at hand regarding subject's.
-- -- present sympathies to reach conclusion that he should no

longer be scheduled for apprehens’ion as a dangerous subver
sive, request authority to interview subject or advise 
Bureau of reasons why subject should not be interviewed, 

■ • Bureau will not cancel security index card without consider
ation being given to interview of subject. See 87D 6b (7) 
(c) and (d).

If, upon interview, subject proves cooperative to- extent 
: that his security index card should be canceled, advise

Bureau by letter of results together with a- recommendation 
for cancellation which must be approved by Bureau, 

(g) Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of 
■ application of security index criteria, with no affirmative 

indication of defection
As security index cases are reviewed upon reopening in the 
field, there will be instances in -which removal will be re
quired by application of the • ;ourity index criteria- set out 
in 87D 7b (3), With the passage -of time, limits specified 
in criteria will operate to remove, certain subjects even 
though there is no affirmative indication of defection.

Letters recommending removal of a subject’s name from 
■ . • ’ the 'security index should be accompanied by form FD—122a

. . if facts in the case warrant the inclusion of subject’s 
• - . name in section A of the reserve index.

The following procedures should be followed in the case- 
of those.individuals not being recommended for inclusion 
in section A of the reserve index:
I. When subjects are rersve’d from security index solely 

on basis of application of security index criteria 
as cases are reopened and reviewed in the field, retain 
security index cards pertaining to such subjects bear
ing the descriptive matter on -eyerse sides; i.e., 
the cards previously filed in geographical, special, or 
unavailable sections. Destroy cards previously filed 
in alphabetical scotjon, Those offices maintaining two 
sets of geographical cards under provisions of 87D 7b 
(6) (b) I should retain bun one card 5;> each :i. nsta.ice, 
destroying second geographical card as well as card 
previously filed in alphabetical section.
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" II. Mark canceled across face of each card being retained 
and file in the reserve index, section B.

III. The above instructions do not apply in the case of 
. individuals removed from the security index based upon 

■ activity in the Nation of Islam. Security index cards
in such cases should be destroyed. , ’

(h) Subjects of Chinese extraction ’
In any communication recommending cancellation of a security 

' ‘ index card on a subject of Chinese extraction, such commu- 
. .. nication must contain the words "Other — Chinese," This

regulation relates specifically to those subjects placed 
on the security index following a recommendation submitted 
in accordance wi th the instructions contained in section

- • 87D 7b (4) (j) above. . ■
(11) -Priority apprehension program ■

.(a) Purpose ■ •
Many individuals included in security index because of their 

• training, violent tendencies, or prominence in subversive
’ - activity are extremely dangerous and would be more inclined

■ to commit or capable of committing overt acts against the 
- U. S. in time of national emergency than would others in

security index. Degree of dangerousness of such individuals 
is so pronounced that in interest of security they must 
be im-mobilized in the least possible time prior to others’ 
in security index. ■ •

’ Indi” - duals iv security index tabbed[priority I and/or '
• pric: \ty II ]w ■-.Id be arrested first in event of a limited 

. but grave emoxg-.noy. probably without the arrest ■ other’ 
security index subjects. .

In an all-out em? -acy, all subjects whose names are in the 
security index •< be considered fox' immediate apprehension.

Each individual -.-.-.se should stand on its own merits and’ 
decision to consider subjects for priority of apprehension 
should be based on subject's subversive activities and ’
revolutionary tendencies. ' ’

(b) Subjects to be tabbed[priority]
_• I. Each security index subject should be considered for 

[priority I]tabbing who falls within one or more of 
■ ' following categories:

[(A)] All top functionaries ’
[(b) All individuals considered to be hard core national 

’ and state basic revolutionary organization leaders
and those leaders of othei’ subversive organizations 

’ ' and unorganized groups and individuals who have in-
■ • ’ dicated a propensity for' violence and/or have received

’ - • special training in sabotage, espionage,- and/or
’ ” guerrilla warfare. Examples of activities of indi- •

■ ■' ' vidual's who should be included in this priority are
*. ' ■ v • as follows:] ' - •

■ ' Ci.J Activity as organizers or leaders in the
- organization . ’

[ii. ] Special training at Lenin School 01' Fax' Eastern*
’’ ’ Institute in Moscow ■

[lii. ] Experience as picket captains, strong-arm men,
■’ , or active participation in violent strikes, riots,

_ or demonstrations •
[iv. ] Violent statements or strong X'evolutionary 

tendencies as shown by-their activities
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[v,'] Persons active in the C^JBini st [Party or 
other organization underground apparatus] 

[ri.] Any other security index subject vfhose 
activities, past or present, regardless of 

' ' membership in a revolutionary organization,
clearly and unmistakably depic’t the individual 

■ as a potential saboteur, espionage agent, or
disruptionist in the event of an emergency

[(C) Individuals employed in or having access to key ’ 
and/or defense facilities

II. Security index subjects considered for priority II 
’ (A) All individuals who are considered to be of second

level leadership of basic revolutionary organiza
tions and other subversive organizations and

' individuals who present a significant threat but 
.are in less influential positions than those in 
priority I

III. All other individuals on the' security index will be
' tabbed priority III.]
Reccmmenda;1•ns for and removal of[priority]de signation
I. Approval of SAC

Designation of each subject[as to priority]or 
removal of any .subject therefrom must be personally 
approved by SAC, or in offiqes having more than 
1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau- 
approved security supervisor. .. •

II. When form FD-122 is submitted recommending either 
tabbing f or [priority] or C'-letion of such .tabbing, 
attach an additional pag- setting out a brief summary

' of facts upon which the xecommendatic- is based. ' 
Administrative procedures for handling[pr;_rity]program 
Take following acti a ho assure that security index cards 
for subjects tabb---\ for priority of apprehension will be 
■readily available for emergency action in your office: 
I. [Deleted] .

II. Geographical section . •
■ Divide geographical -section'of security index into [three] 

distinct parts.
, (A) Part I of geographical secti shall include only 

■ security index .cards for subr'.cts ’who are tabbed
• [priority I.] .

(.B ) Part "I of geographical section shall contain 
secu'r ■ y index cards for all subjects that are

• table' • i-ority II.] •
a (.C) .[Part . of geographical section should contain 

secur•. • index cards for all subjects who are 
tabbf t priority III.] '

[(D)] In offices having two separate and distinct
• geographical sections, i.e., geographical-employment

and geographical-residence,, as provided under 
87D 7b (6) herein, each such geographical section

. must'nbe broken into[parts I, II, and III.]
[(S) Priority cards will be-the following colors:

. priority I - beige, priority II - green, ■
' priority III - white] . .

III. _ Alphabetical section
(A) One security index card for each subject is to 

be filed in alphabetical section in strict alpha
betical order with no othei' breakdown whatsoever.

(B) [Deleted] ' ’
(c) [Priority]tabbings approved at Bureau will be shown

on sccBritv index cards forwarded to field by code 
letters["P I," "P II," or "P III" ]in first li.nc on 

[the]cards. ■
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[ ' ■ ' IV. [Deiced]

■ „(e) General 
■’ I. Tabbing of cards

[ * The alphabetical security index cards on those individuals
designated as "Pro-Cuban" should be tabbed with a metal

[ tab.
[ II. Removal from[priority I and priority II]

Careful analysis must be made of each case in which
[ deletiT from[priority I and priority II]is proposed.
[ For j j.-.-'.ance, when a[subject]is being, removed from
[ ’ [prior? '■ I or priority II tabbing,]file review may well
[ ■ disclo. a that subject qualifies for[priority]tabbing
[ for reasons covered in 87D 7b (11) (b).

c. Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities and 
defense facilities • .

. (1.) Responsibility •
,, FBI is responsible by Presidential directive for keeping other

’ Federal agencies advised of developments within their juris—
- ' ‘ diction affecting plants having armed forces contracts, as well

as other facilities, utilities, and critical points of trans—
. ' . pcs-a.ition and communications systems which have been designated.

• as ■ - tai to the national defense and welfare by the Department .
. • ■ - of D.-fense. . .

FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement for invest!- ’ 
gating . employees of private contractors who have contracts with . ’
.agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive 
information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough investi- ’ 
gation’nmni be conducted and consideration for inclusion in 
security A ■ lex given concerning any individual employed in or 
having access to a key facility who is alleged to have been, 
at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary ■
organization or against whom su.'Itoient other subversive 
information is in our rossessir-n which warrants such action,
(a) Requests for gation from another agency
. When another requests investigation of individual

employed in V-y facility and/or defense facility, institute 
investigation Immediately if basis of request so warrants.

. Advise Bureau of request, basis thereof, and that investi
gation is being conducted.

(b) Verification of key facility or defense facility status of 
'place of employment .
Department of Defense Fey Facilities List and Defense Facilities 

, List (maintained in each office) must be checked foi- verifi-
1 cation of information that a security investigation subject’s 

■ place of employment may be included in such list.
(c) Individuals denied access to restricted information 

Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently advise 
■ that an individual has been denied clearance to worlc an 

a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted 
............information. In some instances clearance is denied based 

■ on Information furnished by Bureau. At other times, in— .
- formation in Bureau files is very meager or possibly 

’ negative and basis for s.uch denial of clearai.ee is not 
known. The intelligence agency is responsible for furnish—'

• Ing Bureau'with any information, involving disloyalty or 
' subversiveness. .

Office receiving notification that an individual, has been 
denied clearance must a s-"ertain promptly basis for rnch 
denial and obtain all pertinent data'contained in file of
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conducted by Bureau and there dr ne case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration'to opening a 
securi'y investigation if information received from

■inteli • ‘ence agency warrants such action.
(2) Inclusion i .. security index

- In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security
index, FD-122 is to contain:
(a) Key facility geographical reference number
(b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility. [The 

Department of the Army has been designated tho agency having 
security responsibility for all key facilities.] '

(c) Abbreviations for .other agencies known to have classified 
contracts with the key facility. Interested agencies

•should be identified on FD-122 to assure proper dissemination 
of reports but will not appear on security index cards 
returned from Bureau.

(d) [Deleted] .

O)

If subject of existing security index card is found to have 
become employed in a key facility, FD—122 must be submitted to 

' .Bureau with above—required key facility data -set forth.thereon.
Case is then, to be handled-in accordance with instructions, set 

..forth below concerning key facility cases. • .
Dissemination ” . • '
Upon receipt of original complaint o,r allegation concerning- 
key facility employee from source other than interested 
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information 
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by 
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence 
agency should then be advised whether a security investigation 
is being conducted of the individual and, if ihvestigatio’n 
is- being conducted, that copies of reports- will be furnished
upon completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence 
agency -. hould clearly point out that information is 
unsubs ‘ .tiated and has not -been verified through investigation 
.by FBI.

In addition to disseminating to interested intelligence agencies 
information of a derogatory security nature developed concerning 
persons■employed at facilities holding classified contracts, with 
the exception of classified contracts with the Atomic Energy 
■Commission, such information should be. furnished to the Chief, 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO), Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudi
cation Division,' Tn each instance, advise the interested 
intelligence agency that dissemination has been made to DTSCO. 
This dissemination is to include derogatory, security information 
developed concerning persons who may not be currently employed 
at such a facility but who are known to be holders of .an* 
industrial, security clearance.

These instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or 
those of such a confidential character as would not ordinarily 
be disseminated. Such information appearing t.o be of immediate 
interest to other intelligence'agencies should.be submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the 
circumstances, with a request that the Bureau consider- 
advisability pf disseminating it.

Disseminate copies of each report to the local representative ■ 
.of agency having security responsibility, as well as to local 
representative of other intelligence agencies known to ha. e
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87 D S. TON 87. SECURITY INVESTSGATIG.

classi contract r
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Weapons Projec

;o the Atomic Energy Commission (AEG), Defense 
Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special 

(RDB),

Bureau an
(4) Status of cases

After all active invest

). the Research and "Development Board 
e Administration (MA.) will be made at 
in the field.
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d. Ton
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status. Forty-f: 
active and check 
key facility, or

igation conducto.d, 
s before report due

place in a closed

$
?5 
■M"

I

make case pending
with armed services representative at the 
with other reliable sources, to determine

whether subject has access to

functionary program
General
Purpose of top functionary program is to select for special 
attention those individuals in a subversive movement who are 
of outstanding importance to the effectiveness of the 
movement.

Top functionary program is described b'elow as pertaining to 
the Communist Party, USA. However, it also applies to important 
individuals active in or on behalf of other basic revolutionary 
•group s,[ subversive organizations, or unorganized groups who 
have indicated a propensity for violence.]

[Deleted] •
Definition[of top functionary]
A top functionary is an individual, either a member or a 
nonmember of the Communist Party, to whom, because of his 
importance, it is necessary to give continuous investigative 
attention in order to keep abreast of communism pn a 
national basis in the U. S. Necessarily, such an individual- 
would be on a high policy level in the movement. [This also 
applies to. an individual, either a member or a nonmember 
of other subversive organizations or unorganized groups, 
who would be on a high policy level in the movement.]

The term "’top functionary" is hot to be construed as re
quiring that individual 
hold official positions

in this category must actually 
in[the]organizations but shall

be given a broad enough construction to include others who 
are of equal importance because of their influence in the
movement itself 
the party in la 
movements.. Bia

front, or similar organi
activities outside

justifies continuous investigative attention

ations or 
e importance 
should be

considered for designation as top functionaries.
Manner of designation[of top functionary]
Prioi' Bureau authority necessary to designate a subject 
as a top functionary. Submit such recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation. Bure?;
desires to
on individuals who

very selective in this matter and to concentrate
, are the’guiding

hands in the communist movement[and other subversive move-
ment Top fune tionaric to be included in priority’ I
and reports are to be submitted in accordance with 87J)

'•iS '

If

5

4

■

3*

'^1
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SE^'ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87D
At the sea^^>f Government a careful appraisal will be. 

made of the field's recommendation, following which the 
office will be advised concerning the Bureau's decision - 
on the recommendation.
Regulations governing[the handling]of top functionaries
(a) Designation and deletion of top "functionary status 

Designate or remove a subject as a top functionary 
"ay individual letter to the Bureau carrying the 
subject in the caution and containing a brief state- 

- ment as to the reason for designation or deletion.

Where", office of origin for top functionaries is 
transferred, deletions in the'old office of origin 
and additions in the new office are handled in accord
ance with 87D 7b (9) (b).

(b) Photographs
Photographs must be obtained for each top functionary. 
Whenever possible, the photographs should be obtained 
from public records, law enforcemerit agencies, state 
or Federal Government agencies, and similar sources. 
Where more direct means employed, use extreme care to 
avoid prejudicing the investigation. Send one copy 
of photograph of each top functionary to the Bureau, 
either by cover letter or as enclosure to a report. 
Maintain a copy- of each photograph in the subject's 
individual case file in the field. If album of .top 
functionary photographs maintained., be sure duplicates 
are also ",;led in each individual subject's file.

(c) Handwriting specimens • • ■
Suitable handwriting specimens of each top func
tionary must be obtained. Whenever possible, obtain 
handwriting specimens from public records, law 
enforcement agencies, and similar sources. Again, 
if more direct means employed, use extreme care. 
Send specimens to the Bureau under a separate cover 
letter by registered mail for the attention of the 
FBI Laboratory. Letter should bear caption of indi
vidual case. ’ .

Handwriting specimens should be sufficiently ex
tensive to permit possible future comparisons by 
the Laboratory. When specimens submitted may be of 
value evidence, lettei’ of transmittal should so 
state . ;d Bureau should be requested to.return specimens 
after copies have been made.

(d) Security index cards
Request preparation by FD-122" at the earliest possible 
moment. Same rules apply to preparation and main
tenance as apply to other security index cards. All 
security index cards for top functionaries shall be 
■designated for priority I. " ’

(e) Change of office of origin
FD-128 changing office of origin on a top functionary 
automatically deletes him as top functionary in old 
office and adds him as a top"functionary in new office. 
For further instructions concerning the change of 
office of origin in these cases, see 87D 7b (9) (b).- 

(f) Reports
I. Character - “nternal Security - (followed by 

appropriate letter designating the organizational 
affiliation or nationalistic tendency)

Maintenance of list .
Each office must maintain a current list on top functionaries.]
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87D ..... ' f^TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI ’ 3 ’

e. Correlation of^Jxher investigations with the security index and ‘ 

' reserve index
Individuals investigated by the Bureau under any character against 

. whom subversive information is developed must be constantly borne in 
mind for inclusion in the security index and/or reserve index.
(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations

Subjects of thes*. investigations must be included in the security 
index and/or the •-i serve index if they meet the standards for

- inclusion there!?;. It is the responsibility of the investigating 
Agent and field supervising official to make appropriate recommen
dations for preparation of the security index card and/or the ‘ 
reserve index card, •whenever appropriate. • ■

(2) Security of Government employees (SGE) investigations 
Subjects of all SGE investigations against whom subversive dc-

■ rogatory information has been developed must be considered for
' ’ inclusion in the security index and/or reserve index.

The Agent conducting investigation in the office covering the ■ 
subject’s residence must refer such cases to the field super

. visor in charge of the security index program for appropriate 
handling. Copies of reports showing disloyal, information 
must be submitted to the field office covering the subject's 
r.esidcnce, when developed by any other office.

When an individual who has previously been investigated under ’ 
.. the SGE character is the subject of'a security index card and
’is. still employed by the Federal Government or is being considered 

for Federal employment, the dual character of "Seen”’ty of Govern
' ment Employees” and the character of the .subject’s .curity case 
- should be used in the report being submitted. This '.-.ill insure 

. that the reports are referred to the appropriate desks for super
vision at the Bureau, as ’well as in the field. These reports 
should be written according to the standards prevailing for SGE 
reports. '

Disseminate these dual character reports the same as any other 
security report. Representatives of other intelligence, agencies 
.requesting reports showing the actual SGE investigation should 
be informed to direct the request to their Washington headquarters 

_ ’for referral to the Bureau.
(3) Atomic Energy Act,.U. S. Information Agency applicant, depart-, 

mental applicant. Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigation 
Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in

’ formation has been developed must be considered for inclusion
■ in the security index and/or the reserve index. In each such 

case the Agent conducting the investigation in the office 
covering the subject's residence must refer the matter to the 

. field supervisor in charge of the security index program for- 
appropriate handling.

Copies of reports showing disloyal information must be sub
mitted to the office' covering the subject's residence, whenever 
developed by another office.
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ECTTON 87 SECURITY IHVESTIGATIONS 87D
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B7D S^TIOK 87. SECURITT IKVESTICATIZ' S . -

. 9 0 -bases si -Srl security iscez siirjes.s Eu;’;Ti reopened or 
placed ir a pendir-f status for the purpose of preparing . 
investigative reports. in accordance with the schedule cut—

[ lined in 87D 7f[;2; and (7).]

Office indices and any material channelized to the case file 
. since the most recent report should be reviewed and the case

_ brought up to date by appropriate investigation to determine
■ . subject’s current activities.

; ’ Each time that a case is reopened and brought up to date; it ■
should be critically analyzed in the light of the security

■ ' . 'index criteria set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure
’ _ must be followed on a continuing basis for each security index subject

[ , (2) [Schedule of submission of reports ’ .
[ Reports shall be submitted on individuals designated for
[ ' , priority as follows: priority I - semiannually (top functionaries -
[ quarterly);'priority II - annually; priority III - every 2 years.]
[ - [('3 )]■ Origin .

' The office of origin will be that office covering the territory
wherein the subject's subversive activities occur. In most

• ' ' . instances this will also be the office in which territory the
subject resides and is employed. In those cases in which the sub— 

. ' ject’s subversive activities take place in the territory of
. an office other than the office covering the place of residence \ .

- _ and/or employment, the office of origin shall be that office
' - which can best cover the subversive activities of the subject. '

[ ■ . [(4)] Classification - •
. (a) 100.— for. individuals affiliated with the basic revolutionary

■ and front organizations of Marxian ideology
(b) 105 — for members of Puerto Rican nationalist-groups

■ ■ or others having nationalistic tendencies of a non-Marxist
■ . character

‘ ' (c) 157 — Ration of Islam and other black nationalist matters
[ [(5)]Title '

• • Only one subject shall be carried in the title of each
report. Separate reports must be submitted for each ■
subject regardless of their relationship; i.e«, husband
and wife, father and son, etc. ■
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, ■ • ■ sr'^ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION ’ ■ 87D

[ ■ [ (6) ]■ Character^^ ,

r (a) Top functionaries ' . . .
Internal Security (or Racial Matters if subject is a black .
nationalist) - followed by the letters designating the -
organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. ■
Examples: ■

Internal Security - C ‘
. Internal Security - SWP . , ,

' Racial Matters - MOI ' \
(b) Others ,

• Security Matter - followed by the letters designating . ■ . :
. the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. ;

- Examples: ■ • ■ *
' Security Matter - C ’ “

. ■ Security Matter - SWP :
. ■ ■ Security Matter - X (native fascist) ?

Security Matter - M (miscellaneous) ■ ’

[ When a subject is deleted as a[top functionary,]the . •’ J ’
. ’ ■ character shall be changed from internal security to

security matter in the first report following the deletion ■’ .
and all subsequent reports. When a security matter subject

. [ is designated a[top functionary,]the first report after the
designation and all subsequent reports shall bear the internal ” 

’ , security character. Communications regarding subjects who -
’ ’ - . • are employed in key facilities should bear the words "Key

' Facility" in the character. Communica’tions regarding _
■ ^subjects who are members of the Communist Party, USA, National V

■ Committee should bear the word-s "Nations? Committee" in the
' - ■ character. Black r. bionalist investigations and racial

■ . matters should be given the character set out in section 122,
,p ■ volume IV, ' of this manual.,

[ [(7) ] Status ’ --
• All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active ■

‘ investigation required by the preceding instructions has been • ‘
• conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows:

■ ■ • ■ (a) Top functionaries ' ‘
. I. Pending inactive •’ '*

. - (A) Reports are to be submitted- quarterly. Forty-five '
days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, .

. each such case shaj 1 be placed in a pending-active
status for the pre, ration of the report so that 3
the report can jabmitted at the designated time. .

[ • (b) [Deleted] X

’ ■ • ■ ■ ' ' q ’
’ . $

■ . ■ ~ ■ ’ 4

;4
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SEC ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION ;
(c) Other s^^rrity index subjects

I. Closed • •
(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be 

followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to 
insure submission of[a periodic]investigative report 

[according to priority designation.] If, following 
investigation, no subversive data is developed and . 
the only available information consists of verifica
tion of residence and employment and negative contacts 

. with security informants and sources, submit in lieu
, of a report a letter (form FD-400) to the Bureau

setting forth identiti-'.- of informants and-sources 
-contacted, any addition:,! administrative data deemed 
necessary, and form FB-305 properly executed. The 

. cases shall be opened and assigned-45 days prior to
the date the[periodic]report is due. Such cases 
shall- also be opened and assigned six months after 

■ submission of the[periodiejreport to accomplish
verification of addresses[and further verification 
must be handled in accordance with 87D 7b (7) (b).]

■ ■ Upon such verification, the cases should be closed,
administratively. . ■

(d) Cases of subjects recommended for security .index
I. Pending inactive ■ ’

(A) If all active investigation completed at the time 
FD-122 forwarded to Bureau

.. (B). Set forth lead to follow Bureau for security index ’
• card and if approved for dissemination of report to

■ Secret Service. •
’ II. Closed • •

(A) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau 
and dissemination to Secret-Service '

(b) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 
■ investigative report as in (c) above. .
.(e) Subjects not in security index who are not to be included

. therein ■ • ........
I. Closed ’

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) 
' pertaining to interview must be complied with.

[(8)] Content .
(a) In order to insure completeness of investigation, the 

following items should be considered as pertinent t-o an 
investigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
be handled under topical headings -where appropriate. ’ 
I.. Background - ’

!A) Birth date
Bi Citizenship status ..
C) Education ’ .
D) Marital status .
Ej ■ Military service record (domestic or foreign, 

. including type of discharge, citations, etc.)

i?) Identification.record T
G) Employment • • • ■ ' '
H) Residence . ■
l) Status of health (if known) . ■ .

. . Connections with Communist ^--zy, oth^r basic
revolutionary groups, fronifyoups, jblack 
nationalist extremist groups,[and/or :ther subversive 
organ!xati ms or unorganized groups]
(A) Information concerning admission to revolu ' ionary

. ’ . group including sponsm-s, etc.
(B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, - 

and positions held in subversive movement with wlylch 
subject is identified
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• ’ SE^ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION- , . 870
‘ III. P^^lutionary statements made by subject showing

. .advocacy of overthrow of Government by force or
violence
(A) Determine each statement and ascertain full details 

surrounding each.
' (B) Determine all statements by subject showing complete

adherence to principles of Marxism—Leninism or
' other revolutionary doctrines espoused by sub

. - versive group with which subject is identified.
’ IV. All other activities of subject indicating further

. . . ’ ance of program of subversive organizations with -which
' . he is associated ■ ’

!A) Speeches . . - '
B) Writings <
CJ Organizational directives and/or educational out

- ■ lines signed by or issued by subject, or issued
. . while subject was officer of organization •

(d) Determine all pertinent contacts between subject •
■ - and leaders of party. .

(E) Ascertain details concerning the subject’s attend
’ • ance at Lenin School, attendance at training schools

■ of subversive organizations with which subject has
' been identified, or activity as instructor at- such 

■ ■ ' schools.
• V. False statements made by subject including use of aliases

. Such evidence obtained from passports, voting, marital
. 7 . records, income tax returns, employment and selective

- ’ . ‘ service records, among others, may be in your files.
. VI.' Miscellaneous . • ■ . • ■

- ■ • ‘ ‘ Consider pertinent items not falling under the above
’ ' ’ ■ ■ categories.

. . (b) So far as possible all reports on individuals should be
■ -confined to: .

. I. Proof of- membership and activity in basic rev—
[ ’ .olutionary organization, front organizations,[and/or other
[ . . organizations or unorganized groups]

- ■ • II. Information concerning position and importance.
! of subject in subversive movement

' III. Pertinent background information .

' Include in security reports only information pertinent to
. determining whether or not subject is engaged in subversive

. activities. Be certain to set out the date or period to
which it perta^As; e.g., John Doe advised on January 15,

■ - 1968, that sub?- >t attended Communist Party meetings in
. January, .1962, in Syracuse, New York.
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87D SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

(c) In^^ation suggestive of addit iona^^L ead s and inf creation 
of particular significance in showing subject’s knowledge 
of and adherence to revolutionary aims of organization or 
organizations with which he is associated should be fully 
and carefully reported. .

(d) Each report is to include all information having any 
pertinency as to whether or not there is justification for 
security index card. This includes pertinent information ' 
concerning background and subversive activities.

(e) When previous summary reports which have been prepared 
are not- suitable for dissemination because of disclosure 
of sources, information contained therein should be 
included in current summary reports with sources fully 
protected. Each office must be certain that all pertinent 
information has been incorporated in either a past or

. current dis seminative summary report.
(f) Frequently information will have beep obtained[roporting] 

subject’s presence at numerous meetings of subversive ’
organizations over a period of years. In many instances 
these facts will have been reported by only one informant. .

. In others, t?«-o or three informants will have reported 
subject’s attendance at meetings. The question of 

- pertinency of all such items is dependent upon the weight 
' of all of the evidence obtained against the subject.. .

(g) Such repetitious and cumulative items to be specifically 
set forth in reports may be reduced in number to the’point ’ 
where they will be limited to a representative number of

■ , such items. Each such item specifically set forth must be
'“ fully documented. . . • ■

(h) The number of such items to be included in each instance 
' will be dependent upon the preponderance of other 

evidence available for inclusion in the report ’which 
will lend weight to our case against the subject. ■

(i) • Selection of such items with regard to period of time 
will be dependent upon all facts developed. against , '
subject. Selection should be based upon the’ob j ective 

. of specifically reporting data sufficient to justify 
continued detention of each subject if apprehended.

When selection of representative number of such items is 
made, they should be followed by a general statement

■ summarizing any other items furnished by source. The - 
summarizing statement should indicate that source advised 
during a specified’ period of time that subject also .attended 
a certain number of other meetings during a certain period.

In the documentation of a summarizing statement set but 
the .file number and serial scope.
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. . ■ SECTION"87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS , 87D

‘ (j) In cor.j^H^ion with periodic reports in ^feurity index

' cases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive
-• , ; activity in subversive organizations will be developed.

In these cases it is permissible to report such information
. in narrative-type statements without indicating exact

dates of activity; however, the period of time involved 
■ must be shown, as well as’the inclusive dates of the 

. informant reports. ■ ■

This type reporting is not to be utilized in Smith Act of 
1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 cases. The

. . narrative statements must be statements of facts and not
■ ’ conclusions and information from each source must be reported

.’ " ’ in separate narrative statements.
’ ' (k) The above instructions in no way remove responsibility ’

’ for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing
- • ' . in mind the fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar

• ' ■ -as matters of substance, are concerned, nor is responsibility
■ . removed for the reporting in detail of information tending

■ - . ■ to establish a subject’s knowledge of the basic aims and
- . \ purposes of the subversive organizations with which affil

iated or information tending to establish that a subject
’ " - . * holds revolutionary and/or anarchist.beliefs. '

’ ’ ’ ’ . _ In the documentation of narrative statements set forth the
• ' ’ ■ location of the .original documents in the field office

' .J " ■ files by the file number and serial scope. .
' ’ [(9)] Administrative data ■

( ■ ■ (a) General • ■ ' '
• ■ ’ All references to the following items, all administrative

in nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 
■ ’ - ’ . • reports: • ■

’ ■ I, Reserve index, security 'index, file numbers and titles
■ [ of other cases, priority apprehension program, top

■ ■ ‘ ’ ■ functionary status, security index flash notices
... ‘ ’ (ED-165), forms FD-122, FD-122a, ED-128, and FD-128a, -

. • . and Bureau instructions for handling cases or any
..............  • ■ information contained in Bureau or field correspondence 

which is not investigative in nature.
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87D rfON 87. SECURITY INVEST! CAT IC

II Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
contain data affecting material included on subject'
e
ing the reoort

security index card, the cover pages accompany-
hall include as the last page form

FD-305, approoriately checked, which form contains

I

[

[ 
(

III

items oertaining to the following:U) - - - - - - -That subject's name is included 
or agitator index
That data appearing on security 
agitator index card]is current

in the security index

index card.Eor
■5' i
WB '

O)

F 
G

? (H)

(J)

That FD-122[or FD-397]has been submitted to Bureau 
where security index cardEor agitator index card] 
changes are necessary
That a suitable photograph is or is not available 
and date photograph was taken
That subject is employed in a key facility and 
agency charged with security responsibility is 
specified and that agencies interested in that 
facility are specified
Reason for classifying report
Dates subject was previously interviewed and 
reason for not reinterviewing subject
That subject no longer meets security index or 
agitator index criteria and a letter has been 
directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation 
That subject's case has been reevaluated and 
reasons are set forth as to why subject's 
activities continue to fall within security index 

■ or agitator index criteria
That subject's security index card is[designated 
priority I or priority II]and reasons why subject’s

.si

•s
■ .*

Form F?- 
index : . 
wi th th ?

Documentat
I

II

ivities warrant[such designation]
■05a containing items pertinent to reserve 
jects will be similarly utilized in ’ connection 
submission of reports in reserve index cases.

n of reports . . . ’ . .

III

IV

Deleted
•If information necessary for complete documentation 
is not available in subject's case file, necessary 
review of other office files should be made. If 
not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the
c
E'

page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau
save investigation should

further identify and locate out:’- 
have in the past furnished back;.-': 
or to obtain dociimentary evidene..-

t be conducted to.
5e individuals who 
ound information
of ibacTr-ground

infci’ination. For example, if previous investigation 
revealed that subject, according to reliable records, 
such as’birth records, school records, or records of 
the Immigration.and Naturalization Service, was born 
at a certain place on a certain date, such -information
will be sufficient for inclusion in report 
verification will not be necessary. 
During the preparation of summary reports
found that 
report vias

information being incorporated
if is 
in t o a

originally obtained by another office
of the necessary information for comple
will not be 
the report.

in the possession of the office pr
In such an instance, if the

">d all 
at ion 
ing

3;

preparing the report is in possession of 
documents obtained by the other offices

< f f ice
;hotostats of 
if the identi

• f

. 78
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‘ ‘ SEC'~0B 87. SECURITY INVE"""GATIOH' , 87D

. in >a key facility, copies cf reports bearing the dual character,
• ■ "Security of Government Employees; Security Hatter - C, " should

) be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of the armed
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume

, III, and 87D 7e (2). of this manual. For instructions regarding
’ dissemination to the Defense Industrial Security Clearance '

Office, Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, sec 87D 7c (3), 
•’ of this manual. -

. Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi- 
■ bilitics under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi

gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual. .

-’ (7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity
' ~ . of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a

’ ’ branch of the armed services
' Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service

' of the military branch involved. _
‘ . (8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (lAA)

FAA issues certificates to airmen who are defined as persons in
’ command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of-, the crew in

. ■ ’ the navigation of aircraft while under way: individuals
directly in charge of the inspection, maintenance, overhauling, 

■ • or repair of aircraft, aircraft'engines, propellers, or appli--
; ‘ ances; and any individual serving in the capacity of aircraft

' _ dispatcher or-air-traffic control tower operator. Subversive
.. • ' ’ data developed concerning persons within such definitions

' should-'bc furnished to the Bureau by' report or letterhead
■ ' memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with cover '

- ■ communication recommending that such data be furnished to FAA.
: ■ Such dissemination -will, be made only at the Bureau. -For addi-

■ tional instructions regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual
. . of Rules and Regulations, part-II, section 5. .

। - (9) Security index — dissemination of information to Secret Service
' . Under the agreement hj'^en the Bureau and the Secret Service

- ’ concerning Presidential protection dated 2-3-65, which is set
• - - out in its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual,

' reports are to be‘disseminated henceforth to Secret Service
in all security index cases. .An extra copy of the report in

■ ■ these cases should be furnished the Bureau. At the time the
agreement was entered into, letterhead memoranda in all security 

■ ■ index cases had been disseminated to Secret Service. Therefore, 
' prior reports in these cases will not be disseminated. •

■ ■ Under the terms of the agreement, it is essential to advise
, ‘ Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral - statement

of the class or classes in appendix B of the agreement which 
the individual referred fits. Fox' this purpose utilize form

• ■ ' • ' ■ ■ FD-376, which is designed to serve as a lettei' of transmittal
. ‘ for both local dissemination and dissemination at the SOG.

The original and one copy of this fox-m should be forwarded to
- - . the Bureau. A copy is to be•maintained in the main case file

” and upon transferral of office of origin in any case, the new
' ■' ■ office of oi'igin is to be furnished a copy. Careful considcr-

• • ’ ation must be given to insure that the individual is properly
. ’ categorized. In the case of subject being recommended,'for the

security index, withhold dissemination pending Bureau approval 
[ - of his sec'ixrify index status[only in those cases in which the
[ . . subject is categorized as falling within category 3 of Um
[ . ’ agreement between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the
[ - Secret Service concerning Presidential protection.] Forward ’
[ FD-376 as in any other case, (Prompt dissemination should be
[ glade of information developed regarding individuals falling’ .
[ within other than category 3. ] ■

• ■ ■ 81
■ . 8-5-68
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SBC~TON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION" 871)
• •

In the caseTi individual suoject of prior investigation wh- 
is currently being rooommondod for the secuiity issdex, du j L 
disseminate prior reports.' However, prepare a letterhead 
memorandum including pertinent information previously developed 
which should be disseminated to Secret Service, together with 
the current report. Copies of this letterhead memorandum 
should be forwarded to the Bureau for dissemination at head
quarters level.

After initial dissemination to Secret Service in security 
index cases, as changes occur in the status of the individuals 
involved with respect to residence and employment, advise Secret 
Service locally and furnish two copies of the letterhead 
memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Form 
FD-366 may be used for this purpose. The letterhead memorandum 
should contain a reference to the previous communication dissem
inated to Secret Service.

When reporting changes in residence and/or employment concerning 
Chirrse and Cuban aliens on the security index, in addition to 
diss--. ..ination to Secret Service, also advise the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) locally, and furnish four copies of 
the letterhead memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the 
SOG. Bear in mind in filling out the reference that some letterhead 
memoranda have been expressly prepared for dissemination to. 
Secret Service only and have not been f uxuil shed'to the 
Department or INS; therefore, the copy furnished INS locally 
and- twp of the copies furnished the Bureau should reference 1
the last communication to INS.

For instructions pertaining to dissemination to.Secret Service 
in other than security index cases, refer to section 134B, 
volume IV, of .this manual.

Upon transfer of office of origin in one of these cases, the 
.old office of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 
the subject’s new residence and business address and advise the 
Bureau that such has been done by the submission of two copies 
of the letterhead memorandum disseminated locally. The new 
office of.origin need take no action regarding dissemination to 
Secret Service until such time as further changes occur with 
respect to the subject's status or until preparation of the next 
periodic report in the case.

(10) Dissemination at the Bureau
There are some situations in -which dissemination is made at the 
Bureau instead of in the field. In the-majority of instances, 
information received .by the FBI should properly be furnished 
immediately to- some other agency within the executive branch of 
the Government so that the responsibilities of the other agency 
might be fulfilled properly. Care must be taken, however, not 
to disseminate information to any field branch of another 
Government agency where such-a procedure is deemed inadvisable 
because of the inadequacy of security measures in that branch. 
In these instances the data should be brought to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG.. An 
example of the latter is,'of course, the Atomic Energy Commission, 
which receives resorts only through the Bureau, as noted in 
section 87D 7c (3} of this manual. Information relating to 
foreign travel plans of security subjects is di s.-wninated 
to interested agencies, including the S’.ate Department, only 
at the SOG, as set out in 37D t3b (d). Di s seminati o; is also 
made at the SOG to the State Department, unless-it • spears 
undesirable, in those oases in which subjects have i.-.en. 
indicted for violations grounded on subversive ac'.i.sties.
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87D J 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI

Dissemination in these cases is made to preclude these subjects 
from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute 
allegations of subversive connections. The State Department, ’ .
therefore, will be in possession of data concerning a defendant

’ should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action.
b. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within the Bureau’s 

investigative jurisdiction • „
(1) Members of the armed forces

' The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces;
. . ' intelligence agencies states that the responsibility assumed by

. one organization in a given field carries with it the obligation
to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing organizations 
all information of mutual interest.

Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal 
security field, it is imperative that information concerning 
members of the military services be referred immediately to the, 
appropriate branch having primary responsibility for its 
personnel. This procedure is mandatory, even though the security 
aspects of the data have not been fully resolved or verified. 
It should be specifically pointed out in such instances that the 
information has not been verified* . . - ■

.Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined 
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported, 
to th.e Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies in the fact 
that the. subject is no longer v/ithin our inve stigative juris
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must 
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence 
agency. .

Our responsibility -with regard to :llitary personnel is not con
fined to those who have been the subjects of security investi
gations. It ex tends to any subversive derogatory data developed 
against a member of the armed services during any of our investi
gations of either individuals or organizations. For instance, 
if it is determined that a member of the r "_.?d forces has been
.in contact with a security sub 
raising security implications, 
’service should be immediately 
done even though the security 
resolved, so that the military 
charge their responsibilities, 
specifically in such instances 
and pertinent .developments mus 
immediately upon receipt.

ect or with any individual or group 
the appropriate intelligence 
dvised locally. This should be 
spects.of the contact have not been 
services may be in a position to’dis— 
It must be pointed out to them 

that the data are unverified, 
be transmitted to them thereafter

Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course of security 
investigations it must be determined whether the- subjects have 
any close relatives in.the armed forces. Our responsibilities 
require that such associations be called to the attention of the 
appropriate military intelligence services, together with per
tinent data, including reports, on the security subjects involved. 
The evaluation of these associations lies entirely within the 
province of the intelligence services, but for the reasons stated 
previously herein it is incumbent upon the Bureau to dissemina•e 
this information immediately upon receipt.

Any subversive contacts or information developed concerning 
military personnel must be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the field. Such letter should be accompanied by a letterhead . 
memorandum sexting out with particularity the subversive data, 
in a form entirely suitable for dissemination.

8-5-68
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87D
Index

Abstract slips, 47,58
Addresses, verification of (See verifi

cation of addresses.)
Administrative 

data, 77 '
tickler, 55,56,74

Admissible evidence., -29,37 '
Agitator index,- 78 . •
Agreement between FBI and 

* Secret Service, 81 .
Airman with certificates from FAA-, . .

dissemination of in
' formation concerning, 81_

Aliens . .
Chinese, 43,62,81a ■
Cuban, 45a,45b,81a ’ ’
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80,81a ”
investigation of, 26

Alphabetical section of security 
index, 51,63 .

Appearance - • content of security 
_ ‘ ■ index cards, 48

Applicant investigations, inclusion of 
' • subjects- in- security

index or reserve index, 70
Armed forces 

dissemination to, 82 ’
members of, 25 ■
record in, 27 . •

• relatives in, 27 
subje'ets entering, 56,60 
subjects in, -25

Arrangement of security index, 50 
alphabetical section, 51,63 
at Bureau, 50 
geographical section, 51,63 .
in field office, 51 •
inactive section, §6 
special section, 52 (See also special . 

section of security index. ) 
unavailable section, 53 (See also un

available section of 
security index.) . ■

Atomic Energy Act subjects, inclusion in ’ 
■ ’ security or reserve index,

. 70,71

Black nationalist cases
. character of case, 73 ..

classification, 72 
definitions, 19 
reports

anarchist beliefs, 46a
' content, 74

security index, 43,49 
top functionary, 66

Bureau
_ applicants, inclusion in 

security or re
) serve index, 70

authority-to investigate
‘ individuals, 24 

responsibility, 19,64

Cancellation of • 
security flash notice, 27a 
•security index cards 

after induction into armed ,
' forces, 60 

mechanics, 60 
on departure from U. S., 60 
only after interview, 38 
recommending, 42,61 
up on death, 60 .

Canvassing informants, 74
Changes on security index cards, 58,78
Channelizing, 24,34,36,7-2,79 "
Character of reports, 73 .

top functionaries, 67,73 
Characterizations, 79 ■ .
Chinese ' ■ ’ ’ .

aliens, changes in residence or 
. employment, dissemination to

' Secret Service and INS, 81a
extraction, ’48,62 ’

. sympathies, 48 ’
Classification of cases, 72
Color of- security index cards, 63 .
Concealment of membership, 31 - -

-Confidential informants (See security . 
inf ormants.)

Contacting ’ •
faculty members, 25
informants, 34,74
registrars, 25 ' _
students, 25’
superiors of faculty members, 25

Contacts
during investigation, 25

‘ of foreign establishments, 25
Content

and appearance ■
of reserve index.cards, 43 

’ of security index cards, 48
of reports, 74

Corroboration, 37
Cover pages, 77,78 .
Criteria fur inclusion in security •

• index, 44a,45
Cuban . ’ .

activity in support of Cuban■regime, 45a 
. aliens, 45a,45b,81a

contacts with, factor in determining •
’ dangerousness’ of

indi,ridu?.l, 44a . .
pro-Cuban activity, ’5b 

. special section, 49,53 ■
tabbing cards, 45b,64

Danger■usness . ■
def 5- ..tion of, 44 
determination of, 44 
Nation of Islam membership, 

4 6
Death of security index subject, 

60
62a

8-5-56
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SF^IGi: 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIC87D
Index

^hlNDEX 70?. SECTION 87D 
^References are to page.

Defected, subjects, 42
Defectors to Sine-Soviet—bloc 

countries, 57 
Defense

facilities, 64
list, 64
persons in considered for 

. • priority I, 63
when investigate individuals , 

• . employed in, 64
Industrial Security Clearance

' . Office, 65,81
Supply Agency, 65,81

Definitions, 19 '
of dangerousness, 44 ' •
.of top functionaries, 66

Delimitations Agreement, 64,82 
Departmental applicants, inclusion 

. ■. in security index or
. . reserve index, 70 .

Determination of •
dangorousn.es s, 44 
membership and position in labor .

■ ’ organizations, 29
Disaffection of U. S. citizens 

abroad, 57
Dissemination ’ ' -

concerning individuals who are 
■ not within Bureau
• investigative

. ■ ’’ jurisdiction, 82
of reports .

at SOG, 81a - . .
in field, 79
on subjects employed .in key
. facilities, 65,80

to Defense Industrial Security 
Clearance Office, 
Defense Supply Agency, 

• ■ 65,81
to Immigration and Naturalization 

Service, 80,81a
to Secret Service, 81,81a 

closing case, 47,74 •
letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81a 

■ stamping reserve index cards, 43. 
Documentation of reports> 78 ■ 

completion of, 78

. Employees of 
international organizations, 25 

. U» S, Government, 25,70
dissemination of data re, 80 

'Employment, verification of (See 
verification of.) 

Espionage subjects, inclusion 
'in security
index or reserve .

. index, 70
Evidence, 37 .

desirability of ■
admissibility, 29,37 .

’ ■ corroboration, 37 
■ of knowledge of aims and 

purposes, 29
of membership‘or affiliation, 29 
preservation of, 37

Executive Order 10450, 33,80,81

—.Faculty members ■ *
contacts vrith, 25 •
investigation of, -24 

Fifth amendment,. 46 
File on defected subjects, 42 
File reviews, 34 .
Flash notices (security) ■

cancel?- tion of, 27a .
notation concerning, on ■

• . FD—128,- 59
.placing, 27

Foreign
diplomats, 25
establishments, 25 
intelligence subjects, inclusion 

. in security index or
reserve index, 70

tours, 33a,57 '
travel, 33,54,57 .

Forms
FD-122, 28,34,48,49,53 to 58,67,74,78 

abstracts for, 47 
changes in data.on security 

• index card by, 
58,78 

concerning persons of Chinese 
- extraction or

■ Chinese sympathy, 48
cover letter thereto, 32

. Cuban subjects, 45b

8?b
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7or~: (ccn'imw 3 } Identification record, 27
FD-122 (continued) Immigration and Naturalization

placing name in or removing from Service,
special section of security dissemination to,

index, 53 80,81a '
unavailable section of Imprisoned subjects in security

security index, 32,54 index, 54,57,60
priority tabbing or removal of Inactive section of security

such tabbing, 63,64 index, 56
recommending for inclusion in Indices, check of, 34,72

security index, 45b,47 Individuals
recommending missing subjects for to be investigated, 22

■unavailable section of traveling abroad, 33
• > security index, 32,54 against whom stops are

reference’to, 77 placed, 34
succinct summary with, 47 disaffection for U. S., 57

Cuban subjects, 45b verification of addresses, 57
when subject employed in key ?zho are included in security

facility, 65 index, 34
FD-122a, 42b,42c,61,77 - who travel behind iron
FD-128, 55,57 to 60,67 curtain, 34

reference to, 77 with tours when no subversive
when security flash notice information on

is on file, 27a individual, 33a
when subject moves", 58,59 with tours when there is

FD-128a, 27a,42c,77 subversive in
FD-154, 57 formation on

- FD-165, 27,77 individual, 33a
FB-186, 50 with foreign diplomatic status,

- FD-3G5, 74,78 26
FD-305a, 78 Industrial security clearances,
FD-306, 36 dissemination re,
FD-336, 39 - 65,81
FB-366, 57,81a' ' ' ' Informants (See security
FD-376, 81 informants.)
FD-397, 78 ■Interviews
FD-400, 74 Bureau approval by rubber

Fraud against the Government, •stamp, 40
20,21,22 Bureau authority, 39,40a-

conditions for, 40
conducting at place of

employment, 40a
content and form of letter to

Bureau requesting
Geographical authority for, 39

■ ' reference number of key facility contents of letter containing
‘ ‘ shown on security •results of, 42

■index card, 49 determine willingness to testify
■ section of security index, 51,63 during, 41

Government employees, 25,70,80 evaluation of, 45b
forty-five-ddy <-..x ■ ensi-ons of

. Burr:u authority, 40
■ no report needed .fterward, 40a

of hostile subje< ’-s, 41
of individuals connected w5 th

Handwriti.-.’, 29 institutions of
of-top f-nctionaries, 67 learning, 24,25

Hostile subjects, interviews of individuals who have traveled
of, 41 behind iron

Husband and wife,. security curtain, 34
investigations, of section A, reserve index
72 subjects, 39

of security index subjects,• 38

82c
3-5-68
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SE ^.OH 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION

for section 87d
References are to page.

Interviews (continued) 
of subjects connected with .

labor unions. 41 
' of subjects who express desire 

. - for, 42
on SAC av-hc-ity, 38 
"reparations for, 40 -
purpose-of, 38 '
recontact without Bureau • 

authority, 40a 
results nos affecting security 

index status, ^1 
• -signed statements in connection 

with, 41 
■ to be conducted within 45 dav.", 

40 '
when current report necessary 

.- in order to 
■ . request Bureau

' ' permission, 39
when current report not necessary 
’ ' in order to request

- ■ Bureau permission, 39
when to'discontinue, 40a,41 
•when report needed after, 41 

_ with.Bureau authority, 39 
Investigations 

aliens, 26,80 (See also aliens.) 
. faculty members, 24 

members of labor unions, 29,39,41 
naturalized citizens, 26,80 
purpose, 19 
restrictions on, 24 . 
students, 24 .

Investigative - •
procedures, 26 . 
techniques, 34 

file reviews, 34 .
photographic surveillances, 35,37 
physical surveillances, 35,38 
private firms, records, 36 
public source information, 36 
securitj' informants, 34 .

ley facilities, 64
character, 73
Delimitations Agreement, 64
employees

considered for priority I, 63
included in secufiy index, 65 ■

list, 49,6^
' responsibility, 64

agency having security, 49,58,59,65 
status of reports of subjects

employed in, 66,74 
■ when to investigate individuals 

employed in. d-5 
Enowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 29,39,41
Lavr enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations., 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

List 
defense facilities, 64 •
key facilities, 49. •' ‘ 
top functionaries, :. ■

Longshoremen, dissemi: ation of 
■ information ■

, concerning, 80
Lumping information in reports, 76

Maritime employees, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 80

Members of ; ■
armed forces, 25 ■

' dissemination of information
■ • concerning, 82

labor unions, 29,39,41
law enforcement agencies, not to 

accompany SAs on 
securitv investigation 
26 '

Membership or affiliation, 29 
concealment of, 31 ■ •

Missing subjects, 31,48,54 .
letters re attempts to locate 

every 45 days, 32 
unavailable section of security

index, 32,54 '
Movement of subjects,
' . 58

not in security index, 60
. security index subjects, 58

tabbed for priority, 60
top functionaries, 59,67

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77 .

Nation of Islam
abbreviation f«.r organizational 

affiliation, 49 
character, .7 3
classification, 72
potential dangcconsness, A6 .
removal- of cards fsecurity 

index, 62 .
what members to be investigated, 23 ■

82 d
S-5-6S
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION? 87D
Index

SECTION 87D 
are "to page.

National ■
Committee, CPUSA, character. 73
Defense Education Act of 1958. 22 
Guard, members, dissemination of infor

mation concerning. 80
. Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22 
Naturaliz-ed citizens 

dissemination of information .
c once cning, 80 

investigations of, 26 .
Negative information, 

■ submit 
New office • origin,

by letter, 74 
58,67,81a

_ Observation of subject, 28,50,57 ’ .
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,67,72,81,81a 
Out of the country, unavailable

. ' section of security
' index, 54

Overt, acts, 45

Personal observation of subject, 
. ■ 28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35,37 
Photographs, 28,78
’of top functionaries, 28,67 
status of security index

; cases while
obtaining, 28 

Physical 
’condition, 61,74 '
description, 2Q '
surveillances, 35,37 

maintenance of SA’s notes, 38 
Position 

and importance, 30 
in labor organizations, 29 

Potential dangerousness, 44
of Nation of Islam members, 4.6 

preservation of evidence, 37
’ .Pretext, 32,37,39,56,57 ’
Priority apprehension program, 62 
.administrative procedures, 63 
priority designations, 49,53,58, 

. 50,62,63,74
I, 49,57,62,53.64,66,67,72,78 

’ II, 49,62,63,64,72,78
III, 49,63,72 
changes in, 58,63 
color of cards. 63 ’

. justification for, 47 
recommendation for, 63 
removal of, 63,64 
reports, schedule of, 72 

• who to be tabbed, 62,63 
purpose, 62

Private records, 36
’Public

Law 87-835, 22
source information, 36
utility employees, dissemination 

’ of information
concerning, 80 .

Purpose of ■ •
- interviews, 38

investigation, 19 .
s priority apprehension program, 62

reserve index, 42a
security index, 43

Receipt of information of ’
■ subversive activities, .25 

Recommendation for inclusion in 
section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index, 46a,47,63 

Cuban activity, 45a,45b 
• status, 74 '

. when-subject has Chinese 
sympathy, 48

• vrhen subject is of Chine ' 
extraction,'4c 

when subject is out of country, 48 
.;':-?n there is'missing back

' ground information, 47
Rev. .-.'■.nation of security index 

status, 46,57,72,78 
Registrars, contacting, 25 
Reinterviews, 42 .
Relatives in armed forces, 27 ’
Removal from security index, 46a,60,61,63 

priority I, 64 
priority II, 64 '

Reports '
administrative data in, 77 
character of, 73 

top functionaries, 67 
content of, 74 
cumulative items, 76

. dissemination of, 79 (See also 
dissemination.) 

documentation of, 78 
lumping information in, 76 
narrative-type statements, 77 
negative information, security index 

cases, submit by letter, 74 
schedule of, 72,73 
status of, 73 
summarizing information in, 76,77 
summary, 21,47,59,71,76 
title of, 72 .
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after Aterviow, 41 
when necessary at time requesting

B ur o a u a ■ o t h o r 5. t y t o 
interview, 39 ’

when not necessary after intar
, *.iew, 4Cu

when not necessary a: time
T*C OU a S j r*.' p a 3.

g29 authority to interview, 39
R-5-6R
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Reserve ind-:;:, 42a
arrangemcr.t, 42b
cards, content and appearance, 42
•content, 43
flash notice, 27
names deleted from security 

index, 61,62
purpose, 42a
reference to on cover page, 77
removal from, 43
section A

changes, 42c
individuals to be included, 

■42b,61
interviews >of subjects of, 39 
recommendations for inclusion

inj 42b,61
section B,- 42c

security index cards placed in, 
62 .

standards for, 42a
subjects 

applicant investigations, 70
. -espionage and foreign intelligence'

. f, investigations, 70
. . - security of Government employ

ees investigations, 70
, Reserves, dissemination of 

information 
concerning 
members of, 80

•esponsibility of Bureau, 19,64
1 .•-•triction. on investigations, 24

Schedule of reports, '72,73
Scope of investigation, 26
Seamen, dissemination of informa

tion concerning, 80
Secret Service, dissemination to, 81,81a 

closing case, 47,74 
letterhead menxranda, 57,81,81a 
reserve index cards, stamping, 43

Security
’flash notice

cancellation of, 27a
notata on concerning on li'D-128, 59
.placing, 27

index, 43
arrangement of, 50
carls

cancellation of, 38,42,60,61,62
changes 58,78
color of, 53

Security (continued)
index (continued)

cards (continued)
content and appearance of, 48 
of top functionaries, 67
tabbing, 45b,53,60,62,63,64,67 
transfers to reserve index, 61,62

criteria for, 44a,45
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64,81a 
dangerousness, 44 
dissemination to

Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, 81a

Secret Service, 81,81a 
letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81a 
reports, 47,74,81,81a

.purpose, 43
recommendation for, 4 5a,45b, 4 6a, 4 7,6 3 
reevaluation of status, 46,57,72,78 
reference to on cover page, 77 
removal from, 46a,60,61,63 

priority I or II, 64 
subjects of 

applicant investigations, 70 
espionage and foreign intelligence 

investigations, 70 • 
security of Government employees 

inve stigatic r.s, 70
summary reports, 47, S'---; ’1
verification of addre-.-.-s and employ

ment, 32,54 ,.57,58,7 4, 81a 
informants, 34

cancellation of security index 
cards pertaining to, 60

contacting, 34,74 
of Government employees cases, 

. inclusion of 
subjects in 
security index 
or reserve index, 70

Signed statements, 41
Sino-Soviet bloc, 44a,57
Sleepers, 31,52
Special section of security index, 52

cards, 49,52,53,56
Cuban, 49,53
exception to unavailabl .• section, 56

Standards for reserve index, 42a 
section A, 42b

Status of cases, 73
on security index subjects

employed in key 
facilities, 66,74

on. subjects in securi’y index, 74
on subjects recommend for

security index, 74
on top funct ionarios, 59,/3
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Index

’ . ; sr tion 87,

- INDEX FOR
• • ^References

Status of cases (continued) 
while oh- ining photographs, 26 
while sec ring handwriting, 29. 
while ver-fying residence and 

employment, 58,74 
'’\dents
contacts with, 25
investigations of, 24 •

Summarising information in reports, 
• ' - — 76,77 . .
Summary reports, 21,47,59,71,76 
Superiors of faculty members,

25 .
Surveillances . •

photographic, 35,37 
physical, 35,38 '

SECURITY INVESTIGATIC’-

SECTION 87D
are to page.

Verification of 
addresses, security index, 32,54, 

’ 57,58,74,81a
emnloyment, securitv index, 

' ’ 32,57,74,81a .
key facility or defense facility 

_ status of place of 
employment, 64

Voice of America (See U, S. Information 
Agency.) ’

Tabbing SI cards, 45b,53,60,62,63,- 
. 64,67 •

Thumbnail sketches, 79 . ■
Title of reports, 72
Top-functionaries, 66,67

change of office of origin, 67 
character, 67y73 .
definition of, 66

■ deletion of, 67 .
designation of, 66,67

- handling of, 67
handwriting of, 67
list, 67 .
movement of, 59,67 ■ 
photographs of, 28,67 
priority I, 62,66,67,72 .
program, 66
regulations governing, 67 
reports on, 59,66,67,72,77

status of, 73
.tabbing for priority, 62,63,66,67

Topical headings in reports, 74
Tours, 33a,57
Travel . ■

abroad, 33‘, 54,57
behind iron curtain, 34

Wife and husband, security 
' investigations, 

72

Yugoslav intelligence agents, 
contacts with, 

• factor in deter- ■ 
mining dangerousness 
of individual, 
44a

Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 54
. missing subjects, 32,54 

subjects traveling abroad, '
■ . 34,54

Underground membership or
• ' activity, 31

United Nations employe's, 25,52
U. S. Government employes, 25,70,80
U. So - Information Agency, inclusion . 

of subject? in security 
index or reserve 
index, 70
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■ )
Communist Par . jjfcembers, review -? field'-offic^^iles, pretext interviews, 
surveillances , ^Beoial Arents as ending mass m^^^.ngs, etc.

4. Internal Security Act of 1950
To insure successful proceedings against a communist front organization 
under this act, a preponderance of admissible evidence, must be secured 

[ to[show]extent to which
a. Persons active in management, direction, or supervision of an 

organization are active in management, direction, or supervision, 
or as representatives, of

b. Its support, financial or otherwise, is derived from
c. -Its funds, resources, or personnel are used to further or promote 

objectives of
• d. Positions taken or advanced by it from time to time do not deviate 

from those of
Any communist-action organization, communist foreign government, or 

.' the world communist movement.
5. Panel sources

.a. Purpose
■y , To develop potential witnesses who will be ’willing to obtain and 

introduce .legally admissible evidence re, subversive nature of 
organizations in future prosecutive action

b. Program
(1) Since Special Agent and active security informant testimony is 

undesirable, field should recruit panel'of potential witnesses 
■locally. Some may be found among American Legion contacts, 

■ ' plant informants, former and exposed security informants, etc.
(2. ) Pa~-1 members should attend public rallies and meetings, as

we" as obtain literature of organizations they are covering.
. '(3) 'To aid panel!, ts, exhibit photographs of individuals they ■

■ . will most lit-' y encounter-at front organization functions.
(4) Epndle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same -

- meaner as otl.r evidence. As panelists may subsequently
become security informants, the same procedure should be 
followed in h.-xdling, processing, -and reporting data and 

. . material furnished by panelists as is afforded that received 
from security informants. (See section 107, volume IV, of this 
manual.)

(5) Legitimate expenses incurred by panel members should be 
reimbursed in same manner as security informants.

(6) Eliminate inactive, ineffective, or unsatisfactory panelists 
on- a continuing basis. At time of submission of semiannual 
letter, office panel should be reviewed to make certain all 
such panelists have been removed.

(7) Identities of panelists should be concealed.
c. Administrative handling

(1) Check prospective panelists through office indices, local 
police department, credit records, and established informants. ’ 
If no undesirable information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with panelist to ascertain cooperativeness.

(2) Submit names of cooperative panelists to Bureau by letter 
outlining complete background and recommendation as to inclusion- 

[ in office panel. [One of the required copies of the letter to
[ the Bureau should consist only of the first page of the letter.
[ ■ ’ When approving the field’s recommendation, this single—page
[. - .copy will be stamped "Approved" by Bureau and will be returned.]

Be certain such individuals arc not plants and will consider 
relationship with Bureau in confidence.

87
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87E. • - S’* ■ JIOK 87. SECURITY IHVESTIGATI( ' - -
' (3) Open 134 when active investigation cf^^ospectire

- panelist is initiated. .When preliminary investigation 
completed and Bureau has approved panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly.

. ’ Regular contacts with panelists should be noted in their
respective files,

(4' Only Agents designated should handle panelists. *
(5) Every four months submit letter of justification to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See
_ section 1071-T, 3b, volume IV, of this manual for form of letter.

_ If source is not being- paid on Bureau authorization. Agent
. handling source must prepare memorandum to SAC for file contain—

• ing same certification as to stability and reliability as •
“ required by payment letters,

■ r-'•' Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might
be misconstrued. - . -

■ ($) Summary letter captioned "Panel Source Program" (Bufile
134—1113) to be prepared and submitted to Bureau March 25 
and September 25 each year. Use following topical outline:

. (a) Status of program ■ ■
' "' •' - . Include progress in panel development. Show total number
■ - of new panelists, developed and-total number of panelists

' _ discontinued during six months* period.- .

Ib) Total .".-timber panel sources active ■
c) Hames >;f organizations cove'red 
d) ' fc’-er and identities of panelists redesignated to informant 

_ ’ or potential informant status since institution of panel
. program _

d. Suggestion •
■ Designate, where practicable, coordinc'"’ :g Agent to maintain roster

of current panel members and ourre:? 1'.- 1 of scheduled organization
’ . activities, who will no;ify Agents hand.-’ eg individual panelists of

scheduled organization-- ’ functions to be covered. Coordinating 
Agent receives notice f coming events from Agents handling organiza— 

[ ' tion cases, security informants, and communist publications.
6. Classification — 100 •
7. Che.racier - Internal Security - letters for organisational activity or 

nationalistic tendency; e.g., (C), (SWP), (Miscellaneous), etc.

)

83
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(5) Characte1-^^
(a) Key and top functionaries Wf

[ . ■yntr • 1 Security[(or Racial Matters' if subject is a black
[ nat: '. . st)]- followed by the letters designating the

organ 1ional affiliation or rationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Internal Security - C 
Internal Security - SWP 

[ [Racial Matters - NOI]
(b) Others ’

Security Matter followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendenc-ies. 
Examples: - '

' - Security Matter - C
Security Matter - SWP
Security Matter - X (native fascist)
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous )

w/I When a subject is del/, ted as a k< figure, the character
’ .*'■ ' " shall be changed frc:-. internal ; unity to security matter

in the first report following the deletion and all subsequent
- ■ ' report-:. When a security matter subject is designated a

/ • ’ ..key fibre, the first report .after the designation and all
subsequent reports shall bea - the internal security character. 
Communications regarding subjects who are - -.ployed in key 
facilities should bear the words "Key Facility" in the 
character. Communications regarding sub?;cts who ase members 
'•f the Com: "nisi ??.rty, USA, National Cc. .attee should bear

[ -.he words .v • ■ Committee" in the cH.-acter. [Slack
.[ : . ' • .nationalist' \igations and' racial matters should be
[ - given the c’. .u :-.?r set out in section 122,- volume IV,
[ of thi s main. ■■ i . j

(6) Status . ■ '■ ...........................
All cases shall be carried in a pending status until al active 
investigation required by the preceding instru..tions ha: been 
'inducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: 
.[a) . Top functionaries . . . . ■

■ ' . ■ ' - ' • I. Pending inactive . ■ •
(A) Reports are to bo- —>bmitted quarterly. Forty-five 

. days prior to the -te a quarterly report is due,
- . - - ■ ■ ■■ • ' - each such case shall be placed in a pending-active

' status for the. preparation of the report so that 
the report can be submitted at the designated time, 

(b) Key figures
I. Pen Hr.g inactive

(A) Report -, '.re to be subi/.tted semiannually, Forty-
• '• five dap r.ritr' to the Ic-ie a- semiannual report is 

due, eac - .: case shall be placed in a pending-
‘ • active st-.us'for the preparati 1 of the report

■ , so that the report can be submitted at the .desig-
• /■ nated time.

73
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87D ’ '.'.""TIOU 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE? •

■(c) Other^Jecurity index subjects
I. Closed

(A) Cases of .all other security index subjects must be 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to 
insure submission of an annual" investigative report. 
If, following investigation, no subversive data is 
developed and the only available infoi-mation consists 
of verification of residence and employment and 
negative contacts with security informants and 
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter

' [(form ?B-400)]to the Bureau setting forth identities 
of informants and sources contacted, any additional 
administrative data, deemed necessary, and form-

. RD—305 properly executed. The cases shall be opened 
and assigned 45 days prior to the date the annual 
report is due. Such cases shall also be opened 
and-assigned six months after submission of the 
annual report-to accomplish verification of addresses.. 
Upon such verification, the cases should be closed 
administra -* '-'aiy.

" (d) Cases of- subject- •.mended for security index
I. Pending inacti

' (A) If all : . ' ‘ investigation-completed at the time 
FD-122 f- ■ :arded to Bureau

- - ; (b) Set forth lead to follow Bureau for security index
card and if approved for dissemination of report to 

. .. - Secret Service.
IE. Closed _

(A)- Upon .’ ;ceipt of security index card from Bureau
. ■ ■ . and dissemination to Secret Service

(B) Ther^ ..'ter follow .by administrative- tickler for 
investigative report as in (c) above.

(e) Eibj.ects not. in security index who are not to be included
. irmrein ■

■ Closed
.. ■ .(A) Prior to closing, instructions under-87.D 6b (7)

• ' pertaining to interview "must be'complied with.
(7.) Content ...................... ■

(a) In order to insure completeness of investigation, the
■■ following items should be considered as pertinent to'an 

inve.-tigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
be h”. 51ed under topical headings where appropriate.
I. :•rkground

!‘A) Birth date
B) Citizenship status
C) ■ Education ' '
D) Marital status
E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, 

including type of discharge, citations, etc.)

!p) . Identification record
G) Employment • •
HJ Re-idence
l) Status of health (if known) ’

II. Connections with Communist Party (or other basic 
'revolutionary groups and/or front organi'zations or black

• .nationalist extremist" groups) •
(A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary

- ...... grr. ..- including ponsors, .etc.
(B) His'-ry of act'.. v in, attendance at meetings of, 

and ositions 1 ? in subversive movement wi ;h which 
subject iv ideni'..ied

74
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.... SF'^ISN 87. SLCUP.J TY HiViSTIGATIO'7R7F

(1G) [ D-j Ipf-i]
5, f..tabli sh' .’-.ir:'. and ir.f crzanrs who are students or employee:? •• i. 

an instit; . .. ‘ mi..., but who arc not reporting on any cam"'. : '
activities a:. ."er nerxaining to the educational institution,- 
.may be con-nout bureau authority. These contacts must be 
made away from th campus.

g. Members of law err orcemer.t agencies are not to accompany Bureau 
Agents during ccurr.<-- of security-type investigations -without prior 
Burgau authority.

h. Photographic surveillances
(1) Mo photographic surveilla" s are to be conducted in communist

. front organization cases unless it is essential to protect
. ■ Bureau's interests in internal security field by supplementing
• live informant coverage of a particular meeting with such a 

surveillance.
'(2) Request Bureau authority to institute such’a surveillance and 

’ outline manner in -which it -will be conducted and supervision
which will be afforded it.

■ (3) Mo such surveillances should be instituted without specific 
Bureau authority. .

35
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SE^ ON 57 87A

(3) By force c^^iclence, or
By assasuir.aiicr of ary office:' of such government .
It will re neoecsory to show;
(a| The i-enil-y and office I capacity of such officer
(b) The nlontiry of persons conspiring to assassinate, or

' actu_ . ’ : a2i-aosinatinfc such officer
(c) Full tails surrounding the assassination or attempted 

as sas.nation
(d) Reas-.-^v for the assassination, and ends to be gained by 

such assassinations, or
bc Printed, published, edited, issued, or circulated

. (1) The person with the intent to cause the overthrow or destruction
• of- the Government of the U.So, or the government of any state, 

- • territory, district,or possession thereof, or the government of
any-political subdivision thereof ' ’

■ •' (2) Printed, published, edited, issued, circulated, sold, dis —
'• ' tributed, or publicly displayed written or printed matter

^’3)' Advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desira— 
bilitj; or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the Government

la 
9-13-60
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87A - B SKvx^T 87. SECURITY'INVESTIGATION^^

’ of the U. S. by force or the government of any -state, territory,
district, or possession thereof, or the government of any 
political subdivision thereof, or ’

c. Organized society, group, or assembly ■
(1) The person organized, or helped organize, a society, group, or 

' assembly of persons
. - (2) Which taught, advocated, or encoura;':.-! the overthrowing or

'• destruction of the Government of the '}. S., or the government
_ . of any state, territory, district, or- possession thereof, or the •

. . government of any political subdivision thereof .

S3) By force or violence, or
4) The person became a member of, or affiliated -with, such society, 

' ■ group, or assembly of persons
(5 ) - Knowing the purpose thereof

B. SUBMISSION TO THE BUREAU OF SUBVERSIVE DEROGATORY INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS
1. To insure the propei- discharge of the Bureau’s responsibility to furnish 

information at the seat of Government at the request of other agencies 
■ and to have it available at the seat of Government when such requests are

... received from "oth-.-r agencies, the Bureau must be promptly furnished, for
. indexing purpose:.by offices covering the national and local headquarters 

of the various s". '-ersive organizations', the names of, and identifying"
„ data .concerning, per sons, affiliated "■.hili .and"-becoming.- affiliated with . •"

• . ’• thef following, types’- bf or.gaid -•'^ti ohs.
" "a. Ba-sic revolutionary organ ■. ations or groups • • . • ”

’ - . " ’Communist .Party, USA ’ ’ ’ ’
- • Socia-list.’Worker.s Party . . " ' .. . . ; ..

■ ' •''.et's.-ian. Party -of Ame-':-sa . . •
r Marxist -revolution---y 'organizations including -plinter-groups," 

’ ’ ’ ’ , if any, of the preceding’ ;hree organizations • • ' ■ .
' Nationalist Party of Pue- o Rico

. b. Nationalist and fascist-;’ •■•e groups ’ . '
. ’ c.. • Front orgari - .-.-tion's -of 1, . and !> above, ..including thpse - . . -

■ _ (1) Cited -.- the Attorney General’’ " ‘ . '
. . «... . (2.) Cited declared by. the House Committee bn Un-American Activities

- ; or by any of the various''legislative committees
. «3) Described as such or as an organization dominated or controlled

. • . .. by one rf the basic revolutionary organizations' or groups by.
-- secureinf ormahts or other sources’ of' known’reliability '

- (d.. Black-natio- ‘ist extremist groups] - ............. -' - - - ”..................

Such lists should include the organization’s membership list and any
• * othei- record showing affiliation.- - ■ ■
2. Field offices obtaining inf o>--. ation concerning such affiliation of 

' individuals residing outside :ir territory must expeditiously furnish 
such information to the offi . ••overing the address of the pei‘son.

3. . The information should be sul-.:.-ated to the Bureau in. duplicate by letter 
Captioned with the title of the organizational case file, for example, 
"Communist Party, USA, ___ District, - . Division; Internal

'.'Security - C” or "Socialist Workers Party, ________ Division; Internal 
Security - SWP" and should clearly indicatc-'that' the list is being 
furnished to the Bureau for indexing purposes only.

4. Information received from all sources, including that received from 
confidential sources, highly confidential sources, reports of 
security inf^rmants■and sources, and public and other sources, should 
be reviewed to insure that the Bureau lias bee : furnished in the past and 
will be furnished in the future lists of all Individuals (together with 
identifying data) affiliated with all organizations set forth in 1 a, b, 

' c,[and d.'] ■ ■
5. In forwar-';.eg such -information to the Bureau, the offices should incor

porate, -insofar as possible, information concerning a number of- individuals 
in one letter. Tho letter should contain -ufficient identifying data 
concerning each individual to enable the bureau to- identify that individual

2
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. . ■ sr TON 87. SECURITY INVESTI'. '.IO'- , 87B - C

wif. :.ny additional^rnformaticn contained in the Bu/Wau’s Tiles.
6. The . of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions ,

and ..a names appearing on subscription lists of "The Worker, "
’ "Pe.-le’s World," and -plications and organs of the organizations 

.set forth in 1 a, b, ". and d’must be indexed-in the field office 
covering the address ;.cwn f. the subscriber and ’should not be forwarded 
to the Bureau for incexing. :ling lists as such which cannot be
identified as membership lis” ‘ subversive organizations also, should . 
be indexed, in the field and r.c ’- . .-warded to the Bureau. Pield offices
obtaining such lists must promptly furnish them to the office covering 
the address shown for’ the subscriber.

7. Important subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 
' and any : . subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 

of importance must be brought to the attention of the Bureau by expe
ditious means. -

8. Subversive and nonsubversive derogatory information coming to T s attention 
of the field office through a name check or otherwise on an employee 
of the- executive branch of the Government, which information is within 
the purview of Executive Order 10450, should be forwarded promptly to .

. the Bureau for dissemination to the Civil Service Commission. In
' addition, subversive derogatory and other information relating to other . 

employees of the Gove'-nment and to employee's of the United Nations and 
of other* public international organizations received by the field office ’ 

. \ should .be brought immediately to the- attention-of the. Bureau. ‘ ‘
9. - Tliese instructions do n;o.t a’ff "ct-^nd are' in addition ’to- ©xi sting 
’ ’ instruction's tor the submiso';', a of information in report form. ’ ’ ■ ■ ■

. C. INVESTIGATION ON THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, SOCIALIST -WORKERS PARTY, AND OTHER 
’ MARXIST REVOLUTIONAR’-TYPE ORGANISATIONS ' ' . '

' 1. Policy ■ .
■ -a. Communist Party, "SA . ’

By Presidential ’'.rect: on 9-6-39. und subsequent restatements
■■-.nual), this Bureau-is charged 
■y all information with regard-
•Gince 1939, a large portion 

. has been’ directed toward
'•. '.-s and other groups whose.

' ■ ■ yrnment. The Communist ’
.st dangerous from a security ’• 

.;.d- or purely domestic organ- ■■ 
■' communist movement led and 

Soviet Union, the ultimate
-ride communist state. The

(see s i ion 10-2, voir.- • IV, of t’- : ■ 
•with’ th=. re sponsibi-lit; . f coord-?. - ’ 
to tho internal' security ’’" V" e C. -A 
of the Bureau's security : ; stig--.-.
a coverage of the ■ activitIs of c-. 
aims seek the overthrow of the U. ' 
Party, USA, is the best organized • “ 
sta'ndpoint.'• The party ‘is’not an “ --: 
ization but is part cf an internal; .
dominated by the Communist Party oi 

im of which is to establish a world —.
Communist Party, USA, bases its theory -on the principles of Marxism
Leninism. (Considerable evidence shows that these principles look ’ 
toward the violent overthrow of the U. S. Government or its downfall 
in the event of a war with the Soviet Union.) It would be a grave 
error to suppose that, because the party is actually and pot<:-.:-ially 
small, it is not dangerous. The contemplated role of the p ty is 
such that it can be played best by an organization which is chesive, 
easily mobilized, highly maneuverable, fanatically zealous, wall 
disciplined, and immediately responsive in an emergency to the demands 
of its leaders. The highest authority in the Communist Party, USA, 
is- the national convention ch meets approximately once every two 
years. Between those conv- ..ons, the national committee is the 
highest authority of the pr. -by. . .

3
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87c SECT ^^7. SECURITY INVESTIGATION.

The Communist Party, USA, is divided into district and state 
organizations, then into county, city, section, and club 
organizations. The number and nature of these subdivisions 
are dependent on the number of members in the various localities. 
Every party member must belong to a party club.

The Communist Party strategy and policy is based primarily on the 
loyal support and defense of the Soviet Union. The party line . 
changes from time to time depending upon the current program of 
the international communist movement. .

b.- Socialist Workers Party
The Socialist Workers ‘party was founded at a convention held in 
Chicago, Illinois, from 12—31—37 to 1—3—33. The present head—

• quarters are located at 116 University Place, Mew York 3, Hew York.
The following statements are taken from the "Declaration of Principles 
and Constitution of the Socialist Workers Party” which was adopted 
at this convention:

"The purpose of the party is set forth in its declaration of
■ - ' principles: Its purpose shall be to educate and organize the working 

class foi- the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of
. . .. a. workers.,government. to achieve Socialism,". (From-article 11 under
■ ' ■ the caption "Purpose. ’) ' . . - .1

I

4 4
4—10-39 ■ f

■ -* ■- "We’call u’poh all revolutionary militants to join’with us to build
' . ' ’ the SWP into the mass revolutionary party which will lead the work—

. . ‘ ... ing c.lass of- the Unit.ed States to.power; and which, together with
- • • ' ‘ ■ the -fevolutionists of all countries united’“in the’Fourth International,

■ ‘ . will acl' .ve th.e victory of the international revolution and of world
So cialis-.." . ■ •

"The main . : rcific task.of the SWP. is the mobilization, o.f the American 
’. . masses for .. -niggle agains J.. American Capitalism, . and for its oyer—

■■ throw. ...(.'art. II!- of ‘ ah c---, e- pamphlet.) • , . ... ... ■ ..- . .

. Shortly after the Four-’ International was founded in- Switzerland on
9—3—38, the Socialist rkers Party in t he U. S. announced that it 
was the "Ameri--an Seot’in-" of -the "world party of the Socialist

■ ... .revolution" (Fourth .International).... At a special convention on . 
12—21—40., the Socialist Workers Party passed a resolution ending 
its organizational connection-with the Fourth International (because

- - of the passage of the .Voorhis- Act)’. • ■ ■ • -

This organization -‘.Hows the : ' rxis t—Leninis t—Tro ts kyis t line.
St.foments made b_- functionaries indicate that in the event of war 
b< ’ een the U. S. ..nd the Soviet Union, the Socialist Workers Party 
•wo:’, d defend the latter.

[ o’. [Deleted]
I ’
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d, Other Marri'.i rove/, n.ionary groups .
A long— €3 tatlibn:■ --p ••■-..lo:: would come under this category is t:.-
Proletarian Pa Ar.e:u3\, a relatively small organization.

There also are a ftw small groups composed of ex-members of the
■ Communist Parry, US—. •.ms rave voluntarily left the party or who

' have been expelled, usually for factionalism. . .
. • e. General *

Communist invesligations must be conducted in a most discreet and 
thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies 

. n are no I to accompany Agents during the course of : ecurity-type 
• investigations without prior Bureau authority. "■ ;eau employees 

’ . should not discuss communist or related investig; ’.ions with any
' .. unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to be

/ us ■ in speeches of Bureau employees -without specific authorization. 
7Hc---7er, there is■co nsiderable mimeographed material in each office, 

. ’’c/iv^uudi ng speeches, tes timo ny, and magazine articles prepared by the
1 i)irector which could be furnished outside individuals interested in

• the subject of communism-without any discussion. ■
2. Purposes of investigation ' . ’

. a* The investigation of the Communist Party, USA, and other similar—type
. ‘organizations is of twofold pu-pose: (1) to obtain legally admissible •

■ ■ evidence against these organic- lions for prosecution under existing ’
; . - • •• - ’ ’■■ Federal .s tatutes- sef-out above and (-2) ‘to f ollow closely-the activities 

' • ‘of tKes-e organizations- fro'm-an intelligence ’viewpo’int' to have a- day
' ’ ■ to-day appraisal of the strength, dangerousnes s , and activities of.

■ the.se organizations seeking the overthrow of the U. S. Government.
‘ ■■ bo Suggestions for proper coverage of the investigation of the Communist

‘ Party as an organization and similar organizations should include: 
■ . (1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that all

' . '• of the importInt ramifications of party ’activities are properly
. . . ■ covere i

. ’ . ’ (2) Develop-n’t of confidential informants in all’-party levels,
• ■ -■ i-hcludi;.,• the national headquarters organization. , .

. . (3) The constant effort to develop admissible evidence against party
- - - ■• . -officials .for violation o.f Federal laws . . . ’ . ’ .

[ • -c.- [Deleted] ■ ’ ’

»■

J

t-
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87C ■ ■’ SECT >87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
-

3. Investigative procedures and suggestions
’ This section contains detailed’ investigative guides for use- in :-

investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 7
USA. ’ ■ '
a.. I- accurately and clearly show the true nature of the Communist " *

. Party, USA, data concerning the following topics must be fully >.
developed and reported. When material contains information that 7
would be logically reported unc-.-.-.- more than one topic heading , -.j-
but to do so world make the sep -rate accounts unintelligible, .
report all the -.-.itcrial under the main heading and only refer to. A

’ the informatio:- :nder the other breakdowns. Do not repeat same /
... dr> 'a under sepa. ce headings. Reports on the Communist Party, USA, £

. . ‘ . as an organizatr on must be submitted by- each office quarterly
.. ' and should cover activities for the preceding three-month period. J

All offices are required to use the following breakdown in pre— ’■
, . . ’ paring quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. . Each -

' ' subfile caption must start on a separate, page. ' ■’
’ (1) Organization (Bureau file 100-3-69) • '■

. . (a) Security setup of district and/or state organization. , J
-. ' Office covering -district headquarters, describe the /

-J ’ .. . location and size of Communist Party office facilities, . -
■ rent paid,, and name and number of office employees. ■ ;

- . . - List address - nd/or post office box .number of party ’ ■ ,
" ’ ’/- • headquarters, ■ ■ ./ •- .. . : \ .7

w ' (‘b’)’• ."identify, pr?-. -?.pal district officials’and important '■ ' 7 • j 77 ’
. 1 functionarit-., together with titles, and furnish a *• x ■ -

" • ' “ . sho.rt resume .important activities of each during .'
• - - - :- ......................... - three-month- vr ."iod. • ......................... ‘ .

- . (c) Names of new c "nnis-.ions or special committees, identity’ 7
. and capacity -’ ina'vidual members thereof. Submit

’ ’ ’ ’resume of' act . vi’ties of groups under appropriate ’subfile ’ -
captions. .. _

• . ' ■ (d) 'Special meetings embracing only orga-.’ zational. matt ers. ' ' -
-. -- .... .Other pertinent matters discussed a meetings concerning . . . .

• • ' .- policy or strategy to be submitted -..-..der appropriate -7
- . ....... . subfile captions. . . • .... . ......

‘ . (e) Extend this on Jine as far a* neces’sary for clarity and . • >
- - • to meet needs office uni-.-, this o; any succeeding -

' ’ . . . subsection. . A J.’• -.-v .of’',’: s . sub.mi I. pertinent, .data . ’
. ■ ‘ ■ - concerning above «i<jh do not normally come to ’ ’ ' ’

’ ...... - attention of-office c-. -.ng district headquarters, ;
.(2) ’Membership (?:reau file IGO - ?-68) '

. . (a) duartc. ’ reports arr.-ot to contain any membership 7
’ ‘ static -s. Cover pagh-s accompanying each quarterly . •’

report „ust contain latest available s-'-ati‘.os relating .
to total number of Communist Party membri-a x-. the

• district. Membership data must start on >-. parate '
[ • cover page, [which page(s) must be devoted .‘.-..-lusively to such " ’
[ data.] Office of origin, which is office covering Cow arnist :

/ Party district headquarters, should■submit following figures:
’ I. For entire Communist Party district

’ II, For individual states covered by Communist Party 7
_ . _ . district’ /

' ’ ’ III, For number of Communist Party members in area covered ' £
. . . by field office . '

Auxiliary offices should submit folio-wing memb<-."ship ■ • ; •
’ figures to the Bureau and office of origin: •

■ 1, For state or portion of state covered by that
field office ■

■ . II. For number of Communist Party members in the area ■
covered by that field office

[ [The total number, of Communist P?.rty members in the area 5
[ covered by field office, either origin or auxiliary, should ) 7;
[ . be broken down as to the total number rf IJ-.grces in the over— t
[ ■ all numerical strength cf the Communist Party, USA, in the "

6
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2 C

873

c
0

c. 
d. 
e . 
f. 
cT , 
h.

he following c: 
nizaticns from 
Communist Part ;A

'unization" or "basic revolutionary, 
^section shall apply to any one or a 
' groups in order to distinguish the

Socialist Workers Party 
Progressive Labor Party 
Proletarian Party of America 
Nationalist Party of.Puerto Rico 
Johnson—Fore st Group
American Socialist Clubs 
See also 87C Id.
Slack nationalist extrem s, although technically not members of

*

. basic revolutionary organizations within.the above meaning, should 
' be. investigated under the same rules. (See section 122, volume IV, 

this manual for additional guides.)]
Responsibility of the Bureau
a. To conduct thorough investigation into the background and subversive 

activities of all persons in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who are 
dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security. Each 
SAC will be held responsible for the proper investigation of all

- persons’ in his area ‘who, because of membership or affiliation’
. ’ -.With bas-ic revolutionary organizations or-other Mar.xist re volution-ary

’ organizations includ-ihg splinter groups,’ rhay be 'potentially . .
■ dang er ous.

‘ bi To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of. individuals 
constituting a threat to the internal security and develop sufficient 
information and evidence through investigation to sustain appropriate 
action by the Bureau should it become necessary for the Federal 
Government ’to institute prosecutive actic’" against'such-individuals 
in courts of law or control their moveme:’.-.- and activities in the 
event of a national emergency ’.’ • . ’•

Purpose of investigation . . ■ . .. •
The primary purpose of these investigations is twofold, namely:
a. -Determination of dangerousne 

To determine the identities, 
individuals in the U. S. and 

; . membership ip,_ activity in, 
■ -the revolutionary groups del'

ss
whereabouts, and activities of all 
.'•uerto Rico who, because of their 
,association with one or more of 
jned above or re'lated groups, are’

■ dangerous or ■ potentially dangerous to the internal security of 
the country, and the consequent collection of sufficient information 
concerning their subversive activities to justify apprehension in 
event of a national ’ emergency — ’-, . •

b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes
To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all
individuals who have been or may be violating 1 of the U. S

Direct investigation towards obtaining admissible evidence 
to establish the violation.
Be alert for any information indicating a violation of the
Federal’statutes rela 
Title 18, USC, | 2385 
etc., of forceful or

ting to espionage, sabotage, and•sedition. 
, paragraph (1), prohibits the advocacy,
violent overth

.paragraph.(2) prohibits the printing
ow of the Government, 
and distribution of

mopaganda advocating the forceful overthrow of the Government
(Affiliation with an organization is not a pre 
prosecution under paragraphs (l)and (2).) Pa

to

. makes it unlawful to organize or help to organize any zooict; 
eto., of persons who advocate overthrew of the Govern'..'.-. by 
force or violence, or to bo or become a member of or b-comc■ 
affiliated with any such society knowing the purposes tb.e.reo: 

• Conspiracy to violate this section is covered by Title 18, U- 
■ § 371 (general conspiracy statute).
Title 18, USC, $ 2387, penalizes attempts to undermine the 
loyalty, discipline, or morale of the armed forces. Alleged
violations should .•epoi'tcd immediately to the Bureau.

19 
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87D

(5)

SECURITY IIRES TIGATI0

Title 5, USC, [>[7311, and Title 18, USC, § 1918, ]prohibit
Government -mpl' - ent of persons wh- .re disloyal or who ; sert 
the right t ,• str :e against the Gove -. ment. [Title 5, USC, 
§ 3333,Jprovide ; that an individual accepting office or employ
ment in the Gov- nment of the U. S. shall, within 60 days, 
execute an aff". " : '-’it certifying that he does not advocate the 
violent overt/- .- of the U. S. Government, etc. The execution" 
of a false afr rvit constitutes a fraud on, or attempt to de
fraud, the Gc-. rament within the purview of Title 5, USC, 
§[303, ]so as io authorize Special Agents of the Bureau to ad
minister oaths in investigations arising out of this law.
Alleged violations of this lav; called to your attention should
be furnished to the Bureau promptly and no investigation should 
be initiated on the basis of complaints received without 
prior Bureau authority. Refer to section 69K of this manual 
entitled "Security of Government Employees - Fraud Against the 
Government" for procedures to be followed regarding possible ■ 
violations of this lav; discovered or received in connection with

■ security of-Government employees" investigations.
(6) Title 18, USC, § 1001, includes possible fraud against the

Government ’iolations wherein there are concealments or falsifi— 
- cations relaying to subversive information. These violations ' 

■ ■.-•.must-be- pr.er--t ed- to. the. Depaftm&dt b’y -the -Bureau "Jor'Uprose-’ 
. ' "cutive opi-n-.' . ;■ rather--than being presented locally to-*USAs ■" 

. • They ordinal """ ■- involve the execution of U. S. Government forms. 
’ Common, viol'.- •: are employees of private concerns having " 

" . .-Government •ccV-acts who exe--'-te Government-forms required for 
clearance for ; -cess to. clasfied information. .. •

Upon —eceipt of indicating a violation of this type,
inv< .-.igation un ,c-r k "Security Matter - Fraud Against" the . 
Gov.-- ent" character .--iould be initiated and the Bure;- ■■ immedi- 
at.e7 • dvi’S.ed. ■ Th.e Departmt-ui-has.advi-sed-that.it " •• essential,, 
to c-i ;-blish jurisdiction, t- rove that the form w , presented 
to a Government .agency for ■> . "-.■n or determination. This, there
fore, should be the firs ’ i..- ligative step. If x5 e form was 
not presented to a Gove •; ■mini agency, no further investigation 
s.hould be rade-and the, .ytreau so advised. In this . -a-s e, however,, 
remain ale-?, for inf orma <. io n the form is later presented to " . 
■Government ageneyr The fact subject actually signed the form. " 
must .be established by testimony of witnesses to the" signature, 
handwriting examination, or other conclusive evidence. The 
original of the form must be located. Sources that furnished 
pertinent information concerning subject during previous investi
gations and other potential witnesses should be thoroughly inter
viewed to deter hie the basis for each item of pertinent infor
mation furnish- . and to obtain the identities of other potential 
witnesses. Wh- affiliation with subversive organizations is 
involved, interview individuals who were members of same units 
of these organizations as subject for indicia of his membership, 
such as attendance at closed meetings, payment of dues, holding 
of office, etc. If possible, develop evidence to supplant 
pertinent information furnished by current informants. Obtain 
prior Bureau authority to interview the subject. Interv" !.-; sub
ject' and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent information 
un- -r oath and obtain sworn signed statements if possible. An 
exception may be made when interviewing established sources, such 
as current informants, if oath and/or signed statements not con
sidered desirable under circumstances. Be guided by instructions 
in section 6b, (7), below when interviewing potential witne.sses 
with subversive backgrounds. ■

20
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TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGAT 87 D

(4) Conten
(a) E = oh card’ in section A and secti.on B should contain, as

■<

a minimum, following:
I.

II.
III.
IV.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.

In

Name and aliases
Race
Sex
Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency 
Citizenship -
Residence
Employment ;
Birth data •
Office file number

’ The letters "SS" if. dissemination has been made to 
Secret Service in accordance with instructions■in 
section 134B, item 2, volume IV, of this manual 

addition, membership and position, or- association in a .

*

.s:

-7

‘ ' subversive group or groups, together with the source,and
date f the information, may be added.

(5) Removal and deletion o.f cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security

.® ■

informants or sources or
cards.of security index

(b) Advise the Bureau of the

who subsequently become subjects

. . - s.eot.ipn A cards 
b. '-Security index■ - ■ • ‘ -’

(1) Purpose
(a). Security indo;

. - ■ • „ • - 'Bureau to.sei-c
. -persor.s deemer

destruction -only in the case of

arcs are prepared and maintained by the

(b)

intern.*., sect. : 
emerge .-:cy. 
It ' all co nt.- : 
dewiined -tbr:
*. it-l'y dangerou;

operational guide for apprehension of 
gerous or potentially dangerous to-the

>-f the country in

’ names of all 
investigation 

ecause of thei:
of .-cotrines of 

front '.'-rganizati:-- 
smist.-’Jand who wil

the event of a national

(a)

-sons - who have been
-be dangerous -or poten- ■

• .mbership * a or affiliation 
/ic revolutionary organ-

.7 or who are black
‘J be apprehended’ upon .
ttorney General.

with or espousal 
izations and/or 
nationalist extv 
receipt of instr 
It shall include ;ubjects of -espionage -investigations and 
any other “type of'Bureau InveS’tigatloh provided their 
activities bring them within the r/me of

tions from the

criteria® 
Action sir 
security 
arrest by

the security index

be,taken.againsf individuals 
ex only upon, authorization of 
e Attorney General. However,

include'd-in the 
warrants of 
in. preparing and

maintaining the security index,- to all practical effects, 
the Bureau is making the decision as to those persons who will 
be apprehended in the event of an emergency, inasmuch as the 
Attorney General has advised that he’does not have funds or

•I

¥

’8

.a

I$
4 
¥

?
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• 87D

mar. -ver to review security index cases.
(e) Nat. ■ shall be included in the security index only when 

investigat. n has -stablished and reports[show] sufficient 
facts and -. idenc.; to justify the inclusion of each subject 
in the security index.

(f) The contents of the security index must be accurate and 
correct at all times. Matters pertaining to its preparation 
and maintenance must be given preferred, expeditious, con—

• ' tinuous, and detailed attention.
■(g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con

fidential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in 
investigative reports.

(h) The general operation and content of the security index 
must not be discussed by field personnel of the Bureau with
out prior Bureau authority.

1 r (i) Matters pertaining to the security indcc may be discussed
with duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelli— ' 
gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and 
only in instances in which an individual subject of prime 
'interest to one of these services is involved.

'[ 
[ 
[
[’

■ I 
[ 
[ 
[

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual
■(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive • 

organization does not necessarily-depend entirely upon his 
■ ... . personal characteristics', -such -as- aggre-ssiveness -'or' a. dis—’’

' position to violence.'. Although these factors must be taken 
into consideration, in evaluating an individual’s potential

■ ' dan'gerpusness, other factors are essential in making this ; 
determination. An individual's dangerousness also depends 

•upon the contribution he has made or is making in -he advance- 
' . neat of the principles and aims of.the subversive movement

with which he is connected or his subversive potentialities
. . iu the event of a national emergency. Bear• in mind- than a

• •• subject active- in a . subversive organization is not merely
'. .-ah isolated -individual’ but .’s 'a part of an organization of 

which the purposes are opy . cd to the best interests of the.
' 'IT. ' An ; 'idiv? dual’ s loyally to a subversive organization 

and the principl-s thereof is a primary factor to take into
consideration' i;. eval
.ever-,'; -regardler. 
evidence., develo 

' must be careful 
•' whether the sub

ating his poten'ial dangerousness;[how— 
idence of subvc-Mve affiliation, all" '' 
ing the' course, c? a. .security investigation

ghed for the purpose of determining 
activities depict him as a potentially

dangerous individual in tin-.- of a national emergency. .Factors 
having a bearing upon an individual’s potential dangerousness 
are numerous and will vary in each case in degree.]
Among such factors are:
I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization

II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools, 
especially leadership- schools

III. Frequent or regular attendance at organizational meetings 
and functions’

TV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization
V.- Possession o.’f or contl.-ued study of revolviiicnary litera— 

■ ture ’ . ■
VI.' Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda and/or 

literature •
V1T. Holding positions in the sr -.•■ersive organization or in 

other organizations of a f- . t character which indicate 
confidence of such organic;- Arns in his loyalty

VIII. Espousal of a subversive do 2 trine exemplified in his acts
and utterances

44
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JTION 87. SECURITY I7P/E3TI 87D

i' ■ - stigarion: of individual members of this organization 
to th- devei cping and reporting of such statements on t’.e ’ 
part of ties? individuals, including the reporting of 
violent and revolutionary statements made by other members 
in their presence. Such statements should be reported ir. 
detail. [These instructions should be applied to other 
black nationalist extremist groups.] "

(e) When subjects are removed from the security index solely 
’ on the basis of application of the above criteria with no

. affirmative indication of defection, retain the cancelled 
security index cards for future reference under procedures ■ 
set out in 87D 7b (10) (g).

Recommendations for and preparation of security index cards 
(a) The SAC shall personally recommend inclusion in and removal 

of any name from the security index except in offices having 
more than 1,000 security index subjects, in which offices 
the recommendations must be made by the SAC, the ASAC, or 
Bureau-approved security supervisor. ■

ie 484
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87D

h sId be completely filled out jarat as if a first
■ • ■ . -recommendation is being made, ar. submitted with a

- current report. If not, the Bu' :■ u should he advised
■ of the reasons for not reactivai. his security index

• ' ’ card. In either case, cancel the inactive card.
■ (7) Periodic verification of addresses

(a) The data recorded on security index cards shall be in an
’ up-to-date status at all times.

- ’ . (b) The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be
’ ' known at ail times. The residence and. business addresses 

‘ of all security index subjects must be checked at least once 
. each six months, except those imprisoned and those who were 

. ■ . included in.the security index because of disaffection for
[ the U. S. (defection to a Sino-Soviet-bloc country,[in-
[ ■ . ■ • eluding Cuba since 10-1-60)](see section 105G, item 3’,

’ volume IV, of this manual). The residence and employment
. of those who were included in the security index because of

disaffection for the U. S. must be verified every thirty
. • days. . The case of any security index subject who is out of

. • the country must be followed at least each six months to
- - ■ . determine if. he has returned to this country.

, _ . Perfect arrangements to be advised on a current basis of
- any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive

’ ’ ‘ :. activities-, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or.plans te’ ■ ••
’ . change’ his’ re"s idence- or *empToyment. . Periodic checks, "to* ‘

- ~ . verify residence or business ■ addresses may be made under
■ - appropriate -pretext by telephone, or other expeditious

• ■ . .. ■ means. . . . . . ..
' ■ (c) The physical characteristics and description of each

• security index subject shall be determined or verified 
’ . by personal observation and the individual case file of • . 

each security index subject shall show that this been
. . . d--ne. ’ If a security’ index subject has not been p;e'--squally

. ■ . a ■ -i-nved previously, this should be done’.during t'.. . next.
. v<- rification of the subject’s residence and/or bn; ,-iess

- . - - . addresses. . . . . ....
■ • . (d) Use .form ED-154 in verifying-addresses of security index _

. - subje-.ts when its use will facilitate the checking, of . the .
’ / ’ addrv f' ?'s_. When ED—154-is not used in verifying addresses, 

■ ’ a nd: ",.on must be made -on the last FD—154, FD-122, or ED-128
• ■ ■ ' ’ in the subject’s case'file■showing the subject’s current

• residence and business addresses and the date such addresses
■ were verified. This must be done to assure that the file .

. * . ’ will contain all information concerning the status of the
case and that the file will come to the attention of the

. ' ’ Agent or field supervisor to determine-if additional action
. is warranted at the time of the vex'ification of addresses.

. ■ Each time that a security index subject's residence and
. . employment are verified, the case must be reevaluated to

‘ ’ assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the
. . ■ security index under, the criteria for such inclusion. A

■ ' notation to the effect’-that the case has been reviewed for
• . . this purpose shall b.e made in the file.

. (e) If it is determined that the residence or business address
. or both have been changed from those appearing on the

. security index card, ED—122 should be submitted to the Bureau
. with the current residence or business address shown

’ . thereon. In such instances, FD-122 should show only the
' changes to be made on the security index Card. I’D—122

■ ’ should be accompanied by form ED-366 fox’ 'dissemination to
Secret Service. Secret Service should be advised locally '

■ by dissemination of FDr366. -
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87D . SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

(f) The ^bject of ver' ‘ring addresses o^jbcurity index subjects 

. . x (other than top fu-; . uonar ies and key figures) shall be
handl-d by reopening and assigning the cases for verification 
and closing the cases administratively upon accomplishment of

' • ■ verifications. Top functionary and' key figure cases are to
[ be handled as provided in section 87D 7f [•( 6). ] Verifications

should also be made at the time of submission of all annual 
investigative reports and should be reported therein.

(8) Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing on security - • 
• index cards

(a) Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 
involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia
tion or nationalistic tendencies, detcom classification, 
date or place of birth, key facility geographical reference

- number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi
bility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business 
address. Exception: Change office of origin by form 
FD—128.

(b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section or 
unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D

- . 7b (6) (b) III or IV.
(c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing

■ - ’ security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards
’ from Bureau.

i, . .(d) ..-Indicate, use-of FD-122 for changes' -by .checking .proper- ..
" , . . '• ’ opening" .paragraph and Submit -without abstract.’ ■ ■

. • , • (e) Set out" only items being changed, added,or deleted. . ' -
' If being deleted, 'specif y "Delete. ”

...= . . -(f). .'Upon-receipt from Bureau-of corrected security index cards
‘ with duplicate copy of FD—12? (stamped "Corrected Security

- ‘ ■ Index cards attached. Subs:, ute for cards in file and
. . ■ - . destroy old cards. P' ace-phr -.ograph and descripfio'. or;

reveve side of geogr-.phical cards,"), action to be tab- ■ 
includes-:

. I.-' C‘.,jck accuracy of data on. cards. . ' .
' •• ' ' ■ ’’ -II. 'Transf er separate cards with descriptive data and

photograph from back of old geographical section cards 
’ - ■ - • .to back of corrected cards, staple them and file in '

geographical section. Exception: For-special- or 
unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b (6) (b)

- ‘ • • ’" ‘ ‘ ’ •’ '/III’ or IV above.
■ .- ■ .■ . .III. File -third card, in alphabetical section of -security,

index. '
’’ ’ IV. Destroy old cards. . .

- - .(9) ' Movement of s objects -between offices'and tran:sf ers -of -security.
' index cards

(a) Subjects of security index cards .other than key figures 
and top functionaries
I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects

■ ’ ; ' from other offices must- be assigned immediately and
results of investigation to.verify the new address must 

... be transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks.
: . - II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of

address, should submit FD—128 immediately transfer!-' -,g
.■ ■ . . office of origin; Forms regarding unavailable secti-n

. ' . ’ subjects should be prepared in accordance with 87D 7b
(6) ; (b) IV above.

III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to Bureau. Sub
mit two copies thereof to office covering subject’s new 
address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other 
pertinent serials, photograph if available, and security 
index cards. FD—128 should show Cull title.

IV. Information concerning key facility employment of sub
ject in new office should be furnished by that office 
to old office of origin so that geographical reference
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•
' ■ <1

oring key figures in the labor^Field, give .
cons: ■-■ration to the critical nature of the in

' dustry or trade involved and the fact that certain
• industries, such as transportation and communication, .

. are particularly vulnerable to communist infiltration
and sudden disruptive action® .

V. Editors, publishers, and business managers of generally 
recognised communist publications or-communist publish— 
ing houses and operators of the important communist • 

■ bookstores
■ VI. Prominent figures in the communist—owned and —controlled

■" ' ’ . educational .institutions, generally referred to as
- • ■ •workers schools ' ’

• ■ . - • VII. A.ttorneys and bondsmen who are active in the communist
’ • ‘ ’ movement and are known to furnish important assistance

.' ’ to -the communist'movement
. , VIII. Espionage oi- nationalistic tendency subjects -whose

’ • activities are connected to a significant degree with
, ’ . . the program of the Communist Party, provided they have

■ ■ ■ . no recognized diplomatic status. Investigation.and
. ’ . •. • preparation, submission,and dissemination of reports

■ governed by instructions issued in individual cases in •
■ this .category and the general rules governing key

■ ’ ' . figures as subsequently set forth in this section are
' . ' < '. ...... not .applicable to th-es-e subjects.. - ’. - ' . ’ ;

' The' above list is not all-inclusive. There may be individual’s 
’ who, because of their profession, position in public life,

. . ■ Government ea .loyment, or other associations, may not see fit
, to serv • outwardly in behalf of the Communist’ party or. its

’ ' ' related groups but who, because of their establ-"hed communist
’ ’ ’ ’ sympathies and their contributions to the communist movement,

■ • ’ might well conform to the genera", key figure definition set out
. .. . ■ - above, .Membership in the Commun: Party or other basic revolu—
■ ■ ■ - ■ "... - tionary organizatio.ns is not a pre • .iquis ite to being a key ■

’■ . figure and the designation may apply to both citizens and aliens
- tand to black nationalist extremists.]. .

- . (b) Regulations governing the handling of the key figure program
. ’ ’ I. Designation and dele.ton of key figure status

.. . . Designate or remove subject as a key f igure .by individ-
■ ’ ’ ■ . ual letter to the Bv’- au carrying t-c subject in the

. ‘ •- ■ ■' ‘ ' • caption’and’ containing a brief sta'.nent as to the reason
. ■ ’ . for designation or deletion.

• . ’ •’ ■ ■ •’ ■ ’ ’ - '• ' Where office of origin for key figures is transferred, '
' ’ ■ deletions in the old office of origin and additions in

' ' ■ the r.r.sv office are handled in accordance with 87D 7b (9)
■ (b) above.

. • II. Photographs
’ ’ ■ Photographs must be obtained for each key figure. When—

’’ ’ ever possible, the photographs should be-obtained from
■ . • public records, lave enforcement, agencies,, state or

. ' ' Federal Government agencies, and similar sources. Where
■ ’ - . - more direct means employed, >-se extreme care to avoid

’ ; ■ • • ' prejudicing the inves tigatie:.. Send one copy of photo—
’ ■ graph of each key figure to. the Bureau, either by cover

. ' ■ letter or as enclosure to a report. Maintain a copy
■ : ’ of each photograph in the subject’s individual case file

■ ' • ■ in the field. If album of key figure photographs main—
. - ' tained, be sure dup’licates are also filed in each individ

' ual subject’s file.
’ • ■ III. Handwriting specimens .

■ . .Suitable handwriting specimens of each key figure must
• be obtained. Whenever possible, obtain handwriting speci

mens from public records, law enforcement agencies,
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similar sources. Again,- if more dir ect- means.
employed, use extreme care. Send specimens to the 
Bureau under a separate cover 3 ier by registered 
mail for the attention of the Eri Laboratory. Letter 
should bear caption of individual case.

IV

V

. [

Handwriting specimens should be sufficiently extensive 
to permit possible future comparisons by the Laboratory. 
When specimens submitted may be of value as evidence, 
letter of transmittal should so state and Bureau should 
be requested to return specimens after copies have been 
made.
Security index cards
Request preparation by ED-122- at the earliest possible 
moment. Same rules apply to preparation and maintenance 
as apply to other security index cards. All security 
index cards for key figures shall be tabbed for detcom 
under the priority apprehension program.
Change of. office of origin
FD—128 changing office of origin on a key figure auto
matically deletes him as key figure in.old office and 
adds him as a key figure in new office. For further 
instructio.ns concerning, the change of office of origin

• in these, cases ,■. she 87-D’ 7b . (9) . [b) .• " . . ' -.■
. " Reports ’
’. (a) Character - Internal Security - (followed by appro

priate letter designating the organizational 
'.affiliation or nationalistic tendency)

• ■ (B) ■ Submit reports' every six months[showinglthe
.subject’s activities since last report. - The key 

figure designations should be continuously eval—
uated so that 
unless justif 
a pendi-ng-ina 
conditions e:- 
i'. Rep’orts h

their status•will not be continued 
ed. These cases may be placed in 
‘ ive status as'soon as the following’,

ebeen submitted[showing]e
plete investigation definitely estab.l ‘ ?h- 

• ing by information of evidentiary nal-?e sub
ject’s communist ‘ connections and activities and- • 

■his importance in the communist .movement plus 
essential background information.
When no further action necessary other than, 
.maintaining.contact, with informants, keeping - 
informed of subject’s whereabouts, and generally 
following his activities. It is imperative 
that established sources of information be 
continued and still further informant coverage 
effected.
Do not advise the Bureau by letter that case 
placed in pending—inactive status. Place
cases on six—month ticklers to
submission of reports

insure prompt
at six—month intervals

Cases involving key figures and to.p functionaries 
should be maintained in a pending status until 
such time as suitable photographs of subjects 
are obtained unle:- . of course, circumstances 
dictate to the co; - ary, in which .case the 
Bureau should be advised. The fact that 
handwriting specimens of key figures and top , 
functionaries have not been se6j."ed should 
not prevent placing these cases .n a pend’ng- 
inactive status when all reasonable efforts
have been made to securo them 

(C) Key figure cases may be closed an
deleted when 
other clvcum

subject
1 the d e s i gr a ions

the armed force

Additional ini 
ized to the cl

■ices arise wari-nting such action, 
-mati.on received shall be channel
led file.
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enance of key figure list
Each office must maintain current list of key 
figures including top functionaries. List may 
be kept by simple list system, by maintaining 
a file wherein all additions and deletions to 
the lisr are reported, or by a’ card’ index system. 
Maintain key figure list separate from security 
index.

(B) Key figures should retain their designation not
withstanding their departure for foreign travel 

■ or other circumstances requiring temporary dis
continuance of investigation.

(C) Should' a key figure become subject of a security 
of Government employees investigation, his name 
should continue to appear on the key figure list, 

■ - . . but the investigation shall proceed in accordance
with existing instructions, governing SGE cases.

(3) Top functionaries
(a) Definition

A top functionary is an individual, either a member or a 
nonmember of the Communist Party, to whom, because of his 

- importance, it is necessary to give continuous investigative
attention in ordei' to keep abreast of communism on a 
national basis in the U. S. Necessarily, such an individual

■■ J ,v. would be on a high policy level in the movement. ...
•. * ••*.* ' * * ’ • ' *- . ' ' ~ . ;.*/ ♦ . -© . ’ ' ’ ’ ‘ ' • ••' .* * _ •

.The term "top functionary" is not to be construed as re-
. " quiring that individuals in this category must actually

.. • • -.hold official positions in party organizations but shall
■ _ be given a broad enough construction to include others who 

are of equal importance because of their influence in the 
: .movement-itself, or their position and activities outside 

the party in labor, front, or similar organizations .or 
[ movements.- [Black nationalist extremists whose ix-sriance

. - . [ ’ ’ _ ... justifies continuous investigative attention slicu-.d be
• [ ■ ' " ' considered for‘de signation as top functionaries.]

' (b) Manner of designation
■ ■ Prior 'Bureau authority’ necessary to designate a subject

.’ • . : “ -as a top functionary. Submit-such recommendation to Bureau
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation.- Bureau 

. ' ■ ' ' . ” ‘ desire- to be very selective in this-matter’arid to concentrate
*■ . ■■ • •• -on indA. • ideals • who, on a national-basis, are the guiding,

hands in the communist movement. . '
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At the seat of Government a careful appraisal will be 
made of the field’s recommendation, following which the 
office will be advised concerning the Bureau's decision' 
on the recommendation.

(c) Regulations governing top functionaries
I. Regulations set forth under (2) (b) above pertaining 

to key figures relative to photographs, handwriting 
specimens, security in" ;x cards, change of office of 
origin, detcom tabbing, character of reports, and 
inclusion in the key f•Jure list apply to individuals 
designated as top functionaries.

II. Reports
Submit reports on top functionaries quarterly. Make 
status pending—inactive if there are no outstanding 

. ,'oads fox' active investigation.
e. Correlation of other investigations with the security index and 

resejcve index ■ . ••
Individuals investigated by the Bureau under any character against 
whom subversive information is developed must be constantly borne in 
mind for inclusion in the security index and/or reserve index.
(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations

Subjects of these investigations must be included in the security 
index . ’ tr the- reserve index if they.meet the standards for

: / IripluP-therein.’ .It. is the r’es.po.nsib'ili'ty pf- the investigating 
-- ■ ’Agent" / fi eld" "supervising official .to make appropriate .recommen— 

datio:. f-.r preparation, of the security index card and/or the 
reserve ; . ”-.x card, whenever appropriate.

-■ (-2) Security ..." Government employees (SGE) ’investigations
. Subjects . ■" all SGE investigations against- whom- subversive de

rogatory information has been developed must be. considered for 
illusion in the security ind~- and/or res erve .index.

7? e ’Agent conducting, investigation in the office covering the 
. subject’s res.i-dence must .refer ■ such cases to the field super— . ’ • 

visor in charge of the security index program for appropriate
• ■■ ■ • handling. Copies of repor.ts showing disloyal information ’ 

must be submitted to the field office covering the subject’s-. - 
residence, when- developed by any. other office.

When an individual who has previously been investigated under
" ' ’ ' ' ’ " the SGE character ~s the subject of’ a secux'ity index- card and 

is still employed ■y the Federal Government or is being considered
■ • -.for Federal emplr.-- /.nt, the ’dual Character of "Security.of Govern-.

. • :• . ■ ment Employees" s. ’’/ the character of the subject’s security case
should be used ’. n the report being submitted. This will insure 
that the reportare referred to the appropriate desks for super
vision at the Bureau, as well as in the field. These reports 
should be written according to the standards prevailing for SGE

, . reports.

Disseminate these dual character reports the same as any other 
security report. Repre:' r.tatives of other intelligence agencies 
i'equesting reports showf the actual SGE investigation should 
be informed to direct the request to theix' Washington headquarters 
fo’r referral to the Bureau.

[ (3) Atomic Energy Act,[U. S. Information Agency]applicant, depart
mental applicant. Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigations 
Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in
formation has been develops' must be considered for inclusion 
in the security index and/oi' the reserve index. 'n each such 
case th? Agent conducting th< investjgal’on in 1 • office

, covering the subject's residence must refer the • ttor to the 
field supervisor in charge of the security inde- .-.--ogram for 
appropriate handling.

Copies of reports showing'disloyal 5 r formation must be sub
mitted to the office covering the subject's residence,-N^enever 
developed by another office.
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. ■ J ' ' '

■ When tne^B-ject of such an inves tigatidd^W presently in the
, security zHtdex, a lerter must be directed To the Bureau at the

■ time the report is submitted advising that the -subject is in
the security index.

Information of interest to FBI and/or ABC ■. btained subsequent to 
completion of Atomic Energy Act — applicant investigations con- 

■ cerning AEC employees or persons having access to restricted
_ - data should be handled according to instructions in section

' ' 20, volume II, of this manual.
[ f. [Submission of and general rules concerning security reports]

(1) General
[ ■ ■ ‘ [Submission of summary reports should not be delayed for the
[ . purpose of conducting current investigation in previously
[ ■ closed cases, but appropriate leads should be set out.] .
[ ; - . . . . / . . .
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• [
«• 1

. Cases of security index subjects must ^^reopened or placed

in a pending status for the purpose of preparing- investigative 
reports in accordance with the schedule outlined in 87D 7f[(6).]

’ Off’ce indices and any material channelized to the case file 
sii.ee the most recent report should be reviewed and the case 

’ brought up to date by appropriate investigation to determine 
- subject’s current activities. .

. . Each time .that a case is reopened and brought up to date, it
. • should be •'critically analyzed in the light of the security

■ index criteria set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure .
' must be followed on a continuing basis for each security index

. subject. . . _
. .(2.) Origin

"' i * ’ The office of origin will be'that' office covering the territory
wherein the subject’-, subversive activities occur. In most 

. instances this will also be the office in which territory the 
subject resides and is employed. In those cases in which the sub
ject’s subversive activities take place in the territory of

. ‘ . an office other than the office covering the place of residence 
and/or employment, the office of origin shall be that office

' . ’ which can best cover the subversive activities of the subject.
[ 3) Classification . .• • - -. ' . •'•_•••. •• •?-.• • ' ■

' • '■ -(a) '100--'■for. individuals’affiliated with- the ba sic ■ r'evolutioilary ■'
■ and front organizations of Marxian ideology '

. (b) -105 - for members of Puerto Rican nationalist groups
' , . ■. ■ • or- others .having nationalistic tendencies of a non-Marxist .

' . . . character • . • . .
‘ [(c) 157 - Nation of Islam and other black nationalist matters]

■ (4) Title ' . • " ' •' ' ' '
. Only one subject shall be carried in the title of each

.. \ ’ j report'. Separate reports must be submitted for each . ..
■ subject regardless of their relationship; i. e.,. husband ■

• ' ’ ’ and vrife, father and son, etc. ' • ’ . ‘ ’
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Character^
(a) Key figures and 

Internal Securi 
nationalist)]- 
organizati onal

top functionaries
tyf(or Racial Matters if subject is a black 
followed by the letters designating the 
affiliation or nationalistic tendencies.

Examples:
Internal Security - C
Internal Security - SWP 

[Racial Matters - NOI] 
.(b) Others

Security Matter - followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Security'Matter - C
Security Matter - SWP 

■ Security Matter - X (native fascist) 
’Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

When a subject is delated as a key figure, the character 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in the .first report following the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a security matter subject is designated a 
key figure, the first report after the designation and all 
subsequent report-s shall bear t‘he internal security character.

-Communications -regarding subject-s- who are employed in- key- 
- ■ ‘ ’ facilities should bear the words-‘"Key Facility" 'in ’tlie'

' character. Communications regarding subjects who are members 
■__of the Communist Party, U£.'., National Committee should bear 

[ ■ • . - ■ • the- words "National Committee" in the character. [Black
[ - . . . . • nationalist, investigations and racial matters- should be
[ - given the character set out in section 122, volume IV,
[’ of ^^g manual’.] ‘

(c) Status ’
-... All cases shall be carried in, a pending status,-until, all active

• .. -■ -investigation required by-the preceding instructions, has been :
: ’’ . conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows:

(a) Top functionaries • •
I. Pending inactive

■ ■ ’ ■ . • . (A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty-five
-, . , . . . days, prior to the .date ,a-quarterly report is due,,

such such case shall be placed in’a pending—active 
‘ • - ■ • •• status for the preparation of t' •’ report so that

the report can be submitted at uhe designated time.
...... • (b) Key figures •* •

• ’ . ’ ■ I,- Pending’ inactive • ■ ’■
(A) Reports- are to be submitted semiannually, Forty- 

- . ■ five .days prior to the date a semiannual report is
• ’ due, each such case shall be placed in a pending- 

active status for the preparation of the report 
so that the report can be submitted at the desig
nated time.
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‘(c) OtherWWcurity index subjects
I. Closed "

(A) Cases of all other security ;ndex subjects must be 
followed by administrative "ickler.s set up so as to 
insure submission of an annual investigative report. 
If, following investigation, no subversive data is 
developed and the only available information consists 
of verification of residence and employment and 
negative contacts with security informants and 
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter to the

. — Bureau setting forth identities of informants and
■- ’ sources contacted, any additional administrative

■ data deemed necessary, and form FD-3O5 properly
. . executed. The cases shall be opened and assigned

45 days prior to the date the annual'report is 
due; Such cases shall also be opened and assigned 
six months after submission of the annual report to 
accomplish verification of addresses. Upon such 
verification, the cases should be closed admin-

~ . -• istratively.
(d) Cases of subjects recommended for security index 

' I. Pending inactive
■■■ • (A) If all active investigation completed at the time

' 'j. • FD-122 .forwarded .to .Bureau .. .. ....... :
•. ’ \"v ■ (B) Set forth; lead to .follow'Bureau for 'security . index. -

■ “ ’ ■ ■■ card arid if approved for dissemination of report to
Secret Service.

...... ' ' II» Closed . . . ..
’ . ’ ‘ (A) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau

■" I*-:’- - . and dissemination to Secret Service
■ • ■ ■•' ■ • • . •••■ (b) "Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for

[ • investigative report as in[(c)Jabove.
. . ■ (e) Subjects not in security index -who are not to be included

■ - '' ' . therein ’ ‘ ‘ ’
• - ‘ . . ■ : ■ ■ ij Closed' ■’ ...

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7)
’ • pertaining to interview'must be complied with.

■ ■ - (7) ■ Content ■ ■ .... ' ' . '
■(a)- In order to insure completeness of investigation, the

" • following" items should be considere’d' as p'ertineht to ah’
... ..... - .investigation and sub sequent.rep orting of such should-

be handled under topical headings where appropriate.
I. Background . . .

(A) Birth, date . . ■ - ... .• • ’ ■
Bl Citizenship status 
C) Education 
D] Marital status 
E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, 

. * including type of discharge, citations, etc.)

iF) • Identification record
G) Employment • .'
II) Residence
I) Status of health (if known)

,11. Connections with Communist Party (or -her basic
[■ ■ -revolutionary groups and/or front org izations [ or' black
[ ■ ‘ nationalist extremist'groups) ]

' - ■ (A) Information c-neerning admissio. to revolutionary
group including sponsors, etc.

(b) History of activity in, attend .-;e at meetings of, 
and positions held in subvert' .- .‘.movement with which' 
subject is identified
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(j) In ^fciection with periodic reports security index 

cases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive 
activity in subversive organizations -will be developed. 
In these cases it is permissible to report such information 
in narrative-type statements without indicating exact 
dates of activity; however, the period of time involved 
must be shown, as well as the inclusive dates of the 
informant reports. ■ ■ •

This type reporting is not to be utilized in Smith Act•of
• • 1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 cases. The

narrative statements must be statements of facts and not 
conclusions and information from each- source must be reported 

. . in separate narrative statements. ’
(k) The above instructions in no way remove responsibility

. for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing 
■ in r.ind the fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar

- as matters of substance are concerned, nor is responsibility 
. ' removed for the reporting in detail of information tending ’ 

to establish a subject*s knowledge of-the basic aims and 
purposes of the subversive organizations with which affil— • 
iated or information tending to establish that a subject -y 
-holds revolutionary and/or anarchist beliefs. .

■ ' ■ • Tn. the Idocumenta’tion.’ of ‘ narrative statements set .f orth; the .‘7 
'' ' ' location of the original documents' in the field office • •

- files by the file number and serial scope. . .
[(8)] Administrative data ’ • .

’ ’. ‘ (a) General ' ‘ ’ ’ ’ ' - • ‘ '
• ‘ All references -to- the following ’ items,- all administrative

• .... . -i.n nature, should, be contained in coyer pages accompanying,
reports: " ' ' .

- ■ I. Reserve index, security index, file numbers and'titles
’ . ‘ . of other cases, priority apprehension program, key

■ ' ‘ . ■■■ .figure . or top-, functi.onary status, security .index flash .
•' notices’ (FD—165 ), forms ED-122, I'D-122a, ED-128, and ’

’ ’ ’ FD-128a, and Bureau instructions for handling cases-or -
. •' . .. " .any information contained in Bureau, or-field -correspondence

’ which is not'investigative in nature ' ’
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87D . • ■ SEC' IN 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION:

II. Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
t ’ contain data *■ Meeting material included on subject’s

existing sec- ;.ty index card, the cover pages accompany
ing th" repo.. shall include as the last page form

' . FD-3O5. ar:riately checked, which form contains
items . . : . ning to the following:
(A) Th.r • Eject’s name is included in the security index 

[ . [or j-j4 ;ator index] ’
(b) That data appearing on security index card is

. ■ current . . - .
. • . (C) That i’D-122 has been submitted to Bureau where

’ .. • security index card changes are necessary
. ’ (D) That a suitable photograph is or is not available .

. . ” • . . and date photograph was taken
’ • (E) That subject is employed in a key facility and

. . . agency charged with security responsibility is
’ . ’ ' specified and that agencies interested in that

. — . - facility are specified

iP} Season for classifying, report - - •
G; Dates subject'was previously interviewed and

■ . - ... reason for not reinterviewing subject
[ ' ’ (H) That subject no longer meets security index[or

■[ ' ' ' agitator index]criteria and a letter has been
[ ■ ' ’J..' ' dire.ct.ed_. .to the Bureau r'e.comme-nding_ cancellation. ■

• ’ 5.- - - ’ • - ■•’. ■ '■ • (i'J That ■'siibj'ect's case has "been reevaluated 'and'• •'
’■ ’ reasons are set forth as to why subject's ’

- _ ■ ' ” activities continue to fall within security index
[ • ‘ . • ■ . - . ■ . [or agitator■ indexJcriteria • ■ . • ■
/ — . - (J) That subject's security index card is or is not.

' ' ‘ " ■ ■' ’• ’ ’ tabbed detcom and reasons why subject’s activities .
■’ ’ ‘ warrant detcom tabbing ‘ ’

III. Form FD—305a containing items pertinent to reserve
' ‘ ‘ index’subjects will be similarly utilized in connection .
.............’ ’ .. . . .with the submission of reports.. in• reserve-• index- case.s.-.

” •' ■ ‘ ' (b) Documentation o’f reports . . •
- . . . ’ . ’ .1.. Deleted . . . .

■ ■ - II. If information necessary for complete documentation . •
'■ .”. ’ ;........ .is not available -in subject's case ’file, necessary -

' . ■” ■’ • review of other office files, should be made. If .
” ’-.not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the ’

■ ’ . cover pa-ge(s) accompanying report to the Bureau; ’ ■ ■
- III. Extensive Investigation should not be conducted to

. . . . . • , further identify and locate outside, individuals ivho ■ . .
. ’ . • •_ havein- the past ;furnished-background information ’ ' ’ '

’ ’ / ’or to obtain documentary evidence of .background
information. For example, if previous investigation 
revealed that subject, according to reliable records,

. • ■ such as birth records, school records, or records of
• the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born

at a certain place.on a certain date, such information
. - ' . -Mill be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further

. verification will not be necessary. .
■ x TV. ■■’.aring the preparation of summary, reports it is often. ■ 

. -- •’ ■ - • found that information being incorporated into a .
• ■ ' ■ report was originally obtained by another office and all

’ ■ ’ of the necessary information foi' complete documentation
’ ■ ’ will not be in the possession of the effie-; preparing

. - ’ _ the report. In such an instance, if the <-ffice
preparing the report is in possession of ’photostats of

’ documents obtained by the other offices and the identity
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D
'eferences to page

87D 
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Abstract slips, 47,58
Addresses, verification of (See verifi- 

• cation of addresses.)
Administrative 

■ data, 77 
tickler, 55,56,74 

Admissible evidence, 29,37 
Agitator index, 78 
Agreement between FBI and

Secret Service, 81 
Airman with certificates from FAA, 

- • dissemination of in
’ . formation concerning, 81

■Aliens •• • ■
Chinese, 48,62,81a
Cuban, 45a,45b,81a 
dissemination of information ■

. concerning, 80,81a 
investigation of, 26

Alphabetical, section of security 
’ . .index, 51,63

...Appe.arance and content of security . . _
■■■'•• ' . ‘..index Cai'dsi."48 ■ ■. ■ '.
Applicant investigations, inclusion of 

. ' subjects in security 
. . index or reserve index, 70

Armed forces ■
. dissemination to, 81a ’ ■ .

' members of, 25 ■ ' ' . ' ■
record in, 27 ’ . ■

' relative s in', 27 -' . . .- ■
subjects entering, 56,60 .. ' ' '

■ subjects in, 25 ' ' • ‘ ■ ■ ■ •
.Arrangement of security index, 50 

alphabetical section, 51,63
' at Bureau/ 50 ’ . ■

'. geographical' section, 51,63 ■ ■ ■ •
in'field office," 51' • ’ ' *' ' ' '

. ■ inactive section, .56 ■ . .-. ■ ... .
special section; 52 (See also special

. .. section of security index. )
■'.'.•nava.il able section, 53 (See also un- 

‘ available section of ' 
security index.)

Atomic Energy Act subjects, inclusion in
security or reserve 
70,71

index

Black nationalist cases 
' character of case, 73 
classification, 72 
definitions, 19 
key figures, 67,73 
reports

beliefs, 46a

Cancellation of 
security flash notice, 27a 
security index cards 

after induction into armed 
forces, 60 -

mechanics, 60 
on departure from U, S., 60 

' only after interview, 38 
.recommending, 42,61 
•upon death, 60 '

Canvassing informants, 74 .
Changes on security index cards,

58
.Channelizing, 24,34,36,72,79
Character of reports, 73
Characterizations, 79
Chinese ■

aliens, changes in residence or 
employment, dissemination

‘ to Secret Service and
. . . .. .INS, 81a .....

'■■extraction, ..4'8/6.2-; ' ' " • .- ."7". ■ ' •' ‘
sympathies, 48 ' "

Classification of cases, 72 •
Concealment of membership, 31
Confidential, informants, 74 • ’

’ Contacting ■ .
• faculty members, 25 ■ •. ■■ . .. -.

registrars, 25 • • -
' students, 25 • ■ ■ .

’superiors of faculty members, - '
’ • ' .. 25 . - ' - .
Contacts '

during investigation, 25 
■ of foreign establishments,- 25 
Content > ’ .

•‘and appearance '
. . of reserve, index cards, 43

of security index cards, 48
of reports, 74 ■

Corroboration, 37. ' • . ' ..
Cover pages, 77,78 ' ' ’
Criteria for inclusion in security

. index, 44a,45
Cuban 

activity in support of Cuban regime, 
. 45a

aliens, 45a,45b,81a 
contacts with,, fac-tor in determining 

dangerousuess of 
. . individual, 44a'

pro-Ciiban activ 
special section 
tabbing cards, 45b,G4

content, 
security in 
top functio 

Bureau 
applicants.

X, 43,49 
ry, 69

inclusion in 
security or re
serve index, 70

Dangerousne s s 
definition of 
determinateon 
Nation of Isl;

, 44
of, 44

cm membership, 
46

authority to investigate, 24 
responsibility, 19

Death of security index subject, 
60 ■ ’
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Defected subjects, 42
Defectors to Sino—Soviet—bloc . •

. countries, 57
Defense.

fa'cilities, -64- 
list, 64 '
when investigate individuals 

employed in, 64
Industrial Security Clearance 

. ’ Office, 65,81
Supply Agency, 65,81

Definitions, 19 • ■
of dangerousness, 44 ' '
of key figures, 66 •
of top f‘ ictionaries, 69 ‘ ‘

Delimitations Agreement, 64,81a 
Departmental applicants, inclusion

■ .in security index or
. - ■ reserve- index-, 70 "
Detcom, 62 - . . . . _
- . administrative: procedures.,. • 63 .... ’
’ • oy figures, 62,68 ‘ ‘ '

:urpose, 62 - ■ ' . ' '
removal from, 58, 63,-04 • . 
special section, 53,64 . '
top functionaries, 62,70 - .
who to be tabbed, -6'2,70 . - -. .

Determination of
■ • dangerousness., ■ 44 < ■ .

■ membership and' position in' labor ■ 
■ ■ • ■ .: organ-izations-j 29 ’
Disaffection of U. S. citizens '

• ' ‘ ' abroad, ' 57’ ■ '
Dissemination ...... .
../concerning individuals who are- . ’ 

not- within ■ Bureau
' investigative, .

’ ' jurisdiction, 81a •
of reports . '

at S0G, '81a- . . .. . ' „ ■
. . in field, 79 ■ •• -- ■ •

on subjects employed in key 
facilities, 65,80

to Defense Industrial Security 
' . Clearance Office, •

- ' ’ Defense Supply Agency,
65,81 -

to Immigration and Naturalization 
' Service, 80,81a

to Secret Service, 81 '
' .' closing case., 47,74 . .

letterhead memoranda, 57,31,81a
■ stamping reserve index cards, 43 

Documentation of reports, 78 
■ completion of, 78 .

Employees of 
international organizations, 25 
U. S.- Government, 25,70 

dissemination of data re, 80 
Espionage subjects, inclusion 

in security 
■ ' index or reserve

index, 70 
Evidence, 37 '

desirability of 
admissibility, 29,37. 
corroboration, 37 

of knowledge of aims and 
. purposes, 29

of membership or affiliation, 
29 .

preservation of, 37
Executive Order 10450, 33,80,81

Faculty members - ■ ■
. contacts with, 25 .

' investigation of, 24 . .
Fifth amendment, .46 .; , . •
File on defected subjects, 42 ■

-File reviews, 34 • ■ ■
Flash notices (security) ■ .....................

. cancellation of, 27a .
. notation concerning, on . . .

\ ' FD-128, 59
' -placing, 27 ■■■■■' ' ' ’
Foreign

. .diplomats, 25 ’ .
; establishments, 25' ' ' ‘ '

intelligence subjects, inclusion
. in security index or ■ 

reserve index, 70
tours, 33a
travel, 33,69

Forms . ■
’ FD-122, 28,34,48,49,53 to 58,68,74

. abstracts for, 47 
changes in data on security

’ ‘ index card by,
. . 58,78

concerning persons of Chinese 
extraction or 
Chinese sympathy, 48

cover letter thereto, 32
Cuban subjects, 45b 
detcom tabbing or dclcti'"-'i 

of such tabbing, 
63 ' '
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS 87E

E INVESTIGATIONS OF
1 Purpose s

CObfiUWf FRONT AND MISCE7". '-NEOUS ORGA^pATIONS

To obtaina.

b

c

sufficient pertinent data to make possible accurate
determination of organization's true character
To obtain intelligence data and keep Department and 
Government agencies advised regarding existence and 
subversive organizations
To obtain le’gally admissible evidence re subversive

other interested 
activities of

nature of such
organizations 
(1'

to permit implementation of:

2
3
4

1

2 '

[ •

e;

Internal Security Act of 1950 
Registration Act 
Smith Act of 1940 
Executive Order 10450

General policy
a. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations,[including 

those affiliated -with the new left movement]
(1) Upon receipt of information concerning formation of such a group,- 

immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time.
(2) [Conduct]sufficient inquiry[through established sources]to 

determine true character of group.
(a) If further investigation warranted,[submit report and, 

thereafter, handle in accordance with]established’report 
" ’ writing procedures.

. (b) If-further investigation -not warranted, advise Bureau results 
of[preliminary inquiry]and specific reasons for determination

■ -in letter" f.qrm[.and -f.urhi sh-1 any.pertinent • inf ormati.on _
developed in form suitable for dissemination. J ’

b„ Established subversive groups
(1)- Keep Bureau currently-advised by appropriate communication 

re pertinent activities including any.changes in principal 
officers, structure of- organizations, and forthcoming events.

(2) If no specific leads.outstanding, case may be placed in • -
pending-inactive status after-submission of initial report.

(3) • Submit reports at least every six-months.
(4')- . In reports concerning communist front organizations and miscel- 

• . • laneous organizations, such as the Nation of- Islam and those.
' affiliated with the new left movement, leadership in which is 
grounds for inclusion -in thp security index., include’ on cover 

■ pages a statement that all- persons named in the -report as officers 
- or-leaders who reside within- the -area covered by the reporting

. office are’ listed ’in the security "index or are" inf ormant s or ••
.... -so:v*ces. The. cover pages of reports concerning .those organizations 

affiliated with the new left movement should also contain this 
statement in reference to leading activists in the organizations, 

- ■ .as. well as their' officers or leaders. Exceptions should be named 
■ ■ ’ and a statement made as to the status of.their investigations.

c. Organizations political in character
(1) Investigation should not be instituted without-Bureau approval.
(2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning communist 

infiltration, influence,, or control of such organizations to 
Bureau in letter form.

d. Organizations co
1
2

.No investign
If requesting. Bure a

cted with institutions of learning
on to be conducted without prior Bureau approval 

ithori^y to investigate, submit complete 
son investigation is desired.

If Bureau authority 
contact all establi

(4)

(5)

-■anted, it will be permissible to 
reliable sou;\ jSj including those 

functioning in an administrative capacity with an institution of 
learning.
Before conducting any intervieyr with a student, graduate student, 
ox* professor connected with an institute on of learning re security
type investigation of an org.-.niwati 'n. whether organization itself 
has been connected with institution of learning, Bureau authority 
must be obtained to conduct such intorvjew. Submit complete justi
fication fox' desired interview to Bureau.
Section 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction 
with above instructions.
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87E - . .' SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
' • * ) s

. e. Legitimate noM^tmur.: -"ganizations that ar^' - unist infiltrated

(1) No investTfc'ation ^.- ;ld be conducted withou". prior Bureau '
' approval. •

(2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 
Agents. ’

(3) Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of 
organization)" when one of the following exists and include 
your recommendation for instituting an investigation:
(a) The Communist Party has specifically instructed its '

. members to infiltrate the organization.
(b) Communist Party members have infiltrated the organization in

‘ ’ sufficient strength- to influence or control the organization,
- • . • (4) When advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:

!a) Name and address of organization • •
b) Extent of communist infiltration
c) Identities of Communist Party members and positions held 

in organization ' - , .
(d ) Informant coverage afforded organization ‘

' Set forth positions held by informants and whether informants
’■ are members or merely reporting on. organization.

' . ' (e) Recommendation whether additional investigation is deemed
' ’ vrarranted

' ‘ Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well
• .. . . ■ as the.-national organization-. Bre-ak down .i-nformatiun--required.-. ■

'■ ’"under item's fc) and- -(d) above-by local chapters where’such exist.
■ (5) No informant or source should be instructed by the EBI to

’ ’ • join.or attend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant
’. .’ ..- - to .do .so,-he should, of course, com-ply. ■ ... .

. (6) No member of the organization not already an established •
’ ' ' ’ ’ source should be contacted regarding the organization. This .
■ • . . doe’s not preclude" pretext interviews where advisable.

. . (7) Data concerning following topics should be fully developed and
’ ’. ' reported .on: ’. ‘ . . ■ .. .

’ ■ .. ■ ..{.-a.} Basis for investigation and fact that our. investigation ■
is directed solely toward establishing extent of

.. /. ' .. . .Communist Party infiltration,, or that organization is ■
- • specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau.is ’

. ' .... ", ..not'investigating legitimate- activities of -organization.
■ ■ -‘ • (b) Address of ’ organization ’ , . . ’ . - ’ .

' ‘ "■ ’ (c)- ’ Brief “characterization" of organization, including total
.. - membership ■ ■ ■ . - - -

(d) Principal officers of organization
(ej Communist Party program to infiltrate this organization

. •-. • .. _ .. " and-influence its policy " -. . . -. ■" "
• " ’ ■ " (f) Results of this program, including Communist Party

affiliations of officers and members '
(8) Caption of all correspondence should contain the phrase 

’’Communist Infiltration of” preceding, the name of the organiza- 
. tion.

(9) Tn the event infiltration of the organization reaches such a ’
-. • . ■ • proportion that its activities, are dominated and controlled

. - by the Communist Party, submit your recommendation to the
. ■ . . Bureau regarding changing .the investigation from communist ■

. . . . ” • infiltration to that of a communist front. ’
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fRCTICN 87. SECURITY

G-n 2-3-65, ar "Agreement rexwi ■ 
gation and Th- aecrec Service •. 
was signed ana becaiac effective

rhe ?ederal Bureau of Investi- 
encerning Presidential Protection" 
. This agreement is set out in

its entirety in seorica 122, volume IV, of this manual.

The agreement provides that the FBI, in its investigations of .
- organizations wncse activities are inimical to the welfare of ’

the U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service
■of any information indicating a plot, against the person of the 
President; thereafter, it is the responsibility of Secret Service 

■ to initiate such action as is necessary to neutralize such a plot.

, - - The field must be alert during the course of the investigation of
. ■, an organization for information indicating a plot against the

'person of the President. Upon receipt of such information, 
^/..immediately furnish complete details to the nearest office of '

' '.'.Secret Service and appropriate local law enforcement agencies and
' advise the Bureau at that time by teletype, or telephone if the

facts warrant, of the information furnished and the fact it has
. been so disseminated. An immediate attempt should be made to 

verify the information received but no evaluation of the information
. . should be attempted. ’ ’

; : ’ Prepar’e’ at once ’a- letterhead".memorandum-which should include' • - • .
• • complete details disseminated and the identities of the Secret

• ■ Se’rvice officer and the local law enforcement officers to whom
. ..... given and the date and tim.e of notification. Promptly disseminate

’ the letterhead memorandum locally to Secret Service and any other
■ ' . appropriate Government agency and furnish sufficient copies to

• ' ' ’ the' Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. -Thereafter, co'pies of ■'
. ’ all letterhead memoranda and reports concerning the organization

' ' • should be- disseminated locally to Secret Service on a- continu'\g ■
" -basis and extra’ copies of such communications should be.furni.:’ ed

’ - • ‘ ' the'Bureau for 'dissemination at -the SOG; ■ ■ • ■

’ ■ The field' should insure that the identities of the members of the
■ ; ■■■ - 'organization who are- "in" on the plot are determined. Background 

• • information concerning the individuals (see items 1 and 3 of '
'. • appendix A'to the ’agreement) should be- fully developed arid included ■’

■ ■.. . -.in. the communications prepared and disseminated to. Gycr.et Service..- -.
If such identities and information are known at the time the

. initial information is received, they should be inc:-aded in the
• . . first letterhead memorandum .prepared-, in the matter. . .

3. Investigative procedures and suggestions re communist front organizations, 
[ [subversive organizations, suspected subversive organizations, and new
[ left groups] ' .
J • To accurately and clearly show true nature of[these]groups, data con

. ■ . cerning the folio-wing topics, ’where applicable, should be fully developed 
. and reported-on: - *
_ a. Origin and scope .

■ ’ Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded. '
■ . Determine who in Communist Party instructed organization be set
• - - up; whether decision to set up- group made at meeting of party

functionaries and, if so, identify functionaries present; identity 
- of individual or individuals responsible for organizing group.

. Identify all known chapters, if any, and location thereof.
b. Whether incorporated .

Many organizations are incorporate! requiring filing of incorporation
' ■ papers with appropriate state officials.

j
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION

c. Aims and purpos
[Particular emphasis should be placed on determining whether the
organization advocates violence, resistance, and. unlawful activity.,] 

d. Location of headquarters 
e. Officers

List principal officers, board of directors, etc., and appropriate 
characterization of each showing!subversive]affiliation.

The cover pages of the report should state that all persons named 
as officers or leaders of the organization who reside within the 
area covered by the reporting office are listed in the security 
index or are informants or sources. [The cover pages of reports 
concerning those organizations affiliated with the new left movement 
should also contain this statement in reference to leading activists 
in the organization, as well as their officers or leaders.] Exceptions 
should be named and information furnished concerning the status of 
their investigations.

f. Membership
Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure member
ship lists, mailing lists, or other records showing affiliation 
with organization. Usually obtainable through informant coverage 

■ or utilization of various investigative techniques. Secure 
accurate description of all lists -o make, sure there is no confusion 
as to the exact identity or .'. gnif ice ;-.ce of list being reported on.

■•g. .Official organ.,, if ’-any, .ana?-.'.her .lit . nature". . ; " . . .
(1) May Be obtained • through confidential mailbox, p'anel sources, 

.and confidential informants •
2) All suoh literature should be appropriately identified.
3) At least one copy of -each pertinent piece" of literature should 

be promptly furnished to Bureau.
■h. . General activities -..
i. [ finances "• ■ " ■ ■■

Speci'1 efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts of 
organisations. Location of bank accc.rts frequently obtainable

. throv;?- confidential informants], .credi , records, public utility . ' . 
records/records of rental agent, and ronitoring of other organiza-

- - • ■. tions’ bank accounts. [It is extremely important that emphasis be" • ■ 
placed on determining if funds are being furnished the. organizations

• -from foreign sources and if there is any.rapport between the 
.organizations, and organizations in foreign countries..] • .

: 5. Support given to Communist Party"
Preponderance of evidence should be developed’ sh'l'lng support, 
financial oi' otherwise, given by the organization. to the Communist 

■ Party. ■ ■ ■ " • ■
•’k. Support " received from Communist -Party • . • " " '"" ■ - '

Preponderance" of evidence should be developed showing support, 
financial or other-wise, received by the- organization from the 
Communist Party.

1. Implementation of Communist Party line
Can usually be shown through comparison of programs and literature 
of organization with those of Communist Party during any particular 

. .period.

Data c.. ‘cerning above topics can usually be secured through the" " 
■following sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, 
bank records, literature and publications of organization, newspapers, 
public meetings and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, 
various types of public records, panel sources, confidential sources 
and other sources of information, interviews with past or present
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• • SECTION 87. SECURITY WES TI GATINS 87G• . ' '
G. . INTERNAL SECURITY ACl^B 1950 (PUBLIC LAW 831, 81st OgRESS, CHAPTER 1024.

[ SECOND SESSION) (TITLE 50, USC, §§ 781-816)[(PUBLIC LAW 237, 50th CONGRESS)] 
The Internal Security Act cf 1950 became effective on 9-23-50. The act 
generally provides for the egistration of communist-action and communist 
front organizations: amend.-, the obstruction of justice statute; implements 
the espionage and sabotage statutes and various immigration and naturalization 
regulations; prohibits contributing to the establishment of a totalitarian 
dictatorship; and provides for the detention of individuals in the case

[ of an emergency. [It was amended effective 1-2-68 to delete the requirement
I that communist organizations and their members register themselves with the
[ Attorney General, a procedure ruled'unconstitntional by the U. S. Supreme
[ Court on the grounds that such action violated the constitutional rights
[ .. against self-incrimination. The amended provisions provide that, upon
[ petition by the Attorney General, the Subversive Activities Control Board
[ would hold quasi-judicial hearings, and would determine whether the individuals
[ and organizations cited were communist. The Subversive Activities Control
[ Board would instruct the Attorney General to maintain a public list of indi- •

. [ viduals’found to be members of communist-action organizations and of groups
[- found to be communist-action, communist front, or communist-infiltrated
[ organizations.]

The following provisions of the Internal Security Act of 1950 appear elsewhere 
in this manual, as follows: ;

. ■ ■ :. ■ Subject . ■ .'Provisions of I.. S. .A. • ' 1.950- .Manual references-
Espionage- " ’ ■" ;4b','- ci’ d, 'e/ f, -lUT 19 : §■ -36- ' "
Excludable aliens .§ .22 § 105
Sabotage § 21 § 86

. - Obstruction of justice . § -31 • • • ■ § 76

Sections 23-30 of the Internal Security Act of 1950 deal with immiVeation
•' ” ’■ and naturalization matters which are under the primary jurisdiction of

Immigration and Nature'-'.zation Service.

This section of the n.rual is ’limited to the remaining provisions of the.. 
Internal Security Ac! ertaining to communist-action organizations, communist 
fre:organizations, xtributing, to . the ,establishment of a totalitarian 
dir - torship, and th- ntion of individuals in the case of an emergency.

.. . 1..’ .’ummunist-action’organizatidns - • ■ ’ :
.. •_ . A.’ .Definition - Title 50, USC, § 782 (3). . . ..

- ’ "The term ’Communist-action organization’ means any > :ganization in
■■ ’ - the United States (other than a diplomatic represent-.'. Ive or mission •

of a foreign government accredited as such by the Department of
. State) which (i) is substantially directed, dominated, or controlled 

■by the foreign government or foreign organization controlling the 
world Communist movement referred to in section 781 of this title, 
and (ii) operates primarily to m.’.ance the objectives of such world

[ Communist movement as referred to in-said section."
[ b. [Deleted]

. [ c. [Deleted]
d . Factors to be considered by the Subversive Activities Control Board 

in determining whether an organization is,a communist-action organi
zation (Title 50, USC, § 792 (e)) 
"(1) the extent to which its policies are formulated and carried 
out and its activities performed, pursuant to directives or to 
effectuate the policies of■the foreign government or foreign organi
zation in which is vested, or under the domination or control of 
which is exorcised, the direction and control of the world Communist 
movement referred to in section 781 of this title; and. ■
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87G . . SF^ION 87. SECURITY IffVESTIGATIO'' , '

’ ”(2) the extent to wnich its views and policies do not deviate from
those of such foreign government or foreign organization; and -• ’
"(3) the extent to which it receives financial or other aid, directly 
or indirectly, from or at the direction of such foreign government or 

. foreign organization; and
’ "(^) the extent to which it sends members or representatives to any

foreign country for instruction or training in the principles, policies, 
strategy, or tac+rcs of such world Communist movement; and 
"(5) the extent t : which it reports to such foreign government or- 
foreign organizat' . w on +.o its renroo«r> + «+-?T0s. aT1a

. . "(6) the extent t:■ -which its principal leaders or a substantial -
numbei’ of its■members are subject to or recognize the disciplinary •

’ . - po-wer of such foreign government or foreign organization or its • •
. representatives; and

- "(7) the extent to which, for the Purpose of concealing foreign
■ direction, domination, or control, or of expediting or promoting ■.

- its objectives, (i) it fails-to disclose, or resists efforts to ob-
_ . tain information as to, its membership (by keeping membership lists -

' in code, by instructing members to refuse to acknowledge membership,
■ or by any other method); ii) its members refuse to acknowledge '

■ membe; ' ip therein; (iii) ’ fails to disclose, or resists effort’s
. to obi.. ”.1 information as - . records other than membership lists;

■ (iv) i -: meetings are sec-‘ i; and (v) it otherwise operates on-a • ■ ■ .
. . secret basis; and . .... . ■ . , ... .

".(p) the’ extent to wh-i-ck .its'prinpipal leaders o.r- a. sub stantlal . - ... .
’ ’ ’ number of its members consider the allegiance they owe to the United •

States as subordinate to their obligations to such foreign government
- ' ■ or foreign organization." • :
' ? I ' ” e. ‘[Deleted] ‘ ‘ ‘.................‘ '................... •

[ ’ f. [Deleted] ■ . - ■ • .
[ - . g. [Deleted] • ■ ■ ■ : ■ . - -. ■- ■ ■
[ ‘ h. [Deleted] . • . . .

■ . . 2. Communist front organizations ■ ■ ■ • .■■■■■■ • '
' • a. Definition - Title 50, USC, § 782 ’ • ' ‘ ' ‘ - , ’ ’

" ... • . "T-hU term’-’Communist—front organization’ ■ means any "organizati on in ’
, the United States (other than a Communist-action organization"

’ ■ ’ ’ ” defined above) "which (A) is sitb stantially directed, dominated, or
[ . .. controlled by a Communist-action organization, .or (-B) is substantially ■
[ "... ’’ directed, dominated, or controlled by one or more members of a - •

’ Communist-action organization,-and (C‘) -is primarily operated for 'the '
. .[ ’ ' purpo.se of giving aid and support to Cc.;:.f..uni.st-actiqn. organization, .

[ “ ’ a Communist foreign government, or the world Communist movement,
[ referred to in section 781 of this title."
[ ■ • b. [Deleted] ’ . ’ i ’ ’ ’ • ’ .

. . [. ' . c. [Deleted] ‘ ‘> ’ ’ '. .
[ d. Factors to bo considered by the' Subversive Activities Control Board

• in-determining whether an organization is a communist front organi- ■ 
zation (Title 50, USC, § 792 (f)) ‘
"(1) the extent to which persons who are active in its’management, .

• . direction, or supervision, whether or not-holding office therein,
. . are active in the management, direction, or supervision of, or as

[ ‘ - representatives or members of, any Communist-action organization,
Communist foreign government, or the worid Communist movement referred 

’ ' to in section 781 of this title; and .. ■ ..
. "(2) The extent of which its support, fin.-.. :ial or otherwise, is

■ . derived from any Communi.- -action organiza -on, Communist foreign
■ government, or the world -mmunist movement, referred to in section 

-781 of this title; and
■ "(3) the extent to which ’ •. funds, resources, or personnel ar^ used

‘ to further or promote the <- .‘ectives of any Comma? i"t-action organi-
■ zation, Communist foreign , -vernment, or the wor?3 Communist move-

‘ ment referred to in sectio• 781 of this title; and *
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S.FGTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87G

"(4) the exte'^Mso which the positions taken c^^.dvanced by it from 
time to time (Scatters of policy do not devia^^f.rom those of any 
Communist-action organization. Communist foreign government, or 
the world Communist movement referred to in section 781 of this 
title."

e. [Deleted] . '
f. [Deleted] ■

3. [Hew proceedings are instituted (Title 50, USC, § 792 (§ 13 of act))
• Whenever the Attorney General has reason to believe that any organization; 

is a communist-action organization or a communist front organization, or 
that any individual is a member of an organization determined 'by a final 
order of the Board to be such, he shall file a petition with the Board 
and serve upon the organization or individual, as the case may be, a 
copy thereof, for a determination•that such is true via a hearing before 

‘ the Board. -
4, Findings of the Board and publication of same (Title 50, USC, g 792

(§ 13 of act)) ' ’ ‘
If, after- a hearing on the matter, the Board finds - (1) that an organi- • 
zati'on is a communist-action organization or a communist front organization, 
it shall make a report in writing to state i’ts findings and cause to be 

- . served on si-' organization an order determining the organization to be 
a- communist-- lion organization or. a communist front organization, or 

. (2) that an . dividual is a member. of a communist-action organization, ‘
it shall make a report in writing in which it shall state its findings 
and-caa&e to be served . on .’such' individual an. ord er • det’e,^mining such-- ' 

■ individual to be a ’member df -a co’mmunist-act:ior. ' rgani’zation’. 7 ■'
a. Findings of the Board shall be published i:: '-.e Federal Register that ■

such orders have become -final and this pub? •.ition shall be notice 
to -all persons that such-orders have become slnal. -Records of the - • 
Board concerning such hearing-s shall be available to the public.

5. Employment of members; contribution of fund,s, service s, or advice by
■■ . Government personnel ’ (Title .50, USC, §. 784' (§ 5 of act)) ’ ’ ' ’

. "(a) When there is in effect a final order of the Board determining any
. organization, f'' Joe a- Communist-action . organization or a Communi st-f'rpnt ’ 
. organization,- It shall be unlawful - - ' • .. . / • . ■ . .

"(1) For any member of such organization, with knowledge or notice of ’ 
■ such final- order of. the Beard .- • - . . ■ .

"(A) in seeking, accepting, or’holding any nonelective office or employment. 
• under the United States, to conceal or fail-to disclose the fact that he 
. .is a meinbei; of. such .organ!zati'on; or . . . ’ . , . ....... . . .

. "(B) to hold any nonelective office or employment under the United States;
• • dr ' • • ■ ' • • . • ................ ■ - ■ •' ’ .

"(c) in seeking, accepting, or holding employment in any defense facility, 
to conceal or fail to disclose the fact that he is a member of such ’

■ -organization;■or - - -■ - . - - .. .
■ "(D) if such organization is a Communist-action organization, to engage

in any employment in any defense facility; or •
. "(E) to hold office or employment with any labor organization, as that

term is defined in section 2 (5) of the National Labor Relations Act, 
as amended (29 U. S. C.. 152), or to represent any employer in any matter 

‘ or proceeding arising or pending under that Act. .
"(2) For any officer or employee of the United States or of any defense 

■facility, with knowledge cr notice of such final order of the Board - ■
"(A) to c .-■-tribute funds or services to such organization; or • ■
"(b) to a--' Ise,-counsel oi* urge any person, with knowledge or notice -
th.a.t such .-.Tson is a member of such organization, to perform, or to omit 
to oerfor-. any.act if such act or omission would constitute a violation

■ of any provision of paragraph (1) of this subsection. " ■
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87G • SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION'?

[ 6. Use of mail and insi^Srientalities of interstate or j^^eign commerce
[ (Title 50, USC, § 789 (g 10 of act ))
[ The act requires any person acting for or on behalf of- any organization
[ for which tc. re is in effect a final ■ ier of the Board determining it
[ to be a cor, :_.ist-action- organization ■ r communist front to label properly
[ all publica-1:ns transmitted through the mail or by any means or instru-
[ mentality of interstate or foreign commerce.]
[ [7.] Penalties (Title 50, U?', § 794 (§ 15 of act ))
[ Any organization which .-folates any provision of section 10 of this act

shall, upon conviction’ thereof, be punished for each such violation by 
a fine of not more than $10,000. Any individual 'who violates any provision 

[ of section 5 or 10 of this act shall, upon conviction thereof, be
punished for each .-uch violation by a fine of not more than $10,000 or

[ • by imprisonment for not more than five years, or by both.
[ [8.] Reporting of evid” - • developed-on individual members

Any admissible e’/i’ roe showing a violation of the Internal Security Act
. [ of 1950,[as amended](Title 50, USC, § 784), as it pertains to union

[ officers, employees, and representatives of management[(see item 5j
[ part (a) (1) (3) above,]and volume III, section 67C, of thi s'manual),

should- be fv—.ished the Bureau in a report on the individual and the 
.report should carry the single character, Internal Security Act of 1950 - 
Labor (classification 122). Any admissible evidence showing a violation 
of this act on the part, of any other individual should, be furnished the 
Bureau in report on-the individual and the report should- carry the dual 
character-- .Iritorhal Security j- .C or Security..Matter -• C; amd'Internal

‘ - - ’ - Security .. ct bT 1950 (clas-sification 100), ’ except employment’ in a defense
facility in which case the words "Defense Facility" should appear instead 
of Internal Security Act of 1950. See section 87D of this manual for

-. •• complete instructions relative to investigation of individuals. ”
[ [9.] Instructions

The Bureau's responsibilities, in connection with the internal security of 
this country necessitate that we promptly and thoroughly investigate all’ 

. . :• .’ganizations subject to communist infiltration, influence, . <■-’ control
’ set f orth in section 87E of this manual. In. view of the Internal 
. purity Ao,-of 1950,-' the necessity of. developing -legally admissible 
. Jonce as to the com-.-nist character cf any organization must be 

. . H .-hasized during our : estigation. Kk .cing in mind the factors to be 
considered- by the Sub-’?- -Ive Activities *. nt.rol .Board in .determining 

' whether an organization is a communist, front, every effort must be made 
.... ' ....to, develop . legally admissible, .evidence, relating to these factors.. An 

inw . cigation of any organization which might fall within the provisions of 
...... the internal Security Act of 1950 should carry the'dual character, Internal

Sec... ;ty - 0, Internal Security Act of 1950.
C [10. ] Emer.. :ncy detention provisions (Title 50, USC, §§ 811-826)

. - - Sections’100 to Ill -inclusive- cover, the detention provisions of the • 
act in the event of a state of "Internal Security Emergency" and set up 
a program for the. arrests of certain individ i-.Is > provisions for hearings 
after arrest, and the right to judicial revic.-. Criminal provisions are 
set out in sections 112 to 114 inclusive, making it unlawful in connection 

. .with the detention provisions of the act to resist arrest, knowingly
.disregard or evade apprehension, escape from confinement,or conspire with 
others to escape from confinement or detention. Violations are also set 
out covering the aiding and assisting in the commission of the violations 
mentioned above and in the willful interference with the activities of 
any member of a review board set up undei' the detention provisions or 
any of its agents. ,
.a. Bureau instructions

These provisions do not affect instructions regarding individuals 
considered- dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security 
as outlined in section 87D of this manual.
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£?CTIOI< 67. SECURITY TFZESTICATir”j £7T
• •

[ [11,1 Cor.trisutir.r actaLlisr./.-cr.^ c" a xctalitaria; dictatorcx.~: (Ti---:
U..C, .) / 83 (a )) •
Section 4(a) of the Internal Security Act of 1950 provides that it sh" I* 
be unlawful for any parsot knowingly to combine, conspire, or agree Y-. 
any other person to perforin ar.y act which would substantially contribute 
to the establishment within the U. S. of a totalitarian dictatorship, the 

■[ direction and control of which[is tcjbe vested in, or exercised by or
under the domination or control of, any foreign government, foreign 
organization, or foreign individual. (The term "totalitarian dictatorship," 
according to the act, refers to systems of government not representative 
in fact, characterized by (A) the existence of a single political party, 
organized on a dictatorial basis, with so close an identity between such 
party and its policies and the governmental policies of the country in. 
which it exists, that the party and the government constitute an indis
tinguishable unit, and- (B) the forcible suppression of opposition to 
such party.) .

.a. Elements
(1) A person knowingly combined, conspired, or agreed with another 

- person ■ . .
(2) To perform any act -which would substantially contribute to

the establishment within the U. S. of a totalitarian dictatorship 
(3) The direction and control of which is to be vested in, qr exercised 

by or under the control of, any foreign government,. foreign
. organization, or foreign individual"

■ ■ b... Penalty. • . . . ... ■ -
■ .. Maximum ~ $10} 000’, or - to-: ye ars - or both,- -and thereafter'be 'ineligible’

to hold any office or pY oe of honor, profit, or trust created by.the 
« ' - . Constitution or laws of fhe U. S.

. . ■■ ■-,c. Statute of limitations .. .. . .
• 'Ten years, except statute will not run on officer or employee of the 

'. . U. S., etc., until after.his employment has ceased-
' d. Evidence ' ■ ' ■ ’ ’’ • ■ ■ ' • ’ - '

Meither the holding of office nor membership in any communist organi
zation by any person shall constitute per se a violation.of section

•’ ... • 4(a) of the Internal. Security Act of .1950 or of any other criminal
f statute. ' ' ■..................... ' ’ . ' ..........................
......... • \ e. Departmental instructions . . ■ . ■ . .

The Department has requested the Bureau to furnish any information 
' " . ' ’ developed relating to this violation.’ ' ’ .

[ f, [Deleted] . ;; ■ / . . ' - .

.)
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87H SECTIONS?. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
; ■ /

H. COMMUNIST CONTROL ACT OF^h54 (PUBLIC LAW 637-83RD CONG^Bs, CHAPTER 886 - 
SECOND SESSION) (TITLE 3^ USC, §§ 841-844) -
The Communist Control Act of 1954, became effective on 8-24-54, when the legis
lation was signed, into law by the President. The act is divided into three 
measures: (1) termination of rights, privileges, and immunities formerly en
joyed by the Communist Party and subsidiary organizations, (2) determining 
membership in the Communist Party, USA, and other subversive groups, and (3) 
amendment to the Internal Security Act of 1950 bringing within its purview

- Communist—infiltrated organizations. ’ ,
-I. Terminating rights , privileges , and immunities

Title 50, USC, § 842, provides "The Communist Party of the United States, 
or any successors of such party regardless of the assumed name, whose 
object or purpose is to overthrow the Government of the United States, or 
the government of any State, Territory, District, or possession thereof, 
or the government of any political subdivision therein by force and vio
lence, are not entitled to any of the rights, privileges and immunities 
attendant upon legal bodies . .-cated under the juris diction of the laws' of 
the United States or any political subdivision thereof; and whatever 
rights, privileges and immunities which have heretofore been granted to 
said party er . ly subsidiary organization by reason of the laws of the 
United Stater, r any political subdivision thereof, are hereby terminated: 
Provided, however, That nothing in this section shall be construed as 
amending the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended.”

The.. Department Kas advised that the..purpose of this., pro vis ion is. not to ■ ■ 
: constitute the Communist Party-.an' ille-gal ‘organization so -as to’ make -

mere-membership a criminal offense, punishable as a misdemeanor or felony. 
'Rather, it was intended by Congress, and the statute’s apparent-effect is, 
■merely to strip.'the party of .rights, privileges., and -in.- .a nities -under 
Federal law ;- an alleged political party .and in other . (-.-.pects without 
affecting it.-, amenability to the Internal Security Act cf 1950, as amended.

Nd particular enforcement measures are provided for unler this section. 
The forums where this proVis'ion will most likely' be tested are various 
'administrative' agencies of the "U.S. and .its political ubdivis ions. .This 

• section may also result in civil litigation in U.S. (-.■strict courts, 
possibly in the nature of mandamus, injunction, quo warranto and scire.

'• facias proceedings.

The question as to what "rights, privileges and immunities" the Communist 
•' Party heretofore has enjoyed' and’how has lost is a legal question which 

. . .' must b-e decided on the merits . of each individual ' case; The Department • 
has advised that it does not contemplate initiating any action per se 
under this section of the act and will leave to the interested Govern— - 

' meat-agency involved the decision- of initiating civil action to terminate 
the rights, privileges and immunities 'formerly enjoyed by the Communist 
Party, USA. The Department has suggested that the following types of 
information be ft.warded■to the interested Government agency by the 
Bureau for its la formation and consideration under this act. The Depart
ment desires to be advised of this referral for its information only, 
a. Petitions, applications, slates and similar documents filed with 

competent election authorities on behalf of the Communist Party
.. and its candidates for Federal office, or for office in any political 

subdivision of the U.S., as afores aid,.in connection with any primary 
■or election

bo Permits, licenses, etc., issued to the Communist Party, or to any of 
' its subsidiaries, by any department or agency of the Government of 

the U.S., or of its political subdivisions. This includes mailing 
permits issued by the Post Office Department, import and export licenses 
granted by the Department of Commerce and approved by the Sureau of 
Customs,- etc.

c, Applications filed by the Communist party, or any of its subsidiaries, 
with any department or agency of the Government of the U.S., or of
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SEC >N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION'S 87D

(b) Where potential dangerousness of a subject has been 
established and inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit a 
recommendation for inclusion in security index by sub
mitting form ED-122 to Bureau. Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded 
to Bureau and one copy will be placed in -subject's 
investigative case file.

Nothing should appear on FD-122 or subsequently on the 
security index card which is not in the subject's case file. 
Form FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent.

Proper selection should, be made in the opening paragraph 
option. FD-122 is submitted with abstract when used to 
recommend the subject for inclusion in the security index 
and without abstract when used ..." indicate additions, 
deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.

(c) When form FD—122 is submitted to Bureau recommending in
clusion of a name in security index, attach additional

• ' .page, or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts .on 
■ ’’ .which recommendation has been based.' Facts must be in

• •• detail to'clearly show ' sduhdness 'of .recommendation. 
Statements of conclusion arc not enough and original sources 
.must be characterised as to reliability. Summary must con
tain pertinent dates of .subject's activities.

(d) When, at conclusion of inves'■' .'ati on, subject’s name is not 
being recommended for securit. index, set out a brief 
summary statement in the appropriate communication closing 

' /the case'showing reasons for the decision,.
(e)' Security index cards shall be recommended by and maintained 

by office of origin only.
,(f) A -urrent report must be in possession of the Bureau when 

, . t '--ject is recommended for- security ir ex. If it is. the 
initial- report in the case, it must b: a summary report.

. .If, however,, prior investigative reports have been, .sub— • 
. .mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are 

appropriately documented, a summary report need not be 
submitted-.- > ' • - "

(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 
receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or' 
pend5 eg—inactive status until security inde.x card has been 
rece'-' -d from Bureau and filed in office security index. 
If c ; continues in pending status because of outstanding 
inves' Igation, reports shall carry a lead to follow author
ization of security index card by the Bureau and if approved 
to['dissemi nate a copy of the report to]Secret Service in 
addition to other'leads. If outstanding investigation 
has been completed and case would otherwise be closed 
upon submission of the report and form FD—122, case shall 
be placed 'n pending—inactive status with-lead to follow 
authorize. ' ->n of security index.card by Bureau and if 
approved[ disseminate the copy of the reportlto Secret 
Service. ■< latter instance, upon receipt of security 
index car.' and following local dissemination to Secret Service, 
case may be closed administratively.

(h') Recommend ition for security index card should not be delayed
because of absence of information cone-.-ring race, s--x. 
citizenship, dale and place of birth, or descriptior where 
security index card is warranted. Tn such instaiici - •' c— 

should b - submit’■ed with •. .-urrent 
in acndi : ? ta tup wi th ad tve 
to •etenrlne missing items of

ommendation for tr.o card 
report and case retained 
investigation ccn'inuing 
information.
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATORS 
' ' , J

(\i ) missia' or out o-' country i^|le reccmtnd,, 1 >jz

the sscuriv*, index provided instructions set forth i- 871 
6b {3) t^r.' (^) are followed. Forms F'D-122 submitter or 
subjects snculd include data required in 87D 7b (6). -.b) 
IV bclcw.

(j) when form FI—122 is submitted recommending'a security in:ex 
card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 
the words ’’Other — Chinese" must be included in the .sac'; 
on the form calling for a states.ent as to the. subject’s 
race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommending that a 
security index card be prepared on a person who is not of 
Chinese extraction but who has shown definite sympathies 
with Communist China, the form should include under 
"Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to 
Communist China."

(k) Upon receipt of form FD-122 at Bureau, the case of the sub
ject will be review-.! and if recommendation of field is 
concurred in-, seen.-. y index cards will be prepared. Dup’i— 
cate copy of form ■> 111 be returned to office of origin srtap 
"Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies' 
attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side 
of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in your 
Security Index." The three cards shall be filed iii security 
index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD—122 shall 

. ■’ be- placed in: object’s .main inves tigative ■ oas e- file, ’ ■
■ Offices with • eographical brea.kdown by residence and"

’■ employment w.’’ ’ receive an extra , card,
(1) .-When security index cards are received from Bureau, data 

thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be com
plete except for description, .-nd photograph. Descriptions 
and photographs are maintain;.c • - separate cards of 
similar size to secr-ity index o.rds which are stapled

...to back of two. of th cards. One card- will then- be filed
in the geographical ction of office security index

- -- ‘ (except special section cards and unavailable section: cards
see 87D 7b (.6) (b) III and IV below), and one . car.d shall 

■ be filed in-the duplicate security index maintained away 
from headquarters city. O. other card is filed in 

■alphabetical section of sec-prity index. No information
■ . - -shall -be permanently-added, .deleted, .or changed on face

of-security index card without complying with instructions 
set forth below under 87D 7b (8).

.-■(5).. Content’and appearance of security. index'card'
(a) Data to’ appear on-face of card '

, When complete, face of security index card should contain
-.-the following information'.• ■ If any of items enumerated in
I through XIV are missing at time the security index card 

■ ■ is made, the case should be continued as pending and investi 
gation conducted'to obtain the necessary ’information. Set 
forth under each item below are possible categories in which 
subject may be classified, together with code letters which 
should be placed in .-.r.propriate space on form FD—122 when 
sending form to Bur-.. / recommending security -index card be 
prepare-'.. Code let rs should subsequently appear on securi 
index e-. - ds received from Bureau. .

■ I, Na:.-, and aliases
The full and correct name and aliases of the subject 
must be contained on the security index card. When 
the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed, 
added, deleted, oi- are found to be 'ncorrect, form 
FD-12.2 must be submitted showing t’-.; correct data 
to be placed on the security index card.

II. Race
White and Caucasian W
Negro N
Chinese- C
Other.-. 0

{All others ineluiirig Orienta?.s (e: copt Chinese),
American Indians, etc.)
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[ 
[ 
[.

■[ 
[•
[• 
[■ 
[

-[ 
[

.[

XIII. Employment address and ar.v additional data deemed 
■ necessary •<> assist in 1. mating a subject : i an 

emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.
XIV. Field office file number

■ Male M ■
Ferna 1 c F . '

IV. Citizenship
Native bo-, • ■ NB • ■ ■
Naturalized . NA .
Al i e n AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when securitv - /
• inis." card is recommended, space should be left -

blank but status should- be ascertained and sub— ’
mitted by FD-122.)

V. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM
Progressive Labor Party PLP ;
■Socialist Workers Party SWP ■ ■ ,
Johnson-Forest Group JPG ' *
American Socialist Clubs ASC • ' ’ V
Nationalist groups

advocating independence
.. . . for Puerto Rico PRN ... .

Proletarian Party of America PPA . ,
■ [Students for a Democratic

S ociety SDS - .
Spartacist League ' SPL . ,

- 'Provisional Organizing ■ ■
_ '■ . '-Committee for a Marxist-.'

■ ’ 'Leninist Communist Party POC ’ ’ ‘
-- Workers World Party ' ■ WP ' \

Anarchist ANA] ■ ' /.
Nation of Islam NOI '

. [Revolutionary Action Movement RAM -
Student Nonviolent Coordinating ' '

, ■ .Committee .. SNC ... ■ ■ .
Black Nationalist BNT] . . . •
Bulgarian ' ' BUL ' ’ ' . ' ..

' Cuban . . . CUB . . . -. '
' Czechoslovakian . . CZE ■ . ' ' ,

•’ Hungarian ■ ' HUN ' ’
. . Romanian . ' . ' . ROM ■ ■ - . . .

. ■ Russian • • ' • ■ • • RUS ' • -■ ’
Yugoslavian ' ■ . yug . ....

VI. Dangerousness, classification ( where applicable)
' ’ ’ ■ Detcom'- . . ■ ■ ' ’ ’ DC .' ’ . ' ' . '
VII. Key figure and top functionary designation (’where applicable) '

Key figure KF . . -
■ ‘ Top functionary ■ ' :■ TF ‘. '• ■ ■ ' ■'"/
VIII. Special section cards

, Atomic energy program
employees . AEP ' i

Cuban special section CUB . ’ (
Espionage subjects ESP ;
Foreign government employees FGE I
Pro—Tito subjects ■RUG . J
United Nations employees - UNE 5‘
U. S. Government employees GOV

IX. Unavailable section cards
Missing . MI . /
Out of country OC ■ .
Imprisoned PR r

X. Date and place of birth
XI. Key facility geographical refe rcnce number obtained from ~

the Department of defense Key Facilities List and abbre-
viation denotit>g the agei’cy ha.ving security rosnon-
sibility for the key faclli-ty (where applicable) ' ;

XII. Residence address ■
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(b) Bata . appear on separate attached card
Io _ 'oilowing data must be placed on a separate 

c.-.: tn be attached to rev, .-sc side of the security 
inxar -ard being filed in -le geographical, special, 
or u:. ailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. Tif.se cards contain printed capf ; '.s to 
assist in re • ording the descriptive infor”.'.' ’ on. 
Captions are. not all-inclusive and should . augmented 
by other da : a required. 
(A) Complr. ; description 
(B) Notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division 
(.C) Photograph, with date- taken placed below. [This 

photograph is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject.] 

(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject.possesses firearms

' (E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre—
■ ’ . • - • - ■ ‘ hension of subject, such as -directions to residence

• ■ or -usployment, where subject not situated in usual
. ■ . loo- sions, .listing of number of minor children

a rd. aged dependents
... ■ ’ . • .". '■ ■" -.II. If des’c. 1 pti.ve’ data have- not bee a obtained, case must . ’

• ‘ ' ■ be kep:.' pending and invOs tigatip n '.co nducfb’d to develop' •
•' ’ ’ ' . this i-formation. • Upon posting'of security index flash

. ..-notice in security index cases, the fi Id will be
furnished the FBI number and fingerpriclassification 
which . ould be affixed to reverse sid . the security 
isf. • .-ds filed in geographical, speu’.l and unavail- 
ab•. ■ ..ions,

' : . . HI. . F-. .'. ’ %-? .is used for. purpose of compiling information
t>. ' u ■. ' . ou the separate- card attaci ed to back of
ih. s et i.y ex card filed in the geographical section 

. , • c--: index. Fox... .nay be. ’filed in. by the Agent handling
■ . - . - ■■ •; case in legible- hand writing and forwarded to clerical

- . .ployee designated to post this information on- the
■ •. . . attachment;to the geographical,, special, or. unavailable

...... - . . . - . sections.. Af ter- the. security index card has been ,pre— ■
‘ ' - pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear—

• ’ trig on FD—186 has been posted on the card to b.e attached, 
.. shall be-'filed-, in th.e investigative case file. ■

, . 1-2—186 may also be used to record information that a
security index subject has -been physically observed.' ' ■ 
Descriptive data developed during observation of the 
subject should' be noted on FD—18.6 for posting.

(6) Arrangement of the security-index
(a) At Bureau

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The 
whj.te 5— by .8—inch security index cards, are printed ’ -is 
•machine and transmitted to the field. Through the u- 
of this device, the security index can be broken down 
into the various categories of information appearing o 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become n---cssar 
for administrative pur;.-.-<3 at the Bures... This procedure 
makes it possible to ma ' xin the content, of the security 
index in the field and ui. the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times.

■ An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases 
■ of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes.
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(Whether or . not defectee availanle for interview 
by all Agents •

(E) Whether he is in position to testify and willing

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
I 
r 
r r L 
r

'r 
t

r L 
r 
r L 
[ 
r 
E 
[ 
r 
r
E 
[ r L 
r 
i 
i 
i 
t 
e

to do so
. III. Do not include information concerning security inform—

. ants- for security reasons.
TV. Proper maintenance of this 'file will be useful in
. identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish

■ .information of value in the future and v;iH obviate .
necessity of extensive file reviews in this connection.

V. A special index may be used for this file if desirable.
. . If .used, it should contain cards filed alphabetically

’ indicating names, times, and places de.fectees were in a 
• subversive movement and a brief description of informa—

ti on available from them. Break index down geographi—
. cally and subdivide by years if desirable.

7. Administrative procedures •
[a. Reserve index ■ ’ .

(1) Purpose ' - ' ■
The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light of ever-changing conditions, should be continually 

- borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country
’ with a view to--rd possible ;nvestigation, interrogation, or
• action under V ' security i -.x prograih. This index may serve

. ■ as an administrative --d ar.4 working index containing a central
■ repository of the na. • of individuals having sympathy for ok-

aff i ’ ’ ation with the mmunist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organ?zations. . ■ .

. ' (2) Ir ’’ duals to be ?•.. Luded .
. index is to c . • •n names of individuals -when, following 

j f. gation, the ^formation does not justify the inoluai of 
the •-..•reot's name .■ the security index when t: r. re is ev" • -.-'je of:

?. ’ (a) ?' fdership :■. h • basic revolutionary organi r . tion sub.. ’• ■ nt
to Jahuar ; ’• , 1'^49, tog .•-her with some indi -ation of • athy 
or • ssoev. -Lon with sue' an organization or'a subversive

. ’ ' . fro-.', org: zation subsequent to the'reported membership and
. .no ; t-liat. evidence of defection

■ (b)' Investig.-.-? - on has failed to substantiate allegations of
- membershi in a revolutionary organization v? thin' the past

. • five year^^ coupled with 'some evidence or i ■■"ormation
.indicating activity, association, or sympathy for the

• •’ ■ . subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable '
ev?:nee of defection.

(c) Th- • .-dividua’ , within the-past five years, by his associa— 
ti-_ c , writings, financial support, or conduct in relation 
to xr! support of subversive organizations or the international 

‘ ' cor... .::ist movement is in a position to influence others at
the time of a national emergency and no reliable evidence of 

' defection.
(d) Leadership or substantial activities in a major subversive

• front group oyer three jars ago, together with some evidence
• . of continuing activity, rsscciation, or sympathy for the
- subversive .r use within ’.:hr:-e years and no reliable evidence

of defection
(e} Membership in a subversive front organization within the 

• 'past three years and no reliable evidence of defection .

42a
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drrangeraent

r

-[
t 
[ 
[

This : 
secti;
5- by

B. Es
•inch cards-

be maintained in two sections, section A and
-action will be mai n !-.1 ned alphabetically on

Section A of the reserve 
special group of individ' 
consideration with respe'. 
action following the appr 
I. -Section A should incl

versive a<.

index criteria but w

ex is designed to represent a 
who should receive priority

o investigation and/or other 
nsion of security index subjects 
those individuals whose sub—

t bring them within the security 
in a time of national emergency.

are in a position to influence others against the national 
interest or are likely to furnish material /financial aid 
to subversive elements due to their subversive associa-
tion

B 
C

■ CD

and ideology. 
Is meeting the 

: andx-who fall w 
'rofesso-rs, tec. 
Labor union or. 
Writers, lectu; 
others in the 
Lawyers, doctoi 
Other potential

;Clude in this section those indi— 
■'.dards for inclusion in the reserve 
:.n the following categories: 
rs. and educators

or leaders
s, newsaen, enter 
s media field 
and scientists .

y influent! persons on a
local or national level ‘ .
Individuals who could potentially furnish 
materia! financial aid

a-nd

«• 
A

IT.~ Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve
’ index (section A)

(A) Recaasendatlons for incl
A of the r< -.-rve in lex a
Bureau by iocm FD-■ 

" ‘ • forth the basis for 
attache’! to the fc: 

. dation is made si"■
. that the subject’ ■

index. In additl— 
'■ the recoir. ^datic-.- 

should a; ?. ar on "h 
■. summary.

'(B) Upon Bureau approv;, 
■■ : inclusion of‘ an ini 

’ ' the reserve index.

usion of names in section 
re. to be. submitted to the.
A succinct &--»ary setti:

c ommepd ati on
ri' I/2a un] .■ 

tane : - sly w: ’• 
ame be del.-’' • 
if no re-. ;

s ■ thc
hould be
-ecbmmen-

a rec'>. >. end a tion 
from t~.' security 

is acco: ..-anying
a stateme>\- to that effect 
page .cor.1 lining the succinct

of recommendation, for "the . 
idhal’s name in. section A of

’.wo reserve index card
forwarded to the field. Add on the reverse

will be 
side

' .available descriptive data. One card is to be
. . ' filed in your office, and one card is to be

• ’ filed away from headquarters city at the same
location as the extra set of security index cards 
is now stored. -

III. [The field office file of a reserve index A subject
should be reviewed whenever informant 
other’information is channeled to the

information or

mination should be made as to whether additional 
investigation is warranted and whether current infoi— 
mation is sufficient for inclusion in the reserve index.]
A) [Deleted]
*B) [Deleted] 
0) [Deleted]

s'

%

•at
S-
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SL 37. SECURITY INVESTIGATION . 871)

TV, Changso.. h “.ditior: , and deletions of data appearing in. 
section. A .*n ress-. s index cards
(X) Changes in c_ .a appearing on section A reserve 

index cards should be submitted to’the Bureau '• /
■ ’ form RD—122a. ■ ’

■ XB) Deletions from section A of the reserve index
' should be recommended by letter. The letter she - ’

■ ’ set forth the basis for the recommendation.
‘ ■ .(C) Changesin office of origin are to *’e handled by

. ■ . submission of form FD—128a. Forward section A
cards to ne’w office of.origin.

’ (b) Section B ’ •
. I. This section is to contain the names of all other indi

" • ’ viduals included in the reserve index. This section
[ ■ . is to be maintained only in the field office. [The file
[ ‘ of a reserve index B subject should be reviewed whenever
[ informant Information or other information is channeled
[ . .' to the fi_ : . A determination should be made at that
[ . ' . ’ time as to whether additional investigation is warranted.]

■ . • II. Changes in office of origin are to be handled by sub-
■ ■ - .mission of form FD-128a. Forward section B cards to

■ new office of origin. ,

)• -

.42c
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87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONSE^

INDEX FOR SECTION 87D
References are to.page.

:"-rms (continued)
.’ED-122 (continued)
‘ placing name in or removing from 

special section of security
index, 53 

unavailable section of
security index, 32,5-’ 

recommending for inclusion in
, security index,

• .• 45b,47
recommending missing subjects 

for unavailable
. •section of

’ ,security index,
■ ■ 32,54

..reference to, 77 ■ ■
■ succinct summary with, 47

Cuban subjects, 45b
when subject employed in key 

facility, 65
.. FD- 122a, '42b,42c,61,77

FD—128, 55,57 to 60,68 . ■ •
. Reference to, 77 ’

■ 'when security flash notice'
. ■ is on file, 27a

when subject moves, 58,59
-FD-128U ■27a,42o,77 . -
. FD-154 v7 .

’•’U-165. ->7,7.7 - . - - -
-t-18'- , :>0 . . .

■ ■ 72-30,:; 74,78 • ' ■ •
5 J-.if.’a/ 78 ' ’
FD-'-.f, gS . ..
p । > g * -

57,81a
. FD-'76, 81
Fraud against the Government,

.. . 20,21,22

Geographical ’ ■ • •
reference number of key facility 

shown on security 
. index card, 49

section of security index, -51,63
Government employees, 25,70,80

Kandwritj.ig, 29 
of key figures,29,67 
of tvp functionaries, 70

Hostile subjects, interviews 
of, 41

Husband and wife, security 
investigations, 
72 . ’

identification record,’ 27
. Immigration and Naturalisatxon

. Service,
. dissemination to,

■ 80", 81a
Imprisoned "ubjects in se- unity 

index, 54,57,60
Inactive section of security 

irdex, 56 .
Indices, check of, 34,72 
Individuals

to be investigated, 22
’ traveling abroad, 33 . '

• against whom stops are
’ . placed, 34

who are included in security 
• index, 34 .

who travel behind iron
, curtain, 34 ■

with tours when no subversive 
information on 
individual, 33a

■ with tours vA-;-.-. there is 
. .-.-rsive. in

. _ r.:>ation on 
individual, 33a 

with foreign diplomatic status, 
’ . ‘ 26. ’■

Industrial security clearances,, 
disseminatic:. re, 

’ ' ' 65,81 '
Informants, cancellation of 

- security index
’ -. cards pertaining

to, 60 ■
.’ Interviews ■

Bureau approval by rubber
’ - stamp, 40

Bureau -authority, 39,40a 
conditions for,-40 ’ •

conducting at place of 
employment, - 40a 

• content and form of letter to
. Bum .u requesting

’ authority for, 39
contents of letter containing 

’ results of, 42
determine willingness to testify 

during, 41
evaluation of, 45b 
forty-five-day extensions of

Bureau authority, 40 
no report needed afterward, 40a 

• of hostile subjects, 41 
of individuals connected with 

institutions of 
leax- I ng, 24,25 

of individuals who have traveled 
behind iron

• curtain, 34
of section A, reserve index 

-sub j-. cts, 39
of security index "Ubjects, 

38
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" II ON 87. SECURITY I1TVE3TIGATI 

A INDEX FO?. SECTION 87D

.References are to page.

Interviews (continues) 
of subjects connected with 

labor unions, 41 
of suojects who express desire 

for, 42
cr. b.'.C authority, 38 
procurations for, 40 
px-.rpose of, 38 
recontact without Bureau 

authority, 40a 
results not affecting security 

index status, 41 
signed statements in connection 

h.v s with, 41
to be conduced -within 45 days, 

" 40
when current report necessary 

- • - in order to
request Bureau ■ 
permission, 39 

when current report not necessary 
- • . -in order to request

Bureau permission, 
39 ■

when to discontinue,. 40a,41
when report needed after,-41
with Bureau authority, 39

Investigations " .......
aliuis, -26,80 .

- ' • fa< Ity members, 24
. • . urs of labor unions," 29,41 

■ ' -iralized citizens, 26,80 
.......lotions on, 24

24
Inve 5.ve

croc- . -.s, 26
tech, i ■ ,-.,'3, 34

f i"’ e reviews, .4 • .
. ' photographic vrveillanoes, 35,37-

physical surveillances, 35,38 
.private firms, records, 36 
.public .source information,- ■

36
security informants, 34

Key facilities, 64 
character,’ 73 
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65 '
list, 49,64 
responsibility, 64

agency having security, 49,58,59^65 
status of reports of subjects

• employed in, 66,74 
when to investigate individuals.

employed in, 64
Key figures’ 

definition of, 66 
designation of, 67 
foreign travel by, 69 
handling of, 67 
handwriting of, 29,67 
in armed forces, 68 
list, 69

Key figures (continued) 
movement of, 59,68- 
photographs of, 28,67,68 
program, 66 
reports on, 68

semiannual, 39,59,68,73 
status of reports on, 68,73 
when become subjects of SGE 

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Lay; enforcement officers not to ac- 

. company SAs on secur
ity investigations, -6

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in reports, 76

Maritime employees, dissemination ' 
of informa-tion

. concerning, 80
Members of

armed forces, dissemination 
of information 

. . concerning, 81a’
labor, unions, 29,41 .
law -■>..? orcement agencies, not

• to accompany SAs"
on security 
investigations, 26 

Membership’ or affiliation, 29 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to 3 coate 
every 45 days,.. 32 

unavailable section of security 
index, 32,54

Movement of 
key figures, 59,68 
subjects, 58 

key figures, 59,68 
not in security index,- 60 
security index subjects, 58 
tabbed for dotcom, 60 
top functionaries, 59-

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam 
abbreviation for organizational 

affiliation, 49 
potential dangerous no as, -:-6 
removal of cards from security 

index, 62
what members to be investigax a, 23 
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'ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIl

INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
References are to page.

National
Committee, CP'JSA, character, 73
Defense Education Act of 1958, 22
Guard members, dissemination of informa

tion concerning, 80
Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22 

Naturalized, citizens 
dissemination of 5- 'ormation 

concc -.ing, 80 
•investigations of, 26

Negative' information, security index cases, 
■ ■ submit by letter, 74
New office cif origin, 58,81a

Observation of subject, 28,50,57
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,68,72,81,81a 
Out .of the country, unavailable 

section of security 
index, 54

Overt acts, 45 .

Personal observation of subject, 
- 28,50,57 ‘ ‘ '

Photographic, surveillances, 35,37
Photographs, 28

of key :figures,28, 67,68
of top functionaries,68,70 
status of security index

cases while
'■ —’ obtaining, 28,68

‘Physical
.description, 28 - .. • ■ '•
surveillances, 35

maintenance of S.' • ? notes, 38
Position

and' importance, 30
in labor organ izat i--.s, 29

Potential dangerousne.' , 44 
of Nation of. Islam members, 

' ‘ ’ 46
Preservation of evidence, 37 
Priority apprehension program,

62
Private records, 36
Public

Law 87-835, 22
source information, 36
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of
investigation, .19
security index, 43

Receipt of information of 
subversive activities, . 25

. Recommendation for inclusion _n 
section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index, 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b 
status, 74 . ' *

’ when subject has Chinese • ' f
sympathy, 48' j

when subject is of Chinese 
extraction, 48 \

when subject is out of country, 48 
when there is missing back— 

ground information, ■ t-
47 • 1

Reevaluation of security index ■.
status, J
46,57,72,78 '.5

Reinterviews, 42
Relatives in armed forces, 27 
Removal from security index, 

46a,60,61
Reports .. . . .. . .. . 1

administrative csta in., 77 . . . . i
character of, 73 '
content of, 74 • *4
cumulative items, 76 . I
dissemination of, 79 -

to Secret Service, 47,74,81 ’ V
documentation of, 78 
lumping information in, 76 ... A
narrative—tyre statements, 77 
negative information, security index ' 

cases, submit'by letter, 74 
schedule of, 73 
status of, 73 J

. . summarizing information in, - 76 ... -
sur-aary, 21,47,71,76 j
title of, 72 '
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after interview, 41' j
when necessary at time requesting i

■ Bureau authority to >
interview, 39 • -I

when not necessary -after inter- x
view, 40a s'

when not necessary at time ’
requesting Bureau 4
authority to &
interview, 39 y

Reserve index, 42a ■*
arrangement, 42b ' r
cards, conrenb and. appearance, 43 *
contact,, 43 
flash notice, 27 ' • ?
names deleted from security 

indox, 61,62 5-
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Index ^RJDEX FOR SECTION 87D 

References are to page.

Reserve index (continued) 
purpose, 42a '
'eference to on cover page, 77 
icmoval from, 43 
i-ection A 

'■hanges, 42 c 
individuals to be included, -

42b,61 -
interviews of subjects of, 39 
recommendations for inclusion 

in, 42b,61
. section B, 42c-
' security index cards placed in, 

. 62 - ■
standards for, 42a 
subjects .

■ . .’applicant investigations, 70
... espionage and foreign intelligence

' - investigations, 70
. - security of Government •

. employees investi- .
' ’ gation-s, 70 ' - • • ' '

Reserves, dissemination of
. ' ■ information ■

.. ' concerning
.. members of, 80 . .

Responsibility of Bureau, 19,64 
Restrictions on investigations, 
...............................24 - ’ . . .. . .

Schedule of reports,. 73 ' .
Scope of investigation, 26 '

‘ .Seamen, d'is semination of informa- . 
' tion concerning,' 80 ■-.

Secret Service, disscrination to, -81 
' closing case, 47,74. ’ ’

.. ..letterhead ■memoranda, .57.,81,81a ..
reserve index cards, stamping, 43

Security . . .
flash notice 

cancellation of, 27a •’ ’
notation concerning on FD-128, 59

■placing, 27
indox,43 ’ ■ ’

.’ arrangement of, 5’0 , ' ; ' '
cards

cancellation of, 38,42,60,61,62
changes on, 58

Security (continued) 
index (continued) 

cards(continued) 
content and appearance of, 48 '
of key figures, 68 
tabbing, 45b, 53,62,64, 68, 70 ■"
transfers to reserve index, 

’ • 61,62
criteria for, 44a,45 
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64,81a 
dangerousness, 44 

" dissemination to 
Immigration and Naturalization .

Service, 81a 
. ' Secret Service, 81 

letterhead memoranda,. 57,81,81a 
’ reports, 47,74,81 . ’

purpose, 43 .
recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47 
reevaluation of status, 46,57,72,78 
reference to on cover page, 77 
removal from, 46a,61 
subjects of •

applicant investigations, "70 
espionage and foreign

1 - intelligence • ’ -
‘ investigations, 70

. security of Government -•
.... employees investigations,

: ‘ ’ 70 . . ‘ ■
: - ■■ -summary reports’, 47 • •

,. . verification of addresses and employ
. ment, 32,54,57,58,74.81a 

informants, 34
, cancellation of security index 

- ■ ■ sards-pertaining to,
’ - 60

' of Government . / ploye es‘ cases, ■
■ ...’• . . . ' ’■’■lusion of ' ' ’ ■

subjects in
■ ’ $--curity index

■ ......... - - or reserve index, 70
Signed statements, 41 .
Sino-Soviet bloc, 44a,57 
Sleepers, 31,52 '
Special section of security index, 52 

cards, 49,56 
Cuban, 49,53 • .

, exception to unavailable section, 56 
. Standards for reserve index, 42a ’

section A, 42b '
Status of cases, 73 

on key ■ fl guru s, f>8,73 
on security subjects

employ;- i in key 
facilities, 66,74 

on subjects in s.r-"rcitv, index,' 74 
on subjects recommended. for 

security l.'dex, 74 
on top functionaries, 73
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Index

Statu •• of cases (continu' ' 
v;hu obtaining photcgru-hs, 27 
whi ’ securing handwriting, 2: . 
whi_ . verifying residence ant 

employment, 58,“-
St u.cecos

contacts with, 25 
investig' - ions of, 24 

summarizing information in reports, 
• 76,77

Summary reports, 21,47,71,76 ■ •
Superiors of faculty members, 

. . • ' 25 •
Surveillances .

photographic, 25,37 ■ •
physical, 35,38 . . .

Verification of 
addresses, security index, 32,5^, 

57,58,74,81a 
emolo-.ent, security index, 

‘ ' -32,57,74,81a
key fac ?ity or defense facility, 

status of place of 
employment, 64

Voice of America (See U. S. Information 
Agency.) ■ ’

Tabbing SI cards, 45b,53,62,64,68, 
. ... 70 '

Thumbnail sketches, 79 ..
Title of reports, 72 *
Top functionaries, 66^.69 .

change’ of office of origin,
. . ’ 70 .
‘ definition of, 69 ’ .

designation’ of, 69 ’ ’
handwriting of, 70

" ’inclusion'in key figure-list, ’’ 
' . ’ ■ 70 :

movement of, 59
. photographs of, 68,70 ”

program, 66
. regulations governing, 70 

reports on, 59,70 ■
" status of, 70,73 ‘ •
tabbing for detcom,- 62,70.

Topical .headings in reports, . ’ 
' . 74 ' . ’

Tours, 33a . ;
Travel ’ ’ _ ’ . . .

abroad,‘33,69 ’ . .
behind iron curtain, 34

Wife and husband., security 
investigations, 

. 72

Yugoslav intelligence agents,’ ’ 
■ contacts with,

. _ factor -in detcr-
‘ ’ '• mining’dangerousness

of individual, 
. . 44a

Unavailable section of security 
‘ ’ index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 5 4 
missing subjects, 32,54 ’
subjects traveling abroad, 

34, 54
Underground. membdrship or 

activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25,52
U. S. Government’ employees, 25,70,80
U» So Information Agency, inclusion 

of subjects’ in security 
index er reserve 
index, 70
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’.ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87E

’E. INVESTIGATIONS OF COMMUx FRONT AM MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS

L

[

1

. 2

Purposes
a. To obtain sufficien 

determination of or, 
b. To obtain intellige: 

Government agenies

rtinent '..-.ba to make possible accurate 
zation’s .rue chara.Qter

ci data and keep Department and 
advised regarding existence and.

subversive- organizations
c. To obtain legally admissible evidence re. subversive 

organizations to permit implementation of;
£1) Internal Security Act of 1950
*/2 > Regi stratioii Act
(3) Smith Act of 1940
(4) Executive' Order -10450

other interested 
activities of

nature of such

General policy .
a. Newly formed known- or suspected subversive organizations

(1) . Upon receipt of information concerning formation of such a group, 
immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time.

(2) . Aft>.- • conducting sufficient’ inquiry to determine true character 
.of gx'oup

. (a) If further investigation warranted, advise Bureau
through established
If furt 
re suit s

inve sti 
inve sti

b
determination in 

Established subversive grou 
(1) Keep Bureau currently

report writing procedures.
tion not warranted, advise Bureau 
Mon and specific reasons for 
ter form.

3
sed by appropriate communication

re pertinent activities including any changes in principal 
officers, structure of organizations, and forthcoming events 
If no specific leads outstanding, case, may be placed in
pending-!’- 
Submit re
in’report’:

otive status after submission of initial report
■ets at least every six m 
concerning communist fro1

laneous- organizations, s; 
affiliated with the new :
grounds for i 

■ pages a state 
or leaders wh

delusion i:
that 

side

h -as the .Na 
Ct mo.vemen1 
he security 

. persons n.
•rithin the ar

office are list 1 in the security in 
sources. [The cover pages of reports

■ths.
’ organizations and miscel-
■zM.on of Isla-m[a-nd those
■, ]leac - .-ship in which is
. inde"-.’ include on cover

■: .1 in he report as officers
. ’-’oversd by the reporting’
1£ or are informants or

oncerning those
’affiliated with the new’left movement should also co 
• statement in reference to leading activists in the c 

wall a-s thei-r officers or leaders.] Exceptions sh

organizations
•ain this 
anizations. 
Id be named

c
■ ’ .lad a statement made as to the status of their investigations. 

.Organizations political in character
() Investigation should not bo instituted without Bureau approval
(2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning communist 

infiltration, influence, or control.of such organizations to 
Bureau in letto?? form.

d. Organizations connected with institutions of learning
(1) No ir. "‘stigatie . co be conducted without prior Bureau approval
(2) If rc ...costing A-. ceau. authority to investigate, submit complete 

avail -. Me data d reason investigation is desired.
• (3) If Buroau authority granted, it will be permissible to 

contact all established reliable sources, including those
. functioning in an administrative capacity with an institution of 

learning.
(4) Before conducting any interview’with a student, graduate stud^.-t, 

■ ’ or professor connected with an ’• astituti on of learning re security
type investigation 01 an organ --.t.-.ton, -whether organization itself’ 
has been connected with instit" ” <•? learning. Bureau 0 - i-hority 
must be obtained to conduct sue.'. \ M - lew. Submit comp? Me justi
fication for-desired interview to reau.

(5) S-’-tion 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction 
with above instructions.

e. Legitimate noncommunist organizations that are communist infiltrated
(1) No investigation should be conducted without; prior Buror..u approval.

83 
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87E ‘ ’ SE >0N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIOi

(2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 
Agents.

(3) Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of 
organizat: )" v.hen one of the following exists and include

■ your reco-- ■ ndation for instituting an investigation:
(a) The Csr.munist Party has specifically instructed its 

members to infiltrate the organization. ■ ’ .
■ (b) Communist Party members have infiltrated the organization in

, sufficient strength to influence or control the -.organization.
(4) When advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:

!a) Name and address of organization
b) Extent of communist infiltration ’
c) Identities of Communist Party members and positions held 

. " in organization ■ ’
. ’ . (d) Informant coverage afforded organization .

. • , Set forth positions held by informants and whether informants
are members or merely reporting on organization.

_ . .............. (e) Recommendation whether additional investigation is deemed
. warranted •

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well 
■ as the national organization. Break down information required

under Stems (c) and (d) above by local chapters ’where such exist.
(5) No 2 ” ' :-.-.ant or s.ource should be instructed by the FBI to '
•. .. jo?. '■ -ttend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant . ’

to do r he should, of course, comply. .
(6) No me: ■ of thr- organization not already an established • ’

• source should bo contacted regarding ‘the organization. This
. does not preclude, pretext interviews where advisable. -

(7) Data concerning following topics should be fully developed and
■ reported on:

(a) B.asis.for investigation and. fact that our investigation- -
’ is directed solely toward, establishing e.x-tent of . ■ • . -

- ■ ’■ ‘ Communist Party infilbrationj or that organization is ‘
_ specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau is ■ )

’. ’ -not inve stigaV legitimate activities of organization. ■
(b) Address of org .'ization .

■ ■ (c) Brief charact- ization of organization, including total ‘
■ ■ . mevb irship . ■ . . . . . • . . . • • '

- '(d) ori -’pal officers of organization
■■ ■ (e) Jowiu-iist Party program to infiltrate t.'is organization, . ’ . .

■ and influence its policy . ’ . ' '' . ■
(f) Results of this program, including Communist Party . ’

' affiliations of officers and members ■ '
(8) Caption of all correspondence, should contain the phrase • 

"Communist Infiltration of" preceding the name of the organiza- 
tioh. '

(9) , In the event infiltration of the organization reaches such .a 
proportion that its activities are dominated and controlled 
by the Communist Party, submit your recommendation to the 
Bui*-. • i regarding changing the investigation from communist

. inf^' .‘.on to that of a communist front. . .

?4
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5?. SECURITY IKVEDIIGATIr ? 87D

Periodic verific , 
(a) The dara re 

up-to-date 
(b ) The where?’!

kEOCT. at rJ ■

. a r ad 1 -»a c
_.r .ai security index cards shall be in an 
yas at all times.
s of all security index subjects should be 
imes. The residence and business addresses

[ 

[

of all sec 'ty index subjects must be checked at least once 
each six x.'. As, except those imprisoned and those who were 
included in ’' - security index because of disaffection for 
the U. S. (d-. ‘ ction to a Sino-Soviet.-bloc country, [in
cluding Cuba r.nce 10-1-60)](see section 105G, item 3, 
volume IV, of this manual). The residence and employment 
of those who were- included in the security index because of 
disaffection for the. U. S. must be verified every thirty 
days; The case of any security index subject who is out of 
the country must be followed at least each six months to
determine if he has returned to this country.

Perfect arrangements to be advised on a current basis of 
any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive 

’ activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or plans to 
. . change his residence or employment. periodic checks to 

• •- verify residence or business addresses may be made under
- appropriate pretext by telephone, or other expeditious 

.-means. ' .
(c) The physical characteristics and description ■■■'’ each ’ 

security index subject ’shall be determined or verified 
by personal observation and the individual case file of 
each security index subject shall, show that this has been ’ 
done. If a security index subject has..not been personally 
observed previously, this should b<; done during-th.e next, 
verification of the subject's resbienoe and/or business

■ addresses. . ’
(d) Use form FD—154 in verifying addr.-sses of security index 

■ ■ -subjects when its use will facilitate the checking of the 
addresses. When FD-154 is not used in verifying addresses, 
a notation must be made on the last FD-154, FD—122, or FD-128 
in the subject’s case file showing the subject’s current 
residence and business addresses and the date such addresses 
were verified. This must be done to assure that the file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the 
case and that the file will come to the attention of the 
Agent or field supervisor to determine if additional action 
is warranted at the time of the verification of addresses.

■ Each time that a security index subject’s residence ard 
employment- are verified, the case must be reevaluated to 
assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the 

. security index under the criteria for such inclusion. A 
notation to the effect that the case has been reviewed for 

’ this purpose shall be made in the file.
(e) If it is determined that the residence or business address 

or both have been changed from those appearing on the 
security index card, ED-122 should be submitted to the Bureau 
with the current residence oi’ business address shown 
thereon. In such instances, FD-122 should show-only the 
changes to be made on the security index card. ED-122

’ should be accompanied by form FD-366 for dissemination to • 
Secret Service. Secret Service should be advised locally 
by dissemination of FD-366. . -

57 
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87D SET T0N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION

(f) Th? p3®rect of verifying addresses of WR>urity index subjects
(ci:, or than top functionaries and -.oy figures) shall be 
h^-71=: by reopening and assignir.-' he cases for verification 
ar.:. .. - ; .ng the cases admir.istrat. - ly upon accomplishment of 
veri ions . Top functic.h'.ry a..-j. key figure cases-are to 
be hai.l.d as pre-.-? d in section 87D 7f (8). Veri: • ations 
should . ’.so be mat ■ t the time of submission of all ■ ual 
invest-. : ;ive reps: '. s and should be reported therein. .

(8) - Changes, add ions, and deletions of data appearing on security 
. index cards

(a) Submit - . Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 
. involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia— 

, tion or nationalistic tendencies, detcom classification,
t date c?.’ place of birth, key facility geographical reference

■ ’ number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi—
• bility (see 87D 7c (2) below) , residence or business
'■ ■' address,. Exception: Change office of origin by form
'</> FD—128. . ’
' • (b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section or

unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D
. 7b (6) (b.) .Ill or IV. ■ . ■ . ' ■ . .

- ■ (q) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing
. . . security index cards pending receipt of- corrected cards

■ ■ from Bureau. ' ...
(d) Indicate use of’FD-122 for changes by checking proper ’ .

.. ... opening paragraph and submit -without abstract. ’ . . . .
'(e) Set out only items being changed, added,or deleted. ‘

. ii being deleted, specify "Delete." .
’(f) -Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards 

with duplicate copy of FD-122 (stamped "Corrected Security 
Index c rds attache-' Substitute for cards in file and 
destroy --Id cards. .'lace photogra;?. anl description on 
reverse side, of geographical cards."), action to be taken

■ ‘ ’includes;
' I. Check accuracy of data on cards. .

, ' II. Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and
“ photograph from back of old geographical section cards

. to back of corrected cards, staple them and file in
geographical section. Exception; For special or 

- • unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b (6) (b)
III or IV above. ’

’ III. File third card in alphabetical section of security 
. index. . _ _ ■ _ _ -

IV. Destroy old cards.
(9) Movement of subjects between offices and transfers of security 

index cards
(a) Subjects of security index cards other than key figures

and -top functionaries ' ■ .
I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects 

from other offices must be assigned immediately and 
' results’of investigation to verify the new address must

■be transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks.
II. . Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of ■ 
. address, should submit FD-123 immediately transferring 

office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section 
subjects sh-uld be prepared in accordance with 87D 7b
(6) (b) IV above. .

■ III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to Bureau. Sub
mit two copies thereof to office covering subject’s new 

- address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other
• pertinent serials, photograph if available, ’and security 

index cards. FD-123 should show full title. ’
_ IV. Information concerning key facility employment of - sub

ject in new office should be furnished b>, that office 
to old office of origin so that geographical refarench

58
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. II. Race ' ’ T- 
£

. in.

' IV.

v.

VI.

■ VII.'

VIII.

White and Caucasian W
Negro N •
Chinese C .
Others. 0

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese), 
American Indians, etc.)

Sex
Male M ' . .
Female • F . .
Citizenship . . ’
Native born ' NB
Naturalized NA .
Alien . . AL . . . . .

(if citizenship status is unknown when security
index card is recommended, space should be left ■
blank but status should be ascertained and sub
mitted by FD—122.) - .

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM '
Progressive Labor Party PLP '
Socialist Workers Party’ ‘ SWP ... .
Johnson-Forest Group JFG
American Socialist Clubs ASC ’
Nationalist groups '

advocating independence 
for Puerto Rico PRN • .

Proletarian Party of America PPA .
Nation of Islam NOI '
Bulgarian BUL
Cuban CUB
Czechoslovakian CZE ’
Hungarian . HUN ” • ■
Romanian • ROM ‘ '
Russian • ’ RUS
Yugoslavian YUG •
Dangerousness classification (where applicable) 
Detcom • ' DC - .
Key figure and top functionary designation (where applical 
Key figure KF . ’
Top functionary , TF■ . ■ . .
Special section cards . -
Atomic energy program • '

employees AEP ■ ■
Cuban special section ■ CUB ■
Espionage subjects ' ESP ’
Foreign government employees FGE '
Pro—Tito subjects . . YUG .
United Nations ‘employees UNE '. ‘ ’
U. S. Government .employees GOV . ' ' '

4. %

1& Si

J J
sy

• t
■

■ i 
&
& J

■
j

-i = ' *-■J 1 4
-1

•J

£ : ■
£ ‘ .

( .

. -IX.

x;
XI.

XII.
XIII.

XIV.

Unavailable section cards " ‘ - ■
Missing • MI
Out of country OC

. Imprisoned PR ■ '
Date and place of birth ’ •
Key facility geographical reference number obtained from, 
the Department of Defense Key Facilities List and abbre
viation denoting the agency having security respon
sibility for the key facility (where applicable)
Residence address .
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary re assasr an locating a subject an an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation,, if any.

■ Field office file number •

■
■ I

■ 4
T

J;

. fJ

• ®
49
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Data -to appear on separate attached card
•Jo Ike foilowing ata must be placed on a separate 

card to bo attached to reverse side of the security 
indeu card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sectionso Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. 'these cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information. 
Capf-ons are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by c.-ier data required.
(a) Complete description
(B) notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division 
(c) Photograph, with date taken placed below. [This 

phctograih is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject.]

(D) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject possesses firearms

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such, as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 
locations, listing of number of minor children 
and aged dependents

II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 
this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
■which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index card's filed in geographical, special and unavail— ’ 
able sections.

III. Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted bn the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the ge'ographical • section 
of index, Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 
attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable 
sections. After the'security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing on FD—186 has been posted oh the card to be attached, 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

FD—186 may also be used to record information that a 
security index' subject has been physically observed.' 
Descriptive, data developed during observation of■the 
subject .should be noted on FD-186 -for posting.

Arrangement of the security index
(a) At Bureau - .

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The 
white 5— by 8—inch security index cards are printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use 
of this device, the security index can be broken down 
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times.

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases 
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes.
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/ 
agency responsible Tor such action. Forward such data to 
Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted concerning 
individual in question. Where no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a 
security investigation if information received from .
intelligence agency warrants such action.

(2) Inclusion in security index
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 1
index, FD-122 is to contain: . ;■
(a) Key facility geographical reference number
(b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility. [The

Department of the Army has been designated the agency having ;
security responsibility for all key facilities.] . ' ■

(c) Abbreviations for .other agencies known to have classified *
contracts with the key facility. Interested agencies _ -
should be identified on FD—122 to assure proper disseminaxon 
of reports but will not appear on security index .cards

. returned from Bureau.
(d) [Deleted]

If subject of existing security index card is found to have 
become employed in a key facility, FD—122 must be submitted to 4
Bureau with above—required key facility data set forth thereon.
Case is then to be handled in accordance.with instructions set 
.forth below concerning key facility cases. ’

(3) Dissemination ‘ 1
Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation, concerning 
key facility employee from source other than interested £
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information 7
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by ’I
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence . 
agency should then be advised whether a security investigation - y
is being conducted of the individual and, if investigation 
is being conducted, that copies of reports will be furnished '. ‘4
upon completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence • >.
agency should clearly point out that information is _
unsubstantiated and has not been verified through investigation 1
by FBI. . . • i

. In addition to disseminating'to interested intelligent ... agencies '4
information .of a derogatory security nature developed -oncerning'

■ persons employed at facilities holding classified contracts, with ‘ .{ 
the exception of classified contracts'with the Atomic Energy 
Commission, such information should be furnished to the-Chief, . 4
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO), Defense ' X 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudi- 
cation.Division, In each .instance, advise the interested -J
intelligence, agency that dissemination has been made to DISCO. ' -J
This dissemination is to include derogatory security information A
developed concerning persons who may not be currently employed 1
at such a facility but who are-known to be holders of an* ' J
industrial security clearance. 4

These■instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or ’i
those of such a confidential character as would not ordinarily t
be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immediate ~
interest to other intelligence agencies should be submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the ;
circumstances, with a request teat the Bureau consider 
advisability of disseminating it. ’ .

- i-
Dissemrnate copies of each report to the local representative 7'

• ,of agency having security responsibility, as well as to local 7
representative of other intelligence agencies known to have
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[
classified contracts with the key facility. Copies of reports 
for the Marine Corps should be disseminated locally to[NISO.]

’ Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), Defense 
Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project), the Research and Development Board (RDB), . 
and the Maritime Administration (KA) will he made at the 
Bureau, and not in the field.

(4) Status, of cases .
■ After all active inve.- V.gation conducted, place in a closed

status. Forty—five days before report due, make case pending- 
active and check with armed services representative at the 
key facility, or with other reliable sources, t-- deteri.ine 
whether subject has access to classified or restricted 
material. . .

d. Key figure and top functionary program •
(1) General

Purpose of key figure and top functionary program is to select 
’for special attention those individuals in a subversive 
movement who are of outstanding importance to the effectiveness 
of the movement, '

Key figure and top functionary program is described below as
. pertaining to the Communist Party, USA. However, it also 

applies to important individuals active in or on behalf of 
’ other basic revolutionary groups.

(2) Key figures •
(a) Definition .

A key figure is an •.dividual, either a member or non- .
■ member of the Commit:.'st Party or other basic revolutionary

organization, who, by reason of his official position in 
the organization or his connections with the communist

' movement and his activities on its behalf, is considered 
of sufficient impc"tance and potential dangerousness - 
from an internal .ourity standpoint to require immediate 

. apprehension or detention in the event of an emergency.
• Individuals coming within the following categories shall

be considered within the definition of a key figure:
I. National, district, and state officers and the principal 

- officers of the local clubs of the Communist Party
II. The principal organizers of the Communist Party 

. ' .III. Those communists who are 'executive officers or out— ■
- ■ - standing figures in established communist front or ‘

communist—controlled organizations, foreign language 
groups, and Negro organizations infiltrated by

■ communists " - . . -
IV. Individuals extensively engaged in communist 

■ infiltration of the labor movement, including 
principal officers of labor organizations who

-.’ .are members of or closely affiliated with the 
Communist Party. In • ■ „ .
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in a key facility, copie;; :f reports bearing the dual character, 
"Security of Government Employees; Security Mattei* - C, " should 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence; agoncic.-; of the armed 
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume 
III, and 87D 7c (2), of this manual. For instructions regarding 
dissemination; to the Defense Industrial Security Clearance 
Office, Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, see 87D 7c (3), 
of this manual.

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our resp'onsi- 
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.

(■7) ■ Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service 
of the military branch involved.

(8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal AviationfAdministraticn](FJ 
FAA issues certificates to airmen who arc defined as persons in 
command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of the crew in 
the navigation of aircraft -while under way: individuals 
directly in charge of the inspection, maintenance, overhauling, 
or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, or -appli
ances; and any individual serving in the capacity of aircraft 
dispatcher or air-traffic control'tower operator. Subversive 
data developed concerning persons within such definitions 
should be furnished to the Bureau by report or letterhead 
memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with cover 
communication recommending that such data be furnished to FAA. 
Such dissemination will be made only at the Bureau. For addi
tional instructions regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5. . .

(9) Security index - dissemination of information to Secret Service 
Under the agreement between the Bureau and the Secret Service 
concerning Presidential protection dated 2-3-65, which is set 
out in its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual, 

- reports are to be disseminated henceforth to Secret Service 
in all .security index cases. An extra copy of -the report in 
these cases should be furniiled the Bureau. At the time the 
agreement was entered into, 1etterhead memoranda in all security 
index cases had been disseminated to Secret - Service. Therefore, 
prior reports in .these cases will* not be disseminated.

Under the terms of the agreement, it is essential to advise 
Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral - statement 
of the class or classes in appendix B of the agreement which 
the individual referred fits. For this purpose utilize form 
FD-376, which is designed to serve as a letter of transmittal

• for both local dissemination and dissemination at the SOG.
■The original and one copy of this form slw-ld be forwarded to 
the Bureau. A copy is to be'maintained ’ the main case file 
and upon transferral of office of orig.*: .any case, the new

,■ office of origin is to be furnished a cor.. Careful consider
ation must be given to insure that the individual is properly 
categorized. In the case of subject being recommended for the 
security index, withhold dis semination pending Bureau approval 
of his security index status; forward FD-376 as in any other 
case.

.In the case of individual subj’ic of prior investigation who 
is currently being recommended for the security index, do not 
disseminate prior reports. However, prepare a letterhead 
memorandum including pertinent information previously developed 
which should be disseminated to Secret Service, together with 
the current report. Copies of this letterhead memjrandan 
should be forwarded to the Bureau for dissemination at head
quarters level.
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(G.
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[

VTsXrORS TO COiSNBJIST-BLOC COUNTRIES [AND TO CUBA! (For ins tructions on 
■ visii^rs to Comm-”ist Chana, see section 105F.)
Sovic^-bloc Intelligence Services (SBIS) have used the technique of contacting 
visitorSs to comrrnni st-bloc countries to recruit intelligence agents from among 
the visitors. Individuals in the U. S., either permanent resident aliens or 
others whX travel to communist-bloc countries (except Yugoslavia) [and to Cuba,] 
should be considered as being available to SBIS for recruitment purposes. 
On a highly 'selective basis., and with an absolute minimum of investigative 
effort, a sma\l percentage of these visitors should be interviewed, when infor
mation concernVn.g such travel comes to attention of the field offices, in 
order to unoove\?.ny visitors who may have been approached for recruitment. If, 
after interview,yavailable data indicates recruitment approach was made, 
furuher investigation should be conducted to determine whether individual 
represents a security risk and/or may be used against SBIS. Interviews can also: 
(1) produce sourcesVii various nationality fields; (2) serve to alert visitors 
to notify FBI in evemt they are contacted or learn of anyone, contacted by SBIS; 
(3) have a deterrent Effect on persons Interviewed; (4) produce positive 
intelligence informatiota of interest to other government agencies.
1« Permanent resident aliens

Prior to 12-1—60, aliens who had h- granted permanent residence in the 
U. S. were not subjectyto travel r-: -••.’ictions imposed upon U. S. citizens 
traveling on U. S. passborts. Neve -ocarture control regulations were 
published in the "FederaX Register" 12—1—60 which prohibit the departure 
of permanent resident aliens from the U. S. >.ho intend to travel to or- 
through Albania, communistXcontroiled China. North Korea, and North 
Vietnam. Departure for theXe areas may be authorized in individual cases 
by the Secretary of State afXer consultation with the Attorney-General.

The regulations also require permanent resident aliens who intend to 
depart the U. S. for travel to or through Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia-, Estonia, 

•Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, the Soviet Zone of Germany 
("German Democratic Republic"), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, or 
Yugoslavia to obtain from INS reentry permits prior to departure from the 

- U. S. \

[The "Federal Register" 1-19-61 added Cuba to the list of countries to 
which permanent resident aliens in the'U. S. could not travel without 
authorization of the Secretary of StateXin consultation with the A’. 'ney 
General. On that date, the necessity foX permanent resident alien- 
the U. S. to obtain reentry permits from 1'^S prior to departure from 
the U. S. was also published in the "FederaXL Register.”] ' 
a. Notification \ ■ -

(1) Each INS district office which is ayilos control office will 
pursuant to instructions from INS central -office furnish to 
local FBI offices the identities of permanent resident aliens
applying for reentry permits*. Locations of INS files control 
offices are set forth in section 9, page\4f, volume I, of this 
manual. Arrangements should be made by Tocal liaison with INS 
to secure, on a continuing basis, the identities of such aliens 
who have secured reentry permits. \

(2) The Department of State will notify -the Bure'au of the identities 
of those resident aliens who have been authorized by the

' Secretary of State to travel to or through Albania, communist- 
■ controlled China,[Cuba,]North Korea, and North Vietnam. Upon* 

receipt of such information from the Departmental State, Bureau 
will search the names through Bureau records and Varnish results 
to interested field offices. \

b. Office of origin Xy
‘ In all cases involving resident aliens, the office of origin will 

be the field office covering the known residence in the U.XS. of 
the alien. -_ \
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I Once

r

r

f 
i

II

I

III

[

(2)

during investigation
Bureau authority is granted to conduct the in- 

permissible to contact:vestigati on, it
(k) [ '■,’ stablished sources functioning

capacity, such as 
sions, dean of men

in an administrativ 
director of adr.iis--

dean of -women, and security officers
and their subordinate Contacts mav be made on
camni .blir.hcd sources
porting on .campus activities oi- any matter pertainin 
to the educational institution may be contacted away 
from the campus.]

(B) All individuals not connected with the institution 
of learning who, consistent with discretion, would 
be contacted in a usual security case; e,g..
neighbors

Ho contact 
students.

edit agencies, past employers, etc
are to bo made with students

and profes [other tnose sources
in (b) I (A) above] at educational institutions without 
prior Bureau authority. In requesting Bureau authority 
for such contacts, full justification should be set for
as vrell as the individual’s name and a
statement concerning his discretion and reliability 
Superiors of faculty members
No contact should be made with the
ject who is a member of the : 
■might take action against th' 
our contact.

superiors of a suo- 
since the superiors

subject as a result of

£

Receiving voluntary information
These instructions must not deter or prevent
and proper interview of 
institution of learning

any person connected
the immediate
-with an

■u

rho desires of his own voli
furnish information to the Bureau or who desires to be 
contacted by an Agent.

Subjects not connected with an institution of learning
When the subject of a security-type investigation is not connected 
with an institution of learning and you desire to interview,in
connection with the case, a student 
employee of an institution of lear

faculty memb or
■prior Bureau auxho

must be obtained[unless the individual to be interviewed is .one of 
those listed in (b) I (A) above,] In requesting authority, .the name 
position, and a positive statement conceiming that person’s discre
tion and reliability should be furnished to the Bureau.
Contacts of foreign establishments
In connection with investigations of contacts of Soviet, satellite,
and Yugoslav officials 
must be obtained before 
at any school, college, 
individuals set out in

and official .blishments
conducting any inquiries or 

or.universitytexcept contact

Bureau authority 
■ surveillances 
■ s with those

&

your recommendation when requesting such authority.-
1 Submit complete facts and

b. U, S. Government employees dividuals having foreign diplomatic a.
or official status, employees of foreign official establishments, 
employees of the United Nations or international organizations, and 
members of the armed, forces
Should information be received or investigation develop the fact 
that an individual being investigated under a security caption is

< ■

5
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an employ 
me- nt, of

of the U.S. Cov-d'tBiczt n ci'ficial abl a s. hr-
the United Nations or o < r r in lernat ? o nal organ?.

foreign diplom: tu.-: or
U.G, armed forces, the matter should be immed 
Bureau and no further'investigation should be

s a member of tie 
atcly reported to the 
conducted except upon

specific Bureau aux.
6. Investigative procedure, 

a. Gene?-al
These investigation:

concerning iuaividuals
%

s
dangerousncss of an .individual c. 
investigation. All pertinent in

must be thorough and exhaustive. Obviously, the

ground and 
to assure

subversive activity

annot be determined through cursory 
formation concerning the subject’s back
us t be fully developed and re ported

an accurate evaluation of h.is degree of dangerousness

Due to the intelligence nature of th i nves t i gat io ns
.be used at all times to prevent subjects from becoming unduly apprised 
bihat they arc under investigation by this Bureau.

Members of lavr enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents during 
the course of security-type investigations without prior Bureau 
authority.

b. Scope of investigations
Set forth below are 
investigations .
(1) Background

items which should-be obtained during these
$

a 
b 
c 
d

True name 
Residence

and- aliases 
address

Occupation or business
Business or employment address
Citizenship s-tatus . • . .
Ascertain the citizenship status of the subject as earl 
as possible-in the investigation.
I. Alien

(A) If the subject is an alien, determine the date

is?

and place of birth.
(b) Determine his nationality (th the country of

-4>

which he is a citizen or sovereign of which he is 
a subject), together with the date, port and vesc 

' • or othei- means of entry into the U.S.
l) Determine whether the subject entered as an immig

I

(D)
or nonimmigrant 
Ascertain any s taken toward naturals and - w

(E)

reason for denial of citizenship? where such Herd: 
exists. '
Ascex-tain any available facts indicating whether 
into the U.S,, was legal or illegal. %

II. Naturalized ci ti
■ Ascertain date and place of birth, natioua

(B)

to natui-alization, date, 
means of entry into the U 
Ascertain the date when, 
subject was naturalized a

and vessel or othei-

place and" court where, 
.nd any facts tending to

indicate fraud or illegality in connection with 
his naturalization. ■ '
Ascertain the last place of foreign residence, 
place from which the subject emigrated to she U 
and the date of such emigration.

(D) Ascertain any 
III. Motive—born citizen

U) Nt
I.

^A) Determine dat 
cionality background 

During the course

e and place of birth

H13.CLC tO R 
place of

inveuxi gallon,
in from sources ceatactea 
of the .-rubject’s parents

ate a nd 
ouse and

ou

1
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[ 
[ 
[ 
(

lUVESTICATIONS OF COlB-ruhlST FRONT AND MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS '
1. Purposes

a. To obtain sufficient pertinent data to make possible accurate 
determination of organization's true character .

b. ‘ To obtain intelligence data and keep Department and other interested 
Government agencies advised regarding existence and activities of ' 
subversive organizations ,

c. To obtain legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of such ■ 
organizations to permit implementation of: .
(15 Internal Security Act of 1950 : ’
(2) Registration Act : ;

. (3) Smith Act of 1-940 •
.(4) Executive Order 10450 . " '

2. General policy .
a. .Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations ■ .

’ ^l) Upon receipt of information concerning formation of such a group, ’
”■ immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time. ..

(2) After conducting sufficient inquiry to determine true character - 
of group . ' •
(a) If further investigation warranted, advise Bureau 

through established report -writing procedures.
(b) If further investigation not ’warranted, advise Bureau 

results of investigation and specific reasons for ’ 
determination in letter form. .

b. Established subversive groups
(1) Keep .Bureau currently advised by appropriate•commnnication 

re pertinent activities including any changes in principal, 
officers, structure of organizations, and forthcoming events.

. (2.) If no specific leads ’outstanding; case may be placed in
’ pending-inactive status after submission of initial report.

(3) Submit reports at least every six months.
(4) In reports concerning communist front organizations and miscel-' 

laneous organizations, such as the Nation of Islam, leadership 
. - in which is grounds for inclusion in the security index, include

• on cover pages a statement that all persons named in the report 
as officers or leaders and who reside within the area covered by 
the reporting office are listed in the security index or are 
informants or sources. Exceptions should be named and a state
ment made as to the status of their investigations. •

c. Organizations political in character . . . .

!1) Investigation should not be instituted without Bureau approval.
2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning communist . ■

. infiltration., influence, or control, of such organizations to
■ Bureau in letter form. . ■

d. Organizations connected with institutions of learning .
(1.) No investigation to be .conducted • without prior Bureau approval .

• (2) If requesting Bureau authority to investigate, subm.it complete
* available data and reason investigation is.desired.

(3) If Bureau authority granted, it will be permissible to '
’ contact all established reliable sources,[including’ those

, -. functioning in an administrative capacity with "an institution ’of
learning.] . . •

’■ (4) Before conducting any interview withfa student, graduate student,
or professor]connected with an institution of learning re security
type investigation of an organization, whether organization itself 
has been connected with institution of learning. Bureau authority

■ ’ must be obtained to conduct such interview. Submit complete justi-
, fication for desired interview to Bureau. . -

(5} Section 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction ’ 
' ’with above instructions. .

e. Legitimate noncommunist organizations that are communist infiltrated ■
(1) No investigation should be conducted without prior Bureau approval.

’ I 
■> 
£ 
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) .b

(5)

(6)

(7) .

IlnISTIGATI

Inve st 
Agents

should bo handled most discreetly by experienced

Advise Bureau promptly undez

y our

(b)

When

b 

c

lization)" when one of ■ 
recommendation for ins 
The Communist Party ha 
meiiibers to infiltrate

caption "Cominfil (name o
the following

s speentically ni 
the organization.

sts and include 
tigat.ion: 
structed its

$

■i

Communist Party members have infiltra organization
sufficient strength to influence or control’the organizat 
advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:
Ki

Td.cn 
in o

and address of organization .
t of communist infiltration
ities of. Communist Party members and positions held 
ganization ■ ' •

Infoi'mant coverage afforded organization ■.
Set forth positions held by informants and whether informants '•
are members ely reporting on organization
Recommendation whether additional investigation is deemed 
warranted ■ . .

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well 
as the national organization. Break down information required 
under items (o) and (d) above by local chapters where such exist. 
17o informant or source should be instructed by the PBI to 
join or attend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant
to do so, he should, of comply.
No member of the organization not already an established 
•source should be contacted regarding the organization. This 
does not preclude pretext interviews where advisable.
Bata concerning following topics should be fully developed and 
reported on: ’ •

•(a) Basis for investigation and fact that our investigation
directed solely toward establi

Communist Party infiltration or

b 
c

specific target for infiltration, 
not investigating legitimate acti 
Address of organization

bing extent of •
'•.at organization is
.ad that Bureau is • 
’.ties of organization

d 
e

'Brief characterization of organization, including total 
membership
Principal officers of organization ■
Communist Party program to infiltrate this organization 
and influence its policy ' '

(f) Results of this program, including Communist Party ■ 
. . affiliations of officers and members ..

Caption of all correspondence should contain the phrase 
"Communist Infiltration of" preceding the name of the organiza
tion. - '
In the event infiltration of the organization reaches such a 
proportion that its activities are dominated and controlled 
by the Communist Party, submit your recommendation to the 
Bureau regarding changing the investigation from communist 
infiltration to that of a communist front. • • • .

■1

1

>1
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(10) ■ Communist infiltr a of mass organizations program ' ’
(a) Submit semia, .•; .,1 letters March 1 and September 1 under

caption of a‘ : program, Bufilc 100-3-100, using following 
topical outl....-- and headings:
I. Information concerning Communist Party program 

Furnish summary of information received concerning _ 
ove’all Communist Party program to infiltrate mas's

' organizations, nationally, and locally: steps taken to
’’ carry out program including statements made by Communist

Party leaders, directives issued by the Communist Party, 
and articles appearing in Communist Party publicati’ons;

.and success being achieved by party.
II. Recommendations for additional investigation

. Briefly outline steps being taken to keep abreast of 
Communist Party efforts to infiltrate mass organizations 

- _ and indicate specifically what additional investigation
will be undertaken to determine the extent to which 
mass organizations are being influenced, dominated,- ox- 
controlled by the Communist Party.

■ III. Identity cf organizations which are targets for infil
tration or have been infiltrated by the Communist Party 
List names and Bureau file’ numbers of all organizations 
which are subject of a pending communist infiltration 
case. Include descriptive data concerning each "organi
zation and indicate extent to which organization has

- ■ been infiltrated. . - . . . .
[ - f. [Established sources and informants who are student-s or employees at
[ an institution of learning, but who are not reporting on any camrus
[ ' activities or any matter pertaining to the educational institution,
[ may be contacted without'Bureau authority. These contacts 'must be -
[ made away from the campus.]
[ [g.l Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Bureau 1 '
" . Agents during course of security-type investigations without prior

Bureau authority. ’ • •
[■ [h. ] Photographic surveillances

■ (1) No photographic surveillances are to be conducted in communist '
front organization cases unless it is essential to protect

, Bureau’s interests in internal security field by supplementing 
. ’ live■informant coverage of'a particular meeting with such a

surveillance., . - ■
- ' (2) Request Bureau authority to institute such a surveillance and .

outline manner in which it will be conducted and supervision- . 
which will be afforded it. ‘ .

(3) No such - surveillances should be instituted without specific 
' ‘ ’ Bureau authority., , • , -

85
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[i. ] Dissemination of information to Secret Service regarding plots
against the Pry:: id ent
On 2-3—65, an "gi’cement Betv-jei the "federal Bureau of Investi
gation and she ecret Service Concerning Presidential. Protection” 
was signed and. became effective. Shis agreement is’ sex cut in 
its entirety in section 102, volume IV,- of this manual.

The agreement provides that the “BI, in its investigations of 
organisations whose activities are inimical to the welfare of 
the U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service 
of any information indicating a plot against the person of the 
President; thereafter, it is the responsibility of Secret Service 
to initiate such action as is necessary to neutralize such a plot.

The field must be alert during the course of the investigation of 
ah organization for information indicating a plot against the 
person of the President. Upon receipt of .such information, 
immediately furnish complete derails to the nearest office of 
Secret Service and appropriate local law enforcement agencies and 
advise the Bureau at that time z-j teletype, or telephone if the 
facts warrant, of the information furnished and the fact it has 
been so disseminated. An immediate attempt, should be made to 
verify the information received but no evaluation of the information 
should be attempted.

Prepare at once a letterhead memorandum which should include 
complete details disseminated and the identities of the Secret 
Service officer and the local lav;, enforcement officers to whew 
given and the date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate, 
the letterhead memorandum locally to Secret Service and any other 
appropriate Government agency and furnish sufficient copies to 
the Bureau for dissemination at the SCG. Thereafter, copies cf 
all letterhead memoranda and reports concerning the organization 
should be disseminated locally t.o Secret Service on a continuing 
basis and extra copies of such communications should be furnished 
the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG.

The field should insure thht the identities of the members of the 
organization who are "in” on the plot are determined. Background" 
information concerning the individuals (see items 1 and 3 of 
appendix A to the agreement) should be fully developed .and included 
in the communications prepared and disseminated to Secret Service. 
If such identities and information are known at the time the . - 
initial information is received, they should be included in the 
first letterhead memorandum prepared in the matter.

85a
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' (5) In evaluating this type of case, carefully consider the nature
and activities of the front organization in behalf of the 
Communist Party or other revolutionary organizations throughout 
the country or in a certain area. •

c. Special training in a subversive movement ■ •
(1) Training in the Lenin School or in a subversive movement abroad^
(2) Leadership training in one of the basic revolutionary organizar 

tions mentioned above '
d. Military service

(1) Service in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. Membership in one of 
the basic revolutionary organiz-. ' ions is nofa prerequisite

. to initiating investigations in ’chis category. . . ■
. (2) Service in the military forces of any ooxintry, including the

■ U. S. armed forces or the Office of Strategic Services whenever
there is an allegation that an individual has been a member of 
one of the basic revolutionary organizations at any time ’

e. Employment in key facilities • . - . -
Investigate the activities of any individual employed in or having ’ ’
access to a key facility who is alleged to have been at. any time in ‘ 

- the past a member of any basic revolutionary organization or against
. . . .whom sufficient other subversive information is. known. . .

f. .Other individuals with revolutionary beliefs . .
_ Individuals who, because of anarchist or revolutionary beliefs, are

likely to seize upon the opportunity presented by a national emergency 
to endanger.the public safety and welfare. Membership or affiliation
in basic revolutionary or front groups is not a prerequisite to 
initiating investigations of this type. Use sound judgment and dis

. ore.tion in this evaluation. ■

Falling within the above category are members of the Mation of Islam. 
When it is known or becomes known .that this organization is active in 

. .’ ' the field office territory, 'a security-type investigation of all. ■
- - "individuals who are reported to be (1) functionaries or leaders of
[ ' the Nation’of Islam, or (2) active participants carrying out fanatical •

/ ■ and disloyal aims of the organization should be initiated. -Investiga
tions should not be initiated based on mere-membership alone.

” ‘ During’the course of security investigations of individuals affiliated
with the Nation of Islam, be' alert'for any information indicating a

■_ .... possible violation of the Selective Service Act of .1948.

‘‘ The above standards for institutions of investigations of individuals
, are not to be interpreted as all-inclusive. Where there is doubt an 

individual may be a current threat to the'internal security of the 
nation, the question should be resolved in the .interest of security 
and investigation conducted. ’

■ ■ . The categories specified aS a. through f above'are .to be. distinguished ■■ "
from • . ' • .
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the criteria to p’-rern the addition of subjects to an-; retention of sub
jects in the soov..ty index, set out in 87D 7b (3). Investigation should 
be'undertaken whe cases fall within the preceding categories, even though 
under existing criteria the subjects wou'.d not be placed in .the security 
index on the information available. The cases should thereafter be 
investigated actively to determine the scope of subversive activities in 
which the subjects have been-engaged and to fully develop all aspects of 
the cases in order that a determination can be made with respect to 
security index status. . . . ....» " . ' ' ' .
Complaints alleging'subversive activities of individuals which are received 
from anonymous sources should not be disregr.rded provided the allegations 
are sufficiently specific and of sufficient weight to warrant investigation. 

• Such allegations should receive same consideration as if the identity of , 
the source was known, No not open cases for investigation based on non— ‘ 
specific or vague allegations which do not fall within the standard's for - 
opening investigations. . ■ ■

Do not institute investigations because of membership in organizations -which 
do not advocate the use of force to bring about changes in the existing 
Goverment, e.g., the Socialist Party, the Socialist Labor Party, the 
Independent Workers of the World’and the’ Independence Party of Puerto ; 
Rico (Partido Independentista Puertorriqueno), etc, ’ ■

Security-type cases al±*eady existent must be continually and carefully 
evaluated to determine that we are fulfilling-our responsibilities in 
the internal security field. Subversive information received regarding 

. any individual should be channelized to the (individual1s main file. If
■ no main file exists, one should be opened. Cases not warranting further

investigative action should be promptly closed and should not be permitted 
to continue endlessly without a definite objective. 

5. Restrictions' upon investigations o.f individuals ■ ’
a. Investigations of and interviews with individuals connected with’’. 

. ’ institutions of learning . 1 . -
(1) Subjects connected with institutions of learning

’ The following restrictions apply to employees and students- of
colleges, universities, and elementary and secondary schools 
supported, by private or public funds. Students and employees 

' of schools, such as the Jefferson School of Social Science, the
• California Labor’School, and others founded by or supported by

■ ' ■ revolutionary groups, do . not come within the meaning’ of thes.e .
instructions, .... ’
(a) Prior Bureau authority to institute investigation 

’ I. Faculty members .

lie

Ilie

Bureau authority is necessary prior.to initiating'a . 
security, investigation of a faculty member. .
■Students and nonacademic employees
Bureau authority is not needed prior to initiating 
a security, investigation’of a student or nonacademic 
employee provided no unusual circumstances exist which 
would require advice from the-Bureau prior to initiating 
the investigation. Each SAC must see that there is a ’ 
sound basis for' initiating security investigations of 
such individuals. • _
Requests for Bureau authority
When requesting Bureau authority to conduct a security 
investigation of an individual connected with an ■ 
institution of learning, the letter should set forth 
the identity of the subject, his position, and the basis- 
for the investigation.

c 
[ 
[
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f •' '
[ (b) Contacts chining investigation ' .
• I. Onco Bureau authority is granted to conduct the in

vestigation, it is permissible to contact:
[ (A) [Deleted]

(B) All individuals not connected v/ith the institution 
of learning who, consistent with discretion, would 
be contacted in a usual security case; e.g., 

. neighbors, credit agencies, past employers, etc.
[ (C) [Deleted]
[ ' IX. [Ho contacts are to be made with students, graduate

■ ■ [ • ’ ’ students, and professors, including established sources,
. [ . . . informants, and other sources at educational, institutions

■ •[ without prior Bureau authority. In requesting Bureau
[ authority fox1 such contacts, full justification should

. be set forth, as well as the individual's name, pc. ‘tion, 
[ and a positive statement concerning nis discretio.. and
[ - reliability.] ■’

_ [ . , . [III.] Supei-iors of faculty members • ...
* . Ho contact should be made with the superiors of a sub-

■ ■ ■ ject- who is a member of the faculty since the superiors
might take action against the subject as a result of

. . . . . ................ . . our contact., . . . . ................................... . .
■ \ (c) Receiving voluntary information

. ■ These instructions must not deter or prevent the immediate
’ ' and proper interview of any person connected with an

- institution of learning who desires of his own volition to 
furnish information to the Bureau or who desires to be

. contacted by an Agent. ‘
■ " (2) Subjects not connected with an institution of-learning

When the subject of a security-type investigation is not connected 
with an institution of learning and you desire to interview, in 

. connection with the case, a student, faculty member., or other
- ' • employee of an institution of learning, prior Bureau authority

[ . must be obtained for such an interview. In requesting- authority,
' the name, position, and a positive statement concerning that

person’s discretion and reliability should be furnished to the 
Bureau. ■ ‘ .

' (3) Contacts of foreign establishments
. In connection vrith investigations of contacts of Soviet, sat-

• [ ' . ellite, and Yugoslav officials and official establishments,
■ ■ Bureau authority must be obtained before conducting any inquiries

■ ■ ‘ . or surveillances.at any school,‘college, or university. Submit ’•
’ complete facts and your recommendation when requesting such ' •

• authority. ’ • ‘ .
■ b. U. S. Government employees, individuals having foreign diplomatic

or official status, employees of foreign official establishments, 
■ • .. . ‘ employees of the United Nations or international organisations,' and
. members of the armed forces . .

■ , . Should information be received or investigation-.develop the fact
•7 . . ’ - that an individual.being investigated under a security caption is- .

' or becomes ■ - * •
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an employee of the U.S. Go vernm-ent, of a foreign official establish
ment, of the United Nations or other inter nationp.1 organizations,
has foreign diplom; 
U.S. armed forces,

or official or is a membei’ o
the matter should, be immediately reported to the

Bureau and no further investigation should be conducted except upon 
specific Bureau authority. ’

Investigative procedures concerning individuals 
a. General ’
• ' These investigations must be thorough and■exhaustive. Obviously," |he ■ 

dangerousness of an individual cannot be detez-mined through cursory 
investigation. All- pertinent information co ncerning. the subject’s back
ground and subversive activity must be fully developed and reported 
to assure an accurate evaluation of his degree of dangerousness.

l

9'

Due to the intelligence nature of these investigations, discretion mus 
be used at all times to prevent subjects from becoming unduly apprised 
that they arc under investigation by this Bureau. ■

Members of lav; enforcement agencies are not- to accompany Agents during 
the course of security—type investigations without prior Bureau

- authority . . ■ . . , . . ....
bo ’Scope of investigations .

■ Set forth below are 
inves tigatio ns .
(1) Background

items which should, be obtained during these

a 
b
c 
d

True name 
Residence

and aliases 
addres s

$

Occupation or business ;
Business or employment address •
Citizenship status .
■Ascertain the citizenship status of the subject as early

■a
as

.1.
possible in the investigation 
Alien
(A) If the subject is an alien, determine date

(B)

(C)

(E)

and place of birth. ’
Determine his nationality, (that is’, the country of 
which he is a citizen or sovereign of which he is 
a subject), together with the date, port and vessel 
or other means of entry into the U.S, .
Determine whether the subject entered as’an immigrant 
or nonimmigrant. -
Ascertain any. steps taken toward naturalization and 

. reason for denial of citizenship where such denial 
- exis ts. ■’ .

Ascertain any available facts indicating whether entry 
• into the U.S. was legal or illegal. ; -

a

4g

Iio Naturalized citizen
_U)

■ (B)

(C)

III
(D)

Ascertain date and place of birth, nationality prior 
to naturalization, date, port and vessel or other 
means of entry into the UOS. • ■
Ascertain the date when, place and court where.," . 
subject was naturalized and any facts tending to 
indicate fraud o-r illegality in connection .with 
his naturalization.
Ascertain the last place of foreign residence, 
place fro’m which the subject emigrated to che U.S. 
and the date of such- emigration". .
Ascertain any absences fz-om the U.S.

Native-born citizen
(A) De tex-mine date and place of birth

(f) Nationality background
I During the course of

made to ertain from sources
ion, effort's 
contacted the

place of birth of the subject*s parents and spouse and 
the parents of the spouse. .

$
5

1
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' SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATtvujl . . 87E

wV V '
E. INVESTIGATIONS OF 'CObfiUNIST FRONT AUD IfESCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS •

1. Purpo ‘
a. To obtain sufficient pertinent data to make possible accurate 

determination of organization1s true character
b. To obtain intelligence data and keep Department and other interested 

Government agencies advised regarding existence and activities of 
subversive organizations -

c. To obtain legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of such 
organizations to permit implementation of:

11) Internal Security Act of 1950 • ■ ■ . -
2) Registration Act ■ . .
2) Smith Act of 1940 , •
4) Executive Order 10450 . .

2. General policy ’ ■
a. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations ■

>' (1) Upon receipt of infoi'ination concerning formation of such-a. group, 
h*'.'. immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time.

• ,'j(,2) After conducting sufficient inquiry to determine true character ' .
' - of‘group ' ■ ' ’

(a) If further investigation vrarranted, advise Bureau ’
’ through established report writing procedures.

■ (b) If further investigation not warranted, advise Bureau .
' results of’investigation and specific reasons for

• determination in letter form.’ .
b. Established subversive- groups .

. (1) Keep Bureau currently advised by appropriate communication
■ re pertinent activities including any changes in principal 

■ officers, structure of organizations, and forthcoming events.
(2) If no specific leads outstanding, case may be placed in 

’ pending-inactive status after submission of initial report.
. (3) Submit reports at least every six months.

' (4) In reports concerning communist front organizations and misoel-
........... . laneous organizations, such as the Nation .of Islam, leadership 

■ ■ - ■ in which is grounds f or inclusion in the’ security ’index, include
on cover pages a statement that all persons -named in the report .

. ■ as officers or leaders and who reside within the area covered by
the reporting office are listed in the security index or are

’ ■ informants or sources. Exceptions should, be named and a state
ment made as to the status of their investigations.

0. Organizations political in character .

!1J Investigation should not be instituted without Bureau approval.
2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning communist • ■

• infiltration, influence, or control of such organizations to
■ Bureau in letter form. . - ’ . .

. do Organizations .connected with institutions of learning ■ -
(1) No investigation to be conducted without prior Bureau approval 

. (2) If requesting Bureau authority to investigate, submit complete
available data and reason investigation is desired. '

(3) If Bureau authority granted, it will be permissible to contact .
‘ ’ all established reliable sources,[oxcept]those connected with '

[ . . institution of learning. [No contacts with established sources ■ '
[ . connected with institution of learning can be.made in security
[ ■ matters without specific Bureau authority.. Tn requesting per-
[ mission to contact such sources, request should identify person
[ ■ to be contacted, reason for contact, results of field office .
[ indices cheeky and statement whether possible embarrassmenu to

’ [ ’ Bureau might result if contact is made.]
(4) Before conducting any interview with individual connected 

with institution of learning re security-type investigation of. ’ 
' ■ an organization, whether organization .itself has been connected

with institution of learning, Bureau authority must be obtained ■
[ '■ to conduct such interview. [Submit complete justification for
[ desired interview to Bureau.] . .

■ (5) Section 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction
with above instructions. •

e» Legitimate noncommunist organizations that.are communist infiltrated
(1) No investigation should be conducted without prior Bureau approval

83
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(2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 
Agents. ,

(3) Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of .
organization)" when one of the following exists and include 
your recommendation for instituting an investigation:
(a) The Communist Party has specifically instructed its 

members to infiltrate the organization.
(b) Communist Party members hare infiltrated the ‘organization in 

sufficient strength to influence or control the organization.
(4) When advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:. ■ ’

!a) Warne and addr.-ss of organization ■ . • . • .
b) Extent of communist infiltration • ■ . ...
c) Identities of Communist Party members and positions hold

in organization .
(d ) Informant coverage afforded organization

■ Sot forth positions held by informants and whethei* informants . 
‘ are members or merely reporting on organization.' •

(e ) Recommendation whether additional investigation is-deemed . ■ 5
warranted . *

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well
‘ as the' national organization. Break down information required

‘ under items (c) and (d) above by local chapters where such exist, • 
(.5) Wo informant or source should be instructed by the FBI to

join or attend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant 
to do so, he should, of course, comply. ■ '

(6) No member of the organization not already an esta,blished
source should be contacted regarding.the organization. This

• does not preclude pretext interviews where advisable.
(.7) Data concerning following topics should be fully developed and

■reported on:
(a) .Basis for investigation and fact that our investigation ■

’ is directed solely toward establishing extent of ■ • .
Communist Party infiltration, or that organization is - f
specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau is ■ '
not investigating legitimate activities of organization. ■

!b ) Address of organization
c) Brief characterization of organization, including total 

membership • .

fd) Principal officers of organization ’
e) Communist Party program to infiltrate this organization • ■

. and influence its policy • - ‘
(f ) Results of this program, including Communist Party ■ /.

affiliations of officers and members . .
(-8) Caption of all correspondence should contain the phrase

."Communist Infiltration of" preceding the name of the organiza
tion. ” \

(9) In the event infiltration of the organisation reaches such a .,
proportion that its activities are dominated and controlled .
by the Communist Party, submit your recommendation to the ‘ ■

. Bureau regarding changing the investigation from communist ‘
' “infiltration to that of a communist front.- '
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attend party educational classes and schools within 
dictates o£ discretion and without joopardizing their 
security.,

(23) Communist Party attempts to infiltrate mass organizations (Bureau 
file 100-3-106) ’
Information regarding Communist Party programs and attempts to

• infiltrate mass organizations, such as parent-teacher associa
tions, church groups, and civic groups

(24) Public appearances of party leaders (Bureau file 100-3-114)
(a) .Identity of national and district functionaries, openly rep

resenting the Communist Party, USA, who make public appeal— 
ances on radio and television and' who appear before -groups, 
such as youth, Negro, labor, church-, farm, and minority groups

(b) Date and place of appearance, identity of groups sponsoring 
. speaker, and succinct suimary of subject matter discussed

[(25)] Strategy in industry (Bureau file 100-3-89) . •
[Matters should be reported in the Communist Party, USA, quarterly 
report under a separate section captioned "Strategy in Industry." 
If an office has no activity in this field, set out this fact 
in the cover pages of the Communist Party, USA, quarterly report 
or in the letter submitted in lieu of .such report.]

[ The investigation in- this[matter]shall cover all plans, strategy,
taitios, and infiltration activities by the Communist-Party, 
USA, directed.against all industry, with special emphasis on 
activities connected with basic and vital industries. Particular 

’ attention shall be given to the composition, meetings, plans, and
• . activities of Communist Party industrial and trade-union - .

• 1 commissions- and "industrial and trade-union districts and clubs.
. Pertinent activities of individual communists charged with

' Communist Party duties -in this field shall be included in reports.'
• The information reported shall be grouped according to the industry

* involved, rather, than according to individual labor unions. Refer
. _ ' to the subsection. F on investigation of communist infiltration

‘ ■ of labor unions and subsection H on Communist Cc- trol Act of 1954
' for Instructions regarding investigations concer.Ing communist

■ infiltration of specific labor unions..’ ’

. ‘ Follow rule set put under item 3a, (2) (f), above,.concerning
• . _ ; listing of Communist Party members who are not in the security

' • ' . index. • ’ ■
’J [ [b. Deleted] ' ' ’
’’ c. Any important developments concerning pertinent phase-s of Communist

. Party activity, such- as' certain security, measures, important national
■ ■ ‘ or regional Communist Party meetings, changes in personnel in national

" Communist Party organization, underground activities, and other- impor
tant -matters should be brought to attention of Bureau by teletype,

. ' ' ■ airtel, or letter as circumstances may require and later incorporated
. -• in quarterly reports. Such information, where pertinent, is dissem-

’ ■ ■ -■ inated on high level to other Government officials. Each office is
..." ■ to carefrrlly evaluate data thus submitted so Bureau will at all times

- . be advised of important developments and so no unnecessary .duplication
• will result in reporting such information.- -

■ d. Extreme care must be used- to assure statements relating to a-ffilia-
' • tions or membership in proscribed or subversiorganization are '

■ ■ accurate .in .all respects.- Identification of . ->pected organisations- -
.. . .or individuals with information of a possible .subversive nature must '

■ be. accomplished by sho-wing exact basis for such identification, plus
corroboration .f or same wherever .possible. In no case should a nersen 
be referred to as a "known communist" unless he is publicly known as

. .. such. Whenever an individual other than the.subject of a report is
mentioned fur the purpose of showing subversive activity or sympathy • 
on the .part of the subject, the individual so mentioned' should be 
described with ar. authoritative statement showing the subversive

■ connection: e.g.,- "Reported by T____  to have been a member .of the
’ White Collar Club of the Comunisn rarty in 1945." '
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87C ~ SECTION 87. SECURITY IIUTBSTIGA. ’"NS

e. Specific requirements relating to Communist Party, USA, investigations / ■.
(1) “New York Office has responsibility of investigating and reporting I

separately on national committee meetings, national training . • •
schools, and other important national. meetings. New York is 
responsible for reporting activities of the New York District.

f. Socialist Workers Party, and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyite '
' groups ■ j

The New York Office should submit quarterly reports on the Socialist 
Workers Part;/ designating reports as pending. Separate reports “
should be submitted: one pertaining to local activities, the other r
pertaining to activities on a national basis. Auxiliary offices i
should submit reports each six months and may carry their cases, in a '
pendingr-inactive status. Reports on less active Marxist-Leninist -
groups should be submitted semiannually and also may be carried as >

[ pending inactive, [follow rule set out under item 3a, (2) (f), above, ’
[ and identify on cover pages members of the local Socialist Workers
[ Party, or other organizations, who are not in the security index and
[ aro not informants or sources.] " _

g. Classification - 100 ' - ~
h. Title ano character of communications y

(1) Communist Party, USA ' .
• Entitle all communications covering a national convention or :

national organizational activity of the party: • ’. A-

■ Communist Party, USA ■
. Internal Security - C . • J

’ Caption all communications covering activities in a particular ”
district:

• . ” ' *
‘ Communist Party, USA ‘ . “4

_______________ District . ' . . y
. - _______ '_______ Division ’ ■ . • - fl

' . • Internal Security - C ‘

Caption all communications, covering activities in states not 
. ’ included in a district: .... -

■ ■ . Communist Party, USA ' .'
. . State of_______________ - ■ . .
- ’ . ' . ______________ Division ' . ‘
■ . Internal Security - C '.. '

(2) Socialist Workers Party ’ “
- ■’ . Entitle all communications covering a national convention or
' national organizational activity of the Socialist Workers Party:

• • . ■ Socialist Workers Party ■ ■. ■ ■ ■ • •
. ' . " Internal Security - SWP : 1 “ v ,

• ' Caption all communications covering activities within a
■ particulai' field division:

. . ’ .■ Socialist Workers Party ’
* . _________________Division .................. '

• internal Security - SWP . ' '

(3) Other Marxist revolutionary groups . .
■ All communications covering other Marxist revolutionary 

groups should carry the name of the organization and the 
classification. Internal Security; e.g., .

Proletarian Party of America - .
Internal Security - PPA ., " .............. - . - ■ • . (
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SECTI^T c7. oECURITY IKVES'IIGATIOMS 87D

(1) Handwriting specimens
I. If, during 'the investigation of security matter cases, 

it-is disclosed, that samples of the subject’s hand— 
writi-ig are readily available, obtain specimens for 
pos^i’-le future use an-i maintain in the file in the 
field„

II. A case is not to be left in a pending status merely for 
the purpose of obtaining handwriting specimens.

Ill, Handwriting’specimens must be obtained for all key 
■figures and forwarded to the Bureau.

(m)’ Labor union membership
If the subject is being investigated because of .Communist 
Party membership, ascertain the identity of any labor 
organization of which he is a member and what position, he 

[ holds in the labor organization, if any.
(2) Subversive' activity

(a) Membership or affiliation 
Obtain admissible and convincing evidence that the subject 
is a member of, or affiliated with, one of the basic 
revolutionary organizations and/or front organizations 
wherever possible. Such evidence- may be either direct or 
circumstantial, or both. It is not possible to list the 
innumerable and varied forms in which such" evidence may 
be found. Some of the more common types are: 
I, Oral or written statements or admissions of the subject 

made publicly or privately to other individuals
II, Statements of confidential informants and othei- persons, 

who are in a position to know the,facts and can testify 
to them

III, Official letterheads and documents of subversive 
organizations containing information which identifies 
the subjects with the organizations. This will include 
membership and dues records wherever obtainable, 

IV. Selective service records in which the subject admits 
membership in or position with a subversive organization 

V. Attendance at closed meetings and conventions of a-sub
versive organization

VI. Letters to publications, puifJc officials, or -other per
sons signed by the subject i an official position with 

. a subversive organization or wherein the subject admits 
: . membership in or adherence to the principles of a

subversive organization
VII, Recruitment or. attempt to recruit members for a subversive 

organization
VIII. Solicitations or contribv,tions of’funds for subversive 

organization .
IX. - Seeking public office as a candidate-foi' a subversive 

organization
-. ... . X. Association with other individuals who are known to be

. . - - members of or affiliated with subversive organizations

With regard to the question of membership, attention i 
directed to section 87H of this manual relating to t’r 
provisions of the Communist Control Act of 1954. -Thi» y
sets out a list of 14 criteria itemized in 87H 2, whi..-. nould 

, be considered "in determining membership or participati;n in 
the Communist Party or any orner organization defined in this 
Act, 02- Knowledge of the purpose or objective of such paruy 
or organization,,.." These criteria include, e.g., listing 
as a member in organization records,, contributions to she 
organization, and aooepuace of organization discipline.

(b) Knowledge of aims and purposes
Admissible and convincing evidence that the su.j^ct knows 
the aims and purposes of the subversive■organr/ .cions to 
averiarow ~he Government by force ana violence should also 
be obtained. here proof of membership in or affiliation with 
such an organization is no* sufficient to prove such knowledge.
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Proof that the subject has such knowledge cf- tr.e revolu
tionary purposes of the organization nny be existent in 
several f oxms , several of which are di.-cussod below: 
I, Direct admissible evidence, such a:; statements made by. ' 

the subject, or by responsible officials cf the subversive 
organisation in the subject's presence at organizational 

■classes or meetings expounding the organization's
• doctrine in which the necessity or advisability of Using 

force or violence in the overthrow-^of the Government 
is asserted, should be obtained, if at all possible, 

'Occasionally, statements of this nature are available in 
.the subject's writings, sometimes in an .indirect or 
veiled form.

' II« Length of time in a subversive organization
III. Official positions held in the organization especially 

in educational, propaganda, or policy-making capacities 
IVJ ■ Charter membership in the organization, participation in 

’ the original establishment of the organization 
Vo Extensive and long-continued participation in various 

• organizational activities ■
VI. Attendance or teaching at organization schools or 

classes, especially leadership classes
VII. Preparation or distribution of party propaganda

VIII. Recruiting and fund-raising activities
IX. Possession of Marxist or revolutionary literature 
X. Urging others to read literature of a revolutionary 

- .character, etc. - - ' -

While none of the above types of evidence may be of sufficient 
value alone, a combination’ of a number of them may constitute 
convincing proof. . •

It. should be remembered that the revolutionary purposes of 
. a subversive organization are frequently cloaked in veiled 

language or in language significant only to persons familiar 
with Marxist or revolutionary terminology. Such obscure 
statements.should not be ignored, but should be fully reported 
as it may be possible in legal proceedings to bring, out the 

•’ significance of such statements through expert witnesses,
.the testimony of informants, or the introduction of literature 
clarifying them. Confidential informants and other sources 
'should be carefully interrogated and files thoroughly '
reviewed for the purpose of developing all -revolutionary 
statements. In such instances, complete details should be 
obtained, togethex’ with all corroborating evidence. ■. The 

-■ names of all persons present when such statements are made 
should be ascertained and the facts reported in the individual 
case file of the person making the’ statement and of all

‘ ■ •• persons present when the statement was made. The circum
stances undex* which the statement was made should, of course,' 
be ascertained and reported. ; ■■ ..

(c) Position and importance ■ . ' . . . •" ■
■ I. Information reflooting the importance of an- i ndividual 

■ to a subversive organization or movement-should be fully
developed and reported. The member ox- affiliate may be 
dangerous or,important because cf his position, influence

• • or activities outside the organisation, ox- both. The
facts in this regard should be fully developed^ • The 
individual may hold an important and strategic position 
ox* exercise great influence in a labor organization or 
other maSv- organization; in a racial, nationality, youth 
ox* other group; in an important front organization; in 
radio, newspaper, motion picture or other cultural, .
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(2)

agency rcsponsible for such action. Forward such data to 
Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted conccrnzii^ 
individual in question. V/here no investaxation, nas beer, 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a 
security investigation if information received from 
intelligence agency warrants such action.

Inclusion in security index
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, FD-122 is to contain:
(a) Key' facility geographical reference number
(b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility
(c) Abbreviations for other agencies known to have classified 

contracts with the key facility'. Interested agencies 
should-be identified on FD-122 to assure proper dissemination 
of reports but will not appear.on security index cards

: returned from Bureau,
(d) Abbreviation AEG immediately following abbreviation for . 

agency' having security responsibility when abbreviation 
of responsible agency on key' facilities list is followed 
by asterisk, which denotes Aocmi-c Energy Commission -is 
involved in security responsibility. This data will appear 
on security index cards returned from the Bureau.

If subject of existing security' index card is found to have, 
become employed in a key facility', FD-122 must be submitted, to 
Bureau with above—required key facility data set feruh thereon. 
Case is then to be handled-in accordance with instrucxions set 
forth below concerning' key' facility cases.

(3) Dissemination
Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation concerning 
key facility employee from source other than interested 
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information 
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by 
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence 
agency should then be" advised whether a security investigation 
is being conducted of the individual and, if investigation 
is- being'conducted, that copies of reports will be furnished 

. upon completion of investigation. Letter, to intelligence 
agency should clearly point out that information is 
unsubstantiated and has ’not been verified through investigation 
by FBI. . - ■

In addition to disseminating to interested intelligence' agencies 
information 01 a derogatory security nature developed concerning 
persons employed at facilities holding classified contracts, with 
the exception of classified contracts, with the.Atomic Energy 
Commission, such information should’be furnished to the Chief 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO), Defense’ 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudi
cation Division, In each instance, advise the interested 
intelligence agency that dissemination has been made to DISCO, 
inis dissemination is to include derogatory[security' Jinformation 
developed concerning persons -who may not be currently emuloy'cd ’ 
at such a facility but who are known to be holders of an' 
industrial security clearance.

These instructions do not apply to allegations, of espionage or 
: those.of such a confid.ential character as would not oralihrvv

be disseminated. Such information-appearing to be of immediate 
interest to other intelligence agencies should be submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the 
circumstances, with a requeso that the Bureau*consider 
advisability of disseminating it.

Disseminate copies of each report to the' local representative 
of agency having security’ responsibility, as well as to local 

- representative of other intelligence agencies known to have
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[ clasBificd contracts with the key facility.] Copies of reports 
for the Marine Corps should be disseminated locally to OMI.

Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (ABC), Defense 
Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project), the Research and Development Board (RDB), _ 
and the Maritime Administration (MA) will be made at the 
Bureau, cnd not in the field.

(4) Status 01 cases ■ ■
After all active investigation conducted, place in a closed 
status. Forty—five days before report due, make case pending 
active and check with armed services representative at the 
key facility, or with ether reliable sources, to determine 
whether subject has access to classified or restricted ' 
material. ■

,d. Key figure and top functionary -program
(1) General ■ ‘

Purpose cf key figure and top functionary program is to select 
for special attention those individuals in a subversive 
movement who are of outstanding' importance to the effectiveness 
of the movement.

Key figure and top functionary program is described below as 
pertaining to the Communist party, USA. However, it also' 
applies to important individuals active in or on behalf of 

.other basic revolutionary groups.
(2) Key figures ‘

(a) Definition ' .
. A key figure is an individual,' either a member or non—

member of the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organization, who, by reason of his official position in 
the organization or his connections with the communist 
movement and his activities on its behalf, is considered 
of sufficient importance and potential dangerousness 
from an internal security standpoint to require immediate 
apprehension or detention in the event of an emergency. 
Individuals coming within the following categories shall

• be considered within the definition of a. key figure: ■
• I. National,. district, and state officers and the principal 

officers of the local clubs of the' Communist. Party
II. The principal organizers of the Communist Party .

III. Those communists who are executive officers or out— -- 
. standing figures in established communist front or ■

' communist-controlled organizations, foreign language ' 
groups, and Negro organizations infiltrated by 

. communists . ‘
‘ TV. Individuals extensively-engaged in communist 

infiltration of the labor movement, including 
’ principal officers of labor organizations who

are members of or closely affiliated with the • 
■ - - Communist Party. in ’ ■ v .■
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to-Defense Industrial Security

. _ Clearance Office,
Defense Sunply Agency 
65,81 ’

■ to Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, 80,81a

to Secret Service, 81 
closing case, 47,7.4 
letterhead memoranda, 57,-81,81a 
stamping reserve index cards, 43

Documentation of reports, 78

Fifth amendment

25
of, 24

45

■S
3

~ cornpl Ox

File on defected subjects-, 42
•File reviews, 34
Flash notices (security) 

cancellation of, 27a 
, notation'concerning, on

’ ' . ■ ’ FD-128, 59
placing, 

Foreign .
diplomats

27

25
-• establishments, 25 . ’ ,

intelligence subjects, inclusion
• ■• in security index or
. ’ reserve index,. 70
' tours, 

travel 
Forms

FD—122

33a ;■
33‘, 69

28,34,48,49,53 to 58,68,74
abstracts for, 47

- changes in data on see 
index card

’ . 58,78
concerning persons of

• extraction

J )

Chinese

■ Chinese sympathy
cover.letter thereto, 32 
Cuban subjects, 45b 
detcom tabbing or deletion 

of such, tabbing 
- '63 , .

48

£

1

■■X

is- &

'K

i
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
Rsfci'ences are to page.

38

Forms (c .ntinued) 
FD-122 (continued) 

placing name in or1 removing from

Identification ijocord, 27 ’
Immigration and Naturalisation

Service,
special section of security dis semination to.

index, 53 80,81a
unavailable section of Imorisoned subjects in security .

. • security index, 32,54 index, 54,57,60
recommending for inclusion in Inactive section of security ’

. security index. index, 56
45b,47 ■ . Indices, check of, 34,72

recommending missing subjects Individuals
‘ . for unavailable ’ ■ to be investigated, 22

section of . traveling abroad, 33
security, index, against whom stops are
32,54 placed, 34 '

reference to, 77 who are included in security
succinct summary with, 47 index, 34

Cuban subjects, 45b who travel behind iron
when subject employed, in kev curtain, 34

facility, 65 nith tours when no subversive
FD-122a, 42b,42c,61,77 information on
ED-128, 55,57 to 60,68 inds-idual, 33a

reference to, 77 with tours vAer:‘ there is
when, security flash notice . • subversive in-

. is on file, 27a ' . ' formation on
when subject moves, 58,59 ' individual, 33a

ED—128a, 27a,42c,77 . with foreign diplomatic status,
ED-154, 57 • 26 .
.ED—154a, 42b,42c ■ Industrial security clearances,
ED-165, 27,77 ■ dissemination re, .
FD—186, 50 65,81 . . . '.
FD—305, 74,78 . Informants, cancellation of
ED-305a, 78 . " security index
ED-306, 36 • ■ ’ cards pertaining
ED-336, 39 . ’ . - to, 60

' FD-366, 57,81a • : ■ Interviews
ED-376, 81 Bureau approval by rubber

Fraud against the Government, • stamp, 40 ’ ’
■ ■ 20,21,22 . ■ Bureau authority, 39,40a ’

' conditions for, 40
. - - conducting at place of ' .

’ employment, 40a
content and form of letter to

Geographical . , . . Bureau requesting
reference number of key facility authority for, 39

• shown on security contents of letter containing
. • ’ ' index card, 49 results of, 42
section of security index, 51,63 . • determine willingness' to testify

Government employees, 25,70,80 during, 41
evaluation of, 45b ’■

■ ■ forty-five-day extension’s -of
. Bureau authority, 4i

.. . nd. report needed afterward, -Oa
Handwriting, 29 ‘ ■" " of hostile subjects, ,

of key figures,29,67 • of individuals connected •' ;h
of ton functionaries, 70 institutions . .

Hostile subjects, interviews • • learning, 24,.:? -
of, 41 ■ of individuals who have traveled

Husband and wife, security .- behind iron ■
investigations, , ' curtain, 34
72 of section A, reser . index

■ subject;, 39 •
of security index subjects,
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
References arc to page.

Interviews (continue-".) 
of subjects cxnnuc’.s'l with 

labor unions, 41 
of subjects who exp-ess desire 

for, 47 
on SAC authority, 3-'- 
preparations for, 4-' 
purpose of, 38 
recontact without Bureau 

authority, 40a 
results not affecting security 

-index status, 41 
signed statements in connection 

with, 41
to be conducted within 45 days, 

40
when current report necessary 

in- order to 
request Bureau 

. permission, 39 
when current report not necessary 

in order to request 
Bureau permission, 
39

when to discontinue, 40a 
when report needed after, 41. 
with Bureau authority, 39

Investigations 
- aliens, 26 

faculty members, 24 
members of labor unions, 29,41 
•naturalised’citizens, 26,80 
restrictions ca, 24 
students, 24

Investigative 
procedures, 26- 

\ techniques, 34. 
■ file reviews, 34 

photographic surveillances, 35,37 
physical surveillances, 35,38 

■ private firms, records, 36 
-public source information, 

36 
security informants, 34

Key facilities, 64
■ .. .character, 73

Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65 
- list, 49,64,65 

responsiblity, 64 
status of reports of subjects 

employed in, 66,74 
when to investigate individuals 

employed in, 64
Key figures 

definition of. 66 
iesignation of, 67- 
foreign travel by, 69 
handling of, 67 
handwriting of, 29,67 
in armed forces,- 68 
list, 69

Key figures (continued) 
movement of, 59,68 
photographs•of, 28,67,68 
program, 66 
reports on, 68

semiannual, 39,59,68,73 
status of reports on, 63,73 
when become subjects of. SGE 

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions', 41
Law enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dis semination of 
- information 

concerning, 80 -
Lumping information in reports, 76

Maritime employees, dissemination 
of information'. ■ 
concerning, 80

Members of 
armed forces, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 81a 

labor unions,’ 29,41 
law enforcement agencies, not '■ 

to accompany SAs 
on security

- -investigations, 26 
Membership or affiliation, 29

•Missing subjects, 31,48,54 
letters re attempts to locate 

■ . every 45 days, 32
unavailable section of security 

index, 32,54
Movement of 

key figures, 59,68 
subjects,. 58 

key figures, 59,68 
not in security index, 60 \ 
security index subjects, 58 
tabbed for detcom, 60 
top functionaries, 59

Narrative—type statements in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam 
potential dangerousness, 46 
what members to be investigated, 23
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Mailcnal
Committee, CPUS/,, character, 73
Defense Education Act of 19n3, 22
Guard members, dissemination of informa- 

ti on cone eming, 80
Science Foundation Act of 3.950, 22

baturaliv.ee! citizens , -
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80
investigations of, 26

negative information, -security index cases, 
submit by letter, 74

l-sw office of origin, 58

Observation of subject, 28,50,57
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,68,72,81,81a 
Out of the countx-y, unavailable

section of security- 
index, 54

Overt acts, 45

Periodic review of reserve index 
section A, 42b 
section B, 42c

Personal observation of subject. 
28,50,57

■Photographic surveillances, 35,37
Photographs, 28

of key figures,28,67,68 
of top functionaries, 68,70 
status of security index

cases while 
obtaining, 28,68

Physical
description, 28
surveillances, 35

maintenance of SA’s notes, 38
Position

and importance, 30
in labor organizations, 29

■ Potential dangerousness, 44. 
of Nation of Islam members,

46
Preservation of evidence, 37 
Priority apprehension program, 

62
Private records, 36
Public

Lav? 87-835, 22 ’ .
source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of 
investigation, 39 
security index, 43

Receipt of information of _
s u b v c- x- sv e a c t ? v i t i e s, 25

Reccmmeiidation for inclusion in
section A, reserve index, 42b,61
security' index., 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b
status, 74
when subject has Chinese 

sympathy, 48 
when subject is of Chinese 

extraction, 48
when subject is out of country', -8 
when there is missing back

ground information,
47 .

Reevaluation of security index, 
status, 46,57,72,78

Registrars of institutions of 
learning, 24,25

Reinterviews, 42 \
Relatives in armed forces, 27
Removal from security index, 46a,60,61 
Reports

■ administrative data in, 77
character of, 73,
content of, 74
cumulative items, 76
dissemination of, 79

to Secret Service, 47,74,81
. documentation of, 78

lumping information in, 76
narrative—type statements, 77
negative information, s.ecurity index

cases, submit by letter, 74
schedule of, 73
status of, 73
summarizing information in, 76
summary, 21,47,71,76
title of, 72

. ■ ’topical.headings in, 74
when necessary after interview, 41 
when necessary at time requesting -

Bureau authority to 
interview, 39 ’ ’ ■ ’

when not necessary after-inter
view, 40a 

■ when not necessary at time 
requesting Bureau, 
authority to 
interview, 39

Reserve index, 42a
arrangement, 42b
cards, content and appearance, 43
content, 43
flash notice, 27
names ’deleted from security
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INDEX TOR SECTION 871) 
Roferonces arc to page.

Reserve index (continued) , 
purpose, 42a 
reference to on cover page, 77 
removal from, 43 
section A 

■ changes, 42c 
individuals to "be included, 

42b, 61 
interviews of subjects of, 39 
periodic review of, 42b 
recommendations for inclusion 

‘ .. in/ 42b,61 
verification of residence and 

' employment, 42b 
when to submit reports, 42b

■section B, 42c, 62
review of cases, 42c
security index cards placed in, 62 
verification of residence and em

ployment, 42c
standards for, 42a
subjects

applicant investigations, 70
espionage and foreign intelligence 

investigations, 70
security of Government 

employees investi- ■ 
gations, 70

Reserves, dissemination of 
information 
concerning 
members of, 80

Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations, 

24

-Schedule of reports, 73
Scope of investigation, 26

■ Seamen, dissemination of informa
tion concerning, 80

Seordt Service, dissemination to, 81 
closing case, 47,74 
letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81a . 
reserve index cards, stamping, 43

Security
flash notice 

cancellation of, 27a 
notation concerning on FD-128, 59 
placing, 27

index,43
arrangement of, 50
Card s 

cancellation of, ‘38,42,60,61 
changes on, 58

Security (continued) 
index (continued) 

cards(continued) 
content and appearance of, 48 ' 
of key figures,’ 68 
tabbing, 45b,53,62,64,68,70 
transfers to reserve index, 

61,62 
criteria for, 44a,45 
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64,81a 
dangerousness, 44 
•dissemination to

Immigration and Natr tization 
Service, 85 

Secret Service, 81
letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81: 
reports, 47,74,81

purpose, 43
recommendation for, 45a> 45’0,46a, 47 
reevaluation of status,- 46j57,72,7 
reference to on cWsr page, 77 

.removal from, 46a,61 
subjects of 

applicant investigations, 70 
espionage and foreign 

intelligence 
investigations, 70

• security of Government
employees investigation 
70

summary reports, 47 
verification of addresses and enrol 

■ ment, 32,54,57,58,74,81 
informants, 34

cancellation of security index 
. . cards pertaining to,

■ 60
of Government employees-cases, 

-. inclusioii of 
. ’ - ‘ subjects in

• ... security index
or reserve index, 70

Signed statements, 41 ‘ •
Sino-Soviet bloc, 44a,57 .
Sleepers, 31,52 ■
Special section of security index, 52 

cards, 49,56 . • ’.
Cuban, 49,53 _ .

. exception to unavailable section, '56 
Standards for reserve index, 42a 

section A, 42b . ' .
■ Status of cases, 73

• on key figures, 68,73 
on security index subjects 

employed in key 
facilities, 66,74 

on subjects in security index', 74 
on subjects recommended for 

security index, 74 
on top functionaries, 73
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Status of cares (continued) 
while obtaining photographs, 28 
while securing handwriting, 29 
while verifying residence and 

empi oymcnt, 58,74
Students 

contacts with, 25 •
investigations of, 24

Summarizing information in reports, 
76,77

Summary reports, 2-1,47,71,76
Suueriors of faculty members, 

' ’■ 25
Surveillances 

photographic, 35,37 
physical, 35,38

Verification of • 
addro sse s

reserve index .
section A, 42b '
section B, 42c

security index, 32,54,57,58,74,81a 
employment

reserve index ■ .
section A, 42b • 
section B, 42c 

security index, 32,57/74,81a 
key facility or defense facility 

status of place 
of employment, 64

Voice of America (See U. S. Informatio 
Agency.)

Tabbing S± cards, 45b,53,62,64,68, 
70

Thumbnail sketches, 79
Title of reports, 72
Top functionaries, 66,69 

change of office of origin, 
70 

definition of, 69 
designation of, 69 
handwriting of, 70 
inclusion in key figure list, 

70 
movement of, 59 
photographs of, 68,70 
program, 66 
regulations governing; 70 
reports on, 59,70

status of, 70,73 .
tabbing' for detcom, 62,70 

Topical headings in reports, ’ 
. ■ 74 ■ ’
Tours, 33a 
Travel

abroad, 33,69
behind iron curtain, 34

Wife and husband, security 
investigations, • 
72

Yugoslav intelligence agents, ’ 
■ . . ’ contacts with, ’

factor in deter
. ' ' mining dangerousness

■ of individual, ’
- . 44a

Unavailable section of security
•- ' index, 53

imprisoned subjects, 54’ .
missing subjects, 32,54 
subjects traveling abroad, ■

34,54 ' .
Underground membership or 

activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25,52 .
U. S. Government employees, 25,70,80 • 
U. S. Information Agency, inclusion

■ -of employees in security 
index or reserve
5 no ox., 70
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field office territory, the name and title of each Negro 
included in this total who maintains a national level 
position, and the name and title of each Negro included in 
this total who maintains a district level position above 
the status of "club chairman." Members of the; Communist 
Party, USA, who are now carried as unidentified but who are 
known to be members of the Negro race should be included in. 
the total number of Negroes.

When possible, totals should be broken down as to nation
ality, sex, employment, veteran.s, and membership in uniohs. 

■ Auxiliary offices which, due to lack of Communist Party 
activity in theii' divisions, have-been authorized to sub
mit data by quarterly letter should include membership

• • figures in these letters to the Bureau and office of origin. 
These letters to be submitted by auxiliary offices prior 
to first day of month in which quarterly report is due. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain-complete figures 
from its "auxiliary offices.

(b) In preparing estimates, best available informants 
and sources must be used* Include in cover pages of 
quarterly reports evaluation of degree of reliability 

-of figures furnished by each source -and of final figures 
submitted. Also include in cover.pages total number of 
individuals positively identified as Communist Party 
members and total number of individuals tentatively 
identified as party members within the twelve-month period 
immediately preceding the submission of the quarterly report.

■In reporting membership figures, information•from one 
source only is not acceptable unless facts are set forth 
demonstrating information from this source is the most 
accurate and most reliable information available.

(c) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in membership 
figures previously submitted. Where informants use such 
terms as "inactive” or "paper" members, their exact 
understanding of the moaning of the terms used and the 
number of individuals so described must be clearly 
explained. Full explanation must be made as to whether ■ 
individuals so described are included in final membership 

• -figures submitted, together with reason"for their 
inclusion 01- exclusion." .. •- - " • ■

fd) Results of membership recruiting-drives-
(e) Make discreet efforts to ascertain results of annual . 

national registration drives;
[(f) To reduce indexing at the Bureau, each- report should contain 

a statement in the cover pages that all persons named in 
the report as members of the Communist Party and who reside 
within the area covered by the reporting office are listed 
in the security index, or are informants or- sources, with 
the exception of those listed. If any name is listed, a 
statement should be made as to whether the name has been 
previously furnished to the Bureau for indexing. The status 
of the investigation of any listed .individual should be. shown.] 

(3) Funds (Bureau file 100-3-63) • ■ .

(a ) Income and expenditures
b) Plans and results of fund drives including:

I. Total amount sought by the state Communist Party 
organization

II. Specific amount to be contributed by the state 
organization to the national committee fund drive 

III. Specific amount to be contributed by the state 
organization to "The "Worker” .fund drive

IV. Specific amount to be retained by the state organiza
tion after contributing to the national committee 
and "The Worker" fund drives for use in the state ". 
organization's own operations
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

. , .^pT87. SDCURITI ITZSSTIG.Wl

(c) Largo contributions by known party groups or front 
organizations

(cl) Identity of any new part?/ "angels"
(e) Distribution of funds not sent to Communist Party 

headquarters, such as funds in safe-deposit boxes, 
separate bank accounts, etc.

(f) Any special padding of expense accounts by Communist 
Party functionaries should be reported.

!g) Possible violations of state or Federal tax-laws 
hj Disbursements and collections of the "Reserve Fund" 
i) Rocnipt of any money from abroad ■ -

Security measures (Bureau file 100—3—84)
Any activities on t'’ part of the security commission of the 
district which brim- about new or unusual security measures, 
such as reducing cl..?-s to "group captain systems," destruction 
of records, use of codes, clandestine meetings, .investigations 
by the party of party members, etc. . ’
Underground operations (Bureau file 100—3—94) 
Pertinent general information suitable for dissemination 
relating to underground operations of Communist Party. Do 
information should be included in quarterly reports which 
would jeopardize informants or special investigative techniques. 
Current investigations relating to expanded underground 
operations during period 1951-1955 should be submitted by 
separate letter under individual case caption and should 
not be included in quarterly reports except for general 
information relating to methods of•operation.
Factionalism (Bureau file 100—3—83) .
(a) Submit pertinent'information indicating that.any ranking ' 

'Communist Party members or group of member.-, have developed 
views as "left-wing sectarianists" or "right-wing oppor
tunists" inasmuch as the party has a policy of expelling 
members who develop such views.

(b) Unusual disputes or arguments between leading communists 
in any district should be included in .this section. 

International relations (Bureau file 100—3—81)
(a) Information relating to communication or contact between 

Communist Party, USA, and communist parties of other 
countries '

(b) Identities o.f Communist Party officials who plan to 
travel in foreign countries, including the reason for
their travel . .: '

(c; Reaction of responsible Communist Party .officials to 
events taking place in foreign countries

(d) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed to attacks 
on U. S. foreign policy and' support of U. S. S. R. and 
satellite foreign policy . -

(e) Policy matter concerning colonial affairs, such 
as Communist Party policy relative to obtaining of 

■independence by colonial .people.
United Nations (Bureau file 100—3—8(1)
(a) Communist Party policy or pertinent information in 

connection with the United Nations, including such - 
matters as infiltration of the United Nations, contacts 

■by Communist Party officials with representatives to 
the United Nations

(b) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed toward 
attacking U. S. policy and/or to support U. S. S. R. or 
satellite policy in the United Nations

Deleted - -
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attend-party educational classes and schools within 
dictates of discretion and without jeopardizing’their 
security.

(23) Communist Party attempts to infiltrate mass organizations (Bureau 
file 100-3-106)
Information regarding Communist Party programs and attempts 
to infiltrate mass organizations, such as parent-teacher 
associations, church groups, and civic groups

(24) Public appearances of party leaders (Bureau file 100-3-114)
(a) Identity of national and district functionaries, openly 

representing thn Communist Party, USA, who make public 
appearances on radio and televi sion and who appear be
fore groups, such as youth, Hc-gro, labor, church, farm, 
and minority groups

(b) Date and place of appearance, identity of groups sponsoring 
; , ■ ' speaker, and succinct summary of subject mattei* discussed

b.', Communist Party, USA - strategy in industry (Bureau file 100-3-89) 
'.•7 A separate case shall be maintained by each office on this basic 

■ phase of Communist Party activity. Offices of origin will be the 
same as in the Communist Party, USA, case. Reports will he submitted 
quarterly. Offices with no activity to report may submit letters. 
The instructions in paragraphs g and h will apply, with the addition 
of "Strategy in Industry" to the- designated captions.

The investigation in this case shall cover all plans, strategy 
■tactics, and infiltration activities by the Communist Party, USA, 
directed against all industry, with special emphasis on activities 
connected with’basic and vital industries. Particular attention, 
shall be given to the composition, meetings, plans, and activities 
of Communist Party industrial and trade-xxnion commissions ana 
industrial and trade-union districts and clubs. Pertinent activities 
of individual communists charged with Communist Party duties in this 
field shall, be included in reports. The information reported shall 
be grouped according to the industry involved, rather than accord f 
to individual labor unions. Refer to the subsection E on invests.. - • 
tion of communist infiltration of labor unions and subsection H cu 
Communist Control Act of 1954 for instructions regarding investigation 
concerning communist infiltration of specific labor unions.

[Follow rule set out under item 3a, (2) (f), above, concerning listing 
of Communist Party members who are not in the ’security index.J 

c. Any important developments concerning pertinent phases ’of•Communist 
Party activity, such as certain security measures, important . ' 
national or regional Communist Party meetings, changes in personnel 
in national Communist Party organization, underground activities, 
and other important matters should be brought to attention of 
Bureau by teletype, ’airtel, or letter as circumstances may require 
and later incorporated in quarterly reports. Such information, 
where pertinent, is disseminated on high level to other Government 
officials. Each- office is to carefully evaluate data thus sub
mitted so Bureau will at all times be advised of important develop
ments and so no unnecessary duplication will result in reporting 
such information. .

de. Extreme care must be used to- assure statements relating to 
affiliations or membership in proscribed or subversive organization 
are accurate in all respects. Identification of suspected organiza
tions or individuals with information of a possible subversive 
nature must be accomplished by showing exact basis for -such 
identification, plus corroboration for same wherever possible.
In no case should a person be referred to as a "known communist" 
unless he is publicly known as such. Whenever an individual 
other than the subject of a report is mentioned for the purpose 
of showing .subversive activity of sympathy oh the part of the 
subj.eot, the individual so mentioned should be described with an 
authoritative statement showing the subversive connection; e.g., 
"Reported by T____ to have been- a member- of the White Collar Club 
of the Communist Party an 1945."
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S lion 87. SECURITY ILVESTIGATIC 1 ■
e, Specific roquix^fcnts relating to Communist Par^^ USA, investigations 

(1) New York Office has responsibility of investigating and reporting 
separately on national committee meetings, national training 
schools, and other- important national meetings. Mow York is 
responsible for reporting activities of the Nev; York District.

,f. Socialist Workers Party and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyite 
groups ' ’
The Nev; York Office should submit quarterly reports on the Socialist 
Workers Party designating reports as pending. Separate reports • 
should be submitted: one pertaining to local activities, the other 

.pertaining to activities on a national basis. Auxiliary offices 
should submit rep ”ts each six months and may carry their cases in a 
ponding-inactive "atus. Reports on less active Marxist-Leninist 
groups should be ;abmittod semiannually and also may be carried as 
.pending inactive. [Follow rule set out under item 3a, (2) (f), above, 
and identify on cover pages members of the local Socialist Workers' .

.Party, or other organizations, who are not in the security index and 
, are not informants or sources.] .

g. Classification - 100 ’ ■
h. Title and character of communications - ..

(1) Communist Party, USA . . 1 -
Entitle all communications covering a national convention or . 
national organizational activity of the party: -

. Communist Party, USA •’
• ' . Internal Security - C . ' • : '

. ' Caption all communications covering activities in a particular
district: _ . . ■

Communist Party, USA
~_______________District - ' '

■ ._______________ Division ■ .
■ Internal Security - C . . .

■ Caption all communications covering activities in states not 
included in a district: . . ' .

• .Communist Party, USA .
’ . State of_______________ . - . - ■

. ’ ■__________ ’___ Division . . . .........................
. internal Security - C '

(2) Socialist Workers Party ' - ' ’ ' ’ .
.Entitle all communications covering a national convention or

■ ’ national organizational activity of the Socialist Workers Party:

Socialist Workers Party- ‘ ' J.
Internal Security - SWP . — ' “ - •

■ Caption all communications covering activities within a 
particular field division: - . .. . . .

■ Socialist Workers Party ' • .■
.________________ Division ' ~

' internal Security - SWP ■ ’ .

(3) Other Marxist revolutionary groups ’ ’
. All communications covering other Marxist revolutionary

groups should carry the name of the organization and the .
classification, Internal Security; e.g., '

Proletarian Party of America 
Internal Security - PPA
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4. , Annual Communist Party, USA, organizational and membership survey -
Earth office is instructed to initiate by February 1 ox each year a *
detailed and analytical survey of the organization and membership of

. the Communist Party in its territory, results to be forwarded to the ’ .
Bureau by April 1. Set forth in detail the complete organizational ,
structure of each Communist Party district or state organization '
including district and county committees, together with the identities •
of officers from the club through the district level. Identify each . 1
Communist Party club and section in the district, together with the . ’
identifies o.f in".Lvidual club members and most recent date each member ‘
was so ‘ dentil!. Where identification of an individual is tentative, .
this fact should be indicated by placing the word "tentative" after f
the individual's name.. Note the informant coverage in each club, as "
well as. oxi district and county committees, by setting forth the symbol ' 
numbers of the informants. In those instances in which no informant • ’
coverage exists in a particular club or on a district or county committee, -
this fact should be noted. In addition, summarize the overall findings <
by setting forth the estimated Communist Party membership in the field '
office territory, together with the number of members who have been 
positively and tentatively identified as such within the immediately
preceding 12—month period. Charts and maps should be used in setting ;
forth the geographic distribution of the Communist Party whenever ' 1
feasible. Offices which are auxiliary offices in investigation of a . r
Communist Party district should furnish the required information to *.

. the office of origin for inclusion in its survey by March 15 of each 
year. . • • "

• . ' . • 1
Following the organizational breakdown, each office should critically ;;
appraise its knowledge of the ■ Communi / Party orga.nization within its (
division and set forth its comments ar recommendations concerning ’ .
investigative activity to be undertake.! to eliminate any weaknesses i
detected. In those instances in which the disclosed weakness is that *
of lack of adequate informant coverage, advise in detail of the - •
number of Bureau—approved potential security informants being developed

. ■ in the particular area, as well as concrete plans to obtain additional . . ?
informant coverage in the future. . • •

[Each survey should contain a statement that all persons identified as -
. members of the Communist Party are listed in the security index, or are <

informants or.sources. Any exceptions should be named-and a statement ■ .
made as to whether the name has previously been furnished to the Bureau . . ""
for indexing. The status of the.investigation of each person listed - 
should be shown. ] ■ ' • -

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C (code name 
- "CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin:. New York.

a,. Quarterly reports (to reach the Bureau by February 1, May 1, August 1, 
.. ’ and November 1) should be submitt.ed by each-field office for the

purpose of reporting, in a centralized manner, all available information 
bearing upon the communist influence in racial-matters. Included 

- should be information developed under the title of a variety of
. . matters, such as CPUSA, Negro question,- communist influence in racial

' matters} communist infiltration of various organizations, such aS the 
’ ' Congress of Racial Equality, Student Non-Violent Coordinating Commit

-tee, and the like; investigations of subversive individuals active in 
the racial movement; investigations of communist fronts and other • 
miscellaneous organizations; and racial disturbances and other racial 

. matters investigated under the racial matter character. Information
should bo included in these quarterly reports, notwithstanding the 
fact that it will duplicate reporting in the other substantive matters 
referred to above. These reports shall be designed to-precisely spell
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87C ■ ’.OH 87. .SECURITY I’P/ESTIGAT

out the full extent of the communist influence in racial r. itters. 
They should nuparaie words and intentions from actions; m^re partic 
ipatior. from direct influence; and the bona fide co* munist from the

a

■ if
?•

i

mere "do-gooder." 
legitimate effort

They should nob include information concerning 
in the racial movement where there is no communist

4

b« .Information should
All' main headin 
If there is no :

be reported according to the following outline
denoted by Roman numeral be accounted'for.

information to report under a particular main heading
the heading should appear, followed by a statement *'No information 
developed. " • ■

I COMMUNIST STRATEGY _ ‘
(A) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA .

(1) Plans, strategy, party line, and the like made at national 
meetings, including expressions by.national and other 
functionaries ■

(2) Plans, etc., made at district and lower level meetings, 
including expressions by local leaders and rank-and-

A

’ II

’ file members . ■
Plans, etc., as revealed in party publications
propaganda media, 
releases, and the

Information under

such 
like

item
covering the origin of

as written directives
and other 

pre s s

3 should be reported by th-e office
the publications, such as

York Office for "The Worker," "Political
the Ne 
" and

*

’ directives from party headquarters; San Francisco. Office
. . ..for "People’s World”; etc. Party expressions, oral or

written, when directly related to a specific event " . 
covered under II, should be included under II.

(B) OTHER COMMUNIST GROUPS (Such as Socialist Workers Party, 
. .Progressive Labor [Party,jWorkers World Party, .and the like)

Under (B), report information under separate numbered‘sub
headings for each organization. Report here information

' generally along the same lines as for (A) above.

4

3
COMMUNIST TACTICS • . ■ • '
In this part report information- on communist direction and ■ 
influence of and participation in racial demonstrations, disturb-
ances, drives, boycotts, and any other similar

I
ies with

racial overtones. This' part will illustrate how communist acti 
ities attempt to exploit racial situations and expand communist
influence, thus furthering communist objectives.- 

■in chronological order with lettered subheadings, 
(A) DEMONSTRATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1-10-66

■(B) STORE BOYCOTT, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, 3-6-66

List activities 
such as; &

Under each subheading include such information as nature
sponsoring- and participating groups; total participants; 
and identities of subversives involved; specifics as to

of event 
number

subversives directed, controlled, instigated, or merely partic
ipated; whether violence resulted and, if so, whether subversiv 
involved; arrests of subversives and court disposition; and any 
other information believed pertinent to the overall picture of 
Communist influence. Efforts by .supporting groups tc avoid ’ 
communist involvement should also be reported. If a particular 
event had no communist involvement, it should, of course, not 
be included in the report. ’

■W

&

I
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87. SrlCURTTT 15v7:Ci’IGATI0K^| 87C

III. COMMUHIST PHLETR.^TIOW AVD INFLUENCE TH FACIAL AND OTHER 
ORGANIXATICKS
Field, office? should set out information concerning only the 
local branches of the organizations which are in its territory. 
The office covering the national headquarters of an organization 

.should set out pertinent data as to the national headquarters, 
as well as any local affiliates in its territory, separating the 
national from the locals. The number of members, nationally and 
by locals, should be indicated. Include under each organisation 
information as to officers and others in positions of influence 
who have present or past subversive connections; inform-.tion as 
to other subversives who arc merely members; specific evidence 
of influence wielded by subversives; policy concerning Co’-Sinaxst 

. participation in the organization * s. activitie s, so.ch a" u-ch .".hition
of communists holding office, or membership (if no sue' ■■ r.ated 
policy, so indicate); and use and distribution of communist 
propaganda. . •

IV. MISCELLANEOUS ’ ”
If at all possibV . information to be included' should be set-out 
under the basic m,. ’ n headings I,. II, or TIT. However, should 
there be some pertinent information to report which does not 

. . lend itself to the first three parts, it will be permissible
to include it in part IV — MISCELLANEOUS, 

c-. The term "communist" should be interpreted in its broad sense as 
including persons not only adhering to the principles of the. CPUSA 
itself, but also to such splinter and offshoot groups as the

. [ Socialist Workers Party, Progressive Labcr[Party,Jand the like,
d.. Any offi--^ which has no information to report should so advise.

the Bureal. by letter in lieu of a report. If any positive « 
information, however limited, is available, it must be submitted 
by report. The same appropriate local, dissemination to other 
agencies should be made as is made for the quarterly reports 
concerning the CPUSA. Except as otherwise indicated above, the ■ 
regular report writing rules for security reports shall be applicable. ; 

[ [e. Follow rule set out under item 3a, (2) (f), above, concerning listing
[ of those Communist Party members named in the reports who are not

. [ in the security index,] ■
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Sr' JON' 87. SECURITY HIVE ST IGA TIC,' 871)

SECURITY INVESTIGATION^? IND-’TIDUALS

1. Definitions
The term "basic revolutionary organization" or "basic revolutionary group" 
when used hereinafter in this subsection shall apply to any one or all 
of the following organizations or groups in order to distinguish the 
organizations from front organizations: 
a. Communist Party, USA 
b. Socialise Workers Party 
c. Progressive Labor[Party] 
d. Proletarian Party of America 
e. Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico 
f. Johnson-Forest Group 
g. American Socialist Clubs 
h. See also 87C Id.

2. Responsibility of the Bureau
a.' To conduct thorough investigation into the background and subversive 

...activities of all persons in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who are 
\dangarous or potentially dangerous to the internal security.. Each

■■ SAC will be held responsible for the proper investigation of all 
persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation 
with basic revolutionary7 organizations or other Marxist revolutionary 
organizations including splinter groups, may be -potentially ' ’ 
dangerous.

b‘. To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of individuals 
constituting a threat to the internal security and develop sufficient 
information and evidence through investigation to sustain a.propriate 
action by the Bureau should it become necessary for the Federal 
Government to institute prosecutive action against such individuals 
in .courts of- law or control their movement and activities in the 
event of a national emergency . .. . ■.

3. Purpose of investigation
The primary purpose of these investigations is twofold, namely:
a. Determination of dangerousness

To- determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all 
individuals in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of ’their 
membership in, activity in, or association with one or more of 
the revolutionary groups defined above or related groups, are 
dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security of 
the country, and the consequent collt-c bion of sufficient informati-.-n 
concerning their ■ subversive activities to justify apprehension in 
event of a national emergency

b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes , 
. To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all •

•• • -individuals- who have been or may bc-violating laws' of the U. S.. ’• • ■
(1) Direct investigation towards obtaining admissible evidence - 

to establish the violation.
(2) Be alert for any information indicating a violation of the 

Federal statutes relating to espionage, sabotage, and sedition.
- , (3) Title 18, -USC,- § 2385, paragraph (1), prohibits the advocacy,

etc., of forceful or violent overthrow of the Government. .
■ Paragraph (2) prohibits the printing and distribution of 

propaganda advocating the forceful overthrow of the Government. 
(Affiliation with an organization is not a prerequisite to

. prosecution under paragraphs (1) and (2,).) Paragraph (3) 
makes it unlawful to organize or help to organize any society, 
etc., of persons who advocate overthrow of the Government by 
force or violence, or to be or become a membei' of or become' 
affiliated with any such society knowing the purposes thereof. 
Conspiracy to violate this section is covered bc Title 18, USC, 

'§ 371 (general conspiracy statute).
(4) Title 18, USC, § 2387, penalizes attempts to undermine the 

loyalty, discipline, or morale of the armed forces. Alleged 
violations should be reported immediately to the Bureau.
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87D 87. SECURITY IUVESTlGATIv*!^^ .

[ (5) Title 5, UGC, §[7311, and TitJe 18, USC, ?> 1918, Jprohibit
Government employment of persons who are disloyal or -who assort

[ the right io strike against the Gove rniGont. [Title 5, USC,
[ § 3333, ’Jprovides that an individual accepting office or employ

ment in the Government of the U. S. shall, within 60 days, 
execute an affidavit certifying that he docs not advocate, the 
violent overthrow of the U. S, Government, etc. The execution • 
of a false affidavit constitutes a fraud on, or attempt to de
fraud, the Government within the purview c ? Title 5, USC,

[ §[303, ]so as to authorize Special Agents c:‘ the Bureau to ad
minister oaths in investigations arising out of this law. 
Alleged violations of this law called to your attention should 
be furnished to the Bureau promptly and no investigation should 
be initiated on the basis of complaints received without 

' ■ prior Bureau authority. Refer to section 6911 of this manual
entitled "Security of Government Employees - Fraud Against the 
Government" for procedures to be followed regarding possible

' ’ ' ~ violations of this law discovered or-received in connection with .
security of Government employees investigations.

(6) Title 18, USC, § 1001, includes possible fraud against the 
Government violations wherein there are concealments or falsifi
cations relating to subversive information. These violations

. must be presented to the Department by the Bureau for a prose—
• cutive opinion rather than being presented locally to USAs,

’ They ordinarily involve the execution of U. S. Government forms.
■ Common violators are employees of private concerns having

Government contracts who execute Government forms required for 
- clearance for access t0 classified information.

. Upon receipt of information indicating a violation of this type, 
investigation under the "Security Matter — Fraud Against tiie 
Government" character should be initiated and the Bureau immedi
ately advised. The Department has advised that it-is essential, 
to establish jurisdiction, to prove that the form was presented

• to a Government agency for action or determination. This , there
fore, should be the first investigative step. If the form was

. not presented to a Government agency, no further investigat4 ■ ”
should he made and the Bureau so advised. In this case. " 
remain alert for information the form is later presentee. ■_ .

’ . Government agency* The fact subject actually signed the
. . must be established by testimony of witnesses to the sig.. Uure,

- handwriting examination, or other conclusive evidence. The
" original of the form must- be located. Sources that furnished. ’

■ pertinent information concerning subject during previous investi-
. ■ ■ . gations and other potential witnesses should be thoroughly’inter—

. - viewed to determine the basis for each item of pertinent infor—
• • mation furnished and to obtain the identities of other potential

witnesses. Where affiliation with subversive organizations is 
. ’ involved,- interview individuals who were members of same units

’ * . • of these organizations as subject for indicia of his membership,
. ' - such as attendance at closed meetings, payment of- dues, holding

• -’Of office, etc. If possible, develop evidence to supplant 
pertinent information furnished by current informants. Obtain 

'. prior Bureau authority to interview the subject. Interview sub
ject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent- information

' . under oath and obtain sworn signed statements if possible. An
exception may be made when interviewing established sources, such 
as current informants, if oath and/or signed statements not con
sidered desirable under circumstances. Be guided / instructions 
in section 6b, (7), below when interviewing poter.- -.1 witnesses 
with subversive backgrounds.
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J£TION 87. SECURITY liPfSSTIGAlaj 87E

E. INVESTIGATIONS OF COMMUNIST FRONT A1;D MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS
1. Purp oses

a. To obtain sufficient pertinent data to make possible accurate 
determination of organization’s true character

b. To obtain intelligence data and keep Department and 'other interested 
Government agencies advised regarding existence and activities of 
subversive organizations

c. To obtain legally admissible evidence re subversive-nature of such, 
organizations to permit implementation of: 111 Internal Security Act of 1950 

2} Registration Act 
3) Smith Act of 1940 
4) Executive Order 10450

2. General policy -
a. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations

(1) Upon receipt of information concerning formation of such a group, 
■’h - immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time.

(2) After conducting sufficient inquiry to determine true character 
of group
(a) If further investigation warranted, advise Bureau 

through established report ’writing procedures.
(b) If further investigation not warranted, advise Bureau 

results of investigation and' specific reasons for
. . determination in letter form,

b. Established subversive groups
(1) Keep Bureau currently advised by appropriate communication 

re pertinent activities including any changes in principal 
officers, structure of organizations, and forthcoming events.

(2) If no specific leads outstanding, case may be placed in 
pending-inactive status after submission of initial report.

• (3) Submit reports at least every six months.
( [(4j In reports concerning.communist front organizations and misca-1-
[ laneous organizations, • such as the Nation of Islam,, leadership
[ in which is grounds for inclusion in the security index, include
( . on cover pages a statement that all persons named in the report
[ ' as officers or leaders and who reside within the area covered by *
[ the reporting office are listed in the security index or arc
[ informants or sources. Exceptions should be named and a state-
[ ment made as to the status of their investigations.]

- ‘ ‘ c. Organizations political in character
(11 Investigation should not be instituted without Bu-r'eau approval.
(2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning' communist

•' infiltration, influence, or control of such organizations to
Bureau in letter form. '

• d. Organizations connected with institutions of learning'

Si) No investigation to be conducted without prior Bureau approval 
2J If requesting Bureau authority to investigate, submit complete 

available data and reason investigation .. desired.
(3) If Bureau authority granted, it will be rmissible to contact 

all established reliable sources, including those connected with 
institution of learning. ■ .

< - . . (4) Before conducting any interview with individual connected
with institution of learning re security-type investigation of 
an organization, whether organiz.ation itself has been connected 
with institution of learning, Bureau authority must be obtained 

■to conduct such interview unless individual is established 
reliable source.

(5) Section 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction 
with above instructions.

e. Legitimate noncommunist organizations that are communist infiltrated 
(1) No investigation should be conducted without prior Bureau approval.
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87E S”'IION 87. SECURITY INVSSTIGATIC

Invcstiga'SWis should be handled most disc^Ktly by experienced 
■Agents.
Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of ’ 
organization)" when one of the foil owing exists and include 
your recommendation for instiuting an investigation: 
(a) The Conununi st Party has specifically instructed its 

members to infiltrate the organization. • •
(b) Communist Party members have infiltrated the organization, in 

sufficient strength to influence or control the organization
When 
!a) 

b ) 
c )

U)

advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:.
Name and address of organization
Extent of communist infiltration '
Identities of Communist Party members and positions held ’ 
in organization
.Informant coverage afforded organization ’
Set forth positions held by informants and whether informants
are members or merely- reporting on organization 
Recommendation whether additional investigation 
warranted ’

deemed

(5)

(7)

■Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well 
•as the national organization. Break down information required 
under items (c) and (d) above by local chapters where such exist. 
No informant or source should be instructed by the EBI to 
join or attend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant 
to do so, he should, of course, comply. ’
No member of the organization not already an established 
source should be contacted regarding the organization. This 
does not preclude pretext interviews where advisable.
Data concerning following topics should ba fully clevel.oped and 
reported on: . .
(aj Basis for investigation and fact that our investigation

• is directed solely toward establishing extent of 
’ Communist Party infiltration, or that organization

b 
o

d 
e

specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau 
not investigating legitimate activities of organiz on 
Address of organization - " '
Brief characterization of organization, including total 
membership ■
Principal officers of organization 
Communist Party program to infiltrate this organization

5

. and influence its policy ’ ' • ’ - .
(f) Results of this program, including-Communi st .Party 

affiliations of officers and members - • ■
(8) .Caption of all correspondence should contain the phrase .

■ "Communist Infiltration of" preceding -the name of the -organiza
tion . - • .

(9)' In the event infiltration of the organization reaches such a 
’ proportion that its activities are dominated and controlled 

by the Communist Party, submit your recommendation to the 
Bureau regarding changing the investigation from communist .

■ . infiltration to that of a communist front. . • ■ .

”5
A

-4^
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[h. Dissemination of information to Secret fenics regarding plots 
against the President
On 2-3-65, an "A groemert Between thf Federal Bureau of Investi
gation and the Secret Service Concerning Presidential Protection’’ 
was signed and bscane -effective, ahis agreement is set out in 
its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual.

The agreement provides that the FBI, in its investigations of 
organizations whose activities are inimical to the welfare of ■ 
the. U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service 
of any information indicating a plot against the person of the 
President; thereafter, it is the responsibility of Secret Service 
t-o initiate such action as is necessary to neutralize such a- plot.

■\\vThe field must be alert during the course of the investigation of 
- Jan organization for information indicating a plot against the 

person of■ the President. Upon receipt of such, information, •
immediately furnish complete details to the nearest office of 
Secret Service and appropriate local law enforcement agencies and 
ad-vise the Bureau at that time by teletype, or telephone if the 
facts warrant, of the information furnished and the fact it has . 
been so disseminated. An immediate attempt should be made to 
verify the information received but no evaluation of the information 
should be attempted.

[ Prepare .at once a letterhead memorandum whic’: should include
[ complete details disseminated and the identi .'os of the Secret
[ Service officer and the local lav; enforcement .->fficers to whom
[ given and the date- and time of notification. Promptly dissemo - -.te
[ ' the letterhead memorandum locally to Secret Service and any o*‘. or
[ ' appropriate Government agency ax'd furnish sufficient copier, to
[ the Bureau for dissemination at zhe SOG. Thereafter, copies of
[ all letterhead memoranda and reports concerning the organization
[ . should be disseminated locally to Secret Service on a continuing
[ . basis and extra copies of such communications should be furnished
[ the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. .

[ . The field should insure that the identities o' the members of the ■
[ organization who are '.'in" on "the plot are de'jecmined.’ Background
[ information concerning the individuals (see items 1 and 3 .of
[ appendix A to the agreement) should be fully developed and included
[ in the communications prepared and disseminated to Secret Service.-
[ If such identities and information are known at the time the .
[■ initial information is received, they should be included in the
[ first letterhead memorandum prepared in the matter.].
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3
ele

nd suggestions re communist front organizations
show ’true

cone err: ?.n
fu 
a.

the following topic 
and reported on:

scope

nature of communist front groups 
, where applicable, should be 't'

b

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded.
Determine who in Communist Party instructed organization be set 
up; whether decision to set up group made at meeting of party 
functionaries and, if so, identify functionaries present; identity 
of individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. ■ 
Identify all known chapters, if any, and location thereof.
Whether- inc ore crated

I
A

S'

c, 
d.
e.

papers
Aims and purposes

ons are incorporated requiring filing of incorporation 
ropriate state officials.

' Location of headquarters .
'' Officers

List principal officers, board of directors, etc., and-appropriate 
characterization of each showing communist affiliation. 'I

f

[The cover pages of the report should state-that all persons named 
as officers or leaders of the organization and who reside within the 
area covered by the reporting office are listed in the security 
index or are informants or sources. Exceptions should be named 
and information furnished concerning the status of their investigations 
Membership 
Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure member
ship lists, mailing lists, or other recordstshowing]affillation

-s

with organization. Usually- obtainable ough informant coverage
or utilization of various investigative techniques. Secure

-1;

accurate descript of all lists to make sure there is confusion

g

h

i

k

as to the exact identity or significance of list being reported on. 
Official organ, if any, and other literature
(1) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources, 

and confidential informants
All such literature should be appropriately identified.

(3) At least one copy of each pertinent piece of literature should 
be promptly furnished to Bureau.

General activities
Finances ’ . . -
Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts of 
organizs.tions. Location of bank accounts frequently obtainable 
through confidential informants, credit-records, public utility 
records, records of rental agent, and monitoring of other organiza- 
-tions’ bank accounts. :
Support given to Communist Party - •
Preponderance of evidence should be developed[showing]support, 

..financial or otherwise, given by the organization to the.Communist
Party. ■ ■
Support received from Communist Party . .
Preponderance of evidence should be developed[showing]support,

•£

1

■ financial or othei'wise, received by the 
Communist Party.
Implementation, of Communist Party line 
Can usually be shown through comparison 
of organization with those of Communist 
period.

organization from the .

of programs and literature 
Party during any particular

Dat?, concern
following sources

above topics, can usually be

bank records 
public meeti 
various type 
and other sc

secured through the 
incorp nation records

literature, and publications of organ -.tion, newspaper 
s and rallies, confidential investig-; Lve techniques,- 
of public records, panel sources, confidential sources

interview-Sf^ith cast or pre sent

I5$.

■4'
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SEC|^N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87D

(6) Character ■
(a) Key figures and top functionaries

Internal Security - followed by the letter's designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies.
Examples: ■

Internal Security - C '
Internal Security - SWP . . .

(b) Others ’
■ Security Matter - followed by the letters designating

the organizational affiliation oi' nationalistic tendencies.
Examples: . '

Security Matter - C ■
Security Matter - SWP '
Security Matter - X (native fascist)
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous) ■ .

[ 
.[ 
[ 
[ 
(

When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the- character 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in the first report following the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a security matter subject is designated a ’ 
key figure, the first .report after the designation and all 
subsequent reports shall bear the internal security character.

• [Communications regarding subjects who are employed ip key 
. . facilities should bear the words "Key .Facility" in. the

character. Communications regarding subjects who are members 
of the Communist Party, USA,' National Committee should bear 

. the words "National Committee" in the character.] '
7) Deleted ■ ' ’
8) Status ' _ .

All cases shall be carried in a pending status until al", active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions ha • been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows:
(a) Top functionaries . ■ .

I. Pending inactive '■
(A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty-five 

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, 
. ■ . each such case shall be placed in a pending-active

■ ' . status for the preparation of the report so that
' • 'the report can be submitted- at the designated time,
(b) Key figures . ■ .

. I, Pending inactive . • •. ■ ’
(A) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty- 

five days prior to the date a semiannual report is 
due, each such case shall be placed in a pending- 
active status for the preparation of the report 

. ' So. that the report can be submitted at the desig
nated time. . .

(c) Deleted ■ . '
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1

Other security index
1 Clos cd

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be
L;.i

followed by administrative ticklers so as to
insure submission of an annual investigative report. 
If, following investigation, no subversive data is 
developed and the only available information, consists 
of verification of residence and employment and 
negative contacts with security informants and 
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter to the 
Bureaxi setting forth identities of informants and 
sources contacted, any additional administrative 
data deemed necessary, and form FD—305 properly- 
executed. The cases shall be opened and assigned 
45 days prior to the date the annual report is 
due. Such cases shall also be opened and assigned 
six months after submission of the annual report to 
accomplish verification of addresses. Upon such

a
F

X

5.

J
verification 
istratively.

cases should be closed admin— %
Cases of subjects recommended for security index
I. Pending inactive

(A) If all active investigation completed at the time 
FD—122 forwarded to Bureau

[

I

XI

(B) Set forth lead to follow 
card and if- approved[for 
Secret Service.

Cl o s e d
(A) Upon receipt of security

Bureau for security index 
dissemination of resort t

index card from Bureau

*<

Subjects 
therein

and dissemination to Secret Service
Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 
investigative report as in (d) above.
not in security index who are not to be included

I

(■9) Conten

Closed
(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 

pertaining to interview must be complied
6b (7) 
wi th.

order to insure completeness of investigation
following items should he considered as pert-inent

the 
to an

investigation and subsequent reporting of such-should
be 
I.

handled under topical headings where appropriate.
Background . - . .. ; . - - ’
(A) Birth date ‘
(B) Citizenship status
(c) Education- - ' p'; ’ -

!D) .Marital status . ' - " -■
E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including 

type of discharge, citations, etc.)
F 
G 
H
I

Identification record 
Employment 
Residence
Status

g

•W

lie Connections
of health (if known)
with Communist Party (or other basic revolu-

tionary groups and/or front organizations)
(A)

(B)

Information concerning admission to revolutionary 
group including sponsors, etc.
History of acxivity in, attendance at meetings of, 
and positions held in subversive movement with which 
subject is identified

. 74
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87G

i. Reporting of evidence d'’vcloood on individual members
’ Any admissible evidence showing a violation of the Internal Security

Act of 1950, Title 50, USC, § 784 (a) (1) (K), a? it pertains to 
union officers,, employees, and representatives of management (see 
paragraph f(4), page 93, of this section and volume III, section 
67C,‘ of this manual) should be furnished to the Bureau in a report 
on the individual[and the report shouldjcarry the single character. 
Internal Security Act of 1950 - Labor (classification 122). Any

■ admissible evidence showing a violation of this act on the part of a: 
other individual should be furnished to the Bureau in a report on 
the individual and[the report-should]carry the dual character,

■ Internal Security - C or Security Matter - C, and Internal Security 
■ Act of 1950 (classification 100 )■,[ except employment in a defense.

facility in which case the words "Defense Facility" should appeal' 
' instead of Internal Security Act of 1950.] See section 87D of this 

manual for complete instructions relative to investigations of 
individuals, .

2» Communist front organizations ’
a. Definition - Title 50, USC, § 782

"The term ’Communist-front organization1 means any organization in’ 
the United States (other than a Communist-action organization

NW 68262 Docld:32M»5» Page 571 94a



~' SECTION ^7. SSCURITY IMBSTIG-J"'rONS 87D ’
"

( j) I^honnecti on with periodic- re, - security index
there are instances in ■ . evidence of extensive

activity in subversive organize ■ .as will be developed. 
In these cases it is permissib'.-- •io report such inforreation 
in narrative—type statements v/ivhout indicating exact :

. dates of activity; however,’the period of time involved .
must be shown, as well as -the inclusive dates of the 
informant reports. ■ /

This type reporting is not to be utilized in Smith Act of ■ 
1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 cases. The 
narrative statements must be statements of facts and not 
conclusions and information from each source must be reported 
in separate narrative statements. ’

(k) The above instructions in no way remove responsibility
for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing 
in mind the fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar 
as matters of substance are concerned, nor is -responsibility 

■ • removed for the reporting in detail of information tending
’to establish a subject’s knowledge of the basic aims and 
purposes of the subversive organizations with whi'-h affil- 

■ iated or information tending to establish that a rabject
holds revolutionary and/or anar.chist beliefs.

In the documentation of narrative statements set forth the 
location of the original documents in the field office 
files by the file number and serial scope.

Administrative data ’
(a) General

’ All references to the following items, all administrative 
in nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 

, reports: . *
I. Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles 

of other cases, priority apprehension program, key 
' ’ figure or top functionary status, security index flash

notices (FD-165), forms FD-122, FD-122a, FD-128, and 
■ FD-128a, and Bureau instructions for handling cases or

- any information con’.lined in Bureau or field- correspondence 
Which is not investigative in nature . -
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SECURITY INVESTIGATION!871?

TI. Whenever reports relating to security index subjects
, contain data affecting material included on subject* s 

existing security index card, tho cover pages accompany
ing the '.-.‘y.rt shall include as the last page form 
ED-305, -'opriately checked, which form contains

• . items pe.’lining to the following: ' ■
(A) That subject is included in the security index 
(B; That data appearing on security’index card is 

current .
’ ■ (C) That FD-122 has been submitted to Bureau where .

security index card changes are necessary .
(D) That a Suitable photograph is or is not available

[ [and date photograph was taken]
(E) That subject is employed in a key facility and

_ agency charged with security responsibility is
specified and that agencies interested in that .

■ facility are specified ’ .

!F) Reason for classifying report’ ■ .
G) Dates subject was previously interviewed and 

reason for not reinterviewing subject
. (H) That subject no longer meets security index

. criteria and a letter has been directed to the .
. • Bureau recommending cancellation of the security

index card
(l) That subject* s case has been reevaluated and reasons

. are set forth as to why subject's activities continue
' ’ to fall 'within security. index criteria

(J) That subject’s security i:-. ox card is or is not
• . tabbed detcom and reasons way subject’s activities
. ■ ■ warrant detcom tabbing

HI. Form FD-305a containing items pertinent to reserve 
index subjects will be similarly utilized in connection 
with the submission of reports in reserve .index cases.

(b) Documentation of reports . .
’ I. Deleted '

■ . II. .. If- information necessary for complete documentation
is not available in subject’s case file, necessary 

. - ’ . review of other office files should be made. If
.. ' not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the

cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau.
” . * ’ III. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to ’

. ’ ’ further identify and locate outside individuals who _
” ’ ' have in the past furnished background information .

■ or to obtain documentary evidence of .background '
’ information. For example, if previous investigation

' - ’ revealed that subject, according to reliable records,
. •- ■ such as birth records, school records, or records of

' ’ .. ■ the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born
■ - ■ at a certain place on a certain date, such information

' ’ - will be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further
■ . . * . verification will not be necessary. , ■ .

• TV. During the preparation of summary reports it is often
'• found that information being incorporated into a .

’ report was originally obtained by anothei’ office and all
• * of the necessary information for complete documentation

.. . - will, not be in the possession of the office preparing
- ■ ■ the report. In such an instance, if the office

. ' preparing the report is in possession of photostats of
. documents o’-Gained by the other offices and the identity
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[ 
[ 
[•

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
( 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

(10 ) Communist infiltration of mass organizations program
(a) Submit semiannual let .?rs March 1 and September 1 under 

caption of above prog am, Bufile 100-3-106, using following
•: topical outline and headings: •

. I. Information concerning Communist Party program
Furnish summary of information received concerning 
overall"Communist Party program to infiltrate mass . 
organizations, nationally and locally; steps taken to

_ ■ carry out program[including statements made by Communis
’ Party leaders, directives issued by the Communist Party

■ and articles appearing in Communist Party publications;
' and success being achieved by party. '

II. [Recommendations for additional investigation
. . Briefly outline steps being taken to keep abreast of -

C-* Communist Party efforts to infiltrate mass organization
and indicate specifically what additional investigation 
will be undertaken to determine the extent to ’which 
mass organizations are being influenced, dominated, or 
controlled by the Communist Party. •

■ III. Identity of organizations which are targets for infil-
• tration or have been infiltrated by the Communist Party

List names and Bureau file numbers of all organizations 
which are subject of a pending communist infiltration

• . case. Include descriptive data concerning each organi
zation and.indicate extent to which organization has 
been infiltrated.] .

f. Members of lav; enforcement agencies are not to accompany Bureau 
Agents during course of security-type investigations without prior 
Bureau authority.

g. Photographic surveillances . “
(1) No photographic surveillances are to be conducted in communist 

front organization cases unless it is essential to protect
' Bureau's interests in internal security field by supplementing 

. live informant coverage of a particular meeting with such a, ’ 
surveillance. .

(2) Request Bureau authority to institute such a surveillance and 
outline manner in wb’<.h it will be conducted and supervision 
which will be afforued it. ■ •

(3) No-such surveillances should be instituted .without, specific
• Bureau authority. ■ ■ . . ■ ’ . ' . .
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an a MMkxacility, copies of- roports .baking toe dual c 
"Sccui^^B of Government Employees; Scc^^ty Matter - C,' 
be furnxshed to appropriate intelligence agencies of t 
ser-.lces- by the field offices as shown in sections 69. 
Ill, and 87D 7o (2), of this manual. For instructic 
dissemination to the Defense Industrial Security Cie ■ 
Office, Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohici, see 8 
of this manual.

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our re
bi3.1 ties under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.

(7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity 
of an installation or -then premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed : ..’.'vices
Disscmination should - made locally to the intelligence service 
of the military brav ' involved.

(8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) 
FAA issues certificates to airmen who are defined as persons in 
command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of the crew in 
the navigation of aircraft while under way: individuals 
directly in charge of the inspection, maintenance, overhauling, 
or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, or appli
ances; and any individual serving^n the capacity of aircraft 
dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Subversive 
data developed concerning persons within such definitions 
should be furnished to the Bureau by report or letterhead 
memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with cover 
communication, recommending .that such data be furnished to FAA.. 
Such dissemination will be made only at the Bureau. [For addi
tional instructions regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5.]

(9) -Security index - dissemination of information to' Secret Service 
Under the agreement between the Bureau and the Secret Service 
concerning Presidential protection dated 2-'3-65,_ 'which is set 
out in its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual, 

. reports are to be disseminated henceforth to Secret Service
in all security index cases. An extra copy of the report.-in 
these cases should be furnished the Bureau. At the time the 
agreement was entered into, letterhead memoranda in all security 
index- cases- had been disseminated to Secret Service. Therefore, 

.. prior reports in these cases will not be disseminated.

Under the terms* of the agreement, it is essential to advise 
Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral - statement 
of the class or classes in appendix B of the agreement which 
the individual referred fits. For-this•purpose utilize form 
FD-376, which is designs', to serve.as a letter of transmittal 
for both local dissemina. I on and dissemination' at the SOG’. ’ 
The original, and one copy of this form should be forwarded to 
the Bureau. A copy 'is. to be maintained in the- main case file 
and-upon transferral of office of origin in any case, the new 
office of origin is.to be furnished a copy. . Careful consider
ation must be given to insure that the individual is properly 
categorized. In the case of subject being recommended for the 
security inf- x, withhold dissemination pending Bureau approval 
of his security index status; forward FD-376 as in any other 
case. '

In the case of individual subject of prior investigation who 
is current" -/ being re -;mmended for the security inde-., do not 
disseminai. urior reports. However, prepare a let~, '-.ead 
memorandum including pertinent information previou .. developed 
which should be disseminated to Secret Service, fogs-; with 
the current report. Copies of this letterhead memora urn 
should be forwarded lo the Bureau for dissemination ai head
quarters level.
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&CTICU 87. SECURITY Sr/ESTIGATl^ 87D

(4) Content .
(a) Each card in section A and- suction B sht-ild contain, as

a minimum, the following: . ■
I. Kame and aliases

II. Race ‘
III. Sex • ’

IV. Organicational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
V. Citizenship

VI. Residence
VII. Employment ' ’

VIII. Birth d.ata . ’ ’
IX. Office file number ■ ’ •

X. The letters "SS" if dissemination has '- ;.;n made to
Secret Service in accordance with in-. 
section[134B, ] item 2, volumes [TV,] of ■’

tions in 
manual

, (b) ~Ih addition, membership and position or a isolation' i,
subversive group or groups, together with the source ■ 1 .
date of the information, may be added..

(5) Removal and deletion of cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security 

informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects
■ of security index cards. •

.(b) Advise the Bureau of the destruction only in the case' of 
section A cards. ■ •

b0 Security index
(1) Purpose

(a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by the
. Bureau to serve as operational guide for apprehension of 

persons' deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to'the 
internal security of theso.- r^ry in the event of a national . 
emergency. . -=A

(b) It shall contain the na::. • ’. ■_ •■■■I .persons who have loan
• determined thi'-u’.gh i?’. - ' •> ' e dangerous r; poten

tially danger^., s be<-;.'‘ ■ -..-f the . .-..c ..ci-ws h Ip- in o. Pfiliatio.V 
with or espousr"; of .-■'".J -Ines of iasi? re;oftr■ ry organ—- 
izations and/or fr? V •• . ' anizatiecs a \ who h.'L> ■.■e. .
apprehended upon r-.. t of• instr>■ cti>- ... from tic Attorney ■

. General.-
(c) It shall include U .. ,ts of espionage investigations . : 

any or'er type of Bureau investi'atioj. provided their ’ • .
activities bring them within 4 - scope the security Index 
criteria. . . • ’ ■ ’ ■ ’

-■ . -(d) .Action- shall be taken against ;.-.iivid.uals- included, in..the.’
security index only upon authoi„ .ration o: warrants of 
arrest by the. Attorney General. Howeve..- in preparing and 
maintaining the security index,’ to all / actical effects, 
the Bureaxi is making the decision as t'• those perse .s who will 
be apprehended in the event of an ernenoy, inasmuch as t: . 
Attorney General has advised that he c.’.- >s not have funds or

43
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(e)

SECT. / 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS 
• '

manpower to review security index cases. 
Names shall bo includr-d in the security index only when . 
investigation has established and rcports[show] sufficient 
fac's and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject

. in the security index.
(f) The contents of the security index must be accurate and 

correct at all times. Hatters pertaining to its preparation 
and maintenance must be giv.-? preferred, expeditious, con- •* 

' tinuous, and detailed attenf- '
(g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con- ' 

fidential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in 
investigative reports. ■

(h) The general operation and content of the security index 
must not be discussed by field personnel of the Bureau with— ■ 
out prior Bureau authority. .

(i) Matters pertaining to the security index may be discussed 
with duly qualified represer -.fives of other FedV ; 1 intelli— 

.'*• ■ gence agencies only on a s-’.- ' otly confidential b:. - s and ■
-only in instances in which - • individual • bject of prime 
interest to one of these services is invot •a. -•

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual • .
(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate c.f a subversive 

organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as-aggressiveness or a dis
position to violence. Although these factors must be taken 
into considera'tion in evaluating an individual’s potential 
dangerousness, other factors are essential in ws'ing this 
determination. An individual': iangerousness depends

•upon the oontributic- he has made or is makix’g ' . the advance
- inent of the princip.- r .■> and aims of the subver.--, movement 

with which he is connected or his subversive ntialities
• in th": ev-nt of a national emerg.- uy. Bear ~* ind that a 

sub j aclive in a subversive e ganization ’ merely 
an isolated individual but is a y.--rt of an r r ' .-ation of ■ 

.which the purposes are opposed to the best i. -t.. rts of the
■_ U. S. An individual' s loyalty to a subversive ■ /anization 

■and the principles thereof is a primary factor ' take into 
cor " ideration in evaluating his potential dange. :usness;[how— 
ev_--, regardless of evidence of subversive affiliation, all 
evidence developed during the course of a security investigation 

... must be carefully weighed for the purpose of determining .
. whether the subject’s activities depict him as a potentially 

dangerous ind~ idual in time of a national emergency. Factors _ 
.. having a bear5 ..g u.pon an individual's potential dangerousness 

are numerous ar 1 will vary in each case in degree.] 
Among such faevers are: - -
I. Long cont? -red membership in a subversive organization 

. II. Affiliation with .or attendance at training school., .
. especially leadership schools _ -

III. Frequent or regular .tendance at organizational meetings 
and functions . . • - •

IV.
V,.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization 
Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera
ture ' ' .... . .
Preparation or distribution of subversi-- - propaganda and/or 
literature . ’ ' '
Holding positions in the subversive org.u.ization or in 
other organizations of a f-. vnt character which indicate 
confidence of such organic "ons in his Lcyalxy 
Espousal of a subversive ’ - cine exemplified in his aers 
and utterances ’ •

44 
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• 

After initial dissemination tc Secret Scr^rce in security 
index cases, as changes occur in the sta+us of.the individuals 
involved with respoct to residence: and employment, advise Secret 
Service locally and furnish two copies of the letterhead 
msmorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Form 
FD-366 may be used for this purpose. The letterhead memorandum- 
should contain a reference to the previous communication dissem
inated to Secret Service, ' ’

When reporting changes in residence and/or employment concerning 
Chinese and Cuban aliens on the security index, in addition to . 
dissemination to Secret Service, also advise the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) locally, and furnish four copies of 
the letterhead memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the 
SOG. Bear la mind in filling out the reference that sw letter! 
memoranda have been expre’tly prepa--! for disseminatio- « • ■
Secret Service only and •; -e n.ot be . furnished to the .
Department or INS; there--re, the s' y furnished INS loo. ’ 
and two of the copies furnished the Bureau should referenc 
the last communication to INS. • .

For instructions pertaining to■ dissemina ‘.on tc Secret Service 
in other than security index cases, ref» • to section[1343,] 
volume[IV,]of this manual. '•

Upon transfer of office of origin in one of these oases,.the 
old of ’ Ice of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 
the.s"t ‘ect’s new residence and business address and advise the 
Bureau that such has been done by the submission ox two copies 
of the letterhead memorandum disseminated locally. The new 
office -of origin need take no’action regarding dissemination to 
Secret Service until.such time as further changes occur with 
respect to the subject's status.or until preparation of the next 
periodic report in the case. .

0) . Dissemination at the Bureau • ‘ ■ ■
There’are some situations in which dis semi ion is made- at th 
Bureau instead of in the field. In the -ity of instances. 
information received by the FBI should - rly be fufnishe- 
immediately to some other agency within 'he executive branc- 
the- Government so that the responsibil ? ” : i of the other a< ■ ' 

• -might be fulfilled properly. Care mus . taken, however.
to disseminate information to any field '_>nch of ancr,’* 
Government agency where such a procedure .deemed ir - - - /. ..b 
because of the inadequacy of security meat-.res intha- .
In these instances the data should be brought to the it,. -;-e 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Ar. 
example of the latter is, of course, the Atomic Energy Cci ’’ 

. which receives reports only through the Bureau, as noted 3-
■ section 87D 7c (3). of this’manual. Information relating x 

f oreign .travel plans- of security subjects is’ dissemi nated 
. to interested agencies', including the State Department, on .
at the SOG, as. set out ’i.n 87D b (4). -Dissemination 5 s al ■ 

. ■ made at the-SOG to the State Department, unless it appears 
undesirable, in those cases in which subjects have been 

. indicted for violations grounded on subversive activities.
Dissemination in thes-; cases is made to preclude these subjec 

. . from utilizing the fa? . they obtained a passport to refute ■ 
allegations of subversive connections. The State Department, 
therefore, will be in possession of data concerning a defend? 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action, 

ata developed concerning individuals who are no* within the Bureau’s 
nvestigative jurisdiction - , .
1) Membe . s of the -armed forces -

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces 
5 ntel ijgcnce age-’ • :. s states th?- the resp-nsibility assumed tv 
•one erg? ideation >. x given fie carrie'-- with it the obligat' t 
to exchange freely and directly :-ith ot- v- subscribing organi.. . t 
all information of mutual interest. . '

-W8-
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87D SECURI TY IN VE STI GAT I ONS

Thus, in discharging ovc basic responsibilitic. ".n the internal 
security field, it is imperative that informat.-. concerting members 
of the military services be referred immediate y to the anpro- 
priate branch having primary responsibility for i'ts personnel.
This procedure is mandatory, even though the security aspects of 
the data have not been fully resolved or verified. It should 
be specifically pointed out in such instances that the. infor
mation has not been verified.

Section G7D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined 
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported 
to the Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies in the fact 

‘ that the subject is no longer within,our investigative juris
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must 
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence 
agency. '

Our responsibility with regard to military personnel is not co.n— 
fined to those who have been the subjects of security investi
gations. It extends to any subv; . ive derogatory data developed 
against.a member of the armed ser ’ rep during any of our investi
gations of ei : or individuals or organizations. For instance,- 
if it is de .lined that a member of the armed forces has .been 
in contact w’ ' . a security subject or with any individual or group 
raising s ecui zy implications, the • appropriate intelligence 
service should be immediately advised l-',:ally. This should be 
done even though the security aspects the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military s erv? ■.:• .. may be in a position to dis
charge their .res.ponsibilities. It be pointed out to them
specifically in such instances th' - ;.e data are unverified,
and pertinent developments must b<. •.ansmitted to them thereafter
immediately upon receipt.

Section ' 6b (1) (h) provides tl during the course c- ■ i y
invest’;- ’ ons it mu.-t be determi whether the subject
any zl-'-.: - ■-■latives ’ n the armed roes. Our responsib" .
requi: •_ ria- ’-.ch associations t-s called to the -attenti Z-Ze
appropriate . 1 Ltary intelligence services, together wi- ^r— 
tinent data... -eluding reports, on the security subjects involved. 
The evaluati- of these associations lies entirely -within the 
province of T.-a intelligentservices;-.but. for the reasons stated 
previously herein it is ino .unbent upon the Bureau to disseminate'., 
this information immediately upon receipt.

Any sub .-sive contact- or information developed concerning 
militai-y personnel mue • be set out in a letter to the Bures-•’ 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination mad in 
the field. Such letter should be a-. ' ompanied by a[letterhc- ] 
memorandum setting'out with particularity the subversive■daxa 
in a form entirely suitable"for dissemination.
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ST ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIO’ ■ 87D
i

II. ■X'
White and Caucasian
Negro
Chinese .
Others

W ’ 
N 
C 
0

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese) 
American Indians, etc.)

III.. Sex
Ma1e ■ ‘ M
Female ■ F

IV. Citizenship
Native born . ‘ ‘ NB
Naturalized ’ NA
Alien AL

index card is recommended
tatus is unknown when security

blank but status should he
space should bo left 
ascertained and sub—

w 
a

V Organizational affiliation
Communist Party, USA

or

VI

‘Progressive Labor Party 
Socialist Workers Party 
Johnson—Forest Group 
American Socialist Clubs 
Nationalist groups 

advocating independence 
for Puerto Rico 

Proletarian Party of America 
Nation of Islam .
Bulgarian 
Cuban 
Czechoslovakian 
Hungarian ’

[Romanian 
Russian 
Yugoslavian ■ 
Dangerousness classification

nationalistic tendency
COM ■
PLP 
SWP ■
JPG 
ASC -

$

9$

' X.
• XT.

XII 
XIII

XIV

PRN ’
PPA 
NOI ■
BUL 
CUB 
CZE 
HUN 
ROM] ’
RUS . ■
YUG . .

(where applicable)

. VIII

IX

VII
Detcom DC
Key figure and top functionary designation
Key figure - ’ KF
Top functionary 
Special section cards 
Atomic energy program .

TF

employees . ‘ ’ ’ AEP ’
Cuban' special section - CUB ' ‘
Espionage subjects ■ ESP ‘
Foreign government employees FGE
Pro-Tito subjects YUG
United Nations employees UNE
U. S. Government employees GOV ’ ,
Unavailable section cards
Missing . . , MI ’
Out of country ■ ' OC * - *’•
Imprisoned PR ’

(where applicable)
5

7^

Date and place of birth ■ ' '
Key facility geographical-reference number and ‘abbre
viation denoting the agency having security responsibility 
for the key facility obtained from the Department of 
Defense Key Facilities List (where applicable) 
Residence address
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.
Field office file number ‘

f
49
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[

(b) Data to appear on separate attached card
Io The following data must he placed on a separate 

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed- in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information. 
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other' data required.
(a) Complete description ’ ’
(B) Notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division
(c)- Photograph, with date taken placed below. [This ■ 

photograph is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject.] . ■

(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject possesses■firearms ■ ’

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 
locations, listing of number of-minor children 
and aged dependents

II® If descriptive data have not been obtained, case-must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted.to develop 
this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and’fingerprint classification 
which sho’uld be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special and unavail
able sections. .

Ill® Form FD-186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
■ ’ to be posted on the separate card attached to back of

• ■ the security index card filed in the geographical section
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling

■ the case in legible handwriting and forwarded -to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the

’ attachment to the geographical,- special, or unavailable 
- -sections. After the security index card has been pre

pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 

. . it shall be filed in the investigative case file. .

F-D—186 may- also ^e-used to record information that a 
. security index subject has been physically observed.

Descriptive data developed during observation of the 
subject should be noted on FD—186 for posting.

(6) Arrangement -of the’ security index . .
(a) At Bureau ■ - ’ '

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau . .
.through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The 
white 5- by 8-inch security index cards are printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use . .

• of this device, the security index can be broken down •
into the various categori.es of information appearing on

. ' the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. -

An alphabetical breakdown of the .true names and all aliases 
of security.index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes.
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(2)

(3)

agr^^y responsible for such action.^^orward such data tc 

Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted concerning 
individual in question. Whore no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and' there 5 s no case on individual 
being denied clearance,‘give consideration.to■opens ng a 
security investigation if information received from 
intelligence agency warrants such action.

Inclusion in security index ... -
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, PD-122 is to contain:
(a) Key facility geographical reference number
(b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility 
(c) Abbreviations for other agencies .known to have classified.

contracts with the key facility. Interested agencies 
should be identified on FD-122 to assure proper dissemination 
of reports but will not appear on security index cards 
returned from Bureau.

(d) Abbreviation ABC immediately following abbreviation for 
agency having security responsibility when abbreviation . 
of responsible agency on key facilities list is followed 
by asterisk, which denotes Atomic Energy Commission -is 
involved in security responsibility.• This data will appear 
on security index cards returned from the Bureau.

If subject of existing security'index card is found to have 
become employed in a key facility, FD-122 must be. submitted to 
Bureau with above-?required key facility data set forth thereon. 
Case is then to be handled in accordance with instructions set 
forth below concerning key facility cases.
Dissemination
Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation concerning 
key facility employee from source other than interested 
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information 
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by 
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence 

•agency should then be advised whether a security investigation 
is being conducted of the individual and, if investigation 
is being conducted, that copies of reports will be furnished 
upon, completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence 
agency should clearly point out that information is. 
unsubstantiated and has not been verified.', through investigation ' 
by FBI. . . ' - ,

[In addition to disseminating to interested, intelligence agencies 
information of a derogatory security nature developed concerning 
persons employed at facili+ies holding classified contracts, with 
the. exception of classified contracts with the Atomic Energy 
Commission, such information should be furnished to the Chief, ’ 
Defense Industrial.Security Clearance- Office (DISCO), Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudi
cation Division, In each instance, advise the interested 
intelligence agency that, dissemination has been made to DISCO. 
This dissemination is to include derogatory subversive information 
developed concerning persons who may not be currently employed 
at such a facility but who are known to bo holders of an 
industrial security clearances] . •• . ’

These instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or 
those of such a confidential character as would not ordina- ly 
be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immel ate 
interest to other intelligence agencies should be submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending uncn the 
circumstances, with a request that the Bureau*consider 
advisability of disseminating it.

Disseminate copies of each report to the local, representative 
of agency having security responsibility, as well as to local 
representative of other intelligence agencies known to have

65 
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classified, contracts with the key facility. J Copies of reports 
for the Marine Corps should be disseminated locally to- ONI.

Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), Defense 
Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project), the Reseai-ch and Development Board (P.DB), .
and the Maritime Administration (MA) will be made at the 
Bureau, and not in the field. . . ■ .
Status of oases .
After all active investigation conducted, place in a closed 
status. Forty—five days before report due, make case pending’ 
active and check with armed services representative at the 
key facility, or with other reliable sources, to determine 
whether subject has access to classified or restricted 
material. . ■

figure and top functionary program . -
General •
Purpose of key figure and top functionary program is to. select 
for special attention those individuals in a subversive 
movement who are of outstanding importance to the effectiveness 
of the movement.

Key figure and top functionary program is described below as 
pertaining to the Communist Party, USA. However, it also 
applies to important individuals active in or on behalf of 
other basic revolutionary groups. ' 
Key figures ' '
(a) Definition ’ *

A key figure is an individual, either a member or non— 
member of the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organization, who, by reason of his official position in 

■ the organization or his connections with the communist
. movement and his activities on its behalf, is considered 

■ of sufficient importance and potential d.wgerousness
from an internal security standpoint to : ;>uire immediate 
apprehension or detention in the event oC .n emergency. 
Individuals coming within the following i, ;egories shall 
be considered within the definition of a key figure:

■ I. National, district, and state officers and the principal 
' officers of the local clubs of the Communist Party 
II. The principal organizers of the Communist .Party ■ 

III. Those communists who are executive officers or out
standing figures in established communist front or 
communist—controlled organizations, foreign language 
groups, and Negro organizations infiltrated by 
communists

. IV. Individuals extensively engaged in communist 
. infiltration of the labor movement,.including 

principal officers of labor organizations who ’ ’
■ • -are members of or closely affiliated with the . _

Communist Party. In - ’ ' ~
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in a key facility, copies of reports bearing the dual character, 
“Sccnrity of Government Employees; Security Hatter - C," should 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of the armed _ 
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume Ila, 
and 87D 7e (2), of this manual. [For instructions regarding 
dissemination to the Defense Industrial Security Clearance 
Office, Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, see 87D "'c (3), 
of this manual.]

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.

(7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity, 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services .
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service 
of the mi-litary branch involved.

(8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal A.viation Agency
Federal Aviation Agency issues certificates to airmen who are 
defined as persons in command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or 
member of the crew in the navigation of aircraft while'under 
wav: individuals directly in charge of the inspection, mainte
nance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines.- 
propellers,, or appliances; and any individual serving in the 
capacity of aircraft dispatcher or air-traffic control tower 
operator. Subversive data developed concerning persons within 
such definitions should be furnished to the Bureau by report or 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, together‘with 
cover communication recommending that such data be furnished 
to Federal Aviation Agency.. Such dissemination will be made 
onlv at the Bureau-.

(9J Security index — dissemination of information to Secret Service 
Under the agreement between the Bureau and the Secret Service 
concerning Presidential protection dated -2-3-65, which is-set 
out in its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual, 
reports are to be disseminated henceforth to Secret Service 
in all security index cases. An extra copy of the report in 
these cases should be furnished the Bureau. At the time the 
agreement was entered into, ■ j >-tterhead memoranda in all security 
index cases had been dissemir. “.ed to Secret Service. Therefore, 
prior reports in these cases will not be disseminated.’

Under'the terms of the agreement, it is essential to advise 
Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral — statement 
of the class or classes in appendix B of the agreement -which 
the individual referred fits. For this purpose utilize form 
FD—376, which is designed to serve as a letter of transmittal 
for both local dissemination and dissemination at the SOG. 
The original and one-copy of this form should be forwarded to 
the Bureau.. A copy is to be maintained in the main-case file 

■ and upon transferral of office of origin in any case, the new 
office of origin is to be furnished a copy. Careful consider-' 
ation must be given to insure that- the individual is properly 
categorized. In the case of subject•being recommended for the 
security index,- withhold dissemination pending Bureau approval 
of his security index status; forward FD-376 as in any other 
case.

In the case of. individual subject of prior investigation who 
is currently being recommended for the security index, do not 
disseminate prior reports. However, prepare a letterhead, 
memorandum including pertinent information previously developed 

' which should be disseminated to Secret Service, together with 
the current report. Copies of this letterhead memorandum 
should be forwarded to the Bureau for dissemination at head
quarters level.
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recommending, 42,61 ' •
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Changes on security index cards, 

58
Channelizing, 24,34,36,72,79
Character of reports, 73 
Characterizations, 79 
Chinese 

aliens, changes in-residence or 
. employment, dissemination

■ to -Secret Service and
. INS, 81a

extraction, 48,62 
sympathies, 48 

Classification of cases, 72 ■
.Concealment of membership, 31 .
Confidential.informants, 74 .
Contacting . '

faculty members, 25 
registrars, 25 
students, 25 '
superiors of faculty members, ■ 

25 . - '
Contacts -

during investigation, 25 ■
with foreign establishments, 25 

Content - - -
and appearance •

of reserve index cards, 43 
. .of security index cards, 48 . ' ’
- of reports, 74 . -
Corroboration, 37' ■ ' . .
Criteria for inclusion in security 

index, 44a,45 
Cuban . ' .

activity in support of Cuban regime, 
• ,45a .
aliens, 45a,45b,82a" "
contacts with, factor'in determining 

‘ ■ dangerousness of
.. - '' individual, 44a

• pro-Cuban activity, 45b . ■
special section, 49,53 - . "
tabbing cards, 45b,64 - ...

Dangerousness 
definition of, 44 '
determination of, 44 
Nation of Islam membership, 

. 46
Death of security index subject, 
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international organizations

U. S. Government 
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contacts with, 25 ■ ..
investigation of, 24

Fifth amendment, 46
File on defected subjects, 42
File reviews, 34
Flash notices (security)

cancellation of, 27a 
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when place
Foreign ' 

diplomats,

FD—128 
27

on
59

25
establishments, 25
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’ tours, 
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Forms

FD-122

33a
33

-T3

28,34,48,49,53 to 58,68,74
abstracts for, 47 •
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-■ ’ 58,78

concerning persons of 
' ■ extraction

hy,

Chinese £

Chinese sympathy, 48 “
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Cuban subjects, 45b
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• •• . of such tabbing,
■ ’ • 63 ’ '

placing name in or removing from • 
special section of security 
' index, 53 .
unavailable, section, of ' 

‘ security index, 32,54
recommending for inclusion in 
. ’ ? security index, . -

• 45b,47
recommending missing subjects 

for unavailable ‘ 
section of

. security index, 
32,54
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succinct summary with, 47

Cuban subjects, 45b 
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. ’ facility, 65 .
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FD-154, 57
FD-154a, 42b,42c
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FD—305a, 78
FD-306, 36,
FD-336, 39 ‘
FD-366, 57,81a

• subversive .in
. formation on

individual, 33a 
with foreign diplomatic status, ■ 

26 -
Industrial security clearances, 

dissemination re, 
65,81 ’

Informants, cancellation of 
security index 

' ’ cards pertaining
FD—376, 81 ' to, 60

Fraud against the Government, 
20,21,22

Interviews 
Bureau approval by rubber 

. . stamp, 40 ■
Bureau authority, 39,40a 
conditions for, 40

. conducting at place of
Geographical 

reference number of key facility 
shown on security 
index card, 49 

section of security index, 51,63 
Government employees, 25,70,80

■ employment, 40a
content and form of -letter to

‘ Bureau requesting 
authority for, 39 

contents of letter containing 
results of, 42 ■

. ’ determine willingness to testify
■ during, 41 .

evaluation of, 45b

Handwriting, 29
forty-five-day extensions of

• ' Bureau authority, 40
of key figures, 67 , no report needed afterward, 40a
of top functionaries, 70 • •- of hostile subjects, 41

Hostile subjects, interviews . ■ of individuals connected with
• of, 41 ’. ' ' institutions of

Husband and wife, security . ’ • - _■ •• ’ learning, 24,25 -
. investigations. ’ ’ of individuals who have traveled

■ 72 . behind iron ’
• ‘ curtain,. 34 -

. of section A, reserve index •
• ■ ■ subjects, 39

‘ • ’■ of security index subjects-, _
Identification record, 27 ' ■ .38
Immigration and Naturalization - - of subjects connected with .

Service, ■ - • labor unions, 41
, dissemination- to, . ■ of subjects who express desire

80,81a • ■ . for, 42 -
Imprisoned subjects in security on SAC authority, 38 "

index, 54,57,60. preparations for, 40
Inactive section of security " purpose of, 38 ■ ’

. index, 56
Indices, check of, 34,72 
Individuals

to be investigated, 22
traveling abroad, 33 

against whom stops are
placed, 34

who are included in security 
index, 34

who travel behind iron
- ' curtain, 34

recontact without Bureau 
authority, 40a 

results not affecting’ security 
index status, 41 

signed statements in connection 
with, 41

to be conducted within 45 days, 
. 40 ’

when current report necessary 
■ - in order to

request Bureau •
permission, 39
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when discontinue, 40a 
when report needed after, 41 
with Bureau authority, 39
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students, 24
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procedures, 26 
techniques, 34 

file reviews, 34 
photographic surv“illances, 

■ 35
physical surveillances, 35 
private firms, records, 36 
public source information, 

36 
security informants, 34

Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security

index, 65
list, 49,64,65
responsibility, 64
status of reports of subjects 

employed in,
. - - 66,74 . -

when investigate individuals .
• ■ ' employed in, 64
Key figures ’ ;

definition of, 66
designation of, 67
foreign travel by, -69 ■ ■ ”
handling of, 67

' handwriting, of, 67 - --
’ in armed, forces, 68

list, 69 ” . " -
movement of, 59,68 •
photographs of, 67 '
program, 66 ...
reports on, 68
status of reports on, 68,73 
when become subjects of SGE

oases, 69 •
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Law enforcement officers not to ac— . 

company SAs on secur— 
. ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information -

' . concerning, 80
Lumping information in reports, 76

Maritime employees, dissemination 
. of information,

concerning, 80
Members of ’

armed forces, dissemination 
of information ‘ 
concerning, 81a 

labor unions, 29 ’
law enforcement agencies, not 

' to accompany SAs
on .security ■
investigations,. 26

Membership or affiliation, 29 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to locate 
• every 45 days, 32

unavailable section of security 
index, 54 

Movement of . • ’ '
key figures, 59,68 •
subjects, 58 

• key figures, 59,68 
not in security index, 60 
security index subjects, 5-.- 
tabbed for detcom, 60 
top functionaries, 59

Narrative-type statements in 
• reports, 77 ■ _■

Nation of Islam • ■ .
- potential dangerousness, 46 -

what members to be investigated, 23
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office territory, the name a^^titlc of each Negro 

included in thir. total who maintains a national level 
position, and the name and title of each Negro included in 
this total who maintains a district level position above 
the status of ’’club chairman." Members of the Communist 
Party, USA., who are now carried as unidentified but who are 
known to be members of the’Negro race should be included in 
the total number of Negroes.]

When possible, totals should be broken down as to nation
ality, sex, employment, veterans, and membership in unions. 
Auxiliary offices which, due to lack of Communist party 
activity in their divisions, have been authorized to sub
mit data by quarterly letter should, include membership 
figures in these letters to the Bureau and office of origin. 
These letters to be submitted by auxiliary offices prior 
to first day of month in which quarterly report is due. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures 
from its auxiliary offices. f

(b) In preparing estimates, best availabl-e infoi'inants 
and sources must be used. Include in cover pages of 
quarterly reports evaluation of degree of reliability 
of figures furnished by each source and of final figures 
submitted.. Also include in cover pages total number of 
individuals positively identified as Communist Party 
members and total number of individuals tentatively 
identified as party members within the twelve-month period 
immediately preceding the submission of the quarterly report. 
In reporting membership figures, information from one 

- source only is not acceptable unless facts are set forth
• demonstrating information from this source is-the most 

accurate and most reliable information available.
(c) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in membership 

figures■previously submitted. Where informants use such 
terms as "inactive0 or "paper” members, their-exact 
understanding of the meaning of the terms used and the 
number of individuals so described must be clearly 
explained. Full explanation must be made as to whether 
individuals so described are included in final membership 
figures submitted, together with reason for their 
inclusion or exclusion. .

fd) Results of membership recruiting drives ’ -
. ( e) Make discreet efforts to ascertain results of annual . 

national registration drives. ’: "
(3) Funds (Bureau file 100—3—63) - ’ - - - - •

(a) Income and expenditures
(b) Plans and results of fund drives includingt

I. Total amount sought by the state Communist Party 
organization ■ .

II. Specific amount to be contributed by the state 
organization to the national committee fund drive 

, III. Specific amount to be contributed by the state 
organization -to- "The Worker” fund drive

• . IV. ■ ^Specific amount to be retained by the state organiza
tion after contributing to the national committee-

’ and "The Worker" fund drives for use in the state 
organization’s own operations

(o) Large contributions by known party groups or front 
organizations

(d) Identity of any new party "angels"
(e) Distribution of funds not sent to Communist Party 

headquarters,-such as funds in safe-deposit boxes, 
separate bank accounts, etc.

(f) Any special padding of expense accounts by Communist 
Party functionaries should be reported.

7 
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( g) Possible violationof state or Federal tax laws
(h) Disbursements and collections of the "Reserve Fund”
(i) Receipt of any money from abroad

(4) Security measures (Bureau file 100—3—8d)
Any activities on the part of the security commission of the 

' district which bring about new or unusual security measures, '
such as reducing clubs to "group captain systems," destruction 
of records, use of codes, clandestine meetings, investigations 
by the party of party members, etc.

(5) Underground operations (Bureau file 100-3-94)
Pertinent general information suitable for dissemination 

’ relating to underground operations of Communist Party. No
• . information should be included in quarterly reports which •

■ would jeopardize informants or special investigative techniques
• , Current investigations relating to expanded underground

operations during period 1951-1955 should be submitted by .
'■ separate letter under individual case caption and should

' ' not be included in quarterly reports except-for general ■
information relating to methods of operation.

(6) Factionalism (Bureau file 100-3-88) • .
■ (a). Submit pertinent information indicating that any ranking

Communist Party members or group of members have developed 
‘ views as "left-wing sectarian!sts” or "right-wing oppor

tunists" inasmuch as the party has a policy of expellir.
' • members who develop such views. .

(b) Unusual disputes or arguments between leading communists
- ■ - - in any district should be included in this section.

• ’ (7) International relations (Bureau file 100-3-81)
' (a) Information relating to communication or contact between

. Communist Party, USA, and communist parties of other _
.countries - '

■ (b) Identities of Communist Party officials, who plan to
travel in foreign countries, including the reason for 
their travel ‘ • •

" (c) Reaction of responsible Communist Party officials to
• ’ events taking place in foreign countries .

(d) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed to attacks
• ’ on U. S. foreign policy and support of U. S. S. R. and

■ satellite foreign policy ' „
. [ L(e) Policy matter concerning, colonial affairs, such • ’ ■

•. <"[ ' as Communist Party policy relative to obtaining of .
... .( — '' independence by colonial people] __ . -

-'r,— '.'..- ' " (8) United Nations (Bureau file 100-3-80) ■ - ~‘
(a) Communist Party policy or pertinent information in 

connection with the United Nations, including such 
• . ‘ matters as infiltration of the United Nations, contacts

by Communist Party officials with representatives to .
i .the United Nations ... . •

(b) Communist Party strategy and- tactics directed toward
•7- 7- ' _ .7 attacking U.- S. policy and/or to support U. S. S. R. 01'

■ satellite policy in the United Nations ’ ■_
[ ■ ■ -(9) [Deleted] . ' . . ' - . . .... ■

8 
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Index

INDEX FOR SECTION- 87D 
References are to page.

Forms (continued)
. FD-128a, 27a,42c,77

FD—154, 57 '
FD-154a, 42b,42c
F?-165, 27,77 ■
FJ-186, 50
FU—305, 74,78

■ FD-3Q5a, 78
FD-306, 36 '
FD-336, 39
FD—366, 57,81a
FD—376, 81 ’

Fraud against the Government, 
■ 20,21,22

Geographical - • '
reference number of key facility 

shown on security 
index card, 49 

section of security index, 51,63
Government employees, 25,70,80

Handwriting, 29 
of key figures, 67 
of top functionaries, 70 

Hostile subjects, interviews 
of, 41

Husband and wife, security 
. investigations,

72

Identification record , 27 
Immigration and Naturalization 

Service, . 
dissemination to, 
80,81a

Imprisoned subjects in security 
index, 54,57,60 ‘ 

Inactive section of security 
index, 56 .

Indices, check of, 34,72 
Individuals 

to be investigated, 22 
traveling abroad, 33 

• against whom stops are 
' placed, 34 

■ who are included in security 
■ index, 34 ' •

. -. ■. who travel behind-'iron • 
.curtain, 34 

- with tours when no subversive 
' information on

individual, 33a 
with tours when there is 

subversive in
formation on' 
individual, 33a 

with foreign diplomatic status, 
26

Informants, cancellation■of 
security index 
cards.pertaining 
to, 60

Interviews ”
Bureau approval by rubber -. 

' stamp, 40
Bureau authority, 39,40a 
conditions for, 40 . , -

conducting at place of 
employment, 40a 

content and form of letter to 
. Bureau requesting 

authority for, 39 
contents of letter containing 

-'results of, 42 
determine willingness to testify 

during, 41 
evaluation of, 45b 
forty-five-day extensions of

Bureau authority, 40 
no report needed afterward, 40a 
of hostile subjects, 41 
of individuals connected with 

' " . institutions of
• learning, 24, 

25 • ‘
. of individuals who have traveled ■ 

behind iron 
- curtain, 34 ■

of section A, reserve index 
. subjects, 39

of security index subjects, ' ■
38 ■

of subjects connected with 
labor unions, 41 

of subjects who express desire 
for, 42

■ on SAC authority, 38.. . - .
preparations for, 40 • 
purpose of, 38 . ' .
recontact without Bureau - •
"authority, 40a

results- not affecting security 
index status," 41 

signed statements in connection 
with; 41 -

" to be conducted within 45 days, 
' ’ 40 ’ .

•when current r-eport necessary 
" • .in order to

request Bureau '
' ■ . permission, 39

when current report not necessary 
in order to request 
Bureau permission, 39 

when discontinue, 40a .
when report needed after, 41 "

■ with Bureau authority, 39

82c
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Index

INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
References are to page

Investigations of
aliens, 26
faculty members, 24
members of labor unions, 29
naturalised citizens, 26
students, 24

Inve stigative
procedures, 26
techniques, 34

file reviews, 34
photographic surveillances, 

35
physical surveillances, 35
private firms, records, 36 
public source information,

36
security informants, 34

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Lav; enforcement officers not to ac— 

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in .reports, 76

Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65
. list, 49,64,65 
responsibility, 64 
status of reports of subjects 

employed in, 
66,74

when investigate individuals 
employed in, 64

Key figures 
definition of, 66 
designation of, 67

. foreign travel by, 69 • . - '
-•.handling of, 67 ‘ .
handwriting of, 67
in armed forces, 68
list, 69 •

’ movement of, 59,68
photographs of, 67 _ -.
program, 66
reports on, 68 ■ ■-
status of reports on, 68,73
when become subjects of SGE 

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and .purposes, 29

Maritime employees, -dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 80

■ Members of 
armed forces, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 81a 

labor unions-, 29 
law enforcement agencies, not 

to accompany SAs
•on security 
investigations, 26 

Membership or affiliation, 29 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to locate 
every 45 days, 32 

-unavailable section of security 
. . index, .54

Movement of
- ■ '-key figures, 59,68"

• '-subjects, 58
-key figures, 59,68 
security index subjects, 58 
subjects not in security 

index, 60
subjects tabbed for dotcom, 

. ■ .. 60 - •
top functionaries, 59

Narrative—type statements in - 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam 
potential dangerousness, 46 
what members to be investigated, 23
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III.

IV.

E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E

7 J'Administrative procedures
Ta
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E
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t 
t

■ r
E . •

E .

E 
E 
E

E' 
- e 
■ e..

e

E 
E

(d) Whether or not defectee available for interview 
by all Agents ' .

(E.) Whether he is in position to testify and willing 
to do so

Do not include information concerning security inform— 
ants for security reasons. 
Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in • 
identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish 
information of value in the future and will obviate 
necessity of extensive file reviews in this connection. 
A special index may be used for this file if desirable. 
If used, it should contain cards- filed alphabetically 
indicating names, times, and places defectees were in a 
subversive movement and a brief description of informa
tion available from them. Break index down geographi
cally and subdivide by years if desirable.

Reserve index ■ • ' ’ .
(1) Purpose

The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light of ever—changing conditions, should- be- continually 

• borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country 
with'a view toward possible investigation,-interrogation, or - - 
.action under the security index program. This index may serve 

. as an administrative aid and working index containing a central
repository of-the names of individuals having 

J affiliation with the Communist. Party or- other 
. organizations. . .
■(2)" Individuals to be included • ’ '

h , This index is to contain napes of individuals
investigation, the informa
the

.(b)

subject's name in the

sympathy for or
basic

when
4'on does not justify the 
security index when there

revolutionary

following 
inclusion of 
is evidence ■

. Membership in a basic revolutionary organization subsequent ’’ 
to January.1, 1949, together with some indication of sympathy ’
or association with such an organization or a subversive 
front organization subsequent to the reported membership a 
no reliable evidence of defection

I Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of 
membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 

’ . five years, coupled with some evidence or information ’ 
indicating.activity, association, or sympathy for the

’ subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable
~ evidence of defection. . . -' . '

nd

' (c) .The.individual, within the past five years, by his associa- 
" tions, writings, financial support,- or conduct in relation

. to and support of subversive organizations or international
. communist movement is in a position to influence others at ; 

... , the-time of a national emergency and no reliable evidence of j 
' defection. . ..... ' ‘ ' ’ . .
~ (d)~ Leadership or substantial activities ’in a'major' subversive

•- front’group’ over three years ago, to--' then with some evidence^ 
. of ^continuing ’ activity, association, - r sympathy for the
. subversive cause within three years and no reliable evidence'^

* ' of defection . - W
(e)- Membership in a subversive front organization within the

' - past three years and no reliable evidence of defection

- >*«:

42 a
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SECURITY INVESTIGATION87D

(3) Arrangement
This index is to .be maintained in two sections, section A and 
section-B. Each section will be maintained alphabetically on 
5— by 8—inch cards.
(a) Section A

Section A of the reserve index is designed to represent a
• special group of individuals who should receive priority

cons-j-dera'.ion with respect to investigation and/or other 
action, following the apprehension of security index subjects. 
Ie Section A should include those individuals whose sub

versive activities do not bring them within the security 
index criteria but who, in a time of national emergency, 
are in a position to influence others a.gainst the national 
interest or are likely to furnish maternal financial aid 

, to subversive elements due to their subversive associa-
tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi- 

' viduals meeting the standards for inclusion in the reserve
index and who fall within the following categories:
A) Professors, teachers, and educators 
B) Labor union organizers or leaders 
(c) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and 

others in the mass media field 
fD) Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
(e) Other' potentially influential persons on a 

local or national, level
(?) Individuals- who could potentially furnish 

■ ' • material financial aid '■
II. Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve,.

.............................. ‘index (section A) ‘ " ’ ' ‘ .................. 
(A) Recommendations for inclusion of names in section

■ ‘ A of the reserve index . ?.-e to‘ be submitted'to' the
Bureau by form ED—122a., A succinct summary setting 
forth the basis for th . '-commendation should be

- attached to the form F -22a unless the recommen
dation is made simultan,.- usly with a recommendat: on - 

. that the subject’s name .= deleted from the seo- ' iy 
.'index. In addition, if no report is accompany!

. the recommendation, a statement to that effect
' ‘ ; ‘ should appear on the page containing the succinct

summary. ,
‘ (p) Upon Bureau‘approval of■ recommend.ation for th‘e

.. ' . ‘ _ ‘.inclusion of an individual's name in section A of
.. ■- • :the reserve index, two reserve'index cards will be

. ‘ ■ ....." forwarded to the field. Add on the reverse side
available descriptive data. -One card is to be 

■ ' filed in your office, and one card is to be 
filed away from headquarters city.at the same

. . . ... location as- the extra set. of security -index cards
. - . , • -.' is now stored. ~

■ III. Periodic review of section A of the reserve" index
• . . Investigations of individuals listed in section A of

• the reserve index are to be brought up to date annually
■ - - ‘ and considered for security index status or retention

. [’ ' " ■ in the reserve index. Form[FD-‘154a]may be used for
(. -the annual review. This investigation should include,

- .as a‘minimum:
(A) Verification of residence and employment
(b) Indices search and file review to det.."mine . 

whether additional investigation is w-. granted 
or whether an interview with the individual 
is desirable

(C) If additional investigation is conducted or if 
there is.unreported information of a sub
versive nature•contained in the files, submit 
a report.

42b
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IV. Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing in 
section A of reserve index cards
(A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve

index cards should be submitted to Bureau by

(B)

(C)

(b) Se
I.

form FD—122a. ’
Deletions from section A of the reserve index 
should be recommended by letter. The letter should 
set forth the basis for the recommendation.
Changes in office of origin are to be handled by 
submission of form FD—128a. Forward section A ■ 
cards to new office of origin.

.S

• II.

tion B
This section is to contain the names of all other indi
viduals included in the reserve index. This section 
is to be maintained only in the field office. Cases 
falling within this category should be thoroughly 
reviewed and analyzed from an investigative viewpoint 
at least once every two years on a continuing basis. ’ 
As a minimum this review should include verification 
of residence and employment and contact with logical 
sources and informants. Be alert to selecting logical 
,subjects for interview as'means of developing potential .
sources, informants and witnesses. Also be al.ert for
recommending individuals for inclusion in section A of 
the reserve index or the security index if warranted. 
Form[FD-154a may be used for this review.] ■
Changes in office of origin are to be handled by sub
mission of form FD-128a. Forward section B cards to 
new office of- origin. .

$

x

iff

I
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87. SECURITY MVESTIGATIC . 87D

SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS
1. Definitions ’ '

The term "basic revolutionary organization" or "basic revolutionary group" 
when used hereinafter in this subsection shall apply to any one or all 
of the following organizations or groups in order to distinguish the 
organizations from front organizations:
a. Communist Party, USA ' .'

• b. Socialist Workers party ” ' ’
c. Progressive Labor[Party] 
d. Proletarian Party of America ’
e.' Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico ■ ' . '
f. Johnson—Forest Group ■ .
g.» American Socialist Clubs

. h.-- See also 870 Id. .
2. Responsibility of the Bureau .

a.T To conduct thorough investigation into the background and subversive 
activities of all persons in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who are

' /.dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security. Each 
SAC will be held responsible for the .proper investigation of all 

" persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation
with basic revolutionary organizations or other.Marxist revolutionary 
organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially 
dangerous. ■ ■ .

. b. To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of individuals 
constituting a threat to the internal security and develop sufficient 

. information and evidence through investigation to sustain appropriate 
action by the Bureau should it become necessary for the Federal 
Government to institute prosecutive action against such individuals

• in courts of law or control their movement and activities inthe 
■ event of a national emergency ’ • ■ ■

.3. Purpose of investigation
The primary purpose of these investigations is twofold, namely:
a. Determination of dangerousness . •

To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities-of all 
individuals in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of their .

■ ‘ membership in, activity in, or association with one or more of
the revolutionary groups defined above or related groups, are 
dangerous or potentially dangeroxxs to the internal security of 
the country, and the consequent collection of sufficient information 
concerning their subversive activities .to justify apprehension in

- event of a national emergency ‘ .
b. Determination of violations- of Federal statutes - ’ ’

■ ’ To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all ■
individuals who have been or may be violating laws of the U._ S. ’

‘ (1.) Direct investigation towards obtaining admissible evidence ‘
to establish the violation.

(2) Be alert for any information indicating a violation of the
. ' Federal statutes relating to espionage, sabotage, and s.edition. ‘

_■ . • (3) Title 18, USC,’ § 2385, paragraph (1), prohibits the advocacy,
etc.,’ of forceful or violent overthrow of' the .Government.

- Paragraph .(2) prohibits the printing and distribution of
propaganda advocating the. forceful overthrew of the Government. 
(Affiliation with an organization is not a prerequisite to

. • prosecution under paragraphs (1) and (2).) Paragraph (3) '
' ‘ makes it unlawful to organize or help to organize any society,

,etc., of persons who advocate' overthrow of the Government by 
' ’ ' ’ force or violence, or to be or become a member of or become

' affiliated with any such society knowing the purposes thereof.
' Conspiracy to violate this section is covered by Title 18, USC,

§ 271 (general conspiracy statute).
(4) Title 18, USC, § 2387, penalizes attempts to undermine the 

loyalty, discipline, or morale of the armed forces. Alleged 
violations should be reported immediately to the Bureau.

f
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87D ECTION 87. SECURITY INVEST. OKS

.(5) Title 5, USC, §§ 118p, 118q, and 118r (Public Lav; 330, 84th 
Congress, . proved 9-9-55), prohibits Government employment of 
persons wl-.' are disloyal oi' who assert the right to strike 
against thr Go ver nine nt. ■ The law provides that an individual 
accepting, office or employment in the Government of the U. S, 
shall, •• ithin 60 days, execute an affidavit certifying that he 
does no- advocate the violent overthrow of the U, S. Goverauent, 
etc. Th.-. execution of a false affidavit constitutes a fraud 
on, or attempt to defraud, the Government within the purview 
of Title 5, USC, § 93, so as to authorize Special Agents of the 

■ Bureau to administer oaths in investigations arising out of this 
law. Alleged violations of this law called to your attention 
should be furnished to the Bureau promptly and' no investigation 

• should be initiated on the basis of complaints received without 
prior Bureau authority. Refer to section [ 69JI ] of this manual 
entitled "Security of Government Employees — Fraud Against the 
Governmer" for procedures to be followed regarding possible, 
violation.: of this law discovered o?? received in connection with 
security of Government employees investigations.

(6) Title 18, USC, § 1001, -includes possible fraud against the 
Government violations wherein there arc concealments or falsifi
cations relating to subversive information. These violations 
must be presented to the Department, by the Bureau for a prose
cutive opinion rather than being presented locally to USAs. 
They ordinarily involve the execution of U. S. Government forms. 
Common violators are employees of private concerns having

■ Government contracts who execute Government forms required for 
clearance for access to classified information.

Upon receipt of information indicating a violation of this' type, 
investigation under the "Security Matter — Fraud Against the ' 
Government" character should be initiated and the Bureau immedi
ately advised. The Department has advised that, it is essential, 
to establish jurisdiction, prove that the form was presented 
to a Government agency for . tion or determination. This , there
fore, should be the first i jstigative step. If the form.was 
not presented to a Government- agency, no further investigation 
Should be made and the Bureau so advised. In this case, however, 
remain alert- for information the form is later presented to 
Government agency. The fact subject actually signed the form 
must be established by .testimony of witnesses to-the signature, 
■handwriting examination, or other conclusive evidence. The 
original of the form must be located. Sources that furnished • 
pertinent information concerning subject during previous investi
gations and other potential witnesses should be thoroughly inter
viewed to determine the basis for each item of pertinent infor
mation furnished and to obtain the identities of other potential 
-witnesses i Where affiliation with subversive organisations is 
invo.lved, interview individuals who were members of same units 
of these organizations as subject for indicia of his membership, 
such as attendance at closed meetings, payment of dues, holding 
of office., etc. If possible, develop evidence to supnl'.nt 
pertinent information furnished by current informants. Obtain 
prior Bureau authority to interview the subject.. Interview sub
ject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent information 
under oath and obtain sworn signed, statements, if possible. An 
exception may be made when interviewing established sources, such 
as current informants, if oath and/or signed statements not con
sidered desirable under circumstances. Be guided by instructions 
in section 6b, (7), below when interviewing potential witnesses 
with subversive backgrounds. - ’

20 
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II. Race • ■ . ’ lr
I

White and Caucasian V/ • •

• .

’ III.

Negro N
Chinese C
Others 0 ’ -

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese), .
' American Indians, etc.) ■

Sex • ' . • . ■
Male M .
Female F ■ ,

- , X

IV. Citizenship ' £

-
Native born NB . '
Naturalized NA ' .
Alien AL ■

(if citizenship status is unknown when security .

1

’•A.

V.

index card is^recommended, space should be left 
blank but status should be ascertained and sub
mitted by FD-122.) • .

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency ' 
Communist Party, USA COM ’
Progressive Labor[Party] [PLP] ' -
Socialist Workers Party ‘ SWP . •
Johns on—Forest Group ’ JFG
American Socialist Clubs ASC. ’

y1 '

Nationalist groups •
advocating independence 

■ ■ for Puerto Rico ' PRN
Proletarian Party of America PPA ■ ’ .
Nation of Islam NOI .
Bulgarian BUL
Cuban . CUB ~
Czechoslavakian CZE .
Hungarian . HUN .c Rumanian ' RUM . •
Russian RUS ’

VI.

• VII.

Yugoslavian YUG
Dangerousness classification (where applicable) 
Detcom DC . '.
Key figure and top functionary, designation (where applicable)

^4

Key figure KF - . - .
Top functionary TF ’ ‘ ■. ■ "

■■ VIII. Special section cards _ ■ ’ , - ■ . V*

Atomic energy program ' ' ‘ .
employees ’ .AEP ' ■ . ’ . ■ • ’ ■ ‘kF

Cuban special section CUB
Espionage subjects’ ESP ... •
Foreign government employees FGE .. . ' ■

£

Pro-Tito subjects YUG . ■ ’ •-3

United Nations employees UNE ■ ' ' . -. . • ■
- U. S. Government employees • GOV . ■ /'V;':. . ..t

IX. Unavailable section cards ■ _ ' • 4 r"

Missing ' MI ■ ■ ■
Out of country OC . > . . -
Imprisoned PR ’ ‘ . ’ -S

- -
■ X.

• . XI.
Date and place of birth . -
Key facility geographical reference number and abbre— ’ "A ■

viation denoting the agency having security responsibility

XII.

for the key facility obtained from the Department of 
Defense Key Facilities List (where applicable)
Residence address ‘ ’

♦ "A'
J

Z’

NW 68262

■ XIII.

XIV.
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Employment address and any additional data deemed •
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.
Field office file number "
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(b) Data to appear on separate attached card
Io The following data must be placed on a separate 

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not b.e attached to 

t the security index card filed in the alphabetical
section.. These cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information.

‘ Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented
by other data required. .

' (A) Complete description ' ■
’■ (B) Notation that security index flash notice has been .

. submitted for posting in. Ide.ntification Division 
(c) Photograph, with date taken placed below. [This •

' . . photograph is to be the most current or best .
likeness of subject.] .

(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including ■ 
notation if subject possesses firearms •

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting appro- • 
hension of subject, such as directions to’residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 
locations, listing of number of minor children 
and aged dependents

He If descriptive, data have not been obtained, case must 
■ be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop

this information. Upon posting of security.index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 

. index cards filed in geographical, special and unavail
. able sections.

: ill. Form FD-186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of ' 

. ‘ the security index card filed in the geographical section
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling

‘ the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical .
. employee designated to post this- information o.n the

attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable
- . sections. After the security index card has been pre

. - pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
’ ing on FD-186 has been posted on thb card'to be attached, ' 

■ it shall be filed in the investigative cas'e.file. - -

• FD-186 may also be used to-record information that a-'
security index subject has been physically observed. 
Descriptive data developed during observation of the 
subject should be noted.on FD-186 for posting. .

(6) Arrangement of the security index '
(a) At Bureau ■ . ‘ .

The entire security index is maintained at .the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating.cards. The .
white 5- by 8-inch security index cards are printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use' . .
of this device, the security index can be broken down . .
into the various categories of- information appearing on .

. the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security

■ index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. . ■

' ' ■'"An alphabetical breakdown of" the-true names and all aliases
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 

__ for ‘administrative purposes. - -------------- - -
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d. Other Marxist revelutionary groups . .
‘ A long-established group which would come under this category is the

/ Proletarian Party of America, a relatively small organization..

There also are a few small groups composed of cx-mcmbers of the 
' Communist Party, USA, who have voluntarily left the party or who '

1 have been expelled, usually for factionalism.
e. General .

, Communist investigations must be conducted in a most discreet and
thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies

•’ ’ are not to accompany Agents during the course of security-type ’ ’
■ . ■ investigations without prior Bureau authority. Bureau employees

. . should not discuss communist or related investigations with any
■ unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to be '

used in speeches of Bureau employees without specific authorization.
‘ however, there is considerable mimeographed material in each office, 

including speeches, testimony, and magazine ai-ticlcs prepared by the ’ 
Director which could be furnished outside individuals interested in 
the subject of communism without any discussion. ‘ ■

2. Purposes of investigation . ’ ■
a. The investigation of the Communist Party, USA, and other similar-type 

organizations is of twofold purpose: (1) to obtain legally admissible 
evidence against these organizations for prosecution under existing

■ ’ Federal statutes set out above and (2) to follow closely the activities
of these organizations from an intelligence viewpoint to have a day
to-day appraisal of the strength, dangerousness, and activities of

■ these organizations seeking the overthrow of the U. S. Government,
h . Suggestions for proper coverage of the investigation of the Communist

' ‘ Party as an organization and similar organizations shoiild include:
. (1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that all

. of the important ramifications of party activities are properly
covered

’ (2) Development of confidential informants in all party levels, ’
f - including the national headquarters organization ’

’ (3) [Deleted] . ’
' (4) The constant effort to develop admissible evidence against party

officials for violation of Federal laws ’
c. Brief to establish illegal status of Communist Party, USA

(1) Purpose of brief is to collect all legally admissible evidence
’ - .to prove illegality of party in one file. (Bufile 100-3—74.)

■ ’ ‘ . (2.). Reports on brief to establish illegal status must be submitted
• by each office quarterly and should include only legally . .

J ’ admissible evidence obtained during preceding three-month period.
. - ' ■ If there is no information to report, include a statement to that

■ effect in the cover pages of the quarterly report for the same 
period entitled "Communist Party, USA, Internal Security - C" • 
(no copy needed for Bufile 100-3-74). ■ • ■

■ • (3) It is advisable- to use the following breakdown in preparing
• ’ ’ ’ ’ reports: ' • . .

■ -i . ■ (a) Origin and continuity of the' party .
' ■ (b) Pertinent statements, writings, and instructions relating- to

. ' ; ■ ’ (1) Marxism-Leninism. (2) imperialism, (3) proletarian
■. ' ' internationalism, (4) defense of USSR, (5) revolutionary 

statements ' -
■ ‘ (c) Internal Security Act of 1950. Include under this ;

■ . ■ heading any admissible evidence which would tend to prove
- -- a violation of section 4(a) of this act. . ■

5 • 
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3. Investigative procedures and suggestions . ’
Titis section contains detailed investigative guides for use in

- - investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 
USA.
a. To accurately and clearly show the true nature of the Corninuni st 

Party, USA, data concerning the following’ topics’ must be .fully 
developed and reported. When material contains information that 
would be logically reported under more than one topic heading 
but to do so would make the separate accounts unintelligible, . 
report all the material under the main heading and only refer to 
the information under the othex- breakdowns. Do not repeat same 
data under separate headings. Reports on the Communist Party, USA, 
as an organization must be submitted by each office quarterly 
and should cover activities for the preceding three-month period. 
All offices are required to use the following breakdown in pre
paring quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. Each 
subfile caption must start or a, separate page. ’ .

.(1) Organization (Bureau file 100—3—69)
(a) Security setup of district and/or state organization. 

Office covering district headquarters, describe the 
location and size of Communist Party office facilities, 
rent paid, and name and number of office employees. 
List address and/or post office box number of party . 
headquarters.

(b) Identify principal district officials and important 
functionaries, together-with titles, and furnish a 
short resume of important activities of each during - 
three—month period.

(c) Mames of new commissions or special committees,.identity 
and capacity of individual members thereof. Submit 
resume of activities of groups under appropriate subfile 
captions,

(d) Special meetings embracing only organizational matters. 
Other pertinent matters discussed at meetings concerning 
policy oi’ strategy to be submitted under appropriate 

- subfile captions, . ,
- ’ • (e) Extend this outline as far as necessary for clarity and

to meet needs of office under- this or any succeeding 
subsection. Auxiliary offices submit pertinent data 
concerning above matters which do not normally come to- 
attention of office covering district headquarters. • .

(2) Membership (Bureau file 100—3-68) • ’ . .: ...
(a) Quarterly reports are not to contain any membership

• < " statistics. Cover pages accompanying each quarterly,
report must contain latest available statistics relating 
to total number of Communist Party members in the 
district. .Membership data must start on a separate

[ • ' cover page,[which page(s) must be devoted exclusively to such
[ - data.] Office of origin, which is.office covering Communist

Party district headquarters, should submit following figures: 
I. For entire Communi st • Party district

. IIo For individual states covered by Communist Party
■ district . - • • ■

III, For number of Communist Party members in area covered 
by field office . . ” ’

Auxiliary offices should submit following membership 
figures to the Bureau and office of origin:.
I. For state ox* portion of state covered by that 

field office
II. For number of Communist Party members in the area 

covered by that field office

[ [The total number of Communist Party members in the area
( . covered by field office, either origin or auxiliary, should
[ - be broken down as to the total number of Negroes in the ov-sr-.
[ • ' all numerical strength of the Communist Party, USA, in the

.6 
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(b) Where potent!.. .iangerousness of a subject has been 
established ar . inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warracted, the office of origin shall submit a 
recommendation for inclusion in security index by sub
mitting form FD-122 to Bureau. Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded "

' to Bureau and one copy will be placed in subject’s '
investigative case file, '

, Nothing should appear on FD—122 or subsequently on the 
security .index card which is not in the subject's case file..

• Form FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the Security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent. .

Proper selection should be made in the opening paragraph : 
option. FD-122 is submitted with abstract when used to 
recommend the subject for inclusion in the security index 
and without abstract when used to indicate additions, 
deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards, 

(c) When form FD—122 is submitted to Bureau recommending in
clusion of a name in security index, attach additional 
page or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts on 
which recommendation has been based. Facts must be in 
detail to clearly show soundness of recommendation.
Statements of conclusion are not enough and original sources 
must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must con— 
tain pertinent dates of subject's activities. ■

(d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject’s name is not 
being recommended for security index, set out a brief 
summary statement in the appropriate communication closing 

. -the case showing reasons for the decision.
(e) Security index cards shall be recommended by’and maintained . 

by office of origin only.
(f) A current report must be in possession of the Bur.eau when 

subject is recommended for security index. If it is the 
. initial report in the case, it must be a summary report.

. If, however, prior investigative reports have'been sub— ’’ 
mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are 
appropriately documented, a summary report need not be ' 

‘ submitted. ■ . : ’
(g) 'To assure that subject recommended for security index'will ' .

. receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or 
pending—inactive status until security index card has been

' received from Bureau and filed in office security index. ■ 
If case continues in pending status because of outstanding 
investigation, reports shall carry, a lead to follow author- 
izatibn of security index card by the Bureau and if approved 
to[disseminate a copy of the report to]Secret Service in 
addition to other leads. If outstanding investigation 
has been completed and case would otherwise be closed ’
upon submission of the report and,rform FD-122, case- shall . • 
be placed in pending-inactive, status with lead to follow 
authorization of security index card by Bureaxi and if 
approved[to disseminate the copy of the report]to Secret' 
Service. In latter instance, upon receipt of security 
index card and following local dissemination to Secret Service, 
case may be closed administratively.

(h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed 
because of absence of information concerning race, sex, 
citizenship, date and place cf birth, or description wh.ere 
security index card is warranted'. In such instances, rec
ommendation for the card should- be submitted with a current 
report and case retained in pending status with active 
investigation continuing to determine missing items of 
inf ormati on.

47
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$

Sublets ing oi' out of country may be recommended for
the security index provided .instructions set foi'th in 87D .
6b (3) and ( 1 ) are followed. Forms FD-122 submitted on 
subjects should include data required in 87D 7b (6) (b) 
IV below.
When form FD-122 is submitted recommending a security index • 
card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 
the words "Other — Chinese" must be included in the space 
on the form calling for a statement as to the subject’s 
race. When form FD-122 is submitted recommending that a 
security index card be prepared on a person who is. not of

£

(k)

Chinese extraction but who has 
with communist China, the form 
"Miscellaneous" a statement to 
Communis t Cha na."
Upon receipt of form FD—122 at

shown definite sympathies 
should include under
the-effect "sympathetic to

Bureau, the case of the sub

•%

E 
. E

(5)

[

ject will 
•concurred 
cate copy 
"Security 
attached.

be .reviewed and if recommendation of field is ‘ 
in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli- 
of form will be returned to office of origin stamped 
Index card approved and prepared, three copies
Place description and photograph on reverse side

of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in youi- 
Security Index." The three cards shall be filed in security 
index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD—122 shall 
be placed in subject's main investigative case file. 
Offices with a geographical breakdown by’residence and
employment will receive extra card

(1) When security index cards are received from Bureau, data 
thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be ccn- 
plete except for- description and photograph. Descript' >ns 
and photographs are maintained on separate cards of

■ similar size to security index cards which are star', 
to back of two of the cards. One card will then be jd 

' . in the geographical section of office security, indo. ’
(except special section cards and unavailable section -ards 
see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV below), and one card shall 
be filed in the duplicate security index maintained away 
from headquarters city. The other card is filed in 

.alphabetical section of security index. No information
• shall be permanently added, deleted, or changed on face’ 

. of security index card without complying with instructions
■ set forth below under 87D 7b (8). ' . .
Content and app’earance of security index card .

“’(a) - Data to appear on face of card . ..
When complete, face of security index card should contain 
the following information. If any of items enumerated in 
I through XIV are missing at time the security index card
■is made, the case should be continued as 
gation conducted to obtain the necessary 
forth under each item below are possible 
subject may be classified, together with 
should be placed in appropriate space on

pending and investi— 
information. Set 
categories in which 
code letters which 
form FD—122 when

sending form to Bureau recommending security index card be
. ' prepared. Code letters should subsequently.appear on security 

index cards received from Bureau.
. I Name and aliases • ' ■ '

The full and correct name and aliases of the subject 
must be contained on the security index card. When 
the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed 
added, deleted, or are found to be incorrect, form 
FD-122 must be submitted[showing]the correct data 
to be placed on the security index card. .

X

*1
9t

1

i

4

£

-Ji
Hi i

• * " *• 4 .
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(6)

(b).

Character
Key figures and. top functionaries - '
Internal Security — followed, by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples: . .

Internal Security — C ' .
. . Internal Security - SWP 

Others ’ .
Security Matter — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples: . ’

Security Matter — C ’
Security Matter - SWP •

‘ Security Matter - X (native fascist) '
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous) ■

When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the character ■ 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in the first report following the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a security matter subject is designated a 
key figure, the first report after the designation and all 
subsequent reports shall bear the internal security character. 

. In any event,, if subject is employed in a[defense facility
so designated by the Secretary of Defense pursuant to section 
5 of-the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended,] ad’d the

• • additional character "Internal Security Act of 1950" if
the organizational activity of .the subject is of a communist 
nature. ' .

(7) Deleted - '
(8) Status ’ ’

All cases shall be carried in a pending status' until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: . • •
(a) Top functionaries •

I. Pending inactive . - ' •
(A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty-five 

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, 
each such case shall be placed in a pending—active 
status for the preparation of the report so that 

■ • the report can be submitted at the designated time,
(b) Key figures .._ -" . •

I. Pending inactive ■ ; •
' . (A) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty-

five days prior to the date a semiannual report is 
. - due, each such case shall be placed in a pending- 

active status for the preparation of the report 
so that the report can be submitted at the desig— 

• nated time. ’
' (c) Deleted _ ’

73
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[

(9)

07o SECURITY TNVESTIGATIQn^^

(d) 'Other security index subjects •
Io Closed . .

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to 
insure submission of an annual investigative report. 
If, following investigation, no subversive data is 

■ developed and the only available information consists
• of verification of residence and employment and

’ ■ negative contacts with security informants and
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter to the 
Bureau setting forth identities of informants and ' 
sources contacted, any additional administrative

. data deemed necessary, and form FD-305 properly 
executed. The cases shall be opened and assigned 

. 45 days prior to the date the annual report is
• due. Such cases shall also be opened and assigned

six months after submission of the annual report to' 
accomplish verification of addresses. Upon such 
verification, the cases should be closed admin— ’

. istratively. ■ • . ■ '
(e) Cases of subjects recommended for security index '

I. Pending inactive . ”
(A) If all active investigation completed at the time 

FD-122 forwarded to Bureau .
(b) Set forth lead to follow Bureau for security index 

card and if approved[for dissemination of report to] • 
Secret Service. ’ ■ ’ .

II. Closed ' ' ■ •
(A) Upon receipt of security index card 'from Bureau 

and dissemination to Secret Service
. (B) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for

investigative report as in (d) above. .
(f) Subjects not in security index who are not to be included! .

therein . .
I. Closed ' . ‘

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) '
pertaining to Interview must be complied with.

Content .
(a) In order to insure completeness of investigation, the

' following items should He considered as pertinent to an " .
investigation and subsequent reporting of such should .

' ’ be handled under topical headings where appropriate.’ .. .
- I . Background . .... .... , / ..............  .

(A) Birth date ' " ' ' ! J ---- . ' ■ .
B) Citizenship status . ’ • ,
C) Education ' ■ .

_ (D) Marital status' ' ’ .
(E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including 

type of discharge, citations, etc.) • .

IF) Identification record . ’ „ ... ■ . ... . ■. ■
G) Employment . . ■ , . ■ ■ - .
H) Residence " • ■ ' ■ ■ ■
I) Status of health (if known) ■ "

II® Connections with Communist Party (or other basic revolu— 
’■ tionary groups and/or front organiaations)

(A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary 
group including sponsors, etc,

(b) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 
and positions held in subversive movement with which 
subject is identified . -

74
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character, 
0, " should 
the armed

in a key facility, copies of reports bearing the dual 
"Security of Government Employees; Security Matter - 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume III 
and 87D 7e (2), of this manual.
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Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.

(7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed, services
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service 
of the military branch involved.

(8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Agency
Federal Aviation Agency issues certificates to airmen who are 
defined as persons in command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or 
member of the crew in the navigation of aircraft.while under 
way; individuals. directly in charge of the inspection, mainte
nance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in the 
capacity of aircraft dispatcher or air—traffic control tower 
operator. Subversive data developed concerning persons within 
such definitions should be.furnished to the Bureau by report or 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with 
cover communication recommending that such data be furnished 
to Federal Aviation Agency. Such dissemination will be made 
only at the Bureau. . ,

(g) Security index - dissemination of information to- Secret Service
[Under the agreement between the Bureau and the Secret Service 
concerning' Presidential protection dated 2-3-65, which is set 
out in its entirety in section 102, volume'lV, of this manual, 
reports are to be disseminated henceforth to Secret Service' 
in all security index cases. An extra copy of the-report in 
these cases should be furnished the Bureau. At the time the 
agreement was .entered into, letterhead memoranda in all security 
index cases had been disseminated to Secret Service. Therefore, 
prior reports in these cases will hot be disseminated.

Under the terms of the agreement, it is essential to advise 
Secret Service of the reason or reasons for referral — statement 
of the class or .classes., in appendix B of the agreement -which ' 
the individual 'referred fits. For this purpose utilize form 
FD—376, which is designed to serve'as a letter of transmittal 
for both local dissemination and dissemination at the SOG.
The original and one copy of this form should be forwarded to 
the Bureau. A copy is to be maintained in th- main case file 
and upon transferral of office of origin in.. — case, the new 
office of origin is to be furnished a copy. .-reful -consider-. 
ation must be given to insure that the indivi-.ual. is .properly 
categorized•_ In the case of subject being recommended for the 
security index, withhold dissemination pending Bureau approval 
of his security index status; forward FD-376 as in any other 
case. .

In the case of individual subject of prior investigation who • 
is currently being recommended "or the security index, do not 
disseminate prior reports. Ho;>.-.-• er, prepare a letterhead 
memorandum including pertinent information previously developed 
which should be disseminated to Secret Service, together with 
the current, report. Copies of this letterhead memorandum 
should be forwarded tc the Bureau for dissemination at head
quarters level.]

81
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After initiaHdissemination tc Secret Servicejin security, 
index oases, as changes occur in the status of the individuals 
involved with respect to residence and employment, advise Secret 
Service locally and furnish, two copies of the letterhead 
memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Form 
FD—366 may be used for this purpose. The letterhead memorandum 
should contain a reference to the previous communication dissein—' 
inated tc Secret Service. .

When reporting changes in residence and/or employment concerning. 
Chinese and Cuban aliens on the security index, in addition to ■ 
dissemination to Secret Service, also advise the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) locally, and furnish, four-.copies of 
the letterhead memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the 
SOG. Bear in mind in filling out the reference that some[ letterhead] 
memoranda have been expressly prepared for dissemination to 
Secret Service only and have not been furnished to the • -
Department or INS; therefore, the copy furnished INS locally 
■and two of the copies furnished the Bureau should reference . ■
the last communication to INS.

For instructions- pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service - 
in other than security index cases> refer to -section 831, 
volume III, of this manual. ■■ •

Upon transfer of office of origin in one of these cases, the 
old.office of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 
the subject’s new residence and business address and advise the 
Bureau that such has been done by the submission of two copies 

’ of the letterhead memorandum disseminated locally. The new
office of origin need take no action regarding dissemination to 
Secret Service until such time as further changes occur with 
respect to the subject's status[or until preparation of the next 
periodic report in the case.]. *.

•(10) Dissemination at the Bureau - . -
- There are some situations in which dissemination is made at the ’

Bureau instead of in the field. In the-majority of instances, 
information received by the FBI should properly be furnished 

. immediately to some other agency within the executive branch of 
. • the Government so that the responsibilities of the other agency

might be fulfilled properly. Care must be taken, however, not 
to disseminate information to any..field branch of "another

. Government- agency where such a procedure is deemed inadvisable . 
‘ because of the inadequacy of security measures in that branch. "

' In these instances the data should be brought to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. An

. example of the latter is, of course, the Atomic Energy Commission, 
which receives- reports only through the Bureau, as noted in 
section 87D 7c (3) of this manual. Information relating to 
foreign travel plans of security subjects is disseminated

• to interested agencies, including the State Department, only •
• at the SOG, as set out in S7D 6b (4). Dissemination is also ,

' -made at the SOG to the State Department, unless’it appears . ' 
. tindesirable, in those cases in which subj.ects have been ■ . . .

' ‘indicted for violations grounded on subversive activities.
• Dissemination in these cases is made to preclude these subjects 

. from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute 
allegations of subversive connections. The State Department, 
therefore, will be in possession of data concerning a defendant 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action.. • 

b. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within the Bureau's 
investigative jurisdiction ’
(1) Members of the armed forces

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces 
intelligence agencies states that the responsibility assumed by 
one organization in a'given field carries with it the obligation 

‘ to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing organizations 
all information of mutual interest.
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' [

Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal 
security field, it is imperative that information concerning members 
of the military services be referred immediately to the appro
priate branch having primary responsibility for its personnel. 
This procedure is mandatory, even though the security aspects of 

, the data have not been fully resolved or verified. It should 
be specifically pointed out in such instances that the infor
mation has not been verified. .

Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined 
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported 
to the Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies in the fact 
that the subject is no longer within our investigative juris-- 
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must 
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence 
agency. : . - ’’

Our responsibility with regard to military personnel is not con— ’ 
fined to those who have been the subjects of security invest!— 
gations. It extends to any subversive derogatory data developed 
against a member of the armed services during any of oui- investi
gations of either individuals or organizations. For instance, 

• if it is determined that a member of the armed forces has been 
in contact with a,security subject or with any individual or group 
raising security implications, the appropriate intelligence 
service should be immediately advised locally. This should be 
done even though the security' aspects of the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military services may be in a position to dis
charge their .responsibilities. It must be pointed out to them 
specifically in such instances that the data are unverified, 
and pertinent developments must be transmitted to them thereafter 

-immediately upon receipt. ' ' '

Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course of s-ecurit.y 
investigations it must be determined whether the subjects have ’ 
any close relatives in the armed forces'. Our responsibilities 
require that such associations be called to the attention of the 
■appropriate military intelligence services, together with per
tinent data, including reports, on the security subjects involved.

' The evaluation of these associations lies entirely within the 
province of the intelligence services, but for the- reasons stated 

■ previously herein it is incumbent upon the Bureau to disseminate 
this information immediately upon’receipt. ‘

Any subversive contacts or information developed concerning 
military personnel must be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the field. Such’ letter should be accompanied -by afletterhead] ' 
memorandum setting out with particularity' the subversive data _
in a form entirely suitable for dissemination.
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at Bureau, 50 '
geographical section, 
in field office, 51 
inactive section,’ 56 '

’ special section, 52

index

51, 63’

51,63

unavailable
Atomic Energy

section, 53 
Act subjects, 

inclusion in 
security or re
serve index, 70,71

Bureau 
' .applicants inclusion in ’ 

security oi' re-
serve index, 70

authority to investigate, 24 
responsibility, 19

registrars 
students, 
superiors

, 25
25 .
of faculty members

25 .
Contacts ’ ‘

during investigation, 25
with foreign establishments, 25 

Content .
• and appearance

■ - of reserve index cards, 43
’ of security index cards, 48
of reports, 7’4 ’ . ■

■ Corroboration, 37 ■..................
Criteria, foi* inclusion in security 

’ ’ index, 44a,45
Cuban

activity in support of Cuban regime, 
.. . 45a

aliens, 45a,45b/8Ja • .
contacts with, factor in determining 

■ dangerousness of .
‘ ' individual, 44a ..

pro-Cuban activity, 45b . "
special section, 49,53 • ’ .
tabbing.cards, 45b,64

Dangercusne s s 
definition of, 44 
determination of, 44 .
Nation of Islam membcrs’hip, 

' ■ • . 46
Death of security index subject 

60 '
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Index 
INDEX FOR SECTION 870 

References are to ,.age. ’

- / 'i
Defected sjib^ects, 42 v 4
Defectors t.q. Sino—Soviet—bloc

countries, 57 • • ik
- 3

Defense facilities, 64,73
list, 64 Faculty members * "i
■when investigate individuals contacts with, 25 . ■

employed in, 64 investigation of, 24
- Definitions, 19 Fifth amendment, 46 i

of dangerousness, 44 File on defected subjects, 42 "JDepartmental applicants, inclusion File reviews, 34 f
in security index or Flash notices (security)

.reserve index, 70 .cancellation of, 27a
Detcom, 62 notation concerning, on

administrative procedures, 63 FD-128, 59 . ” $
key figures, 62,68 when place, 27
purpose, 62 Foreign
removal from, 58,63,64 diplomats, 25
special section, 53,64 establishments, 25
top functionaries, 62,70 intelligence subjects, inclusion
who to be tabbed, 62 in security index or

Determination of reserve- index’, 70.
dangerousness, 44 tours, 33a ; . ”SS~’

membership and position in labor ' travel, 33
organizations, 29 Forms

Disaffection of U. S. citizens . FD-122, 28,34,48,49,53 to 58,68,74
abroad, 57 abstracts for, 47. ■ fDissemination changes in data on security

concerning individuals who are index card by.
not within Bureau 58,78 &
investigative concerning persons of Chinese .
jurisdiction, 81a extraction or ■ .a

of reports Chinese sympathy, 48
at SOG, 81a cover letter thereto, 32

■ ' in field, 79 ■ Cuban subjects, 45t> 1on subjects employed in key detcom tabbing or deletion
facilities, 65,80 . of such tabbing, 63

- - -to Immigration and Naturalization ■placing name in or removing from r
■ , Service, 81a

to Secret Service, 81
■ ■ special section.of security

index, .53
- -• . closing case, 47,74 unavailable section of

.stamping reserve index cards, 43 -. • - security index, 32,54
• Documentation of reports, 78 recommending for inclusion in

completion of, 78 security index, 45b,47
recommending missing subjects tat

■ for unavailable
• - - Employees of ; - section of ■ * .

international organizations, h". . ’ • - ’security index, . .
■ - 25 ' 32,54 -

D. So Government, 25 reference to, 77 . ■ -

■ ■ .-Espionage subjects, inclusion succinct summary with, 47
in security Cuban subjects, 45b

~ - index or reserve when subject employed in key
ar - . ■_ ingex, 70 facility, 65

Evidence, 37 FD-122a, 42b,42c,61,77
’desirability of- FD-128, 55,57 to 60,68

admissibility, 29,37 reference to, 77 ■

~~ ^corroboration, 37 when security flash notice is on
of knowledge of aims and file; 27a

purposes, 29 when subject moves, 58,59
.of membershin or affiliation, 

29
preservation of, 37 • f

- ■
w
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^B ' ^B . Index
INDEX FOR SECTION 87D’

References are to page. . .

(

(

Forms (continued) 
FD—128a, 27a,42c,77 
FD—154, 42b,42c,57 ’ .
FD-165, 27,77 
FD—186, 50 
FD-305, 74,78 
FD-3O5a, 78 .
FD-306, 36 
FD-336, 39 
FD—366, 57,81a

■ FD-376, 81
Fraud against .the Government, 

20,21,22

Geographical ■ •
reference number- of key facility 

shown on security 
index card, 49 

section of security index, 
51,63

Government employees, 25,70,80

Handwriting, 29 ■
of key figures, 67 
of top functionaries, 70 ■

’ Hostile subjects, interviews 
of, 41 »

Husband and wife, security 
. investigations,

. 72 •

Identification record , 27 
Immigration and Naturalization 

’ Service, •
. • dissemination to,

. 80,81a '
Imprisoned subjects in security 

• index, 54,57,60 
Inactive section of security 

, index, 56
Indices, check of, 72 ■
Individuals • •

to be investigated, 22 .
• traveling abroad, 33 .

against whom stops are . . 'x
. . placed, 34 .

who are included in security
. . ■ index, 34

who travel behind iron ■
curtain, 34 

with tours when no subversive 
'information on • 

' individual, 33a
with tours when there is

. subversive in— '
formation on 
individual, 33a

with foreign diplomatic status, . 
26

Infoz-mants, cancellation of 
security index 

■ cards pertaining
to, 60 " „

Interviews
Bureau approval by rubber 

■ stamp, 40 • ..
. Bureau authority, 39,40a .

conditions for, 40 . '
conducting at place of 

employment, 40a 
content and form of letter to 

Bureau requesting 
authority for, 39 . -

contents of letter containing '
• results of, 42

determine willingness to testify 
during, 41

■ evaluation of, 45b
forty—five—day extensions of 

■ Bureau authority, '40
no report needed afterward, '40a 

, ' of hostile subjects, 41
' of individuals connected with■ 
• institutions of .

• learning, 24, .
‘ 25 . • • . '

of individuals who have traveled 
behind iron

’ curtain,’ 34 ’
of section A, reserve index ■

- subjects, 39 ' ‘ ’
of security index subjects,

38 . .
of subjects connected with

• labor unions, 41 *
. ■ of subjects who express desire

. ■ for, 42 . ' , .
. on SAC authority, 38 ■-

. ' • •- preparations for, 40 •’ ■ ■ . —
■ purpose of, 38 - •

recontact without Bureau .
. authority, 40a

results not affecting security 
. index status, 41

- ’ signed statements in connection
- • ' ’ with, 41 " .

■ to be conducted within 45 days,
’ ’ ‘ 40 • ■ \*

. . when current report necessary •
■ . . . ' in order to . •

: . request Bureau '
' ' ’ permission, 39 ’ ’

when current report not necessary 
in order to request 
Bureau permission, 39 

when discontinue, 40a
. when report- needed after, 41

with Bureau authority, 39 -

■■

■ ■
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Index

J INDEX FOR SECTION.87D 
References are to,page

Investigations of
aliens, 26
faculty members, 24

. members of labor unions, 29
naturalized citizens, 26
students, 24

Inve stigative
procedures, 26
techniques, 34

file reviews, 34
photographic surveillances, 

35
physical surveillances, 35
private firms, records, 36 
public source information,

' 36
security informants, 34

Labor, union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Law enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in reports, 76

Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65
list, 49,64,65 
responsibility, 64 
status of reports of subjects 

employed in, 
66,74

when investigate individuals 
employed in, 64

Key figures 
definition of, 66

T designation of, 67 ’
foreign travel by, 69
handling of, 67 . ' '

- handwriting of, 67 :
in armed forces, 68
list, 69
movement of, 59,68 
photographs of, 67

. program, 66 ■ .
reports on, 68
status of reports on, 68,73 
when become subjects of SGE 

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Maritime employees,, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 80

Members of 
armed forces, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 81a 

labor unions, 29 
law enforcement agencies, not 

to accompany SAs 
on security 
investigations, 26

Membership or affiliation, 29 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to locate 
every 45 days, 32 

unavailable section of security 
..index, 54

Movement of " . " .
key figures, 59,68 ------- ' -•
subjects-, 58 " ’

■'-.'-key figures, 59,68 ' 
security index subjects, 58 
subjects not in security 
r- . - - index, 60

% subjects tabbed for detcom, 
____ - - - 60 . .
top functionaries, .59

Narrative-type statements ’in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam- 
potential dangerousness, 46 ■ 
what, member s. to- be. investigated, 23
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D

87 D 
Index

References are to page

National
Defense Education Act of 1958 
.Guard members, dissemination 

tion concerning.

, 22
of informa-

3

Science Foundation Act of 1950 
Naturalized citizens 

dissemination of information 
■ concerning, 80

80
L 22

Receipt of information of
25

35?

i

investigations of, 26
Negative information, security index 

■ submit by letter, 74
New office of origin, 58

cases

Recommendation for inclusion in 
section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index,. 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b 
status, 74
when

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72,81a 
Out of the country, unavailable 

section of security
. ' index, 54

Overt acts, 45

when

when 
when

subject has Chinese 
sympathy, 48 

subject is of Chinese 
extraction, 48-

subject is out of country, 48 
there is missing back-

1

Re—evaluation

Registrars of

Periodic review of reserve index 
section A, 42b 
section B, 42c

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35,37
Photographs, 28

of key figure , 67
of top functionaries, 70 
status of security index 

cases while 
obtaining, 28,68

- Reinterviews

ground information, 
47 -

of security irtdex 
status, 46,57,72,78

institutions of 
learning, 24,25

42
J 
&

Relatives in armed forces, 27
Removal from security index, 46a,61
Reports .

administrative data in, 77
character of, 73 '
content of, 74 * -
cumulative items, 76 ■ '
dissemination of, 79

to Secret Service, 81 '
documentation of, 78
lumping information in, 76 -
narrative—type statements, 77

‘2
1
■s-

security

Physical - . . ‘ - negative information, security index -Si-description, 28 - • - - cases, submit by lette.r. 74
surveillances, 35 ■ . ______ . .- schedule of, 73 . . - - -

' maintenance of SA’s notes, 38 ' ' status of, 73 .■ .
Position '

and importance, 30
in labor organizations, 29

Potential dangerousness, 44

summarizing information in, 76
title of, 72
topical headings in, 74
when necessary after ..

■ of Nation of Islam members, . - ■ . . ' interview^ 41 . ■ ,
46 ' / • • when necessary, at time requesting » *

Preservation of evidence, 37 ■ ’ Bureau authority to
Priority apprehension program, • • . interview, 39 , ■ ’'Jf
' 62 ’ ; • when not necessary after inter— . .-Ji

Private records,. 36 ■ ' ’ . . " - view, 40a
Public when not necessary at time /

Law 87—835, 22 • .
source information, 36

■ . ■ . - requesting Bureau •
authority to . 1

utility.employees, dissemination . interview, 39 ' s
■ of information Reserve index, 42a .

concerning. 80 .
Purpose of

arrangement, 42b .
cards, content and appearance, ■ f

investigation, 19 . . . 43 ■
content, 43
names deleted from security 

index, 61,62

■ %
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Index

ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGAl...

INDEX FOR 
References

SECTION 87D 
are to page

&

&

Reserve index (continued)
purpose, 42a
removal from, 43
section A -

changes, 42c
individuals to be included, 

42b,61
periodic review of, 42b
recommendations for inclusion 

in, 42b,61
when to submit reports, 42b

section B, 42c,62
review of cases, 42c
verification of residence and 

employment, 42c
standards for, 42a
subjects

espionage and foreign 
intelligence 
investigations, 70

. security of Government 
employees case

' in, 70
Reserves, dissemination of 

information 
concerning 

• members of, 80
Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations,

24

Security (continued) 
index (continued), 

recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47 
re-evaluation of status, 46,57,72,78 
removal from, 46a,61 . 
subjects of ’ '

espionage and foreign 
intelligence •
investigations, 70 

security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70 

summary reports, 47 .
informants, 34 ' ’

cancellation of security '
■ index cards ■ ’

pertaining to, 60
of Government employees cases, 

, inclusion of
subjects in •
security index ’

. or reserve index, 70
•Signed statements, 41
•Sino—Soviet bloc, 44a .
Sleepers, 31,52
Special section of se’curity index, 52

cards, 49,56
Cuban, 49,53
exception to unavailable section, 56 

Standards for reserve index, 42a ’

Xs

.4:-

section A,.42b 
Status of cases.

on
. on

key figures
security

73
73

Schedule of reports, 73 .
' Scope of investigation, 26 ■

Seamen, dissemination of informa—
. tion concerning, 80

' Secret Service, dissemination to, 81

on 
on

on,

subjects 
subjects

index subjects '
employed in key 
facilities, 66,74

in security index, 74 
recommended for •
security index, 74

top' functionaries, 73

closing case, 47,74 
■ reserve index cards 
Security •

.flash notice’ .
. cancellation of.

stamping, 43

27a
notation concerning on FD-128',. 59 
when place, 27 •

index, 4.3
arrangement of,-50
cards ’

cancellation of, 38,42,60 
. changes on, 58

content and appearance of, 48
. of key figures, 68 

tabbing, 45b,62,64,68,70 
transfers to reserve index,

61,62 
criteria for, 44a,45 
Cuban subjects , 45a,45b,53,64 ,-Sla 
dangeruUsness, 44 
dissemination to

Immigration and Naturalization
Service, 81a

Secret Service, 81
purpose, 43

while obtaining photographs, 28
while securing handwriting, 29 
while verifying residence and

• employment, 57^74
’ Students 

contacts with,- 25 ;
investigations of, 24 ■ '

Summarizing information in reports 
76,77 .

Summary reports, 47,71,76-
Superiors of faculty members, _ 

25 . .
Surveillances . ’ -

photographic, 35,37 
physical, 35 •
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^CION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGAi 8-7E

(10) Communist infiltration of mass organizations program .
(a) Submit semiannual letters March 1 and September 1 under 

caption of above program, Bufile 100-3-206, using following 
topical outline and headings: ’
I. Information concerning Communist Party program 

Furnish summary of information received concerning 
.over-all Communist Party program to infiltrate mass .
organizations, nationally and locally; steps taken to' 
carry out program: identity specific groups which are 
targets for infiltration or which have been infiltrated 
by party members; and success being achieved by party.- 

■ II. Organizations concerning which information previously
submitted . .

' Only list names and Bureau file numbers concerning]those 
cases wherein, since submission of last semiannual letter, 
letters using the five—point outline set out under 
item (4) above were furnished to Bureau. Do not list ■ 
those cases which were under investigation by Bureau ' 
authority at time of submission -of last semiannual . -
letter. ' .

III. Organizations concerning which information being 
submitted for first time with instant letter 
Only list names and Bureau file numbers fif known) 
of those organizations concerning which information ■ .
has not' previously been furnished Bureau but which 

. is being furnished, together with recommendations 
. regarding future investigations, for f: ••st time with

instant letter. Submit information, using five—point 
outline as set out under item (4) above; as enclosure 

’ to letter. Submit separate enclosure on each organi—
’ zation listed in this category. Furnish two copies

of each enclosure and sufficient copies of cover letter 
in order that one copy each of semiannual letter and

_ • enclosure can be placed in Bureau file on organization.
This will eliminate necessity of submitting separate

• summary letter under each individual case caption. Do ■ 
not use T symbols in enclosure, but set out -identities . 
of sources. .

f. Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Bureau 
Agents during course of security-type investigations without ..
prior Bureau authority. ' ' ' *

,g. ' Photographic surveillances _ . ' ■ ■ ' - ’
(1) No photographic surveillances are to be conducted in 

communist front organization cases unless it is essential ' ■
to protect Bureau’s interests in internal security field 
by supplementing live informant coverage of a particular 

. meeting with such a surveillance. _
• (2) Request Bureau authority to institute such a surveillance '

. and outline manner in which it will be conducted and super— 
vision which will be afforded it. • • ■

. (.3) No such surveillances should be instituted without .specific 
' Bureau authority. - . - . *
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1CTI0N 87. SECURITY INTOSTtGAi >S . 87E
Disseminatio^^^of information to Secret Service regarding plots 

against the President . '
On 2-3-65, an "Agreement Between the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation and the Secret Service Concerning Presidential Protection" 
was signed and became effective. This agreement is set out in 
its entirety in section 102, volume IV, of this manual.

The agreement provides that the FBI, in its investigations of 
organizations whose activities are inimical to the welfare of 
the U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service 
of any information indicating a plot against the person of the 
President; thereafter, it is the responsibility of Secret Service 
to initiate such action as is necessary to neutralize such a plot.

The field must be alert during the course of the investigation of 
an organization for information indicating a plot against the 
person of the President. Upon receipt of such information, 
immediately furnish complete details to the nearest office of 
Secret Service and appropriate local law enforcement agencies and 
advise the Bureau at that time by teletype, or telephone if the 
facts warrant, of the information furnished and the fact it has 
been so disseminated. An immediate attempt should be made to 
verify the information received but no evaluation of the information 
should be attempted. ' -

Prepare at once a letterhead memorandum which should include • 
complete details disseminated and the identities of the Secret 
Service officer'and the local lav; enforcement officers to whom 
given and the date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate 
the letterhead memorandum locally to Secret Service -and any other ' 
appropriate Government agency and furnish sufficient copies’ to 
the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Thereafter, copies of 
all letterhead memoranda and reports concerning the organization 
should be disseminated locally to Secret Service on a continuing 
basis and extra copies of such communications should be furnished 
the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. ’ .

The field should insure that the identities.of the members of the 
organization who are "in" on the plot are determined.- Background, 
information, concerning' the individuals (see items 1 and 3 of 
appendix A to the agreement) should be fully developed and included 
in the communications prepared and disseminated to Secret 'Service. 
If such', identities and information are known at the- time the _ " 
initial' information is received, they should be included in the 
first letterhead memorandum prepared in the matter.]
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. ) SECTTON 87. . SECURITY INVEST. ATIONS '

> * ■
. Investigative procedures and suggestions re communist front organizations 

To accurately and clca"ly show true nature of communist front groups, . 
data concerning the following topics, where applicable, should be f
fully developed and reported on: . ‘
a. Origin and scope ■_

Date of formation. Circumstances’ under which founded. ’ ;
Determine who in Communist Party instructed organization te set.
up; whether decision to set. up group made at meeting of party 
functionaries and, if so, identify functionaries present; identity ' ... 
of individual or individuals responsible for organizing group.
Identify all known chapters, if any, and location thereof. ;

b. Whether incorporated ■ . i
Many organizations are incorporated requiring filing of incorporation ;
papers with appropriate state officials. 1

c; Asms and purposes ■
d. Location of headquarters . ’ .
e, Officers ' *

List principal officers, board of directors, etc., and appropriate 7
characterization of each showing communist affiliation, 

f. Membership
Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure member
ship lists, mailing lists, or other records reflecting affiliation 
with organization. Usually obtainable through informant coverage ’ .
or utilization of various investigative techniques. Secure ' 
accurate description of all lists to m-:ke sure there is no confusion 
as to the exact identity or significance of list being reported on. T 

g. Official organ, if any, and other literature ‘
(1) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources, 

and confidential informants ’ J
(2) All such literature should be appropriately identified'. ■ V
(3) At least one copy of each pertinent piece of literature should 1

' be promptly furnished to Bureau.’ '
h. .General activities • ’ , 1
i. Finances • ■ . |

Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts of 
organizations. Location of bank accounts frequently obtainable 
through confidential informants, credit records, public utility ’ 
records, records of rental agent, and monitoring of other organiza— / 
tions’ bank accounts. ' • ■ .

j. Support given to Communist Party . • ' . 4;
Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, 
financial or otherwise, given by the organization to the Communist *

- Party. ’ ■ ’ . .
k. Support received from Communist Party - • - • - . — K

Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, ’I
' financial or otherwise, received by the organization from the

Communist Party. ■
1. Implementation of Communist Party line .

Can usually be. shown through comparison of programs and literature . J.
of organization w,ith those of Communist Party during any particular .*■
period. ' - - ’ ■■ . • •*.

Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through the ’
following sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, J
bank records, literature and publications of organization, newspapers, £
public meetings and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, ’<■.
various types of public records, panel sources, confidential sources 
and other sources of information, interviews with past or present j?

' ■ ■ ■* w
■ ■ ' ■ . ■ "I

. ■ • ■ ■ ■ '

■ A.
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" SITTON 87. SECURITY Hr;ESTIGATH, Z . 870

. - of the source, date of activity, date received, and name
. of the Agent receiving the information are known ’, it is
J not necessary to request the office originally obtaining

■ ' the information to document it further by furnishing.
information showing the location of the .original in 
the office files. If all documentation, except the 
latter item, is not in the possession of the office - 

' ’ ’ preparing the report, it should be obtained. .
, V. ■ If it is found desirable to include in a report the

identities of individuals who are known communists 
' and have been associates of the subject to lend ‘

weight to evidence of the subject’s potential
■ •' .dangerousness, only the source of the information

•' showing .the associate to be a communist need be ’
J.., identified.’ .
J VI. In a very limited number of instances it may be necessary

’ Vr.'* . to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterizat5on of an ’
1 individual or organization from another office or the

■ Bureau. When such information is received in your
office, it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files 

. ■ so that it will be-available to and. can be readily
located by Agents having future need for it, thereby 

’ . . eliminating repeated requests of another office for the
- ‘ same information. ’ ’

[ g. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security case 
files may be destroyed following submission of reports in these cases.

■ [ [Copies of informant's statements designated for the 100’ classification
[ case files of informants may be destroyed when one year old on an
[ . . annual basis.]

[ In destroying these[communications,]be guided by instructions for •
/ destruction of channelizing memoranda as set out in Manua-1 of Rules

and Regulations. . •
-8. Dissemination of data developed in security investigations

The proper utilization of information received by the Bureau is foremost 
among our responsibilities as an investigative agency. It is the Bureau'.s 
duty to keep the proper intelligence agene.es informed concerning infor— 

. . mation of interest to them. Further, information which comes to the .
‘ " - attention of the Bureau in connection with the conduct of investigations

' . ' normally and regularly within the jurisdiction of the Bureau,, which
. information is believed to be of interest to another agency within the
■ executive branch of the Government, should be forwarded to the interested

agency unless there are good and compelling reasons not to do so. This is
, in line with the Delimitations A.greement and Presidential directives which

provide for the dissemination to other agencies of information relating 
to espionage, sabotage, subversive activities, and related matters where

.. . the specific agency has a present or potential interest in the information.

■' .* Set out hereafter is a summarization of existing Bureau ..requirements re—
. garding dissemination of security information developed on individuals

. ■ during the course of regular investigations in the security field. It
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87. SECURITY INVESTIGATivJ

should be apparent that all conceivable situations cannot be antici
pated. Por that reason, the data below should be considered as pertain
ing to representative situations which occur frequently enough to 
warrant specific treatment. The basic rule .to follow is-, of course, 
that security information must be furnished promptly to interested 
agencies in the executive branch of the Government and that the term .
"interested agency” must be interpreted in the light of reason and 
common sense, Any unusual situations should be brought to the attention 
of the Bureau promptly for consideration a nd disposition. .

Considerations affecting the national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico necessitate that the broadest possible construction be • 
given ’o the existing requirements of dissemination to the intelligence 
services located in those areas. The Anchorage, Honolulu, and San Juan 
Offices should adhere to such policy and effect such dissemination as to 
discharge fully our responsibilities as laid down in Bureau iiistructions , 
together with practices which have been dictated by circumstances .
within those particular offices. • ■

The material set out below must be read in conjunction with the Manual 
of Rules a .d Regulations, part II, section 5, which discusses the Bureau's 
over—all responsibilities in dissemination,’ together with existing 
policies, qualifications, and exceptions. . ’
a. Data developed concerning subjects of security investigations and ..

other persons corning within investigative jurisdiction of the 
''Bureau

(1) Aliens and naturalized citizens '
Information concerning aliens and naturalized citizens which 
might have a bearing on the deportation or denaturalization 
of such individuals should in all instances be forwarded 
to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Refer to 
the Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5. If 
any doubt exists, the matter should in all instances be resolved 
in favor of dissemination. ■ . .

(2) Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities ' 
or employees of plants having contracts with the military .
services 
Dissemination in these cases is treated specifically in- section

. - 87D 7c[(3)] of this manual., . - .
( 3)' Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal

. facilities) which are not on the key £acilities~list or otherwise 
falling into the category defined in (2) above, and facilities _ 

' ’ ■ which are or may. become .engaged-in. the..manufacture.oi materials . .
vital to the national defense ■ ‘ ’ . . ’ “ ■ '
Dissemination should be made locally to G—2 and, in addition, to 

■ • other intelligence services if their interest is apparent in
individual cases or in specific facilities. ,

(4) Individuals on inactive duty but who are members of or hold 
' commissions in the reserve branches--or National Guard. ■ ■ -

Dissemination should be made locally to the appropriate military 
’ intelligence service. Dissemination to headquarters of the

. appropriate, services will be made at SOG. ' • • ■■■
(5) Seamen and'.subjects employed in the-maritime-industry, including 

longshoremen and other water-front employees 
Dissemination'should be made to - the- Coast Guard on a local level 

■ - ■ . arid, when circumstances dictate;to~ other“iritelligence agencies,
■ including ONI, which have an interest in the data reported.
Appropriate dissemination on a headquarters level will be made 
at SOG. ■

(6) Employees of the Federal Government within the purview of 
Executive Order 10450 ‘
No dissemination of the reports in security of Government employee 
cases may be made in the field. If, however, subject is employed
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87Do^pEON 87 SECURITY INVESTIGATE.

(b) Where potential dangerousness of. a subject has’ been, 
established, and inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit a 
fecommendatioji for inclusion in security index by sub
mitting foi’m FD-122 to Bureau. Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded 
to Bureau and one copy will be placed 'in subject's 
investigative case file. .

Nothing should appear on FD-122 or subsequently on the 
security index card which is not in the subject's-case .file. 
Form FD—122 has tw.o uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent. • ’

Proper selection should be made in .the opening par aph .
• option. FD-122 is submitted with abstract when u to

. . ■ recommend the’ subject for inclusion in the seourii, Index
.. . and without abstract when used to indicate additions,

deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.
’ (c) When form FD—122 is submitted to Bureau recommending in

’ elusion of a name.in security index, attach an additional
. ’ . • page or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts on

. - ■ which recommendation has been based. Facts must be in
. . detail to clearly show soundness of recommendation.

■ Statements of conclusion are not enough and original sources
■ , • must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must con—

. ’ tain pertinent dates of subject's activities.
. . . (d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject's name is not

' ■' being recommended for security index, set out a brief
.summary statement in the appropriate communication closing 

• - .. the case showing reasons for the decision. -
■ (e) Security index cards shall be recommended by and maintained

. . . ■ by office of origin only. ’
’ ■ • (t) A current report must be in possession of the Bureau when

• - . •. subject is recommended for security index. If it is the
■ ’ initial report in the case, it must be a summary report.

. ’ . If, however, prior investigative reports have been sub—
.......... . . - - - mifted which are suitable for dissemination and are .

. "" ’ ' appropriately documented, a summary report need not be
- submitted.’ . . . _ '

—' (g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 
’ ’ . . receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or

. . .pending-inactive status until security index card has been
■ . ’ received from Bureau and filed in office security index.
’ ’ . If case continues in pending status because of outstanding

? investigation, reports shall carry a lead to follow author-
■ • . [ ’ - • ization of security index card by the Bureau[and' if approved

? •• - ’’t • ’ ■ ' to submit letterhead memorandum for Secret Service Jin ’
•. addition to other leads. If outstanding investigation •

. ■ ’ ’ . has been completed and case would otherwise be closed
_ . -upon submission of the report and form FD-122, case shall

■ -be placed in pending—inactive status with lead to follow
: . . I .. ’.’ . authorization of. security index card by Bureau[and if . .

‘ ' approved submit letterhead memorandum for dissemination to
C . Secret Service.J In latter instance, upon receipt of[security

. [ • . index card and following local dissemination to Secret Service
. C -of Bureau—approved letterhead memorandum,lease .may be closed

administratively.
’ " (h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed

because of absence of information concerning race, ’sex, 
’ ’ citizenship, date and place of birth, or des ription where

* • security index card-is warranted. In such instances, rec-
■ .f . ommendation for the card should be submitted with a current

- ’• ' report and case retained in pending status with active
.. inves tigation continuing to determine missing items of

’ information. ’ ’ '
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. (i) S^^ects missing or out of country may be recommended for

the ;ecurity index provided instructions set forth in 87D 
6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FD-122 submitted on . 
subjects should include data required in 87D 7b {.6) (b)

■ IV below. ’
(j) When form FD—122 is submitted recommending a security index . 

card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 
the words "Other -- Chinese" must be included in the space 
on the form calling for a statement as to the subject's 
race. When form FD-122 is submitted recommending that a ■ ' 
security index card be prepared on a person who is not of

■ ■ Chinese extraction but who has shown definite sympathies
with communist China, the form should include under .
"Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to 
Communist China."

(k) Upon receipt of form FD—122 at Bureau, the case of the sub
ject will be reviewed and if recommendation of field is 
concurred in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli— 

’ cate copy of form will be returned, to office of origin stamped 
. ' "Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies

attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side 
of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in your 
Security-Index." The three cards shall be filed in security 
index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD-122 shall 

_ • be .placed in subject’s main investigative case file. .
’■ Offices with, a geographical breakdown by residence and

employment will receive an-_ extra card., ' .
(1) When security index cards a’r.e received from Bureau, data '

• thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be com-
[ . - plete except for description and photograph. Descriptions
[ and photographs are maintained on separate cards of

’ similar size to security index cards which are stapled
• to back of two of the. cards. One card will then be filed

. in the geographical section of office security index
• (except special section cards and unavailable section cards - 

see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV below), and one card shall ’ 
- • ‘ be filed in the duplicate security index maintained away ’

" from headquarters city. The other card is filed in
[ . alphabetical section of security index. No information

shall be permanently added, deleted,, or changed on face 
. .- ■ ' of security index card without complying with instructions

' set forth below under 87D 7b (8). . • ..
■ ‘ -(5) Content and appearance of security index card . . ...........

\ ' ^.(a) . Data to appear on face of card . = . ■ . ■ _ .
' When complete, face of security index card should contain 

the following information. If any of items enumerated in 
I through XIV are missing at time the security index card 
is made, the case should be continued as pending and investi— 

■ ’gation conducted to obtain the necessary information. Set
\forth under each item below are possible categories in which 

• -. . . . . - _ subject may be classified, together with code letters which .
■ . _ should be placed in appropriate space on form FD-122 when

‘ _ sending form to Bureau re--••amending security index card be
prepared. Code letters should subsequently appear on security 

. • ' -index cards received from Bureau.
I« Name and aliases ■ ’ ,

■ . ■ - The full and correct name and aliases of the subj.ect "
. . must be contained on the security index card. When

' , the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed,
‘ . ■ added, deleted, or. are found to be incorrect, form '

[ FD-122 must be submitted[showing]the correct data
. - to be placed on the security index card. .
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II. Race 
White and Caucasian W . ■
Negro N
Chinese • C
Others 0 •

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese),

III.

iv.

V.

American Indians, etc.) 
Sex ' ' •
Male M
Female F
Citizenship ’
Native born NB
Naturalized NA

•Alien AL
(if citizenship status is unknown 
index card is recommended, space 
blank but status should be ascer 
mitted by FD-122.) 

Organizational affiliation or natio

when security 
should be left

tained and sub—

nalistia tendency
Communist Party, USA COM

[Progressive Labor Movement PLM]
Socialist Workers Party SWP
Johnson—Forest Group JFG
American Socialist Clubs ' ASC 
Nationalist groups 

advocating independence 
for Puerto Rico PRN

Proletarian Party of America PPA 
Nation of Islam • ■ .NOI
■Bulgarian , BUL
Cuban CUB
Czechoslavakian ’ ’ ' " CZE
Hungarian . . HUN
Rumanian RUM

VI.

Russian RUS
Yugoslavian YUG
Dangerousness classification (where applicable)

VII.
Detcom DC
Key figure and top functionary designation (where appli

: Key figure , KF
Top functionary ' - TF

VIII.,. Special section cards ■ ’ ; - . •

- - -
Atomic energy .program _ . • ■ •

• employees . AEP' . * - -1 . ■
Cuban special section CUB
Espionage subjects . ESP

■ * *

Foreign government employees FGE
Pro-Tito subjects ' YUG
United Nations employees UNE
U. S. Government employees . GOV

IX. Unavaila.ble section cards . * —
■ Missing ' . ” J MI
■Out of country ■ . ’ ' OC
Imprisoned ‘ PR

X. Date and place of birth ”
xi. . Key facility geographical reference number and abbre—

■viation denoting the agency having security responsibil
for the key facility obtained from the Department of
Defense Key Facilities List (where applicable)

XII 
XIII

Residence address .
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an

%

J

I

i £
1

:x'fe

&

'4 "

tit

XIV
emergency. Labor union
Field office file number

if any-.
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[

[

(b) Data to
I. The

appear on separate attached card
following data must be placed on a separate

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain pi-inted captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information. • 
Captions are not all—inclusivo and should be augmented
by o

(D)

(E) .

ther data required.
Complete description '
Notation that security index flash notice has been 
submitted for posting in Identification Division 
Photograph, with date taken placed below'. [This 
photograph is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject.] ■ '
Dangerous characteristics of subject,' including 
notation if subject possesses- firearms .

. Other data which will assist in effecting appre—
hension of subject, such as < 
or employment, where subject 
locations, listing of number 
and aged dependents

II. If descriptive data have not been 
be kept pending and investigation

directions to residence 
not situated in usual 
of minor children

obtained, case must 
conducted, to develop

this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and’fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 

’ index cards filed in geographical, special and unavail—
able sections. • • '

III. Form FD-186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
‘ to be posted on the separate card attached to back .of

the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical
employee designated to post this 

■ . attachment to the geographical.
information on the

special or unavailable
sections. After the security index card has been pre— 
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card .to be attached, 

. it shall be filed in the investigative case"file.

FD—186 may also be used to 
security index subject has 
Descriptive data developed 
subject should be noted on

record information that a • 
been phys1 ally observed, 
during observation of the
FD-186 foi’ posting

(6) Arrangement of the security index
(a) At Bureau .

The entire security index is' maintained at the Bureau
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The ■ 
white 5- by 8—inch security index cards are printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use * 
of this device, the security index can be broken down ‘ .
into the various categories of information appearing on - 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con— . 
dition at all times. ■

An alphabetical breakdown of the .true names and all aliases 
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
•for administrative purposes.

'S-
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•SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIC "’IONS • 87D '

* ib 'When it is determined tiWR a security index 
subject is imprisoned, make arrangements with 
the confining institutions to be informed of 
the subject’s release. An administrative tickler 

■ should be set up for a date shortly prior to the 
expected date of the subject’s release to assure 
that you are informed of the subject’s release. 
Upon receipt of advice of the release of the s u-b— 

' ject, ascertain whether the subject should be 
continued in the security index. If so, submit 
FD—122 in accordance with instructions set forth 
below. ' ‘

Standards for inclusion of such subjects in the unavail
able section of the security index are the same as 
those for any other potentially dangerous subject.

When submitting a recommendation for inclusion of a 
subject in the unavailable section who has not previously 
been included in the security index or changing an 
existing security index card from the geographical or 

' special sections to the unavailable section, FD-122 
must include the words “Unavailable Section” typed in 
the upper right portion thereof..

Places of former residence or former employment ■
are not to be included on security index cards of subject 
who are missing, who are out of the country, or who are 
imprisoned inasmuch as such data serves no useful pur
pose on the card. . ■

Security index cards to be placed in the unavailable . 
section shall bear code letters in the upper right . 
portion designating the subsection in which the cards 
should be placed. Upon receipt of the three cards from 
the Bureau for each subject in one of these categories, 
place the required additional data on two which shall . 
be filed alphabetically in, the appropriate subsection 
of the unavailable section. File the third card in the 
alphabetical section of the security index. . J.:

When a subject.who has been included in the unavailable 
section as a missing subject is located in your office. 

’ " ^territory or a subject who has been out of the country . 
" has' returned to your territory or an imprisoned subject 

has been released, submit FD—122[showing]the subject’s 
current residence and place of employment. The words 
"Remove from Ur •■.'ailable Section” shall be typed in the 
space provided ’-.-hind the words "MISCELLANEOUS ( Spc '1 f y) " 

; .. oh FD-122. If one subject's card is to be placed i.. the 
- special section, the statement "Place in Special Section 
— 'Espionage (or ’Foreign Government Employee, etc.)" should 

he added in this space. When the new cards are received 
from the Bureau, they shall be checked for accuracy and 

’ the description and photograph, if available, shall be
placed on two of the three cards. These -two cards shall 

. then be filed in the geographical or special section ’ 
(where applicable) and the other card shall then be 
filed in the alphabetical section. The- old cards in 
the unavailable and alphabetical sections shall be de
stroyed-. . . ■

When a subject who has been included in the unavailable 
section is located in another division, FD—128 shall
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be submitted to the Bureau and the new office of 
origin with the pertinent data placed thereon including 
his current residence and business addresses. The 
notation “remove from Unavailable Section” shall be 
typed in the space to the right of the addresses. _
New security index cards will then be submitted■to . ' '
the new office of origin by the Bureau. •
(D) Exception — re special section

Security index cards relating to special section 
subjects will continue to be maintained in the 
special section rather than in the unavailable ’ 
section. When it is determined that a special 

■ section subject is out of the country, imprisoned, 
or missing, FD-122^shall he submitted to the Bureau 
with the appropriate unavailable category desig— 

. hated as set forth above. New cards retaining the 
’ special section designation, as well as indicating

the unavailable category, will be prepared. Upon 
receipt of these amended cards from the Bureau, two 
copies will be filed-in the special section of the 
field office security index and one copy will be 
filed in th,e alphabetical sectio’n.

Ve Inactive section ■
Each office shall maintain an inactive section in its : 
security index which will contain the security index 

.cards of individuals who were included in the active 
security index at the time they were inducted, into . 
the armed forceso .

Upon learning of the induction of’ a subject into one 
of the armed forces, a letter is to be submitted to 
the-Bureau advising of the identity of the’branch of 
service into which the subject was inducted, together 
with the date and place of induction. .

If pertinent information which has not previously been 
. set forth in report form exists in the office files, the 

same shall be included in an investigative report which 
is to be forwarded as an enclosure to the letter 
advising of the subject’s entrance into the armed forces. 
The Bureau will then furnish appropriate intelligence' 

' agencies, with pertinent - infformation concerning that -z 
' subject and request notification in the event of the 

subject’s discharge from the service.

/

[ 
[

The geographical security index cards for such subjects 
shall .be placed in the inactive section of the field 
security index. Destroy the alphabetical cards. .

Set "up an administrative tickler for each’subject in 
the inactive section. At the termination'of each six
month period, appropriate inquiry .is to be made by the" 
field to determine if the subject has been discharged 
from military service. Such checks should bo-made 
locally through pretext inquiries if necessary. If ■ 
such infox-mation is not obtainable locally, submit 
a letter[requesting a check to the’ field office 
covering the records for]the appropriate service.

Upon learning that a subject carried in the inactive 
section of the security index has returned to civilian 
status, determine whether his activities warrant in
clusion in the active security index.- If so, ED-122
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(6) Character
(a)

(b)

Key figures and top functionaries
Internal Security — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation, or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples: '

Internal Security' - C . ..
' Internal Security — SWP 

Others . •
Security Matter — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples; v

Security Matter — C ’ ’ -
- ’ Security Matter - SWP -‘ ■ .
' Security Matter — X (native fascist) .

Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

[ 
[ 
E

■ When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the character 
‘ shall be changed from internal security to security matter 

in the first report following the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a security matter subject is designated a

■ key figure, the first report after the designation and all
’ subsequent reports shall bear the internal security character.

In any event, if subject is employed in a[defense.facility
. so designated by the Secretary of Defense pursuant to section 

5 of the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended., ] a*dd the 
additional character "Internal Security Act of 1950" if 
the organizational activity of. the subject is of a communist 
nature. , ’ ..

(7) Deleted ■ .
(8) Status ’

All. cases shall .be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been . 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: 
(a) Top functionaries •

I. Pending inactive - • .
(A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty—five 

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, ’ 
. ‘ each such case shall be placed in a pending—active

status for the' preparation of the report so that
• ’ the report can-be submitted at the designated time.

(b) Key figures . . _ ..
" I. Pending inactive • . _ ---- • • -

. (A) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty— ■ 
- five days prior to the date a semiannual report is 

. ■ due, each such case shall be placed in a pending—
. ' ’’ active status for the preparation of the report

■ so that the report can be submitted at the desig—
na'ted time. . ....

. (c) Deleted • . . .

f■
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(d) Other security index subjects 
Io Closed

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be 
' followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to

insure submission of an annual invcs’tigative report. 
If, following investigation, no subversive data is . 
developed and the only available information consists 
of verification of residence and employment and 
negative contacts with security informants and 
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter to the 
Bureau setting forth identities of informants and 
sources contacted, any additional administrative 
data deemed necessary, and form FD-305 properly 
executed. The cases shall be opened and assigned 

, ■ 45 days prior to the date the annual report is
due. Such cases shall also be opened and assigned 

‘ six months after submission of the annual report to
accomplish verification of addresses. Upon such 
verification, the cases should be closed admin
istratively. '

(e) Cases of subjects recommended for security index 
I. Pending inactive .

(A) . If all active investigation completed at the time 
FD—122 ‘forwarded to Bureau

(B) Set forth lead to follow' Bureau for security, index 
[ card[a’nd if approved, to submit letterhead memorandum
[ ■ for Secret Service.]

■ II. Closed . ......
(A) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau 

[ [and dissemination of Bureau-approved letterhead
I ’ memorandum to Secret Service]

7 (b) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for
investigative report as in (d) above. .

(f) Subjects not in security index whe are-not to be included 
therein 
I. Closed

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under.87D 6b (7) 
pertaining to interview must be compfied with.

(9) ' Content .
- .. (a) In order to insure completeness of investigation, the ■

following items should be considered as pertinent-to an . ’*
• . investigation and subsequent reporting of such should ‘ -

be handled under topical headings' where appropriate. ‘ ,
• ’ I, Background ■ ‘ - - •

(A) Birth date 
(B) Citizenship status 
(C) -Education -
!D) Marital status ... . .

E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including 
type of discharge, citations, et-c.)

IF) Identification record ’ . .'
G) Employment •*
H) • Residence ' ■
I) .Status of health (if known) ' - ’ • -

lie Connections with Communist Party (or other basic revolu
tionary groups and/or front organizations) 
(A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary 

group including sponsors, etc.
(B) History of activity in, attendance at-meetings of, 

and positions held in subversive movement with’whioh 
subject is identified
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(

(3) By force or violence, or • . .
. Uy as sass 5. •. ation of any officer of such government

It will be necessary to show:
(a) The identity and official capacity of such officer
(b) The identity of persons conspiring to assassinate, or 

. actually assassinating such officer ■
(q) Full details surrounding the assassination or attempted . 

assassination ' ' _ .
(d) Reasons for the assassination, and ends to be gained by 

such assassinations, or
be Printed, published, edited, issued, or circulated ' ’

(1) The person with the intent to cause the overthrow or destruction 
of the. Government of the'U.S,, or the government of any state, 
territory, district,or possession thereof, or the government of 
any political subdivision thereof

(2) Printed, published, edited, issued, circulated, sold, dis
tributed, or publicly displayed written or printed matter

(3) Advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desira— ' 
bility, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the. Government

la 
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of the U. S. by force or the government of any state, territory, 
district, or possession thereof, or the government of any

■ political subdivision thereof, or
. c. Organized society, group, or assembly -

• (1) The person organized, or helped organize, a society, group,' or 
assembly of persons

(2) Which taught, advocated, or'encouraged the overthrowing or 
destruction of the Government of the U. S., or the government

’ of any state, territory, district, or possession’thereof, or the
government of any political subdivision thereof

S3) By force or violence, or
4) The person became a member of, or affiliated with, such society, 

' ' group, er assembly of persons .
(5 ) Knowing the purpose thereof ' -

Bo SUBMISSIPN TO THE BUREAU OF SUBVERSIVE DEROGATORY INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS
1. To insure the proper discharge of the Bureau’s responsibility to furnish 

information at the seat of Government at the request of othei’ agencies
’ and to have it available at the, seat of Government when such requests are
. received from other agencies, the Bureau must be promptly furnished, for

indexing purposes by offices covering the national and local headquarters 
of the various subversive organizations, the names of, and identifying 
data concerning, persons affiliated with and-becoming a’ffiliated with

. . the following types of organizations. listed below. ■ •
. a, Basic revolutionary organizations or groups

• Communist Party, USA . .
Socialist Workers Party . ■ ‘ .

’ *■ Proletarian Party of America . ’
’ Other Marxist revolutionary organizations including splinter groups,

[ if any, of the precedingtthree]organizations
• Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico .

■ b. Nationalist and fascist-type groups '
. ce Front organizations of 1, a and b aboveincluding those . ...

SI) Cited by the Attorney General
2) . Cited or declared by the House Committee on Un-American Activities

■ • - ’ or by any of the various legislative committees
(3 ) Described as such or as an organization dominated or controlled 

by one, of the basic revolutionary organizations or groups by 
security informants or other sources of known reliability

' Such lists should include the organization’s'membership list and any ’
, ’ . ’ other record showing affiliation, . - .
? ‘ 2®' Field offices obtaining information concerning-such affiliation of ’ "" .

• ’ -_ individuals residing outside their territory must expeditiously furnish.. -
■’ :" ' ’ ’ such information to the office covering the address of the person®

. 3, The information should be submitted to the Bureau in duplicate by letter 
captioned with the title of the organizational case file, for example,

• . ■ "Communist Party, USA, .________ District, __________ Division; Internal
~ L • Security — C" or[ "Socialist Workers Party, __________ Division; Internal

, [ Security - SWP"]and should clearly indicate that the list is being
. furnished to the Bureau for indexing purposes only. ' . ’
- [• 4. Information received from all sources, including that received from

[, confidential sources, highly confidential sources, reports of , ■
■ ■■ • security informants and sources, and public and other sources, should

'. be reviewed to insure that the Bureau has been furnished in the past and
- . will be furnished in the future lists of all individuals (together with
’ . ' identifying data) affiliated with all organizations set forth.in 1 a, b,
• and c.

5. In forwarding such information to the Bureau, the offices should incor
porate, insofar as possible, information concerning a number ’of individuals 
in one letter. The letter should contain sufficient identifying data 
concerning each individual to enable the Bureau to identify that individual

2 
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• • '

IV. Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing in 
section k of reserve index cards . .
(A) Changes in dz ca appearing on section A reserve 

index cards should be submitted to the Bureau by 
form FD—122a. .

• (b) ’ Deletions from section A of the reserve index
should be recommended by letter. The letter should 
set forth the basis foi* the recommendation.

(C) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by 
. submission of form FD—128a. Forward section A

cards to new office of origin. ■
Section B . '
I. . This section is to contain tin.-.names of all other indi^ 

viduals included in the reserve index. This section 
is to be maintained only in the field office. [Cases 
falling within this category should be thoroughly 
reviewed and analyzed from an investigative viewpoint 
at least once every two years on a continuing basis'. 
As a minimum this review should include verification 
of residence and employment and contact with logical 
sources and informants. Be alert to selecting logical 
subjects for interview as means of developing potential 
sources, informants, and witnesses. Also be alert for 
recommending individuals for1 inclusion in section A of 

. the-reserve index or the security index if warranted.
Form FD-154 can be adapted for use in cases in thib 
category.] ’ .

II. Changes in office of origin- are to be handled by sub
mission of form Fli-128a. Forward section B cards to 
new office of origin. - ■ .



. SECT ^^87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS . 87D

(4) Content
(a) Each, card in section A and section B should contain, as 

a mininnun, the following:
. I. Name and aliases ■

II. Race
III. Sex
TV. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency _ 

' V. Citizenship '
VI, Residence

VII. . Employment .
■ VIII. Birth data ’

' IX. Office file number ’ ••
X. The letters ,,SSW if dissemination has been made to

Secret Service in accordance with instructions in 
section 83K, item 2’, volume III, of this manual 

‘ (b) In addition, membership and position or association in a
subversive group er groups, Together with the source and 

' date of the information, may be added. ■
(5) Removal, and deletion of cards. .

(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security 
informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects

■ of security index cards.
(b) Advise the Bureau of the destruction only in the case of

, section A cards.
be Security index . ‘

(1) Purpose .
(a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by the

Bureau to serve as operational guide for apprehension of . . 
persons deemed dangerous or potentially dar-gerous to the. 
internal security of the country in the event of a national 
emergency. . ’

(b) It shall contain the names of all persons who have been
' determined through investigation to be dangerous’or poten— ■

. tially dangerous because of their membership in or affiliation 
with or espousal of doctrines .of basic revolutionary organ—

• izations and/or front organizations and who will be
apprehended upon receipt of instructions from the Attorney

. General.
(c) It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and •

. •. any other type of Bureau investigation provided their
■ . ■ activities bring them within the scope of the security index

", ‘ criteria. • - ... . . ■ . • .•
.• .. (d) Action shall be taken against individuals included in the -

' . security index only upon authorization of warrants of
’ • arrest by the Attorney General. ' However, in preparing and

’ maintaining the security index, to all practical effects,
, , . the Bureau is making the decision as to those persons who will ■

' be apprehended in the event of an emergency, inasmuch as the
- - Attorney General has advised that he does.not have funds or

43
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* • '

man”'er.to review security index cases, 
. (e) Names shall he included in the security index only when

[ investigation has established and reports!show] sufficient i

' facts and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject '
in the security index.

(f) The contents of the security index must be accurate and .
correct at all. times. Matters pertaining to its preparation 
and maintenance must be given preferred, expeditious, con— 
tinuous, and detailed attention. ,

(g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con— 
fidential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in

■ investigative reports. ’ . ’
' (h) The general operation and content of the security index ■

must not be discussed by field personnel of the ’Bureau with—
. out prior Bureau authority. ’

(i) Matters pertaining to the security index may be discussed 
with duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelli—’ 

’ . gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and .
only in instances in wh.-ch an individual subject of prime 

. interest to one of these services is ’involved. •
(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual

■ • (a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive
organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as aggressiveness or a dis—

. , position to violence. Although these factors must be taken
■ .into consideration in evaluating an individual’s potential

. ' dangerousness, other factors are essential in making this
determination. An individual’s dangerousness also depends • 

~ upon the contribution he has made or is making in the advance— 
' . ment of the principles and aims of the subversive movement

with which he is connected or his subversive potentialities 
in the event of a national emergency. Bear in mind that a .

. . subject active in a subversive organization is not merely
■ • . - an isolated individual but is a part of an organization of

. ’ which the purposes are opposed to the best, interests of the
’ ’ U. S. An individual’s loyalty to a ss’wersive ’organization •

■ and the principles thereof is a prim;-;. . factor to take into
[ • . consideration in evaluating his poten/al dangeroiisness; [how-
[ ever, regardless of evidence of subver;ive affiliation, all
[ evidence developed during the course of a security investigation
[ ■ must be carefully weighed for the purpose, of determining

- [ . ’ whether the subject’s activities depict him as a potentially
[ ' ■ . dangerous individual in ’time of a national emergency. Factors

•: ’[ . ” . . having a bearing- upon an individual's potential dangerousness.
-•[ ” „■are numerous and will vary ineach case in degree.]

. ’ . Among such factors are’: . ’
’ . I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization

■ II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools,
’ especially leadership schools .

HI. Frequent-or regular attendance.at organizational meetings 
‘ and functions ” ~ .

- ‘ ■ IV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization
• . ’ V.’ Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera—

" ’.’ture - ’ .
. VI. Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda and/or

.. ” ~ - 'literature ’ . .
- -VII. Holding positions in the subversive organization or in ’
” ’’ other organizations of a front character which indicate

’ confidence of such organizations in his loyalty ’
’ VIII. Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his acts

and utterances

44 ’
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Forms (continued) Informants, cancellation of
FD—128a, 27a,4?c,77 ' security index . 1 L'

FD—154, 42b,42c,57 cards pertaining ’ £

FD-165, 27,77 ' . to, 60 .
FD-186, 50 ’ Interviews " ’ -is
FD-305, 74,78 : Bureau approval by rubber ' ■ ■
FD-305a, 78 stamp, 40 -S
•FD—306, 36 . ■ Bureau authority, 39,40a 4-
FD—336, 39 • conditions for, 40
FD-366, 8-1 conducting at place, of

Fraud against the Government, employment, 40a * ?
. . 20,21,22 . content and form of letter to - JB

. Bureau requesting '

Geographical ' •„
authority for, 39 ■. - ’.V

contents of letter containing
reference number of key facility results of, 42 . *

shown on security ’ determine willingness to testify ■index card, 49 during, 41
section of security index. evaluation of, 45b

51, 63 . forty—five—day extensions of
Government employees, 25,70,80 ■ Bureau authority, 40 • &

no report needed afterward, 40a. T-
. of hostile subjects, 41

- - • ’ of individuals connected with • •
Handwriting, 29 - ' ■ institutions of .-T-

of key figures, 67 • .learning,- 24,
t

of top functionaries, 70 25 ■ '
it'Hostile subjects, interviews of individuals who'have traveled

of, 41 behind iron
Husband and wife, security ■ curtain, 34 ' . .

investigations. of section A, reserve index
' 72 . . ■ subjects, 39 . . %

• of security index subjects, &
■ . 38 .

Identification record , 27 of subjects connected .with
Immigration and Naturalization • labor unions, 41

. Service, 'of subjects who express desire . - - • -9• " dissemination to. ' ' ' for,' '42 . ■ - ” . ■
. •. 80,81 . . '. on SAC. authority, .38 ’ - • :’ ' ...

-- . preparations' for, 40 ' - ’ ’ „■
purpose of, 38 ' .

Imprisoned subjects in security 
’ index, 54,57,60
Inactive section of security recontact without Bureau • Ssindex, 56 . authority, 40a '4.
Indices, check of, 72 . results not affecting security
Individuals ■ • ' ' ' index status, 41

. to be investigated, 22 ( ' . signed'statements in connection
1

• ’ traveling abroad, 33 ’ "• . with, 41 . • _ .. ■
: against whom stops are to be conducted within- 45 days.

• ■ ■ placed, 34 ■• ; 40 .
. who are included in security • when current report necessary ' ■ '.vt

. index, 34 ■ ■ • in order to • .
. who travel behind iron • ,' . . ' request Bureau ' '

• curtain, 34 . • ■ ’ - permission, 39 _ • -
' with tours when no subversive when current report not necessary

information on in order to request
, • ' individual, 33a Bureau permission, 39

with tours when there is when discontinue, 40a ’ . - v?/'
subversive in— when report needed after, 41

‘ formation on with Bureau authority, 39 ' ’
individual, 33a

with foreign diplomatic status.
26

• ■ .
■

-
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Investigations of 
aliens, 26 
faculty members, 
members of labor

24 
unions 29

naturalized 
students, 24 

Investigative 
procedure s, 
te ch.nique s,

citizens, 26

26
34

file reviews, 34 .
photographic surveillances 

35
physical surveillances, 35
private firms, records, 36
public source information,

. 36
security- informants, 34

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 43 - ■
Law enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of . 
information 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in reports, 76 '

X-

&•s;

• '

I

3r

Maritime employees, dissemination 
of information 

. concerning, 80 .

£
•i-

. Members 
.armed

of
f orces

■Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65
list, 49,64,65
responsibility, 6-4 ’
status of reports of subjects 

. employed in,
66,74

when investigate individuals 
employed in, 64

Key figures .
: . definition of, 66

designation of, 67 .
- foreign travel by, 69

handling of, 67
handwriting of, 67
in armed forces, -68 .
list, 69
movement of, 59,68
photographs of, 67

. program, 66 ■
reports on, 68 ’
status of reports on, 68,73 
when become subjects of SGE

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

labor unions

dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 81a

29 '

A

law enforcement agencies, not 
. to accompany SAs

on security 
investigations, 26

Membership or affiliation, 29 
Missing-subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to locate 
evei*y 45 days, 32 

.unavailable section of security 
.. • - . . . .index, -54.- •„. ■
Movement of ” . • ' •

■ ’ key figures, -59,68 ‘ ’ ’ ’
subjects, 58 ' -

. key figures, 59,68 •
security index subjects, 58 
subjects not in security 

index, 60 ’
■ subjects tabbed for detcom, 

. . ' ' “ ’ 60’ .
• --. top functionaries, 59

t

ii

A#?

Narrative-type statements‘in
' reports, 77

Nation of Islam • ’
potential dangerousness, 46

- what members to be investigated, 23

82d
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National
Defense Education Act of 1958, 22
Guard members, dissemination of informa

tion-concerning, 80
Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22

Naturalized citizens
dissemination of information 

concerning,’ 80 
investigations of, 26 .

■Negative information, security index cases, 
submit by letter, 74

New office of origin, 58

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72,81a 
Out of the country, unavailable 

section of security 
index, 54

Overt acts, '45 _ '

Periodic review of reserve index 
section A, 42b 
section B, 42c ’

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57 ’

Photographic surveillances, 35,37 
Photographs, 28 ■'

of key figures, 67 .
of top functionaries, 70 

. status of security index . 
. . cases while

’ obtaining,.28,68
Physical 

description, 28 . __
■ surveillances, 35 1

maintenance of SA’s notes, 38
Position .

and importance, 30 .
in labor' organizations, 29

-Potential dangerousness, 44 
of Nation of Islam members, 

• ■ • 46 •
Preservation of evidence, 37 ■ 
Priority apprehension program, 

62 . ‘ .
Private records, 36 . -
Public .

Law 87-835, 22 ' '
source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, -8.0 

Purpose of '
investigation, 19 
security index, 43 '

Receipt of information of ■
subversive activities, 
25 . ■'

Recommendation for inclusion in 
section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index, 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b
■ when subject has Chinese 

sympathy, 48 '
when subject is of. Chinese 

extraction, 48
when subject is out of country, 48 
when there is missing back

ground information,. 
47

Re—evaluation of security index 
status, 57., 72,78

Registrars of institutions of 
' learnings 24,25 ■

Reinterviews, 42 ' - .
Relatives in armed forces, 27
Removal from security index, 46a,61 
Reports , .

administrative- data in, 77
character of, 73 ■
content of, 74 ' ■
cumulative items, 76 •
dissemination of, 79 •
document tion of, 78
lumping Information in, 76 ‘

■ narrative-type statements, 77 
negative information, security ind^x-‘ 
' .. .cases, - submit by letter, '

„ ' schedule of, 73 . . . • . ..
status of-, 73 ' ’

■ summarizing information in, 76
title of, 72
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after

• ■ interview, 41 "
' when necessary at time- requesting

. Bureau authority to
' . ‘ interview, 39 •
when not necessary after inter-

■ view, 40a 
when not necessary at time ' .

\ ' ‘. requesting Bureau '
. authority to 

interview, -39 ■
Reserve index, 42a 

■ arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and appearance, 

. 43 .
■ content, 43 . .

names deleted from security
index, 61,62.

82e
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Reserve index (continued) 
purpose, 42a 
removal from, 43 
section A 

changes, 42c 
individuals to be included, 

. 42b,61
periodic review of, 42b .
recommendations for inclusion 

. . in, 42b,61
' when to submit reports, 42b 

section B, 42o,62 
review of cases, 42c 
verification of residence and 

. employment, 42c
standards for,’ 42a 
subjects 

espionage'"and'foreign •
’ intelligence 

. ’- investigations, 70
‘ - security of Government 

• ' • -employees case 
. ’ ‘ ■--in, 70

Reserves, dissemination of 
’ information 

concerning ’
-members of, 80*

Responsibility-of ■ Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations, 

•24 •

Security (continued) • ’
index (continued) . 

recommendation' for,45a,45b,46a,47 
re—evaluation of status, 46,57,72,78 
removal from, 46a,61 
subjects of ' . .

espionage and.foreign .. 
intelligence 

. ' investigations, 70 •
security of Government ’ 

employees case 
in, 70 .. 

summary reports, 47 .
• informants, 34 .

cancellation of security - 
. . index cards .

. ‘ ' pertaining to, 60 .
of Government ’employees cases, 

. .."inclusion of 
* subjects' in .
security index 
or reserve index,' 70

Signed statements, 41 ■
Sino—Soviet bloc, 44a
Sleepers, 31,52 - .
Special section of security index, 52 

cards, 49,56
Cuban, 49,53 “ '
exception to unavailable section, 56 

Standards for reserve index, 42a '
section.A, 42b ■ . _ . , '

Status of casesj 73 5 ■ ■' -

ft

•<
on 
on

Schedule of reports, 73
Scope of investigation, 26 ’
Seamen, dissemination of informa— 
- . ■ ' tion concerning, 80
Secret Service, dissemination to, 81 
y-reserve index cards, stamping, 43
Security "

flash notice _ -. •
; - .cancellation of, 27a
-... ^-notation concerning-on FD-128, .
' - ’ • -59. ... • . <
hr xjwhen-place, 2-7--_. • -.*• . ■ 
rrinde.Xj 43- J r i:’, t - — - _■ .. 
. ’ arrangement of, 50
?: - Cards .. . '
Fv . _ cancellation of, 38,42,60
. i; changes' on, 58

. - content-and. appearance of, 48
. . of key figures,-68 • - 

tabbing, 45b, 62,64., 681 70 
transfers to reserve Index, 

r— - ' • •’ "•6i;62 “ ' .
--•criteria for,- 44a,45
s = Cuban sub je c t s.,; 45 a, 45 b, 5 3,64 

dangerousness, 44 -

on 
on

key figures, 73 ’
security index subjects 

employed in key 
facilities, 66,74 

subjects in security index, 74 
subjects .recommended-for .

. security index, 74
on. top functionaries, 73
while obtaining photographs, 28
while securing handwriting, 29
while verifying residence and 

employment, 57
Students ’’ ’ .

:• . contacts with, 25 .._ \ ‘
, investigations of, 24 ■ ■ ■
Summarizing information in reports 

76,77 ’ '
Summary reports,'47,71,76 
Superiors of faculty members, 

25 ' ■ ” -
Surveillances • - . _■

photographic, 35,37 ;
physical, 35 . ’

*>7 & 
t
A.

■ Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, 81

Secret Service, 81
•purpose, 43
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k Tabbing SI card

Thumbnail sketches 
Title of reports, 
Top functionaries.

45b,62,64,68
70

;, 79
72

66,69
change of office of origin, 

70
definition of, 69
designation of, 69
handwriting of, 70
inclusion in key figure list 

. 70
movement of 
photographs 
program, 66 
regulations 
reports on, 

status of

59
of, 70

governing, 70
59,70

70, 73

Verification of
addresses

■reserve index
section A, 42b ,,
section B, 42c

security index,- 32,57,74,81 ' 
employment

reserve index
section A, 42b
section B, 42c

security index, 32,57,74,81
key facility or defense facility 

status of place 
of employment, ’64

Voice of America (See U. S. Information 
Agency.)

5'

4^.

tabbing for detcom, 62,70 
Topical headings in reports, 

74
Tours, 33a
Travel 

abroad, 33 
behind iron curtain, 34

"g

Wife and husband, security 
investigations 
72 4^

Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 54 
missing subjects, 32,5-4 
subjects traveling abroad, 

34,54
Underground membership or 

activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25
U. S. Government employees, 25

,U. S. Information Agency, inclusion- 
of employees in s-ecurity 
index or reserve 
index, 70

Yugoslav intelligence agents, 
contacts with, 
factor in deter
mining dangerousness 
of individual, 
44a

1

a
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• ■ • • ' '
The abo^T^ is not all—inclusive. Facts c^^eloped in- each case

- will produce infoi'mation which will be indicative of the necessity
fox- condticting further investigation along lines which will .
necessitate the use of various investigative techniques to develop 
the case fully. The successful investigation of an individual 
will depend upon the resourcefulness of the investigating Agents 
in developing techniques which will further establish the sub
versive activity of a subject. , /

. Discretion must be used in those instances in which contact
with persons known to the subject is believed desirable. 
Where such contact is contemplated, the Agent should assure ' 
himself of the character, loyalty, and reliability of the person 

' to‘be contacted concerning the subject by reviewing the office
' \ indices and in some instances conducting preliminarj' inquiry,

. possibly under pretext, with others to ascertain the character,
^.v* reliability, and loyalty of the person of whom inquiry concern-
I'c-' ing the subject is intended. ’

In conducting security investigations the necessity of’ ob— ’ 
taining admissible evidence must be continually borne in mind. 
However, sources furnishing information of a confidential nature 
are valuable and should be continued and enlarged for the pur
pose of obtaining information which can be -corroborated by 
other sources which can be disclosed, thus rendering the infor
mation admissible as evidence. .

The danger of relying upon evidence from .only one confidential 
informant or other source is obvious and every effort should be' 

. made to obtain evidence from various types of sources and thx-ough
various investigative techniques.

’ Information obtained from one source should be corroborated 
• by contacts with confidential informants, public and private

[ . sources, through physical and photographic surveillances,
[ • review of office files, and other sources. Adequate ’

Coordination of information received from confidential sources 
with active investigation should be’-maintained at all times. For 
example, when it is ascertained through one of these sources that 

. ■ an important meeting is to occur, the nature of the meeting should
. be confirmed if possible by independent sources which can furnish

. ' evidence of an admissible character. The meeting should- be covered
' by arrangement for attendance by confidential informants to ob—

• • tain admissible evidence of the proceedings. The meetings should
be placed under physical surveillance, licenses of automobiles 

- parked near the meeting place noted, and attendants identified.' 
If possible and advisable, photographic surveillances should

. be established. Other types of information received from confi—.
■ dential sources should receive similar attention in order that'

‘ • ■ verification may be made and admissible evidence developed.
(6) Preservation of evidence . * ‘

\ \ ’ (a) Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence ob—
■ ■ . ■ • tained-with a view to its possible admission in Federal pro—’

■’ . ‘ . ceedings. Identify specifically as to source and date. .

37 
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[

[

[ • '

(7)

(b) Satisfactory notes or[statements]from info rmants necessary 
from which co refresh their recollection in the event 
they are called upon to testify at some future date. Such 
notes[and statamentsJmust be in sufficient detail to serve 
this purpose and must contain no material which would make 
their use inadvisable or inadmissible.

(c) Informant’s original notes or[statements]not to be blocked, 
stamped, serialized, or mutilated in any way which would, 
render them unsatisfactory.for use in Federal proceedings

(d) The above applies to Agent’s notes taken during surveillances 
or evidence otherwise obtained by Agents. '

Interviews with subjects of security investigations 
(a) Purpose

■I. To determine a subject’s sympathies when investigation 
is inconclusive or to determine whether he continues 
to adhere to revolutionary doctrines

II. To develop information concerning subject’s■activities 
and those of others known to him to have been associated 
with a subversive movement

III. To develop security informants
(b) Subjects not included in the security index

No security investigation of an individual shall be Closed 
unless the subject is included in the security index 
or consideration given to interviewing him.

(c) Security index subjects • • ■
I, Bureau will not authorize cancellation of a security 

index card on an individual by reason of inactivity in 
a subversive movement until he has been interviewed or 
Bureau advised why an interview is inadvisable or im
possible.

Iio' Active subversives should be considered as potential in
formants. Consider interviews with selected individuals 
currently active in subversive organizations for develop
ment of additional active informants. Proper sel’-eA: , 
of individuals for interview is most important. - If, 
must possess necessary attributes for security informant 
work. .

(d) Without Bureau authority the SAC may:
I. Authorize interview's with individuals who have not 

been subjects of security investigations and the 
available subversive infoimatioa against them is not. / 
sufficient to warrant opening cases at-this time

II. Grant authority to ^interview subjects of security cases 
where the persons Save previously been interviewed 
with prior Bureau authority, provided no change has . 
taken place in.the'subjects’ status and the interviews 

• are conducted under the same conditions as previously, 
authorized

' HI. Authorize interviews of all persons who were tho 
■ . subjects of security investigations where the cases 

are now closed (This" will include persons who were 
previous!;/ on the security-index but whose names . . -
have .been removed and the cases now closed.,)

IV. In authorizing these interviews - no communication to 
the Bureau will be necessary and if there is a closed 
file, it should be reopened. If there is no closed file, 
a new case file of 134 category should be opened. The 
case should be assigned to an. j.gent to determine the 
residence of the subject, to make certain that the 

’subject is identical with the information in the files, 
and[to determinejhis current employment.
(A) The Agent to whom rhe case is assigned will prepare’ 

a tsemorancum for the SaC setting forth the 
information and requesting authority to conduct 
an interview with the subject solely for the 
purpose of determining his attitude toward 
cooperating with the FBI.
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tickler, 55,56,74

Admissible evidence, 29,37
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FAA, dissemination 
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Aliens
Cuban, 45a,45b,81 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80,81 
investigation of, 26
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index, 51,63

Annual review of section A, 
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D. SECURITY INVESTIGATION^ 1̂ INDIVIDUALS

1. Definitions •
Z The term "basic revolutionary organization" or "basic revolutionary group"
V when used hereinafter in this subsection shall apply to any one or all

; of the following organizations or groups in order to distinguish the
organizations from front organizations: •
a. Communist Party, USA ’

■ b. Socialist Workers Party • • •
■ [ c. [Progressive Labor Movement]
- d. Proletarian Party of America

e. Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico • -
f. ‘ Johnson—Forest Group . ,
g. American Socialist Clubs . , ’ ■

. ' h.' See also 87C Id. • ’
' 2. Responsibility of the Bureau .

a. To conduct thorough investigation into the background and subversive ’
[ ^activities of all persons in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who are

. 'dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security. Each
' . 'SAC will be held responsible for the proper investigation of all

persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation
. with basic revolutionary organizations or other Marxist revolutionary

organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially 
dangerous. -

. . b, -To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of individuals
constituting a threat to the internal security and develop sufficient

• ■ '■ ■ information and evidence through investigation to sustain appropriate
• • action by the Bureau should it become necessary for the Federal

■ Government to institute prosecutive action against such individuals
. . in courts of law or control their movement and activities in the

■ event of a national emergency ’ . .
3, Purpose of investigation. '

■ . 'The primary purpose of these investigations is twofold, namely:
. a. Determination of dangerousness .

/' -To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of all
[ individuals in the U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of t'heir •

membership in, activity in, or association with one or more of
' • the revolutionary groups defined above or related groups, are •

dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security of
. .the country, and the consequent collection of sufficient information

' ■ . concerning their subversive activities to justify, apprehension"in •
event of a national emergency ’

R-- ‘ ' b. Determination of violations of Federal Jst’atutes \
. ' ... - • ' To determine the identities, whereabouts, and activities of'’all .
-- . ■- '• . . individuals .who have been or may be violating laws of the U. S. - -

(1) Direct investigation towards obtaining admissible evidence 
. to establish the violation. ■

. . (2) Be alert for any information indicating a violation of the
' Federal ’statutes relating to espionage, sabotage, and sedition.

(3) Title 18, USC, § 2385, paragrapji (1), prohibits the advocacy,
■ ' etc., of forceful or violent overthrow of the Government.

.Paragraph (2) -prohibits the printing and distribution of
: .’ ’ propaganda advocating the forceful overthrow of the- Government.

* ’■ \ (Affiliation with an organization is not a prerequisite to
- C .. ' prosecution-under paragraphs (1) and (2).) Paragraph (3)

- .* . • • .makes it. unlawful to organize or help to organize any society,
• ’ ■■ • • ■ etc., of persons who advocate overthrow of the Government by .

' • . r': " . ■■ force or violence, or to be or become a member of or become •
. . affiliated with any such society knowing the purposes thereof.

Conspiracy to violate this section is covered by Title 18, USC,
- § 371 (general conspiracy statute).

' (4) Title 18, USC, § 2387, penalizes attempts to undermine tre
’ loyalty, discipline, or morale of the armed forces. Al. ged
_ . violations should be reported immediately to the Bureau. ’ .

.( ’ ■

. • 19
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USC, §§ 118p, 118q
Congress , approved 9-9-55), 
persons who are disloyal or 
against the Government. The

and 118r (Public Law 330, 84th ■ 
prohibits Government employment of 
who assert the right to strike 
law provides that an individual.

accepting office or employment in the Government of the U. S
shall, within 60 days, execute an affidavit cert: 
does not advocate the violent overthrow of the U

ying that -he
S

v.
$

etc 
on.

The execution of a false affidavit constitutes
Government 
a fraud

or attempt to defraud, the Government within the purview
of Title 5, USC, § 53, so as to authorize Special Agents of the 
Bureau to administer oaths in investigations arising out of this 
.law. Alleged violations of this law called to your attention 
should be furnished to the Bureau promptly and no investigation 
should be initiated on the basis of complaints received without 
prior Bureau authority. Refer to section[69H]of this manual 
entitled "Security of Government Employees — Fraud Against the 
Government" for procedures to be followed regarding possible 
violations of this law discovered or received in connection with 
security of Government employees investigations.

(6) Title 18, USC, § 1001, includes possible fraud against the 
Government violations wherein there are concealments or falsifi
cations relating to subversive information. These violations

. must be presented to the Department by the Bureau for a prose
cutive opinion rather than being presented locally to USAs.

i

xj

I-

They ordinarily involve the execution of U S. Government forms
Common violators are employees of private concerns having. 
Government contracts who execute Government forms required for 
clearance for access to classified information.

it

Upon receipt of information indicating a violation of this type, 
investigation under the "Security Matter — Fraud Against the 
Government" character should be initiated and the Bureau immedi
ately advised. The Department, has advised that it is essential, 
to establish jurisdiction, to prove that the form was px-.-ented 
to a Government agency for action or determination. Thi there— 

’ fore, should be the first investigative step. If the for was 
. not presented to a Government agency, no further investigation 

_ should be made and the Bureau so advised. In this case, however, 
remain alert for information the form is later presented to 

’ Government agency. The fact subject actually signed the form 
must be established by testimony of witnesses to the signature, 

“ handwriting examination, or other conclusive evidence. The' 
original of the form must be located. Sources that furnished 
pertinent information concerning subject during previous investi
gations and other potential witnesses should be thoroughly inter
viewed to determine the basis for each item.of pertinent inf or— 
mation furnished and to obtain the identities of other potential 

. ..witnesses. Where affiliation with subversive organizations is 
involved, interview individuals who were members of’same units 

■ of these organizations as subject for indicia of his membershipj
■■ such as attendance at closed meetings, payment of due?, holding - 

' of .office, etc. If possible, develop .evidence to supplant
• pertinent information furnished by current informants. Obtain 

prior Bureau authority to interview the subject. Interview sub
- ject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent information 

under oath and obtain sworn signed statements if possible. Ah 
exception may be made when interviewing established sources, such 
as current informants, if oath and/or signed statements not con-

S9’

sidered desirable under circumstances Be guided by instructions
in section 6b, (7) below when interviewing potential witnesses
with subversive backgrounds

ft

a
' 3k
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(c) Physical surveillances
I Intelligence information and admissible evidence obtained 

through the use of physical surveillances in these
is

II

III.

. IV.

investigations extreme value. Physical sur
veillances should be used whenever, in the opinion of 
the SAC, information of sufficient value might be ob
tained to justify their use in light of the existing 
circumstances and available manpower.
When information is received through other sources
indicating that unit or mass meetings of subversive 
izations are to take place, or clandestine meetings 
certain individuals ih a subversive movement are to 
held with other unidentified individuals, physical

organ- 
of
*be

veillances should be used when practical to corroborate 
such information and further develop details concerning 
such meetings; that is, details of action taken at the
meetings, identification of 
and extent of participation 
present.
Proper and well—coordinated

individuals in-attendance 
of the various individual

physical surveillances

£

J

S'

s’

various individuals in leadership or underground capacities 
of a subversive movement will develop a chain of activity 
within the movement, which hot only establishes the 
importance and position of those individuals directly, 
involved but will also serve to identify others who 
may not yet be identified with the movement.
The success of physical surveillances depends upon 
the resourcefulness and ingenuity of the Agents assigned 
to them. The Agents must at all times exercise sound 
judgment and discretion in the performance of such 
duties to avoid embarrassment to the Bureau. They must 
be alert at all times not only tc- observe the specific 
activity of the subject but to observe countersur— 
veillances which may be used to identify the Agents 
and thereafter embarrass the. Bureau. ’ -

-ss
f-

(d) Photographic surveillances
I.

II

Photographic evidence which establishes meetings between 
individuals involved in these investigations and which 
establishes that subjects enter or leave certain buildings, 
etc., at the time it is known that meetings of subversive 
organizations are taking place therein is invaluable 
in establishing a complete chain of evidence. Photographs- 
of such activities add convincing,' admissible, physical 
evidence in establishing the subversive activities 
of individuals. . • -
Photographic surveillances must be properly correlated 
with other investigative techniques to assure that 
maximum of evidence is being obtained. They nuist be 
well planried and conducted in a discreet manner. Care 
should be taken to conceal properly the equipment used 
to avoid detection of the sxxrveillances not only by the 
subject but also by any other individuals in the proximity 
of the surveillance. . - i

■<

-A

35 
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(e) Public sources
. Full use must be made of all sources of information which 

are public in nature. Obtain background and lineage data 
from public birth- records at local, bureaus of vital statistics 
credit agencies, city, county, and state recorders’ offices, 
public utility records, school records, etc., whenever 
contact with such sources can be expected to produce infor
mation of value. Publications of subversive organisations and 
records of state and Federal committees which have conducted 
hearings concerning subversive activities should be obtained 
and indexed as reference material to assist in obtaining. ■ 
complete coverage of a subversive movement and the individuals 
connected therewith.

(f) Records of private firms ■
Where pertinent information is indicated to be available 
in the records of private business firms, such as past or 
present employers, insurance companies, merchants with whom •. 
'an individual may have conducted business, etc., contact 
should be had with such firms provided that contact will not 
jeopardize the investigation by enabling the subject to 
become unduly cognizant of. our investigative interest in him.

(g) [Deleted]
(hj [Deleted] ■ ; .
(i) Channelizing information to case files •
' I. When information is received as a result of subversive.. . 

■ activities concerning various individuals[showing]their
■ . membership or activities in subversive groups and organ

izations, such information sliould be channelized to the 
main case files of the individuals involved. A mimeo— 
graphed form ('FD—306) may be used provided it is limited 
to reporting attendance at meetings.

II. When information received from live informants, physical 
. surveillances, and photographic surveillances is • 

' channelized to the individual case files, the channelizing
memoranda or other documents being placed in the. ■
individual- files must be documented. ■

NW 68262 Docld:32989529 Page^8
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II. Race ■ •
White and Caucasian W , "
Negro N
Chinese C ’
Others ‘ 0 .

•(All others including Orientals (except Chinese), 
American Indians, etc.) ' . ■

III. Sex
Male M • -
Female F .

IV. Citizenship .
Native born NB '
Naturalized ■ NA
Alien AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security
■ index card is recommended, space should be left 

blank but status should be ascertained and sub- ■
mitted by FD—122.) .

V. Organizational affiliation or' nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM

[Progressive Labor Movement PLM] '■
Socialist Workers Party •. SWP
Johnson—Forest Group JFG ’ ’ '
American Socialist Clubs ASC. . ■
Nationalist groups ‘

advocating independence • - ■
for Puerto Rico . PRN - ■ ’ ■

Proletarian Party of America PPA ' .
Nation of Islam NOT ’ ‘
Bulgarian. BUL ’
Cuban CUB
Czechoslavakian CZE
Hungarian HUN '
Rumanian RUM ■ -
Russian RUS ' ’
Yugoslavian YUG .

• VI. Dangerousness' classification (where applicable)
Detcom - ' DC •

VII. Key figure and top functionary designation (where applicable
Key figure . KF , ’
Top functionary. ' . • TF . ■ •...... "-.2, . . . '

vm. Special section cards .... . ‘ ' ■ __
Atomic energy program. "• r ' ’"" .

employees AEP ' ‘
Cuban special section CUB .

. Espionage subjects . ESP .
Foreign government employees FGE ■

• Pro-Tito subjects ■ YUG
United Nations employees UNE • ■ , . ■
U. S. Government■employees GOV '

. IX. Unavailable section cards . ’ ’ “ ‘ .
Missing • .'MI . - .
Out of country ' OC ’ . ■
Imprisoned • ■ PR ' -

X. • Date and place of 'birth
XI. Key facility geographical reference number' arid abbre— 

viation denoting the agency having security responsibility 
for the key facility obtained from the Department of 

■Defense Key Facilities List (where applicable) •
■ XII. 
XIII.

Residence address .
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject -in an 
emergency. . Labor union'affillation, if any.

XIV. Field office file number ' ’

•49
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(b) Data to appear on separate attached card ■ .
I. The following data must be placed on a separate 

card to be attached to reverse  of the security ' 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section,. These cards contain printed captions to .

s5.de

assist in recording the descriptive information, • 
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other data required® . .
SA) Complete description ■ .
B) Notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division 
!C) Photograph, with date taken placed below

D) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including ’ 
notation if subject possesses firearms • ‘ .

(E ) Other data ’which will assist in effecting appre— 
hension of subject, such as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject hot situated-in usual

• . locations, listing of number of minor children
and aged dependents

II® If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 

. this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be

. furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification
which should be affixed to -reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special- and unavail— 
able sections.

Ill, Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 

■ the security index card filed in the geographical section
. of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 

' the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical
• employee designated to post this information on the 

attachment to the geographical, special or unavailable . 
' sections. After the security index card has been pre

pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear—
• ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 

. it shall be filed in the investigative case file,

. < ■ FD-186 may also be used to record information that a. . . 
security index subject has been physically obs ved. 
Descriptive data developed during observation the

’ subject should be noted on FD-186 for posting. '
Arrangement of the security index- . ' ■
(a) . At Bureau '

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau .
through the utilisation of IBM tabulating cards. The 

’ white 5— by 8—inch security index cards are printed by this 
•machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use ‘ ’

. of this device, the security index can be broken down 
into the various categories of information appearing, on 
the s.ecjtrity index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 

. . for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure
‘makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 

index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. . '

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases 
■ ‘ of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau ’ 

for administrative purposes, ’
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should .be completely filled out just as if a. first 
recommendation is being made, and submitted with a 
current report. If not, the Bureau should be advised 
of-the reasons for not reactivating his- security index 
card.. In either case, cancel the inactive card.

Periodic verification of addresses
(a) The data recorded on security index cards shall be in an 

up—to—date status at all times.
(b) The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be 

known at all times. The residence and business addresses 
of all security index subjects must be checked at least 
once each six months,[except those imprisoned and those
who were included in the security index because cf 
disaffection for the U. S. (defection to a Sine—Soviet—hloc 
country) (see section 105G, item 3, volume IV, of this 
manual). The residence and employment of those who were 
included in the security index because of disaffection 
for- the U. S. must be verified every thirty days.1 The 
case cf any security index subject who is out of the 
country must be followed at least each six months to 
determine if he has returned to this country.

Perfect arrangements to be advisedfen a current basis of 
any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive 
activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or plans to 
change his residence or employment.J Periodic checks to 
verify residence or business addresses may be made under 
appropriate pretext by telephone, or other expeditious- 
means .

(c) The physical characteristics and description of each 
security index subject shall be determined or verified 

:-. by personal’observation and the individual case file of 
each security index subject shall show that this has been 
done. If a security index subject has not been personally 
observed previously, this should be done during the next 
verification of the subject's residence and/or business 
addresses.

(d) Use form FD—154 in verifying addresses of security index 
subjects when its use will facilitate the checking of the - 
addresses.. When FD-154' is -not used in verifying addresses, 
a notation must be made on the last FD—154, FD—122, or FD—128 
in the- subject’s case file showing the subject’s current 
residence and business addresses and the date such addresses 
were verified. This must be done to assure that th’e file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the 
case and that the file will come to the attention of the 

.Agent or field supervisor to determine if additional action 
is warranted at the time of the verification of addresses. 
Each time that a s-ecurity index, subject's residence and 
employment are verified, the case must be re—evaluated to 
assure that the subject is qualified for' inclusion-in- the 
security index under the criteria for such inclusion. A 
notation to the effect that the case has been reviewed for 
this purpose shall be made in the file.

(e) If it is determined that the residence or business address 
or both have been changed from those appearing on the 
security index card, FD—122 should be submitted to the Bureau 
with the current residence or business address shown 
thereon. In such instances, FD-122 should show only the 
changes to be made on the security index card. [FD—122 
should be accompanied by form FD-356 for dissemination to 
Secret Service. Secret Service should be advised locally 
by dissemination of FD-366.J
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’ (f) The project of verifying addresses of security index subjects
(other than top functionaries and key figures) shall'be' 
handled by reopening and assigning the cases for verification 
and closing the cases administratively upon accomplishment of 
verifications. Top functionary and key figure cases are to 
be handled as provided in section 87D 7f (8). Verifications 
should also be made at the time of submission of all annual . 
investigative reports and should be reported therein. '

(8) Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing on security 
index cards '
(a) Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 

involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia
tion or nationalistic tendencies, detcom classification, 
date or place of birth, key facility geographical reference 
number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi-

, < bility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business ■’
address.. Exception: Change office of origin by form .
FD—128. ’ ■

(b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section or . -
unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D .
7b (6) (b) III or IV. -

(c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made os- - .listing 
security index cards pending receipt of porrer-u cards 

. from Bureau, . • -
(d) Indicate use of FD-122 for changes by checking proper . . ’

opening paragraph and submit without abstract.
. (e) Set out only items being changed, added,or deleted. -

’ If being deleted, specify "Delete."
(f) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards 

with duplicate copy of FD-122 (stamped "Corrected Security 
Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and 
destroy old cards. Place photograph and description on 
reverse side of geographical cards."), action to be taken 
includes: .

. I. Check accuracy of data on cards. .
II. Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and •

photograph from back of old geographical section cards 
to back of corrected cards, staple them and file in

’ geographical section. Exception: For special or 
unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b (6) (b) .

■ ■ III or IV above. . • --- • . - ■ «-
' III. File third .card in alphabetical section o-f security

.index. „ ’ -f. •’ - ■
IV. Destroy old cards. ‘ ‘ - ■..............~J ''

(9.) Movement of subjects between offices and tran s.f ers . of security 
' index cards

(a) Subjects of security index cards other than key figures 
and top functionaries _ •

- I. Requests to verify addresses- of security .index subjects
• - from other offices must be assigned immediately and

■ •: results of investigation to verify the -new address must ■
. be transmitted to-the' office of origin'within two weeks.

' ■ II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of
■ ’ address, should submit FD-128 immediately transferring

■ office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section
, -subjects should be prepared in accordance with 87D 7b

(6) (b) IV above. '
III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to -Bureau. Sub— 

. init two copies thereof to office covering subject’s new
’ address, enclosing copies of all previous'reports, other

. pertinent serials, photograph if available, and security
index cards. FD—128 should show full title. • '

. IV. Information concerning key facility employment of sub—
. ' . ject in new office should be furnished by that office

to old office of origin so that geographical reference
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in a key facility, papier, of reports bearing the dual character, 
"Security of Government Employees; Security Matter — C, " should 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of the armed 
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume III, 
and 87D 7e (2), of this manual.

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.

(7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services 
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service 

, of the military branch involved.
'£,8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Agency
' .'g Federal Aviation Agency issues certificates to airmen who are 
'‘f defined as persons in command or acting as pilot, mechanic, ox* 

member of the crew in the navigation of aircraft while under 
way; individuals directly in charge of the inspection, mainte
nance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in the 
capacity of aircraft dispatcher or a-ir—traf f ic ’control tower 
operator. Subversive data developed concerning persons within 
such definitions should be furnished to the Bureau by report or 

■ letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with 
cover, communication recommending that such data be furnished 
to Federal A.viation Agency. Such dissemination will be made 
only at the Bureau.

(9) Security index — dissemination of information to Secret Service 
Letterhead memoranda are to be disseminated to Secret Service in 
all security index cases. These letterhead memoranda should 
contain background data on the individuals 5nvolved, ■ residence, 
employment, and a description. They should contain any infor— 

■ mation indicative of emotional instability or any factors 
indicative of a propensity for violence, as well as any infor
mation indicating that the subject is in possession of firearms. 
The above should be followed by a succinct statement concerning 
the subject’s affiliation with or participation in a subversive 
movement. They are not to contain any reference to the security ■ 
index program. . -•

D.isseminatioh~bf'these letterhead memoranda to Secret Service 
will be made both at the Bureau and in the field foilowing 
review at the Bureau. Submit in quadruplicate under the 
individual caption. Instructions regarding dissemination in 
the field will be issued after Bureau review.

After initial submission of letterhead memoranda in security 
index cases, as changes occur in the status of the individuals 
involved with respect to residence and employment, advise Secret 
Service locally and furnish two copies of the letterhead 
memorandum to ’the.Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. Form 
FD—366 may be used for this purpose. The letterhead memorandum 
should contain a reference to the previous communication dissem
inated to Secret Service.

[ 
t 
[ 
t 
[ 
[

[When reporting changes in residence and/or employment concerning 
Chinese and Cuban aliens on the security index, in addition to 
dissemination to Secret Service, also advise the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) locally, and furnish four copies of 
the letterhead memorandum to the Bureau for dissemination at the 
SOG. Bear in mind in filling out the reference that some
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[

[

memoranda have been expressly prepared for dissemination .to 
Secret Service only and have not been furnished to the 
Department or INS; therefore, the copy furnished IMS locally 
and two of the copies furnished the Bureau should reference 
the last communication to INS.]

For instructions pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service 
in other than security index cases, refer to section 83K, 
volume III, of this manual. '

Copies of letterhead memoranda prepared in security index cases 
should be retained in the individual case files only.

[ 
[

[ 
[ 
[ 
[

Upon transfer of office of origin in one of .these cases, the 
[old]office of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 

; , • [the subject’s new residence and business address]and advise the
Bureau that such has been done by the submission of two copies 

’.A' of the letterhead memorandum disseminated locally. [The new 
office of origin need take- no action regarding dissemination to . 
Secret Service until such time as further changes occur with 
respect to the subject ’ s status.]

(10) Dissemination at the Bureau
There are some situations in which dissemination is made at the 
Bureau instead of in the field. In the majority of instances, 
information received by the FBI should properly be furnished 
immediately to some other agency within the executive branch of 

■ the Government so that the responsibilities of the other agency 
might be fulfilled properly. Care must be taken, however, not 
to disseminate information to any field branch of another- 
Government agency where such a procedure is deemed inadvisable 
because of the inadequacy of security measures in that branch. 
In these instances the data should be brought to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. An 
example of the latter is, of course, the Atomic Energy-Commission, 
which receives reports only through the Bureau, as noted in 
section 87D 7c (3) of this manual. Information relating to 
foreign travel plans of security subj.eots is disseminated - 
to interested agencies, including the State Department, only 
at the SOG, as set out in 87D 6b (4). Dissemination is also 
made at the SOG to the State Department, unless it appears 
undesirable, in those cases in which subjects have been 
indicted for violations grounded on subversive activities.

.Dissemination in these cases is made to preclude these subjects 
from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute 

.allegations of subversive connections. The State Department, 
therefore, will be in possession of data concerning a defendant 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action.

b. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within the Bureau’s 
investigative jurisdiction
(1 ) Members of the armed forces " ■ .

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces 
intelligence agencies .states that the responsibility assumed by 
one organization in a given field carries with it the. obligation 
to exchange freely and directly with -other subscribing organizations 
all information of mutual interest.
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Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal
security field, it is imperative that information concerning mcrnbex”' 
of the military services be referred immediately to the appro
priate branch having primary responsibility fox1 its personnel.
This- procedure is mandatory, even though the .security aspects of _ 
the data have not been fully resolved or verified. It should ■'
be specifically pointed out in such instances that the infer— ' *.
mation has not been verified. ■ . f

’ ' ‘ '5-
Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined *
a security subject is a member of the armed services the invest!— .7 
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and' reported .
to the Bureau, The basis for such instruction lies in the fact •;
that the subject is no longer within our investigative juris— . ?
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must z
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence ’
agency. ' . - ' 'j

Oux- responsibility with regard to military personnel- is not coa- • 
fined to those who have been the subjects of secux-ity investi— -
gations. It extends to any subversive derogatory data developed 
against a member of the armed services during any of our investi— ,
gations of either individuals or organizations. For instance, 1
.if it is determined that a member of the armed forces has been J
in contact with a.security subject ox' with any individual or group 
raising security implications, the appropriate intelligence ‘
service should be immediately'advised locally. This'should be 4
done even though the security aspects of the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military sefvices may be’ in a position to dis-
charge their .responsibilities. It must be pointed' out to them 
specifically in such instances that the data are unverified, 
and pertinent developments must be transmitted to them thereafter 
immediately upon receipt. - . '

Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course of security 
investigations it must be determined whether the subjects have 
any close relatives in the armed forces. Our responsibilities 
require that such associations be called to the attention of the 
appropriate military intelligence services, together with per
tinent data, including reports, on the security subjects involved. 
The evaluation of these associatio.hs lies entirely within the ' ■ 
province of the intelligence services, but for the reasons stated 
previously herein it is incumbent upon the Bureau to disseminate 
this information immediately upon receipt. '

Any subversive contacts or information developed concerning 
military personnel must-be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the. field. Such letter should be accompanied by a[1 etterhead] 
memorandum setting out with particularity the subversive data 
in.a form entirely suitable for dissemination. ' . ' . • '

4
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4. Annual Communist Party, USA, organizational and membership survey 
Each office is instructed to initiate by February 1 of each year a 
detailed and analytical survey of the organization and membership of 
the Communist Party in its territory, results to be forwarded to the 
Bureau by April 1. Set forth in detail the complete organizational 
structure of each Communist Party district or state organization 
including district and county committees, together with the identities 
of officers from the club through the district level. Identify each 
Communist Party club and section in the district, to.gethcr with the 
identities of individual club members and most recent date each member 

•was so identified. Where identification of an individual is tentative, 
this fact should be indicated by placing the word "tentative" after 
the individual's name. Note the informant coverage in each club, as 
well as oh district and county committees, by setting forth the symbol 
numbers of the informants. In those instances in which no. informant 
coverage exists in a particular club or on a district or county committee, 
this fact should be noted. In addi-tion, summarize the over—all findings 
by setting forth the estimated Communist Party membership in the field 
office territory, together with the number of members who have been 
positively and tentatively identified as such within the immediately 
preceding 12—month period.- Charts and maps should be used in setting 
forth the geographic distribution of the Communist Party whenever 
feasible. Offices which are auxiliary offices in investigation of a 
Compiunist Party district should furnish the required information to 
the office of origin for inclusion in its survey by March 15 of- eac-h 
year. . ■ .

Following the organizational breakdown, each' office should critically 
appraise its knowledge of the Communist Party organization -within its 

■ division and set forth its comments and recommendations'concerning ‘ 
investigative activity to be undertaken to eliminate any weaknesses 
detected. In those instances in which the disclosed weakness is that 
of lack of adequate informant coverage, advise in detail of the

. number of Bureau-approved potential security informants being developed 
in the particular area, as well as concrete plans to obtain additional 
informant coverage in the future.

[5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security — C (code name 
"CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: Hew York.
a. ftuarterly reports (to reach the Bureau by February 1, May 1, August 1, 

and November 1) should be submitted by each field office for the 
purpose of reporting, in a centralized manner, all available informatio 
bearing upon the communist influence in racial matters.- Included • 
should be information developed under the -title of a variety of 
matters, such as CPUSA, Negro question, communist influence in racial 
matters; communist infiltration of various organizations, such as the 
Congress of Racial Equality, Student Non-Violent C:- -vdinating Commit
tee, and the like; investigations of subversive in... ciduals active in 
the racial movement; investigations of communist fronts and other 
miscellaneous organizations; and racial disturbances and other racial 
matters investigated under the racial matter character. Information 
should be included in these quarterly reports, notwithstanding the 
.fact that it will duplicate reporting in the other substantive matters 
referred to above.- These, reports shall be designed to precisely spell 
out the full extent of the communist influence in racial matters. 
They should separate words and intentions from actions; mere partic
ipation from direct influence; and.the bona fide communist from the 
mere "do-gooder." They should not include information concerning 
legitimate efforts in the racial movement where there is.no communist 
taint.
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(10) Political activities (Bureau file 100-3-72) ’ ’ .
(a) Political activities in which party is engaged, including 

names and identities o." party member candidates dr party- 
sponsored candidates for public office

(b) Details relating to party sponsorship of third party 
movements .

(11) Legislative activities (Bureau file 100—3—70)
(a) Activities of the Communist Party and/or its members in 

connection- with legislation or proposed legislation which 
affects status of the party or activities of the party 
and its members

(b) Activities of the Communist Party and/or its members in 
connection with legislation which does not directly 

■ affect the party or its members but which party deems '
expedient to promote so it may appear to be closely 
aligned or in favor of a wortiiy cause

(12) Domes-tic administration issues (Bureau file 100—3—83)
(a) Communist Party activities with relation to domestic 

administration issues, such as antilynching laws, 
poll tax, etc. Only the over—all policy of the party 

- in these matters should be included in quarterly reports. 
(13) [Deleted] . .
(14) Youth matters (Bureau file 100-3-76)
• Over—all policy and activities of the Communist Party youth

’ commissions relative- to infiltration of youth groups and 
exploitation of youth. Youth front activities should be 
submitted under appropriate front organization caption and 
should not be included in Communist Party quarterly reports.

(15) Women's matters (Bureau file 100-3-78)
. ’■ Pertinent Communist Party over-all policy and activities of 

the women's commission relating to the infiltration of 
women's groups, exploitation of women . ‘

(16) Farmer’s matters (Bureau file 100-3-79) ’ ■ • ’
Pertinent Communist Party over-all policy and activities . 
of the farm commission relative to the infiltration of 
farmer groups, exploitation of farmers, etc. '

(17) Cultural activities (Bureau file 100-3-90) ■ ' '
The cultural commissions are, for the most part, composed 
of secret members of the party. These commissions propagate . 
the cultural activities of the Communist Party which are

’ displayed primarily through communist front organizations, 
' as -well as the carrying out of the Communist Party line in 

.. the fields of radio, publishing, education, science,, and .

9
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arts. Individual members of the cultural sections have 
close- tic:-; in many instances with suspected ’international 
communist representatives. The following of this phase 
of the Communist Party movement is most important to develop 
the full and complete picture of Communist Party activities.

[ (18) Veteran’s matters (Bureau file.100—3—73)
Communist Party policy and activities of a significant 
character directed toward the exploiting of veterans-and 
their problems

[ (19) National group commissions (Bureau file 100—3—91)
(a) Activity"on the part of various Communist Party-national 

■group commissions, including identities of.leaders and 
members of the commissions

(b) Special Communist Party policies relating to infiltration 
of minority groups

[ (20) Religion (Bureau file 100-3-82)
(a) Communist Party policy relating to its approach to religion 

or to penetration of established religious groups
(b.) Any particular vehement statements made against religious 

bodies by ranking communists
[ (21) Pamphlets and publications’(Bureau file 100—3—86)

(a) Changes in the field division with respect to establishment 
of new bookstores, increased,distribution of party 
literature, publication of Communist Party literature- • 
and pamphlets, and other pertinent information relating 
to.preparation and dissemination of Communist Party 
literature

(b) Forward to Bureau by letter any important Communist 
Party publications published vrithin a field division. 
Mention the publication in quarterly report, but do 
not describe in detail in the report.

[. .. (22) Education. (Bureau file 100—3—71)
(a) . Statements, or class material which advocate's overthrew

••• of the'U. S. Government by force and violence ■ -■
(b) Pertinent evidence and information relating to educational 

programs, of the party. The following are deemed of utmost 
importance: • •
I. Instructions from national and/or-district headquarters 

relative to the education of both new and’ expert enced
• ■ . members

: II. Courses or curricula given, together with any. ed .cational
- ■ . . .outlines and assigned or suggested reading. (There

. . ’ . . ’ should be ho long .quotations in reports and any
exhibits or enclosures should be forwarded to Bureau 

■ • by separate letter.)
III. Important statements and remarks by instructors 

who should in turn be sufficiently identified, so 
as to establish their status as duly designated or 

... . . - ’ qualified party instructors •
' ■ ■ ’ IV. "Succinct digest of notes-or memoranda of informants 

who attend the classes or schools. (Copies of the 
'• ~actual notes or memoranda should be submitted promptly

. ’ ’• - by separate letter.) ' . ■ ■ ■
V. Identities, if available, of members receiving instruc—

. . ’ ■- tiohs. Concentrate on having confidential informants

' 10
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b. Information should bi reported according’to the following outline. 
All main headings denoted by Roman numerals must be accounted for. 
If th>re is no information to report under a particular main heading, 
the heading should appear, followed by a statement "No information 
developed." • •

Io. COMMUNIST STRATEGY '
. A (a) communist PARTY, USA

(1) Plans, strategy, party line, and the like made at national 
meetings, including expressions by national and other 
functionaries

(2) Plans, etc., made at district and lower level meetings, 
including expressions by local leaders and. rank—and—

■file members
(3) Plans, etc., as revealed in party publications and other 

propaganda"media, such as written directives, press 
releases, and the like '

Information under item 3 should be reported by the office 
' covering the origin of the publications, such as the Nev;

York office for "The Worker," "Political Affairs," and 
directives from party headquarters; San Francisco Office

■’ for ‘ "People’s World"; etc. Party expressions, oral or 
'• ; written, when directly related'to a specific event

' ’ covered under II, should be included under II.
■ (B) OTHER COMMUNIST GROUPS (Such as Socialist Workers Party, *

Progressive Labor, Workers World Party, and the like)

. Under (b), report information under separate numbered sub-- 
. ' headings for each organization. Report here information

generally along the same lines as for (A) above.

■ II. COMMUNIST TACTICS ’ ’ ’ V ’’ ’ : - ' . . ' ;
In this part report information on communist direction and 
influence of and participation in racial demonstrations, disturb
ances, drives, boycotts, and any other similar activities with ’ 
racial overtones. This part will illustrate how communist activ- 

’ ” .ities attempt to exploit racial situations and expand communist 
influence, thus furthering communist objectives. List activities 
in chronolog.ical order with lettered subheadings, such as;
(A) DEMONSTRATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 1-10-63 •

■ - - .-(B) STORE BOYCOTT, YOUNGSTOWN, _0HI0, 3-6-63 ; : ;

Under each subheading include such -information as nature- of event;’~ 
' sponsoring and participating groups; total participants; number 

and identities of subversives involved; specifics as to whether 
: subversives directed, controlled, instigated, or merely partic—

■- ’ ipated; whether violence resulted and, if so, whether subversives 
involved; arrests of subversives and court disposition; and any 

. other information believed 'pertinent to the over-all picture of 
communist-influence. Efforts by supporting groups to avoid 
communist involvement should also be’reported. If a particular 
event had no- communist involvement, it- should, of course, not . . ; 

■ be included in the report. ’ . , ’ -,
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III. COMMUNIST PENETRATION AND INFLUENCE IN RACIAL AND OTHER . 
ORGANIZATIONS
Field offices should set out information concerning only the 
local branches of the organizations which are in its territory. 
The office covering the national, headquarters of an organization 
should set out pertinent data as to the national headquarters, 
as well as any local affiliates in its territory, separating the 
national from the locals. The number of members, nationally and 
by locals, should be indicated. Include under each organization 
information as to officers and others in positions of influence 
who have present or past subversive connections; information as 
to other subversives who are merely members; specific evidence • 
of influence 'wielded by subversives; policy concerning communist 
participation in the organization’s activities, such as prohibition 
of communists holding office or membership (if no such stated 
policy, so indicate); and use and distribution of communist 
propaganda. ’ •

IV. MISCELLANEOUS • ■
If at all possible, information to be included should be’set out 
under the basic main headings I, II, or III. However, should 
there be some pertinent information to report which does not 
lend itself to the first three parts, it will be permissible 
to include it in part IV - MISCELLANEOUS. '

c. . The term "communist" should be interpreted in its broad sense as 
including persons not only adhering to the principles of the CPUSA 
itself, but also to such splinter and o'ffshoot groups as the '
Socialist Workers Party, Progressive Labor, and the like. .

d. Any office which has no information to report should so'advise 
the Bureau by letter in lieu of a report. If any positive 
information, however limited, is available, it must be submitted 
by report. The same appropriate local dissemination to other 
agencies should be made as is made for the quarterly reports '
concerning the CPUSA. Except as otherwise indicated above, the . 
regular report writing rules for security reports shall be applicable.]
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IV. Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing in 
{ ’ section A of reserve index cards
1 (A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve

index cards should be submitted to the Bureau by 
form FD-122a.

.(b) Deletions from section A' of the reserve index 
should be recommended by letter. The letter should 
set forth the basis for the recommendation.

(c) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by 
submission of form FD-128a. Forward section A 
cards to new office of origin.

(b) Section B 
I. This section is to contain the names of all other indi

viduals included in the reserve index. This section 
is to be maintained only in the field office.

‘ II. Changes in office of origin are to be handled by sub—
mission of form FD—128a. Forward section B cards to 
new office of origin.

(4) Content
(a) Each card in section A and section B should contain-, as 

a minimum, the following: 
I. Name and aliases ’

II. Race ■ ‘ -
III. Sex
IV. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency

V. Citizenship-
VI. Residence

VII. Employment . -
VIII. Birth data

IX. Office file number 
[ • [X. The letters ’’SS*1 if dissemination has been made to
[ ’ Secret Service in accordance with instructions in

([ section 83K, item 2, volume III, of this manual]
(b) In addition, membership and position or association in a. 

subversive group or groups, together with the source and 
date of the information, may be added.

(5) Removal and deletion cr cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security 

informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects 
.... of security index cards. . .

(b) Advise the Bureau of the destruction only in the o.ase of 
; section A cards. • _ ' - -

b. Security index ’ , . ' . ■ ■ . ■ '
(1) Purpose 

■ (a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by the 
Bureau to serve as operational guide for apprehension of 
persons deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to the 
internal security of the country in the event of a national 

. 1 ’ emergency, • . ’■
• - (b) It shall contain the names of all - ersons who have been
- ’ determined through investigation to be dangerous or poten—

’ ’ . tially dangerous because of their membership in or affilia-t-i-on
with or espousal of doctrines of basic revolutionary organ— 

■ ■ izations and/or front organizations and who will be
’ '’‘ ’ apprehended upon receipt of instructions from the Attorney

General,
(c) It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and 

any other type of Bureau investigation provided their 
activities bring them within the scope of the security index 
criteria,

(d) Action shall be taken against individuals included in.the 
security index only upon authorization of warrants of 
arrest by the Attorney General, However, in preparing and 
maintaining the security index, to all practical effects, 

( the Bureau is making the decision as to those persons who will
be apprehended in the event of an emergency, inasmuch as the 
Attorney General has advised that he does not have funds or
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isanpower to review security index oases. .
(e) Names shall be included in the security index only when 

investigation has established and reports[show] sufficient 
facts and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject 
in the security index, .

(f) The contents of the security index must be accurate and 
correct at all times. Matters .pertaining to its preparation ; 
and maintenance must be given preferred, expeditious, con
tinuous, and detailed attention. ’

(g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con
fidential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in ■
investigative reports.

(h) The general operation and content of the security index 
' ’ must not be discussed by field personnel of the Bureau with

?, out prior Bureau authority. .
. (i) Matters pertaining to the security index may be discussed

‘; with duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelli— ■
gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis an'd 
only in instances in which an individual subject of prime - •
interest to one of these services is involved. ’ .

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual
(a) The dangerousnoss of a member or affiliate of a subversive 

organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as aggressiveness or-a dis—

. position to violence. Although these factors must be taken
.into consideration in evaluating an. individual's potential 
dangerousness, other factors are essential in making this 
determination. An individual’s dangerousness also depends 
upon the contribution he has made or is making ’in the advance— 

’ ment of the principles and aims of the subversive movement
with which he is Connected or his subversive potentialities '

" in the event of a national emergency. Bear in mind that a
■ ■ subject active in a subversive organization is not merely •

• • an isolated individual but- is a part of an organization of 
- which the purposes are opposed to the best interests of the

' ’ U. S. An individual's loyalty to a. subversive organization '
■and the principles thereof is a primary factor to take into ■ 

. consideration in evaluating his potential dangerousness;[how
ever, regardless of evidence of subversive affiliation, all 
evidence developed during the course of a security investigation 

■ “ ■ " must be carefully weighed f or the purpo se of determining
whether the subject's activities depict him as a.potentially

• dangerous individual in time of a‘national emergency. Factors
‘ having a bearing upon an individual's potential^ dangerousness

- are numerous and will vary in each case in degree.]
■ Among such factors are:

I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization 
II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools, 

especially leadership schools _ ' '
' • HI. Frequent or regular attendance at organizational meetings

■ and functions .. F‘ • ■ . _• .
TV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization

’ -V.- Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera— ’
ture ■ - - . ■ •

VI. Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda" and/or 
’ ■' literature . . ’ '

VII. Holding positions in the subversive organization or in 
other organizations of a front character which indicate 

■ . confidence of such organizations in his loyalty
• VIII. Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his.acts

’ and utterances * '
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■ (7)

i?)

(9)

in a key facility, copies of reports bearing the dual character, 
"Security of Government Employees; Security Matter - 0, " should 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of the armed 
services by the field offices as shown in sections 69, volume III, 
and 87D 7e (2), of this manual.

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi- • 
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 
volume III, of this manual.
Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate -vicinity 
of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services 
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence se"vice 
of the military branch involved.
Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Agency
Federal. Aviation Agency.issues certificates to airmen who are ■ 
defined as persons in command or acting as pilot, mechanic, or 
member of the crew in the navigation of aircraft while under 
way; individuals directly in charge .of the inspection, mainte
nance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in the 
capacity of aircraft dispatcher or air-traffic’ control tower 
operator. Subversive data developed concerning persons within 
such definitions should be furnished to the Bureau by report or 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with 
cover, communication recommending that such data be furnished 
to Federal Aviation Agency. Such dissemination will be made 
only at the Bureau.
Security index — dissemination of information to Secret Service 
Letterhead memoranda are to be disseminated to Secret Service in 
all security index cases. These letterhead memoranda should 
contain background data on the individuals involved, residence, 
employment, and’ a description. They should contain any infor
mation indicative of emotional instability or any factors 
indicative of a propensity for violence, as well as any infor
mation indicating that the subject is in possession of firearms. 
The above should be followed by a succinct statement concerning . 
the subject's affiliation with or participation in a subversive 
movement. .They are not to contain any reference to the security ’ 
index program. .’

Dissemination of these letterhead memoranda to Secret Service 
will be made both at the Bureau and in the field following 
review at the Bureau. Submit in quadruplicate under the 
individual caption. Instructions regarding dissemination in 
the field will be issued after Bureau review.

After initial submission of letterhead memoranda in security 
index cases, as changes occur in the stacus of the individuals 
■involved with respect to residence and employme.nt,’ advise- Secret 
Service locally and.furnish two copies of the letterhead 
memorandum to the Bureau for dis-semination at the SOG. [Form 
FD-366 may be used for this purpose.] The .letterhead memorandum 
should contain a reference to the .previous communication-dissem
inated to Secret Service.

For instructions pertaining to dissemination 
in other than security index cases, refer to 
volume III, of this manual.

to Secret Service 
section 83K,

Copies of letterhead memoranda prepared in security index- cases 
should be retained in the individual case files only.

Upon crassfsr ox office of origin in one of these cases, the 
new office of .origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 
pertinent data concerning the subject and advise the Bureau 
that such has been done by the submission of two copies of• 
the letterhead memorandum disseminated -locally.
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agency responsible for such action. Forward such data to 
Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted concerning 
individual in Question. Where no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a 
security investigation if information received from .
intelligence agency warrants such action. . ■ -

(2) Inclusion in security index . '
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, FD-122 is to contain: ‘
!a ) Key facility geographical reference number • .*
bj Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility 
o) Abbreviations for[other]agenoies[known to have classified 

contracts with the key fact":ty. ] Interested agencies . :
should be identified on FD— :2 to assure proper dissemination 
of reports but will not appear on security index cards

' returned from Bureau. ' • ?
(d) Abbreviation AEG immediately following abbreviation for 

agency having security responsibility when abbreviation 
of responsible agency on key facilities list is followed .<•_
by asterisk, which denotes Atomic Energy Commission is 
involved in security responsibility. This data will appear 
on security index cards returned from the Bureau. -

If subject of existing security index card is found to have 
become employed in a key facility, FD-122- must be submitted to 
Bureau with above-required key facility data set forth thereon. '
Case is then to be handled in accordance with instructions set 4
forth below concerning key facility cases. -

(3) Dissemination 1
Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation concerning f-
key facility employee from source other than interested 
intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information f
concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by \
letter to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence ’ /
agency should then be advised whether a security investigation 'i
is being conducted of the individual and, if investigation 
is being conducted, that copies of reports will be furnished I
upon completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence f
agency should clearly point out that information is 4
unsubstantiated and has not been-verified through ixivesti-gation 
by fbi. • . • . . i

These instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or 
those of such a confidential character as would not ordinarily 
be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immediate 
interest to other intelligence agencies should be. submitted to 
Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the 
circumstances. With a request that the Bureau consider 
advisability of disseminating it. - -

Disseminate copies of each report to the local representative ■ 
[of agency having security responsibility, as well as to- local 
representative of other intelligence agencies known to have - -
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classified contracts with the key facility.] Copies of reports 
for the Marine Corps should he disseminated locally to OHI.

'’Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEG), Defense 
Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces
Weapons Project), the Research and Development Board 
and the Maritime Administration (MA) will be-made at 
Bureau, and not in the field.
Status of cases •
After all active investigation conducted, place in a

Special 
(MB), 
the

closed

d. Key

status. Forty—five days before report due, make'case pending 
active and check with armed services representative at the ' - 
key facility, or with other reliable sources, to determine 
whether subject has access to classified or restricted , .
material. ’

figure and top functionary program ’
General ■ _ - '
Purpose of key figure and top functionary program is to select 
for special attention those individuals in -a subversive 
movement who are of outstanding importance to the effectiveness 
of the movement. .

'x.

'X
4

5
Key figure and top functionary program is described below as 
pertaining to the Communist Party, USA. However, it also 
applies to important individuals active in or on behalf of ■ 
other basic revolutionary groups. . .
Key figures _ : -
(a) Definition ‘

A key figure is an individual, either a member or non— 
member of the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organization, who, by reason of his official position in 
the organization or his connections with the commu’ ’■ st 
movement and his activities on its behalf, is cons ■.iered .

’ 'of sufficient importance and potential dangerousness 
from an internal security standpoint to require immediate 
apprehension or detention in the event of an emergency. 
Individuals coming within the following categories shall ’

J.

i* 
' i- 
A

be
I.

II.
III.

IV

considered within the definition of a key figure: 
National, district, and state officers and the principal 
officers of the local clubs of the Communist Party 
The principal organizers of the Communist Party 
Those communists who are executive officers or out— 
standing figures in established communist front or ' 
communist—controlled organizations, foreign language 
groups, and Negro organizations infiltrated by 
communists 
Individuals extensively engaged in communist • 
infiltration of the labor movement, including ’ ■
principal officers of labor organizations who 
are members of or closely affiliated with the ■ .
Communist Party. In . ■ . ■ ■ .

t
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c

(10) Dissemination at the Bureau '
There are some situations in which dissemination is made at the 
Bureau instead of in the field. In the majority of instances, 
information received by the FBI should properly be furnished 
immediately to some other agency within the executive branch of 
the Government so that the responsibilities of the other agency 
might be fulfilled properly. Care must be taken, however, not 
to disseminate information to any field branch of another

. Government agency where such a procedure is deemed inadvisable 
because of the inadequacy of security measures in that branch. 
In these instances the data should be brought to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. An

- example of the latter is, of course, the Atomic Energy Commission 
• which receives reports only through the Bureau, as noted .in 

section 87D 7c[(3)]of this manual. Information relating “o 
fi' foreign travel plans of security subjects is disseminate

■' to interested agencies, including the State Department, only 
at the SOG, as set out in 87D 6b (4). Dissemination is also 
made at the SOG to the State Department, unless it appears 
undesirable, in those cases in which subjects have been 
indicted for violations grounded on subversive activities. 
Dissemination in these oases is made to preclude these subjects 
from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute 
allegations of subversive connections. The State Depart** ?nt,

&

■ 1 
*

therefore, will be in possession of data concerning 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an 

h. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within 
investigative jurisdiction ’
(1) Members of the armed forces

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the

a defendant 
action.
the Bureau's

armed forces
intelligence. agencies states that the responsibility assumed by 
one organization in a given field carries with it the obligation 
to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing organizations 
all information of mutual interest. . _ '

4

£

fj-

1
■V

A

i
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Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal 
security field, it is imperative that information concerning member' 
of the military services be referred immediately to the anpro- 
priate branch having primary responsibility for its personnel. - 
This procedure is mandatory, even though the security aspects of ’ 
the data have not been fully resolved or verified. It should' 
be specifically pointed out in such instances that the infor
mation has not been verified. • •

Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined 
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported 
to the Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies, in the fact 
that the subject is no longer within our investigative juris
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must 
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence 
agency. '

Our responsibility with regard to military personnel is not con
fined to those who have been the subjects of security investi
gations. It extends to any subversive derogatory data developed 
against a member of the armed services during any of our investi
gations of either individuals or organizations. For instance, 
if it is determined that a -member of the armed forces has been 
in contact with a.security subject or with any individual or group 
raising security implications, the. appropriate intelligence 
service should be immediately advised locally. This should be 
done even though the security aspect's of the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military services may be in a position to dis
charge their .responsibilities. It must be pointed out to them 
specifically in such instances that the data are unverified, 
and pertinent developments must be transmitted to them thereafter , 
immediately upon receipto ■ ' . ’

Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course of security 
investigations it must be determined whether the subjects have 
any close relatives in the armed forces. Our responsibilities 
require that such associations be called to the attention of the 
appropriate military intelligence services, together with per
tinent data, including reports, on the security subjects involved. 
The evaluation of these associations lies entirely within the • ■ 
province of the intelligence service's, but for the reasons stated 
previously herein it is incumbent updn the Bureau to disseminate 
this information immediately upon receipt.

Any subversive contacts or information developed concerning . 
military personnel must be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the field. Such letter should be accompanied by a[letterhead] 
memorandum setting out with particularity the subversive data 
in a form entirely.suitable for dissemination. ' ‘
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membership and position in 

, labor organizations, 
29 z

Dissemination 
concerning individuals who are 

not within 
Bureau investigative 

■ . .jurisdiction, 81a 
of reports ' ■

at SOG, 81a .
in field, 79 •
on subjects employed in 

key facilities, 
' 65,80

to Secret Service, 81 
• Documentation of reports, 78 .

completion of, 78

• Employees of '
international organizations, 

25 
U. S. Government, 25 

Espionage subjects, inclusion 
in security 

. index or reserve
index, 70 

Evidence, 37 ‘
desirability of 
. admissibility, 29,37 

corroboration, 37 
of knowledge of aims and 

purposes, 29
. of membership or affiliation, 

29 .
preservation of, 37

Faculty members 
contacts with, 25 ’ 
investigation of, 24 

Fifth amendment, 46 •
File on defected subjects, 42 
File reviews, 34 
Flash notices (security) '

cancellation of, 27a .
notation concerning, on .

FD-128, 59 ’ '
when place, 27 

Foreign • . -
diplomats, 25 ’
establishments, 25 " 
intelligence subjects, inclusion 

in security index or 
' " reserve index, 70

tours, 33a 
travel, 33 ■

Forms' . 
FD-122, 28,34,48,49,53 to 58,68,74 

abstracts for, 47 ' 
changes in data on security ' 
■ ' index card by, ■ '.

' 58,78
concerning persons of Chinese 

extraction or 
Chinese sympathy, 48 

• cover letter thereto, 32 
. Cuban subjects, 45b ' '

detcom tabbing or deletion 
' of such tabbing, 63

. placing name in or removing from 
special section of security 

■ - _ • index, 53 . -
■ • unavailable- section-of • •• ■

' ' security index, 32,54
recommending for inclusion in 

' • security index, 45b,47
recommending missing subjects 

. for unavailable
. section of 

• ' • ■ security index,
' v ‘ . 32,54

, reference to, 77 ■ •'
' 'succinct summary with, '47

. Cuban subjects, 45b - \
I" when subject employed isi key , 

: facility, 65 '
FD—122a, 426,43,61,77 .
FD-128, 55,57 to 60,68 

reference to, 77 -
when security flash notice is on 

file, 27a 
when subject moves,' 58,59
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Informants, cancellation of '
security index 
cards pertaining _
to, 60 '

Interviews /
' Bureau approval by rubber .

stamp, 40 
Bureau authority, 39,40a' 
conditions for, 40 

conducting at place of •
employment, 40a 

content and form of letter to
Bureau requesting 
authority for, 39 

contents of letter containing 
results of, 42 

determine willingness to testify 
’during, 41 ’ 

evaluation of, 45b 
forty—five—day extensions of

Bureau authority, 40 
no report needed afterward, 40a 
of hostile subjects, 41 
of individuals connected with 

institutions of 
■ learning, 24, ’ ’ '

. 25 '
of individuals who have traveled 

■ behind iron
curtain, .34 .

' of section A, reserve index -
subjects, 39

of security index subjects, .
38

of subjects connected with .
. labor unions, 41

' ■ of subjects who express desire
’ / - for, 42 • ■ ■ • -

: . . -.on. SAC authority, 38
. preparations for, 40 . ’

purpose of, 38
■ recontact without Bureau

authority, 40a 
results not affecting security .

• index status, 41
’ _ signed statements in oonnec -on

. with, 41 .
to be conducted within 45 days, 

40
' when current report necessary 

; - in order to
'• ■ ’■ request Bureau ■ . ’

. permission, 39
when current report not necessary • 

in order to request 
Bureau permission, 39 

when discontinue, 40a 
when report needed after, 41 
with Bureau authority, 39 -

(

(
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FD-128a, 27a,43,77 •
FD-154, 426,57
FD-165, 27,77
FD—186, 50
FD-305, 74,78
FD—305a, 78

Fraud against the Government, 
20,21,22

Geographical' , 
reference ‘of key facility 

shown on security 
index card, 49 

section of security index, 
51,63

Government employees, 25,70,80

Handwriting, 29 '
of key figures, 67- 
of top functionaries, 70 ■

Hostile subjects, interviews .
• . of, 41 .

Husband and wife, security 
investigations, 

’ 72

Identification record; 27
Imprisoned subjects in security

. index, 54,60
Inactive•section of security 

" ■ index, 56
.. ' Indices, check of, 72 ........... -
V Individuals . " / /

to be investigated, 22 
traveling abroad, 33 .

against whom stops are 
placed, 34

who are included in security ’
. • index, 34 ,

v.trr who travel behind iron - '
‘ . ■ curtain, 34 ■

.. with tours when no subversive .
.. . information on

‘ - individual, 33a •
- with tours when there is .

subversive in
. formation on

individual, 33a 
with foreign diplomatic status, 

26

4
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Investigations of 
aliens, 26 '

‘ faculty members, 24
' members of labor unions, 29 
naturalized citizens, 26 
students, 24 .

Investigative 
procedures, 26 
techniques, 34 

file reviews, 34 
mail covers, 36 
photographic surveillances, 

35 
physical surveillances, 35 
private records of firms, 36 
public source inforiration, 36 
security informants, 34 
trash covers, 36

Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security 

index, 65
list, 49,64,65 
responsibility, 64 
status of reports of subjects 

employed in, 
66,74 ■

when investigate individuals 
employed in, 64

Key figures 
definition of, 66 ‘ •

..designation of, 67 ..
•.-foreign travel by, 69 

handling of, 67 
handwriting of, 67 
in armed forces, 68

■ list, 69 •
movement of, 59,68

■ . photographs of, 67
■ program, 66 ■ ~ .. . ..

reports on, 68 .
status of reports on, 68,73- 
when become subjects of SGE 

cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

Labor union membership, 29 .
Labor unions, 41 ’
Law enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur— 
. ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index cases, 74 ,

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in reports, 76

Mail covers, 36 .
Maritime employees, dissemination 

of information ’ 
. concerning, 80

Members- of ’ . '
armed forces, dissemination • 

of information 
concerning, 81a 

. labor unions, 29- .
law enforcement agencies, not 

to accompany SAs 
on security

' investigations, 26 
Membership or affiliation, 29 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 .
. letters re attempts to locate 

- every 45 days, 32
•unavailable section of security 

-- • - index, 54 - ’
Movement of .

. key figures, 59,68 \ -■ ’
subjects, 58 ' •

key figures, 59,68 
security index subjects, 58 

~ subjects not in security.
index, 60 

. subjects tabbed for detcom, 
-—A-; ■ ■ 60 ■ .. ■ •

’ - .top functionaries, 59 ’

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77 . ■

Nation of Islam 
potential dangerousness, 46' 
what members to be investigated, 23
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National
Defense Education Act of 1958, 22
Guard members, dissemination of informa-

tion concerning, 80
Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22 

Naturalized citizens
dissemination of information

■ concerning, 80
investigations of, 26

Negative information, security index
■ submit by letter, 74

■ New office of jorigin, 58

Receipt of information of .
subversive activities
25 ' •

cases
Recommendation for inclusion in 

.section A, reserve index, 42b,61
security index, 47 

Cuban activity,
when subject has

45a,45b 
Chinese

i*-

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72,81 
Out of the country, unavailable 
. section of security

index, 54
Overt acts, 45

when

when 
when

sympathy, 48 '
subject is of Chinese 

extraction, 48
subject is out of country, 48 
there is missing back-

Re-evaluation

Registrars of

Periodic review of section A, 
reserve index, 42b 

Personal observation of subject, 
. 28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35
Photographs, 28

Reinterviews
Relatives in

ground information, 
47

of security index 
status, 57,72,78

institutions of 
learning, 24,25 •

42 ' • .
armed forces

Removal from security index
Reports 

administrative data in, 77

27
46a,61

*

-I

of key 
of top 
status

figures, 67
functionaries, .70' 
of security index

. cases while
. obtaining, 28,68

character of, 73
content of, 74 
cumulative items 
dissemination of 
documentation of

76
79
78

■ Physical
• description, 28 . . ■ •

surveillances, 35
' maintenance of SA*s notes, 38

Position
.and importance, 30
in labor organizations, 29 .

“Potential dangerousness, 44
■- of Nation of Islam members, '

— - • .46 -
Preservation of evidence, 37- '

. Priority apprehension program-, ‘
. • 62

- ’Private records, 36
Public '

Lavr 87-835, 22
source information, 36
utility employees', dissemination 

of information 
concerning,' 80

‘lumping information in, 76. *
narrative—type statements, 77 
negative information, security index

-■ • cases, submit by letter 
schedule ofj 73 . -
status of, 73 •
summarizing information in, '76 
title of, 72 .
topical headings in, 74 .
when necessary after -

when

when

when

interview, 41 
necessary at time requesting 

■—. ' Bureau authority to 
interview, 39 

not necessary after inter-
view, 40a 

not necessary at time -

74

' 5$

Purpose of .
investigation, 19 
security index, 43

' requesting Bureau
‘ authority to

interview,' 39
Reserve index, 42a .

arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and appearance, 

43 '
content, 43 
names deleted from security 

index, 61,62
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purpose, 42a 
removal from, 43

■ section A •
changes, 43 
individuals to be included, 

42b,61 
periodic review of, 42b 
recommendations for inclusion

■ in, 42b,61
when to submit reports, 42b 

section B, 43,62 
standards for, 42a

. subjects ?. 
espionage and foreign 

intelligence 
investigations, 70

• security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70

Reserves, dissemination of 
- information

concerning 
members- of, 80

■ Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations, 

■ 24

Security (continued) 
index (continued) .
recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47..
re—evaluation of status, • 
removal from, 46a,61 
subjects of ’

espionage and foreign 
intelligence 
investigations

security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70

summary reports, 47
informants, 34 ’

46,57.72,78

70

cancellation of security 
index cards 
pertaining to, 60 

of Government employees cases, 
inclusion of 
subjects in 
security index 
or reserve index, 70

Signed statements, 41
Sino—Soviet bloc, 44a
Sleepers, 31,52 .
Special section of security index, 52

Cuban, 49,53 ’
Standards for reserve index, 42a

section A, 42b 
Status of cases,

on 
on

key figures
73
73

if

A

Schedule of reports, 73 '
Scope of investigation, 26
Seamen, dissemination of informa— 

’ • ‘ ’ tion concerning, 80
Secret' Service, dissemination to, 81

• Security ■
flash notice 

cancellation of, 27a .
notation concerning on FD-128, 

. 59 .
. when place, 27 

- •_ index, 43 
. ar rang erne nt of, 50 . - .
< ’ .-' 'cards ’ '

■- cancellation of, 38,42,60 
• ' • changes on, 58 ■

' •„. content and appearance of, 48 
: '■ of key figures, 68 

tabbing, 45b,62,64,68,70 
transfers to reserve index, 

61,62 
criteria for, 44a,45

. Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64 
dangerousness, 44 
dissemination to Secret Service, 
purpose, 43 •

on 
on

security index subjects ’ 
employed in key

' facilities, 66,74 
subjects in security index, 74 
subjects recommended for 

. security index,- 74
" oir top functionaries, 73 • 
while obtaining photographs, 28

. . whi’le securing handwriting, 29
’ while verifying residence and 

employment, 57
Students . ■

. contacts with, 25 ’
investigations of, 24 

. • Summarizing information in reports 
" ■ .. 76,77 •’ ‘ .

• Summary rep’orts, 47,71,76
■■ Superiors of faculty members, . 

■ - 25 - ~
Surveillances ' ...

- — - photographic, 35 ■ ' ' ' ' .
physical, 35

81
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Tabbing SI cards, 45b,62,64,68, 
70

Thumbnail sketches, 79
Title of reports, 72
Top functionaries, 66,69 

change of office of origin, 
70 

definition of, 69 
designation of, 69 
handwriting of, 70
inclusion in key figure list, 

• 70
movement of, 59
photographs of, 70
program, 66
regulations governing, 70
reports on, 59,70

status of, 70,73
tabbing for detcom, 62,70 

Topical headings in reports, 
74

Tours, 33a
' Trash covers, 36
Travel
abroad, 33
behind iron curtain,•34

Wife and husband,"security 
investigations 
72

Yugoslov intelligence agents, 
contacts with, 
factor in deter
mining dangerousness 
of individual, 
44a

"Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 54 ■
missing subjects, 32,54 .

•• subjects traveling abroad, ‘ ' •’ ’
. - ‘ ’ 34,54 ■ _■ .. "

Underground membership or "
activity, 31

United Nations employees, 25 "
U. S. Government employees, 25 .
U« S. Information Agency, inclusion 

of employees in security 
. , - __. index or reserve *_ „ • ■.

' index, 70 .

"-'.."-..•Verification of
" ' """ > addre s se s - •

reserve index, section A, 42b 
security index, 32,57,74,81

employment
reserve index, section A, 

42b
security index, 32,5.7,74181

key- facility or defense facility •
- ' - status of place

- of employment, 64
voice of America (See u. 3. Jinf ormation" 

Agency.)
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SEC’^^I 07. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87D

in a key facility, copies of reports bearing the dual character, 
"Security of Government Employees; Security Matter - C, " should 
be furnished to appropriate intelligence agencies of the armed 

[ services by the field offices as[shown]in sections 69,[volume 111,1
[ and 87D 7e (2),[cf this manual.]

Specific instructions with regard to all phases of our responsi
bilities under Executive Order 10450, including policy, investi
gative procedures, and dissemination are set out in section 69, 

[volume III,]of this manual.
’ (7) Individuals who own property or reside in the immediate vicinity 

of an installation or other premises under the cognizance of a 
branch of the armed services
Dissemination should be made locally to the intelligence service 
of the military branch involved.

>(8) Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation ijency
‘S' Federal Aviation Agency issues certificates to airmen who are 

.defined as persons in command or acting as pilot, mechanic., or 
member of the crew in the navigation of aircraft while under 
way; individuals directly in charge of the inspection, mainte
nance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in the 
capacity of aircraft dispatcher or air—traffic control tower 

■ operator. Subversive data developed concerning persons within 
such definitions should be furnished to the Bureau by report or 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, together with 
cover communication recommending that such data be furnished 
to Federal Aviation Agency. Such dissemination will be made 
only at the Bureau.

(9) [Security index — dissemination of information to Secret Service 
Letterhead memoranda are to be disseminated to Secret Service in 
all security index cases. These letterhead memoranda should 
contain background data on the individuals involved, residence,' 
employment, and a description. They should contain any infor
mation indicative of emotional instability or any factors 
indicative of a propensity for violence, as well as any infor
mation indicating that the subject is in possession of firearms. 
The above should be followed by a succinct statement concerning 
the subject's affiliation with or participation in a subversive 
movement. They are not to contain any reference to ..the security 
index program. ■ • < ” ■’ . - -

Dissemination of these letterhead memoranda to Secret Service 
will be made both at the Bureau and in the field following 

.review at the Bureau. Submit in quadruplicate under the 
individual caption. ' - ;truotions regarding dissemination in 
the field will be issu .i after Bureau review.

After initial submission of letterhead memoranda in security 
index cases, as changes occur in the’ status of the individuals 
involved with respect to residence and employment,. advise Secret 
Service locally and furnish two copies of the letterhead 
memorandum to- the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. ’ The 
letterhead memorandum should’contain a reference to the previous 
communication disseminated to Secret Service.

For instructions pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service 
in other than security index cases, refer to section 832, 
volume III, of this manual.

Copies of letterhead memoranda prepared in security index cases 
should be retained in the individual case files only.

Upon transfer of office of origin in one of these cases, the 
new office of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with 
pertinent data concerning the subject and advise the Bureau 
that such has been done by the submission of two copies of 
the letterhead memorandum disseminated locally.]

81 
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[(10)] Dissemination at the Bureau . .
There arc some situations in which dissemination is made at the 
Bureau instead of in the field. In the majority of instances, 
information received by the FBI should properly be furnished 
immediately to some other agency within the executive branch of 
the Government so that the responsibilities of the other agency 
might be fulfilled properly. Care must be taken, however, not 
to disseminate information to any field branch of. another . 
Government agency where such a procedure is deemed inadvisable 
because of the inadequacy of security measures in that branch. 
In- these instances the data should be brought to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau for dissemination at the SOG. An 
example of the latter is, of course, the Atomic Energy Commission, 
which receives reports only through the Bureau, as noted in

’ section 87D 7c (4) of this manual. Information relating to 
foreign travel plans of security subjects is disseminated 
to interested agencies, including the State Department, only ’ 
at the SOG, as set out in 87D 6b (4). Dissemination is also, 
made at the SOG to the State Department, unless it appears ■ 
undesirable, in those cases in which subjects have been 
indicted for violations grounded on subversive activities. 
Dissemination in these cases is made to preclude these subjects 
from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute 
allegations of subversive connec‘ ons . The State Department, • 
therefore, will be in possession of data concerning a defendant 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action.

b. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within the Bureau's 
investigative jurisdiction -
(1) Members of the armed forces '

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces 
intelligence agencies states that the responsibility assumed by 
one organization in a given field carries with it the obligation 
to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing organizations 
all information of mutual interest. .

81a-
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{

Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal
security field, it is imperative t information concerning members
of the military services be referred immediately to the appro
priate branch having primary responsibility for its personnel. 
This procedure is mandatory, even though the security aspects of
the data have not been fully resolved or verified, 
be specifically pointed out in such instances that 
mation has not been verified. -

Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it

It should 
the inf or

is determined
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported 
to the Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies in the fact 
that the subject is no longer within our investigative juris
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must
be made locally in 
agency.

Our responsibility 
fined to those who

the field to the appropriate intelligence

with regard to military personnel is not con- 
have been the subjects of security investi-

gations. It extends to any subversive derogatory data developed 
against a member of the ai-med services during any of our investi
gations of either individuals or organizations. For instance, 
if it is determined that a member of the armed forces has been 
in contact with a security subject or with any individual or group 
raising security implications, the appropriate intelligence 
service, should be immediately advised locally. This should be 
done even though the security aspects of the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military services may be in a position to dis- ■ 
charge their .responsibilities. It must be pointed out to them 
specifically in such instances that the data are unverified, 
.and pertinent developments must be transmitted to them thereafter 
immediately upon receipt. • _ _

Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course'of security 
investigations it must be determined whether the subjects have 
any close relatives in the armed forces. Our responsibilities 

. require, that such associations be called to the attention of the 
appropriate military intelligence services, together with per
tinent data, including reports, on. the security subjects involved.. 
The evaluation of these associations lies entirely within the 

.province of the intelligence services, but for the reasons stated 
•previously herein it is incumbent upon the Bureau to disseminate 
this information immediately upon receipt. '

Any.subversive .contacts or information developed concerning 
military personnel must be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the field. Such'.letter should be accompanied by a [letterhead] 
memorandum_s.etting out with particularity the.subversive data 
in a form entirely suitable for dissemination. ■ ■

&
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(j) In connection with periodic reports in security index 
cases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive 
activity in subversive organizations will be developed.

. In these cases it is permissible to report such information 
in narrative-type statements without indicating exact 
dates of activity; however, the period of time involved
must be shown, as well 
informant reports.

as the inclusive dates of the

This type reporting is 
1940 cases or Internal

not to be utilized in Smith Act of
Security Act of 1950 case The

narrative statements must be statements of facts and not 
conclusions and information from each source must be reported 
in separate narrative statements,

(k) The above instruct ons in no way remove responsibility 
for reporting all -..ems of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing 

’ in mind the fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar 
as matters of substance are -concerned, nor is responsibility 
removed for the reporting in detail of information tending 
to establish a subject's knowledge of the basic aims and 
purposes of the subversive organizations with which, affil— 
iated or information tending to establish that a subject 
holds revolutionary and/or anarchist beliefs.

In the documentation of narrative statements set for.th the 
' location of- the original documents in the field office

files hy the file number and serial scope. .
(10) Administrative data . .

(a) General . ‘
All references to the following items, all administrative' 
in nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 
reports: ■ '

' I. Reserve index, security index, file number's and titles 
of other cases, priority apprehension program, key 
figure or top functionary status, security index- flash ' 
notices (FD-165), forms FD-122, FD-122a, FD-128, and

' ' ' FD—128a/ and Bureau instructions for handling cases or
• any information contained in Bureau or field correspondence

which is not investigative in nature -

'f

f
J
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II. Whenever reports relating to security indene subjects 
. - contain data affecting material included on subject's

existing security index card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as. the last page 
form ED-305, appropriately checked, which form contains 
items pertaining to the following: 
(A)- That subject is included in the security index 
(B) That data appearing on security index card is 

current ' ’
: (c) That FD-122 has been submitted to Bureau where

security index card changes are necessary
(D) That a suitable photograph is or is not available 
(E) That subject is employed in a key facilityfand 

agency charged with security responsibility is 
specifiedjand that agencies interested in that

- facility are specified

!F) Reason for classifying report
G) Dates subject was previously interviewed and 

reason for not re in terviewing subject
(H ) That subject no longer meets security index 

criteria and a letter has been directed to the 
Bureau recommending cancellation of the security 
index card

(l) That subject’s case has been re—evaluated and reasons 
-are set forth as to why- subject’s activities •continue 

■ •. to fail within security index criteria
(J ) That ■ subject*s security index card is or is not 

tabbed detcom and[reasons why]subject’s activities 
warrant detcom tabbing

III. Form FD-305a containing items pertinent to reserve 
index subjects will be similarly utilized in connection 
with the submission of reports in reserve index cases.

■ (b) Documentation of reports
I. Deleted

II. If information necessary for complete documentation 
is not available in subject's case file, necessary 
review of other office files should be made. If 
not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the 
cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau.

III. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to 
further identify and locate outside individuals who 
have in the past furnished background information " 
or to obtain documentary- evidence • of. background 

■ ‘ information. For example, if previous investigation
revealed that subject, according to reliable records, 
such as birth records, school records, or records of 
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born 
at a certain place on a certain date, such information 
will be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further 
verification will-not be necessary. • ■ ' •

IV. During the' preparation of summary reports- it-is often 
found that information being incorporated into a 
report was originally obtained by another office and all 

. of the necessary information for complete documentation 
will not be in the possession of the office preparing 
the report. In such an instance, if the office 
preparing the report is in posses'Ion of Photostats of 
documents obtained by the other offices and the identity
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■ ■ selecting key figures in the labor field, give ■
consideration to the critical nature of the in- ■

' . dustry or trade involved and the fact that certain
\ industries, such as transportation and communication,

. are particularly vulnerable to Communist infiltration 
and sudden disruptive action. .

V. Editors, publishers and business managers of generally
- recognized Communist publications or Communist publish—

■ ing houses and operators of the important Communist
bookstores

VI. • Prominent figures in the Communist-owned and -controlled
• educational institutions, generally referred to as

’ workers schools
■ VII. Attorneys and bondsmen who are active in the Communist

movement and are knov/n to furnish important assistance 
.? a-' to the Communist movement

VIII. Espionage or nationalistic tendency subjects whose 
’. activities are connected to a significant degree with 

the program of the Communist Party, provided they have 
no recognized diplomatic status. Investigation and

. .. preparation, submission and dissemination of reports ,
■ • governed by instructions issued in individual cases in •

■ this category and the general rules 'governing key*- „
. figures as subsequently set forth in this section are

’ ' not applicable to these subjects. .

' The above list is not all-inclusive. There- may be individuals
who, because of their profession, position in public life, •
Government employment or other associations, may not see fit ■

’ । ’ to serve outwardly in behalf of the Communist Party or its
• ■ related groups but who, because of their established Communist

‘ - sympathies and their contributions to the Communist movement, 
, might well conform to the general key figure definition set out

" above. Membership in the Communist Party or other basic revolu- 
. tionary organizations is not a prerequisite to being a key ’

• figure and the designation may apply to both citizens and aliens.
(b) Regulations governing the handling of the key figure program

‘ ,1. Designation and deletion of key figure status
Designate or remove a subject as a key figure by individ

. ual letter to the Bureau carrying, the subject in the 
. ■ ' _ _ • caption.and containing a brief statement as to the reason
. ' ’ . ’ . ’.for designation or deletion. ’ • ' .

' ■ ’ ■ Where office 'of origin for key figures is transferred,
• . deletions in the old office of origin and additions in

. the new office are handled in accordance with 87D 7b (9)
(b) above. . . . •

• ' ’ II. Photographs "
• ■ • Photographs must be obtained for-each key figure. When

" ■ • . ■ ’ _• . ever possible, the photographs should be obtained from
r__ ’ - — .^public records, law enforcement agencies, state or •
' • .. . * Federal Government agencies and similar sources. Where

. ... , ‘ . .. more direct means employed, use extreme care to avoid
" prejudicing the investigation. Send one copy of photo— 

graph of each key figure to the Bureau, either by cover
’ ' letter or as enclosure to a report.- Maintain a copy’

of each photograph in the subject’s individual case file
' ’ . in the field. If album of key figure photographs main—

~ . - tained, be sure duplicates are also filed in each indivi-d-
' . ual subject's file.

III. ’ Handwriting specimens .
' Suitable handwriting specimens of each key figure must

be obtained. Whene'.'-': possible, obtain handwriting speci
mens from public rec:r.is, law enforcement agencies.

67
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and similar sources. Again, if more direct means 
employed, use extreme care. Send specimens to the 
Bureau under a separate cover letter by registered 
mail for the attention of the FBI Laboratory. Letter 
should bear caption of individual case.

Handwriting specimens should be sufficiently extensive
• • to permit possible future comparisons by the Laboratory.

When specimens submitted may be of value as evidence, 
letter of transmittal should so state and Bureau should 
be requested to return specimens after copies have been 
made.

IV. Security index cards
Request preparation by-FD-122 at the earliest possible 
moment. Same rules apply to preparation and maintenance 
as apply to other security index cards. AIL security 
index cards for key figures shall be tabbed for detcom . 
under the priority apprehension program.

V, Change of office of origin • ’ -
FD—128 changing office of origin on a key figure auto
matically deletes him as key figure in old office and 

. , adds him as a key figure in new office. For further
instructions concerning the change of office of origin 
in these cases, see 87D 7b (9) (b).

- ‘ VI. Reports
(A) Character - Internal Security - (followed by appro

priate letter designating the organizational 
[ \ affiliation or nationalistic tendency)
[ (B) Submit reports' every six months[showing]the

subject's activities since last x-eport. The key 
‘ figure designations should be continuously eval

uated so that their status will not be continued
■ unless justified. These cases may be placed in

.. ‘ a pending-inactive status as soon as the following 
conditions exist:

I .’ i. Reports have been submitted[showing]com
plete investigation definitely establish— 

. ing by information of evidentiary nature sub- 
. ■ ject's communist connections and activities and

his importance in the communist movement plus.
.. .. .essential background information. ' ' ■

•' - ' ii. When no further action necessary, other than
-maintaining contact with informants, keeping

-- . ;■ '/'.informed of subject’s whereabouts, and generally
. • ' v following his activities. It is imperative

that established sources of information be 
continued and still further informant- coverage 
effected.

• iii. Do not advise the Bureau by letter that case
.- ' ' ’ ; ___ _ ..placed in pending-inactive status. Place

’ . ’ - - , " ' ’ . 7. . cases on six-month-ticklers to insure' prompt
-■ ■ . ‘ . ..•/..submission of reports at six—month intervals.

Cases involving key figures and top functionarie 
. . ■■ ' /' should be maintained in a pending status-until

■ ; . - , . ■ ■„ ^.such time, as suitable photographs of subjects
’ — . ' • / . •/are obtained unless, of course, circumstances

' t. ’dictate to the contrary, in which case the
* ' ’ ■ Bureau should be so advised. The fact that

- . . handwriting specimens of key figures and top
functionaries have not been secured should, 
not prevent placing these cases in a pending
inactive status when all reasonable efforts 
have been made to secure them.

(c) Key figure cases may be closed and the designations 
deleted when subject enters the armed forces or 
other circumstances arise warranting such action. 
Additional information received shall be channel
ized to the closed file.
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I
IV. Changes, additions, and deletions of data-appearing in 

section A of reserve index cards

r

[ (A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve
-a

E index cards should be submitted to the Bureau by
E form FD-122a.
E ' (B) Deletions from section A of the reserve index
E Should be recommended by letter. The letter should
E set forth the basis for the recommendation.
E (C) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by *

r submission of form FD—128a. Forward section A
e cards to new office of origin.
e (b) Section B

i

E 
t 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E

(4)

it.

This section“is to contain the names of all other indi
viduals included in the reserve index. This section 
is to be maintained only in the field office.
Changes in office of origin are to be- handled by sub
mission of form ED—128a. Eorward section B cards to 
new office of origin. .

Content
(a) Each card in section A and section B should contain, as 

a minimum, the following:

C -
E 

- E

I 
ii 
in 
IV 
v

E 
E
E 
[

• E '
E 
E

VII.
VIII.

IX.

Name and aliases - •
Race ’ ■
Sex
Organizational affiliation 'or nationalistic tendency 
Citizenship 
Residence 
Employment . ■.
Birth data .
Office file number ।

(b). In addition, membership and position or association in a 
subversive group or groups, together with the source and 
date of the information, may be added.

Removal and deletion of cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security

I
E

• informants or sources or 
• j,- of security index cards.

. (b^. . Advise the Bureau of the 
section A cards.] 

b. Security index .' '
(1) Purpose

(a) Security index cards are

who subsequently become

destruction only in the

prepared and maintained

subjects

case of

by the
Bureau to serve as operational guide for apprehension of 
persons deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to the 
internal security of the country in the event of a national 
emergency,

(b) It shall contain the names of all persons who have been 
determined through investigation to be dangerous or poten-.

$

4

tially dangerous because of their membership in or affiliationi
- with or espousal of doctrines of basic revolutionary organ

izations and/or front organizations and who will be 
apprehended upon receipt of instructions from the Attorney 
General. . . ■ • . ■■

I It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and 
any other type of Bureau investigation provided their

*

(a)

activities bring them within the scope of 
criteria.
Action shall be taken against individuals 
security index only upon authorization of 
arrest by the Attorney General, Howev- 
maintaining the security index, to all • *.

included in the 
warrants of 
in preparing and 

actical effects.
J

the Bureau is making the decision 
be apprehended in the event of an 
Attorney General has advised that

as to “hose persons who wi 
emergency, inasmuch as the 
he does not have funds or

it?
'w

4

1
43
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t

[

c

manpower to review security index cases.
(e) Names shall be included in the security index only when 

investigation has established and re’portst show] sufficient 
facts and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject 
in the security index.

(f) The contents of the- security index must be accurate and 
correct at all times. Matters pertaining to its preparation

(g)

and maintenance must be given preferred, 
tinuous, and detailed attention.
Matters pertaining to the security index 
fidential and are not to be mentioned or 
investigative reports.
The general operation and content of the 
must not be discussed by field personnel 
out prior Bureau authority.
Matters pertaining to the security index

expeditious, con—

are strictly con- 
alluded to in

security index
of the Bureau with—

may be discussed

/ ;

with duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelli
gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and 
only in instances in which an individual subject of prime 
interest to one of these services is involved.

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual
(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive 

organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as aggressiveness or a dis
position to violence. Although these factors must be taken 

.into consideration in evaluating an individual’s potential 
dangerousness, other factors are essential in making this 
determination. An individual's dangerousness also depends 
upon the contribution he has made or is making in the advance
ment of the principles and aims of the subversive movement 
with which he is connected or his subversive potentialities 
in the event of a national emergency. Bear in mind that a 
subject active in a subversive organization is not merely 
an isolated individual but is a part of an organization of 
which the purposes are opposed to the best interests of the 
U. S. An individual's loyalty to a subversive organization 
■and the principles thereof is a primary factor to take into 
consideration in evaluating his potential dangerousness;[how— 

■ ever, regardless of evidence of subversive affiliation, all 
evidence developed during the course of a security investigation 
must be carefully weighed for the purpose of determining 
whether the subject's activities depict him as a potentially 
dangerous individual" in time of a national.emergency. Factors 

.having a bearing upon an individual's potential dangerousness
. are numerous and will vary in each 

Among such factors are;
case in degree.]

i

■ I 
II

III

Long continued membership in a 
Affiliation with or attendance 
especially leadership schools 
Frequent or regular attendance

subversive organization 
at training schools.

at organizational meetings
'S-

V

VII.'

VIII.-

and functions . . ■■■ / -
Subscriptions, to publications of a subversive organization - 
Possession of or continued study of- revolutionary litera- 

’tiirn .. . . .. - —..............
Preparation or distribution of subversive "propaganda .and/or 
literature
Holding positions in the subversive organization or in 
other organizations of a front character which indicate 
confidence of such organizations in his loyalty

.Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his acts 
and utterances

’I 
I

44
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IX. Contributions to or collections of funds for the. organ
ization

X. Recruitment of new members ’
XI. Revolutionary background

XII. Participation in picket lines in which the subversive organ
ization is interested or which it has festered,' or in 
demonstrations, riots, mass meetings, or pressure group ■ 
activity fostered by the organization ■

XIII. Violation of penal laws arising out of- activities as 
a subversive •

XIV. Active service in armed forces supported by a subversive 
movement, such as service in the Loyalist Forces during 
the Spanish Civil War which were supported by communism 

XV.’ Constant support of the Soviet Union in acts and utterances 
XVI. Acting as a courier for the subversive movement or as 

a confidential mail drop therefor ’
XVII. Constant participation in the activities of a subver

sive organization or advancement of the organization's . . 
aims or interests, especially when such participation • 
involves financial sacrifices or'personal inconvenience 
or disadvantage

[XVIII. Contacts with Sino-Soviet-bloc establishments (including 
Cuba) where purpose of contact ’canriot be determined or 

_ contact indicates communist sympathies ■
■ ' XIX. Contacts with Sino-Soviet-bloc, Cuban,or Yugoslav intel- ’ 

- ligence agents where purpose of contact cannot be determined 
~ or contact indicates communist sympathies’

XX. Individuals who have defected, revoked, or sought revocation 
of their U. S. citizenship .in favor of a Sino- .
Soviet-bloc country, who have returned to the U. S., 
and who have taken no positive steps to counteract such 
action . '

XXI. Statements or activities on a subject's part establishing 
. reasonable grounds to believe that his loyalty would lie

' . with a Sino-Soviet-bloc country in the event of armed
. conflict between the U. S. and a Sino-Soviet-bloc •

country . . '
XXII. Training and/or participation in espionage, sabotage, or 

intelligence activities
XXIII. A history of emotional instability or irrational behavior • 

' on the part of an individual with a subversive background
whose prior'acts depict a propensity for-violence and 
hatred against organized government ’

■ (b) The security index criteria which governs whether an individual' 
name is to be added to the security index and/or retained 
thereon are set forth’ below. The above factors, while not 
all-inclusive, must be taken into consideration in each 
individual security case in arriving at a determination as 
to wheiher the subject thereof falls within the security index 

.'.critera- and thus should be included in the security index.]
(c) An individual shall not be deemed dangerous merely because 

. one or more of the above factors are applicable in his case.
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(3) Criteria for placing and retaining names in the security index
(a) The addition to and retention of names in the security index 

shall be governed by the following criteria: 
Io No name shall be added to or retained in the security 

index unless one or more of the following situations have 
been established through investigation:
(A) Subject has had membership or participation in the 

activities of a basic revolutionary organization with 
- ' in the last 5 years as shown by overt acts or state

ments established through reliable sources, inform— 
ants, or individuals.

(b) . Subject has had membership or participation in the
, affairs of one or more front organizations, which 

adhere to the policies and doctrines of a revolu
tionary group, in a leadership capacity or by active 
substantial participation in the furtherance of the 
aims or purposes of the front organizations within

. the last 3 years as shown by overt acts or state
ments established through reliable sources, inform
ants, or individuals®

• (c) Investigation has developed information that an 
individual, though not a member or a participant 

: ■ ' ' in the activities of a subversive organization, has
anarchist or revolutionary beliefs and is likely to 
seize upon the opportunity presented by a national 
emergency to endanger the public safety as shown by 
overt acts or statements within the last 3 years 
established through reliable sources, informants, 
or individuals.

(D) Although investigation has failed to establish 
. overt acts or statements on the part of a sub
ject within the time limits set put above, facts 
have been developed which clearly .and unmistakably 
depict the subject as a dangerous individual who 
could be expected to commit acts inimical to the 
national defense and public safety of the U; S. in 
time of- emergency.
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’ .SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGA JNS 
II^^Activity in support of Cuban r^ime 

Careful consideration should be given to recommending 
for inclusion in the security index those individuals 
who in the light of the clear identification of the 
Cuban Government as procoinmunist, pro—Soviet bloc, 
and anti—U. S., would be deemed dangerous or potentially 
dangerous to the internal security of-the U. S. in the 

‘event of an emergency involving Cuba and the U. S.
In connection therewith, there should.be a substantial 
showing of data within the following standards;
(A) An individual has served as a leader or officer ox' 

has substantially participated in the activities 
of a pro—Castro organization and has engaged in 
activities which have included either the preparation 
or distribution of pro—Cuban or anti—U. S. propaganda 
the active collection of funds for any agency or 
representative of the Cuban Government of for a 
pro-Castro group, which funds are not intended for 
the relief of human suffering or othex* charitable 
purposes; active participation in acts of violence 
against anti—Castro individuals or groups or 
against the U. S.; or the active collection of 
intelligence data regarding the national defense

; of the U. S. or which would serve the purposes 
of the Cuban Government as opposed to the interests 
of the U. S.,where there are reasonable grounds 
to believe that such data is to be or has been 
conveyed to any agency or representative of the 
Cuban Government. .. .

(B) ■ An individual, whether he has participated in 
organizational activity or not, ha s engaged in 

■ one- or more activities specified in (a) above and 
it has been clearly established, by overt acts.or 
statements or other evidence, that there are 
reasonable grounds to believe the loyalty of the 
individual would lie with the Cuban Government in 
the event of armed conflict between the Cuban 
Government and the U. S.

(c) Aliens of Cuban nationality and aliens holding Cuban 
citizenship should be considered for the security 
index when it is detei'mined that one of these

- (.1) is likely to foster, encourage, or promote the 
policies, ‘ programs, or objectives of "the Cuban 
■Government, or collaborate with the Cuban Government 
or (2) is likely to engage in or attempt to engage 
in’-acts of espionage, sabotage, or other activities 
inimical or detrimental to the defense or public 
safety of the U. S. as shown by overt acts or 
statements established through reliable sources,

\ .informants, or individuals. Activities on a subject’ 
. ' -• part which should be considered in determining

whether his name should be added to the security
.' • “ • index under the foregoing would’ include but should

'not be limited to (.1) participation in ‘organizations 
‘ ■ -supporting the Castro regime, (2) participation

- in picket’ lines formed in support of the Cuban
Government, (3) contacts with Cuban agents operating 
in this country on behalf of the Cuban Government, 
or (4) statements or activities on a subject’s part 
establishing reasonable grounds to -believe that, 
his loyalty would lie with the Cuban Government in 
the event of armed conflict between the U. S. and ’ 
Cuba.
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locate subjects are not to be submitted. The,Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.
If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
through liaison channels.
If the subject is reported to have gone to any other 
foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be 
requested to check the records of the Passport Office- 
of the State Department for verification.
When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject’s photograph and background information for the 
purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity 
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

If this procedure is to be effective, its application 
must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects 
to which it is applied. Therefore, requests to circularize 
must be made only after every possible lead has been 
exhausted and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

Individuals traveling abroad (Also consider section 105G,. • 
volume IV, of this manual.) 
When information is received indicating that

.a 
a 
a

a

a

subject of a current or past security investigation, 
past -member of a basic revolutionary organization, 
member since July, 1950, of an organizat'- on designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450, 
member since July, 1950, of an organization declared 
subversive by the House Committee on Un—Amer:. n 
Activities or other legislative committees, c’ 
member since July, 1950, of an organization de scribed

. by reliable informants or sources as being dominated or 
controlled by one of the basic revolutionary .organizations 

intends to travel abroad or has already departed this country
for foreign travel, take the' following action:

Immediately advise the Bureau[by letterhead memorandum] 
setting forth complete available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destination and' itinerary, purpose 
of trip, the exact name under which the passport was 
issued, the .-number of the passport, and the office issuing
the passport, if known.

• memorandum a full description of the
Include in the letterhead

subject, including
all aliases, and in the case of Chinese and Korean 
subjects Chinese telegraphic code[and Korean telegraphic 
code]numbers, as well as a concise resume of available 
subversive data regarding the subject. Do not delay in 
advising the Bureau of the actual or intended travel 
while developing the details of the travel as- time is 
of the essence in this matter.

' Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
of the .records of the Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not limit efforts to develop above information 
to a check of such records.

■r
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do Other Marxist revolutionary groups •
k long-established group which would come under this category is the ■ 
Proletarian Party of America, a relatively small organization.

There also are a few small groups composed of ex-members of the 
Communist Party, USA, who have voluntarily left the party or who 
have been expelled, usually for factionalism.

e® General -
Communist investigations must be conducted in a most discreet and 
thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies. • 
are not to accompany Agents during the course of security-type 
investigations witho-ut prior Bureau authority. Bureau employees ■ 
should not discuss communist or related investigations with any

. unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to-be
used in speeches of Bureau employees without specific authorization. 
However, there is considerable mimeographed material in each office, 
including speeches, testimony,and magazine articles prepared by the 
Director which -could be furnished outside individuals interested in ■ 
the subject of communism without any discussion. •

2® Purposes of investigation -
a. The investigation of the Communist Party, USA, and other similar—type 

organizations is of twofold purpose: (1) to obtain legally admissible
. evidence against these organizations for prosecution under existing 

Federal statutes set out above and (2) io follow closely the activities 
of these organizations from an intelligence viewpoint to have a day
to-day appraisal of the strength, dangerousness, and activities of

■ these organizations seeking the overthrow of the U. S. Government. 
Suggestions for proper coverage of the investigation of the Communist 
Party as an organization and similar organizations should include: 
(1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that all 

of the important ramifications of party activities are properly 
. covered

(2) Development of confidential informants in all party levels, 
including the national headquarters organization -

(3) The establishment of trash and mail covers on'pertinent head— 
. ' quarters and party functionaries ’ ■ - .

' (4) The constant effort to develop admissible evidence against party ■
officials for violation of Federal laws ■

0 / Brief to establish illegal .status .of Communist Party, USA '
' (1) Purpose of brief is to collect all legally admissible evidence

. to prove illegality of party in one file. (Bufile 100-3-74.)
. _ ■ (2) Reports on brief to establish illegal■status must be submitted

’ • by each office quarterly and should include- only legally .
' admissible evidence obtained during" preceding three-month period.

[ [If there is no information to report, include a statement to that
[ . effect in the cover pages of the quarterly report for the same
[ period entitled "Communist Party, USA, Internal Security - 0"
[ . (no copy needed for Bufile 100-3—74).] . .

( 3) It is advisable to use the following breakdown in preparing 
reports: ' . . .

.. .- ; .. fa) Origin.and continuity of the party. ■ "
' ’ (bj Pertinent statements, writings, and instructions relating to

. _ ’ ■ . (1) Marxism-Leninism, (2) imperialism, (3) proletarian ’
’ internationalism, (4) defense of -USSR, (5) revolutionary

’ statements . _ • _• " ' -
- ' (c)‘ Internal Security Act of 1950. Include under this ” .

heading any admissible evidence which would tend to prove 
’ a violation of section 4(a) of this act. .

5
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- I '. . - ’
• 3, Investigative procedures and suggestions ■ '

This section contains detailed investigative guides for use in ' '
investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 
USA. •
a. To accurately and clearly show the true nature of the Communist .

Party, USA, data concerning the following topics must be fully 
developed and reported. When material contains information that '
would be logically reported under more than one topic heading 
but to do so would make the separate accounts unintelligible, 
report all the material under the main heading and only refer to 
the information under the other breakdowns. Do not repeat same 
data under separate headings. Reports on the Communist Party, USA, 
as an organization must be submitted by each office quarterly 
and should cover activities for the preceding three—month period. 
All offices are required to use the following breakdown in pre
paring quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. Each .

. subfile caption must start on a separate page. ■
(1) Organization (Bureau file 100—3—69)

(a) Security setup of district and/or-state organization.
• Office covering district headquarters, describe the

- ’ location and size of Communist Party office facilities,
, . . rent paid, and name and number of office employees'.

. ' . List address and/or post office' box number of party .
■ headquarters. #

(b) Identify principal district officials and important
' ■ functionaries, together with titles, and furnish a

' ■ short resume of important activities of each during
- ' three—month period. '

' (c) Names of new commissions or special committees, identity
and capacity of individual members thereof. Submit 
resume of activities of groups under-appropriate subfile 

• captions. ■ ",
■ (d) Special meetings embracing only organizational matters.

Other pertinent matters discussed at meetings concerning . 
policy or strategy to be submitted under appropriate 
subfile captions, . ..

(e) Extend this outline as far as necessary for clarity and
. . ' to meet needs of office under this or any succeeding

~ subsection. Auxiliary .offices submit pertinent data '
. . ’ concerning above matters which do not normally come to

t - , . . • attention of office covering district headquarters, • ■
- . - < .. - (2) Membership (Bureau file 100—3—68) " .... _•

. ■ (a) Quarterly reports are not'to contain any membership- '
' statistics. Cover pages accompanying each quarterly

. report must contain latest available statistics relating
to total number of Communist Party members in the -

. . • district. Membership data must start on a separate '
[ cover page, [which yage ( s ) must be devoted exclusively to such
[. . ._ data.) Office of origin, which is off ice . covering Communist
y • ' V “Party district headquarters; should submit following figures:

■ ■ ’ . ” .* Iy_.Fbr’entire Communist Party' district . -
’ ■ . ” ’ II, For individual states covered by. .Communi st Party’ . “
w ' - - district . - . . .. . '

III. For number of Communist Party members in area covered 
' . by field office .

Auxiliary offices should submit following membership
. figures to the Bureau and office of origins -

I. For state or portion of state covered by that 
field office ■

II. For number of Communist Party members in the area 
covered by that field office

[ [The total number of Communist Party members in the area
[ covered by field office, either origin or auxiliary, should
[ - be broken down as to the total number of Negroes in the over—
[ all numerical strength of the Communist Party, USA, in the

6
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S' ?ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIf 87C

field office territory, the name and title of each Negro 
included in this total who maintains a national level 
position, and the name and title of each Negro included in 
this total who maintains a district level position above 
the status of "club chairman.” Members of the Communist 
Party, USA, who are now carried as unidentified but who are 
known to be members of the Negro race should.be included -in 
the total number of Negroes.]

When possible, totals should be broken down'as to nation
ality, sex, employment, veterans, and membership in unions. 
Auxiliary offices which, due to lack of Communist Party 
activity in their divisions, have been authorized to sub
mit data by quarterly letter should include membership . 
figures in these letters to the Bureau and office of origin. 
These letters to be submitted by auxiliary offices prior ■ 

. to first day of month in which quarterly report is due.
>•' Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures

from its auxiliary offices.
(b) In preparing estimates, best available informants 

and sources must be used. Include in cover pages of 
. quarterly reports evaluation of degree, of reliability 

of figures furnished by each source and of final figures 
submitted. Also include in cover pages total number of 
individuals positively identified as Communist Party 
members and total number of individuals tentatively 
identified as party members within the twelve-mo: ‘h period 
immediately preceding the submission of the quarterly report. 
In reporting membership figures, information from one 
source only is not acceptable unless facts are set forth 
demonstrating information from this source is the most 
accurate and most reliable information available.

(o) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in membership 
figures previously submitted. Where informants use such ' 
terms as "inactive” or "paper” members, their e’xact 
understanding of the meaning of the terms used and the ‘ 
number of individuals so described must be clearly 
explained. Pull explanation must be made as to whether 
individuals so described are included in final membership 
figures submitted,, together with reason for their 
inclusion or exclusion,

!d1 Results of membership recruiting drives '
e) Make discreet efforts to ascertain results of annual 

national registration drives. r-.
(3) Funds (Bureau file 100-3-63)

!a) Income and expenditures '
b) Plans and results of fund drives including:

'. I. Total amount sought by the state Communist Party 
organization • '

II. Specific amount to be contributed by the state
- organization to the national committee fund drive ‘ ’

■ III. Specific amount to be contributed by the state 
organization to "The Worker” fund drive

• IV. .Specific amount to be retained by the state organiza
tion after contributing to the national committee . 
and "The Worker" fund drives for use in the state 
organization’s own operations

(o) Large contributions by known party groups or front 
organizations

(d] Identity of any new party "angels"
e) Distribution of funds not sent to Communist Party 

headquarters, such as -funds in safe-deposit boxes, 
■ ''separate bank accounts, etc.

(f ) Any special padding of expense accounts by Communist 
--Party functionaries should be reported.

7
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

. (8)

(9)

!g) Possible violations of state or Federal tax laws.
h) . Disbursements and collections of the "Reserve Fund"

(i ) Receipt of any money from abroad "
Security measures (Bureau file 100-3-84)
Any activities on the part of the security commission of the 
district which bring about new or unusual security measures, 
such as reducing clubs to "group captain systems,11 destruction
of records, use of codes, clandestine meetings, investigations . 
by the party of party members, etc. . .
Underground operations (Bureau file 100-3-94)
Pertinent general information suitable for dissemination ", 
relating to underground operations of Communist Party. No 
information should be included in quarterly reports which 
would jeopardize informants or special investigative techniques. 
Current investigations relating to expanded underground 
"operations during period 1951-1955 should be submitted by 
separate letter under individual case caption and should 
not be included in quarterly reports except for general 
information relating to methods of operation. '
Factionalism (Bureau file 100—3—88)
(a) Submit pertinent information reflecting that any ranking 

Communist Party members or group of members have developed 
views as "left-wing seotarianists" or "right-wing oppor
tunists" inasmuch as the party has a .policy of expelling 
members who develop such views.

(b) Unusual disputes or arguments between leading communists 
in any district should be included in this section. 

International relations (Bureau file 100—3—81)
(a) Information relating to communication or contact between 

Communist Party, USA, and communist parties of other 
countries ■ •

(b) Identities of Communist Party officials who plan to 
travel in foreign countries, including the.reason for 
their travel .

(c) Reaction of responsible Communist Party officials to 
. events taking place in foreign countries
(d) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed to attacks 

on U. S. foreign policy and support of U. S. S. R. and 
. satellite foreign policy.

United Nations (Bureau file 100—3—80) ‘ ’
(a) Communist Party policy or pertinent information in

connection with the United Nations, including such ' ■"
matters as infiltration of the United Nations', contacts-

■ ' by Communist Party officials with reprosentatives to ' 
the United Nations • ■ .

(b) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed toward 
attacking U. S. policy and/or to support U. S. S. R. or 
satellite policy in the United Nations

Colonial matters (Bureau file 100—3—77) . ■
Communist Party policy relating to colonial or semicolonial 

•areas.-- While much of the information relating to this" section 
■will be- submitted under "International Relations," this 
section covers special policy matters xsoncerning colonial

' af fairs i such as Communist Party policy, relative, to obtaining . 
of independence by colonial people. ■ .. -. . . .......

8
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(IO) Political activities (Bureau file 100-3-72)
(a) Political activities in which party is engaged, including 

names and identities of party member candidates or party- 
sponsored candidates for public office

(b) Details relating to party sponsorship of third party 
movements ■

(11) Legislative activities (Bureau file 100-3-70)
(a) Activities of the Communist Party and/or its.members in 

connection with legislation or proposed legislation which 
affects status of the party or activities of the party 
and its members ' .

(b) Activities of the Communist Party and or its members in 
. connection with legislation which does not directly 

affect the party or its members but which party deems 
expedient to promote so it may appear to be closely •
aligned or in favor of a worthy cause . ■ .

(12) Domestic administration issues (Bureau file 100—3—83)
(a) Communist Party activities with relation to domestic 

administration issues, such as antilynching laws,- •
poll tax, etc. Only the over—all policy of the party 
in these matters should be included in quarterly reports.

(13) Negro question[— communist influence in racial matters](Bureau
; file[lOO~3—116 ) ] .

• Communist Party policy and activities of a significant character 
directed to - exploitation of the Negro and his problems. [Partiou 
larly, include communist activities in connection with racial 
natters.] Activities of Negro front -organizations should be sub— 
mitted under appropriate front organization caption and should . 
not be included in Communist Party quarterly reports.

.(14)’ Youth matters (Bureau file 100-3-76)
Over-all policy and activities of the Communist Party youth 

• commissions relative to infiltration of youth groups and 
exploitation of youth. Youth front activities should bo ’
submitted under appropriate front organization caption and 
should not be included in Communist Party quarterly reports. ’ 

(15) Women’s matters (Bureau file 100-3-78)
Pertinent Communist Party over-all policy and activities of 
the women’s commission relating to the infiltration of 
women’s groups, exploitation of women ’

(16) Farmer’s matters (Bureau file 100-3-79).
Pertinent Communist Party over-all policy and activities • . ■.

■ of the farm commission relative to the infiltration of 
farmer groups, exploitation of farmers, etc. '

(17) Cultural activities (Bureau file 100-3-90) .
The cultural commissions are, for the most part, composed 
of secret members of the party. These commissions propagate 
the cultural activities of the Communist Party which are’

‘ displayed primarily through communist front organizations, 
as well as the carrying out of the Communi st‘Party line in

■ the fields of radio, publishing, education, soience, and ...
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arts, Individual members of the cultural sections have 
close ties in many instances with suspected international 
communist representatives. The following of this phase 
of the Communist Party movement is most important to develop 
the full and complete picture of Communist Party activities.

(18) Veteran’s matters (Bureau file 100—3—73)
Communist Party policy and activities of a' significant ■ ,
character directed toward the exploiting of veterans and 
their problems ' .

(19) National group commissions (Bureau file 100-3—91)
(a) Activity on the part of various Communist Party national 

group commissions, including identities of leaders and 
' members of the commissions . ■ •

(b) Special Communist Party policies relating to infiltration 
of minority groups . ,

(20) Religion (Bureau'file 100-3-82) , '
(a) Communist Party policy relating to its approach to religion 

or to penetration of established religious groups '
(b) Any particular vehement statements ihade against. religious " 

bodies by ranking communists
(21) Pamphlets and publications (Bureau file 100—3—86)

(a) Changes in the field division with respect to establishment 
of new bookstores, increased distribution’ of party

‘ literature, publication of Communist Party literature
. ’ and pamphlets, and other pertinent information relating

' ’ to preparation and dissemination of Communist Party 
literature . ■

(b) Forward to Bureau by letter any important Communist
’ Party publications published within a field division.

■ Mention the publication in quarterly report, but do
" not describe in detail in the report.

(22) Education (Bureau file 100-3—71)
(a) Statements or class material which advocates overthrow ’ 

of the U« S. Government by force and violence
(b) Pertinent evidence and information relating to educational 

programs of the party. The. following are deemed of utmost 
importance: ■ ’

■ Io Instructions from national and/or district headquarters 
relative to the education of both new and experienced 
members .

■ ... ’-Ho Courses or curricula given, together with any .educational
.■ . * -■ outlines and assigned or suggested reading. (There

■ ” should’be no long quotations in-reports and any
exhibits or enclosures should be forwarded to Bureau 
by separate letter,) • ‘

IIIo Important statements and remarks by instructors 
who should in. turn be sufficiently identified so

. as to establish their status as duly designated or
’ qualified party instructors ■

- -.t?. Succinct digest of notes or memoranda of informants
• : who attend the classes or schools. (Copies of the

’ ' ’ ■ “actual notes or memoranda should be submitted promptly
A ” by separate letter.) ■ -

. V. Identities, if available, of members receiving instruc— ■
■ ' tions. Concentrate on'having confidential informants

10 
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When the subject of such an investigation is presently in the 
security index, a letter must be directed to the Bureau at -the 
time the report is submitted advising that the subject is in 
the security index.

Information of interest to FBI and/or AEC obtained subsequent to- 
completion of Atomic Energy Act — applicant investigations con
cerning AEC employees or persons having access to restricted 
data should be handled according to instructions in section ■ 
20, volume II, of this manual.

[ ■ f. [Submission of and general rules concerning security reports]
(1) General ■ ’

. [ [Submission of summary reports should not be delayed for the
purpose of conducting curren- investigation in previously

t .. closed cas
€ ■ . >■ ’

•r ,

• ’ * * . ' • , •• / ’*
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Cases of all security index subjects must be reopened or placed *
in a pending status for the purpose of preparing investigative ■ i
reports in accordance with the schedule outlined in 87D 7f (8). ;

Office indice.s and any material channelized to the case file ■ -I
since the most recent report should be reviewed and the case ' -j;
brought up to date by appropriate investigation to determine 
subject’s current activities. X

Each time that a case is reopened and brought up to date, it 
should be critically analyzed in the light of the security ■»
index criteria set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure • T
must be followed on a continuing basis for each security index ‘ <
subject. ■ t,

2 )■ Origin •'■■■■ j.
' The office of origin will be that office covering the territory j

■ wherein the subject’s subversive activities occur. In most ' '
instances this will also be the office in which territory the t
subject resides and is employed. In those cases in which the sub- »
ject’s subversive activities take place in-the territory of i
an office other than the office covering the place of residence .
and/or employment, the office .of origin shall, be. that office

'"which can best cover the subversive activities of'the' subject’.' £
31 Deleted i
4; Classification . *

(a) 100 — for individuals affiliated with the basic revolutionary ' >
‘ and front organizations of Marxian ideology and members of- ’ >

the Nation of Islam 1
(b) 105 — for members of Puerto Rican nationalist groups • • ■ 4

or others having nationalistic tendencies of a non—Marxist >
character . ■ j

5) • Title . • |
Only one subject shall be carried in the title of edch . X

. report. Separate reports must be submitted for each '_ . ■*
subject regardless of their relationship; i.e., husband 
and wife, father and son, etc.

■

A
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(6) Character
(a) Key figures and top functionaries ’ 

Internal Security — followed by the letters designating 
* the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies„

Examples: _
■ ■ Internal Security — C

■ .. Internal Security — SWP
. (b) Others - •

• Security Matter — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation oi- nationalistic tendencies. 

' Examples: •
_ ; Security Matter — C ’ ■ ■

Security Mattei' — SWP .
’ Security Matter - X (native fascist) ’ ■

. Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the character 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in the first report following the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a security matter subject’ is designated a 
key figure, the first report after the designation and all 
subsequent reports shall bear the internal security character. 

[ •• . , . In any-event, if subject is ..emplo.yed ,i n. a [d.e-f ense .f ac.i lit y . -
[ so designated by the Secretary of Defense pursuant to section
[ • 5 of the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended,]add the

additional character "Internal Security Act of 1950" if 
. the organizational activity of-the subject is of ‘a communist

nature. ’.
(7) Deleted ■ - ■
(8) Status - ' ‘

• All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: -
(a) Top functionaries

- I. Pending inactive ■
■ . ' (A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty—five

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, 
■ each such case shall be placed in a pending—active

. status for the preparation of the report so that
’ the report can be submitted at the designated time. _

. . , (b)’ Key figures ....... . , .
: . - . I. Pending inactive . - - - - .
.: . ’ (A) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty—

• five days prior to the date a semiannual report is
due, each such case shall be placed in a pending— 
active status for the preparation of the report

• s6 that the report can be submitted at the desig—
nated time.

(c) Deleted , . . _

73
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(9)

U)

(f)

Other security index subjects
I, Closed

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as t.o 
insure submission of an annual investigative report.

[If, following investigation, no subversive data is’ 
developed and the only available information consists 
of verification of residence and employment and 
negative contacts with security informants and 
sources, submit in lieu of a report a letter to the 
Bureau setting forth identities of informants and 
sources contacted, any additional administrative 
data deemed necessary, and form FD-305 properly 
executed.] The cases shall be opened and assigned 

' 45 days prior to the date the annual report is 
due. Such cases shall also be opened and-assigned, 
six months after submission of the annual report to 
accomplish verification of addresses. Upon such
verification, the cases should be closed 
istratively.

Cases of subjects recommended for security index

admin-

£.

a-

a-

.1

Iio

.Pending-inactive r- •• -
(it) If all active investigation completed at

FD—122 forwarded to Bureau
(B) Lead’to follow Bureau for security index 

be set forth.
Closed
(A) Upon receipt of security index card.from

the time

card should

Bureau
(b) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 

investigative report as in (d) above.
Subjects not in security index who are not to be included 
therein ■ ■
I

Content

Closed
(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 871) 

pertaining to interview must be complied
6b (7) 
with.

‘s

Y^L

•In order to insure completeness of' investigation, 
following items should be considered as pertinent

th e 
to an

investigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
■ j be handled under topical headings where appropriate.

I. Background . ’ 7." ’
A 
B 
C)

F' 
G 
H'

Birth date ' ' -. ; . - "T/JI
Citizenship status i •’ ' ”'7®
Education ’ . ' ’ •
Marital status 
Military service record (domestic or foreign, including 
type of discharge, citations, etc.) 
Identification record ||
Employment • ... . . •' . ~
Residence . " ‘ .• ; "-"...f-.-S

. II,
I) Status of health (if known)

'.Connections, with Communist Party (or other basic revolu
tionary groups and/or front organizations)'

(I .sew

(A)

. (B)

Information concerning admission to revolutionary 
group including sponsors, etc.
History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 
and positions held in subversive movement with which 
subject is identified

74
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INDEX FOR 
Ref erences

SECTION 87D 
are to page

B7D 
Index

Administrative data, 77 
Admissible evidence, 29,37 
Airman with certificates from

FAA, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 81

Aliens
Cuban, 45a,45b
dissemination of information

concerning, 80
■ investigation of, 26
Alphabetical section of security

index, 51,63
Annual review of section A, 

reserve index, 
42b

Appearance and content of security 
index cards, 
48

Cancellation of 
security flash, notice, 
security index cards 

after induction into

27a

armed

■ • Arijied forces, 
dissemination to, 
members of, 25 
record in, 27

■ relatives in, 27 
subjects entering 
subjects in, 25

81

56,60

- Arrangement of security 
50 

alphabetical section, 
at Bureau, 50 
geographical section, 
in field office, 51 

. inactive section, 56 
special section, 52-

index

51., 63

51,63

forces, 60
mechanics, 60
on departure from U. S., 60
only after interview, 38
upon death, 60

Canvassing informants, 74
Changes on security index cards 

58
Channelizing, 36,72,79
Character of reports, 73
Characterizations, 79 y................
Chinese

extraction, 48,62
sympathies, 48

Classification of cases, 72
Concealment of membership, 31
Confidential informants, 74
Contacting

faculty members, 25
registrars, 25
students, 25
superiors of faculty members, 

25

>3.

'S

• u

unavailable section, 53 
Atomic Energy Act subjects, 

inclusion in
•security or re- . - 
‘ ‘ . serve index, 70,71

Contacts
during investigation, 25
with foreign establishments, 25

C.ontent
and appearance
-..of - reserve index-cards, 43-
"of security’index cards, 48

. ’of -report’s, 74 - “
Corroboration, 37
Criteria for inclusion in security

a?

index 45

J;-Bureau ' — -■
applicants, inclusion in 

' ? security or re—
J. . - . serve index, 70 ‘

"authority to investigate, 24 
^---‘■responsibility, 19

Cuban 
activity in support 

45a
X- aliens,- 45a, 45b

of Cuban regime

45bpro-Cuban activity 
special section, 49,53
tabbing cards, 45b,64

Dangerousness 
definition of, 44 
determination of, 44 
Nation of Islam membership, 

46
Death of security index subject 

60

sr&

82a
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Index

INDEX FOR 
References

SECTION 87D 
are to page

Defected subjects, 42
Defense .facilities, 64,73

list, 64
when investigate individuals employed 

in, 64 ’
Definitions, 19

of dangerousness, 44
Departmental applicants, inclusion 

in security index or 
reserve index, 70

Detcom, 62 '
administrative procedures 63
key figures, 62,68 ‘
purp o s e, 62
removal from, 58,63,64. -
top functionaries, 62,70 
who to be tabbed, 62 •

Determination of ’
dangerousness, 44
membership and position in .

labor organizations, 
29

Dissemination
• concerning individuals who are

■ - not within
Bureau investigative 
jurisdiction, 81

of reports -
at SOG, 81 ■
in field, 79

- - -on subjects employed in
’ key facilities,

65,80 ■ -
'Documentation of reports, 78
• ■ completion of, 78

Employees of 
international organizations, 

25
. „ * U. S. Government, 25 .

. 'Espionage subjects, inclusion 
— ’ ■ - in. security

■ ’ ■’ -index or reserve
’ ' ■ index, 70

'Evidence, 37 ” "
desirability of 

admissibility, 29,37 
corroboration, 37 

of knowledge of aims and 
purposes, 29

of membership or affiliation, 
29 ■

preservation of, 37

■(

Faculty members * ’ %
contacts with, 25 - ' ' ' V
investigation of, 24 • ’ -j

Fifth amendment, 46 . • ‘v
File on defected subjects, 42 ;
File reviews, 34 . J
Flash notices (security) . ,1

cancellation of, 27a ’
notation concerning., on ' T

. FD-128, 59 - ’ - |
when place, 27 

• Foreign . .• .
diplomats, 25 .
establishments, 25 \
intelligence subjects, inclusion

'• _ ■ in security index or .... .
• reserve index, 70 ,

tours, 33a ■ ' -
travel, 33 . - .

Forms . '
FD-122 .

abstracts for, 47- r
changes in data on security ' Y

index card by, j
58,78 ' j

- ‘ concerning persons of Chinese- , <
extraction or ’

• . Chinese sympathy, 48 <
cover letter thereto,. 32 • . ;

• Cuban subjects, 45b T;
detcom tabbing or deletion “

of such tabbing, 63 <
placing-name in or removing from

-special section of security - -
J '■ ‘ ' index, '53 ' ' " ’ ’ ' . '3:^.
.. unavailable section of . .■
' ’ security index, 32,54

recommending for inclusion in 
. security index, 45b,47

recommending missing subjects 
for unavailable 

. .. . .section of . . ..
’ ■ . -.r. ’security index, .

’ * ’ ‘ ' 32,54 ; ’ ■ /
:- reference to, 77 ' •

. ' succinct summary with, 47 .
Cuban subjects, 45b _ . '

■ ■ ' when subject employed in key 
' ' facility, 65

FD-122a, 42b,43,61,77 
FD-128 ’

' reference to, 77 _
When security flash notice.is -on 

■ file, 27a •
when subject moves, 58,5’9

- 82b
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D

■ References are to page.

( •
Forms (continued) • Informants, cancellation of ■

FI>-128a, 27a, 43,77 .
FD-154, 57

■ FD-165, 27,77
FD-186, 50
FD-305, 74,78 ’

' FD-305a, 78
Fraud against the Government, 

■ 20,21,22

Geographic?.!
. reference, >of key facility '

"• shown on security

security index 
’ cards pertaining

to, 60 /
Interviews

Bureau approval by rubber 
stamp, 40 - •

Bureau authority, 39,40a .
conditions for, 40 • 

conducting at place of ’ 
employment, 40a 

- content and form of- letter to
Bureau requesting . 
authority for, 39

contents of letter containing
. index card, 49

section of security index,
51,63 .

Government employees, 25,70,80 .

results of, 42
. determine willingness to testify 

■during, 41
■ . evaluation of, 45b . .

Handwriting, 29 • ■ .
of key figures^ 67, 

. of top functionaries, 70
* Hostile subjects, interviews

k; •

Identification record, 27 
. Imprisoned subjects in security

index, -54,60
Inactive section of- security •

forty—five—day -extensions *’of ■ ’
Bureau authority, 40 

no report needed afterward, 40a 
■ of hostile subjects, 41

’ of individuals connected with
institutions of 

. . ’ learning, 24, - .
25 ’

of individuals who have traveled
behind iron 
curtain, 34 

of section A, reserve’index ’
subjects, 39

of security index subjects, 
38

of subjects connected with 
labor unions, 41

... . _ . index, 56. of subjects who express desire
Ji.; Indices, check of, 72 " ’ . . ’ - for-, 42 . '
Ki'i --..Individuals ' on SAC authority, 38 - • ’ z'

.........’ to be investigated, 22 .
traveling abroad, 33 

against whom stops are .
■ . . placed, 34

■ who are included in security
... J. . . . index, 34. ■

’ preparations .for, 40 ' ’
. purpose of, 38 

recontact without Bureau 
• authority, 40a

results not affecting security 
index status-, 41

/-.who travel behind- iron • ■ ’ signed statements in connection
' " curtain, 34 ’
' . 1 . . with tours when no subversive

’ with, 41 ’
. ’ to -be conducted within 45 days.

.-r.- - -. ■ . _■ information on
- J . ’• individual, 33a

. - .40
- when current report necessary

with’tours when there is •
’ subversive in

. ’ in order to -•
' • request Bureau . .

formation on
’ individual, 33a

with foreign diplomatic status, 
26. .

. ' permission, 39
when current report not necessary 

in order to request 
Bureau permission, 39 

when discontinue, 40a 
when report needed after, 41 
with Bureau authority, 39 , •
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file reviews, 34
mail covers, 36
photographic surveillances,

35
physical surveillances, 35
private records of firms, 36
public source infornntion, 36
security informants, 34
trash covers, 36

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Law enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
index oases, 74

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
information 
concerning, .80

Lumping information in reports, 76-

£

1. Mail covers, 36
Maritime- employees., dissemination

of information V?

concerning, 80*
Members of

armed forces, dissemination
Key facilities, 64 of information 1

Delimitations Agreement, 64 ■ concerning, 81
employees included in security labor unions, 29 4.-

index, 65 lav; enforcement agencies, not
list, 64 to accompany SAs
responsibility, 64 on security
status of reports of subjects investigations, 26

employed in. Membership or affiliation, 29 ' ■
66,74 Missing subjects, 31,48,54

when investigate individuals letters re attempts to locate
employed in, 64 every 45 days, 32

Key figures 
definition of, 66 

, ' designation of, 67 
■' .foreign travel by, 69 

' handling of, 67 
handwriting of, 67 
in armed forces, 68 
list, 69 
'movement of, 59,68 

- photographs of, 67 
.. program, 66 ' -

■ reports on, 68 
status of reports on, 68,73 
when become subjects of SGE 

oases, 69 ‘ 
^.Knowledge of aims and purposes, 29

.unavailable section of security 
index, 54

- .Movement of " ’ ’ 
key figures, 
subjects, 58 

”■ key figures

59,68

59,68
security index subjects, 58 
subjects not in security 

index, 60 
subjects tabbed for detcom, 

. ■ - , 60.
top functionaries, 59 ... •

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam 
potential danger^-sness, 46 
what members to be investigated,. 23

*

A
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Defense Education Act of 1958, 22 -
Guard members, dissemination of informa

tion concerning, 80
Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22 *

Naturalized citizens Receipt of information of
dissemination of information subversive activities,

concerning, 80 25
investigations of, 26 Recommendation for inclusion in

Negative information, security index cases, section A, reserve index, 42b,61
submit by letter, 74 security index, 47

New office of origin, 58 Cuban activity, 45a,45b
when subject has Chinese •-*

sympathy, 48
when subject is of Chinese I

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 extraction, 48
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72 when subject is out of country, 48 J

Out of the country, unavailable when there is missing back
section of security ground information,

’index,’ 54 ” • • ’ - 47 ■ ■ - ’ •• ■ ■
Overt acts, 45 Re—evaluation of security index

status, 57,72,78
Registrars of institutions of

learning, 24,25 ■
Reinterviews, 42
Relatives’ in armed forces, 27

Periodic review of section A, Removal from security index, 46a,61 i
reserve index, 42b Reports

Personal observation of subject, administrative data in, 77 £
28,50,57 •character of, 73 ■■-X

Photographic surveillances, 35 content of, 74 • -
Photographs, 28 cumulative items, 76

of key figures, 67 ■ . -- dissemination of, 79
of top functionaries, 70 documentation of, 7>
status of security index lumping information in, 76

cases while narrative—type statements, 77 ■4
obtaining, 28,68 negative information, security index

Physical . \ -.—’--3 ' ■ ’ case's, submit by letter, 74’ V
. description, 28 .- schedule of, 73

''■/surveillances, 35 . ■ ■’•status of, 73 * * . -•*
maintenance of SA’s notes, 38 summarizing information in, 76 • * 3r’

Position title of, 72 ■ 1
and importance, 30 topical headings in, 74 ,>y.

in labor organizations, 29 when necessary after ■ ;t
Potential dangerousness, 44 interview, 41
-■ of Nation of Islam members, 

. 46- ,
Preservation of evidence, .37 

•Priority apprehension program, 
: ■ . 62

-j- Private records, 36 ' ' ' ■
Public
Law 87—835, 22 ’
source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

when

■ "when

necessary, at time requesting 
Bureau authority to 
interview, 39

not necessary, after inter
view, 40a

not-necessary at time ' ’ 
requesting Bureau 
authority to

Purpose of 
investigation, 19 
security index, 43

interview, 39
Reserve index, 42a 

arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and appearance 

43
content, 43
names deleted from security 

index, 61,62 £
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standards for, 42a 
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espionage and foreign 

intelligence 
investigations, 70

' security of Government 
employees case
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Reserves, dissemination of '

■ information
’ .’ concerning .
.. • members of, 80

Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations, 

24 '

Security (continued) 
index (continued) ’ 
recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47 
.re-evaluation of status, 72 
removal from, 46a,61 ' ‘
subjects of '

espionage and foreign 
intelligence •
investigations, 70 

•’ security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70 

■ summary reports, 47 •
informants, 34 
cancellation of security ■

index cards 
. pertaining to, 60

of Government employees cases, 
inclusion of

.•. . s.ubjects in . . . .
security index ' •

■ or reserve index., 70 
Signed statements, 41 
Sleepers, 31,52 
Special section of security index, 

. ' 52 ’ ’
Cuban, 49,53 ' -

Standards for reserve index, 42a 
section A, 42b

Status of cases, 73 -

A

■

Ai

-s

on key figures, 73 .
on security index subjects • ' .

employed in key AS

facilities, 66,74 ’
Schedule of reports, 73 on subjects in security index, 74 *

Scope of investigation, 26. • on subjects recommended for
Seamen, dissemination.of infor— - security index, 74
*— —* l' 1 .. mation concerning, .. 011 top functionaries, 73' ■. .. . 7.5^5

- ' -r ", 80- while obtaining photographs, 28.
while securing handwriting, 29 

’ while verifying residence and
’ employment, 57

'Security ' . -■• '
' flash notice " '

cancellation of, 27a '
notation concerning on FD-128, 

. 59 .
. when place, 27
index, 43 ...... .
arrangement of, 50 ’ >•

j. cards . " ' ’
. cancellation of, 38,42,60

. . changes on," 58
content and appearance of, 48 

' . ' of key figures, 68
tabbing, 45b,62,64,68,70
transfers to reserve index, 61 

62
criteria for, 45
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64
dangerousness, 44
purpose, 43

Students
contacts with, 25
investigations of, 24

...Summarizing information in reports 
' 76,77 . -

.Summary reports, 47,71
Superiors of faculty members,

. ■ 25
Surveillances . ’ .
. photographic, 35 . . .. ■

physical, 35 • .

■3;
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program, 66 
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status of
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Trash covers, 
Travel 
' abroad, 33 
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Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 54 
missing subjects, 32,54

'■ subjects traveling abroad,
. ' ’ 34,54 .
.-Underground membership or .

activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25 -
U. S. Government employees, 25
U. S. Information Agency, inclusion 

of employees in security 
- ■ ■ index or reserve
• ■ ~ index, 70

Verification of 
addre s se s 

reserve index, 
security index 

employment 
reserve index, 

42b 
security index 

key facility or

section A, 42b 
32,57,74

section A

, .32,57,74 
defense fa

status of place
of employment, 64

Voice of America (See U. S. Information 
- Agency. )
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Communist Party members, review of field'office files, pretext interviews, 
• surveillances, Special Agents attending mass meetings, etc.
4. Internal Security Act of 1950

To insure successful proceedings against a communist front organization 
under this act, a preponderance of admissible evidence must be secured ■ 

[ to[show]extent to which . • '
a. Persons active in management, direction, or supervision of an 

organization are active in management, direction, or supervision, 
or as representatives, of

b. Its support, financial or otherwise, is derived from . ’
c. Its funds, resources, or personnel are used to further or promote 

objectives of ’
d. Positions taken or advanced by it from time to time do not deviate 

. from those of
■ Any communist—action organization, communist foreign government, or

the’ world communist movement. '
5. Panel sources ’ .

a, Purpose
To.develop potential witnesses who will be willing to obtain and. 

' introduce .legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of . .
' organizations in future prosecutive action .- ’

. . Program . ■_ . . . ■ .
' • -(1) Since Special Agent and- active security informant testimony is 

undesirable, field should recruit panel of potential witnesses 
locally. Some may be found among American Legion contacts, 
plant informants, former and exposed security informants, etc.

• (2) Panel members should attend public rallies and meetings, as
'• ■ ■ well as obtain literature of organizations they are covering.

‘ (3) To aid panelists, exhibit photographs of individuals they
■ will most likely encounter at front organization functions.

.. ■ (4) Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same
’ • • manner as other evidence. A.s panelists may subsequently

y become security informants, the same procedure should be
• .... - followed in handling, processing, and reporting ■■ata and .

' ’ . material furnished’ by panelists as is afforded • -»t received
■ . . . from security informants. (See section 107, vol.-aie IV, of this

■ manual.) ’
(5) Legitimate expenses incurred by panel members should be _ 

. reimbursed in same manner as securiby informants. ■
. ■ - • (6) Eliminate inactive, ineffective, or unsatisfactory panelists

. on a continuing basis. At time of submission of semiannual
. letter, . office panel should be reviewed to make certain all_ ‘

: . ‘ ’ such panelists-have been removed. ’ . ' , .
(7) Identities of panelists should be concealed. ■ ■ •' '

6, Administrative handling
. (1) Check prospective panelists through office indices,, local

• police department, credit records, and established informants.
* * If no undesirable information is developed, initial contact
..... may be made with panelist to ascertain cooperativeness, •

-  . . {2) Submit names of cooperative panelists to Bureau by letter 
v-vyu.--; outlining complete background and recommendation as to inclusion 
~~----------------------------------------- . in.office panel. [One of the required copies of the letter to

' - the Bureau should consist only of the first page of the letter,
y.jayy , . . . When-approving the field's recommendation, this single—page

[ oopy will be stamped "Approved" by Bureau and will be returned.]
Be certain such individuals are not plants and will consider

. ’ . relationship with Bureau in confidence.

NW 68262 Docld:32M»5» Page 708 '
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(3) Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective 
panelist is initiated. When preliminary investigation 
completed and Bureau has approved panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly

• (

r 
r

6
7

Regular oontaots with panelists should be noted in their 
respective files.

4) Only Agents designated should handle panelists.
5) Every four months submit letter of justification to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments’to panel source. See 
section 107N, 3b, volume IV, of this manual for form of letter. 
If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent
handling source must prepare 
ing same certification as to 
required by payment letters.

[Gifts should not be given to 
be’misconstrued.]

memorandum to SAC for file contain— 
stability and reliability as

sources since such actions might

Summary letter captioned "Panel Source Program" (Bufile 
134—1113) to be prepared and submitted to Bureau March 25 
and September 25 each year. Use following topical outline: 
(a) Status of program ’

Include progress in panel development. Show total number 
pf. new panelists developed and total number’of panelists 
discontinued during six months* period.

(b) Total number panel sources active 
(cl Names of organizations covered
(d). Number and identities of panelists redesignated to 
.or potential informant status since institution of 

program
• d. Suggestion

Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain

informant 
panel

roster
of current panel members and current list of scheduled organization 

’activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating
Agent receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organiza
tion cases, security informants, and communist publications; e.g., 
"The Worker." '

Classification. — 100
Character - Internal Security - letters for organizational activity or 
nationalistic tendency; e.g., (c), (SWP), (Miscellaneous), etc.

1 
a.
A'

■.r-

4

■V

4
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locate subjects are not to be submitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.

II. If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
through liaison channels.

III. If the subject is reported to have gone to any other 
foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be 
requested to check the records of the Passport Office 
of the State Department for verification.

TV. When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject's photograph and background information for the 
purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity 
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

If this procedure is to be effective, its application 
must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects 
to which it is applied. Therefore, requests to circular! 
must be made only after every possible lead has been 
exhausted and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

Individuals traveling abroad (Also consider section 105G, 
volume IV, of this manual.) 
When information is received indicating that 

a subject of a current or past security investigation, 
a past member of a basic revolutionary organization, 
a member since July, 1950, of an organization designated 

pursuant to Executive Order 10450, 
a-member since July, 1950, of an organization declared 

subversive by the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities or other legislative committees, or . .

a member since July, 1950, of an organization described 
by reliable informants or sources as being dominated or 
.controlled by one of the basic revolutionary organizations 

intends to travel abroad or has already departed this country 
for foreign travel, take the following action:
(a) Immediately advise the Bureau[by letterhead memorandum] 

setting forth compute available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destina." ’ "i and itinerary, purpose, 
of trip, the exact name under .--Rich the passport was 
issued, the number of the passport, and the office issuing 
the passport, if known. [Include in the letterhead 
memorandum a full description of the subject, including

■ "‘all aliases, and in the case of Chinese and Korean 
subjects CTC numbers, as well as a concise resume of 
available subversive data regarding the subject.] Do 
not delay[in]advising the Bureau of the actual or intended 
travel while. developingC the details of the travel]as time 1 
of the essence in this matter.

(b) Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
of the records of 'tn Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not li.:i‘. -fforts to develop above information 
to a oheck of such rauc-da.
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3TI0N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGAT ;S ' 87D
Ei(c)] Incarnation concerning these subjec^^' proposed travel ' 

abroad, including information concerning.their subversive, 
activities, is furnished by the Bureau to the Department 
of State, Central Intelligence Agency, and legal attaches 
if the proposed travel is in areas covered by such. [If the. 
travel is in areas covered by legal attaches, forward .

' sufficient copies of the letterhead memorandum to enable 
dissemination of three copies to each of the legal attaches 
involved. For each legal attache to whom dissemination 
is to be made, forward one photograph of the subject, if

■ available. In the cover letter accompanying the letterhead 
memorandum, indicate extent of foreign investigation

' recommended or whether only stops should be placed with 
appropriate security services abroad. '

(d) Subsequent reports in individual cases should contain the 
details regarding subject’s travel.] In nonsecurity index 
oasestin which letterhead memoranda are submitted,] all ’
available.data regarding subject's subversive activities 
and affiliations should be carefully evaluated with a view 
toward determining whether a full security investigation 
should be conducted and the communication transmitting data 
regarding a subject's travel should contain a statement as 
to whether a security investigation is being initiated and, 
if not, reasons therefor. ■

(e) When information is received that an individual with a ' 
. subversive background falling within the categories ’set 

out previously herein.is forming a tour group for foreign 
travel or an organization whic. is considered subversive •

. is sponsoring such a tour, advise appropriate offices under 
the caption of the tour name or the organization sponsoring 
the tour of the identities of the individuals participating 
in the tour and furnish the Bureau a letterhead memorandum 
suitable for dissemination to the State Department, the

■. Central Intelligence Agency, and appropriate legal attaches,
■, including therein all readily available information pertaining 

to the tour, such as itinerary, pertinent dates, names o.f ’ 
individuals making up the tour with addresses, if available, 
and a thumbnail sketch of the organization or individual 
sponsoring the tour. ’

Letterhead memoranda relating to the tours will be dissem
inated by the Bureau with a statement that, as individuals 
participating are identified, recipients will be furnished, 
with memoranda under the .individual case caption where - 
those individuals.are found to have subversive backgrounds. 
Therefore, the appropriate field offices should immediately 
identify and submit individual memoranda concerning such 
individuals. The details of travel will be replaced by a 
reference' to the memo? ... ?.um previously prepared under the 
caption of the or-gani:. '.on sponsoring the tour. Prepare 
individual memoranda on • y in the cases of individuals with 
subversive backgrounds falling within the categories set 
out.previously herein. ■ •. . .

In addition, appropriate offices should submit a letter to 
the Bureau under the organization caption listing the names 
of those individuals residing within their territory who . 
are traveling with the tour group and on whom no subversive 
information is found.

33a 
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(5)

(f) Advise the Bureau promptly in form suitable for dissemi— 
nation of a subject's return from travel abroad in’those ,
instances in which stops have been placed with security ( /
services abroad through the agencies listed above. In’ .
instances in which an individual against whom stops hav.e A
been placed has traveled to any country behind the Iron ■ v
Curtain, the Bureau shall also lie furnished at that time . ~ J
with recommendations as. to the desirability of interview . f-
of such person and with advice as to whether additional - -v

. investigation concerning him is contemplated. In the event
such an interview is authorized, it shall be conducted - y
promptly and the case shall not be closed until such inter-? r
view is had and the results thereof submitted in report X
form. ’ . «

(g)’ In some instances a security investigation of a subject, not
yet included in the security index may be in progress at ’
the time it is found that the subject has recently departed 1
for a foreign country. If the evidence developed at that ‘

. time warrants the inclusion of the subject in the security ’
index were it not for the fact that he is outside the U. 8., ‘ ;

• form FD—122 should be submitted recommending his inclusion
. in the unavailable section of the security index. After all Z 
initial investigation is completed, the subject's case will 
be handled the same as those of other subjects of a similar ■'

■ status who are included in the unavailable section as. out of
. the country. . j.

. ’ - ■ is
’ If the subject is an alien who has been deported or has

otherwise permanently departed from the IT. 'S. , he should t
not be included in the security index. j

.When it is determined that a security index subject has -k-
departed for a foreign country, his security index card’ • 4
shall be placed in the unavailable section an’d his case . ’ %
handled in accordance with the instructions set forth’ 5
under 87D 7b (6) (b) IV. . ’ ’J

Investigative techniques ’ V'
While it is not possible to enumerate all investigative techniques - 
which can and should be employed in these investigations, there 
are certain proven techniques which have been used with con
tinued success and should be applied wherever possible. . '
(a) . File reviews . _ - ... "7' . ..

■- Upon the initiation of a-security investigation of an " • •
. individual, check the office indices and review files 

thoroughly for any pertinent information on record showing 
■ . background and subversive activity of each individual 
. subject. Include such information in the:initial- investi—.

gative report. ’ -

■ " ■ ’ Once a_ main’ security file has been opened for- an individual, 
subsequent information received concerning him should be ’ 
channelized to that file. The reference cards, pertaining 

’ to the subject should be ’ consolidated in the indices , _ .
■’ • after each check and review of -files hae been made. - . -
(b) Security informants . . ’............... . - ’

Success of security investigations of individuals is
■ primarily dependent upon a broad- confidential informant 

coverage within every phase of subversive activity.
• Information and evidence developed through such sources 

are unsurpassed in value because of possible use not’only 
for intelligence purposes but also as admissible evidence. ■
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y

VII. Maint 
(A)

(B)

(3) Top
VIII [Deleted]

enance of key figure list ■ ■
Each office must maintain current list of key 
figures including top functionaries. List may 
be kept by simple list system, by maintaining 
a file wherein all additions and deletions to 
the list are reported, or by a card index system. 
Maintain key figure list separate from security 
index.
Key figures should retain their designation not
withstanding their departure for foreign travel 
or other circumstances requiring temporary dis
continuance of investigation. -
Should a key figure become subject of a security 
of Government employees investigation, his name 
should continue to appear on the key figure list, 
but the investigation shall proceed in accordance 
with existing instructions governing SGE cases.

'C'

(b)

functionaries -
Definition • •
A top functionary is an individual, either a member or a 
nonmember of the Communist Party, to whom, because of his 
importance, it is necessary to give continuous investigative 
attention in Order to keep abreast of communism on a ’ 
national basis in the U. S. Necessarily, such an individual 
would be on a high policy level in the movement.

.The term "top functionary" is not to be construed as re— ■ 
qu-iring that individuals in this category must actually 
hold official positions in party organizations but shall 
be given a broad enough construction to include others who 
are of equal importance because of their influence in th'- 
movement itself, or their position and activities outside 
the party in labor, front, or similar organizations or 
movements. .
Manner of designation ■ •
Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate a subject •
as a top functionary. Submit such recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation. Bureau 

• des'ires to be very selective in this matter and to concentrate 
on individuals who, on a national basis, are the guiding hands 

.in..the communist movement. .... _ _ ‘

1
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• At the seat of Government a careful appraisal will be
' made of the field’s recommendation, following which the'

office will be advised concerning the Bureau’s decision \
on the recommendation.

(c) Regulations governing top functionaries
’ I, Regulations set forth under (2) (b) above pertaining

. to key figures relative to photographs, handwriting •• ■
- specimens, security index cards, change of office of

’ . origin, detcom tabbing, character of reports, and '
■ inclusion in the key figure list apply to individuals

’ • designated as top functionaries. . .
II, Reports

. • " • Submit reports on top functionaries quarterly. Make
■■ . status pending—inactive if there are no outstanding

leads for active investigation.
e.« Correlation of other investigations with the security index and 

reserve index - ’ -
• Individuals investigated by the Bureau under any character against ‘

' whom subversive information is developed must be constantly borne in ■
■ mind for inclusion in the security index and/or reserve index. .

(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations 
Subjects of these investigations must be included in the security 

. - ' index and/or the reserve index if they meet the .standards for
. ■ . - inclusion therein. It is the responsibility of the investigating ‘

■ Agent and field supervising official to make appropriate recommen—
dations for preparation of the security index card and/or the .

• reserve index card, whenever appropriate. ,
’ (2) Security of Government employees ( SGE) investigations 

’ Subjects of all SGE investigations against whom subversive de—
. rogatory information .has been developed must be considered for ■ ■

■ ' inclusion in the security index and/or reserve.index.

• . ' ' The Agent conducting investigation in the office covering the ■
‘ . • .subject’s residence must refer such cases to the field-super- ' '' ’

- .visor in charge of the security index program for appropriate .
' ' handling. Copies of reports showing disloyal information -

- must be submitted to the field office covering the subject’s
- ‘ residence, when developed by any other office. ■

' ’ When an individual who has previously been investigated under
- ■ the SGE character is the subject of a security index card and .

. • is still employed by the Federal Government or is being- considered
. for Federal employment, the dual character-of "Security of Govern—

~ ' ■■ ment Employees" and the character of the subject's security case
.should be used in the report being submitted. This will insure 
that the reports are referred to the appropriate desks for super—

■ vision at the Bureau, as well as in the. field. These reports
. • • nhould be written according to the standards prevailing fo.r SGE

‘ ■. • reports. . . •

- - - Disseminate these dual character reports..the’same as-any other ’
' security report. Representatives of other intelligence agencies' 1 .

' requesting reports showing the actual SGE investigation should •
. • be informed to direct the request to their Washington headquarters

‘ for referral to the Bureau. f - : . ■ " -
C (3) Atomic Energy Act,[U. S. Information Agencyjapplicant, depart— ’

mental applicant, Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigations 
Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in— 

. formation has been developed must be considered for inclusion
' • in the security index and/or the reserve index. .In each such . .

.-case the Agent conducting the investigation in the office 
covering the subject's residence must refer the matter to the '

. field supervisor in charge of the security index■program for '
■ appropriate handling. '

Copies of .reports showing disloyal information must be suh
- mitted to the office covering the subject's. residence, whenever 

developed by another office. ■ .

’. 70
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of the source,- date of activity, date •received, and name 
of the Agent receiving the information are known, it is 
not necessary to request the office originally obtaining 
the information to document it further 'by furnishing 
information showing the location of the original in 
the office files. If all documentation, except the 
latter item, is not in the possession of the office 
preparing the report, it should be obtained.
If it is found desirable to include in a report the 
identities of individuals who are known communists 
and have been associates of the subject to lend 
weight to evidence of the subject's potential ■ 
dangerousness, only the source of the information 
showing the associate to be a communist need be 
identified. ’
In a very limited number of instances it may be necessary 
to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterization of an 
individual or organization from another office or the

■ Bureau, 
office.

When such information is received in your 
it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files

■ so that it will be available to and can'be readily ' 
located by Agents having future need for it, thereby 
eliminating repeated requests of another office for .the 
same information. . . '

memoranda — destruction of ' °
Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security.case 

' files may be destroyed following submission of reports in these cases.

[ 

[ 

[

[Copies of informant's statements designated for the 100 classification 
case files of informants may be destroyed when one year old on an 
annual basis.]. ? J...

[ In destroying these[communications,]be guided by instructions for 
destruction, of channelizing memoranda as set out in'Manual of Rules 
and Regulations. ■ ’ ‘ .

8. Dissemination of data developed in security investigations '
’ The proper utilization of information received by the Bureau is foremost ' 

among our responsibilities as an investigative agency. It is the Bureau'.s 
duty to keep the .proper intelligence 'agencies informed concerning infer— 
mation of interest to them. Further,' information which comes to the ’ 
attention of the Bureau in connection with the'conduct of investigations

. normally and regularly within the jurisdiction of ".he Bureau, which
’ ' .information is believed to be of interest to another agency within the ■ 

. ; executive branch of the Government, • should be forwarded to the interested 
agency unless there are good and compelling reasons hot to do so. This is 
in line with the Delimitations Agreement and Presidential directives which 
provide for the dissemination to other agencies of information relating

• to espionage, sabotage-, subversive activities, and related matters where 
the specific agency has a present or potential interest in the information.-

Set out hereafter is a summarization of existing Bureau requirements re— 
.. .garding dissemination of security information developed on individuals 

during the course of regular investigations in the security field. It
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should be apparent that all conceivable situations cannot be antici
pated. For that reason, the data below should be considered as pertain
ing to representative situations which occur frequently enough to
warrant specific treatment. The basic rule to follow is course
that security information must be furnished promptly to interested 
agencies in the executive branch of the Government and that the term 
"interested agency” must be interpreted in the light of reason and 
common sense. Any unusual situations should be brought to rhe attention 
of the Bureau promptly for consideration a nd disposition. .

Considerations affecting the national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico necessitate that the broadest possible construction be ' 
given to the existing requirements of dissemination to the intelligence 
services located in those areas. The Anchorage, Honolulu, and San Juan 
Offices should adhere -to such policy and effect such dissemination as to
discharge fully our responsibilities as 

f..-together with practices which have been 
('within those particular offices.

laid down in Bureau instructions 
dictated by circumstances

I Z
The material set out below must be read in conjunction with the Manual
of Rules and Regulations,[ part II,] section 5, which discusses the Bureau's 
over—all responsibilities in dissemination, together with existing 
policies, qualifications, and exceptions. ’
a. Data developed concerning subjects of security investigations and . 

. other persons coming within investigative jurisdiction of the '
Bureau ; . . ■' .
(1)

■[

-(2)

(3)

Aliens and naturalized citizens ■
• .Information-concerning aliens' and naturalized citizens which ■ 

might have a bearing on the deportation or denaturalization 
of such individuals should in all instances be forwarded . 
to the Immigration and Naturalization S.ervice. Refer to 
the Manual of Rules and Regulations,[part II,3section 5. If 
any doubt exists, the matter should in all instances be resolved 
in favor of dissemination. - _ ,
Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities 
or employees of plants having contracts with the military

. services . • ■ . „
Dissemination in these cases is treated specifically in section 
87D 7c (4) of this manual. - •
Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal
facilities) which are not on the key facilities list or otherwise 
falling into the category defined in" (2)' .above^ and facilities , 

• . which are' or may become engaged in the manufacture of materials '
- - vital to the national defense ' ‘ ? - ’ ' ‘

Dissemination should be made locally do G—2 and, in addition, to
. . other intelligence services if their interest is apparent in 

individual cases or in-specific facilities,
(4) Individuals on inactive duty but who are members of or hold • 

commissions in the reserve branches or National Guard
-i- Dissemination should be made locally to the appropriate military 

intelligence service. 'Dissemination 'to headquarters . of the" ’
z t z . -appropriate services will be made' at SOG'. . " 7 .
(5) . Seamen- and-subjects. employed.in the maritime-industry, including _,J 
z- z longshoremen and other water-front employees ..... ” ’ __
. Dissemination should be made to the Coas~t Guard, on a local level "• 

■ and, when circumstances dictate, to other intelligence agencies, 
including ONI, which have an interest in the data reported. 
Appropriate dissemination on a headquarters level wii- be made

' at SOG. • • '
(6) Employees of the Federal Government within the^purview of 

Executive Order 10450 •
No dissemination of the reports in security of Government employees 
oases may be made in the field. If, however, subject is employed

$

S'

1

*
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' (10) [Communist infiltration of mass organizations program] • 
[(a)] Submit semiannual letters March 1 and September 1 under 

caption[of above program,]Bufile 100—3—106, using following 
topical outline and headings:
I. [Information]concerning Communist Party program

[Furnish summary of information]received concerning _
’ [over—all]Communi st Party program to infiltrate mass

organizations, nationally and locally; steps taken to 
carry out program;[identity specific groups which are 
targets for infiltration or which have been infiltrated

' by party members;]and success being achieved by party. ■
, II. Organizations concerning which[information]previously
’ ,, submitted ’ - .

Only lis!-names and Bureau file numbers[concerning]those
, [cases wherein, since submission of last semiannual letter

Ye letters using the five—point outline set out under
item (4) above were furnished to Bureau. Do not’ list . 
those cases which were under investigation by Bureau

■ authority at time of - submission of last semiannual •
letter.] '

• III. Organizations concerning which[information]being
■. ’ submitted[for first time]with instant letter

[Only]list names and Bureau file numbers (if known) 
of those organizations concerning which[information

■ • has not previously been furnished Bureau but which
is being furnished, together with recommendations 

. regarding future investigations,"for first time with
• instant letter. Submit information, using five—point .

outline as set out under item (4) above, a’s enclosure
' to letter.] Submit separate enclosure on each organi—

- . . ■ zation listed in this category. Furnish two copies
of each enclosure and sufficient copies of cover letter 

' in order that[one]copy[each]of semiannual letter and • 
enclosure can be placed in Bureau file on organization.

’ ' This will eliminate necessity of submitting[separate ]
summary letter under each individual case caption. Do

. ‘not use T symbols in enclosure, but set out[identities] 
. • of sources.

. Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Bureau 
Agents during course of security—type investigations without

■ ..prior Bureau authority. ■ ; . . v./... _r “ "
. Photographic surveillances - • • ■ ' --y~- •• - ■

■ (1) No photographic surveillances are to b’e conducted in . . . •
■ ■ communist front organization cases unless it is essential .

’ to protect Bureau’s interests in internal security field
. by supplementing live inforrant coverage of a particular .

• meeting with such a surveil.'.-nee, .
(2) Request Bureau authority to institute such a surveillance' 

and outline manner in which it will be conducted and super-
• - vision which will be afforded it.
' (3) No such surveillances should be instituted without specific 

■ Bureau authority. ’ ■' ; - ■; ■ ' -y “
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3. Investigative procedures and suggestions re communist front organizations 
To accurately and clearly show true nature of communist front groups, , 
data concerning the following topics, where applicable, should be (
fully developed and reported on: • ’
a. Origin and scope .

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded. ’
Determine who in Communist Party instructed organization he set 
up; whether decision to set up group made at meeting of party 
functionaries and, if so, identify functionaries present; identity ■ 
of individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. ■

■ Identify all known chapters, if any, and location thereof,
b. Whether incorporated ■ . -

Hany organizations are incorporated requiring filing of incorporation 
. papers with appropriate state officials. .

c. Aims and purposes ' • ■
' d. Location of headquarters - ' •

<■/ ,e. Officers - ’ ’
• List principal officers, board of directors, etc., and appropriate 

" characterization of each showing communist affiliation, 
f. Membership . '

Ascertain estimated'membership. Whenever possible, secure member
ship lists, mailing lists, or other records reflecting affiliation 
with organization. Usually obtainable through informant coverage 
or utilization of various investigative techniques.. Secure 
accurate description of all lists to make sure there is no confusion 
as to the exact identity or significance of list being reported on. 

g. Official organ, if-any, and other literature .
. (1). May be- 'obtained'through confidential mailbox, panel sources,

and confidential informants . ■
All such literature should be appropriately identified. -

3) At least one copy of each pertinent piece of literature should 
be promptly furnished to Bureau. .

' h. General activities . - . •
i. Finances - ' ■ . _ '

Special efforts must be made to locate’and monitor bank accounts of 
’ organizations. Location of bank accounts frequently- obtainable 

through confidential informants, credit records, public utility 
. records, records of rental agent, and monitoring of other organiza- 

. tions* bank accounts. .
j. Support given to Communist Party ■ ‘ -

Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, 
. financial or otherwise, given by the organization to -the Communist

.. Party. . - / _ - :r-. ■ • -. .... . .
k. Support received from Communist Party ■' ’ '' ■ "

Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, . 
financial or otherwise, received by the organization from the 
Communist Party. ‘ ■_ ,

1. Implementation of Communist party line ’ ■ ’
Can usually be shown through comparison of programs and literature 

- ■ of organization with those of Communist Party during any particular
.■ period. ' • . • •

’ Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through the '
following sources: confidential informants, incorporation records,

. bank records, literature and publications of_organization,. newspapers, 
public meetings and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, 
various types of public records,, panel sources, confidential sources 
and other sources of information, interviews with past.or present

‘ 86
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■ ; - • • ; . .

' dQ Other Marxist ^^olutionary groups ■

■ ■ A long—established group which would come under this category is the
/ ‘ Proletarian Party of America, a relatively small organisation.

• There a-lso are a few small groups composed of ex -members of the
. . Communist Party, USA, who have voluntarily left the party or who

have been expelled, usually for factionalism. '
• ea General .

Communist investigations must be conducted in a most discreet and •'
• thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies

\ ■ are not to accompany Agents during the course of security—type
' investigations without prior Bureau authority. Bureau employees ■

should not discuss communist or related investigations with any
. . unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to-be

' . used in speeches of Bureau employees without specific authorization.
Eowpver, there is considerable mimeographed material in each office, 
including speeches, testimony,and magazine articles prepared by the

- Director which -could be furnished outside individuals interested in ■
the subject of communism without any discussion.

2. Purposes of investigation .
a. The investigation of the Communist‘Party, USA, and other similar—type

. ‘ organizations is of twofold purpose: (1) to obtain legally admissible
- evidence against these organizations for prosecution under existing

• Federal statutes set out above and (2) to, follow closely the activities
. of these organizations from an intelligence viewpoint to have a day—

to-day appraisal of the strength, dangerousness, and activities ,of 
these organizations seeking the overthrow of the U. S. Government.

bo Suggestions for proper coverage of the investigation of the Communist
. Party as an organization and similar organizations should include:

v (1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that "all
' - of the important ramifications of party activities are properly

covered ■
(2) Development of confidential, infoi-mants in all party levels,

/ including the national headquarters organization ■ .
v (3) The establishment of trash and mail covers on pertinent head—

. . quarters and party f unconaries ' . .
■ _ . (4) The constant effort to .cvelop admissible evidence against party

officials for violation of Federal laws .
' co Brief to establish illegal status of Communist Party, USA

(1) Purpose of brief is to collect all legally admissible evidence 
to prove, illegality of party in one file. (Bufile 100-3—74.)

. (2) Reports on brief to establish illegal status must be submitted
. .• by each office quarterly and should include only legally •

. ■ admissible evidence obtained during preceding three- '■.onth period.
.......... [ . . [If- there is no information to report, include a sta-.-.nent to ths. 

[ effect in the cover pages of the quarterly report ror the same
[ period entitled "Communist Party, USA,- Internal Se.arity — C"
[ (no copy needed for.Bufile 100-3—74).]

(3) It is advisable to use the following breakdown in preparing
. ■ . reports: ■ • ■

!a) Origin and continuity of the party- . ,
b) Pertinent statements, writings, and instructions relating to

•" (1) Marxism-Leninism, (2) imperialism, (3) proletarian
• . . • . internationalism, (4) defense of USSR, (5) revolutionary

.' _ - / statements ■ ’ ■
■ (c)- Internal Security Act of 1950. ' Include under this- ' ,

. heading any admissible evidence which would tend to prove
" a violation of section 4(a) of this act. .

5 
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3. Investigative procedures and suggestions
This section contains detailed investigative guides for use in 
investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 
USA.
a. To accurately and clearly show the true nature of the Communist 

Party, USA, data concerning the following topics must be fully 
[ developed and reported. [When material contains information that
[ would be logically reported under more than one topic heading
[ hut to do so would make the separate accounts unintelligible,
[ report all the material under the main heading and only refer to
[ the information undei' the other breakdowns. Do not repeat same.
[ data under separate headings.] Reports on the Communist Party, USA,

as an organization must be submitted by each office quarterly
_■ and should cover activities for the preceding three-month period. 

A?! offices ar’e required to use the following breakdown in pre- 
paving quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. . Each 
subfile caption must start oh a separate page.
(1) Organization (Bureau file 100-3-69)

(a) Security setup of district and/or s’tate organization. 
Office covering district headquarters, describe the

[ location and size of Communist Party office facilities,
rent paid, and name and number of office employees.

[ ’ [List address and/or post office box number of party
[ ■ headquarters.]
[ (b) [Identify]prihcipal district officials and important
[ functionaries, together with[titles, and furnish a]

short resume of important activities of each during 
three—month period. . ■

(c) Names of new commissions or special committees, identity 
and capacity of individual members thereof. Submit 
resume of activities of groups under appropriate subfile 
captions. .

(d) Special meetings embracing only organizational matters. 
Other pertinent matters discussed at meetings concerning 
policy or strategy to be submitted under appropriate 
subfile captions.-

(e) Extend this outline as fax* as necessary for clarity and 
to meet needs of office under this or any succeeding

' subsection. Auxiliary offices submit pertinent data 
concerning above matters which do not normally come to 

■ attention of office covering district headquarters.
(2) Membership (Bureau file 100-3-68) "

' • (a) . Quarterly reports are not to contain any membership
: statistics. Cover pages accompanying each quarterly

.... report must contain latest available statistics r-.-lat-'ug
to total number of Communist Party members in th- 
district. Membership data must start on separ -

; • ’• cover page. Office of origin, which is I flee c • ung
. ' Communist .Party district headquarters, shotild sub..< c

. .. ■ following figures: . .
. I. For entire Communist Party district

II« For individual states covered by. Communist Party- 
district " ‘ ’

III. For number of Communist. Party members in area covered 
■.... ■ - ;■ -by field office ■ -

Auxiliary offices should submit following membership 
figures to the Bureau and office of origin:
I. For state or portion of state covered by 'that 

field office
II. For number of Communist Party members in the area 

covered by that field office

6 
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. SECT ; 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ) 87D
If a questio^^f law .arises as to existence o^^violation, advise

’ Bureau and hold investigation in abeyance until opinion is .
- obtained from Department. Where the materiality of the denial 

or omission indicates a full investigation is not warranted, a 
limited investigation may be conducted; e.g. , where denial of 
past International Workers Order (IWO) membership made and files 
show membership in IWO but no participation in its activities. 
However, the Department has advised it is unable to adopt any 
fixed policy as to whether prosecution .is warranted in any . 
particular category of cases of this type and desires to review 
and consider each case individually. Therefore, the basic facts 
concerning the execution and filing of the document and the sub
versive activity denied should be submitted in report form for 
presentation to the Department, even though the basis for the 
concealment or fraudulent statement does not appear to be 
'material.

•• -v * ■ '

■‘'(■’Investigate and report criminal fraud violation (such as. con— 
'•■'■ cealment of arrests) arising during security—type fraud investi— 

. gation on same subject in conjunction with the investigation of
the security—type fraud. Both violations will be presented to 
the Department by the Bureau. If, however, the security-type 
fraud investigation is discontinued, handle the criminal fraud 
separately in accordance with section 47 of this manual. Mili
tary intelligence agencies often refer cases for security investi
gations under Delimitations Agreement in which security—type fraud 
violations also involved. If the subversive information does 
not warrant full security investigation but does indicate a 
possible fraud violation, advise the interested agency the 
Bureau’s investigation will be directed toward proving the 
possible violation of law and that any background investigation 
contemplated by it pursuant to its administrative responsibili
ties will not interfere with our investigation. Advise agency 
any pertinent information developed during our investigation will 
be furnished it and request it to do likewise. Thereafter, 
immediately initiate the security matter — fraud against the 
Government investigation. If the subversive infoi’mation warrants 
full security investigation and also indicates a fraud violation, 
advise interested agency the Bureau is initiating a full security 

- investigation in conjunction with investigation of the possible ' 
. violation of law and results will, be furnished it upon receipt.

Thereafter, immediately institute such an investigation looking 
toward inclusion of subject on security index and proving’possible 
violation of law. Expedite investigation where military has ‘ 
referred case.

If admissible evidence developed does not warrant submission of 
prosecutive summary report, submit results of investigation in 
investigative report. . ■.

21
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87 D KTON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATx

(7) Public Law 87-835, approved 10-16-:62, amended the Nation?-.!
Defense Education Act of 1958 and tho National Science Foundation 
Act of 1950 which provide Federal funds for scholarships and 
fellowships. Members of organizations which have registered under 
the Internal Security Act of 1950 or have been ordered to register 
by the Subversive Activities Control Board are prohibited from 
applying for, using, or attempting to use a- scholarship or 
fellowship if any part of the funds therefor is appropriated 
under these acts. Penalty for violation is $10,-000 fine or five 
years’ imprisonment or both. Acts also require full disclosure 
of any criminal conviction since applicant's sixteenth birthday 
and concerning any pending criminal charges punishable by 
confinement over -30 days. Title 18, USC, § 1001, applies to 
the latter provision.

[ [(8) Refer to section 87G captioned "Internal Security Act of 1950"
[ for possible additional violations that may arise under the
[ ‘ provisions of the Internal Security Act of 1950.]

4»- Individuals to be investigated
It is not possible to formulate any hard—and—fast standards by .which the 
dangerousness Of individual members or affiliates of revolutionary organ
izations may be automatically measured because of manner revolutionary 
organizations function and great scope and variety of activities. Exercise 
sound judgment and discretion in evaluating importance and dangerousness 
of. individual members or affiliates,.

As a general policy, investigate the activities of any individual falling 
within one or more of the following categories who does not come within 
one of the restrictions on investigations listed under 87D, 5, below;
a. Membership in basic revolutionary organizations■subsequent to 1—1—49 
be Espousing line of revolutionary movements

(1) Any individual who, since the outbreak of hostilities in Korea 
(6-25-50), continued to espouse the line of one or more of the 
above-mentioned revolutionary organizations or related groups • 
■thereby defining his or her adherence to policies opposed to 
best interests of the Uo So '

■’ (2) Espousal mentioned above encompasses. a wide variety and range 
of activities. Membership in one or more'of the basic revo
lutionary organizations is not a prerequisite to the institution 
of an investigation of an individual within this category.

(3) Espousal expressed by membership or active participation in 
subversive front groups (whether 'or not cited by the Attorney 
General) must be evaluated in each case. Consider nature and 

• type of fro nt' organiz.atio n, as well as extent of individual’s 
activities on behalf of the front organization or in support of 
the basic revolutionary organization. Open investigation in every 
instance in which information available indicates a subject is. 
actively engaged in the affairs of a subversive front organi
zation in a leadership capacity or by active participation in 
'the furtherance of the aims and purposes of-the front organization.

(4) Do not open an investigation on mere membership alone- in a front 
organization in the absence of allegations of active participa
tion or leadership in the group unless information is available 
indicating past membership at any time in a basic revolutionary 
organization or sufficient other derogatory information is known.

22 
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ACTION 87. UECUkITY HIVE5TIGATIO NS 87D*
* ' X

II.
^ce V .

White and Caucasian yj •
.Negro N
Chinese C .
Others 0

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese), 
American Indians, etc.) - ‘

III. Sex
Male M • ’
Female F

IV., Citizenship
Native born NB-
Naturalized NA-
Alien -AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security 
index card is recommended, space should be left 
blank but status should be ascertained and sub
mitted by FD—122.) . ’

V., Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency 
Communist Party, USA COM
Independent Socialist League ISL J ’
Socialist Workers Party SWP
Johnson-Forest Group JFG
American Socialist Clubs ASC

[ 
[ 
[

[Nationalist groups
■ advocating independence . .

for Puerto Rico PRN]
Proletarian Party of America PPA
Nation-of Islam ■ ■ NOI
Bulgarian . EUL
Cuban CUB
Czechoslovakian CZE
Hungarian HUN
Rumanian RUM
Russian RUS-

■Yugoslavian YUG
VI.> Dangerousness classification (where applicable) 

Detcom DC
VII.. Key figure and top functionary designation (where applicable 

Key figure KF
Top functionary TF

■ VIII., Special section cards ■
Atomic energy program ■ ... -

employees . AEP
' Cuban special section • CUB ' . ' . .

Espionage subjects . ESP
Foreign government employees FGE
Pro-Tito subjects ; YUG
United Nations employees UNE
U. S. Government employees GOV

IX., Unavailable section cards . . . • .
Missing MI .
Out of country OC
Imprisoned PR

■ ■ ■ X.
XI.

( Date and place of birth .
, Key facility geographical reference number and abbre

viation denoting the agency having security responsibility 
for the key facility obtained from the Department of 
Defense Key Facilities List (where app‘- ■ hie)

XII.
XIII.

. Residence address

. Employment address and any additional du ■ deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.

XIV.. Field, office file number

49
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87 D SE. JOB 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIC ' ‘ ’

’
' (b; Data to appear on separate at bached card ■

I. The following" data Eiust be placed on a "separate 
card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not’be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information, '
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other data required,, •
SA) Complete description .
b) Notation that security index flash notice has been ’ 

submitted for posting in Identification Division
■(c) Photograph, with date taken placed below " 

. (D) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including
notation if subject possesses firearms ■

(e) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 

v locations, listing of number of minor children
• and aged dependents "

II® If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 
this inf oi'mation. Upon posting of security .index flanh 
notices in security index cases, the field will be, 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special and unavail— 

. able sections, . "
III, Form FD-186 is used for purpose of compiling information 

to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 

' of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling
- the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
.employee designated to post this information on the 
attachment to the geographical, special or unavailable 
sections. After the secui-ity index card'has been pre— . 
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing on FD—186 has b§en posted on the card to be attached, 

. . -it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

FD—186 may‘also be used to record information that a 
' security index-subject has be.en physically observed.

Descriptive data developed during observation o-f the • 
’ subject should be noted on FD-186 for posting.

(6) Arrangement of the security index -
(a) At Bureau

■The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The

■ white 5— by 8—inch' security "index cards are printed by this
, machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use

of this device, the security index can be broken down . 
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at the Bureau, This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. '

An alphabetical ' . -fcdown of the true names and. all aliases 
of security inde.. -..bjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
.for administrati 7- purposes, .
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■' 5CTI0N 87. 'SECURITY TimSTIGA'.. ^.S 87D

III. Persons active in Communist party nndt -ground 
IV. Any other security index subject who's-.: activities, 

past or present, regardless of members-ip in a 
revolutionary organisation, clearly ana unmistakably 
depict the individual as a potential 'saboteur.
espionage agent, or disruption:! st in the- event of an 
emergency ■

(c) Recommendations for and removal of detcom designation
I. Approval of SAC

Designation of each subject for -tcom program or 
removal of any subject therefre .ust be personally 
approved by SAC, or in offices ! -,/ing more than ■ .
1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, ba^. Bureau— 
approved security supervisor. If individual" ■^wbjects 
being recommended for inclusion in security index 
are also being recommended foi- detcom,. above
required approval by SAC may be handled in conjunc— .

• tion with requirements specified in 87D 7b (4). ■
II. [When form FD—122 is submitted recommending either 

tabbing foi' detect?, or deletion of such tabbing, 
attach an additional page setting out a brief summary 
of facts upon which the recommendation is based.]

III. [Deleted] ,
(d) Administrative procedures for handling detcom program ’ 

Take following action to assure that security index*cards 
for subjects tabbed detcom for priority of apprehension will 
be readily available for emergency action in your office: 
I, Consider each security index case for detcom tabbing 

whether subject's security index card is filed in 
geographical, special, or unavailable sections of

. security index.
II. Geographical section .

■ Divide geographical section of security index into two 
distinct parts. • • .
(A) ■ P.art I of geographical, section shall includ’e only " 

' security index cards for subjects who are tabbed
detcom under instructions noted above.

(B) Part II of geographical section shall contain 
security index cards for all subjects that are - 

• NOT tabbed detcom. ■
(C) Tn offices having two separate and distinct 

geographical sections, i.e., geographical-employment 
. ■ ■ and geographical—residence, as p.rovided under - "

", - . 87D 7b (6) herein, each such geographical section
. must be broken into parts I and II, in line with 

. foregoing, so that cards tab1-! detcom will be
separated and maintained apar from other security 

• index cards.
. (D). No colored tabs necessary on cards of detcom sub—

... jects in geographical section. "
• III. Alphabetical section ' .

(A) One security index card for each subject is to 
' . be filed in alphabetical section in strict alpha
' • betical order with no other breakdown whatsoever.

(B) Affix a colored tab to each security index card 
designated for detcom in alphabetical section to 

• readily identify such subjects. '
(C.) Detcom tabbings approved at Bureau will be shown 

on security index cards forwarded to field by code 
letters "DC" in first line on cards and by word 
"DETCOM". stamped in large red letters.
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• ,
■ IV. Special section and unavailable section

Security index cards of de boom subjects filed in 
. special and unavailable sections are to be desig— 

.• nated by affixing colored tabs.. 
. (e) General .

I. Tabbing of cards .
Iio security index card is to contain tabs for any /
purpose other than to designate detcom classification 
under foregoing provisions with the following exception. 
The alphabetical security index cards on those individuals 

' designated as "Pro-Cuban" should be tabbed with a metal ’
tab of a color different from those used to tab detcom 

' subjects. •
1 , x - II* Removal from detcom categoi-y '

i .* Careful analysis must be made of each case in which
I . deicticn from detcom category is proposed. For in—

' stance, when a key figure is being removed from such ’ 
. ' y' status, file review may well disclose that subject

■ qualifies for detcom tabbing for reasons covered in
87D 7b (.11) (b), above, independent of key figure ■
status. ■ •

[ c. Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities[and .
[ defense facilities] • ' • ■

(1) Responsibility ■ ’ '
FBI is responsible’ by Presidential directive for keeping other 

. Federal agencies adyised of developments within their juris—

. diction affecting plants having armed forces contracts, as well
as other facilities, utilities, and critical points of trans
portation and communications systems which have been designat-..d 
as vital to the national defense and welfare by the Department 

. of'Defense. . ■

FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement for investi— ’ 
gating employees of private contractors who have contracts with 

■ . . agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive ’
information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough investi- ’ 
gation must be conducted and consideration for inclusion ‘in 
security index given concerning any individual employed in or 

. having access to a key facility who is alleged to have bee'n,
at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary 

, • . . organization or against whom 'sufficient othei' subversive .
. • information is in our possession which warrants suc’h. action.

. . (a) Requests for investigation from ‘another agency .
‘ ’ When another agency requests investigation of individual
[ ’ . employed in key facility[and/or defense facility,]institute
[ . investigation immediately if basis of request so warrants.

. Advise Bureau of request, basis thereof, and that investi
gation is being conducted.

\[ • (b) Verification of key facility[or defense facility]status of ’
place of employment . • ■ .

[ • - -Department of Defense Key Facilities List[and-Defense Facilitie
[ . ■ ’ List](maintained in each office) must be checked for verifi—

. _ cation of information-that a security investigation subject’s
. . . place of employment may be included in suc-h list. . .

• ■ (c) Individuals denied access to restricted inforination .
■ ’ . Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently advise

that an individual has been denied clearance to work in 
' a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted

information* In some instances clearance is denied based 
on information furnished by Bureau. At other times, in— • 

. formation in Bureau files is very meager or possibly .
negative and basis for such denial of clearance is not 
known. The intelligence agency is responsible for furnish

’ ing Bureau with any information involving disloyalty or
subversiveness.

. - Office receiving notification that an individual has been
. denied clearance must ascertain promptly basis for such

denial and obtain all pertinent data contained in file of ■
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. When the subject of such an investigation is presently in the
security index, a letter must be directed to the Bureauat the 
time the report is submitted advising that the subject is in

• the security index. ■

Information of interest to FBI and/oi’ AEG obtained subsequent to 
completion of Atomic Energy Act — applicant investigations con
cerning AEC employees or persons having access to restricted 
data should be handled according to instructions in section 
20, volume II, of this manual.

f. [Submission of and general rules concerning security reports] 
(1) General ■ ■ ■ .

< [Submission of summary reports should not be delayed for the
. purpose of conducting current investigation in previously

closed cases, but appropriate leads should be set out.]
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b/U

■Cases of all security index subjects mus't be reopened or placed 
in a pending status for the purpose of preparing investigative 
reports.1^ .accordance with the schedule outlined in 87D 7f (8) . .

• j»L •
Office ibices and any material channelized to the case file . 
since the most recent report should be reviewed and the case 
brought up to date by appropriate investigation to determine y 
subject’s current activities.

If no subversive information is available, the fact that 
; appropriate confidential informants have been contacted

with negative results should be submitted in report form. . 
. This is necessary in order that the Department can be •

' advised of the status of the case of each individual who is
■ listed for apprehension in the case of an emergency.

h;/■, Each time that a case is reopened .-ind brought up to date, it 
' should, be critically analyzed in t.'.e light of the security

index criteria set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure 
' must be followed on a continuing basis for each security index

subject. ,
(2) Origin .

The office of origin will be that o.ffice coveri: J the territory 
wherein the subject's subversive activities- occur. In most 
instances this will also be the office in which territory the 
subject resides and is employed. In those cases in which the sub
ject’s subversive activities take place in the territory of 
an office other than the office covering the place of residence 
and/or employment, the office of origin shall be that office 
which can best cover the subversive activities of the subject.

. . (3] Deleted
(4) Classification

(a) 100 — for individuals affiliated with the basic revolutionary
■ and front organizations of Marxian ideology and’ members of

the. Nation of Islam .... .
[ ’ • (b) 105 — for members of[Puerto Rican nationalist groups]

or others having nationalistic tendencies of a non-Marxist 
. character

(5) Title' . .
Only one subject shall be carried in the title of each 

■ report. Separate reports must be submitted for each ' -
subject regardless of their relationship; i.e., husband

■ . and wife, father and son, etc. . - ■ .. . . ’
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(6) Character
(a) Key figures and top functionaries

Irilernal Security — followed by the letters designating 
the organiKt tional affiliation ox- nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Internal Security - C 
Internal Security — SWP

(b) Others
Security Matter — followed by the letters designating 
the organisational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Security Matter — C 
Security Matter — SWP 
Security Matter — X (native fascist) 
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the character 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in the first report following the deletion and all subsyaent 
reports. When a security mattei' subject is designated 
key figure, the first report after the designation ane 
subsequent reports shall bear the internal security c ■ oter. 

[ In any event, if subject is employed in a[defenc< ■- y
[ so designated by the Secretary of Defense pursue." e . :otion
[ 5 of the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amend- , jadd the

additional character "Internal Security Act of 19 .J" if 
the organizational activity of the subject is of a communist 
nature.

(7) Deleted
(8) Status

All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows:
(a) Top functionaries

I. Pending inactive . .
(A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. Forty—five 

days prioi' to the date a quarterly report is due, 
each such case shall be placed in a pending—active 

■■ status for the preparation of the report so that 
the report can.be submitted at the designated time.

■(b) Keyfigures - .
. • I, Pending inactive ■ ■ ’

_ . (a) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty—
, •- •_ . .... - ■ . five days -prior to the date a semiannual report is

. - - due, each such case shall be placed in a pending-
active status for the preparation of the report

■so that the report can be submitted at the desig
nated time.

.(c) Deleted
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' (d) Other security index subjects . '
I, Cloned ■ . .

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be ( 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to 
insure submission of an annual investigative report. • 
The cases shall be opened, and assigned 45 days prior 
to the date the annual report is due. Such cases . 
shall also be opened and assigned six months after 
submission of the airffiia-l report to accomplish veri
fication of addresses. Upon such verification, the 
cases should be closed administratively. ’

(e) Cases of subjects recommended for security index
‘ I. Pending inactive ■ •

(A) If all active investigation completed at the time
. FD—122 forwarded to Bureau

(B.) Lead to follow Bureau for security index card should 
be set forth. ’ ’ ■

■ Iio Clos ed

SA) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau 
B) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 
. investigative report as in (d) above,. ‘

.- (f) Subjects not in security index who are not to be included,
therein • • ’
I, Closed ■ ’ ,

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) 
■ pertaining to interview must be complied with.

(9) [Content]
(a) [In order to insure completeness of investigation, the 

following items should be considered as pertihYint to an 
investigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
be handled under topical headings where appropriate.] •

• I. Background -

(A) Birth date _ . ,
B) Citizenship status ' ' , f
C) Education' ’ ■ _

!D) Marital status •
E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, includin 

. . type of discharge, citations, etc.) '

!F) Identification record
G) Employment " . ■ ‘
H) Residence . • . _ ..
I) Status of health (if known) 

‘ • II® Connections with Communist Party (or other basic revolu- 
. tionary groups and/or- front organizations) ‘ •

. . : (A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary
. . group including sponsors, etc. '

. (B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of,
. and positions held in subversive movement with which 

" • subject is identified . ’

74 '
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87. SECURITY I1JVE STIG ATI! 87D

(j) In connection with periodic reports in security index 
cases, there arc instances in which evidence of extensive 
activity in subversive cr/anizations will Be developed. 
In these oases it is permissible to report such information 
in narx’ative-type statements without indicating exact 
dates of activity; however, the period of time involved 
must be shown, as well as the inclusive dates of .the 
informant reports.

This type reporting is not to be utilized in Smith Act of 
1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 cases. The 
narrative statements must be statements of facts and not 
conclusions and information from each source must be reported 
in separate narrative statements,

(k) The above instructions in no way remove responsibility 
for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing 
in mind the fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar 
as matters of substance are concerned, nor is responsibility 
removed for the reporting in detail of information tending 
to establish a subject’s knowledge of the basic aims and 
purposes of the subversive organizations with -which affil
iated oi’ information tending to establish that a subject 
holds revolutionary and/or anarchist beliefs.

In the documentation of narrative statements set forth the 
location of the original documents in the field office 
files by the file number and. serial scope.

(10) Administrative data
(a) General

All references to the following items, all administrative' 
in nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 
reports: .
I. Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles 

of other cases, priority apprehension program, key. 
figure or top functionary status., security index-flash 
notices. (FD-165), forms FD-122, FD-122a, FD-128, and 

' . FD-128a, and Bureau instructions for handling cases or
any information contained in Bureau or field correspondenc-- 
which is not inves-tigative in nature

77 ‘
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.IT. Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
contain data affecting Material included on subject's, 
existing security index: card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as the last page 
form FD-3O5, appropriately checked, which form contains . 
items pertaining to the following: -
(A) That subject is included in the security index 
(B) That data appearing on security index card is '

current or requires change '
(c) That FD-122 has been submitted to Bureau where 

security index card changes are necessary
(D) That a suitable photograph is or is not available 
(E) [Deleted] • . ‘ ,

•(f) That subject is employed in a key facility and that 
agencies interested in that facility are specified

(G) Reason for classifying report
. (H) Dates subject was previously interviewed and

reason for not reinterviewihg subject '
(l) That subject no longer meets security index 

criteria and a letter has been directed to the 
Bureau recommending cancellation of the security 
index card . •

(j) That subject's case has been re—evaluated and reasons 
are set forth as to why subject's activities continue 

. to fall within security index criteria ’
, (K) Teat subject's security index card is or is not 

‘ tabbed detcom and that subject’s activities do or do
not warrant detcom tabbing '

III. Form FD-305a containing‘iterns pertinent to reserve . 
' index.subjects will be similarly utilized in connection 

with the submissien of reports in reserve index cases. 
) Documentation of reports 

I. Deleted ’ •
II, If information necessary for complete documentation 

. is not available in subject's case file, necessary 
review of other office files should be made. If 
not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the 
cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau..

Ill, Extensive investigation should not be conducted to ’ 
. further identify and locate outside individuals who •

have in the past furnished background information 
or to obtain documentary evidence of background -

. information. For example, if previous investigation' 
’ revealed that subject, according to reliable records, 

such as birth records, school records, or records of 
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born 
at a certain place on a certain date, such information

■ Tzill be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further
• . verification will not be necessary. ■ , •
'.IV, During the preparation of summary reports it is often

. found that information being incorporated into a re
port was originally obtained by another office and all 
of the necessary information for complete documentation 
will not be in the possession of the office preparing 
the report.* In such an' instance, if the office pre

. paring the report is in possession of Photostats of ' 
documents obtained by the other offices and the identity

78
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87D 
References are to page.

,{*
«*

*!

Administrative data, 77 
Admissible evidence, 37 
Airman with certificates from 

FAA, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 81

Aliens
Cuban, 45a,45b 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80 
investigation of, 26

Alphabetical section of security 
, index, 51,63

Annual revieji ,of section A, 
; '• reserve index,

42b
Appearance and content of security 

index cards, 
48

Armed forces 
dissemination to, 81 
members of, 25 
record in, 27 
relatives in, 27 
subjects entering, 56,60’ 
subjects in, 25

Arrangement of security index, 
50 

alphabetical section, 51,63 
at Bureau, 50 
geographical section, 51,63 
in field office, 51 
inactive section, 56 
special section, 52 
unavailable section, 53

Atomic Energy Act subjects, 
inclusion in 

-- ■ security index,
70,71

.Bureau 
applicants, inclusion in 

security index, 
■70

'authority to investigate, 24
responsibility, 19

Cancellation of
security flash notice,.27a
security index cards 

after induction into armed
forces, 60 . •

mechanics, 60
on departure from U. S., 60
only after interview, 38
upon death, 60

Canvassing informants, 72
Changes on security index cards, 

58
Channelizing, 36,72,79
Character of reports, 73
Characterizations, 79
Chinese’

extraction, 48,62
sympathies, 48

Classification of cases, 72
Concealment of membership, 31
Confidential informants, 72
Contacting

faculty members, 25
registrars, 25
students, 25 
superiors of faculty members, .

25 • -
Contacts

during investigation, 25
with foreign establishments, 25 

Content
and appearance 

of reserve -index cards, 43 
of security index cards, 48 

of reports, 74 .....
Corroboration, 37 
Criteria for inclusion in security

index, 45
Cuban . .

activity in support' of Cuban regime,’ 
45a

aliens, 45a,45b
pro-Cuban activity, 45b

•' special section, 49,53 
tabbing cards, 45b,64

Dangerousness 
definition of, 44 
determination of, 44 
Nation of Islam membership, , 

46
Death of security index subject, 

.60
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Defected subjects, 42 •
Defense facilities, 64,73 

list, 64 
when investigate individuals employed 

in, 64
Definitions, 19 

of dangerousness, 44 '
Departmental applicants, inclusion 

in security index or 
reserve index, 70

Detcom, 62 
administrative procedures, 63 
key figures, 68 
purpose, '62 '
removal from, 58,63,64 
top functionaries, 62,70 
who to be tabbed, 62

Determination of 
dangerousness, 44 
membership and position in 

labor organizations, 
29

Dissemination .
concerning individuals who are 

not within 
Bureau investigative 
jurisdiction, 81 

of reports 
at SOG, 81 
in field, 79 

• on subjects employed in 
, . key facilities,

’ ‘ 65,80
Documentation of reports, 78 

completion of, 78 ,

Employees of 
international organizations, 

. 25 .
U. S. Government,.25

Espionage subjects, inclusion 
. • in security

. index or reserve 
index, 70

Evidence, 37 .
desirability of 

admissibility, 29,37 
corroboration, 37 

of knowledge of aims and 
- purposes, 29

of membership or affiliation, 
29 .

preservation of, 37

Faculty members • ~
contacts with, 25 ■ •
investigation of,’ 24 

Fifth amendment, 46 
File on defected subjects, 42 .
File reviews, 34 ’ .
Flash notices (security) 

cancellation of, 27a 
notation concerning, on 

FD-128, 59 
when place, 27 .

Foreign '
diplomats, 25 
establishments, 25 ’
intelligence subjects, inclusion 

. in security index or
reserve index, 70 

t our s, 3 3 a '
travel, 33 .

Forms . ' ’ . ’
FD-122 ’

abstracts for, 47 ■
changes in data on security - 

• index card by, 
58,78 

concerning persons- of Chinese 
extracti-on or 

’ Chinese sympathy, 4'8 . 
cover letter thereto, 32 
Cuban subjects, 45b 
detcom tabbing or deletion 

. of such tabbing, 63
placing name in or removing from 

special section of security 
index, 53 ’ .

'unavailable section of . '
. ' security index, 32.54

recommending for inclusion in 
security index, 45b,47 

recommending missing subjects 
for unavailable 
section of 

' ■ security index,
’ . ’ 32,54 ■ ...

reference to, 77 
. succinct summary with, 47 ■

- Cuban subjects, 45b 
- when subject employed in key 

' facility, 65
•’ FD—122a, 42b,43,61,77 '

FD-128 '• ' '
reference to, 77 
when securitv flash notice is on 

file,.27a 
when subject moves, 58,59

82b
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INDEX FOR SECTION 87 D ' 
References are to page.

Tabbing SI cards, 45b,62,64, .
■ 70 •

Thumbnail sketches, 79 -
Title of reports, 72 ■
Top functionaries, 66,69 ' '

change of office of origin, 
70 . .

definitionof,69 , '
designation of, 69 '
handwriting of, 70 
inclusion in key figure list, 

70
movement of, 59 • . .
photographs of, 70
program, 66
regulations governing, 70
reports on, 70 ■

status of, 70,73 
tabbing for dotcom, 62,70 ■

Topical headings in reports, 
74 . -

Tours, 33a .
Trash covers, 36 .
Travel _ .

abroad, 33 ' ' . -
behind iron curtain, 34

Unavailable section of security 
• index, 53

imprisoned subjects, 54 
missing subjects, 32,54 
subjects traveling abroad, 

’ 34,54
Underground membership or 

■ ■ . activity, -31
United Nations employees, -25 
U. S. Government employees, 25

Verification of , ■
•; addresses • ' ■ ■ .

reserve index, section A, 42b 
security index, 32,57 

employment 
reserve index, section A, 

42b 
security index, 32,57 .

key facility or defense- facility . 
status of place 
of employment, 
64

Voice of America, inclusion, of 
. employees in

' security index or
reserve index, 70
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Whether or not defeotee av^^aUe for interview 

by o.ll Agents .
(E) Whether he is in position to testify and wills ng

to do so
• III. Do not include information concerning .security inform—

ants for security reasons. .
IV. Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in •

identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish 
information of value in the future and will obviate 
necessity of extensive file re vic; yrs in this connection.

. •' V. A special index may be used for this file if desirable. 
If used, it should contain cards filed alphabetically 
indicating names, times, and places dcfcctees wore' in-a 
subversive movement and a brief description of informa
tion available from them. Break index down geographi— 

’ cally and subdivide by years if desirable.
Administrative procedures .

[a. Reserve index ' '
(1) Purpose '

1‘he reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light cf ever—changing conditions, should be continually 

■ borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country 
with a viev? toward possible investigation, interrogation, or 
action under the security index program. This index may serve 
as an administrative aid and 'working index containing a central 

• repository of the names of individuals having sympathy for or
affiliation with the Communist Party or. other basic revolu ,-nary 
organizations. ... - .

(2) Individuals to be included ' .
This index is to contain names of individuals when, follow' , ' 
investigation, the information does not justify the inclusion of 
the subject’s name in the security index when there is evidence of:
(a) Membership in a basic revolutionary organization subsequent 

. • to January 1, 1949, together with some indication of sympathy
or association ’with such an organ!zation-or a subversive 

- front organization subsequent to the reported membership and 
no reliable evidence of defection

(b) Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of ■ 
' membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 

five years, coupled with some evidence or information 
' " indicating activity, association, or sympathy for the

subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable 
• evidence of defection. .

• (c} The individual, within the past five years, by-his associa
tions, writings, financial support, or conduct in relation 
to and support of subversive organizations or :he internationa 

' communist movement is in a position to influ.• ■ others at
the time of a' national emergency and no relia : _• evidence of .

' defection^
’ (d) Leadership or substantial activities in a major subversive

■ front group over three years ago, togethei' with some evidence
' of continuing activity, association, or sympathy for the

• subversive cause" within three years and no reliable evidence
' . of defection • ■ ' . /

. (e) Membership in a subversive front organization within the *
' ■ past three years and no reliable evidence of defection

42a 
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(3) Arrangement
This index is to be maintained in two sections,’ section A and 
section B. Each section will be maintained alphabetically on 
5— by 8—inch cards.
(a) Section A

Section A of the reserve index is designed to represent a 
special group of individuals who should receive priority 
consideration with respect to investigation and/or other 
action following the apprehension of security index subjects. 

; I. Section A should include those individuals whose sub
versive activities do not bring them within the security 
index criteria but who, in a time of national emergency, 
are in a position to influence others against the national 
interest dr are likely to furnish material financial aid 
to subversive elements due to their subversive associa
tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi
viduals meeting the standards for inclusion in the reserve 
index and who fall within the following categories: 
!A) Professors, teachers, and educators 
B) Labor union organizers or leaders 
C) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and 

others in the mass media field 
!D) Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
E) Other potentially influential persons on a 

local or national level
^F) Individuals who could potentially furnish 

material financial .aid
II. Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve 

index (section A)
(A) Recommendations for inclusion of names in section 

A of the reserve index are to be submitted to the 
Bureau by form FD-122a. A succinct summary setting 
forth the basis for the recommendation should be 
attached to the form FD—122a[unless the recommen
dation is made simultaneously with a recommendation 
that the subject’s name be deleted from the security 
index.] In addition, if.no report is accompanying 
the. recommendation, a statement to that effect' 
should appear .on the page containing the succinct 
summary. .

(b) Upon Bureau approval.of recommendation for the 
inclusion of an individual’s name, in section A of 
the reserve index, two reserve index cards will be 

• ■ . . ■ • • forwarded to the. field. Add on the reverse side-,
available descriptive data. One card is to be 

' filed in your office, and one card is to be 
filed away from headquarters city at the same 
location as the extra set of security index cards 
.are now-stored.

III. Periodic review .of section A of the reserve index 
, - ' Investigations of individuals listed in section A of

the reserve index -are to be brought up to date annually 
and considered for security index status or retention 
in the reserve index. Form FD—154 may be used for 

" -the annual review by amending it .for use in reserve 
index cases. This investigation should include, 
as a minimum:
(A) Verification of residence,and employment
(b) Indices search and file review to determine 

whether additional investigation is warranted 
or whether an interview with the individual 
is desirable

(c) If additional investigation is conducted or if 
there is unreported information of a sub
versive nature contained in the files, submit 
a report.

42b
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National 
Defense Education Act of 1958, 22 
Guard members, dissemination of informa

tion concerning, 80
Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22

Natural i zed ci ti zens 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80 
investigations of, 26

Nev/ office of origin, 58

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72 
Out of the country, unavailable 

section of security 
index, 54

Overt acts, 45

Periodic review of section A, 
reserve index, 42b 

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35
Photographs, 28

of key figures, 67
of top functionaries, 70 
status of security index 

Cases while 
obtaining,. 28,68

• Physical
description, 28
surveillances, 35 

maintenance of SA’s notes, 38-•
Position

and importance, 30
in labor organizations, 29

Potential dangerousness, 44 
of Nation-of Islam members, 

46
Preservation of evidence, 37 
Priority apprehension program, 

62
Private records, 36
Public

' Law 87-835, 22
source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of 
investigation, 19 
security index, .43

Receipt of information of 
subversive activities, 
25.

Recommendation for inclusion in 
section A, reserve index, u2b,61 
s e curity i nd ex, 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b ■ 
when subject has Chinese 

sympathy, 48 -
when subject is of Chinese 

extraction, 48 
when subject is out of country,’48 
when there is missing back

ground inf o-■■ma bi on, 
47

Re—evaluation of security index 
status, 57,72,78 

■Registrars of institutions of ’ • 
learning, 24,25 

Reinterviews, 42 
Relatives in ax’med forces, 27 
Removal from security index, 46a,61 
Reports 

administrative data in, 77 
character of, 73 
content of, 74 
cumulative items, 76 
dissemination of, 79 
documentation of, 78 
lumping inf oi-mation in, 76 
narrative—type statements, 77 
schedule of, 73 
status of, 73 
summarizing information in, 76 
title of, 72 . -
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after 

interview, 41 
when necessary at time requesting

Bureau authority to 
interview, 39 

when not necessary after intcr- 
■ view, 40a 

when not necessary at time 
requesting Bureau 

. authority to . 
interview, 39 

Reserve index, 42a 
arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and appearance, 

43 - 
content, 43 
p.ames deleted from security 

index, 61,6?
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Reserve index (continued) 
purpose, 42a 
removal from, 43 
section A .

changes, 43 
. individuals to be included, 

421,61
periodic review of, 42b
recommendations for inclusion

_ in, 42b,61
when to submit reports,- 42b

section B, 43,62 .
standards for, 42a ,
subjects

espionage and foreign 
intelligence 
investigations, 70

’ security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70

■Reserves, dissemination of 
information 

' concerning
members of, 80

Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
-Restrictions on investigations, 

. 24

Schedule of reports, 73
Scope of investigation, 26.
Seamen, dissemination of infor— ■

- • . .. mation concerning,
■ . - ‘ 80
Security . •

" flash notice 
cancellation of, 27a

■ ■ notation concerning on FD-128, 
59 . .

when place, 27
index, 43

. arrangement of, 50 
cards

' cancellation of., 38,42,60 
changes on, 58

' content and appearance of, 48
of key figures, 68

' tabbing, 45b,62,64,70
transfers to reserve index, 61,

62
criteria for, 45
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64
dangerousness, 44

. purpose, 43

Security (continued) .
index (continued)

recommendation for /45a,45 b, 46a ,47
re—ovaluation of status, 72
removal from, 46a,61
subjects of ’ -

espionage and foreign 
intelligence 
investigations, 70 

security of Government
• employees case .

in, 70 '
summary reports, 47 ■

informants, 34 •
cancellation of security 

index cards 
pertaining to, 60

■of Government employees cases, 
inclusion of 
subjects in 
security index 
or reserve index/ 70

Signed statements, 41
Sleepers,- 31,52
Special section of security index, 

52 .
Cuban, 49,53

Standards for reserve index, 42a 
section A, 42b

Status of cases, 73 .
bn key figures, 73
on security index subjects ’ 

employed in key 
facilities, 66

on subjects in security index, 74
’on subjects recommended for
' security index, 74
on top functionaries, 73
while obtaining photographs, 28
while securing handwriting, 29 
while verifying residence and

. employment, 57 . •
Students

contacts with, 25
.investigations of, 24 ’

Summarizing information in reports, 
76,77

Summary reports, 47,71
Superiors of faculty members,.

25 . ■
Surveillances -

photographic, 35 • ’
physical, 35 ‘ .
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• • ■ -

If a question of law arises as to existence of violation, advise 
Bureau and hold investigation in abeyance until opinion is 
obtained from Department. Where the materiality of the denial 
or omission indicates a full investigation is not warranted, a 
limited investigation may be conducted; e.g. , where denial of ■ 
past International "Workers Order (IWO) membership made and files 
show membership in IWO but no participation in its activities. 
However, the Department has advised it is unable to adopt any 
fixed policy as to whether prosecution .is warranted in any 
particular category of cases of this type and desires to review 
and consider each case individually. Therefore, the basic facts 
concerning the execution and filing of the document and the sub
versive activity denied should be submitted in report form for 
presentation to the Department, even though the basis for the 
concealment or fraudulent statement does not appear to be 
"material.

Investigate and report criminal"fraud violation (such as. con
cealment of arrests) arising during securit.y—type fraud investi
gation on same subject in conjunction with the investigation- of 
the s ecurity—type Iraqd. Both violations will be presented to 
the Department by the Bureau. If, however, the security—type 
fraud investigation is discontinued, handle the criminal fraud • 
separately in accordance with section 47 of this manual. Mili
tary. intelligence agencies often refer cases for security investi
gations under Delimitations Agreement in which security—type fraud 
violations also involved. If the subversive information does 
not warrant full security investigation but does indicate a 
possible fraud violation, advise the interested agency the 
Bureau's investigation will be directed toward proving the 
possible, violation of law and that any background investigation 
contemplated by it pursuant to its administrative responsibili
ties will not interfere with our investigation. Advise agency 
any pertinent information developed during our investigation will 
be furnished it and request it to do likewise. Thereafter, 
immediately initiate the security"matter — fraud against the 
Government investigation. . If the subversive information warrants 
full security investigation and also indicates a fraud violation, 
advise interested agency the Bureau is initiating a full security 
investigation in conjunction -with investigation of the possible 
violation of. law and results will be furnished it upon receipt. 
Thereafter, immediately institute such an investigation looking ■ 
toward .inclusion of subject on security index and proving possible 
violation of law. Expedite investigation where military has ■ 
referred case. ' . • ‘

If admissible evidence developed does not warrant submission of 
prosecutive summary report, submit results of investigation in 
investigative report. - ..

21 
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87D SE N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION
W 
$

[

•f

[(7) Public Law 87-835., approved. 10-3 6-62, amended the National 
Defense Education Act of 1958 and the National Science foundation 
Act of 1950 which pr.ovide Federa' funds for scholarships and 
fellowships. Members of organizations which have registered under 
the Internal Security Act of 1950 or have been ordered to register 
by the Subversive Activities Control Board are prohibited from 
applying for, using, or attempting to-use a scholarship or * 
fellowship if any part of the funds therefor is appropriated 
under these acts. Penalty for violation is $10,000 fine or five

(

[

[
■ 4.

years' imprisonment or both 
of any criminal conviction 
and concerning any pending 
confinement over 30 days, 
the latter provision.] 

Individuals to be investigated 
It is not possible to formulate any 
•dangerousnes s of individual members

. Acts also require, full disclosure 
since applicant's sixteenth birthday 
criminal charges punishabl.e by 
Title 18, USC, § 1001, applies to

hard-and-fast standards by which the
or affiliates of revolutionaj'y organ- .

■ izations may be automatically measured because of manner revolutionary . 
organizations function and great scope and variety of activities. Exercise 
sound judgment and discretion in evaluating importance and dangerousness 
"of individual members or affiliates,, .

As a general policy, investigate the activities of any individual falling
within one or more of the following categories who does not com
one 
a0 
b.

of the restrictions on investigations listed under 87D, 5
ie within 
b elow:

Membership in basic revolutionary organizations subsequent to 1—1—49 
Espousing line of revolutionary movements ■ ’
(1) Any individual who, since the outbreak of hostilities in Korea 

(6—25—50) , continued to espouse, the line of one or more of the

(2)

(3)

above-mentioned revolutionary organizations or related groups 
thereby defining his or her adherence to policies’ opposed to

‘ best interests of the U. S. . -
Espousal mentioned above encompasses a wide variety and range 
of activitieso Membership in one or more of the'basic revo — 

- lutionary organizations is not a prerequisite to the institution 
of an investigation of an individual within this category.
Espousal expressed by membership or active participation in 
subversive front groups (whether or not cited by the Attorney .
General) must be evaluated in each case - - - •Consider nature and

■ .type of front organization, as well as extent of individual's 
activities on behalf of the front organization or ’in support of 
the basic revolutionary organization.. Open investigation, in every 
instance in which information available' indicates a subject is 

' " actively engaged in the affairs of a subversive front organi
zation in a leadership capacity or.by active participation in 
the furtherance of the aims and’purposes of the front organization 

(4) Do not open an investigation on mere membership alone in a front 
organization in the absence of allegations- of active participa
tion or leadership in the group unless inf ormat- ,:..n is' available 
indicating past membership at any time in a basic. revolutionary 
organization or sufficient other derogatory information is known.

S'•J.
S'
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£

*1
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FD-128a, 27a,43,77 
FD-154, 57 
FD-165, 27,77 ■ 
FD-186, 50 •
FD-305, 78
FD—305a, 78

Fraud against the Government, 
• 20,21,22

Geographical 
reference of key facility 

shown on security 
index card, 49 

section of security .index, 
51,63

Government employees, 25,70,80

Handwriting, 29 '
of key- figures, 67 '
of top functionaries, 7Q..^ 

Hostile subjects, interviews 
of, 41

Identification record, 27 
Imprisoned subjects in security 

■ . index, 54,60
Inactive section of security 

index, 56
Indices, check of, 72
Individuals '
to be investigated, 22 
traveling abroad, 33 * •

against whom stops are 
placed, 34

who are included in security
' ' index, 34

■ who travel behind iron .
■ . ■ curtain, 34
. with tours when no subversive 

■ . information on
. individual, 33’a

with tours when there is
’ subversive in—

’ for-.-at^on on
inf : . idual, 33a 

with foreign di, natic status, 
26

Informants, cancellation of 
security index 

• cards pertaining 
to, 60 .

Interviews ■ *
Bureau approval by rubber 

• .. stamp, 40
Bureau authority, 39,40a •
conditions for, 40

conducting at place of 
employment, 40a 

content and form of letter to 
Bureau requesting 
authority for, 39- -

contents of letter containing 
• results of, 42 .
determine willingness to testify 

during, 41 
evaluation of, 45b 
forty—five—day extensions of

■ Bureau authority, 40
no report needed afterward, 40a 
of hostile subjects, 41 
of individuals connected with

‘ institutions of
learning, 
25

of individuals who have'traveled 
behind'*? iron 
curtain, 34 -

• of section A, reserve, index 
subjects, 39 .

of security index subjects, 
38 .

of subjects connected with 
labor unions, 41 

of subjects who express desire
• for, 42 .

on SAG authority, 38 ■ .
preparations for,' 40 ’ 
purpose of, 38 •
recontact without Bureau

authority, 40a 
results not affecting security

index status., 41- 
signed statements in connection

• with. 41
to be conducted within 45 days,

. - • 40
when current report necessary

. in order to ’
_ ■ request Bureau

. permission, 39
when current report nor necessary 

in order-to request
■ Bureau permission, 39

when discontinue, 40a . -
when report needed after, 41 
with Bureau authority, 39 -
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Investigations of
sons 26
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faculty members, 24
members of labor unions, 29 
naturalized citizens, 26 .
students, 24 .

Investigative ’
procedures, 26
techniques, 34

file reviews, 34 .
mail covers, 36 ■
photographic surveillances, 

35
physical surveillances, 35
private records of firms, 36
public source information, 36

. security informants, 34
trash covers, 36

Labor union membership, 29
Labor unions, 41
Law enforcement officers not to 

_accompany SAs on 
security investigation 

■ 26 . ■
Longshoremen, dissemination of 

information 
concerning, 80 •

Lumping information in reports, 
’ 76 =

-
‘ t,

Key facilities, 64
Delimitations Agreement, 64 
employees included in security

• index, 65
list, 64
responsibility, 64
status of reports of subjects 

employed in,
. 66,74
when investigate individuals 

employed in, 64
Key figures 

definition of, 66 
• designation of, 67 
■ foreign travel by, 69 -
■handling of, 67 •
handwriting of, 67 .
in armed forces, 68 '
list, 69 .
movement of, 59,68 
photographs of,. 67 
program, 66 
reports on, 68 ■ ■
status of reports on, 68,73 
when' become subjects of SGE 

.. cases, 69
Knowledge of aims and purpuses,’29

Mail covers, 36 '
Maritime employees, dissemination 

- of information
concerning, 83

Members 
armed

of 
forces

labor unions

dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 81 
29 .

law enforcement agencies, not 
to accompany SAs

■ on security .
investigations, 26 

Membership or affiliation, .29 . 
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 

letters re attempts to locate 
every 45 days, 32 

unavailable section of security
■ index, 54

. Movement of 
key figures, 
subjects, 58

. . key figures

59,68 .

59,68
security index subjects, 58 
subjects not in security

' index, 60 .
subjects tabbed for detcom,

60 ■
top functionaries, 59

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam - .
potential dangerousness, 46 ’ 
what members to be investigated, 23'

■f

■sj■ ®
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XIII Violation of penal 
a subversive

laws arising acti vities as

XIV» Active service in armed forces supported by a subversive 
movement, such as Service in the Loyalist Forces during 
the Spanish Civil War which were, supported by communism 

XV. Constant support of the Soviet Union in acts and utter—
ances

XVI, Acting as a courier for the subversive movement or as 
a confidential mail drop therefor

XVII. Constant participation in the activities of a subver
sive organizatioi; or advancement of the organization’s 
aims or interests, especially when such participation 
involves financial sacrifices or personal inconvenience 
or disadvantage

(b) The above factors, -while not all-inclusive, should be used 
as a guide for determination of potential cangcrovsaess.

(3)

They are not to be considered as criteria for placing an 
individual on the security index; however, should be con
sidered as indicating loyalty to a. subversive organization, 

(c) An individual shall, not be deemed dangerous merely .becaus e 
one or more of the above factors arc applicable in his ease. 

Criteria for placing and retaining names in the security index 
(a) The addition to and retention of names in the security index 

shall be governed by the following criteria:
I, No name shall be added to.or retained in the security

index^unless one or more of the following situations have 
been■established through investigation:
(A) Subject has had membership or participation in the 

activities of a basic revolutionary organization with
in the last 5 years as shown by overt acts or state
ments established through reliable sources, inform
ants, or individuals.

(B) Subject has had membership or participation in the 
affairs of one or more front■organizations, which 
adhere to the policies and doctrines of a revolu
tionary group, in a leadership capacity or by active 
substantial participation in the furtherance of the 
aims or purposes of the front organizations within 
the last 3 years as shown by overt acts or 'state
ments established through reliable sources, inform
ants, or individuals.

(C) Investigation has developed information that ar 
individual, though not a member or .a particip- .t 

„ , in the activities of a subversive organizati" ’ has
anarchist or revolutionary beliefs and is li?. .■ io 
seize upo.n the opportunity presented by a natio • 

■ emergency to endanger the public safety as shown 
overt acts or statements within the last 3 years 
established through reliable sources, informants, 
or individuals. ‘ ,

. (D) Although investigation-has failed- to establish 
overt acts or statements on the part of a sub— 

• ject within the time limits set out above, facts 
’ . have been developed which clearly and unmistakably 

' depict the subject as a dangerous individual who 
................could be expected to- commit acts inimical to the

■ • national defense and public safety of the U.,S.-in 
time of emergency.

45 
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II. [Activity in support of Cuban regime
Careful consideration should be given to recommending 
for inclusion in the security index those individuals 
who in the light of the clear identification of the 
Cuban Government as procommunist, pro—Soviet bloc, 
and anti—U. S., would be deemed dangerous or potentially ‘ 
dangerous to the internal security of the U. S. in the 
event of an emergency involving Cuba and the IT. S.
In connection therewith, there should be a substantial ' 
showing of data -within the following standards:
(A) An individual has served as a leader or officer, or 

has subtantially participated in the activities 
of. a pro-Castro organization and has engaged in

. activities which have included either the preparation 
or distribution of pro—Cuban or anti-U. S..propaganda; 
the active collection of funds for any agency or 
representative of the Cuban Government or for a

. pro—Castro group, which funds are not intended for
the relief of human suffering or other charitable 
purposes; active participation in acts of violence 
against anti-Castro individuals or groups or 
against the IT. S.; or the active collection of 
intelligence data regarding the national defense 
of the IT. S. or which would serve the purposes

- of the Cuban Government as opposed to the interests
of the U. S., where there are reasonable grounds 
to believe that such .data is to be or has been 
conveyed to any agency .or representative of the 
Cuban Government. ’ '

(b) Ah individual, whether he has participated ‘in
’ organizational activity or not, ha s engaged in

one or more activities specified in (A) above and 
. it has been clearly established, by overt acts or

.statements or other evidence, that there are • 
reasonable grounds to believe the loyalty of the ■ 
individual would lie with the Cuban Government in ■ 
the event of armed conflict between the Cuban 
Government and the IT. So .

(c) Aliens of Cuban nationality and aliens holding Cuban 
citizenship should be considered for the security ’ 
index when it is determined that one of these 
(1) is likely to foster, -encourage, or promote the 

" policies, programs, or objectives of the Cuban .
• ’ . . Government, o^collaborate with the Cuban Government

' or (2) is likely to engage in or attempt to eng-ge 
-in acts of espionage, sabotage, or other activ. 'us 
inimical .or detrimental to the defense or publ'' 
safety of the U. S. as shown by overt acts or

' ’ statements established through reliable sources,
. informants, or individuals. Activities on a subject’s 

— 'A'” part which should be. considered in determining
whether his name should be added to the security 
index under the foregoing would include but should

- . not be limited to (1) participation in organizations 
supporting the Castro regime, (2) participation

' in picket lines' formed in support of the Cuban .
Government, (3) contacts with Cuban agents operating 
in this country on behalf of the Cuban Government, 

. or (4) statements or activities on a subject’s part 
establishing reasonable grounds to believe that

• his loyalty would lie wi-2 the Cuban Government in 
the event of armed confZ•st between the U. S. and 
Cuba.

45a
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Since th. coiwsti of Lcii-m which tni>'jrc be followed 
i?i the event of a limited emergency between Cuba and 
the U. 3. .would, in all probubi.! i by, he d if fe rfni 
for aliens as distinguished from U. S. citizons it 
is imperative that the citizenship status of 
individuals recoraesded under criteria set forth
above be clearly established.

ITT. Pro—Cuban activity
All individuals now on, or subsequently added to, the 
security index under criteria set forth in paragraphs 
(3) (a) I (A) (b) (C) (d) above should be tabbed as 
"Pro—Cuban" if their activates and sympathies have been 
such that they warrant special consideration in the 
event of a limited emergency involving Cuba and the 
U. S. This tabbing will, include not only Cubans but 
also non—Cubans who have been engaged in substantial 
activities in furtherance of the aims and purposes of 
the Cuban Government, in support of pro—Castro groups 
or organizations, or in furtherance of the conirr 1st or 
subversive infiltration of pro-Castro groups. ’ effect 
this tabbing, submit form FD-122 to the Bureau . th 
the notation "Pro—Cuban” typed directly opposite, the 
words "Miscellaneous (specify)’1 in the space provided 
bn the form. Attached to the form FD—122 should be an 
additional page containing a concise summary of facts' 
which prompt the recommendation for this tabbing. These 
instructions in no way affect the character of cases 
under which subjects are currently being investigated. 
Security index cards sent to the field on such subjects 
will contain the capital letter "C" on the left side 
of the card at the beginning of the second line. These 
cards should not be kept in the "Cuban" special section 
of the index and these cards should be tabbed with a 
metal tab as mentioned in 87D 7b (11) (e)’ I 
under tabbing.of cards.]

IV.] In evaluating interviews insofar as security index 
status is concerned, be guided as follows:
(A) Whenever a subject of a. security investigation by 

a positive statement to interviewing Agents clearly 
indicates a continued adherence to the doctrines.
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bs Cc-c.d an cvjX't act on lie par- of
subj'-C; .'•.'• <;. lab.'.x:: hi ‘io 11 i nue u <' :i" 7?

(]•;) Oii'-c.- uV.-; 1 n'1 i cut'. above, into vle'.is with
security inie/ subjects or potential scourity 
5n?‘:X .>u! j..cts ;vc 7'3 t to be. corsidt. "'cd cm fact'or: 
j eqvir5. ug 'c uc placing or retaining c.' names of pcr- 
sons or. the seci ri ly i nd ex; far ezv-iyl?, lack of 
coopei’at 5 on or partial cooperation a- e not io be 
regarded as i.ic.'i factors.

(b) Item I (h) , above, m;".t la giv’en strict inter-;."''tition. 
It is not to be construed as a ’‘oatebai 1“ for cases not 
otherwise meeting security index standards, and there must 
be overwhelming evidence to support any security index 
case, predicated upon the terms of item I (D)t jurther, 
any recoraendation for retention in 03? addition" to the 
security index based upon item I (D) must note specifically 
those factors which bring the i ndividual cases within its 
provisionso

(o) With regal'd to the effect of resort to the fifth amendment 
by a ’witness appearing before a governmental body, the 
Department was requested to advise as to whether such 
action should be considered an overt act within. the terms 
of the security index, criteria under the following circum
stances: (1) -when the subject was asked directly con
cerning present membership in a subversive organization 
and (2) when the question calls for a response as to past 
membership in such organization. The Department’s reply 
was as follows: "A refusal to answer these two questions 
must be considered an overt act within the Security Index 
criteria, There is, of course, the rare possibility that 
some individual who is not and never has been a member of 
a subversive organization, may take refuge in the Fifth 
Amendment, for idealistic reasons, However, your question 
is limited to those cases where the available information 
would seem to bring the subject within the criteria except 
for an overt act within the required period. A subsequent 
resort to the Fifth Amendment by such a person as outlined 
in yoiir letter would seem'to' supply'- the missing element and 
negate any inference that he may have changed his beliefs 
or turned against the organizations or subversive persons 
with which he was known to have sympathized or supported.”

This does not mean that refuge in the fifth amendment will 
automatically require the inclusion or retention of a sub
ject in the security index. It must be construed in the 
light of the information available as to the scope and ex
tent of subversive activity of the individual. subject. It 
is -itnPei,fl^ivc our security index cases be reviewed critical? 
on a continuing basis to insure that they are completely 
sound and that it is established beyond question that such 
subjects are potentially dangerous.

(d) [The Department has advised that, from its study of available 
evidence^concerning the.Nation of Islam, it appears that the 
antiwhite and anti—U. S; Government teachings of this 
organization would constitute it a potentially dangerous 
instrumentality in the ^bvent. of a national 'emergency, and 
that statements and activities on xhe part .of individual 
members of the Nation of Islam indicating anarchist • and’ 
revolutionary beliefs should be considered in making a 
judgment as to whether or not such individual members should 
be included in the security index. In view of the above,

46
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XX > •
White and Caucasian V/
Negro ‘ N
Chinese C
Others 0

. (All others including Orientals (except Chinese) , 
American Indians, etc.)

III. Sex ' ■ <
Male II ’
Female F ’ ’ '

IV. Citizenship . ' •
Native born NB ■ • .
Naturalized NA
Alien ■ AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security
■ index card is recommended, space should be left 
blank but status should be ascertained and sub— 
mitted by FD—122.)

V. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA ’ COM .
independent Socialist League ISL

’ -Socialist Workers Party SWP
Johnson—Forest Group JFG
American Socialist Clubs ASC
Nationalist Party of Puerto 

Rico NPR
Proletarian Party of America PPA -
Nation of Islam . NOI
Bulgarian - BUL

[Cuban . ' CUB]
. Czechoslovakian CZE '

Hungarian HUN
Rumanian RUM .
Russian RUS
Yugoslavian YUG

VI. Dangerousness classification (where applicable
Detcom ' DC

emergency. Labor union affiliation, xf an 
XIV. Field office file number

VII. Key figure and 'top functionary designation (where applica

VIII.

Key figure KF
Top functionary TF.
Special section cards , •
Atomic energy program . .... ...... ........................ -

* employees - AEP • -

[Cuban special section- • CUB]
Espionage, subjects ESP . '

IX..

Foreign governme"t employees . FGE
Pro-Tito subjects : YUG
United Nations employees UNE '
U. S. Government employees GOV

. Unavailable section cards - . ’
— .. Missing ■ ’ Y MI ;

x.

Out of country OC - .
Imprisoned ’ PR .
Date and place of birth ' .

-

XI. Key facility geographical reference number and abbre

XIIO

viation denoting the agency having security responsibil?,t 
for the key facility ob' ined from the Department of 
Defense key facilities list (where applicable) 
Residence address

XIII. Employment address and any additional data deer? 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in •_ ,

49
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W w
Data to appear on separate attached card
Ie The following data must be placed on a separate 

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, - 
or unavailable sections, Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed, captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information,. 
Captions ars not all-inclusive and should .be augmented . 
by other data required, 

A 
B 

C 
D

Complete description
ifotation ^at security index flash notice has been 
submitted for posting in Identification Division 
Photograph, with date taken placed below 
Dangerous characteristics of subject, including
notation if subject possesses firearms

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 
locations, listing of number of minor children 
and aged dependents *

II, If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 

. this information. Upon posting of security index flash
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in gcograp'hical, special and unavail
able sections,

III, Form FD—186 is used for pui'pose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by.the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 
attachment to the geographical, special or unavailable 
sections. After the security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file,

FD—186 may also be used to record information that a 
security index subject has been physically observed. 
Descriptive data d««.sloped during observation of the 
subject should be .’..-•.ed on FD—186 for posting,

(6) Arrangement of- the security index
(a) At Bureau

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. .The 
white 5— by 8—inch security index cards are .printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. Through the use 
of this device, the security index can be broken down 
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at -the Bureau, This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times.

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and-all aliases 
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes. .

—NUMSMa-QocId:!: Paae 756 11-8-55
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[ (b) In^e field office .

[ [The active security index in each field office is'-
[ ... Maintained :-n four sections: geographical, alphabetical,
[ unavailable, and special sections. In addition, a
[ : ■ complete set of each field office’s security index is
[ • .maintained away from headquarters city.. This
[ additional set is to be maintained in exactly the same
[ manner as the geographical section security index '
[ • breakdown with the unavailable and special section
[ . cards filed in back of the geographical section cards.]

' I, Geographical section 
Procedures affecting the geographical section of the 
security index are set out in 87D 7b (11) pertaining 

■ to the priority of apprehension of subjects and should 
be read in conjunction with the material noted herein— 

’ after. . •

•' After receipt of the three 5— by 8—inch security index
• cards from the Bureau and after the necessary data'

have been added’ to two of the cards, one card shall be 
filed in the geographical section of the office securii 
index (except special section and unavailable section 
cards; see III and IV below) and one card shall be 
filed in the duplicate security index maintained away 

' ' . from headquarters city. This section shall be broken
down geographically by residence address in accordance

- ' ■ with the needs of each office. For example, where such
breakdown is logical, it should be broken down by

’ . state, county, city and, if conditions in city so
‘ ’warrant, into boroughs or suburbs and prec’. ■ ts. There

’ will be instances involving routine change ef residence
■ in which the seen ty index cards will reflect “unknown"

• • . ■ residence. To fa<-Iitate filing such cards in the
■ ■ ’ geographical section, a breakdown therein should be

utilized, designated "Verification Pending," to co.ntain 
. • the- security index cards of (1) subjects whose addresses

‘ are-listed as "unknown" but leads outstanding are ex—
pected to result in the prompt location of those persons 

. within the division and (2). subjects whose whereabouts
’ . in another’ division is actually in the process of veri—

. - fication, the cards bearing the address in the interim
' as "unknown," The security index cards in e geograph

. . ' " ■ . ' ’ ical section shall be filed alphabetically uder each
- . ; * geographical breakdown.

’ The geographical section of -the field office security
’ index will be the section to be used should apprehension

. of the subjects in the index become necessary. Cards 
’ ■ contained therein will be withdrawn and used by the

__................... ..................... . .................apprehending'Agents. ■ 777: ” '"

’ • It'may be feasible in offices covering large industrial
2. ' . ' ■ areas to set up a second geographical section in which

■ -• - - ' the security index cards are filed according to the
• ’ employment of the subjects. .Such procedure may be

■ " ' established only upon receipt of specific Bureau author—
’ ity. Apprehensions may thus be made by using either

the geographical—residence or t:.e geographical—employ— 
ment sections, the choice depen’. Ing upon the time of

. ' day th'' apprehensions are initialed.
II. Alpha": _ 4ical seef’r. .

' Procedures affec .< the alphabetical sectic . of the
security index are 2 out in 87D 7b (11) pertaining to 
the priority of appr tension of subjects and should be 

■ read in conjunction with the material noted hereinafter.

The duplicate card shall be filed in -the alphabetical 
section which will be maintained in strict alphabetical 
order with no other breakdown whatsoever. ■ ’

51 . - . • ’ '
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The alphabetical card will be in the nature of a 
control card. Should the original or geographical 
card be withdrawn from the geographical section for 

. apprehension purposes, an appropriate notation .shall 
' be made on the alphabetical card for the purpose of 

administrative handling. ■ ■
III. Special section ’ ■

Security index cards of individuals coming within the • 
categories enumerated below shall be retained in the

[

special s 
stated.

ection of the security index for the reasons
This section shall be broken down

subsections headed by tabs designating the 
The special section is to be maintained in

into[seven] 
categories. 
accordance

'a:

with 
(A)

the following instructions:
Espionage subjects
When apprehension of the subject will 
chances of penetration and control of an .operating

(B)

espionage parallel or would destroy known chances 
of penetration and control of a "sleeper" parallel
U Government
In order that the

employees 
identities of subjects so

(C) ■

(D)

employed can be readily determine and specific 
consideration given to each such _ ..bject before 
apprehension is ordered .

■ Atomic energy program employees
Because their apprehension must be cleared’with 
the Atomic Energy Commission representatives to 
avoid interference' with atomic energy work 
Foreign government employees _ •
So that individual consideration may be given t

£

&

(F)

each individual on the basis of the relations 
existing between the U. S, Government and the

then
•t 
F

by which the subject is employed
United Nations Secretariat and other international 
organization employees ’
Because of the fact that they are employees of such, 
organizations, regardless of their na' -.rial origin, 
and the State Department must be not! i .: -:d af ter 
such apprehensions tak.e place. In this category 
would be citizens of the U. S. and those immigrants 
or stateless persons not holding diplomatic visas 
and'who do not have protection of the International 
Organization Immunities Act, - _ .
Pro—Tito individuals ' — . . -
Because such individuals, although pro-Marxist— 
Leninist, adhere to the Tito form of communism as 
opposed to the Sialin or Russian form of communism. 
■In light of the -jrrent international situation, it 
is not possible • ? predict whether Tito would become 
aligned' with in the event of open hostilities
or would align hi-Aself on the side of the U. S. and

£

*

its allies,. Thereforej Tito adherent
■ index must receive consideration for apprehension 

separate from others included in the index.

s ecurity

Supporters 
sidered to 
groups who 
support of 
individuals 
or descent.

of the Tito government are not con— 
include members of any communist splinter 
from time to time make statements in 
Tito,, but should include only those 
, particularly those of Yugoslav birth

, whose support of Tito is clear and

52
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unequivocal regardless of Yugoslavia's foreign 
policies.

[(G) Cuban
In order that, in -the eifent of an emergency 
involving Cuba and the U. S., special handling 
may be afforded those subjects whose organizational 
affiliation or nationalistic tendencies arc shown 
as "Cuban." Security index cards denoting such 
will contaiii the code "CUB" on line 1.]

Standards for inclusion of subjects in the special 
section of the security index are the same as those • 
for any other potentially dangerous subject.

When submitting a. recommendation for preparation of 
a security index card on an individual, falling-in one 
of the above categories, form J’D-122 must -include 
the words “Special Section" typed in the upper right 
portion thereof. The proper category should be typed 
on ED-122 in the space provided behind the words 
"MISCELLANEOUS (Specify),"

'Security index cards to be placed in the special 
section shall bear the appropriate code letters in. 
the upper right portion designating the subsection 
in which the cards should be placed. Upon receipt 
from the Bureau of the three security index cards of 
subjects in these categories, the required additional 
data shall be placed on two- which shall be filed 
alphabetically in the appropriate subsection of the 
special section. The third card shall be filed in 
the alphabetical section of the security index. Under 
no circumstances should special section security index 
cards be filed in the geographical section of the 
index. '

When a security index subject whose card is maintained 
in the special section no longer comes within one of 
the categories of the special section, ED—122 must be 
submitted with the words "Remove from Special Section" 
typed in the space provided behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS 
(Specify)o" If the card should be placed in the unavail
able section, the statement "Place in Unavailable Section" 
should be added in this space. When the new cards 
are received from the Bureau, they should be checked 
for.accuracy and the description and photograph, 
if available, should be’ placed on separate cards 
of similar size and attached to the back of two of 
the cards. These two cards should then be filed in 
the geographical or unavailable section (where applicable) 
and’ the other card filed in the alphabetical section of 
the security index. The old cards should be destroyed.

When a special section subject is scheduled for priority 
apprehension under the detcom program, the special 
section card shall be appropriately tabbed.

It is not contemplated that subjects of security index 
cards maintained in the special section wjll be appre
hended under a mass apprehension program. The cases 
of such subjects shall be given individual attention 
upon the inception of the apprehension program and the 
subjects will not be apprehended in the absence of 
specific. Bureau instructions in each case.

IV. Unavailable section
Security index cards of individuals who are missing, put 
of the country, or are imprisoned shall be retained in 
the unavailable section. This section.shall be broken 
down into three subsections headed by tabs marked "Kissing,

53
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"Out of ths Country," and "Imprisoned," The unavail
able section shall be maintained in accoriance with • 

. ' the following instructions:
• (A) Missing subjects . .

Security index subjects are not to be included in 
the unavailable section as missing immediately upon 

' ■ determination that they are no longer located at
their previously known places of residence or

• employment. The action required in 87D 6b (3) 
z above must be taken prior to submitting ED—122

placing a subject in the unavailable section as. 
a missing subject. The Bureau must be periodically 
advised of the investigative steps taken to locate 
missing security index subjects in accordance with

' 87D 6b (3). .

. If the subject is missing, the word "Missing" shall
’ be typed in the space provided on ED-122 behind the

’ words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)." . -
(B) Subjects out.of the country ’

• The security index cards- of subjeefs^/ho are found
[ to have departed from the 'U. S. or Puerto Rico

for a foreign country shall be placed in this 
’ . subsection of the unavailable section of the

• security index unless their cards should'be can—
. celled in accordance with instructions set forth

. below under 87D -7b (10) (b).

If the subject is out of the country, the words 
. ■ "Out of the Country" shall be typed in the space

provided on FD—122 behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS 
■ (Specify)." If the foreign address is kno.wn,

• place it on FD—122 in the space provided for -the
residence address. If the siibject is only known 
to be in a certain foreign country and his .rcsidenc 
there is not known or is only known to be traveling 

• • abroad, include this information on FD-122. If the
. subject's current employment abroad is known,

include if on FD—122.

. The case of any security index subject who is. out
. • ' of the counti’y must be followed at least each six

. months for verification of the subject's address,
- ' the same as any other security index cr.se, to deter

’ mine if the subject has returned to this country.

. . Appropriate stops should be placed with the
‘ ' Immigration and Naturalization Service ' •

to be- advised of information which may become 
■ ’ ..available to it indicating the subject's

■ _• . return to. this country. ■ - ■ -
* (C) Imprisoned subjects • .

’ The cards of security index subjects who are found
. ' *. -to be imprisoned shall be placed in the unavailable

’ .section of the security index. ' '

If the subject is in prison,the word "Imprisoned" 
shall be typed on the space provided on FD-122 
behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)," The 
identity of the institution in which the subject 

. is incarcerated shall be typed in the space pro— 
vided for the residence address. The space for ’ 

' the business address shall be left blank.

54
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. ▼ ▼ '
III. Persons active in Communist Party underground
IV. Any other security index subject whose activities, 

past or present, regardless of membership in a 
revolutionary organization, clearly and unmistakably 
depict the individual as a potential saboteur, 
espionage agent, or disruptionist in the event of an 
emergency ■ _

(c) Recommendations for and removal of detcom designation 
I. Approval of SAC

Designation of each subject for detcom program or . 
removal of any subject therefrom must be personally 
approved by SAC, or in offices having more than " 
1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau— 
approved security supervisor. If individual subjects 
being recommended for inclusion in security index 
are also being recommended for detcom, above
required approval, by SAC may be handled in conjunc— 
tion with requirements specified in 87D 7b (4). ’ ’

II. [When form FD—122 is submitted recommending either .
tabbing for detcom or deletion of such tabbing, 
attach an additional page setting out a brief summary 
of facts upon which the recommendation is based.]

UI. [Deleted] . •
(d) Administrative.procedures for handling detcom program

Take following action to assure that security index cards 
for subjects tabbed detcom for priority of apprehension will 
be readily available for emergency action in your office: 
I. Consider each security index case for detcom tabbing 

whether subject»s security index card is filed in . .
geographical, special, or unavailable sections of 
security index.

II. Geographical section
Divide geographical section of security index into two 

■ distinct parts. ■ ■
(A) Part I of geographical section shall include only ' 

. security index cards for subjects who are tabbed
detcom under instructions noted above. ■

" (B) Part II of geographical section shall contain
' security index cards for all subjects that are

- NOT tabbed detcom. ■ .
’ (c) In off ices-having two separate" and distinct

■ - ‘ geographical sections, i.e., geographical-employment
. ' . _■ -and geographical-residence, as’ provided under -

87D 7b (6) herein, each such geographical section
. must be broken into parts I and II, in line with

■ foregoing, so that cards tabbed detcom will be 
separated and maintained apart from other security 
index cards. ‘

. (d) No colored tabs necessary on cards of detcom sub—
' ■ ' - jects in geographical section. ' • ' ..
III. Alphabetical section • ■ ’ ■

(A) One security index card for each subject is to ■ 
be filed in alphabetical section in strict alpha— 

“ betical order with no other breakdown whatsoever.
(B) Affix a .colored tab to each security index card 

designated for detcom in alphabetical section to 
readily identify such subjects.

(C) . Detcom tabbings approved at Bureau will be shown 
■ on security index cards forwarded to field by code

• letters "DC" in first line on cards and by word 
"DETCOM" stamped in large red letters.

A
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■ IVo Special section and unavailable section
' Security index cards of detcom subjects filed in
- special and unavailable sections are to be dcsig— 

, nated by affixing colored tabs.

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

I, Tabbing of cards
Ro security index card is to contain tabs for any _ '

■ purpose other than to designate detcom classification " 
under foregoing provisions[with the following exception. 
The alphabetical security index cards on those individuals 
designated as "Pro-Cuban" should be tabbed with a metal

1
%
3:

tab of a color different from 
subjects.] ’

II* Removal from detcom category 
Careful analysis must be made 
deletion from detcom category

those used to tab detcom

of each case in which 
is proposed. For in-

’ stance, when a key figure is being removed from such 
• status, file review may well disclose that subject 

qualifies for detcom tabbing for reasons covered in 
87D 7b (11) (b), above, independent of key figure &

Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities
(1) Responsibility • ■

. FBI is responsible by Presidential directive for keeping other 
Federal agencies advised of developments within their juris—

. diction affecting plant;, having armed forces contracts, as well 
as other facilities, utilities, and.critical points of trans—

. portation and communications systems which have been designated 
as vital to the national defense and welfare by the Department

■ of Defens e, ‘ •

I
?

FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement for investi
gating employees of private contractors who have contracts with 
agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive 
information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough invest'd— ’ 
gation must be conducted and consideration for inclusion in 
security index given concerning any individual employed in or 
having access to a key facility who is alleged to have been, 
at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary 
organization or against whom sufficient other subversive’ 
information is in our possession which warrants such action. . 
(a) Requests for investigation from another agency ■ ’

' When another agency requests investigation of individual 
’ employed in key facility, institute investigation immedi— ’ 

ately if basis of request so warrants. Advise Bureau of 
. request,’basis thereof, and .that investigation is being 

’ conducted,
(b) Verification of key facility status of place of employment 

Department of Defense key facilities list (maintained in 
each office) must be checked for verification of infor— , ,

“ " mation"that a security investigation subject’s place of' 
employment may be included in such list. ■ '

’ (c) Individuals■denied access to restricted information 
Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently advise 

' that an individual has been denied clearance to work in 
a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted 
information. In some instances clearance is denied based 
on information furnished by Bureau. At other times, in
formation in Bureau files is very meager or possibly 
negative and basis for such denial of clearance is not 
known,. The intelligence agency is responsible for furnish
ing Byreau with any information involving disloyalty or 
subversiveness.

£

•.s 
A

■ #
-as

s.

Office 
denied 
denial

receiving notification that an individual has been 
clearance must ascertain promptly basis for such 
and obtain all pertinent data contained- in file of

3£r

t

t
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[
E

In connection with periodic reports in security index 
cases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive 
activity in subversive organizations will be developed. 
In these cases it is permissible to report such information 
in narrative-typo statements without indicating exact
dates of activity; howc 
must be shown, [as v/ell 
informant reports.]

ver, the period of time involved 
as the inclusive dates of the

This type reporting is 
1940 cases or Internal

not to be utilized in Smith Act of 
Security Act of 1950 cases with the

exception of key facility eases. The narrative statements 
must be statements of facts and not conclusions and infor
mation from each source must be reported in separate 
narrative statements.
The above instructions in no way remove responsibility 
for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing
in mini the fact
as matters 
removed for

t Bureau files must be complete insofar
of substance are concerned responsibility '

reporting in detail of information tending
to establish a subject’s knowledge of the basic aims and 
purposes of the subversive organizations with which affil
iated or information tending to establish that a subject 
holds revolutionary and/or anarchist beliefs. , _ ,

' • In the documentation of narrative statements set forth the 
location of the original documents in the field office

. files by the file number and serial scope.
(10) Administrative data ■ '

(a) General
All references to 
in nature, should 
reports:

. I. Reserve index, 
of other cases

the following items, all administrative 
be contained in cover pages accompanying

security index, file numbers, and titles 
, priority apprehension program, key

figure or top functionary status, security index flash ’ 
notices (j’D-155), forms I’D-122, FD-122a, FD-128, and 
FD-128a, and Bureau instructions for handling cases or 
any information contained in Bureau or field corresponded, 
which is not investigative in nature

■»

■ft:

%

s
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, Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
contain data affecting material included on subject's 
existing security index card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as the last page 
form FD-305, appropriately checked, which form contains 
items pertaining to the following:
(A) That subject is included in the security index
(B) That data appearing on security index card is IL

III

(DI 
(E) 
(F)

(K)

current or requires change
That FD—122 has been submitted to Bureau where 
security index card changes are necessary
That a suitable photograph is or is not available
[Deleted] . • ’
That subject is employed in a key facility and that 
agencies interested in that facility are specified 
Reason"for classifying report
Dates subject was previously interviewed and 
reason for not reinterviewing subject .
That subject no longer meets sec 
criteria and a letter has been d 
Bureau recommending cancellation 
index card

ity index 
ected to the 
f the security

Form

That subject’s case has been re—evaluated, and reason 
are set forth as to why subject's activities continu 
to fall within security index criteria
That subject's security index card is or is not 
tabbed detcom and that subject's activities do or do 
not warrant detcom tabbing
FD—305a containing items pertinent to reserve

index, subjects will be similarly utilized in connection 
with the submission of reports in reserve index cases.

(b) Documentation of reports
I 
II

III

. Deleted ' -

. If information necessary for complete documentation 
is not available in subject’s case file, necessary ■ 
review of other office files should be made. If '
not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the 
cover pagefs.) accompanying report to the Bureau..

. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to . 
further identify and locate outside individuals who

■ have in the past furnished background information 
. or to obtain a;oumentary e-'dence of background '

- information, -- example, 'f previous investigation '
' revealed that . .'..jeCt, according to reliable records, 

such as birth records, school records, or records of 
the Immigration.and Naturalization Service, was born 
at a certain place on a certain date, such- information 
•will be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further 
verification will not be necessary.
During the preparation of summary reports -it is often_.

■ ' found that information being incorporated into a re
port was originally obtained by another office and all

. of the necessary information for complete documentation
will not be in the possession of the office
the report

preparing

&

•r.

4
1

-V-

4

£

paring
In such an instance, if the office pre

the report is in possession of Photostats of.
documents obtained by the other offices and the identity ■h

1
s

4
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- special section.of security 
. index, 53 

■ • -unavailable section of
" , ' security index, 32,54
.’ recommending for inclusion in 

. security index, 45b,47 
recommending missing subjects 

. for unavailable 
. . ■ • section of

'' '- ‘-'- ■ security index, ' ■ '
32,54 ' 

. reference to, 77 ’
• ' -succinct summary with, 47 

Cuban subjects, 45b ■
when subject employed in key 

facility, 65 
FD—122a, 42b,43,61,77 
FD-128 ' '

reference to, 77 . ■
when security flash notice is on 

’ file, 27a .
when subject moves, 58,59
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national Guard members, dissemination 
of information

. concerning, BO
Naturalized citizens

dissemination of information 
concerning, 80

investigations of, 26
New office of origin, 58

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72 
Out of the country, unavailable 

section, of security 
index, 54

Overt acta,- 45 .

Periodic review of section A, 
reserve index, 42b

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57

Photographic surveillances, 35
Photographs, 28 -

of key figures, 67
of top functionaries, 70 
status of security index 

cases while 
obtaining, 28,68

Physical _
description, 28 
surveillances, 35 .

maintenance of SA’s notes, 38
Position 

and importance, 30 -
in labor organizations, 29 

Potential dangerousness, 44 
of Nation of Islam members, 

. 46 - -
Preservation of evidence, 37 '
Priority apprehension program, ' 

62
Private records, 36 ’ ‘
Public " .

source information, 36 • 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of 
investigation, 19 .
security index, 43

Receipt of information of 
subversive activities, 

’25 . .
Recommendation for inclusion in . 

section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index,. 47

Cuban activity, 45a,45b 
when subject has Chinese 

sympathy, 48 .
when subject is of Chinese 

’extraction, • 48
when subject is out of country, 48 
when there is missing bac?<—

ground information, 
47

Re—evaluation of security index 
’ status, 57,72,78

Registrars of institutions of 
. learning, 24,25

Reinterv.iews, 42
Relatives in armed forces, 27
Removal from security index, 46a,61- 
Reports 

administrative data in, 77 
character of, 73

. content of, 74 . -
cumulative items, 76- 
dissemination of, 79 ’
documentation of, 78 ’
lumping information in, 76 
narrative-type statements, 77 ’ 
schedule of, .73 . .
.status of, 73 . ■ ’ .
summarizing-information in, 76 -

.title of, 72 . -
topical heading.- in, 74 
when necessary ,-.fter

; interview, 41
when necessary at time requesting 

Bureau authority to 
■ ‘intervievf, 39

t-uwhen *not necessary after inter-’ ’ 
’ view, ,’40a

when not necessary at time 
' .requesting Bureau

. ’ . authority to
interview, 39

Reserve index, 42a ’ .
• arrangement, 42b •

cards, content and apnearance, 
43

content, 43 
names deleted from security 

index, 61,62
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standards for, 42a 
subjects
espionage and foreign 

intelligence 
investigations, 70

security of Government 
employees case

. , in, 70
Reserves, dissemination of 

information 
concerning 

. members of, 80
' Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations, 

’ 24

Schedule of reports, 73
Scope of investigation, 26
Seamen, dissemination of infor

mation concerning, 
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Security ■ —
-flash notice 

cancellation of, 27a ■
notation concerning on FIR-128, 

’ 59
when .place, 27 - ■

index, 43
'•-.2’’. arrangement of, 50 - — - ■■ -

. cards
. cancellation of, 38,42,60

- changes on, 58
_ content and appearance of, 48

of key figures, 68 
tabbing, 45b,62,64,70 
transfers to reserve index, 61,

62
criteria for, 45
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53,64 
dangerousness, 44 ’ ’
purpose, 43

Security (continued) 
index (continued) 
recommendation for, 45a,45b,46a,47 
re—evaluation of status, 72 
removal from, 46a,61 
subjects of 

espionage and foreign 
intelligence • 
investigations, 7-0 

security of Government 
employees ease 
in, 70 

summary reports, 47 
informants, 34 
cancellation of security ■ 

index cards' •
pertaining to, 60 

of Government employees cases, 
inclusion of 
subjects in '
security index 
or reserve index, 70

Signed statements, 41
Sleepers, 31,52
Special section of security index, 
■ 52 • .
Cuban, 49,53 ■ ’ ’

Standards for reserve index, 42a 
section A, 42b

Status of cases, 73' ■
bn key figures, 73 . .
on. security index subjects ■ 

employed in key 
facilities, 66

on subjects in security index, 74 
on subjects recommended for

security index, 74 
on top functionaries, 73 
while obtaining photogrr•is, "'4 
.while securing handwri’; . ’
while verifying reside . _ 

. employment, 57
Students

contacts with, 25 ■
investigations of. 24

Summarizing information in reports, 
' ■ ■ 76,77 .. . - .
Summary reports, 47,71 • ‘ '

‘ Superiors of faculty members, '
25 -

.Surveillances ,
. photographic, 35 •
physical, 35 •
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[ 
[ 
[

(c) In the case of an individual previously the subject of 
■investigation, the case should be brought up to date by the 

prompt submission of a report, in the event there is unreported
• information contained in the file. If reports have not 
previously been submitted in the case, a letterhead, memorandum 
summarizing the available subversive data should accompany

' the initial letter advising the Bureau of the proposed 
travel. [In nonsecurity index cases all available data 
regarding subject’s subversive activities and affiliations 
should be carefully evaluated with r view toward determining 
whether* a full security invest! gats should bo conducted 
and the communication transmitting -■ta regarding a subject’s 
travel should contain a statement as to whetber a security 
investigation is being initiated and, if not, reasons 
therefor. ]

(d) Information concerning these subjects’ proposed travel abroad, 
including information concerning their subversive activities, 
i’s furnished by the Bureau to the Department of .State, Central 

. Intelligence Agency, and lega.1 attaches if the proposed travel 
is in areas cover.-1 by such and, frequently, requests are 
made of one or al" of the above to place stops with appropriate 
security services abroad to be advised of the activities 
of these subjects. . • _

(e) When information is received that an individual with a 
' subversive background falling within the categories set 

out previously herein, is forming a tour group for foreign 
travel or an organization which is considered subversive 

■ is sponsoring such a tour, advise appropriate offices under 
the caption of the tour name or the organic? .lion sp onsoring 
the tour of the identities of the individuals participating 
in the tour and furnish the Bureau a letterhead memorandum

. suitable for dissemination to the State Department, the 
Central Intelligence Agency, and appropriate, legal attaches, 
including therein all readily available information pertaining 
to the tour, such as itinerary, pertinent dates, names of 
individuals making up the tour with addresses, if available, 
and a thumbnail sketch of the organization or individual

. sponsoring the tour. •

Letterhead memoranda relating to the tours will be dis sera— f
inated by the Bureau with a statement that,, as individuals ~
participatir... ire identified, recipients will be 'furnished . t
'with memora;. ' * under the individual case caption where ■- ■ O
those individuals are found to have subversive backgrounds. J
Therefore, the appropriate field offices should immediately |
identify and submit individual memoranda concerning such ?
individuals. The details of travel will be;replaced by a . ~
reference to the memorandum previously prepared under the
•caption of the organization sponsoring the tour. Prepare ?
individual memoranda only in the cases of individuals with ’ . r 
subversive backgrounds falling within the categories set 
out previously herein. ‘ - ' . ’ '

* ' * - ■ 5^

In addition, appropriate offices should submit’a 'otter to ■
the Bureau-under the organization caption listin’ --he names Ji
of those individ- ..s residing within their terri ■ -y who- .-5;
are traveling with the .tour group and on whom no /abvsrsive $
information is found. . . - ’ X’*

■ i v ' ’ T-

33a
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I (f) Advise the Bureau promptly in form suitable for dissemi
nation of a subject's return from travel abroad in those 
instances in which stops have been placed with security 
services abroad through the agencies listed above. In 
instances in which an individual against whom stops hav.e 
been placed has traveled to any country behind the Iron 
Curtain, the Bureau shall, also be furnished at that time 
with recommendations as to the desirability of interview 
of such person and with advice as to whether additional 
investigation concerning him is contemplated. In the event 
such an interview is authorized, it shall be conducted 
promptly and the case shall not be closed until such inter
view is had and the results thereof submitted in report 
form. ■ '
In some instances a security investigation of a subject not 
yet included in the security index may be in progress at 
the time it is found that the subject has recently departed 
for a foreign country. If the evidence developed at that 
time warrants the inclusion of the’ subject in .the security 
index were it not for the fact that he is outside the U. S., 
form FD-122 should be submitted recommending his inclusion 
in the unavailable section of the security index. After all 
initial investigation is completed, the subject's case will 
be handled the same as those of other subjects of a similar 
status who are. included in the unavailable section as our of 
the country.

* •

If the subject is an alien who has been deported or has 
otherwise permanently departed from the IT. S., he should 
not be included in the security index.. ■'

• When it is determined that a security index subject has 
departed for a foreign country, his security index card 
shall be placed in the unavailable section and his case 
handled in accordance with the instructions set forth 
under 87D 7b (6) (b) IV.

(5) Investigative techniques
While it is not possible to enumerate all investigative techniques 

■ which can and should be employed in these investigations, there 
are certain proven techniques which have.been used with con
tinued success and should be applied wherever possible.
(a) File reviews ’ - . ...

Upon the initiation of a security investigation of an - 
individual, check the office indices and review files 
thoroughly for any pertinent information on record, ■••.owing, 
background and subversive activity of each individv - • 
subject. Include such information in the initial investi
gative report.

■ •• Once a main security file has been opened for an individual, 
subsequent '^formation received concerning him should be 

.channelize. that file. The reference cards pertaining 
to the subject should be consolidated in the indices 
after each check and review of files has been made.

(b) Security informants
Success of security investigations of individuals is ’ 
primarily .' ependent upon a broad confidential informant 
coverage wrlthin every phase of subversive activity. 

’•Information and evidence developed through such sources 
are unsurpassed in value because of possible use not only ” 
for. intelligence purposes but also as admissible evidence.

S

Ji’

1
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(b) Where potential dangcrousp.ess of a subject has been 
established and inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit a 
recommendation for inclusion in security index by sub
mitting form FD-122 to Bureau. Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded 
io Bureau and one copy will be placed in subject’s 
investigative case file. •

Nothing should appear1 on FD-122 or subsequently on the 
security index card which is not in the subject's case file. 
Form FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent.

f

Proper selection should be made in the opening paragraph 
option. FD—122 is submitted with abstract when used to 

■ recommend the subject for inclusion in the security index 
and without abstract when used to indicate additions, 
deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.

(c) When.form FD-122 is submitted to Bureau, recommending in
clusion of a name in security index, attach an additional 
page or pages setting out a succinct summary of factp on 
which recommendation has been based. Facts must be in 
detail to clearly[show]soundness of recommendation;
■Statements of conclusion are not enough and original sources 
must be characterized as to reliability. . Summary must con
tain pertinent dates of subject’s activities.

(d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject’s name is not 
being recommended for security index, set out a brief 

, summary statementfin the appropriate communication closing 
the caselshowing reasons for the decision.

(e) Security index cards shall be recommended by and maintained 
by office of origin only.

(f) A'current report must be in possession of the Bureau -when 
subject is recommended for security index. If it is the 
initial report in the case, it must be a summary report. 
If., however, prior investigative reports have been sub
mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are 
appropriately documented, a summary.report need not be 
submitted. . ‘ .

• ■(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 
receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or 
pending—inactive status until security index card has been 
received from. Bureau and filed in office security index.

. If case continues in pending status because of outstanding 
investigation, reports shall carry a lead to follow author
ization of security index card- by the Bureau in addition to

-■ — - other leads-.., If outstanding investigation has been compls. ’-id 
and case would otherwise be closed upon submission of the • 
report and form FD-122, case shall be placed in pending- 
inactive status with lead to follow’ authorization of security 
index card by Bureau. In latter instance, upon receipt of 
Bureau’s response, case may be closed administratively.

(h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed 
because of absence of information concerning race, sex, 
citizenship, date and place of birth, or•de scription where 
security index card is warranted. In such instances, rec-, 
ommendation for the card should be submitted with a current 
report and case retained in pending status with active 
investigation continuing to determine missing items of 
information.
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(i) Subjects missing or out of country ma. be recommended for 
the security index provided instruoti-,ns set forth , in 871/ 
6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FI/-122 submitted on 
subjects should include data required in 87D 7b (6) (b) 
IV below.

(j) When form FD-122 is submitted recommending a security index 
card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 
the words "Other — Chinese" must be included in the space 
on the form calling for a statement as to the subject’s 
race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommend!ng that a 
security index card be prepared on a person who is not of 
Chinese extraction but who has shown definite sympathies 
with communist China, the form should include under 
"Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to 

V,? Communist China."
(k) Upon receipt of form FD-122 at Bureau, the case of the sub— 

ject will be reviewed and if recommendation of field is
‘‘T . concurred in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli

cate copy of form will be returned to office of origin stamped 
"Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies 
attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side 
of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in your 
Security Index." The three cards shall be filed in security 
index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD—122 shall 
be placed in subject's main investigative case file. 
Offices with a geographical breakdown by residence and 
employment will receive an- extra card.

(1) When security index cards .are received from Bureau, data 
thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be com— 

[ ■ plete except for description and photograph. Descriptions
[ ■ and photographs are maintained on separate cards of

similar size to security index cards which are stapled 
to back of two of the cards. One card will then be filed 
in the geographical sec'tion of office security index 
(except special section cards and unavailable section cards - 
see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV below), and one card shall 
be filed in the duplicate security index maintained away 

. from headquarters city. The other card is filed in
■ [ - ’ alphabetical section of security index. No information

shall be permanently added, deleted,, or changed on face 
.■ .of security index card without complying with instructions

set forth below‘under 87D 7b (8).
(5) Content and appearance of security index card

(a) Data to appear on face of card
When complete, face of security index card should contain 

-the following information. If any of.items enumerated in 
’ I through XIV are missing at time the security index card 
: is made,- the case should be continued as pending and investi— 

‘agation conducted to obtain the necessary information. Set 
'• ” ' rforth-under each item below are possible categories in which

^subject may be classified, together with code letters which 
^should be placed in appropriate space on form FD—122 when 

; -.sending form to Bureau recommending 1- ecurity index card be 
.•prepared. Code letters should subsequently appear on. security ' 
>index cards received from Bureau.

2 I. - Name and aliases •
The full and correct name and aliases of the subject 
must be contained on the security index card. When 

:-z -the true name of a subject or any aliases, are changed, 
rm-.i added, deleted, or are found to be incorrect, form 

t r FD-12 2 must be submitted[ showing ] the correct data
be. placed,_on_the security index card.
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attention. to the existence of a security index card for 
that individual. In all such instances' a specific 
recommendation must be made concerning the cancellation 
of the card. The card may be destroyed upon receipt of 
Bureau authority to designate the subject as a. security 
informant.

(f) Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous 
Instructions set out belov; should be read in conjunction 
with 87D 6b (7) (c) herein relating to intei’vicws with 
security index subjects.

Frequently, after-a subject is included in the security 
index, information is received or investigation develops 

[ ’ inf ormation[indicating]tha.t he is no longer a threat to
the internal security by reason of defection or expulsion 
from the subversive movement, membership in or affiliation 
with which, was the reason for placing him in the security 

[ . index. Such defection may be[shown]by lack of activity
and obvious disinterest over an extended period of time 
or upon declaration of opposition to the principles of 
the subversive movement. The latter may manifest itself in 
declarations by a subject in the presence of confidential 
informants or other sources, statements to the press, or 
actual contact with Bureau representatives and admission 

. . of previous subversive activity.

When sufficient information is at hand regarding subject’s 
present sympathies to reach conclusion that he should no 
longer be scheduled for apprehension as a dangerous subver
sive, request authority to interview subject or advise 
Bureau of reasons why subject should not be interviewed. 
Bureau will not cancel security index card without consider
ation being given to interview of subject. See 87D 6b (7). 
(c) and (d). _ . .

If, upon interview, subject proves 'cooperative to extent 
that his security index card should be cancelled, advise 
Bureau by letter of results together with a recommendation 
for cancellation which must be approved by Bureau.

(g) Subjects removed from' seen • ..ty index solely upon basis of 
application of security index criteria, with no affirmative 

- ’ indication of defeci-va '
\ • .As security index oa.ls are reviewed upon, reopening in the

. . . .’field, there will be instances in which removal will be re—
’ . - . quired by application of the security index criteria set out

in 87D 7b (3)-. With the passage of time, limits specified 
in criteria will operate to remove certain subjects even' 
though there is no affirmative indication of defection.

[ , [Letters recommending removal of a subject’s name from
■ [ . ’ ‘ ‘ the' security index'should be accompanied by form FD-122a

[ if facts in'the case.warrant the inclusion of subject’s
[ . ' . ’ .name in section A of.the reserve index.]

.. [ _............The following[proce.dures]should be followed[in the case
-[ of those individuals not being recommended for inclusion

[ in section A of the reserve index:]
. I. When subjects are removed from security index solely 

on basis of application of security index criteria 
as cases are reopened and reviewed in the field, retain 
security index cards pertainir.’. to such subjects bear
ing the descriptive matter on reverse si'es; i.e., 
the cards previously filed in geographical, special, or 
unavailable sections. Destroy cards previously filed 
in alphabetical section. Those offices maintaining two 
sets of • gebgi-aphi cal cards under provisions of 87D 7b 
(o) (b) I should retain but one card in each instance, 

' .. destroying second geographical card as well as card
previously filed in alphabetical section.
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II. Mark canceled across face of each card .being retained 
and file in the reserve index,[section B.)

• III. [Deleted] -
IV. The above instructions do not apply in the case of 

individuals removed from the security index based upon 
activity in the Nation of Islam. Security index cards 
in such cases should be destroyed, ,

(h) Subjects of Chinese extraction '
In any communi cation recommending cancellation of a security 

' index card on a subject of Chinese extraction, such oommu— 
nication must contain the words “Other — Chinese." This 
regulation relates specifically to those subjects placed 
on the security index following a recommendation submitted 
in accordance with the instructions contained in section

’ 87D 7b (4) (j) above.
(11) Priority apprehension program (DETCOM) ‘ -

(a) Purpose
Many individuals included in security index because of their 
training, violent tendencies, or prominence in subversive 

‘ activity are extremely dangerous and would be more inclined
to- commit or capable of committing overt acts against the 
U, S. in time of national emergency than would others in 
security index. Degree of dangerousness of such individuals 

■ is so pronounced that in interest of security they must ’ 
be immobilized in the least possible time prior to others

. in security index. The administrative procedure developed
. to make apprehensions on a priority basis is referred to

as the detcom program. Subjects designated for priority 
, apprehension are referred to as detcom subjects.

' Individuals in security index tabbed detcom would be 
arrested first in event of a limited 'but grave emergency, 

"probably without the arrest of other security index subjects.

In an all-out emergency, all subjects■whose names are in the 
security index will be considered for immediate apprehension.

Subjects tabbed for detcom should comprise a fiard core 
■ of subversives. Each individual case should stand on its 
own merits and decision to consider subjects for priority 

• of apprehension should be based on subject’s subversive 
activities and revolutionary tendencies. ... . 1

) Subjects to be tabbed detcom . ■ ■
• Each security index subject should be considered for detcom 

tabbing (priority of arrest) who falls within one dr more 
of following categories: .

. -I. All top functionaries and key figures
Ils Currently active communists or members of any basic 
, . - revolutionary organization (active within past year)

' J •■--■when there is- evidence of one or more of following:
' (A) Activity as local organizers or leaders in the

. '*•_ . organization •. ■
(B) Special training at" Lenin School or Far Eastern

■ : , -.-Institute in Moscow ’ ‘ '
■' _ ’(C) Experience as picket captains, strong—arm men; or 

active participation in violent strikes, riots, or 
.demonstrations

• (D) Violent statements or strong revolutionary tendencies
• , as shown by their activities •
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in security recommending missing subjects 1
index or reserve for unavailable
index, 70 section of ’’'"S’

Evidence, 37 • • - ‘ security index, ’ -4
desirability of .32,54

admissibility, 29,37 reference to, 77 •W
corroboration, 37 succinct summary with, 47

of knowledge of aims and when subject employed in key '1
purposes, 29 facility, 65

of membership or affiliation, FD-122a, 42b,43,61,77
29 FD-128

preservation of, 37 reference to, 77 • .ft

when security flash notice is on .
file, 27a

when subject moves, 58,59
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References are to page.

National Guard members, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 80

Naturalized citizens 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80 
investigations of, 26

New office of origin, 58

Observation of subject, 28,50,57 
Office of origin, 27a,58,59,72 
Out of the country, unavailable 

section of security 
index, 54

Overt acts,' 45 .

Periodic review of section A, 
■ reserve index, 42b
Personal observation of subject, 

28,50,57
Photographic surveillances, 35
Photographs, 28

of. key figures, 67
■ of top functionaries, 70 

status of security index 
cases while 
obtaining, 28,68

Physical -
description, 28

•’ surveillances, 35 
maintenance of SA’s notes, 38 

Position ' .
and importance, 30 .
in labor organizations, 29

Potential dangerousness, 44 
of Nation of Islam members, 

■ 46
Preservation of evidence, 37 
Priority apprehension program, 

62
Private records, 36
Public - -

source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

• of information 
concerning, 80

Purpose of 
investigation, 19 ’
security index, 43

Receipt of information of
- subversive activities,.

25 ’
Recommendation for inclusion in 

• section A, reserve index, 42b,61 
security index, 47 

when subject has Chinese 
sympathy, 48 -

when subject is of Chinese 
.extraction, 48 .

when subject is out of country, 
48

when there is missing back
ground information, 
47

Re—evaluation of security index 
status, 5.7,72,78 

Registrars of institutions of 
' learning, 24,25

Reintervi'ews, 4 2 -
Relatives in armed forces, 27 
Removal from security index, 46a,61 
Reports ■

administrative data in, 77 -
character of, 73
content of, 74 .
cumulative items, 76
dissemination of, 79 ■ •
documentation of, 78
lumping information in, 76 
narrative-type statements, 77 
schedule of, 73 . ■

. status of, 73 ■ '
summarizing information in, 76 

■ title of, 72 ’
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after

. interview, 41.
when necessary at time requesting 

Bureau authority to - 
interview, 39 ’

when not necessary after inter
’ view, 40a .

when not- necessary at time ■ 
. . requesting Bureau

' • / authority to ‘ '
. ' interview, 39

Reserve index, 42a 
arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and app • tranc• ‘ 

. 43 ' .
content, 43 
names deleted from security 

. index, 61,62
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59 
when place, 27 

index, 43 
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cards 
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content and appearance of, 48 
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62 
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purp o s e, 43
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recommendation for, 46a,47 
re-evaluation of status, 72 
removal from, 46a,61 
subjeels of

espionage and foreign 
intelligence 
investigations, 70 

security of Government 
employees case 
in, 70

summary reports, 47 . •
informants, 34
cancellation of security 

index cards 
pertaining to, 60 

of Government employees cases, 
inclusion of

* subjects in 
security index 
or reserve index,- 70

Signed statements, 41
Sleep'ers, 31,52
Special- section of security index, 

52 ■
Standards for reserve index, 42a 

section A, 42b
Status of cases, 73

on key figures, 73
on security index subjects 

employed in k--y’ 
facilities, C--;

on subjects in security index, 74 
on subjects recommended for

security index, 74 
on top functionaries, 73 
while obtaining photographs, 28 
while securing handwriting, 29 
while verifying residence and 

' employment, 57
Students

contacts with, 25
investigations of, 24

Summarizing information in reports, 
76,77

Summary reports, 47,71 
Superiors of faculty members, 

25
.Surveillances' ’

photographic, 35 
physical, 35
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(2) The act provides that any individual who is or becomes a member 
of any organization concerning which there is in effect a final 
order of the Board requiring such organization to register under 
the act as a Communist~action organization, more than thirty 
days have lapsed since such order has become final and the organi— 
zation is not so registered, shall within sixty days after said 
order has become final, or within thirty days after becoming

• a member of such organization, whichever is later, register with 
’ the Attorney General as a member of such organization. (g 8 (a)) 

(Title 50, USC, § 787 (a)) .
(3) Each individual who is or becomes a member of any organization 

’ which he knows to be registered under the act as a Communist
action organization, but which has failed to include the 

’ individual’s name upon a list of members thereof filed with the 
Attorney General, as required by the act, shall, within sixty 
days after obtaining such knowledge, register with the Attorney 
General as a member of such organization,, (§ 8 (b)) (Title 50 
USC, § 787 (b)) ’

(4) It is unlawful for any member of a Communist—action organization 
which has registe'red under the act, or there is in effect a final 
order of the Board requiring such organization to register, with 
knowledge or notice that such organization is so registered or that 
such order has become final; to conceal or fail to disclose the 

' ■. fact that he is a member of such organization in seeking, ’
accepting or holding any nonelective office .or employment under 
the U.S,.; or, to hold any nonelective office or employment under

- the U.S.; or, to conceal or fail to disclose the fact that he is
a member of such organization in seeking, accepting or holding 
employment in any defense facility; or, to- engage in. any employ
ment in any defense facility if such organization is a Communist
action organization; or, to hold office or employment with any 
labor organization, as that term is defined in section 2 (5) 
of the National Labor Relations A.ct, as amended (Title 29, 
USC, § 152), or to represent any employer in any matter or pro — 
ceeding arising or pending under that act. (§ 5 (a) (1)) 

(Title 50, USC, § 784(a) (1)) . '
• (5) When a Communist—action organization is registered under the

act, or.there is in effect a final order of the Board requiring 
such organization to register, it shall be unlawful for any

. ■. member of such organization, with knowledge or notice that such .
organization is so registered or that such order has become

. final, to make application for a passport, or renewal of a pass
port, to be issued or renewed by the authority of the U.S., or 

. to use or attempt to use such passport, (§ 6 (a)) Title 50, 
■ • USC, § 785 (a))
(6) The act requires any person acting for or on behr.f of any •

Communist—action organization which is registered, or require 
by final order of the Board to register, to label properly

■ all publications transmitted through the mail or by any means • 
or instrumentality of interstate or foreign commerce. (§ 10 (1)) 
(Title 50, USC, § 789 (1))

(7) Any individual who, in a registration statement or annual report, 
willfully makes any false statement or willfully omits to state 
any fact which is required to be stated, or which is necessary 

. . to make the statements made or information given not misleading, '
is guilty of a violation. (§ 15 (b)) (Title 50, "gc, 7-4

g. Miscellaneous regulations affecting other persons dealin„ •_',u * *
Communist organizations and members thereof .
(1) It is unlawful for any officer or emproyee of the U.S. or of 

any defense facility, with ‘rnowieuge or notice that such :rgani — 
zation. is registered with r,r.e attorney General as a Communist

' action organization or a Communist front organization, or ‘that
there is in effect a final order -of the Board requiring such 
organization to register; (1) to contribute funds or services
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SECUA fTY IHVESTIGATIONS87 G

fo such organization; or, (2) to advise, counsel, or urge any 
person, with knowledge or notice that sucli person is a member 
of such organization, to perform, or omit to perform, any act 
if such act or omission would constitute a violation of any 
provision of section 5 (2.) (1). (§ 5 (a) (2)) (Title 50, USC,
§ 784 (2))

(2) 'Where an organization is registered, or there is in effect a 
final order of the Board requiring an organization to register, 
as a communist—action organization, it shall be unlawful for 
any officer or employee of the U. S. to issue a passport to, 
or renew the passport of, any individual knowing or having 
reason to believe that the individual is a member of such 
organization. (§ 6 (b)) (Title 50, USC, § 785 (b)) 

ho Penalties (Title 50, USC, § 794)
If there is in effect with respect to a c-ommunist— action organization 
or individual a final order of the Board requiring registration or 
determining that it is a communist-infiltrated organization under 
section 7 or section 8 of the Internal Security Act: (1) such organi
zation shall, upon conviction of failure to .register, to file a, 
registration statement or annual report, or to keep records as re
quired by section 7, be punished for each such offense by fine of 
not more than $10,000, and (2) each individual having a duty under 
subsection h of section 7 to register or to file any registration 
statement or annual report on behalf of such organization, and each 
ind?vidual'having a duty to register under section 8, shall, upon 
conviction of failure so to register or to file any such regis
tration statement or annual report, be punished for each such offense 
by a fine of not more than $10,000, or. imprisonment for not more 
than five years, or by both such fine and imprisonment, Each day of 
failure to register, whether on the part of the organization or any 
individual, shall constitute a separate offense.

Any individual who, in a registration statement or annual report, 
willfully makes any false statement or willfully omits to state 
any fact which is required to be stated shall upon conviction there
of be punished for each such offense by a fine of not more than $10,000 
or by imprisonment for not more than five years, or by both such fine 
and imprisonment. Each false statement willfully made, and each 
wil.1ful omission to state any fact which is required to be stated, 
shall constitute a separate offense, and each listing of the name or 
address of any one individual shall be deemed to be a separate state
ment, . ’ '

* - * ,
Any organization which violates any provision of S' ?.tion 10 of t; 
act sh.7 1, upon nviction thereof, be punished f ach such ■. tion 
by a f ..-of no:, -.or e than $73,000. Ary ind ivi i ■ • * to viol-.:-' 
any p: p.* .motion:: 1 or. 10 • : ! . vf-H, upc". r.. ..
victio/ h-. I s- -’punisb .. or each • lOlatjouby a fine of ■ ’
more than $.‘<,000 o^ by in.ltia bnment. fc: not more than five years , 
or by both. ' ". ‘

Notes The fact of the registration of any person.under section 7 
or section 8 of the Internal Security A'” of 1950 as an officer oi' 
member of any communist organization sh' ‘ .. not be received in evi
dence against such person in any prosecu ’.on for any'alleged vio
lation of any other criminal statute.
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i. Reporting of .evidence developed' on individual members
E ■ [Any admissible evidence showing a violation of the Internal Security
[ Act of 1950, Title 50, USC, § 784 (a) (1) (E), as it pertains to
[ union officers, employees, and representatives of management (see
[ paragraph f(4), page 93, of this section and volume III, section
[ 670, of this manual) should be furnished to the Bureau in a report
[ on the individual and carrying the single character, Internal Security
[ Act of 1950 — Labor (classification 122).] Any admissible evidence
[ showing a violation[of this act]on the part of any[other]individual

should be furnished to the Bureau in a report on the individual and 
carrying the dual character, Internal Security - C or Security

[ Matter — 0, and Internal Security Act of 1950[(classification 100).]
[ See section 87D[of this manual]for complete instructions relative to

investigations of individuals. .’ ’
2. Communist front organizations '

a. Definition — Title 50, USC, § 782 •
"The term ’Communist—front organization 1 means any organization in 
the United States (other than a Communist—action organization

94a
5-18-52
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87. SECURITY IK^STIGATIOI 871)

. of the smrce, date of activity, date received, and name ‘
of the Agent receiving the information arc known, it io 
not necessary to request the office originally obtaining •
the information to document it further by furnishing . ,
information showing the location of the original in ■

. the office files. If all'documentation, except the ■
latter item, is not in the possession of the office , 

■ preparing the report, it should be obtained.
. V. If it is found desirable to include in a report the 

' identities of individuals who arc known communists . "
and have been associates of the subject to lend

i weight to evidence of the subject ’.s potential ’ '
dangerousness, only the source of the information ‘
showing the associate to be a communist need be •

, ’ identified. ■ -
VI. In a very limited number of instances it may be necessary *

• to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterization of an
■ individual or organization from another office or the ■ .

Bureau. When such information is received in your '
office, it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files -

. so that it will be available to and can be readily •
located by Agents having future need for it, thereby 
eliminating repeated requests of another office for the .

' same information. ' ?,
g. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of following submission of re;- 'ts

in security cases ' ' ,
Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security c: •• e

. files may be destroyed following submission of reports in these cases.
[ In destroying these memoranda, be guided by instructions[for destruction -
[ of channelizing memoranda as set out in Manual of Rules and Regulations. J
E 8. Dissemination of data developed in security investigations

The proper utilization of information received by the 'Bureau is foremost 
among our responsibilities as an investigative agency. It is'the Bureau's . .

■ duty to keep the proper intelligence agencies informed concerning infor— -
mation of interest to them. Further, information which comes to the • •

■ attention of the Bureau in connection with the conduct of investigations 
.normally and regularly within the jurisdiction of the Bureau, which ""
information is believed to be of interest to another agency within the 
executive branch of the Government, should be forwarded to the interested ;
agency unless there are good and compelling reasons not to do so. This is
in line with th.- ■^limitations Agreement and P.residential directi-- which . a

. ’ provide for the Jssemination to other agencies of information "• ng . x
to espionage, saictage, subversive activities, and related' mat ' ■. 'rere- j’

' the specific agency has a present or potential interest in the- . ormation. \
‘ S’1

■ Set out hereafter is a summaria -.tion of existing' Bureau requirements re- ;-
garding dissemination of security information developed on individuals . 'f

■ during the course of regular investigations in the security field. It ■ -J

79
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should be apparent that all conccivaf-lo situations cannot be antici
pated. For that reason, the data below should be consider„d as pertain- f 
ing to representative situations which occui' frequently enough to ( -
warrant specific treatment. The basic rule to follow is, of course, <
that security information must be furnished- promptly to interested
agencies in the executive branch of the Government and that the term |
"interested agency'' must be interpreted in the light of reason and ' 
common sense. Any unusual situations should be brought to the attention
of the Bureau promptly for consideration a nd disposition. ’ 9

Considerations affecting the national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico necessitate that the broadest possible construction be

' !»

' given to the existing 'requirements of dissemination to the
services located in those areas

,-Offices should .adhere* to such
The Anchorage, Honolulu

intel Li genee 
and San Juan

E

(discharge fully our responsibilities as 
t'ogether with practices which have been 
within those particular offices.

i policy and effect such dissemination as to
laid down in Bureau instructions 
dictated by circumstances

i

The material set out-below must
of Rules and Regulations 
over—all responsibilitie 
policies, qualifications

[part II,J section 5

and exceptions.

on junction with the Manual
, which discusses the Bureau's 
together with existing

a. Data developed concerning subjects of security investigations and
other persons coming within
Bureau •

investigative jurisdiction of

(1) Aliens and naturalized citizens
Information concerning aliens and naturalized citizens which

■might have a bearing on the deportation or.denaturalization 
of such individuals should in all instances be forwarded 
to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Refer to 
the Manual of Rules and Regulations, [part II.,]section 5. If 
any doubt exists, the matter should in all instances be resolved 
in favor of dissemination. " -

’ ■(2) ' Employees of or persons having regular 
’ or employees of plants having contracts 

services ■
'Dissemination in these cases is treated

access to key fac: 
with the military

specifically in section
87D 7c (4) of this manual. ' ’

(3) Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal 
facilities) which are not on the key facilities list or otherwise 
falling into the category defined in (2) above, and facilities 

’ which are or may become engaged in the manufacture of materials 
vital to the national defense • .
Dissemination should be made locally to G—2 and, in addition, to 

• -• other intelligence services 'if their interest is apparent in 
. ‘ individual cases or in .specific facilities. ; ■ ..
(4) Individuals -on inactive’ duty but who are members of or hold 

commissions in the reserve branches or National Guard
• ’ Dissemination should be made locally to the appropr

intelligence service 
appropriate services 

(5) Seamen and subject.:
longshoremen and ot-. 
Dissemination should

Dissemination to' headquarter 
will be made at SOG.

e military 
f the

aployed in the maritime industry, including 
_• water-front employees
be made to the Coast Guard on a local level

and, when circumstances dictate, to other intelligence agencies, 
including ONI, which have axi interest in the data reported. ’
Appropriate dissemination on a headquarters level will be made 
at SOG. ■ ’ ’ -

(6) Employees of the Federal Government within the purview of 
Executive Order 10450 .
No dissemination of the reports in security of Government employee 
oases may be made in the field. If, however, sucject is employed

i

4
¥

% 
in

I

’ 80
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ECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGV 'NS 87E

INVESTIGATIONS OF COlWhJ.TST FRONT AND MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS 
. Purposes

To obtain sufficient pertinent data to make possible accurate 
determination of organization's true character
To obtain intelligence data and keep Department and. other interested
Government agencies advised, regarding existence and activities of 
subversive organizations
To obtain legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of such
organizatioz’s to permit implementation of:'
(1) Internal Security Act of 1950'
(2) Registration Act
(3) Smith Act of 1940 ■
(4) Executive Order 10450

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
( 
[ 
[ 
[ 
C

2. General policy
a. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations

(1)

5 »

3
4

[Upon receipt of information concerning formation of such a group 
immediately open a case and advise Bureau at that time.
After conducting sufficient inquiry to determine true character ‘ 
of group ■
(a) If further investigation warranted, advise Bureau

through established report writing procedures. ■
(b) If further investigation not warranted, advise Bureau

results of investigation and specific reasons for
determination in letter form.] 

[Deleted] ■
[Deleted]

b. Established subversive groups
- (1) Keep Bureau currently advised by appropriate communication 

re .pertinent activities including any changes in principal 
officers, structure of organizations, and forthcoming events.

(2) If no specific lead's outstanding, case may be 'placed in 
pending—inactive status after submission of initial report.

(3) Submit reports at least every six months. -
c. Organizations political in character . .

(1) Investigation should not be instituted without Bureau 
approval. '

(2) Furnish all pertinent information concerning ' -.ununist 
infiltration, influence, or control of such organizations 
to Bureau in letter form. -

d. Organizations connected with institutions of learning
■(1) No investigation to be conducted without prior Bureau 

approval • ■ •
(2) If requesting Bureau authority to investigate, submit complete, 

available data and reason investigation is desired.
(3) If Bureau authority granted, it will be permissV ' e'to contact 

all established reliable sources, including thos connected 
with institution of learning.

(4) Before conducting any interview with individual connected 
■ with institution of learning re s?'curity— type investigation 

of an organization, whether organ'.-.tion itself has been 
connected with institution of lea. :ing, Bureau authority 
must be obtain.ed to conduct such interview unless -individual 
is established reliable source. - .

(5) Section 87D 5a (1) of this manual should be read in conjunction 
' with’above instructions.
e« Legitimate noncommunist organizations that are communist infiltrate 

(1) No investigation should be conducted without prior Bureau 
approval. .

(2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 
Agents. '

(3) Advise Bureau promptly .?.ier caution "Cominfil (name of 
organization)'! when one of the following exists and include

83
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I 
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E 
[ 
E 
[ 
i 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
c 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ r L 
[ 
[ 
E 
[ 
E 
[ 
E 
E 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
E

your recommendation for instituting an investigation: .
(a) The Communist' Party has specifically instructed its ’•

' members to infiltrate the organization.
(b) Communist Party members have infiltrated the organization in . 

sufficient strength to influence or control the organization.
(4) When advising Bureau, include data concerning following items:

ia) Name and address of organization ’
b) Extent of communist infiltration

1 (c) Identities of Communist Party members and positions held
in organization

(d) Informant coverage afforded organization .
’ Set forth positions held by informants and whether informants

are members or merely reporting on organization.
(e) Recommendation whether additional investigation is deemed 

warranted . ‘

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

O)

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well 
as the national organization. Break down information required 
under items (c) and (d) above by local chapters where such exist. 
No informant or source should be instructed by the FBI. to 
join or attend meetings. If Communist Party asks the informant 
to do so, he should, of course,‘comply. •
No member of the organization not already an established’ 
source should be contacted regarding the organization*. This 
does not preclude pretext interviews where advisable.
Data concerning following topics should be fully developed 
and reported on; ■ . ’
(a) Basis for investigation and fact that our investigation

is directed solely toward establishing extent of . 
Communist Party infiltration, or that organization is 
specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau is . 
not investigating legitimate activities of organization.

!b) Address of organization * •
0} Brief characterization of organization, including total 

membership • - ’
id) Principal officers of organization ’

e) Communist Party program to infiltrate this organization
' and influence its policy ’

(f)' Results of this program, including '..ommunist Party ’ 
affiliations of officers and members .

Caption of all correspondence should’contain the phrase -
’Communist Infiltration of” preceding the riat-e of the org?:iza— ' 
tion. ■ . . - ’ ■ .
In the event infiltration of the organization reaches sue 
proportion that its activities a • dominated and controllc 
by the Communist Party, submit y.-- ;• recommendation to the 
Bureau regarding changing the investigation. from communist 
infiltration to that of a communist front.
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S^^ON 87. SECURITY INVKSTIGATlOj^ 871)

III. Persons active in Communist Party underground 
TV. Any other security index subject whose activities, 

past or present, regardless of membership in a 
revolutionary organization, clearly and unmistakably 
depict the individual as a potential saboteur, 
espionage agent, or disruptionist in the event of an 
emergency

(c) Recommendations for and removal of detcom designation
I. Approval of SAC

Designation.of each subject for detcom program or 
removal of any subject therefrom must be personally 
approved by SAC, or in offices having more than 
1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau- 
approved security supervisor. If individual subjects 
■being recommended for inclusion in security index 
are also being recommended for detcom, above- 
required' approval by SAC may be handled in conjunc
tion with requirements specified in 87D 7b (4).

II. [When form FD-122 is submitted recommending either 
tabbing for deleom.or deletion of such tabbing, 
attach an additional page setting out a brief summary 
of facts upon which the recommendation is based.] 

III. [Deleted]
(d) ■ Administrative procedures for handling detcom. program 

Take following action to assure that security index cards 
for subjects tabbed detcom- for priority of apprehension will 
be readily available for emergency action in your office: 
I.. Consider each security index case for detcom tabbing 

whether subject's security index card is filed in 
geographical, special, or unavailable sections of 
security index.

■' II. Geographical section
Divide geographical section of security index into two 
distinct parts.
(A) Part I of geographical section shall include only 

. . security index cards for subjects who are tabbed
detcom under instructions noted above.

(b) Part II of geographical section shall contain 
. ' security index cards for all subjects that are

NOT tabbed detcom.
- (c) In offices having two separate and 1‘stinct 

geographical -.-ctions, i.'., geogr - ic-al— employment 
and geograph j-. • .—residence, as pro" ' ■ under 
87D 7b (6) her-.: n, each such geogra :al sectior 
must be broken into parts I and II, an line with 
foregoing, so that cards tabbed detcom will be 
separated and maintained apart from other security 
index cards.

(p) No colored tabs necessary on cards of detcom sub— 
-jects in gcqgr-;hical section.

III. Alphabetical s .■ \ic ’ . .. .
(A)- One securri .y hihjj; card for each subject is to 

" ■ • - ' -■ be filed in alphabetical section in strict alpha
betical order with no othei' breakdown whatsoever.

(B) Affix a colored tab to each security index card
-• ■ designated for detcom in alphabetical section to

• ; - readily identify such subjects.,
(c) Detcom tabbings approved at Bureau will be shown 

on security index cards forwarded to field by code 
letters "DC" in first line on cards and by word 
"DETCOM" stamped in large red letters.

63 
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IV.- Special section and unavailable section . 
Security index cards of Detcom subjects filed in 
special and unavailable sections are to be dcsig— . 
nated by affixing colored tabs.

(e) General
I, Tabbing of cards • ’

No security index card is to contain tabs for any
, purpose other than to designate Detcom classification 

under foregoing provisions.
. II* Removal from Detcom category ■ ■ .

. . Careful analysis must be made of each case in which
deletion from Detcom category is proposed. For in
-stance, when a key figure is being removed from such 
status, file review may well disclose that subject

. qualifies for Detcom tabbing for reasons covered in
87D 7b (11) (b) , above, independent of key figure

■ ■ status. .
ce Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities 

(1) Responsibility . - ’ •
• FBI is responsible by Presidential directive for keeping other

. Federal agencies advised of developments within their juris
diction affecting plants having armed forces contracts, as well 
as other facilities, utilities, and critical points of trans

' portation and communications systems which have'been designated
- as vital to the national defense and welfare by the Department

of Defense*. - . '

- FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement fox* investi
gating employees of private contractors who have contracts with 

• agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive 
. information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough investi

gation must be conducted and consideration for inclusion in
' security index given concerning any individual employed in. or

having access to a key facility who is alleged to. have been, 
. . at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary

organization or against whom sufficient other subversive 
information is in our possession which warrants such action,
(a) Requests for investigation from another agency * •

’ When another agency requests investigation of individual
. • • • employed in key facility, institute investigation immedi

ately" if basis of request so'warrants. Advise Bureau of 
. ' _ request, basis thereof, and tb-t investigation is being. '

‘conducted. ‘ , • -
. . (b) .Verification of key facility •> tatus of place of empl-- .

. • Department of Defense key z-.cilities list (maint-
each office) must be checked for verification of •

' • mation that a security investigation subject’s pl
employment may be. included in such list.

.. (c) Individuals denied access to restricted informsltj.o.<
‘ ’■ ’ Intelligence agencies of ax-med forces frequently advise

• ' that an individual has been denied clearance to work in
■ / . a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted. ...

■ . information. In some instances clearance is denied based
on information furnished by.Bureau. At othei' times, in—

. formation in Bureau files is very meager or possibly . 
. ‘ negative and basis for such denial of clearance is not

known. The intelligence agency’is responsible for furnish 
ing Bureau with any information involving disloyalty or 
subversiveness„

Office receiving notification that an individual has been 
denied clearance must ascertain promptly basis for such 
denial and obtain all pertinent data contained in file of
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when subject has Chinese 
sympathy, 48.

when subject is of Chinese 
extraction, 48 

when subject is out of' country, 
48

when there is missing back
ground information, 
47

Re—evaluation of security index 
status, 72

Registrars of institutions of 
learning, 24,25

Reinterviews, 42
Relatives" in armed forces, 27
Removal from security index, 46a 
Reports 

administrative data in, 77 
character of, 73 
content of, 74 
cumulative items, 76 
dissemination of, 79 

• documentation of, 78
lumping informal! • in, 76 
narrative—type statements, 77 
schedule of, 73 
status of, 73 '

• summarizing information in, 76 
title of, 72 -
topical headings in, 74 
when necessary after

interview, 41 " •
when necessary at time requesting

Bureau authority to 
interview, 39

when not necessary after inter— . ■ 
view, 40a.

when not necessary at time 
requesting Bureau 
authority to - 
interview, 39

Reserve index, 42a 
arrangement, 42b 
cards, content and appearance, 

43 
content, 43 
names deleted from security 

index, 62

*
F
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INDEX FOR 
References

SECTION 87D 
arc to page

Reserve index (continued) 
purpose, 42a 
removal from, 43 
section A ■

changes, 43
• individuals to be included, 

42b 
periodic review of, 42b 
recommendations for inclusion 

in, 42b
when to submit reports, 42b

section B, 43 
standards for, 42a 
subjects .

espionage and foreign
intelligence

• investigations, 70
security of Government 

employees case 
in, 70

. Reserves, dissemination of 
inf ormation 
concerning 
members of, 80

Responsibility of Bureau, 19 
Restrictions on investigations,

• 24

Security (continued} 
index (continued) 

recommendation for, 46a,47 
re-evaluation of status, 72
removal from, 46a 
subjects of ‘ 

espionage and foreign 
.■ • intelligence

-■ investigations
- security of Government

’ employees case
‘ in, 70
summary reports, 47

informants, 34 '
cancellation of security 

index cards 
pertaining to,

70

60
’ of Government employees cases, 

• , inclusion of
subjects in •
security inde>: . 
or reserve index, 70 '

Signed statements, 41
Sleepers, 31,52 •
Special section of security index, 

. 52 . '
Standards for reserve index, 42a

section A, 42b 
.Status of cases,

on 
on

key figures
73
73

>
■i

Schedule of reports, 73
Scope of investigation, 26
Seamen, dissemination of infor

. nation concerning 
- 80 .

on 
on

on

security index subjects . 
employed in key • 
facilities, 66

subjects in security index, 74 
subjects recommended for

security index, 74
top functionaries, 73

while obtai •. -.ng photographs

4

.Security '
flash notice 

cancellation of, 27a .
notation concerning on FD-128, 

. 59 ■ ’
’ when place, 27 

index, 43 
arrangement of, 50 

. cards ’ '
• cancellation of, 38,60 

. ■ changes on, 58
content and appearance of, 48 
of key figures, 68 
transfers to reserve index, 

62 
criteria for, 45 
dangcrousness, 44 
purpose, 43

while seen
while veri

•.g handwriting
28

29
ying residence.and 

employment, 57
Students ’ 

contacts with, 25 ■
investigations of, 24 ■

Summarizing information in reports 
’ ■ 76,77

Summary reports, 47,71 ■ ., - ■
’ Superiors of faculty members, 

■ 25 . ’
Surveillances 

photographic, 35 .
physical, 35 U:

I
•s
*
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4m ■ Index

■ WtNDEX FOR SECTION 87D W
■ References are to page. ’

( ' • ■ '

Thumbnail sketches, 78a 
Title of reports, 72 '
Top functionaries, 66,69 . '

change of office of origin, ’
70 ■ ’ '

definition of, 69 
designation of, 69 ■
handwx-iting of, 70 ’ •
inclusion in key figure list, .

70 . •
. movement of, 59 ■ -

‘ photographs of-, 70 •
■ program, 66 .

- regulations governing, 70 '■ .
- reports on, 70 ‘

status of, 70,73 ’
tabbing for detcom, 70 . ■

Topical headings in reports, . ...
74 

• Tours, 33a ,
Trash covers, 36 . •
Travel . .
abroad, 33 ■ . ’
behind iron curtain, 34 ,

■ Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects’, 54 
missing subjects, 32,54 
subjects traveling abroad, 

34,54 ’
Underground membership or 

•” • activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25 
U. S. Government employees, 25

Verification of 
: -addresses -■

reserve index, section A, 
42b 

security index, 57 
employment 
reserve index, section A, 

42b
security index, 57 ’

Voice of America, inclusion of 
employees in 
security index or 
reserve index, 70
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5 SECTION 87. SECURITY INVEST! TIONS 870

1 o t '
• d. Other MarxTst revolutionary groups '

A long—established group which would come under-this category is the 
' Proletarian Party of America, a relatively small organization.

There also are a few small groups composed of ex-members of the 
Communist Party, USA, who have voluntarily left the party or who 
have been expelled, usually for fnationalism,, .

e, General *
Communist investigations must be conducted in a most discreet and 
thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies 
are not to accompany Agents during the course of security—type 
investigations without prior Bureau authority. Bureau employees 
should not discuss communist or related investigations with any 
unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to be

• used in speeches of Bureau employees without specific authorization. 
_ ’ However, there is considerable mimeographed material in each office,

including speeches, testimony,and magazine articles prepared by the 
. Director which could be furnished outside individuals interested in

the subject of communism without any discussion. . . .
2. Purposes of investigation ’ ’

a.. The investigation of the Communist Party, USA, and other similar-type 
organizations is of twofold purpose: (1) to obtain legally admissible 
evidence against these organizations for prosecution under existing 
Federal statutes set out above and (2) to follow closely the activities 
of these organizations from an intelligence vic.mint to haye a day— 
to-day appraisa.1 of the strength, danger ous nes •• ’nd activities of

.these organizations seeking the overthrow of th :J. S. Government. . 
bo Suggestions for proper coverage of the inve.stigs ; ion of the Communist

. Party as an organization and similar organizations should include:
’ (1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that all

of the important ramifications of party activities are properly 
covered

. (2) Development of confidential informants in all party levels,
including the national headquarters organization

(3) The establishment of trash and mail covers on pertinent head
quarters and party functionaries ’ . ’ .

' (4) The constant effort to develop admissible evidence against party
■ officials for violation of Federal laws

[ [c. Brief to establish illegal status of Communist Party, USA
[ (1) Purpose of brief is to collect all legally admissible evidence
[ to prove illegality of party in one file. (Bufile 100—3—74.)
[ (2) Reports on brief to establish illegal status must be submitted
[ ■ by each office quarterly and should include only legally
[ admissibly evidence obtained during preceding three-month period.
[ (if no information to report, letter may be submitted.)
[ (3) It is advisable to use the following breakdown in preparing
[ ' reports: . •
[ (a) Origin .and continuity of the party '
[ ■ (b) Pertinent statements, writings, and instructions relating to
[ (1) Marxism-Le-ninism, (2) imperialism, (3) proletarian
[ - internationalism’, (4) defense of USSR, (5) revolutionary
[ statement's . ’
[ (c) Internal Security Act of 1950. Include under this
[ - heading any admissible evidence which would tend to prove
[ a violation of section 4(a) of this act.] -

5
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870 . ■SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ‘

3. Investigative j^ftedures and suggestions .
This section co^Tains detailed investigative guides for use in 
investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 
USA. '
a. To accurately and clearly show the true nature of the Communist 

Party, USA, data concerning the following topics must be fully
[ developed and reported. [When material contains information tha't
[ would be logically reported under more than one topic heading
[ but to do so would make the separate accounts'unintelligible,
[ report all the material under the main heading and only refer to
[ the information under the other breakdowns. Do not repeat same
[ data under separate headings.] Reports on the Communist Party, USA,

■ as an organization must be submitted by each office quarterly •
and should cover activities for the preceding three-month period.

’ All offices are required to use the following breakdown in pre
paring quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. Each 

. subfile caption must start on a separate page.
, (1) Organization (Bxireau file 100-3—69) ■

(a) Security setup of district and/or state organization. 
Office covering district headquarters, describe the

[ . location and size of Communist Party office facilities,
rent paid, and name and number of office employees.

[ . ... [List address and/or post office box number of party
[ headquarters.] - -
[ . (b)- [Identify]principal district officials and important .
[ , . . functionaries, together with[titles,. and furnish a]

short resume of important activities of each, during 
' . ’ three-month period. . ' ■
. . (o) Names of new commissions or- special committees, identity

, - and capacity of individual members thereof. Submit
' . resume of activities of groups under appropriate subfile

■ ' ’ captions.
_ .. (d) Special meetings embracing only organizational matters.

’ ' . - . Other pertinent matters discussed at meetings concerning
. - ' . policy or strategy to be submitted under appropriate

' ' subfile captions. . . ‘
. . (e) Extend this outline as far as necessary for clarity and

. : ' to meet needs of office under this or any succeeding
_ . ■ . subsection. Auxiliary offices submit pertinent data

concerning above matters which do- not normally come to 
'attention of office covering district headquarters.

(2) Membership (Bureau file 100—3—68) . ..............
- . (a) Quarterly reports are not to contain any membership ■

. . - . r statistics. Cover pages accompanying each quarterly .
• . ~ , report must contain latest available statistics relating

' ‘ . •' - .to total number of Communist Parcy members in the
■ district. Membership data must start on a separate

Cover page. Office of origin, which is office cove.- .
. : Communist Party district headquarters, should submit

. . ... following figures:
- ' - ’ • I. For entire Communist Party district . '

_ . ~ For individual states-covered'.-by. C-.ommuni st Party •
district . - . . - - . - ‘

, -• :. . . , III. ?or number of Communist Party members in area covered
• • ' . . - . / '• -by field office . ■ . . . ’ -

Auxiliary offices should submit following membership . 
figures to the Bureau and office of origin:
I, For state or portion of state covered by that ' 

. field office
II. For number of Communist Party members in the area 

covered by that field office

6
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(d) Whether or not defectee^J^ailable for interview 

by all Agents
(E) Whether he is in position to testify and willing 

to do so
III. Do not include information concerning seoux'ity inform

ants for security reasons.
IV. Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in 

■ ’ identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish 
information of value in the future and will obviate 
necessity of extensive file reviews.in this connection.

V, A special index may be used for this file if .desirable.. 
If used, it should contain cards filed alphabetically 

■ indicating names, times, and places defectees•were in a
subversive movement and a brief description of informa— 

. tion available from them. Break index down geographi
cally and subdivide by years if. desirable.

7. , ’ Administrative procedures
■fa* Reserve index . ■

(1) . Purpose
’ The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who,

in the light of ever—changing conditions, should be continually 
borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country 
with a view toward possible investigation, interrogation, or 
action under the security index program. This index may serve 
as an administrative’aid and working index containing a central 
repository of the names of individuals having sympathy for or 
affiliation with the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organizations. .

(2) Individuals to be included
This index is to contain names of individuals when, following 
investigation, the information does not justify the inclusion of 
the subject’s name in the security index when there is evidence of:
(a) Membership in a b-sic revolutionary organization subsequent 

to January 1, 19a-, together with some indication of sympathy 
or association with such an organization or a su versive 
front organization subsequent to the reported membership and 
no reliable evidence of defection

(b) Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of 
membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 
five years, coupled with some evidence or information, 
indicating activity, association, or sympathy for the 
subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable 
evidence of defection. _ '

. (c) The individual, within the past five years, by his associa
tions, writings, financial support, or conduct in relation 
to and support of subversive organizations or the international 
communist movement is in a position to influence others at 
the time of a national emergency and no reliable evidence o - 
defection.

(d) Leadership or substantial activities in a major subversive 
front group over three years ago, together with some evidence 
of continuing activity, association, or sympathy for the 
subversive cause within three" years and no reliable "evidence 
of defection ' • . • ■ ’ <

(e) Membership in a subversive front organization within the 
past three years and no reliable evidence of defection

42a
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87p SECTION 87. SECURITY IHVBSTIG $

.[

(a) Arrangement
This index is to be maintained in two sections, section A and 
section B. Each section will be maintained alphabetically on 
5— by 8-inoh cards.
(a) Section A

Section A of the reserve index is designed to represent a 
special group of individuals who should receive priority 
consideration with r.espect to investigation and/or other
■action following the apprehension of security index subjects.
I

II

-

Section A should include those individuals whose sub
versive activities do not bring them within the security 
index criteria but who, in a time of national emergency.
are in a position to influence others ag; the national
interest or are likely to furnish material financial aid 
to subversive elements due to their subversive associa
tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi
viduals meeting the standards for inclusion in the reserve 
index and who fall within the following categories:
A 
B 
C

D)
E)

Professors, teachers, and-educators
Labor union organizers or leaders
Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and 
others in the mass media field
Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
Other potentially influential persons on a 
local or national level

(f) Individuals who could potentially furnish 
material financial aid

Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve 
index (section A)
(A) Recommendations for inclusion of■names in section 

A of the reserve index are to be submitted to the 
Bureau by form FD—122a. A succinct summary setting 
forth the basis for the recommendation should be 
attached to the form FD-122a. In addition, if no 
report is accompanying the recommendation, a. state
ment to that effect should appear on the. page con
taining the succinct summary.

•• (B) Upon Bureau approval of recommendation for the
• inclusion of an individual's name in section A of 
the reserve index, two reserve index cards will be 
forwarded to the field. [Add]on the reverse side 
'available descriptive ’ data-. One card is to be 
filed in your office,, and one card is to be 
filed away from headquarters city at the same

■ ’ location as. the extra set of security index cards 
are now stored.

III. Periodic review of section A of the : 
Investigations of individuals li-.’tez 
the reserve index are to be trough", 
and considered for security index 

..in the reserve index. Form FD-154

serve index
a. section A of 
to date annually 

us or retention 
be used for

the annual review by amending it for use in reserve 
index cases. This investigation should include, 
as a minimum:
(A) Verification of residence and employment
(b) Indices search and file review to determine 

whether additional investigation is warranted 
or whether an interview with the individual 
is desirable

(c) If additional investigation is conducted or if 
there is unreported information of a sub
versive nature contained in the files, submit 
a report.

f

2
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' &TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGAT'. .’S 87D

(h) Where potential dangercusness of a subject has been 
established and inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit a. 
recommendation for inclusion in security index by sub— . 
mitting form FD-122 to Bureau. Form must be prepared 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded 
to Bureau and one copy will be placed in subject's 
investigative case file. ' ■

Nothing .should appear on FD—122 or subsequently on the 
security index card which is not in the subject's case file. 
Form FD—122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards 
already existent. .

Proper selection should be made in the opening paragraph 
option. FD—122 is submitted with abstract when used to . 
recommend the subject for inclusion in the security index 
and without abstract when ’used to. indicate additions, 
deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.

(c) When form FD—122 is submitted to Bureau recommending in
clusion of a name in security index, attach an additional 
page or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts on 
which recommendation has been based. Facts must be in 

. detail to clearly reflect soundness of recommendation.
Statements of conclusion are not enough and original sources 
must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must con— 

‘ tain pertinent dates of subject’s activities.
(d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject's name is not 

being recommended for security index, set out a brief . 
summary statement in the cover page(s) accompanying closing 

'• report[showing]reasons for decision.,
(e) Security index cards shall be .recommended by and maintained 

by office of origin only. ' ■
(f) [A current report must be in possession of the Bureau when 

subject is recommended for security index. If it is the 
initial report in the case, it must be a summary report. 
If, however, prior investigative reports have been sub— . 
mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are ’
appropriately documented, a summary report need not be

■ submitted.] . - - ... ■ .
(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 

. receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or 
pending—inactive status until security index card has been 
received from Bureau and filed in office security index,. - 
If case continues in pending status because of outstanding 
investigation, reports shall carry a le*-: to follow author
ization of security index card by the B:’ eau in addition to 
'other leads. If outstanding investigation has ’ :en completed 

- and case would otherwise be closed upon submission of the
' ’ report and form FD-122, case shall be placed in pending-

• inactive status with lead to follow authorization of security 
index card by Bureau. In latter instance, upon receipt of 
Bureau's response, case may be closed administratively.

(h) . - Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed 
because of absence of information concerning race, sex, 
citizenship, date andplace of birth, or description where 
security index card is warranted. In such instances, rec— 

' ommendation for the card should be submitted with a current 
report and case retained in pending status with active 

’ investigation continuing to determine missing items of 
‘ information. ■

47
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87D "'ECTION 87. - SECURITY INVEST IG/; JNS

(i) . Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended 
"the security index provided instructions set forth in

6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FD—122 submitted
subjects should include data required in 87D 7b (o) (b)

870 
on

IV below.
When form FD—122 is submitted recommending a security index 
card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 
the words "Other — Chinese" must" be included in the space 
on the form calling for a statement as to the subject's 
race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommending that a 
security index card be prepared on a person who is not of

(k)

Chinese extraction but who has 
with communist China, the form 
"Miscellaneous" a statement to 
Communist China."
Upon receipt of form FD-122 at

shown definite sympathies 
should include under 
the effect "sympathetic to

Bureau, the case of the sub —

t

ject will 
concurred 

■' cate copy 
"Security 
attached.

be reviewed and if recommendation of field is 
in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli— 
of form will be returned to office of origin stamped 
Index card approved and prepared, three copies
Place description and photograph on reverse .side

■ ■ of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in your
' •’Security Index. " The three cards ■ shall be filed in security

index as outlined below. The' returned copy of FD—122 shall
- '' be placed in subject’s main investigative case file,.

• ■ Offices with a geographical breakdown by residence and;
' ■ ' employment will receive an- extra card.

(1) When security index cards are received from Bureau, data
• ‘thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be com

plete except for description and photograph. Descriptions 
and photographs are maintained on separate cards of

■••• -similar size to security index cards which are stapled 
to back of two of the cards. One card will then be filed

- ‘ in the geographical section of office security index 
(except special section cards and unavailable secti.on" cards —

- ‘ . ■ see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV below), and one card shall
■be filed in the duplicate security index maintained away 

■ ;from headquarters city. The other card is filed in 
’alphabetical section of security index. No information

• shall be permanently 'added, deleted, or changed on face 
of security index card without complying with instructions 
set forth below under 87D 7b (8). .

(5) Content and appearance of security index card .
- : (a) .-Data to appear on face of card .. ........................... ’ •“

-When-complete, face of security index card should contain
• ■' '-the following information, If any of items’ enumerated in 

through XIV are missing at time the security index card
■ ;is made, .the case should be continued as 

-gation conducted to obtain the necessary 
^forth.under each item below are possible 

. gsub ject may be classified,.together with 
’■-should be placed in .appropriate space on

pending and investi- 
information. Set 
categories in which 
code letters which
form FD

-■= .-^ending form to Bureau recommending .security indo 
"•^prepared. Code letters should subsequently appea.

?.2 when 
card be 
on security

index cards received from Bureau.
Name and aliases ... .

— The full and correct name and aliases of the subject 
must be contained on the security index card. When 
the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed

:n-.._:added, deleted, or. are found to be incorrect, form 
■ £- : FI>-i22 must be submittedt showingjthe correct data 
m : rVQ be_pla.ce.d on the security index card.

£

■i-

a

.3
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ACTION 87. SECURITY 87D

III

IV

V,

Race
White and Caucasian W
Negro • N
Chinese C ’
Others . 0

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese),
American Indians, etc.)

Sex
Male M ’ ’
Female F
Citizenship
Native born MB
Naturalized NA . ■
Alien ’ AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security
index card is recommended. space should be left
blank but status should be ascertained and sub-
mitted by FD-122.)

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM
Independent Socialist League ISL
Socialist Workers Party ■ SWP
Johnson-Forest Group ' JFG . ■
American Socialist Clubs ASC .
Nationalist Party of Puerto

Rico ■ NPR

J

<

Union Del Pueblo Pro Consti— 
tuyente De La Republica De 
Puerto Rico (Union of the 
People for the Establishment 
the Republic of Puerto Rico) 

Proletarian Party of America’ 
Nation of Islam 
Russian .
Bulgarian .x ’ '
Rumanian .
Czechoslovakian -
Hungarian _ ‘ •
Yugoslavian '

of
UPR
PPA ■ 
RO I 
RUS 
BUL 
RUM 
CZE 
HUN
YUG

VI Dangerousness classification (where applicable)
Detcom ' • DC

- - . ’ " VII. Key figure .and top functionary desi,
Key figure - . •’ KF

* • - . - Top functionary ■ .TF
■ ' ■ VIII. Special section cards ■ ■

United Nations employees ■ UNE
- « . Foreign government employees FGE

U. S. Government employees GOV
■ ■ Atomic energy program • ■

employes ’ . AEP
Espionage subjects . . •- ESP
Pro—Tito subjects - YUG

. IX. Unavailable section cards ■
Missing MI
Out of country . OC
linpriso ned PR

gnatipn (where applicable)

X.
xi.

XII 
XIII

a

.3
M

C
XIV

Date and place of birth
Key facility geographical reference number and abbre— . 
viation denoting the’ agency having security responsibility 
for the key facility obtained from the Department of- 
Defense key facilities list (where applicable) ■
Residence .address '
Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an’ 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any. ■
Field office file number

f

r
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87D SECT! SECURITY INVEST I GATIONS '

Data to appear on separate attached, card.
I, The following data must be placed on a separate • 

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections., Data will not be attached to

’ the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to' 
assist in recording the descriptive information, •
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other data required., ■
SA) Complete description
B) Notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division ' 
iC) Photograph, with date taken placed below

Dj Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject possesses firearms

(e) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such as directions to residence

' • or employment, where subject not situated in usual -
locations, listing of number of minor children 
and aged dependents

II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
■be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 

this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classif icat-’ on 

' which should be affixed to reverse side of the secur'-
■ index cards filed in geographical, special and unav: - ■

able sections.
III. Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling infoi ’ on 

to be posted on the separate card attached to back’ 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded .to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 

■ attachment to the geographical, special or unavailable- 
sections. After the.security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear— 

'ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file. •

. • - FD—186 may also be used to record'information that a
■ .. . security index subject has been physically observed.

' Descriptive data developed during observation of the • 
subject should be noted on FD—186 for posting. '

(6) Arrangement of the security index
(a) At Bureau .

The entire security inc-x is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization -.'f IBM tabulating cards. The ’ 

. white 5— by 8—inch security index cards'are printed by this 
machine and transmitted to the field. -’Through the use 

. ■ ' of this device, the security index can be broken down
, . into the various categories of information appearing on •
' . the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary

for administrative purposes at the Bureau, This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. . ■

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases 
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes. -
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unequivocal regardless of Yugoslavia’s foreign
■ policies.

Standards for inclusion of subjects in the special 
section of the security index arc the same as those 
for any other potentially dangerous subject.

When submitting a recommendation for'-proparation of 
a security index card on an individual falling in one 
of the above categories, form FD-122 must include 
the words "Special Section" typed in the upper right . 

' portion thereof. The proper category should be typed 
on FD—122 in the space provided behind the words

■ "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify). ”

Security index cards to be placed in the special 
section shall bear the appropriate code letter's in 
the upper right portion designating the subsection 
in which the cards should be placed. Upon receipt •
from the Bureau of the three security index cards of 
subjects in these categories, the required additional, 
data shall be placed on two which shall be filed 
alphabetically in the appropriate subsection of the 
special section. The third card shall be filed in 
the alphabetical section of the security index.' Under 
no circumstances should special section security index 
cards be filed in the geographical section of the 
index. •

When a security index subject whose card is maintained 
in' the special section no longer comes within one of 
the categories of the special section, FD—122 must be 
submitted with the words "Remove from Special Section." 
typed in the space provided behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS 
(Specify).” If the card should- be placed in the unavail
able section, the statement “Place in Unavailable Section" 
should be added in this space. When the new cards 
are received from the Bureau, they should be checked 
for accuracy and the description and photograph, 
if available, sr- >..ld be placed on separate cards 
of similar size ' -.1 attached to the back of_ two of „ 
the cards. Thes.- tiwo cards should then -be filed in 
the geographical or unavailable section (where applicable) 
and the other card filed in the alphabetical section of - 
the security index. The old cards should be destroyed.

When a special section subject is scheduled for priority 
apprehension under the detcom program, the special 
section card, shall be appropriately tabbed.

. It is riot contemplated thaj subjects of security index
• cards maintained in the special section will be appre—

' hended under a mass apprehension program. The cases
• of such subjects shall be given individual attention • 

upon the inception of the apprehension program and the 
subjects will not be apprehended in the absence of 
specific Bureau instructions in each case.

IV. Unavailable section .
Security index cards of individuals who are missing, out 
of the country, or are imprisoned shall b'e retained in . 
the unavailable section. This section shall be broken 
down into three subsections headed by tabs marked "Missing,

Doctd:32BBS29 809
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"Out of the Country," and "Imprisoned." The unavail
able section shall be- maintained in accordance with 
the following instructions:
(A) Missing subjects

Security index subjects are not to be included in 
the unavailable- section as missing immediately upon 
determination that they are no longer located at .' 
their previously known places of residence or ' 
employment. The action required in 87D 6b (3) 
above must be taken prior to submitting I'D—122 
placing a subject in the unavailable section as 
a missing subject. The Bureau must be periodically 
advised of the investigative steps taken to locate 
missing security index subjects in accordance with 

, 87D 6b (3).

If the subject is missing, the word "Missing" shall 
be typed in the space provided on FD—’122 behind the 
words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)." ’

(B) Subjects out of the country
The security index cards of subjects who are found 
to have departed from the U. S. or Puerto Rico 
for a foreign country shall be placed in this 

. subsection of the unavailable section of the 
security index unless their cards should be can
celled in accordance with instructions set forth 
below under 87D 7b (10) (b)„

If the subject is out of the country, the words 
"Out. of the Country" shall be typed in the space 
provided on FD-122 behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS

•- (Specify)." If the foreign address is known, 
■ ■ place it on FD-122 in the space provided for the

residence address. If the subject is- only known 
to be in a certain foreign country and his residence 

. there is not known or is only known to be traveling 
abroad, include this information on FD-122. If the 

. subject’s' current employment abroad is.known, 
■ include it on FD—122. .

The case of any security index subject who is 
. . of the country must be followed at least each 
, . ’ months for verification of the subject’s addre . 
. the same as any other security index case, to c^..er

mine if the subject has returned to this country.

. Appropriate stops should be placed with the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service .
'to be advised of information which may become 
available to it indicating the subject's .

■ -return to this country. "............. '
(C) Imprisoned subjects ................ ..... . __

. The cards of security ihdex.'subjects'who are found 
. to be imprisoned, shall be placed in the unavailable 

section.of the security index.

If the subject is in prison,the word "Imprisoned" 
shall be typed on the space provided 'on FD-122 
behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify).’1 The 
identity of the institution in which the subject 
is incarcerated shall be ryped in the space pro
vided for the residence address. The space for 
the business address shall be left blank.
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When it is determined that a security index 
subject is imprisoned, make arrangements with 
the confining institutions to be informed o.f 
the subject’s release. An administrative tickler 
should be set up for a date shortly prior to the 
expected date of the subject’s release to assure 
that you are informed of the subject’s release. 

.Upon receipt of advice of the release of the sub
ject, ascertain whether the subject should be 
continued in the security index. If so, submit 
FD—122 in accordance with instructions set forth 
below.

Standards for inclusion of such subjects in the unavail
able section of the security index are the same as 
those for any other potentially dangerous subject.

When submitting a recommendation for inclusion of a 
subject in the unavailable section who has not previously 
been included in the security index or changing an 
existing security index card from the geographical or 
special sections to the unavailable section, FD—122 
must include the words "Unavailable Section” typed’ in 
the upper right portion thereof.

Places of former residence or former employment 
are not to be included'on security index cards o.f subject 
who are missing, who are out of the country, or who are 
imprisoned inasmuch as such data serves no useful pur
pose on the card.

- Security index cards to be placed in the unavailable 
section shall bear code letters in the upper right 
portion designating the subsection in which the'cards 
should be placed. Upon receipt of the three cards from 
the Bureau for each subject in one of these categories, 
place the required additional data on two which shall 
be filed alphabetically in the appropriate subsection 
of the unavailable section. File the third card in the 

..alphabetical section of the security index.

.When a subject who has been included in the unavailable 
section as a missing subject is located in your office 
territory or a subject who has been out of the country 
has returned to your territory or an im-risoned subject 
has been released, submit FD-122[showingjthe subject’s 
current residence ■■.nd place of employment. The words

. "Remove from Unav; Table Section" shall be typed in the 
space provided behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)" 
on FD-122. If the subject’s card is to be placed in the 
special section,' the statement "Place in Special Section

. Espionage (or Foreign Government Employee, etc.)" should 
.be added in this space. When the new cards are received 

from the Bureau, they shall be checked for accuracy and 
the description and photograph, if available, shall be 
placed on two of the three cards. These two cards shall 
then be filed in the geographical or special section 
(where applicable) and the other card shall then be 
filed in the alphabetical • section. The -old cards in. 
the unavailable and alphabetical sections shall be de
stroyed. . ? ■

When a subject who has be.en included in the unavailable 
section is located in another division, FD-128 shall
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^^should’ be completely filled ou^usi as if a first 

recommendation is being made, and submitted with a 
current report. If not, the Bureau should be advised 
of the reasons for not reactivating his security index 
card. In either case, cancel.the inactive bard.

Periodic verification of addresses
(a) The data recorded on security index cards shall be in an 

up-to-date status at all times.
(b) The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be 

known at all times. The residence and business addresses 
of all security index subjects except those vfho are im
prisoned must be checked at least once each six months. 
The case of any security index subject who is out of the 
country must be followed at least each six months to 
determine if he has returned to this country.

Perfect arrangements to be advised of any change in the 
subject’s residence and/or business addresses. Periodic 
checks to verify residence or business addresses may be 
made under appropriate pretext by telephone, or other 
expeditious means. ■ •

(c) The physical characteristics and description of each 
security index subject shall be determined or verified 
by personal observation and the individual• case file 
of each security index subject shall[show]that this, 
has been done. If a security index subject has not been 
personally observed previously, this should be done during 
the next verification of. the subject’s residence and/or 
business addresses.

(d) Use form FD-154 in-verifying addresses of security index 
subjects when its use will facilitate the checking of the 
addresses. When FD—154 is not used in verifying addresses, 

: ■ a notation must be made on the last FD—154, FD—122,or FD—128 
in the subject’s case filetshowing]the subject's current 
residence and business addresses and the date such addresses

• ' were verified. This must be done to assure that the file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the 
case and that the file will come to the attention of the 
Agent or field supervisor to determine if additional action 
is warranted at the t’ime of the verification of addresses. 
Each time that a security index subject's residence and 
employment are verified, the case must be re—evaluated to 
assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the 

/• .security index under the criteria for such inclusion. A 
notation.to the effect that the case has been reviewed for 
this purpose •’shall be made in the file.

(e) If it is determined that the residence or business address 
or both have been changed from those appearing on the 
security index card, FD-122 should be- submitted to the Bureau 
with the current- residence or-business address[shown]

: .. thereon. In such instances, FD-122 should[show]only 
~ "the changes to be made on the security index card.

.(f) The project of verifying addresses of security index subjects 
(other than top functionaries [and]key figures) shall be 
handled by reopening and assigning the cases for verification 
and closing the cases administratively upon accomplishment of

, verifications. Top functionary [and]key figure cases are to 
be handled as provided in section 87D, 7f, (8). Verifications 

. should also be made at the time of submission of all annual 
investigative reports and should be reported therein 

(g) [Deleted] ~ *
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(8) Changes, additions, and deletions'of data appearing on security 
index cards
(a) Submit to Bureau by FD—122 any changes, additions, or deletions 

involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia
tion or nationalistic tendencies, detcom classification, 
date or place of birth, key facility geographical reference 
number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi—- 
bility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business 
address. Exception: Change office of origin by form 
ED-128.

(b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section oi* 
unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D 
7b (6) (b) III or IV.

(c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing 
security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards 
from Bureau.

(d) Indicate use of FD-122 for changes by checking proper 
opening -paragraph and submit without abstract.-

(e)- Set out only items being changed, added, or deleted. 
If being deleted, specify "Delete."

(f) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards 
with duplicate copy of FD—122 (stamped "Corrected Security 
Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and 
destroy old cards. Place photograph and description ~n 
reverse side of geographical cards.”), action to be taken 
includes;
I. Check accuracy of data on cards.

II. [Deleted]
III. Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and 

photograph from back.of old g-eo graphical section cards 
to back of corrected cards, staple them and file in 
geographical section. Exception: For special or 
unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b .(6) (b) 
III or IV above.

IV. File third card in alphabetical section of security 
.index.

V. Destroy old cards.
Movement of subjects between offices and transfers of security 
index cards
(a) Subjects of security index cards other than key figures 

and top functionaries ..
I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects 

from other offices must be assigned immediately and ’ 
- ” results of investigation to verify the new address must 

be transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks.
II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of 

address, should submit FD—128 immediately transferring 
> office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section 

subjects should be prepared in accordance with 87D 7b
(6) (b) IV above. . , .

III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128.to Bureau. Sub— 
' ■ mit two copies thereof to office covering subject's new

address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other 
pertinent serials., photograph if available, and.security 
index cards. FD—128 should show full title.

IV. Information concerning key facility employment of sub— 
’ ject in new office should be furnished by that office 

' to old office of origin so that geographical reference

■ . 
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( 
[

V

VI

source, date of activi' date received
of the Agent receiving the information are known

and name 
, i t i s

• not necessary to request the office originally obtaining 
the information to document it further by furnishing 
information showing the location of the original in 
the office files. If all documentation, except the 
latter item, is not in the possession of the office 
preparing the report, it should be obtained.
If it is found desirable to include in a report the 
identities of individuals who are known communists 
and have been associates of the subject to lend 
weight to evidence of the subject’s potential 
dangerousness, only the source of the information 
Showing the associate to be a communist need be 
identified.
In a very limited number of instances it may be necessary 
to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterization of an 
individual or organization from another office or the 
Bureau. When such information is received in your 
office, it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files
so that it will be available to and can be readily 
located by Agents having future, need for it, thereby 
eliminating repeated requests of another office for the 
same information.

Channelizing memoranda - destruction of following submission of reports 
in security oases
Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security case 
files may be destroyed following submission of reports in these cases. 
In destroying these memoranda, be guided by the following instructions: 
(1) The Agent, at the time he dictates the report, is to prepare 

a memorandum listing the channelizing memoranda to be d stroyed 
by serial or serial scope and requesting the chief clerk’s 
office to destroy. This memorandum should indicate that pertinent 
information contained in the serials to be destroyed was in-
corporated in the report. Use form FD-338 for this purpose 
The cover pages accompanying the report will list the file 
serial number of the original informant reports or master 
channelizing memoranda.
In the case of multiple volumes the dest ‘bion memorandum 
be prepared by the Agent in sufficient 1.: -ers so that one: 
appear in each Volume of the multiple vol; :..e file being c

e.
and

Prior to destruction, the Agent’s recommendations are to La 
reviewed and approved hy the supervisor at the time he reviews 
and approves the report. •
Employee destroying the channels 
of destruction and his initials

1

%

O'

&
4

jr*

J*

should 
copy will
•ipped.

3"

ng memoranda must place date 
. the destruction memorandum.

Thereafter, this memorandum will co filed in the case file as 
a permanent record of the serials destroyed.

(6) Channelizing memoranda[based on confidential investigative 
techniques]may be destroyed without the necessity of identifying 
in the cover pages of the report the exact location in the office 
files of the original information. The use of an asterisk 
identifies the source and the original information can be 
readily located. ■ ■

(7) Channelizing memoranda of translations of foreign language news
papers and periodicals may be destroyed provided the original 
translation is maintained in the main file of the publication 
concerned.

(8) Do not destroy channelizing memoranda in the following instances:

as
'3g?
•f

.-a

*©

78a 
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*

II.

-III.

IV

locate subjects are not to nWsubmitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.
If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
through liaison channels.
If the subject is reported to have gone to any other 
foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be 
requested to check the -records of the Passport Office 
of the State Department for verification.
When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the • 
subject's photograph and background information for the

Si-a:

I
.a

purpose of alerting the entire field the identity
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the ■ 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

*

If this procedure is to be effective, its application 
must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects 
to which it is applied. Therefore, requests to circularize 
must be made only after every possible lead has been 
exhausted and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

(4) Individuals traveling abroad (Also consider section[105G,] 
volume IV, of this manual.)
When information is received indicating that

*

a 
a 
a

a

- a

subject of a current or past security investigation, 
past member of a basic revolutionary organization, 
member since July, 1950, of an organization designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450, 
member since July, 1950, of an organization declared 
subversive by the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities or other legislative committees, or 
member since July, 1950, of an organization described 
by reliable informants or sources as being dominated or 
controlled by one of the basic revolutionary orgahizatio.ns

1

■ intends to travel abroad or has already departed, this country ■4

for foreign travel, take the following action.;
Immediately advise the Bureau’in form suitable for dissemi
nation, setting forth complete available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destination and itinerary, purpose of 
trip, the exact name under which the passport was issued, 
the number of the passport, and the office issuing the pass
port, if known.- However, do-not delay advising the Bureau 
of the actual or intended travel while developing the above 
information as time .is of the essence in this matter.
Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
.of .the records of the Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not limit efforts to develop above information 
to a check of such records.

ri
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(D) Whether1 or not defectee available for interview
■ by all Agents

■ (E) Whether he is in position to testify and willing 
to do so

III. Do not include information concerning security inform—' 
ants for security reasons.

IV. Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in 
identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish 
information of value in the future and trill obviate 

. necessity of extensive file reviews in this connection.
V. A special index may be used for this file if desirable.

If used, it should contain cards filed alphabetically 
v\ indicating names, times, and places defectees were in a

< v« subversive movement and a brief description of informa—
tion available from them. Break index down geographi— 

'■.A.’ cally and subdivide by years if desirable.
7. Administrative procedures'

[a. Reserve index .
(1) Purpose

The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light of ever—changing conditions, should be continually 
borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country 
with a view toward possible investigation, interrogation, or 
action under the security index program. This index may serve 
as an administrative aid and working index containing a central 
repository of the names of individuals having sympathy for or 
affiliation with the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organizations.

(2) Individuals to be included
This index is to contain names of individuals when, following 
investigation, the information does not justify the inclusion of 
the subject’s name in the security index when there' is evidence of:
(a) . Membership in a basic revolutionary organization subsequent

to January 1, 1949, together with some indication of sympathy 
or association with such an organization or a subversive 
front organization subsequent to the reported membership and 
'no reliable evidence of defection

(b) Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of ■ 
membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 
five years, coupled with some evidence or information 
indicating activity, association, or sympathy for the 
subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable
evidence of defection.-

(c) The individual, within the past five years, by his associa
tions, writings, financial support, or conduct in relation 
to and support of subversive organizations or the international 
communist movement is in a position to influence others at 
the time of a national emergency and no reliable evidence of 

■ - ■ defection.
(d) Leadership or substantial activities in a major subversive 

front group over three years ago, together with some evidence 
.... of continuing activity, association, or sympathy for the 

subversive cause within three years and no reliable evidence 
of defection

(e) Membership in a subversive front organization within the 
past three years and no reliable evidence of defection

NW 68262 Docld:32989529 Page 816 42a
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(3) Arrangement^^
This index is to be maintained in two sections, section A and 

■ section B. Each section will be maintained alphabetically on 
5— by 8—inch cards.
(a) Section A

.Section A of the reserve index is designed to represent a 
special group of individuals who should receive priority 
consideration with respect to investigation and or other 
action following the apprehension of security index subjects. 
I. Section A should include those’ individuals, whose sub

versive activities do not bring them within the security 
index criteria but who, in a time of national emergency, 
are in a position to influence others against the national 
interest or are likely to furnish material financial aid 
to subversive elements due to their subversive associa
tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi—

, . ’ viduals meeting the standards for inclusion in the reserve
w/ •, index and who fall within the following categories;’

!A) Professors, teachers, and educators 
B) Labor union organizers or leaders 
C) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers,, and 

others in the mass media field
(D) Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
(E) Other potentially influential persons on a 

local or national level
(F) Individuals who could potentially furnish 

material financial aid
II. Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve 

index (section A)
(A) Recommendations for inclusion of names .in section 

A of the reserve index are to be submitted to the 
Bureau by form FD—122a. A succinct summary setting 

. forth the basis for the recommendation should be 
attached to the form FD-122a. In addition, if no 
report is accompanying the recommendation, a state
ment to that effect Should appear on the page con
taining the succinct summary.

' (B) Upon Bureau approval of recommendation for the
inclusion of an individual’s name in section A of 
the reserve index, two reserve index cards will be 
forwarded to the field. To these cards should' be 
added the office file number and on the reverse 
side should be added available descriptive'data, 

. . One card is to be filed in your office, and one 
card is to be filed away from headquarters city 
at the same location as the extra set of security 
index cards are now stored.

III. Periodic review of section A of the reserve index 
Investigations of individuals listed in section A of 

. the reserve index are to be brought up to date annually
.and considered for security index status or retention 
in the reserve index. [Form FD-154 may be used for 
the annual review by amending it foi' use in reserve 
index cases.] This investigation should include, 
as a minimum: 
.(A) Verification of residence and employment
(b) Indices search and file review to determine ■ 

whether additional investigation is warranted 
or whether an interview with the individual 
is desirable

(c) If additional investigation is conducted-or if 
there is unreported information of a sub
versive nature contained in the files, submit 
a report.

42b 
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d. Other Marxist revolutionary groups
k long—established group which would come under this category is the 
Proletarian Party of .America, a relatively small organization.

[ 
E 
[ 
[ 
(

■ [ 
I 
[

" [ 
I 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
c 
[

There also are a few small groups composed of ex-members of the 
. Communist Party, USA, who have voluntarily left the party or who

h-ave been expelled, usually for factionalism.
e, General .

Communist investigations must be conducted in a most discreet and 
_ . thorough manner at all times. Members of law enforcement agencies 

ar- not to accompany Agents during the course of security-type
. investigations without prior Bureau authority. Bureau employees •

should not di :cuss communist or related investigations with any 
unauthorized individual. The subject of communism is not to be

' 7. . 'used in speeches of Bureau employees without specific authorization.
. -V'However, there'is considerable mimeographed material in each office, 

".including speeches, testimony,and magazine articles prepared by the 
Director which could be furnished outside individuals interested in 

. the subject of communism without any discussion.
2. Purposes of investigation ■

a. The investigation of the Communist Party, USA, and other similar-type 
organizations is of twofold purpose: (-1) to obtain legally admissible 
evidence against these organizations for prosecution under existing 

." ■ Federal statutes set out above and (2) to follow closely the activities 
’ .■ ..of -these organizations-from an intelligence viewpoint to have a day-
■ ‘ to-day appraisal of the strength, dangerousness, and activities of

these organizations seeking the overthrow of the U, S. Government.
• b. Suggestions for proper coverage of the investigation of the Com-, enis t 

Party as an organization and similar organizations should include:
' -(1) The assignment of sufficient Agent personnel to insure that all

of the important ramifications of party activities are properly 
covered -

(2) Development of confidential informants in all party levels, 
■ including the national headquarters organization
(3) The establishment of trash and mail covers on pertinent head— _ 

quarters and party functionaries . .
(4) The -constant effort to develop admissible evidence against party

• ’ officials for violation of Federal laws
[o. Brief to establish illegal status of Communist Party, USA

(1) Purpose of brief is to collect all legally admissible evidence 
to prove illegality of party in one file. (Bufile 100—3—74.)

(2) Reports on brief to establish illegal status must be submitted 
. ' by each office quarterly and should include only legally

' admissible evidence obtained during preceding three-month period.
• (if no information to report, letter may be submitted.)

(3) It is advisable to use the following breakdown in preparing 
reports; - . •

‘ fa) Origin and continuity of the party -
(b) Pertinent statements, writings, and instructions relating to

. ’ (1) Marxism-Leninism, (2) imperialism, (3) proletarian
, internationalism, (d) defense of USSR, (5) revolutionary

' statements '
. ’ (c) Internal Security Act of 1950. Include under this

heading any admissible evidence which would tend to prove 
• a violation of section 4(a) of this act.]
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3. Investigative procedures arid, suggestions
This section contains detailed investigative guides for use in 
investigating and reporting activities of the Communist Party, 
USA.'
a. To accurately and cl early ’ shovf the true nature of the Communist 

Party, USA, data concerning the following topics must be fully 
developed and reported.. Reports on the Communist Party, USA, 
as an organization must be submitted by each office quarterly, 
and should cover activities for the preceding three-month period. 
All offices are required to use the following breakdown in pre
paring quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. Each 
•subfile caption must .start on a separate page.
(1) Organization (Bureau file 100-3-69)

(a) Security .setup of district and/or state organization.
/ ,. • Office covering district headquarters, describe the
■'A;A . population, the location, and size of Communist Party
'office facilities, rent paid, and name and number of 

office employees.
(b) Identities and short biographic sketches of principal 

district officials including chairman, secretary, 
and other paid and/or important functionaries, together 
with short resume of important activities of each 
during three-month period,

‘(c) Names of new commissions or special committees, identity 
and capacity of individual members thereof. Submit ■ 
resume of activities of groups und.er appropriate subfile 

• captions,.
• (d) Special meetings embracing only organizational matters. 

Other pertinent matters•discussed at meetings concerning 
policy or strategy to be submitted under appropriate

, subfile captions.
(e) Extend this outline as far as necessary for clarity and 

to meet needs of office under this or any succeeding 
subsection. Auxili-ary offices submit pertinent data 
concerning above matters which do not normally come to 
attention of office covering district headquarters.

(2) Membership (Bureau file 100-3-68)
(a) [dnarterly reports are not to contain any membership 

statistics. Cover pages accompanying each quarterly 
report must contain latest available statistics relating 
to total number of Communist Party members in the 
district. Membership data must start on a separate 
cover page.] Office of origin, which is office covering 
Communist Party district headquarters, should submit 
following figures:
I. For entire Communist Party district
jli For individual states covered by Communist Part/ 

district
III. For number of Communist Party members in area covered 

by field office

Auxiliary offices should submit following membership 
figures to the Bureau and office of origin:
I. For state or portion of state covered by that 

field office
II. For number of Communist Party members in the area 

covered by that field office

6
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. When possible, totals should be broken down as to
nationality, race, sex. employment, veterans, and

■ ’ membership in unions. Auxiliary offices which, due to
■ lack of Communist Party activity in their divisions,

have been authorized to submit data by quarterly letter 
should include membership' figures in these letters to

; the Bureau and office of origin. These letters to be.
. submitted by auxiliary offices prior to first day of

' • month in which quarterly report is due. Office of origin 
. ' responsible to obtain complete figures from its auxiliary

’ offices.
(b) In preparing estimates, best available informants 

' and sources must be used. Include in cover pages of
' quarterly reports evaluation of degree of reliability

. . .... • of figures furnished by each source and of final figures ■
. 1 ‘ ' submitted. Also include in cover pages total number of

" ' individuals positively identified as Communist Party
- . members and total number of individuals tentatively

[ identified as party members[within the twelve-month period
[ immedi.-. bely preceding the submission of the quarterly report.]

. In repwting membership figures, information from one
. source only is not acceptable unless facts.are set forth

' . demonstrating information from this source is the most
. , ’ accurate and most reliable information available. ■ • ■

- ' ■■ . (c) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in membership
« ■■ figures previously submitted’. Where informants use such

-.• • . ’ / . .. terms as "inactive” or "paper" members, their exact -
’ understanding of the meaning of the terms used and the 

number of individuals so described must be clearly
■ . explained. Full explanation must be made as to whether

.individuals so described are included in final membership 
■ figures submitted, together with reason for their

. . inclusion oi* exclusion.
(d) Results of membership recruiting drives •
(e) Make discreet efforts to ascertain results of annual • ’

' ’ national registration drives.
(3) Funds (Bureau file 100—3—63)'

. (a) Income and expenditures
" ’ (b) Plans and results of fund drives including?

" I. Total amount sought by the state Communist Party •
organization

‘ II. Specific amount to be contributed by the state
organization to the national committee fund drive ’

. ’ III. Specific amount to be contributed by the ’state '
• organization to "The Worker" fund drive

. IV. Specific amount to be retained’ by the state organiza—
. . tion after contributing to the national, committee

. ' and "The Worker" fund drives for use in the state
. ■’ . organization’s -own operations

. (c) Large contributions by known party groups or front
. , . - organizations

■ ’ . (dj Identity of any new party "angels"
• ( e) Distribution of funds not sent to Communist Party .

. headquarters, such as funds in safe-deposit boxes,
’ ■ ’ separate bank accounts, etc. •

. (f) A.ny special padding of expense accounts by Communist.
. . < Party functionaries should be reported. . •

7
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( g) Possible violations of state or Federal tax laws 
’ (h) Disbursements and collections of’the "Reserve Fund"

(i) Receipt of any money from abroad .
(4) Security measures (Bureau file 100-3-84) •

Any activities on the part of the security commission of. the 
district which bring about new or unusual security measures, 

■ such as reducing clubs to "group captain systems," destruction 
of records, use of codes, clandestine meetings, investigations 

■by the party of party members, etc.
(5) Underground operations (Bureau file 100—3—94)

Pertinent general information suitable for dissemination 
, relating to underground operations of Communist Party. No- 

■ information should be included in quarterly reports which 
. would jeopardize informants or spe^al investigative techniques 
- Current investigations relating to ’expanded underground

• operations during period 1951-195-5 should be submitted by 
/'/separate letter under individual case caption and should

’ hot be included in'quarterly reports ' except for general ”•
' information relating to methods of operation. .
(6) Factionalism (Bureau file 100-3—88) ’

(a) Submit pertinent information reflecting that any ranking 
Communist Party members or group of members have developed 
views as "left-wing secta??ianists" or "right-wing oppor-

. tunists" inasmuch as the ;.-:.rty has a policy of expelling
. ’members who develop such views, •
-- (b) ’ Unusual disputes'or arguments between leading communists

' -in any district should be included in this section.
(7) International relations (Bureau file 100-3—81) -

(a) Information relating to communication or contact between 
Communist Party, USA, and communist parties of other 

.countries
(b) Identities of Communist Party officials who plan to 

’ travel in foreign countries, including the reason for
their travel '

(c) Reaction of responsible Communist Party officials to 
’ events taking place in foreign countries

(d) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed to attacks 
on U. S. foreign policy and support of U. S. S. R. and 
satellite foreign policy.

(8) United Nations (Bureau file 100—3—80)
(a) Communist Party policy or pertinent information in 

connection with the United Nations, including such ’ 
matters as infiltration of the United Nations, contacts 
by Communist Party officials.with representatives to

’ the United.Nat ions
(b) Communist Party strategy and tactics directed toward 

attacking U. S. policy and/or to support U. S. S. R. or 
satellite policy in the United Nations ..

(9) Colonial matters (Bureau file 100—3—77) '
Communist Party policy relating to colonial or semicolonial

■areas. While much of the information relating to this section 
will be submitted under "International Relations," this 
section covers special policy matters concerning colonial 
affairs, such as Communist Party policy relative to obtaining 

, of independence "by colonial, people. ’

8
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III. Revolutionary statements made Uy subject showing 
advocacy of overthrow of Government by force or 
violence '
(A) [Determine]each statement and[ascertain]full details 

surrounding each. . . •
(B) [Det ermine]all statements by subject showing complete 

adherence to principles of Marxism-Leninism or
■ other revoItxio nary doctrines espoused by sub

versive grwith which -object is identified.
IV. All other activi-’;s of subje- ' indicating further

ance of program ■. subversive ■. ganizations with which 
he is associated ■
I A) Speeches
B) Writings ■
C) . Organizational directives and/or educational out— 

lines signed by or issued by subject, or issued 
, - ■ while subject.was officer of organization

•-(D) [Determine]all pertinent contacts between subject 
and leaders of party. .

(E ) [Ascertain]details concerning the subject's attend
ance at Lenin School, attendance at-training schools 

’ of subversive organizations with -which subject has
been identified, or activity as instructor at such 

■ schools. ■ ' • • .
. ' V.' False statements made by subject including use of aliases 

‘ Such evidence obtained from passports, voting, marital 
' ■■ records, income tax returns, employment and selective 

service records, among others, may be in your files.
VI. Miscellaneous ' • •

[Consider]pertinent items not falling under the aboye 
categories.

So far as possible all reports on individuals should be 
confined to: ■ .
I. Proof of membership and activity in basic rev

olutionary organization and/or front organizations 
‘ . with knowledge-of purpose thereof

II, Information concerning position and importance . 
of subject in subversive movement

III. Pertinent background information •

Include in security reports only information pertinent to 
determining whether or not subject is engaged in subversive 
activities. [Be certain to set out the date or period to . 
which it pertains; e.g., John Doe advised on January 15, 
1958, that subject attended Communist Party meetings in 
January, 1-942, in Syracuse, • Hew York.]
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(c) Inform^^on suggestive of additional l^^s and information 

of particular significance in showing subject's knowledge 
of and adherence to revolutionary aims of organization or 
organizations with which he is associated should be fully 
and carefully reported.

(d) Each report is to include all information having any 
pertinency as to whether or not there is justification for 
security index card. This includes pertinent information 
concerning background and subversive activities.

(e) When previous summary reports which have been prepared 
are not suitable for'dis semination because of disclosure 
of sources, information contained therein should be 
included in current summary reports with sources fully 
protected. Each office must be certain that all pertinent 

. information has been incorporated in either a past or 
current disseminative summary report. .

(f) Frequently information will have been obtained[reporting] 
subject’s presence at numerous meetings of subversive

' organizations over a period of years. In many instances 
these facts will have been reported by only one informant.

. ‘ In others, two or three informants will have reported
subject's attendance at meetings. The question of 
pertinency of all such items is dependent upon the weight 
of all of the evidence obtained-against the subject.

(g) Such repetitious and cumulative items to be specifically 
set forth in reports may be reduced in number to the point 

'■ where they will be limited to a representative number of ’ 
' such items. Each such item specifically set forth must be 

fully documented.
(h) The number of such items to be included in each instance 

will be dependent upon the preponderance of other
’ evidence available for inclusion in the report which 

will lend weight to our case against the subject.
(i) Selection of such items with regard to period of time • 
’ will be dependent upon all facts developed against

subject. Selection should be based upon the objective 
of specifically reporting data sufficient to justify 

. continued detention of each subject if apprehended.

' When selection of representative number of such items is 
made, they should be followed by a general statement 
summarizing any'other items furnished by source* The 

. summarizing statement should indicate that source advised 
during a specified period of time that .g-Oject also attended 
a certain number of other meetings during a certain period.

In the documentation of a summarizing statement set out 
the file number and serial scope. • . •
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[ 
[ 
f

'(5[In connection with periodic reports insecurity index 
cases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive 
activity in subversive organizations will be developed. 
In, these cases it is permissible to report such information 
in narrative—type statements -without indicating exact 
dates of activity; however, the period of time involved 
must be shown; e.g., June, 1-960 — June, 1961.

[ ’ This type reporting is not to be utilized in Smith Act of
[ ■ • 1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 cases with the
[ exception of key facility cases. The narrative statements
I must be statements of facts and not conclusions and infor-
[ ' mation from each source must be rev ted in separate
[ ’ narrative statements. •
[ . (k) The above instructions in no way remove responsibility
[ - - ’ ’ for reporting all items of pertinence to the Bureau, bearing
[ _ in mind the fact that Bureau files.must be complete insofar
[ ■ _ as matters of substance are concerned, nor is responsibility
[ •• . removed for the reporting in detail of information tending
[ to establish a subject*s knowledge of the basic aims and ’
[ . . purposes of the subversive organizations with which affil—
[ iated or information tending to establish that a subject
[ . holds revolutionary and/or anarchist beliefs.

[ . . • - . In the documentation of narrative statements set forth the
C - / ’ - \\ . location of the original documents in the field office"
[ -• ■ . . ' .. files by the file number and serial scope.] ;

. - . - (10) Administrative data ’ ‘ ’’
(a) General . •

■ All references to the following items, all administrative
in nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 
reports-;
I. Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles

- - ’ of other cases, priority apprehension program, key
. ’ figure or top functionary status, security index flash

- notices (FD-165), forms FD-122, FD-122a, FD-128, and ■
■ FD—128a, and Bureau instructions for handling cases or

• ' any information contained in Bureau or field correspondence
; . which is not investigative in nature
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, ' ■ IT,■ Vnenever reports relating to security index subjects
contain data affecting material included on subject's 
existing security index card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as the last page 
form FD-305, appropriately checked, which form contains 
items pertaining to the following: - 
(A) That subject is included in the security index 
(B) That data appearing on security index card is 

current or requires change
(c) That I’D—122 has been submitted to Bureau where 

security index card changes are necessary
(d) That a suitable photograph is or is not available 
£E) That consideration has been given to the use of 

- . T symbols
(y) That subject is employed in a key facility and that 

' ; • • . agencies interested in that facility are specified
. .. . (g) Reason for classifying report

' ■ - (h) Dates subject was previously interviewed and
reason for not reinterviewing subject

(l) That subject no longer meets security index 
criteria and a letter has been directed to the 
Bureau recommending cancellation of the security 
index card

(j) That subject's case has been re—evaluated and reasons 
■/ . . ■ are set forth as to why subject's activities continue

.to fall within security index criteria
. . ' ’ (K) That subject's security index card is or is not

- • tabbed detcom and th^t subject's activities do or do 
not warrant detcom tabbing

[ [III. Form FD-3O5a containing items pertinent to reserve
[ - - ' . ■ index subjects will be similarly utilized in connection
.[ , • . with the submission of reports in reserve index cases.]

(b) Documentation of reports
I« Deleted
II. If information necessary for complete documentation 

is not available in subject's case file, necessary 
review of other office files should be made. If. 

■ not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the
cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau.

III. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to 
further identify and locate outside individuals who 
have in the past furnished background information 
or to obtain documentary evidence of background 
information. For example, if previous investigation 
revealed that subject, according to reliable records, 
such as birth records, school records, or records of 

• ’ the Immigration and naturalization Service, was born
at a certain place on a certain date, such information 
will be sufficient for inclusion in.report. Further 
verification will not be necessary.

• ’ IV. During the preparation of summary reports it is often 
found that information being incorporated into a re— 

• • . port was originally obtained by another office and all
■of the necessary information for complete documentation 

■’ ■ will not be in the possession of the office preparing
' ... the report. In such an instance, if the office pre

paring the report is in possession of Photostats of 
documents obtained by the other offices and the identity

. 78
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• •

attend party educational classes and schools within 
, dictates of discretion and without jeopardizing their

' security.
(23) Communist Party attempts to infiltrate mass organizations. (Bureau 

' file 100-3-106)
• Information regarding Communist Party programs and attempts

. to infiltrate mass organizations, such as parent—teacher
a-sspeiations, church groups, and civic groups .

[ [ (24) Pubiic appearances of party leaders (Bureau file 100-3-114')
[ (a) Identity of national and district functionaries, openly
[ . representing the Communist Party, USA, who make public
[ ' appearances on radio and television and who appear be— •
[ - fore groups, such as youth, Negro, labor, church, farm,
[ and minority groups
[ (b) Date and place of appearance, identity of group sponsoring
[ speaker, and succinct summary of subject matter discussed]

. . b. Communist Party, USA - strategy in. industry’(Bureau file 100-3-89)
’ ' A separate case shall be maintained by each office on this basic

. phase of Communist Party activity. Offices of origin will be the 
same as in the Communist Party, USA, case. Reports will be submitted 
quarterly. Offices with no activity to report may submit letters. 
The instructions in paragraphs g and h will apply, with the addition 
of "Strategy in Industry" to the designated captions.

: The investigation in this case shall cover all plans, strategy, 
tactics, and infiltration activities by the Communist Party, USA, 
directed against all industry, with special emphasis on activities

' connected with basic and vital industries, ’Particular attention 
shall be given to the composition, meetings, plans, and activities 
of Communist Party industrial and trade-union commissions and

- industrial and trade-union districts and clubs. Pertinent activities
_ of individual communists charged with Communist Party duties in this 

field shall be included in reports. The information ’reported shall 
be grouped according to the industry involved, rather than according 

■ to individual labor unions. Refer to the subsection F on investiga
tion of communist infiltration of labor unions and subsection H on 
Communist Control Act of 1954 for instructions regarding investigations 
concerning communist infiltration of specific labor unions.

c. Any important developments concerning pertinent phases of Communist
' Party activity, such ascertain security measures, important 

national or regional Communist Party meetings,. changes in personnel 
in national Communist Party organization, underground activities, 

’ and other important matters should be brought to attention of 
Bureau by teletype, airtel, or letter as circumstances may require 
and later incorporated in quarterly reports. Such information, 
where pertinc-’t, is disseminated on high level to other Government 
officials.’ Each office is to carefully evaluate data thus sub-

• mitted so Bureau will at all times be advised of important develop
ments and so np^unnecessary duplication will result in reporting 
such information. ■

d-. Extreme care must be used to assure statements relating to
• affiliations or membership in proscribed or subversive organization 

are accurate in all respects. Identification of suspected organiza
tions or individuals with information of a possible subversive 
nature must be accomplished by showing exact basis for such

. identification, plus corroboration for same wherever possible. 
In no case should a person be referred to as a "known communist" 
unless he is publicly known as such.. Whenever an individual 

■ other than the subject of a report is mentioned for the purpose 
of showing subversive activity or sympathy on the part of the 
subject, the individual so. mentioned should be described with an 
authoritative statement showing the subversive connection; e.g., 

."Reported by T_ to have been a member of the White Collar Club 
of the Communist Party in 1945.”

11
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e. Specific require^^ts relating to Communist Part^uSA, • investigations 

(1) New York Office has responsibility of investigating and reporting 
separately on national committee meetings, national training 
schools, and other important national meetings. New York is 
responsible for reporting aotivities of the New York District.

f. Socialist Workers Party and other Marxist—Leninist or Trotskyite 
groups

• The Now York Office should submit quarterly reports on the 
Socialist Workers Party designating reports as pending. 
Separate reports should be submitted: one pertaining to 

' local activities, the.other pertaining to activities on a 
- national basis. Auxiliary offices should submit reports each ' •

six months and may carry their cases in a pending—inactive
' status. Reports on less active Marxist-Leninist groups should

. ' bo submitted semiannually and also may be carried as pending
. ■ inactive.

g. Classification — 100 ■ .
- ■ ‘ h. Title and character of communications* * ’

(1) Communist Party, USA .
■ Entitle all communications covering a national convention or 
national organizational activity of the party:

. , ■ Communist Party, USA ’ . . .
. Internal Security — C

’ • .* Caption all communications' covering activities in a particular
' . . . district: • . • ■ ’

- . Communist Party, USA . ■•
______________  District .

• ' '__________ Division . .
Internal Security — C •

. - Caption all communications covering activities in states not
included in a district: .

Communist Party, USA .
.. - " State of _____________ . ’

’ ' ‘ ______________ Division .
‘ . ■ Internal Security — 0

(2) Socialist Workers Party .
. Entitle all communications covering a national convention or

. national organizational activity of the Socialist Workers Party:

' Socialist Workers Party
- Internal Security — SWP

Caption all communications covering activitie.s within a 
particular field division: •

‘ ' Socialist Workers Party
. . _______________ Division ’ ■

Internal Security — SWP .

. . (3) Other Marxist revolutionary groups
■ All communications covering other Marxist revolutionary

groups should carry the name of the organization and the 
classification. Internal Security; e.g.,

. . ’ Proletarian Party of America
- Internal Security - PPA

12
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II.

III.

IV.

• v.

Race
White and Caucasian
Negro
Chines e
Others

W 
N
C 
0

(All others including Orientals (
American Indians, etc.) 

Sex 
Male ’
Female 
Citizenship 
Native born 
Naturalized 
Alien

M
F

NB
NA

%

except Chinese.)

£

'5 
J

4'

■ VI.

VII.

VIII.

■ IX.

X.
XI.

. XII.
. XIII.

XIV.

when security(if citizenship status is unknown
index card is recommended, 
blank but status should be 
mitted by FD—122.)

space should be 
ascertained and

left 
sub—

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
Communist Party, USA COM
Independent Socialist League ISL
Socialist Workers Party SWP
Johnson-Forest Group JFG
American Socialist Clubs ‘
Nationalist Party of Puerto

ASC

. Rico
Union Del Pueblo Pro Consti—

NPR •

tuyente De La Republica De 
Puerto Rico (Union of the
People for the Establishment of
the Republic of Puerto Rico ) UPR

Proletarian Party of America PPA
Nation of Islam NOI
Russian RUS
Bulgarian BUL • ■
Rumanian RUM •

Czechoslovakian • CZE
Hungarian ' HUN
Yugoslavian YUG
Dangerous nes-s classification (where applicable)
Detcom ■ DC
Key figure and top functionary
Key figure
Top functionary
Special section cards
United Nations employees .
Foreign government employees
U» S. Government employees
Atomic energy program 

employees -
Espionage subjects
Pro-Tito subjects
Unavailable -section cards
Missing
Out of country ■
Imprisoned
Date and place of birth

designation (where applicable) 
KF
TF .

UNE 
FGE 
GOV

AEP 
ESP 
YUG

MI 
oc 
PR

Key facility geographical reference number and abbre
viation denoting the agency having security responsibility 
for the key facility obtained from' the Department of 
Defense key facilities list (where applicable) 
Residence address '
Employment address and any additional data, deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. [Labor union affiliation, if any.] ■
Field office file number* .

(to be added to the face of geographical and alpha
betical security index cards upon receipt 'from 
Bureau) '

f
■1

f4.

Jv

1

I
4

%
l"^

5
z
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(b) Data to appear on separate attached, card. . •
’ Ie The following data must be placed on a separate ■

card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being filed in the geographical, special, • 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to

• assist in recording the descriptive information. 4
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other, data required.

' ' . (a) ’Complete description ■
■ (B.) Notation that security index flash notice has been

. - sv/i nitted for posting in Identification Division
SC) Id “.ograph, with date taken placed below

DJ Dangerous characteristics of subject, including
’ ■ , ■ ■■ • • notation if subject possesses'firearms ' ■ -

(E) Other da r t which will assist in effecting appre— .
,‘v • . hension o■’ subject, such as directions to residence

’* ’ ’’’ ; or employment, where subject not situated in usual
locations, listing of number of minor children

’ and aged dependents
- II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must

be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop
. this information. Upon posting of 'security index flash

- ■ .. notices in s'ecurity index cases, the field will be
' '-Y“furhish FBI number and fingerprint classification

■ ' . ' ” - - which should be affixed to reverse side of the security
- ■ index cards filed in geographical, special and unavail—

-• . ’ able sections. .
’ TH. Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling information

• to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
■ the security index card filed in the geographical section

. . '. ’ of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling
■ the case in legible handwriting and forwarded .to clerical
■ . employee designated to post this information on the

. • ’ attachment to the geographical, special or unavailable
. . sections. After the security index card has been pre—

. . pared at. Bureau and sent to field and information appear—
' ’ • ing on FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached,

it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

■ ’ FD-186 may also be used to record information that a 
security index subject has been physically observed.

’ . Descriptive data developed during observation of the
■ — subject should be noted on FD—186 for posting.
(6) Arrangement of the security index

■ (a.) At Bureau
The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau

. _ ’ through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The
. ’ white 5— by 8—inch security index cards are printed by this

machine and transmitted to the-field. Through the use ’ 
■ • of this device, the security index can be broken down

. ’ into the various categories of information appearing on
. ' . the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary

' ■ ■ for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure ■
. . ’ • makes it possible to maintain the content of the security

' ' index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con—
' ’ . dition at all times. .

■ An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases
■ ' of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau

. for administrative purposes. .

■X
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(b) Where potential dangerousness of a subject has been . 
established and inclusion of that subject in security 
index is warranted, the office of origin shall submit .a 
recommendation for inclusion in security inde’x by sub
mitting form FD-122 to Bureau. ■ Form must be prepared, 
in triplicate. Original and one copy shall be forwarded

' to Bureau and one copy will be placed in subject’s 
investigative case file. .

Nothing .should appear on FD-122 or subsequently on the 
security index card which is not in the subject's case file. 
Form FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for 
inclusion in the security index and (2) to submit changes 
to data which appears on face of security index cards

--already existent. - = ..

'■ Pi -'.^cr-selection should be made in the opening paragraph 
op'.-cn. FD-122 is si’k;-Itted with abstract when used to 
rec<.-mmend the subject for inclusion in the security index 
and without abstract when used to indicate additions, 
deletions, or changes in data appearing on existing cards.

(c) When form FD 22 is submitted to Bureau recommending in— 
_ elusion of name in security index, attach an additional ■ 

. page or pages setting out a succinct summary of facts qn
~ which recommendation has been based. Facts must be in 

detail to clearly reflect soundness of recommendation. 
Statements of conclusion are not enough and original sources

’ must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must Con
tain pertinent dates of subject's activities.

(d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject’s name is not 
being recommended for security index, set out a brief 
summary statement in the cover page(s) accompanying closing 
report[showing]reasons for decision, .

(e) Security index cards shall be .recommended by and maintained 
by office of origin only.

(f) [A current report must be in possession of the Bureau when 
subject is recommended for security index. If it is the 
initial report in the case, it must be a summary report. 
If, however, prior investigative reports have been sub
mitted which are suitable for dissemination and are 
appropriately documented', a summary report need not be 
submitted.] • '

(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 
. receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or 

pending—inactive status until security index card has been 
received from Bureau and filed in office security index. 
If case continues in pending status because of outstanding 

' investigation, reports shall carry a lead to follow author
ization of security index card by the Bureau in addition to 

- other leads. If outstanding investigation has been completed 
and case would otherwise be closed upon submission of the 
report and form FD-122, case shall be placed in pending
inactive status with lead to follow authorization of security 

’ ’ index card by Bureau. In latter instance, upon receipt of
' ■ Bureau's response, c’ase may be closed administratively.
(h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed 

, because of absence of information concerning race, sex, 
' citizenship, date and place of birth, or description where 

security index card is warranted. In such instances, rec—
• ommendation for the card should be submitted 'with a current 

report and case retained in pending status with active 
investigation continuing to determine missing items of 
information. '
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(i) Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for 
the security index provided instructions set forth in 87D 
6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FD—122 submitted on 
subjects should .include data required in 87D 7b (&) (b) 
IV below.

(j) [When form FD-122 is submitted recommending a security index 
card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese extraction, 

; the words "Other — Chinese" must be included in the space
on the form calling for a statement as to the subject’s 
race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommending that a 
security index card be prepared on a person who is not of 
Chinese extraction but who has shown definite sympathies 
with 'Communist China, the form should include under 
"Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to 
Communist China."]

(k) Upon receipt of form FD—122 at Bureau, the case of the sub
ject will be reviewed and if recommendation of field is 
concurred in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli
cate copy of form will be returned to office of origin stamped 
"Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies 
attached, Pl: ce description and photograph on reverse side 
of Geographic...:, card. Cards should be filed in your 
Security Index." The three cards shall be filed in security 
index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD-122 shall 

. • be placed, in subject’s main investigative case file, 
■ ■ Offices with a geographical breakdown by residence and 

employment will receive an extra card.
(1) When security index cards are received from Bureau, data 

thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards .will be com
plete except for field office file number, description, 
and photograph. Office file number should be placed on 
face of all cards. Descriptions and photographs are main
tained on separate cards of similar size to security index 
cards which are stapled to back of two of the cards. One 
card will then be filed in the geographical section of 
office security index (except special section cards and 
unavailable section cards — see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV 
below), and one card shall be filed in the duplicate 
security index maintained away from headquarters city. 
The other card is filed in alphabetical section of security 
index. No information other than office file number shall 
be permanently added, deleted, or changed on face of security 
index card without complying with instructions set forth 
below under 87D 7b (8)o

(5) Content and appearance of security index card
(a.) -Data to appear on face of card

• ' ‘ When complete, face of security index card should contain
the following information. If any of items enumerated in

•I through XIV are missing at time the security index card ■ 
. is made, the case should be continued as pending and investi- 

, ’ /■ gation conducted to obtain the necessary information. Set 
■' ’ forth under each item beluware possible categories in which 

subject may be classified, together with code letters which 
‘ . should be placed in appropriate space on form FD-122 when 

sending form to Bureau recommending security index card b.e 
prepared. Code letters should subsequently appear on security 

• index cards received from Bureau.
I. Name and aliases

- ... The full and correct name and aliases of the subject 
must be contained on the security index card. When 
the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed, 
a’dded, deleted, or are found to be incorrect-, form 
FD-122 must be submitted reflecting the correct data 
to be placed on the security index card.
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'should be completely filled out just as if a first 
recommendation is being made, and submitted with a 
current report. If not, the Bureau should be advised 
of the reasons for not reactivating his security index 
card. In either case, cancel.the inactive card.

□ die verification of addresses
The data recorded on security index cards, shall be in an 
up-to-date status at all times.
The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be 
known at all times. The residence and business addresses 
of all security index subjects except those who are im
prisoned must be checked at least once each six months. 
The case of any securi :,y index subject who is out of the 
country must be followed at least each six months to 
determine if he has returned to this country.

Perfect arrangements to be advised of any change in the 
subject's residence and/or business addresses. Periodic 
checks to verify residence or business addresses may be 
made under appropriate pretext by telephone, or other 
expeditious means.
The physical characteristics and description of each 
security index subject shall be determined or verified 
by personal observation and the individual case file 
.of each security index subject shall[show]that this 
has been done. If a security index subject has not been 
personally observed previously, this should be done during 
the next verification of the sub-ject’s residence and/or 
business addresses.
Use form FD-154 in-verifying addresses of security index 
subjects when its use will facilitate the checking of the 
addresses. When FD-154 is not used in verifying addresses, 
a notation must be made on the last FD-154, FD-122,or FD-128 
in the subject's case filet showing]the subject.'s current 
residence and business addresses”and the date such addresses 
were verified. This must be done to assure that the file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the 
case and that the file will come to the attention of the 
Agent or field supervisor to determine if additional action 
is warranted at the time of the verification of addresses. 
Each time that a security index subject's residence and 
employment are verified, the case must be re-evaluated to 
assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the 
security index under the criteria for such inclusion, A 
notation.to the effect that the case has been reviewed for 
this purpose shall be made in the file.
If it is determined that the residence or business address 
or both have been changed from those appearing on the 
security index card, FD-122 should be submitted to the Bureau 
with the current residence or business address[shown] 
thereon. In such instances, FD—122 shouldtshow]only 
the changes to be made on the security index card. 
The project of verifying addresses of security index subjects 
(other than top functionaries (and]key figures) shall be 
handled by reopening and assigning the cases for verification 
and closing the cases administratively upon accomplishment of 
verifications. Top functionary [and]key figure cases are to 
be handled as provided in section 87D, 7f, (8). Verifications 
should also be made at the time of submission of all annual 
investigative reports and should be reported therein.
(Deleted]
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’ ’ ' (8) Changes/ additions, and deletions of data appearing on security
’ index cards

(a) Submit to Bureau by FD—122 any changes, additions, or deletions 
involving name, aliases, citizenship,•organizational affilia— 

' tion or nationalistic tendencies, detcom classification,
’ date or place of birth, key facility geographical reference

number, abbreviation of agency having s'ecurity responsi— » 
- ' . bility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business

. address. Exception: Change office of origin by form
• ' FD-128. '

: (b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section or .
• ’ unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D

. - 7b (6) (b) III or IV.
. (c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing

’ . security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards
' from Bureau.

■ ’ - (d) Indicate use of FD—122 for changes by checking proper .
‘ - opening paragraph and submit without abstract.

(e) Set out only items being changed, adde’d, or deleted.
If being-deleted, specify "Delete.1'

• ’ (f) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards
with duplicate copy of FD—122 (stamped “Corrected Security

■ Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and
. . . destroy old cards. Place photograph and description on . ■

_ ' - reverse- side of geographical cards."), action to be taken
. “ ■ ■ ‘ includes: ■ ‘ •

’ . ’ I. Check accuracy of data on pards.
II. Place office file number on face of all cards.

■ III. Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and ’
' photograph from back of old geographical section cards

■ to back of corrected cards, staple them and file in
- ’ geographical section. Exception: For special or

. ’ unavailable section subjects, see ’87D 7b (6) (b)
■ ' III or IV above.

[ • ' IV. File[third]card in alpha!etical section of security
' '■ index.

’ I V. Destroy old cards. ’
.* • ' ‘ (9) • Movement of subjects between offices and transfers of security

- • index cards • .
(a) Subjects of security index cards other than key figures 

’ and top functionaries •
’ I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects

. from other offices must be assigned immediately and
_ " . results of investigation to verify the ne:; address must

• • ■ be transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks.
. II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of

• address, should submit FD-128 immediately transferring
’ ' ■ ’ office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section

- ’ • • - subjects should be prepared in accordance v;ith 87D 7b
(6) (b) IV above. ’

■ ' .. •_ '■ III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to Bureau. Sub—
' mit two copies thereof to office covering subject's now

• ’• address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other
. ■ • ’pertinent serials,[pholograph if available,[and security
■ ’ index cards. [FD-128 should show full title.]

IV. Information concerning key facility employment of sub—
'■ ' , ject in new office should be furnished by that office

■ . ■ . to old office of origin so that geographical reference
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[

’ t ♦agenoy responsible for such action., forward, such data to 
Bureau and incorporate in next report submitted concerning 
individual in question. Where no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 
being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a 
security investigation if informatipn received from • 
intelligence agency warrants such action,

(2) Inclusion in security index / ' ■ ' -
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, FD—122 is to contain: ’
(a) Key facility geographical reference number -

■ (b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility ,
(c) Abbreviations for interested agencies obtained from 

Department of Defense Key Facilities List. Interested 
............ .. agencies should be identified on_FD-122 to assure proper
■''' * dissemination of reports but will "not appear on security

. . . index cards returned from Bureau. '
' •• (d) Abbreviation AEG immediately “o'- owing abbreviation for

agency having security responsibility when abbreviation 
of responsible agency on key facilities list is followed 
by asterisk, which denotes Atomic Energy Commission is

■ involved in security responsibility. This data will appear
on security index cards returned from the Bureau,

‘ ,'L'If subject of existing security index card is found to have be— 
’ come employed in a key facility, FD—122 must be submitted to

" Bureau' with above—required key facility data set forth thereon. 
Case is then to be handled in accordance with instructions set 
forth below concerning'key facility qases.

(3) [Deleted] .
(4'} Dissemination .

Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation concerning 
key facility employee from source other than interested

’ intelligence agency, a summary of complaint and information
- concerning the individual should be furnished immediately by 

[letter]to interested intelligence agency. Intelligence
agency should then be advised whether a security investigation 
is being conducted' of the individual and, if investigation 
is being conducted, that copies of reports will be furnished 
upon completion of investigation. Letter to intelligence agency 
should clearly point out that information is unsubstantiated 
and has not been verified through investigation by FBI,

These instructions do not apply to allegations Of espionage or 
those of such a confidential character as would not ordinarily 
be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immediate 
interest to .other intelligence agencies should be submitted to

. Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon the circumstances, 
with a request that the Bureau consider advisability of dissemi
nating it. ■ ’ .

Disseminate copies of each report to local representatives 
of interested intelligence agencies as reflected in key ’
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• . ' facilities list, including in all cases the age’ncy having .
' security responsibility. Copies of reports for the Marine 

Corps should be disseminated locally to ONI.

, Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), Defense
. Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special

. Weapons Project), the Research and Development Board (RDB),
' - and the Maritime Administration (MA) will be made at the

Bureau, and not in the field. ■ .
• (5) Status of cases
[ After all active investigation conducted, place in a[closed]
[ status. Forty—five days before report due, make case pending
[ . ■ active and check with armed services representative at the

. .key facility, or with other reliable sources, to determine 
. ‘. ’ ’ ■ whether, subject has access to classified or restricted

- ' ' material. ; .
[

d. Key figure and top functionary program . -
’ (1) General

. Purpose of key figure and top functionary program is to select
. for. special attention those individuals in a subversive move

ment who are of outstanding importance to the effectiveness
. ’ ■ of the movement. ,

- - Key figure and top functionary program is described below as
•* _■ • . pertaining fo the Communist Party, USA. However, it also

■" '■ applies to important individuals active in or on behalf of '
' ’ • ' other basic revolutionary groups. '
' ’ (2) "Kev figures ’ ’

(a) Definition
. A key figure is an individual, either a member or non—
' ’ member of the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary

- ' organization, who, by reason of his official position in
. ’ ■ the organization or his connections with the communist

• -movement and his activities on its behalf, is considered
■ ■ of sufficient importance and potential dangerousness

. . . from an internal security standpoint to require immediate
’ . apprehension or detention in the event of an emergency.

' - • Individuals coming within the following categories shall
- * be .considered within the definition of a key figure:

■ ‘ ■ I. National, district, and state officers and the principal
’ . officers of the local clubs of the Communist Party

‘ II. The principal organizers of the Communist Party
- III. Those communists who are executive officers or out—

■ ■ standing figures in established communist front or
• ' . controlled organizations, foreign language groups, and

■. Negro organizations infiltrated by communists
IV. Individuals extensively engaged in communist infil—

; ’ - . . tration of the laboi* movement, including principal
- ’ . ■ officers of labor organizations who are members of or

closely affiliated with the Communist Party. In
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4 *
VTI. Maintenance of key figure list

(A) Each office must maintain current list of key 
figures including top functionaries. List may 
be kept by simple list system, by maintaining 
a file wherein all additions and deletions to 
the list are reported, or by a card index system. - 
Maintain key figure list separate from- security 
index.

(b) .Key figures should retain their designation not
withstanding their departure for foreign travel 

„ - or other circumstances requiring temporary dis
continuance of investigation.

(c) Should a key figure become subject of a security 
of Government employees investigation, his name 
should continue to appear on the key figure list, 

, _ • ... : but the investigation shall proceed in accordance
"'1 ” with existing instructions governing SGE cases.

. [ . . .. ‘ VIII. [Deleted] . . _ . - ■ .
(3) Top functionaries .... ' ' "' ’' . .

(a) Definition
A top functionary is an individual, .either a member or a 
nonmember of the Communist Party, to whom, because of his. 
importance,■it is ne-essary to give continuous investigative 
attention in order ’■ keep abreast'of communism on a 
national basis in U. S. Necessarily, such an individual 

• - . ... ' . would be on a high policy level in the movement.

.The term "top functionary" is not. to be construed as re
quiring that individuals in this category must actually 
hold official positions in party organizations but shall 
be given a broad enough construction to include others who 
are of equal importance because of their influence in the 
movement itself, or their position and activities outside 

• the party in labor, front, or similar organizations or
movement s.

(b) Manner of designation
Prior Bureau authority necessa-y to designate a subject 
as a top functionary. Submit auoh recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation. Bureau 
desires to be very selective in this matter and to concentrate 
on individuals who, on a national basis, are the guiding hands 
in the communist movement.
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At^^e seat of Government a careful^^praisal will be 

made of the field’s recommendation, following which the 
office will be advised concerning the Bureau's decision 
on the recommendation,

(c) Regulations governing top functionaries
I, Regulations set forth under (2) (b) above pertaining 

to key figures relative to photographs, handwriting 
specimens, security index cards, change of office of 
origin, detcom tabbing, character of reports, and 
inclusion in the key figure list apply to individuals 
designated as top functionaries.

II. Reports
Submit reports on top functionaries quarterly. Make 
status pending—inactive if there are no outstanding 
leads for active investigation.

e/ Correlation of other investigations with the security index and 
[ ■ 1 ;.(reserve]index ’ ,

'Individuals investigated by the Bureau under any character against 
Y whom subversive information is developed must be constar y borne in 

[ mind for inclusion in the security index and/or[reserve .dex.
(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations 

Subjects of these investigations must be included in the security 
C ’ ■ index and/or the[reserve]index if they meet the s-tandards for

inclusion therein. It is the responsibility of the investigating 
. ... Agent and field supervising official to make appropriate recommen—

. . dations for preparation of the security index card and/or the
[ ./• . ’ [reserve]index card, whenever appropriate.

(2) Security of Government employees (SGE) investigations 
Subjects of all SGE investigations against whom subversive de
rogatory information has been developed must be considered for 

[ inclusion in the security index and/or[reserve]index.

The Agent conducting investigation in the office covering the 
subject's residence must refer such cases to the field super
visor in charge of the security index program for appropriate 

[ . handling. Copies of reports[showing]disloyal information
must be submitted to the field office covering the subject's 
residence, when developed by any other office.

. ' ‘ When an individual who has previously been investigated under
the SGE character is the subject of a security index card and 
is still employed by the Federal Government or is being considered 
for Federal employment, the dual character of "Security of Govern
ment Employees" and the character of the subject's security case 
should be used in the report being submitted. This -will insure 
that the reports are referred to the appropriate desks for super
vision at the Bureau, as .well as in the field. These reports 
should be written according to the standards pr-'vailing for SGE 
reports.

Disseminate these dual character reports the same as any other 
security report. Representatives of other intelligence agencies' 

[. requesting reports[showing]the actual SGE investigation should
be informed to direct the request to their Washington headquarters 
for referral to the Bureau. ■'

■ (3) Atomic Energy Act, Voice of America applicant, departmental 
applicant. Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigations 
Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in
formation has been developed must he considered for inclusion 

[ • • '.in the security index and/or the[reserve]index. In each such
case the Agent conducting the investigation in the office 
covering the subject's residence must refer the matter to the 

. field supervisor in charge of the security index program for 
appropriate handling.

[ Copies' of reports [showing]disloyal information must be sub
mitted to the office covering the subject’s residence, whenever 
developed by anoth»i* office. ‘

■ '
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(6J Character .
(a) Key figures and top functionaries

Internal Security — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Internal Security — C .
Internal Security — SWP . /

(b) Others ’
Security Matter — followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples;

■ Security Matter — C
Security Matter — SWP 
Security Matter — X (native fascist) 

................  Security Matter - M (miscellaneous) • '

When a subject is deleted as a key figure, the character 
' ' shall be changed from internal security to security matter 

in the first report f -Howing the deletion and all subsequent 
reports. When a secu\;ty matter subject is designated a 
key figure, the first .--port after- the designation and all 
subsequent reports she'’ bear the internal security character. 
In any event, "if subjo- is employed in a key facility, add 
the additional character ‘’Internal Security Act of 1950" if 

, the organizational act?.. y of the subject is of a communist 
nature. • ■ ■ . ■ ' .

Deleted ' ’
Status
All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: 
(a) Top functionaries .

I. Pending inactive
(A) Reports are to be submitted quarterly. 'Forty-five 

days prior to the date a quarterly report is due, 
each such case shall be placed in a pending—active 
status for the preparation of the report so that 

. the report can be submitted at the designated time.
(b) Key figures .

I. Pending inactive ■ .
(A) Reports are to be submitted semiannually. Forty- 

five days prio.r tq. Jhe^date a semiannual report, is. 
due, each such case shall be placed in a peniiajug*- 
active status for the preparation of the report

- so that the report can be submitted at the desig
nated time. . ■

(c) [Deleted] • .
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(a) Other security index subjects
I Clos ed

(A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to 
insure submission of an annual investigative report. 
The cases shall be opened and assigned 45 days prior

’ to the date the annual report is due. Such cases
shall also be opened and assigned six months after 
submission of the annual report to accomplish veri— 

. fication of addresses. Upon such verification, the
cases should be closed administratively.

Cases of subjects recommended for security index
I

II

Pending inactive
(A) If all active investigation completed at 

■ FD—122 forwarded to Bureau
(B) Lead to follow Bureau for security index 

be set forth.
Closed •

the time

card should

5

.(f)

A 
B

Upon, receipt of security index card from Bureau
Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 
investigative report as in (d) above.

[ 
[

[

Subjects not in security index who are not to be included 
therein. • •
I. Closed .

Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 
pertaining to interview must be complied

(9) [Content]
(a) [In order to insure completeness of investigation

following items 
investigation a

should be considered as pertinent

with

the 
to an

4

be
I.

nd subsequent reporting of such should a

II

handled under topical headings where appropriate.]
Background .

!A) Birth date . . '
B) Citizenship status . ;
C) Education ’

(D) Marital status ’
(e) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including 

type of discharge, citations, etc.)

IF). Identification record -
G) Employment . . ■
H) Residence -
l) Status of health (if known)

Connections with Communist Party (or other basic revolu
tionary groups and/or front organizations)
(A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary 

group including sponsors, etc.
(B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 

and positions held in subversive movement with which 
subject is identified Sr

-tat
' ^4?

->
'W

A
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. of the source, date of activity, date received, and name
of the Agent receiving the information are known, it is 
not necessary to request the office originally obtaining 
the information to document it further by furnishing 
information showing the location of the original in

• the office files. If all documentation, except the .
- latter item, is not in the possession- of the office

preparing the report, it should be obtained. '
' V. If it is found desirable to include in a report the

. . identities of individuals who are known communists
' and have been associates of the subject to lend

‘ ’ weight to evidence of the subject’s potential '
' dangerousness, only the source of the information

• showing the associate to be a communist need be
. • . ' . ’ ' ■ ' . identified. . - - .

l>;-~. r. y. yj; a very limited number of instances it may be necessary 
...  • . . , v "to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterization of an

■ — " ' individual or organization from another office or the •
. ’ Bureau. When such information is received in your

■ office, it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files
so that it will be available to and can be readily

’ located by Agents having future need for it, thereby
. ’ ‘ . eliminating repeated requests of another office for the

_ ■ • _ , ■ ■ • same information. .
\ _g.' Channelizing memoranda - destruction of following submission of reports '

.'• -1 ' in security cases • ' ■ - . • ,
‘ Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security case

1 files may be destroyed following submission of reports in these cases.
■ In destroying these memoranda, be guided by -the following instructions:

. (1) The Agent, at the time he dictates the report, is to prepare
- ' a memorandum listing the channelizing memoranda to be destroyed

_ _ by serial or serial scope and requesting the chief clerk’s
. - " office to destroy. This memorandum should indicate that pertinent

... information contained in the serials to be destroyed was in- •
' [ _ ' -corporate! in the report. [Use form ED-338 for this purpose.]

• (2) The cover pages accompanying the report will list the file and
serial number of the original informant reports or master

_ channelizing memoranda.
_ _ ’ (3) In the case of multiple volumes the destruction memorandum should

’ be prepared by the Agent in sufficient numbers so that one copy will 
‘ appear in each volume of the multiple volume file being stripped. '

(4) Prior to destruction, the Agent’s recommendations are to be 
' ■ reviewed and approved by the supervisor at the time he reviews

and approves the report.
(5) Employee destroying the channelizing memoranda must place date • 

of destruction .and his initials on the destruction memorandum.
'Thereafter, this memorandum will be filed in the case file as

. ‘ a permanent record of the serials destroyed. '
(6) Technical and microphone surveillance channelizing memoranda 

- may be destroyed without the- necessity of identifying in the
• ' ’ . cover pages of the report the exact location in the office

~ ‘ files of the original inforihation. The use of an asterisk
. identifies the source and the original information can be readily 
located.

' [ (?) CChannelizing memoranda of translations of foreign language news-
[ • . papers and periodicals may be destroyed provided the original

■ [ translation is maintained in the main file of the publication
[ ■ concerned.]

(8) Do not destroy channelizing memoranda in the following instances:

78a
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II

III

locate subjects are not to be submitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.

;. If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
•through liaison channels.
If the-subject is reported to have gone to any other 
foreign country, the Washington Field Office .should be 
requested to check the records of the Passport Office 
of the State Department for verification.

’• When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 

. be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject’s photograph and background information for the 

r-v.-purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity ~ 
of the subject. Bureau .authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

[

_ If. this procedure, is to be effective, its application
-.r--must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects

- -'to which it is applied.' Therefore, requests to circularize 
must be made only after every possible lead has been 
exhausted and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

(4) Individuals traveling abroad (if subject is a. resident alien, 
also consider section 105E, 4, volume IV, of this manual.) 
When information is received indicating that

[a subject of a current or past security investigation, 
a past member of a basic revolutionary organization,
a member since July, 1950 an organization designated

(
- (

[

pursuant to Executive. Order 10450,
a_member since July, 1950, of an organization declared 

subversive by the House Committee on Un—American 
Activities or other legislative committees, or

a member since July, 1950, of an organization described 
by reliable informants or sources as being dominated or 
controlled by one of the basic revolutionary organizations] 

intends to travel abroad or has already departed this country
for foreign travel, take the following action:

Immediately advise the Bureau in form suitable for dissemi
nation, setting forth complete available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destination and itinerary, purpose of 
trip, the exact name under which the passport was issued, 
the number of the passport, and the office issuing the pass— 
port, if known. However, do not delay advising the Bureau 
of the actual or intended travel while developing the above 
information as time is of the essence in this matter.
Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
of the records of the Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not limit efforts to develop above information 
to a check of such records.

)
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(c) In the case of an individual previously the subject of 
investigation, the case should be brought up to date by the 
prompt submission of a report in the event there is unreported 
information contained in the file. If reports have not 
previously been submitted in the case, a letterhead memorandum .

• summarizing the available subversive data should accompany 
the initial letter advising the Bureau of the proposed 
travel. ’

(d) Information concerning these subjects* proposed travel abroad, 
including information concerning their subversive activities, 
is furnished by the Bureau to the Department of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency, and legal attaches if the proposed travel 
is in areas covered by such and, frequently, requests are

- made of one or all of the above to place stops with appropriate 
,security services abroad to be advised of the activities 

“of these subjects, . -
.(e)- When”information is received that ah individual with a ■' ’ ’ “ 

subversive backgroundffalling within the categories set
’ ’ out previously herein]is forming a tour group for foreign

travel or an organization which is considered sub~ersive 
is sponsoring such a tour, advise appropriate offices under 
the caption of the tour name or the organization sponsoring

. the tour of the identities of the individuals participating 
the tour and furnish the Bureau a letterhead memorandum 

/suitable for dissemination to the State Department, the 
. Central Intelligence Agency, and appropriate legal attaches, 
including therein all readily available information pertaining 
to the tour, such as itinerary, pertinent dates, names of 
individuals making up the tour with addresses, if available, 
and a thumbnail sketch of the organization or individual 
sponsoring the tour.

" Letterhead memoranda, relating to the tours will be dissest- 
' inated by the Bureau with a statement that, as individuals 
participating are identified, recipients will be furnished 
with memoranda under the individual case caption where 
those individuals are found to have subversive backgrounds. 
Therefore, the appropriate field offices should immediately 
identify and submit individual memoranda concerning such . 
individuals. The details of travel will be replaced by a 
reference to the memorandum previously prepared under the 
caption of the organization sponsoring the tour. Prepare 
individual memoranda only in the oases of individuals with 
subversive backgrounds[falling within the categories set 
out previously herein.] _

In addition,- appropriate offices should submit a letter to 
the Bureau under the organization caption listing the names 
of those individuals residing within their territory who 
are traveling, with the tour group and on whom no subversive 
information is found. ,

33a
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[ ■ (f) Advise the Bureau promptly in form suitable for dissemi—
, ■ nation of a subject's return from travel abroad in those •

' instances in which stops have been placed with security
services abroad through the agencies listed above. In 

. . instances in which an individual against whom stops have
. been placed has traveled to any country behind the Iron

. - Curtain, the Bureau shall also be furnished at that time
• with recommendations as to the desirability of interview

of such person and with advice as to whether additional
’ investigation concerning him is contemplated. In the event 

.such an interview is authorized, it shall be conducted 
promptly and the case shall not be closed until such inter— 

- view is had and the results thereof submitted in report ■
■ \ ’ form.

t „ Cg) In some instances a security investigation of ’a subject not
- . .. .; ... yet included in the security index may be in progress at
---------------- . . -the time it is found that the subject has recently departed 

' for a foreign country. If the evidence developed at that
time warrants the inclusion of the subject in the security

’ - index were it not for the fact that he is outside the U. S.,
’ ' form ED-122 should be submitted recommending his inclusion

. in the unavailable section of the security- index. After all 
’ initial investigation is completed, ’he subject's case will

■ ’. ■' •• ■ • - be handled the same as those of other sub-jects of a similar
V . ’ status who are included in the unavailable section* as out of

: - ' ' - - ■ ' ■ / the country. .

If the subject is an alien who has been deported or. has 
otherwise permanently departed from the U. S., he should 

; not be included in the security index. ■

When it is determined that a security index subject has 
departed for a foreign country, his security index card 
shall be placed in the unavailable section and his case 
handled in accordance with the instructions set forth 
under 87D 7b (6) (b) IV.

(5) Investigative techniques
. While it is not possible to enumerate all investigative techniques 

which can and should be employed in these investigations, there 
'. are certain proven techniques which have been used with con—
' , tinned success and should be applied wherever possible.

(a) File reviews .
Upon the initiation of a security investigation of an 
individual, check the office indices and review files 
thoroughly for any pertinent information on record showing 

. background and subversive activity of each individual
. . subj.ect. Include such information in the initial invest!—

. . gative report.

. Once a main security file has been opened for an individual,
subsequent information received concerning him should be

• channelized to that file. The reference cards pertaining
■ to the subject should be consolidated in the indices

■ after each check and review of files has been made. ■ .
(b) Security informants

Success of security investigations of individuals is 
.. ' primarily dependent upon a broad confidential informant

; coverage within every phase of subversive activity.
■ Information and evidence developed through such sources

■ ■ are unsurpassed in value because of possible use not only
‘ for intelligence purposes but also as admissible evidence.

•S-

f
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(b) During the first contact, the interviewing Agent
will introduce himself as 
FBI by use of credentials 
the conversation by using

a Special Agent of the 
or badge and will open 
an appropriate pretext

or by reciting the Bureau's responsibilities in 
the security field and asking the subject whether 
he can be of assistance to the Government. If the ' 

, . individual has been a member of a basic revolutionary
organization and indicates he might cooperate, he ’ 

' . may be questioned during the initial contact about
■ his own activities in order to further ascertain

the extent to which he will cooperate. This 
original interview is for the sole purpose of 
allowing the Agent to determine whether the 
individual being interviewed might be cooperative.

(e) Prior Bureau authority - ■
I

-II

III

Subjects of active current investigations where no '
•interview-with* prior .Bureau authority has previously 
been conducted
Closed cases where the subject is on the security 
index and no prior interview has been conducted 
abjeots of investigations requested by the Bureau, 

both open and closed, such as applicant-type cases,
loyalty oases, etc. .

7 TV. . Any persons where circumstances indicate a delicate 
■ situation exists and a greater "than usual risk is ’’

. ' involved, such as individuals employed in the
■ ‘ newspaper field, educational field, radio and • 

. television industry, religious field, publishing

. V

VI.
In

houses, labor leaders, and the like. Bureau authority 
must be requested with respeot to situations of this 
kind even though prior interviews have been had with 
these interviewees.
Security subjects who have- publicly disclosed previous 
contacts ■ ' * • ‘
.Subjects of section A reserve index cards .
any of the above cases, no report need be submitted when

requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a 
security investigation except those persons- under IV above.

' This does not relieve you of the responsibility of submit
ting reports in security cases when due; e.g., annual 
reports in routine .security index cases and six-month re
ports in key figure oases. ' ’• ‘

VII. The request for Bureau authority for the interview 
should'be set forth in the first paragraph of the letter 
and unless you are recommending a special manner or

.. procedure for conducting the interview, the first 
paragraph should contain the foil owing statements :•

"Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 
accordance with existing instructions relating to 
interviews of security subjects. If this subject is 
cooperative', no affirmative steps will be taken during 
the initial interview to direct his activities and 

..complete background investigation required by section
107C of uhe Manual of Instructions [will be]oonaucted 
and Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact
with subject as a PSI.1*

[Form FD-336 contains the above statement and may be 
used in requesting Bureau authority for the inter
view.] •

The above statement in no way precludes interviewing 
Agents during initial contacts and recontacts from 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing . 
to furnish or other data which will assist in determin
ing his potentialities as an informant.

s

«

w

J
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' ■ VIII. Letters requesting Bureau authority for the interview
. must contain the following information, if available:

(A) Residence address, occupation, employment and race 
of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship, 
and status of health

. (b) Marital status. If married, the occupation,
' . employment, and race of the spouse. •

- ' (O') Length of time subject a member of or affiliated
" ’ with subversive organizations and positions he held

■ ‘ in such organizations. In cases in which investiga-
■ . ’ tion is based on some allegation or circumstances

. . of a security nature other than membership in or
affiliation with subversive organizations, facts

' . . ’ upon which investigation is predicated should be
.... ■ • briefly set forth.

- (b) Ifmarried, information indicating the spouse is
' . ’’i.' ’ ■ ot has been a member of or affiliated with subver-

■■ '.■.fi.'; - - - ■ : sive groups, the position held in such group's, and
‘ "" the length of time of such membership or affiliation

• (E) Membership or affiliation of any other close rela—
• , tives in subversive groups

■ (f) Information regarding defection, expulsion, inac—
. .. ■ tivity, and pre:: mt sympathies of. the subject and,

■ . if married, of the spouse
< ■ - . ... (G) What is expected to be gained by the interview

' ~ . ■ IX. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail—
. • ■ ■ ■ • able, regarding the seven items listed above must be

.. set out under the appropriate number but the above .
headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any of the items, you should make

. ’ the appropriate comments after the respective number.
‘ X. All letters requesting Bureau authority to interview

. the subject of a security investigation must be per—

. sonally approved by the SAC. •
. ’ XI. One of the required copies of the letter to the Bureau
, ■ should consist only of the first page of the letter.

. When unnecessary for Bureau to issue specific instruo-
tions or comments in connection with authorizing an ’

. . interview, the Bureau will approve .the request by
\ . ■ placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression, on 'the

single-page copy of the incoming letter and return
. . it by routing slip. • ’

■ • XII. Upon receipt of Bureau authority, the interview must be
f . conducted within[45]days. If this is impossible, advise

. . Bureau of the reasons why the interview was not effected
'' ■- and.state that the subject will be contacted within the

[ next[45]days. At the end of the seoond[45—day]period
., if the interview has not been conduoted, request addi—

. tional authority. Include in the letters any nevr. inf or—
' ' mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the

. . interview. . '
. (f) Preparations for and conduct of interviews

• • . I. Interviews must be conducted by two Special Agents. An
.. . . Agent experienced in security investigations who has

. .' ■ . knowledge of Bureau regulations regarding development
' ■ ■ of informants must conduct the actual interrogation. '

. Approach need not be made by both Agents at the same
time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance.

• Background of subject and individual circumstances
' ' ’ ..will determine exactly how approach should be handled

' ‘in each case. Two Agents should be physically present
■ during any interview or contact with known or suspected
• Nation of Islam members in all types of Bureau cases.

. II. Preparations for interview must be thorough and con
ducted so that interviewing Agents will not be oompro-

. . mined, the Bureau will not be embarrassed, and oon—
fidential informants will riot be exposed.

40 .
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(10) Submit semiannual letters March 1 and September 1 under 
caption "Communist Infiltration of- Mass Organizations," 
Bufile 100-3-106. Set forth desired data utilizing following' 
topical outline and headings:
(a) I. Data concerning Communist Party program

Set forth details of data received concerning Communist 
Party's program, both nationally and locally, to 
infiltrate mass organizations; steps taken to carry 
out program; and success being achieved by party.

(b) II. Organizations concerning which data previously submitted
[ [Only]list names and Bureau file numbers, if known, of

those organizations concerning which data has been 
‘ ' furnished to Bureau since submission of previous, semi

annual letter.
(c)lll. Organizations concerning which data being submitted by ■ 

. ? ., -• instant letter " .
- .. J. List the names and Bureau ‘file numbers, if known, of

' those organizations concerning which data is being sub— 
[ '' mitted with semiannual letterffor the first time.]

Submit data as enclosure to \e:ter. Utilize five—point 
outline set - .t under item (-’J above. Submit separate 
c-.-:;.osure or. •j.ch organization listed in this category. 
iTcnish two copies of each enclosure and sufficient 
.copies of cover letter in’ order that copy of semiannual ■

1 ’ .k.J-eiter .and enclosure can be placed in Bureau file on
■ _ - *• v/ organization. This will eliminate necessity of sub- . \

mitting summary letter under each individual case
• caption. Do not use T symbols in enclosure, but set r
out identity of sources.

f. Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Bureau 
Agents during course of security—type investigations without !
prior Bureau authority.

g.’ Photographic surveillances > •
(1) No photographic surveillances arc to be conducted in 

communist front organization cases unless it is essential 
to protect Bureau's interests in internal security field r
by supplementing live informant coverage of a particular 
meeting with such a surveillance. ;

(2) Request Bureau authority to institute such a surveillance /
and outline manner in which it will be conducted and super
vision which will be afforded it. ' >

(■3) No such surveillances should be instituted without specific •
Bureau authority.

)

T 

if-
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* A ■. .Investigative proc^Pures and suggestions re communWR; front organizations 
To accurately and clearly shew true nature of communist front groups, 
data concerning the following topics, where applicable, should be ' 
fully developed and reported on: 
a. Origin and scope

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded.
Determine who in Communist Party instructed organization he set 
up; whether decision to set up group made at meeting of party 
functionaries and, if so, identify functionaries present; identity 
of individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. 
Identify all known chapters, if any, and location thereof.

b. Whether incorporated •
Many organizations are incorporated requiring filing of incorporation 
papers with appropriate state officials.

c. Aims and purposes •
d.‘ Location of headquarters ' .
e. Officers ■ •

’ List principal officers, hoard of directors, etc., and appropriate 
. . characterization of each showing communist affiliation, 
f. Membership

Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure member— 
’ ship lists, mailing lists, or other records reflecting affiliation 

with organization. Usually obtainable through informant coverage 
•or utilization of various investigative techniques. Secure 
accurate description of all lists to make sure there is no confusion 

_ ,as. to. the exact identity or significance of list being reported, on., 
. g. ’Official organ, if any, and other literature .

- (1) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources,
and confidential informants

S2} All such literature should be appropriately identified. ’ 
3) least one copy of each pertinent piece of literature should 

be promptly furnished to Bureau. ’ ’ •
h. General activities . . - ’
i. Finances - ’

Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor-bank accounts of 
organizations. Location of bank accounts frequently obtainable 
through confidential informants, credit records, public-utility 
records, records of rental agent, and monitoring of other organiza
tions’ bank accounts. -

j. Support given to Communist Party ■
Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, 
financial or otherwise, given by the organization to the Communist 
Party. . ’ ’

k. Support received from Communist Party
■ Preponderance of evidence should be developed reflecting support, 

financial or otherwise, received by the organization from the 
Communist Party. ’

1. Implementation of Communist Party line ■
■ Can usually be shown through comparison of programs and literature 

of organization with those.of Communist Party during any particular
. period. • ’ .

[ . Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through the
[ following sources: confidential informants, incorporation records,
[ ’ bank records, literature and publications of organization, newspapers,
[ public meetings and rallies, confidential investigative techniques,
[ various types of public records, panel sources, confidential sources
(’ and other sources of information, interviews with past oi’ present
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locate subjects are not to be submitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.

II . If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying Information 
through liaison channels.

II I. If the subject is reported to have gone to any other 
foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be 
requested to check the records of the Passport Office 
of the State Department for verification.

IV . When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject's photograph and background‘information for the 

" purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be— 

■ fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

.. • ; . -If .this procedure is to be effective, its application
’ ’ ■ ■■ ‘ must’necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects

’ ” to which it is applied. Therefore, requests-to circularize
must be made only after every possible lead has been 
exhausted and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

[ (4) ■ Individuals traveling abroad[(lf subject is a resident alien,
[ ' also consider section 105E, 4, volume IV, of this manual.)]

When information is received indicating that any individual on 
whom we have subversive derogatory information intends to travel 

’ ' abroad, or has already departed this country for foreign travel, 
take the following action:
(a) Immediately advise the Bureau in form suitable for dissemi

nation, setting forth complete available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destination and itinerary, purpose of 
trip, the exact name under vrhich the passport was issued, 
the number of the passport, and the office issuing the pass
port, if known. However, do not delay advising the Bureau 
of the actual or intended travel while developing the above 
information as time is of the essence in this matter.

(b) Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
of the records of the Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not limit efforts to develop above information 

. . to a check of such records.
(c) In tho case of an individual previously the subject of 

investigation, the case should be brought up to date by the 
. • prompt submission of a report in the event there is unreported

information contained in the file. If reports have not 
previously been submitted in the case, a letterhead memorandum 
summarizing the available subversive data should accompany 
the initial letter advising the' Bureau of the proposed 
travel.

(d) Information concerning these subjects' proposed travel abroad, 
including information concerning their subversive activities, 
is furnished by tho Bureau to the Department of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency, and legal attaches if the proposed 
travel is in areas covered by such and, frequently, requests 
are made of one or all of the above to place stops with 
appropriate security services abroad to be advised of the 
activities of these subjects.
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• of the source, date of activity, date received, and name
of the Agent receiving the information are known, it is 
not necessary to request the office originally obtaining 
the information to document it further by furnishing 
information showing the location of the original in ■
the office files. If all documentation, except the

- ’ lattei* item, is not in the possession of the office ■
preparing the report, it should be obtained.

‘ ' V. If it is found desirable to include in a report the
• identities of individuals who are known communists . .

. ■’ and have been associates of the subject to lend •
weight to evidence of the subject’s potential

" dangerous ness, only the source of the information
" ■ showing the associate to be a communist need be

. ; . ’ • identified. ■ _
■ VI. In a very limited number of instances it may be necessary 

to obtain a thumbnail sketch or characterization of an • 
individual or organisation from ano.ther office or the 
Bureau. When such information is received in your 

■ office, it should be placed in thumbnail sketch files
so that it will be available to and can be readily

■ . located by Agents having future need for it, thereby
. _ . . eliminating repeated requests of another office for the

. same, information. . ■
£g« Channelizing memoranda - destruction of following submission of reports 

in'security cases - '
Channelizing memoranda in organizational and individual security case 
files may be destroyed following submission, of reports in these cases. 
In destroying these memoranda, be guided by the following instructions:

. (1)' The Agent, at'the time he dictates the report, is to prepare 
a memorandum listing the channelizing memoranda to be destroyed 

- by serial or serial scope and requesting the chief clerk’s
office to destroy. ' This memorandum should indicate that pertinent 

. _ - information contained in the serials to be destroyed, was in-
■ corporated in the report. . •

. (2) The cover pages accompanying the report will list the file and ’
serial number of the original informant reports or master

_ .channelizing memoranda. —
(3) In the case of multiple volumes the destruction memorandum should 

■ be prepared by the Agent in sufficient numbers so that one copy will 
. appear in each volume of the multiple volume file being stripped.

' . (4) Prior to destruction, the Agent's recommendations are to be
reviewed and approved by the supervisor at the time he reviews 
and approves the report. . •

. ' (5) Employee destroying the channelizing memoranda must place date
of destruction and his initials on the destruction memorandum.

• ' Thereafter, this memorandum will be filed in the case file as
• a permanent record of the serial destroyed.

(6) Technical and microphone surveillance channelizing memoranda
• may be destroyed without the necessity of identifying in the .

■ ’ cover pages of the report the exact location in the office
■ ’ files of the original information. The use of an asterisk

. identifies the source and the original information can be readily
■ located. ■ . .

(7) Do not destroy channelizing memoranda in the following instances:
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[ ■ 
i [ ■

[
I 
[ 
[• 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

(a)- When the original information is not contained elsewhere 
in your office

!b ) Serial one of a file regardless of its nature
c) Serials containing indexing. It 'would appear that if 

indexing was necessary to channelizing memoranda, such 
indexing would only be done in the main case file as set 

• forth in the title of the communication.
(d ) Serials showing "action” information; e.g., opening, 

■ closing, posting, or instructions given by a supervisor 
to an Agent concerning the case.

[ The destruction of these channelizing memoranda should be subject
[ ' to close supervisory control to insure that all pertinent information
[ contained in these memoranda is reported in the investigative report.]

• '8,. Dissemination of data developed in security investigations
. proper utilization of information received by the Bureau is foremost

■.------among oui—responsibilities as an investigative agency. It is the Bureau's 
duty to keep the proper intelligence agencies informed concerning infor
mation of interest to them. Further, information which comes to the

' ' ■ ’ attention of the Bureau in connection with the conduct of investigations
- - -normally and regularly within the jurisdiction of the Bureau, which

■ information is believed to be of interest to another agency within the 
executive branch of the Government, should be 'forwarded to the interested

. ’ - - I agency unless there are good and compelling reasons not to do so. This is 
in line with the Delimitations Agreement and Presidential directives which

• ' ' provide for the dissemination to other agencies of information relating
to espionage, sabotage, subversive activities, and related matters where 
the specific agency has a present or potential interest in the infoi'mation.

Set out hereafter is a summarization of existing Bureau requirements re
garding dissemination of security information developed on individuals 
during the course of regular investigations in the security field. It
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should be apparent that all conceivable situations cannot be antici
pated. For that reason, the data below should be considered as pertain
ing to representative situations which occur frequently enough, to 
warrant specific treatment. The basic rule to follow is, of course, 
that security, information must be furnished promptly to interested 
agencies in the executive branch of the Government and that the term 
"interested agency" must be interpreted in the lighzt of reason and .
common sense. Any unusual situations should be brought to the attention 
of the Bureau promptly for consideration a nd disposition.

Considerations affecting the national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico necessitate that the broadest possible construction be 
given to the existing requirements of dissemination to the intelligence 
services located in those areas. The Anchorage, Honolulu, and San Juan 
Offices should adhere to such policy and effect such dissemination as to 
discharge fully our responsibilities as laid down in Bureau instructions, 
together with practices which have been dictated by circumstances 
within those particular offices.' - •• ' ■ , ■ -

The material set out below must be read in conjunction with the Manual 
[ of Rules and Regulations,[ part II,]section 5, which discusses the Bureau’s

over—all responsibilities in dissemination, together with existing 
■ policies, qualifications, and exceptions. . •

' ■ ■ a. Data developed concerning subjects of security investigations and
. -x... mother .persons coming within investigative jurisdiction of the ... .. .. -

. - Bureau' " ' \ ' ....... ..* ” ' ' ' ’" " ' ~ '
. (1) Aliens and naturalized citizens ' •

. Information concerning aliens and naturalized citizens which
' might have a bearing on the deportation or denaturalization

.. of such individuals should in all instances be forwarded
. to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Refer to

>• the Manual of Rules and Regulations, [part II,]section 5. If
■ ' any doubt exists, the matter should in all instances be resolved

' . in favor of dissemination. •
(?) Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities

' or employees of plants having contracts with the military
, services

. Dissemination in these cases is treated specifically in section
. 87D 7c (4) of this manual.

(3) Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal 
. facilities) which are not on the key facilities list or otherwise 

falling into the category defined in (2) above, and facilities 
which are or may become engaged in the manufacture of materials

■ vital, to the national defense
Dissemination should be made locally to G—2 and, in addition, to

. other intelligence services if their interest is apparent in 
' individual cases or in specific facilities.

' (4). Individuals on inactive duty but who are members of or hold
• commissions in the reserve branches or National Guard
' Dissemination should be made locally to the appropriate military

intelligence service. Dissemination to headquarters of the 
appropriate services will be made at SCG.

(5) Seamen and subjects employed in the maritime industry, including
• longshoremen and other water-front employees " .

■ . Dissemination should be made to the Coast Guard on a local lev-el
, . . and, when circumstances dictate, to other intelligence agencies,

including ONI, which have an interest in the data reported. 
Appropriate dissemination on a headquarters level will be made 
at SOG.

(6) Employees of the Federal Government within the purview of
■ Executive Order 10450

• No dissemination of the reports in security of Government employees
cases may be made in the field. If, however, subject is employed
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' (1) Handw^King specimens
I. If, during the investigation of security matter cases, 

it is disclosed that samples of the subject's hand
writing are readily available, obtain specimens for 
possible future use and maintain in the file in the

K field.
II. A case is not to be left in a pending status merely for 

the purpose of obtaining handwriting specimens.
Ill, Handwriting specimens must be obtained for all key 

figures and forwarded to the Bureau, 
[ [ (m) Labor union membership
[ If the subject is being investigated because of Communist
[ ■ Party membership, ascertain the identity of any labor
[ organization of which he is a member and what position he
[ holds in the labor organization, if any. (See section
[ , _ ./■ , . ,124,. volume IV, of this manual for possible violations

-involved.) ];• • : “ . - -•
'{pj Subversive activity • . • .. ........ .. - • ■ ■ . -

• ‘ (a) Membership or affiliation
Obtain admissible and convincing evidence that the subject 
is a member of, or affiliated with, one of the basic 
revolutionary organizations and/or front organizations 
wherever possible. Such evidence may be either direct or 
circumstantial, or both. It is not possible to list the 
innumerable and varied forms in which such evidence may 

found. Some of the more "common types are:
'j \ ' ■ I. Oral or written statements or admissions of the subject

• *................. made publicly or privately to other individuals
II. Statements^of confidential informants and other persons 

who are in a position to know the facts and can testify 
to them

, III. Official letterheads and documents of ’subversive
organizations containing information 'which identifies

■ ’ the subjects with the organizations. This will include
membership and dues records wherever obtainable.

IV. Selective service records in which the subject admits 
membership in or position with a subversive organization ’ 

V. Attendance at closed meetings and conventions of a sub- • 
y versive organization

VI. Letters to publications, public officials, or other per
sons signed by the subject in an official position with 
a subversive organization or wherein the subject admits 
membership in or adherence to the principles of a 
subversive organization

VII. Recruitment or attempt to recruit members for a subversive 
organization

VIII. Solicitations or contributions of funds for subversive 
organization

IX. Seeking public office as a candidate for a subversive
. . ’ organization

X. Association with other individuals who are known to be 
members of or affiliated with subversive organizations

• With regard to the question of membership, attention is 
directed to section 87H of this manual relating to the 
provisions of the Communist Control Act of 1954. This act 
sets out a list of 14 criteria itemized in 87H 2, which should 
be considered "in determining membership or participation in 
the Communist Party or any other organization defined in this 
Act, or knowledge of the purpose or objective of such party 
or organization...." These criteria include, e.g., listing 
as a member in organization records, contributions to the 
organization, and acceptance of organization discipline.

(b) Knowledge of aims and purposes
Admissible and convincing evidence that the subject knows 
the aims and purposes of the subversive organizations to 
overthrow the Government by force and violence should also 
be obtained. Mere proof of membership in or affiliation with 
such an organization is not sufficient to prove such knowledge..
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. Proof that rhe subject has such knowledge of the rcvolu~
’ tionary purposes o.f the organization may be existent in

.several forms, several of which are discussed below:•
■ I. Direct admissible evidence, such jis statements made by

‘ - the subject, oi' by responsible officials of the subversive
■ ' organization in the subject’s presence at organizational

■ classes or meetings expounding the organization’s
- doctrine in which the necessity or advisability of using

. force oi’ violence in the overthrow of the Government
is asserted, should be obtained, if at all possible.

Occasionally, statements of this nature are available in
• the subject’s writings, sometimes in an indirect, or
’ ■ veiled form. .

.’ ■ ’ ’ II. Length of time in a subversive organization
■ " III. Official positions held in the organization especially

■ in educational, propaganda, or policy-making capacities
IV. Charter membership in the organization, participation in 

the original establishment of the organization
. ■ ’ Vu Extensive and long-continued participation in various

organizational activities .
’ .■ VIo Attendance or teaching at organization schools or

classes, especially leadership classes •
< ..1- .I-..-.' ■ Vila Preparation or distribution of party propaganda . - - ■

• • ■ . - •' VIII. Recruiting and fund-raising activities
. - - ” IX. Possession of Marxist or revolutionary literature

.. X. Urging others to read literature of a•revolutionary
character, etc. ’

While none of the above types of evidence may be of sufficient 
value alone, a combination of a number of them may constitute 

’ - ■ . convincing proof, .

■ It should be remembered that the revolutionary purposes- of
’ a subversive organization are frequently cloaked in veiled

' ■ ’ language or in language significant only to persons familial’
■ with Marxist or revolutionary terminology. Such obscure

_ statements should not be.ignored, but should be fully reported
’ ’ as it may be possible in legal proceedings to bring out the

significance of such statements through expert witnesses, 
the testimony of informants, or the introduction of literature

: clarifying them. Confidential informants and other sources
_ ’ . should be carefully interrogated and files thoroughly

’ reviewed for the- purpose of developing all revolutionary
. statements. In such instances, complete details should be

' obtained, together with all corroborating evidence. The
. names of all. persons present when such statements are made

. ■ should be ascertained and the facts reported in the individual
case file of the person making the statement and of all

’ persons present when the statement was made. The circum—
■ ‘ stances under which the.statement was made should, of course,

. •. be ascertained and reported.
. (c) Position and importance .

■ ■ ■ ’ . . I. Information reflecting the importance of an individual
‘ . to a subversive organization or movement should be fully

. • • ■ ' developed and reported. The member or affiliate may be
' ' • dangerous or important because of his position, influence

■ or activities outside the organization, or both. The .
‘ ' facts in this regard should be fully developed. The

■ : individual may hold an important and strategic position
• or exercise great influence .in a labor organization or

• othei’ mass organization; in a racial, nationality, youth
‘ or other group; in an important front organization; in

' radio, newspaper, motion picture oi’ other cultural, .
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should be done prior to requesting authority
' to institute the investigation where sufficient

identifying information is not otherwise available.
(b) Contacts during investigation

I. Once Bureau authority is granted to conduct the in
vestigation, it is permissible to contact:

' (A) All established reliable sources, including those
. ■ ' connected with the institution of learning

(b) All individuals not connected with the institution
■ of learning who, consistent with discretion, would

be contacted in a usual security case; e.g., 
neighbors, credit agencies, past employers, etc.

' (c) Registrars
' If the registrar is reliable and can be depended

. ■ upon not to divulge the Bureau's identity^ Bureau
' . . authority is not needed in these cases to contact
‘ ‘ ‘ the registrar's office to obtain background data

- r ■’ ’ . useful for identification purposes, to develop other
‘ ■ proper investigative leads, or to verify connection

” with the institution of learning.
• II. Superiors of faculty members

• No contact should be made with the superiors of a sub
ject who is a member of the'faculty since the superiors

. might take action against the subject as a result of .
' . • •'■■ ■■ • our. contact.

•' ’ ’• J - TH. Students, faculty members, or other’employees *
’ - ’ ’ If, during the course of an investigation of a subject

• who is connected with an institution of learning, it is 
desired to interview a student, faculty member, or -other 
employee of an institution of learning who is not an

’ . • - established reliable source, prior Bureau authority must
. ■ be obtained. When requesting authority to interview

. such an individual, that individual’s name, position, and
’ a positive statement concerning his discretion and

. reliability should be furnished to the’ Bureau. .
■ (c). Receiving voluntary information . ■

These instructions must not deter or prevent the immediate 
, ’ - and proper interview of any person connected with an

. institution of learning_who desires of his own volition to
. ’ . . furnish information to the Bureau or who desires to be

contacted by an Agent. ■ ■
■ • . (-2) Subjects not connected with an institution of learning

’ . When the subject of a security—type investigation is not connected
. with an institution of learning and you de.sire to interview, in

- connection with the case, a student, faculty member, or other
employee of an institution of learning, prior Bureau authority 

’ .must be obtained for such an interview- unless the student, faculty 
. member, or other employee is an established reliable contact of

- , the office. In requesting authority, the name, position, and
a positive statement concerning that.person's discretion and re—

. liability should be furnished to the Bureau.
■ ' -(3) Contacts of foreign establishments

• ’ In connection with investigations of contacts of Soviet, satellite,
[ . ' and Yugoslav officials and official establishments , [except fox'
[ . ■ ■ inquiries of reliable established sources,]Bureau authority must

, • - be obtained before conducting any inquiries: or surveillances at
. any school, college, 01' university. Submit complete facts and

• ■ your recommendation when requesting such authority.
b. U. S. Government employees, individuals having foreign diplomatic

’ or official status, employees of foreign official establishments,
employees of the United Nations or international organizations, and 

• members of the armed forces .
Should, information be received or investigation develop the fact 
that an individual being investigated under a security caption is 

- or becomes ~
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an employee of the U.S. Government, of a foreign official establish
ment, of the United Nations or other international organizations, 
has foreign diplomatic or official status or is a member of the 
U.S. armed forces, the matter should be immediately reported to the 
Bureau and no further investigation should be conducted except upon 
specific Bureau authority.

'6. Investigative procedures concerning individuals
a. General . '

These investigations must be thorough and exhaustive* Obviously,, the 
dangerousness of an individual cannot be determined through cursory 
investigation. All pertinent information concerning the subject’s back
ground and subversive activity must be fully developed and reported 
to assure an accurate ev.alus ’’..on of his degree of dangerous nes s.

Due to the intelligence nature of these investigations, discretion must 
be used at all times to prevent subjects from becoming unduly apprised 
that they are under investigation by this Bureau.

Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents during 
the course of security-type investigations without prior Bureau 
authority.

b. Scope of investigations
Set forth below are 
investigations.
(1) -Background

items which should be obtained during these

a 
b 
c 
d 
e

True name 
Res idence

and aliases 
address

. Occupation or business
Business or employment address
Citizenship status
Ascertain the citizenship status of the subject as early
as
I,

possible in the investigation. 
Alien
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

’ II

If the subject is an alien, determine the date 
and place of Birth.
Determine his nationality (that is, the country of 
which he is a citizen or sovereign of which he is 
a subject), together with the date, port and vessel 
or other means of entry into the U.S.
Determine whether the subject entered as an immigrant 
or nonimmigrant.
Ascertain any steps taken toward naturalization and 
reason for denial of citizenship where such denial 
exists.
Ascertain any available facts indicating whether entry 
into the U.S. was legal or illegal.

Naturalized citizen
(A) Ascertain date and place of birth, nationality prior 

.to naturalization, date, port and vessel or other 
means of entry into the U.S.

(b) Ascertain the date when, place and court where, 
subject was naturalized and any facts tending to 
indicate fraud or illegality in connection with

(C)

III.
(D)

his naturalization.
Ascertain the last place of foreign residence, 
place from which the subject emigrated to the U.S 
and the date of such emigration.
Ascertain any absences from the U.S.

Native-born citizen
(A) Determine date and place of birth.

(f) Nationality background
I. During the course of investigation, efforts should be 

made to ascertain from sources .contacted the date and 
place of birth of the subject’s parents and spouse and 
the parents of the spouse.
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'II, No investigation should he conducted solely to obtain 
such information but include such data in the report. '

’ Separate reports setting out such data are not desired.
(g) Military record

I. Determine whether the subject has ever served in the ■ 
U. S. armed forces. .

II. Determine the time, place, and circumstances of such . 
service, as well as the type of discharge received.

III. Report information concerning membership in veterans• 
organizations,

IV. Determine whether subject ever served in the armed 
forces of any foreign government, in connection with 
which available pertinent facts should be obtained.

(h) Close relatives in armed forces
" I. Determine -whether the subject has any close relatives 

in the’ armed forces or in other positions of trust and 
' . .confidence, whether.public or private, having to do

‘ with national defense.
(i) Identification record

I. Be alert for indications a subject of a security 
investigation has an identification record[showing] 
arrests and/or civil data. Local police records should 
be checked. ,

II. When a subject has been approved for the security - 
index[or reserve index A,]submit form FD-165 to .

'■ „ . request a check of the records of the Identification .
' Division and the posting of a flash notice if finger

prints are found. FD-165 will be returned if a positive 
identification cannot be made with fingerprints already

_ on file. In such cases, either copies of one or more
' identification records which may or may not pertain to

the subject will be attached or the form will be
’ stamped: "Unable to identify in Ident Division files. 

Bureau should be furnished fingerprints or additional 
. identifying data’. " . .

III. The office of origin is responsible for effecting
• identification when a record has been furnished by the

Identification Division as being possibly identical.
' If a positive identification cannot be made, it is not

necessary to communicate with the Identification Division.
IV. Security flash notice (form FD-165)

(A) Flash notices shall be placed with the Identi
fication Division on security index subjectsfand 
reserve index A subjects]who have identification

• records. Form FD-165 is used to place and cancel
• these notices and to obtain a transcript of subject’s

record’.
’ (B) Do ’not maintain a security flash notice for

any security index[or reserve index A]subject 
when no identification record for subject exists 

. in the Identification Division. ■
(C) Do not place a’ security flash notice on a 

subject of a security investigation who is not 
included in the security index[or reserve 
index A.]
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L
[ 

[

[

[ ■

[

[

[

(D) When the office of origin for a security index 
[or reserve index A]subject against -whose identifi
cation record a notice has been placed is changed, 
.form FD—128[or FD-128a,]submitted to change office 
of origin, should[show] that a security flash notice 
has been posted with the Identification Division.

• An extra copy of the form FD-128[or FD-128a ]
should be specifically sent to the Identification 
Division in order that its records will[show]the 

; new office of origin to which future records will
be[submitted.]

(e) Cancel a security flash notice when
(1) it is learned that the subject of such is 
deceased or (2) such subject is determined to 

• • ■ • be no longer of security interest. Do not cancel
. - • .• . the security fl ash notice when a subject is

. ... _ • removed from the security index solely by appli—
- -. • —' ■ ■. ■ • ■ -- c ation of the security index criteria.
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(j) Physical description . • '
I. Obtain and report a detailed physical description. ■

II. During the course of the initial investigation in any 
security-type case, including espionage•and nationalistic 
tendency cases, the physical characteris t-i'c's and descrip
tion of the subject shall be determined or verified by 
personal -?bservation. It is not necessary to observe

' personally the subject of any case where preliminary 
. investigation determines the basis for opening the

case is unfounded.
• III. The subject should be personally observed, if possible, 

early in the investigation after it is determined that 
a complete investigation is warranted to develop the 
extent of a subject’s subversive activities and to 

■ consider whether the subject’s name should be added to 
the security index. This action should be taken in the 

... course of developing background information to determine
' ' the true identity and existence of the subject and to

assist in establishing that the subject of the inves.ti—
. gation is the person against whom the subversive 

allegations have been made. Each subject should be 
personally obsc.- ed whenever a complete security investi
gation is conducted even though a security index card 
is not being recommended at the completion of the

■ investigation. - .. -■ *. • ■_
_ IV. Do not delay the submission of form FD-122 recommending ' 

’ the addition of a subject’s name to the security- index
even though it has not been possible .to observe ,?rsonally 
the subject if it has been determined through i-'instigation 
that the subject is dangerous or potentially da.garous.

V. If a security index card is not being recommendafter 
- all logical investigation has been conducted and it has 

no.t been possible to observe personally the subject during 
the investigation, the case may be closed even though 
this has not been done. If a security index card 'has 
.been recommended and prepared and it has not been possible 
to personally observe the subject, the case shall remain 
open until such time as the subject is personally observed, 

. except when it has been determined that the subject is 
residing outside the continental U. 5., Hawaii, Alaska, 
or Puerto Rico, in which event the case may be closed if 
there is no other pending investigation and the matter 

. should be followed administratively to be certain that 
the subject is personally observed upon his return to 
this country. • ■

(k) Photograph
-I. Reasonable efforts should be made during the investigation 

• [of a security subjectjto obtain a photograph of the ‘
subject through usual sources.

. II. [Deleted] ' . •
III. [Cases on security -index subjects are to be maintained 

in a pending.status pntil such time as a suitable 
photograph is obtained unless circumstances dictate

• otherwise, in which case the Bureau should be advised.] ’ ■
Once a photograph has been obtained, continue to be 
alert for the existence of more recent photographs which 

_ . may become available.
IV. Do not forward a copy of the photograph to the Bureau 
. unless the subject has been designated a key figure.
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’(b) During the first contact, the interviewing Agent 
will introduce himself as a Special Agent of the 
FBI by use of credentials or badge and will open 
the conversation by using an appropriate pretext 
or by reciting the Bureau's responsibilities in 
the security field and asking the subject whether 
he can be of assistance to the•Government. If the 
individual has been a member of a basic revolutions 
organization and indicates he might cooperate, he 

. may be questioned during the initial contact about 
his own activities in order to furthei- ascertain 
the extent to which he will cooperate. This 
original interview is for the sole purpose of

. allowing the Agent to determine whether the '

. . individual being interviewed might be cooperative.
Prior Bureau authority '

. I. Subjects of active current investigations where no • 
interview with prior Bureau authority has previously 
been conducted ’ ■

II. Closed cases where the subject is on the security 
index and no prior interview has been conducted 

III. Subjects of investigations requested by the Bureau, 
both open and closed, such as applicant-type cases, 

■ .loyalty cases, etc.
IV. ’Any-persons where circumstances indicate a delicate 

. 1 . situation exists and a greater than usual risk is .
. involved, such as individuals employed in the 

newspaper field, educational field, radio and 
television industry, religious field, publishing 
houses, labor leaders, and the lil-ce. Bureau authority 
must be requested with respect to situations of this 

• • kind even though prior interviews have been had with 
these interviewees.

V. Security subject’s who have publicly disclosed previous 
contacts ■

VI. Subjects of section A reserve index cards
In any of the above cases, no report need be submitted when 
requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a 
security investigation except those persons under IV above. 
This does not relieve you of the responsibility of submit
ting report's in security cases when due; e.g., annual 
reports in routine security index cases and six—month re
ports in key figure cases. '.

VTI. [The request for Bureau authority for the interview 
should be set forth in the first paragraph of the letter 
and unless you are recommending a special manner or 
procedure for conducting the interview, the first 
paragraph should contain the following statements:

"Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 
accordance with existing instructions relating to 
interviews of security subjects. If this subject is 
cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during 
the initial interview to direct his activities and 
complete background investigation required by section 
107C of the Manual of- Instructions is being conducted 
and Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact with 
subject as a PSI."

The above statement in no way precludes interviewing 
Agents during initial contacts and recontacts from 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing 
to furnish or other data which will assist in determin
ing his potentialities as an informant.].
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VIII. Letters requesting Bureau authority for the interview 
must contain the following information, if available: 
(A) Residence address, occupation, employment and race 

of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship, 
and status of health

(b) Marital status. If married, the occupation, 
employment, and race of the spouse.

(c) Length of time subject a member of or affiliated, 
with subversive organizations-and positions he held 
in such organizations. In cases in which investiga
tion is based on some allegation or circumstances 
of a security nature other than membership in or 
affiliation with subversive organizations, facts 
upon .which investigation is predicated should be 

............... - . briefly set forth. . •
• (D) If married, information indicating the spouse is

. or has been a member of or affiliated with subver— 
■ ’ - sive groups, the position held in such groups, and

the length of time of such membership or affiliation 
(E) Membership or affiliation of any other close rela

tives 5-. subversive groups
(?) Informa- ion regarding defection, expulsion, inac

tivity. and present sympathies of’the subject and, 
if married, of the spouse

... . • . .......... .. (g) What is expected to be gained by the interview .
- —~ : ■ IX. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail—
■■ able, regarding the seven items listed above must be 

set out ur." ,r the appropriate number but the above 
headings r ed not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any of the items, you should make 
the appropriate comments after the respective number. 

.X, All letters requesting Bureau authority to interview 
the subject of a security investigation must be per— 

\ sonally approved by the SAC.
XI. One of the required copies of the letter to .the Bureau 

should consist only of the first page of the letter. 
When unnecessary for Bureau to issue specific instruc— 

. tions or comments in connection with authorizing an 
interview, the Bureau will approve the request by 
placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression, on the 
single—page copy of the incoming letter and return 
it by routing slip.

XII. Upon receipt of Bureau authority, the interview must be 
conducted within 30 days. If this is impossible, advise 

. Bureau of the reasons why the interview was not effected
and state that the subject will be contacted within the 
next. 30 days. At the end of the second 30—day period 

. ■ if the interview has not been conducted, request addi—
* • ’ tional authority. Include in the letters any new infor

mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the 
interview.

(f) Preparations for and conduct of interviews 
j. Interviews must be conducted by two Special Agents. An 

Agent experienced in security investigations"who has 
knowledge of Bureau regulations regarding development 
of informants must conduct the actual interrogation. 
Approach need not be made by both Agents at the same 
time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance. 
Background of subject and individual circumstances 
will determine exactly how approach should be handled 
in each case. Two Agents should be physically present 
during any interview or contact with known or suspected 
Nation of Islam members in all types, of Bureau cases.

II. Preparations for interview must be thorough and con
ducted so that interviewing Agents will not be compro
mised, the Bureau will not be emhamesed, and con
fidential informants will not be exposed.
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(10) Political^^tivities (Bureau file 100-3-7

(a) Political activities in which party is engaged, including 
names and identities of party member candidates or party- 
sponsored candidates for public office

(b) Details relating to party sponsorship of third party 
movements

(11) Legislative activities (Bureau file 100—3—70)
(a) Activities of the Communist Party and/or its members »in 

connection with legislation or proposed legislation which 
affects status of the party or activities of the party 
and its members

(b) Activities of the Communist Party and/or its members in . 
connection with legislation which does not directly 
affect the party or its members but which party deems 
expedient to promote so it may appear to be closely

... aligned or in favor of a worthy cause
.(12)' Domestic administration issues (Bureau-file 100-3-83)

(a) Communist Party activities with relation to domestic 
' administration issues, such as antilynchihg laws,

poll tax, etc. Only the over-all policy .of the party 
in these matters should be included in Quarterly reports. 

(13) Negro question (Bureau file 100-3-75)
Communist Party policy and activities of a significant 
character directed to exploitation .of the Negro and his 

.A 72. problems . Activities of Negro front organizations should 
1.. be submitted under appropriate front organization caption 

and should not be included in Communist Party quarterly 
reports.

(14) Youth matters (Bureau file 100-3-76)
Over—all policy and activities of the Communist Party youth 
commissions relative to infiltration of youth groups and 
exploitation of youth. Youth front activities should be 
submitted under appropriate front organization caption and 
should not be included in Communist Party quarterly reports. 

(15) Women's matters (Bureau file 100-3-78)
Pertinent Communist Party over-all policy and activities of 
the women's commission relating to the infiltration of 
women's groups, exploitation of women

(16) . Farmer's matters (Bureau file 100-3-79)
Pertinent Communist party over-all policy and activities 
of the farm commission relative to the infiltration of 
farmer groups, exploitation of farmers, etc.

(17) Cultural activities (Bureau file 100-3—90)
The cultural commissions are, for the most part, composed 
of secret members of the Darty. These commissions propagate . 

■" the cultural activities of the Communist Party which are 
■ displayed primarily through communist front organizations, 

as well as the carrying out of the Communist Party line in 
the fields of radio, publishing, education, science, and

9
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arts. Individual inbers of the cultural sections have 
close ties in many instances with suspected, international 
communist representatives. The following of this phase 
of the Communist Partv movement is most important to develop 
the full and complete picture of Communist Party activities.

(18) Veteran’s matters (Bureau file 100-3-73)
Communist Party policy and activities of a significant .
character directed toward the exploiting of veterans and 
their problems .

(19) National group commissions (Bureau file 100—3—91)
(a) Activity on the part of various Communist Party national 

group commissions, including identities of leaders and 
' members of the commissions ■
' (b) Special. Communist Party policies relating to infiltration

• ■ of minority groups .
(20) Religion (Bureau file 100-3-82) '

• (a) - Communist Party .policy • relating to its approach to religion
' . or to penetration of established religious groups

(b) Any particular vehement statements made’ against religious 
bodies by ranking communists

(21) Pamphlets and publications (Bureau file 100-3—86)
(a) Changes in the field division with respect to establishment 

of new bookstores, increased distribution -f party
.......... . literature, publication of Communist Party literature 
': ” 11 ■ ’and pamphlets, and-other pertinent information relating.

- . - ■ to preparation and dissemination of Communist Party . .
' ■ literature .

' (b) Forward to Bureau by letter any important Communist *
■ Party publications published within a field division.

. Mention the publication in quarterly report, but do
not describe in detail in the report.

(?2) Education (Bureau file 100—3—71)
(a) Statements or class material which advocates overthrow 

of the U. S. Government by force and violence
• (b) Pertinent evidence and information relating to educational 

programs of the party. The following are .deemed of utmost 
’ importance:

I. Instructions from national and/or district headquarters 
; ‘ • relative to the education of both new and experienced

members
II. Courses or curricula given, together with any educational 

outlines and assigned or suggested reading. (There • 
. ’ should be no long quotations in reports and any

. exhibits or enclosures should be forwarded to Bureau
■• • by separate letter.)

III. Important statements and remarks by instructors
. who should in turn be sufficiently identified so

' . . as to establish their status as duly designated or
■ qualified party instructors

IV. Succinct digest of notes or memoranda of informants
. ' who attend the classes or schools. (Copies of the

’ ’ actual notes or memoranda should be submitted promptly 
’ ■ by separate letter.)

. V. Identities, if available, of members receiving instruc-
. tiolis. Concentrate on having confidential informants
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' attend party educational ■•^Lasses and schools within 
dictates of discretion and without jeopardising their 
security. '

(23) Communist Party attempts to infiltrate mass organizations (Bureau 
"file 100-3-106) ' ’
Information regarding Communist Party programs and attempts

. to infiltrate mass organizations, such as parent-teacher 
- associations, church groups, and civic groups ■

[b. Communist Party, USA - strategy in industry (Bureau file 100-3-89)
A separate case shall be maintained by each office on this basic 
phase of Communist Party activity. Offices of origin will be the 
same as i.n the Communist Party, USA,' case. Reports will be submitted 
quarterly. Offices with no activity to report may submit letters.
The instructions in paragraphs g and h will apply, with the addition 

■ of'"Strategy in Industry" to the designated captions. .

The investigation in this case shall cover all plans, strategy, -
tactics, and infiltration activities by the Communist Party, USA, 
directed against all industry, with special emphasis on activities

. connected with basic and vital industries. Particular attention 
shall be given to the composition, meetings, plans,, and activities 
of Communist Party industrial and trade-union commissions and 
industrial and trade-union districts and- clubs. Pertinent activities 
of individual communists charged with Communist Party duties in this 
field shall be included in reports. The information reported ohall

- be -grouped according to the industry involved, rather than according 
to individual labor unions. Refer to the subsection F on investiga
tion of communist infiltration of labor unions and subsection Hon 
Communist Control Act of 1954 for instructions regarding investigations 
concerning communist infiltration of specific labor unions.]

c'» Any important developments concerning pertinent phases of Communist 
Party activity, such as certain security measures, important

• -national or regional Communist Party meetings, changes in personnel 
in national Communist Party organization, underground activities, . 
and other important matters should be brought to attention of ‘ 
Bureau by teletype, airtel, or letter as circumstances may require 
and later incorporated in quarterly reports. Such information, 
where pertinent, is disseminated on high level to other Government 
officials. Each office is to carefully evaluate data thus sub
mitted so Bureau will at all times be advised of important develop
ments and so no unnecessary duplication will result in reporting

’ such information. ■
d. Extreme care must be used to assure statements relating to

‘ affiliations or membership in proscribed or subversive organization 
are accurate in all respects. Identification of suspected organiza
tions or individuals with information of a possible subversive 
nature must be accomplished by showing exact basis for such 
identification, plus corroboration for same wherever possible. 
In no case should a person be referred to as a "known oommunist” 
unless he is publicly known as such.. Whenever an individual

. ■ other than the subject of a report is mentioned for the purpose 
of. showing subversive activity or sympathy on the part of the 
subject, the individual so mentioned should be described with an 
authoritative statement[showing]the subversive connection; e.g., 
"Reported by T_ to have been a member of the White Colla.r Club 
of the Communist Party in 1945,"

e. Specific requirements relating to Communist Party, USA, investigations 
(1) Nev; York Office has responsibility of investigating and reporting 

■separately on national committee meetings, national training 
schools, and other important national meetings. Hew York is

. responsible for reporting activities of the Nev; York District.
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h

Socialist Workers Party and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyite 
group's '
The Nev; York Offioe should submit quarterly reports on the 
Socialist Workers Party designating reports as pending. 
Separate reports should be submitted: one pertaining to 

. local activities, the other pertaining to activities on a 
national basis. Auxiliary offices should submit reports each 

• six months and may carry their cases in a pending-inactive '
status. Reports on less active Marxist-Leninist groups should 
be submitted semiannually and also may be carried as pending 
inactive.
Classification - 100
Title and character of communications
(1) Communist Party, USA

Entitle all communications covering a national convention or 
' v,'} national organizational activity of the party:

f 
$

£I

-Communist Party, USA 
Internal Security C

(2)

(3)

Caption all communications covering activities in a particular 
district: ■ ’ -

Communist Party, USA 
District :

____ ~_______ Division
Internal■Security — C

Caption all communications covering 
included in a district: '

activities in states not

is

1

x

t
Communist Party, USA 
State of
_________ Division
Internal Security — C

Socialist Workers Party
Entitle all communications covering 
national -organizational activity of

a national convention or 
the Socialist Workers Party:

Socialist Workers Party 
Internal Security — SWP

Caption all communications cqvering activities within a 
particular field division: . ...

Socialist Workers- Party 
■__________ _D i v i s i o n
Internal Security - SWP

Other Marxist revolutionary groups
All communications covering other Marxist revolutionary 
groups should carry the name of the organization and the 
classification, Internal Security; e.g., .

■J'

$

-

55

1

Proletarian Party of America . 
Internal Security — PPA

jk

T

- <
1
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The above is not all-inclusive. Facts developed in each case 
will produce information which will be indicative of the necessity 

. for conducting further investigation along lines which will i
necessitate the use of various investigative techniques to develop 
the case fully. The successful investigation o'f an individual 
will depend upon the resourcefulness of the investigating Agents 
in developing techniques which will further establish the sub— 

. versive activity of a subject. *

discretion must- be used in those instances in which contact 
with persons known to the subject is believed desirable.
Where such contact is contemplated, the Agent should assure 
himself of the character, loyalty, and reliability of the person 
to be contacted concerning the subject by reviewing the office 

’ . indices and in some instances conducting preliminary inquiry, 
_ /possibly under pretext, with others to ascertain the character, 

•-.Hi reliability, and loyalty of - the person of whom inquiry concern— ■ 
■ ing the subject is intended.

In conducting security investigations the necessity of ob
taining admissible evidence must be continually borne in mind. 
However, sources furnishing information of a confidential nature 
are valuable and should be continued and enlarged for the pur— 
Pose of- obtaining.information-which can be corroborated by • ■

• other sources which can’ be disclosed, thus rendering the JLnfor— 
■ mation admissible as evidence. • . • - ■

The danger of relying mon evidence from only one confidential 
informant or other sour-, e is obvious and every effort should be 
made to obtain evidence from various types of sources and through 
various investigative techniques.

Information obtained from one source, should be corroborated 
by contacts with confidential informants, public and private 
sources, through physical and photographic surveillances and 
mail covers, review of office files, and other sources. Adequate 
coordination of information received from confidential sources . 
with active investigation should be maintained at all times. For 
example, when it is ascertained through one of these sources that 
an important meeting is to .occur, the nature of the meeting should 
be confirmed if possible by independent sources which can furnish 
evidence of an admissible character. The meeting should be covered 
by arrangement for attendance by confidential informants to ob
tain admissible evidence of the proceedings. The meetings should 
be placed under physical surveillance, licenses of automobiles 

■ parked near the meeting place noted,'and attendants identified.
If possible and advisable, photographic surveillances should 

’ be established^ Other types of information received from confi
dential sources should receive similar attention in order that 
verification may be made, and admissible evidence developed.

(6) Preservation of ‘evidence -
(a) Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence ob— 

tained with a view to its possible admission in Federal pro
ceedings. Identify specifically as to source and date.

.) ...
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(b) Satisfactory notes or[statements 1 from informants necessary 
from which to refresh their recollection in the event 
they are called upon to testify at some future date. .Such 
notesfand statements]must be in sufficient, detail to serve
this purpose and must contain no material ‘which would make 
their use inadvisable or inadmissible.

■[ . (c) Informant’s original notes or[statements]not to be blocked,
stamped, serialized, or mutilated in any way which would 
render them unsatisfactory for use in Federal proceedings

(d) The above applies to Agent’s notes taken during surveillances 
■ or evidence otherwise obtained by Agents.

(7) Interview’s with subjects of security investigations
(a) Purpose

■ . I.■ To determine a subject’s sympathies when investigation
. . is inconclusive or to determine whether he continues

■■ - to adhere to revolutionary doctrines
■ - ’ ......- II, To develop information concerning subject’s activities

- ■ ‘ ■ - and those of others known to him to have been associated
with a subversive movement

I II, To develop security informants
(b) Subjects not included in the security index

No security investigation of an individual shall be closed
. ...• - ■■ unless the subject is included,in the security index

. ’ or consideration given to interviewing him.
■■■ - (c) Security index subjects ■ .

. I. Burdau will not authorize cancellation of a security
index card on an individual by reason of inactivity in 

. • ' a subversive movement until he has been interviewed or
Bureau advised why an interview is inadvisable or im- 

. . / . ‘ ' possible#
Iio Active subversives should be considered as potential in

formants, Consider interviews with selected individuals 
. ■ . currently active in subversive -organizations for develop-

. ' ment of additional active informants.- Proper selection
- of individuals for interview is most important. 'They

■. ■: . 1 • • J must possess necessary attributes for security informant
' . ' work# •

’ (d)" Without Bureau authority the SAC may:
I, Authorize interviews with individuals who have not 

‘ • been subjects of security investigations and the
. . available subversive information against them is not

. sufficient to warrant opening cases at this time
' • ■ -II. ’ Grant authority to interview subjects of security oases

/ ■ where the persons have previously been interviewed
... - ' with prior Bureau authority, provided no change has

' taken place in the subjects’" status and the interviews
are conducted under the same conditions as previously 

’ ’ authorized
t ‘ ' HI. Authorize interview’s of all persons who were the

• ’ subjects of security investigations where the cases
■ ’ are now'closed (This will include persons who were

.• previously on the’ security index but whose names
' ’ ■' ’ have been removed and the cases now closed.) ,

IV. In authorizing these interviews no communication to 
- ’ the Bureau will be necessary and if there is a closed

• ‘ file, it should be reopened. If there is no closed file,
a new case file of 134 category should be opened. The

■ . " case should be assigned to an Agent to determine the
residence of the subject, to make certain that the 
subject is identical with the information in the files, 

r and[to determinejhis current employment,
(A) The Agent to whom the case is assigned wiil.prepare 

a memorandum for the SAC setting forth the 
infoi'mation and requesting authority to conduct 
an interview with the subject solely for the 

. purpose of determining his attitude toward 
cooperating with the FBI,
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atten^Wn to the existence of a secur index card for
that individual. In all such instances a specific 
recommendation must be made concerning .the ■ cancellation 
of the card. The card .may be destroyed upon receipt of 
Bureau authority to designate the subject as a[security] 
informant, •

(f) Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous 
Instructions set out below should be read in conjunction 
with 87D 6b (7) (o) herein relating to interviews with 
security index subjects, .

Frequently, after a subject is included in the security 
index, information is received or investigation develops 
information reflecting that he is no longer, a threat to 
the internal security by reason of.defection or expulsion 

’ 'from the subversive movement, membership in or affiliation 
with which was the reason for placing him in the security 

.•^_ihdex, . Such defection may be reflected by lack of activity 
and obvious disinterest over an extended period of time 
or upon declaration of opposition to the principles of 
the subversive movement. The latter may manifest itself in 
declarations by a subject in the presence of confidential 
informants or other sources, statements to the press, or 
actual contact with Bureau representatives and admission 

..of ..previous,. sub vers ive activity, .. . .. . ....... .......

When sufficient information is at hand regarding subject’s 
present sympathies to reach conclusion that he should no 
longer be scheduled for apprehension as a dangerous subver
sive, request authority to interview subject or advise" 
Bureau of reasons why subject should not be interviewed. 
Bureau will not cancel security index card without consider
ation being given to interview of subject. See 87D 6b (7) 
(c) and (d).

If, upon interview, subject proves cooperative to extent 
that his security index card should be cancelled, advise 
Bureau by letter of results together with a recommendation 
for cancellation which must be approved by Bureau, 

(g) Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of 
application of security, index criteria, with .no affirmative 
indication of defection ’
As security index cases are reviewed upon reopening in the 
field, there will .be instances in which removal will be re
quired by application of the security index criteria set out 

.in 87D 7b (3), With the passage of time, limits specified 
in criteria will operate to remove certain subjects even 
though there is no affirmative indication of defection.

Although these subjects will in fact be removed from 
security index, th'e following procedure should be followed
to
I.

allow f or''possible future reference to these cases. 
When subjects are removed from security index solely 
on basis of application of security index criteria 
as cases are reopened and reviewed in the field, retain 
security index cards pertaining to such subjects bear
ing' the descriptive matter on reverse sides; i.e., 
the cards previously filed in geographical, special, or 
unavailable sections. Destroy cards previously filed 
in alphabetical section. Those offices maintaining two 
sets of geographical cards under provisions of 87D 7b 
(6) (b) I should retain but one card in each instance, 
destroying second geographical card as well as card 
previously filed in alphabetical section, ’

:S

£
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II. Mark canceled across face of each such, card being 
retained and file it in the reserve index.

III. Consider whether the subject's name should be placed 
' in section A of the reserve index. If his name should 

be included in section A, submit form FD-122a4 
[IV. The above instructions do not apply in the case of 

individuals removed from the security index based upon ’ 
activity in the Ration of Islam. Security index cards 
in such cases should be destroyed.]

(h) Subjects of Chinese extraction ■
In any communication recommending cancellation of a security 
index card on a subject of Chinese extraction, such commu—

• nication must contain the words "Other — Chinese." This 
regulation relates specifically to those subjects placed 
on the security index following a recommendation submitted 
in accordance with the instructions contained in section 

' 87D 7b (4) (j) above.
Priority apprehension program (DETCOM)
(a) Purpose ■

Many individuals included in security index because of their 
training, violent tendencies, or prominence in subversive 
activity are extremely dangerous and would be more inclined 
to commit or capable of committing overt-acts against the 

. ' U. S. in time of national emergency than would others in 
~ ’’ security index. Degree of dangerousness of such individuals

-■ is so pronounced that in interest of security they must 
.be immobilized in the least possible time prior to others 
in secux’ity index. The administrative procedure developed 

’ to make apprehensions on a priority basis is referred to 
■ as the detcom program. Subjects designated for priority 

' apprehension are referred to as detcom subjects.

Individuals in security index tabbed detcom would be 
arrested first in event of a limited but grave emergency, 
probably without the arrest of other security index subjects

In an all-out emergency, all subjects whose names are in the 
Security index will be considered for immediate apprehension

Subjects tabbed for detcom should comprise a hard core 
of subversives. Each individual case should stand on its 
own merits and decision to consider subjects for priority 
of apprehension should be based on subject’s subversive 
activities and revolutionary tendencies.
Subjects to. be tabbed detcom '
Each security index subject should be considered for detcom 
tabbing (priority of arrest) who falls within one or more 
of following categories: -
I. All top functionaries and key figures

II® Currently active communists or members of any basic 
revolutionary organization (active' within- past year)

' ’ when there is evidence of one or more of following:
(A) Activity as local organizers or leaders in the 

organization ■
(B) Special training at Lenin School or Far Eastern

’ ‘ Institute in Moscow
(-C) Experience as picket captains, strong-arm men, or 

active participation in violent strikes, riots, or 
' demonstrations .

(D) Violent statements or strong revolutionary tendencie 
as shown by their activities
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In reporting activities of a subject since January 1, 1949 
a greater percentage of repetitious and cumulative items 
and in most instances all such items should be specificall 
reported, •

It will be particularly incumbent upon the reporting 
Agent to report specifically such items in those cases 
in which there is little information[indicating]sub— 
versive activity of a subject since January 1, 1949. In 
those cases in which there is an enormous number of such 
items, you may be more liberal in the selection of those ' 
items to be reported specifically, 
.istrative data 
General
All references to the following items, all administrative 
in nature, should be contained.in cover pages accompanying 
reports: • ■ - ' ’■ ~ • •• - ‘ ’
I. [Reserve]index, security index, file numbers and titles 

of other cases, priority apprehension program, key 
figure or top functionary status, security index flash 
notices (FD-165), forms FD-122,[FD-122a,]FD-128, and 
[FD-128a,]and Bureau instructions for handling cases or 
any informc-Sion contained in Bureau or field correspon 

clris . not..investigative in nature a .
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c 
c 
c

II., Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
contain data affecting material included on subject's 
existing security index card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as the last page 
form FD-3O5, appropriately checked, which form contains 

.items pertaining to the following:
(A That subject is included in the security index
(B.) That data appearing on security index card is 

current or requires change
(C) That FD—122 has been submitted to Bureau where 

security index card changes are necessary
(D) That a suitable photograph is or is not available
(E) That consideration has been given to the use of

T s ymb o1s -
(?) That subject is employed in a key facility and that 

agencies interested in that facility are specified 
(g) Reason for classifying report

- ,.(H) Bates subject was previously interviewed and 
reason for not reinterviewing subject

. (l) That subject no longer meets, sequrity index
criteria and a letter has b;-en directed to the 
Bureau recommending cancellation of the security 

; index card
(j) That subject's case has been re—evaluated and reasons 

... are set forth as to why subject's activities continue
■ ■ to fall within security index criteria

(&) That subject's security index card is or is not 
tabbed detcom and that subject's activities do or do 
not warrant detcom tabbing

Form FD-305a containing items pertinent to reserve 
index subjects will bo similarly utilized Ln connection 
with the submission of reports in reserve index cases.]

[Ill

(b) Documentation of reports
I. Deleted

II. If information necessary for complete documentation 
is not available in subject's case file, necessary 
review of other office files should be made. If 
not ^obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the 
cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau.

III. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to ' 
further identify and locate outside individuals who 
have in the past furnished background information 
or to obtain documentary evidence of background 
information. For example, if previous investigation 
revealed that subject, according to reliable records, 
such as birth records, school records, or records of 
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born 
at a certain place on a certain date, such information 
will be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further 
verification will not be necessary.

IV. During the preparation of summary reports it is often 
found that information being incorporated into a re—

■’ port was originally obtained by another office and all 
of the necessary information for complete documentation 
will not be in the possession of the office preparing 
the report. In such an instance, if the office pre
paring the report is in possession of Photostats of 
documents obtained by the other offices and the identity
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(3) By force or violence, or
’ By assassination of any officer of such government

It will be necessary to shove

J
al The identity and official capacity of such officer
b) The identity of persons conspiring to assassinate, or 

actually assassinating such officer
(c) Full details surrounding the assassination or attempted

■ assassination
(d) Reasons for the assassination, and ends to be gained by 

such assassinations, or ’
b» Printed, published, edited, issued, or circulated

- (1) The person with the intent to cause the overthrow or destruction
• of the Government.of the U.S,, or the government of any state, 

territory, district,or possession thereof, or the government of
. .. -any political subdivision thereof .

‘ ' (2) Printed, published, edited, issued,, circulated, sold, dis
. _ . .. , tributed, or publicly displayed written .or printed matter

' '(3) Advocating, advising, or teaching Sihe. .duty, necessity, desira—
' bilit^or propriety of overthrowing or ,x^^roying the ’Government

- . • •, . ./*'1.. A .
■ ' ’ '' r.'F'

. ' •. ' '

la 
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. of the U. 5. iy icrce or .the government of any state, territory,
’ district, or po^seouion thereof, or the government of any

political subdivision thereof, or
c. Organised society, group, or assembly

(1) The person organized, cr helped organize a society, group,or 
' assembly of persons

• (2) Which taught, advocated, or encouraged the overthrowing or
. destruction of the Government of the U. S., or the government

•of any state, territory, district, oi' possession thereof, or the 
. government of any political subdivision ttie'reof

(3) By force or violence, or
(4) The person became a member of, or affiliated with such society, 

■ group, or assembly of persons
- (5) Knowing the purpose thereof

J3e SUBMISSION TO THE BUREAU OF SUBVERSIVE DEROGATORY INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS 
1, To insure the proper discharge of the Bureau's responsibility to furnish 

information at the seat of Government at the request of other agencies 
and to have it available at the seat of Government when such requests are 
received from other agencies, the Bureau must be promptly furnished, for 
indexing purposes by offices covering the national and local headquarters 
of the various subversive organizations, the names of, and identifying 
data concerning, persons affiliated with and becoming affiliated with 
the following types of organizations listed below. .
a. Basic revolutionary organizations or groups

Communist Party, USA . ’ .
' ■ Socialist Workers Party . ' ’

Independent Socialist League ’ ■ ’
Proletarian Party of America •
Other Marxist revolutionary organizations including splinter groups, 
if any, of the preceding four organizations 
Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico

' b. Nationalist and fascist-type groups '
c. Front organizations of 1, a and b above, including those

il) Cited by the Attorney General ’
2) Cited or declared by the House Committee on Un—American Activities 

or by any of the various legislative committees
' (3) Described as such or as an organization dominated or controlled

" ‘ by one of the basic revolutionary organizations or groups by '
. security informants or other sources of known reliability

Such lists should include the organization’s membership list and any 
other record showing affiliation. , . , .

2c Field offices obtaining information concerning such affiliation of 
individuals residing outside their territory must expeditiously furnish 
such information to the office covering the address of the person. .

3. The information should be submitted to the Bureau in duplicate by letter 
captioned with the title of the organizational case file, for example, 

f "Communist Party, USA, __________ District,__________ Division; Internal
’ Security — C" or "International Workers Order, _________ Division; Internal

Security — C" and should clearly indicate that the list is being furnished
' to the Bureau for indexing purposes only.
. 4. Information received from all sources, including that received from trash 

covers, confidential sources, highly confidential sources, reports of
. security informants and sources, and public and other sources, should 

be reviewed to insure, that the Bureau has been furnished in the past and' 
will be furnished in the future lists of all individuals (together with

' identifying data) affiliated with all organizations set forth in 1 a, b, 
and c. .

5. In forwarding such information to the Bureau, the offices should incor
porate, insofar as possible, information concerning a number of individuals 
in one letter. The letter should contain sufficient identifying data * 
concerning.each individual to enable the Bureau to identify that individual

2
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SECS X 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION 87 D

[

attention to the existence of a security index card for 
that individual. In all such instances a specific 
recommendation must be made concerning the cancellation 
of the card. The card may be destroyed upon receipt of 
Bureau authority to designate the subject as a[security] 
informant.
Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous 
Instructions set out below should be read in conjunction 
with 87D 6b (7) (c) herein relating to interviews with 
security index subjects. ■

Frequently, after a subject is included in the security • 
index, information is .received or investigation develops 
information reflecting that he is no longer a threat to 

. the internal security by reason of.defection or expulsion 
’ ' from the subversive movement,, membership in or affiliation 

with' which was the reason for placing him in the security 
•■'•'index.' Such defection may be reflected by lack of activity 

and obvious disinterest over an extende.d period of time 
■ or upon declaration of opposition to the principles' of
the subversive movement. The latter may manifest itself in 
declarations by a. subject in the presence of -confidential 
informants or other sources, statements to the press, or 
actual contact with Bureau representatives and admission

sub vers xye_ activity. - . ................. • ___

’ When sufficient information is at hand regarding subject’s 
present .sympathies to reach conclusion that he should no 

. longer be scheduled for apprehension as a dangerous subver
sive, request authority to interview subject -or advise 
Bureau of reasons why subject should not be interviewed. 
Bureau will not cancel security index card without consider
ation being given to interview of subject. See 87D 6b (7) 
(c) and (d).

J

If., upon interview, subject proves cooperative to extent 
that his security index card should be cancelled, advise 
Bureau by letter of results together with a recommendation 
for cancellation which must be approved by Bureau.

(g) Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of 
■ application of security index criteria,- with no affirmative 

indication of defection .
As security index cases are reviewed upon reopening in the 
field, there will .be instances in which removal will be re
quired by application of the security index criteria set out 
in 87D 7b (3). With the passage of time, limits specified 

’ in criteria will operate to remove certain subjects even 
though there is no affirmative indication of defection.

-W

Although these subjects will in fact be removed from 
security index, the following procedure should.be followed 
to allow for possible future reference to these cases.
I. When subjects are removed from security index solely 

on basis of application of security index criteria
' as cases are reopened and reviewed in the field, retai 

security index cards pertaining to such subjects bear—

*jtg

ing the descriptive matter on reverse sides
the cards previously 
unavailable sections

iled in geographical.
i. e ., 

special, or
Destroy cards previously filed

in alphabetical section. Those offices maintaining two 
■ sets of geographical cards under provisions of 87D 7b

(6)' (b) I should retain but one card in each instance, 
destroying second geographical card as well as card 
previously filed in alphabetical section.

1
A
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87D SECURITY INVESTIGATION

II. Mark canceled across face of each such card being
[ retained and file it in the[reserve]index.
t III. [Consider whether the subject's name should be placed
E in section A of the reserve index. If his name should
C' ■ be included in section A, submit form FD-122a,]

. ’ (h) Subjects of Chinese extraction '
■ ' In any communication recommending cancellation of a security

■ index card on a subject of Chinese extraction, such comma—
■ ' nication must contain the words "Other - Chinese." This

. regulation relates specifically to those subjects placed’ 
on the security index following a recommendation submitted 

' in accordance with the instructions contained in section
87D 7b (4) (j) above.

. ’ (11) Priority apprehension program (DETCOM). .
• (a) Purpose -

' Many individuals included in security index because of their
training, violent tendencies, or prominence in subversive 
activity are extremely dangerous and would be more’inclined

’ ■ . to commit or capable of committing overt acts against the
U. S. in time of national emergency than would others in 
security index. Degree of dangerousness of such individuals 
is so pronounced that in interest of security they must

__ . ■ . be immobilized in the least possible time prior to’others
‘ ' ... ’ in security index. The administrative procedure developed

■ to make apprehensions on a priority basis is referred to
as the detcom program. Subjects designated for priority 
apprehension are referred to as detcom subjects.

. . ’ Individuals in security index tabbed detcom would be
. arrested first in event of a limited but grave emergency,

■ - probably without the arrest of other security index subjects.

. In an all-out emergency, all subjects whose names are in the

. . . security index will be considered for immediate apprehension.

■ Subjects tabbed for detcom should comprise a hard core 
of subversives. 'Each individual case should stand on its 

. own merits and decision to consider subjects for priority 
of apprehension should be based on subject’s subversive 

. activities and revolutionary tendencies. .
(b) Subjects to be tabbed detcom .

Each security index subject should be considered for detcom 
tabbing (priority of arrest) who falls within one or more . 
of following categories: •
I. All top functionaries and key figures

II. Currently active communists or members of any basic . 
revolutionary organization (active within past year) 
when there is evidence of one or more of following: 
(A) Activity as local organizers oi- leaders in the

. . organization
(B) Special training at Lenin Scdool or Far Eastern 

Institute in Moscow
. (c) Experience as picket .captains, strong-arm men, or ■ 

. ’ active participation in violent strikes, riots, or
demonstrations '

(D) Violent statements or strong revolutionary tendencies 
. • as shown by their activities
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VII
(A)

(B)

(C)

ntenance of key figure list
Each office must maintain current-list of key 
figures including top functionaries. List may 
be kept by simple list system, by maintaining 
a file wherein all additions and deletions to 
the list are reported, or by a card index system 
Maintain key figure list separate from security 
index.
Key figures should retain their designation not
withstanding their departure for foreign travel 
or other circumstances requiring temporary dis
continuance of investigation.
Should a key figure become subject of a security 
of Government employees investigation, his name 
should continue to appear on the key figure list

VIII,

vr: -but the investigation shall proceed in accordance 
. with exist} instructions governing SGE cases, 

'Transmitting list of key figures to Bureau
(A) Submit list of key figures to the Bureau by letter 

on April 1 and October 1 each year. Letter should 
list key. figures alphabetically and se.t forth in 

‘ separate columns after each name the following:

11 •
Sta+us of case _
[Deleted] ' ’ .
. Whether,.a photograph has been sent 
Bureau - ' • .

to the

(B)

(C)

iv.' Whether a handwriting specimen has 
to the Bureau

v. Any position held in the Communist

been sent

ty or
other basic revolutionary organizations and 
in 'any labor union

List only the most important offices in the party 
or union if subject holds several, or the most • 
important office he holds in a fr.ont organization 
if no party office is held. . .
Caption letter as are all letters submitted in 
the main Communist Party case for each field office
viz., "Communist Party, USA, ________ District, New

. ’ York Division,.Internal Security - C, Key Figure
’ - List." . ■
(3) Top functionaries

(a) Definition
A top functionary is an individual, either a member or a 

. no-nmembcr of the Communist Party, to whom, because of his
importance, it is necessary to give continuous investigative 
attention in order to keep abreast of'communism on a .

. national basis in the U. S. Necessarily, such an individual 
would be on- a high policy level in the movement.

The term "top functionary" is not to be construed as re
' quiring that individuals in this category must actually 

■ hold official positions in party organizations but shall 
. be given a broad enough construction to include others who 

are of equal importance because of their influence in the 
movement itself, or their position and activities outside 
the party in labor, front, or similar organizations or 
movements. •

(b) Manner of designation . •
Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate a subject 
as a top functionary. Submit such recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation. Bureau

• desires to be very selective in this matter and to concentrate 
on individuals who, on a national basis, are the guiding hands 
in the communist movement.
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v At the^^at of Government a careful ap^^isal will be 

made of the field’s recommendation, following which the 
office will be advis.ed concerning the Bureau’s decision 
on the recommendation, 

(c) Regulations governing top functionaries
Ie Regulations set forth under (2) (b) above pertaining 

to key figures relative to photographs, handwriting 
specimens, security index cards, change of office of 
origin, detcom tabbing, character of reports , and 
inclusion in the key figure list apply to individuals 
designated as top functionaries.

II. Reports
Submit reports on top functionaries quarterly. Make 
status pending-inactive if there are no outstanding 
leads for active investigation.

e. Correlation of other investigations with the security index and
[ [reserve]index

Individuals investigated by the Bureau under any character against 
whom subversive information is developed must be constantly borne in 

[ ' mind for inclusion in the security index and/or[reserve]index.
(1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations

Subjects of these investigations must be included in the security 
[ • index and/or the[reserveJindex if they meet the s-tandards for

inclusion therein. It is the responsibility of the investigating 
, - - - ..Agent. and field supervising official to make appropriate recommen

dations for preparation of the security index card and/or the 
[ [reservejindex card, whenever app•jpriate.

(2) ’ Security of Government employees ■’jE) investigations
Subjects of all SGE investigatic: against whom subversive de
rogatory information has been de- -.loped must be considered for

I inclusion in the.security index and/or[reserve]index.

The Agent conducting investigation in the office covering the 
,subject's residence must refer such cases to the field super— . 
visor in charge of the security index program fo’r appropriate 

[ handling. Copies of reports[showingldisloyal information
must be submitted to the field office covering the subject’s 

✓ residence, when developed by any other office.

■When an individual who has previously been investigated under 
the SGE character- is the subject of a security index card and 
is still employed by the Federal Government or is being considered 
for Federal employment, the dual character of "Security of Govern
ment Employees" and the character of the subject's security case 
should be used in the report being submitted.. This will insure 
that the reports are referred to the appropriate desks for super
vision at the Bureau, as well as in the field. These reports 
should be written according to the standards prevailing for SGE 
reports.

Disseminate these dual character reports the same as any other 
security report. Representatives of other intelligence agencies 

[ requesting reports[showing]the actual SGE investigation should
be informed to direct the request to their Washington headquarters 
for referral to the Bureau.

(3) Atomic Energy-Act, Voice of America applicant, departmental 
applicant, Bureau applicant, and other Bureau investigations 
Subjects of all above investigations against whom subversive in- 
formation has been developed must be considered for inclusion 

[ in the security index and/or the[reserve]index. In each such
case the Agent conducting the investigation in the office 
covering the subject's residence must refer the matter to the 
field supervisor in charge of the security index program for 
appropriate handling.

Copies’ of reports [showingldisloyal information must be sub
mitted to the office covering the subject's residence, whenever 
developed by another office.
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In reporting activities of a subject since January 1, 1949, 
a greater percentage of repetitious and cumulative items 
and in most instances all such items should be specifically 
reported*

■ Xt will be particularly incumbent upon the reporting
Agent to report specifically such items in those cases 
in which there is little information[indicating]sub— •

■ versive activity of a subject since January 1, 1949. In
, those cases in which there is an enormous number of such 

items, you may be more liberal in the selection of those 
items to be reported specifically.

(10) Administrative data — .
(a) General "C

■ . . All references to the following items, all administrative
—i- ? ' - -in naturej should be contained in cover pages accompanying 

J* ___ _ reports: ■
"‘ " ’ I. [Reserve jindex, security index, file numbers and titles •
’ of other cases, priority apprehension program, key

figure or top functionary statu?, security index flash
• notices (FD-165), forms FD-122 f~D-122a,]FD-128, and

[FD—128a,land Bureau instructio - for handling cases or
• any information containedin Bsn.au or field correspondence

. which is not investigative in nature .'

■F 
x

V.

.w

&

&

4
'4- 
&
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II, Whenever reports relating to security index subjects 
contain data affecting material included on subject's 
existing security index card, the cover pages 
accompanying the report shall include as the last page 

. . form ED-305, appropriately checked, which form contains
■ items pertaining to the following: ’

' (A) That subject is included in the’ security index .
• (B) That data appearing on security index card is

' current or requires change
. (C) That FD-122 has been submitted to Bureau where

. ■ security index card changes are necessary
. (d) That a suitable photograph is or is not available

(E) That consideration has been given to the use of
, - . ■ -, ■ ■ • ■ ® symbols

' ■ • ’ ’ - (f) That subject is employed in a key facility and tha~t
’ agencies interested in that facility are specified

■ ‘ (g) Reason for classifying report
[ - . (H) [Dates subject was previously interviewed and]

■ ■ . reason for not reinterviewing’subject • .
(l) That subject no longer meets security i.ndex ■

- ■ • criteria and a letter has been directed to the
’ Bureau recommending cancellation of the security

. • • index card
" ’ ' ’ • . ’• • - That subject's case has been re—evaluated and reasons

. ■ ’ are set forth as to why subject's activities continue
■ ' to fall within security index criteria-

• (if) Tiat subject's security index card is or is not
[ ’ tabbed detcom and that[subject's]activities do or do

not warrant detcom tabbing
’ ’ . - (b) Documentation of reports

■ I, Deleted
’ II. If information necessary for complete documentation

’ ’ is not available in subject's case file, necessary
’ . review of other office files should be made. If .

■ , . . ' not obtainable, this fact must be indicated in the
’ . - cover page(s) accompanying report to the Bureau.

III., Extensive investigation should not be conducted to 
_ - . further identify and locate outside individuals who

have in the past furnished background information 
or to obtain documentary evidence of background

- information. For example, if previous investigation
t '■ [revealedjthat subject, according to reliable records,

’ • . • such as birth records, school records, or records of
. • the Immigration and Naturalization Service, was born

’ ■ at a certain place bn a certain date, such information
’ will be sufficient for inclusion in report. Further

• ' ’ verification will not be necessary.
■ ‘ IV. During the preparation of summary reports it is o'ften

’ found that information being incorporated into a re— 
' . . • ’ . port was originally obtained by another office and all

• of the necessary information for complete documentation
will not be in the possession of the office preparing

’ • ’ ’ . the report. In such an instance, if the office pre—
’ paring the report is in possession of Photostats of

■’ documents obtained by the other offices and the identity
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

1 During the first contact,.! ^interviewing Agent
will introduce himself as a Special Agent of the 
FBI by use of credentials or badge’ and will open 
the conversation by using an appropriate pretext 
or by reciting the Bureau's responsibilities in 
the security field and asking the subject whether 
he can be of assistance to the Government. If the 

‘individual has been a member of a basic revolutionary 
organization and indicates he might cooperate, he

- - ' may be questioned during the initial contact about
his own activities in order to further ascertain

■ the extent to which he will cooperate. This
original interview is for the sole purpose of 
allowing the Agent to determine whether the 
individual being interviewed might be cooperative.

(e) Prior Bureau authority
I. Subjects of active current investigations where no 

interview with prior Bureau- authority has previously 
been conducted

II. Closed cases where the subject is on the security 
index and no prior interview has been conducted

III. Subjects of investigations requested by the Bureau, 
both open and closed, such as applicant—type cases, 
loyalty cases, etc. >

IV. Any persons where circumstances indicate a delicate 
situation exists and a greater than usual risk is . 
involved, such as individuals employed in the 
newspaper field, educational field, radio and 
television industry, religious field, publishing 
houses, labor leaders, and the like. Bureau authority 
must be requested with respect to situations of this 
kind even though prior interviews have been had with 
these interviewees.

V. Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous 
contacts

In any of the above cases, no report need be submitted- when 
requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a 
security investigation except those persons under IV above. 
This does not relieve you of the responsiblity of submit
ting reports in security cases when due; for example, annual 
reports in routine security index cases and six—month re
ports in key figure cases.

VI. Letters requesting Bureau authority for the interview 
must contain the following information,'if available: 
(A) Residence address, occupation, employment and race 

of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship, 
and status of health

(B) Marital status. If married, the occupation, 
employment, and race of the spouse.

(c) Length of-time subject a member of or affiliated 
with subversive organizations and positions he held 
in such organizations. [In cases in which invesfiga—. 
tion is based on some allegation or circumstances 
of a security nature other than membership in or 
affiliation with subversive organizations, facts 
upon which investigation is predicated should be 
briefly set forth.]

(o) If married, information indicating the spouse is 
or has been a member of or affiliated with subver
sive groups, the position held in such groups,’ and 
the length of time of such membership or affiliation

39 
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

W) Membership or affiliation ^^any other close rela
tives in subversive groups

(F) Information regarding defection, expulsion, inac
tivity, and present sympathies of the subject and> 
if married, of the spouse

(G) What is expected to be gained by the interview 
VII. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail

able, regarding the seven items listed above must be 
set out under the appropriate number but the above 
headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any of the items, you should make 
the appropriate comments after the respective number. 

VIIT. Tn addition, unless you are recommending a special 
manner or procedure for conducting the interview, such 
as interviewing under pretext, the last paragraph of 

. each letter should contain the following statement:
•’..... “Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 

accordance with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects." The last paragraph should 
also contain the statement: "If this subject is cooper
ative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the 
initial interview to direct his activities and complete

. background investigation required by section 107C of the 
Manual of Instructions is being conducted and Bureau

M will be requested to authorize recontact with subject as 
’'■ a PSI." This statement in no way precludes interview

ing Agents during initial contacts and recontacts from 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing 
to furnish or other data which will assist in deter— ’ 
mining his potentialities as ‘an informant.

IX. All letters requesting Bureau authority to interview 
the subject of a security investigation must be per
sonally approved by the SAC.

X. [One of the required copies of the letter to the Bureau 
should consist only of the first page of the letter.] 
When unnecessary for Bureau to issue specific instruc
tions or comments in connection with authorizing an 
interview, the Bureau will approve[the request]by 
placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression on[thc 
single—page]copy of the incoming letter and return 
[it]by routing slip.

XI. Upon receipt of Bureau authority, the interview must be 
conducted within 30 days. If this is impossible, advise 
Bureau of the reasons why the interview was not effected 
and state that the subject will be contacted within the 

. next 30 days. At the end of the second 30-day period 
if the interview has not been conducted, request addi
tional authority. Include in the letters any new infor— 

. mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the 
interview.

(f) Preparations for and conduct of interviews
I. Interviews must be conducted by two Special Agents. An 

Agent experienced in security investigations who has 
. knowledge of Bureau regulations regarding development 

, • . of informants must conduct the actual interrogation.
Approach need not be made by both Agents at the same 
time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance. 
Background of subject and individual circumstances 
will determine exactly how approach should be handled 
in each case. Two Agents should be physically present 
during any interview or contact with known or suspected 
Nation of Islam members in all typos of Bureau cases.

IT. Preparations for interview must be thorough and-’ con
ducted so that interviewing Agents will not be compro
mised, the Bureau will not bo embarrassed, and con
fidential informants will not be exposed.



Communist Party , review of field-office : pretext interviews
surveillances, SpcdBHl Agents attending mass meetxng^ etc.

4. Internal Security Ac-c of 1950
To insure successful proceedings against a communist front organization 
under this act, a preponderance of admissible evidence must be secured 

[ to[show]extent to which
a. Persons active in- management, direction, or supervision, of an 

organization are active in management, direction,, or supervision, 
or as representatives, of

b. Its support, financial or otherwise,. is derived from
o. Its funds, resources, or personnel are used to further or promote 

objectives of
d. Positions taken or advanced by it from time to time do not deviate 

from those of
Any communist—action organization, communist foreign government, or 

- the world communist movement,
5. Panel sources

a. Purpose
To develop potential witnesses who will be willing to obtain and 
introduce .legally admissible evidence re subversive nature of 
organizations in future prosecutive action

b. Program
(1) Since Special Agent and active security informant testimony is 

undesirable, field should recruit panel of potential witnesses 
locally. Some may be found among American Legion contacts, 

- : . plant informants, former and exposed security informants, etc.
(•2 ) Panel members should attend public rallies and meetings, as 

well as obtain literature of organizations they are covering.
(3) To aid panelists, exhibit photographs of individuals they 

will most likely encounter at front organization functions.
(4) Handle notes, statements, and exhibits.of panelists in same 

manner as other evidence. As panelists may subsequently 
. become security informants, the same procedure should be 
followed in handling, processing, and reporting data and 
material furnished by panelists as is afforded that received 
from security informants. (See section 107, volume IV, of this 
manual.)

(5) Legitimate expenses incurred by panel members should be 
reimbursed in same manner as security informants.

(6) Eliminate inactive, ineffective, or unsatisfactory panelists 
on a continuing basis. At time of submission of semiannual 
letter, office panel should be reviewed to make certain all 
such panelists have been removed.

(7) Identities of panelists should be concealed.
c, Administrative handling

(1) Check prospective panelists through office indices, local 
police department, credit records, and established informants. 
If no undesirable information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with panelist to ascertain cooperativeness.

(2) Submit names of cooperative panelists to Bureau by letter 
outlining complete background and recommendation as to inclusion 

[' in office- panel. [One of the required copies of the letter to
[ the Bureau should consist only of the first page of the letter.
[ When approving the field’s recommendation, this single—page
[- . copy will be stamped "Approved" by Bureau and will be returned.]

Be certain such individuals are not plants and will consider
’ relationship with .Bureau in confidence.
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e when active investigation of^prospeotive 
panelist is initiated. VZhen preliminary investigation 
completed and Bureau, has approved panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly.

Regular contacts with panelists should he noted in their 
respective files.

!
4) Only Agents designated should handle panelists.
5) Every four months submit letter of justification to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. Seo 
section 107N,[3b,]volume IV, of this manual for form of letter. 
If source is'not being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent 
handling source must prepare memorandum to SAC for file contain
ing same certification as to stability and reliability as 
required by payment letters.

' " Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.
(6) Summary letter captioned "Panel Source Program" (Bufile 

134—1113) to be prepared and submitted to Bureau March 25 
and September 25 each year. Use following -topical outline:
(a) Status of program

Include progress in panel development. [Show]total number 
of new panelists developed and total number of panelists 
discontinued during six months’ period.

I
b) Total number- panel sources active
c) Names of organizations covered
d) Number and identities of panelists redesignated- to informant 

. or potential informant status since institution of panel 
program

d. Suggestion
Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent .to maintain roster 
of current panel members and current list of scheduled organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered-. Coordinating 
Agent receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organiza
tion cases, security informants, and communist publications; e.g., 
"^The Worker."

6. Classification — 100
7. Character — Internal Security — letters for organizational activity or 

nationalistic tendency;, e.g., (c) , (SWP), (Miscellaneous), etc.

' 88
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SECURITY

TABLn GF CONTENTS 
87D

INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS

1) Espionage and foreign intelligence investigations .,©., 
2| Security of Government employees investigations .......
3) .Atomic Energy Act, Voice of America applicant, depart

mental applicant. Bureau applicant, and other Bureau 
investigations .................. i...... ......

f© Submission of and general rules concerning security reports.

!1) General . ......................................................................
2) Origin
3) Deleted
4) Classification .......... ..............................
5) Title . .............................................................................................................................

(6) Character .............................................
(a) Key figures and top functionaries ................
(b) Others ...........................................

(7) Deleted
(8) Status OQ**C*** S6**<****V***Q*«**»«V*****V»0**0e

fa) Top functionaries ............................... © 
^b) Key figures . ................................. .. ............................ .. .................... ..
c) Security index subjects employed in key 

facilities .... .... • •• • ... e• •• • ..... • o • « ...ee.e.oo
d) Other security index subjects .................... 
e) Cases of subjects recommended for security index © 
f) Subjects not in security index who are not to be 

included therein ............ .. ...
£ 9) Content ...............•«••••«•

(10) ' Administrative data ........... ......................... © 
(a) General .©•««. o...©. •««.««..«©-«........
(b) Documentation of reports ©.......................•

8© Dissemination of data developed in security investigations ..©.© 
a© Data developed concerning subjects of security investi

gations and other persons coming within investigative juris
diction of the-Bureau ©.•••©..«......*.«...•••...... ........ .

1) Aliens and naturalized citizens
2) -Employees of or persons having regular access to key 

facilities or employees of plants having contracts with 
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■ ACTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGA* .JUS 87D
• • B

“ locate subjects are not to be submitted. The Bureau .
• ■ ’ will closely follow investigative action to locate

missing security index subjects,
II. If you receive indications that the subject went to '

, Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau-to alert other
appropriate Government, agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
through liaison channels. ' '

III. If the subject is reported to have gone to any other
, foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be

.requested to check the records of the Passport Office 
of the State Department for verification.

IV.___When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 

__ ____ :___     be given to circularizing all field offices with the............ .. 
. ._______ .____-- suijjec^•s photograph and background information for the
~ • .purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity .

’ of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the

' subject and what efforts have already been made to locate
him. .

- _ - If this procedure is to b'e effective, its application
. • . must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects -

- to which it is applied. Therefore, requests to circularize 
must be v-'-de only after every possible lead has been 
ex>' and then only in the cases of the most impor- . 
ta;. • 'ng functionaries, ■

(4) Individuals Zing abroad
When informal'' • is received indicating that any .individual on 

’. whom we have s- --rsive derogatory information intends to travel 
abroad c has . ady departed this country for foreign travel, 
take the folio- : action; .
(a) Immediate?. dvise the Bureau in form suitable for .dissemi—

’ nation, scaling forth complete available details concerning
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, destination and itinerary, purpose of 
trip, the exact name, under which the'passport was issued, 

• the number of the passport, and the office issuing the pass- ’ 
port, if known. However, do not delay advising the Bureau 
of the actual or intend.ed travel while developing the above 
information as time is of the essence in this matter.

(b) Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office fox’ a check 
. of the records of the Passport Office, Department of State;

■ however, do not limit efforts -to develop above information
to a check of such records.

■ (c) In the case of an individual previously the subject of ■
investigation, the case should be brought up to date by the 
prompt submissi'on. of a report in the event there is unreported 
information contained in the file. If reports have not ■ 
previously been submitted in the case, a letterhead memorandum 
summarizing the available subversive data should accompany 
the initial letter advising the Bureau of the proposed-

• travel. .
■ (d) Information concerning these subjects’ proposed travel abroad,

including information concerning their subversive activities, 
is furni'shed by the Bureau to the Department of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency, and legal attaches if the proposed 
travel is in areas covered by such a.nd, frequently, requests 
are made of one or all of the above to place stops with

' appropriate security services abroad to be advised of xhe 
activities of these subjects.. '
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[(e) When information is received that ah individual with a 
subversive background is forming a tour group for foreign 
travel .or an organization which is considered subversive 
is sponsoring such a tour, advise appropriate offices under 
the caption of the tour name or the organization sponsoring ' 
the tour of the identities of the individuals participating 
in the tour and furnish the Bureau a le-tterhead memorandum 
suitable for dissemination to the State Department, the 
Central Intelligence Agency, and appropriate legal attaches, 
including therein all readily available information pertaining 
to the tour, such-as itinerary, pertinent dates, names of 
individuals making up the tour with addresses, if available, 
and a thumbnail sketch of the organization or individual

' sponsoring the tour. •

■ - (■
I. "
I 
( 

‘ [
[ 
[ 

; • [ 
- . [ ... . .. r .

■ [ 
’ [

~ ’ Letterhead memoranda relating to the tours will be dissem—
i _ • inated by the Bureau with a statement that, as individuals

. ' participating are identified, recipients will be furnished
with memoranda under the individual case caption vfhere 
those individuals are found to ‘ .ve subversive backgrounds.

. Therefore, the appropriate fiel. offices should immediately 
identify and submit individual ;--.moranda concerning such 
individuals. The details of travel will be replaced by a 

• f erence to the memorandum previously prepared under the-
'• ’ ’caption of’the organization sponsoring the tour. Prepare

.. individual memoranda only in the cases of individuals with
■ • subversive backgrounds. ,

[ 
[ 
[ 
[

In addition, appropriate offices' should submit a letter to 
the Bureau under the organization caption listing the names 
of those individuals residing within their territory who 
are traveling with the tour group and on whom no subversive 
information is found.] ■
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[ (f) Advise the Bureau promptly in form suitable for dissemi-
• nation of a subject's return from travel abroad in those

instances in which stops have been placed with security 
services abroad through the agencies listed above. In 
instances in which an individual against whom stops have

' been placed has traveled to any country behind the Iron
- . ’ Curtain, the Bureau shall also be furnished at that time

’ ’ - with recommendations as to the desirability of interview
. • ' of such person and with advice as to whether additional

' investigation concerning him is contemplated. In the event 
.such an interview is authorized, it shall be conducted

- ' ' promptly and the case shall not be closed until such inter
' ’ ' view is had and the results thereof submitted in report

. ■ form. '
C , ‘ ‘ (g) In some instances a security investigation of a subject not

. - ... yet included in the security index may be in progress at
' • ’ " ’ • • ‘ the time it is found that the subject has recently departed

for a foreign country. If the evidence developed at that 
. . time warrants the inclusion of the subject in the security

’■ . index were it not for the fact that he is outside the U. S.,
■ form ED-122 should be submitted recommending his inclusion

■ • in the unavailable section of the security index. After all
■ • initial investigation is completed, the subject's case will

‘ “ be handled the same as those of other subjects of a similar
■ ; ..." : status who are included in the unavailable section as out of

.............- coun-f;ry. ■ -

. . If the subject is an alien who has been deported or has
■ o'therwise permanently departed from the U. S.s he should 

•’ ' ' not be included in the security index.

‘ . When it is determined that a security index subject has
. departed for a foreign country, his security index card
• . ’ shall be placed in the unavailable section and his case

• ■ handled in accor' .nee with the instructions set forth
■ " - ' under 87D 7b (fi) , b ) lV. ■■ • ■ - ■

■ ' (5). Investigative techniques ' ' ■
•While it is not possible to.enumerate all investigative techniques 

which can and should be employed in these investigations, there
. . are certain proven techniques which have been used with con

tinued success and should be applied wherever possible.
■ ' • . (a) File reviews . ' • ■

• - Upon the initiation of a security investigation of an
. ■ individual, check the office indices and review files .

■ thoroughly for any pertinent information on record showing
’ • background and subversive activity of each individual

. subject. Include such information in the initial investi-
’ ' .’ gative report. .

•. • Once a main■security file has been opened for an individual,
' subsequent information received concerning him should be

■ channelized to that file. The reference cards pertaining
‘ •’ . ■ to the subject should be consolidated in the indices

■ after each check and review of files has been made.
’. (b) Security informants

•• . ’ Success of security investigations of individuals is
. primarily dependent upon a broad confidential informant

. ' . coverage within every phase of subversive activity.
. Information and evidence developed through such sources

• . are unsurpassed in value because of .possible use not only
’ . for intelligence purposes but also as admissible evidence.
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(B) During the.first contact, 
will, introduce himself as 
FBI by use of credentials 
the conversation by using

.87D .

the interviewing Agent 
a Special Agent of the 
or badge and will open 
an appropriate pretext

or by reciting the Bureau's responsibilities in 
the security field and asking the subject whether 
he can be of assistance to the Government. If the 
individual has been a member of a basic revolutionary 
organization and indicates he might cooperate, he 
may be questioned during the initial contact about 
his own activities in order to further ascertain 
the extent to which he will cooperate. This’ 
original interview is for the sole purpose of 
allowing the Agent to determine whether the

... individual being interviewed might be cooperative.
(e) Prior'Bureau authority
-7. I. \ Subjects of active current investigations where no

II

III

IV

V

' EVT.
In

interview with prior Bureau authority has previously 
been conducted
Closed cases where the subject is on the security 
index and no prior interview has been conducted 
Subjects of investigations requested by the Bureau, 

■both open and closed, such as applicant—type cases, 
y.loyalty oases, etc. .•__ -J......; . ■......

Any persons where.circumstances indicate a delicate 
situation exists and a greater than usual risk is 
involved, such as individuals employed in the 
newspaper field, educational field, radio and 

•television industry, religious field, publishing 
houses, labor leaders, and the like. Bureau authority 
must be requested with respect to situations of this 
kind even though prior interviews have been had with 
these interviewees.
Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous 
contacts
Subjects of section A reserve index’ cards] 

any of the above cases, no report need be submitted when
requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a 
security investigation except those persons under IV above. 
This does not relieve you of the responsiblity of submit
ting reports in security cases when duej for example, annual
reports in routine security index cases and 
ports in key figure cases.

VII. Letters requesting Bureau authority for

six-month -re~

if;

■X'f

.-.se 
fit

3-

,T

'1'

■■ »

must 
U)

contain the following information
the interview 
if available:

(B)

(D)

Residence address, occupation, employment and race 
of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship, 
and status of health 
Marital status. If marriedj the occupation, 
employment, and race of the spouse.
Length of time subject a member of or affiliated 
with subversive organizations and positions he held 
in such organizations. In cases in which investiga— 
•tion is based on some allegation or circumstances 
of a security nature other than membership in oi' 
affiliation with subversive organizations, facts 
upon which investigation is predicated should be 
briefly set forth.
If married information indicating the spouse is
or has been a member of cr affiliated with subver
sive groups, the position held in such groups, and 
the length of time of such membership or affiliate

•f: 
x

AS.
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(E) Membership or affiliation of any other close rela- 
■ tives in subversive groups

(f ) Information regarding defection, expulsion, inac
tivity, and present sympathies of the subject and, 
if married, of the spouse

(G) What is expected to be gained by the interview 
VIII. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail

able, regarding the seven items listed above must be 
- set out under the appropriate number but the above

headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any of the items, you should make 
the appropriate comments after the respective number, 

■ IX. Tn addition, unless you are recommending a special 
manner or procedure for conducting the interview, such 
as interviewing under pretext, the last paragraph of 

■ each letter should contain .the following statement-;
"Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 
accordance ’with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects." The last paragraph should 
also contain the statement: "If this subject is cooper
ative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the 
initial interview to direct his activities and complete 

.. „ , background investigation required by section 107C of the
Manual of Instructions is being conducted and Bureau 

. will.be requested to authorize recontact with subject as 
a PSI." This statement in no way precludes interview
ing Agents during initial contacts- and recontacts from 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing 
to furnish or other data which will assist in deter
mining his potentiality ’ as an informant.

X. All letters requesting ‘ eau authority to interview 
• .the subject of a securi investigation must be per

sonally approved by the uC. ,
XI. One of the required copies of the letter to the Bureau 

should consist only of the first page of the letter. 
' ’ When unnecessary for Bureau to issue specific instruc

tions or comments in connection with authorizing an 
' interview, the Bureap will approve the request by

- -placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression on the
single—page.copy of the incoming letter and return 
it by routing slip, . ’ ■

XII. Upon receipt of-Bureau authority, the interview must be 
conducted within 30 days. If this is impossible, advise 

. Bureau of the reasons why the interview was not effected 
and state that the subject will be contacted ’within the 
next 30 days. At the end-of the second 30—day period 

■ if the interview has not been conducted, request addi
tional authority. Include in the letters any new infor— 
mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the 
interview*., 

(f) Preparations for and conduct of interviews .
I. Interviews must be conducted by two Special Agents. An 

Agent experienced in security investigations who has 
knowledge of Bureau regulations regarding development 

’ of informants must conduct the actual interrogation.
Approach need not be made by both Agents at the same 
time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance. 

’ Background of subject and individual circumstances
will determine exactly how approach should be handled 
in each case. Two Agents should be physically present 

• during any interview or contact ’with known or suspected
■ Nation of Islam members in all types of Bureau cases.

II. Preparations for interview must be thorough and con
ducted so that interviewing Agents will not be compro
mised, the Bureau will not be embarrassed, and con
fidential informants will not be exposed.
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87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE 87 DS. .

O)
(E)

Whether or not 
by all Agents 
Whether he is : 
to do so

defectee available for interview

in position to testify and willing

III. Do not include information concerning security inform-
ants for security reasons. 

IV. Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in
identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish
information of value in the 
necessity of extensive file

future and will obviate
reviews in this connection

V. A special index may be used for this file if desirable.
If used should contain cards filed alphabetically

c c[ 
[[ [

. r... „ f

,c
-■ c c

C ■

[ 
[

■ [ 
t

• c [■ r 
c

■ / r -
[ 
t 
r

. c 
c

. subversive movement
.. .......... : tion available from

■ ' - "-’cally and subdivide
.7. Administrative procedures. '

.indicating names, times, and places defectees
and a brief description of

were in a 
' informa

\ ■ *

them.' Break index down geographi— 
by years if desirable.

[a. Reserve index '
(1) Purpose

■ The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light of ever-changing conditions, should be continually 
-borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country
with a view toward possible investigation

. action under the program
interrogation

' as'an administrative aid and working index cont
. . repository of the names of individuals having

affiliation with the Communist 
organizations. .
Individuals to be included 
This index is to contain names

Party or other

of individuals

¥

investigation information
the

(M

index may serve 
Gaining a central

sympa-thy for or
basic

when

72.

revolutionary

subject's name 
Membership in 
to January 1,

does not justify the
in the security index when 
a basic revolutionary orga~
19-49

ere

following 
inclusion of 
is evidence .o 
n subsequent

together with some indication of.sympathy
or association with such an organization or a subversive
front organization subsequent to ' 
ho reliable evidence of defection

ported membership and
i

Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of 
membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 
five years, coupled with some evidence or information
indicating activity, association sympathy for the
subversive cause within the same period, and .no reliable 
evidence of defection.
The individual within the past five years, by his associa—

[ 
[ 
[

[ 
[ 
r

' [ 
[
[

tions, -writings, financial support, or 
to and support of subversive organizat 
communist-movement is in a position to 
the time of a national emergency and n

conduct in relation

influence others at 
reliable evidence of

defection. '
Leadership o.r subs antial activities
front group over three years ago, together
of-continuing activity, association 
subversive cause within three years

a major

a nd no

subversive
with some evidence 
ipathy for the 
reliable evidence

of defection
Membership in a subversive front organization within the 
past three years and no reliable evidence of defection
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, ' (3) Arrangement 5
This index is to be maintained in two sections, section A and 
section B. Each section will be maintained alphabetically on ) ■
5— by 8—inch cards. •
(a) Section A •

Section A of the reserve index is designed to represent a •’
' special group of individuals who should receive priority • _ • ■

. consideration with respect to investigation and/or other J
. action following the apprehension of security index subjects. 'j

• ' I, Section A. should include those individuals whose sub-
yersive activities do not bring them within the security -* J

• index criteria but 'who, in a time of national emergency,
. . . are in a position to influence others against the national |

• interest or are likely to furnish material financial aid
. .. - to subversive elements due to their subversive associa- .

■ ' tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi- 1
. _ _ > .‘.IL ' viduals meeting the standards for inclusion in the reserve

index and 'who fall within the following categories: f
(A) Professors, teachers, and educators

• (BJ Labor union organizers or leaders . J
(c) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and f

’ . others in the mass media field
; .. ' (d) Lawyers, doctors, and -scientists ’ 4 J

.. (e) Other potentially influential persons on a
" . ■ ‘ J- - -■ local or national level ' . 7? '

.■ . ' (f) Individuals who could potentially furnish '
■ ■ . • material financial aid ■ .^1

II. Recommendations for inclusion of names in the reserve %
index (section A) ’ J[
(A) Recommendations for inclusion of names in section J;

• ; A of the reserve index are to be submitted to the i
Bureau by form FD—122a. A succinct summary setting 'v ;

' . . forth the basis for the recommendation should be . *
' attached to the form FD-122a. In addition, if no

. report is accompanying the recommendation, a state— '
■ ment to that effect should appear on the page con— S

■ ' ■ • ■ taining the succinct summary. •
. • • (B)' Upon Bureau approval of recommendation for the

• inclusion of an individual's name in section A of _
the reserve index, two reserve index cards will be a

- forwarded to the field. To these cards should be
added the office file number and on the reverse 5

’ ’ side should be added available descriptive data. ■ ®
; ■ One card is to be filed in your office, and one

• - card is to be filed away from headquarters city
■ at the same location as the extra set of security

- ' index cards are now stored. ®
. . Ill, Periodic review of section A of the reserve index ' 'g

Investigations of individuals listed in section A of 
. the reserve index are to be brought up to date annually

. . . ■ ' and considered for security index status dr retention '
. in the reserve index. This investigation should include,

. . as a minimum: _
' - (A) Verification of residence and employment
. . . -(b) Indices search and file review to determine '

_ • whether additional investigation is warranted
"■ or whether an interview; with the individual 

’ is desirable
• ■ - ‘ (c) If additional investigation is conducted or if

there is unreported information of a sub— J
. versive nature contained in the files, submit

■ a report.
■ / . = -Se

■ ■ f

. .. ' . ■ ■

. 42b ■ •
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TV, Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing in • 
section A of reserve index cards
(A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve 

index cards should be submitted to the Bureau by 
form FD-122a,

(B) Deletions from seption A of the reserve index 
should be recommended by letter. The letter should 
set forth the basis for the recommendation.

(C) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by 
submission of form ED—128a. Forward section A 
cards to new office of origin.

(b) Section B
I. This .section is to contain the names of all other indi

viduals included in the reserve index. This section 
. ..-.•....is to be maintained only in the field office.

.... ’IT; ”Changes in office of origin are to be handled by sub— 
--mission of form FD—128a. Forward section B cards to ■ 

new office of origin.
(4) Content

(a) Each card in section A. and section B should contain, as 
a minimum, the following:
I. Name and aliases _ •

II. Race
.. -• ' - III.- . Sex ..... .1 .J , 

jy.- Organizatibnal’affiliatioh” or nationalistic tendency ’’ •
- - V. Citizenship '

• VI.’ Residence
VII. Employment

VIII. Birth data
IX. Office file number

(b) Tn addition, membership and position or association in a 
subversive group or groups, together with the source and 
date of the information, may be added.

(5) Removal and deletion of cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security 

informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects 
'of security index cards.

(b) -Advise the Bureau of the destruction only in the .case of 
section A cards.]

Security index
(1) Purpose

(a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by the 
Bureau to serve as operational guide for apprehension of 
persons deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to the 
internal security of the country in the event of a national 
emergency.

(b) It shall contain the names of all persons who have been 
. determined through investigation to be dangerous or poten
tially dangerous because of their membership in or affiliation 
with or espousal of doctrines of basic revolutionary organ
izations and/or front organizations and who will be 
apprehended upon receipt of instructions from the Attorney 
General.

(c) It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and 
any other type of Bureau investigation provided their 
activities bring them within the scope of the security index 
criteria.

(d) Action shall be taken against individuals included in the 
security index only upon authorization of warrants of 
arrest by the Attorney General. However, in preparing and 
maintaining the security index, to all practical effects, 
the Bureau is making the decision as to those persons who will 
be apprehended in the event of an emergency, inasmuch as the 
Attorney General has advised that he does not have funds or
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manpower to review security index cases.
(e) Names shall be included in the security index only when 

investigation has established and reports reflect sufficient 
facts and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject 
in the security index.

(f) The contents of the security index must be accurate and
’ correct at all times. Matters pertaining to its preparation

’ and maintenance must be given preferred, expeditious, con— 
■ ■ tinuous and detailed attention.

. (g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con
fidential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in .
investigative reports, '

’ (h) The general operation and content of the security index
■ . must not be discussed by field personnel of the Bureau with—

‘ “ out prior Bureau authority.
. ■ (i) Matters pertaining to the security index may be discussed

’ with duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelli
gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and 
only in instances wherein an individual subject of prime

’ interest to one of these services is involved,
(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual

(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive 
organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as- aggressiveness or a dis —

. '..position to violence. Although these factors must be taken '
' ’ . .into consideration in evaluating an individual’s potential

dangerousness, other factors are essential in making this ■
determination. An individual’s danger.ous ness also depends 
upon the contribution he has made or is making in the advance—

■ • ment of the principles and aims of the subversive movement
with which he is connected or his subversive potentialities

- in the event of a national emergency. Bear in mind that a
subject active in a subversive organization is not merely 
ah isolated individual but is a part of an organization of 

■ which the purposes are opposed-to the best interests of the
. '• U.S. An individual’s loyalty to a subversive organization

and the principles thereof is a primary factor’ to take into 
-consideration in evaluating his potential dangerousness. 
Factors indicating an individual's loyalty to such an organ
ization are numerous and will vary with each -case in degree.

. Among such factors are:
I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization 

■ II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools, 
especially leadership schools

I II. Frequent or regular attendance at organizational meetings 
• and functions •

. IV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization
, . V« Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera

ture ’
. . VI. Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda and/or

literature •
. VII. Holding positions in the subversive organization or in

■ other organizations of a front character which indicate
■ - ’ ' confidence of such organizations in his loyalty

VIII. Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his acts
’ ’ and utterances • ■

, IX. Contributions to or collections of funds for the organ—
. 1 . ization . . .

• . X. Recruitment' of new members
XI, . Revolutionary background ■

XII. Participation in picket lines in which the subversive organ— 
' ' ization is -interested or which it has fostered, or in

demonstrations, riots, mass meetings, oi’ pressure group 
activity fostered by the ox’ganization

44
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number, agency having security responsibility, and 
interested agencies can be included on ED—128 submitted
by old office of origin.

Vo Where security index flash notice has been placed • 
with Identification Division, notation to that effect 
must appear on FD-128 and extra copy of FD-128 must be 
specifically designated for Bureau marked "Attention 
Identification Division" so that those records will 
reflect new office controlling existing security index 
flash notice,

VI. The old office of origin will submit current report.

Submission of FD-128 should not be delayed solely for 
preparation of reports when office of origin is to 

■ -[ _ • ___ be changed, but notation should be made on FD-128 that
-•i"':-— off ice. of origin is- preparing report.

’------- ' ■ -Case will remain pending in both old and new offices of
origin until report is submitted by old office of 
origin. The new office of origin -is responsible to 
follow the matter until the report is submitted.

VII. The new office of origin is to review the pertinent 
material received with FD—128, as well as pertinent 
information in the files of the new office,to deter— • 

", . whether additional investigation is warranted.-'
’ If no additional investigation is warranted, advise

j ’ •“ Bureau by(letter; hat the case is being placed
in a closed status.

VIIIo Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering nevi address’ 
of subject will be office of origin with no other 
communication necessary in this regard. New office 
of origin will place its file number on security 

’ ■ index cards received and place them in security index
/’ ' • of that office.

IX. Upon receipt of new security index cards from Bureau 
with copy of FD—128, nevi office of origin is to transfer 

r . • information from reverse side of old geographical cards
j • ’ to[two]of the new cards, appropriately file new cards,
' and destroy old cards.

(b) Key figures and top functionaries
Mechanics of transferring cases for all security index 
subjects as described above shall apply to key figures and 
top functionaries. ’Additional procedures in these categories 
are:
I. Notification to Bureau of deletion of subject as key 

figure or top functionary in old office of origin will 
be handled merely by designation in space provided on 

‘ ' FD-128 that subject was key figure or top functionary,
lie Upon receipt of. form FD-128, new office of origin shall 

automatically designate subject a key figure or Lop 
functionary and continue case in an assigned pending
inactive status if ’no further investigation is to be 
conducted at that time and necessary summary report 
has been submitted. Within six months in cases of 
key figures or within three months in cases of top 
functionaries, new office of origin is to conduct active 

•investigation, submit investigative report on subject, 
and advise Bureau concerning continued designation of 
subject in these categories.
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87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE87D

/
( -

’ (c) Subjects tabbed for detcom .
Security index card shall continue to be tabbed for prior— 
ity apprehension in new office of origin until such time 
as. it is determined by receipt of information by that 
office that priority designation is not warranted under 
the provisions of 87D 7b (11) below.

- ‘ (d) Subjects not included in security index
. I. Transfer office of origin by FD—128 only upon veri—

•W* ' • fication by another office of subject's presence in
’. “ ' ’ that division. FD-128 should show full title. ’

II*. Enclose copies of all investigative reports and other
’ . pertinent serials with copies of FD—128 to new office

' of origin.
■. . , III. New.off ice of origin is to investigate or advise Bureau

" - - ■■ that case closed if no action v/arranted
•(10) Cancellation and removal of cards from active security index

’ ' SAC shall personally recommend the removal of any name from the
security index under the conditions set out in 87D 7b (4).

. Recommendation to cancel subject's name from the security
■ index should be accompanied by a current investigative

report except in case of death of the subject.
. - (a) Death of subject . - ■

Destroy security index card without Bureau authority, but 
[ "" - -r-"-- ' ’ .advise Bureau by [letterhead memorandum.] ’

. ■ .. . .. (b) Permanent departure from the Bureau’s jurisdiction ’
’ Upon learning of the departure of a security index sub— ’

ject from the U. S., Hawaii, Alaska, of Puerto Rico for 
. a foreign country, immediately ascertain conditions .

surrounding his departure. ■

No security index card shall be canceled by’reason of 
a subject's departure for a foreign country unless that 
subject is an alien who has permanently departed either 

.. voluntarily or as a result of deportation’proceedings.
In such instances the security index-cards will be cah- 

. celed only after the subject's departure’ has been verified 
as being permanent. If a U. S, citizen who is included in 
the security index and who has been out of the country is 
found to have renounced' his citizenship and taken citizen
ship of a foreign country, his security index card may 
be canceled only after it has been determined that he 
does not intend to return to the U. S.

Recommendations to cancel the security index cards of 
such subjects shall be made by letter directed to the 
Bureau. The cards shall be canceled only after receipt 

. . of advice from the Bureau that the Bureau's security index
. cards have been canceled. '

(c) Imprisonment of subject •
Security index cards shall not be canceled by reason of 

- a subject's having been imprisoned regardless■of the length 
Of time he will be incarcerated. The cards of such sub
jects shall be placed in the unavailable section of the 
security index and the cases handled thereafter in accord
ance with the instructions set forth in 87D 7b (6) (b) 
IV above.

(d) Induction.of subject into the armed forces
. Security index cards of subjects who have been inducted 

into the armed forces of the U. S-. are to be placed in the 
inactive section of the field s-ecurity .index. Follow the 
procedure set forth- above under 87D’7b (.6). (b) (V). .

'(e) Security informants ■ -
The security index card of any-subject who is developed 
as a security informant should be canceled. In 
requesting the Bureau's permission to designate such a 
subject as a security informant, direct Bureau's
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SECURITY INVESTIGATIONSSECTIO'

(3)

|(M

Li. ■■ nould be done prior to rec string authority 
to institute the investigation where sufficient 
identifying information is not otherwise available. 

Contacts during investigation
I. Once Bureau authority is granted to conduct the in

vestigation, it is permissible to contact:
(A) All established reliable sources, including those 

connected with the institution of -learning
(b) All individuals not connected with the institution 

of learning who, consistent with discretion, would 
be contacted in a usual security case; e.g.,

(C)
neighbors, credit agencies, past 
Registrars
If the registrar is reliable and 
upon not to divulge the Bureau's 
authority is not needed in these 
the registrar's office to obtain

employers, etc

can be depended 
identity, Bureau 
cases to pontaot 
background data

II

in

useful for identification purposes, to develop other 
proper investigative leads, or to verify Connection 
with the institution of learning-.

Superiors of faculty members
No contact should be made with the superiors of a sub
ject who is a member of the faculty since the superiors 
might take action against the- subject as a result of 
our contact.
Students, faculty members, or other employees
If, during the course of an investigation of a subject
who is 
desired

connected with an institution of learning, it is
to interview a stude faculty member, or other

employee of an institution of learning who is not an 
established reliable source, prior Bureau authority must 
be obtained. When, requesting authority to interview 
such an individual, that individual's name, position, and 
a positive statement concerning his discretion and 
reliability should be furnished to the Bureau.' 

(o) Receiving voluntary information
These instructions must not deter or prevent the immediate 
and proper intervie?/ of any person connected with an 
institution of learning who desires of his own volition to 
furnish information to the Bureau or who desires to be 
contacted by an Agent.

Subjects not connected with an institution of learning
When the subject of a security—type investigation is not connected 
with an institution of learning and you desire to interview, in 
connection with the case, a student, faculty member, or other 
employee of an institution of learning, prior Bureau authority 
must be obtained for such an interview unless the student, faculty 
member, or other employee is an established, reliable contact of 
.the office. In requesting authority, the name, position, and 
a positive statement concerning that person's discretion and re
liability should be furnished to the Bureau.
Contacts of foreign establishments
In oonneotion with investigations of contacts of Soviet, satellite 
and Yugoslav officials and official establishments. Bureau author
ity must be obtained before conducting any inquiries or surveil—
lances at any school, college or university. Submit complete

U. S 
or o

facts and your recommendation when requesting such authority 
Government employees, individuals having foreign diplomatic

fficial st .us, employees of foreign official establishments 
employees of the United Nations or international organizations, 
members of the armed forces

and

Should information be received or investigation develop the faot 
that an individual being investigated under a security caption is 
or becomes

23
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SECT IO" -SECURITY HIVESTIGATlOnS

' m fan employee of the Government, of a foreign of^ al establish
ment,-os' the Undtetr/^^pj^ or other international hrganizatio ns, 
has foreign diplomausrx-s.-.] statwa or is a number of the 
U.S. armed forces, the matter should be immediately reported to the 
Bureau and no further investigation should be conducted except upon 
specific Bureau authority.

Investigative procedures concerning individuals *
a, Generali

These investigations must be thorough and exhaustive. Obviously, the 
dangerousness of an individual cannot be determined through cursory 
investigation. All pertinent information concerning the subject's back
ground and subversive activity must be fully developed and reported 
to assure an accurate evaluation of his degree of dangerousness.

Due to the intelligence nature of these investigations, discretion must 
.be used at all times to prevent subjects from becoming unduly apprised 
-- that they are under investigation by this Bureau.

Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents during 
the couise of security-type investigations without prior Bureau

. authority.
b. Scope of investigations

Set forth below are items which should be obtained during these 
investigations-. .
(1) Background

•bl

d 
e

True name-and aliases ’ ’
Residence address . . • '
Occupation or business
Business or employment address v
Citizenship status
Ascertain the citizenship status of the subject as early
as
I.

II.

in
(f) It 

I

I 'U’. IHt:\

possible in the investigation. 
Alien

■ U)
(B)

(D)

(E)

If the subject is an alien, determine the date 
. and place of birth.

Determine his nationality (that is, the country of 
which he is a citizen or sovereign of which he is 
a subject), together with the date, port and vessel 
or other means of entry into the U.S.
Determine whether the subject entered as an insnigrant 
or nonimmigrant.
Ascertain any steps taken toward 'naturalization and 
reason for denial of citizenship where such denial 
exists.
Ascertain any available facts indicating whether cnti’ 
into the U.S. was legal or illegal.

Naturalized citizen'
U)

(B)

(D)

Ascertain date and place of birth, nationality prior 
to naturalization, date, port and vessel or other 

. means of entry into the U.S.
Ascertain the date when, place and court where, 
subject was naturalized and any facts tending to 
indicate fraud or illegality in connection with 
his naturalization.
Ascertain the last place ox foreign residence, 
place from which the subject emigrated to the U.S. 
and the date of such emigration.
Ascertain any absences from the U.S.

Native-born citizen
(A) Determine date and plr.ce of birth.

tionality background
During the course of investigation, efforts should be 
made to ascertain from sources contacted the date and 
place of birth of the subject’s parents and spouse and 
the parents of the spouse.



January 29, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES ARD REGULAR 
Revision Number 87 . ,

REs REVISED PAGES '

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Part II (continued)

Section 5 - Pages 5 and 6 1 Section 6 - Pages 3a and 4
Pages 7 and 8

Section 9 - Pages 1 and 2
Section 6 - Pages 3 and 4

Index — Page 6a
Part II Pages 7 and iB •

Page 12aI Section 3 - Pages lb and 2 Pages 13 and 14
Pages 13 and 14 Pages 15 and 16
Pages 15 and 15a • Pages 25 and 26 '

a
Section 4 =• Pages 2a and 2b

^age :12a)
Pages 17 and 18
Page- 23
Pages 63 and 64 ■ >

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

" Director

Enclosures (19)
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PART II

SECTlR? 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached« Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee’s name is to be

[ checked to indicate this fact. [Replies which are entirely negative
[ should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative
[ replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3
[ above.] Sub—A files may be used'when the number of replies[to be filed]

is large.
5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 

the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion.

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau, approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may.be made;

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau in 
duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each department, 
a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies whose cooperation 
might be helpful.
a. Chiefs of police
b. Sheriffs
c. State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers in 

command of districts
d. U. S. Marshals and deputies
e. Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
f. Wardens of penal institutions
g. District attorneys or county prosecutors
h. Railway police (if desirable)
i. Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j. Any other officials who receive identification orders

(1) Changes in the list are to he reported to the Bureau as they 
occur.

(2) The list is to be forwarded to the Bureau on March 1 in duplicate.
(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as

indicated:
Added RemarksCity Deleted

Center City, Iowa

Jonesville, Iowa

John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County 
Richard Brown 
Chief-of Police

R. Roe 
Wayne

, Sheriff
County

Deceased 
succes s or 
not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Cons table

George Smythe To show
correct 
spelling

3a
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PART II

SECTION 6. 'WbLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, ■and apprehension

Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to he sent; Each field off.ice must 
review annually its.mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.. 
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative. 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent. . • : ■

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are. to appear on 
the list. . ■ ■. . . . . ■ •
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to 

give _ . ....
’ (2) The cooperation which has been afforded .’ • -

(3) The following must appear on the.-list: ' . . " ’ ■
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce—.

ment Officers .
EBINA Graduates
Hot els
Immigration and Naturaliza

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters ; ' -
Salvation Army '• 
Secret Service- - '
U. S. Marshals ' '

tion Service
(4) The following may appear on the list:. - . ' • ;

Automobile Clubs . Movie Studios' ‘ ■
Banks . - Navy Shore Patrol
County Attorneys Oil Company Special Agents
County Coroners . Parole and' Probation Officers
Credit Companies Plant Quarantine- Officers

. Detective Agencies . _ . .Protective Associations
Enlistment Officers, - - Race Tracks .

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps . Savings-and Loan Associations
Employment Service- - - . . . . . Service Recruiting Officers
Eire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies ••

- State Hospitals for Insane
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph-Companies 
U. S. Attorneys .-

. U. S. Commissioners

[ 
r
[

c. Identification orders,■wanted flyers, and' check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request.

..Should a compelling reason exist for•distribution of.an-identification 
' ’ order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular-, such as'possible employment 

' of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
. such distribution. ■ ■. ; - ...

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
[e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be■circular!zed on 

identification order fugitives -who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other.offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such; cases .

4
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July 27, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES 
REVISION NUMBER

. RE? REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula 
tions , enclosed herewith, which have been revised., . Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages’ indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. •

■ This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of CJontehts — Pages 1 and 2 ■ Part II ’

Part I Section 1 - Page 1
Pages la and 2

Section 3 - Pages 1 and 2 Pages 9 and 10

Section 4 — Pages 1 and 2 Section 2 -Page 5
Pages 2a and 2b Pages 5a and 6
Page 5 Pages 7 and‘8
Pages 5a and 6

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la
Section 6 -^Pages_

Pages 4a and 4b
5 anS^^Zk Section 4 - Pages 7 and 8
—£and 8 • Pages 29 and 30

X^Page '£3 Pages 63 and 64

Section 10 — Pages 3 and 4 Section 6 - Pages 3a and 4

Section 8 - Page 1
. Pages la and 2

* Index — Pages 5 and 6

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Enclosures (26)
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4, One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. -

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or .religion,

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives, known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as' 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot-pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. '

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials "

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each

, . department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies
- whose cooperation might be helpful. . '

11) Chiefs of police- •
2) Sheriffs
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

!4) U. S. Marshals and deputies .
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
61 Wardens of penal institutions .
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors ■
8) Railway police (if desirable) .
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins .

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders
[ b. Changes in the list are to be reported to the Bureau as they occur.

c.. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

City "Deleted Added Remarks

Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

Jonesville-, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling

3a
2-29-60
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing 
and organizations to which identification 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to 
review annually its mailing list in order

list composed of individuals 
orders, wanted flyers, check 
be sent. Each field office must 
to see that no data is sent t.o

[ 
[ 
[

firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
[A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.] ■
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of

b.

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position 
used rather than name of incumbent. ‘
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear

i s

the

2
3

list.
The quality .of the assistance the addressee is in a position 
give -

on

to

c.

d.
e.

(4)

The cooperation which has been afforded 
The following must appear on the list: 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division • :
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus ‘
Duly Constituted Law Enforce-

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates '
Hotels •
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
The following may appear on the list: 
Automobile Clubs
Banks
County Attorneys
County Coroners ‘
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment Officers,

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths •
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters
Salvation Army - ' ■
Secret Service
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine, Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks

- Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers

•[State Employment Offices] 
State Hospitals, for” Insane 
Steamship"Companies
Telegraph Companies
U. S. Attorneys •
U, S. Commissioners 

check circulars are to be 
upon their specific request.

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels. 
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin, 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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August 26, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 94

REs REVISED PAGES .

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these ,pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should’be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

■ This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable, the field .office immediately '■ 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I ; .
Section 4 —/Pages 1 and 2\
Section 6 —(Pages 3 and 4/
Section 8 —Pages 1 and 2 

■ Pages 3 and 4

Part II
Section 2 — Pages Id and 2 

’ Page 4a
Section 6 - Page 3 ’
Section 7 — Page 21b
Section 8 - Pages 4c and 4d

Pages 5 and 6
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20

Section 9 - Pages 15a and 16

Very truly yours,

John Edg-ar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (13)
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PART II

SECTION^. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, eto. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations .

4. Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia 

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on 'juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division.

[6. Dissemination
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request.]

CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking- 

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. In all instances this letter 
must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank, burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

In all other instances, including requests for circularization in other 
field divisions, prior Bureau approval must be obtained in accordance 
with existing rules governing circular letters.

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

3
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September 30, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND 
REVISION NUMBER 95

RE 8 REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith., which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the-date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

numbered letter is received. This will enable, the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

- This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively

Part I Section 4 Pages 29 and 30
Pages 47 and 48

Section 4 - Pages 3 and 4
Pages 9 and 10 Section 5 - Pages 7 and 8
Pages 11 and 12
Pages 13 and 14 ' Section 6 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 15 and 16 Page 3

Pages 7 and 8
Section 11 — Pages 1 and 2 Page 9

Section

Pages 3 and 4
Section 7 - Page 6a

12 — Pages 7 and 8 Pages 17a and 18
Pages 9 and 10 Pages 19 and 20

Part II
Page 20a
Page 21b
Pagea 35 and 36

Section 1 - Page 5
Section 8 - Pages la and 2

Section
J

2 - Pages Id and 2
Pages 5a and 6 Section 9 - Pages 21 and 22

Section 3 - Pages lb and 2 
Page 3 .
Pages 3a and 4 
Pages 5 and 6 
Pages 13a and 14 
Pages 15 and 15a

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (33)
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' A PART II • M

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS '

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ’ . ’ ’
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. C o nt e nt s . . ‘ •

a. Foreword by the Director ,
' b. Interesting case write-ups ’ ■ _ '

c. ‘Articles which might assist law enforcement officers'
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of

’ missing persons with .their photographs
2. Distribution

Restricted to law enforcement officers and others engaged in law enforce
ment work .

3. Filing and indexing " ’ ■
a. In a. 66 classification file,’ bound on the side, and fully indexed 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. ’
b. This file is to be kept permanently. ’ ■
c» [Current copy should be placedjin bookcase, available to all 

Agents. ‘ .

lb 
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS., AND PUBLIC'CONTACTS

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which, it relates® . /7
No indexing o.f individual notices contained therein is necessary. \

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing '
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs "
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub— 
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of

‘ any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National *
Academy men ' ... .

b. Improved or unusual equipment beingused -
c. Complicated, unusual,, and well—handled cases which are illustrative .

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work ‘
d. Human interest items from local police work
e. Police and firearms training■subjects ... ■
f. Crime’ prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency . .•
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption; 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin ' '
Research (Crime Records) , .

C. SPEECHES .
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage— ’ 

meats are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is ■ 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage— » 
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television speech, a manuscript of the speech must be sub
mitted for the Bureau's review and approval0 In some ether cases involv
ing important speeches not on radio or television, the Bureau will 
specifically request such manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or f
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be . ’
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. Each office is- to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

, interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS ' , ’ ■
1. Write-ups' of interesting cases may be: -

a. Requested by the bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of: . ’
a. Major importance
b. Public interest 
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared: .
a. Double spaced 
b„ Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page ■ 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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•
 PART II,

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS ,- PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

A . •h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the
• write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of

subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia, used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etb.

. If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary
' to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the

■ photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations. .

, [ [i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity
[ of the report or other communication from which facts were, taken. The
[ documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately
[ the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.]

• 4. Do hot: , ■
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia— 

. tion *
b. Show aliases,of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 ’
o. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases

’ d. Use complicated sentence structure ■
■ e. Use technical references to statutes

f. Express personal opinions . ’
‘ g. Reveal identity of confidential informants

h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
* i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and

parole violators but submit these by letter .
j. Use adjectives excessively

A 5. Transmittal
‘ Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning

of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division-.

6. Dissemination
/ New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible
\ interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration

given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request.

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must-be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the -office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. In all instances this letter 
must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or -bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action . 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety ■
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

In all other instances, including requests for circularization in other- 
field divisions, prior Bureau approval must be obtained in accordance 
with existing rules governing circular letters.

3. A.uxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
‘ results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 

summarize the results in its next report.

3
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PART II

SECTlWS. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND jWLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or

• by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and.having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when—

. ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be
securely retained in a locked, steel- file cabinet-. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2. Files
. Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources

of information.
3. Security and racial sources of information

Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of. payments to security and racial

[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume TV, of the Manual of
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a

/ memorandum-to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to
' stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1, SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must _be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division. ‘ 
Use the following,subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Derogatory information 
f. Recommendation of SAC'

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

(

7
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PAM II*

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

activities or close association with, other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with -
the SAC. .

4. Except vrhere a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. . .

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: . ■

. a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers .

' c. Nature of service which can be received . .
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact

. (Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates, of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should' 
not be listed. . , .

g. Any necessary descriptive data '
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general .indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." • ■ ’

[ [7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be, contacted at least three
[ times each year; those located in resident agencies must be contacted at
[ least two times each year.] '

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. • If the 
' contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another

field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. ,

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are . 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more ”FBI minded” and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication, that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay,. ' .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. ■

8
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PART II

section 6. publications, press, and public contacts

(v [ [13.] Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: 
a. Federal judges 
b. U. S. Attorneys 
o.- Ohly outstanding state judges ■
d. Governors

(

[
[

SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
[15.] Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
,g. Officers of‘the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i. In the.principal cities:

(1) Mayors (11) Top representatives
( 2
(3)

Chiefs of police
Officials of newspapers, includ— ' (12)

of air lines 
Managers of leading

(4)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and

(13)

(14)

airports
Top representatives 
of railroads
Managers of leading

(5)
most important radio stations 
Heads of outstanding or more (15)

railroad stations 
Top representatives .

(6)

(7)

(8)

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce
.Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies 
Outstanding leaders of Govern

(16)

(17)

(18)

of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better

(9)
ment and business
Heads of larger universities (19)

business bureaus 
Heads of leading

(10) Outstanding religious leaders
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

[14.] Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau

banks

has approved the

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS ■
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

9
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November 28, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 98

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be. inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

, This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the fjeld office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. . •

Part I Section 6' - Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 — Pages 3 and 4 
’ ' Page 5 Section 7 — Pages 15 and 16

Section 12 - Pages 1 and 2 Section 9 — Pages 7 and 8

Section 16 - Pages 5 and 6
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 13 and 14

Part II

Section 2 — Page 4a

Page 15
Pages 15a and 16

■ Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20

-Pages 9 and 10

Section 3 — Pages 25 and 26 Index —

Pages 21 and 22

Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 - Pages 3 and 4 •
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 27 and 28

' Pages 29 and 30
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38—46
Pages 49 and 50
Pages 57 and 58

•

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (27)
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PART IT
*

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in .the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry.. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in th.e subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by hype of information.

Maintain the index where it is- available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in’which records, can 
be kept. Source of information cards'may be kept by resident. Agents 
not having approved office space- but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it- is' practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a' locked,’ steel -file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards.shall.pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances' there shall be no duplicate 

■cards in the field office. Ca-rds’ are- to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index;’do not remove ; 
such index cards at-the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information"index. • •

2. Files "
. . Do not make up-files or'.’write memoranda for- the .preparation of sources 

..of information. ■ • " - "
3. ■ -Security,and.racial sources of information • .■ ■ - -

Every four months a letter of justification should--be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 

[ sources of information; See section 107N,[3b,]volume TV", of’ the Manual of
' .-Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
-..information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and- is being used 

regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to 
s.tability and reliability as'required by payment letters.

4. Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

L. SAC CONTACTS -- ' ' '' "
1. SAG contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC, ." , [

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 

.. circumstances prevail). . .
"3. SAC contacts must be-approved by the Bureau. Request this", approval 

by letter to the Bureau captioned ”_____ _, SAC Contact." Mark the
, letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.

Use the following,subheadings in the order given: 
a. Description of proposed SAC contact 
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Derogatory information 
f. Recommendation of SAC"

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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' PART IT . V |

SECTION 6.. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS,. AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
J

■ activities or close association with other persons will he involved in . C

unfavorable publicity -or become the subject of adverse investigative •
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. . . •

4, Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a -dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. " ■

5. A three- by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC ’ 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. . Each card is to .
contain: . , ■ . , ..
a. Name of the contact ., s- . - , ’

b. Office and home addresses and telephonenumbers-
o. Nature of service which can be received "
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling- the'individual ’
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first; developing the contact ’

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) " ■
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be. entered on the reverse side of

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be' listed. ’ -

g. Any necessary descriptive data ." ■ v: ■ ’
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

■ show the name of the individual, date of preparation, .and the notation, 
"See SAC."

7. SAC contacts, located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located[in areas regularly covered-by road trips-
out of headquarters city or locatedjin resident agencies must be-contacted 
at least two times each year. . - ;

8. . Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB, If'the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within.’another .’ 

■ field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for- that field division. Also advise■field "division 
of background information re contact. -- ■ .. . /

9- . Advise Bureau promptly of changes-of addresses or status of .SAC contacts. '
10. • Each office must-submit a complete roster of ’SAC contacts to reach the- 

Bureau by the first week of .May and November each year. ■ If. there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa— ■ 
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state. > -

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware' of ..some of the problems confronting us. - Any . indie ation that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC- contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without.delay. ’ . . - ... - <• . • .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of. SAC,, such SAC should visit" all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials ..located 
in-the field division.- . . • . . -
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February 29, 1960

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
Revision Number 88

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised; Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the- next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
$o detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages-3—and vf 
Page~-5~

Part X

Section 3 - Pages ,1 and

Section 6 — Pages 4a-,,a,nd 41r

Section 8 — Pages -1—and—3-

Section 12 - Pages—3—and-4—
Pages "CT~aHd 6---
Pages—7- and 8—

Part II

Section 1 — Pages --5fc=a>nd—6" 
Pages ^fea-and—(jh----

Section 2 — Pages 3—and—4— 
Pages -9—and^LQ— 
Page -Kt

Section 3 — Pages -1-b—and—2—
Page-3—
Pages gad ’Ila .
Pages 4XA_a.nd 12
Page i3*
Pages 13a .and—14- 
Pages ^yr^und^SO-"

Part II (continued)

Section 4 - Pages .1-a—a-nd 2— 
Pages ^a-^-and 2-b - 
Page __
Pages -3- and 4~ 
Pago-4a— 
Pages -5 -and—6— 
Pagesand—8— 
Pages-^9' and—10—- 
Pages -17—and—18  
Pages «
Pages .25 and"26—— 
Pages 31 and 32 U' 
Pages SO1 and 36 
Pages -49" and’"SO- z 
Pages 51” and ■ 
Pages 59—a-nd-^66— 
Pages —6-8—&ndr—64—

Section 6 — Pages.-Oa and T" 
Pa ges ..7- and=~O —-

Section 8 - Pages .19 and 20- 
Pages *2-1 and--2-2 
Pag* , ?3a.

Section 9 — Pages -H—and 1-2--  
Pages ±5=zand~i6-

Index — Pages—nd 8" 
Pages 15 and"~16_—. 
Pages-.-TT—rmd-iS’- 
Pages 1-9—and—2-0—; 
Page—20a-

Enolosures (49)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. ’Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 

' not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the '
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
. such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 

source of information index. - .
2. Files •

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information. •

3. Security and racial sources of information .
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial

[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume IV, of the Manual of
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being, paid on Bureau authorization, and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items..

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary s.ervice, or provide unusual and highly ' 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ", SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following.subheadings in the order given: .
a. Description of proposed SAC contact ’
b. . Services this contact can provide 
a. Past relations ’with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information .
f. Recommendation of SAC’

[ Submit an original and two copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and returned
[ to the field. If the contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

activities or close association with, other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4, Except where a suitable file is already in existence,-a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by 5-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact .box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and.telephone numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received
d0 Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand)o Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

go Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general 'indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ■ 
“See SAC.”

7. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. [If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. ' Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

8. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.]
9. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all. . 

persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

10. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:-

. of any faith., such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

a. Fedex■al judges
U. S., Attorneys

o . Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of 

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i o In the principal cities:

(11)(1) Mayors Top representatives
(2) Chiefs of police of air lines
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ (12) Managers of leading

ing publishers, managing editors,
, (13)

airports
city editors of leading newspapers Top representatives
heads of newspaper wire services of railroads

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) Managers of leading
most important radio stations

(15)
railroad- stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more Top representatives
important civic clubs, such as of telephone companies
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16) Top representatives

(6) Executive secretary or director
(17)

of Western Union
of chambers of commerce Managers of the most

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence outstanding and im
agencies

(18)
portant hotels

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern Heads of better
ment and business

(19)
business bureaus

(9) Heads of larger universities Heads of leading
(10) Outstanding religious leaders banks

8
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATION'S, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular letter is. to he filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee’s -name, is to be

_ checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely nega.tive
. should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 

replies are to be destroyed after -handling in accordance with item 3
. above. • Sub—A files, may be- used when the number of replies to be filed

.. .is large. . ;... • . . . -. - -
.5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 

the public must be- so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion. . - • r:‘ I . . ’ • - ■

■ 6. Trade publications may, with advance "Bureau approval, be used to publicize
information concerning, fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 

. businesses, or professions. The field office where .the publication is 
located should -check its. indices- concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 

. approval, and sufficient, identifying data--should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices? check may be made-. - •

F. RADIO BROADCASTS. - ................ « ; - -
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. -Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. , . :■ . ' ; '

G. . FIELD OFFICE LISTS . • . : . . .
1. Law enforcement of-fiei-als . •

a. On March 1 of each year-all field.offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. ■ .

■ . (1) Chiefs-of police ... . .
(2) Sheriffs ■ . j ..
(3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts ■ .

!4) U. S. Marshals and-deputies . • '
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers. ■ .
6) Wardens of penal institutions . • . ’
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors " ’ ■
8) Railway police (if desirable) . . ’ ’
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins -

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders
[ ... b. . Changes in'the list are- to" be reported: to the Bureau as. they occur,

c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

City • . Deleted ' : Added " "• " • Remarks

Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. . Roe.j Sheriff?
Wayne County .. , • Wayne County

Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown - Deceased
Chief o.f Police ■ successor

- not named

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Con stable

George Smythe To show 
correct 

. spelling

3a
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders ■ -

■ Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed' of individuals
■ and organizations to which identification orders, 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent.

wanted-flyers, check 
Each field office must

review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations.
a

b.

c

d.
[e.

Addressograph plates are-to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 
field request.- (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position
used rather than name of incumbent. . '
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear 
the list.■ - . - ’ ’ 1 .
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 

give ■ ' -
(2) The cooperation which has been afforded ' ’
(3) The following must appear on the list: ■ ' -

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division
Bureau of Customs ’
Cooperative Credit: Bureaus

- Duly Constituted. Law Enforce— - <-
ment Officers . .

. FBINA Graduates
Hot els
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service . -
(4) The following may appear on the list

Automobile Clubs . ‘
Banks . - .
County Attorneys ■’ '
County Coroners 
Credit Companies

•Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, •

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest Service
Gunsmiths ’ ' • .
Insurance Companies ‘

is

on

to

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters - - '
Salvation Army ■" 
Secret Service '
U. S. Marshals . '

. Movie’Studios
Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents ‘
Parole and Probation Officers^■ 
Plant- Quarantine Officers . \ 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks ■
Savings and Loan Associations 

■ Service Recruiting Officers 
" ' State Hospitals for Insane

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and

Steamship Companies
Telegraph Companies

’• U. S. Attorneys
V. S. Commissioners 

check circulars are to be
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employmenv 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. ' • - - - .
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels. 
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on . 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.] .

4
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April 29, 1960

MUTUAL OF RULES
Revision Number

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions , enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the*bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately . 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part II

Section 2 — Page 5

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la
Pages 5 and 6

Section 4 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 6 — Pages 7 and 8
Page 9

Section 7 - Page 6a •
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 25 and 26

Section 8 - pages 17 and 18

Section 9 — Pages 7 and 8
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 23 and 24

Index — Pages 7 and 8

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (18)



PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

) Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business; or
' industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un

usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
. the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha

betically i:h the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of :information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents, An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 

: be kept, Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when- ”* ' 
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete. .

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special' 
source of information index. ■ •

2, Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information, .

3, Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 

[ sources of information. See section 107N,[3b,]volume IV, of the Manual of .
■ Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 

information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 

: memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification as to
stability and reliability as required by payment letters. .

4, Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items, '

L, SAC CONTACTS . ■ .
1, SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2O A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless special 
circumstances prevail). •

3, SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau, Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned , SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the following subheadings in the order given: .

‘ ' -a, Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office ' ■

■ d, Thumbnail sketch of known history
. e. Derogatory information ' 

f. Recommendation of SAC

[ Submit an original and two.copies,[but one of the copies should consist
[ only of the first page of the communication.] If the SAC contact is
[ approved,[the single-page]copy is to be stamped approved and -returned
[ to the field. If the’ contact is not approved, a[letter]is to be submitted

to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

%
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in ; •
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC, <

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. ■

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to ,
contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c._ Nature of service which can be received ■
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact ' 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of .

.. the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should ’
■ not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each -contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ’
"See SAC." I

7. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the i
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another !
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. .

8. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
[ 9. [Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the
[ Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are ’
[ any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa—
[ tion should.be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state. z
[ 10. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches <
[ and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and
[ aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such
[ material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the
[ Bureau without delay.] •

11. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts' and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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PART IT

-12.

13.

14.

SECTIOi®.
PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUWC CONTACTS

Additional .persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: 
a. Federal’ judges 
h. U. S. Attorneys 
o. Only outstanding state judges 
d. Governors ■
e. Leading:state and county prosecutors 
f. State attorneys general 
g. Officers of the National Association of

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h.
i.

Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce • .
In the principal cities:
(1) Mayors (11) Top representatives

. (2) Chiefs of police of air lines
J3) Officials of newspapers, includ— (12) Managers of leading

ing publishers, managing editors, airports
city editors of leading newspapers, (13)’ Top representatives 
heads of newspaper wire services of railroads

(4) Managers or owners of leading.and (14) Managers of leading
most important radio stations . railroad stations .

(5) Heads of outstanding or more (15) Top representatives
important civic clubs, such as - of telephone companies
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions . (16) Top representatives ■

(6) Executive secretary or director of Western Union
of chambers of commerce (17) Managers of the most

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence outstanding and im—
agencies " portant hotels

(8) Outstanding’leaders of Govern— (18) Heads of better
ment and business business bureaus

(9) Heads of larger universities (19) Heads of leading
(io) Outstanding religious leaders banks ’

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or '
the leading Rabbi ■

M.

r

AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year[showing]that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

a
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January 27, 1961

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 100

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated 'below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed' 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages 1
Pages 3

and 2 
and 4

Part II

Section 3 - Pages 
Pages 
Pages

Section 4 - Pages

3 and 3 a
Part I

Section 3 — Pages 1 and 2
Page 3

3b
7a

29

and 4
and

and

8

30

Section 4 — Pages 11 and 12
Page 13
Pages •T3aT-a-nd- 14*^

Section

Section

6 — Pages

7 - Pages

3 a

15

and

and

4

16

Section 10 - Page 2a Section 9 - Pages 21 and 22

Section

Section

11 — Pages 1 and 2 
- Pages 3 and 4

14 - Pages 11 and 
Page lib 
Pages 11c and 
Page 13

Ila

12

Index — Pages 5 and (
Pages 13 and
Pages 17 and
Pages 19 and
Pages 23 and
Pages 29 and
Page 35

14
18
20
24
30

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Enclosures (28)
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SECTION 6.

PART II

PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, ANU PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses’ is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name.is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large.

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed., 
or religion.

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will- have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. ;

F. RADIO BROADCASTS • .
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. ■ "

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS '
1. Law enforcement officials

L a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each

• department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. , '

X (1) Chiefs of police ■
k ’ (2) Sheriffs

(3 ) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 
in command of districts .

14) U. S. Marshals and deputies
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers _ ’’
6) Wardens of penal institutions ’
7) . District attorneys or county prosecutors .
8) Railway police (if desirable) . ’
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

(10 ) Any other -officials who receive identification orders
[’ b. Changes in the list are to -be reported[in duplicate]to the Bureau

as they occur.
■ c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:

[ 
[

{Page 
No. ] City ■ Deleted Added Remarks

[ [4] Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

[ [7 ] Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

[ [3] Brownsville, Iowa George Smith
Con stable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling

3 a
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PART II

2..

[

[

[

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension ■ 
orders ’ ■ ....................... ■ •
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders-, wanted‘flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent.’ Each field - offree must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other-organizations.

[A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field
office mailing list.] ’ ’

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upona

b.

c.

eceipt of
field request. ‘(The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative. 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is
used rather than name of incumbent.
Decide what organizations, individuals
the

. ( 2
(3

(4)

list.
or concerns are to appear on

The quality of the assistance, the addressee is in a position to 
give ... . .... . ■ . - . . ■■
The cooperation which has been afforded ' -" ■ • «'i- . ■ . ,
The following must, appear on .the list; ' . c . - :
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax'Division 
Bureau of Customs- ■
Cooperative Credit Bureaus 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers ■ , . „ '
FBINA Graduates
Hotels ! '
Immigration and Naturaliza— ’ 

tion Service
The following may appear on the list

’ Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters
Salvation Army’- - _

’ Secret'Service■ ’ > ’
‘ U. S. Marshals ■'

. - Automobile Clubs
Banks '‘
County Attorneys . .
County Coroners
Credit Companies '■
Detective Agencies ■
Enlistment Officers, .

U. S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service '
Fire Departments ’ .
Forest Service ’ ' •

, ’ Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies'' ' " •
Movie Studios

Identification orders, wanted flyers,

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 

. , Parole and Probation Officers 
. ‘ Plant Quarantine Officers

_ Protective Associations
' Race Tracks • ‘ "

' Savings and Loan Associations
•.' Service Recruiting Officers

- ‘[State Employment Offices] .
‘ ~ State Hospitals, for'Insane

’ Steamship’Companies
. , Telegraph Companies

’ U. S. Attorneys '
. U. S. Commissioners •; •

and check circulars are to-be
furnished.newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request.
Should-a compelling reason exist for■distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted'flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 

. of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. . .... - _ . •'

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized’ on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing o’ther offices to initiate distribu— 

■ tion to VA installations in such cases. •

4
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October\27, 1961

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 109

' REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula 
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of (Contents — Pages 5 and 6 Part II ■

Part I

S ection

Section

Section

1 - Pages

3 - Pages

9 «- Pages 
Pages

3 and 4

1 and 2

1 and 2
3 and 4

Section 3 — Pages lie and 12 •
Pages 25 and 26

Section 6 — Page 9

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Page 21b
Pages 29 and 30

Section 10 - Page 2a Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 12 - Pages 1 and 2 Section 9 — Pages 15 and 15a
■ Pages 15b and 16

Section 15 - Pages 1 and 2 ■ Pages 19 and 20

Section 16 — Page 
Pages

3 ' 
3a and 4

Index - Pages 11 and 12
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 23 and 24

' . Pages -25 and 26 .
Page 26a
Pages 27 and 28

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (26)
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PART IT

SECTION 6. -PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

13.

14.

15.

Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC i nclnd e:
a. Federal judges
b. 
0. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g.

h.

U. S. Attorneys ■
Only outstanding state’judges
Governors
Leading state and county prosecutors
State attorneys general
Officers of the National Association of 
County and Prosecuting Attorneys
Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

i. In the principal cities: 
(1) Mayors (11) Top representatives
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ (12)

of air lines 
Managers of leading

ing publishers, managing editors, airports
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) Top representatives
heads of newspaper wire services 

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14)
of railroads 
Managers of leading

most important radio stations 
(5) Heads of outstanding or more (15)

railroad stations 
Top representatives

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16)

of telephone companies 
Top representatives

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce (17)

of Western Union 
Managers of the most

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern (18)

outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better

ment and business
(9) Heads of larger universities (19)

business bureaus 
Heads of leading

(io) Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop, 
of a diocese of any faith or •
the leading Rabbi

banks

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly. 
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 

‘ of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

[N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS '
[ As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of
[ leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other
[ news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
[ field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 
[ effective. Each 90 days (November 15, February 15, May 15, August 15),
[ the SAC must advise the Bureau of the number of newspapers in his territory,
[ the number with which he has had contact or with which representatives of 
[ his office have made contact, and the steps he is taking to insure maximum
[ effectiveness of this type of contact, as well as what material other than
[ spot news items was furnished to these newspapers; e.g., the Director’s
[ Introduction in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin each month.]

9
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January 29, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES IND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 112

V

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula 
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should be removed 
and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the responsibility 
for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I . .

Section 3 - Pages-1—a-nd—-S—

Section 4 - Pages 2a..a»n»d—-24y 
Pages and ■6u 

’ Page s—7' -and" 8—•

Section 10 - Pages 1—and -2— 

Page-3— 
Pages -Ba

Section 13 — Pages 
Pag^JZ^

Section 14 — Page 4-Hrw
Pages Ila a-nd 12

. Page s—13s—and -354

Section 16 - Pages

Part. II

Section 1 - Page-'-f 
■ P ag e s-Ja and g

Section 3 — Pages -3-an-d—Ba—
Pages 15br'Utfd'"r6”'w'

Section

Section

Section

Section

4 - Pages -15a—and~~i6 ' 
Pages ' 17--aHd "M— 
Pages -1-9 and-20 
Pages —25-e-Brd—2'6" 
Pages-gg^nd 30

6 - Pagesand 4~ 
Pages «5cr-and 6—-

7 - Pages -35-^gnd ~36

8 — Pages ^a—and—4— 
Pages -6a and 6~b~ 
Pages VaricTT.'O--- 
Pages H-and—12-- .
Pages -13—and- 1’4 
Pages 15—and-16

Section 9 — Pages 17—

Index - Pages 19—and—2-9-—

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (33)
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1 ■ PART IT 6E - G

‘ SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

i
f 4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to

. be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply^ the addressee's name is to be
% checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative-

should not- be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3

• • above. Sub—A files may be used when the' number of replies to be filed 
is large. _ ‘ ' ■_

■ 5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or. released to 
' the public must be so worded as -to be unobjectionable to any race, creed,

■ - or reli.gion. - ' '
6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 

information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. "The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be c.outacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data, should be furnished so that an

■ appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. .

F. . RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in 'broadcasting a -license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be'dispdsed. of to an innocent third per
son. - '

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS' ' ' . '
1. Law enforcement officials ’ ■ - .

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies

[ whose cooperation might be helpful. [Indicate by an asterisk any
[ change which was not previously called to the Bureau’s attention.]

zl) Chiefs of police .
2) Sheriffs _
3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts • , '
4) U. S. Marshals and deputies ; . .
51 Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions .
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors ,
8) Railway police (if desirable) ■
91 Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins ' '

. (10) Any other officials who receive identification orders
b. Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the Bureau

• ' as they occur. ‘ ’
c. Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be' set up as indicated: 

Page ‘
No. City ’ Deleted ‘ . Added .. Remark s

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff _ 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling

3a
1-29-62
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PART II

SECTION' 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

'2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and.apprehension 
-orders ’ ' ' ' , . ’ '
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed, of individuals 

’ and organizations to which identification orders, wanted .flyers, check 
■ ’circulars, and apprehension orders are to. be.sent. Each fie^ld office must 

review annually its mailing list in order to see that no .data is sent to 
firms which, have ceased business or have merged, with other organizations. 

[ [A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
[ time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi- 
[ tional names of individuals, and .businesses should be added to the .field 
[ office mailing list.]’ _ ' ’ . ■ . . ,, . . - .... . •

‘a. Addressograph plates are to’be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of
■ • field request. ..(The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, ■

‘ Addressograph plates'for new FBINA graduates. ) .Title of position is 
' ' ’ • used rather than'name of. incumbent. . -

’ bDecide what organizations, individuals, ;or concerns are to.-appear on 
the list.. ’ ' ' ’ ’ ... -
(1 ) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to

. give . .......... . >-
2) ’ The cooperation which has been afforded
3) The f oil owing.’must appear on . the list:

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus

Missions Providing. Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters . ...... . i-

Duly Constituted Law Enforce-^ ■ ■ ,. Salvation- Army.’ . ‘ ‘
ment Officers ; _ ■ . . . ' Secret. Service

’ FBINA Graduates ...... ’ . . u. S/-.-Marshals
Hotels - J - . ’

• ■’ Immigration and Naturalize- . ■ ■
' ti on Servi ce . ‘ . _ . , , . ... ■ . , t : ’

-■ (4) ' ’ The following may appear on the -list:. , ’ . ; (
Automobile Clubs Navy .Shore’’Patrol . -

_ Banks . _ - . • Oil Company Special Agents
’ '• ? County Attorneys ' . ' ; . ..Parole and Probation Officers

County Coroners ,. - ‘ . ..... , Plant Quarantine Officers
Credit Companies. . . . . ............. r Protective Associations '
Detective Agencies _ - Race Tracks
Enlistment .Officers., , . -... i Savings and. Loan Associations

. U. SL’Army, Navy', Marine Corps :r-._ Service Recruiting Officers _ 
Employment Service ; • .[State ’.Employment Offices]

_ .Fire Departments Z ’ ■, -State Hospitals, for Insane
.. ’Forest Seryice . .„ . . •: x ,-..Steamship- Companies

" ’ Gunsmiths ' ’ ... Telegraph Companies
Insurance Companies , .. - ,. ■; • U.’ SAttorneys-'

■ ’ ■ Movie Studios u. S. Commissioners .
c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are .to be
•’ furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an .identification 
order, a wanted flyeri or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. , ’ . S£'’ ” 'r-' - "

d. Give consideration to the desirability.of circularizing motels, 
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to Anitiate disfribu-

• tion to VA installations in such cases.

. 4
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES ., . , . , .
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials . •

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise' the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to he 
made at the Bureau at Washington.

b. Advise the Bureau of the- visit, identity of the visitor, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest 
to the.Bureau.

2. Departmental officials -
a. Be .courteous.
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

. chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles. . • .... ’
c. Do not furnish information unless prior-notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If • 
no notification received, before furnishing- information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. ... ..

d. Advise the Bureau in case of doubt. - ■ r ■ .. .

J. MISCELLANEOUS ' .-'-5 e-.
• 1. • Disarming demonstrations. .... , , -

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups. • . .
2. ‘ Credentials , - ' ...1“

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown, has an opportunity to observe and understand the 
connection of the Agent with the FBI. ; .

3. Law enforcement officials .- ■ - : . . ■
a. Contact.with . • - . . •

(1) Contact must be maintained with law enforcement officials for the 
purpose of securing information of violations, of Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. . ■

(2) .Agents are to call on police executives when in’their cities unles 
such visits would be so frequent as to be- embarrassing.

(3) Local law enforcement agencies should be advised by letter of the 
disposition, of prosecutive action taken- in Federal court in cases

5c
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PART II W ’
SECTION 6. 'PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS *

  . C" 

referred to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau 
fugitives are taken into custody’ by local law enforcement officers,..............................z

’ They should also be advised of violations' of local laws coming to the
• attention of the FBI. ’ ‘ . .. "...

- b. Visits to Washington ~ .
' When the field requests special courtesies be afforded’certain indi- ■

viduals , including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington^ D, C. , 
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in the field office files con

, cerning the visitor.

When law enforcement executives- are contemplating a visit to the Bureau 
at Washington, D. C., ask them to call at the office of the Assistant 
Director, .Training and inspection Division, Room 5256, Justice Building. 

: - ' c. ’ Letters of commendation, congratulations-, appreciation, and
condolence ■ ’ ....
When letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation,’ or 
condolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such,__ .
recommendations should be submitted promptly. They should ‘include 

■ the specific facts on which the recommendation’is based, full."identi
fying data and address of the citizen, and the result'of a search of ?

' the field office indices concerning the citizen. In’ co’nnectipn with
the election of officers of police associations at conventions cover— >

‘ ' ing more than one field division territory, the field, division in 
whose territory the convention was physically held is ’ responsible,for ‘

. submitting any recommendations for letters of congratulations; The
office submitting such request should summarize briefly the relations 

. with these officers, incorporating any derogatory data which might ‘
’ preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recommending office is not 

. likely to possess all data, pertinent-other field divisions should - .
. :. , submit a brief, supplemental summary concerning officers :recommended ''

for letters who reside in their territory. ’ ,
[ 4. [Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases • • ’’
[ When a state official has expressed interest in the prosecutive status .
[ of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state
[ prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such "
[ official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome
[ of the matter.] . ■

5. U. S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen
If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau’s attention immediately.

K. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Definition ’ '
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sou.rces and must be handled as such. ’
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain: ’
’a. Names
b. Addresses .
c. Organization or concern .
d. Type of information furnished •
e. Date of development ■ -

6
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February 27, 196 

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 113 V Z £.

• I / x 

k A

. ■

RE: REVISED PAGES

. There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of

i the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted
■ immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should

be removed and turned over to -the Special Agent in Charge who has the
j responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages 1 and 2
Pages 5 and 6

Part I

Section 1 — Pages 3 and 4
Page 5

Section 14 — Pages 13a and 14
Page 15

Part II

Section 6 — Pages 3a and 4

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6

Section 8 — Pages 1 and la

Section 9 - Pages 19 and 20

Index — Pages 9 and 10

• Section 5 — Page 11

Section 3 - Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7b and 8
Pages 11c and 12
Pages 15.and 15a
Pages 2'1 and 22
Page 23-24

Section 4 - Pages 19 and 20
Pages 27 and 28
Pages 37 and 38—
Pages 57 and 58

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (22)
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6E - GPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

J
4. One copy of the circular letter is to he filed. A list of addresses is to 

he attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee’s name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless? there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may' be'used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. • •

5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as-to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion. ‘ _

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and suffici.ent identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS ' ■
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies

[ whose cooperation might be helpful. [Indicate by an asterisk any
[ change which was not previously called to the Bureau's attention.]

(1) Chiefs of police
(2) Sheriffs
(3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

14) U.'S. Marshals and deputies
5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions
7), District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable)
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders

Page 
No.

b. Changes in the 
as they occur.

c. Letters.advisi

City

list are to be reported 

ng the Bureau of changes 

Deleted

in duplicate* to 

are to be set up

Added

the Bureau

as indicated:

Remark s

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

. 7 .Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
Constable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling

3a
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6G PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of .individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted, flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office,, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office- mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, - 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear bn
the list.
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position to 

give . ■•*...

!2 ) The cooperation which has been afforded - ■ - ■
3) The following must appear on the list: . .

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division- Missions Providing Lodgi
Bureau of Customs Post Office Inspectors
Cooperative Credit Bureaus Postmasters
Duly Constituted Law Enforce—

ment Officers 
EBINA Graduates . 
Hotels- 
Immigration and Naturaliza

Salvation Army • 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals .

tion Service
(4 ) The following may appear on the list:

[ 
[

Automobile Clubs
Banks

[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air

Force,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest Service
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies
Movie Studios

Navy Shore Patrol.
Oil Company Special Agents- 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations.
Race Tracks
.Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals, for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies- 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners ; .

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for, 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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April 30, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 115

- RE? REVISED PAGES ,

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on/ 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent, in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages A-xud- 2 
Pages -3-'and 4-

Part I ’

Section 3 — Pages aml 2~
Page-3-\

Section 6 — Pages <4a jnd 4b-----

’ Section .8 — Page-^T 
Pages- ™

Section 10 — Pages 3—and- 4 3i
deleted) (Z^-
Pages^S aHcT 6 y
Pages '7 and 0

Section 14 - Pago ■3-'' 
Pages -3a and"

Section 16 - Pages-d—^d— 
Pages -l-b-^d—2- 

• Pages-?—

Part II

Section 1 — Pages '5a and 6""

Section '3 - Pages *^nd~~2*a *•
Pages »3b-and <1~
Pages' 5 and-6—

' ‘ Pages 11—anctdrl-a
. Pages la—«mi .

Pages 15—sud~15a” 
' Pages -IV^and 18-

Enclosures (52)

Doctd:32BBS29 Page 946

Section 4 - PageX4a— 
Pages-^S—and—6  
Pages-=7,—and ~0~ 
Pages 19 anil-20— 
Pages •O—a»d—28— 
Page -85—X 
Pages 26
Pages

‘ Pages -S7an^-38~46-
Pages 49 and\50-

Section 5 — Pages gb^ghd^— 
Pages ^415 ICT* 

i
Section 6 — Pages-llfand" 2 * 

P a g es -ligand—§«■

Section 7 — Pages -15J*gg<5'-tb=* 
Pages o-3§—ami

Section 8 — Pages\'6e—mr<r~6b“ 
Pa ges\7 a-«d~&

• Pages 13—amt 14
Pages Iff-aHd—16—— 
Page
Pages ~17'ar and- 18—

. Pages.
Pages 23 ■ and-24- 
Pages "25“ a nd 2(1 

\
Section 9 - Pages A3 ■■and—14—- 

Pages 19 and-20 -

Index — Pages 15 and IO-" .

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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4 PART IX 6B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATION’S, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued, the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies, 
1. Contents .

a. Foreword by the Director ■ .
■ ■ b. Interesting case write-ups ■ ■ ’

• c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
■ d. Insert .containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
. classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of

■missing persons with their photographs
2. Distribution * , .

(^Limited] to law enforcement officers and others engaged in[ or having a 
legitimate.interest in]law enforcement work • ,

3. Filing and indexing . .
' a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed

- Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter, .
b, This file is to be kept permanently, 
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all 

Agents. ■ ■- . . . ■

lb
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1

SECTION,6.

PART II

PUBLICATIONSPRESS , AND PUBLIC CONTACTS'

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to. which it relates# .4 
- ■ - No indexing, of•individual, notices contained therein is necessary#

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at- least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article# The article should- not•be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the.Bureau directs 
that it be-.obtained..,, ■ Suggestions may co.ver.any general or specific sub— 

. ject of -law enforcement interest, including the following: .
. _ a. Better investigative or administrative■methods and techniques of 

any nature, ' particularly, those us-ed or - developed’.-by’EBI National 
Academy men • * • . . ■ : : . ‘

bo Improved or unusual equipment being used " ■ ”' • ’ '
- o#'- Complicated^ uhu'sual, and- w’ell—handled-'bases which are illustrative ' 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police-work
d. Human interest items from local police work - - , -

■ e. -Police and firearms- training subjects • ’ ... " = ■
fo Crime prevention’ articles from departments which have taken aggressive, 

action to combat juvenile' delinquency'- ■ -■ -• ‘
go Transmit ■ all'material-'t:b the-Bureau under -the ccaptidnj - -

EBI Law Enforcement Bulletin * ~
Research (Crime Records)

C o SPEECHES' ’
1, Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB» Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television speech, a manuscript of the speech must be- sub
mitted for the Bureau’s review and approvals, In some ether cases involv
ing important speeches not on radio or television,, the Bureau will 
specifically request such manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or 
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be 
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative • 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. '

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files,

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS . ’
i. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: .

x a. Requested by the bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file 
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

( H.

[

INFORMATION TO'BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU ' . . ■
1. Which, does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning ' •

il) Scientific apparatus- ;
21 Equipment ...
3j Personnel ■
4) Methods • * . . ■

(5) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings,[other than items hearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should he submitted when they concern] 
11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. . If possible, show author.

2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation -
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions . ■ .. .
5) Scientific crime detection experts ....
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools;

. comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a. police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative 
to each police school inwhich field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities - .
Qsl Aggravated sex offenders , .
i^9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned, in. connection 
with Bureau oases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

[(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists- need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D; C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.] . .

2. Method of preparation for transmittal • ... ■
a. Mount the clipping on[form 'FD—350 within che borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the

■' paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1/2” 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page. .

c. The large block on the right side of FD-35O has space for- the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may bewritten in 
longhand. Only the page number bn which the. article begins' should^, 
be shown. If overprinting is not. used, required information other 
than page number should be typed. ■ . .

d. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 
the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper. .

e. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention. ’

f. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings,unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.
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. PART II . .

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS,. AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 
J

g. If an Item to be submitted appears on more than one page, of the news— : T ( '
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on. the •■con— . "
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be - 
mounted. . . ■

h. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right. •

i. All clippings must be complete. - . ■
j. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that’two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations -
and racial matters should-be forwarded.] ’ '

[k.] Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau-on the day
. 'that the clippings appear in the localfpaper.] Forward clippings from 

resident agencies the day they arrive[at] headquarters city. ‘
3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local, press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau -

a. General principle governing submissions •.
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 
SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse— , 
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be '
retained, in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be-forwarded to

. 1 the Bureau- by .routing, slip., ' - - - • ■ ]
'• b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies,of publica- 

. tions - ■ 1 ■ ’ • ’ * - ‘
(1) Nonevidentiary copies’of newspapers, magazines, - journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the

. 1 ■Bureau,, need not be identified as to source. They should be
• submitted"via ordinary’mail by routing slip (marked for the 

r , - . attention of the Central Research Section) unless transmittal ' - '
• .by cover letter has been’specifically requested. 'Routing slips.

. 1 may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative /
’ matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., \

during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining ; 
or receiving "particular issues' of a publication, or other informa

, . tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to .the status 
’of. these publications._ To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies 
which’have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date, ?
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated:' "Not - 
Evidence." , ' '

. 1 . ■ ' s . r ’ • " ‘ -
. ' . - * 1 * - *" '

. Letters should be 'used in connection with initiating .action’ or ‘ '
■ ■ • ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the''Bureau; to j

. call to the- attention of the Bureau specific items .of information •;
■■ • connected with these publications; and in those instances-'in ,

• ” < . which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances' or •
information should be-recorded in letter form . ’ ' ... " ’

. * . .. (2) Each'-SAC and each legal attache must-keep the Bureau*,' attention 5
■ - Central Research Section, informed on a current basis, regarding •'

- ■- publications (including books) of potential interest that are . .
, " not- included in the current list of publications which is

. supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. -
These publications would include those published by ’subjects I

■ of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications •
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence .

- significance. - ' '
(3) Each SAC ’and each legal attache should insure-that the handling •

of publications for which his office is responsible is being , ;
■ ■, given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions- to these

publications should be followed closely to insure that, the . ’ ’•
publications are received at the Bureau on a current?basis.■ The
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip— *
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the .
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. (
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June 27, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
. REVISION NUMBER 117

- . RE: REVISED PAGES ■ -

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. ■

. This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the/ latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages1 aUiPtr

Part I

Section 1 •= Pages-ri—ab-d—2— 
. Pages

Section 14 — Pages ’T"auQ 2—-

Part II

Section 2 - Pages -l^and—8—- 
Pages ""5 “'an dr ■5 a-* 
Pages -&b—\nd~6- 
Page"T5‘ \ 

. -Pages 7a a~nd~0 -

Section 3 — Pages 13=tJraud "1’4 
Pages

Section 4 — Pagea^-3 trffd 4-~ 
Page^e" 
Page

Section 6 — Pages Ifesafnxt—2- 
Page

Section 7 - Pages 9=’»ri—4-~ 
Pages <•5' and“"6— 
Pages —a-nd -8-- -
Pages '9—srEU~~tQ— 
Pages H -and 12- 
Pages "13—and—3-4 >

Pages 14a and-14b~
Pages 14c and"144-
Pages <>14-e—antt 14#^
-Pages *L4g—amd~i-4h

' Pages -14i and -
’ Page«-3r4te-^'

Pages -15=eiid—16- 
Page -17-
Pages SL7 a an4—JLB' 
Pages 19""and'-2(5 ' , 
Pages -25 and- 26—
Pa ge s -^3—ami. 3ft-—

Section 8 — Pagesand- 4b- ■

Section 9 - Pages-1—and—2=*—
Pages J. 51 a n d-16-

Index - Pages -5 'Afid-6“ '
Pages H—a-nd 12

■ Pages 13 and-14—
. Pages ~19 and1 20^, 
Pages -2-3—and-2“4 
Pages ^5-and—26"

’ Pages 26a and“-26b"
Pages ^.7—and 2-8-— ’
Page '28a~-

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Enclosures (46j
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PART II 6B
5 j.

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[
[

FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law’enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups

’c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs • •

2. Distribution ■
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work .

3. Filing and indexing . -
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. [For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. 'Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by SOG.]

b. This file is to be kept permanently.
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all 

Agents. -
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS-

. d.« Each insert should be filed, with the bulletin to which it relates.,.
No indexing of individual notices contained■therein is necessary,

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub— 

• ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: ~
- a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of ■ 

■ any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men

' b’. Improved or unusual, equipment being used - .
Co Complicated, unusual,’and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work '
■ d. Human interest items from local police work ; . .

e. Police and firearms training subjects '• ■;
■ f. Crime prevention articles, from departments which have taken aggressive

action to combat juvenile delinquency ■
g, Transmit all- material to the Bureau under the caption: "

• FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin ■ . '
’ - • : Research (Crime Records) '• ’ ’

. C. SPEECHES J ' ' ' ■ ‘ ‘
1, Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be- handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, ah Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the. Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television speech, a manuscript of the speech must be sub— • 
mitted for the. Bureau-’s review and approval. In some ether cases involv
ing important speeches not on radio or television, the Bureau will ’

. specifically request such manuscripts. If speech is to be broadcast or
televised, prior Bureau approval of manuscript and commitment must be 
obtained. These regulations, as well as all other FBI administrative 
procedures, should not be the subject of comment to the public,

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. .

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor-to handle speech material, 
. To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files, '

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS . ’
1. Write-ups of interesting cases- may be:

a. Requested by the bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin • ' •
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest ■
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques ’
d. Novel investigations of human interest ■

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced •
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects ' .
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file ■
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

. 2
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PART IT 6L - N

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges •
b. U. S. Attorneys '
c. Only outstanding state judges ■
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors ' . •
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of 

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

In the principal cities;
(11) Top representatives1) Ma yors

(2) Chiefs of police
(12)

of air lines
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ Managers of leading

ing publishers, managing editors, airports
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) Top representatives.
heads of newspaper wire services of railroad.s

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) Managers of leading
most important radio stations

(15)
railroad stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more . Top representatives
important civic clubs, such as of telephone compani
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16) Top representatives

(6) Executive secretary or director
(17)

of Western Union
of chambers of commerce Managers of the most

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence outstanding and im

(8)
agencies

(18)
portant hotels

Outstanding leaders of Govern Heads of better
ment and business business bureaus

,(9) Heads of larger universities (19.) Heads of leading .
(10) Outstanding religious leaders 

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

banks

14. Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly. ■

15. Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.'

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS .
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers-, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 

[ effective. [Annually, on May 15,]the SAC must advise the Bureau of the
[ number of news papers[and radio and television stations]in his territory,

the number with which he has had contact or with which representatives of 
his office have made contact, and the steps he is taking to insure maximum 
effectiveness of this type of contact, as well as what material other than 

[ spot news items was furnished to.these[media;]e.g., the Director’s
Introduction in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin each month. ■
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October 29, 1962

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 121

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 6 - Pages bo and 6/^

Section 2 — Pages '-T—and—-2— Section 7- Pages -^=a&dr—8—

Section
Pages- 3rG^~

10 — Page.s—1—and Pages,-L-l--a,n~d~::T2—
Page s 16—airtt‘-L4—

Section 13 - Pages la AnjL-zP- rages ±4-a—and 444-^
Page *6^ Pages 14 c 1 arrft~14d-

Pages -14-0—airor4-4-f-=>
Section 14 — Pages- 1—and—2—- Pages 14g—a-ndAl4h

Pages -3e=4n4—4- Pa g e s ■ -Hi and 14^—
Pages tOa-anTTOb- Pages JL4k—and 14h~
Pages -H—and Ila Pages ' 14m—arrd-14n—
Page lib- Pages‘14c—an-d—i4p'-~
Pages -4-2-

4 /-<■ '4---- f-4c— Section 8 - Pages -2i—and 2~2—
Part II Pages -25 -ami-"26—

Section 1 - Pages -9—and 4— Section 9 — Pages^JL? arrcTlFB'
Pages •’5s==Bmr”6 • Pages -2-1 U 13^22
Pages V'-and—8----  
Pages -9a and-10- Index — Pages '-9=-arrd LIT

Pages ,ldbraitd—14—
Section 3 - Pages P9"SlIff*-8"©— Pages -19^and. 20

Pages
Section 4 — Pages -^a—nnd 2^ Pages -27 -and ~28~

Pages 2Vgand_^d- Pages —13-=3S<F34~
Page^42s^=
Pages 19\and-26
Pages -21 knd"~22“
Page-=22a—\
Pages 3-3”-3TM—94-
Pages -35—a-n-d—3-6—
Pages -49—an-dV&G—- 

\ Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosur es (47)



PART II 61 — J

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES •
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to be

- made at the Bureau at Washington.
b. Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitor, purpose,

• matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest
. to the Bureau.
2. Departmental officials

a. Be courteous.
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles.
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received, before furnishing information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. ■

d. Advise the Bureau in case of doubt.

J. MISCELLANEOUS ' . .
[ 1. [Firearms, defensive tactics,land disarming demonstrations

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups,
2. Credentials .

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown has an opportunity to observe and understand the 
connection of the Agent with the FBI.

3. Law enforcement officials '
a. Contact with

(1) Contact must be maintained with lav; enforcement officials for the 
purpose of securing information of violations of Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau.

(2) Agents are to call bn police executives when in their cities unless 
such visits would be so frequent as to be embarrassing.

(3) Local law enforcement agencies should be advised by letter of the
• ' disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases

5c
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6J - K • PART 11 ■ £

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

- referred to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau 
fugitives are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers-.

' They should also be advised of violations’of local law.s coming to. the
attention of the FBI. • ’ . t '

b. Visits to Washington . . ■ ’ , .
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded certain indi

- viduals, including law enforcement officers, coming to .Washington, D. C.>
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in the field office files con
cerning the visitor. ■ .

When law enforcement executi.ves are contemplating a visit to the Bureau
[ at Washington, D. C., ask them to call at the office of thefhead of
[ ' the]Training Division, Room[5234,]Justice Building. -

c. Letters of commendation, congratulations., appreciation, and . 
condolence ■ . - - ’
When letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation," or 
condolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such ’

. recommendations should be submitted promptly. . They should include' ’
the specific facts- on which, the recommendation is based, full identi- ' 
fying data and address of the citizen, and the result of a search of 
the field office indices concerning the citizen. In connection with

■ ‘ ■ the election of officers of police associations at conventions cover
ing more than one field division territory, the field division, in '

. whose territory the convention was physically held is responsible for
submitting any recommendations for letters of congratulations. The. 
office submitting such request should summarize briefly the relations 

• with these officers,, incorporating any derogatory data which might
. • preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recommending office is not 

likely to possess all data, pertinent other field divisions should 
: submit .a brief, "supplemental summary concerning officers recommended 

for letters who .reside in their territory. .' • • •
4. Inquiries concerning status .of Bureau cases ■ ■ • ■

j . When a state official has expressed interest in the prosecutive status
of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state 
prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such 
official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome 

< of the matter. .
■’ 5. U. S. Cabinet officers. Senators, and Congressmen

■ If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau’s attention immediately.

K. SOURCES OF INFORMATION . ■
Definition
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be handled as such.
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain:
a. Names -
b. Addresses 
c. Organization or concern 
d. Type of information furnished .
e. Date of development ■
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. March 29, 1963

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 126

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted’by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of . 
the pages indicates the date of’revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the . 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - Pages ‘3~~and 4

Part I ‘

Section 1 - Pages'T~and—2——

Section 4 - Pages ■ 2a-^asd.. 2h—
Pa ge s and 2d..-»
Pages 'J1 -ggcT"^" 
Pages -5—and -Sa.

Section 12 — Pages 1- and -2— 
Pa ge s ^Q--a.nd ID-

Section 14 — Pages•1 and 2----- "
Page 3
Pages <3a-end—4—

Section 16 - Pages 7~and'"8— 
Page*-^ ’

Part II

Section 2 - Pages 1 "aixd ia
. Page s^::Sl:--38sd=6—

Section 3 - Pages♦^b—and—4~— 
. Pages 5.3 a—and—14“'

Pages 15 and-15e -

Enclosures (40) ■

Section 4 - Pages 9—and—4-^ 
Page-"’I2a 
Pages 15a—and—±6 '
Pages ±7 'and 18 
Pages £9. -and—30— 
Pages ^35 and-36‘ 
Pages '47-■ and~~48 
Pages 49—

Section 6 — Pages 1 ?

Section 7 — Pages 7-and 8— 
Pages 9—and—10— 
Pages H—end—12— 
Pages -141—and I4j 

■ Pages '14k—and—1-46—

. Index - Pages 2 '
Pages .5 and—----  
Pages J9—ani—LQ— 
Pa ge s 1-7 ■ and—18 
Pages 19—and-20 .

’ Pages ->2-8—and 2^
Pages ,-26a—and 261— 
Pages 31—and—32-- -

Very truly yours, .

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II 6B

PUBLICATIONS. PRESS. AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
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[' 
[

FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN .
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law’enforcement agencies. . ■
1. Contents . ’ •

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups .
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives;
. fugitives wanted, by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 

classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs .

2. Distribution '
Limited to lav/ enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing ’ .
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. [For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent ■ 
items to be indexed. ' Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office ' 
inspection by SOG.] ;

b. This .file is to be kept permanently.
c. • Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all 

. Agents.
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6B — D _ PART II • '
' - - * ' *

SECTION 6. ^^LIGATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC ^STACTS f

, if

d. Each insert should be- filed with the bulletin to which it relates*
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary. '

4. ’Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, ' 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following; ’* : .
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of

- ■ ’ any nature, particularly those-used or developed by FBI National
■ Academy men " , , ' •

b. Improved or’unusual equipment being" used •' " . ■ " '; '
o. Complicated, unusual., and well—handled cases which' are' illustrative 

' of law enforcement'problems and excellent police work , , '
d* Human interest items from local police work '
e . Police and firearms training subjects. ■' " ' -: :--

' f." Crime prevention articles, from d epartments which have^ taken aggressive
' ' ' action to combat juvenile•delinquency ' " • ‘ ‘ ‘- ■

' ' g.’~" Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption:- *’ ;
’ - " • FBI .Law Enforcement Bulletin : y ’ ' -

■’ ’ Research (Crime Records) .

C. SPEECHES • ’ ; ;_
1. Bureau is to be notified of" all' speaking engagements. "' Speaking engage— '■ 

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle'them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent"previously approved as a speaker is .
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB.' Changes in speaking enjgage— 
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to

[ .' any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases in-volv—
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub-" 
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field .
personnel file. . "

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

. interesting case material,.magazines, research literature, and newspaper
. clippings containing information of value to police instructors and

approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter -
and-filed in the speech material files. ’

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE—URS ‘ ’
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest ’

• 3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately ~
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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July 26, 1963

MANUAL OF RULES 
REVISION NUMBER

AND REGULATIONS 
130

RES REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages' should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should.be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 4 - Pages 37 and 38-46
Pages 51 and 52

Section 4 — Pages 2a and 2b 
Pages 2c and 2d '

Section 5 — Pages 7 and 8
Section 6 —

Pages 53 and 54
Pages 59 and 60
Pages 61 and 62

Pages 5 and 5a
Section 10 — Pages 3 and 4

’ Page 11
Section 8 —

Pages 7 and 8

Pages 1 and la
Section 14 — Pages 10a and 10b 

Pages 11c and 12
Index — Pages

Pages 6a and 6b-

1 and- 2
Part II ’ Page s

- Pages
3 and 4
7 and 8

Section 1 — Pages 3 and 4 Pages 11 and 12
Paige 5 . Page s 17 and 18

Section 2 — Pages le and 2

Section 3 ~ Pages 5 and 6
Pages 13a and .J.4
Pages 15c and 16 .
Page s 17 and 18' .

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hpover 

Director

Enclosures (28)
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Q PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU • -
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement- concerning ■ • -

!1 ) Scientific apparatus ■
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods ;

(5 ) Economics - -
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date- line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime- conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts ■ ■ .
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature' 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers -as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools- in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits ins-truction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive^ 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative' 
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities - '
(8 ) Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of .Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau oases. These matters also include-wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations- being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau's attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD—350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion - 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this-space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of. the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

[ d. [Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.]
[ [e.] Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

[ [f.] Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

[ [g.] No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification
is_required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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6H . PART II '
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 1 3

[h.] If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the. con
tinued page, and the words "Continued- from page..." should hot be- 
mounted.

[i.] Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by columnj 
from left’ to right. ' ■ ....

[j.] All clippings must be complete. .
[k.] Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
and- racial matters should be forwarded.

[1.] Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at ■ headquarters city. .

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press. . 
4. Submis-sion of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing submissions ’ '
• The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 

SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse— .
' quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of’ publications be

retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. ‘ '

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions ’ ■ ■

■ (1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 
periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 
attention of the Central Research Section) unless transmittal

■ by cover letter has been specifically requested. .Routing slips
may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative

’ matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g., 
' during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining 

or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa
tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status 
of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies 
which have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date, 
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not 
Evidence. " ■ ■■ . ’ ' ■ - ■

' Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or
’ ' ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to

call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form. •

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention 
Central Research Section, informed on a current basis regarding 
publications (including books) of potential interest that are 

, not included in the current list of publications which is
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.

’ These publications would include those published by subjects
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence

- significance. ■
(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 

. of publications for which his office is responsible is being
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau' to determine the necessity for renewal.

5a
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PART II 6K - L

SECTION 6, PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC■CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business,'or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless- they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. • Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha— 
betically in, the subdivisions; and alphabetically’ by AEA facility, or ‘ 
by type of information* • • ' - . . . .

Maintain the index where it is available to all’Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can ’ 
be kept. Source' of information cards may 'be kept- by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet* -Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office'index; do not remove 
such index cards at the. time obsolete cards are deleted' from the special 
source of information index. ■ " ' ' ' ■ ,

2. Files ■ .
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information. ■ ’ ■ -

3. Security and racial sources of information ' - ’ •
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau, requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
sources of information. See section 107N, 3b, volume IV, of the. Manual of 
Instructions for form to be followed. If the security or racial source of 
information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is being used 
regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must dictate a 
memorandum to the SAG-for the file containing the ..same certification as to 
stability and reliability as required by payment letters. - ' ’ •

[ 4. Gifts[ should not be given to sources since such actions might be ’
[ misconstrued.] . ■ ■ • : . 5 ■■ - '

L. SAC CONTACTS . . .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, .can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly.-: - 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.* •

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file.review on . 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary uni ess ■ special - ? '
circumstances prevail). • .

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this.approval ■ 
by letter to the Bureau captioned ”, SAC Contact." Mark the 
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.' 
Use the following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact ’
b. Services this contact can provide .
c. Past relations with field office ’
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history ■ .
e. Derogatory information ’
f. Recommendation of SAC"

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro-> 
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal

7
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WPART IT •

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

activities or close association with other persons will be involved in \
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. . . . ’

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained' in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: : • ’ - -
a. Name of the contact . ■ • • ’ . .
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers >

' c. Nature of service which can be received . '
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual y
e. Date of first co.ntact and name of SAC first developing the contact \

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.) . - ,
f. . Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of ;

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should ’’
not be listed.

g. Any necessary.descriptive data ■ .
6. Each contact is to be indexed.in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC.” . •

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located[in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or locatedjin resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year. ■ ’ ' ■ .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another ' . .
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. \
10. Each office must submit, a complete roster of'SAC contacts to reach the

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us; Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. ' ’

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of.SAC, such SAC should visit all .
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located

, in -the field division. • '
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September 27,

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 133

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and.Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions- appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be'removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field- office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Tgble of Contents

Pages 6—

Part I '

Section 3 - Page”^^

Section 10 - Pages c3- and' . 
Pages *H^5gT12 
Page 16---

Section 12 - PageSf^^^ad—HL-

Seotion 15 - Pages A-and -2—■
Page sy3 anti’ 4
Page s '<4a'"ana—4%-
Pages 4n and
Page—4-e----
Pages y5—an-d—6- 
Page s and 8- - 
Page ^9-

Section 16 — Page s<-6—and—3a--

Part II

Section 6 — Page ’3 " 

Page s

Section 8 — Page -3— 

Pages and—4tr

Index - Pagesand—6— 
Pages '-7^'aird 0"~ 
Page s >4-3 yn d 14- '
Pages 15—a^d—16— 
Pages '1-9—arau 20 
Page s 
Page s 31 and- 
Pages ^5—and 3o—

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (27)
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ■

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various, , etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations .

local.es

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

. Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion • • ■
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants .
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau" ■
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data.. Transmit by • 
routing slip, attention Crime Records Division.

6. Dissemination
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the ' 
Bureau on request.'

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters-must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request. .
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers 'of money included in the loot taken in a bank

[ robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. [On a highly selective basis,
[ on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to
[ circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau
[ should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to

■ [ the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf—
[ ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the
[ additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval
[ must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular
[ letters.] In all instances[the circular]letter must include the following:

a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 
or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money . 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
. if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
\ collect

3
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I PART II 6E — G

J- SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC. CONTACTS
i

i

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report.

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of- addresses i's to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a- reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
i s large. . ■

, ,5. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to
-the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, csjeed, 
or religion.

6. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking. Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau -indices check may be made. ’ ,

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit ’ 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
' in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each
. department, a list of such law enforcement officials and agencies

■ whose cooperation might be helpful. Indicate by an asterisk any
change which was not previously called to the Bureau's attention. 
(1) Chiefs of police 
(2) Sheriffs
(3 ) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts
(4 ) U. S. Marshals and deputies
(5 ) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
6) Wardens of penal institutions
7) District attorneys or county prosecutors
8) Railway police (if desirable)
9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins

(10 ) Any other officials who receive identification orders

P age 
No.

b. Changes 
as they 

c. Letters

City

in the list are to be reported 
occur.
advising the Bureau of changes

"Deleted

in duplicate

are to be set

Added '

to

up

the Bureau

as indicated:

Remark s

4 Center City, Iowa John M. .Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe 
Wayne

, Sheriff 
County . ■

7 Jone sville. Iowa Richard Brown 
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith .
Con stable

George Smythe To show 
correct 
spelling
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part ir

SECTION 6. . PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension

Each field office must maintain a mailing 
. and organizations- to which identification 

circulars, and apprehension orders are to 
review annually its mailing list in order

list composed of individuals 
orders,-wanted flyers, check 
be sent. Each field office must 
to see that no data is sent-to

firms which have ceased, business or have merged with other organizations 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list. ■ . ■ ’
a

b

c

d.
e.

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of
field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on’its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates- for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position 
used rather than name of incumbent. ’
Decide what -organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear 
the list. ■ . '
(1); The quality of the -assistance the addressee is in a position

1 3

on

to

2
3

give _ ■
The cooperation which has-been-afforded
The following must appear on the list 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division 
Bureau of Customs .
Cooperative Credit Bureaus •

• Duly Constituted Law Enforce— -
’ ment Officers 

FBINA Graduates .
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza— .

tion Service j '
The following may appear on the list:

. Automobile Clubs ■
Banks .. - , *

[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys ■
County Coroners
Credit Companies

■ Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air

Force,]Army, Navy,. Marine Corps
Employment Service •
Fire Departments a
Forest.Service • . .
Gunsmiths ■

• Insurance- Companies -
Movie Studios • - -

Identification orders, wanted flyers,

Missions Providing Lodging' 
Post Office Inspectors

' Postmasters . .
Salvation Army ..‘. 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals -

.Navy Shore- Patrol ■
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers

-Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations ’ 

- Service Recruiting Officers
. State Employment Offices

State Hospitals for Insane .
Steamship Companies

. Telegraph Companies
U.- S. Attorneys ’

’ U.. S. Commissioners

and check circulars are to be
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific, request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. : .
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification-order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases. ’ .

4
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October' 28, 11^^ .

MANUAL OF RULES AND- REGULATIONS .
REVISION NUMBER 134

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the ■ 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. •

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b 
Pages 2c and 2d 
Pages 7 and 8

Section 10 - Pages 3 and 4
• Pages 11 and 12

Page 13

Section 12 - Pages 5 and 6

Part II .

Section 3 — Pages 1 and la
" Pages 3b and 4

Pages 5 and 6
’ Pages 25 and 26

Section 4 - Pages 49 and 50

Section 6 — Pages 5 and 5a

Section 7 — Pages 7 and 8-14
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 19 and 20

Section 8 — Pages 4a and 4b

Section 9 — Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 15b and 16

Index - Pages 3 and 4
Pages 9 and 10
Pages 11 and 12
Pages 17 and 18
Pages 21 and 22

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

. Director

Enclosures (24)
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PART II 6H
jk

f
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS '

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning 
!1) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a. 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates;

• incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.
(File in individual files of police agencies clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

7) Police training in colleges and universities
8) Aggravated sex offenders

(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 
the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations- being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent.that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left- at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side'of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other, 
than page number should be typed.

[ d. [Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.]
[ [e.] Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically'at

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

[ [f.] Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

[ [g.] No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification
is. required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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6H PART -II

SECTION 6 ^PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLI^JONTACTS - '■

h. If an item to be submitted appears on- more than one page of the news— ' /
paper, the words ”Continued.on page...," the subheadline on the con- \
tinned page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. ' '

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right. ' ;

j. All clippings must be complete. , ■ .
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights .violations 
and racial matters should be forwarded. . • ■

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day •
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from.

, resident agencies .the day they arrive.at" headquarters city.
3. Resident Agentsmust be alert for material appearing in the local press. _

' 4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau
a. General principle governing submissions . .

. , The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the
. SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse—

quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be ‘ . 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. ' ■ .

. b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions . . .
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, -

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be

. . submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the
[ . attention of the Central Research[Unit) ]unless transmittal

by cover letter has been specifically requested. Routing slips . .
may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative ,

■ matters, such as temporary ■ suspension of a publication (e.g., f
. .during summer months, lack of funds),' temporary delay in obtaining

, or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa—
’ . tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status

.. of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies .
’ ' which have been marked for identification '(source. Agent, date,

and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: . "Not
. Evidence."

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 

. call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information
' connected with these publications; and in those instances in

' which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or
. information should be recorded in letter form.

. (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
[ . Central ResearchtUnit,]informed on a current basis- regarding

publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
- not included in the current list of publications which is 

supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches.
' These publications would include those published by subjects

of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
. which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 

significance. .
(3) Each SA.C and each legal attache should insure that the handling 

of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure.that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis-. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip— 

‘ tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. (

5a
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January 27, 4

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 137

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and Regula
tions, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing on 
these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the' appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 7 — Pages 17 and 17a

Section

Section

Section

Part II

3 -

12 -

16 -

Page 3

- Page 6a

- Pages lb and 2

Section 9 — Pages 7 and 5 
Pages 11 and 
Pages 15 and 
Pages 15b anc 
Pages 17 and
Pages 19 and 
Pages 23 and

J 
12 
15a

L 16 
18 
20
24

Section

Section

3

4 -

Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 3b and 4
Page 5
Pages 5a and 6
Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 25 and 26

Pages 2c and 2d
Page 25
Pages 25a and 26
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38—46
Page s 47 and 48
Pages 59 and 60
Pages 63 and 64

Index - Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Page s 
Page s 
Pages 
Pages 
Page s

5.and 6
7 and 8
13 and 14
15 and 16
27 and 28
29 and 30
31 and 32
35 and 36

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 5a

Enclosures (34)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II 6H
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO' BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

11) Scientific apparatus ,
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime • - '■
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about-the publicity-. Examples: -items setting forth comments . 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits' instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.

[ (File in individual[pertinent school]files clippings relative
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities
(8 ) Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question as "to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such .items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers, Columns of Interest- by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-35O within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture- 

■or in the case of a'single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space.- Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of .newspapers 

.clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

■5
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6H PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...,'1 the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page...." should not be ’ 

■ mounted. •
i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 

from left to right. ’ , ■■ -
j. All clippings must be complete. . . '
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
and racial matters should be forwarded. ' ”

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive.at" headquarters city.'

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau .

a. General principle governing submissions .
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the 
SOG for purposes o.f information, research, and intelligence. Conse— 

' quently,’ it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica— 
tions - ’
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
■ (by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 

Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 
attention of the Central Research[Unit) ]unless transmittal 
by cover letter has been specifically requested. Routing slips 

'may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
■ matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication (e.g.,.

during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in obtaining 
or receiving particular issues of a publication, or<other informa
tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status

• of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies
which have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date, 
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: "Not 
Evidence." :

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or
' ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the.Bureau; to 

call to the attention of the Bureau specific items:of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form. ; ',

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must, keep the Bureau, attention 
Central Research[Unit,]informed on a current basis regarding 
publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
not included in the current list of publications which is 
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal'attaches.

• These publications would include those published by subjects,
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance. "

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure .that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the " 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. '

5a
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May 27, 1964

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 141 ?<

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should • 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

■ This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.-

Part I Section 4 — Pages 4a and 4b
Pages 25a and 26
Pages 37 and 38

♦

Section 5 -

Section 6 -

Page 7 Section 6 —
Pages 7a and 8 

Section 7 -
Pages 7 and 8

Pages lb and 2

Pages 23 and 24

Section 15

Section 16

Part II

Section 3 -

Pages 9 and 10 Section 8 -

- Page's 1 and 2
Section 9 —

- Pages lb and 2
Index - Pages

Pages
- Pages

Pages 9 and 10 Pages
Pages 13b and 14
Pages 15 and 15a . Pages
Pages 19 and 20 Pages
Pages 25 and 26 ..
Pages 27 and 28

Pages 1 and la
Page 3 .

Pages 23 and 24

3 and 4
21 and 22 '
25 and 26 
26a and 26b 
(Page 30a deleted) 
31 and 32 
32a and 32b

Enclosures (26)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director .
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PART II 6B

>

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

■B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ■
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. .
1. Contents . • - ’

a. Foreword by the Director • ,
b. Interesting case write-ups - .
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers .
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs

2. Distribution - -■ : ■
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing - . . •
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.

•Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi— 
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each

' office. Any additional items not listed-but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after, the field office . • 
inspection by SOG. .. .

[ b. This filefmay be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain
[ index cards.] ■ ■ -

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

lb 
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PART II6B - D f.

SECTION 6.-- PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
I

d. Each insert should be filed with the bulletin to which.it■relates. ’ .
No indexing of individual notices■contained therein is necessary. ■ '

4, Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested■author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub
ject of law enforcement'interest, including the following:' .
a. Better investigative or administrative methods, and techniques of 

any nature, particularly-’those- used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men '■ " • . - ’ * ’

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used ■ ’ . .
c. Complicated, unusual; and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work .
dt Human interest items from local police work ,

- e, • Police-and-firearms training- subjects 'h
f. Crime_prevention’articles’ from’departments which have taken, aggressive 

action to" combat- ’-juvenile delinquency u
. g. Transmit- all-material' to ’the;-Bureau’ under thecaption: : .

• Law Eriforc’ement Bulletin . : . - •
•_ ’’ ”r ' ’• Research- (Crime 'Records) .c ■

C. SPEECHES ‘
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements’. - Speaking engage

ments -are to -be handled'-"by the SAC. If he cannot handle" them, the ASAC ;
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved, as- a speaker is •

. - •’“•to be designated and the--Bureau 'a’dvised UACB.- Changes, in speaking, engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be ■
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and _
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv- (
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu- ■■

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. .

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced ’
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g; Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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June 29 j. 1964

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION NUMBER 142

RE? REVISED PAGES '

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages' indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions'.

Part I Section 6 — Page 9

Section 1 - Page.s 3 and 4 Section 7 — Pages 3 and 4
Pages 5 and 6

Section 8 - Pages 11 and 12
Section 4 - Pages 3 and 4 Page 12a

Pages 21 and 22
Section 12 - Pages la and 2

Pages 3 and 4 Section 9 - Pages 15 and 15a
Pages 23 and 24

Section 14 - Pages 11c a 3^d 12
Index

Part II
Pages 11 and 12

Section 3 - Pages 5a and 6 Pages 17 and 18
Pages 13 and 13a Pages 19 and 20
Pages 13b and 14 Pages 23 and 24
Pages 15 and 15a Pages 37 and 38
Pages 29 and 30

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b
Pages 2c and 2d
Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7 and 8 .

• Pages 25a and 26
Pages 27 and 28
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 57a and 58

Enclosures (31)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar-Hoover

Director
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PART II 6L - N

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:

14.

15.

a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
c. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of 

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of 
i. In the principal cities:

!1 ) Mayors
2) Chiefs of police
3) Officials of newspapers, includ—

• ing publishers, managing editors,
oity editors of leading newspapers 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio stations ’

(5) Heads of- outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern
ment and business

(9) Heads of larger universities
(10) Outstanding religious leaders 

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information obtained after

commerce

(11) Top representatives 
of airlines

(12) Managers of leading 
airports

(13) Top representatives 
of railroads

(14) Managers of leading 
railroad stations

(15) Top representatives 
of telephone companies

(16) Top representatives 
of Western Union

(17) Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels

(18) Heads of better 
business bureaus

(19) Heads of leading 
banks -

the Bureau has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. AMERICAN LEGION CONTACTS
The SAC or ASAC shall contact at least once each year all national officers, 
departmental (state) officers, and members of the Americanism Commission 
of The American Legion. A letter shall be submitted on March 15 of each 
year showing that the above American Legion officials have been contacted.

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 

[ effective. [The number of contacts made by him and representatives of his
[ office and the material furnished news media will be considered in appraising
[ the maximum effectiveness of this program.] ■

9
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March 29, 1965

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION NUMBER 151

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these- old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field-office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents — Pages-3
Page s—5—and-6-

Part I ■

Section 6 — Pages-4—and—la 
Page s" 7 aad '0

Section 4 - Pages '2a -and—2 b
Section 7 — Pages -5 jnd 0-----

Section -8 — Pages 1 and la V
Section 8 - Page—1— /

Pages -La.. a nd-2 
PageVjT'

Section 12 - Pages-.5 and-1 fr

Section 14 - Pages^Sa iTEd—

Section 17 (New section) 
Pages -1 -and~2 
Page 3"..... ‘

Part II

Section 2 - Pages 
Pages

Section 9 - Pages x3—and 4'

Index - Page s <_L_.gjd- 2------- 
Page -£&- ‘
Pages -S—and-6. (Pages 6a

‘ ■" ’ and 6b deleted)
Pages -7—aHd 8— 
Pages "9 and "10■ 
Pages 11 and 12-"

- Pages 13—and- 14- 
Pages and-l^lb—
Page M-a—.
Pages and—3-6

Seotion 3 - Pages 17 tgadTS "

• Section 4 — Pages -43 ■ and Id 
Pages "2~9~~a-nd- 30 
Page—dS-

Enclosures (31)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
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PART II

i

' SECTIO^o. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PwSlC CONTACTS

2. Requesting authority-for release ■ -
a. By teletype

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
■ case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 

UACB are to be furnished the Bureau. •
b. By telephone where time is of essence

Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative- clearance and' with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance,

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC.

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected ' 
by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed

, word for word. Itjis not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays.

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public interest 
no statement should' be put in an announcement to the press to the effect • 
that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes without 
specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 
the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to speak for 
itself.

6. On—the—spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
, in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 

Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details. ■

[ 7. In the normal process of issuing press releases,[television and radio
[ media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press release,
[ and]Bureau personnel should no.t submit to live, filmed, [or tape—
[ recorded interviews of any kind in connection with it.] Tact and
[ . diplomacy must be exercised in declining to participate in such interviews.

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances dp exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such reques-t.’

9. In -cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out—of—state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts that 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, a.nd the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonioally and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

la
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PART II 1

section 6. Publications, press, and public contacts

A. PRESS RELEASES
Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following-instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.)
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not 'involving other field divisions, national 
policy, .national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the. following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made.
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved
d. White Slave Traffic Act
e. ■ Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of 

deserters
f. . Illegal wearing of uniform
g. Impersonation 2...
h. National Firearms Act .
i, . Federal Firearms Act ■ ' .

Extortion
ko Red Cross Act
1. Theft from interstate Shipment
m. May Act
no Patent matters
o. ' Copyright matters
p. Federal Reserve Act . .
q.o Mail fraud
r» Falsely claiming citizenship
So Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
to Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn 

,Uo Crimes on the high seas
Vo National Bankruptcy Act
Wo Theft, embezzlement, robbery,, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
Xo Crimes on Indian reservation
y. Crimes on Government reservation
Zo Bills of Lading Act

aa„ False entries in records of interstate carriers
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass
ac„ Interstate transportation of gambling devices
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets
aeo Interstate transportation of obscene matter
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised)

ai. Bank robbery
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
6-30-58.
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PART II

PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, ANl^UBLIC CONTACTS

' activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ‘ '

■4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three- by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card- is to 
contain: . .
a. Name of the contact
b. -Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c. Nature of service which can be received

’ d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual 
' e, Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. ■

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC."

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located[in areas regularly covered by road trip's 
out of headquarters city or located]in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year..

8. . Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to- another city located within another

. field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. .

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC’ contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. • If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth.. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. .

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of.SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in-addition leading officials located 
in -the field division. _

8
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PART II 6& -

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
3

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business,’ or 
industry,. Do not include Law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information, Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. • The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.- ■

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
sources of information. [For security sources of information,]see 
section 10711, item 3b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions for 
form to-be followed;[for racial sources of information, see section 130G, 
item .2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions.] If the security 
or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization 
and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information 
must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters. _ .

4. Gifts should not be given to .sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do fender extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC,

2. A complete file review must be made on each contact (file review on 
spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary .unless special 
circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval 
by letter to the Bureau captioned "_ , SAC Contact." Mark the
letter for the attention of the Crime Records Division.
Use the' following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Derogatory information 
f. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication,. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single—page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because -of business connections or personal

7
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December 27,

MA.NUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 160 ’

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearin 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom o 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is- received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 6 — Pages 1 and la .

Section

Part II

10 - Page 2a Section

Index

9 — Pages 
Pages

11 and 12 '
15b and 15c

Section 3 - Pages 
Pages 
Page 
Pages

1 and la
15c and 16

17 •
29 and 30

Pages 3
■ Pages 13

and 4 
and 18

. /

Section 4 - Pages 
Pages 
Pages 
Pages

2c and 2d
3 and 4
11 and 12
23 and 24 •

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoovei’ 

. Director

Enclosures (14)
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PART II •
. S]WlON 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, A^T PUBLIC CONTACTS

A. PRESS RELEASES ■
Employees are forbidden, to furnish, to the press either ■'directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) ‘
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 

■authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau
is to be advised that such releases have been made.
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards- are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide— 

spread rings are involved • • .
d. White Slave Traffic Act
e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of 

des erters
f. Illegal wearing of uniform . . ,

• go Impersonation __  ...... ■
. h. National Firearms Act ' . ; . .

io Federal Firearms Act _ _ ■
. jo Extortion

ko Red Cross Act . •
1. Theft from interstate shipment ’
m. May Act - • . . • _
n. Patent matters • _ ‘ .
o. Copyright matters •
p. Federal Reserve Act , '. . , . '
q.o Mail fraud . "
ro Falsely claiming citizenship ’ .
So -Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
to- Illegal -manufacture, sal-e, -or use of military cremation urn 
Uo Crimes on the high seas 
Vo National-Bankruptcy Act 
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or’ destruction of 

Government property .
xo Crimes on Indian reservation -
y. Crimes on Government reservation ■

' z» Bills of Lading Act - . ■ . -
aa„ False entries in records’of interstate carriers , ‘
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass .
ac<> Interstate transportation of gambling devices ,

• ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets ; 
ae» Interstate transportation of obscene matter

' af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 
. conditional release violator or probation violator- .
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property - -
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid

. confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still
to be promptly advised) •

ai. Bank robbery . ,
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle . '

■ ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS I

2. Requesting authority for release
a. By teletype ' ’

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau.

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone•the Bureau 
for clearance.

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC.

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected 
by developments.^ All material prepared for the public must be .reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, dr 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays. - - ' .

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public interest, 
no statement should be put in an announcement to the press to the effect' 
that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes without 
specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 
the fact that a subject has given a- confession is included in a complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment” reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to speak for 
itself.

6. On—the—spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

[ 7. In the normal process of issuing press releases, [either local or national,
[ SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances for television and raiio,
[ provided no interviews are conducted and there is absolutely no elaboration
[ over and above the original 'press release. These conditions should be made
[ known in advance to television and radio station representatives when such
[ requests are received.] ' ...

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative o'f. a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request.

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement-to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the sdene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the EBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out—of—state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts that • 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for. 
the, incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the ■ 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

la
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March 28, 1966

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 163 '

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages may be noted by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until, the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual' revisions. .

Table of Contents

Pages 5 and 6

Part ..I

Section 2 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 3 - Page 3

Section 11 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 13 Pages 3 and 4

Section 16 - Pages lb and 2

Part II

Section 2 - Pages 7a and 8

Section 3 - Pages lb and 2
Page 19
Pages 19a and 20

Section 4 - Pages 23 and 24’

Section 5 - Page 2a
Pages 3 and 3a •

Section 6 - Page 9

Index

Pages 3 and 4 ‘ ,
Page 4a
Pages 7 and 8
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 15 and 16 (Pages 14c and 14d 

deleted)
Pages 17 and 18 ■
Pages 18a and 18b
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 22a and 22b
Pages 25 and 26
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38

Very truly yours,

* John Edgar Hoover

Director
Enclosures (26)
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PART II 6L - N

13.

14.

15.

SECTION- 6. PUBLICATION’S, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include: •
a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
o. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce 
i. Tn the principal cities:

(1) Mayors (11)
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ—. (12)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) 
heads of n’ewspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14) 
most important radio stations

(5) Heads of- outstanding or more (15)
important civic clubs, such as
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16)

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce (17)

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern— (18)
ment and business

(9) Heads of larger universities (19)
(io) Outstanding religious leaders

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau

Top representatives 
of airlines
Managers of leading 
airports -
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding, and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks

has approved the
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

[ M. [DELETED] - .

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of 
leading newspapers must be contacted by SACs. Smaller newspapers and other 
news media are not to be neglected, however, and, throughout his tenure in a 
field -office, the SAC must insure that his press contacts are continuously 
effective. The number of contacts made by him and representatives of his 
office and the material furnished news media will be considered in appraising 
the maximum effectiveness of this program.

9
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January 27, 1967

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS- 
REVISION 1-74

RE: REVISED PAGES

I I
3

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered, letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents - S anA Section 6 - Pages

Part I

Section 3 - Page^-S^5®^

Section 5 - Pages -i—aird~'2— 
Pages -3~and 4----  
Page s qnd .Pi

Section 6 - Pages '7~and -6— 
Page s end—10—

Section 12 - Pages la■ and "g"' 
Pages -0- and -10----

Section 14 - Pages IO—

Section 16 - Pages;ft~~aIlQ la—-.
Pages r3 afrtl 3a-----  
Pages -X_2jui-©—•

Part II

Section 1 - Pages ‘S-a—6—-

Section 2 - Pages -7a a__ 
Pages and-1©—

Section 3 - Pagoe i anA yi - 
Pages “15"“and'T^—.

Section 7 - Pages •■5~—6—(Pages 6a 
Pages J and -8 — and 6b 
Pages -9- -and-10—d-e let e d ) 
Page 11-14 
Pages 23- and- 24 — 
Page -36-'
Pages -25a- gird—3^ 
Pages -&7—srftd—20 

Pages 20-~and—30—> 
Pages ^1—emi-U2 '

Section 8 - Pages Aa—and -■ 

Pages 7—and—8—- 
Pages <-Q=andT'lG--

Section 9 - Pages—l—a&d—2^ 
Pages -3—and-—4—

Index

Page s l^nd 2----
Page
Pages 10-----
Pages 1 4a—and^41?4h.—
Page s'T7—and—18-' -
Pages “2'3TarTd =34—
Pages, 31--a-nd-..-A.g- , 
Pages 32 a ■ and—33b—
Pages a rrt— 33d
Pages 39—and—80— •
Page sTTah d“—82—-.

Section 4 - Pages ~&3~ and 64—-

Section 5 - Pages zS^anil 3a

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (47)
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PART II 6E — G

f SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin hy letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report. .

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addresses is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee*s name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3

' above. Sub—A files may be used when the number- of replies to be filed
■ is large. .
[ [5. [A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed
[ in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies.
[ Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66
[ file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a
[ year old if it is no longer needed.]

[6.1 Circular letters and other information to be distributed or-released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to ’any race, creed, 
or religion. .

[7.] Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in-particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS ,
1. Law enforcement officials

a. On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
in duplicate, and with a space left between the officials of each 
department, a list of such lav/ enforcement officials and agencies 
whose cooperation might be helpful. Indicate by an asterisk any 
change which was not previously called to the Bureau's attention.
(1) Chiefs of police
[2) Sheriffs - .

‘ (3) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers
in command of districts ' • .

(4) U. S. Marshals and deputies
(5) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
(6) Wardens of penal institutions 
(7 
(8

District attorneys or county prosecutors 
Railway police (if desirable)

(9) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
(10) Any other officials who receive identification orders

Page 
No .

b. Changes 
as they 

c. Letters

City

in the list are to be reported 
occur.
advising the Bureau of changes

Deleted

in duplicate to

are to be set up

Added

the Bureau

as indicated

Remark s

[
4 Ceni 

[ zip
;er City, 
code ]

Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe 
Wayne

, Sheriff 
County

[
7 Jonesville, 

[zip code]
Iowa Richard Brown 

Chief of Police
De ceased 

successor 
not named

[
3 Brownsville, 

[zip code]
Iowa George Smith 

Con stable
George Smythe To show 

correct
spelling

• 3a
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6G PART --II

[

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ' '

2. Identification orders,.-wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension

Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office-.mailing list. ‘ •
a. Addressograph plates are to'be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA graduates.) Title of position 
used rather than name of incumbent, ■ •

b,. Decide what organizations
the list.

individuals, or concerns are to appear

is

on

o. •

a. 
e.

1

2
3

The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 
give . ■ ■ ■ . : ' - ■ • • •. .
The- cooperation which has been afforded - ■ " ‘

..The following must appear on the list: - ' - - .-
. Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division - 
Bureau of Customs ■ '
Cooperative Credit' Bureaus , - -
Duly Constituted Law Enforce— • ' ' 
ment Officers

EBINA Graduates
Hotels ■ . . ’ • ‘ ■
Immigration and Naturalize— • ’

tion Service - •
The following may appear on the list 
Automobile Clubs
Banks .
[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys - '
County Coroners ; '
Credit Companies - ' '
Detective Agencies ■
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air ‘ -

Eorce,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps ’ 
Employment Service -
Fire Departments - •' :
Forest Service ■ - '
Gunsmiths ' ’ ’ ‘
Insurance Companies - ’ ■
Movie Studios ■ ■ ’

to

Missions Providing Lodging
■ Post Office Inspectors 

■ Postmasters . •
• Salvati on-Army '
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals '

Navy Shore Patrol '
Oil Company Special Agents " 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers

‘ Protective Associations-
Race Tracks •
Savings and Loan Associations 

’ Service Recruiting Officers . 
• State Employment Offices

State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies

. Telegraph Companies .
U. S, Attorneys
U. S. Commissioners

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution'of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution. -
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases. ■ '

4
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December 29, 1967
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 186

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated $elow pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith,i which have been revised. Revisions appearing’ 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Section 4 - Pages Sa—and__ 2b—

Section 1 - Pages 1 and 2 Section 6 - Pages^Hz-and—8—

Section 13 - Page sSection 7 - Page" Oa"

Section 14 - PageS'- Index
Pages 8-—.
Pages',>S—TO Pages 13 ana- 14"

, Page sr-9r5—annl~l0- •
| Part II

Section 3 - Pages 29^aHa—3^-

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (11)
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PART II 6K - L •

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry,, Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. Ari index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source’of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to. do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate ’ 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index.

2. Files ■ • .
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of' sources 
of information.

3. Security and racial sources of information
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
sources of information. For security sources of information, see 
section 107N, item 3b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions for 
form to be followed; for racial sources of information, see section 130G,' 
item 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security 
or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization 
and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information 
must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 

. certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

L. SAC CONTACTS ' • ' -
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

[ 2. A complete file review must be madetand an FD-9 submitted]on each contact
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 

[ [e. Results of Identification Division check]
[ [f.] Derogatory information
[ [g.] Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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PART II6.L

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not nro- 
nosing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other'persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact,

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain:
a. Name of the contact • -
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of . 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. • -

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, • 
"See SAC." '

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those loc-ated in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. •

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making- them more "FBI minded" and . 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. ■ '

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. .

8
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May 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AUD REGULATIONS
REVISION 191 '

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages. ■

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. •

Part I

Section 6 - Pages <4c nniV-ia—

Section 15 - Pages and~2~~ 
. Pages S^andT"^—

Part II

Section 1 - Pager"^

Section 3 - Pages 3—and.,3a.■
Page-^b—

' Pages "Sis—and—4-----
Pages -.J.5 ^ad—15a- -
Pages .15b and 15e-
Pages -2-5 innl 2 0

Section 4 - Pages 29 and 30'

Section 6 - Pages 3 and 3a
Pages' -^b 4

Section 7 - Pages anti 16~
Pages -13^a»d"'17a

Section 8 - Pages -1~—

Section 9 - Pages'-lSd "and 10'

Index

Pages 53^and~2~
Pag e s 5 ■■3TC1 0"..

Page s—17-"and 10
Page^^SS-'-and-'-S-O—-

(Pages 24c, 24d 24e, 
and 24f deleted)

Pages ^6a and--86b~
Pages<_2.6c_^nd- 26d—*
Pages 34- and”‘3'2—

Pages -37 and SO •
Pages
Pages 4540—

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (27)
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PART II 6D - E

, SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
. write-up interesting. - The photographs should not necessarily be of 

subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs' submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 

. photographs has any bbjection to their- being reproduced in publi
cations. ' ,

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
' . of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 

documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
. the portion of’the write-up to which it pertains. ’

. Do not:- . . . ■ - ■ ’ ’ - • f -
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title'and NA affilia

tion ‘ - . . -' • •
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents As si stance,Act of 1950 
c. Show aliases, of victims of WSTA cases

■ d. Use complicated sentence-structure - -
e. Use technical references to statutes .'

, • „ f. Express personal-'- opinions ■ -• ' ■ ■' ‘ .
-. g. Reveal identity bf confidential informants "' “

• . h. 'Use Bureau'expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i ." Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, 'sex of fenders, " and 

■parole violators but submit’these,by letter .
■j.-i Use'- adjectives- excessively . V’

5. Transmittal ■ A' - -
Set forth all data nece.ssary for Bureau* s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by .

' routing slip'' attention- Crime Records Division. '" ’1. :
6. Dis-semination ‘

: New ones issued- by’"the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there.is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be’ furnished by the 
Bureau on request. •— 1

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS,’TRADE' AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS ' ' "' J •
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance-by thd Bureau and. sent in 

by the office initiating the request; •
2. SACs-may approve the use of a circular letter-directed to banking- 

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 

[ robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. [On a highly selective basis,
[ on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to
[ circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau
[ should be notified that this.action is being taken unless advised to
[ - the contrary. Communications setting but- such leads must include suf—
[ ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate.and justify the
[ additional circularization. 'In all’other cases-prior Bureau approval
[ must be obtained in accordance-’ with existing rules governing circular
[ letters.] In all instances[the-circular]letter must include the following:

a. A brief concise statement concerning - the■bank robbery, bank burglary, 
or bank.larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, . the serial numbers’of which are- known . .

b. List of known serial'numbers according to denomination,' series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the tele-phone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

3
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6E - GPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its’next report. . - . ' ■ ,r

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed., A list, of addressees is' to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name-is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely, negative 
should not be.filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance- with item. 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. . ' . . . •

5. A 66 file may be opened.-to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and' replies.. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 

" -file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed. . . ■ .-.

6. Circular letters and other' inf ormation.- to be distributed^ or released to 
the public must be so worded as. to be unobjectionable ■ to- any race, creed, 
or religion. , , . ....... . ’

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau-approval^ be used to publicize 
information concerning, fugitives known to be active.in particular trades,

■ businesses, or professions. .The. field office where■the. publication is 
located should.check its indices concerning the publication,.as well as .

■ the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be.furnished■so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. is *

F. RADIOBROADCASTS" ' .
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made‘in hot-pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license- number ,• 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son. . . . i ... > V . . - - * . *- , ' . .. A. . ■ - • - ' S' * . - • -

G. FIELD" OFFICE LISTS _ ’
1 .' Law enforcement officials - ‘ - ■■ •

[ [On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward - to . the. Bureau
[ a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and
[ agencies whose cooperation might-be helpful. One'of the,two following. . .
[ . procedures should be used:] ■ . - .?•.•••■■ - - •
[ a. [(1)] On March 1 of each year all field offices shall’forward to

■the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between, the of-
[ . ficials-of each Department,[the ligt described above.] Indicate

• - by an asterisk-any change which was not previously .called
to the Bureau’s attention. - .... .

[ ’ [(a)] Chiefs of police ■ ' • . ' r- .
[ [(b)] Sheriffs : . : . t
[ ' [ (c) ] State .police or, highway patrol commanders and ranking officers

. in command of districts . : . -r • . •
[ ’ [(d)] U. S. Marshals and deputies .
[ ’ , [(e)] Ranking Federal law enforcement officers :■ > . - .
[ [(f)] Wardens of penal institutions - -
[ [igj] District attorneys or county prosecutors
[ . [(h)] Railway,police. (if desirable.) , • . ■ - .
[ • [ (i)] Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins . .
[ [ (j )] Any other officials who receive identification orders

■ [(?)] Changes in the list.are to be reported, in duplicate to the
Bureau.as they occur,'. . .

3a
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PART II 6G

S ECHOIC 6 PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[ [(3)] Letters advising the Bureau of changes
. Page • .. o- ■ .

No. City Deleted

4 Center'City,. Iowa,- John M. Doe, Sheriff
• • zip code ' . - • Wayne- County . . .

7 Jonesville-,. Iowa. Richard Brown
, • zip code- - - . ' , . Chief of Police .i

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
■ - zip code " • .7 - Constable- ; > -

[b. As an alternative, offices which believe it

are to be set up as indicated

Added : Remarks

R. Roe, Sheriff • 
Wayne County . -

. • ■ Deceased
... ■ successor

• : . not named

George Smythe . To show 
• : - - 1 . correct

. ■ ■ spelling
. , will save time and
[ material may make any necessary changes; as they occur in this
[ . list, by typing the- appropriate; change -on. a. strip of paper which
[ will be taped over the item to be corrected. The page bearing the
[ . - . correction may; then-be_, reproduced .on Xerox equipment and the new
[ copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended
[ pages may then be furnished to the'. Bureau ..and interested employees
[ in the offices. In. .this procedure-,; ii is necessary to appropriately
[ . , flag each individual change so-- that:. it> may be readily identified ■
[ - without .the neces-sity of a name-by-name review. Offices- using this
[ procedure must make the customary annual’. review of the list and
[ submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that
[ the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.] '

3b
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6G PART II

2.

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension

Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which Adenti-fication orders; wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to- be sent. Each fields office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other-'o'rganizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each' year by every-'of-fi'cO', at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list. ' ’ A- •• - ‘ ' '• ■ .
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared- at the Bureau upon receipt of

field request. (The Bureau will prepare
Addressograph. plates f’or new FBINA graduates

on its own initiative
) - Title of -position

b
used rather than name of incumbent-. ’ : _
■Decide what-,-organizations , individuals, or'concerns-are" to'appear 
the list..- 7 -v■ A- ■'W -- '•
(1) . The- quality of the assistance, the' addressee is in apposition

on

to

c.

d. 
e.

2
3'

-. - gi ve . , . ? - -j ■ v -A' :: u: ■
) The cooperation which' has been afforded •* ■ ; ' •' ” - .
) The following; mus.t -appear on the list: -J:. - o -

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division •' ' Missions Providing Lodging-
•Post Office Inspectors 

■ Postmasters “• ■'
- Bureau of Customs .
. Cooperative Credit- Bureaus . • . • ' =

, Duly Constituted Law Enforce— . : 
ment Officers. ■; = ■ ■ : : . .

FBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
I The following may appear on the list: 

Automobile Clubs
Banks

[Car Rental Agencies]
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies .
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air

Force,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest/Service
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies
Movie Studios

Identification orders, wanted flyers 
furnished newspapers and periodicals

Salvation Army
■Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies
Telegraph Companies '
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

and check circulars are to be 
only upon their specific request.

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a -wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be. circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases. .

. 4 :
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August 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 194 .

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Index

Section 12 - Pags=l^—■

Section 14 - Pages 1-5—ail'd" 1-6-

Section 16 - Pages ^Ib^and--3— 
Pages —3 ■■and-Oa

Part II

Section 3 - Page s- 'S-^ud-lO----  
Page s,-4S=3Ka=i,5'37 
Pages 15d and 16

Section 4 - Page -41-‘46—'

Section 6 - Pages—1- ami-"la----

Section 8 - Pages 4

Pages 
Pages 
Pages- 
Pages 
Page s

Page s 
Pages 
Page s 
Pages

l-an-d 8—
'ID JACK) '
17 'ahd”l*8'~
19 ■ &nd--gQ~~

(Pages 24a and

2^c—2UU
g6e—affd'~2-6f - •
4-5—and—44----

24b deleted)

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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PART II

SECT 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND LIC CONTACTS

A. PRESS RELEASES
Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460. )
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies,-state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made.
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed

. b. Selective Service cases,, except when.draft boards are involved .
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are involved
d. White Slave Traffic Act
e. Deserter cases, except'charges growing out of the harboring of 

deserters
f. Illegal wearing of uniform • ■
g. Impersonation
h. National Firearms Act

[ i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or
[ . receipt of firearms] ■ ’

j. Extortion ■
k. Red Cross Act • ■ '
1. Theft from interstate shipment
m. May Act - • ’ .......
n. Patent matters
o. Copyright matters
p. Federal Reserve Act
q. Mail fraud . " ’
r. Falsely claiming citizenship ' ■
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn

• u. Crimes on the high seas
v. National Bankruptcy Act ’ ■' " ’
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
x. Crimes on Indian reservation
y. Crimes on Government- reservation
z. Bills of Lading Act . . ■ . :

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices ‘
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets ' ' " ■ ’
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter 1
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property . " ‘

. ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 
confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised) . , ‘

ai. Bank robbery ’ 
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act •

1
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6A PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS I

2. Requesting authority for.release
a. By teletype

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau. ■

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which-a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching,, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance. . , ■

■ 3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence
by the ASAC. . ' .

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters.and the local area affected 
■ by developments.^ All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 

word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed,, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever , 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays.

5. In the. absence of an overriding consideration- bearing on the public- interest, 
no statement should be put in an announcement to the press-to the effect ' 

. that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his- crimes without
specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. When 
the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a. complaint 
and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment” reply should 
be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to speak for 
itself. ■ ‘

. 6. On—the—spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on—the—spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in- gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent., Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details. .

[ 7. In the normal process of issuing press releases,[either local or national,
[ SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances for television and radio,
[ provided no interviews are conducted and there is absolutely no elaboration
[ over and above the original press release. These conditions should be made
[ known in advance to television and radio station representatives when such
[ requests are received.] . - -. .

’ 8. In the absence of special circumstances. Bureau Agents should never suggest
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special • 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request. .

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by handling 
out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts that 
may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement • 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for. 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

la 
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September 27, 1968
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 195

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be' inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the•appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. ■

Table of Contents Index

Pages 1 and 2 Pages 3 and 4
Pages 5 and 6 Pages 9 and 10

Pages 21 and 22
Part I • Pages 37 and 38

Pages 41 and 42
Section 2 - Deleted

Section 12 - Page 1

Section 16 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 3 and 3a

Part II

Section 3 - Page 3b
Pages 9 and 10

' Pages 15 and 15a

Section 4 - Pages 49 and 50
Pages 65 and 66

• ' Page 67

Section 5 - Pages 3b and 4

Section 6 - Pages 7 and 8 .

Section 7 - Pages 17 and 17a

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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6K - L?PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in. the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers .unless they are.un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information. . . . , - ■ ; - . „ '

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents.. An inde>: may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and-the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be. 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the .
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. . Cards are to be deleted when obsolete. .

Index sources of information in the general office index; d,o not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from -the special 
source of information index. .

2. Files .
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information. . . •

3. Security and racial sources, of information ' • • • -
Every[sixJmonths a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to .security and racial 
sources of information. For security sources ' of , information, see ■ 
section 107N, item 3b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions for

■ form to be followed; for racial sources of.information, see-section 13OG, 
item 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of .Instructions,. If the .security 
or racial source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization 
and is being used regularly, the A.gent handling .the source of information 
must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment ’ ~ 
letters. ' ' . . .. .

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be . 
misconstrued. . . , . , . - . ' . ,

SAC CONTACTS - ’ / . • . • . - , ; .
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly _ 
valuable assistance' to the FBI upon- the request of the SAC. /. ■ 1. .. > '

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each.contact 
• (file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary .unless 

special circumstances prevail).
3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 

letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office '
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

.7 . -
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6L PART II

SECTION 6 PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must he alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not nro- 
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association- with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse- investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize- on their friendly association with 
the SAC. - ' ■ - : . . ' ’ . ’ -

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five-inch card on each 'contact is 'to be retained in an SAC • 
contact box in- the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to

• contain: ,
a. Name of the contact •„ . .

' b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers . ’
• c. Nature- of service which can be received

d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual, 
e. Date of first-contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

■ (Show in the lower,left corner on the front of the card.) • ‘
f. Dates ?of contacts'by the' SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
■ hot’be listed.’ ■ r . . , , ; - :

' g. Any necessary descriptive- data ‘ ; .. ' • ■ . i .c -
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation,- 
"See SAC. " ’ ' ' ' ' ' -

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted’-at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered‘by road trip-s 
out of headquarters -city or -located in. resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.’ ' -• ■ ■ . ’ . •

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
... contact is transferred or moves to another city located.within' another 

field division, a copy-of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.’ ■’ ":

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contact’s to reach the

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data,, such informa—, 
tion should be set forth. Tf there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such .

- material is not welcomed by any. SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. - . . . " • :

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties'of SAC, such SAC should visit'all 
- persons listed as SAC- contacts and in addition leading- officials located 

• in the. "field--division.

8
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December 27
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Section 7 - Pages 20a and 20b

Part I Index
•

Section 4 - Pages 7 :and 8 Pages 1 and 2
Page '14a

Section 11 - Pages 3 and 4 Pages 17 and 18
Pages 19 and 20

Section 14 - Page 5
Page s 7 and 8
Pages 9 and 10

Part II •

Section 6 - Pages 3b and 4

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (11)



' PART II 6G

SECTIONPUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBjW CONTACTS

r
( Page 

No.

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes

City Deleted

are to be set up

Added '

as indicated:

Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
zip code . Wayne County

R. Roe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

•

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown
zip code ■- Chief of Police

Deceased 
. successor 

not named

A ’
3

b.

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith 
zip code Constable

As an alternative, offices which believe it 
material may make any necessary changes as

George Smythe. To show
, . correct

spelling 
will save time and 

they occur in this
. list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which

[ will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the •
[ revision will be typed oh a strip of paper and will be taped
[ under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the

correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has- is accurate and current. .

3b
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6G PART II

SECTION 6. RUSTICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2 . Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension f
orders ■ „ x
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing, list in order to see- that no data is’ sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be- conducted by Agents each year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine- whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (The Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative. 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are. to appear on 
the list.
(1) The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position.to 

gi ve ' ’
(2) The cooperation which has been afforded
(3) The following must appear on the list:

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division Missions Providing Lodging
Bureau of Customs Post Office Inspectors
Cooperative Credit Bureaus Postmasters
Duly Constituted Law Enforce— Salvation Army “ "

ment Officers " Secret Service
FBINA Graduates .• ' U. S.. Marshals
Hotels :
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) The following may appear on the list:

Automobile Clubs Navy Shore Patrol (
Banks Oil Company Special Agents

[Car Rental Agencies] Parole and Probation Officers
County Attorneys Plant Quarantine Officers
County Coroners Protective Associations
Credit Companies Race Tracks
Detective Agencies Savings and Loan Associations
Enlistment Officers,[U. S. Air Service Recruiting Officers

Force,]Army, Navy, Marine Corps State Employment Offices
Employment Service State Hospitals for Insane
Fire Departments Steamship Companies
Forest Service Telegraph Companies
Gunsmiths U. S. Attorneys
Insurance Companies U. S. Commissioners
Movie Studios 

c. .Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason- exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution, 

d. Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels, 
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized oh 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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APRIL 25, 1969
MA.NUAL .OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 202

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part II Section 6 - Pages

Section 3 ~ Page— Section 7 - Pages-

Page^l^ -
Page-? 
Pages ’raiT'a'ilU 2.11}Pages .l,9a-^nd -2-0

Pages -55— Sftchl ATI R — Pa rfo T « — 3 im ■w w v u. w AA M A » g C Ll. nJ. -&ZXS A&

Section 4

Pages 6a and 6b

- Pages auiit-8"“ Index
-4^'add -

Page s and 2' '
Pages X5--find-^6' PageC2s4a*.

Pages 0 “
• lagcS i.'U"

i ago s < e / “ auu' tu
Xages ‘JX anu, a.
Pages <39 and vtT

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(-3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:
Page

I'i 0 • City Deleted Added Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff
zip code Wayne County Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown. - - Deceased
zip code Chief of Police successor 

not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith. George Smythe- ' To show
zip code Constable •' '. , . correct

’ ’ ‘ spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this . '
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the ■
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected.. Copies of the amended

‘ pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees ‘ 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

L.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Identification orders, wanted flyers, check circulars, and apprehension 
orders
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, check 
circulars, and apprehension orders are to be sent. Each field office must 
review annually its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to 
firms which have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. 
A survey should be conducted by Agents each; year by every office, at the 
time the field office mailing list is purged, to determine whether addi
tional names of individuals and businesses should be added to the field 
office mailing list.
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at the Bureau upon receipt of

field request. (The Bureau will prepare on its own initiative
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates. ) Title of position is

b.
used rather than name of incumbent; . • .
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on

c.

d. 
e.

the list. • ■ . ■ . ....
The quality of the assistance the addressee is in a position 
give
The cooperation which has been afforded
The following must appear on the list:
Alcohol, Tobacco[and Firearms] 

Division
Bureau of Customs-
Cooperative Credit Bureaus-
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
The following may appear on the list: 
Automobile Clubs 
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

to

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors

. Postmasters ■ 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.
Give consideration to the desirability of circularizing motels. 
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initia-te distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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JULY 28, 1969
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 205

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and 'the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old ’pages. ■

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. ■

Table of Contents

Pages 1 and 2

Part I

Section 5 - Pages 1 and 2

Section 11 - Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4
Page 5

Section 12 - Pages 5 and 6
Pages 6a and 6b

Part II ’

Section 3 - pages 25 and 26

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b
Pages 7 and 8
Page 15 ■
Pages 65 and 66

Section 6 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 7 - Pages 7 and 8 ■
Pages 15 and 16

. Pages 21 and 21a
Pages 31 and.32

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 9 - Pages 15d and 16 .
Page 25

Index

Pages 1 and 2 ■
Pages 15 and 16
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 27 and 28 (Pages 26c,26d,26e, 

and 26f deleted)
Pages 28a and 28b
Pages 28c and 28d
Pages 31 and 32
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 39 and 40
Pages 45 and 46

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (31)
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6K - LPART II
PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND l^klC CONTACTS

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
■ industry,, Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un

usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA f.acility, or 
by type of information. .

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office'space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be . .
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete. •

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove- 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index. .

2. Files ' ‘
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information. ' ■

3. .Security and racial sources of information ■
[ Every six months a letter of justificationE(FD-401)]should be submitted

to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial
[ sources of information. [Follow instructions set out in]section 130G, item

2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or racial 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters..

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed. "

L. SAC CONTACTS ; . . .
1, SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly
■ valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary-unless 
special circumstances prevail). ‘ '

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter

• for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC •

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to"the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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6L PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize o.n their friendly association with 
the SAC. ■

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three- by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
c ontain:
a. Name of the contact ■
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and-name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the, SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
' not be listed. ■

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ’ 
"See SAC."

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at.least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies mus.t be contacted 
at least two times each year. .

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there, are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches ' 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and _ 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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OCTOBER 31, 1969 .
MA.NUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on .these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the, pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old■ corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I . Sect! on 8 - Pages 4a and 4b
Page s 27 and 28

Section 4 - Pages 15 and 16
Index

Part II
Pages 1 and 2

Section 1 - Pages 9a and 10 Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22

Section 2 - Page '7 Pages 27 and 28
0 • Pages 28a and 28b

Section 3 - Pages 15 and 15a Pages 31 and 32
Pages 33 and 34

Section 4 - Pages 1 and la Page :34a
■ Pages 2c and 2d Pages 37 and 38

Pages 9 and 10 Pages 41 and 42
Pages 29 and 30 Pages 43 and 44
Pages 50a and 50b

Section 6 - Pages 5 and 5a

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (23)
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fp PART 11 6H

' SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
r
( H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
x 1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods ’

(5 ) Economics
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern 
11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary.. If possible, show author.

2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: .items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits’ instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him-to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.

[ (File in individual[pertinent school]files clippings relative
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7) Police training in colleges and universities 
f 8 ) Aggravated sex offenders
(9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members- of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases.- These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question as to what

v action should be taken ask for specific instructions.
(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 

not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau's attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course^ be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD—350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a’ single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does -not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

o. The large clock on the right side of FD—350 has space for" the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping-is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention. •

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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PART II6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

h. If an item to he submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, .the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..."' should not b.e- 
mounted. ■ '

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by. column, 
from left to right.

j, . All clippings must be complete. .
k. • Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except, that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations, 
should be forwarded. .

1. Include -clippings- with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local .paper; Forward clippings- from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau .

a. . General principle governing submissions .
The Bureau desires to receive publications of -security interest at the 
SOG for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the- field and. only nonevidentiary copies- be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. •

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions . . ‘ ’
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for-the 
attention of the Central Research Unit) unless transmittal 
by cover letter has been specifically requested. Routing slips

' ■ may be used to notify the Bureau of routine administrative
matters, such as temporary suspension of a-publication (e.g., 
during summer months, lack of funds),'temporary delay in obtaining 

• or receiving particular issues of a publication, or other informa
tion which will keep the Bureau informed relative to the status 
of these publications. To avoid confusion, nonevidentiary copies

. which'have been marked for identification (source, Agent, date,
and place of acquisition) should be further annotated: ."Not 
Evidence." ' .

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
- ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to

call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those’ instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or • 
information should be recorded in letter form.

(2) Bach SAC and’ each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention 
Central Research Unit, informed on a current basis regarding 
publications (including books) of potential interest that are 
not included in the current' list of publications which is 
supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publications 
which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence . 
significance. ■

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the ‘ 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the ■ 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.

5a
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JANUARY 30, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 211

RE; REVISED PAGES

. There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations,, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of. these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next ’consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the- failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages 9 aird 4

Part I

Section 5 - Pages r5 -aird~ 6—> 
Pages T^—ana ±u-- '

Section 6 " Pages -4a—and—’4cT~ 
Pages 4o and 4d—

Section 12 - Pages and—I©—

Section 13 - Pa ge s *7 ahcT'S'"' 
Page s s^srnd "18—

Section 17 - Pages T"fend—2—- 
Page

Part II

Section 1 - Pages 'la"Trna-“8»

Section 2 - Page Id ’

Section 3 - Pages 261—• ■

Section 6 - and la
Pages ^b a nd 2—

Section 8 - Pages I- and-^a— 
Pages '4c arnd^d

Index

Pages jr9 anti' 20
Pages 2 0 0 ’ a nd—2-8 d---

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

A. PRESS RELEASES " ......
Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) '
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the. 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made. ' ■
a. Routine cases in which complaints tave been filed '; " ’ "
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide

spread rings are. involved ' . . - -
d. White Slave Traffic Act ' ■ '• . ,

■ • e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of ..the harboring of
des erters ’ • ' . ' '

• f. Illegal wearing of uniform ‘ ■ ■ ’ • ’ '
g. Impersonation ’ , • ..

• h. National Firearms Act - - ‘ •“ " ' ' " .
[ i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or ,
[ ■ receipt of firearms] . ’ . ; •

• 1 j. Extortion ' ' . ' ‘ .
k. Red Cross Act - . . •
1. Theft from interstate shipment ' ■ . ■ ‘
m. May Act • ' ' ' ; - 1
n. Patent matters , ' " ’
o. Copyright matters , '. . '
p. ■ Federal Reserve Act ’ . • ■ ,

' q. Mail fraud ’ ’ ’ “ ‘ '' '. _ _ " ’
r. Falsely claiming citizenship ' ’ * . ‘ .
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn .
u. Crimes on the high seas ■ ’ • “ - . •
v. National Bankruptcy Act - ’ ■ ■ ' . . • -
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or'destruction of 

Government property ' ■ ' ■ • •
x. Crimes on Indian’reservation ’ ‘ '
y. Crimes oh Government reservation . ■ ', ' ' s' ’ . ’ ' .
z. Bills of Lading Act ’ . -. •. ■

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers - ■ -• • "■ •.
ab. Illegal use of a railroad'pass •
ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices ‘ ’
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets......................... 7 " ‘
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter .

. ' af. Escaped Federal prisoner; escape and rescue, parole violator or" 
conditional release violator or probation violator .

ag. Interstate transportation" of stolen property. ' ■ *
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful.flight to avoid ' 
’ confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 

to be promptly advised)
ai. Bank robbery
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
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6A PART II '
SECTION 6. PW^CATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CoJftlS

' 2. Requesting authority for release
a. By teletype . . . ’ ’

At least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will. be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau. ,

b. By telephone where time is of essence • ’
Confer with division head, having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good ' 
judgment must, prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau 
for clearance. .

3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC. ’ ’ . '

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected 
by developments.' All material prepared for the public must be reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate, any 
avoidable delays.

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter
est, no statement should be put in an announcement to the press to, the 
effect that a subje-ct either has confessed or has admitted his crimes 
without specific Bureau approval.’ In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a com
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply 
should be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to 
speak for itself. . _ '

6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations
in which good judgment so dictates. ’ Emergency on-the-spot statements' by ’ 
Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive;apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may,, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 

■ be effected immediately where press desires further details. _ .
[ 7. [In those instances in which a press release is issued at SOG, television
[ ■ and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press
[ release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed, or tape-
[ recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it-
[ • s.elf, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised
[ in declining to participate in such interviews. With respect.to local
[ press releases, SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances on
[ television and radio provided nu interviews are conducted and. there is
[ absolutely no elaboration over and above’the original press release. -
[ These conditions should be made known in advance to. television and radio
[ station representatives when such requests are received.], • ■ ■ , •

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should . never- suggest 
. or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar .

publication to withhold the publication of news. Tn the event that special 
circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request. . ■ . ; • .

la 
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K A PART II 6A - B

• SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS
•V

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for

' the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and. press 
release file if exists. ' -

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ■.
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents ■ .

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups ' '
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers .
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten- most wanted fugitives;

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of ’ 
missing persons with their photographs •

2. Distribution ■ ’ -
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a . 
legitimate interest in lav; enforcement work ■

3. Filing and indexing '
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent ■

. items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each ■
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office •

■ inspection by SOG. ' ’
b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. ‘ Retain 

. index cards. ■ - , ■
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to-all Agents.

lb
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6B - D PART II A {

SECTION 6.- PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONxiCTS ■
‘ J

' . ,r
d. Each’insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates. 

No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary.
4. Each, office must, submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 

. . for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing
’ the nature of the suggested article. The article should not- be prepared, 

submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub^- 
ject of law enforcement•interest, including the following: • . -
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men , , . . ■ . . ; , , . ,

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used . .. ’ .
co. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work. . ’ ’
da Human interest items from local police work ■
e. Police and firearms training subjects , . . . • .
f» Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive . 

"action to combat juvenile delinquency • .
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: . ?

FBI .Law Enf orcement. Bulletin. , . ' „ . ’ , '
Research (Crime Records)’ ‘

c. speeches ■ . r'. c .
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking, engage

ments,are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle' 'them, the ASAC
- .should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 

to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
. [ submitted for the Bureau*s review and approval[unless previously approved • •

[ Bureau material is utilized or’ the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.’] In some other, cases involv—
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu— \

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all. other FBI administrative procedures,’ should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public. ’ . . ’ ’ "

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his. field 
personnel file. - / .' ’ ,

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, •
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and

,, approved speakers. This material to be indexed as. to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files, ----- - -

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS .
"1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: -

a. Requested by the Bureau
. b„ Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin

c. Suggested by other offices
2. They are prepared concerning cases of:

a. Major importance ■
b. Public interest
o. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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FEBRUARY 27, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 212

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents Section

Pages 1—aad -2
Page s d—4

Part I

Section 5 - Page a—^_a-nd—6-2=^ 
Pages —an Section
Pages 11 and 12
Page 43-(Pages 14 and 

' 15 deleted)

Section 6 r Pages

Section 13 - Pages a Met—4^,

Page s 5~and 6 
Pages ^7 and R 
Pages 9—and 1-6-

Pages 9 and 10

Section 14 - Pages'“tta and—4^
Pages 5 and 6 (Page 5a 

deleted)
Pages'
Pages -Sec—Emi— . - Index

Section

Se cti on

Section

3 - Pages 3c and 4 
Page 5
Pages a-and -6— 
Pages aitd—TE— 

Pages 15—and—15a ■ 
Pages 'IBL
Pages -37—51I3"'38 *

4 - Pages —i'U1 'SMuT*"E*"" 

Pages So -and 2dr 
Pages 1-3- and "1’4 ’ 

Pages "^Ea aha—2^5 '
Pages 29—e-nd -30' 
Pages B5"and 36----  
Pages ”65 -and

6 - Pages -lb and-~2-

7 - Pages .5 and—U"' 
Pages 21 and 21a

9 - Pages^5—and1—6—‘ 
Pages 57—and -8—

Section 17 - Page *‘8*-.

Part II

Section 1 - Pag©—dT"

Pages 15-and""t6~
Pages .S^nThci—32-
Page_3-4u~’
Pages 41 ■■ a nd—42
Pages 4-3—

Section 2 - Pagesand?—6—■

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (43)



PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assis.t local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts' 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative

, jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the ■ ■
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

[ [11. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide
[ news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee.
[ No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection
[ with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter,
[ without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other
[ Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing
[ Bureau policy.] '

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ' ' ■ ••
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. -
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups •
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the -ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of 
missing persons with their photographs

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a . 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work '

3. Filing and indexing -
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed.

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent . 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each ■
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6B — D

d. .Each insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates..
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary.

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific, sub— 
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men '

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d9 Human interest items from local police work 
e. Police and firearms training subjects ,
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency . . -
go Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: '

FBI .Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES ■ ’
1. Bureau is to be'notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them,, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be-designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must-be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior’ to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and .
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv-
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as

■ ’ well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to- the public. * -

2. Copy of Bureau letter Approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. "

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 

. interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and

- approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS '
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau . ' ■
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance ’
b. Public interest
c„ ’ Unusual and effective investigative techniques ■
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
. a. Double spaced • .

b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 

. g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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MARCH 27, 1970 •
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 214

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulation’s, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate .section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Part I .

Section 3 — Pages <1_ and _2 .

Section 4 — Page s~r~9*~^.nd -1.0 
Pages.-U—and —•

- Section 7 - Pages 1 and 2

Section 10 — Pages 1 and 2

Section 14 — Pages 15 and 16

Part II

Section 1 - Pages Q-a’nd' 4 — 
Pages-6a and--6-h

. Section 2 - Page ‘-4 a—

Section 3 — Pages 33 anH 34--

Section 4 - Pages -37 and 3B- 
Pages ofr

Section 6 — Pages 5 and 5a

Section 7 — Pages <5 and 6

Section 8. - Page 23-24
Page s -27 -a-n-d—29 ’

Index

Pages -i3 a1
Page -2^—"
Page s <2Za—— 
Pages <2~7c and 28—- 
Pages *2^ and jU ' 
Pages 3^—umd-94——

Very-truly yours,

John.Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

il) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
h. Newspaper clippings, other than items hearing .the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits” instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual[pertinent school]files clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and. universities 
fS) Aggravated sex offenders
"( 9) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau cases.- These matters also' include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question- as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course^ be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold- the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a‘single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large clock on the right side of FD—350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should' 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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3.
4.

4^ PART II .
SECTION 6. PUBLICATION'S, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS . - *

h* If an item to he submitted appears on more than one page of the news- (
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con- V.
tinned page, and the words "Continued from page..-." should not be

• mounted. •
i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 

from left to right.
j. All clippings must be complete.
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded. ’

1. ’Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press. J1
Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau 
a. General principle governing submissions

The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at the
SOG for purposes of ■ inf qrmati on, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to ,
the Bureau by routing slip. .

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica- '
tions . .
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, ' 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 

■ Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be
submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip (marked for the 
attention of[Research Section, Domestic Intelligence Division)] 
unless transmittal by cover letter has been specifically requested.

’ Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis- . z- 
. trative matters, such as temporary-suspension of a publication (

(e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in. 
obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to 
the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden- 
tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source., 
Agent, date, and place- of acquisition)should be further annotated: 
"Not Evidence."

Letters should be used in .connection with initiating action or 
. ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 

call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form.

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention 
[Research Section, Domestic Intelligence Division, Unformed on a 
current basis regarding publications (including books) of poten
tial interest that are not included in the current list of publi
cations which is supplied periodically to the field and to the 
legal attaches. These publications would include those published 
by subjects of security or counterintelligence investigations and 
publications which may otherwise have a security or counterin
telligence significance. . .

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 

’ publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. '

■ 5a
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APRIL 27, 1970
MA.NUAL OP RULES AND REGULATIONS 
REVISION 215

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserte.d 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Table of Contents

Pages —3—-and—4__

Part I

Se ction 4 - Pa ge s '’18--and-

Section

Secti on

6 -

8 -

Pages T-?

Page*^
Pages .3—z (Page 3a 

deleted)

Section 12 - Page s -9-

Section

Part II

15 - Pa ge S'
Pages tO'and‘

Pages fT-asid-
Pages T ana
Pages 9"and‘

'2”
(page 4a 
deleted)

-8—
-to—

Section 1 - Pages 9a and 10

Section 3 - Pages 7b
Page 20a
Pages -39-

and

-and-

8

-80-

Index

Section 4 Pages -2a1 and 12b ■
Pa ge"S'~'5-7'a;—
Pa tfa Q O an-
Pages

Secti-on 6 - Pages

Section / A A g C”

8 - Pages
Pages
Page s

im

Section ‘X <allU. XU”"" 
4c and 4d

Secti on

-■d aim o "w

9 - Pages 
Page s 
Pages 
Pages

“ztne* ‘r-
7 n v, A-- O. .
9 ’SUU 10

12.,

Pages 3—
Page s—9- a-nd—lO-—' 
pages 1-1 a nd ■ 12 ’

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (31)



PART II 6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

( (3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to he set up as indicated: 
Page

No. City Deleted Added Remarks

Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff 
zip code Wayne County Wayne County

Jonesville, lowa 
zip code

Richard Brown.
Chief of Police

Deceased 
successor 
not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa 
zip code

h. As an alternative, 
material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this

George Smith ■ George Smythe To show
Constable correct

spelling 
offices which believe it will save time and

list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected, [The date of the ’ 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

■ [

[ .

2 Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to be sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents, each year by every office, at time field
Of ice mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing 
list.
a Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b Decide what organizations, 
list.

11) Quality of assistance 
2) Cooperation which has 
3) Following must appear

individuals, or concerns are to appear on

addressee is in a position to give 
been afforded 
on list:

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Division

Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates
Hotels
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service

Missions Providing Lodging 
Post Office Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

c

d. 
e .

(4) Following may appear 
Automobile. Clubs ' 
Banks
Car Rental Agencies- 
County Attorneys 
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment Officers, 

Force, Army, Navy, 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

on list:

U. S. Air
Marine Corps

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane. 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Commissioners

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for ’ 
such distribution.
Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

c
4
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MAY 28, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 216

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 14 -■ Page-3.^ 
*

Part II

Section 1 - Pages v?

Section 4 - Pages -arS—amd-14 -'
Page -45-
Pages g-U and 30-
Pages GS-and 3 4
Pages~5dr~a-nd, 52

Section 5 - Pages ^44- aad-^B—

Section 6 - Pages *7" and -9--------

Section 7 - Pages 4__
Pages S-eert”C

Section 8 - Pages~3~T5nd''':th

•Section 9 - Pages <17 and "48—

Index

Pages 12—and -18—-
Pagesand" 26—(Page 24a deleted)
Page 2£&-
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 39 and 40
Pages 45 and 46

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)



6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[

Included in the index may be individuals i.n Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un— 
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it i's available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked .and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source' of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only tQ„the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be-no.-.duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obso-l'ete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; dp ^not' remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted-fromAthte special 
source of infdrmation index. - '

2. Files r'
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation df'-’so.urces 
of information. / ’ - /!;:,■< J

3. Security and racial sources of information ’
Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401). should be submitted 
to the Bureau, requesting continuation of payments .to security'a:n.d racial 
sources of information.. Follow instructions set out injs.ecti-ch[130H, ]item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security'o'r racial 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed.

SAC CONTACTS '
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC..

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact-can provide '
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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PART II6L

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

■ SACs mu.st be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals wio because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with, other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC.

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
' contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 

contain: .
a. Name of the contact ■
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers ■
c. Nature of service which can be received ■
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than .quarterly should 
not be listed. ■

g. Any necessary descriptive data . '
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name o’f the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, ■ 
"See SAC." -

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 

. at least two times each year.
8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 

contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. . . . .

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in’status, so state-.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 

‘ Bureau without delay.
12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all ’ 

persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. ’ .

8
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JUNE 26, 1970
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVISION 217

RE; REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision.' The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and ‘mrned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

■ This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 4 - Page 17 
Pages

Section 13- Pages-. 5.. ’jnid-C -
' Pa ge s

Part II

Section 3 - Pages HrW-Ha-s 
Page -ittr
Page s

Section 4 - Page
Page s ’JOnnr-S—

5

Section 6 - Pa ge s -lb..a nd '-8-* -

Section 7 - PagesSad" 26---

Index

Pages^iQ^^ftd-a^^ 18a deleted)
Page ae^' 
Pages •
Pages 31 and 32 
Page 34a 
Pages ...3^—>
Pages 41 and 42 .

Section 9 - Pages -■t~aT»4~2.

Very truly youx-s,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (19)



' PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving 'bombings having a-n apparent racial or religious "basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 

' laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative

■ jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuan'ce of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

[ [10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or
[ bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the
[ amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press
[ concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of
[ an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery
[ statute.]
[ [11.] Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press

release file if exists.
[ [12.] In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide

news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 

. Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing
Bureau policy.

B . FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN .
This publication'is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the ■ 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.,
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers
d. Insert containing notices regarding the ten most wanted fugitives; 

fugitives wanted by the Bureau and the police, including fingerprint 
- classifications and physical descriptions; a limited number of

missing persons with their photographs
■ 2. Distribution

Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work . ’

3. Filing and indexing ■
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed,. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office . 
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase-, available to all Agents.

lb
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6B — D PART II

d« Each insert should he filed with the bulletin to which it relates.
No indexing of individual notices contained therein is necessary.

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy men

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well—handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work 
e« Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
go Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI .Law Enforcement Bulletin 
•Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 

[ any radio or television[appearance,]a manuscript of the[remarks]must be
[ submitted for the Bureau's review and approval[unless previously approved
[ Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and
[ time does not permit prior Bureau approval.] In some other cases involv—
[ ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu

scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be.placed in his field 
personnel file.

3. .Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. 'INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper'left corner of first page
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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MA.NUAL OF. RUL^^AND REGULATIONS

NOVEMBER 27, 1970
REVISION 222

RE? REVISED PAGES

.There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised, Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field' office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Section 12 - - Pages

Section 15 - - Pages 2

Part II

Section I - - Pages -Sa - and -----
Pages

J
Section 3 - - Pages and—

Section 4 - - Pages 35 crud DG---- -
Pages 37—and■■ -g-O—
Pages 40-----
Pages “44-^6
Pages “47"and—4§—
Pages 49 and 50

Section 5 - “ Pages undr Da-------

Section 6 - - Pages lb and 2

Section 7 - - Pages uTil U

5 Ind’ex

Pages 17 and 18

j
I
I

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
r

Enclosures (15)
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PART II 6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial,or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 

- actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state-

’ ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists.

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c.' Articles which might assist law enforcement officers

[ ,d. [Deleted]
2. Distribution

Limited to lav/ enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. . Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
ofTice. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by SOG.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

-lb
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6B - D PART II

SECTION 6. .PUBLICATIONS, PRESS,.AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

’ d. [Deleted]
4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 

for articles, identifying the suggested author, and.briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of lav; enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National . 
Academy men

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Human interest items from local police work .
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
•g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research (Crime Records)

C. SPEECHES
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television appearance, a manuscript of the remarks must be 
submitted for the Bureau's review and approval unless previously approved 
Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and 
time does not permit prior Bureau approval. In some other cases involv
ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu
scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personnel file. • ■

3. ‘.Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material. 
To this supervisor must be routed law enforcement bulletins, FBI Notes, 
interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 

• clippings containing information of value to police instructors and ’
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files <>

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Writer-ups of interesting cases may be: .

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin

. a. Suggested by other offices .
2. They are prepared concerning cases of:

a. Major importance
b. Public interest .
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest . ■

. 3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects

• d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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MANUAL OF RULeWInD REGULATIONS
JANUARY 27, 1971
REVISION 224

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these.old pages.

This cover letter should be^retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immed-i at^ly 
to' detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I.

Section 4 - - Pages^1"aad'-l^ Section 6 - - Pages 1 and la

Section 5 - - Pages -t-enrd-2- 'Section 7 - - Pages
Page6- Pages -7~aitd 8—

Section 6 - - Pages .Jri
Pa gej-43?i (new)

Section 11 - Pages 3 and 4

Section 14 - Page

Part IT

Section 1 — — Pagesand 6

Section 2 - - Page __
Pages

Section 4 - - Pages 4a- and-4b-■
Po ga a ? 4
Pages •SS^arid 3U
Pages 'SO-and- 40-- '

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (17)
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PART II 6A

SECTION PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PU^JC CONTACTS .

A. PRESS RELEASES
- Employees are forbidden to furnish to the press either directly or indirectly

■>, ( any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.)
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made.

' a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
. b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved

' c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except when wide
spread rings are involved '

d. White Slave Traffic Act '
r e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of

deserters ■ •
f. Illegal wearing of- uniform
g. Impersonation
h. National Firearms Act

[ i. [State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or
[ receipt of firearms] ’ '

j. Extortion .
k. Red Cross Act .
1. Theft from interstate shipment
m. May Act
n. Patent matters ’
o. Copyright matters .

. p. Federal Reserve Act • .
q. Mail fraud
r. Falsely claiming citizenship

’ s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia
t. Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn
u. Crimes on the high seas ’
v. National Bankruptcy Act
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property
x'. Crimes on Indian reservation
y. Crimes on Government reservation 
z. Bills of Lading Act

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers
• ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass

ac. Interstate transportation of gambling devices
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets •
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid ■

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised)

ai. Bank robbery .
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle
ak. Migratory Game Bird Act

1
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6A PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Requesting authority for release • Z"
a. By teletype ' ( j

At least four hours before the time of release, developments■in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau.

. b. By telephone where time is of essence ' '
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for 
investigative clearance and with the office of the division head of 
the Crime Records Division for final press clearance. While good 
judgment must prevail, in important cases in which a local newspaper . 
deadline is approaching, it may be advisable to telephone the Bureau

. for clearance.
3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 

by the ASAC .
4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected . .

by developments. All material prepared for the public must be reviewed .
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or • 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 
possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays.

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter
est, no statement should be put in an announcement to the -press to the . 
effect that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes 
without specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in- a com
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply 
should be given. The complaint is a court record and must-be left to

■ speak for itself.
6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized i-n emergency situations- ’ 

in which good judgment so dictates. Emergency on-the-spot statements by ‘
• Agents limited to their official identity and, if known, the identity of z'

fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended ( 
. in remote area and SAC absent, Agent may, in rare emergency only and where

time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should 
be effected immediately where press desires further details. .

7. In those instances in which a press release is issued at SOG, television 
and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press 
release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to live, filmed, or tape- 
recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it
self, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised

. in declining to participate in such interviews. With respect to local 
press, releases, SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances on 
television and radio provided no interviews are conducted and there is 
absolutely no elaboration over and above the original press release. 
These conditions should be made known in advance to television and radio

[ station representatives when such requests are received.[Reading of these
[ local press releases on the telephone to the news media should be done by
[ the SAC or ASAC.] . • ’

8. In the absence of special circumstances, Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special

’ circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request.

la 
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

i
AUGUST 27, 1971 
REVISION 231

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding cages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has"the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I

Table of Contents
Pages~3tand ?

Part II

Section 3 -

Section 4 -

- Pages -lb - and—2—-
Pages --3 an‘a~~3o—
Page 3b
Pages '15 antt—15a--
Page s-ISh and- 15o—
Pages iSd—a-nd—±6— 
Page-'W
Pa ge s ~25 -a-ml~26—

- Page 12a
Pages 15a and 16
Pages 21 and 22
Pages 22a and 22b
Pages -2 S-aird’ • ’24-

■ Pa ge 2 8a
Pa ge 33
Page s -33a_ and—34—
Pages •~35_aui4—3^
Pages 37—mid JS
Pages db9-a-nd~46—
Pages 41 an-d—43—46-
Pages 47 and 48

Section 5 - Pages *4a''«and"■Ab-"*

Section 6 - - Pages 7 and 8

Section 7 - - Pa.gps.-5—ana 6—
Page s <-3Sa—and 2 6 
Pago 251— 
Pages 27a and 28

Section 8 - - Pages -1- and. Is - 
Pages '3 and "4“ 

Pages 4a- a-nd 4b—■

Section 9 - - Pages -3r5-and~~±55 '' 
Pages Igb and■ l-&e— 
Page 
Pa ge s ±§e—and-16...... 
Page 
Pa ge s -±90. and-3r8 ' 
Pages -3r9- a ad—2.Q  
Pages 2-2----- •

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (39)
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PART II 6K - L

8 SECTWN 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND^UBLIC CONTACTS

y I Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or
( industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un

’ usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha—

• betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by■AEA.facilify, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which.

• can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes- when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be '
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the

• territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate ‘
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special ‘ 
source of information index. -

2. Files •
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 

. of information. ' ’
[ 3. Security and[extremist]sources of information

. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted
[ to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and. [extremist]

sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item.
[ 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security 'or[extremist]•

source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must-

x dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi-
( cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
. . construed.

L. SAC CONTACTS ■
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.,

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail). ■ . . ■

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter
for the attention of the Crime Records Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide
c. Past relations with field office
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history ■
e. Results of Identification Division check
f. Derogatory information .
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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6L PART II
SECTION 6. PuAl CATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC COl^^TS

SACs must- be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. ' .

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each-card is to 
c ontain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c. Nature of service which can be received 
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual 
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data '
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to ’ 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." ’

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 
at least two times each year.

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the 

Bureau by the first week of May and November each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. ■

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
MARCH 28, 1972
REVISION 238

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively
numbered letter is received. This will enable the' field office immediately
to detect

Part I

Section

Section

Part II

the

10

14

failure to receive the

- Pages-^WT’r

-• Page
Pages 11c and 12
Pages 13 and 14
Page 17

latest manual revisions.

Part II (continued)

Section 6 - - Pages

Section 7 - - Pages

Section 9 - - Pages 
Page :

•

3b and 4 - 
. . i euw— *...« r-i .__

21
25

dim mr"

and 22

Section 3 - - Pages TZ
Page 13b *

Section z|. «a» - Pages
Pages 25b and 26
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 39 and 40

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures (15)



PART II 6G

sectionW. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PW5lC CONTACTS

I (3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:
- Page

No. City Deleted Added Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff
zip code Wayne County Wayne County

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown Deceased ’
zip code Chief of Police successor 

not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith ‘ George Smythe To show
zip code Constable correct 

spelling
b. As an alternative. offices which believe it will save time and

[ 
[ 
[

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this . 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected.. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ,

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals, 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to he sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing, list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing
list.
a.

b.

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 
field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new EBINA, graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.
Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 
list.
(1) duality of assistance•addressee is in a position to give
(2) Cooperation which has been afforded
3) Following must appear on list: 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Division

Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
EBINA. Graduates
Hotels

Missions Providing Lodging 
[Postal Service]Inspectors
Postmasters
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

c.

Immigration and Naturaliza
tion Service

(4) Following may appear on list:
Automobile Clubs
Banks
Car Rental Agencies
County Attorneys
County Coroners
Credit Companies
Detective Agencies
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Identification orders, wanted flyers 
furnished newspapers and periodicals 
Should a compelling reason exist for

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations 
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S.[Magistrates]

and check circulars are to be 
only upon their specific request, 
distribution of an identification 

such as possible employment 
secure Bureau approval for

order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical,, 
such distribution.

d. 
e .

Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
AUGUST 28, 1972
REVISION 243

RE: REVISED PAGES

. There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old. corresponding pages should, 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I Part II

Section 6 - Pages 3 and 4 Section 3 - Page 12a
Pages 4c and 4d
Pages 5 and 6 Section 5 - Pages 1 and 2

Pages ^3- and-4----- •
Section 10 - Pages 3 and 4 Pages -S-ani 6 _—

Pages 5 and 6 Pages 7 and 8
Pages 9 and 10'

Section 12 - Pages 1 and la Pages 1-1—ftnd-12—
Pages lb and 2 Page 13
Pages 5 and 6
Pages 6a and 6b Section 6 - Page 9

Section 13 - Pages 1-la and 2 Section 9 - Pages 9 and 10

Section 16 - Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 3b and 4
Pages 5 and 6

L» Patrick Gray, III

Acting Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II a 6L - N

SECTTON 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND KTBLIC CONTACTS

13.

14.

15.

Additional persons to he contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
c. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association of

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Exe cutive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i• In 

(1)
the principal cities: 

Mayors (11) Top representatives
(2
(3)

Chiefs of police
Officials of newspapers, includ (12)

of airlines 
Managers of leading

(4)

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and

(13)

(14)

airports
Top representatives 
of railroads
Managers of leading

(5)
most important radio stations 
Heads of outstanding or more (15)

railroad stations 
Top representatives

(6)

(7)

(8)

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce
Heads of Federal intelligence 
agencies
Outstanding leaders of Govern

(16)

(17)

(18)

of telephone companies 
.Top representatives
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better

(9)
ment and business
Heads of larger universities (19)

business bureaus ~
Heads of leading

(10) Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi

[(20)
banks
Influential minority 
leaders]

SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly. .
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

M. DELETED

N. NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS . ,
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of .

[ leading newspapers[including minority-oriented newspapers,]must be contacted 
by SA.Cs, Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, 
however, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure 
that his press contacts are continously effective* The number of contacts 
made by him and representatives of his office and the material furnished 
news media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of ' 
this program.

(■ . .
9
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
FEBRUARY 27, 1973 •
REVISION 249 '

. RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and • 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom of 
the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should‘be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the 
responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be re-tained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest•manual revisions.

Part I •

Section 7 - Pages 1 and 2

Part II

Section 3 - Pages 11 and Ila

Section 4 - Pages 2a and 2b ,
Pages 2c and 2d .
Pages 9 and 10 “

' Pages 27 and 28
" Page 33

Section 6 - Pages 3b and 4 .
Pages 7 and 8

Section 7 - Pages 1 and 2 ' ‘
Pages 17 and 17a 
Page 27

Section 9 - Pages 19 and 20
Page 20a . .
Pages 21 and 22 - .

L. Patrick Gray, III

Acting Director

Enclosures (15)
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PART II 6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS,. AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Page 
No.

(3) Letters

City

advisingj the Bureau of changes

Deleted

are to

Added

be set up as indicated:

Remarks
-

4 Center <City, 
zip code

Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff 
Wayne County

R. Roe 
Wayne

, Sheriff 
County

■ it. .

7 J one sville, 
zip code

Iowa Richard Brown
Chief of Police

Deceased 
succe s sor 
not named

[ 
[ 
[

3 _ Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable correct
, spelling

bo As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 
material may make any necessary changes as they'occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on ’a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this•procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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PART II6G

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and'organizations to which identification 'orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to be sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and busi.nesses should be added, to field office mailing

Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 
field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.
Decide what organizations, 
list.
(1)' duality of assistance
(2) Cooperation which has

individuals, or concerns are to appear on

addressee is in a position to give 
been afforded 
on list3) Following must appear 

[Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms]

Bureau of Customs
Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates 
Hotels \ '
Immigration and Naturali.i^a- -X 

tion Service
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs . -
Banks
Car Rental Agencies 
County Attorneys.
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps
Employment Service
Fire Departments
Forest Service
Gunsmiths
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Missions Providing Lodging 
Postal Service Inspectors 
Postmasters 
Salvation Army 
Secret Service 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys
U. S. Magistrates

c. Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible'employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Inolud.ed in the index may he individuals in Government, Business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are. un-- 
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information..

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall.be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete

[ [or when it is determined a source is deceased.]

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 

’ source of information index[except when it has been determined that source is
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately.

, Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for
, 20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of

information index.]
2. Files

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information
Every six months a letter of' justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis- 
construed.

L. SAC CONTACTS . '
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC,

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned " , SAC Contact." Mark the letter

[ for the attention of the[Training]Division. Use the following sub
headings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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PART II6L

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

SACs must Be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative, 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
the SAC. '

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. '

5. - A three— by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
c ontain:
a. Name of the contact -
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers 
c. Nature of service which can be received ■
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual 
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact 

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data '
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
"See SAC." ”

7. SAC contacts located in headquarters city must be contacted at least three 
times each year; those located in areas regularly covered by road trips 
out of headquarters city or located in resident agencies must be contacted 

’ at least two times each year.
8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 

contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts. 
10. Each office must submit a complete roster of SAC contacts to reach the

Bureau by the first week of May and November,each year. If there are 
any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such informa
tion should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so state.

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 

" material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay. ■

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located- 
in the field division. . .

8
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
MARCH 27, 1973
REVISION 250

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom of the pages indicates the date-of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who ’ 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of' these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 1 - (Revised)

Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4
Pages 5 and 6

Section 2 -

Section 4 -

Pages lb and 1c 
Page Id
Pages le and 2

Pages 41 and 42-46
Pages 47 and 48
Pages 50a and 50b

Pages 7 and 8
Page 9

Section 9 - Page 1 Section 6 - Pages 1 and la
Pages la and 2 Pages lb and 2

Pages 5 and 5a
Section 14 - Page 17

Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Part II

Section 1 - Pages 5a and 6 Index - Pages 39 and 40
Pages 6a and 6b Pages 41 and 42
Pages 11 and 12

■ L. Patrick Gray, III 

Acting Director

Enclosures (23)
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6APART II

PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

PRESS RELEASES . .
Employees are forbidden, to furnish, to the press either, directly or indirectly 
any information concerning Bureau matters without prior authorization from the 
Bureau except in following instances. (Bureau in turn must obtain departmental 
clearance as set forth in Departmental Order 2460.) 
1. Bureau authority is granted for SACs to make releases on purely routine 

cases, local in nature, not involving other field divisions, national 
policy, national interest, other Federal agencies, state, county, or 
municipal employees, or persons of prominence whose names would be. 
newsworthy in themselves, and where arrests have been made with the 
authorization of the USA in the following classifications. The Bureau 
is to be advised that such releases have been made. ■
a. Routine cases in which complaints have been filed
b. Selective Service cases, except when draft boards are involved 
c. Interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicle, except, when wide

spread rings are involved •
d. White Slave Traffic Act .
e. Deserter cases, except charges growing out of the harboring of 

deserters
f. Illegal wearing of uniform ■
g. Impersonation ’
h. National Firearms Act

■ i. State Firearms Control Assistance Act; unlawful possession or 
receipt of firearms ’

j. Extortion .
k'. Red Cross Act . 
1. Theft from interstate shipment 
m. May Act 
n. Patent matters . . ■
o. Copyright matters 
p. [Bank Fraud and Embezzlement] 
q. Mail fraud .
r. Falsely claiming citizenship ■
s. Illegal manufacture, possession, or wearing of civil defense insignia 
t, Illegal manufacture, sale, or use of military cremation urn 
u. Crimes on the high seas .
v. National Bankruptcy Act ■ , '
w. Theft, embezzlement, robbery, illegal possession of, or destruction of 

Government property .
x. Crimes on Indian reservation 
y. Crimes on Government reservation •
z. Bills of Lading Act ■ 

aa. False entries in records of interstate carriers 
ab. Illegal use of a railroad pass 
ac.. Interstate transportation of gambling devices 
ad. Interstate transportation of lottery tickets 
ae. Interstate transportation of obscene matter 
af. Escaped Federal prisoner, escape and rescue, parole violator or 

conditional release violator or probation violator
ag. Interstate transportation of stolen property ’
ah. Unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, unlawful flight to avoid 

confinement, unlawful flight to avoid giving testimony (Bureau still 
to be promptly advised) ■

ai. Bank robbery 
aj. Interstate transportation of stolen cattle 
ak. Migratory Bird Act

1
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6A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Requesting authority for release ' '
a, . By teletype .

At Least four hours before the time of release, developments in the 
case, an outline of the release, and statement release' will be made 
UACB are to be furnished the Bureau.

b. By telephone where time is of essence
Confer with division head having supervision of the matter for ■ 

[ ' investigative clearance and with[Press Services Officejfor final
press clearance. While good judgment must prevail, in important 

• . cases in which a local newspaper deadline is approaching, it may
be advisable to telephone the Bureau for clearance.

■3. Press releases are to be made personally only by the SAC or in his absence 
by the ASAC, . ~ . ..................'

4. Releases are to be made both at headquarters and the local area affected 
by developments. All material prepared for' the public must be reviewed 
word for word. It is not to contain words or phrases which might be 
regarded as objectionable or offensive to a member of any race, creed, or 
religious sect. Thorough advance planning should be utilized wherever 

■ possible, and all press releases should be coordinated to eliminate any 
avoidable delays. . - '

5. In the absence of an overriding consideration bearing on the public inter
est, no statement should be put in an announcement to the press to the . 
effect that a subject either has confessed or has admitted his crimes 
without specific Bureau approval. In case of doubt, consult the Bureau. 
When the fact that a subject has given a confession is included in a com
plaint and an inquiry is forthcoming from the press, a "no comment" reply 
should be given. The complaint is a court record and must be left to 
speak for itself.

6. On-the-spot announcements by SAC are authorized in emergency situations 
in yzhich good judgment so dictates. Emergency on-the-spot statements by 
Agents limited to their official identity and,, if known, the identity of 
fugitive or criminal in gun battle. If badly wanted fugitive apprehended 
in remote area and SAC absent. Agent may, in rare emergency only and where 
time of essence, furnish bare details. Contact by SAC with press should ' 
be effected immediately where press desires further details.

[ 7. In those instances in which a press release is issued at [EBIHQ., ] televi sion
and radio media should be merely provided with a written copy of the press 
release, and Bureau personnel should not submit to' live, filmed, or tape- 
recorded interviews of any kind, including the reading of the release it-

■ self, without prior Bureau authority. Tact and diplomacy must be exercised 
in declining to participate in such interviews. With respect to local 
press releases, SACs may, when requested, make personal appearances on 
television and radio provided no interviews are conducted and there is 
absolutely no elaboration over and above the original press release. • .
These conditions should be made known in advance to television and radio 
station representatives when such requests are received. Reading of these 
local press releases on the telephone to the nbws media should be done by 
the SAd or ASAC.

8. In the absence of special circumstances., Bureau Agents should never suggest 
or request a reporter or another representative of a newspaper or similar 
publication to withhold the publication of news. In the event that special 

. circumstances do exist, it will be necessary to clear with the Bureau prior 
to making any such request. - '

la 
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6A - B

SECTION 6 PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau's full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At’no time should this statement 
indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance cf this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the ' 
Bureau should be contacted telephonioally and furnished known facts of 
the, incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists,

12. . In ’ connect!on with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide ■ 
. news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee.

No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
• with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 

without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

[ [13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate
[ in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority
[ including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be
[ permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts
[ clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.]

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of lav; enforcement agencies.
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director ' ■
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Deleted ■

2. Distribution ‘
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office .

[ inspection by[FBIHQ.. ]
b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 

index cards,
c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.

lb
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6B - D PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS,. PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

d. Deleted
Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following: 
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. [Deleted]
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Lav; Enforcement Bulletin 
Research[(Training Division)]

C. SPEECHES
1. Bureau is to be notified of all speaking engagements. Speaking engage

ments are to be handled by the SAC. If he cannot handle them, the ASAC 
should. If neither can, an Agent previously approved as a speaker is 
to be designated and the Bureau advised UACB. Changes in speaking engage
ments must be communicated promptly to the Bureau. Three weeks prior to 
any radio or television appearance, a manuscript of the remarks must be 
submitted for the Bureau's review and approval unless previously approved 
Bureau material is utilized or the program is of an impromptu nature and 
time does not permit prior Bureau approval. In some other cases involv
ing important speeches, the Bureau will specifically request such manu
scripts. If speech is to be broadcast or televised, prior Bureau approval 
of manuscript and commitment must be obtained. These regulations, as 
well as all other FBI administrative procedures, should not be the sub
ject of comment to the public.

2. Copy of Bureau letter approving speaker should be placed in his field 
personiiel file.

3. Each office is to designate a supervisor to handle speech material.
[ To this supervisor must be routed lav; enforcement bulletins,

interesting case material, magazines, research literature, and newspaper 
clippings containing information of value to police instructors and 
approved speakers. This material to be indexed as to subject matter 
and filed in the speech material files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

'• a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:.
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
o. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite -
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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PART II 6E

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. 'Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning

11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment
3) Personnel
4) Methods

(5 ) Economics
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible-, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts '
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits' instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual[pertinent school]files clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates.)

(7 ) Police training in colleges and universities
^8) Aggravated sex offenders
(9 ) Matters appearing in the press concerning Members of Congress or 

the names of prominent persons who are mentioned in connection 
with Bureau oases. These matters also include wire service stories 
mentioning directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending 
investigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters- immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10 ) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD-350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture

. or in the case of a’ single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches deep should be left at the top of the page.

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper-will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated.
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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6H PART II -

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS ’

h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con- 
tinned page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. .

i .- Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right.

j. All clippings must be complete.
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded. .

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
-that the clippings appear in the local paper. Norward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. • General principle governing submissions
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at 

[ [EBINO],for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be ' 
retained, in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

b. Manner of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica
tions _
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, ‘ 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 
submitted via ordinary mail by ro.uting slip (marked for the

[ attention of[Section IS-3, Intelligence Division)]unless
transmittal by cover letter has been specifically requested.

_ Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis- 
' trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication 

(e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in 
obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to

• the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden
tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source. 
Agent, date, and place of acquisition)should be further annotated: 
"Not Evidence."

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 

. which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or
information should be recorded in letter form. •

. (2) Each SAC and each legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention
[ [Section IS-3, Intelligence Division,]informed on a current basis

regarding publications (including books) of potential interest 
that are not included in the current list of publications which 
is supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects

. of security or counterintelligence investigations and publica— ■
tions which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance.

(3) Each SAG and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
■ of publications for which his office is responsible is being 

given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The

' Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal.
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. MANUAL OF 
June 27, . 
Revision ;

ES AND REGULATIONS 
1973 
253 •

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 1 - Pages 7 and 8

Section 6 - Pages lb and 2
Pages 7 and 8

Section 4 “Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7 and 8

Section 10 - Pages 1 and 2

Section 14 - Pages 15 and 16

Section 16 - Pages 7 and 8

Part II

Section 7 -

Section 8 -

Section 9 -

Pages 5 and 6

Pages 20a and 20b
Pages 21 and 22
Page 23-24

Pages 9 and 10
Pages 15e and 16
Pages 19 and 20

Section 2 - Page Id
Pages 9 and 10

Index - Pages 27a and 27b

Section 3 - Pages 1 and la
Pages 25 and 26

Section 4 - Page 12a . •
Pages 19 and 20
Pages 21 and 22

William D. Ruckelshaus

Acting Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6A - B

*

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS .

9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the Bureau’s full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 

’ indicate that the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute.

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file if exists. .

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate 
in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority 
including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be 
permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts 
clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.

B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies.

. 1. Contents
a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups ■
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers 
d. Deleted .

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 

■ legitimate interest in law enforcement work
3. Filing and indexing

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 
Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered-to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. . 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by FBIHQ..

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
d. Deleted ’
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6B - D A PART II A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until, the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Deleted
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research! (Files and Communications Division)]

C. SPEECHES
T. [The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent Supervisor 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled,. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC,' 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of valuein 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.]

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite 
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2
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6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Included in the index may he individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of 
information index.

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

3. Security and extremist sources of information
Every six months a letter of’ justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 13OH, item 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions, If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis
construed.

L. SAC CONTACTS
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who,, because of their positions, can 

and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC.

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted oh each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned "_____, SAC Contact." Mark the letter

[ for the attention of the[Files and Communications]Division. Use the
following subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual, cannot be used as an SAC contact.
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6L PART II A ■ ’

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 
. J

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not pro
posing individuals who because of business connections or personal 
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in ’ 
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative 
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with.
the SAC. '

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in 
•classification 80 is to be opened on each contact. ■

5. A three— by five—inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to '

. contain:
a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses and telephone numbers
c. .Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual ■
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact •

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

' ’ the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should
not be listed.

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, . 
"See SAC."

[ 7o [The frequency of personal contact with SAC contacts is left to the
[ discretion of the SAC; contacts should be evaluated periodically to
[ determine their effectiveness and the desirability of their continuance.]

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If-the ■ 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact. •

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
[ 10. [Each office must submit a complete alphabetical roster of SAC contacts
[ to reach the Bureau by the first week of November each year. If there
[ are any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such
[ information should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so
£ ’ state.] ’

11. From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches 
and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 
aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such- 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division. .
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
■AUGUST 27, 1973
REVISION 255

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of’Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the 
bottom of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be 
inserted immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding 
pages should be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who 
has the responsibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 1 - Pages 7 and 8

Page. 9

Section 4 - Pages 17a and 18

' Section 6 - Page 4a-b

Section 11 - Page 5 ■

Part II
Section 1 - Page 1

Pages la and 2

Section 2 - Page Id

Section 3 - Pages 3 and 3a

Section 4 - Pages 50a and 50b
Pages 53 and 54
Page 54a
Pages 55 and 56

. Pages 57 and 57a
Pages 61 and 62

Section 6 - Pages lb and 2 
Pages 3 and 3a

Section 7 - Pages 21 and 21a
Pages 33 and 34

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages 10a.and 10b 
Pages 17 and 18 
Pages 18a and 18b

Section 9 - Pages 11 and 12

Index =■ Pages 1 and 2
Page 2a
Pages 7 and 8 '
Pages 17 and 18 .
Page 18a
Page 43
Pages 43a and 44 '

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (31)
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6A - B

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND,PUBLIC CONTACTS

c 9. In cases involving bombings having an apparent racial or religious basis 
with the resultant public interest, the SAC should issue a statement to 
the press indicating the SAC has arrived at the scene or is en route to 
actively assist local investigative authorities, making available to them 
every possible cooperative service of the FBI, including the- Bureau's, full 
laboratory and identification facilities, to further assist them by han
dling out-of-state leads, and to take charge of all investigative efforts 
that may indicate any Federal violation. At no time should this statement 
indicate that-the criminal act is obviously outside the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI nor should full investigative responsibility for 
the incident be either assumed or declared. The issuance of this- state
ment requires prior Bureau approval in every such instance, and the 
Bureau should be contacted telephonically and furnished known facts of 
the incident so a prompt statement can be authorized.

10. In contacts with the press concerning a bank robbery, bank burglary, or 
bank larceny no information should be volunteered concerning the 
amount of loot obtained. Specific questions by members of the press 
concerning amount of loot may be answered only following the arrest of 
an individual or individuals for violation of the Federal bank robbery 
statute. .

11. Copies of Bureau press releases to be placed in case file and press 
release file, if exists.

12. In connection with service awards to Bureau personnel, SACs may provide 
news media with a photograph and a brief biographical sketch of employee. 
No employee may submit to a personal interview by a newsman in connection 
with such an award or under any other circumstances, for that matter, 
without prior Bureau authority. This does not preclude an SAC or other 
Bureau official from issuing news releases in accordance with existing 
Bureau policy.

13. Bureau personnel, including SACs and ASACs, are not to participate 
in give-and-take news conferences without prior Bureau authority 
including clearance by the Press Services Office. This will be 
permitted only in the rarest of circumstances where mitigating facts 
clearly indicate it is to the Bureau's best interests to participate.

FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN .
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. ‘
1. Contents . .

a. Foreword by the Director _
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers : 
d. Deleted

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a ’ 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be . 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field office 
inspection by FBIHQ..

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards. .

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents.
d. Deleted
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6B - D PART II A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. Ba.ch office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the Buggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specifi.c sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Deleted . •
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
g. Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Research (Files and Communications Division)

C. SPEECHES . .
I , The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for. approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television’ appearances.

2 It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 

■ of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th.
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
rommi tmerits handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3 . Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers-. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material,- magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of valuein 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in-the office files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau - ■
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
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* PART II ' 6D — E

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 
t

h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the PBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced .in publi
cations .

• i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

4. Do not: '
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion .
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
o. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases .
d. Use complicated sentence structure ■
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions ' '
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants . ,
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offend ers, ‘and ’ 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5. Transmittal ‘ .
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by ’ 

[ routing slip, attention[Files and Communications]Division. .
6. Dissemination .

New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
interest to feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers. If there is an appreci
able passage of time after issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease. Pertinent photographs, if available, will be, furnished by the 
Bureau on request. ’ '

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be .notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other oases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known ’

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order,, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. ■ A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
.collect ' ■

■ 3
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS »

. (
3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the x

results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report; ■

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub-A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. , -

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. .
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, creed, 
or religion. ’

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, ■ 

' businesses, or professions. .The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or. persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 

' approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an
■appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F, RADIO BROADCASTS ' '
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to ah innocent third per
son. ’ Z

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS '
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the.two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate., and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau1s attention. ■

I

!a) Chiefs of police '
b ) Sheriff s
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

Id) U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers 
f ) Wardens of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors
h) Railway police (if desirable) ■
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.

3a
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REVISION 258

REs REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and . ■ 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. ■

Part I
Section 3 - Page 3

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la

Section 16 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages 3 and 3a

• Pages 3b and 4

Part II '
Section 1 - Page 1

Section 3 - Pages 7b and 8 
Pages 17a and 18 
Page 19

Section 4 - Page 18a •
Pages 41 and 42-46 
Pages 50a and 50b

Section 5 - Pages 5 and 6

Section 6 - Pages 3b and 4
Pages 7 and 8

Section 7 - Pages 21 and 21a

Section 8 - Pages 27 and 28

Section 9 - Pages 13 and 14

Index
Pages 36a and 36b ■
Pages 37 and 38 .

- • 39 and 40
41 and 42

' 'W* 45 and 46

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (23)
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SECTION o PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

(3) Letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated:
Page 

No. City Deleted Added ' Remarks

4 Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff 
zip code Wayne County Wayne County ’

7 Jonesville, Iowa Richard Brown, • ' Deceased
zip code Chief of Police successor

not named

3 Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show
zip code Constable correct

spelling
b. As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 

material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
list by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it may be readily identified ' 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit a letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current.

3b
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

2. Identification orders, wanted flyers, , and check circulars
Each field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to he sent. Each field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing 
list. 1
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent.

b. Decide what organizations, 
list.

11) Quality of assistance
2) Cooperation which has
3) Following must appear on list

individuals, or concerns are to appear on

addressee is in a position to give 
been afforded

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and. Firearms

Cooperative Credit Bureaus
Duly Constituted Law Enforce

ment Officers
FBINA Graduates 
Hotels 
Immigration and Naturaliza

tion Service
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs.
Banks
Car Rental Agencies 
County Attorneys 
County Coroners 
Credit Companies 
Detective Agencies 
Enlistment Officers, U. S. Air

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
Employment Service 
Fire Departments . ’ 
Forest Service 
Gunsmiths 
Insurance Companies 
Movie Studios

Missions Providing Lodging 
Postal Service Inspectors 
Postmasters
Salvation Army
Secret Service

[U. S. Customs Service] 
U. S. Marshals

Navy Shore Patrol
Oil Company Special Agents 
Parole and Probation Officers 
Plant Quarantine Officers 
Protective Associations
Race Tracks
Savings and Loan Associations 
Service Recruiting Officers 
State Employment Offices 
State Hospitals for Insane 
Steamship Companies 
Telegraph Companies 
U. S. Attorneys 
U. S. Magistrates

c.

d. 
e .

Identification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 
furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 
Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 
order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 
of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 
such distribution.
Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels.
Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 
identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 
has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu
tion to VA installations in such cases.

4
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SECtWn 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6K - L

Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can ' • •
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked,, steel file cabinet. Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the. 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of 
information index. .

2. Files
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information.

■ 3. Security and extremist sources of information
\ . Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted

_ to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 130H, item

, 2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment, letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mi s- 
construed. . .

L. SAC CONTACTS - /
1. SAC contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, can 

■ and do render extraordinary service, or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI upon the request of the SAC, ..

2. A complete file review must be made and an FD-9 submitted on each contact 
(file review on spouses, near relatives, or business not necessary unless 
special circumstances prevail).

3. SAC contacts must be approved by the Bureau. Request this approval by 
letter to the Bureau captioned ”____ , SAC Contact." Mark the letter

[ for the attention of the[External Affairs]Division. Use the following
subheadings in the order given:
a. Description of proposed SAC contact
b. Services this contact can provide 
c. Past relations with field office 
d. Thumbnail sketch of known history 
e. Results of Identification Division check 
f. Derogatory information 
g. Recommendation of SAC

Submit an original and two copies, but one of the copies should consist 
only of the first page of the communication. If the SAC contact is 
approved, the single-page copy is to be stamped approved and returned 
to the field. If the contact is not approved, a letter is to be submitted 
to the field stating why the individual cannot be used as an SAC contact.

7
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS '
■ . ‘ »

SACs must be alert in recommending SAC contacts that they are not uro- (
posing individuals wbo because of business connections or personal \
activities or close association with other persons will be involved in .
unfavorable publicity or become the subject of adverse investigative t
activity, or who will capitalize on their friendly association with 
th e S AC. • ’

4. Except where a suitable file is already in existence, a dead file in #
classification 80 is to be opened on each contact.

5. A three- by five-inch card on each contact is to be retained in an SAC 
contact box in the exclusive possession of the SAC. Each card is to 
contain: '

■ a. Name of the contact
b. Office and home addresses. and telephone numbers .
c. Nature of service which can be received
d. Any comments which would be helpful in handling the individual
e. Date of first contact and name of SAC first developing the contact '

(Show in the lower left corner on the front of the card.)
f. Dates of contacts by the SAC (to be entered on the reverse side of 

the card in longhand). Contacts more frequent than quarterly should 
not be listed. .

g. Any necessary descriptive data
6. Each contact is to be indexed in the general indices. The card is to 

■ show the name of the individual, date of preparation, and the notation, 
. "See SAC."
: 7. [The frequency of personal contact with SAC contacts is left to the
: discretion of the SAC; contacts should be evaluated periodically to '
. determine their effectiveness and the desirability .of their continuance.]

8. Advise Bureau immediately when a contact is discontinued UACB. If the 
contact is transferred or moves to another city located within another 
field division, a copy of the communication advising of the discontinuance 
should be designated for- that field division. Also advise field division 
of background information re contact.

9. Advise Bureau promptly of changes of addresses or status of SAC contacts.
' 10. [Each office must submit a complete alphabetical roster of SAC contacts
’ to reach the Bureau by the first week of November each year. If there
: are any changes in address, employment, or other pertinent data, such
’ information should be set forth. If there is no change in status, so .
: state.]

11. . From time to time, the Bureau sends these contacts reprints of speeches
•• and other material to assist in making them more "FBI minded" and 

aware of some of the problems confronting us. Any indication that such 
material is not welcomed by any SAC contact should be made known to the 
Bureau without delay.

12. Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC should visit all’ 
persons listed as SAC contacts and in addition leading officials located 
in the field division.

8
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MANUAL OF RULE^ND REGULATIONS 
FEBRUARY 27, .
REVISION 261

■ RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This xvill enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Section 12 - Pages 5 and 6

Pages 9 and 10

Section 6 - Pages 1 and la
Pages lb" and 1c
Pages Id and le
Pages If and 2
Page 2a '
Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 5c and 6
Pages 9 and 10

Section 14 - Page 11b

Part II
Section 2 - Page 11

Section 3 - Page 3b Section 7 - Pages 5 and 6
Pages 3c and 4 Pages 7 and 8

•n Pages 13c and 14 "Pages 23 and 24-
Pages 37 and 38 Pages 33 and 34

Section 4 - Pages 1 and la Section 8 - Pages 11 and 12
Pages lb and 2 Pages 13 and 14
Pages 35"and 36 Page- 14a
Pages 37 and 38 Pages 15 and 16
Pages 39 and 40 Pages 17 and 18 .
Pages 41 and 42-46 Pages 18a and 18b
Page 47-50 Page 18c
Pages 51 and 52 Pages 23 and 24
Pages 57b and 58

!•

Pages 59 and 60 Index - Page 2a

Clarence M. Kelley

, Director

Enclosures (.39)
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PART II 6A

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

[A. PRESS POLICY
1. Confidential Nature of EBI Operations

See Part I, Section 1, page 9, paragraph B of Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ■

2. Title 28, Section 50.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations concerning, 
release of information by personnel of the Department of Justice 
relating to criminal and civil proceedings states: -
"(a) General. (1) The availability to news media of information in 
criminal and civil cases is a matter which has become increasingly a 
subject of concern in the administration of justice. The purpose of 
this statement is to formulate specific guidelines for the release of 
such information by personnel of the Department of Justice.
"(2) While the release of information for the purpose of influencing a 
trial is, of course, always improper, there are valid reasons for making 
available to the public information about the administration of the law. 
The task of striking a fair balance between the protection of individuals 
accused of crime or involved in civil proceedings with the Government 
and public understandings of the problems of controlling crime and 
administering government depends largely on the exercise of sound judg- . 
ment by those responsible for administering the law and by representa
tives of the press and other media.
"(3) Inasmuch as the Department of Justice has generally fulfilled 
its responsibilities with awareness and understanding of the competing ' 
needs in this area, this statement, to a considerable extent, reflects 
and formalizes the standards to which representatives of the Department 
have adhered in the past. Nonetheless, it will be helpful in ensuring 
uniformity of practice to set forth the following guidelines for all 
personnel of the Department of Justice. ■
"(4) Because of the difficulty and importance of the questions they 
raise, it is felt that some portions of the matters covered by this 
statement, such as the authorization to make available Federal con
viction records and a description of items seized at the time of arrest, 
should be the subject of continuing review and consideration by the 
Department on the basis of experience and suggestions from those within 
and outside the Department. - ‘
"(b) Guidelines to criminal actions. (1) These guidelines shall 

. apply to the.release of information to news media from the time a .
person is the subject of a criminal investigation until any proceeding 
resulting from such as investigation has been terminated by trial or 
otherwise. '
"(2) At no time shall personnel of the Department of Justice furnish 
any statement or information for the purpose of influencing the out
come of a defendant’s trial, nor shall personnel of the Department 
furnish any statement or information, which could reasonably be expected 
to be disseminated by means of public communication, if such a statement 
or information may reasonably be expected to influence the outcome of 
a pending or future trial.
"(3) Personnel of the Department of Justice,, subject to specific limita
tions imposed by law or court rule or order, may make public the follow
ing information: ‘

1
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

"(i) The defendant’s name, age, residence, employment, marital status, 
and similar background information. .
"(ii) The substance or text of the charge, such as a complaint, 
indictment, or information.
"(iii) The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and 
the length or scope of an investigation^ .
"(iv) The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including, 
the time and place of arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use 
of weapons, and a description of physical items seized at the time of 
arrest. ■
"Disclosures should include only incontrovertible, factual matters, and 
should not include subjective observations. In addition, where back
ground information or information relating to the circumstances of an 
arrest or investigation would be highly prejudicial or where the release 
thereof would serve no law enforcement function, such information should 
not be made public. - • ’
"(4) Personnel of the Department shall not volunteer for publication 
any information concerning a defendant’s prior criminal record, but infor
mation drawn from Federal conviction records may be made available in 
response to a specific request.
"(5) Because of the particular danger of prejudice resulting from 
statements in the period approaching and during trial, they ought 
strenuously to be avoided during that period. Any such statement or 
release shall be made only on the infrequent- occasion when circumstances 
absolutely demand a disclosure of information and shall include only 
information which is clearly not prejudicial.
"(6) The release of certain types of information generally tends to 
create dangers of prejudice without serving a significant law enforce
ment function. Therefore, personnel of the Department should refrain 
from making available the following: ’
"(i) Observations about a defendant’s character.
"(ii) Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a 
defendant, or the refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement, 
"(iii) Reference to investigative procedures such as fingerprints, 
polygraph examinations, ballistic tests, or laboratory tests, or to the ■ 
refusal by the defendant to submit to such tests or examinations.
"(iv) Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility of 
prospective witnesses. . •
"(v) Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether 
or not it is anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used 
at trial. . - .
’’(vi) Any opinion as to the accused’s guilt,, or the possibility of a 
plea of guilty to the offense charged, or the possibility of a plea 
to a lesser offense. .
"(7) Personnel of the Department of Justice should take no action to 
encourage or assist news media in photographing or televising a defend
ant or accused person being held or transported in Federal custody. 
Departmental representatives should not make available photographs of a 
defendant unless a law enforcement function is served thereby. -

la 
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"(8) This statement of policy is not intended, to restrict the release . 
of information concerning a defendant who is a fugitive from justice, 
"(9) Since the purpose of this statement is to set forth generally 
applicable guidelines, there will, of course, be situations in which 
it will limit the release of information which would not be prejudicial 
under the particular circumstances® If a representative of the Depart
ment believes that in the interest of the fair administration of justice 
and the law enforcement process information beyond these guidelines 
should be released, in a particular case, he shall request the permis
sion of the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General to do so, 
"(c) Guidelines to civil actions. Personnel of the Department of 
Justice associated with a civil action shall not during its investiga
tion or litigation make or participate in making an extrajudicial 
statement, other than a quotation from or reference to public records, 
which a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by means of 
public communication if there is a reasonable likelihood that such dis
semination will interfere with a fair trial and which relates to: 
"(1) Evidence regarding the occurrence or transaction involved, . 
"(2) The character, credibility, or criminal records of a party, wit
ness, or prospective witness, 
"(3). The performance or results of any examinations or tests or the 
refusal or failure of a party to submit to such, 
"(4) An opinion as to the merits of the claims or defenses of a party, 
except as required by law or administrative rule, 
"(5) Any other matter reasonably likely to interfere with a fair trial 
of the action,"

3, News Releases
Fairness, accuracy, and sensitivity to the rights of defendants, as 
well as to the public’s right to know, must prevail in all dealings 
with the news media. Favoritism should be shown toward no newsman 
or no news medium® .

Information concerning the FBI, including information regarding arrests 
and other developments in cases investigated by the FBI, is disclosed 
to news media, including newspapers, news magazines, news services, and 
radio and television networks or stations, (a) as news releases or 
announcements, initiated by the FBI, and (b) as responses to inquiries 
emanating from newsmen.

Each field office should maintain a control file containing all news 
releases issued by the office since the last inspection, 
a® "One-Office" news releases .

The vast majority of news releases made by field offices are issued 
to announce arrests in FBI cases. The provisions of Section 50.2 
clearly apply to all of these® If an SAC feels that an exception 
to those provisions should be made in any individual case, he should 
make his views known to the Assistant Directors of (a) the sub
stantive division involved and (b) the External Affairs Division® 
Exceptions to the instructions provided in Section 50,2 can be 
approved only by the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General, 
not by any official of the FBI.

lb 
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All news releases made by field offices should be issued over the 
name of the SAC. They should be issued to all interested news media 
in the field office territory as simultaneously as possible; and they 
should provide as full an account of the facts as can be disclosed 
within the provisions of Section 50.2. In news releases announcing 
arrests or other developments attributable to the joint efforts of 
the FBI and other lav; enforcement agencies, appropriate recognition 
should, of course, be given to those other agencies.

SACs may authorize other experienced Special Agents, including 
Resident Agents, in their field offices to read or deliver news 
releases issued over the SAC’s name to news media after the SAC 
has approved those news releases. However, those Special Agents 
should not expand upon the information in the news releases; and 
they should answer any inquiry or request for additional informa
tion by courteously telling the newsman involved that his inquiry 
or request will be brought to the attention of the SAC as quickly 
as possible for his consideration and action. The reason for the 
policy of referring all such matters to the SAC is to assure both 
uniformity and accuracy of any supplemental information that is 
provided to news media.

SACs also may authorize other experienced Special Agents to record 
news releases in compliance with requests of radio and television 
stations. However, only SACs or ASACs should make live or filmed 
television appearances involving the reading of news releases.

SACs have the option of accepting or declining such time-consuming 
requests made by radio and television stations. If declined, 
however, the declinations should be tactfully worded and explained 
so as to avoid any impression of partiality. If a request is 
accepted, the radio and/or television station involved should under
stand that the SAC or the Special Agent designated by the SAC will 
merely read the text of the news release and will not answer questions.

On occasion, SACs also issue news releases or make announcements 
dealing with administrative matters such as transfers of the SAC 
or ASAC of the field office or presentation of service awards to 
personnel of the field office. On such occasions, photographs .
and biographical sketches of the personnel involved may be made ■ 
available to the news media. However, requests to interview these 
employees about their official duties and experiences should 
tactfully be declined. .

Ic 
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So as to minimize the opportunities for criminal elements to .
harass Special Agents and their families, neither photographs nor 
biographical sketches of Special Agents should be made available 
to news media in connection with news releases, announcements, or 
inquiries pertaining to FBI investigations. The sole exception is 
in the case of employees who are killed in line of ditty, in which 
instances the release of photographs and biographical data should, 
be coordinated with the Administrative Division and the External ■ 
Affairs Division. .

b. "Multi-Office” news releases
News releases announcing arrests or other important developments 
in wide-ranging investigations often require close coordination 
and simultaneous release to the press by two or more field offices. 
The External Affairs Division should be consulted before any such 
news release is made, and consideration should be given to the 
question of whether a national news release is merited. . •

c. National news releases
As a general rule, national news releases announcing arrests or other 
investigative developments are issued only in exceptional cases 
involving (1) prominent persons, such as well-known business and 
civic leaders, entertainers, athletes, or officials of local, county, 
state, or Federal Government; (2) persons of-national notoriety, . 
such as members of the "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives"; (3) persons, 
arrested for crimes that have attracted nationwide interest, such 
as prevailed in the 1950 robbery of Brink’s Inc., at Boston, 
Massachusetts, and the 1964 murder of three young civil rights workers 
in Neshoba County, Mississippi; and (4) persons whose crimes have 
international ramifications, such as espionage agents or fugitives 
who have fled abroad. The heads of headquarters and field divisions 
should assure that the essential facts of all such cases, including 
anticipated developments therein, are promptly brought to the atten
tion of the External Affairs Division on a continuing basis.

National news releases generally will be issued in Washington, D. C. 
However, copies will be furnished to all interested field offices so 
that the SACs of those offices can make them available to local news 
media within minutes of their release in Washington.

SACs should not expand upon the contents of national hews releases 
without approval of both the substantive division involved and the 
External Affairs Division. ■
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4. News Media Inquiries ■ •
There are two categories of news media inquiries. The first involves 
routine inquiries received at the field office regarding either investi
gative or administrative matters. These should be answered by the SAC 
or ASAC within the guidelines indicated above.

In responding to such inquiries, SACs and ASACs should be courteous, 
factual, and as helpful as possible. They should, however, avoid 
answering hypothetical questions or questions that would require them 
to express personal opinions on matters of intense local or national 
controversy. ■ ■

. The second category involves inquiries from the news media-in emergency 
situations. Often these are received by Special Agents at the scenes 
of arrests, gun battles, or other‘fast-moving developments in investigations

Unless undercover assignments or similar overriding circumstances dic
tate otherwise, Special Agents who are approached by newsmen at the scenes- 
of fast-moving developments in FBI cases should (a) identify themselves 
as "a Special Agent of the FBI," (b) furnish the name of the field office 

' to which they are assigned, and (c) ’state the general nature of. the inves
tigative operations, such as "We are here to serve an arrest (or a search) 
warrant." Requests for additional information should be answered by 
courteously referring the newsman to the field office or to the tem
porary field headquarters if such a temporary field headquarters has 
been established in the area.

Only SACs or ASACs should participate in question-and-answer interviews 
with representatives of any news medium at the scenes of fast-moving 
developments in FBI cases. In emergency situations, however, Special 
Agents can relay reporters* questions to the SAC by telephone or radio; 
and the SAC’s responses thereto can be furnished to the reporters in 
the SAC’s name by a Special Agent. In other than such emergency situa- ' 
tions, Special Agents should courteously refer newsmen to the SAC or 
ASAC for answers to their questions; and Special Agents* investigative, 
responsibilities attendant to such fast-moving developments must take • 
precedence over questions or inquiries of newsmen. '

No FBI employee should knowingly furnish an erroneous, deceptive, or 
misleading answer to a news media inquiry. In the overwhelming majority 
of cases, an unequivocal and definitive answer can be given reporters’ 
questions regarding whether the FBI is, or is not, investigating a 
specific criminal act, as well as the reason why we have or have not 
instituted investigation. However, in kidnap-for-ransom cases and 
related crimes involving a threat against human life, neither the fact 
that the crime has occurred, nor the fact that the FBI is investigating 
it, should be disclosed or confirmed without the approval of the sub
stantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division.

Due to the sensitivity of many banking-type institutions to publicity 
concerning the amount of loot obtained in robberies, burglaries, and 
larcenies of financial institutions, such information should not be 
disclosed to news media without the concurrence of the General Investi- 

’ gative Division and the External Affairs Division.

le 
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Under no circumstances should any employee ask or suggest that a news
man withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the 
substantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division.

5. Fugitive Publicity
News releases and other public disclosures designed to solicit public 
cooperation in the apprehension of FBI fugitives may contain more facts 
about the fugitive’s criminal background than are permissible in news 
releases and announcements regarding arrests.

[ ' In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to
[ avoid statements that brand a fugitive as guilty of a crime for which
[ he has not been convicted. Arrest numbers or other data that identify
[ a photograph as having been made in connection with a past arrest or
[ imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are
[ furnished to news media. '

, Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the Special
, Investigative Division and the External Affairs Division; and they should
r not hesitate to consult the External Affairs Division regarding ques
t tions or problems, that arise in any area of news media relations.
t 6. Liaison With News Media ’

. SACs who consider it necessary or advisable to do so may use one or 
more experienced Special Agents to assist in facilitating prompt and 

' effective liaison with the news media. Such Agents will not be spokes
‘ men for their field offices. They may furnish information to news
' . media in the SAC’s name after it has been approved by the SAC. They
' also may assist in preparing news releases, as well as responses to
' news media inquiries. These Agents should devote no more time to such
' news media liaison duties than-is absolutely necessary.

t It is the intent of these guidelines to facilitate a more open stance
, and, thereby, a mutually beneficial relationship between FBI and'news
, media representatives. SACs, as well as other employees acting for them
, in news media relations, should be as responsive as practical and pos-
r sible to inquiries and requests made by newsmen. The term "No comment"
’ should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary. If an

SAC does not know the answer to a newsman’s question, he should have no 
hesitancy in stating, "I don’t know," and/or, depending upon the nature 
of the inquiry, telling the newsman that he will contact him (the news

’ man) as soon as he has information that can be furnished to him.

’ SACs should avail themselves of every opportunity to meet and become
well acquainted with leading citizens throughout their field divisions, 
including representatives of all important news media. They should seek 

t to cultivate a personal, as well as an official, relationship with these
, individuals to the fullest extent that the demands of other duties make
. possible.] ■
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•B. FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN '
This publication, is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies« 
1. Contents

a. Foreword by the Director
b. Interesting case write-ups
c. Articles which might assist law enforcement officers -
d. Deleted

2. Distribution
Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 
legitimate interest in law enforcement work

3. Filing and indexing
a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 

Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divi
sions each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent 
items to be indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each 
office. Any additional items not listed but considered to be 
worthy of indexing by a particular office should also be indexed. 
The indexing lists are to be destroyed after the field, office 
inspection by. FBIHQ..

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cards.

Co Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents® 
do Deleted

4. Each office must submit to the Bureau annually at least three suggestions 
for articles, identifying the suggested author, and briefly describing 
the nature of the suggested article. The article should not be prepared,, 
submitted, or mentioned to the suggested author until the Bureau directs 
that it be obtained. Suggestions may cover any general or specific sub
ject of law enforcement interest, including the following:
a. Better investigative or administrative methods and techniques of 

any nature, particularly those used or developed by FBI National . 
Academy graduates

b. Improved or unusual equipment being used
c. Complicated, unusual, and well-handled cases which are illustrative 

of law enforcement problems and excellent police work
d. Deleted
e. Police and firearms training subjects
f. Crime prevention articles from departments which have taken aggressive 

action to combat juvenile delinquency
go Transmit all material to the Bureau under the caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
[ Research!(External Affairs]Division)

2
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( C. SPEECHES
v. 1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and xvell-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office, 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the-ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
■connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin

( c. Suggested by other offices
2. They are prepared concerning cases of:

a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page

• c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file

, f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence

2a
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h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 
write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the EBI, it is necessary 
to inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the 
photographs has any objection to their being reproduced in publi
cations.

i. Each portion of-the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

4, Do not: . . . J . . . ..............
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion . . .
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act'of 1950
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases
d. Use complicated sentence structure
e. Use technical references to statutes
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5 . Transmittal
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data® Transmit by 
routing slip, attention[External Affairs]Division. ............

6o Dissemination .................
New ones issued by the Bureau should be carefully reviewed for possible 
-interest to- feature writers in field office territory and consideration 
given to supplying them to appropriate writers® If there is an appreci
able passage of time after'issuance, obtain Bureau approval before re
lease® Pertinent photographs, if available, will be furnished by the 
Bureau on request®

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS,-TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in 

by the office initiating the request.
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type ' institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau tp properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following:
a. A. brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series-year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect

3
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3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report,

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number, of rep-lies to be filed 
is large.

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a' 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
. the public must be. so wo.rded.as t.o be .unobjectionable to 'any race, .creed, .. 
or religion.

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning, fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well.as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau' 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F, RADIO BROADCASTS . - ‘ _
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in .broadcasting a license number 
believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per
son.

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau* s attention.

Ia ) Chiefs of police.
bl Sheriffs
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts ■ . . ’
d) U. S. Marshals and deputies
ej Ranking Federal law enforcement officers 
f) Wardens of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors
h) Railway police (if desirable)
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders 

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.

3a
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f I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES ’
' 1. Non—Bureau governmental officials

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to he 
made at the Bureau at Washington.

h. -Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitor, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest’ 
to the Bureau. ■

2. Departmental officials •
a. Be courteous,
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles. .
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received, before furnishing information clearance must 

. be obtained from the Bureau.
d. Advise the Bureau in case of doubt. ■

J. MISCELLANEOUS ' . , .
[ 1. [Firearms, defensive tactics,]and disarming demonstrations

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups.
2. Credentials

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown has an_opportunity to observe and understand the. 
connection of the Agent with the FBI.

3. Law enforcement officials •
a. Contact with ’

(1) Contact must be maintained with law enforcement officials for the 
purpose of securing information of violations of Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. -

(2) Agents are to call on police executives when in their cities unless 
( such visits would be so frequent as to be embarrassing. ‘

(3) Local lav; enforcement agencies should be advised by letter of the 
disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases

5c
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referred, to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau 
fugitives are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers. 
They should also be advised of violations of local laws coming to the 
attention of the FBI.

b. Visits to Washington
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded certain indi
viduals, including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington, D. C. 
the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 
data and a brief summary of information in the field office files 
concerning the visitor»

When law enforcement executives are contemplating a visit to the Bureau 
[ at Washington,. D. C», ask them-to call at the office of the[Assistant
[ Director of External Affairs Division, Room 5634?]Justice Building.

Co Letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, and condolence 
When, letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, or.con
dolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such recom
mendations should be submitted promptly. They should include the 
specific facts on which the recommendation is based, full identifying 
data and address of the citizen, and the result of a search of the

[. field office indices concerning the citizen. [Form FD-468 may be used.]
Tn connection with the election of officers of police associations 
at conventions covering more than one field division territory, the 
field division in whose territory the convention was physically held 
is responsible for submitting any recommendations for letters of con
gratulations. The office submitting such request should summarize 
briefly the relations with these officers, incorporating any deroga
tory data which might preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recom
mending office is not likely to possess all data, pertinent other 
field divisions should submit a brief, supplemental summary concerning 
officers recommended for letters who reside in.their territory.

4. Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases
When a state official has expressed, interest in the prosecutive status 
of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state 
prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such 
official is kept appropriately advised, including the final outcome 
of the matter.

5. U. S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen
If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau's attention immediately.

K. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Definition
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected, this may be done. 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be handled as such.
1. Index

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain:
a. Names
b. Addresses 
c. Organization or concern 
d. Type of information furnished 
e. Date of development

6
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14.

15.

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the
SAC include:
a. Federal judges
b. U, S. Attorneys
c. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors-
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association, of

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce
i. In the principal cities:

(1) Mayors (11) Top representatives
(2) Chiefs of police
(3) Officials of news papers, ' includ— .(12)

. ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, (13) 
heads of newspaper wire services

(4) Managers or owners of leading and (14)
most important radio stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more (15)
important civic clubs, such as
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions (16)

(6) Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce (17)

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence
agencies

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern— (18)
ment and business

(9) Heads of larger universities (19)
(io) Outstanding religious leaders

of any faith, such as the Bishop (20)
of a diocese of any faith or
the leading Rabbi

of airlines
Managers of leading 
airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads.
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks
Influential minority 
leaders

Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should he reported to the Bureau promptly.
Gifts to office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

[[M.] NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3)t above, officials of lead
ing newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by 
SACso Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, how
ever, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that 
his press contacts are continuously effective. The number of contacts made- 
by him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news 
media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of this 
program.
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^N. bureau-wide information program regarding matters of national interest 
. This program is coordinated by the External Affairs Division and is devoted
, primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including
. both administrative and investigative developments, that are-topics of 
. nationwide press coverage and public interest. ' ■

, All such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION
. PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airtels, dependent upon
. the exigencies of the situation.

. The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key 

. ..facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the FBI that command 
.t widespread public interest. Information furnished to. SACs under this program
. should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer
, ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors •
, that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI. In some
, instances, however, the information may be of such.a nature that it cannot 
. be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders. In fact, occasionally it is
. necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within
, FBIHQ and field offices. Guidelines furnished on each communication should 
. be strictly followed.

. FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of 
, the External Affairs Division all current items and .developments that they 
. feel merit consideration for inclusion under this program/] .

10
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MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
MAY 28, 1974 -
REVISION 264 •

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Part I
Table of

Contents - Pages 5 and 6

Section 1 - Pages 1 and 2
Pages 3 and 4

Part II (cont.
Section 4 -

Section 6 -

Section 7 -

.) .
Pages 13 and 14
Pages 29 and 30
Pages 57 and 57a

Pages If and 2
Page 2a
Pages 3 and 3a
Pages 9 and 10

Pages 5 and 6
Pages 7 and 8

Section

Section

Section

3 ~ Pages 1 and 2

4 - Pages Ila and 12

5 - Page 13

Section

Section

Section

6 - Pages 5 and 6

10 - Pages 3 and 4

12 - Pages lb and 2 .
Pages 3 and 4

Section 8 -

Section 9 -

Index - Pages 
Pages

Page 18c
Page 29

Pages 17a and 18

17 and 18
19a and 20

Section

Part II 
Section

16 - Pages Id and 2

3 - Pages 5a and 6
■ Pages 11 and Ila ' .

Pages 27 and 28
Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38

■ Pages 20a and 20b

Clarence M. Kelley

. Director
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Under no circumstances should any employee ask or suggest that a news
man withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the 
substantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division., 

5» Fugitive Publicity .
News releases and other public disclosures designed to solicit public 
cooperation in the apprehension of FBI fugitives may contain more facts 
about the fugitive’s criminal background than are permissible in news 
releases and announcements regarding arrests®

In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to 
avoid statements that brand a fugitive as guilty of a crime for which 
he has not been convicted.. Arrest numbers or other data that identify 
a photograph as having been made in connection with a past arrest or 
imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are 
furnished to news mediae

Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the Special 
Investigative Division and the External Affairs Division; and they should 
not hesitate to consult the External Affairs Division regarding ques

' tions or problems that arise in any area of news media relations®
6® Liaison With News Media

SACs who consider it necessary or advisable to do so may use one or 
more experienced Special Agents to assist in facilitating prompt and 
effective liaison with the news media® Such Agents will not be spokes
men for their field offices® They may furnish information to news 
media in the SAC’s name after it has been approved by the SAC® They 
also may assist in preparing news releases, as well as responses to 
news media inquiries® These Agents should devote no more time to such- 
news media liaison duties than is absolutely necessary®

It is the intent of these guidelines to facilitate a more open stance 
and, thereby, a mutually beneficial relationship between FBI and news 
media representatives® SACs, as well as other employees acting for them 
in news media relations, should be as responsive as practical and pos
sible to inquiries and requests made by newsmen® The term "No comment" 
should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary® If an 
SAC does not know the answer to a newsman’s question, he should have no 
hesitancy in stating, "I don't know," and/or, depending upon the nature 
of the inquiry, telling the newsman that he will contact him (the news
man) as soon as he has information that can be furnished to him®

SACs should avail themselves of every opportunity to meet and become 
well acquainted with leading citizens throughout their field divisions, 
including representatives of all important news media® They should seek 
to cultivate a personal, as well as an official, relationship with these 
individuals to the fullest extent that the demands of other duties make 
possible®]
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PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

6B

B, EBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN ■ '
This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. .
1. Contents ’

a. Foreword by the Director
b. [Fugitive notices and interesting or unusual fingerprint patterns 
c. Articles and features designed to inform law enforcement officers . 

of new, but proven, programs and techniques to enhance their pro- • 
fessional capabilities

do Items alerting law enforcement officers to dangerous weapons or 
techniques utilized by the criminal element J

2. Distribution • •
. Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 

legitimate interest in law enforcement work .
3. Filing and indexing - .

a. In a 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 
Informative matter to be indexed under subject matter. For uni- ’ 
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divisions 
each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent items to be . 
indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each office. Any addi
tional items not listed but considered to be worthy of indexing by a 
particular office should also be indexed. The indexing lists are to 
be destroyed after the field office inspection by FBIHQ.

b. This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain - 
index cards.

c. Current copy should be placed in bookcase, available to all Agents, 
d. Deleted .

’ 4. [Suggestions and submissions
. a. Each field office is required to submit three suggestions for byline
\ articles from each state within its territory. Prior to submitting
’ suggestions, proposed authors may be approached to determine their
’ willingness to prepare an article and to identify the scope of their
. topic. However, proposed authors should not be asked to prepare a
. manuscript until the Bureau notifies the field office that the sug—
. gestion has been accepted and the article is requested. In contacts
’ with any proposed or potential authors, absolutely no representations
. should be made which.would obligate the FBI to- any publishing com

mitments since many factors determine which articles received are
. ultimately published. •
’ b. In suggesting featured articles, consideration should mainly be given
, to manuscripts concerning proven programs and techniques of law
. enforcement which may be of significant value to other agencies.
. Suggestions should be concerned with training, research, or opera
. ’ tional matters. Avoid items of a "newsletter” nature and matters
’ which have a limited scope of interest in the profession,

c. Each field office should be alert to exceptional photographs which
' could be recommended for use as a cover for the magazine. The Bureau.
. wishes to project on the Bulletin’s cover the best image of law en-
’ ' fohcement. Attention-getting photographs showing officers giving aid
. to helpless citizens, protecting the weak, comforting the injured, or
t apprehending the guilty are examples of those that should be recom
. mended when they come to the attention of field offices.
. d. Transmit all material for the magazine to the Bureau under the
. caption:
. FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin ’ ■ .
. Research Section (External Affairs Division)] '

2
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PART II 6C - D

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

C. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided ■ 
into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups.

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files. .

D. INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS ‘
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be:

a. Requested by the Bureau
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin
c. Suggested by other offices

2. They are prepared concerning cases of: . .
a. Major importance
b. Public interest
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques .
d. Novel investigations of human interest

3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file ■ ■
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary to 
inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the photo
graphs has any objection to their being reproduced in publications.

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
. of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 

' documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains.

2a
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PART II 6D - E

SECTION 6 PUBLICATIONS9 PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4 , Do not;
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and UA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases
d. Use complicated sentence structure '
e. Use technical references to statutes ’
f. Express personal opinions
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but Submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively

5 * Transmittal ‘
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data* Transmit by 
routing slip. Attention: External Affairs Division* ' ■

6<> Dissemination
[Field Offices will be advised by routing slip when new write-ups are pre
pared o If copies are desired, an appropriate letter should be submitted 
to the Bureau, Attention: External Affairs Division, setting forth the 
specific use for which the write-up is intended<> In instances where 
write-ups, either those previously prepared or those to be published in the 
future, may be released outside the Bureau, it will be necessary to first 
obtain Bureau approvals . .

7 * Interesting case control file
A copy of all communications concerning the dissemination of write-ups 

. outside the Bureau is to be placed in the Interesting Case Control fileo
These communications .should.contain the identity of the person to whom the 
write-up is being made available, as well as the purpose for which it is to 
be used*]

Eo CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS '
lo- Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in by 

the office initiating the request*
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following:
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known .

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect
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[6E - G] PART IT

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC GONEiCTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report,

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee^ name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative

. should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub—A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large,

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to ’any race, creed, 
or religion. -

7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 
information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made.

F. RADIO BROADCASTS - _
Radio broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may be made in hot—pursuit 
fugitive oases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a license number 
believed used by .fugitive as it may be disposed of to an innocent third per— 
son. ■ . •. • . , . ■ ' ■

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS
1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and' 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau’s attention.

!a) Chiefs of police
bj Sheriffs
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts

!d) U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers
f) Wardens■of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors .
hi Railway police (if desirable)
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.

3a
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. A PART II A 6E - M

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

13. Additional persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the 
SAC include:
a. Federal judges
b. U. S. Attorneys
o. Only outstanding state judges
d. Governors '
e. Leading state and county prosecutors
f. State attorneys general
g. Officers of the National Association-of ,

County and Prosecuting Attorneys
h. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

In the principal cities:
(1) Mayors . (11) Top representatives
(21 Chiefs of police • of airlines
( 3) Officials of newspapers, includ

ing publishers, managing editors,'
(12) Managers of leading 

airports
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newspaper wire services

(13) Top representatives 
of railroads “

(4) Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio[and television]

(14) Managers of leading 
railroad stations

' stations (15) Top representatives
(5) Heads of outstanding or more

(16)
of telephone companie

important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions

Top representatives 
of Western Union

(6) Executive secretary or director ' 
of chambers of commerce

(17) Managers of the most 
outstanding and im

(7) Heads of Federal intelligence
(18)

portant hotels
agencies Heads of better

(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern business bureaus
ment and business (19) Heads of leading

(9) Heads of larger universities
(20)

banks .
10) Outstanding religious leaders Influential minority

of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of anyfaith or 
the leading Rabbi

leaders ■

14. Any derogatory information obtained after the Bureau has approved the 
SAC contact should be reported to the Bureau promptly.

15. Gifts to' office contacts shall not be reclaimed as blue slip- items.

Mo NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 13i, (3), above, officials of lead
ing newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by 
SACso Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, how
ever, and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that 
his press contacts are continuously effective® The number of contacts made 
by him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news 
media will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of this 
program. •

9 
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6N PART II ' ’

SECTION 6® PUBLICATIONS, PRESS. AND PUBLIC COOTACTS ■

[N. BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION PROGRAM REGARDING MATTERS OF NATIONAL INTEREST
This program is coordinated by the External Affairs Division and is devoted 
primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including 
both administrative and investigative developments, that are topics of 
nationwide press coverage and public interest®

All such communications to SACs bear the caption ’’BUREAU-WIDE.INFORMATION 
PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airtels, dependent upon 
the exigencies of the situation®

The purpose of this program, is to assure that each SAC possesses the key 
facts concerning important happenings -anywhere within the FBI that command 
’widespread public’ interest.’ Information furnished to SACs under this program 
should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in. answer—- 
ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors ■ 
that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI® In some 

' instances., however, the information "may’be of such a nature that it’cannot 
be disclosed in whole or in part-to outsiders® in fact, occasionally it is 
necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within 
FBIHQ and field offices® Guidelines furnished on each communication should 
be strictly followed® . ’

. FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of 
the External Affairs Division all current -items;and-developments that they - 

. feel merit consideration for inclusion under this program./]

10
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MANUAL OF RUL^AND REGULATIONS

DECEMBER 27, 1974
REVISION 271

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated, below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets-. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions.

Section 2 - Pages 1 and la

Part I Section 3 - Pages 11c and 12
Table of Contents - Pages 3 and 4

Pages 5 and 6

Section 6 - Page 7-8
Pages 9 and 10

Section 16 - Pages 3 and 3a

Section 18 - (New Section) 
Pages 1 and 2 
Pages 3 and 4

Part II

Section 4 -

Section 6 -

Pages 17a and 18

Pages 35 and 36
Pages 37 and 38
Pages 41 and 42-46

•Page 47-50
Pages 57b and 58
Pages 59 and 60
Pages 63 and 64

Pages 3 and 3a
Page 5b

Section 1 - Pages la and 2
Pages 3 and 4

Section 8 -

Index - Pages

Pages lb and 2

7 and 8

Clarence M. Kelley

Director
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PART II 6D - E

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

4. Do not:
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title and NA affilia

tion
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
c. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cas.es
d. Use complicated sentence structure ’ ■
e. Use technical references to statutes . •
f. Express personal opinions 
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants
h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and "the Bureau"
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

p.arole violators but submit these by letter
j. Use adjectives excessively . ■ -

5. Transmittal " .
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau’s consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip. Attention: External Affairs Division. .

, 6. Dissemination . .
, [Field Offices will be advised by routing slip when new write-ups are pre
, pared. If copies are desired, an appropriate letter should be submitted
. to the Bureau, Attention: External Affairs Division, setting forth the
, specific use for which the write-up is intended. In instances where .
, write-ups, either those, previously prepared or those to be published in the
, future, may be released outside the Bureau, it will be necessary to first
, obtain Bureau approval. ‘ ’
, 7. Interesting case control file
, A copy of all communications concerning the dissemination of write-ups
, outside the Bureau is to be placed in the Interesting Case Control file.
. These communications should contain the identity of the person to whom the .
, - write-up is being made available, as .well as the purpose for which it is.to ■
. be used.] •

E. CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS - ’
li Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in by ■ 

the office initiating the request. •
2. SACs may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking

type institutions within their own divisions to expedite circularization ' .
' of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken~'in a bank ■

robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking—type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out such leads must include suf
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate-and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must include the following: 
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank burglary, 

or bank larceny and the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
’ if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence •
c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially .
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect • ’
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6E - G PART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 
results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should 
summarize the results in its next report. '

4. One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addressee's name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so. Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above. Sub-A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large. '

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
. ■ in order to facilitate‘the’handling of incoming inquiries and replies.

Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a 
year old if it is no longer needed.

6. -Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as 'to be unobjectionable to any race,

L [color, religion, sex, or national origin.]
7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 

information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades,
■ businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 

located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an . 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. .

;f. radio[and television]broadcasts ■ . .
’ . Radio[and television]broadcasts without advance Bureau approval may. be-made

in hot-pursuit fugitive cases. Care .must be exercised in broadcasting a ’ 
license number believed used by fugitive.as it may 'be disposed’ of to an ’ 
innocent third person. . . , . ’

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS . ’ .
' 1. Law enforcement officials

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a communication pertaining to a. list of law enforcement officials and- .■ 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used:
a. (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 

the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of- . 
ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau's attention. .

!a) Chiefs of police 
b } Sheriff s
c) State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

. in command of districts ' "

Id) U. S. Marshals and deputies
e) Ranking Federal law enforcement officers 
f) Wardens of penal institutions
g) District attorneys or county prosecutors
h) Railway police (if desirable) ■
i) Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins .
j) Any other officials who receive identification orders

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur.

3a
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[ PART II [6H]

e

(X

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

c. Purchase of individual publications at Bureau request
When the Bureau requests a field office to purchase and forward one 
or more copies of publications of security interest, it is desired, 
unless otherwise specifically stated, that nonevidentiary copies be 
forwarded. With respect to these specific Bureau requests for the 
purchase of individual copies of publications, the requested non— 
evidentiary copies should be forwarded to the Bureau by routing slip 
via ordinary mail.

d. Obtaining and retaining evidentiary copies of publications in the 
field
When the submitting office determines, or is advised by the Bureau, 
that a certain issue of a publication (which has already been for— - 
warded to the Bureau) is deemed to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant the obtaining of an evidentiary copy of that issue, a copy 
thereof should be obtained through live informants or by having an 
Agent purchase a copy at a public outlet for that publication, if 
confidentially feasible'. The evidentiary copy, bearing complete 
identifying data, should be retained as evidence in the field office, 
and the Bureau should be' so advised by letter, setting forth 
complete identifying data concerning the evidentiary copy, together 
with the caption and file number of the file in which the evidentiary 
copy is retained.

e. Transmittal of evidentiary copies of publications to the Bureau 
Instances in which the field will transmit evidentiary copies of .publica
tions to the Bureau will be limited almost exclusively to the submission 
of copies of foreign language publications' for translation of certain 
material for use as evidence. In these instances, it is required that: 
(1) Each copy submitted bear complete identifying data
(2) The material be' forwarded "in sealed envelopes'labeled ’’'Evidence” 
(3 )■' The material be forwarded via registered mail . ' ..
(4) The cover letter of transmittal be marked for the attention of 

the FBI Laboratory; state clearly that it is contemplated that the 
publications (and translations. thereof). will be used as evidence; 
identify clearly the enclosed publications as to title, place of 
publication, and date of issue; show the method of transmittal 
of the evidence to the Bureau; and indicate the desired disposition 
of the evidence.

f". Calling attention of Bureau to publications of security interest 
When a field office obtains an evidentiary copy of a publication which 
it desires to call to the Bureau's attention, a letter should be 
addressed to the Bureau to that end. Title, author, publisher, and the 
general nature should be very briefly set forth, together with the identi
fying data proper to the evidentiary copy. The letter should be 
informative, not requiring an answer., A nonevidentiary duplicate copy 
of that publication should be enclosed with the letter, if readily 
available. If a nonevidentiary copy is not readily available, that 
fact should be stated in the letter. If the Bureau desires to 
obtain a nonevidentiary duplicate copy of the publication for review, 
efforts will be made to obtain it through the appropriate field office. 
If not obtained, the office possessing the evidentiary copy will be 
requested to forward to the Bureau a Photostat thereof.

5b 
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MANUAL OF RUL^^ND REGULATIONS

JANUARY 27, 1975
■REVISION 272 ■

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The .new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. .

Part II Section 6 - Page 2a
Section 3 - Pages lc and 2

Pages 3c and 4
Pages 5a and 6 ■
Page lib

■ Pages 11c and 12
Pages 13 and 13a
Page 13b
Pages 13c and 14
Pages 15 and 15a

. Pages 15b and 15c
Pages 15d and 16

Section 8 - Pages 1 and la '
Pages 19 and 20 *
Pages 23 and 24-26

■ (Delete pages 25 and 26)

Section 9 - Pages 7 and 8
Pages 9 and 10
Page 17
Pages 19 and 20

(J Page 17
Pages 33 and 34

■ • Pages 35 and 36

Section 4 - Pages lb .and 2 '
Pages 7 and 8

. Page 8a
Pages 33a and 34
Pages 65 and 66

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (27)
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6C - DPART II

SECTION 6® PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

C. SPEECHES
1. The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment' by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard-to radio and . 
television appearances.

2. It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 
inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech- invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking- 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 
the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 
into speeches as xvell as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups, [in addition, identify the 10 most important 

’ speeches given during the 6-month period covered by the report and
’ indicate who gave them.]

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Lav; Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files.

D. ■ INTERESTING CASE WRITE-UPS • • •
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: '

a. Requested by the Bureau . .. . .
b. Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin 
c. Suggested by other offices -

2. They are prepared concerning cases of:
a. Major importance
b. Public interest 
c. Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
d. Novel ’investigations of human interest

. , 3. They are prepared:
a. Double spaced
b. Bureaufile number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
c. Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
d. Accurately
e. After a review of the entire file
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates definite
g. Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence
h. To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary to 
inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the photo
graphs has any objection to their being reproduced in publications.

i. Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be set off by parentheses and follow immedi a.tply 
the portion of the write-up to' which it pertains.
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MANUAL OF RULES^biD REGULATIONS 
FEBRUARY 27, 19^ .
REVISION 273

RE: REVISED PAGES

There are enumerated below pages of the Manual of Rules and •
Regulations, enclosed herewith, which have been revised. Revisions appearing 
on these pages are identified by brackets. The date appearing at the bottom 
of the pages indicates the date of revision. The new pages should be inserted 
immediately in the appropriate section and the old corresponding pages should 
be removed and turned over to the Special Agent in Charge who has the respon
sibility for the appropriate destruction of these old pages.

This cover letter should be retained until the next consecutively 
numbered letter is received. This will enable the field office immediately 
to detect the failure to receive the latest manual revisions. •

Part I
Table of Contents - Pages 5 and 6

Section'.12 - Pages 1 and la 
Pages 5 and 6

Section 14 - Pages 13 and 14

Section 16 - Pages 3 and 3a 
Page 3b

Section 17 - Pages 1 and 2 
Pages 3 and 4

Part II
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Pages 9 add 1'0 
Pages 15 and 15a

Section 4 - Page 47-50
Pages 59 and 60

Section

Section

5 - Page 13

6 - Pages 5 and 5 a

Section

■ Page 7-8
•Pages 9

7 - Pages 5

and 10
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Section 8 - Pages 27 and 28

Section

Pages 29

9 - Pages 21

and 30

and 22

Index -

Page 25

Page 43

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

Enclosures (23)
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PART II 6H
SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU
1. ’Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest

a. Relating to law enforcement concerning .
11) Scientific apparatus
2) Equipment '
3) Personnel
4) Methods '

(5) Economics
b. Newspaper clippings, other than items hearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should he submitted when they concern

11) The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author.
2) Outstanding abuses of parole and probation
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime
4) Bad local crime conditions
5) Scientific crime detection experts
6) Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature . 

about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 
' ■' made by police officers as to the value of police schools;

comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; ■ 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 

' solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently.
(File in individual pertinent school files clippings relative 
to each .police school in which field’ participates.)

(7) Police training in colleges and universities
(a) Aggravated sex offenders
(.9) Matters appearing in the press concerning the names of promi

nent persons who are mentioned in connection with Bureau cases.
, These matters also include wire service stories mentioning 

■ directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending in
vestigations being handled in your division. Forward such

• matters immediately and if there is’ any question as to what
action should be taken ask for specific instructions.

(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau’s attention through its review of Washington, ’ 
D. C., newspapers. Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted.

2. Method of preparation for transmittal
a. Mount the clipping on form FD—350 within the borders shown.
b. Do not fold the clipping except-in the case of a very large picture 

’or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the
■ allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the

paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
' may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 

inches deep should be left at the top of the page.
c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 

of the names of more than one newspaper. The names of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in ’ 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should, 
be shown. If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed.

d. Show whether the matter, mentioned is being investigated; ■
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper.

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention.

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is. required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question.

5
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PART II6H

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

• h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted.

i. Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right. .

j. All clippings must be complete.
k. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded.

1. Include .clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city.

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press.
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau

a. General principle governing s.ubmissions ... .
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at 

[FBIHUjfor purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse— 
. quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 

retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip.

b. Manner of handling .and forwarding nonevidentiary copies -of publica
tions ■
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, ’ ■

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be '

. ... submitted via ordinary -mail by routing slip (marked for the ' _
attention of[Seotion IS-3, Intelligence Division)-Juniess .

- ■ transmittal- by cover letter has been specifically requested.
- Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis 

trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication 
- (e.g., during summer months, lack-of funds), temporary delay in

obtaining or receiving particular issues of -a publication, or 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to 

. the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden-
, tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source,

• ' , Agent, date, and place of acquisition)should be further annotated
' ' "Not Evidence." ■ ■ '

Letters should be used in Connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or . 
information should be recorded in letter form. ■

(2) Each SAC and Cach legal attache must keep the Bureau, attention 
[Section IS-3, Intelligence Division,Jinformed on a current basis 
regarding publications (including books) of potential interest 
that are not included in the current list of publications which 
is supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publica
tions which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance. ■

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is' responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 

. Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the nece^ssity for renewal.

5a
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6K - LPART II

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

C
. Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 

industry,, Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information. Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by AEA facility, or 
by type of information.

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. ’ An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents 

" not having approved office space but working out of their homes when
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel- file cabinet. Cards shall be

, kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased.

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not.remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of

' information index. ■ • - •
2. Files

Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
\ of information.

• ■ • 3. Security and extremist sources of information
< ' Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted
\, to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist

[ ’ sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section[130I,]item
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremis.t 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certifi
cation as to stability and. reliability as required by payment letters.

4. Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis- 
construed.

L. [PUBLIC CONTACTS ' ■
1. Public contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, 

can and do render extraordinary service or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI.

2. Immediately upon assuming the"duties of SAC, such SAC should visit 
leading officials located in the field division. ]

7-8
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PART II 6L - M

SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

Mo

3. Persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the SAC include:

a. Federal judges
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f.

- g.

h.

U, S. Attorneys
Only outstanding state judges ' 
Governors
Leading state and county prosecutors 
State attorneys general
Officers of the National Association of 
County and Prosecuting Attorneys
Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce

i. In the principal cities:
(1) Mayors . .. . . (11) Top- representatives
(2) Chiefs of police .
(3) Officials of newspapers, includ

ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers,

(12)

(13)

of airlines 
Managers of leading 
airports ■
Top representatives

heads of newspaper wire services
(4) Managers or owners of leading and 

most important radio and television 
stations

(5) Heads of outstanding or more 
‘ important civic clubs, such as

Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions
( 6) Executive secretary or director 

of chambers of commerce .
(7) Heads of Federal intelligence 

agencies
(8) Outstanding leaders of Govern

ment and business
■ - (.9) Heads of larger universities

(io) Outstanding religious leaders
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or
the leading Rabbi ’

NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im
portant hotels 
Heads of better 
business bureaus 
Heads .o.f leading 
banks •
Influential minority 
leaders

As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 3i, (3), above, officials of leading 
newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by SACs. 
Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, however, ' 
and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that his 
press contacts are continuously effective. The number of contacts made by 
him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news media 
will be considered in appraising the maximum- effectiveness of this program„

9
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6N A. PART II A

SECTION 6® PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS

'[n- 'bureau-wide information program regarding matters of national interest
. This program is coordinated, by the External Affairs Division and is devoted
, primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including

both administrative and investigative development's, that are topics of
. nationwide press coverage and public interest®

, All such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION
, PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airtels, dependent upon
. the exigencies of the situation®

. The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key

. facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the FBI that command
r widespread public interest® Information furnished to SACs under this program
, • should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer
, ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors
, that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI® In some
. instances, however, the information may be of such a nature that it cannot 
. be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders® In fact, occasionally it is
. necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within
, FBIHQ and field offices® Guidelines furnished on .each communication should 
. be strictly followed® •

, FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of 
, the External Affairs Division all current items and.developments that they 
. feel merit consideration for inclusion under this program®J
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SECTION • y SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COK^ENTIAL SOURCES ’ 1O7A-C 

A. DEFINITIONS ’ ‘ '

1. Security informant ■ '
Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to-provide current information ' 
of value. •

2. Potential security informant ' • ’ ’
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making •
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent . '
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance .

_ 4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available • 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf ‘ 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them. ■

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness ■ ■

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS ,
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of 

. a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters •
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty ’

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees ■ .
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts . ’

2. Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants •

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA®
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disafrec- 

’ tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be infoi'med as 
■ to purpose of inquiry. .

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings • .

C. BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: ■
1. Check of field office files ’ .
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants .•
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SECTION 107. [IN'j®TAL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COI^DENTIAL SOURCES; 107A-C 
[and”reign COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSESS]

PART I •

A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa-
•tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau. 

[ 3. [Deleted]
4. Confidential source .

Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness '

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested:

* 1. Evaluation of
a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

C. BACKGROUND IN&UIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, Conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: 
1. Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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1070-D SECTION 107 ^^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI ^piAL SOURCES.

3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity,' general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.

[ ' [a. If the individual is a student, include' separate paragraph clearly
[ setting forth the number of racial and/or security informants, the
[ number of potential racial and/or potential security informants, and
[ the number of panel sources currently being operated at the particular
[ college or university to which the request pertains.]

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation 
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes"or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups, 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.
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107C-D SECTION 107 BCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE AL SOURCES

3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file. _ .

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details. ■ 
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D.

[ 
[

APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. , When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. [Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise.] Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of[extremist]and/or security informants, 
the number of potential[extremist]and/or potential security in
formants, and the number cf panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem -which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e, If potential informant is stude’nt, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.
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107C-D SECTION 10’/ ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIj^TIAL SOURCES.

3, Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments., 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

[ 4. Check of local credit and arrest records. [Limit credit check of
[ individual to identifying information only (name, address, former
[ address, employment, former employment.)] Submit FD-165 to Identification

Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop against 
fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable. ’
6- . Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and forei-gn nationality 

cases may present 'special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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107C-D SECTION 1<^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONI^pNTIAL SOURCES.

3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

[ 4. Check local arrest records. Submit ED-165 to Identification Division
to obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints 
if on file . •

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days,. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF .POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in- • 
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be ' 
impressed upon him. •

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative- activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation 
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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1070-D SECTION 107.
^fCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE L SOURCES

• 3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him. . * . '

4. Check local arrest records® Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to 
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if . 
on file, [in order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the security 
of Bureau informants, the word. "Informant" should not be indicated in 
blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number 
serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of . 
flash notice desired.] ..

5. Review armed services record if applicable. ’ ’ •
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve. ■ ■
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties? obtain details. •
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality ■ 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, . ..
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical, 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him: - ’
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved. . .
• b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him. ■

c. His cooperation must be•strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing, his assistance to his wife’or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate

- recommendation made to Bureau.
d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 

inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on . 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements. .
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107C-D SECTION 107. ^JCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDJ ^^AL SOURCES.

3. Inquiries' of discreet'nature concerning individual’s personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4. Check local arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to 
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if 
on file® In order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the security 
of Bureau informants, the word "Informant" should not be indicated in • 
blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number 
serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of 
flash notice desired.

, 5. Review’ armed services record if applicable. [FD-356 must be used in any
routine check pertaining to informants making sure all references, such

, as symbol number", which would tend to identify individual as an 
informant are deleted.]

6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where'practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D.- ' APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. include physical 
description.
a. If .the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains. .

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau’s 

' investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate ' 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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107C-D SECTION 107. [InJB^AL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COiAdENTIAL SOURCES; 
.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

3, Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history "'"k
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 1
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due :
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by i
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4. Check local arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to ;
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if 
on file. In order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the secunity f
of Bureau informants, the word "Informant" should not be indicated in j
blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number 1
serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of ;
flash notice desired. ‘

5. Review armed services record if applicable. FD-356 must be used in any _ 
routine check pertaining to informants making sure all references, such ’ 
as symbol number, which would tend to identify individual as an 
informant are deleted. ;

6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve. •
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details. ’

[ 8. [Deleted]

. Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant. •

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OP POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same ;

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des- j
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to J j
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). t
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical !
description. ■ ■
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly j

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains. ’

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him: ‘
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is :

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of PBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him. I

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if ■ j
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so i
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant . ;

. that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he •
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 1
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special |
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or <
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate ;
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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INFORMANTS AND CONFID®^IAL SOURCES
107C-DSECTION 107

Abcurity 
mvU KJ. i X

•

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau. •
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SECTION 107. [INiOBal] SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COl^bENTIAL SOURCES;. 107D 
[AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

e. If potential informant’is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning 
investigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive.groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.
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. SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107D-F
J , ■

4. Except in espiona^|^and foreign nationality matte.^^where contact is 

maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.

5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning- payments. ’

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts. . • .
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. ’ In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority. .

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be .certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence. Individual’s 
background must be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping

. in mind possibility of using informant as witness. If individual 
has any weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followe'd to .
insure security and prevent embarrassment to Bureau. ■

E. BUREAU POLICY - - '
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by'Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents • ■ '
Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made bjr 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. .Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which - 
is essential to his proper operation. .

4. Recording investigative activity . .
.All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office . 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally

F» INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS .
1. Caution against divulging relationship ■

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela- .
tionship with Bureau. These instructions mus’t be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship. •

2. Developing additional background ■ ■
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some ■ •
personal problem which would make him a risk. .

3. Indications of instability ‘
. Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, ’ 

with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau. .

5
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SECTION 107. ^^JRITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENO^p SOURCES. 107D-F

4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.

5, Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis? include summary‘of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning- payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. -

This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel ■ ■ . . .

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents
Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity . ■
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem -which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5
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SECTION 1O^|F SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF TIAL SOURCES 1O7D-F

4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is .
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.

5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who .are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated

' under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.
6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants. •
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts. .
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In . 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider ■ 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor— '
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority. ' ■

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and ■
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant. • " ....

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and '
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC

■ acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau. • .

E. BUREAU POLICY ’ • ' . ’ '
1. Development of military personnel ■ ■

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents • '
Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him. '

3. Divulging information to informant ’
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation. ' ■ ■

4, Recording investigative activity ’ ■
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field- office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally. 

[ [5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly .
[ basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.] .

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS ’
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela- 

- • tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to .
prevent possibility of Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship. » .

2. Developing additional background ■ .
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for " 
data revealing he is mentally oz1 emotionally unstable, or has some .
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability . .
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau. ■

5
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4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
, maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact
J potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
' 5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub

mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential -infor- 
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain. Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual’s background must be thoroughly 
(reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

') [ Do not develop informants among [active duty]military personnel.
' 2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant’s continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau'.

/
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I LandWoreign counterintelligence assW]

[ 4. Contact potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
' j 5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Submit 
' letters (FD-401)concerning potential informants who are not being paid

on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of information 
furnished during past six months and certifications regarding stability 
and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated under 
§ 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts ■with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it 'becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as. informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

A Do not develop informants among active duty military personnel.
y 2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 

, prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
’ Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau,

with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5
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SECTION 107. ItWkNAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND cWlDENTIAL SOURCES; 107D-F
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4. Contact potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Submit 

letters (FD-401)concerning potential informants who are not being paid 
on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of information 
furnished during past six months and certifications regarding stability 
and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated under 
§ 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does, not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant’s or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among active duty military personnel.
2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
, basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

, [6. All pending informant files are to be reviewed personally by appropriate
, supervisory personnel on a regular periodic basis not to exceed 60 days.
. This review must include the informant’s file and its subfiles.],

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant’s continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5 .
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SECTION 107. [I^OnALIsECURITY INFORMANTS AND cjj^DENTIAL SOURCES; 

[and foreign counterintelligence assets]

4. Contacts by Agents
[ a. Informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but at least

one personal contact should be made every two weeks. If such fre-
■ quent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific Bureau author

ity for exception to this requirement.
b. During each contact, carefully review informant’s activities since 

previous contact and. make certain informant has furnished, all in
formation which he has obtained, since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com-

[ munication.
f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 

written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant’s subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant’s administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts

■ may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.
5. Checking reliability

a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
- nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file ’there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed.
• Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 

case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant’s true name for each 
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove fingerprints 
from criminal file.

7. Control - statement of cooperation
[ a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants to

obtain maximum results and prevent any possible embarrassment to 
■ Bureau.

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an 

t informant, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC and Agent handling
informant should determine appropriate time in informant’s operation 
when statement should be completed.

I, __________ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a ■ 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau.

(Signed) ___________________________

Witnessed:  .

8. Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
careful not to jeopardize their position as informants. If necessary 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant.

9. Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of ' 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.- ■

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion’s precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study

. purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers,
c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 

reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but. in such manner as to avoid 
suspici on.

)
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas ■
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

' coverage through change in residence or employment.
■ b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau's work. . , .

11. Action by informant when uncovered • " •
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of. his informant activity!
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where • 
his services may not be lost. ‘

c. Tn some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce- to 
' charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved,

and thus cast off suspicion. ■ . .
12. Requests of informant to help defend others ..

a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist' 
in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should ■ 
tactfully decline. ■ " ■

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 
made matter of record.

c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy. " :

d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau. '
[ e. [If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and
[ individual under criminal indictment, he should immediately leave.
[ If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans
[ ' or strategy, he is not to report the substance of any such
[ conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to
[ engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal
[ defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is
[ under indictment.] '

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever .
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases. ■

G. INFORMANTS' INFORMATION " . ’
■ 1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information. .

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning-prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or . 
activity.

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible. In espionage 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually 
necessary only in those instances involving possible future■prosecu
tion. (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 
subject to prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. . . •

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
. recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action" 

taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant’s statement being

. channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. When informant's statement contains references to . 
large number of individuals and/or organizations, and exceeds two 
pages, consider channelizing to substantive case file only those- por-
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau's work.

11. Action by informant when uncovered
a. - If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where 
his services may not be lost.

c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved, 
and thus cast off suspicion.

12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should 
tactfully decline.

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 
made matter of record.

c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy.

d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau.
e. If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and 

individual under criminal indictment, he should immediately leave. 
If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans 
or strategy, he is not to re.port the substance of any such 
conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to 
engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal 
defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is 
under indictment. •

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination' 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases.

G. INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. -These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity.

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible. In espionage 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually 
necessary only in those instances involving possible future prosecu
tion; (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 
subject to prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court.

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed'for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being 
channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. [In those instances in which an informant reports that 
an individual attended a meeting but took no active part therein and/or

8
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107F-G SECTION 107. [INtOtAL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COlOoENTIAL SOURCES;
[AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

10. Transfer of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau's work.

11. Action by informant when uncovered
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where 
his services nay not be lost.

c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization, involved, 
and thus cast off suspicion.

12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should 
tactfully decline.

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 
made matter of record.

c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy.

d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau.
e. If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and 

individual under criminal indictment, he should immediately leave. 
If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans 
or strategy, he is not to report the substance of any such 
conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to 
engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal 
defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is 
unde r ind i ctme nt.

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases.

G. INFORMANTS' INFORMATION
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity.

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible.
e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 

upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court.

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 

• and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being
channelized. Channelization should be moted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. In those instances in which an informant reports that 
an individual attended a meeting but took no active part therein and/or

8
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• SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107G

. tions of statement which, apply to particular individual or organiza
tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant’s sub
file.- This procedure should be employed unless logical reason .
dictates otherwise.

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in

. formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony. •

2. Recording written and oral information ’
a. Written by informant ’

!
1) May be in hand-writing or hand printing of informant or-typed.
2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously .
. ■ check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 

copies.
(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica

tion. ■ ' . ■
(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 

top of statement. '
(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement.

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and
■ places? purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden

tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 
in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present.

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name 
.immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions shouldbe identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

!
8) Agents' names should never appear on any page. .
9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person. . '
. (10} Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections,

additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306. ' ■

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as:

S
a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau •
b) References to other documents and statements submitted b'y 

informant ■
(c ) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

- structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file. . -

b. Furnished orally by informant . ■
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items:

S
a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau '
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant ' . • ■
(0) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in-

• structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file.

!
2) Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification.
3) Date at top vath date informant furnished information. No

_ other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement.

9
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tions of statement which apply to particular individual or organiza
tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant's sub
file. This procedure should be employed unless logical reason 
dictates otherwise. [When preparing lengthy channelizing memor- . .
anda reporting material of interest to other offices, limit the 
number of copies prepared for each other such office to two. Clearly 
indicate next to the name of the receiving office, the number of 
the page containing information pertinent to that office and note 
on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field

. office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If ■ 
the channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely 
attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the

’ reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one- ’
page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely • 
in attendance and had no important function. The preparation and ‘ 
distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment 
are left to the discretion of the receiving office.. ]

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise' trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony. . ’

2. Recording written and oral information ,
.a. Written by informant . . .

(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously 
check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or ’ 
copies. ■

(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica
tion. ’

(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at. 
top of statement. • • -

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 
or separate activity in which they engage should be sub- ■
mitted in one statement.

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and ■ 
places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 
in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present. . .

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his- code name 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor- . 
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

!8) Agents' names should never appear on any page.
9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any' corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.-
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as :

’ (a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

‘ informant .

9
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107F - G SECTION 10/^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI^TIAL SOURCES.

nothing transpired of potential prosecutive value with respect to the 
individual, FD-306 should list the substantive case file number 
or should list subject*s name and it will not be necessary to staple 

'a copy of the informant’s statemerit to FD-306.] When informant’s 
statement contains references to large number of individuals and/or 
organizations, and exceeds two pages, consider channelizing to sub

’ stantive case file only those portions of statement which apply to
particular individual or organization. Of course, entire statement 
should be filed in informant’s subfile. This procedure should be 
employed unless logical reason dictates otherwise. When preparing 

■ . lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of interest to other
. offices, limit the number of copies prepared for each other such office 

to two. Clearly indicate next to the name of the receiving office, the 
' number of the page containing information pertinent to that office and 

note on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field 
office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If the 
channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely 

. attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the 
. reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one- 

page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely 
. in attendance and had no important function. The preparation and 

distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment are 
left to the discretion of the receiving office. . ’

g . j Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that

. he furnished information in addition to his testimony. 
2. Recording written and oral information 
. a. Written by informant

!
 1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed. 
2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 
' retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously

check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 
copies .

. (3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica-
• ■” ’ tion.

(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
. top of statement.

. (5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting
• . or separate activity in which they engage should be sub-

• mitted in one statement. ’
(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 

. places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden- 
. ’ . tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 

in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present.

. (7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name
” immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor

. rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name. 
Agents' names should never appear on any page.

9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 
true name and use thirdoperson.

(10 ) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 
.additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.

•’(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
. should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum

■ containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.
(12) ’ Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 

should leave out such items as:
. (a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by

' informant
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SECTION 107. [iNl’fl^AL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONGENITAL SOURCES; 107G

LAND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

nothing transpired of potential prosecutive value with respect to the 
individual, FD-306 should list the substantive case file number 
or should list subject’s name and it will not be necessary to staple 
a copy of the informant’s statement to FD-306. When informant’s 
statement contains references to large number of individuals and/or 
organizations, and exceeds two pages, consider channelizing to sub
stantive case file only those portions of statement which apply to 
particular individual or organization. Of course, entire statement 
should be filed in informant’s subfile. This procedure should be 
employed unless logical reason dictates otherwise. When preparing 
lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of interest to other 
offices, limit the number of copies prepared for each other such office 
to two. Clearly indicate next to the'name of the receiving office, the 
number of the page containing information pertinent to that office and 
note on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field 
office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If the 
channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely 
attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the 
reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one- 
page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely 
in attendance and had no important function. The preparation and 
distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment are 
left to the discretion of the receiving' office.

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

2. Recording written and oral information
a. Written by informant

ill May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously 
check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 
copies.

(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica
tion.

(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
top of statement.

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 
or separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement.

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 
places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 
in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present.

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name. 
Agents’ names should never appear on any page.

9) Informant should refer to, himself in body of statement by his 
true name and use third person.

(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 
additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant
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107G SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES.

■ (c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in
structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file. '

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items: '
!a} Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant
(c ) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in- 

•structions given by contacting Agent . - "

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file. 
(2-1 Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification. 
(3) Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 

other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement. ■

9a
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SECTION 107. [INtJ^L]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CON^ENTIAL SOURCES; 107G

LAND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

(o) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in
structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file.

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent.

• Leave out following items:

!
a| Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant .
(c ) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file. 
Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification.

3) Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 
other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des- 

• cribed in body of statement.
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.AND Weign COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSJjIW

107G SECTION 107.

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page.

(6) After informant'authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should he stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time.

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion.
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 

. to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 

‘ etc., should be placed on documentary material.
d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form ED-306 or on a 

channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions.
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SECTION 107< SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID JIAL SOURCES. 107H-I-J

H. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers . . '

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
• must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 

producing sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.
c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 

of such symbols.
d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 

. in communications between informant and field office. Advise’ Bureau
- ' of cover name, . ■

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype
• ' abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for

’ security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant;
■ [ letters["CS"]for confidential source. ■

f• Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), 

• number previously assigned will remain same; however, .suffix is to
. be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change .

(NY-OOO-S to NY-000-C or to NY-000-R).
2. Communications - use of symbols

. a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica
tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
numb er. ' ■

b. In all communications after initial letter. Bureau and field office 
. ’ file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division . .

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 

’ interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to knovz identity. Office receiving such 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and

• Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between
• interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number

only. *
(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 

information and do not plan to return should be immediately ' 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

. (3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active-,
his identity must still be protected. • ■

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica- ’ 
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). This facilitates routing 
at Bureau. _

I. INDEXING ■ ’ ’
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant." shall not appear. • '

J. INDICES . ' _
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index ’

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order. . . ■
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SECTION 107, —SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID^ TIAL SOURCES. 107H-I-J

H. SYMBOLS . ■ ■
1, Assigning numbers ’ -

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 

. subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source . .
b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 

must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 
producing sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.

c, Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. - - ' ■

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau . 
of cover name.

e. . Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source. ' .

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change, 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to . 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change .

[ (NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-R). •
2. Communications - use of symbols

a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica
tions true name .of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
number. . ■ .

b. In all communications after initial le'tter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division - ■

• (1) Active informants and sources entering another division on
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 
interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Office receiving such - 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and 
Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between 
interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number ■ 
only. ■ .

■ (2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 

. and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.
• (3) If informant is transferred to another office and-remains active,

his identity must still be protected-.
e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a • 

symbol number is not assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). This facilitates routing 
at Bureau. ■

I. INDEXING ' ' ■
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 

"show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant" shall not appear. ' ■

a ■ , •
J. INDICES • ‘ '

1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index '
Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with. - ’ 
maximum security and best administrative practice ’

. a. Alphabetical name index '
In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order.
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H. SYMBOLS . .
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

[ b. [A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals
[ from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or
[- source file) is taken to develop them as sources or informants.]

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements -and 
in communications between informant and- field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
( in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to[extremist,]etc.),

number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change

[ (NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY[OOO-E).]
[ [g. [An asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive
[ informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk
[ in reporting information from such sources.]

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
number.

b. In all communications after initial letter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on
[ temporary basis should be referred to in initial[secure teletype]

to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary
[ for other division to know identity. [Such a teletype should
[ not be routed to a Resident Agency.] Office receiving such
[ [teletype ]should make appropriate index cards for "Informants

and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a
r symbol number is not[used,]name of potential security informant

and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe', PSI."
[ f. [Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should
[ contain a precise character designation to identify the organization
[ with which they are most closely associated or on which they are
[ most capable of furnishing information (i.e.,.Security Matter -
[ Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS, Security Matter -
[ Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA, Security hotter - Communist
[ or SM - C, etc.).] In espionage and foreign nationality matters,

caption of communication should also show character and country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing at Bureau.

I. INDEXING . .
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, snail 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential

11
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SECTION 107 .^pECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID^p.L SOURCES. 107H-I

H. SYMBOLS .
1. Assigning numbers

a. All ,informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

b. A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals 
from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or 

_ source file ) is taken to develop them as sources or informants.
, [Upon assigning a symbol number, Bureau should be immediately advised by
, secure teletype of the symbol number, informant’s true name, available
. background information, and cover name, if assigned, for indexing purposes.]

o. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype .
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to extremist, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this ch'ange . 
(NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-E).

g. An asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive 
informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk 
in reporting information from such sources. •

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica- 

• tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol number.
’ b. In all communications after initial[one,]Bureau and field office

file numbers for informant must be set forth.
c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial secure teletype 

•to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Such a teletype should 
not be routed to a Resident Agency. Office receiving such 
teletype should make appropriate index cards for "Informants 
and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only. .

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
’ information and do not plan to return should be immediately

’ discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not used, name of potential security informant 

’ and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."
. f. ‘ Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should 

contain a-precise character designation to identify the organization 
with which they are most closely associated or on which they are

' ' most capable of furnishing information (i.e., Security hotter -
Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS, Security Ifetter - 

' Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA, Security Matter - Communist 
or SM - C, etc.). In espionage and foreign nationality matters, 
caption of communication should also show character and country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing at Bureau. .

I. INDEXING .
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential

11 . ■
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SECTION 107 JNTEI®,]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONfAtTIAL SOURCES; 107H-I 
.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

x H. SYMBOLS
} 1. Assigning numbers
y a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of

which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source.

b. A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals 
from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or 
source file) is taken to develop them as sources or informants. 
Upon assigning a symbol number. Bureau should, be immediately advised by 
secure teletype of the symbol number, informant’s true name, available 
background information, and. cover name, if assigned, for indexing purposes.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. ' •

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
■ abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for

security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

. f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to extremist, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-E).

g. An asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive 
informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk 
in reporting information from such sources.

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol number.
\ b. In all communications after initial one, Bureau and field office

j file numbers for informant must be set forth.
7 c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.

d. Informants and sources entering another division
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis should be referred to in initial secure teletype 
to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Such a teletype should 
not be routed to a Resident Agency. Office receiving such 
teletype should make appropriate index cards for "Informants 
and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be canceled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains,active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
. symbol number is not used, name of potential security informant and 

abbreviation "PSI” shall be used; e.g.? "Jolin Doe, PSI."
f. Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should 

contain a precise character designation to identify the organization 
with which they are most closely associated or on which they are 

, most capable of furnishing information (i.e.,[Subversive]Matter -
, Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS, [Subversive]Matter -
, Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA,[Subversive]Matter -[Communist
. Party, USA]or SM -[CPUSA,]etc.). This facilitates routing at Bureau.

I. INDEXING ■
\ ■ True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned,
J shall be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards 

should show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or 
"Potential Security Informant" shall not appear.
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107J SECTION 107.WBECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDWPlAL SOURCES.

Security Informant" shall not appear.

J. INDICES • ’
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with . 
maximum security and best administrative practice -
a, Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all . 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 

■ File cards in alphabetical order. ' •
b. Symbol number index ' ' ‘

This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index. • . .■

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes. •

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items: ’

Symbol: File No: .
. (informant, potential ■

informant, or confidential -
source) ‘ ’

. Name: .

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data. .
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter. .

3. Agents' informative index .
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division. .

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
. of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 

Polish Activity, etc.
d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 

sources -who can provide coverage. ■ •
e . [ De le te d. ] •
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 

alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

. i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index. ' ' *

12
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;io7j SECTION 107. JNJ»AL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COi^BENTIAL SOURCES;
andWreign counterintelligence assew]

J. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, security con- .

[ fidential sources,[informative assets, and operational assets.]
This is to be known as alphabetical name index. File cards in 
alphabetical order.

b. Symbol number index ■
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index

. and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: File No: '
(informant, potential 
informant, confidential -

, source,[informative asset,
. or operational asset)]

Name:

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
. b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
. o. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index .
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
. of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 

Polish Activity, etc.
d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 

sources who can provide coverage.
e. Deleted. ’
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place

‘ alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be- of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index.
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SECTION 107.1 ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID^IAL SOURCES 107 K

K. INFORMANT FILES • •
1, Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of secur ity-type- file, 
open 134 file. - .

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 

. matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. ’
c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active
. files. . . .

2. Monthly administrative report ■ ■
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and . 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.

3. Assignment and tickler cards ,
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true'name of 

[ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source]
on such cards . •

4. Subfiles • . ’ '
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

■ or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible

' prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement,’ 
. whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and

. reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306
’ or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form

. ' FD-306 to original of each such statement. - ...
b. Holes may be. punched in original statements of informants for ’

filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any - 
portion of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization ’ .
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state- ’

■ ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original •
FD-306 and all copies. .

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of . ■ ’ ' "
See Manual of Rules and Regulations. • ■

7. Correspondence -
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant • 

■ matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption.

8. Maintenance of files
. ■ a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed,

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC. ’ '

. b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in ,open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant’s 
identity on statements.

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in- . 
formant will be immediately available when needed. •

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
■ informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by

simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.

13
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INTERNAL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES;
.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

107KSECTION 107.

K. INFORMANT FILES
1. Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file.

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 

[ follow informant development.
c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active 

files.
2. Monthly administrative report

Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.

3. Assignment and tickler cards
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of 
informant, potential informant, panel source or confidential source on 
such cards.

4. Subfiles
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

[ or oral. File in this subfile original of each statement, whether
personally written by informant or furnished orally and reduced to 

‘ writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 or chan
nelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form FD-306 
to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for filing, 
but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion of 
statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
FD-306 and all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of '
See Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7. Corre s ponde nee
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 

. and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption.

8. Maintenance of files '
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 

k identity on statements.
c. Maintain informant'files so that all information furnished by in

formant will be immediately available when needed.
d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 

informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research. ■
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CURITY INFORMANTS AND COWID.^UL SOURCES107K-L SECTION -107

9. TJsr of informant by Department - filing correspondence re ’
Frcm time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular '
informant fox' testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. ■
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning

• each informant and place summary in appropriate file. '
10. Form FD-238

Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and ■ 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in. file particular data can be found. This form is . 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant . ' .
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may '

• be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 .
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or 'channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located. ’ ■ '

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS . . ■
1. No gifts to informants . ’ ■

a. Gifts should not be given to informants, . '
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis. - ' ... .
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of-money, gifts, 

■ or products of such companies to informants. -
2. SAC authority

a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in
dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security . 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number . 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never, been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular - 

’ basis" or on "Bureau authorization."
- c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAG must clearly and 

. accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
' to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual

has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis." *

[ [e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC ’
[ authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances ■ ■
[ exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during
[ this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of
[ past expenditures.] .

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority '
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership ' .
List current membership and .position held in any subversive

■ group. ' .
(2) Amount paid for services and expenses '

List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should ' 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance. . .
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SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFlWlTIAL SOURCES107K-L SECTION 10

9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s .file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing ’ 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS • ■
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants,
b. Relationship between Agents and informants  maintained on 

businesslike basis.
shall.be

c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in-’ 

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not  obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to-individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

othervn.se

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization." ' .

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment
• to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC 
■ authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances 
exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during 
this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of 
past expenditures.

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive-

[ group. [If position identifies informant, submit separately
[ by secure teletype (nitel).]

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week.• Initial justification letter should 
.set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance.
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,107K-L SECTION 107.
JnWnAL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CoOdENTIAL SOURCES; 

.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time, Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant's file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is ‘located.

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants'.
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis.
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC 
authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances 

' exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during 
this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of 
past expenditures.

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group. If position identifies informant, submit separately 
by secure teletype (nitel).

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance. ^4
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDWTIAL SOURCES 107L

(4) Number of statements submitted ' ‘
' Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 

and show only total number.
• • .. .(5) Stability and reliability ' ■

. ■ Check positive box if informant is considered stable and .
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses,

. domestic difficulties, indications -of untrustworthiness or
. unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 

informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."
(6) Indoctrination against disclosure

' If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check
positive box. ■

(7) Percentage of information verified
Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has. 
been verified through other sources. . . ..

(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished 
If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 

■ negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."
(9) Summary of information furnished •

This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
. information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 

all information furnished by informant.
(10) Miscellaneous

[ Furnish any change in informant’s residence and employment[by
[ secure teletype (nitel),]steps -being taken to advance informant,

and any other pertinent information which should be brought to 
Bureau's attention. Include statement that source has been 
advised that all payments of money made to him for services 
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 

. agreed to do so.
c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 

time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
. period as to whether services of informant are to be continued. .

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above,

e. . Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, . 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

• f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments •
■ ' If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 

not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority.
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign . 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items.

. 5. Receipts . '
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. '

15
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SECTION 107. [INT^BiL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CON’j^BcNTIAL SOURCES; 1O7L 
[and Wreign COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS

(4) Number of statements submitted ■
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 
unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check 
positive box.

(7) Percentage-of information verified
Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has 
been verified through other sources.

(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished
If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 

. negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."
(9) Summary of information furnished ’

This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant.

(10) Miscellaneous
Furnish any change in informant's^residence and employment by 
secure teletype (nitel), steps being taken to. advance informant, 
and any other pertinent information which should be brought to 
Bureau's attention. Include statement that source has been 
advised that all payments of money made to him for services 
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 
agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved., field will be advised by separate 
c ommunicati on.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 

' transmitted ^o Bureau every six months after date of designation con
* taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 

concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. '

5. Receipts „
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time .'reimbursement is claimed.
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107 L SECTION 107 j Sll^lITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT!^ SOURCES .

a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
sc that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:

!
11 Date on which payment was made
2j Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent

!
4) Name of Agent making payment
5) Signature of person receiving money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent.
e. When, transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip.

6. Income tax returns
a. [Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to 

the Bureau that such compensation must be reported as income when 
filing a Federal income tax form, and, where appropriate, state and 
local tax forms. Informants must be periodically advised of the 
above and complete details of any reported problem an informant 
has encountered with the taxing authorities are to be expeditiously 
furnished the Bureau.]

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant’s position and station in life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

. d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without -je opardizing -his security as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in-

. formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority/ or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

■e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 
furnish’Department set of photostats of original receipts signed 
by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats 
will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 
take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. There
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information:
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107L SECTION 107. ]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFjHnTIAL SOURCES; 
FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: ■

il) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent 
Name of Agent making payment

5) Signature of perse,n receiving money
c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent.
' e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 

- easily read without detaching it from blue slip.
6. Income tax returns

a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to 
the Bureau that such compensation must be reported as income when 
filing a Federal income tax form, and, where appropriate, state and 
local tax forms. Informants must be periodically advised of the 

■ above and complete details of any reported problem an informant 
has encountered with the taxing authorities are to be expeditiously 
furnished the Bureau.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant's position and station in life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructionis and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state

. taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all-pertinent details and promptly

• submit recommendations for handling situation.
7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses

a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 
who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 

[ furnish Department set of[reproduced copies ]of original receipts
signed by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of 

[ ■ [reproduced copies]will be transmitted to field office in whose
territory trial will take place. Office handling prosecution must 

‘ determine from Government attorney which individuals are to be used
as witnesses. Thereafter office should furnish and/or cause other 
appropriate offices to furnish to Bureau following information:
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SECTION 10^p| SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI^pTIAL SOURCES 107 L-M

1) Correct, full name ' '• . •
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
31 First date of contact by your office ■
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments ■ 
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with

• Bureau records. . ’
(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 

advances • .

57) Date of last contact by your office . .
8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for. 
If no contact was made with particular individual. Bureau must be 
so advised. ' .

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart, from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Administrative Division, Voucher Unit. Inter- 
divisional correspondence should be addressed to Bureau with copies

’ ’ designated for interested offices. . .
8. Receipt of unemployment compensation

a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 
and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is . 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position .of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At- same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen-

’ sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi- 
. zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him-

to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

[M. 
[ 
t 
[ 
[ 
[ 
I 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITEL). Field'divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following:

■ a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con
- fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each 

month also showing the number added and deleted during the month,
b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source 

development. ■ •
c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority. •
d. Statistical accomplishments.
e. - Security informant accomplishments. .-
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’

1
1) Co^Bct, full name ' .
2) Alliases, code names, and symboi^numbers . ,
3) First date of contact by your office ' ' • ’
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who conta'cted and may have made payments
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart- - 
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with ■ 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of . 
advances

!
7) Date of last contact by your office ‘
8) Whether individual has been contacted, by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must-be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual,• Bureau must be 
so advised. ’ •

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used. ,

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
- respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad

dressed to attention of[Voucher-Statistical Section, Computer Systems 
Division.] Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices. .

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un- 
■ employment regulations require lis.ting of all sources of income as 

prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 

. sources must be alerted accordingly.
b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 

of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him . 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of.unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS ' • ’
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITBL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following: ‘
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each ■ 
month also showing the number added and deleted during the month.

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source 
development. ' . ■

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority. .
d. Statistical accomplishments.
e. Security informant accomplishments. ■ ’ '
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SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107 L-MSEC TION 10

(11 Correct, full name
(2$ All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers ■

’ ’ (3) First date of contact by your office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payme-nts
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and ’

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with

' Bureau records.
(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 

■ advances •
' (7) Date of last contact by your office ’ ' ' -

(8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office -
b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for. • 

If no contact was made with particular individual. Bureau must be 
so advised.

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
. was prepared, information for items (5) through'(8) need be given only 

• from date of last trial in which individual was used.
d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor

respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad-
[ dressed to attention of[Data Processing]Section, Computer Systems

Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
. Bureau tvith copies designated for interested offices.
8. Receipt of unemployment compensation

a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 
and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un- .
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is ' 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state lav/ on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants

. and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and ■ 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to 'in- 

■ formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS ' '
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITEL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following: '
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

’ fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each
month also showing the number added and deleted during the month.

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source • 
development. o ,

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority.
. d. Statistical accomplishments. • •

e. Security informant accomplishments. ,
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SECTION 107. [iN'^hTALjSECURITY INFORMANTS AND COl^DENTIAL SOURCES; 107L-M
[andW)reign COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSW] .

i
ll Correct, full name
2] All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3} First date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments 
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances .

(7} Date of last contact by your- office
(8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
. If no contact was made with particular individual, Bureau must be

so advised.
c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 

was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
. from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
' respondence setting forth derogatory information,, and should be ad

dressed to attention of Data Processing Section, Computer Systems 
Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation '
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 

• possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue

. Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND OUARTERLY LETTERS
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system. 

(NITEL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following:

. > a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con
, fidential sources, panel sources,[informative assets, and operational
. assets]at the beginning and end of each month also showing the

number added and deleted during the month
b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source devel- 

■ opment
c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority
d. Statistical accomplishments

' e. Security informant accomplishments
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SECTION 107. IblJ^NAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CCjgkiDENTIAL SOURCES; 107L-M
ANWOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSWR

(1) Correct, full name
(2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers

(/ is) First date of contact by your office
”* (4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

!7 ) Date of last contact by your office
8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual, Bureau must be 
so advised.

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Data Processing Section, Computer Systems 
Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source.

'X Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation
. ’ officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants

and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
[ 1. Submit'monthly letter (FD-451,451a) to Bureau. Field divisions east of

the Mississippi must submit this information by the 3rd of each month; 
field divisions west of the Mississippi must submit this information by 
the 7th of each month. Monthly letter should include the following:
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

fidential sources, panel sources, informative assets, and operational 
assets at the beginning and end of each month also showing the 
number added and deleted during the month

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source devel
opment

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority
d. Statistical accomplishments
e. Security informant accomplishments
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2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITBL). Quarterly letter should include the following: '
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group. .

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member .informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants . 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] ■

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS .
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from isituations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pe'rtinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative

. .18
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107M-N SECTION 107. [ IN OlAL] SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CC.^DENTIAL SOURCES; 
LAND^OREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSEK]

2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following:
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici

. pated for each group.
c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 

active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of
' individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant,

attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.

N. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Make every effort to.-guide .informants away from situations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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107M-N SECTION 107. M^^NAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND cAlDENTIAL SOURCES; 
ANWOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS

[ 2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451U) to Bureau. Quarterly letter should
include the following:
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group.

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.

N. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from situations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant’s 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIT TIAL SOURCES. 1070

0. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS ■
1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "cancelled." 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
2. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol, number 

index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential 
source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated, 
remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap
propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of index. .

3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and 
permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.

4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is 
willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards. 
Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which 
informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised 
in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.. .

’ 5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and'
field relating to Department's interest in using informant as witness is 
contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicated de- '

■ sire to consider informant when he becomes available,- advise Bureaxi in -
each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita
tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply 
to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed, 
advise Bureau. ‘ ■

6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants, 
set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall 
be made when it appears such are warranted.

7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with 
him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any 
action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans 
for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing 
his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau 
for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such' 
activities, Bureau will consider placing him in contact with reliable 
publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will not 
sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to ’write. ’

8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources'must be 
made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such 
payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis
continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of 

. informant or source in future. ■
'9 '. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not’.carry him as 

a concealed source in reports or memoranda. 'His true name is to be set 
forth, together with descriptive data. ‘

10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from, 
an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished to office 
which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as 
possible.

11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability, 
do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information 
it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com
munications use individual's true name, together with appropriate descrip
tion of his reliability. . ■

[ 12. Remove flash notice[per item F, 6, e of this section.] .
■ 13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials 

and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish 
same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon 
for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning 
possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under 
appropriate case character. . .
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SECTION 107. 'INiOal]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COMbENTIAL SOURCES; 107 0 
.AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

0. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. Whan services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "canceled.” 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
2. Ref'ile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number 

index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential 
source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated, 
remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap
propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of index.

3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and 
permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.

4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is 
willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards. 
Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which 
informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised 
in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.

5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and 
field relating to Department's interest in using informant as witness is 
contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicated de
sire to consider informant when he becomes available, advise Bureau in 
each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita
tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply 
to security of Government employees cases.. When above action is completed, 
advise Bureau.

6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants, 
set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall 
be made when it appears such are warranted.

7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with 
him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any 
action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans 
for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing 
his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau 
for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such 
activities, Bureau will consider placing him in contact with reliable 
publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will not 
sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.

8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources must be 
made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such 
payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis
continued informant or source in pa.st and what is to be expected of 
informant or source in future.

9. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not carry him as 
a concealed source in reports or memoranda. His true name is to be set 
forth, together with descriptive data.

10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from, 
an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished to office 
which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as 
possible.

11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability, 
do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information 
it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com- 

■ munications use individual’s true name, together with appropriate descrip
tion of his reliability.

12. Remove flash notice per item F, 6, e of this section.
13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials 

and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses.who can furnish 
same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon 
for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning 
possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under 
appropriate case character.
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107 O-P SECTION 107
INT®AL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COI^OLeNTIAL SOURCES; 

'and foreign counterintelligence assets] .

14. Make every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved '
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government.
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have serious talk 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that: .
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau
b. Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances
c. He may be sought as witness by congressional committees, Immigration 

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities
d. In connection with such interviews and■appearances, informant must 

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or embellish 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness.

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen- ' 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public appearance •
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or other criminal actions.
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise 
cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government 
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in 
affirmative, he should contact USA for instructions. Advise Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted.

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to field 
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be 
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he si.gned agree
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main
tain this confidence.

P. FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities, must obtain evidence to 

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are 
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization.

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent with 
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where 
possible.

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together with your 
•recommendation.

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may 
be disclosed to INS. .

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission.
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SECTION 107? SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIWNTIAL SOURCES. 107Q-R

0. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION .
1. Whan it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to he used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." .

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected. •

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information. -

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal
• ■ clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made. ’

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ’

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set-forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character', Bureau file, v/here known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken. .

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done. '

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant.’ It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 

. M&nual of Rules and Regulations. . ■ . . .

R.. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ’ - - . .
1. Definition ■ ‘ _ ■

See page 3 of this section. ■ ' ’
2. Assignment of symbols . •

[ a. [A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken-
[ to develop an individual as a confidential source.]

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. ” Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
[ of numbers used for security, [extremist,]and criminal informants.
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SECTION ItA SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF^fcNTIAL SOURCES. . 1Q7Q-R

0. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to'use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label, information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies

• must be corrected.
5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 

of communications' containing information.
6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 

clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.
7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 

accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to' check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Ifenual of Rules and Regulations.

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition -

See page 3 of this section. ■ •
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "OS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent svmbol has been assigned to confidential source,
I abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY’000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107Q.-R

tt. CORRECTIVE ACTION STEALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant,, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to he used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." ■ .

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau-offices, and to outside agencies ■ 
must be corrected. " • •

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information. . '

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be'crystal . 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, - 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter, ' ’

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office whi-ch has made further dissemina- 
' tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.
9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 

of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com- 

■ munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made. ■

- 11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great, care 
must be taken to see that this is done. .

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that ’informant- furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant. ’

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
t&nual of Rules and Regulations.

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ’ ’
1. Definition . ■ ■

See page 3 of this section. ■ .
2. Assignment of. symbols . ’ •

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by[secure teletype (Nitel)]giving name, address, business 
affiliation, symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and 
brief statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS— R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series, 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.’
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SECTION 107. [lNTj(bkL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COnA'ENTIAL SOURCES; 107Q-R 
[AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSE^j

Q. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION .
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false 

information while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information, in 

- the past."
3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 

all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.
4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 

disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part IT, section 4, of F&nual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under, informant’s caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made. '

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Ifenual of Rules and Regulations.

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
’ 2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source,

b. Advise Bureau by secure teletype (Nitel),giving name, address, business 
. affiliation, symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and 

brief statement concerning type of information furnished.
c. Abbreviation "OS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for

[ confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, OS." .
‘ d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 

abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., OS NY 000-S.
e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 

of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.
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107R-S SECTION 10. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFl^fcTIAL SOURCES

3. Index . ■ • .
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, racial informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal . 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where • 
logical. - ’

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as- .
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. .

5. Utilization . . '
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted. .

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen- 

■ ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record,
and service record, if any *

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him .

-■ (3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. • -

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of ’ 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 

■ returned to field.
6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments

a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of
■ ■ payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above. .

b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not . 
employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or-

[ ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must[certify
[ stability and reliability by executing statement on this point
[■ contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be
[ made at intervals of no longer than six months.]

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every

• six’months.
7. Gifts . .

Gifts should not be given to sources. . ’
8. Discontinuance . • • ’ •

Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ■ *

S. PANEL SOURCES ' ’ .
1. Definition ■

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
records.
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107R-S SECTION 107.
O^URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN'.Wh^ SOURCES.

3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to.criminal

[ informant,[extremist]informant, or security informant index, depending
on type information furnished. '

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
. informant, racial informant, and security informant index where

logical. ’
4. Files ’ _ .

When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
■ source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as

pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. ’
5. Utilization

a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 
secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency . 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact- confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks.
Such contacts may be posted. •

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated • 
. for that purpose. '

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly; ’
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment,. credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any •

(2) Details of expected cooperation of'individual and results of any 
interviews conducted -with him .

. (3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential

. nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be' 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authoritj'- should consist only of 
first page, xf request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation

' to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
. b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if-he is not

’ employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be ’ 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.] . ■

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts ’
■ Gifts should not be given to sources. -

8. Discontinuance ■
Advise Bureau of date when source.is discontinued and reasons.

S. PANEL SOURCES ■ ■ ■ ’
1. Definition . .

See page 3 of this section. - ’
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and.military 
records.
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107R-S SECTION 107 ^pCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE^^AL SOURCES

3. Index ■ .
' a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal • 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where . ’
logical. ■

4. Files ’
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential’ 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as ’ 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. ■ .

5. Utilization • • .
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

’ secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type
required for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks.

- Such contacts may be posted. . ■
c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 

for that purpose.
d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential

. source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any '

.(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any
‘ interviews conducted with him

■ (3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement

’ should be made that you will be alert to be certain .subject is
• not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 

advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. ' :
(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 

first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources — certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not ’ 

. employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must[certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.]

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months. .

7. Gifts . ■
Gifts should not be given to sources. . •

8. Discontinuance ’ ■ .
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. •

S. PANEL SOURCES ’ .
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. ’ ’
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military

[ . records. [Limit credit check of individual to identifying information
[ only (name, address, former address, employment, former employment).]
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SECTION 107 .^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID^^EAL SOURCES.

Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained.with criminal 
•informant, [extremistjinformant, and security informant index -where 
logical.

Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued.
Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted.

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

Security confidential sources -- certification of stability and payments 
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.1

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

Gifts •■
Gifts should not be given to sources. '
Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons.

IL SOURCES 
Definition 
See page 3 of this section. 
Background investigation and approval 
a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 

logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
records. Limit credit check of individual to identifying information 
only (name, address, former address, employment, former employment).
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107R-S SECTION 107 ECURITY INFORMNTS AND CONFIEMBIAL SOURCES.

3. Index
a. . Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained- with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where 
logical. ’ .

4. Files . ■ • . '
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain, as

' pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. . • ..
5. Utilization . ’

a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 
secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. ■

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. . 
Such contacts may be posted. ' ■ '

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose. ■ •

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly: •
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen- 

[ ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record,
if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One ■ copy of letter requesting authority shotild consist only" of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 

' returned to field.
6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments

a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above. ■

’ b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 
employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must[certify 

. stability and reliability by executing statement on this point
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must- be ■ 

■ made at intervals of no longer than six months.] ■
c. If-source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 

consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts -
Gifts should not be given to sources. ■ . ’ -

8. Discontinuance ' ’ ’
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. .

S. PANEL SOURCES . • '
1. Definition . .

See page 3 of this section. '
2. Background investigation and approval :

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
[ logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.
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J07R-S SECTION 107.
IN1®[AL]SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COMDENTIAL SOURCES; 
AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETo]

i
3. Index

a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 
informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where 
logical.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued.

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

b. Contact confidential sources on whom pending files’ are maintained 
at least once every two weeks. Such contacts may be posted. -

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically des
ignated for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record, 
if any *

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual 'and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments 
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of ' 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
cbntained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months. '

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts ’ ’
. Gifts should not be given to sources. ’

8. Discontinuance 
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. - .

S. PANEL SOURCES • 0
1. Definition .

See page 3 of this section. ,
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.
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SECTION 1O7W SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIWTIAL SOURCES. 107S-T

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
‘ source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will -be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, pr'ocessing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization. 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

[ f. [A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken
[ to develop an individual as a panel source.] Use abbreviation "PS"

before symbol number, e.g., PS NY—000-S.
g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 

roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 

.coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

‘T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ’ • ’
1. Passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent’s stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S.

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriat 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3, Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFlWfTIAL SOURCES 107S-TSECTION 10

b. . If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with, prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses '

. (2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as-panel
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub

’ ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or ■' 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters J t ‘

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. ’

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
■ panel sources. '

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of ■ 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization. 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi-

■ fication as to stability and reliability. ■ '
f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 

to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation ’'PS"
[ before symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who

• will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. ,

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS . ’ \
1. Passage of information ’

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity. .

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. . .

c. Information passed should be, carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass ■ . . ’
. Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 

information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except: .
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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SECTION IC^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF'^NTIAL SOURCES. 107S-T

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative - 
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses,

[ c. Submit[secure teletype (Nitel)]to Bureau requesting-authority to use
individual as a panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
"and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship v?ith Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling :
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources, '

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization,- 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS" 
before symbol'number, e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Passage of information • ■

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S.

- c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however. Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may' be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit secure teletype (Nitel) to Bureau requesting authority to use 
individual as a panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement^to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 

■ on such matters.
(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 

approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

- c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS" 
before, symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

[t. [deleted]
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense which is passed.
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed, which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from 
Government agency or private concern having custody.

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make "independent records for retention for purpose's of refreshing 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary.

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

[ a. Students under age of[18]years are not to be developed as security
[ informants,[potential security informants,]or other types of security

sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

2. Quarterly letters
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following: 
til Specific productivity
(2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from 

public source material or other office sources off campus
(3) Frequency of contact

b. Quarterly letters on all racial and security informants or sources 
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned 
"Utilization of 'Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants 
and sources ■ .
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 

’ pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense which is passed. '
b. Such material should be apnropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defens

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date froiii 
Government agency or private concern having custody. ■

5. Handling money and property received by double agents ’
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received ’ 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely, separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double 'agent should execute state

. ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
code name. •

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 

■ Regulations. . ...
d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 

should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing, 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary.

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING ' 
‘ 1. Use of students . .

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
’ informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such

’ circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau. ’
b. Upon initial contact with prospective’ student informant or source, ' 

individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
’ ten'statement for field file setting forth that this individual has

voluntarily come forward to furnish inf oi-mation to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. ’ ’

2. Quarterly letters
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly ■

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other . 
sources (including panel sources). Include following:

!
1) Specific productivity - .
2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from 

public source material or other office sources off campus .
(3 ) Frequency of contact .

[ b. Quarterly letters on all[extremist]and security informants or sources
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned ’ 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants 
and sources • . .
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu-
• 'tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical

pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use ■ /
and not intended for release to public.) ■ . \

4. Retention of copies of passed material •
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or' 

material related to national defense which is passed.
b. Such material should be apuropriately identified by double agent.

■Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense

' d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from . 
Government agency or private concern having custody. ■

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence ‘ ’
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to-this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau. '

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 

' c ode name. ’
o. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 

evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d» Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing j 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. ’ . '

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students ■

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

. b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, ■ 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has '
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of ’
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

[ 2. [Deleted] • . ‘ .
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U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed 
written statement for field file setting forth that this individual

• has voluntarily come fdrward to furnish information to FBI because 
of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

2. Deleted .
3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage

Each office must have continuous and well-planned program to obtain 
necessary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill 
its obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens 
responsibility of each field office to have proper coverage.

V. CLASSIFICATION - 134
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PART II

^SECRET-----NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"

;[W. FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (FCI) ASSETS
’ This subsection deals with the development and operation of human assets, 
' a field referred to as Human Intelligence or HUMINT. FCI assets are to
’ be handled exclusively under this subsection, except for the administra-
’ tive instructions pertaining to informant indices, and monthly statistical 
’ letters., set out in Part I; such exceptions are noted herein.
_ 1. Definitions
, FCI assets fall into two categories: informative assets and operational
_ assets. •
, a. Informative assets (IA)
, Individuals in position to furnish continuing information relative
, to the location, overt activities, and personalities of the targets
, of FBI investigations, e.g., doorman, garage attendant, neighbor,
r tradesman, rental agent, building superintendent, fellow employee,
, social contact, business contact, banker, ethnic community
, source, etc.; or individuals who have left or openly defected from
r a foreign country and can furnish information of intelligence
, value. An IA is not actively involved in an intelligence operation
, as such; should he become so involved he then could become an 0A.
, b. Operational assets (OA)
. Individual actively involved in intelligence operations.

, This category includes but is not limited to the following
, individuals:
, Defector-in-place: A foreign official who overtly continues
, to work for his government and covertly provides information
, to us of intelligence value. A defector-in-place will in
, most instances be connected with a foreign government’s
. intelligence service;

[ Double agent: An OA who is cooperating with a foreign intel-
[ ligence service on our behalf and under our control;

, Asset under development: Individuals selected for their
, apparent attractiveness to foreign intelligence services whom
, we attempt to put in contact with such services for operational
, exploitation, sometimes known as a "dangle operation"; or
, individuals already in contact with a foreign intelligence
, service who have an immediate potential for development into
. double agents.

Adoption of the generic term OA does not preclude use of the 
' specific terms, e.g., double agent, where applicable, in official
' communications. ,
, 2. Objectives of OA
, a. Penetration
, • Penetration of legal and illegal networks, identification of
, intelligence personnel and targets; collection of information
. regarding methods of operations; collection of positive intelligence.

"SECRET ~ NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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b. Control
- of information foreign intelligence services obtain;
- of recruitment, by creating Bureau-controlled OAs;
- of foreign operations, by keeping foreign intelligence services 
occupied handling our OAs.

c. Collection of evidence for prosecution 
d. Deception (Disinformation)

Passing inaccurate or accurate, information designed to cause foreign 
intelligence services to draw conclusions or initiate action to 
their disadvantage and/or to U. S. advantage.

e. Neutralization: to provide basis for persona non grata (PNG) action, 
exclusion, arrest or other disruptive action.

f. Collection by OA of personality characteristics data on foreign 
officials for purpose of defection analysis. .

3. Individuals to be considered as OAs
a. Foreign officials in a position to furnish information of intel

ligence value. An intelligence officer (IO) is, of course, the 
most valuable OA. An official who is not an 10, while of lesser 
value, is still a highly desirable OA because of the positive 
intelligence and information on the personalities and activities 
of other officials that he can provide-.

b. Agents of foreign intelligence services. When these individuals 
are identified, and the prospect and value of recruiting them 
outweighs any prosecutive potential, they should be seriously 
considered for development as OAs.

c. Contacts of foreign officials. When contacts of foreign officials 
are identified as being of interest to a foreign intelligence 
service, we should attempt to enlist their cooperation and direct 
them against that intelligence service.

d. Individuals who are particularly attractive to a foreign intel
ligence service. Our objective is to determine the specific 
interests of foreign intelligence services or individual IOs, and 
to then recruit asset(s) who would appear to that service or 10 to 
satis’fy their needs. Such assets must have potential for operation 
within a reasonably expected period of time.

e. Former assets who currently offer potential for exploitation.
4. Restrictions

FBIHQ authority is required prior to conducting detailed background 
investigation of any of the following individuals as an FCI asset, 
whether IA or OA. Of course, some investigation must initially be 
conducted, without disclosing our interest, to sufficiently identify’ 
the individual and generally assess his potential, so that FBIHQ can 
conduct a meaningful indices search and make an intelligent evaluation 
of the risks versus value involved. ■
a. Individual under 21 years of age •
b. Official or employee of the United Nations or other public inter

national organizations of a governmental or quasi-governmental
• nature

c. Official or employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or 
government

"SECRET - NO EOPPTCM DTcenMTMflTTO^
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d. Faculty member of an institution of learning
e. Labor leader '
f. Federal, state, or local government official
g. News media employee
h. Prominent entertainment figure ’
i. Prominent religious figure
j. Member of the U. S. Military *
k. U. S. Government employee

After FBIHQ authority to conduct detailed background investigation 
has been received, and investigation completed, FBIHQ authority is 
also required to conduct initial interview of the above individuals, 
whether IA or OA. '

5. Development of U. S. Military or other U. S. Government Personnel 
Whenever it becomes desirable to develop a member of the U. S. Military 
or an employee of another Government agency as an FCI asset, FBIHQ 
notifies the respective military service or agency of our interest. 
To facilitate this notification the office desiring to develop such an 
individual should submit to FBIHQ 5 copies of an LHM setting out: 
a. Proposed asset’s name, rank or position, and current place of 

assignment.
b. Area of FBI interest in the asset, in general, and the foreign 

intelligence service, and official, if known, against which it is 
anticipated asset will be directed.

c. Extent of anticipated coverage to be provided by the asset, i.e., 
describe the services he will provide.

d. The last paragraph of this LHM should read:
"It is requested that no further dissemination of the foregoing 
be made without prior reference to FBI Headquarters. If you 
agree with our contemplated use of the above individual, please 
return a copy of this memorandum with your acknowledgement."

e. Members of the military: estimated time period within which you 
wish to utilize the asset; desirability that the asset remain in 
his current area of assignment for a specified period of time. 
Upon receipt of clearance from the military, FBIHQ will select 
code name for future use in identifying the asset. This code 
name will be furnished to military intelligence component at 
headquarters level and to FBI field divisions. Every 6 months 
thereafter, as long as the FBI has continuing operational interest 
in the asset, an LHM captioned with code name should be transmitted 
to FBIHQ, by routing slip captioned with informant’s symbol number. 
The LHM is to contain a statement that the asset continues to be 
of operational use to the FBI, and a statement detailing any 
difficulties encountered in control or direction of the asset or 
a statement that no such difficulties exist.

' NOTE: Generally, the U. S. Armed Forces may not be utilized to 
enforce the civilian criminal law; however, they may be utilized 
for foreign counterintelligence purposes. In foreign counterintel
ligence investigations in which there is a possibility of criminal 
prosecution, use of military personnel as assets might jeopardize 
successful prosecution, and all such cases must be discussed in 
detail with FBIHQ prior to utilization of such military assets.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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6. Development of personnel of foreign diplomatic establishment or 
international organization
Whenever it becomes desirable to develop an official or employee of a 
foreign diplomatic establishment or government, or of a public inter
national organization of a governmental or quasi-governmental nature, 
whois not a national of a hostile country, e.g., Canadian, Argentinian, 

- or U. S. United Nations Secretariat (UNSEC) employee to target against 
Soviet-bloc UNSEC employee, FBIHQ asks for authorization from State 
Department to conduct background investigation. FBIHQ must inform 
State Department of the proposed asset’s name, rank or position, nation
ality, current place of assignment, and, generally, the type of use 
we intend to make of the asset. After authorization has been received 
and background investigation completed, if individual offers asset 
potential,submit results of background investigation in LHM and in 
cover communication request authority to interview. FBIHQ will then 
request authorization from State Department to interview.

7. Development
The development of assets depends on the individual circumstances of 
each situation. No rigid procedural steps or contact schedules can 
be imposed which will uniformly apply to all cases; however, the 
development should proceed with the objective of obtaining valuable 
results as quickly as feasible, consistent with maintaining the asset’s 
security, credibility, and confidence, and with developing the asset's 
potential to its fullest.

8. Opening of asset files
Open a 134 file for all individuals at the time they are first con
sidered for development as assets. This file should consist of two parts: 
a main file which will contain all identifying data, results of back
ground investigation, personal status data, and administrative data; 
and a subfile which will contain at least one copy of all information 
provided by asset. The asset is not to be identified, beyond his symbol 
number, in subfile.

Maintain files of all active assets as pending. Utilize FD-238 as 
unserialized top document in main file.

Assignment and tickler cards must not reflect name of asset; use symbol 
and/or file number.

9. Maintenance of FCI asset files and indices
Maintain all FCI asset files, pending and closed, under lock and key 
under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, or employee designated by SAC.

Files of FCI assets will be included in calculation of delinquencies 
in monthly administrative report.

FCI asset indices will be maintained according to the administrative
• instructions set out under section 107 J, part I, of this manual.

"SECRET----- NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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10. Symbol numbers
Assign a symbol number to all individuals when first considered for 
development as asset. The symbol number is to consist of two-letter 
prefix identifying the office, a numerical sequence number (which 
will never be reassigned to another asset or informant), and suffix 
which describes the type of asset, e.g., NY 1001-OA (or IA). The 
numerical sequence is to be the same as that used for all other • 
informants, e.g., potential security informantj security informant, 
criminal informant, etc. The suffix may change if the nature of the 
information provided changes, e.g., from IA to OA. Submit identity 
of asset and symbol number assigned to FBIHQ via coded. "Nitel"; this 
is the only communication ever in which both asset’s true name and 
symbol number are to appear together. Assets must not be informed 
of their symbol numbers.

11. Captions
In administrative communications dealing solely with asset, indicate 
in caption the character and the country concerning which the asset, 
is reporting, e.g., NY 1001-0A, IS-R (Russia).

12. Background inquiries and interviews
a. Informative asset

Based on the type of information the IA can provide, the nature 
and extent of contact with him, and the lA’s relationship with 
the target:
(1) Conduct sufficient background investigation to satisfy the 

SAC as to the IA*s stability, suitability, reliability, and 
potential. For example, a more detailed background investi
gation is required for a social or business contact than for 
a doorman or building superintendent. A minimal background • 
investigation should include appropriate police and field 
offices’ indices checks.

(2) Request search of FBIHQ indices. 
, (3) Check NCIC.

(4) Submit FD-165 for search of FBIHQ identification records; 
make no reference to individual as IA on FD-165. Also utilize 
FD-165 to place stop.

(5) Outside of the restrictions set out in 4. above, interview 
IA prospect on SAC authority.

b. Operational asset
When an individual appears to have OA potential conduct the fol
lowing background investigation commensurate with OA’s security: 
(1) Obtain pertinent data on OA’s personal history (date and 

place of birth, nationality and citizenship, social security 
number or other identifying numbers, family status, names of 
immediate family, past and present residences, employments, etc.), 
and other data such as physical description, patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, reputation, and business 
connections.

• (2) Check appropriate police and field offices’ indices.
(3) Request search of FBIHQ indices.
(4) Check NCIC. ' '

"SECRET - NO OTstot nKrrMTMft'PT(W
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’ (5) Submit FD-165 for search of FBIHQ identification records;
’ make no reference to individual as OA on FD-165; and also -
' utilize FD-165 to place stop.

(6) If applicable, check armed services records, both at Military 
’ Personnel Records Center, St. Louis, Missouri, and at Defense
’ Central Index of Investigations, Ft. Holabird, Maryland.

(7) Canvass logical sources, commensurate with OA’s security.
t (8) Upon completion of above investigation submit results to' FBIHQ
_ via coded teletype, preferably "Nitel," and interview UACB.

. c. All leads to auxiliary offices must be sent and replied to, via 
coded teletype, preferably "Nitel," under caption utilizing asset’s 

r true name, followed by "IS-(country)." Do not set out asset’s
, symbol number. Do not send copies of such leads of lAs to FBIHQ.
, Leads must be covered within 45 days; office of origin notify
, auxiliary offices of this time limit when setting out leads.
, 13. Authority to operate assets
, lAs are approved and operated on SAC authority. Inform FBIHQ via
, coded "Nitel" when SAC approval given, and type of information IA
, can provide. OAs are approved and operated on FBIHQ authority.
. After interview of OA submit results of interview via coded "Nitel"
, requesting FBIHQ approval to operate. Detail OA’s potential and your
. contemplated use of OA.

, In exceptional cases, when the results of the interview and details
, of the OA’s potential and contemplated use are voluminous, the practi-
, cality of "Nitel" and the relative security of the mails should be
, balanced against the sensitivity of the information and the security
, of the asset. Where the former factors prevail, submit summary by
, "Nitel" and full results and details by letter or airtel.
. 14. Contact with assets '
, Contact should be maintained commensurate with maximum productivity,
, security, and development of asset’s further potential. If an asset
, has not been contacted for a period of 45 days, a memorandum.to the
, SAC must be directed to the asset’s main file stating the reason(s)
. why no contact was made.

_ Do not disclose to asset any information not essential to his operation.
, 15. Confidentiality of relationship
, Emphasize to all assets that the effectiveness of the FBI’s investi-
, gation, and in some instances his own personal security, depend on
, both sides maintaining the confidentiality of the relationship. If the
. asset feels he must disclose this relationship to another, e.g., wife,
, parent, employer, etc., or circumstances develop in which asset requests
, FBI to disclose the relationship to another, e.g., to an employer
, threatening dismissal of asset because of his affiliation with certain
, individuals or groups, notify FBIHQ with recommendation to disclose
, . relationship and continue under these conditions or to terminate
. relationship with or without disclosing relationship, and reasons

for recommendation. ■
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16. Reliability of assets
Reliability of all assets must be constantly checked. If any doubt 
exists concerning asset, give consideration to use of various inves
tigative techniques to insure asset is completely reliable and is 
furnishing accurate information.

17. Assignment of pseudonyms
In sensitive cases, where necessary; if asset will sign reports or 
receipts; or if asset is an OA receiving operational funds from a 
foreign intelligence, service or payment from the U. S. which requires 
bookkeeping records, assign pseudonym for these purposes.

18. Recording of information received from asset
When recording information from any asset in a communication prepared 
for dissemination, characterize the asset either as one '.’with whom 
contact has been insufficient to determine reliability," or as one 
"who has furnished reliable information in the past."
a. Oral information

, (1) Information pertaining to asset’s personal status is recorded
in 134 main file, e.g., marital difficulties, change of 
employment, change of residence.

(2) Information pertaining to operational administrative matters 
is recorded in asset’s 134 subfile. When this data, e.g., 

' location of meet sites, times of meets, any data which tends
to identify asset, is furnished to FBIHQ, it should not be 
included in communications prepared for dissemination, but 
in cover pages. When the asset is a member of the military, 
submit, in addition to the communication for dissemination 
described immediately above, a communication for dissemination 
containing all operational administrative details for the 
information of the asset’s service.

(3) Information of intelligence value should be submitted to FBIHQ 
via appropriate communication, and, if of interest to other

’ U. S. agencies or friendly foreign services, should be sub
mitted to FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.

(4) Execute and maintain form FD-209 in asset’s main file concern
ing contacts with asset. If contacts produced information of 
intelligence value, record only date of contacts; if negative, 
record as such. •

b. Written information
(1) Written information prepared by asset, or by FBI SA for 

signature of asset, pertaining to operational activities 
(not a written report passed by asset to his principal) 
must be dated at the top of page one and signed at the bottom 
of each numbered page by the asset using his pseudonym. This 
material may be maintained as an attachment to a serialized 
memorandum in the asset’s subfile (punched holes are al Lowed) , 
or in a la section of the asset’s 134 subfile.

(2) Information received in this manner should be devoid of FBI 
• identification, block or time stamps, serialization number

or other administrative markings.
(3) Only the original need be maintained; asset must not keep 

a copy. .
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(4) Any corrections, changes, erasures, additions, or deletions 
on original must be identified by asset using his pseudonym 
initials beside it.

(5) Handling FBI SA must not make any changes on the original 
or permit his name to be recorded therein. .

(6) Written information pertaining to operational activities 
should not include administrative matters pertaining to 

■ asset’s personal status.
(7) Handle recording of written information and contact with 

' asset in same manner as detailed under recording of oral
information.

19. Channelization of information of intelligence value received from the' 
asset
Important factor in channelizing information of intelligence value 
received from the asset to substantive case files is the security of 
the asset.

Limit information in communication sent to substantive file to only 
that necessary for that 'case; i.e., do not send one comprehensive 
communication to several substantive files if to do so might compromise 
source or other individual. (Be aware that some of our documents are 
being made available in response to subpoenas, and the court is some
times not allowing excision of material not pertinent to case in 
question. Consequently, other individuals or operations can be "blown" 
by revealing one such comprehensive memo.)
a. Extract information of value received from asset and channelize to 

substantive case files either inter- or intra-office by separate 
communications under substantive case captions.

b. A copy of all channelizing communications must be maintained in an 
asset’s subfile.

20. Passage of documents, written report or oral information, to hostile 
foreign intelligence -
Type of information to be passed depends on circumstances of particular 
operation, interests of involved foreign intelligence service, the 
credible access of the OA and the time element involved.

Great care should be given to the selection of information to be passed 
to insure the operation accrues to the overall benefit of the U. S.
a. Authority for passage

FBIHQ authority required for passage of all classified information 
and unclassified information prepared for limited use by concerned 
Federal and local governments, not intended for public consumption.

Above FBIHQ authority applies to passage of documents, written 
reports, and oral information. ■ *

, SAC authority required for passage of material prepared by commer
cial concerns, Federal, and local governments for public distribution. 
Examples are: newspaper and magazine articles, pamphlets and 
brochures, photographs, background information on companies and 
organizations. If there is any doubt that material selected to be 
passed is not in the best interest of the U. S., submit material 
to FBIHQ for clearance; e.g., see Example (1) following.
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b. Clearance requirements for information to be passed under FBIHQ 
authority
Submit original and 9 copies of LHM to FBIHQ bearing appropriate 
classification via cover communication with appropriate caption. 
Leave LHM uncaptioned; FBIHQ will insert code name caption.

The first paragraph of the LHM should read: "It is requested that 
clearance be granted for passage in this operation of the following 
items to a representative of (name of foreign intelligence service)."

If the information to be passed is a document, set forth an adequate 
description of it in the LHM.

Examples: • . .
(1) Article entitled "Moon Rockets," prepared by physicist .

John Doe, January, 1972, issue of "____________," publication 
of American Rocket Society.

(2) Air Force Training Manual captioned dated July, 1972
classified "Secret."

In addition, also submit to FBIHQ, if possible, a true copy of document 
for review which will be returned after clearance by FBIHQ is obtained.

If the information to be passed is a written report prepared by OA, 
set forth report verbatim in the LHM.

If the information to be passed is oral, set forth oral information 
verbatim in the LHM.

If more than one item of information in any form is to be passed, 
number each item in the LHM.

The last paragraph of the LHM should contain the sentence: "The above 
data should not be further disseminated."

Upon receipt of LHM, FBIHQ will submit to appropriate authorities and 
request clearance. Reply will be promptly furnished to field, 
c. Notification to FBIHQ of passage of document, written report, or 

oral information which required clearance
After passage, submit original and 9 copies of uncaptioned LHM 
bearing appropriate classification.via cover communication with 
appropriate caption. FBIHQ will insert code name caption. In 
LHM refer to LHM which requested clearance. LHM should merely 
state, "On (date) our source transmitted the information detailed 
in referenced memorandum to (name of foreign intelligence service)."

If referenced memorandum detailed more than one item, do not list 
the items unless one or more was not passed. In such an instance 
list only those items that were passed. .

The last paragraph of the LHM should contain the following sentence, 
"The above data should not be further disseminated."
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d. Administrative handling of documents, written reports, and oral 
information selected for passage
(1) Documents and written reports

Field offices should retain a copy of document or written 
report passed which would be identified by OA as a true copy 
of item passed by him. No other marks, identifying data, 
staple or punch holes should be placed on field office copy.

When submitting document or written report to FBIHQ, identify 
it, in cover communication, as the actual item which will be 
passed or a copy.

To insure that the actual document to be passed is not con
taminated by fingerprints of FBI personnel, maintain in plastic 
envelope when being handled in field office or when submitted 
to FBIHQ.

Documents obtained by FBIHQ or other field offices from com
mercial concerns or other government agencies which will be . 
passed will be handled in similar 'fashion.

If copy of document is maintained on permanent basis by 
preparing concern or agency and available at a later date, 
no need exists to submit copy to FBIHQ or to maintain in 
field office file. If copy not maintained on permanent basis, 
a copy should be retained in field office file.

(2) Oral information
Oral information passed must be recorded in a signed statement 
or FD-302.

Purpose for preserving documents and written reports is for evidence 
in event of prosecution, persona non grata action, expulsion, etc.

21. Oral information received from debriefing asset
Oral information received upon debriefing an asset (i.e., not necessarily 
pertaining to information passed) must be recorded in a signed statement 
or FD-302. ’

22. Coverage of OA meets with foreign intelligence officer, co-opted worker, 
or agent.
Coverage of these meets is required except when prohibited by security 
or other overriding factors. •
a. To cross-check the OA. We must be as certain as possible that the OA 

is reporting details of his meets accurately.
b. To verify identification of principal or agent and to gather infor

mation about modus operand!.
c. Consider use of photography and other technological surveillance 

techniques to provide data for improving future CI operations or 
improving chances for success of official actions, e.g., prosecution, 

. persona non grata action.
Be aware that these meets are often covered by the principal's intel
ligence service using photography, radio intercepts, and possible 
electronic surveillance.
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23. Disinformation
The passage of deceptive information by an OA is a complex operation 
which requires detailed planning and coordination between field office 
and FBIHQ. This technique should be employed only in OA operations 
in which the foreign intelligence service has apparently accepted the 
bona fides of the OA, when the benefit will clearly outweigh the risk 
to the overall OA operation. ' 

24. OA cover story
Be aware that a foreign intelligence principal may interrogate an OA 
in great detail as to how he secured his information, his family 
situation, his modus operand!, motivation, etc. Handling FBI SA must 
adequately prepare an OA for this probability. The most credible 
cover story is the one which involves the least fabrication.

Unless security or other considerations dictate otherwise, the OA 
should personally obtain the information he passes.

25. Receipt of money or property by OA
Impress upon each OA that money or property received from a foreign 
intelligence principal or agent must be turned over to the FBI since 
retention of this money would put the OA in technical violation of 
Federal statutes, and this money may be used as evidence or exhibit. 
Compensation to the OA from the FBI for his cooperation is to be 
handled separately. Nominal or personal gifts, necessary for the OA’s 
security and to maintain his relationship with the principal, may be 
given back to the OA by his handling FBI SA, following FBIHQ approval. 
Consider the desirability and feasibility of obtaining a signed state
ment from each OA reflecting his understanding of this requirement. 
The obtaining of such a statement is not mandatory, but desirable.

Department attorneys have advised that, while it is not necessary to 
preserve that actual currency received by an OA, it is highly desirable 
to do so in cases in which prosecution could ensue. Whether or not the 
actual currency is retained, obtain a written statement from the OA 
describing the currency received by[type of note and issuing Federal 
Reserve Bank,]denomination, series number, and serial number; and 
also make an independent record of such currency.

The above instructions are not to be interpreted to require the im
’ pounding of funds paid to an OA by a foreign government or foreign 

intelligence service for goods or services rendered by the OA in 
legitimate, business transactions.

26. Payments to FCI assets - either OA or IA 
a. When deemed necessary and expedient, each SAC is authorized to 

expend up to $400 to develop FCI assets. This money may be used 
to pay for services and/or expenses. This authority is renewable 

, by FBIHQ if the initial $400 has been expended. Blue slip re
’ claiming payments from FBIHQ need not summarize information

obtained since proliferation of this information could possibly 
jeopardize asset’s security.

"SECRET ■■ NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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23. Disinformation

The passage of deceptive information by an OA is a complex operation 
which requires detailed planning and coordination between field office 
and FBIHQ. This technique should be employed only in OA operations 
in which the foreign intelligence service has apparently accepted the 
bona fides of the OA, when the benefit will clearly outweigh the risk 

' to the overall OA operation. ’
24. OA cover story

Be aware that a foreign intelligence principal may interrogate an OA 
in great detail as to how he secured his information, his family 
situation, his modus operand!, motivation, etc. Handling FBI SA must 
adequately prepare an OA for this probability. The most credible 
cover story is the one which involves the least fabrication.

Unless security or other considerations dictate otherwise, the OA 
should personally obtain the information he passes.

25. Receipt of money or property by OA
Impress upon each OA that money or property received from a foreign 
intelligence principal or agent must be turned over to the FBI since 
retention of this money would put the OA in technical violation of 
Federal statutes, and this money may be used as evidence or exhibit. 
Compensation to the OA from the FBI for his cooperation is to be

• handled separately. Nominal or personal gifts, necessary for the OA’s 
security and to maintain his relationship with the principal, may be 
given back to the OA by his handling FBI SA, following FBIHQ approval. 
Consider the desirability and feasibility of obtaining a signed state
ment from each OA reflecting his understanding of this requirement. 
The obtaining of such a statement is not mandatory, but desirable.

. Department attorneys have advised that, while it is not necessary to 
preserve that actual currency received by an OA, it is highly desirable 
to do so in cases in which prosecution could ensue. Whether or not the 
actual currency is retained, obtain a written statement from the OA 
describing the currency received by denomination, series number, and 
serial number; and also make an independent record of such currency.

The above instructions are not to be interpreted to require the im
pounding of funds paid to an OA by a foreign government or foreign 
intelligence service for goods or services rendered by the. OA in 
legitimate, business transactions.

26. Payments to FCI assets - either OA or IA
a. When deemed necessary and expedient, each SAC is authorized to 

expend up to $400 to develop FCI assets. This money may be used 
to pay for services and/or expenses. This authority is renewable 
by FBIHQ if the initial $400 has been expended. Blue slip re
claiming payments from FBIHQ need not summarize information 
obtained since proliferation of this information could possibly 

• jeopardize asset’s security.
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b. FBIHQ authority
(1) If FCI asset is of such continuing value to justify regular 

payments, such payments must be approved by FBIHQ.
(2) When initially requesting regular payment, submit evaluation 

via coded "Nitel" in the following order:
(a) Amount paid to date, broken down into expenses and 

services
(b) Number of contacts with handling FBI SA since last 

evaluation
(c) Evaluation of stability and reliability ‘
(d) Concise summary of most valuable information furnished 

since last evaluation
■ (e) Miscellaneous - changes in personal status, residence,

employment, personal problems, etc., since last evaluation 
(f) SAC recommendations for authority to pay asset for next 

six-month period; specify amount to be authorized for 
services and amount for expenses

(3) Continuation request should be made two weeks in advance of 
expiration of authority.

(4) Submit an interim request for increase in regular payments 
authorized via coded "Nitel," with full justification.

c. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or FBIHQ authority, 
obtain receipts whenever possible. If receipt cannot be obtained, 
set forth circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. 
(1) Receipts should be self-sufficient so that, if it becomes 

necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, they will not 
relate to other documents or files. .

(2) Receipts should show: .
(a) Date when payment was made ■

• (b) Period for which made when asset is paid on period basis
(c) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for 

services and expenses
■ (d) Name of FBI SA making payment

(e) Signature of asset receiving money using pseudonym assigned 
(3) Receipts are not to be witnessed.
(4) If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be 

initialed by asset and not by FBI SA.
(5) When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses 

to FBIHQ, staple them directly to blue slip so that all infor
mation on receipt can be read without detaching it from blue 

■ slip. -
27. Evaluation of FCI assets *

a. OA
Whether OA is paid (under either FBIHQ or SAC authority) or unpaid, 
submit coded "Nitel" every six months evaluating OA according to the

• format of 26. b. (2). If the OA has been paid during the preceding 
six-month period, merely set out the amount paid during that period, 
(under 26. b. (2) (a)).
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b. FBIHQ authority
(1) If FCI asset is of such continuing value to justify regular 

payments, such payments must be approved by FBIHQ.
(2) When initially requesting regular payment, submit evaluation 

via coded "Nitel" in the following order:
(a) Amount paid to date, broken down into expenses and 

services
(b) Number of contacts with handling FBI SA since last 

evaluation
(c) Evaluation of stability and reliability
(d) Concise summary of most valuable information furnished 

■ since last evaluation ■
(e) Miscellaneous - changes in personal status, residence, 

' employment, personal problems, etc., since last evaluation
(f) SAC recommendations for authority to pay asset for next 

six-month period; specify amount to be authorized for 
services and amount for expenses ’

(3) Continuation request should be made two weeks in advance of 
expiration of authority.

(4) Submit an interim request for increase in regular payments 
authorized via coded "Nitel," with full justification.

c. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or FBIHQ authority, 
obtain receipts whenever possible. If receipt cannot be obtained, 
set forth circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. 
(1) Receipts should be self-sufficient so that, if it becomes 

necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, they will not 
relate to other documents or files.

(2) Receipts should show: ■
(a) Date when payment was made
(b) Period for which made when asset is paid on period basis
(c) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for 

services and expenses
(d) Name of FBI SA making payment
(e) Signature of asset receiving money using pseudonym assigned 

(3) Receipts are not to be witnessed.
(4) If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be 

initialed by asset and not by FBI SA.
(5) When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses 
- to FBIHQ, staple them directly to blue slip so that all infor

mation on receipt can be read without detaching it from -blue 
slip.

27. Evaluation of FCI assets
a. OA ’

Whether OA is paid (under either FBIHQ or SAC authority) or unpaid, 
submit coded "Nitel" every six months evaluating OA according to the 

‘ format of 26. b. (2). [if the OA is unpaid, submit six-month eval
uation and request for continued utilization, if appropriate, on 
UACB basis.] If the OA has been paid during the preceding six
month period, merely set out.the amount paid during that period 
(under 26. b. (2) (a)).
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b. IA
(1) Paid on FBIHQ authority

Submit evaluation as instructed for OA above '
(2) Paid on SAC authority or unpaid

Every six months submit memorandum to SAC evaluating IA 
according to the format of 26. b. (2). '

c. Assets who are members of the military, whether IA or OA 
See 5. e.

28. Income tax returns
a. Inform assets who receive compensation for their services to FBI 

that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return.

b. FBI income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, 
form 1040, as income received from other sources for personal 
services rendered through a private enterprise or similar general 
term applicable to asset’s position and station in life.

c. If asset is self-employed and files Schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his FBI income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with FBI.

d. If asset cannot report payments received from FBI for services 
without jeopardizing his security, such payments will be subject 
to 20 percent withholding tax. There are three categories in which 
taxes will not be withheld from payments to FCI assets:
(1) For reimbursement of expenses
(2) Under SAC authority
(3) To assets who have been able to report FBI income on their 

Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security or 
without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure 
to be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

e. When asset or former asset is considered as potential witness in 
FBI case, determine whether he paid Federal and state taxes on . 
income he received from FBI for his services. If such taxes have 
not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and submit recommenda
tions to FBIHQ for handling situation.

29. Receipt of unemployment compensation
State law may require all applicants for unemployment compensation to 
list all sources of income. Payment of out-of-pocket expenses need 
not be listed as income when applying for unemployment compensation; 
however, payment for services must be listed. FBIHQ should be consulted 
in each case where this situation arises.

30. Monthly and quarterly letters
For these administrative details, see section 107, part I, M, of this ■ 
manual.
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31. Corrective action on false information •
a. When it is determined that current asset or former asset has fur

nished false information, promptly inform FBIHQ of complete facts.
b. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in 

describing asset in future, such as "source of known unreliability" 
or "source who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 
in the p'ast."

c. FBIHQ will advise which designation to use; the field office will 
then proceed with review of all data furnished by asset and label 
information from him accordingly. .

d. All communications containing information from asset which have 
been sent to FBIHQ, FBI field offices, and to outside agencies

• must be corrected. Corrective action should be taken by letter. 
Identify cases individually by title and character, together with 
dates of communications containing information from asset. Correc
tive letters should refer to specific report, page number, and 
change to be made. Amended pages should not be prepared unless you 
are so instructed by FBIHQ in accordance with instructions of 
part II, section 4, Manual of Rules and Regulations. .

e. Instruct each field office which has made further dissemination of 
asset’s information- to follow instructions set forth above.

f. Set up control file regarding this corrective action and upon 
completion of same submit to FBIHQ final letter under asset’s 
caption identifying each case by title, character, FBIHQ file number 
if known, and date of communication. This letter will be used to 
check all pertinent FBIHQ files to see that necessary corrective 
action has been taken.

g. If necessary, other field offices which have received information 
from asset should also be requested to submit summary letters 
showing what corrections have been made.

h. Occasionally, former asset through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was 
asset. It is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of 
information attributed to that former asset in absence of definite 
indication that he furnished unreliable information while he was 
asset.

i. Dissemination of information from assets of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, Manual of Rules and Regulations.

32. Discontinuance of assets
Advise FBIHQ under asset’s symbol number caption- when services of asset 
are discontinued.

"SECRET-- NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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33. Discontinued assets
a. When services of asset are discontinued, mark name card "canceled." 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
b. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol 

number index. When discontinued asset is later reactivated, remove 
name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appro
priate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of FCI asset index.

c. Inform FBIHQ ef date when asset is discontinued and reason therefor, 
and whether or not asset is willing to testify in open court or 
before administrative hearing boards. Inform FBIHQ according to 
instructions in volume II, section 19, of this manual of identity 
of all Security of Government Employees cases in which asset has 
furnished information.

d. If the discontinued asset is a member of the U. S. Military or 
another U. S. Government employee,submit LHM to FBIHQ merely stating 
the fact of discontinuance. FBIHQ will use LHM to notify asset’s 
headquarters.

e. Once asset is exposed in any manner, do not carry him as a concealed 
source in reports or memoranda. His true name is to be set forth.

f. If a former asset furnishes information to an office other than 
the office which originally handled him, the new office should 
notify the old office of its intended use of the asset.and request 
pertinent background information. '

g. Remove flash notice on OA’s (i.e., the stop placed via FD-165 when 
conducting original background inquiries on OA) one year after 
discontinuance.

34. Classification - 134

"SECRET - NU 1-UKEIgN DTGnUMTNATTriN"
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4. Contacts by Agents '■
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. ' .

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in- , 
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close ’ ’
relationship that he knows informant’s attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any ’ 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place,, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with • 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant’s subfile and appropriately

■ channelized. ’
g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in

_ informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

■ h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 

' set forth title of case involved. ’
i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 

contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 

, may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. _ .
5. Checking reliability . -

a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of. any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information. .■

6. Fingerprints ' ’ •
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- ■
■ cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue. ‘ •
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field - 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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[AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS]

4. Contacts by Agents
[ a. Informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but at least

one personal contact should be made every two weeks. If such fre
quent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific Bureau author
ity for exception to this requirement.

b. During each, contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant’s attitude towards Buredu. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

• e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com- 

[ munication.
f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 

written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant’s subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa' 
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts

■ may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.
5. Checking reliability

a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
. nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there. •

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant’s fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed.
. Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 

case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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Security Informant" shall not appear.

J. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order.

b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: File'No :
(informant, potential
informant, or confidential
s ource )

Name :

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. . An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished., such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who can provide coverage.

e. [Deleted.]
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 

alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index.

12
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4. Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement.

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
.contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.

5. Checking reliability
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

. necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
. nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints .
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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d. . Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant's true name for each 
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice’ is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove fingerprints 
from criminal file.

Control - statement of cooperation
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

double agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible 
' embarrassment to Bureau. ■
b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical.

Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be com" 

• pieted.

I, ________ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau. ■

(Signed) ________

Witnessed: _________________

Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
careful not to jeoparidze their position as informants. If necessary, 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant. .

Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

■ carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
. reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 

motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
. as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspicion. ‘

7
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ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDO^L SOURCES. 107LSECTION 107

(4) Number of statements submitted 
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 

‘ domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or
■ ■ • unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by

informant,, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."
(6) Indoctrination against disclosure

- ' If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check
positive box. . , .

(7) Percentage of information verified
. Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has

been verified through other sources.
(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished ’ 

If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 

• all information furnished by informant.
{lO) Miscellaneous

[ ' Furnish any change in informant’s residence and employment[by
[ secure teletype (nitel),]steps bqing taken to advance informant,

. ' and any other pertinent information which should be brought to
Bureau’s attention. Include statement that source has been 

■ advised that all payments of money made to him for services
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 
agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 

• period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.
d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.
e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 

payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 

. communication.
f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 

of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.
g. Discontinuance of payments

' If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
’ not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue

' payments or adjust accordingly and promptly.advise Bureau.
- h. If.any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 

• not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.
4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority

If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
•transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
.concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 

- informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items. 

5.' Receipts
■ When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 

obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
■ receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 

circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. .

15
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K. INFORMANT FILES . . ' ' . _
1. Opening . ■

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file. .

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. .

■ c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active■ 
files. '

2. Monthly administrative report ■ . • '
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report. . .■

3. Assignment and tickler cards ’ •
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of ' 

[ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source]
on such cards. - •’ • '

4. Subfiles ‘ ‘ -
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, ’

. whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form 
FD-306 to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for 
■ filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any ’ 

portion of statements or notations thereon. •
5. Channelization . ’ '

Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative- ' 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to Case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for ’ . 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant’s state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
-FD-306 and all copies. ’

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of
See Manual of Rules and Regulations. - . •

•7. Correspondence ’ .
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant . 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. ' ■ ■

■ 8. Maintenance of files - -
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

■ b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements. •

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed.

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an . 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.'

13
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a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: •.
’1 ) Date on which payment was made • > •
2 J Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis ■
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent .
4} Name of Agent making payment . . - . ■ _ .
5) Signature of person receiving money . ’ ‘

c< Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent. ' • .
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent. ■
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

. Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one .
. to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with Acco fastener 

punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on . ’
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip. ’• . .

6. Income tax returns
a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to Bu

reau that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant’s position and station in life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his ' 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security, as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of • 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than ‘security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report . 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld. _ ‘

e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses . '
a. In trials in which informants-, former informants, or other persons ' 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 
furnish Department set of photostats of original receipts signed 
by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats 
will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 
take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. Therev 
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information: ' .
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2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following: • .
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members ■ 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici

. pated for each group. '
c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or'are 

active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters. ■

d. Symbol numbers, of informants and sources providing coverage of .
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] - •'

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS . :
1. Make every effort- to guide informants away from (situations requiring them

to sign or fill .out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro-
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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K. INFORMANT FILES ' ' '
1. Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file.

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical.

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active 
files.

2. Monthly administrative report . .
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.'

3. Assignment and tickler cards
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of 

[ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source]
on such cards.

4. Subfiles
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage' or foreign nationality matters where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, 
whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and 
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form ‘ 
FD-306 to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration.of any 
portion of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be. 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
FD-306 and all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of 
See Manual of Rules-and Regulations.

7. Correspondence
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption.

8. Maintenance of files
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there, is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements.

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed.

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.
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SECTION 10’ , SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107A-C 
• •

DEFINITIONS ’
1. Security informant • ■

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 

. subversive organization that he is able to provide current information .
of value. ■ ■

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with .. 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent ’ ’ ■
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks- 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes ’information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone, 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to' them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be -developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness . 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends

ijf or most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: '
1. Evaluation of •

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of

■interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation .of 
party loyalty ■ . ■ -

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

L 2. Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants . .

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USAo
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disarrec- 

tion on part of’ subversive group members. They should not be informed as
■ to purpose of inquiry. ■ - . ’
5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 

who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

C. BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV, 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: - ■
1. ’Check of field office files . ' . -
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants ’

Q
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107R-S SECTION 107 ^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID ^EAL SOURCES. '

3. Index '
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal . ,

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending / 
on type information furnished. ”

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where ■
logical.

4. Files ■’
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as ’
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. •

5. Utilization . .
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, ’ 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks, ■' 
Such contacts may be posted. .

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
• for that purpose. ■ ’ •

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen- 

[ ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record,
if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is

■ not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. f

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of \
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or- ■ 
’ ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must [ certify’

stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be ’
made at intervals of no longer than six months.] ■

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organize

’ tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States,
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months. . • ‘

7. Gifts . .
Gifts should not be given to sources. ■ ■.

8. Discontinuance . ‘
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ’

S. PANEL SOURCES . .
1. Definition ’ ’

See page 3 of this section. ’ ■
2. Background investigation and approval •

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
[ logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.

■ '
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107T-U SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID ’IAL SOURCES.

b, Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use /. 
and not intended for release to public.) (

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a, True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense which is passed. •
b. Such material should be aporopriately identified by double agent. ’

Bureau Agonts should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action sho-.ild be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not-clearly related to national defense. '

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not ' 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from • 
Government agency or private concern having custody. ' ?

5. Handling money and property received by double agents .
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence ■ 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception

. of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to' this effect). ■ '
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau. . .

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and'appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be’ retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing,-' 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary, . (

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING ’
1. Use of students ' '

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ

' ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no ’ 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

[ 2. [Deleted] ■ - . .
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2. Submit'quarterly letter :(FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the followings
a'. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities

. ’ of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters. '

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members
’ of organizations. If no member, informant, attach adde.ndum and explain

■ why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group.

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
. active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 

in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters. ■ '
d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources' providing coverage of 

individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, . 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] .

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS . •’
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from isituations requiring them 

to sign or fill .out loyalty oaths or forms. •
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant. .

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro- . 
posed a.ction.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative
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DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining’and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or.attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active- in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks' 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of/

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security’matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former . 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informe.d as 
to purpose of inquiry. ’ ■ ■

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts.or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individua‘1 for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume- III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: ' .
1. Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants .
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SECTION 14 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONlWiNTIAL SOURCES. 107&-R

. Q. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. Whan it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false inforrna- 

, tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2, Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in . 
the past." ’

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected. . '

5. Identify cases.individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications' containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to-Be made..

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in .
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules' and Regulations. ■ 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ;

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above. ■

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final lette.r under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character. Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 

■ corrections have been made,
11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 

■ must be taken to see that this is done. .
12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 

a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. . It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Mhnual of Rules and Regulations. •

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . ■ '
' 1. Definition • • ’ '

See page 3 of this section. . - ' .
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished. ,

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for , 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R. '

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source,
f abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series .
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.-
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible. - "

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be- included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to . 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.

d. Statements should be co'llected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where-- 
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time.

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. . All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion.
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's co’de name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol nxunber of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions.
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SECTION 107 .^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDWTIAL SOURCES 107Q-R

O. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION ■ •
1. When it is determined that informant dr ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or ‘
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information fi om him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
dis'seminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected. . •

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates • 
of communications' containing information. ’

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and .change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ■

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file', where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from
• informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what

corrections have been made.
11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 

must be taken to see that this is done. -
12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 

a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It - 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability .and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
rfenual of R.ules and Regulations. •

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ' ' ‘ ‘ "
1. Definition ' ; .

See page 3 of this section. - ■
2. Assignment of symbols ■

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for ’ 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

; d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, .
i abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series
) of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.

21 ’
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. DEFINITIONS . . '
1. Security informant • '

. Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. •

2. Potential security informant • ’ •
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is .making ’ 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent '
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source ■ ■
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness , .

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of ’

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters ■
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
’ party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts ’

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. .
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry. ■ ’ •

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

. BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: _
1. Check of field office files . ’
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants ’ '
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with, prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out: '
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence ■ 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel ’ 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him ■

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain subr 
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or ■ ’

■ educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy ■ 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. ’ '

3. Administrative handling ' . ■ ' '
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered

' in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of ’ 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi-

■ fication as to stability and reliability.
f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 

to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS"
[ ' before symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S. ”

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational

’ functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. . •

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ■_ ' .
1. passage of information .

■ a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or .as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. „

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent. .

2. Locating information to pass . • ’ .
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies. .

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article • •
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b, Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use ' (
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense which is passed.
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense.

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not ■ 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from 
Government agency or private concern having custody.

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate, 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and .appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing ( 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. - V

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of. security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.-

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

2. Quarterly letters
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following:

!1) Specific productivity
2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from 

public source material or other office sources off campus
(3 ) Frequency of contact

[ b. Quarterly letters on all[extremistland security informants or sources
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned. 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affected /

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants . 
and sources .

24
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DEFINITIONS • . ' • ■
1. Security informant . ■

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
. tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 

identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend ' 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. .

2. Potential security informant ’ ’. •
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source ■
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness '

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS ' '
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is■suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters .
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. •
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV, 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: . .
1. Check of field office files . .
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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Contacts by Agents4.

5.

6.

a. ’Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 
of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 

•established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. ’

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in- ’ 
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does . 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship. ’

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time. .

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive, information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant’s Subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in • 
informant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must • 
appear in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant’s administrative file. Place positive informa 
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
. and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. - 

Checking reliability - '
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field ' 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry1' in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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If no portiw3r.t derogatory information is deve'.oped, initial contact
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi

c.
gations on campuses.
Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out: ■ .
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses . ' . ’

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source
. and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi

dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state- ■ 
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connectod with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If ■ 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. . ..

3 Administrative handling .
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing,, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants.’ Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective’panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of’

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability. ■

f. Symbol number may be assigned if unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol 
number; e.g., PS NY-OOO-S. .

g, . Designate, -where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. ■

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ’ ’ ■ . • .
1. passage of information . -’

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. ■ .

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent. ’

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should Locate appropriat 
information; however. Bureau can assist in fulfilling reque.sts for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies. . •

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except: .
a. Newspaper or magazine article , ■

23
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9. Usa of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file. • ’

■10. Form FD-238 ' .
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS ' ■ ' ■
1. No gifts to informants ■ . ' .

a. Gifts should not be given to informants, ■ ' ‘
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on

■ businesslike basis. " *
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly,

• representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance' ' 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants. ’ ■

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in . 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular

' basis" or on "Bureau authorization." ■
c. Blus slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and
■ accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained . ’ 

so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.
d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 

to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis." . , .

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization.
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401: ■

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group. . ■ ■ .

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses ' . .
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance.

14
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107A-C

A *DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. ’ .

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may'be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of 

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters 
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of . 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty 

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees 
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not .be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND INOUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV, 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: . . "
1. Check of field office files .
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants

3
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4, Contacts' by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of -contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. .

b. During each contact, carefully review informant’s activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct ■ 
. informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close

. relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must ' 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 

. -channelized. • - - • • ■
g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 

informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be ■ 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do hot 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. ■

5. Checking reliability . •
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked. '
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur- - 
nishing accurate, truthful information. • ‘

6. Fingerprints .
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there. . • ’

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue. • ’ '
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed.
' Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 

case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for _ 
"company and address" on face of card. •
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d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division
by submission of form FD-165, using informant's true name for each
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove' fingerprints 
from criminal file.

7. Control - statement of cooperation . ■
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

doxxble agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible 
embarrassment to Bureau.

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is-not practical to secure such signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be com
pleted.

• I, ____ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic • 
■duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation- 

- ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself.as such. I . 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau.

(Signed) ________

Witnessed: _________________

8. Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to.be extremely 
careful not to jeoparidze their position .as informants. If necessary 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant.

9. Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis- • 
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspicion.
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible. . '

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should ' 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence. . . •

3. Transmission of information . . . • . .
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name. .

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time.

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion. . ■
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 

’ to information which would warrant investigation if identity •
established^ If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's code name. ■ ’
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed. . _

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions.- ■
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. SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDr’“’TIAL SOURCES. 1070-R
• •

CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION . '
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts, '
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing ’

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." ’

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed’ with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies ■ 
must be corrected. .

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information.-

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in ■ 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. . 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ‘ _ -

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what

. corrections have been made. . .. ...... ’ .
11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 

must be taken to see that this is done. . ’
12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 

a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It.
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant. .

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
kfe.nual of Rules and Regulations. ’

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . .
■1. Definition - .. •• ■

See page 3 of this section. - ’ ' .
2. Assignment of symbols ’ .

a. Symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists, 
or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state

’ ment concerning type of information furnished.
c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for ’ 

confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R._

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, racial, and criminal informants.
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b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. Nile cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; ' 
informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information, he furnishes. ■

d. Index cards .
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index ’’ 

’ and symbol number index. Execute only following items: •

Symbol: File No: . ■ .
(informant, potential . '
informant, or confidential . .
s ounce) . . ’ ’

Name :

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file. .

Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" -
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data. '
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate ' 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter. ■

Agents' informative index '
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type - 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc. ■

,d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who .can provide coverage. . ' -

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should be 
set forth by name.

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable. ■

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to. place 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this • 
index. ’
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b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nabure .of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards ‘
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items':

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential
informant, or confidential
source) . ' ...

Name : ■ ■

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

• d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who can provide coverage. ’

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should be 
set forth by name.

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index. '
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14. Make every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved 
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government. 
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have seriotis talk 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau
b. Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances
c. He may be sought as witness by congressional committees. Immigration 

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities
d. In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must 

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or 'embellish 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

- Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness.

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen-■’ 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressiona-1 committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public appearanceof 
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or other criminal actions.
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise 
cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government 
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in 
affirmative, he should contact USA for instructions. Advise Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted.

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to field /
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be . \
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agreer 
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main
tain this confidence.

FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. -INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities, must obtain evidence to 

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are 
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization.

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent with 
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where 
possible.

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together with your 
recommendation.

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may 
be disclosed to INS.

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission.
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SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID. 'IAL SOURCESSECTION 107. 107A-C

DEFINITIONS . . .
1. Security informant ’ ' -

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. . ■ .

2. , Potential security informant ■
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making

’ affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.
3. Double agent ...

Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4, Confidential source 
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available ’ 
through his-present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source . . .
Individual who is not involved in subversive group -but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness •

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS ' ' , ' .
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of • 
party loyalty .

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees . 
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former . 
security informants ’

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. ’
4. Consultation v;ith present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed .as' 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings ’

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV, 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: ’ . .
1. Check of field office files '
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants ‘ ‘
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history 
■ (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 

stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 

• individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4, Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain- details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, -cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion-or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing. Bureau1s 
investigative activity may be jeopardised. If he has special 
•problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any simflar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups, 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
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[ 5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub-
[ mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being
[ paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor-
[ mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding
[ stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated
[ under section 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning pay-
[ ments. .
[ 6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
[ 7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual
[ does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts-. '
[ 8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes
[ known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. Tn .
{ such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in
[ * FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will ’consider
[ making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible
,[ individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential inf or-
[ . mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.
[ 9. From first interview with potential informant through development and ■
[ • until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is ‘ 
[ not a plant. . ■ . -
[ ’ 10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and . .
[ ■ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence. Individual's . '
[ background must be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping -
[ ■ in mind possibility of using informant as. witness. If individual '
[ has any weaknesses, set forth safeguards b'eing followed to .
[ insure security and prevent embarrassment to Bureau. ■
[ . • ■
[E. BUREAU POLICY '
[ 1. Development of military personnel ’ ’ ’
[ Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva-
[ tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.
[ 2. Contacts by designated Agents • -
[ Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him. ■
[ 3. Divulging information to informant ' ‘
[ No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant
[ concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which
-[ is essential to his proper operation. . .
[ 4. Recording investigative activity ■
[ All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office .
[ - files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents

■[ must not have and use informants known only fo individual Agents personally.
[ ■
[F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS • -
[ 1. Caution against divulging relationship .
[ During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon
[ informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela-
[ tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to
[ . prevent possibility of Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose
'[ censorship. ■ •
[ 2. Developing additional background .
[ During development of informant, additional data concerning his back-
[ ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for
[ data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some.
[ personal problem which would make him a risk.-
[ 3. Indications of instability
[ Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, .
[ with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to
[ any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau. . •
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■ Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement.

b. During each contact, carefully review informant’s activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact. .

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct, 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 

’ relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. ’
. Good judgment must prevail in handling■informant to see he .does 

not become too' familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt-should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time. :

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with, 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 

’ channelized. '
g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in . 

informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
.used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved. .

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant’s administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

. j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant • 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where- necessary. .

Checking reliability - ■ . .
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked. -
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- ■ 
cation Division if they are not on file there. '

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue. - *
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fUlly executed.
’ Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card. • • '
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• •

d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division
by submission of form FD-165, using informant's true name for each
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
■ Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 

FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove’ fingerprints 
from criminal file . •

7. Control - statement of cooperation ' '
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants'and' 

double agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible 
embarrassment to Bureau.

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be com
pleted. ■

I, ________ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the .
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic ■ 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 

. way information which I may obtain or any activity in which
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 

■ the Bureau. .

• (Signed)--

Witne ssed:

8. Execution of party questionnaires .
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 

' questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
■ careful not to jeopardize th’eir position as informants-. If necessary,

each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant. ,
9. Informant's activity in organizations

a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 
carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc. .

b.' When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such. . ■

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher -positions, but- in such manner as to avoid 
suspicion. _ . . .
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your, 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau’s work. ■ ■ . ’ . .

11. Action by informant when uncovered -
a. 'If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to . 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where 
his services may not be lost. ’

c. Tn some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to ’
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved, 
and thus cast off suspicion. . ■

12. Requests of informant to help defend others • ” .
a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign-;
' ment where such information is readily available, informant should 

tactfully decline. .
b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 

■ made matter of record. ■ ■ '
c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 

any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy. ■
d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau. .

13. Preparation for testifying .
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters; Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases. • .

INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION .
1. General instructions re oral and written information ’

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b, Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

- o. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity. - ' ’

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible. In espionage ’ 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually . 
necessary only in those instances involving possible future prosecu- 

' tion. (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 
subject to prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. . • ■

f. All information furnished by. informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action . 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being 
channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. When informant's statement contains references to - 
large number of individuals and/or organizations, and exceeds two 
pages, consider channelizing to substantive case file only those por- . 
tions of statement which apply to particular individual or organiza
tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant’s sub- ’ 
file. This procedure should be employed unless logical reason 
dictates otherwise. • .

. 8
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g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial ' 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to

• case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony. .

2. Recording written and oral information -
a. Written by informant ■
’ (1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.

(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never* • 
retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously

. check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or
copies. • ■ ■

(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica
tion. . • .

(4) ’ Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
top of statement. * .

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding -each .meeting 
' or separate activity in which they engage should be sub-

‘ mitted in one statement. * ■ ■
(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 

places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 

• . in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals
present. ’ ’

. (7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

!
8) Agents' names should never appear on any page. • .
9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 
■ additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as: . ■
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau '
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant ' ■
' (c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in-? •

’structions given by contacting Agent '

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file. ■

b. Furnished orally by informant •
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

■ so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items: •

!
a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

• informant
(c ) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent ■

. Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file.

!
2 ) Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification.
3) Bate at top with date informant furnished information. No 

other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement. .

9
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(4 ) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

. (5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible,

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent ' ■
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated .

. as evidence. . .
3. Transmission of information . '

a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 
informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to , 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per- '■ 
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address -of another 
■ confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.
d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 

time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for - 
extended period of time.■

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication. ■

4. Handling of lead information '
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion. '
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

• card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable eff.ort, 
prepare memorandum for informant’s subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants .
a. .Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant’s code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed. ’

’ c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 

. 107K for filing instructions. ■
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SYMBOLS • . - -
1. Assigning numbers • .

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity - 
must be protected may be assigned permanent -symbol numbers if they are 
producing' sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and .
. in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau

of cover name. •
e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 

abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential- security informant.; 
letters "OS" for confidential source. ’

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however,’suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY-OOO-S to NY-000-C or to NY-000-R).

2. Communications - use of symbols ■
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
number. -

- b. In all communications after initial letter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth. ’

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division ■ ■

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 
interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Office receiving such 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and .

’ • Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between
. interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number 
only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their- symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 

- ’ and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.
(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 

his Identity must still be protected. . '
e. In communications concerning.potential security informant when a 

symbol number is not-assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.)*.. This facilitates .routing 
at Bureau. . . . ■

INDEXING ' ‘
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
shov; file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant" shall not appear. . •

INDICES . .
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number -index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice .
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order. •

11
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b. Symbol number index ■ ' ’
This index shall contain card for. each individual- to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these, indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; ' 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature' of • 
activities and type of information he furnishes. .

d. Index cards . ’
.Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical- name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: • . File No: . . ' • .
(informant, potential . - ■ ■ • '
informant, or confidential ■■
s ource) . . . ’ • ■

Name: ' •. ... ... • ■

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
' this information is shown in informant’s administrative file. • .

.2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" . ’ -
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may, be available for assistance. ’
b. If such index maintained, separate ind.ex card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included. ■■ ' .
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau

. communication showing background data. '
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter. . .

3. Agents’ informative index ’
a. An Agents* informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant . 
coverage in division. . .

b. File, cards by geographical location, arranged .alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

. c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type
• of information which can be furnished, such as'Communist Party,

' . Polish Activity, etc. . -• •
d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of-informants and’confidential 

sources who can provide coverage. ■
e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and.

' sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should.be 
set forth by name. .

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
’ forth his symbol or identity on as" many guide cards as applicable.

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place ’ 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who. can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index. ' ° .

12
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INFORMANT FILES ’ ' ' ■
1. Opening .

a. . When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file. • •

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. .

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active . 
files. .

2. Monthly administrative report - ■ '
■ Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations- and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.

3. Assignment and tickler cards . ■ '
• Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of 
informant on such cards. .

4. Subfiles .
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters.where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, 

. whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and 
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form 
FD-306 to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any .
portion of statements or notations thereon. ’

5. Channelization .
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative ' 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as- needed for , 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state- '
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original- • 
FD-306 and all copies. . .

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of • .
See Manual of Rules and Regulations. ’

7. Correspondence ■ .
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. - ■ .

8. Maintenance of files •
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, .

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, _i.SAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open ■
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements. .

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed. ' ■ •

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.
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9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238 * ■ '
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon. '

11. Bulky material submitted by informant ■
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 

■ and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located. ■

. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS ’
1. No gifts to informants ’ ■

a. . Gifts should not be given to informants. .
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis. -
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance
‘ ’ companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts,

or products of such companies to informants. ■ .
2. SAC authority ’

a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in
dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up'to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number

• of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization." '

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained • 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters'.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis." .

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority • ‘ .
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization.
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401: . .

(1) Membership
' List current membership and position held in any subversive

group. • ,
(2) Amount paid for services and expenses

List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) ■ Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance.
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, SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107L 
■ A . •

(4) Number 01 statements submitted 
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability ■■ '
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses,, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 

■ unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure . ■ ■ ■
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check 
positive box.

(7) Percentage of information verified •
' Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has 

been verified through other sources. . '
(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished

. If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous." • . • _

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant. ’

(10) Miscellaneous .
Furnish any change in informant's residence and employment, steps 

. being taken to advance informant, and any other pertinent infor- . 
. ' mation which should be brought to Bureau's attention. Include 

statement that source has been advised that all payments of 
money made to him for services rendered must be declared as in
come on his tax return and has agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease-^* • 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments . ■
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has ‘ 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority. ■ .

Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority ’ 
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con- ’ 
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items ' 
concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items. 
Receipts . ’ ’ ’ •' .
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. '
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a. Receipts should he of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:

1
1) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent

!
4 ) Name of Agent making payment -
5) Signature of person receiving money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another.Agent. ■ .
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent. ,
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top .to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on "■ 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information'on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip.

Income tax returns .
a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to Bu

reau that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant's position and station in.life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. ■ If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not. 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their ■ 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld. •

e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 
furnish Department set of photostats of original receipts signed 
by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats 
will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 
take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. There
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information:

16
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14. Maka every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved 
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government. 
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have serious talk .f
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview v 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau - . ■
b. Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances
c. He may be sought as witness by congressional committees, Immigration -

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities •
d. In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must .

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or embellish ‘ ,
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness. ’ ■ ■

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen- ' 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public'appearance of ' 
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub
jected to criticism, possible libel, slande.r, or other criminal actions.
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise

. cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he . 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government .
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in .
affirmative, he should contact USA for instructions. Advise .Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted.

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass- .
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to fi< (
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be - 
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid- . 
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agrees 
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main- ‘ . 
tain this confidence. . .

FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE .(INS) .
1. INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities,.must obtain evidence to 

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are ’
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization.

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent with ■
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where • 
possible. ■ ’ . ’ ’

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would -not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together with your 
recommendation. • ■' ■

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may '
be disclosed to INS. , ’

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission. ■
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[ 0. DISCONTINUED INTORMA.NTS ' •
[ 1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "cancelled."
[ Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card. .
( 2. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number
[ index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential
[ source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated,
[ remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap-
[ ‘ propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and '
[ refile it alphabetically in name card section of index.
[ 3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and
[ permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.
[ -4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued

• [ and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is ■
[ willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards.
[ Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which '
[ informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised
[ in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.
[ 5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondsrice between Bureau and
[ field relating to Department's interest in using informant as witness is
[ contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicated de- ‘
[ sire to consider informant when he becomes available, advise Bureau in ■
[ each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita-
[ tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply
[ ’ to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed,
[ advise Bureau. - ‘
[ 6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants,
[ ■ set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall
[ be made when it appears such are warranted.
[ 7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with
[ him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any
[ action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans
[ for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing
[ his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau
[ for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such'
[ activities, Bureau will consider placing him in contact with reliable
[ publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will riot
[ sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.
[ 8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources must be
[ made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such
[ payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis-’
[ continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of
[ informant or source in future. •
[ -9. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not’ carry him as

. [ a concealed source in reports or memoranda.- 'His true name is to be set
[ ■ forth, together with descriptive data.
[ 10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from,
[ an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furn:shed to office
[ which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as
[ possible.
[ 11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability,

, [ do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information
[ it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com-
[ munications use individual's true name, together with appropriate descrip-
[ tion of his reliability. . ■
[ 12. Remove flash notice. .
[ 13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials
[ and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish
[ same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys
[ • that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon
[ for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning
[ possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under
[ appropriate case character. . -
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1
1) Correct, full name ■ .
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers ’ .
3) First date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5 ) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
•Bureau records. • .

(6 ) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances ■ . ' .

!
7 ) . Date of last contact by your office • • .
8; Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
. If no contact was made.with particular individual, Bureau must be

so advised.
c. ’ Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 

was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Administrative Division, Voucher Unit. Inter- 
divisional correspondence should be addressed to Bureau with copies 
designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation ' . ■
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation’is ■ 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of

• condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and . 
sources must be alerted accordingly. ’

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge ■ 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 

■ possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen-
• sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi

zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

ANNUAL LETTER ’ ■ - .
1. Submit annual letter to Bureau including following:

a. Symbol numbers of all informants and confidential sources being paid 
under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for services or expenses. 
If confidential source has no symbol number, list name.

b. Symbol numbers of all informants not paid under Bureau authority
c. Comment concerning present informant coverage of office, together 

with information concerning actions being taken to improve coverage .
d. List under "Headquarters City" and each resident agency all sub

versive organizations broken down into each division, such as clubs, 
committees, and chapters. . ■ ■

‘ $17
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2.

" in overall evaluation, such as informants in other divisions who
are occasionally used and highly placed informants who furnish ' 
area-wide, national, or international information. ■

Listed below are dates annual letters are to be submitted by •
respective offices: . ■ .

Office Date s . ’ •

Albany, Albuquerque, Alexandria, ' '
Anchorage • . January .15 ' •
Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham ■ January 31 .
Boston, Buffalo, Butte February 15 .
Charlotte February 28 ■ .•
Chicago ’ January 31 . '
Cincinnati, Cleveland February 28 .
Columbia, Dallas, Denver March 15
Detroit, El Paso . " bfe.rch 31 "
Honolulu, Houston ■ . April 15
Indianapolis, Jackson- April 30 .
Jacksonville, Kansas City May 15
Knoxville, Las Vegas lfe.y 31 . ’
Little Rock ' _ June 15
Los Angeles ' February 28 .
Louisville ‘June 15 ■ .
Memphis, Miami June 30
Milwaukee rferch 31 ■
Minneapolis April 30
Mobile • ‘ July 15 ' (

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
E 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
C 
[

Newark May 31
New Haven July 15
New Orleans . July 31

. Nev; York September 30
Norfolk July 31
Oklahoma City, Omaha August 15 .
Philadelphia, Phoenix August 31 ■
Pittsburgh, Portland ' September 15
Richmond, Sacramento • ’ September 30
St. Louis, Salt.Lake City . October 15
San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco October 31
San Juan, Savannah, Seattle November 15 .
Springfield, Tampa, Washington, D. C. November 30

. . -

- _

V.

[N. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS ■
[ 1. Make every effort to guide informants away from situations requiring them
[ ■ to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms. .
[ 2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of
[ any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise
[ Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
[ 3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant’s
[ . relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor-
[ mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view
[ of obvious dangers to informant. ’
[ 4, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as ■
[ promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro-
[ posed action. ■ ■
[ 5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS ■
1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "cancelled." 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card. .
2. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number 

index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential 
source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated, 
remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap
propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card- section of index.

3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and 
permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.

•4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is 
willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards. 
Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which ' 
informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised 
in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual. .

5. Review informant’s file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and 
field relating to Department’s interest in using informant as witness is 
contained therein. Tn those cases in which Department has indicated de- ’ 
sire to consider informant when he becomes available, advise Bureau in • 
each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita
tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply 

’ to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed, 
advise Bureau. ’ ■ ’

6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants, 
■ set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall 
be made when it appears such are warranted.

7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with 
him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any 
action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans 
for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing 
his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau 
for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such’ 
activities, Bureau will consider-placing him in contact with reliable 
publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will riot 
sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.

8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources must be 
made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such 
payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis
continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of 
informant or source in future.

9. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not' carry him as 
a concealed source in reports or memoranda.- 'His true name is to be set 

■ forth, together with descriptive data.
10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from, 

an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished to office 
which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as 
possible.

11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability, 
do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information 
it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com
munications use individual’s true name, together with appropriate descrip
tion of his reliability. . •

12. Remove flash notice. -
13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials 

and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish 
same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys

• that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon 
for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning 
possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under 
appropriate case character. - -
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14 Make every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved 
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government. 
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have serious talk 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a 
b

c

He will no longer be operated by Bureau .
Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted 
tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and 
He may be sought as witness by congressional committees.

by representa- 
appearance s 
Immigration

d

r 
• e

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities
In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must 
continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or embellish' 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness. ’ ■

[ ’

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen-' 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public appearance of ’ 
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. .
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick 
he can back up what he says., and if there is any 
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or 
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or

to truth and make certain 
deviation he will be sub- 
other criminal actions.
testify or otherwise

cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government

•[ 15

witness in case 
affirmative, he 
such situations 
When contacting 
me nt to Bureau, 
office where he

which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in 
should contact USA for instructions. Advise .Bureau of any 
and results of any interviews conducted.
Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass- 
make arrangements to have former informant come to fi-; Id 
will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be

impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid- . 
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agreer 
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau

[ 
[P
[

on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity 
tain this confidence. .

FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
1 INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities,.must

for informant to main-

SERVICE .(INS) 
obtain evidence to

[ 
[

2

3

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are 
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization.
Cooperate fully with INS in these cases- and make efforts consistent with 
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where • 
possible. ■ . ' ’ '
If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would -not

[ 4

5

affect your work, furnish his identity 
recommendation.
Bureau will review facts and advise as 
be disclosed to INS.
Before any informant is turned over to

to Bureau, together with your

to whether or not his identity may

INS, obtain his permission

NW 68262
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CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or . .
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies

. must be corrected. • ■
5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 

of communications containing information. . .
6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 

clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.
7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed'by Bureau in 

accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. • 
Corrective action should be called to attention of. other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ■

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above. ■

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com- - 

■ munication. This letter will be used to' check all pertinent Bureau files
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made. • -

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-inforinant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 

' to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Tfenual of Rules and Regulations. - ’ •

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . . ' ‘ ’• '
. 1. Definition . . • . ’ ■

See page 3 of this section. ' J . • . '
2. .Assignment of symbols . -

a. Symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists, ’ 
. or if typing would be saved. •
b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 

symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of 'information furnished. • ’

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for '
confidential source; e.g,, "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating . 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, racial, and criminal informants. .
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, racial informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with, criminal 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where 
logical. ’ . .

4. Files ■ •
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as .
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. ■ .

5. Utilization ’ . ’ ’
' a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, • 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. . 
Such contacts may be posted. • ’

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose. .

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of'individual and results of any ’ 
interviews conducted with him

’ (3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition,, statement ’ 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. •

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation ■ 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field. .

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of ■ 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

. employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or-
■ ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must dictate . .
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to stability 
and reliability as required by payment letters.

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every . 
six months.. . ' ■

7. Gifts . ’ «
Gifts should not be given to sources. ■ •

8. Discontinuance • ’
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ' •

PANEL SOURCES ’ ’ ■ " ‘ ’ . • ■ ■
1. Definition ' • •

See page 3 of this section. ' ■ •
2. Background investigation and approval • •

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass . 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
re cords .
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided' by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of'background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and  advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state- ' 
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub- . 
ject is not a plant.and, if connected with labor union or. 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

will.be

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be ret.urned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and ' 

material furnished by panel sources as .afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants." Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective 'panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. " Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. Symbol number may be assigned if unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol 
number; e.g., PS NY-OOO-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
'will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should.receive notice of 
■coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued.and reasons.

DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS • ■
1. Passage of information ' - ’

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent’s stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make'certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. -

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling reques.ts for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu- 
’ tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 

pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.) •

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or ■ 

material related to national defense which is passed. . ’
b. Such material should be apuropriately identified by double agent J 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
- is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defens 
d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 

evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from ■
. Government agency or private concern having custody. ■ .

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence • 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal . 
represents possible evidence and double agent, should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as- 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and _ 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. . • ■

UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING .
1. Use of students .

a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security 
informants or other types of security sources in other than highly 
unusual circumstances. Under such circumstances, furnish complete 
justification to Bureau. . •

' b, Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, ’ 
individual' should be tactfully requested to execute a -brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has . 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. . • •

•2. Quarterly letters
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact ■ 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following: .
(1) Specific productivity .

. (2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from .
public source material or other office sources off campus

(3) Frequency of contact • ‘
b. Quarterly letters on all racial and security informants or sources 

should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in.cover letter: . ■
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affe cted

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants 
and sources ’ .
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[ 3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage ' :
I . Each office must have continuous and well-planned, program to obtain

/
I I necessary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill
s r ( its obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way

[ responsibility of each field office to have proper coverage.

• [V. CLASSIFICATION - 134 • .

lessens
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1. Cecurisy informant
Individual actively ir. obtaining and furnishing current infor-

[ mauion on security!cr ir.idli ".nee jmatters exclusively for Bureau an? wr :;e 
identity must be protect-'I. Seo:. person should be a member or attend m'-enings 
cf a subversive organization, ouch as the Communist Party; or be in 
suer. a position relative cc a subversive organization, or espionage

. activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
nrincicral, that he is able to obtain and does provide current information 

= ri.value;[or furnish, pcrtinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regular, 
[basis.] .
2. Potential security informant ■ ’

■ Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization ■
- or-espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S, on behalf of foreign

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith,[or is in a position
[ to secure pertinent foreign intelligence data,land is making affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be in a position
' actively to’ obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.
3. Double agent .

A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign

• ’ intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.
4. Confidential source . .

An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available ■ 
to him through his present position. Examples 'would be: bankers and •
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort

' on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them. ■ .

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants -should be developed on all organizations and indiv1 mials that ■
Are’.inimical to. the internal security.. Experience has shewn i'at potential

■. informants maybe obtained'.thr-ough alertness in the course of . jrmal investi
gative activity. ' Live informant coverage depends for the most i..'t upon

. initi. ve and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs . ’ .• assistance
in ob’ ’ ning potential informants, the following is suggested: .
1. Evaluation of

.a. Complainants in security matters
■ . . h. -Persons ’ interviewed in connection -with-security cases . . •

c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf—
‘ . . ’fe’otion, di s g-runtlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard—

' ’ship/ or other repudiation of party loyalty ’
. d. Bureau applicants as possible informants '

’ e. Personal friends and contacts of’ Special Agents’, and other Bureau
• ■ employees ■ ' - . ■

' f. S-v.-ces of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con
tinuous basis

- 2. Review .of closed security files on individuals
■ 3. Review of reserve index . •

4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
. 5. Deleted

6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. . .
. ■ 7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection

. on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
. Who have been associated with only one or Iwo fronts or ’who attended only

a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist, propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members.
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_, 3ecurity ir.-'ormant
Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation or: security or ir.* ‘lligence matters exclusively for Bureau and whose 
identixv must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meeting 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a ncsition relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. in behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to obtain and docs provide current information 
of value; or furnish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regula 
basis.

2. Potential security ' 'hormant
Individual in a.po . -n-to become active in a subversive organization- 
or espionage or in\ :: fence activities in the U. S. in behalf of foreign 
principal or can b.,- ■ e closely associated therewith, or is in a position 

■ ■ to secure pertinent foreign intelligence data, and is making affirmative 
effort through associations or ccs acts so. that, he can be in a position 
actively to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau. 

‘3. Double agent
A specia’'-. -■■d type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, re-.- ’ing assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4- . Confidential, source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees.- These individuals make no concerted effort 
in behalf, of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

[ [5. Panel source
[ An individual who is not involved in a subversive group but who will attend
[ "s public gatherings in behalf of the FBI for intelligence purposes or
[ o' potential witness] ,

SCURC7- " POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informa should be developed on .all organizations and individuals that 
are inis .-.1 to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informan-. may be obtained through alertn..:" in the course of normal investi
gative > tivity. Live informant coverage .pends for the most part upon 
initiate . .. and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs . For assistance 
in obta ‘-.--.g potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Dvr :ion of

a. .-iplai nants in security matters
b. .-■•sons interviewed in connection with security cases 
c. ubjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf— 

'ection, disgruntlemcnt, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard- 
‘bip, or other repudiation of party loyalty 

d. ' --reau applicants as. possible informants 
c. .- s.onal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

ployees 
f. .. m-ces of information, confidential sources, and contacts on oon- 

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals
3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deioted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications cJ disaffection 

on tho part of Communist Party members. They, c? course, st. Id not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communis t front organizations looking for individuals- 
who have been as s e-c: ited with only one or two fronts or who attended o?ily

few meetings c f a ‘’rent. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
rmmunis t propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 

acquaintance of party members,
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9. Investigation of ^ftmunist petition signers who are acquainted with. 

Communist Party fur tionaries
10. , Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 

personas-’_ who ar- reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or’ employ
ees who might he willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist-dominated unions ’who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces- contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is'facing the possibility of dis — 

.missal or transfer to a honrestricted position in the same plant. At 
■ such a .time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that

■ ■ the person advise the Brreau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such, coops ■ .tion ’when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain ’what individ— 
. uals merely registered but rever became active .

15. - Use of a reliable thii’d pyr '. y to make the contact with a possible inform—
"ant -when direct contact by • Agent is inadvisable. ’ Request Bureau to
furnish the services of an ’. ’.ividu-- 1 who 5s available .for such a contact.

■ 16. 0f*’: /ials and employees of ’ ..'sign establi • ’.meats ’ in the U. S.
. 17. Er. ’ '-yses of the United Na" ivus Secretariat

18- . Go. • :ts (business, social, or otherwise) of'foreign officials stationed 
in U. S.

19. Ind’ ’.duals who . cause of background, employment, or social status are 
. . 1 in ■ position of .'itelligence interest to a foreign principal and’’who’

•. will undertake'in"illigenoe assignments under the guidance of the’ 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105a,Sh, volume IV, of this manual.)

C ■ .-•'TERVTE’rS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING
NSIDERBD FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES - .

. . . ’ .an a decision is made to consider a particular individual- for 5 .'’■.-rmanf 
q.’.rposes, background investigation must be conducted. Extensive . .kground' 
Investigation should not be conducted, hov/ever; until the indivi.”-' -. has 
been interviewed and.it .has bew determined he is willing A-7 a s st 5 ' the 
Bureau’. Obtain prior Bureau au’-hority to interview whenc. .r the striations 
imposed in section 87D, item 6 b, (7), volume III, and section 1051’, item 6b, 
(9), volume IV,‘relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the-following: ’ '
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information
2. Discreet canvass of 1'gical informants to ascertain if the individual 

is known to them
3. Inquiries of discreet rature to obtain information concerning the individ— 

Til’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriot.'y:m, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, A. esent and 
past employments, and-business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the individual can be utilised without any 
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. • 
Securing background information from the individual is not suffic-A .r-t; 
his background must be established by the investigation, including discreet 
5 quiries among persons who arc personally acquainted v;ith him.

4. G- ;ck of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for
[ . th-; complot-ion of an[FD-165]form which should bo transmitted to the Identi-
[ fication Division to obtain any record he may havo[and to place a stop
[ against his fingerprints if they are on filo.]

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if tho individual is a vol man.
6. Check draft status or status in tho armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all dotai-ls  

obtained.
should.be
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within 30 days.
Investigation as outlined above 
guide, direct, or designate an

must be handled by

cases ana
' this manual. ) 
•’ered.
biliary offices

must be completed prior to any request to 
individual as a potential security inform

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONTROL OF POTENTIAL SECURITY 
INFOVI'-NTS
1, When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau i. the same numerical sequence as set out 
in .subsection C, and request authority to designate individual as a Bureau- 
approved potential security informant and to proceed with his development. 
Do not submit on a UACB basis. Include a physical description.

[ [2.] After designation as a Bureau-approved potential security informant, the
following matters- should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand that there 

is no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. . He is not and cannot, consider himself a Bureau employee, or "undercover 

Agent" of the FBI. In this regard, the seriousness of violating the 
impersonation statutes must be impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if he 
should feel he cannot maintain th1 confidence, he should so advise. 
There .should be no doubt left in -■ .2 mind of the informant that His 
relationship must remain on a con.k.iential basis and if ho violates the 
confidence he will be of no value and by so doing the Bureau's investiga
tive activity may be jeopardized. If he has a special problem which would 
require revealing his assistance to his wife or other pertinent indiv-. ,;u 
this should be ascertained and an appropriate recommendation made to : 
Bureau. The special circumstances will be taken into consideration b_. • m 
Bureau and you will be advised accordingly.

d. If the potential informant is connected in any manner with a labor union, 
inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer-em-.-loyee 
relationships as'such and is only concerned with obtaining 'nformation 
on the- infiltration of labor unions by subversive element -

e. If the potential informant is a studer', teacher, or has . similar 
relations with a school, college, or university, in the in\ ..iai interview 
and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions con
cerning investigations on the campuses ci colleges and universities.’

[ [3.J Do not interview female potentials in their own homes' or apartments unless
necessary and a.ll such interviews in their re-.idences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active investigation has established that the 
potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups,.-and there will be- no embarrassment' 
to the Bureau. ‘

£ -[4.3 Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is
.. ■ maintained -on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 

ca.se, potential informants should be contacted personally at least 
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants. ’ ■ ■ ■ ' - ■

. (5.3 Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every[sixJmonths. Letters
• • concerning potential informants who are not being paid on Bureau

authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, should contain 
[ informative summary of information furnished during past[six3months, and

must include certifications regarding potential -informant’s stability 
and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure. These letters 
should follow the form indicated under section 107N, 3b, but should omit 
item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to omit reference to any 
payment recommendation.
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[ [6.’J '-'33*. records of ^^itacts vrith. potential inf orman^^so that the cases will

. not become delinquent.
[ [7„ ] During contacts with potential informal t, if it develops individual

do-^s not have the necessary capability discontinue efforts. ■
[ [8. J During initial stages of development a: on occasion active informants

may raise o personal question concerning their own position if it 
becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive 
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires 
as to what can be done for him in such a case, -.e may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the F ' and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider ■■•..king the facts of his 
cooperation w^ th the FBI known to his employer v to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before . 
taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant's or informant's 
cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained.

[ [9,] From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop- .
- ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at _ 

all times to be certain he is not a plant. . .
[ [IO. ] When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 

Otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communicati- must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; in •. ■idua.l's background 
must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, kee<?ug in mind possibility 

. of using informant as a witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth 
. safeguards being followed to insure security and to prevent embarrassment 

to Bureau. .

E. BUREAU POLICY - -
1. Development of military perseanel

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva— 
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

2. ’Contacts by designated Agents .
Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by. 
the Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him. ■ • . .

’ 3. Divulging information to informant . ■ .
No information should be divulged to a potential informant or an informant 
concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that 
which is essential to his proper operation. • - ■ .. . . .

NW 68262 Docld:32M»H9 Page 1282
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[

6.

7.

h. luy arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him 
must be specific and no doubt should be left in the minds of either 
the .Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time.

i. Informants should be instructed to use only public telephones in 
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should be given 
to furnishing infomsnts the [ nonoubli shed ] off ice telephone number for 
emergency communicav :n. This rule is not practical in all espionage 
and foreign national.oy matters but should be followed where applicable.

j. Frsiti-ve information received from informant should be fee subject 
of a •AT.itten statement by informant or a memorandum prepared by 
contacting Agent to be placed in the informant's subfile and 
appropriately channel!zed.

k. Record dates of all contacts, .whether negative or positive, in inform
ant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD—209 may be used. If 
informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may be used for 
several contacts. -

1. The-dates of negative contacts and file numbers of the cases involved 
must appear in informant's administrative file, Where a file has mere 

• ■ than one- subject,-the name of the subject under inquiry should also 
be-noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on the form.

m. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informn
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same. -■

n. Alternate Agent should be designated fop contacts with informant and 
former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts

- may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to ’whom inform
ant is assigned. .

Checking reliability
a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked.
b. Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
furnishing accurate, truthful information.-

c, Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time 
informant is active. ' ’

Fingerprints ■ . .
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica— 
tion Division if they are not on file there.

b. . If informant refuses, do not force the issue.
c. Informant's fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as 

enclosure to FD-165 using applicant-type fingerprint card, form 
FD—258. This card should be properly executed showing subject's 
complete description, including date and pj.ace of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of 'card.

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the fjeld in the files of the 
Identification Division by submission of- form FD—165, using informant's 
■true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.

e'. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year 
following discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that 
time by submission of form FD—165 o.r advise Bureau as to why notice

■ should be continued. If fingerprints obtained solely for this 
purpose, remove fingerprints from criminal file. 

Control — statement of cooperation
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases *
' and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau,

8
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a *G. INFORMANTS' INFORM
Ij General instr:.' I ■■.■■. re oral and written information

a. Instructions re riling preparation, submission, and handling of 
information reor. red from informants apply not only to security 
informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confident•’al sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instruct!: and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparat.:n of statements containing their information.

c. They should be subm. rted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity. _

a. Written statements sr ild be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
cannot be done inf on.-,ion may be provided orally. In espionage and 

. foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary 
■ only in these instances involving possible future prosecution. (in

the majority of cases diplomats or officials -who are not subject to
• . prosvcution are involved.) ■

e-. Care 'jlly scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
■ upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be

introduced in court. ' '
: f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be

• promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD—306 

.( as needed for[channel!zabion]and staple one copy to each copy of the
’ ’ informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be

[ . . .» noted on original- FD—306 and on all copies. .
. ’• g. Prior to any prosecubim: or administrative hearing,- advise the trial

attorney that inform?; ■: not only furnished information concerning
■ instant case but also provided oth :■ statements not pertinent to case

at issue. The trial attorney will th-'- be prepared in the event 
infori. nt testifies on direct examir.-- '.on or cross-examination that

• he fu. wished information in addition to his testimony.
’ h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements. 

2. Recording written and oral information .
’ .a. Written by informant ’ •

1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
■ ' \2) ’Original only should be sr "■ fitted and informants should never

■ retain any copies or notes y-lating then.-- . . Continuously check
■ ■ informants to see that tT y -io not keep -. notes or copies.

!3) Prepare on paper devoid ’ any Bureau mar ngs or identification.
Date when informant pre, res statement should be placed at the ’ 

■ top of it.
(5) All information obtained by info - -.ants regarding ‘’•ech meeting 

or separate activity in vrh- . they engage -mid be sub-
mi MM-in one sta^ment whether --e information i» of

’ evjinntiary or ir.uelli gence value.

10a
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107Ge ♦
INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION .
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of 
information received from informants apply not only to security 
informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confidential sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their ’information.

. c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity. • ’ '

d. Written statements should be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
cannot be done information may be provided orally. In espionage and . 
foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary 
only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in 
the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not subject to 
prosecution are involved.) .

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be - 
introduced in court.

f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must b.e 
promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all 
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD-306 
as needed for channelization and staple one copy to each copy of in
formant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be noted 
on original FD-306 and on all copies. [In those instances in which in
formant's statement contains references to a large number of individual 
and/or organizations, and statement exceeds two pages in length, con
sideration should be given to channelizing to a substantive case file 
only those portions of statement which apply to particular individual 
or organization. Of course, entire informant's statement should be 
filed in informant's subfile. This procedure should save filing space, 
time of reviewing files, and should be employed unless a logical rea
son dictates otherwise.] -

g, . Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial attor
ney that informant not only furnished information concerning instant 
case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case at issue. 
Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event informant testifies on

. ’ direct examination or cross-examination that he furnished information
in addition to his testmony. ■

h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements 
2. Recording written and oral information ’

a. Written by informant ■ • ’

f
l ) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check 
informants to see that they do not"keep any notes or copies.

!
3 ) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification. 
4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at the 

top of it.
(5 ) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or each separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement whether the information is of 
evidentiary or intelligence value. .
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■ SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID UAL SOURCES 107M

■4, Suiles
a, subfile is re-.- : red on each :'.-f orman.t who submits .statements, written 

or oral, except • espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile io .eoes- -y only in those ins'.moes ij.rolving possible 
pro seoutio”.. The original of each stat -r-nt, •'••nether personally 
written ‘the informant or .furnished or""y and reduced to writing 
by contao^ng Agent, should be filed in . subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or .a channelizing memorandum cont&- • .eg all applicable items 
set fortl on form FD-306 should be stapled ■ the original of each 
such statement.

b.’, Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 

' ’ ’ of statements or notations thereon. '
5. Channelization • • . ‘

. Exoi ts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
invo -.igative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 

■ FD—3C6 may be used to disseminate this information, to -the case file in ■
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dis semination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 

’ noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."
6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of ’

. For instructions concef-ning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
,. see Manual of Rules'and Regulations. . . •

■ ' t. -Dissemination of inf ormation • • b . . ■ . • • . . -
.. _ ’■ ; .. ' I*/formation sUbmittc'l ■ by informants, potential- informant • , confidential 
’ ’ " 'tes; dr sources information, should be reported to the Bureau and

' . --sted offices.;. other agencies ’whenever necessary by the appro—
. ’’ ^nans of comm': icationunder captious showing the subject matter

■ ? ; • “ormation. ■ •
8. _•.•!--.'/oe •

. •' ••Jdence submitted in security infox-"nt and potential security 
’ -. -at matters should be str' ctly- limit'- • to the administrative

• ■• ■ -'li. g of the informant and . .ould not co- '.-tn information, more prop—
' r'.y furnished’ to the'Bureau under a'substai.l.-.ve case caption.

9. "p.inter; mce of files
[ a. All symbol number inf-ormantlfiles, [pending and closed, 1 shall be

. ma5 -.’ained under loc!< and key under the personal • supervision of the
[ . _ ’ . ' SAC. 1SAC, field supervisor,[or responsible employee designated by
[• - . - . .. the "SAG. ] • ............... ■ ■ . ' ' - - • •

. b. Subfiles mtain' ■■■•ritten statements ray be mai-’’ ained. in the open
. files seo-Aon., ” ■. ■ 1 ed there is no disclosure of he informant's

• '• ’ identity on the '■ 1-.I emtn tv. • ’
c. All informant files sh?"1 I be maintained in such * manner as' to insure 

that all information furnished by a particular informant -will be
• ■ - • immediately' available u-on the request of the Bureau. '

d. Tn additi:- . these fil •• should be maintained in such a fashion that.
' ' the idenf. yes of the ,:-.ses in which an informant has furnished

' competent vidence car. a furnished immediately to the Bureau by
simply re-quTing to th-: file of -the informant and without the necessity 

- pf condue Ing extensive research. ■ ■ • ■
' 10. Use of inforcr-nt by Department — filing correspondence re '
. . From time to- r-ue, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic

ular inform-.■' . ’or testifying ’when he becs-.-.-s av ‘ ’.able as a witness. 
As a result, ..'••a will be correspondence r^.owi.' ' this situation -between 
the Bureau a.- .■ field. Place copies of all ...h correspondence in

. ■ th -• informan.'r -.le. Occasionally such ocm.- - -• dance nay be volu-
: '.-ous and appl.- '-o more thru one informant. ‘r.\ those cases, summarize 

‘ - information concerning each particular in formant and place the summary
' .. the appropriate informant's file.

11. Form FD-238
. Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in .. r.-.urity 

informant and potential security informant files. - It is to be u-. ' in 
' the nature of a table of contents or -. an index to sho:; where : ."' e

.file, particular data can be found. Th - s form is to be kept as ' ■top

17
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SECTICH 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CO”FIDPTTIAI. SOURCES 107M

Sul :-'es 
a. subfile is reoulred on each inf crmani ' submits statements, + t'--n

• oral, jezccpt in. cepicrage.or foreign u- -nality matters wher'- 
subfile is ne setca^y only in tho -e instanc involving possible 
prosecution. Ine original of e^-ch statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished, orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed for- 
.~:-3O6 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable its-c 
sei forth on form FD-306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may. be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
’ filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 

of statements or notations thereon. . ■
Channelization ■ ■ ’
Z: erpts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
i estigative case report .when information of value is submitted, Form 
- -106 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
1- :U of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—305 as needed for • channelizationjand staple one' copy to each copy 
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original ID —306 and or. all copies. ■
Channelizing memoranda — destruction of 
For instructions concerning th< destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.
Dissemination of information .

8.

9.

• 10.

Information .submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources o.f information should b-e reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information. .
Correspondence ■
Correspondence submitted in .security informant and potential-security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative • 
handling of the informant, and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case-caption. ■ 
Maintenar . .- of files . . .
ai All r. -.bol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be " 

. maintained under lock and key under the pers’onal supervision of the
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the. SAC. .. . . . .

b. ’ Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
. files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 

identity on the statements.
c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure

that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the. request of the Bureau. .

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the. cases in which an informant has furnished ■
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and ’without the necessity 

. of conducting extensive research. '
Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re ’
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when, he becomes available as a wMr.ess, 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be velu— 
miaous' and apply to more than one informant. Tn those cases, sum.rise 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant’s file. ■
Form ED-238
Form FD —238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show whei'O in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

17
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07M - h" ’ SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIE ^TAT. SOURCES-

coo'ixt-nt in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time. .

12. . Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source subnizs bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set, forth cn form FD-306, In such a case, the original form FD-306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 

. or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon.

. RAIMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND.HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. /

1 b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis.

c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, . 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants.

.2. SAC authority to pay informants .
■ a. In specific instances in which it is nacessary and expedient to 

■expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation,, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 

. expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information,
SA.C may approve payments of amounts up to.[$4OO]and totaling not more 
than[$4OO]on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words,

• once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless ■ 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized. 
Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

’ c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these pay.’-mts authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to an individual who has received payments totaling[$400.] ■

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion.
b. Tn requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.
. ■ (in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings .

where applicable.) ’ (
‘ (1)' Recommendation

(Use following wording as nearly as possible: 
"I recommend that authority be granted to 
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the 

' , ' above informant up to $____(amount) per___ (month, week)
■ for services, plus up to $ (amount) per_  (month, week)

■ fol' expenses actually incurred for a period of____ months,,
effective ____(date).")
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107M - N SECTION 1^“ . SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONI ENTIAL SOURCES

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant ■ ■ ■ " '
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD-306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 

. set forth’ on form FD-306. In such a case, the original form FD-306 or - 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant

• or source and the file and serial number where- the bulky material is 
■ located should be noted thereon. ’ . ■ -

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED ’ ’ . '
• 1. No gifts to informants . ’ ’ ’■

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. • -

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis. .

‘ c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 

", of such companies to informants. ,
’ 2. . SAC authority to pay informants ’

[ [For instructions regarding payments under SAC authority, refer to section
[ 130G, item 1, of this manual since comparable instructions apply to security
[ informants and sources as those set forth for racial informants and sources.]

3. Payments on continuing basis - Bureau authority
. a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. '
[ b. In requestingfauthorization for payments., a justification must be fur-
[ nished Bureau. . For this purpose, use form FD-401 and execute in accord-
[ ance with instructions for racial informants and sources contained in
[ section 130G, item 2b, of this manual. Justification for payments,
[ of course, is based on activity of informant, potential informant, or' ’
[ source in matters having primarily a security rather than racial in-
[ terest. In espionage and foreign nationality matters use subheadings,
[ where applicable.] ■ ■ ■ ' •

§
I
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107M - N SECTION 107 .WBECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDWSlAL SOURCES .

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. • 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant . ■ '
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed . 
form FD-306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD-306. In such a case, the original form FD-3O6’or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file arid serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. . . ■

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED .
1. No gifts to informants . ‘

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. ;

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be ma’intained on ■ 
a businesslike basis.

• o'. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly,
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. _

2. SAC authority to pay informants ■
For instructions regarding payments under SAC authority, refer to section 

[130H,Jitem 1, of this manual since comparable instructions apply to security 
informants and sources as those set forth for racial informants and sources.

3. Payments on continuing basis - Bureau authority ' ‘
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. .
b. In requesting authorization for payments, a justification must be fur

nished Bureau. For this purpose, use form FD-401 and execute in accord
ance with instructions for racial informants and sources contained in • 
section[130H,litem 2b, of this manual. Justification for payments, 
of course, is based on activity of informant, potential informant, or 
source in matters having primarily a security rather than racial in
terest. In espionage and foreign nationality matters use subheadings, 
where applicable. ■

18
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SECTION 10" ^^SECURITT IKF0RMAK7S A® C\WI ^KIAL SOURCES . 107N

(2) Residence and emul’oyment (if no change since last justification ’ 
letter, merely state "no change.")

. (3). Cv*'ont membership and position held in subversive organizations
(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during

[ pertinent period. [Information and/or services available only
[ from the informant must bo specifically identified. (if there
[ is none, a statement to that effect should be sat out.)]

(5.) . Amount paid fox' services and expenses by month
(.Initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

' (6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements- submitted . ■

(List separately.)

!8) Information furnished of unusual value .
9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance •

!10) Steps being taken to advance informant 
11) Stability and reliability ■ • ’

' (Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications
■ of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or othex' simil..? problems 

presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the

. Bureau.) • .
(12) Indoctrination against disclosure ’ - - •

• (State whether every opportunity has been taken to-properly’
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his ’ .

-• ' relationship with Bureau through an. media. ) ’
. . (13) ■ All necessary action taken on information.furnished ■ • . -

(14) Miscellaneous _
(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention) • .

’ . (Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for- the word "informant." 

c, When payment an informant has been authorized for a definite .
p.eriod of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks .in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued. ■ ■ •

[ d. Every[sixJmonths a letter of- justification should be submitted to
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow foxn in ’ ‘ 
subsection 3b. . • . . - •

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, deerc- ?) payments
. to ’an informant should be submitted in duplicate except t?- ’.. the • ' 

■ copy should consist only of the first, page of the letter. hen ’ .
payments as requested by the field are approved,’ the sing" - page 
copy will be stamped ".Approved" at the Bureau and returned , If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be pre.-ared

. and traxismitted to the field. * .
■ f. In order for this system to function properly, payment . letters -must ’
.. ’ be explicit. . ■ ,

", g.’ When payments are authorized by the Bureau; it is’the personal responsi;
" . ’ bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is

- ■ being received. ■ ’ ’ ■ ’• • • ’ •
h. - Discontinuance of payments . ■ • ’• ’ . ■

If at any time it appears the information being produced by the
. informant is not commensurate with the payments being made- to him,

the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. .

i. Extraordinary expenses '
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107N

[ 
[ 
[

• • .

c._ When payment i»o an informant has been authorized for a definite 
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 

, expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months a letter of justifioation[(FD-401)]should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow[instructions 
set forth in section 130G, item 2b, of this manual.] '

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When ' 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page .
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the ■ 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field. .

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit. '

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi 
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is - 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments • . ■
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the .
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. '

i. Extraordinary expenses • .
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority. , . . •

19
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SECTION 107. -’■ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE^TAL SOURCES 107N 

o. When payment an informant has been authori^^ for a. definite ’

period of time, advise- the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow instructions 
set forth in section [130H, Jitem 2b, of this manual. ’

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant sho.uld be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When ■

■ payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page -
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the . 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field. ■ .

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value' is . 
being received. *

h. Discontinuance of payments . . ■
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the .
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. _ ■ ’ •

i. Extraordinary expenses - . ■ .
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for whi.ch approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority. •

19
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5.

SECTION 107, -^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDr"yAL SOURCES

[Six-month] e valua of informants not paid on Bu^Ku authority
ot being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi-

■ cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every[sixjmonths after the
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
sub~ect'.on 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of tAC i-igarding cr.-.Mmiance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In ■■ pionage and Cereign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
0’1.. those applicable items in subsection 3b.
R.c l.>ts
Wh.-\ payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
rnati.rs, either on the SACs authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instan '-e in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed, 
a. • Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files . •

b. . Receipts should clearly show: .

11) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for -which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses wlere these items are pertinent
(4 ] Kane of Agent making payment • • ; ■
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact w! th the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such <• manner that the d.-ce or other data appearing on the 
receipt 'will n- : be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip, Care must 
be taken -that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly sho'w 
payment of■ money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles. . .

Income tax returns • • • ■ ■ - ■
a. Informants who receive-compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. ..

b. Bureau income should be set forth on the Federal income-tax 
return, form 1040t as income received from other sources’for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similai' general term applicable to informant's position and station 
in life. ’

c. . If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau'income 
with his self—employed income fro-, other sources, without .revealing 
connection with the Bureau. ' • - ■

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received -from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
io a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories’ of 
circumstances in -which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not' to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC - 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. -Each office, 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure fo 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.

I
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107N SECTION IO"7 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF'"' TNTIAL SOURCES

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority 
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi- 

[ cation[(FD-401)]must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months after
[ the date of designation containing the same information set out inflection
[ 130G, item 2b, of this manual]except those items concerning payments.

Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be 
set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items in[section 130G, item
[ 2b, of this manual.] . .

5. Receipts '
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other - 
documents or files. .

b. Receipts should clearly show: : •
'1) Date on which payment was made ' ..........: ;
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis 

(3)_ Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 
or expenses where these items are pertinent .

(4) Name of Agent making payment „
(5) Signature of person receiving the money ■

c. -Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of -expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. • • .

b. Bureau income should be set forth on the-Federal income tax 
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life.

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self- 
employed individual, it may be possible,to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau.

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.

20
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107N SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI’^TIAL SOURCES -

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation (FD-401) must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months after f
the date of designation containing the same information set out in section \

[ [130H,litem 2b, of this manual except those items concerning payments.
Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be 
set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is ’ 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items in section[130H, ]item
2b, of this manual. . ‘

5. Receipts . ■
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, ‘receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible- to do so. . If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed.

■ a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the.receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other

■ documents or files. . . ;
b. Receipts should clearly show: .

1) Date on which payment was made '
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) • Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
4) Name of Agent making payment ’
5) Signature of person receiving themoney .

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent. .
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections .

- must be initialed by-the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of Expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a • 
■ margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to

avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the ,
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt pan '
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must ■ 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material . 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns ’
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return.

. b. Bureau income should be set forth on the Federal income tax . '
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life. . .

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income - 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau. ■

d. Effective 1-1-65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not t.o 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC ’ ’
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office " 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.

- (
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J07N - 0 SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ■

' A Ab. Whenever a informant and/or source becolB? unemployed or has 
. knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 

submit observations and recomjiiendntions to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, fo.’.low recommended action. Each 
office r.asi assv;..? the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
acoeptir.g a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh scriously■the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive

• organization may be aware of his unemployment status and. would expect 
hi’.'' bo apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they ’ 
receive unemploy:;.ent compensation benefits.

9. Handling money and px-operty received by double agents
a4 Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from theix* principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should bo made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed " 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi— 
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must ■ 
be made for payments to double agents.for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b. Any nw.’.ey or property reoei’-d by a double agent from his principal . 
' ‘ repres-nts possible future ■ 'idenoe and the double agent should. ’ 

execute a statement describ •-•tg the money received by type of currency, 
• denomination, series of issue, and- serial number and appropriately

- describing any other property received. ■ This statement should be- ■ 
. signed by the-double agent’s code name. • . . ■

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 

' Regulations. . .
d, Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 

should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh— 
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary. .

[0. [ANNUAL]LETTER ' ’ . ’ ’ ■
[ [A.nnual] letter should be submitted to the Bureau- by each office as '

follows: ’ . . . '
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for ’
’ • services or expenses. If the confidential source has_ no .symbol. ■ ’

number, list his name. " ' -
2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants not'paid ;-

• under Bureau authority. • ‘
3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant

coverage of the office, together with information concer:.'_ng what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

[ . 4. As a separate section of the[annual]letter,. list under "Headquarters
’ City", and each, resident agency all subversive organizations broken down

. into.eac.h division and unit thereof., such, as .clubs-, committees, and.
’ chapters. . _•

-Under each unit the approximate membership, . together with the symbol’ 
~ numbers and ’ positions of security informants affording coverage; should" ’

be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is— 
provided by informants or sources who are" not members, such factors 
should be shown relative to each unit.

[ [AnnualJletters may include any additional pertinent information re ’
informant coverage that may be helpful in overall evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly " 
placed informants who furnish area-wide, national, or international 
information. .
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SECTION 107. "SCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE” fUL SOURCES 107-0

[ 
.[

5< Listed below are of the Bureau offices and thoc^tes[annual]

letters should be submitted:

Office Dates

[
[ •
[
[
[
[

. [
[
[

■ [
[
[

' [
[

■ [ ■
[
[
[
[ - •
.[ .
[ .
[
[ .

■[
[
[
[
[
[

■■[
[ -

■ I
[
[ ■
[

.[
[ ■
[ .
[ •
[ 
[
[ 
[
[
[• •

■ •[■■ ■

[Albany January 15
Albuquerque " "
Anchorage " " ■
Atlanta January 31
Baltimore l! "

. Birmingham " "
Boston. February 15 ’
Buffalo « « - „
Butte ” «
Charlotte February 28 .
Chicago January 31
Cincinnati February 28 ■ .
Cleveland • " " . • ■
Columbia . March 15 .
Dallas ’ . ‘ '

. Denver ” ” .
■ Detroit March 31 ‘

El ’Paso “ ” • • .
' Honolulu • . • • ; April 15 . . ■ • • . ‘

■ _ Houston ■ ” •" . '
Indianapolis April 30 ’ ’
Jackson . , ’’ '" ■

. Jacksonville . _ May 15 . ' .
Kansas City ' " ‘ " • ■
-Knoxville May 31 ■ - ■ ’ ■
Las Vegas ” « ’ ’ -
Little Rock ’ ’ ’ June 15 , ■ ’ ■ ■■■■■■
Los Angeles . February 28
Louisville June 15 ■

’ ’ Memphis ' ’ June 30 . ‘ "
. Miami ■ ■ “ « ’ - .

• Milwaukee • March 31_ . - ■
- Minneapolis ■ April 30 • . . .

’ Mobile July 15 ' . •
Newark • . • May 31 . . .

■ New Haven . . July 15 ’
' Nev/ Orleans • ’ July 31 • - • •

New York • ’ September 30 ' .
' Norfolk July 31 ' . ’ • . _

Oklahoma City - August 15 . _•
'Omaha • " "
Philadelphia August 31 •

• Phoenix . ■ ' " " ' . .
Pittsburgh September 15 . ' ’ '

■' ' ' Portland . . . • ■ ” . . ' .
Richmond ' . ’ " . . • September’30 ■ = ■ . ’ ........ ... .

[ 
.[

[ 
[
[ ■

•[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

Sacramento • . . - 11 ' . ■ . ■
. St. Louis . ’ October 15 ■ .

' .Salt Lake City . . . ‘
San Antonio October 31 . •
San Diego " " ■

. San Francisco- ” " ' • - .. .
San Juan November 15
Savannah • . " " '
Seattle ’ "' "
Springfield • November 30
Tampa " "
Washington, D. C. - ’
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S2CTIC" 107.^SCU~ITY INFORM NTS AND CONFID^^IAL SOURCES
107-0

5.
1

;".'l below are all of the Bureau offices and the 
ers should bi submitted:

d- es annual

1®, • • Dates

[

\ 1 
(

-

Albany January 15
Albuquerque , ” “
[Alexandria » " ]
Anchorage ." "
Atlanta January 31

. Baltimore " . "
Birmingham " ”
Boston ‘ February 15
Buffalo . ■ » "
Butto • . - «
Charlotte February 28
Chicago January 31

. Cincinnati February 28
Cleveland ' ” "
Columbia . March. 15
Dallas ' an
Denver - “ ”
Detroit March.31 ■ • .
SI Paso 1 ’ ii . n
Honolulu ‘ April,15
Houston " . «. .L ’ ■
Indianapolis ■ . April 30
Jackson " ’ "
Jacksonville ’ May 15
Kansas City " ”
Knoxville 41
Las Vegas . " • ’’
Little Rock June If
.Lo’s Angeles 'ibruary 28
Louisville -'une 15
Memphis . June 30

• Mia.mi ’ ” "
Milwaukee PSarch 31
Mi -neapolis . April 30
Med Me . July 15
Nc .-irk ’May 31
New "-.ven July 15
New Ci-leans .July 31
New York September 30
No'Mik July 31 .
Oki. ..homa City . August 15
Omaha " "
Philadelphia August 31
Phoenix " n
Pittsburgh September 15
Portland " ”
Richmond ■ September 30
Sacramento ” ”
St. Louis . . ■' October 15
Salt Lake City » “

: San Antonio o Octobex’ 31
San Diogo ’ " "
San Francisco " tt
San Juan • Nov either 15
Savannah ‘ ”
Seattle '• ”
Springfield ■ ' November 30
Tampa » »
Washington, D. C. " ”

23
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io;? - a section 107 ^security etformanti and con fid _ p.'iAL sources

P. SIGNING OZ LOYALTY 0 , AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1, Every effort should be made to guide security i ufornia nts away’from 

situations requiring them t/ sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants siioxild bo cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
forh, •

3. A.dvlsc Bureau promptly of all such .situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider a:; a last y. .ort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent . 
facts concerning the informant's activity; however, such situations ■

. must be kept to a minimum in.view of the obvious dangers to the. .
informant. ' '

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no in .lance should you permit an- informant to sign a loyalty’ oath 
in the negative. . ■

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS '■ . ■ ’ ■
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card ■ 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

umber index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furni shing,. ’ and refile it 

. . alphabetically in the name card section of the index. .
3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon

tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. ■ . . . . 1

4. Advise the Bureau of the date when a potential informant ’ or ' informant is. 
discontinued and. the reason therefor.. ■ • • • • . • ...

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant- is willing to testify' 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all- cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

• compliance with section[19,]volume[II,]of this manual. . '
6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
’ .correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart-' 

■ ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes. . 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform— ■ 
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run oi* the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply, to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommendp— 
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted. . ■

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con— 
•tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice ■ 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's

. best interests. When.an informant is discontinue i, determine whether ■ 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other— . 
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

' ‘ 24
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SECTION 107.^pCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID ^TAL SOURCES 107-0

X

5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual
•letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

j

[

Albany January
Albuquerque ' "
Anchorage ”
Atlanta . "
Baltimore January

’ Birmingham " B
Boston ”

. , Buffalo n
Butte ■ February
Charlotte • ‘ ”
Chicago . B

■ Cincinnati - B
Cleveland February
Columbia ”
Dallas "
Denver ' ■ - "
Detroit ■ . "
El Paso - March,15
Honolulu "
Houston . "
Indianapolis ' "
Jackson ”
Jacksonville "
Kansas City March 31
Knoxville ”
Las Vegas «
Little Rock ’ B
Los Angeles B
Louisville April .15
Memphis B
Miami B
Milwaukee B
Minneapolis April 30
Mobile “
N ewark n
Nev; Haven n
New Orleans May 15 a

• New York "
Norfolk "
Oklahoma City "
Omaha n
Philadelphia May 31 a.
Phoenix ”
Pittsburgh n
Portland "
Richmond "

[Sacramento] Juno 15
St. Louis •"
Salt Lake City ”
San Antonio "
San Diego "
San Francisco ”
San Juan June 30
Savannah 11
Seattle "
Springfield "
Tampa ”
Washington, D. C. "

L5 and July 15 
n 
n 
n

31 and July 31

w 
ti

15'and August 15

n 
n

28 and August 31 
tt 
n 
n 

\ w
and September 15 

w 
n 
w 
n 
«

and September 30 
tt 
tt 
tt 

«
and October'15 

n 
n 
n

and October 31 
« 

n
nd November 15 

it 
n 
n 
tt

nd November 30 
n 
n 
tt. 
it

and December 15 
it 
it 
it 

n
and December 31 

tt 
w 
tt

tt
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t , * SECTION 107. SECURITY IliFORMiBTS AND CONFIDENTIAL sourcss 10.

[ 
r

5. Listed below arcML of the Bureau offices and tlflnate 
letters should b^Wubmitted:

s[annual]

( Office Dates

c

[ 
[ 
r 
t 
[ 
[ 
i 
[ 
[ 
(

• t 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
i 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[•• 
t 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
•[ 
[

. t 
[ 
[ 
[

■ [ 
[ 
[ 
i

. c 
[ 
[. 
t 
[■ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
t ■ 
[• 
[ 
[ 
t 
( 
[ 
( 
t 
[

-

[Albany January 15
Albuquerque " "
Anchorage " "
Atlanta ’ January 31
Baltimore " !l ■
Birmingham " !1 , .
Boston February 15
Buffalo •' ’ “
Butte " *'
Charlotte February 28
Chicago January 31
Cincinnati February 28
Cleveland " "
Columbia ■ . . March 15 • .
Dallas ■ • ■ »' . «
Denver " ”
Detroit . March 31
El ’Paso ; ” ' “ '
Honolulu April 15
Houston ’ ' ‘ - w m

Indianapolis April 30
J ackson • - n . n
Jacksonville '■ ..................May 15 ■ • ■
Kansas City . . . ” . "
Knoxville May 31
Las Vegas " ”
Little Rock . ■ June 15 •.
Los Angeles ' February 28
Louisville ’ June .15 '
Memphis ■ June- 30
Miami ‘ " 11
Milwaukee March 31
Minneapolis April 30
Mobile July 15
Newark May 31
New Haven ' ’ ’ . . . July 15
Nev?-Orleans ■ ■ • July 31
New York September 30
Norfolk . July 31
Oklahoma City . August 15
'Omaha ■ "■ «
Philadelphia ’ • ’ August 31
Phoenix. • . " , • “ • . -
Pittsburgh September 15
Portland •“ »
Richmond . . . September 30
Sacramento • " "
St. Louis • October 15
Salt Lake City ' " ”
San Antonio ‘ ‘ October 31- . '
San Diego' " "
San Francisco ” "
San Juan November 15
Savannah " «
Seattle ” ”
Springfield November 30
Tampa . " «
Washington, D. C. n »]

<

-
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11.

12.

13.

14.

office whie' bas^made further dis—
■ zion of such izurxatiz; "o follow th. instructions set forth 

-'we.
set up a ccntrc-l file rt -.rding this .. active action, and upon 

letion of same suer. *. .e Bureau a f.- ■ letter under the in- 
art's caption identifying . ach case by t.'ile, character. Bureau file, 

known, and date of communication.
T . letter will be used to chec ■ 11 pertinent Bureau files to see
to:t necessary corrective action ■ s been taken in each instance.
If necessary,, other field office , which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters st .w— 
ing what corrections have been made.
It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great -re must be taken to see that this is done.
Occasion lly, an i..;-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a ioubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant, It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite S'iication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bur” n while.he was an informant.
Bissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

[T.] CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES .
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, ad ’.-ess, business affiliation, 
symbol .number, reason for assigning a -ymbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
•for confidential source: e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications 

. relating to espionage foreign nationality matters should in 
addition h.i .z & charao indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the' abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources arc to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants. ■

3. Index
a. Ind ' cards on form ID-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be  up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

tv.de

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
. criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security

informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened- and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual arc discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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107V SECTION 107 2CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE^LU- SOURCES

E 
E 
E

E 
[ 
E 
E 
E 
E

5. Utilization
a. If con: . .lent5 al source to be used for assistance in security 

5nve stictions, secure 2 'cati. approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files arc maintained should 
also be contac2ed at least once every two weeks in ihe same manner 
as security informants. ’ ■

o. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted. . ’ ’ ■

d. .Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent ■ 
ox- Agents specifically designated fox- that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: • '
(1) Background inf ormation,. including date'and place of birth, '
■ citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 

record, and service record, if any '
(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 

as a confidential source, together with the results- of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con- - 
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of ‘ 
Bureau policy on labor mattc-s, ’ •

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a- subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
o.btained, - . - ■ - ■ .

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to

’the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 107N, lit‘em]3b, for form of letter. ■ _ ’

b. If the security source is not beii-g paid on Bureau authorizationE or 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization]and is being used regularly, the 
Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and ■ 
reliability as required by payment letters.

[c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Hations Mission', 
etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre
tariat, Organization of A.merican States, International Monetary 

. Fund, etc.), a letter of justification should be submitted -to the
Bureau every four months. See 107N,[item]3b, for form of letter.] ’ 

7. Gifts ■ ■ . .
Gifts should not be given to sources since ’such actions might be 
misconstrued. ■"

8. ’ Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor. ’

o
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section 107. Security informants and confid ^^ial sources

Utxli zatx oxi

107U

a, If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 
invest,jgations, secure Bureau approval, and background da-.a must 
be furnished to tke Bureau of the same type which is rec-.-ed 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in ‘ • :h the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of ' individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are mair.f_ined should 
also be contacted at least once o-cry two weeks in the same manner

, as security ir...‘orr-~ ats .
c. Records of coiixacr- with confidential sources who have pending files 

may be posted. . ■ .
d. Contacts with conf; _-ntial. s ounces should, only be made by. the Agent

■ or Agents specifically desi.gnat :3 for that purpose.
e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority .to use a subject

as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: .
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any .

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him ’ . . •

(3} A statement to the effect subject is being considered aeon- 
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a ’ 

■ Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation—’
ship with the Bureau, In addition, a" statement should be made

■ that’you will be alert to be certain subject is not a’plant, and- 
if he is connect'1?, with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on "abor matters, .

f.,- -One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to-use 
a subject as a.confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 
be returned to" the field- indicating that authority is granted to

• consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such
. authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 

sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained. . ..... .... .

6.
■ [ -

[
7.

8.

Security confidential sources - certification of stability. and payments'
a. Every[six]months a letter of ju tificatioh should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting oontinuat.'.‘n of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 10711, item'3b, for form of letter. ” ■

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or ■ 
an international organization and is being used regularly, the

. Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAG for ' 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and . 
reliability as required by payment letters. . ■ . . -

-c.. If the- security confidential source is- employed by a foreign diplo- . •
■ ■ matic establishment (embassy,’ consulate. United Nations. Mission, . '

’ etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations S-ecre- ■ 
tariat. Organization of American States,. International Monetary . 
Fund, etc.), a I’ettex- of justification- should be submitted to the 
Bureau every[sixjmonths. See 107N, item 3b, for form of letter. .

Gif t s - -
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be ■ 
misconstrued. . - - .
Discontinuance .
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.

28
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107T ' 'S?;. 'BN 107. ^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE SOURCES .

5. Utilizs it on
a. If con’fidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to he Bureau of the same -type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frecuency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sour' -s on whom pending files are me:,ntained should 
also be contact 1 at 1< ■ i once every two w.-~ks in the same manner 
as security inf r-™ants .

c. Records of cont^ .cs with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the .Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa—

x o n« ’ ,
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

’ citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of c-.r-ioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con-
• fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a

Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation—
■ ship with the Bureau, In addition, a statement should be made

that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of

.6.

7.

8.

Bureau policy on labor matters.
f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting aut: city to use 

a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter, If the request is approved at >he Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page .-spy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained. ’

Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments 
a. ’ Every six months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 107N, item 3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization and is.being used regularly, the 
A.gent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters.

c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate. United Nations Mission, 
ecc.) or by an international organization ("United Nations Secre
tariat, Ocganize,tion of American States, International Monetary 
Fund, etc. ), a letter of justification should be submitted to the 
?hreau every six months. See 107N, item 3b, for form of letter. 

Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
mi see n true d .
Di scontinuance
-Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, . 
and the reasons therefor.

28
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107T SECTION IO7 . SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFT NTIAL SOURCES

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
■ ' frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual

case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants. . -

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

■citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters,

f. ‘One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy ’and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to ■ 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.. ...

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments' 
a. Every six months a letter of justification[(FD-401)]should be sub

mitted to Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security 
confidential sources. See[section 130G, item 2b, of this manual] 

. ' ’ for form of letter. . '
b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 

if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization and is being used regularly, the 
Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 

“••.I the file containing the same certification as to stability and
. reliability as required by payment letters.
c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo

matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
".etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre- 
• ■tariat, Organization of American States, International Monetary

Fund, etc.), a letter of justification[(FD-401)]should be submitted 
to’Bureau every six months. See[section 130G, item 2b, of this manual] 
for .form of letter. • ’

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.

28
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1071 SECTION 107 , SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES <

5. Utilization _ • ■
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances -of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants. ’ . ■ ■

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. ■

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject . 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ' ■

• (1) Background information, including date and place of birth, .
citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any •

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
• ‘ as a confidential source, together with the results of any

interviews conducted with him
(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con

fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a .
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters, . •

. f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 

■ stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be sub- '

’ mitted to Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security 
[ . confidential sources. See section[130H,litem 2b, of this manual

for form of letter. . ’
' b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or

if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
’ an international organization and is being used regularly, the

Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the. file containing the same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters.

c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre- . 
tariat, Organization of American States, International Monetary 
Fund, etc.), a letter of justification (FD-401)Ishould be submitted

[ to Bureau every six months. See section[13OH,jitem 2b, of this manual
for form of letter. ... .

7. Gifts ■
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be •
misconstrued. ■ ’

8. Discontinuance . • .
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, ’ 
and the reasons therefor. ■ ’

28
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-?N 107. ^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE JAL SOURCES 107U - V
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PANEL SO" ' I.
1. Definition • ’

See page 3 of this section, ’
2. Background investigation a- ’ approval ■ .

a. Check prospective pane ‘.ts through indices, canvass logical
informants, review app.-rriate oredi • ■..■'•est, and military records.

b. If no pertinent deroga-.-ry inf ormat'- -: leveloped, initial contact
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person’s cooper- 
atiV'ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on c ■ puses.

. c. Sub:: ■ .. .letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel ■ - irce and sot out f.'lowing information: .

• (1) : ts of required b.‘.„-:ground investigation and data as to date
- ’ a . ;lace .of birth, citizenshf, status,if foreign born, residence

?. • -mployment addresses ■
(2) D . -.ils of expected area of .ir vivity of individual as a panel . 

scx'ce, together with result: of any interviews conducted with him
• (3) A staten'--.-.t to effect subject is being considered a panel source

and that . will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confident. 1 nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
a stater,-. should be made that you -will be alert to be certain 
subject 1 ..ot a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educai' oral institution he -will be advised of Bureau policy

- • on such matters. . ■ ■
d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 

as a panel source should consist only of first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on 

- single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source.

3. Administrative handling
a. ?Tandle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

■ her evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
■ ’ormants, same procedure -hould be followed in handling, processing, 

. ' 1 reporting data and mat.-ial furnisi d by panelists as is afforded 
shat received from security informants.

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered should 
be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 

’ should net be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
miscons '.. .xed. •

c.- Open 1c- file when active ir-' stigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau bar .pproved a pa ilist, close file 
administratively if panelist Is not contac....d regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
0. Every six’months submit letter of justification to Bureau requesting 

continuation of payments to panel source. See section 107x1, item 3b, ' 
of ’bis manual for form of letter. If source is not being paid on 
Bur--' n authorization, Agent handling source must prepare memorandum

s to S-0 for file containing same’ certification as to stability and ' 
reliability as required by payment letters. ' '

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
.if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol numbe-r; 
e.g., PS UY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
. current panel sources and current list of scheduled- organization 

activities, ’who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
se. -jdulod organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent

’ r* . Lves not.> co of coming events from Agents handling organization ' 
' c: ', secux-ity informants, and publications.
h. A.'. .0 Bureau of the date -when panel source is discontinued, and the 

reasons therefor.]

[V. 1
1
)

CLASSIFICATION - 134
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SECTION 10" , SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFT *JTIAL SOURCES 107U - V

■ u.

[

[

PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records.

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person* s cooper
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
'institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out following information:
(1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date 

and place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born,, residence 
and employment addresses

• (2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as a panel 
source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him.

(3) .A statement to effect subject is being considered a panel source 
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
■a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 
as a panel ’source should consist only of first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on 
single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that 
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source-.

3. Administrative handling
a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

other evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is afforded 
that received from security informants.

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and ’services rendered should 
be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 
should not be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files, 

d. On'ly Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit letter of justification[(FD-401) ]to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section 
[130G, item 2b, ]of this manual for form of letter. If source is not 
being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS’1 before symbol number; 
e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications.

h. Advise Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the 
reasons therefor.

V. CLASSIFICATION - 134 

(
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SECTION 107. ^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID'^IAL SOURCES 107U

U. PANEL SOURCES • ■ .
1. Definition . . ' ’ '

See page 3 of this section. ’ ‘ ’
2. Background investigation and approval •

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records. _

b. If' no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person’s cooper
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 

' institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses. ' ■

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a ■ 
panel source and set out following information: ' ■

' (1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date ' 
and place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence ' 
and employment addresses •

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual .as a panel 
’ source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to effect subject is being considered a panel source 
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 

‘ ‘ confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition,
■ ■ a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain

subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union
. or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy

• on such matters. :
d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 

as a panel source should consist only of first page of letter. If
■ . . request is approved at. Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on

■ single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that 
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source. .

3. Administrative handling ’ ’ .
a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

other evidence. As panelists ma.y subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is afforded 
that received from security informants. "

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered should
■ be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 

should not be- given to panel sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. ’ ■ ■ •

. c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file

. administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular . 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files. •

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
’ e. Every six months submit letter of justification (FD-401) to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section 
130G, item 2b, of this manual for form of letter. If source is not

■ being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol number; 
e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where’practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications.

. h. Advise Bui’eau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the
reasons therefor. .

29
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE^TAL SOURCES 107U

PANEL SOURCES • . . '
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. ■ ' .
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records.

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact ■ 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person's cooper
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses. . '

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
- panel source and set out following information: • .

(1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date 
and place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses ■ ■

■ (2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as a panel
. source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him 

' ’ (3) A statement to effect subject is being considered a panel source ’
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 

■ or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy
on such matters.

d.’ One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 
as a panel source should consist only o'f first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on 
single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that

■ authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source. '
3. Administrative handling . ’ •

a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 
other evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is afforded 

' that received from security informants. .
b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered should 

be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 
should not be given to panel sources since.such actions might be 
misconstrued. .

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files. ' 

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit letter of justification (FD-401) to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section 
[130H,litem 2b, of this manual for form of letter. If source is not 
being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if tyring would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol number; 
e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
- current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization

activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications. _

h. Advise Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the 
reasons therefor.
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107V - W SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI' 'TTIAL SOURCES

[V. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING . • ,
[ 1. Us© of students
[ a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security
[ informants, potential security informants, or other types of security
[ sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such
[ . circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.
[ . b. Upon initial contact with a potential student security informant or
[ • ■ source, individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief
[ • ' signed written statement for field file setting forth that this in-
[ ■ dividual has voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI
[ because of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical
[ to interests of U. S. .Government and that he understands that FBI has no
[ - interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. Taking-this
[ . statement should place Bureau in a position to refute possible subse-
[ . quent false allegations as to nature and purpose of source's coopera-
[ ’ tion with FBI. . ■ ..
[ 2. Quarterly letters
[ a. Beginning 1-1-70, submit quarterly letters on each student and teacher
[ . authorized by Bureau for contact as a security informant, potential
[ . security informant, or other sources (including panel sources).
[ (Quarterly letters are not to take place of or be combined with six
[ months' payment, justification letters.) Include following in quarter-
[ ly letters: ,-:.■■■ ■
[ (1) Specific productivity •
[ (2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from pub-
[ lie source material or other office sources off campus
C (3) Frequency of contact
[ b. ..Quarterly letters of security and racial informants should be jointly
[ transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned "Utilization of In-
[ formants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." Include following
[ in cover letter concerning security sources:
[ (1) Number of security informants, potential security informants, and
[ other security sources active and under development at each educa-
[ tional institution affected
[ (2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants and
[ sources -
[ 3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage ■
[ Each office must have a continuous and well-planned program to obtain nec-
[ essary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill its
[ obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens respon

sibility of each individual field office to have proper coverage.

[W. ] CLASSIFICATION - 134
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SECTION 107. '’ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE’' ’jAL SOURCES 107N
c. When payment ^au informant has been authorized for a definite 

period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.-

d. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow instructions 
set forth in section [130H,.]item 2b, of this manual.

e. Letters- requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single-page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. . When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it’ is .the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is' 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses’
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for whieh approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107M

4. Subfiles
a. A subfile is required, on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters- where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. .Executed form

• FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items :
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. .Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

5, Channelization
Excerpts from- the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form ■ 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 

[ of FD—306 as needed for [channelizationjand staple one copy to each copy
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channeli.zation should be i

[ noted on original FD—306 and on all copies. '
6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of

For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7, Dissemination of information ■
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential ;
sources, or sources of information should bg reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions' showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security ‘
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. ■ j

9. Maintenance of files !
a. All symbol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC. * :

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open
files s.eotion, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's J
identity on the statements. ;

o. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner, as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be ' ;
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau. ;

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that i
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished i
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau.by
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity ;
of conducting extensive research. ’

10. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re j
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using'a partic- ‘
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. |
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation- between |
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in ■'
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu- ■
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize j
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary ■
in the appropriate informant's file. . j

11. Form FD—238 . '
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security i
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in . i
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the j
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top |
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107N SECTION 107- SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ■«
4. Six-month evalua^on of informants not paid on B^au authority

If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi- 
[ cation[(FD-401)]must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months after
[ the date of designation containing the same information set out in[section
[ 130G, item 2b, of this manual]except those items concerning payments.

Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be 
set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items in[section- 130G, item
[ 2b, of this manual.]

5. Receipts .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:
1) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
4) Name of Agent making payment
5) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on the .Federal income -tax 
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life.

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a; self- 
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau.

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of - 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.

20
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDF^TAL SOURCES 107S - T

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis—, 
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above. . _

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used' to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly, 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that th.e informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

[T.] CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition ' •

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a.• A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, ' 
symbol .number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

{ c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications
K 'for confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. " Communications,

relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS - R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., .

- CS NY-000-S.
e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 

series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants. '

3. Index
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
- • racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on

the type of information furnished.-
b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform

ants.
c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 

criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 

. types of investigations.
4. Files

When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
' has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification

file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.

( ■ ’ '
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[V. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS' AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
[ 1. Use of students
[ a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security
[ informants, potential security informants, or other types of security
[ sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such
[ circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.
[ b. Upon initial contact with a potential student security informant or
[ source, individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief
[ signed written statement for field file setting forth that this in-
[ dividual has voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI
[ because of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical
[ to interests of U. S. .Government and that he understands that FBI has’ no
[ interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. Taking this ’
[ statement should place Bureau in a position to refute possible subse- ■
[ quent false allegations as to nature and purpose of source’s coopera-
[ tion with FBI. . ■
[ 2. . Quarterly letters ..
[ a. Beginning 1-1-70’, submit quarterly letters on each student and teacher
[ authorized by Bureau for contact as a security informant, potential
[ security informant, or other sources (including panel sources). • ’
[ (Quarterly letters are not to take place of or be combined with six •
[ months’ payment justification letters.) Include following in quarter-
[ ly letters: .
[ (1) Specific productivity
[ (2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from pub-'
[ lie source material or other office sources off campus
[ (3) Frequency of contact ' .
[ b. Quarterly letters of security and racial informants should be jointly
[ transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned "Utilization of In-
[ ' formants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." Include following
[ in cover letter concerning security sources: . . .
[ (1) Number of security informants, potential security informants, and
[ .. other security sources active and under development at each educa-
[ tional institution affected '
[ (2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants and •
[ sources ’
[ 3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage ’
[ Each office must have a continuous and well-planned program to obtain nec-
[ essary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill its
[ obligations. Care-with which this must be done in no way lessens respon

sibility of each individual field office to have proper coverage.

[W.] CLASSIFICATION - 134
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107M

a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 
or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for [channelization]and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7, Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential . 
sources, or sources of information should be-reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9. Maintenance of files
a. All symbol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in.the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant’s 
identity on the statements.

_ o. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a.particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d» In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research.

10. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant’s file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize- 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant’s file.

11. Form FD-238
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top
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SECTION 1C^^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF^^TTIAL SOURCES 107S - T

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth
above.

9, Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character. Bureau file, • 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices.which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
, raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 

informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations. .

[T. ] CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ' ■'
1. Definition . .

See page 3 of this section. , , ;
2. Assignment of symbols . .

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol .number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

. o. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications 
relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved;' e.g., 
IS - R for Russia. . .

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
OS NY—000—S,

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants. • • ... ’

3. Index ‘
. a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
‘ criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 

informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual-who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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f..gaticn of petition signers who are acquainted vrith
fcr"."List Party functionaries

15, 3^ to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed
personnel -who are reliable and. friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of susversive organisations K; might cooperate vrith the " ..reau or employ
ees who might he willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the. 
past such contacts nave on occasion resulted in the plant*s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment.

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist-dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions,

12. . With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Ag’nt origl„~.te the contact,

13. After tho Bureau has no .■ied the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having arms.-, forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 

. when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities, Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Revievr of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of.a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Rations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence : "terest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence :: gamonts under the guidance of the 
Bureau, (See deseco program, section 105Ks6h, volume TV, of this manual.)

[ 
[ 
[

INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OP BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING 
CONSIDERED rOR INFORMANT PURPOSES
When a decision is made to consider a particular individual for informant 
purposes, background investigation must be conducted. Extensive background 
investigation should not be conducted, however, until the individual has 
been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the 
Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 

.imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 105K, item 6b, 
(9), rolume TV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the following:
1. Check of field office files fox- derogatory information
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the individual 

is known to them
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain infonnation concerning the individ

ual's personal histox-y (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, pr<sent and 
past employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the individual can be utilised without any 
dangex* of future embarrassment due to instability ox- unreliability. 
Securing background inf ox-mat ion from the individual is not sufficient: 
his background must be established by the investigation, including discreet 
inquiries among persons who arc personally acquainted with him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest i*ecords. Obtain necessary dai a for 
the completion of an[FD-165]form which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication. Di vi si on to obtain any record ho may hp.vc(and to place a stoo 
against h.is fingerprints if they arc on file.]

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran,
6. Check draft status or status in tho armed forces res-.rue.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should bo 

obtained.
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- s .
'. . .a ch informant who submits statements, written

■ ;• oral, exes?" in es'- * ge or. foreign nstionsl ity mstters where a 
suhfi? e is neo cary C'l '■■ those instances involving possible , 
prosecution. .' ■ srignn ’ ■' es.ch statement, whether personally
critter. by tn- .nfr.mo-na ■■ ' nr: 1 shed orally and reduced to writing 
zy contacuing .-.ger.-, shou-. :.e filed in this subfile. Executed form 
in-3Oc. :: a channelizing . .orandum containing all applicable items

- ' set for’- m form FD—306 r-ould be stapled ti the original of each
such siw ;■ - -.ent.

. b. Holes n ", ‘e punched in original statement': ■.£ informar. ■ ■: for secure 
■ filing, ..t care must be taken to prevent obliteration r any portion

of stat-...’-.ents or notations thereon. . .
5. C'. ynneiization ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

. ? eerpts from the informant's statement are to be included 1.'. zhe regular
• - investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form

. rD-306 may he used to disseminate this information to the case file in
. lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 

. { of ID — 305 as needed for charnel!zation]and staple' one copy to each copy
’ of the informant's statement being channelized, Channelization should be 

[ noted on original FD-306 and on all copies. ’ ■
6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of •

For instruction? concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of P^es and Regulations.

7, Dissemination ’ information
Information sr. -'uted. by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sc\ • as of information should be reported .to the Bureau and 

• interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— 
• priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter

. of the information. •
8. Correspondence . . ’

Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
. informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative ■

■ handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop—
‘ erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

■ 9. Maintenance of files
a. All symbol- number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the' 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC. ’ ‘ '

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

. c. All informant files should be maintained in such, a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by

. • simplj' referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity
of conducting extensive research. ’ .

• 10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness, 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Flace copies of all such correspondence in . 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu-

• minous and apply to more than one•informant. In those cases, summarize
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file. .

11. Form FD-238 • .
Form FD--338 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of con’ents or as an index to show where in the 
filo particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

17
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' LOYALTY OATH 2 , AFFLDAVIIS/ AND STATEMENTS
1. Er ry effort shculi be made io guide security informants away from

s ixiii: i ons requiring ties to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
3. Infermanus should be coutionso to seep the contacting Agent fully 

advisee of any siTuaricn wnerein they might be required to sign such a 
f o rm»

,3. -Aovise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided. 
. Ini Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, tc -ther with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity; bower;-, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious .angers to the 
informant. . . '

5. 'Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative. ■ . . '

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

’ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the- name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

- number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 

. symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and .a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. ’

4. . Advise the Bureau of the date when a potential informant or informant is 
discontinued and the reason therefor.

5. Advise the Bureau as to -whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in -which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

’ compliance with section[19,]volume[II,1?f this manual.
•6. Review the informant's file to determi::<; if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between i Bureau and x.-.e field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using he informant for testifying -when he becomes 
available as a witness j .-■? contained therein. In those cascsin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception

. does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all •
.above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to r .n— .
. trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recw/ienda-

tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain clos^ con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action -which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. N’hen an informant is discontinues, determine whether

. .he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, ho should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements . If an info.rmant insists on engaging in

24
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[ [e.J When an informant or former informant is initially considered aS a
potential witness in a Bureau case, determine whether he paid 
Federal and state taxes on the income he received from the Bureau

■ for his services.. If such taxes have not been paid, obtain all
pertinent, details a.nd promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation. ■

7. Stipulation re payments made t.o witnesses ■
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

weie paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must .
furrish the Department a set of photostats of the original receipts

’ sigr.?d by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set
of jhotostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose ■ 
territory the trial will take plac:. The office handling prosecution 
must determine from the Government attorney which individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information: . • • .

1) The c-crrect, full name -
21 All aliases. c--ie names, and symbol numbers
3^ The first d-ato of contact by your office
4) If first contac". was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments 
’ ■ (5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount" a-pplil

. cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
• Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those

" prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.
, (6) ' A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances o.f

advances . . "
(7) The date of last contact by your office
(S) Whether the individual"has been contacted by any other office 

"bo Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with a "particular individual, the Bureau must 

" be so advisedo ’
C. ’ Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay

ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (g) need be given 
' only from the date of the last trial from which the individual" was " ’ • 

used. • ■
d» The above information should be submitted separate and apart from

" . correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be -
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher • 
Unit. Interdivisional" correspondence should be addressed to tho ■

. Bureau with copies designated- for the interested offices.
8. Receipt of unemployment compensation ' -

a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 
. with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar ’

circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
■compensation. Where unemployment" regulations require listing of all . 

sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment .
‘ compensation and security informants and/or sources who f't ihe time 

are "being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail " '.omply, ■ • ■
the situation is’potentially embarrassing. The Bureau t-'oe 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the :■ ; law on
the part of any informant or source. Each field office ..uh determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 

. compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on
" ‘ local requirements, informants" and sources must be alerted accordingly.

21
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107P - a sect::":? 107, ^curity bi formants and confidf”'Ul sources
P. .SIGNING 0? LGIALTY OAT^^, AFFIDAVITS, AUD STATEMENTS .

1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 
situation, requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oavhs or forms.

2. Informants  cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 
advised of any situation wherein they might be required xo sign such a 
fon.,

should.be

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be -avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concern!if the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom-^ 
mendation for proposed action. '

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

(1. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS . •
1, When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card. '
2. R^file the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
■ -■ security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was

once assigned latei' is reactivated, remove his name card from the' ’’ 
symbol number index^ mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be 'furnishing, . and refile it 

. alphabetically in the name card section of the index. ■■ .
3. When a potential security’informant or confidential source is discon

tinued and a permanent symbol has not been -■•'.signed, destroy the alpha
betical index card. ’

[ 4. Advise the Bureaufof the datejwhen a potential informant or informant is
discontinued and the reason therefor. '

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
' ’ correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart-

jr.eat's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it

• is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform— 
ant further- when he becomes available, advise -the Bureau in each such 

’substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau. .

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to’con-- 
' trol informants, set out in 8 below.,- have been considered and recommenda— 

’ ■ tions shall be made whet, it appears that, such are warranted. ■ . .
- 8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con— ’ 

tact with him so that the informant will look, to the Bureau for advice
• and counsel prior’to taking any action which would be against .the Bureau's 

best interests. When an informant is dis continued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coining to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIE^ , ):IAL SOURCES 1073 - U 

8. Instruct' each in^^ested Bureau office which has mads further dis

semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above,

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of sare submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10, This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made,

12. It 5s imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant. through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the '  of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

absen.ee

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 . ■ . .

U. -CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ;
1. Definition -. ■ . ■ - ... - ........

See page 3 of this section. - ’
2. Assignment of symbols ’ '

a. A symbol number- may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
• symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief ■ 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
[ for confidential source;[e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. " ] Communications

relating to espionage and-foreign nationality .matters should.in 
addition have a character indicating the’ country involved; e.g., 
IS — R for Russia.

d.- When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, . 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-000-S. ‘

[ e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the *
[ series of numbers used for your security, racial, and- criminal

informants.
3. Index ’ • .. ' ■

a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those pre pared■for informants.must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index,

• racial inf ormant index, or the- security inf ormant. index, ‘depending ' oh 
. . •" . . the type of - information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants . " . . • ................. .■ . ..

- c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the’'’ ' 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security ' 
informant index if the source.furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations. . .

4. Files °
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a mannei* identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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107M - IT SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES "

■docu-.-- -t in t; - d^^inent ini'-''. - file and is nl^Fto be serialized.
If r "ticul-- section of t:;- .erm is not applicable, such should 'r •
note yr ear „'f ‘ ’ later ; -comes applicable, the serial number o- 
note- ■ that .

12- Bull. _ “ ■ al z.. r~.it ' J by informant
Wher . ' ’ an', -r sou- ;c submits bulky material other than a statement 
and • .. ^rtaa: ro a sneer '.io investigative matter, bulky material may 
be f." in the • „tb stigat: ■ .. case file, together with a copy of executed 

. ’ form :..-306 or ■ .channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items
set forth on f-■ . ED—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing me .--orandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. •

N. RAIMENTS TO INFORMAN .- AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1 . No. gifts to info, .-.nts .

a. Gifts should . be given to informants since such actions might be 
. misconstrued.
b. Relationship bet-.-- •„ Agents and informants shall be maintained on

. ■ I
• a businesslike ba ; 
[Deleted]
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2. ■
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basi-s — Bureau authority - 
continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza-

b.. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 
• containing the following items and using the- subheadings shown, 

(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings
. where applicable.) ’ '

’ (1) . Recommendation . ....
(Use following wording as nearly as possible’: 

■ ■ "I recommend that authority be granted to
• continue (increase, decrease) payments to the .

above informant up to $____ (amount; per____ (month, week) 
for services, plus up to $____ (amount) per____ (month, week) 

’ - ' for expenses actually incurred for a period of ' months,
- effective ____(date).")
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document in the 
If a particuli- 
noted thereon.

in ent
section of ”-?:is form is not applicable

be serialized.
such should be

if it lat' becomes applicable, the serial number can be
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case- file, together with a copy of executed 
form ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form ED—306. In such a case, the original form ID—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 

. or source and the file and' serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be no ted thereon. ’ ’

N. PAYMENTS TO • INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED .
1. No gifts to informants ' .

. a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be
■ misconstrued. • ’

b. Relationship etween Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a ’ r.sinesslil • basis. '

[ c. [De'- ted] .
d. In,. .-.igative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

- rep -entatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies
• ; ■ - - • and- = qUest .assistance .''"garding _payments'--.of money, gi.fts, ..or products.

’ - -of- , ;h compaiiie-s to' i? <’>mants. ■ _ : .
: 2 s .’SAC a’ut : -ity to .p-ay j ri-form1'. £ is. / - - • - — - :

a. In .‘....ecifin instances in which 'it is necessary and. expedient to 
‘ exp;- 1 money to obtain information concerning matters or persons

. unt.r investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 
es; ■ •; money to •; V.e an individual to obtain such infornration, 
SA*. ; y approve y ■ t > of amounts up to $200 -;r.d totaling not more 

. ■ ■ th ‘.2-00 on • ■’. ■ A. b.-- s regardless of the nw her of payments.
TH . /-.ppliev --aly i-.-'. -iduals who have'never ‘ on regularly paid

. - - for service’- or expense-; on Bureau- authorization. • In other words,
one *-n in 'vidual has been paid .-*1 Bureau authorization, regardless 

. of ’• ■ iu, this authority of •' e SAC may not be utilized.
b. Ind- -. . ho is paid on SAC anti oritv should not be de-scribed in 

- correcy..- ->-xoe as an informant or sourc<-- vho is being paid on a •
. ‘ . .” '. nregula.’ ' .•.sis”, or on "Bureau authorization." . ■ ' . . - ’ ’

’ ■ c. The blu-.: .'lip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC
'■’must clearly and'accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the

• ■ ■ ■ ■ information.obtained so -the Bureau-will be in a-position to-pass ■
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make ar y additional payment
• .- . ■ • to .an- individual. -ho has r.'- - .‘.ved. payments- totalirg $200. • ■

3. Payments on continuin’ basis — ". • -eau authority
a. £-• pay anycae on a continue. _ basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza— 

t! -n. ■ .
b. ‘ -'equesti .g this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

- .- Paining ‘.he. following items and using the subheadings shown.
■ (ir. espionage and foreign nationality matters-, use subheadings

where applicable.) ..
■ (1) Recommenda^' ' ■

' (Use folio- ••.•ding as nearly as possible: 
’’I recorcmcr. .’..* ' authority grant'.! to 

. continue (i <.;so, decreas- , payments to the
’ above info', .at up to $___ (.* ount) per____(month, week)

■ . for services, plus up to -$ (amount) per_____(month, week)
’ for expenses actually incurred for a. period of_____months,

effective ____(date).")
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SECTION 10^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFWNTIAL SOURCES 1O7A - B

A. DEFINITIONS ’
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infer—
[ mation on security [ or intelligence’■matte vs exclusively for Bureau and whose 

identity must be protected. Such person should bo a member or attend ”.eeti 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S, on behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current information

[ of value;[or fui-nish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regu
[ basis.] . ’ •
2. Potential security informant'

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionr-ge or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith, [ or i ;- in a position 
[ . to secure pertinent foreign intelligence data, land 'is maki ' affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be •• a position 
actively to obtain and furnish current information to Burc..r..

3. Double agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service, and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4, Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
. Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 

are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of noriri;; investi
gative activity. Live inf .' "mant coverage depends for the most pa-. - upon 
initiative and resourceful -,:'s of individual Agents and.SACs., Fo.r• „s sis tance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of .

a-. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with'seourity cases
C. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial .hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal friends and contacts.of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts o-n con

tinuous basis .
2. Review of closed security files on individuals
3. Review of reserve index

. 4. Ascertain ’possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deleted ’

,6 . Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. -They, of course, should not.be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for indi ~ duals-- 
■ who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who atte: . ’ only 

a tew meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innoc ; of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members.

3
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9. Investigation o' communist petition signers who arc acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau, concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an'informant of the manage
ment.

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dom:mated unions who retain their membership merely to-hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if -"O s’ible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that • contact the Bureau rather 
•than have- an Agent originate the contac

13. After the Bureau has notified the armsa roes of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contrac , the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and i. facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same’plant. ' At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review' of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals mereiy registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the Contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the Ui S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C.' INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING 
CONSIDERED FOR -INFORMANT' PURPOSES • ’ ’ ■ - •
When a decision is made to consider a particular ’indi • dual for informant 
purposes, background investigation must be conducted. "xtensive background 
investigation should not.be conducted, however, until -.he individual has 
been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the 
Bureau. Obtain prior* Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 105K, item 6b, 

[ [(9),]volume IV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the f ollc w ' ..g:
1. Check of field office ,;f i s for derogatory information ‘ ■ -
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the individual 

is known to them
. 3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability,.integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, and business connect:- .s. Background investigation must 

- . definitely establish that the individual can be utilized without any.
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background information from the individual is not sufficient; 
his background must be established by the investigation, including discreet 
inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted with him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain nec "3ary data for 
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be trance bed to' the Identi
fication Division to obtain any record he may have.

■ 5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed'forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.
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8. [Persons being considered for usejir. espionage and foreign nationality 
cases many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope 
of the initial investigation. (See instructions rc contact cas.es and 
deseco program, section 105K, 6b and 6h, volume TV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered. ' ■

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices ' 
within 30 days. ■ ’

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct,[or designate]an individual as a potential[security]informant.

. [APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONTROL OF POTENTIAL SECURITY 
INFORMANTS] - ......
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to designate individual as a Bureau- 
approved potential security informal’; and[to]proceed with his development.

. [Do not submit on a UACB basis. Inc~-.de a physical description. ] '
2. [Deleted] ■
3. [After designation as a Bureau-approved potential security informant, the 

following matters should be made clear to h-- -. ] .
[a. ] His assistance is strictly voluntary ar ’ ’-e is to understand that there' 

is no coercion or intimidation involved.
[b.] He is not and cannot consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover 

Agent" of the FBI. Tn this regard, the seriousness of violating the 
impersonation statutes must be impressed upon him.

[c.] His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if he 
should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so advise. 
There should be no doubt left in the mind of the informant that his 
relationship must remain on a confidential basis and if he • lolates the 
confidence he will be of no value and by so doing the Bure . s investiga
tive activity may be jeopardized. If he has a special pro.- m -which -would 
require revealing his[assi stance]to his wife[or other pertinent individual 
this should be[ascertained and an appropriate recommendation made to the 
Bureau.] The special circumstances -will be taken into consideration by the 
Bureau[and you will be advised accordingly.]

. [d.] If the potential informant is connected in any manner with a labor union,
' inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer-employee

. relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information
on the infiltration of labor unions by subversive elements.

[e.] If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with a school, college, or university, in the initial interview 

' and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions con
cerning investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted ’

• by two Agents after specific approval- of the-superior in the field 
office responsible for developme-'.-■ of in 'ormants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active inv -.igation-has established that the 
potential informant is of good ?."acter, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau. ■ . - - . .

5. . Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is' 
' maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 

case, potential informants should be contacted personally at least ’ 
once every two weeks in the same manner- as informants. ’ _

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months.- Letters 
concerning potential informants“who are not being paid on Bureau 
authorization should be submitted on a TACB basis, should cental - 
informative summary of information furnished during past four m hs, and 
must include certifications regarding potential informant's sta.-- .ity 
and relaibility and his indoctrination against disclosure. Thes letters 
should follow the form indicated under section 107N, 3b, but should emit 
item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to omit reference to any 
payment recommendation. .

5
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' 7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will
not become delinquent.

[ 8. During[contacts]with potential informants, if it develops individual
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

[ 9. [Deleted]
[ 10. [Deleted] ■
[ [11.] During initir " stages of development and on occasion active informants

may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it 
becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive 
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires 
as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his 
cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service

’ which he is performing for his co- try may be terminated. Before
taking steps tn .-.dvise anyone of ;■ potential informant’s or informant's 

. cooperation, pr-nr Bureau authority must be obtained. ■ ’
[ [12.] From the first interview with a potential informant through ' ;.s develop

ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at 
all times to be certain he is not a plant.

[ [13.] When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background 
must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility 

[ of using informant as a witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set fo
safeguards being followed to insure security and to prevent embarrassment 
to. Bureau.

E . BUREAU POLICY . -
1. Development of military personnel .

Do net develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents ■
Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by 
the Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant ’
No information should be divulged to a potential informant or an informant 
concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that

’ which is essential to his proper operation.. - ■

6
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4. Recording investigative activity .
All investigative activity must be made a matter of record in the field 
office files with all sources of information being completely identified.

[ Sources include all confidential informants — criminal, security,[and racial.] .
Agents must not have and use informants known only to the individual .
Agents personally.

F.- INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

. a. During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress 
upon informant the absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging 

‘ through any media any information regarding his relationship with 
Bureau, ' ‘

b. These instructions must be properly worded and phrased to prevent 
any possibility Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship. .

2. Developing additional background •
a. During development of informant, additional data'concerning his '

background should be continuously obtained from informant.
b. After gaining informant’s confidence, information will be elicited 

which may be pertinent to his operation and may have effect upon 
his retention, such as data revealing he is mentally or emotionally 
unstable, or has some personal problem which would make him a risk 
as an informant. ’

3. Handling indications of instability
a. Details of any indications of instability should be furnished 'to • 

the Bureau immediately upon being obtained, with recommendations as • 
to informant's continuance.

b. Set forth the steps being taken to prevent any embarrassment to 
’ Bureau. '

4. * Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where the ■

frequency of contact is dependent on the circumstances of each 
case, informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but ■

. at least one personal contact should be made every two weeks. '
b. If such frequent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific .

Bureau authority for an exception to this requirement (except in 
espionage and foreign nationality matters). In requesting such 
exception, set forth all attendant circumstances. •

c. During each contact, informant’s activities since previous contact 
, ' ■ should be carefully reviewed and the contacting Agent should make

certain the informant has furnished in writing or verbally all _
information and data which he has obtained since the last contact. - 
If additional or supplementary information is furnished during this 
contact with the informant, this information should be handled in the 
same manner as outlined in subsection G.

d. Contacting Agent should become so well acquainted with informant 
that he will not breach the confidential relationship. If there

. is slightest indication informant may do so, Agent should be able
: to anticipate this action and forestall it. - ‘ '

- e. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but also direct
■. ’• informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close rela— ‘

„■ tionship that he knows how informant is thinking with regard to
Bureau connection. This relationship should not be so reciprocal 

■ . that informant obtains information concerning Agent or Agent's . ’ - ■
' . - business, personal oi' official. ■

f. Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does not 
... become too familiar with Agent and later cause embarrassment to

Agent or Bureau by using for his own advantage such knowledge which 
he may obtain.

• g. Promptly advise Bureau of any indication informant is wavering in 
Bureau relationship, .

7 
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h. Any arrangements for paying informant or persdually contacting him 
- must he specific and no doubt should be left in the minds of either 

the Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time.

i. Informants should be.instructed to use only public telephones in 
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should be given 
to furnishing anformants the unlisted office telephone number for

[ emergency communication. [This rule is not practical in all espionage
[ and foreign nationality matters but .should be followed where applicable.]

j. Positive information received from informant should be the subject
of a written statement by informant or a memorandum tprepared by 
contacting Agent to be placed in the informant’s subfile and 
appropriately channelized.

k. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in inform™ 
ant’s administrative file, Memorandum or form FD—209 may be used. If 
informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may be used for 
several contacts.

1, The dates of negative contacts and file numbers of the cases involved 
must appeal' in informant's administrative file. Where a file has more 
than one subject, the name of the subject under inquiry should also 
be noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on the form.

m. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion-in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

n. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant and 
former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to whom inform
ant is assigned.

[ 5. [Checking reliability]
a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked.
b« Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
furnishing accurate, truthful information.

0. Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time 
informant is active. . -

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica
tion Division if they are- not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force the issue.
o. Informant’s fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as

•* enclosure to FD-165 using applicant-type fingerprint card, form
" FD-258. This card should be .properly executed showing subject's . '

* '• ' ‘ "complete description, including date and place of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of card.

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the field in the files of the 
Identification Division by submission of form FD-165, using informant's 

’ true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.
• • , e. .When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year

"■ ' ...following discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that
' .time by submission of form-FD—165 or advise Bureau os to why notice

' should be continued. If fingerprints obtained solely for this 
purpose, remove fingerprints from criminal file.

[ 7. [Control — statement of cooperation]
a. Close control must be exerqised over activities of informants and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases 
and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau.

8
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b, As means of obtaining closer control, obtain signed statement set 
out bolov; nhfenevor feasible and practical. In those instances in 
which it is not practical to secure a signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. The 
SAC and the Agent handling the informant or double agent shoxild ’ 
determine the appropriate time in the informant’s operation when 
the statement should be completed. ’

' I, , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate vrith the 
FedcraT Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to jnaintain this relationship 
in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a Federal •

' employee and will not represent myself as such. I further 
agreo not to make any disclosure or exploit in any way infer

. mation which I may obtain or any activity in which I may en
gage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, both

. while I am actively associated vrith the Federal Bureau of
' Investigation and thereafter, unless authorised to do so by

. ' the Bureau.

’ (Signed)

Witness ed: __________

[ [8. Execution of party questionnaires]
a. Informants, particularly in Communist Party, ofttimes must execute 

"Party” questionnaires and in doing so should b- -instructed to be 
extremely careful not to jeopardize'their posit:’' as informants.

b. If necessary, each item in questionnaire should be discussed with 
informant to be certain his identity as informant is protected.

[ [9. Informant's activity in organizations] -
a-. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

. carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis- - 
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of the. organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish source■ for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit b- ok as observers.

. o. Changes in the organization's conduct, policy, or strategy shou*’ 3
■ be reported on as they occur. Eave informants give their opinj■ .s

• of the motivation behind such changes, but be certain o Inions ■ d
suggestions given are labeled as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within thei- 
orbit in order to gain higher positions, but at the same Arne • 
should be cautioned to do so in suoh a manno' as to avoid susy • n, 

[ [10. Transfer of informants to other areas]
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring inf -.r.ants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence 'or emplc._ -nt.
b. Keep in mind ov-- -all coverage of organization . If informant 

’ becomes promino • and may be a'>le to expand hi* field of activity 
' — • beyond your fie division, h all means encourage him to do so’

in order to pr.o A'o a wider c .-erage for the Bureau's work.
[ [11. Action by informant nhen uncovered] .

■ a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, he should be . 
instructed to defend himself vigorously and demand proof of hie 
informant activity. ‘

b. Suspicion in many cases is direct^'- to an informant without ’ 
’ to back it up and by bluffing inf . -_aant may confuse the issv 
the point where his services may net be lost. This procedu? ' juld 
be carefully handled and each situation considered on its me ■■ ..

o. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce 'o 
charges of deviation from the strict discipline Of the organization 
involved, as by so doing he may cast off suspicion, .

9
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12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a. If a security informant is requested by the Communist Party, communists 

being prosecuted by the Government, or by other interested parties to 
assist in the preparation of the defense in subversive—type oases or 
receives assignment where such information is readily available, 
informant should tactfully decline such assignments.

b. Any such request received by informant should be reported immediately 
to the contacting Agent and made a matter of record.

c. If the informant cannot avoid becoming involved, he should be instructed 
not to report to the contacting Agent any information pertaining to

■ defense plans or strategy. •
d. Any such incident must be reported promptly to the Bureau.

[ [13. Preparation for testifying .
[’ Contac. .'.i ng Agent must condition.the informant to the fact that someday
[ the knowledge he possesses may be needed as evidence in court to assist
f the Government in combating the evil of communism. Psychologically
[ prepare the informant for the fact that he may at some future date be
[ called upon to render a still further contribution to his Government by
[ testifying to the information he has furnished on security matters.
[ Proper indoctrination of the informant is essential as the Bureau must.
[ provide witmsses whenever the Department initiates prosecutions in
[ security cases.] .
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J -vj'

k

INFORMANTS' INFORMATK^ '

1, General instructions re oral and written information
a. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of 

information received from informants apply not only to security 
informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confidential sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity.

d. Written statements should be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
cannot be done information may be provided orally. In espionage and 
foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary 
only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in 
the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not subject to 
prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court.

f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be 
promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all 
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD—306 
as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy of the 
informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD-306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise the trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case 
at issue. The trial attorney will thus be prepared in the event 
informant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements. 
2. Recording written and oral information

a. Written by informant
(1) Kay be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed..
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check 
informants to see that they do not keep any notes or copies.

S3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
4) Date when informant prepares statement should bo placed at the 

top of it.
(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or each separate activity in which the-y engage should be sub
mitted in one statement whether the information is of 
evidentiary or intelligence value.

10 a
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[ 
[

(6) Informants should inc" in the body of their statements specific
dates and. places; pur of the meeting or activity being

. related; identities 01 akers and persons present, plus their 
' known status in any gr ■ y; specific activity engaged in by each 

individual present; ar."’ comments made by each individual.
(7) Informant should identityfhis statement]by affixing his code ’

name [immedi ate? y under the last written line on each page.] 
Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his oode name or the initials of his code .

' n ame.
8) Agents' names should never appear on any page. " '
9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person. ■
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any 
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
informant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, etc. .

(11) Do not block stamp or serialise. Receipt ar>d serialization 
should be recorded on form FD—30c or on a ? ~nnelizing

• memorandum which should contain the applic-’ 'e items set .
forth on form FD—306. ‘ .

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum, ■ 
Informants should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant .
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

.These data should be furnished orally by informant to con
tacting A.gent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file, -

b. ■ Furnished orally by informant .
(1) Contacting A.gent should promptly reduce information to writing - 

sc that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
. possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant

. to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left out: .

a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
b) References tc other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant ■ ’ ’
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational- . ' 

instructions given by contacting Agent to" informant

.. These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file. •'

S2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification. 
3/ Date it at the top with the date the informant furnishes the 

information to the A.gent, No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement, '

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 
• separate activity in.which informants engage and should be ‘

dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 
himself. • .

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 
read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by 
affixing his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign 
nationality matters authentication by informants is necessary 
only where future prosecution is possible.

11
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. (6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent
should prepare a cover sheet, form FD—306, which should he stapled 
’to it and thereafter the statement should he handled as a
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

. (7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be incorporated in an office memorandum hy the Agent 
and should not he initialed by the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence. •

3. Transmission of information ’
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

b. T=.ey should never be mailed to field office or resident agency, .
o. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes for their receipt.
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious • 

names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
directory. ■

e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post office boxes 

' in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees.

f, Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained Tender a fictitious name in the 
same- manner as d. -

g. Statements should be collected .at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any extended period of time. ’ '

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or office by most appropriate means of communication. Office 

- should take any necessary action withoiit delay. •
4. Handling of lead information ’

a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 
a logical conclusion. .

b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descripti\■ 
data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file s ' 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and,to take as, 

' necessary action. , . ' ■ . ’
■c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, -

. ■ ’ a tickler card should be prepared to follow with the informant and
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the

. same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa— 
■ - tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare

• memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made,
a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith. . . , ■

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants ■
a. .Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon the informant’s code name. ’
b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant' • 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed. ’

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel. •

12
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fl. All such material should be transmitted in the same manner as 
statements furnished by informant.

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

. H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Carefully handle and create basis' for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals 
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature

■ or as evidence of espionage activity. .
b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net

gain accrues to the U. S. •
c. The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 

. appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double
agent to avoid his compromise.

2. Locating information to pass - ' .
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should .
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can . 

' assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of .
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority ’ '
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except: . ■
a. Newspaper articles -
b. Magazine articles '
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 

■ limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations. •

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent. • 
C. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material. ■

- d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
. ■ passed which is considered evidentiary although not-clearly related

- to the national defense. •' '
. e. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously

’ not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can
. be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private

concern having custody.

13
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SYMBOLS .
1. Assigning numbers . '

a. All■informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number1 of 
which the Bureau must be advised. Once a number is assigned, it 
must not be subsequently reassigned to any other informant, source, 
or confidential technique,[regardless of type or designation.]

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they 
are producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such 
designations. .

o. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
' of such symbols. . '

d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his 
statements and in communications between the informant and the field 
office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name i.n addition to the pei— 
manent symbol.

[f. The prefix of a symbol number is made up of the appropriate field 
office teletype abbreviation followed by the appropriate assigned 

■ number.
g. The suffix of the symbol number will consist of the letter "S’ to 

designate a security informant; the letters "PSI" to designate a 
potential security informant. '■

h. Although an individual, confidential technique, or source may 
subsequently furnish information requiring a change in designation 
(e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), the number 
previously assigned will remain the same; however, the suffix is to 
be changed to the appropriate letter or letters indicating this 
change (NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-R).] .

13a
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2. Communications - use of symbols
a.

b

o

d

After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 
communications true name of informant should not be set forth; u 
symbol number.
In all communications after the initial letter, Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.
In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed. •
Info.rmants and sources entering another division
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested offic
by true name and symbol number if is necessary for the other

[ e.
f.

[

[ g- 
h.

j.

(2)

division to knew the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources ixi Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual ■ 
by symbol number only.
Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled.
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence. '

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.

[Deleted] -
In communications concerning a potential security informant[when 
a symbol number is not assigned,]the name of the potential security 
informant and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., -"John Doe, 
PSI."

[Deleted]
[Deleted]
[Deleted] ■
In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 
communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e., IS — R for Russia ox' IS — P0 for Poland, etc.).
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau

J. INDEXING
1. True names and aliases of all inform -ts, as well as the cover name 

assigned to them for informants’ us; ia submitting’ their statements, 
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should show the file number of the informant and 
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 
appear.

K. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index _ •

a. Alphabetical name index ’
(1) In all offices all active potential security and security • 

infox'mant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maxiimxm security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index. . - ....

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 

__ or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
" matters.

14
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b. Symbol number index -
(1) The same official as set out in la (1) above is to maintain 

' the symbol number index. This index shall contain a card 
for each individual to whom a symbol number has been assigned.

(2) File cards numerically and any symbols which consist of 
fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically behind the 
numerical symbol index.

c. The above indices (alphabetical name index and symbol numbei* index) 
shall not be available for review by Agents socking informant help 

' in connection with their cases. ' ■ .
d. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 

either- of these indices, it should be furnished by the official havin 
custody of the cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature g his 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" .
a. A separate index may be maintained for the use of Agents on inform

ants and sources in other divisions who may be available for assist
ance. .

b. If such index is maintained,, a separate index card is to be prepared 
on each informant and source th;L has been furnished. .

o. These cards should contain brief background data, togei.cr with the 
identity of the Bureau communication which contains the complete back 
ground data. . .

d. File these cards alphabetically by name and symbol number. Duplicate 
cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter. ‘

3. Agents' informative index ■ -
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by the same official 

as set out in la (1) above for the use of Agents on the type of 
informant coverage in the division.

b. File these cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically 
by states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

0. Behind each geographical location there should be a guide card in- _ 
dicating the type of information which -.an be furnished, such as 
Communist Party, Civil Rights C-- ;gres.; Polish Activity, etc.

d. On this guide card set forth tv symb-’ numbers of the informants 
and confidential sources who c provi'i-: this cover-ge.

e. Potential informants, confiden; al sources, panel screes, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent s/. ols should 
be set forth by name. -

- f. When an individual can provide more han one ty:.^ -.-f 1- rmati on.
his symbol or identity (if a potential informer. . conf hial ’

' source, panel sox. . e, or sc • of information ;hout - -.
nent s/.-hd) sho’ ' ’ be set -th on as many ’ • lc cards . y
prov- V. types of '■ "ormatio- . .

g. Thes- ‘ ^txde card > hould[sh(. the above d^•; and it is , ’ ie
to p’ ce along-il>'• the name . symbol as the cas.-. ,
the -.. -es of th? contacting .- .-nts to -."ur a request may • • :
for a specific check with the ndivi'd”•• I. ■

h. Also, there ma;- be set forth these _ • ice carve symbol ' . -s
of informants :’.o move outsid-- divis^o.- -nd who .still f.- j 
excellent sources regarding past activitl'• . They should . 
declassified from informants to confident" z 1 f ; -irees or so..-ms 
of information. If any such individual h.-i -• from a di.’sion

. and is being utilized by the division to -hie' -e has move! rnd ’
has received a symbol number from the latter • --.sion, such desig
nation should be indicated on the guide card. • ■

i. The names or symbol numbers, as the case may . , of individ xls
contained in the index entitled "In-'ormants - • > Sources in Other
Divisions" who can be of assistance co your of‘xoe may be set 
forth on the appropriate guide cards in t^is index.
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4. Currency and security .
All indices shall be maintained in a current status at all times in 
a manner which provides tight security of the information and yet makes 

■ it easily available to Agents having a need thereof.

L, INDEX CARDS
[ . 1. Index cards[(FD-348) shall be executedjfor the alphabetical name index.
[ 2. [Use form FD-348 ].f or the symbol number index. [Execute only the following
[ items:]

Symbol: ' ' File No: ’ . . ’
(informant, potential . . . ’
informant, or confidential • • ’

’ source) .

Name: ’ .

3, Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards sin-e ’ 
this information is shown in the informants administrative file.

CJ »rl

M. Hi :•••> RMANT FILES ’ ’
lc Opening

a<> When -active investigation is initiated relative •? an individual who 
has potential as an informant or confidential source and he is not 
the subject of a security-type file, a 134 classification file should 

■ be opened 'and maintained in a pending status until efforts to develop
the subject are discontinued.

b. If an individual is the subject of a security case and after being in
terviewed with Bureau authority he indicates he is cooperative a’;? h 
potentiality as an informant, a 134 file should be opened and ma _ 
in a pending status whil- under development as a potential infer -t 
In espionage and foreig- -.tionality matters the existing file ma. 
be used rather than ope a new 134 file if this is practical and 
will reduce paper work. ■

c. Individual files on all a.. 'e informants should be maintained and 
carried as pending active ■ es. •

2. Monthly administrative report
Files on potential informants and informants shall be included in the 
tabulations and calculations of delinquencies =n the monthly adminis— ’ 
trative report. ’

. 3. Assignment and tickler cards . . . ' ■ , _
a. Assignment and tickler cards sh.-- ...d be maintained. •
b« The true name of informant is not to appear on the assignment and 

tickler cards. .

16
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4. Subfiles •
’ a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing

‘ by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form ED—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement. ■

b, Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
• filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 

of statements or notations thereon. '
5. Channelization ‘

Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
ED—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare oopies 
of ED—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy'to each copy 
.of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original ED—306 and on .all copies under '’Remarks."

6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
For instructions concerning the 'destruction-of channelizing memoranda, . 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7. Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potenti'al informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies■whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the su’.iect matter . 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9, . Maintenance of files'
a. All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in ' 
subsection K.

* ' b. Subfiles■containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
. files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant’s - 

•• identity on the statements. ■ • - -
. o. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 

' that all information furnished by a particular informant will be
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished

_ competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by
” ' ’ simply referring to the file of the informant and without ■’'.e necessity 
' of conducting extensive research. .
10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re

From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic— 
' ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.

As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in ' 
the informant’s file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate' informant’s file. ■

11. Form FD-238 ■
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be use^ in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top '
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document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. .
■ If a particular section, of this form is not applicable, such should be

noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be
noted at that time. ,

12. Bulky material, submitted by informant . '
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form IB—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. ■ .

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED . . .
1. No gifts to informants . . ' . '

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be .
• misconstrued.

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be 'maintained on . •
a businesslike basis. . . . ... - .. • .

[. o. [Deleted] ■ ■ • • . • .
d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

. representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies
' and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products

of such companies to informants.
2. S^C authority to pay informants ' ’ ■

• a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to
• expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 

. expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized, -

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a

. "regular basis” or on "Bureau authorization."
C. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 

■ . must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the
.■ . information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass

intelligently such blue slips for payments - ' ,
' d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 

to an individual who has received payments totaling $200. •
3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority .

a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authorize— 
■ tion.

b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 
. containing the following items and using the subheadings shown. ■ . . .

- (in espionage and foreign nationality matters,"use subheadings
where applicable.) _ , . _ . .. .

.(1) Recommendation ’ ■ . ■. . . .... .
‘ (Use following wording as nearly as possible: . .. . .. .. . ■. ~

"I recommend that authority be granted to
. . continue (increase, decrease) payments to the ......................... ' "

above informant up to $____ (amount) per____ (month, week) 
for services, plus up to $~ (amount) per____ (month, . week ) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months, 

.. effective ____(date).")_____________________________________' _ - .
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7

.( 2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.'1) ’

3) Current membership and position held in subversive organizations
4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 

pertinent period .
(5 ) Amount paid for services and expenses by month •

(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.) .

6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
7) Number of written and oral statements submitted ‘ ■

(List separately.) ‘ .
8) Information furnished of unusual value ■ ’
9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance .
10) Steps being taken to advance informant
11) Stability and reliability

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the

■ Bureau.) ' ■
(12 ) Indoctrination against disclosure

(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
' indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 

relationship with Bxireau through any media. )
13) All necessary-action taken on information furnished-
14) Miscellaneous ■
. (Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 

be brought to Bureau's attention) ■ .

(Where applicable-, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant." 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks-in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in .
subsection 3b. , ■

e, . Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When - •
payments as requested by the field -are approved, the single—page ' ■
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be .explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi 
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is ’ 
being received. . ..

h-. Discontinuance of payments ' '
If at■any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate ’with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. ’ ’

i. Extraordinary expenses • ■
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor— • 
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has no.t been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority. -
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SECTION 10; )SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFI ^TIAL SOURCES _ . 
Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on ^^reau authority 

If the informant is not being pa.id on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b. 
Receipts . ■ ■ '
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC *s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipt 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the’ time reimbursement is claimed, 
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in. evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other . 
documents or files. ■

b. Receipts should clearly show: "

!1 ) Date on ’which payment was made '
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts fo-” services 

oi’ expenses where these items are pertinent ■

{4) Name of Agent making payment
5) Signature of person receiving the money • .

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent." 
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts,- such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized■statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly, to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show .

. payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles. 

Income tax returns 
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. ■ ... r ’ •

b. Bureau income should be set forth[on theJFederal income -tax -
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for ■.
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant's position and station 
in life.

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau. ” •

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject

. to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of -
. circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld; Taxes are not to

be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants ‘
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to • 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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[ [e.] When an informant or former informant is initially considered as a
( potential witness in a Bureau case, determine whether he paid
t Federal and state taxes on the income he received from' the Bureau

for his services. If such taxes have not been paid, obtain all 
pertinent details and promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation. .

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses '
a. *In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must 
furnish the Department a set of,photostats of the original receipts ' 
signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set 

• of photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose
territory the trial will take place. The office handling prosecution 

' ‘ must determine from the Government attorney which individuals are
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information: . ’

1) The correct, full name '
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3^ The first date of contact by your office
A) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments 
. (5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those 

■ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.
(6)' A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 

advances -
. (7) The date of last contact by your office '

(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office ■ 
b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.

If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised. -

Co Where, an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was 
used.

d. The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8, Receipt of unemployment compensation . ■
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

■ ’ compensation and secui'ity informants and/or sources who at the time
; ' . are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply,

■ "the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be- 
i placed in the position of condoning a violation of the- state law on

• the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
’ from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment

compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, -informants'and sources must be alerted•accordingly.
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b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 

■ to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each
’ office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 

accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
reed for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 

■ organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that vrould necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive, unemployment compensation benefits. . '

9. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operatic- This should bo made clear to the double • 
agent at the inception ? the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this eff Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the ireau. Entirely ■ eparate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by -the double agent’s code name. •

c. Money or -property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ‘

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh— 

‘ ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows: . ’
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

- sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for 
services .or expenses. If the confidential source has no symbol " 
number, list his name, ■ ‘ *

2. Also list the symbol numbe . of all security inf orman rs not paid 
under Bureau authority.

’ 3. Set forth any comments coi.: . ning the present i.-tatus of the informant
coverage of the office, tc^ -. iher with inf ormat.• on concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security inforient coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters. ’ - , ■ ■ .

■ Under each unit th-' approximate- membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and p o s i <5 on s- of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Wh> no informant coverage exists or where coveraj'J 
provided by inf. . -nts or sources who are not members, such factor ' : ..ould 
be shown relat:-.. * o each unit, 

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over—all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or- international 
information.
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5. Listed below ai^^.11 of the Bureau offices and dates semiannual

if

letters should i>e submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual' letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

Albany January 15 and July 15
Albuquerque " “

‘ Anchorage " "
Atlanta " 11
Baltimore January 31 and July 31
Birmingham 14 ”
Boston. , ” 11
Buffalo ’■ ’ ’ " ’ « ’ ’ . ’ ‘ .
Butte • •' February 15 and August 15
Charlotte " " . . '
Chicago - " "
Cincinnati “ 11
Cleveland February 28 and’ August 31

[ ' [Columbia " "3 .
Dallas ... ..
Denver ■ ■ "
Detroit n "
El Paso March 15 and September 15
Honolulu • ’ " "
Houston " . ”
Indianapolis "
Jackson .....
Jacksonville " • "
Kansas City Mardh 31 and September 30
Knoxville " «
Las Vegas 11 H
Little Rock ‘ " H

• V Los Angeles " "
■ ’ ‘ Louisville April 15 and October 15

Memphis " " ’
Miami . -” "
Milwaukee ” "
Minneapolis ‘ ' April 30 and October 31
Mobile ■ « u
Newark "
New Haven " "

. . ‘ New Orleans . . May 15 and November .15
New York .. . - " ” ■ - , ;
Norfolk ‘ . " ...
Oklahoma City “ "
Omaha " ‘ "
Philadelphia • May 31 and November 30 -- *•
Phoenix " ” .
Pittsburgh ‘ " ? •
Portland ’’ "
Richmond ■ ■ " " ’
St. Louis. • • Tune 15 and December 15
Salt Lake City n ..." ; • .

JI San Antonio " ’*
San Diego ' ■' " "
San Francisco n ' " ’
San Juan June 30 and December 31
Savannah " "
Seattle " "
Springfield " ”
Tam na " "
Washington, D. C. " ”
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P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

•advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form. -

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The B-reau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of

. the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent
’ facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations

■ must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
~ informant.

5, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised': as promptly as possible, together -with an appropriate recom— 

- mendation for proposed action. .
6. .In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a- loyalty oath 

■ _ in the negative. ' '

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS .
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 
. "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

‘ . humbei' index. If' a discontinued informant or ; discontinued potential
• security informant or confidential source to, m a symbol nxuuber was

once assigned later is reactivated, remove hi. .>ame card from the 
symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note . 
thereon type of information he will now be’furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha—

• beta cal index card. ■
[. -4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is

• . discontinued and the reason therefor.
5. ''vise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify

__  open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in -which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant’s file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
■ correspondence between the Bureau and the field ?-elating to the Depart— 

- cent’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and. counsel pr:ior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau’s 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be Impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

• >
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such, activities, the Bureau will consider placing him in contact 
with a reliable publisher, but it must be made clear to the inform
ant that the Bureau will not sponsor or endorse any book or publi
cation which he elects to write. . ’ '

9. .All payments to discontinued security informants and confidential
sources must be made on a strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau author
ity before making any such payments. In requesting Bureau authority 
for payments of this type, submit complete details as to the infor
mation furnished by the discontinued informant or source in the past 
and what is to be expected of the informant or source in the future.

• 10. Once an informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever he is no longer 
to be carried as a concealed source" in reports or memoranda. His 
true name is to be set forth, together with descriptive data. '

11. When an office receives information concerning,or obtains information 
from, an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished 
to the office which originally handled the informant so that the file 
of the ex-informant will be as complete as possible.

12. When an informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliabil
ity, he should not be contacted in the future for information. If 
such an individual furnishes information it should be accepted, but in 
setting out the information in reports or communications use the 

- individual’s true name, together with an appropriate description of his
- reliability.

13, ..Remove flash notice per section F, 6.
14. Repeated .use of the same discontinued informant as a witness at security 

trials and hearings should be avoided. Make-an all-out effort to develop 
witnesses who can furnish the same testimony as that expected of previously 
used witnesses. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that an informant-witness who has previously testified will be called 
upon for testimony at a subsequent trial or hearing and furnish your 
comments concerning possibility of supplanting the testimony of individual 

■ involved. Submit communication under appropriate case character.
15. Every effort should be made to prevent a discontinued informant from 

becoming involved in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant 
or the Government. Immediately after he testifies for the first time, a 
serious talk should be had with informant by the SAC in the presence of 
the Agent who handled the informant. This interview should be conducted 
in the field office and informant told that:
a. He will no lo.nger be operated by the Bureau
b. Since he is a public figure, he will probably be contacted by 

representatives of the press, radio, and television for interviews and 
- . appearances

c. He may be sought as a witness by congressional committees, by the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, and by state authorities

d. (Firmly stress.) In connection with such interviews and.appearances, 
informant must continue to be factual and truthful and must not build 
up or embellish the statements, for if he does so he will wind up in 
serious trouble.

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible 
effectiveness.

Be alert to the possibilities of former informant being contacted by 
representatives of publicity media and as a witness by congressional 
committees, INS, and state authorities. It will be the SAC's respon
sibility to know when a former informant is scheduled or is likely to 
appear at a hearing or make a public appearance of any kind. Prior 
thereto in each instance, former informant must be contacted and instruc
tions above set forth reiterated by Agent who handled the informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to the truth and make 
certain he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he
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■ will be subjected to harassment, criticism, possible libel, slander, or 
other criminal actions. If he inquires as to whether he should appear 
or testify or otherwise cooperate with any public or private individual 
or agency, advise him he must make that decision humself, but if he has 
appeared as a Government -witness in a case which has not been finally 
adjudicated and decides in the affirmative, he should contact the USA 
for instructions. Advise Bureau of any such situations and the results 
of,any interviews conducted. ,

[ [16. V/henever contacting Agent feels a discontinued informant could cause
[ embarrassment to the Bureau, arrangements should be made to have the
[ . former informant come to the field office where he will be personally met
[ by the SAC. At that time, he should be impressed with the fact that
[ his services were appreciated and were of considerable assistance to the
[ security of the country and remind him that he signed an agreement when
[ ■ ■ he was active as an informant to maintain his relation with the Bureau
[ on a confidential basis. The SAC should stress the necessity for the
[ informant to maintain this confidence.] .... ■■

R . FURNISHING OF INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS conducts investigations of alien communists as required under the 

Immigration Act of 10-16-18, as amended. INS, in order to enforce this 
statute, must obtain evidence to prove that certain aliens, due to 
their membership in certain groups, are undesirable and deportable or 

- subject to denaturalization.- - - ■ '
• 2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and, make efforts consistent ■ 

’ with your own cases and interests -to make available information and 
witnesses where possible. •

3. In this regard, if contacted by INS .inquiring for informants and you 
have a discontinued informant or one who would be of assistance to 
INS and whose loss would not affect your work, furnish his identity to 
the Bureau, together with your recommendation.

. 4. The Bureau will then review all of the facts concerning such informant
- and advise as to whether or not his identity may be disclosed to INS.

5. Exercise care in recommending informants for disclosure to INS so that 
you will not find yourself without proper covex*age.

6. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain informant’s permission

S. 'CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION ’ .
1. When it is determined that an informant or ex—informant furnished false 

information while an informant, advise Bureau by airmail of complete 
facts.

2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 
the informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" 
or "informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 

. in the past."
3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with a review 

of all data furnished by the individual and label information from him 
accordingly.

4. . All communications containing information from the informant which have 
been disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencie 
must be corrected.

5. Identify the cases individually by title and character, together with 
dates of communications containing the information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
. clear and refer to the specific report, page number, and change to be 

made.
7. ’ Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by the 

Bureau in accordance with part II, section 4, of the Manual of Rules 
and Regulations; corrective action should be called to the attention 
of other Bureau offices, outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.
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8. Instruct each, interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth
above.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

A" so set up a co' trol file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
c<- tpletion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character,' Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.
This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau.files to see ■ 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance. -
If necessary, other field 
the informant should also 
ing what corrections have 
It is imperative that all

offices which have received information from 
be requested to submit summary letters show- 
been made.
information from the informant be correctly

labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.
Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information
to the Bureau while he was an informant.
Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations. . •

T. ' CLASSIFICATION - 134

U

[ 
[

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ’
1. Definition . .

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols 

a. k symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved. .

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief . 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source;[e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."] Communications 
relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS — R for Russia.

. d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000—S.

e'. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants.

3. Index ' '
a. Index cards on form ED-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the’ criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants. '

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the - 
• criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 

informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files '
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification' ' 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in. which, the 
' frequency/ of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual

case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants. .

’ c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files '
• may be posted. ■

• d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent
. or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. ’
e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a. subject .

. as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ’ ’

(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 
• citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest • 

record, and service record, if any -
(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual ’ 

as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con— ’ 
fidential source and that he will, be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters. ’

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a ’ 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to ’ 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

- . ’’ the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential
. sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter. " • ‘
' b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and

is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be .

• misconstrued. ‘ , .. ... . • . / " -. . -r
8. Discontinuance . - • ’

~ ‘ [ Advise Bureau[of the date]when confidential source is discontinued, and ’
the reasons therefor. ...... .
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[107N - 0 SECTION 107 ^pECURITY INFORMAiJTS[AND CONFU^IAL SOURCES]

proteoi his ’security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
tc informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits,

[ [9., Handling money and property received by double agents
■[ ' a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money oz* property
[ received from their principals in connection with the double agent
[ intelligence operation. This should be made olear to the double
[ agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed
[ statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be speoifi—
[ - cally approved, by the Bureau, Entirely separate arrangements must
[ be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the
[ ■ ’ Bureau.
[ . b« Any money or property -received by a double agent from his principal
[ . . ■ represents possible future evidence and the double agent should
[ execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency,
[ . denomination, series of issue, and. serial number and appropriately
[ . describing any other property received. This statement should be
[ signed by the double agent' s code name or number.
[ c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as
[ evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and
[ Regulations. . . ■
[ •-- d. -Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents
[ should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh—
[ ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.]

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows:
1. List.the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol number, list his name.

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.
3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together■with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage,

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, suoh as clubs, committees, and

. chapters.

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the syncol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants ox1 sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage chat may be helpful in over—all evaluation, such as 

■_ informants in othez* divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly
• placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or international 

information.
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DEFINITIONS JL A
1. Security informarlB

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infer—
[ mation on secucit.'ior intelligencejmatters exclusively for Bureau and whose 

identity must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings’ 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal, that lie is able to obtain and does provide current information

[ of va3ue;.[or furnish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regular 
[basis.] ’
2. Potential security informant

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization
■ or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith,[or is in a position 
[ to secure pertinent foreign intelligence data,land is making affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be in a position 
actively to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Rouble agent
k specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily, 
available tc them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organization and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experienc: has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in th-j course of nor:- ' investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most par’ -;pon 
initiative ana resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Comp-laina-in security matters
b. Persons i ■ ‘ .-rviewed in connection with security cases
c. Subjects security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, d sgruntlement, loss, of intere: . inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loy. ’.y

d,’ Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal -''lends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employee"
f. Sources .-I information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Revi-w of closed security files on individuals
3, Revi.'. of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deleted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of ce' -se, should not be 
informed as to the purpos-e of the inquiry,

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating ‘.he 
acquaintance of party members.
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section 107. Security informants and confide.*.rUn sources 107A - b

1. Security informant •
■ Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor

mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U.- S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infbr—" "
mation of value. .

2. Potential, security informant ■
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or- can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain, and furnish current information to '

• Bureau. ' - ’
3. Double agent ■ ' '

A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual wrho on a confidential basis furnishes i n?ormation available 
to him through his present position. Examples would ‘ : bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make .- concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish -nformation readily 
available to them. . ■

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ’ -
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that pote.-:bial 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal i esti— 

{ gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon
V initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance

in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: '
1. Evaluation of •

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
. ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty . , . ■ "

- d. Bureau applicants as possible informants . ■ •
' ■ e. Personal friends and contacts of Special"Agents and other Bureau

employees
f; Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals ■
3. Review of reserve index ’
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deleted . . . . .

■ 6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. • •
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

' on the part of Communist'Party members. They, of course, should not be
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. ••

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals
■* ' who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only

a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are ‘T-nosert of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis fsr cultivating the

. , acquaintance of party members. -
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AMD CONFII^JriAL SOURCES 107A -

[

DEFINITIONS '
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose i- entity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend . etings 
of a subversive- organization, such as the Communist Party; or s . in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U.- S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infer— ■ 
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant ‘
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
Bureau. . ' . /

3. Double agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau’s guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS - ’ '
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
inform-.nts may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon ’ 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: '
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants in security matters -
■ b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases 

c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf
fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty 

- d. Bureau applicants as possible informants ' .
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees ■ '
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals -
3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.' 

‘ ‘ ’5. Deleted ...................... ’ • - • ■ . • • • •
. 6, Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. ’

7. Consultation with present informants regarding.indications of disaffection 
on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. . * _

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended- only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. .
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SECTION 107. ^ECURTTY INFORMANTS AND CONFID:. , ).TAL SOURCES 107A - B

A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infer— 
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party;'or be in

. such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infer— ■ 
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant ’ .
■ Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization

or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be . 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to
Bureau. . \ . ■ ■ ' .

‘3 . Doi’ble agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign .

’ intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance. .
4. Confidential source '

' An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone 
company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments, 

[ [and]employees of the United Nations Secretariat. These individuals make
. no concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and 

furnish information readily available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ’ ’ ’
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs, For assistance 

’ in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested:
1. Evaluation of .

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases

. c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf— 
fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard

. ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty •_- .
- d, Bureau applicants as possible informants _ . ■ ■ . •

. e.. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and' other Bureau
employees - • ■

’ f. Sources of information, oonfidbntial sources, and contacts on con
tinuous basis •

2. Review of closed security files on individuals ’
3. Review of reserve index •
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.

[ . 5. [Deleted] ■ . ■ '
’ ■ 6. Review factionalism section of file- on Communist'Party, USA. '• ■ ■

7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection
' on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be

■ „ informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. " '
. 8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals

who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a. front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the

[. acquaintance of party members. - .



SECTION 107. . ^URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT.^ SOURCES 107A - B

A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

I Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should b.e a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in

• such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infor—

, mation of value.
2. Potential security informant

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
Bureau. .

' “3. ' Double agent ‘ ‘ '• ■ - — ■ • . • - -
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone 

' ’ ’’company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments, 
employees of the United Nations Secretariat,'and individuals who furnish 
trash in connection with trash covers. These individuals make no 
concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish 
information readily available- to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential • 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested:
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases
c., Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals

[ . 3. Review of[reserve]index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Survey possibilities of trash covers;
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be
’ informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front ..organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might 
prove a fertile field.
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• • SECTION 10' ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFT^TIAL SOURCES 107A - B

A. DEFINITIONS ' . ’
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should b.e a member or attend meetings • 

. of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage

■ activitic. or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal uhat he is able to obtain and does provide current infor
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant ’
- Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization

or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be

a. position actively to obtain and furnish current information to ■_ 
Bureau. ' . - ■ - •

" 3.7 ■ Double agent ...... ” _ . .
A specialized ype of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receivin’, tssignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence sc ."-ice and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential so'...-ce
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone 

- company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments,
. . - employees of the United Nations Secretariat, and individuals who furnish

trash in connection with trash covers. These individuals make no
. concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish

■ information readily available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 

■ informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and res ourcefv.lnes s of individual Agenss and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested:

. 1. Evaluation of ’
' a. Complainants in security matters

b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases '
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con— 

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals

[ 3. Review of[reserve]index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5, Survey possibilities of trash covers.
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be ‘
- .informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. .

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might 
prove a fertile field. .
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 1U7A - B

DEFINITIONS - . .. 0 ’
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party;or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 

. activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
' principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current infor

mation, of value.
2. Potential security informant '

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be

-■ in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
- Bureau. ... .... . .. .

[3. Double agent ’ . ’
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source ■
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be; bankers, telephone 

. company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments, 
employees of the United- Nations Secretariat, and individuals who furnish 

. trash in connection with trash covers. These individuals make no 
concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish 

. information readily available to them.]

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL [SECURITY]INFORMANTS ’’
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may bo obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases . ’
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard— 
• ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty 

d. Bureau- applicants as possible informants ■
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

• employees
f. ’ Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis '
2. Review of closed security files on individuals’
3. Review of communist index ‘ ■
4. .Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Surrey possibilities of trash covers. ’ '
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

■ "on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. ■

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only.one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 

■ communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might 
prove a fertile field.

3
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107B - C SECTION 107. ^CUMTY INFORMANTS AND C0NFIDE1 SOURCES

9, Investigation of communist petition signors who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and -friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subvox-sive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the .services of an employee who already is an. informant of the manage- 
me nt, . ■

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions,

12. With regax-d to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently .recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or tr?,nsfer to a nonrestricted position in the saaa plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under- the guidance of the 
Bureau. (Sec deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

[0. [INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING
[ CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES]

When a decision is ma‘o to consider a particular individual for informant 
[ purposes, background ivestigatlon must be conducted. [Extensive background 
[ investigation should • ot be conducted, however, until the individual has
[ been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the
[ Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
[ imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (?), volume III, section 105K, item 6b, 
[ (10), volume IV, relative to interviews apply. F- - ground investigation
[ should]consist 'of the following:
[ 1. Check of field office files for derogatory inf xmation
[ 2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the[individual]
[ is known to[them]

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ
ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 

[ definitely establish that the[individual]can be utilized without any
danger of future, embarrassment due to instability or unreliability.

[ Securing background information from the[individual]is not sufficient;
-. [ [his]background must be established by the investigation, [including discreet

[ inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted with him.]
4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 

the completion of an FD—9 form -which should be transmitted to Ic[enti— 
[ fication Di visit'-, to obtain[any]recbrd [he may have.]

5. Armed services .-.--cord should be reviewed if the individual i, -.-eteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained..
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107B - C SECTION 107. ^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID? ^AL SOURCES

9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail— 

’ able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment.

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advis'e of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions. ■

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest "to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact. ■

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis— ■ 
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that ■ 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take • 

_ advan"- ge of such cooperation when offered.
14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ

uals merely registered but never became active
15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform

ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the

See deseco program, section 105K.6h, volume IV, of This manual.)

[C. [INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING
[ CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES] '

When a decision is made to consider a particular individual for informant 
[ purposes, background investigation must be conducted. [Extensive background 
[ investigation should not be conducted, however, until the' individual has
[ been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the
[ Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority r.c interview ’whenever the restrictions 
[• imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volune III, and section 105K,.item 6b,
[ (10), volume IV, relative to. interviews apply. Background investigation
[■ shouldlconsist of.the following: 
[ 1. Check of field office files for derogatory information
[ 2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the[individual]
[ is known to[them]- ■

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ
ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 

[ definitely establish that the[individual]can’bo utilized without any
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. .

[ Securing background information from the[individual Jis not sufficient;
[ [hislbackground must be established by the investigation,[including discreet
[ inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted with him.] .

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi— 

[ fication Division to obtain[any]record [he may have.] - ‘
5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran. .
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.
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SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONE^^jNTIAL SOURCES107B - C SECTION IC

9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Ec alert to receive an? suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who az-e reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the. Bureau or employ 
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. Tn the 
past such contacts have: on occasion res'ulted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manag 
inert. . ‘ ' '

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist-dorainated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. V/ith regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact,

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in.an Indus 
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recan 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility cf dis
missal or transfer to a nonrostrictcd position in the same plant. At ■ 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review' of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never beoame active ’

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform— 
■ ant when direct contact by a- '-gent is inadvisable. . Request Bureau to

furnish the services of an ' Lvidual who is available fox1 such a contact
16. Officials and employees of f.-^ign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat ' •
18. Contacts (business, social, ox* otherwise)'of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S. -■ ■
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who’ 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.

C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS -
V/hen a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following: .
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature • '
2. Discreet canvass of[logioal]informants to ascertain if the potential 

informant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ 

ual’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, healt 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections, -Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. ' ' - '

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD— 9 foi*»n which should be transmitted to the Identi—

. fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.
5. Armed services record should be> reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained. • ' . ■

4
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107B - C SECTION 1^| SECURITY INFORMANTS AND C ONF^jpTTIAL SOURCES ■

9. . Investigation of communist petition signers y;ho are acquainted with 
. Communist Party functionaries

10, Be alert to receive any suggestions - of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organisations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an -Agent originate the contact. ■

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recant: 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis— 
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that ’ 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take ■ 

' advantage of such cooperation when offered. • .
14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ

uals merely registered but never became active
15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform— 

ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a. contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the_ U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ’ ’
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 

. . the following:
1, Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature ■ •
[ 2, Discreet canvass of[logicaljinformants- to ascertain if the potential

informant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the i-d^vid— 

ual’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 1th 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present- and ; b 
employments, and business connections. -Background investigation mu;<;

. definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilised without
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability.

* Securing background information from the potential informant is not .
‘ ' sufficient’? the background of the individual must be established by the

investigation. . .
4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 

the completion of an FD—9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.

5. Armed services record should b°e reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

■ obtained. ’ • . ‘

4
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L SOURCES107B - C
SECTION 107. (^URITY INFORMANTS AND CCNPIDE1

9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with. 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ— 

. ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
' past such contacts' have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail

able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 

. their positions. . .
12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 

suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist .frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered,

14. Revie’,v of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active ' '

15. Use of a‘ reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant ’when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual ’who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U, S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.'
19. ’ Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
' will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance cf the

Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C. -INVESTIGATION 0? POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
When a decision, made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following: • ■
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature
[ 2. Discreet canvass of[logicaljinformants to ascertain if the .potential

informant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
’ reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past

■ employments, and business connections, -Bp.ckground investigation must
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without

• • any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or urr'diability.
Securing background information from the potential informin’:; is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 

■ investigation. ■
4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 

the completion 'of an FD—9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi—
' fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.,

4 .
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[107B - C SECTION 107 ^ECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIT ^IAL SOURCES1

9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with
• Communist Party functionaries •

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel ’who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees -who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 

’ past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail—
. - able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage

ment. ‘ ■
11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 

communist-dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With -regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
' suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather . 

than have an Agent originate the contact.
13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus

trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestrioted position in the same plant. At

. such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation -when offered,

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available foi’ such a contact.

[ [16.- Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
[ 17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
[ 18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed
[ in U. S.
[ 19. Individuals ’who because of background, employment, or social status are
[ - in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who
[ will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the
[ - Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)]

[C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL[ SECURITY]INFORMANTS
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, back.ground investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following: .
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature .
2. Discreet canvass of other informants to ascertain if the potential inform

ant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background- information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. ■ ■ '

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status oi’ status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic.status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.

4
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[107 B - C SECTION 107. ^JURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENCE SOURCES] ' ■

' ' '
9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are. acquainted with

‘ Communist Party functionaries
10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 

personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment.

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an Indus— 
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or .transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered. ■

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ— 
- .. . - uals merely registered but never became active . •

- 15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform—
' ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to

furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.
[" [16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
[ 17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
[ 18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed
[ in the J. S. ■
[ 19. Individuals vrho because of background, employment, or social status are
[ . . in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who
[ will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the
[ Bureau.' (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume 177, of this manual.)]

[C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL[SECURITY]INFORMANTS ' :
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following: • '
.1 . Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature
2. Discreet canvass of other informants to ascertain if the potential inform

ant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 

■ ■ any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability.
Securing background- information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. ■ .

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
. the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi

fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.
5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be
' obtained.
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AMD CONFID ^'lAL SOURCE.-. 107C - D
8. Potential securi^^informants in espionage and foreign nationality cases 

many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 105X,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices 
within 30 days. .

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D. INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, ■ 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to[de signate]individual as a[Bureau- 
approved potential Jsecurity informant[and proceed with his development.]

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any
• embarrassment to Bureau. ■ ■ ■

4. ' Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active investigation has established that the

' potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of
affiliation with subversive groups,- and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau. '

5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at 1’east ’ '
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants. ’

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. 
Letter" concerning potential informants who are not being paid on 
Bureau authorization should -be submitted on a UACB basis, should ' ’
contain informative summary of information furnished during past four 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential informant's 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure. '
These letters should follow the fora, indicated under section 107N, 3b, 
but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to

■ omit reference to any payment recommendation.
7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 

not become delinquent. • - .
8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops’ individual 

does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates’ or possibilities 

for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current 
information of Bureau interest in security field.

10. If individual does not have potential as above described but is willing 
to cooperate, consider indicating to him he can be of assistance if he

’ places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information . 
of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if-he sub—, 
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, 

' would be the means whereby he could obtain information.
■ 11. Inform potential informants who agree to assist the Bureau that such 

assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved. • _

5
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SECTION 10 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COWJ - uNTTAL SOURCES 107C - D
,8. Potential security informants in espionage and ^^eign nationality eases 

many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
■ the initial investigation, (See instructions re contact cases and

dcscco program, section 105K, 6b and 6h, volume TV, of this: manual.) ’
However, where practical the above items should be covered,

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices ' ■
vfithin 30 days,

10, Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D. INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFOPdLANTS ■
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to develop individual as a 
security informant, '

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and lie should be made aware of Bureau policy. .

3. Carefully plan initial interview's as to time and loo'ation to prevent any 
embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
, necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 

. by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is . 
not applicable where active investigation has established that the 
potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau. ■

5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters whe."i contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circum. >-noes of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at least 
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants.

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. .
Letters concerning potential informants who are not being pnid on 
Bureau authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, should . 
contain informative summary of information furnished during part four ’ 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential in.' • want's 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disci. o. 
These letters should follow the form indicated under section 1< ; ’ 3b,
but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) -.o. .

i omit reference to any payment recommendation.
. 7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases-will

- not become delinquent. ‘
8 . During interview’s with potential informants, if it develops individual. ‘ 

doos not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
' 9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities

for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current
' information of Bureau interest in security field.

10. If individual does not lave pote.-ial as above described bu • 1 willing 
io cooperate, consider i •.dieating to him he can be of assist te if he
places himself in a position where he may be able io obtain .. formation 

■ ’ of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
io the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes io periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown ir. him which,if developed, ■' 
would be the means whereby he could obiaii "-'urmaiion.

11. Inform potential informants who agree io r ,1st the Bureau .hat such 
assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved. .

5
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SECTION 107. ^TORITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN^KL SOURCES 107C

8. Potential security informants in espionage and foreign nationality cases 
many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 105K,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices 
within 30 days.

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D. INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to develop individual as a 
security informant. ......... . . • -

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
.. , his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.-

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any 
embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
no.t. a .'.icable where active investigation has established that the

. - poter..; .xl informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau.

5. Except in espionage and foreign 'tionality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at- least 
o,,-e every two weeks in the same manner as informants.

6. /'Ise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. 
,[l^’ters concerning potential informants who are not being paid on 
Bureau authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, Jsheuld 
contain informative summary of information furnished during past four 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential.informant’s 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure. 
These[letters should]follow the[form indicated]under section 107N, 3b, 

[but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to 
omit reference to any payment recommendation.] (Refer to section 
105K, 6h, (3), (bj, volume IV, of this manual for exception to this 
rule in deseoo matters.)

7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 
not become delinquent.

. 8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops individual 
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities 
for engaging in activity through ’which he can obtain and furnish current 
information of Bureau interest in security field.

. 10. If individual doos not have potential as above described but is willing 
to cooperate, considei’ indicating to him he can be of assistance if he 
places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information 
of value. In this regard,’, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places', where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, 
would be the means whereby he.could obtain information.

11. Inform potential informants who'-.agree to assist the Bureau that such 
assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved.

5
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[ . SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 1070 - D

[ 8
[
[
[
[

9

10

[Potential security informants in espionage and foreign nationality cases 
many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact oases and 
deseco program, section 105K,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.] 
Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices

. within 30 days.
■ Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential

to any request to 
informant.

[D. INTERVIEWS[AND DEVELOPMENT OF]POTENTIAL[SECURITY]INFORMANTS
' ,1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C,

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out
■in subsection C, and request authority .to develop individual as a

■ security informant. .
2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 

his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.
3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any 

embarrassment to Bureau.
4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 

[ necessary and all such interviews[in their residences]should be conducted
[ by two Agents[after specific approval of the]superior in the field
[ office responsible for development of informants. [This instruction is
[ not applicable where active investigation has established that the
[ potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of
[ affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment
[ to the Bureau.
[ 5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is
[ maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the
[ oase,]potential informants should be contacted personally at least

once every two weeks in the same manner as informants.
. 6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months.

. These progress letters should contain informative summary of information 
furnished during past four months and must include certifications 

. . regarding potential informant’s stability and reliability and his
■ indoctrination against disclosure. These certifications may follow the 

[ wording suggested under section 107N,[3b, (11) and (12). (Refer to
[ section 105K, 6h, (3), (b), volume IV, of this manual for exceptions to
'[ this rule in deseco matters.)] _

7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will
not beoome delinquent.

8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops individual 
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities 
" for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current 

•• information of Bureau interest in security field.
10. If individual does not have potential as above described but is willing 

to cooperate, consider indicating to him he can be of assistance if he 
. ■ places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information

of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive 
■ organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned

- to the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also-, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places- above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which, if developed, 
would be the means whereby he could obtain information. .

[ [11. Inform potential informants who agree to assist the Bureau that such
[ • assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that
[ ■ there is no coercion or intimidation involved. .

5
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2[ 107D - E SECTION SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND C • •DEHTIAL SOURCES]

[ T2. During initial stages of development and on occasion active informants
[ may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it .
[ becomes known publicly that they are affiliated With a subversive ' f
[ organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires
[ as to what can be done foi' him in such a case, he may. be told that “
[ his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBT and if some question
[ arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his
[ cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible
[ individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it
[ impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service
[ which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before
[ taking steps to advise anyone of a. potential informant's or informant’s
[ cooperation,.prior Bureau authority must be obtained.
[ 13. Specifically advise each potential informant that he is not and cannot
[ consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI.
[ In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes
[ must be impressed upon the informant,
[ 14. Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi—
[ ■ dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this •
[ confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the
[ mind of the informant that 'his relationship must remain on a confidential
[ basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by
[ . so doing the Bureau’s investigative activity may be jeopardized. This
[ must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him
[ as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require
[ his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc.,* this should be learned
[ from him during the initial interview’and a recommendation made to ti
[ Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special
[ circums’tances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.'
[ 15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor
[ union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer—
[ employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining
[ information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements-.
[ 16. 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar
[ relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview
[ and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern—
[ ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
[ 17. From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop—
[ ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at
[ all times to be certain he is not a plant. ’ .
[ 18. When potential informant begins to furnish current inforreation and
[ ’ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background
[ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility
[ of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any
[ weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and
[ to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.]

E . BUREAU POLICY '
[ [1. Development of military personnel]

Do not develop info.rmants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents]
[ -Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made' by
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.]
.[ [3. Divulging information to informant]
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informanu[or an informant]■-

concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation.
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During initial .‘.tages of development and on occasion active informants 
may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it z
becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive '
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires .
as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his 
cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before ’
taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s 
cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained.
Specifically advise, each potential informant that he is not and cannot . 
considei' himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI. 
In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes 
must be impressed upon the informant.
Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi
dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this 
confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the 
mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential 
basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and 1j 
so doing the Bureau’s investigative activity may be jeopardized. Is 
must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept 1-..^ 
as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require 
his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be learned 
from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the 
Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special 
circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.
If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with al. — 
union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employe? 
employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtai. 
information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive ele;. ■.us . 
'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any simi.1 -..r . 
relations with a school, college,.or university, in his initial i. terview 
and subsequent handling, be sure to follow cui'rent instructions concern
ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop
ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at 
all times to be certain he is not a p~ nt.
When potential informant begins to fu. .-ish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation a.: informant, assign permanent - 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 
initialed by SAC or acting in his absence; individual’s background 
must also be thorough •• reviewed at this tir;- . keeping in mind possibility 
of using informant as potential witness. . f individual has any 
weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and 
to’prevent embarrassment to Bureau.] . .

' E . ’ BUREAU POLICY - ... - ’ - . .A... - •
[ [1. Development of military personnel] . . '

’ Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless-specifically approved by the Bureau.'

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents] ’
[ Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by .
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.] ’
[ [3. Divulging information to informant] .
[ No information should be divulged to[a potentialjinformant[or an informant]

concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that ’ 
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation. ' .
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[ 12. During initial stages of development and on occasion active informants
[ may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it
[ "becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive
[ organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires
[ as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that
[ his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question
[ arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his
[ . • .cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible
[ , individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it
[ impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service
[ which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before
[ taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s
[ cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained. •
[ 13'. Specifically advise, each potential informant that he is not and cannot
[ consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI.
[ In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes
[ must be impressed upon the informant. .
[ 14. Advise potential informant that 1-5 s cooperation must be strictly confi—
[ dential at all times and if he sr.nld feel he cannot maintain this
[ confidence he should so advise. here should be no doubt left in the
[ mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential
[ basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by
[ ■ so doing the Bureau's investigative activity may be jeopardized. This
[ must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him
[ • as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require
[ his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be learned
[ from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the
[ Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special-
[ circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.
[ 15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor
[ union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer—
[ employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining
[ . information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements.
[ 16. 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar
[ . relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview
[ and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern—
[ ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
[ 17. From the first interview -with a potential informant through his develop—
[ _ ment and until ho is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at
[ all times to be certain he is not a plant.
[ 18. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background
[ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility
[ of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any
[ weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and
[ to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.] "

E. BUREAU POLICY " ' "
[ [1. Development of military personnel]

' Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva—
" tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ -[2. Contacts by designated Agents] ■ '
[ Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated!to contact him.]
[■ [3. Divulging information to informant] •
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informant]

concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that '
[ -which is essential to [his ] proper operation.
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D - E ’ ' SECTION 107. ^SCURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDEI^KJIL SOURCES] ,

. ’ . K ) ■
12. During initial stages of development and on occasion active informants 

may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it 
heoomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive 
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires 
as to 'what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his

' cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before ■ •

- taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s 
cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained. ■ '

13. Specifically advise each potential informant that he is not and cannot 
consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI. 
In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes 

. . must be impressed upon the informant. ■ . " - • :
14. ' 'Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi

dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this ■
' confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the 
' ‘ mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential 

basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by 
so doing the Bureau’s investigative activity may be jeopardized. This 
must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him

- as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require 
his revealing his relationship to his wife,- etc., this should be learned 
from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the 
Bureau whan the results of the interview are furnished. The special

• ’ circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.- - ■
15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor • 

union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer—- .. 
employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining 
information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements.

16. 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview 
and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern
ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities-

17. From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop
ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at 
all times to be certain he is not a plant. ' ’

18. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 

- initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual’s background 
‘ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibilit 

of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any .
' weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and 

to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.] . ‘ .

BUREAU POLICY ■ ■ - ' ' ' - '
[1. Development of military personnel] ' • - ■ ■ :

-■ Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva— 
• " tions, establishments-, etc., unless specifically approved- by the Bureau.

[2. Contacts by designated Agents] ■ -- • ■ :
Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by

• the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.] .
[3. Divulging information to informant] .

No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informan 
concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than-that 
which is essential to[his]proper operation.

6
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[. . SECTION 107. -^ECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENgCAL SOURCES] 107E - F

- . W w . .
[ 4. [Recording investigative activity] . • . . '

All investigative activity must be made a matter of record in the field 
” office files with all sources of information being completely identified.

Sources include all confidential informants — criminal or security. '
Agents must not have and use. informants known only to the individual

■ Agents personally. • ■ . ’

[F. INDOCTRINATION,[DIRECTION,]AND CONTROL OF[SECURITY] INFORMANTS '
[ 1. [Caution’ against divulging relationship]

a. During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress 
upon informant the absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging

’ ’ through any media any information regarding his relationship with
. Bureau. . ■

. ■’ b. These instructions must be properly worded and phrased to prevent .
■ " " ’any possibility Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose

censorship. ■ ■ . . ’ ' . . ■
[ 2. ’[Developing additional background]

"• a. During development of informant, additional data concerning his 
’ ‘ background should be continuously obtained from informant.

' b. After gaining informant’s confidence, information will be elicited.
_ ■ which may be pertinent to his operation and may have effect upon
’ his retention, such as data revealing he is mentally or emotionally 

unstable, or has some personal problem which would make him a risk 
as an informant. ■ ’ - •

[ ’ 3. [Handling indications of instability] ’ ’ • ■
’ .’a. Details of any indications of instability should be .furnished to -

’ the Bureau immediately upon being obtained, with recommendations as 
to informant's continuance. ■

' b. Set forth the steps being taken to prevent any embarrassment to ■ 
Bureau. . . ' ' ' ’ • .

[ 4. Contacts[by Agents] ’ ■ ’ ’ ’
[ a. [Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where the ’
[ - frequency of contact is dependent on the circumstances of each '
[ case,Jinformants should be contacted as often as necessary, but

' - at least one personal contact should be made every two weeks.
_b. If such frequent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific

[ . Bureau authority f or an exception to this requirement[ ( except in
[ ' espionage and foreign nationality matters).] In requesting such

exception, set forth all attendant circumstances,
c. During each contact, informant's activities since previous contact 

should be carefully reviewed and the contacting Agent should make 
, certain the informant has furnished in writing or verbally all

. information and data which he has obtained since the last contact, 
\ If additional or supplementary information is furnished during this 

‘ contact with the informant, this information, should be handled in the 
’ same manner as outlined in subsection G. '

d. Contacting Agent should become so well acquainted with informant
. . .. that he will not breach the confidential relationship. 'If there

. ’ ' is slightest indication informant may do so, Agent should be able
.. to anticipate this action and forestall it.

■ e. Contacting Agent should not only colle-ct information b.ut also direct
informant, bo aware of his activities, and maintain such close rela— 

' tionship that he knows how informant is thinking with regard to 
Bureau, connection. This relationship should not be so reciprocal 
that informant obtains information concerning Agent or Agent's 
business, personal or official. ’ ‘

■ .f. .Good judgment must prevail inohandling informant to see he does not
■ ’ become too familiar with Agent and later cause embarrassment to

. Agent, oi* Bureau by using for his own advantage such knowledge which
he may obtai-n.

g. Promptly advise Bureau of any indication informant is wavering in 
Bureau relationship.

..7
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? -SECTION 107. ^pURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDEi^^D SOURCES]

h. Any arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him 
must be specific and no doubt should be left in the minds of either 
the Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time.

i. Informants should be instructed to use only public telephones in 
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should be given 
to furnishing informants the unlisted office telephone number for 
emergency communication. [This rule is not practical in all espionage

' and foreign nationality matters but should be followed ’where applicable.] 
j. Positive information received from informant should be the subject 

of a written statement by informant or a memorandum .prepared by 
contacting Agent to be placed in the informant’s subfile and 
appropriately channelized.

. k. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in inform
ant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD—209 may be used. If 
informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may be used for 
several contacts. . •

1. The dates of negative contacts and'file numbers of the cases involved 
must appear in informant’s administrative file. Where a file'has more 
than one subject, the name of the subject under inquiry should also 
be noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on the form.

m. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of ' ’ 
contacts in informant’s administrative file. Place positive informa— • 
tion in informant’s subfile and appropriately channelize same.

n. Alternate Agent should be designated for co-ntacts with informant and 
former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to whom’inform
ant is assigned. ’ ■. ....

-5. [Checking reliability] ... .
a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked.
b. Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
furnishing accurate, truthful information.

c. Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time 
informant is active, . ....

6. Fingerprints . .
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica
tion Division if they are not on file there,

bi If informant refuses, do not force the issue. ‘
c. Informant’s fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as 

enclosure to FD—165 using applicant-type fingerprint card, form 
FD—258. This card should be properly executed showing subject's 
complete description, including date and place of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of card. ’ ..

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the field in the files of the 
Identification Division by submission of- form FD—165, using informant's 
true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year 
following discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that 
time by submission of form FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice 
should be continued. If fingerprints obtained solely for this 
purpose,'remove fingerprints from criminal file.

7. . [Control — statement of cooperation]
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases 
and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau.

8
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. [ SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] “' 107F

• b, As means of oo^ining closer control, obtain signed statement set
out below whenever feasible and practical. In those instances in 
which it is not practical to secure a signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. The 
SAC and the Agent handling the informant or double agent should 
determine the appropriate time in the informant's operation when 

- the statement should be completed.

’ - I, ______ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
• Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the

’ security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
• . . duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relationship

in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a Federal 
. employee and will not represent mysel-f as such. I further

agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any way infor— 
- . mation which I may obtain or any activity in which I may en—
. . ■ gage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, both

. while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau. ■

.(Signed)

. Witnessed: ■

\ • [B. Execution of party questionnaires]
. . ’.a.. Informants, particularly in Communist Party, ofttimes must execute

"Party" questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be 
extremely careful not to jeopardize their position as informants.

• b. If necessary, each item in questionnaire should be discussed with 
informant to be certain his identity as informant is protected.

[ [9. Informant's activity in organizations]
■ a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of

’ carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

’ ’ b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of the organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study

• purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.
c. Changes in the organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should 

be reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions 
of the motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions and 

' suggestions given are labeled as such. ’
d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their 

orbit in order to gain higher positions, but at the same time they 
should be cautioned to do so in such a manner as to avoid suspicion.

[ [10. Transfer of informants to other areas]
. a.. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing

. . coverage through change in residence or employment.
’ b. Keep in mind over—all coverage of organizations. If informant

’ becomes prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity
' beyond your field division, by all means enccv.rege him to do so

in order to provide a wider coverage for the Bureau's work.
[ [11. Action by informant when uncovered] •

. a. .If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, he should be
instructed to defend himself vigorously and demand proof of his . 
informant activity.

6. Suspicion in ma"y cases is directed to an informant without facts 
to back it up a i by bluffing’informant may confuse the issue to 
the point where his services may not be lost. This procedure should 

. be carefully handled and each situation considered on its merits.
c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 

charges of deviation from the strict discipline of the organization 
involved, as by so doing he may cast off suspicion.

9
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. 4 ) ^5'^
■ [ [12. Requests of informant to help defend others] ' '

a. If a security informant is requested by the Communist Party, communists 
being prosecuted by the Government, or by other interested parties to 
assist in the preparation of the defense in subversive-type oases or 
receives assignment where such information is readily available,

- informant should tactfully decline such assignments. ■
b. Any such request received by informant should be reported immediately

’ • to the contacting Agent-and made a matter of record.
c. If the informant cannot avoid becoming involved, he should be instructed 

not to report to the contacting Agent any information pertaining to 
defense plans or strategy,

■ d. Any such incident must be reported promptly to the Bureau.

G. INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION •
[ 1. General instructions[re oral and written information]

.  ... a.. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of
- ■ . information received from informants apply not only to s eourity

" ' • informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources,
security confidential sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions and guidance must be‘given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
. or activity. . ’
d. Written statements should be submitted whenever possible, but if such 

T - . cannot be done information may be provided orally. [In espionage and
[ ‘ ■ foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary
[ only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in
[ . b the majority of oases diplomats or officials who are not subject to
[ ’ prosecution are involved.)] .

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. ■ .

. . f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be
■ promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all

necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan—
. nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD-306
. as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy of the 

informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be
' ’ - noted on original FD-306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise the trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case 
at issue. The trial attorney will thus be prepared in the event 
informant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

‘ h. See s^lbsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements. 
[ 2. Recording[written and oral information] .

a. Written by informant •
(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.

■ (2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never
_ retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check

informants to see that they do not keep any notes or copies.
(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at the

■ top of it.
• .(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting

. . or each separate activity in -which they engage should be sub— 1
• mitted in one statement whether the information is of

evidentiary or intelligence value. ’

10
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(6, ) Informants should include, in the body of their statements specific 
dates and places; purpose of the meeting or activity being 
related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus theii' 
known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual present; and comments made by each individual.

(7) Informant should identify each page at the bottom by affixing 
his code name. Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions 
should be identified[by informant affixing his code name or the 
initials of his code name.]

(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third parson.
(10) A.gent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any 
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
informant,, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, etc.

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a channelizing 
memorandum which should contain the applicable items set • 
forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 
Informants should leave out such items as:
(a) ‘ Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be furnished orally by informant to con
tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file.

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
■ possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 

to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left out:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted, by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material,- such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant-

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file.

2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or ider. 'ication.
3) Date it at the top with the date the informant furnish- . the 

information to the A.gent. No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement.

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for ea.ch meeting or each 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 
himself.

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 
read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by 
affixing’his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign 
nationality matters authentication. by informantsis necessary 
only where future prosecution is possible.

11
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SECTION 107. ^JURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN^^L. SOURCES 107G

(6) Informants should include in the body of their statements specific 
dates and places; purpose of the meeting or. activity being 
related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus their 
known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 

. individual, present; and comments made by each individual.
(7) Informant should1 identify each page at the bottom by affixing

■ ' . his code name.’ Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions
. should be similarly identified.

(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

. ’ additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any
- ■ markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from

‘ ■ informant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers,
■■ ■ . . indexing symbols, eto. ■

’ • ■ ■■ (11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization
should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a ch;< .nelizing 
memorandum which should contain the applicable items set 

■ forth on form FD—306.
■(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 

Informants should leave out such items as:
. (a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau

b). References to other documents and statements submitted by .
"V •' ", ' the informant - . _•

’ ’ ‘ (c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational
instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be furnished orally by informant to con—
. • tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum

- form for the informant file.
■ b. Furnished orally by informant

(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 
■ so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as

possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant
• . to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 

' . be left out:
. • (a) Any reference concerning the Director and the’ Bureau

(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 
■ the informant ■

(o) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 
instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform— 
. ant file.

(2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
' (3) Date it at the top with the date the informant furnishes the

’ ’ information to the Agent. No other date is desired except the
' , date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the

• - body of the statement.
(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 

separate activity in which informants engage and should be
■ dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them

’ himself.
(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 

’ . read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by
[ affixing his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign

. . nationality matters authentication by informants is necessary
• only where future prosecution is possible.

11.
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< ,, W SB
.(6) Informants should include in the body of their statements specific 

dates and places; purpose of the meeting or activity being
' related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus their

known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual present; and comments made by each individual.

(7) Informant should identify each page at the bottom by affixing 
’ . his code name or code symbol (not his permanent symbol number

. - or true name). Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions
'should be similarly identified. ’ -

(8) Agents’ names should never appear on any page. '
(9) Informant should refe?? to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

' additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any
• ‘ • '■ markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from

•— ’ . _ informant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers,
■ • indexing symbols, etc. .

• (11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization
should be recorded on form ED—306 or on a channelizing 

' memorandum which should contain the applicable items set ■
. '■ ‘ forth on form ED—306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 
Informants should leave out such items as:

Sa) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau 
b)‘ References to other documents and statements submitted by 
' ■ “ the informant , •

(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational ’
• ' instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

. ' These data should be furnished orally by informant to con—
' . tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum

. ' form for the informant file. ■ . •
■ .b, Furnished orally by informant .

(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing
. so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as

■ possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 
to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
'be left out:

* ’ — ■ (a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by

• the informant ■ ,
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational

• instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform— 
■ ‘ ant file,-

!2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
3) Date it at the top 'with the date the informant furnishes the

. ■ ■ • ’ information to the Agent. Ho other date is desired except the
date of the meeting or activity which' shall be set forth in the 

. ■ \ body of the statement.
(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 

separate activity in which informants engage and should be
- ' - dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them
" ’ himself. • ■

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be
■ read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by

[. ■ ' . ■ - affixing his code name or code symbol on each page. [In espionage
[ and foreign nationality matters authentication by informants is
[ ’ necessary only where future prosecution is possible,]

11
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(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent
■ should prepare a cover sheet, form I'D—306, which should he stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement should he handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished hy informant purely of lead value 
should he incorporated in an office memorandum hy the Agent 
and should not he initialed hy the informant or exhibited to- 
him or treated as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should he personally delivered to contacting Agent hy 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
c. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes for their receipt.
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 

names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
directory.

e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post off ice .boxes, 
in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees.

f. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under a fictitious name, in the 
same manner as d.

g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any extended period of time. *

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or office by most appropriate means of communication. Office 
should take any necessary action without delay.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion.
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descriptive 

data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action. . .

c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should ue prepared to follow with the informant and . 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtaj ;i additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigatic . if an identity.is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same.-time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 
a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith. -

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary materi.’, furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon the informant’:' code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant- 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he-furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
p ersonnel.

’ 12
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3.

5.

[

’ . • e
(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent 

should prepare a cover sheet, form FD—306, which should be stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement should be handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be incorporated in an office memorandum by the Agent 

' and should not be initialed by the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence.

Transmission of information '
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

■ informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
c. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes, for their receipt. '
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obt-- • ed under fictitious 

■ names and not under names of persons who may liste- in post office 
directory.

e. More than one informant may send st.-. tements a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be gi Tn to obtaining post office boxes 
in different post office stations t ;revent suspicion on part of 
post office employees. - .

f. ’ nvelope enclosing statement should — "e return address of another 
Tnfidential post office box obtain- ' under a-fictitious name in the 
.same manner as d. • . ■ .. ..

g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any ex< "led period of time.

h. When infor- ‘ b receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or Tice by most appropriate means of communication. Office 

■ should t-‘ a any necessary action without delay.
Handling of ’-ad information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to

a logical conclusion. .
b. If there is only partial name of individual of meager descriptive 

’ data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action.

c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should be prepared to.follow with the informant and 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information 'which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 
a filo should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection . 
the re-with.

Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and. similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have, placed thereon the informant’s code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed. *

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel.

12
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t .

- • J

(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare a cover sheet, form FD—306, which should be stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement should be handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2t a,.
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value
■ " should be incorporated in an office memorandum by the Agent

• and should not be initialed by the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence. ■ . .

3. Transmission[of information] ‘ ‘
- a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all' such personal contacts. '

b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
.. • c. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain

. confidential post office boxes for their receipt. ■
‘d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious ■ 

. names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
directory. - . - ■

e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post office boxes 
in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees. .

—- f. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
' confidential post office box obtained und,er a fictitious name in the 

same manner as d. -
g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 

- • but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation • 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any extended period of time. ■ •

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting

■ Agent or office by most appropriate means of communication. Office 
should take any necessary action without delay. •

4. Handling of lead information ■ • .
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion. . • . •
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descriptive 

data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
-be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action.

o. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should be prepared to follow with the informant and 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa— 

'• tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare
. memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 

■ a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith. •

5. [Handling documentaryjmaterial furnished[by informants]
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

- should have placed thereon the informant's code name or code symbol 
(not his true name or his permanent symbol number).

b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant 
cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel. ■
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SECTION 107 ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIT >?IAL SOURCES 107G - I

d. All such material should be transmitted inthe same manner as 
statements furnished by informant.

e." Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals- 
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 
or as evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net 
gain accrues to the U. S.

c. The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 
appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise.

2. Locating information to pass
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should 
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for infox-mation in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except: . .
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations.

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent.
o. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on suoh material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 
to the national defense. ■ '

e. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material' obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.

I. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers x

a. All informants should be designated by a* permanent symbol number of 
which the Bureau must be advised. Once a symbol number.is assigned, 

[ . it must not be subsequently reassigned[to any other security, racial,
[ or criminal informant or source or confidential technique.]

■ b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are

- • producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations 
c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 

of such symbols.
d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his 

statements and in communications between the informant and the field 
office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per
manent symbol.

13
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CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEM^L SOURCES 107G - ISECTION 107.

d. All such material should be transmitted in the same manner as 
statements furnished by informant.

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ...
1, Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition ' ;

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 
or as evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net 
gain accrues to the U. S. ’

c. The information which is passed should be carefully handled and . ,
appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise. ;

2. Locating information to pass . ■ • ;
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should ■ !

. locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can • i
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of ;
Government agencies. . I

3. Obtaining Bureau authority J
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except: -•
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles 
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not' include highly :
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended fol* release to the ;
publi c.) i

4. Retention of copies of passed material . ■
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents i

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double i
agent operations. ;

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent. !
o. Bureau Agents.should not place identifying data on such material but i

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related '"’ I

: : ‘ to the national defense. • . - ■ . ’ . ■ . . ’ i
e. It is not necessary to retain copies of build-up material obviously 1

not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.

I. SYMBOLS 
- . 1. ' Assigning numbers -■ . ■ • ■ • '

a. All informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number of 
which the Bureau must ‘be advi-sed. Oncea symbol number is assigned, . -

[ it must not subsequently be reassigned to another[individual.] ■
b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity ' ;

must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are j
producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations. :

c. Individuals to whom permanent.symbols assigned are not to be advised ;
of such symbols. - <

d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his I
statements and in communications between the informant and the field ’
office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per
manent symbol. :
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d. All such materiSr should be transmitted in the s^ne manner as 
. statements furnished by informant.

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
' channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 

on form FD—306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ’
1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals 
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 
or as evidence of espionage activity.

. b« Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net 
gain accrues to the U. S.

c.- The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 
_ appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 

• agent to avoid his compromise. '
‘ 2. Locating information to pass ’ ■ •

..... Wherever possible the field office.handling the double agent should
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority ’ '
Bureau authority must be obtained bo pass any information in a double 
agent operation except:

. a... Newspaper articles . • .. .. . . . . • _ ... .
. ■ b. Magazine articles ' . : - - . -

, c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 
for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 

. technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the

. public.) ■
4. Retention of copies of passed material

a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 
’ . or material related to the national defense which is passed in double

agent operations.
' b. Such’material should be appropriately identified by the double agent, 

c. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
. should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage

of such material.
d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 

. passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related
to the national defense-. .

e« It is not necessary to retain copies of build—up material obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.

I. SYMBOLS ’ ■
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should bo designated by a permanent symbol number of
[ . which the Bureau must be advised. [Once a symbol number is assigned, '
[ it must not subsequently be reassigned to another informant.] ,

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 

■ ‘ producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations
c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 

’ of such symbols.
[ d. ’ An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his

. • statements and in communications between the informant and the field
office. ’

[ e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per
. manent symbol.
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] J“^rO7G - I

' f f! 'd. All such mater 1 should be transmitted in the^.me manner as 
statements furnished by informant. •

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a . 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD—306. See section 107M for filing instructions.
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PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS *
1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

■ ’a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals
■ is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 

or as evidence of espionage activity.
b« Each ca-se must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a- net 

gain accrues to the U. S.
c. The information which.is passed should be carefully handled and 

appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise,

2. ■ Locating information to pass ■
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should ' ■ ■
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, .the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority ‘ .
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except:

. a. Newspaper articles . . .
. b.. Magazine articles . ■

■ c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc,, prepared by'a private company or corporation 
for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 

■ technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material ‘
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

■ or material related, to the national defense which is passed in double 
’ agent operations.

■ b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent, 
o. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but

’ should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed "which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 
to the national defense.

e« It is not necessary to retain copies of build-up material obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 

’ concern having custody.]

I. SYMBOLS . ■
[ 1. [Assigning numbers] . •'
- ' a. All informants should be designated by'a permanent symbol number of

which the Bureau must be advised.
" b.. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity

. must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol- numbers if they are
producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. An additional cover name or number should be used by informant in 
' .signing his statements and in communications between the informant

and the field office. •
e. ■ Bureau should be advised of this cover name or number in addition to 

the permanent symbol. -
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1071 - X. SECTION 10'4^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF^|TIAL SOURCES ’

' 2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
. symbol number. . .

b. In all communioations after the initial letter. Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed. . . . /

d. Informants and sources entering another division
• (1) Active informants and sources entering another division on

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons ’ 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office 
by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same

- in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent
letters between interested offices may then identify individual’ 
by symbol number only. . .

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately

■ discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled,
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence. ■

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still, be protected.

e. In communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, 
symbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
e.g., "NY 000-S."

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the 
name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" 
shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

‘ g. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the 
■ abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. " ’

h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, 
the designation should be as follows: "LA 000—PSI." ’

i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 
■ symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S."

j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 
’ communication should show in addition a character and the country
- designation (i.e., IS — R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.).
■ ■ This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. - '

J. INDEXING ' ’ ’ '■ ’ " ■ : C- • .
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

[ assigned to them for informants* use in submitting their statements,
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should show the file number of the informant and 
’ such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not

appear. . ■ • . ’ . . . ■ ■ ■ • • .

X. INDICES - ■ ' . ... .. ■
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index - -
. a. Alphabetical name index • ’ ■ ’ ’ 1 •

■ ■ ’ (1) In all offices all active potential security and security • ■
informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as' the alphabetical

' . ~~ name index. .
(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 

for security confidential sources. These cards should show . 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters. ■

NUMSZE-Uocld:!’ 1405
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1071 K SECTION SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COL. ^ENTIAL SOURCES
I

• •

2. Communications — use of symbols I
a; After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent z i

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number. 1

b. In all Communications after the initial letter. Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed.

d. Informants and sources entering another division
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on

, temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons i
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office j
by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other ‘ i 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving !
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same (
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent !
letters between interested offices may then identify individual ;
by symbol number only. . • I

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing i 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately :
discontinued, thei.r symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, ?
and their true name should be used in all administrative ;
correspondence. i

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains |
active, his identity must still be protected. ■

e. In communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, ;
symbol, and letter suffix "S” shall be shown to identify the informant; i
e.g.,- "NY 000—8." 1

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the j
name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" |
shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI." !

g. Similarly, in communica'tions relative to confidential sources, the ’
■ - abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe,- CS. " |

h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, i
the designation should be as follows: "LA 000—PSI." ■ s

i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent i
symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S." !

j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the :
communication should show in addition a character and the country •
designation (i.e., IS — R for Russia or'IS — PO for Poland, etc.). f
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. .. ■ _ |

J. .’INDEXING . ’ /. ’ : ’ .. ' y.
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name ‘

assigned to them for informants* use in submitting their statements, ■ :
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in j
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should show the file number of the informant and •
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 
appear. . ........ . ■./ - ..... .. .. ...

x. indices ' 1. . r. ; ... ’ •_ .......

1, Alphabetical name index and symbol -number• index
a. Alphabetical name index ’ ' ' . 5

(1) In all offices all active, potential security and security -■ |
informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security j
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin- ■ i
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical j

_ name index.
(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards E

for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security •
matters.

14
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1071 - X SECTION 107; £ ^^ITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT! ^SOURCES _ _

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use \
symbol number. /

b. In all communications after the initial letter, Bureau and field 
_ office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
- ' followed.

d. Informants and sources entering another division ■
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on

. temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons
■ should be referred to in initial letter to interested office :

• by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 

. ' such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same
■in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual 

. by symbol number only, -
(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 

information and do not plan to return should be immediately
‘ discontinued, thei.r symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, ■ 

and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence. -

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
' • active, his identity must still be protected.

• e. In communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, 
symbol, and letter suffix "S” shall be shown to identify the informant; 1
e.g., "NY 000-S." .

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the 
name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" .
shall be used; e.g,, "John Doe, PSI."

. g. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the
■ abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. " 
h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, \

. . the designation should be as follows; "LA 000—PSI." 7
i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent

• symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S." ’
j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 

communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e,, IS — R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.J.
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. . .

J. INDEXING .
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

’ assigned to them for informants’ use in submitting their statements,
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in .
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should show the file numbei' of the informant and
- ' such terms’ as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not

appear. * •

K. INDICES ' -
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number’index

a. Alphabetical name index •
. (1) In all offices all active potential security and security . „

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security
• supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin—

istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical ■
’ . name index. ’

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or’ a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters. ’

: 14
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lO7I - K -SECTION 107. SEggRITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES]

I • '* O
I [2. Communications - use of symbols]

a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 
communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter. Bureau and.field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed.

[d. Informants and sources entering another division]
(1) A.ctive informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office 
by true name,and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same

'- ■ in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent
. letters between interested offices may then identify individual

■ ■ ■ by symbol number only. . .
(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have, been furnishing 

information and do not'plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence.

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.-

. . e. In -communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office,/ 
symbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
e.g., "NY 000-S."

■f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the 
. name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" 

shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."
g. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the 

abbreviation "CS” should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."
h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, 

the designation should be as follows: “DA OOO-PSI."
i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 

symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000-S."
[j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 

' ~ communication should show in addition a character and the country
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau.]

J. INDEXING
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

or number assigned to them for informants’ use in submitting their 
statements, but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be in
dexed in the general office indices in the same manner as any other 
name. • - •

2. These index cards should[show]the file number of the informant and 
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall, not 
appear. 

. f

X. INDICES •
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

a. Alphabetical name index .
(1) In all offices all active potential security and security 

informant cards are to be kept by the SA_C, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent v/ith maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index.

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security

. matters.

i W8262 Qocldi32Mp®9' pagMpffl- -
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, SECTION 107. SECURITY CONFIDENTIAL

b. Symbol number
(1) The same official as set out in la (1) above is to maintain

‘ ' the symbol number index. This index shall contain a card 
for each individual to whom a symbol number has been assigned.’ 

(2) File cards numerically and any sjonbols which consist of • 
fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically behind the • 

■ numerical symbol index.
c. The above indices (alphabetical name index and symbol number index) 

shall not be available for review by Agents seeking informant help 
in connection with their cases.

d. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by the official having 
custody of the cards. These indices should be used as a guide only;

. informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of his 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for the use of Agents on inform

ants and sources in other divisions who may be available for assist
ance .

b. If such index is maintained, a separate index card is to be prepared 
on each informant and source that has been furnished. •

c« These cards should contain brief background data, together with the 
. ' identity of the Bureau communication which contains the complete back— 

. ground data. .
d. File these cards alphabetically by name and symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
■ matter. - ’

Agents' informative index ■ .
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by the same official

’ aS set out in la (1) above for the use of Agents on the type of 
informant coverage in the division. _

b. File these cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically 
’ by states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc. ,

o. Behind each geographical location there should be a guide card in
dicating the type of information which can be furnished, such as 
Communist Party, Civil Rights Congress, Polish Activity, etc.

d. On this guide card set forth the symbol numbers of the informants 
and ■ confidential sources -who can provide this coverage.

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should

■ • be set forth by name. • • ■
f. When an individual can provide more than one type of information, 

’ his symbol or identity (if a potential informant, confidential.
••_ source, panel source, or source of information without a perma— 

nent symbol) should be set forth on as many guide cards as he may
.. provide types of information. .

g,’ These guide cards should[show]the above data and it is permissible 
to place alongside the name or symbol number, as the case may be, 
the’ names of the contacting Agents to whom a request may be made

. for a specific check with the individual. • , . .
h, Also, there may be set forth on these guide cards symbol numbers 

of informants who move outside a division and who still may be 
excellent sources regarding past activities. They should be

’ declassified from informants to confidential sources or sources
■ of information. If any such individual has moved from a division 

and is being utilized by the division to which he has moved and 
has received a symbol number from the latter division, such desig
nation should be indicated on the guide card. ’

i. The names or symbol numbers, as the case-may be, of individuals .
contained in the index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other
Divisions" who can be of assistance to your office may bo set 
forth on the appropriate guide cards in ttyis index.



K107K-M 'SECTION 107. ^URITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDEN^L SOURCES]
■■ W

![ 4. [Currency and security]
I All indices shall be maintained in a current status at all times in
J a manner which provides tight security of the information and yet makes

it easily available to Agents having a need thereof.

L. INDEX CARDS
1. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) for the alphabetical name index shall be 

prepared as follows:

Name: Symbol No:
(informant, potential • •
informant, or confidential ’
source) File No:

Residence: " ■ ■■ ::
Telephone Number: • . . - ’ ' .

- .. - ' -Business: ' ‘ "■
- ■_ /_ . - _ ■ • - Telephone Number: - ... ’ .; ; ■ .

Type of Information:' ' - • - • ■.

Contacting Agent: -
Alternate Agent: ' : .'

2. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) for the symbol number index shall be pre
pared as follows:

‘ ~ ~ . Symbol: - ’ File No: ■ ■ ■ '"
(informant, potential . -
informant, or confidential ' . <
source) • ■ • • ' . .

Name: ■:

3. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is[shown]in the informant*s administrative file.

M. INFORMANT FILES ' ’ - •. “
[ 1. [ Opening] .

a. When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as an informant or confidential source and he is not 
the subject of a security-type file, a 134 classification file should 
be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts to develop 
the subject are discontinued.

b. If an individual is the subject of a security case and after being in
terviewed with Bureau authority he indicates he is cooperative and has 
potentiality as an informant, a 134 file should be opened and maintained 
in a pending status while under development as a potential informant.

[ [In espionage and foreign nationality matters the existing file may
[ be used rather than opening a new 134 file if this is practical and
[ will reduce paper work.]

c. Individual files on all active informants should be maintained and 
carried as p'ending active files. ' .

[ 2. [Monthly administrative report] • ■
Files on potential informants and informants shall be included in the 
tabulations and calculations of delinquencies in the monthly adminis
trative report.-

[ 3; [Assignment and tickler cards]
a. Assignment and tickler cards should be maintained.
b. The true name of informant is not to appear on the assignment and 

tickler cards.

15
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SECTION 107. ^URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE!^ -AL SOURCES 107M

4. Subfiles ■
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant- or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form KD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but Gare must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon. ■ ' . ‘

. 5. Channelization ' ’
Excerpts ’ from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks." •

[ ’ 6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda,

[ ’ see Manual of Rules and Regulations. ■
7. Dissemination of information .

Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or-sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— -- 
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information. ■ .

8. Correspondence '
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. ■

9. Maintenance of files’ . ’
a. All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

look and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K. -

b.’ Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
■" ’ files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's

- identity on the statements. ■ ' ■ :
'■ ■ ’ o. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 

’ that all information furnished by a particular informant will be
■ immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d.' In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished

• competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by
simply referring to the file of the .informant and without the necessity 

. ’ of conducting extensive research. ■
10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re . ■
\ From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic— 

ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.
' As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 

the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu— ' 
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary ’ 
in the appropriate informant's ‘.'lie. .

11. Form FD—238 .
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 

’ the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

17 
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SECTION. 107 ' 'SECURITY BI FORMANTS AUD COWFID < )lAI. SOURCED 107M
- -

4, Subfiles
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

' or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and redue'ed to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a. channelising memorandum containing all • applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure . 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in ■ 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be . 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of following submission of reports 
in security cases ’
For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda 
in security cases following submission of reports, see[Manual of Rules 
and Regulations.] - •

7. Dissemination of information . ‘
Information submitted- by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 

’ of the information.
8. Correspondence •

Correspondence submitted - security informant and potential security 
informant matters should '■ strictly limited to the administrative ■ 
handling of the informant -ad should not contain infor : cion more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case . .ption.

9. - Maintenance of files
a. All pending files on security informants shall be"maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
■ supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 

. subsection K. •
b. Subfiles containing written statements may-be maintained in the open 

files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements. .

o. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to ■•".sure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will t, 
immediately available u-on the request of the Bureau. '

d. In addition, these . os should be maintained in such a fashion thr-t 
the identities of th, cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the.Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research. . .. ■ .

10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic— 

■ ular informant foi' testifying when he becomes available as a witness.
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in ■ 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases," summarize - 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file.

11. Form FD—238 ,
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to he used in 
the nature of a table of contents or .as an index to show where in the. 
file particular data can be found. This form is to 'a kept as the top
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SECTION 107. jteCURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE. Jfc/LL SOURCES 107M

4. Subfiles '
a. A. subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally

■ written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing
. by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form

' , . ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 

. such statement.
b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 

filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
. of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 

■ investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form
. .FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in

lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each cy 
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization sb.. Ad be 
noted on original FD-306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

[ [6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of following submission of reports
[ in security, cases
[. For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda
[ ■ . - in security cases following submission of reports, see volume III,
.[.■ section'87D, item 7g,.of this manual.] ' ’

7. Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 

' . of the information.
8. Correspondence

Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
. ’ informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 

handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9. Maintenance of files
a. All 'pending files on security informants shall be maintained under

. lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K.

. b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements. ■

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
. that all information furnished by a particular informant will be

.. immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.
d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 

the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished ,
■ ‘ competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by

• simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity
of conducting extensive research.

10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in . 

■ the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 

'in the appropriate informant's file.
11. Form FD-238 ’ .

Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table .of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

17
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[ ’ SECTION 107. ITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDED SOURCES]

4

107M

[Subfiles] -
a, A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral,[except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution.] The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing

. by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of
such statement. ■

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants

items 
each

5

filing, but care must be en to prevent obliteration of
• of statements or notations thereon.

[Channelization]
• Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in

for 
any

secure
portion

the
investigative case report when information of value is submitted.

regular 
Form

[

[

: , ' FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information, to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of .the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

6. [Dissemination of information]
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential

' sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and
’ interested offices and'other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— 

■ priate means of communication under captions['showing]the subject matter 
of the information. ■ .

7., [Correspondence] ’

8

Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop— 
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

[Maintenance of files]
a.

b

o.

d

[' 9 [Use

All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 
look and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K« '
Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files’ section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements. -
All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.
In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by ‘ 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research. ' 
of informant by Department — filing correspondence re] .

10.

From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.
As a result, there will be correspondencefshowinglthis situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the .informant’s file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file.

[Form FD—238]
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security
informant and potential security informant files, 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index 
file particular data can be found. This form is

It is to be used in 
to show where in the 
to be kept as the top

' ■

1
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10711 - N SECTION ^7. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ' .

document in t^^pertinent informant file and to be serialized.
If a particular section of this form is not ap^icable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be ( 
noted at that time. •

[ [12. ] Bulky material submitted by informant •
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a. statement - 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed

■ form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. ■ .■ . .

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED .
1. No gifts to informants . ■ " ■

..a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. -

• b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
. a businesslike basis. ■ . - '

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
■ slip items. ■_ • .

. d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of .companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. ■ ...

2. SAC authority to pay informants , •
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to

• . expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons • 
’ under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 

expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information,
■ SAC may. approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 

than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.
. This applies only to individuals who have never been, regularly paid

for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. Tn ? ther words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorizat’ • , regardless

• of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be u.i .ized,
. b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 

correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

O. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass

■ _ intelligently such blue slips for payment. . ■
d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 

to an individual who has received payments totaling $200. ' .
3. Payments on continuing basis ~ Bureau authority -

a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza— 
■ ■ tion. . - .

• b. In requesting this authorization, .a justification must be set forth 
containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.

—" —{in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings •’
. • where applicable.) ...................... _..................

' ‘ - (1) Recommendation ■ • ■ ' T- •' ; - 7 ■ ■ ”,
• - — ‘ - (Use following wording as nearly as possible: . •

’ ’ ‘ . . . . "I recommend that authority be granted to ?.-■ ■ - : ' - . "
’ continue (increase, decrease) payments to the ’ .

. above informant up to $___ (amount) per_____(month, week)
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, weei .

‘ for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months,
— effective ____(date).") .

. 18
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107M - N SECTION 10,SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIj^TIAL SOURCES

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this fox-m is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

[ [12. ] Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific invest! "ative matter, bulky material may • 
be filed in the investigative case file, together v.'ith a copy of executed 
form ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306, In such a case, the original form FD—305 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is ■ 
located should be noted thereon.

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis, • .

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. ■ •

d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. •

2. SAC authority to pay informants
’ a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and' expedient to 

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments Of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other woiAs, ’ 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a • 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization." .

c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
. must clearly an’ accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the

■ information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass -
intelligently such blue slips for payr--nt.

d.’ Prior Bureau authority must be obtain d to make any additional payment 
to an individual who has received payments totaling $200,

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority .
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. . ’
■ b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

containing the fallowing items and using the subheadings shown.
' (in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 

• where applicable.) -• ■ ’ . '
(1) Recommendation ’ ■

(Use following wording as nearly as possible:.
"I recommend that authority be granted to 
continue (increase, de’erease) payments to the 
above informant up to $___(amount) per_____(month, week, 
for services, plus up to $____(amount) per____ (month, -week) 
for expenses actually incurred fox' a period of ____months, 
effective ____(date).")_______________________________________ .

18
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107M - N- ■ SECTION 107. .SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID" ?,IAL SOURCES

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized.
■ If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be

. noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the. serial number can be 
. noted at that time. .

[ [12. ] Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 

■ .be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon.

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED .
. 1. No gifts to informants _ . - -

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be " 
. . •... :■ misconstrued. . . . . .. .

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis.

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items.

. d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 

_ ■ ■ and request assistance regar. 'ng payments of money, gifts, or products
of such companies to informants..............., ................  ... ..

2. SAC authority to pay informants ’ ’
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance, 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.

‘ _ This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 

' once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described ’in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization.”

. c. The blue slip reclaiming.any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
. to an individual who has received payments totaling $200.

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority .
’ a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. .
. b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be. set forth

s ' containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.
(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 
where applicable.)

■ (1) Recommendation .
(Use following wording as nearly as possible: ’ .

■ ■ . "I recommend that authority be granted to
' continue (increase, decrease) payments to the

above informant up to $___ (amount) per____(month, week)
. for services, plus up to $ (amount) pex*____(month, week)

for expenses actually incurred for a period of ___ months, 
effective ____(date).")-
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j[107M - N ' SECTION 107. [URITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTS, SOURCES]

[

[

[N

[

[

1^8262

♦
document in the pertinent informant file and is not to u- serialized. 

[If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number oan be
noted at that time.] . .

11. [Bulky material submitted by informant] ■ ■
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 

, and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD-306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 

.. or source and the file and serial number where the bulky, material is 
located should be noted thereon. . ... . ,

.PAYMENTS [TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED]
1. [No 

a.

b

c.

d

2. [SAC 
a.

b.

c.

d-.

gifts to informants]
Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. . • . ■■ ‘
Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis. - ’.
Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. ■ . - .
Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. . ' _ . . .. . •■

I authority to pay informants] ... ' ' . ■ . ’
In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 
expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance ’ 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized. 
Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization." .
The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slips for payment. •
Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to an individual who has received payments totaling $200.

3. [Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority]
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion.' .
• b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

containing the following items and using the subheadings[shown.]
. [(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings

. where applicable.)] ... •.
(1) Recommendation . •

' (Use following wording as nearly as possible: .
. , ’ "I recommend that- authority be granted to ‘

continue (increase, decrease) payments to the
• above informant up to $___ (amount) per_____(month, week) .

. for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, week)
. for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months,

. effective____(date).") .

7
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SECTION 10^ SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF^^NTIAL SOURCES 107N

[
[
[

(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

(3) Current membership [ and position held]in subversive organizations 
[(When justification is submitted for racial informants, sub
stitute the word "racial" for the word "subversive.")]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month 
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted

(Li st separate!y.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant.furnished coverage • 

and their importance

!10) Steps being taken to advance informant
11) Stability and reliability • ,

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other1 similar problems 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12 ) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship -with Bureau through any media.) .

il3) All necessary action taken on information furnished
14) Miscellaneous .

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)

c.

d. 

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.”) 
When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite 
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.
Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow’ form in 
subsection 3b.
Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single-page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.
In order fox1 this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit. . .
When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to'Assure himself that full value is 
being received. ■ -
Discontinuance of payments •
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued oi' adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.
Extraordinary expenses
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been givenj 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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SECTION 107. ^hURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDES s ;\l SOURCES 107N

(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

(3) Current membership[and position hcld]in subversive organizations 
[(When justification is submitted for racial informants, sub
stitute the word "racial” for the word "subversive.")]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, ' 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

!S) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity -
7) Number of v.'ritten and oral statements submitted

(List separately.)
(8} Information furnished of unusual value ■
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance ' ■ ’
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant • ' .
(11) Stability and reliability .

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or o ‘.her similar problems 
presented by informant, and steps being t.-‘ ■ to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of e .arrassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure ■ '
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media, )

!13) All necessary action taken on information furnished
14) Miscellaneous ■

(Any other matters concerning informant’s operation which should 
be brought to Bureau’s attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confit'- .al ■ 
■ source, panel source, or source of information for the 'nformant.")
C. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a ’ :.e ■ ”

period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks i- ce of the '
expiration of the period for which payment has been a *. ■•riced-as to 
whether the S' -vices of the informant are to be conr .-.d.

d. Every four me ths a letter of justification should i -• • ubmitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Fo2" • - form in 
subsection 3b, . ■

' e. Letter requesting authority to continue (increase, ' .rease) payments 
to an 2. ‘'ormant should be submitted in duplicate exc<; that the 
copy si.ruld consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the fi*>’d are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Apr jved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not apu cred, correspondence will be pr--pared 
and transmitted to the ficid.

f. In ord -r for this system to function properly, payment 1; . rrs must ’’ 
be explicit. . ' •

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the peroonpl responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is 
being received. ’ • . ■ .

h. Discontinuance of payments ' ■ • _
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the ’ 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should -be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses _
In oonnec’^n with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor— • 
dinary ex: -.ases are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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SECTION 2 } SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CON.r ^NTIAL SOURCES 107N

[ 
[ 
[

(2) Residence and employment (if no chang^Wince last justification 

letter, merely state "no change.")
(3) Current membership[and position held]in subversive organizations 

[(When justification is submitted for racial informants, sub
stitute the word "racial" for the word "subversive.")]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.) •

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and othei- activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted

(hist separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value ■
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance

!10) Steps being taken to advance informant
11) Stability and reliability

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems- 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media.)

513) All necessary action taken on information furnished
14) Miscellaneous

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

C. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in 
subsection 3b.

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first p'age of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
b e exp15 ci t.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to as sure himself that full value is 
being received-. .

h. Discontinuance of payments - •
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.
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' ‘ • SECTION" 107. ^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN SOURCES 107N ;

(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification
- letter, merely state "no change.") .

(3) Current membership in subversive organizations '
. . (4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during

pertinent period ■
(5) Amount paid for services and expenses'by month 

(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any,
• ever paid under SAC authority.)

!6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
7) Number of written and oral statements submitted 

(List separately.)
- (8) Information furnished of unusual value '

.(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 
and their importance . •

[-■ (10) [Steps being taken to advance informant]
- . (11) Stability and reliability .

' ’ ■ ’ (Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications '7;
of untrustworthiness or unreliability,- or other similar problems . • ...... •

■ ' •' presented by informant, and steps being taken to•prevent any such
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.) .

■ (12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoct; ' -.ste informant against making any disclosure of his

- --•rel-ati.- -hip with Bureau through any media.)- . ■’
. • . -■(■:) All ne ' .ary action taken on information furnished • ■

. ■ (1 ’) Misoell:. ,ous . . ‘ .. ’
• (Any other matters concerning informant’s operation which should •

. be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential
■ source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.")

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
- period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the ■

expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to ;
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to !
. the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in i
' ‘ subsection 3b. ’

e. . Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments ■
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the •
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When ;
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page ;
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the -
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field. i

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
- be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi— !
. bility of -each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is

- being received. •
h. Discontinuance of payments • ' - j

If at any time it appears the information being produced by the !
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, , !

‘ the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly ’ I
. and the Bureau promptly advised. ;

i. Extraordinary expenses
- ' In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor—

. dinary expenses are anticipated foi' which approval has not been given,
obtain specific Bureau authority.
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. (2) Residence’ and employment (if no change since last justification
' letter, merely state "no change.") •

S3) Current membership in subversive organizations
4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during

■ ■ pertinent period •' •
. - .. (5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month

. (initial justification letter■should set forth amount, if any,
‘ - ever paid under SAC authority,) .

- ■' ' * (6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
- (7) Number of written and oral statements submitted

. ’ ’ (List separately.) ■ ’

!8) Information furnished of unusual value ’
9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage

• ’ ' and their importance ’ " ' .

ilO) Informant's potential for advancement ’ ’’
11) Stability and reliability ■ - ■ ’ ■ ' •

' (Set forth personal weaknesses, .domestic difficulties, indications
. '• of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems

- ■- presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such
. . situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the

Bureau.) ■ '
. (12) Indoctrination against disclosure " ■ ’

l <• ’ ' (State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly
. • .... indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his

............. - . -relationship with Bureau through any media.)

!13) 'All necessary action taken on information furnished
14) Miscellaneous .

• . (Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should
' be brought to Bureau's attention) •

- (Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential
' - source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.")

c« When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
" period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 

■ ’ expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
' the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in

’■ ‘ ’ subsection 3b. ■
- ’ ’ e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments

[ to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the
• ’ copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When -

- ■ ‘ payments as requested by the field are approved, the single-page
'. ■ copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the

recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared ’
' and transmitted to the field. ■ ■
f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must

. ‘ ’ be explicit. '
■ g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi— 

bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is
’ being received. • ■ ■ ■ •

[ h. [Discontinuance of payments] ■ ’
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the

■ informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, ’
'. 'the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly
. ” ‘ and the Bureau promptly advised. ’ ■

[ . i. [Extraordinary expenses] ' • •
’ : ■ In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor— •' 

. ■ dinary’ expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given,
obtain specific Bureau authority. . "
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[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
t

Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every foui* months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation

■of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UA.CB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality oases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.
Receipts .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed, 
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files,

b. Receipts should clearly show: . •
!1 ) Date on which payment was made ■
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent

{4 1 Name of Agent making payment ■
5) Signature of person receiving the money "

c. Receipts arc not to be witnessed by another Agent. '
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections ■ 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, 'leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can ‘ 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show ’ 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary 'material 
contained in Bufiles. ’

Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return.

[b.] Bureau income should be set forth under item 5 on-page one" of the 
Federal income tax return, form 1040, and explained under part V,[3,] 
schedule B, of the return as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or similar

• general term applicable to informant's position and station in life.
[c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self

employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau. .... ■ • •

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of . 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office ' 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld. ]
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4. Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted.to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.

5. Receipts
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’S authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipt 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so.. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show;

11) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another A.gent.
d. If necessr/y to make corrections on the receipts, such correctic- 

must be initialed by the informant and hot by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—ha'f inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. " e staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or othe data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly shew 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their service.s to the Bureau 

should be -ivised that such compensation must be reported as’ income 
when filing an income tax return.

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, 
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income, but, sis ■ • 
Bureau does not consider their activity as-the carrying on of <. 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

o. The informant’s own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
consideration .as he may receive income from-otl. sources as an inde— 

.• pendent contractor which would require the deduo-ion of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon /et earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an inform receives less than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other self- . loyment income, this money in any event • 
is not subject to the ~ f— employment tax. If the infe-mant re
ceives $4800 or more fro:: outside employment subject : Social 
Security tax, again the self-employment tax requiremt- • \ do not 
apply.
Bureau income should be set forth under item[5]on p? --ae o

[ Federal income tax return,
[ schedule B,]of the return

personal services rendered 
general term applicable to
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form 1040, and explained r[part
as income received from 0::. ■ sources or 
through a private enterpris- or simil r 
informant's position and station in life.
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4.

5.

[ 
[ 
[

[ 
[
[ 
[

6.

Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority 
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b, 
Receipts ' . ■ .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. [If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed.] 
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:

!1 .) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment :
(s ) Signature of person receiving the money

c. [Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts,’such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.]
[e.] When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one-half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acoo fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Ca:-..- must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clear'- show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary . :erial 
contained in Bufiles.

Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. . - • ■

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the 
Bureau does not consider their activi ty as the carrying on of a trade 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informants own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
consideration as he may receive inoome from other sources as an inde
pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such ' 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an informant receives less than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other self-employment income, this money in any event • 
is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re
ceives $4800 or more from outside employment subject to Social 
Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do not 
apply.

e. ■ Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the 
Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained 
under schedule H(3) on page three of the return as income received 
from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 
enterprise or similar general term applicable to informant’s position 
and station in life.
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4. Four-month evalua^n of informants not paid on BuWPau authority
■ If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi

cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the ' 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation

[ of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forthfUACB.]
In espionage and foreign nationality oases comment is necessary regarding 

’ only those applicable items in subsection 3b.
. 5.- Receipts ' .

When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so.

’ a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 

■ during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other
• documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show;
' ”1) Date on which payment was made

2) Period for ’which made when informant is paid 'on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
4) Name of Agent making payment
5) Signature of person receiving the money

c. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 
Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 

■ margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener pupoh. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not bp mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip.. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 

. payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6.. Income tax returns •
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return.

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the 
Bureau does not consider their activi ty as the carrying on of a trade 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informant's own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
- consideration as he may receive income from other sources as an inde

pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an informant receives les-s than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other self-employment income, this money in any event 
is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re
ceives $4800 or more from outside employment subject to Social

■ Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do not 
apply.

e. Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the 
• Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained 

under schedule R(3) on page three of the return as income received 
from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 

' ' enterprise or similar general “term applicable to informant’s position
and station in life. ■ .
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[Four-month evalu^^oh /f informants not paid on B^^ea Authority]

If the informant is not being paid on 'Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the X

[107N

t '4.

[
[

5.

6.

date of designation containing the same information set out above in 7'
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth. '

[In espionage and foreign nationality oases comment is necessary regarding
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.] - _
Receipts .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. ..
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient .
. so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence

during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files. . . . • '

b. Receipts should clearly show: . ... . • . ' . ,
!1 ) Date on which payment was made . . " ■
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent .

!4 j Name of Agent making payment . ■
5) Signature of person receiving .the money ‘

c . . When transmitting receipts and-itemized statements of expenses to the
. Bureau, they should be.stapled directly to the .blue slip, leaving a ‘

margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to ■
. avoid contact with the Acco fastener p-unch. The staples should be ■

placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material

. contained in Bufiles. . ■ .. ■■
Income tax returns • - )
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau ’

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. .

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the •
Bureau does not consider their activity as the carrying on of a trade 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a. schedule 4 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informant's own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
consideration as he may receive income from other sources as ah inde— >
pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 ■
or more. If an informant receives less than $400 from the Bureau

. and has no other self—employment income, this money in any event 
is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re— 
ceives[$4800]or more from outside employment subject to Social 
Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do. not 
apply. .

e. Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the .
, .Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained

: under schedule H(3) on page three of the return as income received 
■ from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 

enterprise or similar general term applicable to informant's position '
and station in life. . ■
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f.

[ 
[ 
[ 
I 
r 
[

g.

[h.

• 6
If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800,
If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.
When an informant or former informant is initially considered as a 
potential witness in a Bureau case, determine whether he paid 
Federal and state taxes on the income he received from the Bureau 
for his services. If such taxes have not been paid, obtain all 
pertinent details and promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation.]

7, Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau musv 
furnish the Department a set of Photostats of the original receipt - 
signed by the prospective witnesses.• The original receipts and a t 
of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose 
territory the trial will take place. The office handling prosecution 
must determine from the Government attorney which individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:

1V The correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, ‘he names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may hr.-, "ade payments 
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as . he amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable menses. 
Although tabulations are not furnished to • '‘-"partment, those 
prepared by your office will be reconcile- j uh Bureau records.

(6 ) A listing of any advances, refunds, and c-‘ ..tanding balances of 
advances

7) The date of last contact by your office
8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b« . Each individual and each item of information must be a - .ounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, i. Bureau‘must 
be so advisedo

Co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabula -ion of pay~ 
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (p■ need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the inds dual was 
used.

do The above information should be submitted separate and . -t from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory inform; '.’on, air' ..ould be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Divisic'.. Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designate:- for the interested offices.

8«. Receipt of unemployment compensa-1-: on '
a. At times security informants -nd/or sburces temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to -trikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result ”.ey become eligi de for unemployment 
compensation. Where unempl- . ent regulations require listing of 
sources of income as a pren i site for obtaining :: employment 
compensation and security int .-“.ants and/or source., who at the ti.r.e 
are being paid by the Bureau . services renders ’ • ail to comply, 
the situation is potentially ■-..pbarras sing. The D- ’ au cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation o’’ -.h ’ st '"e law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field offi’; -.-.Is determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect f unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements. informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.

21
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he' will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800, ■

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature, of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Departments set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set
[ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whoso
[ territory the trial will take place.] The office handling prosecution
[ must determine from the[Government] attorney which individuals are

to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:

1) The.correct, full name
21 All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers .
3) The first date of contact by your office 

i 4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 
SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments

(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli
cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.

[ [Although tabulations are not furnished to the' Department, those
[ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

(7) The date of last contact by your office .
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for. .
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advisedo ■ •

Co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 

- only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was
used, ■

do The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ’ 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 

■ Unit, Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices, 

8, Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment

" compensation, Where unemployment regulations require listing of all
' source.': of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

compensation .and security informants and/or sources who'.-.t the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly,

b. Whenever a paid informant and/or- source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each

■ office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant's 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh serioiisly the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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■ f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com- ' 

• pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800, .

_ g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 

- ' use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection wibh the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Departments set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set
[ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose
[ territory the trial will take plac.e.] The office-handling prosecution
[ . must determine from the[Government] attorney which individuals are

■ -- to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information: . '
I1T The correct, full name
2| All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all

. . SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
‘ ;; (5). A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli-

■ cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
( • [Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those
[ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
- advances

(7) The date of last contact by your office
- [8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted-for.
- If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must

be so advisedo
Co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay

ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
. only from the date of the last trial from -which the individual was 

used. •
d<> The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 

correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 

- Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation ■
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

‘ with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar
' circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment

compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all
• . sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

compensation .and security informants and/or sources who at the time
' are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply,

- the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 

■ from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on

. local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly,
b« Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 

knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s ’ 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible ’ 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Sooial Security tax, the amount on which

’ he will have to report for Sooial Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800.

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau. '

. 7, Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
, a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who

' were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Departments set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set

_ [ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose
[ territory the trial will take place.] The office handling prosecution

must determine from the [Go vernment ] attorney which individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow

’ ing information: .

i
ll The correct, full name
2 J All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of .'rntact by your office
4) If first contact v. . prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

1.? .V SAs , SACs-,• and_ASAGs . who . contacted and may have made payments/ ..
. (5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli—

, ' ’ ' ’ cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
[ [Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those
[ ’ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

. (6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of
' advances

(7) The date of last contact by your office
, • ■ [8] Whether the in<: "idual has been contacted by any other office
; ' b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.

If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised.

c. Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay~ 
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was 
used.

d. The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation . •
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment 
compensation .and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau oannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state lav: on

■ .the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on ’ 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
' knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and

submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant's 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment

• compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than[$4800,] 
all of vfhich is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which • 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and[$4800.J

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 

- ’ use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must 
furnish the Department tabulations of payments made to such prospective 
witnesses. The office handling prosecution must determine from the 
departmental attorneys what individuals are to be used as witnesses.

' Thereafter the office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate
. ’ offices to furnish to the Bureau the following information:

■ • (1) The correct, full name
■ (2). All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers

(3) The first date of contact by youi- office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses
. (6) ’A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of

. _ -• ’ -advances - - ‘ ■
(7) The date of last contact by your office ‘
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office

• b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for. 
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised. ’

• c« Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay— 
• ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 

only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was
- used.

d. The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be

• addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher
’ Unit.- Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the
’ Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
■ a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

' compensation and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be

■ placed in the position of condoning a Violation of the state law on '
• the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 

' from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly. 

b« Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and

■ submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office-must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to

t •
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. b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 

■ submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible? 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive

‘ or;.- nization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect
’ hi- to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 

tc informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

9. Handling money and property received by double agents .
a, Double agents must turn over to the Bureaix any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent
. . intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 

agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved ' y the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau. .

■ b, Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double-agent should
'execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series, of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be. 
signed by the double agent's code name. .

0, Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ■ ‘

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents - 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as - 
follows: ■ .

• 1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential
■ sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for ■ .

. - services or expenses. If the confidential source has no symbol -
' number, list his name. ■ ’

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants not paid 
under Bureau authority.

3. . Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the -informant 
covei-age of the office', together with inf-- '.ation concerning what actions 

■ are being taken to improve the security ir’ormant coverage. .
4. As a separate section of the semiannual leL~er, list under "Headquarters

. . City” and each resident agency all subversive organizations’broken down 
' into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and-

chapters. . . . • • .

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions- of security informants affording coverage, should' 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or international 
information.
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.- .

9. Handling money and property received by double agents ’
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property.

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau. •

b, Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received -by type of currency,, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent’s code name.

■ c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
.evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. . '

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property.from double agents
should make independent records for retention fol' purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER .
A. semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows: .
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential

[ sources being paid under[Bureau authority (not SAC authority)]for
[ services or expenses. If[the]confidential source has no symbol

number, list his name. ’ .
[ 2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants[not paid
[ under Bureau authority.]

3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 
coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquart 
• City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down.

into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters. .

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit. ■ • • • ’ ■ ’ ■'

. • f "

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area-wide, national, or international 
information.
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protect his security. Fellow members of the p^^inent subversive 

organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

9, Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the

• Bureau.
b, Any money or property received by a double- agent from his principal 

•represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be

[ signed by the double age.-t's code'name.
c. Money or property recei* from double agents should be retained as 

evidence in accordance -h section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office "as 
follows:
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol number, list his name.

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.
3, Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

cov'erage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into eaoh division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters.

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants vrho furnish area—wide, national, or international 
information.
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits. .

[9. Handling money and property received by double agents

[ 
£

t -
I

Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 
received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau. . - .
Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent’s code name or number.
Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. . '
Bureau Agents receiving • such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.]

j 0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER ■ . ‘ '
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as

' follows: ' . - . ■
1. List.the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol number, list his name. •

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.
3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and ■

. chapters. .

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, oi' international 
information. •
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5. Listed below are of’ the Bureau offices and tMWatcs semiannual
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants. ' ’

Off ice Dates -

J

[ -

(

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham .
Boston 
Buff alo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 

• • Denver 
Detroit ‘
El Paso 
Honolulu 
Houston ■
Indianapolis 

[Jackson 
Jacks onville 

■Kansas City 
Knoxville .
Las Vegas 
Little Rock ■
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami . 
Milwaukee

. Minneapolis 
Mobile 
N ewark’

. New Haven 
-. New Orleans 

- New York 
Norfolk .

■ Oklahoma City .
• Omaha 

Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland -
Richmond .

’ St. Louis ’
Salt Lake City

■ San Antonio
• Sari Diego •’

San Francisco 
San Juan ’
Savannah '
Seattle ’
Springfield 
Tampa . .
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
ii i>

■ ‘ it it
it « .

January 31 and July 31 ■
n '

ii it *
February 15 and August 15 

« « . '
. « ii .

February 28 and August 31 
i> ii
« it ’
n tt

March 15 and September 15 
« - »

- » « . ■
« it
If ' H ] ;
tt „ 11 ’

March 31 and September 30 
« ■ .

’ n ■ «
« tt

, ft «
■ April 15 and October 15

n ii .
n ‘

. ft n .
April 30 and October 31 

« »■
n , n -
n . ii *

‘ May 15 and November 15 , . . '.
■ : ft . ” .

. . - tt. « . .
„ * »

. ft ft
May 31 and November 30 

n ft .
tt ‘ n

. . ’ ft ft .
< . . . n ■

- " ’ June 15 and December 15 ■

— n n * .
' n • •

• - . - * ft .
' ‘ June 30 and December 31 . ' '

ft ft .
’ n « • .

t tt •
n •. tt ,
tt tt .
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Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual 
letters' should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Dates .

■ Albany January 15 and July 15 ’
Albuquerque ’ " " ■
Anchorage ” n
Atlanta " ” -
Baltimore January -31 and July 31
Birmingham n “ ’ ’ .
Boston “ " ,
Buffalo n "
Butte February 15 and August 15
Charlotte . " it
Chicago ” . ”
Cincinnati “ "

' Cleveland February 28 and August 31
Dallas « ” '
Denver " “ ■
Detroit n “

. El’Paso ’ March 15 and September 15
Honolulu . n “
Houston ■ ” n
Indianapolis ' " n
Jacksonville tt ■ n ..
Kansas City March 31 and September 30 ’
Knoxville " " .
[Las Vegas " n] ■
Little Rock " H
Los Angeles " “
Louisville April 15 and October 15(. . Memphis ' " ’* ■
Miami “ " . . ' '
Milwaukee " n
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31

• Mobile ” 11
’Newark n ” -
New Haven " n

. . - - New Orleans ’ May 15 and November 15 ’ '
New York ’ ’ . ‘ . ” ■. . ■ .
Norfolk ’ ' . ", V ’ - ’ '
Oklahoma City 11 " ' .
Omaha n n ;
Philadelphia May 31 and November 30 ’
Phoenix *• ■ n
Pittsburgh " " ’
Portland ~ ,
Richmond • • . . - ■ ■ • ” ”, • • •• ■ ■
St. Louis • June 15 and December 15 .
Salt Lake City • ” " • ■ . ’

; ’ San Antonio ’ ’ • " n ' \ . . .
San Diego • " ’ . ■ . ’

•

■ ’ ‘ San Francis co ■ ' . « • ■ . ■ . . • - .•
San Juan ’ June 30 and’December 31 ’ ’
Savannah » " " . .

’ Seattle ■ n n
_ Springfield ’ " "

Tampa , . " " ■
Washington, D. C. " "
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5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual i
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission !
of semiannual letters on criminal informants. i

i
Office Dates ;

Albany January 15 and July 15 j
Albuquerque " " (
Anchorage " " ■

. Atlanta “ "
- , Baltimore January -31 and July 31

Birmingham ” ” . j
. Boston " n j

Buffalo ■ ” " . I
Butte ’ February 15 and August 15 ' i
Charlotte ". ■ - |
Chicago ......... . ". . . . * . ' ■ _ §

* Cincinnati ' ' u ■ ■ it - .... ...
Cleveland February 28 and August 31 ■
Dallas n “
Denver ” ’ ”
Detroit ” "
El'Paso March 15 and September 15

• Honolulu . V n ...
■ Hous.to n .r • » - . - *

Indianapolis ’ '* rt
Jacksonville • it n .
Kansas City March 31 and September 30
Knoxville " "

. [ [Las Vegas ” ”] -
Little Rock n " .

, Los Angeles it tt -
Louisville April 15 and October 15

’ Memphis ” n .
’ Miami " "

Milwaukee n "
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31

. Mobile ” ”
Newark n " '
Nev; Haven n n
New- Orleans May 15 and November 15
New York n "
Norfolk " "
Oklahoma City ’ n "
Omaha n ”
Philadelphia May .31 and November 30
Phoenix " ”
Pittsburgh “ ■ “
Portland ” . ” ■
Richmond " ."
St. Louis ■ June .15 and December 15
Salt Lake City n " •
San Antonio " ”
San Diego ’ ” " .

■ San Francisco ” " ,
. San Juan June 30 and December 31

• Savannah " “
Seattle ' " " ’I
Springfield ■ " "
Tampa . " "
Washington, D. C. " "

23
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• SECTION 107 ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE JAL SOURCES' 1070

5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual
letters should be submitted. This list is also 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants,.

applicable to the submission

Office Dates

J
; *
i ■ 1

)

)

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 

■Boston 
Buffalo 
.Butte

'' -■'Charlotte''-''- " '. 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El' Paso 
Honolulu

I.''Houston - \
' • Indianapolis

Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Knoxville 

[Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Mobile 
N ewark 
New Haven 
New Orleans 
New York 
Norfolk 
Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San'Juan ~
Savannah 
Seattle 
Springfield 
Tampa 
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
tt n
n n
ti tt

January -31 and July 31 
n n
u n
n »

. February 15 and August 15 

7' n.............. t>
• - tt \ n

February 28 and August 31 
« n
n «
n tt

March 15- and September 15 
rt tt

■" - ; ..
/. ; tt. ■ % - ...... .. tt *

‘ " tt ' ’ ' “ ff
March 31 and September 30 

w «
tt H ]
tt tt
n * n

April 15 and October 15 
tt a
n n
« n

April 30 and October 31 
tt tt
n n
n n

May 15 and November 15 
tt M
« tt
tt tt
tt tt

May 31 and November 30 
a ■ «
tt .H
tt tt
tt tt

June 15 and December 15 
ti «
n n
n n
tt it

June 30 and December 31 
n tt
n tt
tt n
« it
n »

4
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. Y -SECTION 107. S’”’URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT‘S SOURCES 1070

5. Listed below are all o'f the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual 
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission, 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

Albany January 15 and July 15
Albuquerque " *
Anchorage n ”
Atlanta " "
Baltimore January 31 and July 31

• Birmingham " "
Boston " ”
Buffalo ‘ ”
Butte February 15 and August 15

—- A '. ■ .....Charlotte • 7. ... " .........
Chicago ~ . ‘ ' ' ' '

’ ‘ ■ Cincinnati ■' . ' ... . • _ " < -
Cleveland February 28 and August 31
Dallas “ ”
Denver ” n
Detroit H ”
El Paso March 15 and September 15
Honolulu " "

■ Houston « *•

y

India'napolis : ” “ • r—- .-..................n._ ..... —
Jacksonville n ”
Kansas City March 31 and September 30
Knoxville . ” "
Little Rock ” . " ‘
Los Angeles n "
Louisville April 15 and October 15
Memphis • " ”
Miami ' n "
Milwaukee n "
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31
Mobile “ ”
Newark ” n
New Haven “ ”
Herz Orleans May 15 and November 15
New York " . “
Norfolk " "
Oklahoma City 11 " '
Omaha n n
.Philadelphia May 31 and November 30
Phoenix " ”
Pittsburgh ” n
Portland ” "
Richmond " "
St. Louis • June 15 and December 15
Salt Lake City ” "
San Antonio ” . ”
San Diego 11 "
San Francisco ” ‘ "
San Juan June .30 and December 31
Savannah ' ’’ "
Seattle " ” ’ ‘

[
Springfield ’ " " -

[Tampa J
Washington, D. C. " "

23
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-

, SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 1070

5.

Listed below are of the Bureau offices and the^^^tes semiannual

letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office . Dates

' Albany ' • January 15 and July 15
• Albuquerque ' " ”,

Anchorage ‘ n ■
’ Atlanta • ” ” ■ " ’

Baltimore January 31 and July 31
Birmingham " ” • .

. Boston " ‘ '
- ' ' Buffalo • . " "

Butte. February 15 and August 15
- ' Charlotte - "... " .

- Chicago . " "
Cincinnati - ' " "

. Cleveland February 28 and August 31
’ ’ ’ . Dallas - - ■ n " ‘

Denver ' . " ”
. . Detroit • ' ' • n "
'. El Paso ' March 15 and September 15 ’

’ Honolulu . ' ■ " ’. M '
■ .. . Houston ■ ' " ■ - • " • - . . :

. . Indianapolis ' ■ _ . - ’* ‘ .
Jacksonville ’ " ’ M '
Kansas City March 31 and September 30

.Knoxville . n ” ’ .
. Little Rock ‘ '

. Los Angeles ‘ " . n
Louisville . April 15 and October 15
Memphis ” " .

. • Miami n ■ ” • ■
. Milwaukee . . " "

Minneapolis ’ April 30 and October 31
Mobile . " ”
Newark . " "

.New. Haven ■ n n
’ New Orleans May 15 and November 15 ’ -

New York . " ' ”
Norfolk ”. " .
Oklahoma City . . " - “ ' . •

. Omaha ” . "
■ Philadelphia May 31 and November 30

. Phoenix " ” ’
‘ ■ Pittsburgh ’ " . "

’" Portland ‘ '
. Richmond ■ " " .

St.. Louis ' June 1'5 and December 15
. Salt Lake City • " " ■ •_

' San Antonio . " " ''
San Diego . . " ” ■

. : San Francisco . . . 11 " ■
. ■ San Juan , June 30 and December 31

Savannah .. . n - ” , ’ •
• Seattle . . ” . "

. Springfield . . ” ’ "
■ Washington, D. C. . ” " •

23 • 
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107P - a SECTION 107. ECURITY INFORMANTS /YD CONFIDE ./AL SOURCES

P, SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND .STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant. ■ ■ ■

•5.- Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant ere discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol c 'd. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical c . der by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol, number index> mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is 
discontinued and the reason-therefor.

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
.in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run nr the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to se> / :ty of Government employees cases; When all 
above action is compl. • . d, advise the Bureau.

.7 . A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the infox ..ant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against'the Bureau's 
best interests.' When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau foi- assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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107P - Cl SECTION io; ) SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF1. UTIAL SOURCES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY" OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AUD STATEMENTS
' 1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from ’

• situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. . Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising anothci- agency of 

the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant, ' '

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action. . '

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative. '

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS ‘
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card. •
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
■ security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was

once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index# mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note . 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and reflle it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index. .

. 3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the.alpha
betical index card. .

[ 4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is
discontinued and the reason therefor. •

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

• 6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart— 

. • ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it

• ’ is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform—
' ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such

substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
' ... trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda—

' tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted. ,
‘■8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con- 

■ . tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau foi- advice '
-7 and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's

• . best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether
• he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other

wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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107P - ft ' SECTION 107 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIl , TlAL SOURCES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations 
must bo kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the ' 
infor-mant. • , ■ .

5, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action. •

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath ■ 
• in the negative. ’ .

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS .
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
■ security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 

’ once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index^ mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 

. thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source-is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. ’

[ 4. Advise the Bureau[of the datejwhen a potential informant or informant is
• discontinued and the reason therefor. .
5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 

in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity‘of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant’s file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes

’ available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
' is evident the Department has indicated a. desire to consider the infc~ •

ant further when he becomes available, ’advise the Bureau in each sue' 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the s. ■’ 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This except--- . 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con— 
. trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda— 

" tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

- tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether

’ he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. Jf so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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107P - a SECTION 107. S • ITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT w 0URGES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS •
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
' form. .

3. , Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
’ facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations 

must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
. advised.as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom

mendation for proposed action,
6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 

in the negative.

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

X number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove hia name card from the 
symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 

. alphabetically in the name card section of the index. .
3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon

tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha— 
betical index card. ’

4. Advise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and the reason therefor.

5. , Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart— 

' meat’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes
available as a witness arc .contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau.in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 

' of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
. trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda

tions shall be made when it appears that such are 'warranted. ‘
8„ ■ When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether

. he lias plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicising his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather

" than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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[107P - & SECTION 1O7.^^ECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFID.^fAL SOURCES]

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY CATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AUD STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should he made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations -which cannot be avoided.
' 4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity;.however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.'

5« . Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed, action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
.in the negative.

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned 
to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued 
potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol 
number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from 
the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it *.
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha— i
betical index card.

4; Advise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and the reason therefor,

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court oi- before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III, of this manual.]
6. ' Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in -which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If.an informant insists on engaging in

24
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[107P - a 3CURITY INFORMANTS [AND CON FID ^TAL SOURCES]

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
f o rm,

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided. 
- 4.’ The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity;.however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned 
to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued 
potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol 
number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from 
the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is disco'n- 
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

4. - A-dvise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and the reason therefor,

■ 5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III, of this manual.]
6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating tc the Depart
ment’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in whioh it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect'that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in S below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to .the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests.. When an informant is discontinued, detei'mine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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[107P ~ a ■ SECTION 107. ^CURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] ••

~4 . . ft )
’ P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS ' - -

1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from
■ situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths.or forms.

2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 
advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 

• form. •
3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of

I the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent
; facts concerning the informant's activity;.however, such situations
i . must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the
| • informant.
[ 5, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be
j advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate reepm—
J mendation for proposed action.
; • 6, In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath
; - in the negative. . " ’ . . . '

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS ■
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ ' "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number'in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned
. to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued
• - potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol
[ ‘ number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove(his name card from
j the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note
' thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it
; - ' alphabetically in the name card section of the index.
i 3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon-
j tinned and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha—
J betical index card. • / ’
| . 4. A-dvise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued

• .and the reason therefor. ' "
• 5. Advise .the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify
■ in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of
! all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant
I has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III, of this manual.]
’ 6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of
i correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart—
I ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes
! available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it

is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con- 
• trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda

tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 

. best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. Ii so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making othei' arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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W
such activities, the Bureau will consider placing him in contact 
with a reliable publisher, but it must be made cleax’ to the infoi’m— 
ant that the Bureau will not sponsor or endorse any book or publi
cation which he elects to write.
All payments to discontinued security informants and'confidential 
sources must be made on a strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau author
ity before making any such payments. In requesting Bureau authority 
for payments of this type, submit complete details as to the infor
mation furnished by the discontinued informant or source in the past 
and what is to be expected of the informant or source in the future. 
Qnce an informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever he is no longer 
to be carried as a concealed source in reports or memoranda. His 
true name iA to be set forth, together with descriptive data.
Wien an office receives information concerning,or obtains information 
from, an ex—informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished 
to the office which originally handled the informant so that the file 
of the ex—informant will be as complete as possible.
When an informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliabil
ity, he should not be contacted in the future for information. If 
such an individual furnishes information it should be accepted, but in 
setting out the information in reports or communications use the 
individual’s true name, together with an appropriate description of his 
reliability.
Remove flash notice per section F,[6.]
Repeated use of the same discontinued informant as a witness at security 
trials and hearings should be avoided. Make, an all-out effort to develop 
witnesses who can furnish the same testimony as that expected of previously 
used witnesses. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that an informant—witness who has previously testified will be called 
upon for testimony at a subsequent trial or hearing and furnish your 
comments concerning possibility of supplanting the testimony of individual 
involved. Submit communication under appropriate case character.
Every effort should be made to prevent a discontinued informant from 
becoming involved in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant 
or the Government. Immediately after he testifies for the first time, a 
serious talk should be had with informant by the SAC in the presence of 
the Agent who handled the informant. This interview should be conducted 
in the field office and informant told that: 
a. He will no longer be operated by the Bureau 
b. Since he is a public figure, he will probably be contacted by 

representatives of the press, radio, and television for interviews and 
appearances

c. ’ He may be sought as a witness by congressional committees, by the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, and by state authorities

d. (Firmly stress.) In connection with such interviews and appearances, 
informant must continue to be factual and truthful and must not build 
up or embellish the statements, for if he does so he will wind up in 
serious trouble.

, Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible 
effectiveness.

25
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SUCTION It ^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONI . j^NTIAL SOURCES . 

Utilization '
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background ’
data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is 
required for potential security and potential racial informants, 

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in v/hich the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants.

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources 'who have ponding files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the.Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ■ ’ .
(1)- Background information, including date and place of birth, 
’• citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest • 

record, and service record, if any .
(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 

as a confide icial source, together v.’ith the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con- ‘ 
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau, In addition, a statement should be made 
that you trill be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters, 

f,-[One of the required copies of the letter requesting <--■ bority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist c ->f the first

. page of the letter.] If the request is approved at. i. : areau, a
stamped notation will be placed on the[single—page] co ^ndfit will 
be]returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such • 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background i nf orir.-.' on 
obtained.

Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stab- y and 
payments 
a. Every four months a letter of justificati'-- should be subml■ ■

the Bureau requesting continuation of pay: uts to security <^al
. confidential sources. See 107N, 3b, for f. m of letter.

b. If the security or racial soxirce is not being paid on Bur- thoriza— 
tion and is being used regularly, t •: Agent handling the s .. :.: must 
dictate a memor;- ‘ -m to the SAC fox xne file containing th-.; same 
certification as -.0 stability and reliability as required by payment 

’ letters. ' ■ ■ ’
Gifts .
Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip itemsi ■ , 
Discontinuance
Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, and the reasons 
therefor, ■ ■ - . ' .

2&
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4 ' • O ■ mJ ’
Be alert to the possibilities of former informant bexhg contacted by

I representatives of publicity media and as a witness by congressional
I committees, INS, and state authorities. It will be the SAC's respon—
{ sibility to know when a former informant is scheduled or is likely to
t appear at a hearing or make a public appearance of any kind. Prior
i thereto in each instance, former informant must be contacted and instruc

tions above set forth reiterated by Agent who handled the informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to the truth- and make 
certain he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he

. will be subjected to harassment, criticism, possible libel, slander, or
other criminal actions. If he inquires as to whether he should appear 

■ or testify or otherwise cooperate with a.ny public or private individual 
or agency, advise him he must make that decision himself, but if he has 
appeared as a Government witness in a case which has not been finally 

. . adjudicated and decides in the affirmative, he should contact the USA
" for instructions. Advise Bureau of any such situations and the results

’ - of any interviews conducted. . . . ; ■ .

R. FURNISHING OF INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS conducts investigations of alien communists as required under the 

• .. Immigration Act of 10-16-18, as amended. INS, in order to enforce this 
statute, must obtain evidence to prove that certain aliens, due to 
their membership in certain groups, are undesirable and deportable or 

' _ . subject to denaturalization,, ■ . . . ’
. - 2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent .

... with your own cases and interests to make available information and 
witnesses where possible. ■ ' ■

3. In this regard, if contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you 
, have a discontinued informant or one who would be of assistance to

INS and whose loss would not affect your work, furnish his identity to 
the Bureau,together with your recommendation. • '

' 4. The Bureau will then review all of the facts concerning such informant
. and advise as to whether or not his identity may be disclosed to INS.

5. Exercise care in recommending informants for disclosure to INS so that 
■ you will not find yourself without proper coverage.

6. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain informant's per
mission. • .

[ S. CORRECTIVE ACTI0N[0N FALSE INFORMATION] ' M" ’
' 1. When it is determined that an informant or ex-informant furnished false 

information while an informant, advise Bureau by airmail of complete 
facts.

. 2. Set fo.rth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 
the informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability” 
or "informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 
in the past." ’

30 Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with a review 
of all data furnished by the individual and label information from him 
accordingly. '

4. ATI communications containing information from the informant which have 
been disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify the cases individually by title and'character, together with
’ dates of communications containing the information.

• 6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to the specific report, page number, and change to be 
made.

. 7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by the
Bureau in accordance with part II, section 4, of the Manual of Rules 

. and Regulations; corrective action should be called to the attention 
of other Bureau offices, outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above„

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 

■ where known, and date of communication.
10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau.files to s-ee 

that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance,
11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 

the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 

' informant. It is not necessary to go back and cha .ge the evaluation of
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information ■ 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 ’ % ’

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ’ •
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. ■ ’
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem ' 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, ’ 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd. '

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source;[e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."] Communications 
relating' to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 

, IS - R for Russia. ,
• d. ■ When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 

' the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g.,
' CS NY—000—S. * • ■’ '

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants. .

3-. Index ■
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
. racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on

.. ■ the type of information furnished. : '• .
b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the. symbol index on inform

ants. • • • •
• c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the .

. criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations. • ’

4. Files . . -
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinve1. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal mat era in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC. ’ ’
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of suoh information to follow the instructions set forth •
above.’

9. - Also set up a control file regarding* this corrective action, and upon 
Completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying eaoh oase by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see ■ 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made. - ■ ••

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be-correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an .

■ informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual -in the absence of a .
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations. . • .

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 , ; ’

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . ' ’ ■ . \
1. Definition .

' .See page 3 of this section. ■
■ 2. Assignment of symbols ’

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved. ■ . .

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

. c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 

. foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS - R foi' Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source,"
. the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g.,

' CS NY-OOO-S. . ■ . . •
■ e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from
[ the series of symbol numbers used for your security,[racial,]and

criminal informants. •
3. Index

a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 

. : [ [racial informant index,]or the security informant index, depending on
' . . the type of information furnished. • .

• b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index oh inform
. ■ ants. ■ '

" ,c. Duplicate confidential source cards may’be maintained with the
’ '[ ■ criminal informant index,[racial informant index,]and the security

- [ .. informant index if the source furnishes information of value in[these]
types of investigations.

’4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who
.has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 clas-sification . 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts

• [ to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the

■ SAC. . ’
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau, office which has male further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above.

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character. Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offioes which have received information from 
the infoxunant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing vfhat corrections have been made.

12, It is imperative that all information from the informant be■correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he vras an 
informant; It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau v'hile he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 • . ’

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

.See page 3 of this section. . .....
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation ,!CS*' may be used in intra—Bureau cobmunioations 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS” is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000—S. . ' ■

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
[ the series of symbol numbers used for your security,[racial,]and

criminal informants.
3. Index

a. . Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 

[ [racial informant index,]or the security informant index, depending on
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants . . ’ ■ '

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the
[ criminal informant index,[racial informant index,]and the security
[- informant index if the source furnishes information of value in[these]

types of investigations.
4. Files

When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts’ 

[ to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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8, Instruct each interested Bureau office which has macle further dis— 
. semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 

above, . .
9, Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 

completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication, •

10, This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11, If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made. ■ '

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant, It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a

_ definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
■to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14, . Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II,

’ section 5,' of the Manual of Rule’s and’Regulations. ’ '■■■ :

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 ’ . .

U.- CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ’ ‘ ■ ■
1. Definition \

’ See page 3 of this section. . ■ ■ .
. 2. Assignment of symbols '

a. A- symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
' ’ exists, or if typing would be saved. .
b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 

symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief ’ 
, ■ ■- statement concerning type of information furnished.

o. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia. ’

. . d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
" - - - • the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 

CS NY-OOO-S. . . ' . ■
y y e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from" 

. the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal
’ ’ informants. .

3. Index
[ a. Index cards [on form FD-348] like those prepared for informants mur'

■ be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant inde
_ y or the security informant index, depending on the type of informat... n 

’ furnished. ”
b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform— 

- • ant s. ■ . .. ' • •
’ ' ’ 0. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the

criminal informant index and the security informant index, if the " 
‘ source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga-

. tions. • ■
4. Files ’ ’

When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
■ has potential as a security confidential source, a x34 classifies-' • 

file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until i:'". • . - 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedurs’ C'.ie.d 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.
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8. Instruct each interested. Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above, .

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying- each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication, ■

10, This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance, ’

11, If necessary, other field offices 'which have received information from ' 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show— ■ 
ing what corrections have been made,

12, It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly • 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of- '

■ the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information ■ 
to the Bureau while he was an informant. '

14, Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, . 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 ' ■ ' •

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . . •
1. Definition . ' .

See page 3 of this section. ■ ' ’
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing vfould be saved. .

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished. •

c. The abbreviation ’’CS” may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved? e.g., IS — R for Russia.

d. When a pei'manent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
■the abbreviation "CS” is to appear before the symbol number? e.g., 

' CS NY—000—S. ■ ’ . •
e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 

the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal
■ informants. •

' 3. Index .
[ a. Index cards [on form FD-348] like those prepared for informants must

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 
or the security informant index, depending, on the type of information 
furnished. . ■

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants. ■

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index and the security inr-oimant index if the . 
source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga—

• tions.
4. Files

. When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as. a security confidential source, a classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending sta-us until efforts- 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above. .

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
‘ that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.
11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from . 

the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
. labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions
- raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an
' informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of
■ the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 

definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section .5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

. T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 ... .

U. CONFIDENTIAL’ SOURCES ■ ' ’ . ’
'1. Definition ’ ■

[ [See page 3 of this section.]
2. Assignment of symbols ' ■

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved. ■

■ b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, ’business affiliation,
’ symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 

statement concerning type of information furnished.
' c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 

[ for confidential source. [Communications relating to espionage and
[ foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character

-[ indicating the cotxntry involved; e.g.,]IS — R for Russia.]
d. When’a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 

the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
' the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal 

informants.
3. Index

a. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 

. or the security infoi'mant index, depending on the type of information
' furnished. ’ '

” b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
’ ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
~ criminal informant index and the security informant index if the

source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga
tions. ■

. ■ 4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 107S

8. Instruct each inte^Wsted Bureau office which has m^& further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above. '

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying eaoh oase by title, character. Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication. •

10. .This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
’ that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
-labeled and great care must be taken, to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant. • ■ '

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations. '

CLASSIFICATION - 134 ...............................- ■ _

CONFIDENTIAL’ SOURCES - ' ' • " • V .. ”
1. Definition ...........

[See page 3 of this section.] ' ■ ■ - •
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem, 
exists, or if typing would be saved. ■

_ b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, 'business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

’ c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source. [Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character

- indicating the country involved; e.g.,]IS - R for Russia.] 
d. When ‘a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 

the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
- CS NY-OOO-S. ’ •

e.‘ Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
• the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal

” informants. ' . ‘
3. Index ■

a. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 

. or the security informant index, depending on the type of information
'■ furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform- 
■ ' ants. ’

■ c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
. criminal informant index and the security informant index if the

.source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga
tions.

4. Files . '
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137; Files may bo opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC. .



107U SECTION 10". ) SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COMF1 J'TIAL SOURCES

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon cirowtanoes of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also' be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants.

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files . 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or-Agents specifically designated for that mrrpose,

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject
as a confidential source 5s to set out clearly the following informa
tion:
(1) . Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) . Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters,

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only, of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to. 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authoi'ity are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security-confidential 
sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter. .

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and 
is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

• 8.

Gifts ’ ' ’
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. . ■ . .
Discontinuance ' ' ■ - ' ...... .
Advise Bureau[of the date]when confidential source is discontinued, and 
the reasons therefor.
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107V SECTION 107. • CURITl' INFORMANTS and confid^^tal sources

5. Utilization ■ ■ .
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

[ investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must
- be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 

[ for potential security informants.
b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 

frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner ’ 
as security informants. ■

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted. •

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. ,

. e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
- as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa- 

■ tion:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will' be advised he is not a, •

. Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation—
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 

• if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of .
Bureau policy on labor matters.

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a s.ubject as a confidential source should consist only of the first

. page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 

. be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 

. obtained.
[ 6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
. .. a. Every four months a letter of -justification should be submitted to
[ . the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential

■ ■ sources. See 107N, 3b, for form, of. letter. • . - - - . ; -
[ b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and

is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

7. Gifts ’
_ Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be

-■ misconstrued. . - .
8. Discontinuance . .

. Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, an'd the reasons’ . 
. therefor. . , . . • • . ,
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107V SECTION K ') SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONF JNTIAL SOURCES
• •

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security .

or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background " (
. data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is v

required for potential security and potential racial "informants,
b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters "in which the 

frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner

. as security informants, "
o. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 

" may be posted. •
. d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 

" " or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. .
e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 

. ■ as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following-informa—
tion: - .
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest. ■ 
- record, and service record, if any .

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
’• ' as a confidential source, together with the results of any

interviews conducted with him . . . . ."
" (3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con- '

fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a
■ Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation

ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be- advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters. ■

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a s.ubjeot as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a ■ 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such • 

‘ authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is - 
" sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 

obtained. ’ .
6. Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and 

payments . ... .
. . a. Every four months a letter of justification should be-submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial
■ confidential sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter.
b. If the security or racial source is not being paid on Bureau authdriza— 

. " tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must
. dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the. same

, certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
" letters. ’ - . ■

- 7. Gifts •••.......... ‘ ' 1. " " . Li __—
[ [Gifts should not be given to sources since such .actions-might be ’ "
[ . misconstrued.] ■ ..f

8. Discontinuance ” ’ - .. ..... v.-
Advise Bureau when confidential source is. discontinued, and the reasons 

. • therefor. . ... ...
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107U ' SECTION 107. CI IY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEjOfAI -'DURCES

5. Utilization
a, If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background
’ data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is 

required for potential security and potential racial informants,
b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 

frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner

. as security informants.
c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 

' ’ may be posted.
d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 

or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. .
; .. e. The letter to the.Bureau requesting authority to use a subject

• as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa—
. .. tion: • , ■ ■ ”

(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 
citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any •

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him ■

(3) A statement to the. effect subject is being considered a con— 
' . . fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a

Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation—
’ ■ ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should-be made

that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
' if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of

Bureau policy on labor matters, -
[ f. [One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use
[ . a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first
f page of the letter.] If the request is approved at the-Bureau, a
[ stamped notation will be placed on the[single-page]copy and[it will
[ be]returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to

consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 

■ sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information
obtained. .

6. Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and 
payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
confidential sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security or racial source is hot being paid on Bureau authorize 
' tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must

dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters. . .

7. Gifts
Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items 4

8. Discontinuance ■
Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, and the reasons 
therefor. . ■
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[io7U SECTW 107 S - ^TY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENT'.

5 Utilization- •

6..

a

b

■o.

d

e

If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 
or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background 
data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is V 
required for potential security and potential racial informants, 
[Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in whioh the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual
case.,,] confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also.be contacted at least once every two ’weeks in the
as security informants. ' '
Records of contacts with confidential sources who have 
may be posted. :
Contacts with confidential sources should only be made 
or Agents ' specifically designated for that, purpose.

same manner

pending files

by the Agent

The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a. subj'eot
• as a -
;tionr

f.

idential source is to set out dearly the following informa-

^Background information,, including date and place of birth, 
■citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any
'Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual' 
as a confidential source, together with the results of .any 
^interviews conducted with him ’
lA statement to the effect subject is being considered a con— 
'■f idential source and that he will be advised he is not a : 
[Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement' should be made 
'that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
iif he is connected with a labor union he'will be advised of
[Bureau policy on labor matters.

such request is approved at the Bureau a stamped notation is to
be placed on the duplicate copy and this latter oopy returned to 
the field indicating that authority is granted to consider subject
as a |confidential Letters requesting such authority are not
to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is sufficiently cooper
ative; and all necessary background information obtained.

Security 'and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and
payments [ ■ ■
a. Everjf four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
confidential sources. See 107N, [3b, ]for f orm of letter.
If tile security or racial source is not being paid on Bureau authoriza
tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source

b.
an st •

dictate memorandum to the SAC for file containing the same
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters . - • —

7.- ’Gifts
Gifts to

8 Dis continuance
ounces shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items.

Advise Eu: 
■ - therefor.'

au ’when confidential source is ontinued, and the reasons

28
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SECTION 107. INONAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COODENTIAL SOURCES; 107L-M 
AND^FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSESS

(1) Correct, full name
(2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
(3) First date of contact by your office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

(7) Date of last contact by your office
(8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual. Bureau must be 
so advised.

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Data Processing Section, Computer Systems 
Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state, requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
[ 1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451,451a) to Bureau. Field divisions east of

the Mississippi must submit this information by the 3rd of each month; 
field divisions west of the Mississippi must submit this information by 
the 7th of each month. Monthly letter should include the following:
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

fidential sources, panel sources, informative assets, and operational 
assets at the beginning and end of each month also showing the 
number added and deleted during the month

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source devel
opment

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority
d. Statistical accomplishments
e. Security informant accomplishments

17
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107M-N SECTION 107. RNAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CWFIDENTIAL SOURCES;
AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS

[ 2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau. Quarterly letter should
include the following:
a. Uame, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group.

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.

N. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from situations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
Relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative

18
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SECTION 107. INTERNAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES; 107W
AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"

23. Disinformation
The passage of deceptive information by an OA is a complex operation 
which requires detailed planning and coordination between field office 
and FBIHQ. This technique should be employed only in OA operations 
in which the foreign intelligence service has apparently accepted the 
bona fides of the OA, when the benefit will clearly outweigh the risk 
to the overall OA operation.

24. OA cover story
Be aware that a foreign intelligence principal may interrogate an OA 
in great detail as to how he secured his information, his family 
situation, his modus operand!, motivation, etc. Handling FBI SA must 
adequately prepare an OA for this probability. The most credible 
cover story is the one which involves the least fabrication.

Unless security or other considerations dictate otherwise, the OA 
should personally obtain the information he passes.

25. Receipt of money or property by OA
Impress upon each OA that money dr property received from a foreign 
intelligence principal or agent must be turned over to the FBI since 
retention of this money would put the OA in technical violation of 
Federal statutes, and this money may be used as evidence or exhibit. 
Compensation to the OA from the FBI for his cooperation is to be 
handled separately. Nominal or personal gifts, necessary for the OA's 
security and to maintain his relationship with the principal, may be 
given back to the OA by his handling FBI SA, following FBIHQ approval. 
Consider the desirability and feasibility of obtaining a signed state
ment from each OA reflecting his understanding of this requirement.

- The obtaining of such a statement is not mandatory, but desirable.

Department attorneys have advised that, while it is not necessary to 
preserve that actual currency received by an OA, it is highly desirable 
to do so in cases in which prosecution could ensue. Whether or not the 
actual currency is retained, obtain a written statement from the OA 
describing the currency received by[type of note and issuing Federal 
Reserve Bank,]denomination, series number, and serial number; and 
also make an independent record of such currency.

The above instructions are not to be interpreted to require the im
pounding of funds paid to an OA by a foreign government or foreign 
intelligence service for goods or services rendered by the OA in 
legitimate, business transactions.

26. Payments to FCI assets - either OA or IA
a. When deemed necessary and expedient, each SAC is authorized to 

expend up to $400 to develop FCI assets. This money may be used 
to pay for services and/or expenses. This authority is renewable 
by FBIHQ if the initial $400 has been expended. Blue slip re
claiming payments from FBIHQ need not summarize information 
obtained since proliferation of this information could possibly 
jeopardize asset’s security.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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107W SECTION 107.

I^RNAL SECURITY INFORMANTS AND C^IDENTIAL SOURCES;

AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ASSETS

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"

b. FBIHQ authority ■
(1) If FCI asset is of such continuing value to justify regular 

payments, such payments must be approved by FBIHQ.
(2) When initially requesting regular payment, submit evaluation 

via coded "Nitel" in the following order:
(a) Amount paid to date, broken down into expenses and 

services
(b) Number of contacts with handling FBI SA since last 

evaluation
(c) Evaluation of stability and reliability

- (d) Concise summary of most valuable information furnished
since last evaluation

(e) Miscellaneous - changes in personal status, residence, 
employment, personal problems, etc., since last evaluation 

(f) SAC recommendations for authority to pay asset for next 
six-month period; specify amount to be authorized for 
services and amount for expenses

(3) Continuation request should be made two weeks in advance of 
expiration of authority.

(4) Submit an interim request for increase in regular payments 
authorized via coded '’Nitel," with full justification.

c. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or FBIHQ authority, 
obtain receipts whenever possible. If receipt cannot be obtained, 
set forth circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. 
(1) Receipts should be self-sufficient so that, if it becomes 

necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, they will not 
relate to other documents or files.

(2) Receipts should show:
(a) Date when payment was made
(b) Period for which made when asset is paid on period basis
(c) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for 

services and expenses
(d) Name of FBI SA making payment
(e) Signature of asset receiving money using pseudonym assigned 

(3) Receipts are not to be witnessed.
(4) If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be 

initialed by asset and not by FBI SA.
(5) When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses 
- to FBIHQ, staple them directly to blue slip so that all infor

mation on receipt can be read without detaching it from -blue 
slip.

27. Evaluation of FCI assets
a. OA

Whether OA is paid (under either FBIHQ or SAC authority) or unpaid, 
submit coded "Nitel" every six months evaluating OA according to the 
format of 26. b. (2). [if the OA is unpaid, submit six-month eval
uation and request for continued utilization, if appropriate, on 
UACB basis.] If the OA has been paid during the preceding six
month period, merely set out the amount paid during that period 
(under 26. b. (2) (a)).

"SECRET----- NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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4. Contact potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Submit 

letters (FD-401Concerning potential informants who are not being paid 
on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of information 
furnished during past six months and certifications regarding stability 
and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated under 
§ 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among active duty military personnel.
2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
, basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

[6 . All pending informant files are to be reviewed personally by appropriate 
supervisory personnel on a regular periodic basis not to exceed 60 days. 
This review must include the informant’s file and its subfiles.]

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5
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4. Contacts by Agents
a. Informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but at least 

one personal contact should be made every two weeks. If such fre
quent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific Bureau author
ity for exception to this requirement.

1. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
muni cati on.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 

’ one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.

5. Checking reliability
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.
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SECTION 107.

PART I

A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa- 
• tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

[ 3. [Deleted] •
4. Confidential source

Individual who on'confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4* Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

C. BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: 
1. Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants

3
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him. . ......

4. Check local arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to 
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if 
on file. In order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the security 
of Bureau informants, the word "Informant" should not be indicated in 
blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number

. serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of 
flash notice desired.

5. Review armed services record if applicable. FD-356 must be used in any 
routine check pertaining to informants making sure all references, such 
as symbol number, which would tend to identify individual as an 
informant are deleted.

6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.

[ 8. [Deleted]

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OR POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

4
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e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning 
investigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.
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4. Contact potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Submit 

letters (FD-401)concerning potential informants who are not being paid 
on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of information 
furnished during past six months and certifications regarding stability 
and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated under 
§ 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant’s or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among active duty military personnel.
2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant’s continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.
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4. Contacts by Agents
a. Informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but at least 

one personal contact should be made every two weeks. If such fre
quent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific Bureau author
ity for exception to this requirement.

t>. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
muni cati on.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant’s administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.

5. Checking reliability
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.
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d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant’s true name for each 
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove fingerprints 
from criminal file.

7. Control - statement of cooperation
[ a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants to

obtain maximum results and prevent any possible embarrassment to 
Bureau.

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an

[ informant, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC and Agent handling
[ informant should determine appropriate time in informant’s operation

when statement should be completed.

I,  , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau.

(Si gne d ) __________

Wi t ne s s e d : _____________ _______

8. Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
careful not to jeoparidze their position as informants. If necessary 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant.

9. Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion’s precepts; request .leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization’s conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspici on.
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in'residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau’s work.

11. Action by informant when uncovered
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where 
his services may not be lost,

c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved, 
and thus cast off suspicion.

12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should 
tactfully decline.

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 
made matter of record.

c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy.

d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau.
e. If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and 

individual under criminal indictment, he should immediately leave. 
If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans 
or strategy, he is not to report the substance of any such 
conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to 
engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal 
defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is 
under indictment.

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases.

G. INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity.

; d. Written statements should be submitted when possible.
e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 

upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court.

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being 
channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. In those instances in which an informant reports that 
an individual attended a meeting but took no active part therein and/or
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nothing transpired of potential prosecutive value with respect to the 
individual, FD-306 should list the substantive case file number 
or should list subject’s name and it will not be necessary to staple 
a copy of the informant’s statement to FD-306. When informant’s 
statement contains references to large number of individuals and/or 
organizations, and exceeds two pages, consider channelizing to sub
stantive case file only those portions of statement which apply to 
particular individual or organization. Of course, entire statement 
should be filed in informant’s subfile. This procedure should be 
employed unless logical reason dictates otherwise. When preparing 
lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of interest to other 
offices, limit the number of copies prepared for each other such office 
to two. Clearly indicate next to the name of the receiving office, the 
number of the page containing information pertinent to that office and 
note on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field 
office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If the 
channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely 
attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the 
reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one- 
page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely 
in attendance and had no important function. The^preparation and 
distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment are 
left to the discretion of the receiving office.

go Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case ’but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that ' 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

2. Recording written and oral information
a. Written by informant

(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously 
check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 
copies.

(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica
tion.

(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
top of statement.

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 
or separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement.

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 
places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 
in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present.

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

(8) Agents* names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant

9
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(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in
structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file, 

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

inf ormant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file. 
(2 J Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification. 
(3) Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 

other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement.

9a
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page.

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should, prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office direc.tory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time.

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion.
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be
■ affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions.
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H. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 

. subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source.
b. A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals 

from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or 
source file) is taken to develop them as sources or informants. 
Upon assigning a symbol number, Bureau should be immediately advised by 
secure teletype of the symbol number, informant’s true name, available 
background information, and cover name, if assigned, for indexing purposes.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. ’ *

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
' abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for

security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to extremist, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-E).

g. An asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive 
informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk 
in reporting information from such sources.

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol number.

•
 b. In all communications after initial one, Bureau and field office

file numbers for informant must be set forth.
c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial secure teletype 
to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Such a teletype should 
not be routed to a Resident Agency. Office receiving such 
teletype should make appropriate index cards for "Informants 
and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be canceled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not used, name of potential security informant and 
abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should 
contain a precise character designation to identify the organization 
with which they are most closely associated or on which they are 

’ most capable of furnishing information (i.e. , [Subversive]Matter -
Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS,[Subversive]Matter - 
Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA,[Subversive]Matter -[Communist 
Party, USA]or SM -[CPUSA,]etc.). This facilitates routing at Bureau.

I. INDEXING ■
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, 
shall be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards 
should show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or 
"Potential Security Informant" shall not appear.
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J. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index 

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, security con- 

[ fidential sources,[informative assets, and operational assets.]
This is to be known as alphabetical name index. File cards in 
alphabetical order,

b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behi-nd numerical symbol index.

o. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential 
informant, confidential 
source,[informative asset, 
or operational asset)]

Name:

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who can provide coverage.

e. Deleted, 
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 

alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index. ^2
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SECTION 107. 107K

INFORMANT FILES
1. Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file.

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development.

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active 
files.

2. Monthly administrative report
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.

3. Assignment and tickler cards
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of 
informant, potential informant, panel source or confidential source on 
such cards.

4. Subfiles
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral. File in this subfile original of each statement, whether 
personally written by informant or furnished orally and reduced to 
writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 or chan
nelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form FD-306 
to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for filing, 
but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion of 
statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
FD-306 and all copies. _

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of '
See Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7. Correspondence
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. _

8. Maintenance of files
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements.

c. Maintain informanf files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed.

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.
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9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized.

' If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.
11. Bulky material submitted by informant

Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants.
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis.
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC 
authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances 
exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during 
this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of 
past expenditures.

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership ' ,
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group. If position identifies informant, submit separately 
by secure teletype (nitel).

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance. ^4
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(4) Number of statements submitted
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 
unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check 
positive box.

(7) Percentage *-of information verified
Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has 
been verified through other sources.

(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished
If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant.

(10) Miscellaneous
Furnish any change in informant's residence and employment by 
secure teletype (nitel), steps being taken to advance informant, 
and any other pertinent information which should be brought to 
Bureau's attention. Include statement that source has been 
advised that all payments of money made to him for services 
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 
agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth TJACB.

5. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which.it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time ,'reimbursement is claimed.
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a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:
1) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent
4) Name of Agent making payment
5) Signature of perso,n receiving money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip.

6. Income tax returns
a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to 

the Bureau that such compensation must be reported as income when 
filing a Federal income tax form, -and, where appropriate, state and 
local tax forms. Informants must be periodically advised of the 
above and complete details of any reported problem an informant 
has encountered with the taxing authorities are to be expeditiously 
furnished the Bureau.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant's position and station in life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security as informant, such fpayments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instruction^ and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all‘pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 
furnish Department set of[reproduced copies]of original receipts 
signed by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of 

[reproduced copies]will be transmitted to field office in whose 
territory trial will take place. Office handling prosecution must 
determine from Government attorney which individuals are to be used 
as witnesses. Thereafter office should furnish and/or cause other 
appropriate offices to furnish to Bureau following information:
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1) Correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) First date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments 
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

71 Date of last contact by your office
8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual, Bureau must be 
so advised.

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Data Processing Section, Computer Systems 
Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITEL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following:
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con-

, fidential sources, panel sources,[informative assets, and operational
assets]at the beginning and end of each month also showing the 
number added and deleted during the month

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source devel
opment

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority
d. Statistical accomplishments
e. Security informant accomplishments
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2. Submit quarterly letter ((FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following:
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group.

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.

N. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from situations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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0. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card ''canceled..” 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
2. Ref’ile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number 

index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential 
source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated, 
remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap
propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of index.

3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and 
permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.

4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is 
willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards. 
Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which 
informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised 
in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.

5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and 
field relating to Department's interest in using informant as witness is 
contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicated de
sire to consider informant when he becomes available, advise Bureau in 
each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita
tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply 
to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed, 
advise Bureau.

6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants, 
set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall 
be made when it appears such are warranted.

7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with 
him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any 
action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans 
for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing 
his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau 
for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such 
activities. Bureau will consider placing him in contact with reliable 
publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will not 
sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.

8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources must be 
made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such 
payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis
continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of 
informant or source in future.

9. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not carry him as 
a concealed source in reports or memoranda. His true name is to be set 
forth, together with descriptive data.

10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from, 
an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished to office 
which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as 
possible.

11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability, 
do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information 
it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com
munications use individual's true name, together with appropriate descrip
tion of his reliability.

12. Remove flash notice per item F, 6, e of this section.
13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials 

and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish 
same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 

. ’ that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon 
for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning 
possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under 
appropriate case character.
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14. Makie every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved 
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government. 
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have serious talk 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau
bi Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances
c. He may be sought as witness by congressional committees, Immigration 

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities
d. In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must 

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or embellish 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness .

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen- ’ 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public appearance ■
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or other criminal actions.
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise 
cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government 
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in 
affirmative, he should contact USA for instructions. Advise Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted. A

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass- I
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to field ”
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be 
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agree
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main
tain this confidence.

P. FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities, must obtain evidence to 

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are 
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization.

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent with 
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where 
possible .

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together with your 
re commendation.

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may 
be disclosed to INS.

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission.
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Q. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false 

information while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth, your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability™ or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Ifenual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant’s caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.,

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Manual of Rules and Regulations.

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by secure teletype (Nitel) giving name, address, business 
affiliation, symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and 
brief statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for
[ confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where 
logical.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued.

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

[ b. Contact confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained
at least once every two weeks. Such contacts may be posted.

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically des
ignated for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record, 
if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any
- interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months. '

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources.

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons.

S. PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit secure teletype (Nitel) to Bureau requesting authority to use 
individual as a panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement^to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS" 
before symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publioati ons.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

[T. [deleted]
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U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed 
written statement for field file setting forth that this individual 
has voluntarily come fdrward to furnish information to FBI because 
of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

2. Deleted
3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage

Each office must have continuous and well-planned program to obtain 
necessary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill 
its obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens 
responsibility of each field office to have proper coverage.

V. CLASSIFICATION - 134
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5, Listed below are all. o’f the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual 
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

Albany January 15 and July 15
Albuquerque ” "
Anchorage ” "
Atlanta ' ” ”
Baltimore ■ January 31 and July 31

- • Birmingham " "
Boston " "
Buffalo " "
Butte - February 15 and August 15
Charlotte • .. ", "
Chicago . " '*
Cincinnati ‘ ■ . - . “ _ "
Cleveland February 28 and August 31 .
Dallas ” "
Denver " "
Detroit ” ”
El Paso March 15 and September 15
Honolulu " "
Houston - ” “
Indianapolis ' ‘ n - - - ■
Jacksonville * '*
Kansas City March 31 and September 30
Knoxville 11 "
Little Rock " "
Los Angeles " "
Louisville A.pril 15 and October 15
Memphis " 11
Miami " ”
Milwaukee " 11
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31
Mobile ” 11
Kewark " "
New Haven 11 ”
New Orleans May 15 and November 15
Nev; York " ”
Norfolk ” "
Oklahoma City " "
Omaha " ”
.Philadelphia May 31 and November 30
I hoenix " "
Pittsburgh ” ”
Portland " ”
Richmond " "

. St. Louis June 15 and December 15
Salt Lake City " "
San Antonio ” "
San Diego 11 "
San Francisco " "
San Juan June .30 and December 31
Savannah " ’ "
Seattle " "

[
' Springfield ” " ,

r ra '1 "1[Tampa J
Washington, D. C. " ”
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P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should, be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might- be required to sign such a 
f o rm.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of ail such situations which cannot be avoided. 
- 4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity;.however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

’ 6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number'in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned 
to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued 

’■ potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol 
number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from 
the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3, When a potential security informant or confidential source is disco'n- 
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha— 

. betical index card.
4. - A-dvise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued 

and the reason therefor.
•5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 

in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III, of this manual.]
6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform

. ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7, A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con— 
• trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda

tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
8, When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests.. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether

■ he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the

. desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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A. DEFINITIONS ’
1, Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing' current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should b.e a member or attend meetings ’ 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activitic or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infor
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that bemoan be 

• in a position- actively to obtain and furnish current information to
Bureau. . — ■

3. Double agent ’
A specialized i ype of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence sr.Jvice and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone 

- company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments,
- employees of the United Nations Secretariat, and individuals who furnish 

trash in connection with trash covers, These individuals make no 
concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish 
information readily available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 

■ informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live ii’formant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs, For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of 

a. Complainants in security matters 
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security oases 
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2, Review of closed security files on individuals 

[ 3, Review ofTreservejindex
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants,
5, Survey possibilities of trash covers.
6, Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be ' 
■ .informed as to the purpose of the inquiry,

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
•who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might 
prove a fertile field.

3
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9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such 'contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail— 

. ■ able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment. ’

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist-dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 a'nd 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is. facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At

. such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

[ [16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
[ 17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
[ 18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed
[ in 4b? U. S. .
[ 19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are
[ - in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who
[ will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the
[ . Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105Y,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)]

[C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIALt.SECURITY]INFORMANTS
. When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur

poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following:
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature
2. Discreet canvass of other informants to ascertain if the potential inform

ant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background- information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. •

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an 3'D—9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant,

■ 5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.

.7 . Domestic.status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 
obtained.
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
tc informants that would necessitate disolosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

[9 ., Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be speoifi—

. cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 

' Bureau. .
b. Any money or property -received by a double agent from his principal 

represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately

. describing any ether property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent*s code name or number.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. .

d, Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.] .

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER •
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows:
1. List.the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol nxxmber, list his name.

’ 2. Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.
3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under nHeadquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters.

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the sy; sol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over—all evaluation, such as 

■ informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or international 
information. ■
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800.

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

' were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Department[a set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set
[ ■ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whos.e
[ territory the trial will take place.] The office handling prosecution
[ ’ . •- must- (determine from the[Government] attorney which individuals are -

to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information: .

il] The correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office
4) If first contact w:.h prior to September, 1944, the names of all

' 1"- i SAs^ SACs-,- andjASACs. who' contacted^And may have made payment's;- y,:;-

- (5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli-
' cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.

[ [Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those
[ ■ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

. (6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of
' advances

(7) The date of last contact by your office
■ [8] Whether the ind ridual has been contacted by any other office

' ba Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for. 
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so adviseda ■

co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay— 
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was 
used,

do The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
. correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 

addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit, Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices,

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similai* 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all

• sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment
compensation .and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on

■ the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
' knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and

submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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such activities, the Bureau will consider placing him in contact 
with a reliable publisher, but it must b.e made clear to the inform
ant that the Bureau will not sponsor or endorse any book or publi
cation which he elects to write. . '

9O All payments to discontinued security informants and confidential 
sources must be made on a strict c«o,d. basis. Obtain Bureau author— 

- ity before making any such payments. In requesting Bureau authority 
for payme'nts of this type, submit complete details as to the infor
mation furnished by the discontinued informant or source in the past 
and what is to be expected of the informant or source in the future.

10. Once an informant 5s exposed in any manner whatsoever he is no longer 
to be carried as a concealed source- in reports or memoranda. His 
"true name is to be set forth, together with descriptive data.

11. When an office receives information concerning, or obtains information 
from, an ex—informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished 
to the office which originally handled the informant so that the file 
of the ex—informant will be as complete as possible.

12. When an informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliabil
ity, he should not be contacted in the future for information. If 
such an individual furnishes information it should be accepted, but in 
setting out the information in reports or communications use the 
individual’s true name, together with an appropriate description of his 
reliability,

13. . Remove flash notice per section F, 6.
14. Repeated .use of the same discontinued infoi'mant as a witness at security 

trials and hearings should be avoided. Make an all-out effort to develop 
witnesses who can furnish the same testimony as that expected of previously 
used witnesses. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that an informant—witness who has previously testified will be called 
upon for testimony at a subsequent trial or hearing and furnish your 
comments concerning possibility of supplanting the testimony of individual

• involved. Submit communication under appropriate case character.
15. Every effort should be made to prevent a discontinued informant from

. becoming involved in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant 
or the Government. Immediately after he testifies for the first time, a 
serious talk should be had with informant by the SAC in the presence of 
the j-..gent who handled the informant. This interview should be conducted 
in the field office and informant told that:
a. He will no lo.nger be operated by the Bureau
b. Since he is a public figure, he will probably be contacted by 

representatives of the press, radio, and television for interviews and 
appearances

c. He may be sought as a witness by congressional committees, by the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, and by state authorities

d. (Firmly stress.) In connection with such interviews and appearances, 
informant must continue to be factual and truthful and must not build 
up or embellish the statements, for if he does so he will wind up in 

■ serious trouble.

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible 
effec tivenes s.

Be alert to the possibilities of former informant being contacted by 
representatives of publicity media and as a witness- by congressional 
committees, INS, and state authorities. It will be the SAC’s respon
sibility to know when a former informant is scheduled or is likely to 
appear at a hearing or make a public appearance of any kind. Prior 
thereto in each instance, former informant must be contacted and instruc
tions above set forth reiterated by Agent who handled the informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to the truth and make 
certain he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he
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■ will be subjected to harassment, criticism, possible libel, slander, or 
other criminal actions. If he inquires as to whether he should appear 
or testify or otherwise cooperate with any public or private individual 
or agency, advise him he must make that decision humself, but if he has 
appeared as a Government -witness in a case which has not been finally 
adjudicated and decides in the affirmative, he should contact the USA 
for instructions. Advise Bureau of any such situations and the results 
of any interviews conducted.

[ [16. Whenever contacting Agent feels a discontinued informant could cause
[ embarrassment to the Bureau, arrangements should be made to have the
[ . former informant come to the field office where he will be personally met
[ by the SAC. At that time, he should be impressed with the fact that
[ his services were appreciated and were of considerable assistance to the
[ security of the country and remind him that he signed an agreement when
[ he was active as an informant to maintain his relation with the Bureau
[ on a confidential basis. The SAC should stress the necessity for the
[ informant to maintain this confidence.]

R. FURNISHING OF INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS conducts investigations of alien communists as required under the 

Immigration Act of 10-16-18, as amended. INS, in order to enforce this 
statute, must obtain evidence to prove that certain aliens, due to 
their membership in certain groups, are undesirable and deportable or 
subject to denaturalization,- . -

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent ■ 
with your own cases and interests to make available information and 
witnesses where possible.

3. In this regard, if contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you 
have a discontinued informant or one who would be of assistance to 
INS and whose loss would not affect your work, furnish his identity to 
the Bureau, together with your recommendation.

4. The Bureau will then review all of the facts concerning such informant 
- and advise as to whether or not his identity may be disclosed to INS.

5. Exercise care in recommending informants for disclosure to INS so that 
you will not find yourself without proper coverage.

6. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain informant's permission.

S. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that an informant or ex-informant furnished false 

information while an informant, advise Bureau by airmail of complete 
facts .

2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 
the informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" 
or "informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 
in the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with a review 
of all data furnished by the individual and label information from him 
accordingly.

4. . All communications containing information from the informant which have 
been disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify the cases individually by title and character, together with 
dates of communications containing the information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
. clear and refer to the specific report, page number, and change to be 

made.
7. ’ Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by the 

Bureau in accordance with part II, section 4, of the Manual of Rules 
and Regulations; corrective action should be called to the attention 
of other Bureau offices, outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.
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5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices.and the dates semiannual 
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants..

Office Dates

Albany January 15 and July 15
Albuquerque 11 "
Anchorage 11 11
Atlanta " “
Baltimore January -31 and July 31
Birmingham " "
Boston " n
Buffalo n "
Butte February 15 and August 15
Charlotte* - " ... " '
Chicago ... “ _ . ”
Cincinnati " "
Cleveland February 28 and August 31
Dallas “ "
Denver " "
Detroit " "
El Paso March 15 and September 15
Honolulu " "

.................Houston ■ . ; ’ ■;/■ ' " , _ •
Indianapolis - " ..."
Jacksonville ' " "
Kansas City March 31 and September 30

- Knoxville " "
[ [Las Vegas " «]

Little Rock " "
Los Angeles n ”
Louisville . April 15 and October 15
Memphis " n
Miami " "
Milwaukee " n
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31
Mobile " "
N ewark " "
New Haven ” ”
New Orleans May 15 and November 15
Nev; York " "
Norfolk “ ”
Oklahoma City ’’ ”
Omaha K "
Philadelphia May 31 and November 30
Phoenix ” n
Pittsburgh '* "
Portland n "
Richmond " ."
St, Louis June 15 and December 15
Salt Lake City " "
San Antonio " "
San Diego ”
San Francisco " "
San'Juan June 30 and December 31
Savannah " "
Seattle " "
Springfield " "
Tampa " rt
Washington, D. C. " "
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P. SIGNING OP LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from \

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms. 2
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
f o r.m.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
' 4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity;.however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. , Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action,

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number'in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned, 
to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued 
potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol 
number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from 
the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it ’o
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha- $
betical index card.

4; Advise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued s.
and the reason therefor, I

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III^ of this manual.]
6. Review the informant’s file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees oases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look io the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau fox' assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

4
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4. Subfiles
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form

* FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items
set forth on form FD-306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

« b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD-306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each oy 
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization s). .Id be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

[ [6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of following submission of reports
[ in security, cases
[ For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda
[ in security cases following submission of reports, see volume III,
[ section'87D, item 7g,. of this manual.]

7. Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information.

’ 8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9. Maintenance of files
a. All 'pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in vrhich an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can' be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research.

10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.

. ■ As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file.

11. Form FD—238
) Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security

informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table .of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top
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document in the pertinent informant file and. i-s not to be serialized... 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the. serial number can be 
noted at that time.

[ 112.] Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 

.be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should .be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon.

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants _ • ‘

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be
• ■ . misconstrued. . ... . . . . .... .

b. Relationship between Agents- and informants shall be maintained oh ' 
a businesslike basis.

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. .

d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 

• and request assistance regarv.’ng payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to- informants-. .......... . .

2. SAC authority to pay informants . ’
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.

' _ This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

. c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to an individual who ha.s received payments totaling $200,

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority 
' a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. .
b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

, containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.
(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 
where applicable.) 
(1) Recommendation

(Use following wording as nearly as possible: 
. "I recommend that authority be granted to 

continue (increase, decrease) payments to the 
above informant up to $_ (amount) per___ (month, week)
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, week) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ___ months, 
effective ____(date).") •
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SECTION 107. ^^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN^I-L SOURCES 1070

5. Listed "below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual 
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

-

[

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 

. Boston 
Buffalo ■
Butte 
Charlotte ’ •
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El' Paso 
Honolulu 

• Houston
Indianapolis 
Jacks onville 
Kansas City 
Knoxville 

[Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 

’ Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 

. Mobile
N ewark 
New Haven 
New Orleans 
Nev; York 
Norfolk 
Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 

■ - San Juan
Savannah 
Seattle 
Springfield 
Tampa 
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
it «
« tt
« ii

January 31 and July 31 
tt w
it n
n tt

February 15 and August 15 
, n .

tt tt *
tt , tt * '

February 28 and August 31 
a «
» n
n tt

March 15 and September 15 
«. n
tt _ n
tt « ‘
it n

March 31 and September 30 
n ti
tt «j
n «
n ti

April 15 and October 15 
it n
n tt
tt n

April 30 and October 31 
« ti
n n
tt tt

May 15 and November 15 
ti n
it n
tt tt
tt tt

May .31 and November 30 
» it
tt n
tt n
tt n

June,15 and December 15 
n »
« »
n »
tt n

June 30 and December 31 
it n
tt it
n »
« «
„ it

-
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107P - a SECTION 107. SWURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTlSS SOURCES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AMD STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
’ form.

3. , Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau" will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised.as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
‘ in the negative. '

a.

r

DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When-the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant, or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note ’ 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index. .

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. '

4. Advise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued 
■and the reason therefor.

5. . Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are .contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8<■ When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for adyice 
and counsel prior to taking any action ’which would be against the Bureau’s 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 

’ than making "other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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SECTION 107. 107N

(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification
letter, merely state "no change.")

(3) Current membership in subversive organizations
(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during

pertinent period
(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month

(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted

(List separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value

.(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 
and their importance

(10) [Steps being taken to advance informant]
(11) Stability and reliability .

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties., indications- 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability,- or other similar problems 

■ presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctr'”^te informant against making any disclosure of his 
relati. >ip with Bureau through any media. )■ ■

(• ) All ne ' .ary action taken on information furnished •
(1 ) Mi scel?r .. ous

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should
be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in 
subsection 3b.

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of -each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments _
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specifio Bureau authority.
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107N SECTION 1O7.^^ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID^^IAL SOURCES . _ .

4. Four—month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not Being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi— ’
cation must he transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the -i
date of designation containing the same information set out above in )
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation

[ of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth[UACB.]
In espionage and foreign nationality oases comment is necessary regarding 

‘ only those applicable items in subsection 3b. ~
. 5.■ Receipts .

When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC *s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. ~
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
■ during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 

documents or files.
b. Receipts should clearly show:

11) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
■ (4) Name of Agent making payment

(5) Signature of person receiving the money
o. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin-of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be %
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show '
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6.. Income tax returns
. a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau ,7
. should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income

when filing an income tax return.
b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 

they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the 
Bureau does not consider their activi ty as the carrying on of a trade 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informant's own personal situation, however, should be taken into ’
consideration as he may receive income from other sources as an inde
pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 

■ or more. If an informant receives less than $400 from the Bureau
. • and has no other self—employment income, this money in any event

is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re
. ceives $4800 or more from outside employment subject to Social

Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do not "
apply.

e. Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the 
Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained . - 
under schedule H(3) on page three of the return as income received 
from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 
enterprise or similar general term applicable to informant's position •
and station in life.
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■ SECTION 107. j^URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENH^p SOURCES 107G - I

d. All such material' should be transmitted in the same manner as 
statements furnished by informant.

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD—306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
~ 1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals 
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent’s stature

“ or as evidence of espionage activity, ■
- . b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net

gain accrues to the U. S.
c.- The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 

appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
. agent to avoid his compromise.

2. Locating information to pass
■ . Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should ■

locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except:

. a... Newspaper articles
- - b. Magazine articles " .

i c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation
for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for

. limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the
public.) ■

• 4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents

j . or material related to the national defense which is passed in double
agent operations.

b. Such’material should be appropriately identified by the double agent.
c. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 
to the national defense.. .

e. It is not necessary to retain copies of build—up material obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody,

I. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number of
[ which the Bureau must be advised. [Once a symbol number is assigned,

„ [ it must not subsequently be reassigned to another informant.]
b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 

must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 
_ producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

[ d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his
• statements and in communications between the informant and the field 

office.
[ e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per

. manent symbol.
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^JkRITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENT’)^ SOURCES

2. Communications - use-of symbols
a. A.fter Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter, Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
■ ’ followed.

d. Informants and sources entering another division
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office ■ 

- by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual

. by symbol number only. •
(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 

information and do not plan to return should be immediately
' discontinued, thei,r symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 

and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence. -

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, 
symbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
e.g., "NY 000-S."

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the 
name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" 
shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

g. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the 
abbreviation "CS’" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS. "

h. When symbol numbe'rs are assigned to potential security informants, 
the designation should be as follows: "LA 000—PSI."

i« In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 
■ symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S."

j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 
communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e., IS — R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. .

J. INDEXING
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

[ assigned to them for informants’ use in submitting their statements,
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should shove the file number of the informant and 
■ " such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not

appear.

K. INDICES ’
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

a. Alphabetical name index
(1) In all offices all active potential security and security 

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 

. name index.
(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 

for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or’ a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters.
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SECTTON 107 ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107C - D

8. Potential security informants in espionage and foreign nationality cases 
many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 105Y,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices 
within 30 days.

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D, INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to develop individual as a 
security informant.

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.-

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any 
embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not ? .'.icable where active investigation has .established that the 
poter. ..-.1 informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau.

5. Except in espionage and foreign rtionality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at- least 
c e every two weeks in the same manner as informants.

6. / Ise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months.
[ ’ [J.^ ‘ ers concerning potential informants who are not being paid on
[ Bureau authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, jshould

contain informative summary of information furnished during past four 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential.informant ’ s 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure.

t These[letters should]follow the[form indicatedjunder section 107N, 3b,
[ [but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to
[ omit reference to any payment recommendation.] (Refer to section
[ 105K, 6h, (3), (bj, volume IV, of this manual for exception to this

rule in deseco matters.)
7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 

not become delinquent.
8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
9. Potential informant should have oontaots, associates, or possibilities 

for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current 
information of Bureau interest in security field,

10. If individual does not have potential as above described but is willing 
to cooperate, consider indicating to him he can be of assistance if he 
places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information 
of value. In this regard,’, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places*, where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires.} also, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, 
would be the means whereby he.could obtain information.

11. Inform potential informants whp’-.agree to assist the Bureau that such 
assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved.
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SECTION 10 A SECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONF^^fTIAL SOURCES]

[ 12. During initial stages of development and on occasion active informants
[ may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it
[ becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive
[ organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires
[ as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that
[ his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question
[ arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his
[ . - cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible
[ individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it
[ impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service
[ vrhich he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before
C taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s
[ cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained.
[ 13'. Specifically advise each potential informant that he is not and cannot
[ consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI.
[ In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes
[ must be impressed upon the informant. .
[ 14. Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi—
[ dential at all times and if he s: . uld feel he cannot maintain this
[ confidence he should so advise. .'here should be no doubt left in the
[ mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential
[ basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by
[ so doing the Bureau's investigative activity may be jeopardized. This
[ must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him
[ as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require
[ his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be learned
[ from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the
[ Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special'
[ circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.
[ 15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor
[ union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer—
[ employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining
[ . information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements.
[ 16. 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar
[ . relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview
[ and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern—
[ ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
[ 17. From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop—
[ , ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at
[ all times to be certain he is not a plant.
[ 18. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background
[ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility
[ of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any
[ weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and
[ to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.] ’

E . BUREAU POLICY
[ [1. Development of military personnel]

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents] •
[ Con-tacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.]
[■ [3. Divulging information to informant]
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informant]

concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation.
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SECTION 107. ^URITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN'
107A - B

A,. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant '

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should b.e a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U, S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infor
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
Bureau. .

*3. Double agent • ' . ~ ■
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau’s guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone 

. ' company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments, 
employees of the United Nations Secretariat, and individuals who furnish 
trash in connection with trash covers. These individuals make no 
concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish 
information readily available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ' '
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertne.ss in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

. a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases 
cSubjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals

[ 3. Review of[reserve]index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Survey possibilities of trash covers.
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be
' informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the

. acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might
prove a fertile field.

3
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9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted, with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ- 

. ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts' have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 

. their positions.
12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 

suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. A.fter the 'Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered,

14. Review of Communist-Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request 3’ireau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U, S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.'
19. ' Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C. -INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following:
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 

of a subversive nature
[ 2. Discreet canvass of[logical]informants to ascertain if the .potential

informant is known to current informants of your office
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, preset and past 
employments, and business connections, -Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or urr-cliability. 
Securing background information from the potential informal': is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be estoblxsAnd by the 
i nve s t i ga t i o n.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion 'of an FD—9 form -which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain the record, if ary, of the informant.

5. A.rmed services record should be reviewed if the individua?. is a -veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all detail'; hculd be 

obtained..
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com- ’ 
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800. .

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 

- ' use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons ’who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Departments set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set
[ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose
[ territory the trial will take place.] The office-handling prosecution
[ , must determine from the[Government] attorney which individuals are

to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:

' (1)' The correct, full name
(2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
(3) The first date of contact by your office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) .. A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses,
[ [Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those
[ prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

(7) The date of last contact by your office
■ (8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted-for.
- If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must

be so advisedo
c0 Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay

ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was 
used.

do The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices,

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar
’ circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment

compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
- . sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

compensation .and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on

. local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly,
b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 

knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informants 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

9. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the. inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 

' statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi—
cally approved by the Bureau, Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents.for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b, Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be

[ signed by the double agent's code'name. ■
c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 

evidence in accordance w.. ch section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. .

d» Bureau Agents receiving s.uch money or property from double agents. ’ 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER '
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows:
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol number, list his name.

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.
3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such'as clubs, committees, and 
chapters.

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over—all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions ’who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or international 
information.
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(6) Informants should include in the body of their statements specific 
dates and places; purpose of the meeting or. activity being 
related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus their 
known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual prese.nt; and comments made by each individual.

(7) Informant should' identify each page at the bottom by affixing
_ his code name. Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions 

should be similarly identified.
(8j Agents' names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any 
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
informant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, etc.

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a chi. nelizing 
memorandum which should contain the applicabl items set 
forth on form FD—306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 
Informants should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau

. (b) References to other documents and statements submitted by .
■ the informant

(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 
instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be furnished orally by informant to con
tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file.

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 
to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left out:

■ (a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file.

(2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
(3) Date it at the top with the date the informant furnishes the 

information to the Agent. No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement.

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 

' himself.
(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 

read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by 
affixing his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign 

. -nationality matters authentication by informants is necessary 
only where future prosecution is possible.

11
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(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare a cover sheet, form FD—306, which should he stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement -should he handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11). '

(7) Oral information furnished hy informant purely of lead value 
should he incorporated in an office memorandum hy the Agent 

’ and should not he initialed hy the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence.

3. Transmission of information '
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by

• informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
c. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes, for their • recei pt..
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obt-/ ed under fictitious 

names and not under names- of' persons" who may lists-"- in post office 
directory.

e. More than one informant may send statements bu a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be gi ’?n to obtaining post office boxes 
in different post office stations t. prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees. .

f. nvelope enclosing statement should ■—re return address of another 
. • ' jnfidential post office box obtain- ‘ under a fictitious name in the
' ->ame manner as d.< . ' ■ " -

g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear'at same post office box 
for any ex:: "ded period of time.

h. When inform ' t receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, '.a should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 

. Agent or .-..'fice by most appropriate means of communication. Office
• should any necessary action without delay.

4. Handling of 'tad information ■
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion.
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descriptive 

’ data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action.

c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should be prepared to.follow with the informant and 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 
a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection . 
therewith.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

[ should have placed thereon the informant's code name.
bj Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel.
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(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

(3) Current membership[and position heldjin subversive organizations 
[(When justification is submitted for racial informants, sub
stitute the word "racial" for the word "subversive.")]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted 

(hist separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant
(11) Stability and reliability

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems- 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media.)

(13) All necessary action taken on information furnished
(14) Miscellaneous

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in 
subsection 3b.

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explA cit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAG definitely to assure himself that full value is 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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4, Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority 
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must bo transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 

. only those applicable items in subsection 3b.
5. Receipts .

When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on Security 
matters, either on the SAC(s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 

[ must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. [If a
[ receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances
[ should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed.]

a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to. other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: .
1) Date on which payment was made '
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent 
4 
5

Name of Agent making payment .
Signature of person receiving the money

[ c. [Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
[ d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections
[ must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.]
[ [e.] When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Car;.' must ■ 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clear' - show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary ' erial 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns .
a. Infor-mant s who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. .

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the 
Bureau does not consider their activity as the carrying on of a trade 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informant's own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
consideration as he may receive income from other sources as an inde
pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an informant receives less than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other self-employment income, this money in any event - 
is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re
ceives $4800 or more from outside employment subject to Social 
Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do not 
apply. . ■ .

e. Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the . 
■ Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained

under schedule H(3) on page three of the return as income received 
from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 
enterprise or similar general term applicable to informant’s position 
and station in life.

20
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule c, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800.

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must
[ furnish the Departmentfa set of Photostats of the original receipts
[ signed by the prospective witnesses, The original receipts and a set
[ of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose
[ territory the trial will take place.] The office handling prosecution
[ must determine from the[Government]attorney which individuals are

f 
[

to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:
(1T The,correct, full name
(2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
(3) The first date of contact by your office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
[Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those 
prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.]

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances •

(7) The date of last contact by your office
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advisedo

Co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
ments- was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was 
used.

do The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compens'’.tion. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemp?oyment 
compensation .and security informants and/or sources who’at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. Whenever a paid informant and/or- source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for.an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits. -

9. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property, 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should ’ 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent’s code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. '

d„ Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

SEMIANNUAL. LETTER ‘ ‘
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows: .
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid under[Bureau authority (not SAC authority)]for ’
services or expenses. If[thejconfidential source has no symbol 
number, list his name. ‘

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants[not paid 
under Bureau authority.]

3. Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 
coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquart 
City” and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters. .

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and pesitions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit. ■ ‘

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area-wide, national, or international 
informati on.
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(6) Informants should include, in the body of their statements specific 
dates and places; purpose of the meeting or activity being 
related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus their 
known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual present; and comments made by each individual.

(7) Infortaant should identify each page at the bottom by affixing 
his code name. Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions 
should be identified[by informant affixing his code name or the 
initials of his code name.]

(8) Agents’ names should never appear on any page. ’
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person. •
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections,’ 

additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any 
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
infox-mant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, etc,

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a channelizing 
memorandum which should contain the applicable items set 
forth on form FD—306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum, 
informants should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be furnished orally by informant to con
tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file, .

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing . 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 
to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left out:

a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant ’
( c) Obvious administrative material,- such as operational •

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant- '

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file. -

2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or ider. ’ication.
3) Date it at the top with the date the informant furnish. the 

information to the A.gent. No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement, ■

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for ea.ch meeting or each 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 
himself.

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 
read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by 
affixing’his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign 
nationality matters authentication by informants- is necessary 
only where future prosecution is possible.
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(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent
■ should prepare a cover sheet, form FD—306, which should be stapled 

to it and thereafter the statement should be handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be incorporated in an office memorandum by the Agent 
and should not be initialed by the informant or exhibited to- 
him or treated as evidence,

3. Transmission of information .
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be ■ 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

' b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency,
c. If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes for their receipt.
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 

names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
di rectory.

■e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post office,boxes 
in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees.

f. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under a fictitious name in the 
same manner as d. ,

g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any extended period of time. ’ '

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or office by -most appropriate means of communication. Office 
should take any necessary action without delay. .

4. Handling of lead information ’ _ ■
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion.
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descriptive 

data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action.

- c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, _
a tickler card should we prepared to. follow with the informant and . 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtai .1 additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information vrhich would warrant investigate . if an identity.is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same-time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for- informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 
a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith, ’

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary materi .1 furnished by informants 

E should have placed thereon the informant’s code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant- 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel.
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4. Subfiles
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduc'ed to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all■applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

" 5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in • 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of following submission of reports 
< in security oases '

For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda
[ in security cases following submission of reports, see[Manual of Rules
[ and Regulations.]

7. Dissemination of information .
Information submitted- by informants, potential informants, confidential

' sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 

’ of the information.
8. Correspondence -

i Correspondence submitted i security informant and potential security
i informant matters should '■ strictly limited to the administrative -

handling of the informant ..nd should not contain info? ■ - tion more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case ption.

9. ■ Maintenance of files
a. All pending files on security informants shall be"maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAO, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in

. subsection K. •
b. Subfiles containing written statements may-be maintained in the open 

files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant’s 
identity on the statements,

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to "'^ure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will 1 
immediately available ’"on the request of the Bureau. '

d. Tn addition, these f . should be maintained in such a fashion 1 t 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research. .

10. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic— 

’ ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases," summarize - 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file.

11. Form FD-238
Form ED—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to shew where in the. 
file particular data can be found. This form is to " 3 kept as the top
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document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be ' 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

[ [12. ] Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investi "ative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together vrith a copy of executed 
form ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306, In such a case, the original form FD-306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon.

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED ’ ’
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis. •

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. •

d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority to pay informants
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 bn a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, ’ 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized,

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization." .

c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly an* accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the

• information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass -
intelligently such blue slips for payrent.

d.' Prior Bureau authority must be obtain <. to make any additional payment 
to an individual who has received payments totaling $200.

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority ,
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. , '
b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.
’ (in espionage 'and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 

where applicable.) ■
(1) Recommendation

(Use following wording as nearly as possible:
"I recommend that authority be granted to ■
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the 
above informant up to $___(amount) per____ (month, week, 
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, week) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ___ months, 
effective ___ (date).")
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above,

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, .Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance,

11, If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made,

12o It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of- 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dis-semination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations,

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

o. The abbreviation "CS11 may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation ”CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000—S.

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal 
informants.

3. Index
[ a. Index cards [on form FD-348] like those prepared for informants must

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 
or the security informant index, depending on the type of information 
furnished.

b. The symbol >ndex is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index and the security informant index if the 
source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga
tions.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a J'classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts- 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.
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5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background 
data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is 
required for potential security and potential racial informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in 'which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants.

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the.Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following infoi'ma— 
tion: ■ .
(1)- Background information, including date and place of birth, 

- citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest - 
record, and service record, if any .

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters.

f.-[0ne of the required copies of the letter requesting p« verity to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist o >f the first 
page of the letter.] If the request is approved at. t. : areau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the[single-page]co;; andfit will 
bejreturned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such - 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background inf ornr-. • ' on 
obtained.

6. Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stab- y and 
payments
a. Every four months a letter of justificatic should be subml' - ■

the Bureau requesting continuation of pay; -.ts to security Ui*l
. confidential sources. See 107N, 3b, for f» rm of letter.

b. If the security or racial source is not being paid on Burt thoriza 
tion and is being used regularly, t‘ e Agent handling the s. must 
dictate a memorr*.. " xm to the SAC for She file containing the same 
certification as "-o stability and reliability as required by payment 

' letters. ’ ■ ' ' '
7. Gifts

Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items;
8. Discontinuance

Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, and the reasons 
therefor. - • ■ '
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f. If the informant receives from outside employment less than $4800, 
all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and $4800.

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 
use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

[h. When an informant or former informant is initially considered as a 
potential witness in a Bureau case, determine whether he paid 
Federal and state taxes on the income he received from the Bureau 
for his services. If such taxes have not been paid, obtain all 
pertinent details and promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation.]

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau tnw 
furnish the Department a set of Photostats of the original receipt■ 
signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a t 
of Photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose 
territory the trial will take place. The office handling prosecut.' on 
must determine from the Government attorney which individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:

I1 T The correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, ’he names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may h” ade payments 
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as :e amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable penses.
Although tabulations are not furnished to J • partment, those 
prepared by your office will be reconcile- I <.h Bureau records .

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and c ‘ .banding balances of 
advances

(7) The date of.last contact by your office
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be a - -ounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, t. Bureau must 
be so advised.

Co Where an informant has previously been used and a tabul; ion of pay
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (f, need be given 
only from the date of the-last trial from which the in di dual was 
used.

do The above information should be submitted separate and - . t from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory inform; '.ion, anf ould be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrativ. Divisio Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional corre.’pondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designate:’ for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensa~fon
a. At times security informants -:id/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to -trikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result ".ey become eligi >le for unemployment 
compensation. Where unempl'1. "nt regulations require listing of - 
sources of income as a preri i site for obtaining :: employment 
compensation and security in'. j “.ant s and/or source,, who at the ti.se 
are being paid by the Bureau .services renders' ail to comply, 
the situation is potentially <.marrassing. The I. --ru canrot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation o'' “ 't* j law on
the part of any informant or source. Each field offi: ■ • - determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of c:.emplo yment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.
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b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 

■ to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each
■ office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 

accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
reed for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

9. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double . 
agent at the inception : f the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this eff ’.). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the 1-areau. Entirely *oparate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent’s code name. .

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 
follows: ’
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for 
services .or expenses. If the confidential source has no symbol ” 
number, list his name. ■ '

2. Also list the symbol numbe. . of all security informants not paid 
under Bureau authority.

3. Set forth any comments ooi.'.-^ning the pre rant -s-tatus of the informant 
coverage of the office, toother with informa1;on concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

4, As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under “Headquarters 
■City'1 and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters. ‘

Under each unit th» approximate- membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and posi-!'"- ms- of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Wht-' no informant coverage exists or where coverage -
provided by inf\. *.nts or sources who are not members, such factor ..ould 
be shown relat: v ■'o each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area—wide, national, or international 
information.
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SECTION 107. ECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDK^BAL SOURCES 107N

(?) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

[ (3) Current membership[and position hcld]in subversive organizations
[ [(Vlhen justification is submitted for racial informants, sub—
[ stitute the word "racial" for the word "subversive.”)]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month 
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(?) Number of written and oral statements submitted

(List separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant
(11) Stability and reliability

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or o '.her similar problems 
presented by informant, and steps being t. ■ to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of v .amassment to the 
Bureau.)

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media.)

(13) All necessary action taken on information furnished
(14) Miscellaneous

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confit' . al 
source, panel source, or source of information for the • ; . nformant.”) 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a '’ .e
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks i se of the
expiration of the period for which payment has been ; ■. > "xr.ed as to
whether the s< ’vices of the informant are to be con! ,_d.

d. Every four mt ',-j.s a letter of justification should I ‘ abmitted to 
the Bureau re ; testing continuation of payments. Fo? ' form in 
subsection 3b,

e. Letter ■'"equesting authority to continue (increase, .. .rease) payments 
to an „ "ormant should be submitted in duplicate excc: that the 
copy si. xld consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the fi^d are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Apr ?ved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not app -ved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the fieZd.

f. In ore .r for this system to function properly, payment 1, , rs must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should -be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses
In connec? >n with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor— - 
dinary ex; .rises are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.
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1077 SECTION 107. ^BOURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDEN^L SOURCES

4. J’oui—month, evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority 
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.

5. Receipts . - .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a ' 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files. '

b. Receipts should clearly show:

!1 ) Bate on which payment was made ’
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment

■ ■ (5) Signature of person receiving the money
c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such correctic- 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statement-s of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—ha’f inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acoo fastener punch. ” e staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or othe ■ data appearing oh the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can ’ 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show ' 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants -who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau . 

should be Jvised that such compensation must be reported as' income
' when filing an income tax return.

b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, " . •
they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, si> • 
Bureau does not consider their activity as the carrying on of 
or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire.

c. The informant’s own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
. consideration-as he may receive income from-oth . sources as an inde— 
. pendent contractor which would require the deduction of self-employ

ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.
d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 

a return is based upon ..et earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an inform-- receives less than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other selfloyment income, this money in any event ■ 
is not subject to the t ■’' f— emplo yment tax. If the informant re
ceives $4800 or more from outside employment subject Social 
Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirems- • ' i do not 
apply. . '

[ e. Bureau income should be set forth under item[5]on pa ne of th"
[ Federal income tax return, form 1040, and explained .r[part ” - ’
[ schedule B,]of the return as income received from oti sources or

personal services rendered through a private enterprise or simiL r 
general term applicable to informant’s position and station in life.
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2.

3.

i

[

b. Symbol number index
(1) The same official as set out in la (1) above is to maintain 

the symbol number index. This index shall contain a card 
for each individual to whom a symbol number has been assigned.

(2) File cards numerically and any symbols which consist of 
fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically behind the 
numerical symbol index.

c. The above indices (alphabetical name index and symbol number index) 
shall not be available for review by Agents seeking informant help 
in connection with their cases.

d. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by the official having 
custody of the cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature o his 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for the use of Agents on inform

ants and sources in other divisions who may be available for assist
ance .

b. If such index is maintained, a • ,-parate index card is to be prepared 
on each informant and source th-t has been furnished.

o. These cards should contain brief background data, togei.er with the 
identity of the Bureau communication which contains the complete back
ground data.

d. File these cards alphabetically by name and symbol number. Duplicate 
cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

Agents’ informative index
a. An Agents’ informative index may be maintained by the same official 

as set out in la (1) above for the use of Agents on the type of 
informant coverage in the division.

b. File these cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically 
by states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location there should be a guide card in
dicating the type of information which can be furnished, such as 
Communist Party, Civil Rights Co \gres Polish Activity, etc.

d. On this guide card set forth f symb- ' lumbers of the informants
and confidential sources who c provl >. this cover ge.

e. Potential informants, confident -.1 sources, panel >. - roes, and 
sources of information who do nc-i have permanent .;>ls should 
be set forth by name.

f. When an individual can provide more kan one ty.... A -mati on.
his symbol or ide.-Pity (if a potential inform??. conf al
source, panel sou . e, or sc • -;e of informatior -.'' hout 
nent s/e IpI) sho' ' ’ be set 'th on as many ■ cards y
prov’ I- iypes, of "ormatio ,

g. The S' ’ 5fide oan - hould[sh< . the above d- ■ and if is , ■ .e
to p" alom-s'. ’ • the name . symbol n; . ' as the cas.. ,
the u -s-s of th? contacting . .--its to a request may
for e specific check with the -.idivi'd-- .,

h. Also, there mas be set forth these . ■ care . symbol s
of informants g -> move outside divis^s -nd v. still r. 
excellent sources regarding past activit’Tu’y should 
declassified from informants to confident . ’• .cees or so jes
of information. If any such individual h- .■from a di ’sion 
and is being utilized by the division to • ? has morel >nd
has received a symbol number from the latter Ision, suer e.sig— 
nation should be indicated on the guide card.

i. The names or symbol numbers, as the case may . , of individ ..Is 
contained in the index entitled "Informants - 1 Sources in Other 
Divisions" who can be of assistance ~o your of''ice may be set 
forth on the appropriate guide cards in tljis index.
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4. Currency and. security -
All indices shall he maintained in a current status at all times in 
a manner which provides tight security of the information and yet makes 
it easily available to Agents having a need thereof.

L. INDEX CARDS ■
[ 1. Index cards[(FD—348) shall be executedjfor the alphabetical name index.
[ 2. [Use form FD-348].for the symbol number index. [Execute only the following
[ items:]

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential 
informant, or confidential '

’ source)

Name:

3e Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards sin.; 
this information is shown in the informant’s administrative .file<,

M. INFORMANT FILES
lc Opening

ao When -active investigation is initiated relative y an individual who 
has potential as an informant or confidential source and he is not 
the subject of a security—type file, a 134 classification file should 
be opened, 'and maintained in a pending status until efforts to develop 
the subject are discontinued.

b. If an individual is the subject of a. security case and after being in
terviewed with Bureau authority he indicates he is cooperative a’.d has 
potentiality as an informant, a 134 file should be opened and ma ained 
in a pending status whil.- under development as a potential infor ■ ■ t. 
In espionage and foreign ationality matters the existing file ma, 
be used rather than ope- .;; a new 134 file if this is practical and 
will reduce paper work. -

c. Individual files on all a;. 'e informants should be maintained and 
carried as pending active ■ es.

2, . Monthly administrative report
Files on potential informants and informants shall be included in the 
tabulations and calculations of delinquencies the monthly adminis— 

•trative report.
3. Assignment and tickler cards . . ’

a. Assignment and tickler cards she- ...d be maintained. ■
b. The true name, of informant is not to appear on the assignment and • ■ 

tickler cards.
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G. INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION
1, General instructions re oral snd written information

a. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of
> information received from informants apply not only to security

informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confidential sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity. - '

d. Written statements should be submitted whenevei* possible, but if such 
■ ‘ cannot be done information may be provided orally. Tn espionage and .

• foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary
only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in

. the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not subject to
. prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court,

f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be. 
promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all 
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan—

. nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD—306
as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy of the 
informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be

- noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."
g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise the trial 

attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case 
at issue. The trial attorney will thus be prepared in the event 
informant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements 
2. Recording written and oral information .

( a. Written by informant
(1) Kay be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.

2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 
retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check 
informants to see that they do not keep any notes or copies.

3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
4) Date when informant prepares statement should bo placed at the 

top of it.
(5 ) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or each separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement whether the information is of 
evidentiary or intelligence value.
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[ SECTION W7. SECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFxDENTIAl SOURCES] 107F

b. As means of obtaining closer control, obtain signed statement set 
out below whenever feasible and practical. In those instances in 
vrhich it is not practical to secure a signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. The 
SAC and the Agent handling the informant or double agent should 
determine the appropriate time in the informant's operation when 
the statement should be completed.

I, , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
F®d'era?l“Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a. patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relationship 
in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a Federal 
employee and will not represent myself as such. I further 
agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any way infor
mation which I may obtain or any activity in which I may en
gage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, both 
while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau.

(Signed)

Witness ed: __________

[ [8.

[ [9.

[ [10.

[ [11.

Execution of party.questionnaires]
a. Informants, particularly in Communist Party, ofttimes must execute 

"Party" questionnaires and in doing so should b- instructed to be 
extremely careful not to jeopardize their posit: ' as informants.

b. If necessary, each item in questionnaire should oe discussed with 
informant to be certain his identity as informant is protected.

Informant's activity in organizations] ■
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, suoh as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders) request instruction and interpretation of the. organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furbish source- for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit b<ck as observers.

o. Changes in the organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should . 
be reported on as they occur. Have informants give tha'.r opini^-.s 
of the motivation behind such changes, but be certain o -nions ■ d 
suggestions given are labeled as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts withiu thei 
orbit in order to gain higher positions, but at the same .ime 
should be cautioned to do so in suoh a manno as to avoid sus^ ■ n.

Transfer of informants to other areas]
a. Heep alert to possibility of transferring inf -rants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or empl<\ :nt.
b. Keep in mind ov'- -all coverage of organization . If informant 

becomes prominc • and may be able to expand hi.- field of activity 
beyond your fie division, r. all means encourage him to do so' 
in order to prou.'e a wider c /erage for the Bureau’s work.

Action by informant Y.hen uncovered] .
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, he should be 

instructed to defend himself vigorously and demand proof of hie 
informant activity.

b. Suspicion in many cases is directs" to an informant without • 
to back it up and by bluffing inf,-aant may confuse the iss: 
the point where his services may net be lost. This proceduz ’ ould 
be carefully handled and each situation considered on its me •• .j.

o. In some oases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce o 
charges of deviation from the strict discipline of the organization 
involved, as by so doing he may oast off suspicion, .

9
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12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a. If a security informant is requested hy the Communist Party, communists 

being prosecuted by the Government, or by other interested parties to 
assist in the preparation of the defense in subversive-type oases or 
receives assignment where such information is readily available, 
informant should tactfully decline such assignments.

b. Any such request received by informant should be reported immediately 
to the contacting Agent and made a matter of record.

c. If the informant cannot avoid becoming involved, he should be instructed 
not to report to the contacting Agent any information pertaining to 
defense plans or strategy. ■

d. Any such incident must be reported promptly to the Bureau.
[ [13. Preparation for testifying
[ Contacting Agent must condition the informant to the fact that someday
[ the knowledge he possesses may be needed as evidence in court to assist
[ the Government in combating the evil of communism. Psychological!y
[ prepare the informant for the fact that he may at some future date be
[ called upon to render a still further contribution to his Government by
[ testifying to the information he has furnished on security matters.
[ Proper indoctrination of the informant is essential as the Bureau must
[ provide witnesses whenever the Department initiates prosecutions in
[ security cases.]
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,8 . Potential security informants in espionage and foreign nationality cases 
many times present special problems which, limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 10!iY,6b and 6h, volumes TV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices ’ 
within 30 days.

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D. INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OP POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ■
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection G, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and. request authority to develop individufel as a 
security informant,' ’

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any 
embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active investigation has established that the 
potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau.

5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters wh<».'s contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circum. ’ noes of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at least 
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants.

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. 
Letters concerning potential informants who are not being paid on 
Bureau authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, should 
contain informative summary of information furnished during part four ’ 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential in' • -.ant's 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disci. t. 
These letters should follow the form indicated under section 1< , ‘ 3b,
but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1, ,o -

L omit reference to any payment recommendation.
7, Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 

• not become delinquent. ’
8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops individual, 

does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts,
9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities 

for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furni :>h current 
information of Bureau interest in security field.

10. If individual does not l.;ve pote.'lal as above described bu ■ - willing 
to cooperate, consider i idieating to him he can be of assis; se if he
places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain . formation 
of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, • 
would be the means whereby he obuld obtai. ' -'ormation.

11. Inform potential informants who agree to . .st the Bureau uhat such 
assistance must be strictly voluntary and ey are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved.
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During initial .' tages of development and on occasion active informants 
may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it .
becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive *
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires 
as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his 
cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before 
taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s 
cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained.
Specifically advise, each potential informant that he is not and cannot 
consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI. 
In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes 
must be impressed upon the informant.
Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi
dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this 
confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the 
mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential 
basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and 
so doing the Bureau’s investigative activity may be jeopardized. S' 's 
must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept hit 
as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require 
his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be learned 
from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the 
Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special 
circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.
If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with al. 
union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employe? 
employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtai: 
information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive ele;. .us . 
If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any simi.‘ ar 
relations with a school, college,.or university, in his initial i: terfiew 
and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern
ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop
ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at 
all times to be certain he is not a p" nt.
When potential informant begins to fu -ish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation a.: informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication, must be personally 
initialed by SAC or AS'.-.7 acting in his absence? individual’s background 
must also be thorough'” reviewed at this til: , keeping in mind possibility 
of using informant as ■, potential witness. .. f individual has any 
weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and 
to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.]

E. BUREAU POLICY '
[ [1. Development of military personnel]

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents]
[ Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.]
[ [3. Divulging information to informant]
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informant

concerning any of the Bureau’s investigative activity other than that
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation.
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[ 
r

(6) Informants should inc .r. the body of their statements specific
dates and places; pur of the meeting or activity being
related; identities o akers and perrons present, plus their 
known status in any g. • ; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual present; ar. comments made by each individual,

(7) Informant should identj. 1 y [his statement]by affixing his code 
name[immediate 1y under the last written line on each page.] 
Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or the initials of his code 
name .

(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any 
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
informant, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, etc.

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt serialization 
should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a . .nneli zing 
memorandum which should contain the applic e items set 
forth on form FD—306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 
Informants should leave out such items as;
a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting .Agent to informant

.These data should be furnished orally by informant to con
tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file.

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

sc that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 

. to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left cut:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References tc other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to’ informant

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file.

(2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
(3) Date it at the top with the date the informant furnishes the 

information to the Agent. No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement.

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 
himself.

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be 
read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by 
affixing his code name on each page. In espionage and foreign 
nationality matters authentication by informants is necessary 
only where future prosecution is possible.

11
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1070 SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND COHEIDFSTIAL SOURCES

(o) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare a cover sheet, form ED-306, which should be stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement should be handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be incorporated in an office memorandum by the Agent 
and should not be initialed by the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

h, T-ey should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
c, . If rhey cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes for their receipt.
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 

names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
directory.

e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post office boxes 
in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees.

f. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under a fictitious name in the 
same- manner as d.

g. Statements should be collected .at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office-box 
for any extended period of time.

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or office by most appropriate means of communication. Office 
should take any necessary action without delay.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion.
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager desoripti'. • 

data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file s 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take a. 
necessary action.

■c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should be prepared to follow with the informant and 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for informant’s subfile. If an identification is made, 
a file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon the informant’s code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant’ 

cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
personnel.

12
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[

[

4. Subfiles '
a. A. subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant- or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon. ’

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks." •

’ 6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 

' see Manual of Rules and Regulations.
7. Dissemination of information

Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— ■ 
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should -be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. ■

9. Maintenance of files’ ■
a. All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K. •

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
■ files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 

■ identity' on the statements. ;
c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 

that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research, “

10. Use of informant by ^Department — filing correspondence re .
From time to time,, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu- ‘ 
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's Tile. . '

11. Form FD—238
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 

' the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

17
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t

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be / 
noted at that time.

[ [12. ] Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement - 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed

■ form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable' items 
set forth on form FD—306, In such a case, the original form ED—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. . .

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING HONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants ,.

■ a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on - 
. a businesslike basis. • - '

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. . . . • ' -

d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. • ..

2. SAC authority to pay informants ■
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
' under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance 

expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may. approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.

. This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorizat’, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be u»J >.ized, '

. b. Individual who is paid on SA.C authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization. "•

c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a. position to pass

. intelligently such blue slips for payment.
d. Prior Bureau authority must'be obtained to make any additional payment 

to an individual who has received payments totaling $200. .
3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority

a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoz’jza— 
• tion. . ■ , .

b. In requesting this authorization, .a justification must be set forth 
containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.

——(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings ■
where applicable.) . .

- . (1) Recommendation -■ . .
• * (Use following wording as nearly as possible: - '

. "I recommend that -authority be granted to .
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the ' 
above informant up to $ (amount) per_____(month, week) 
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, week 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months, 
effective ___ (date),")_______ .

18
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above, .

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made, ■ ’

. 12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

■ 13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the’ Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II,

’ ' section "5," of the Manual of Rule s and ' Regulations. ’ " ' ’ ’ ‘ '

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 " ’

U. . CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. • .
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved. .

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief ' 

. ' statement concerning type of information furnished.
c. The abbreviation "CS” may be used in intra—Bureau communications 

for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia, "

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000—S. .

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from" 
the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal

‘ informants.
3. Index

[ a. Index cards [on form FD-348] like those prepared for informants mu;''
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant inde 
or the security informant index, depending on the type of informati.. n 

' " furnished. •
b. The symbol index-is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform

ants. ■ . L ' ■
c. . Duplicate- confidential source cards may be maintained with the 

_ - ’ criminal informant index and the security informant. indeaL if the
source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga—

. tions. •
4. Files

When active investigation i.s initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a x34 classifies^ • 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until ef - . 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure" st; _:_d 
b,e followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.

27
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5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to he used for assistance in security 

or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background 
data must "be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is 
required for potential security and potential racial ’informants.

h. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters 'in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances‘of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants.

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following-informa— 
tion:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest, 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him ... ... .

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. Tn addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be- advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters,

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a ■ 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

6. Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and 
payments ,

. a. Every four months a letter of justification should be-submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
confidential sources.’ See 107N, 3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security or racial source is not being paid on Bureau authbriza 
tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the. same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters.

7. Gif ts ... ‘ .
[ [Gifts should not be given to sources since such .actions-might be
[ . misconstrued.] ■■ ’* “

8. Discontinuance ’
Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued,, and the reasons 
therefor.. ' ■ . “”'
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SECTION 10^1 SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONTINUAL

SOURCES

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to he serialized. . 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be ' ( 
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant '
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form ID—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. .

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants ' ' .

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be - 
' misconstrued.

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on •
a businesslike basis. • .

[ c. [Dele ted ] • .. • ■ ■ ■
d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority to pay informants
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to . 

■ expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable-, or to advance 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, • 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 
than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments. 
This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 
for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words, 
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized. ■

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 

. . information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass
intelligently such blue slips for payment? / .

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to an individual who has received payments totaling $200. ’

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority .
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion.
b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

. containing the following items and using the subheadings- shown. ■ -
(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 
where applicable.) . .. . * .
(1) Recommendation ' ■ ■ . - -

(Use following wording as nearly as possible: . . . __
"I recommend that authority be granted to ’
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the ’ ‘
above informant up to $___ (amount) per___ (month, week) 
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, . week) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months,

. effective ____(date).") ’ . -
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4. Subfiles •
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing

' by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
. FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items-

set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement. ■

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon. '

5. Channelization .
Excerpts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
.of the informant's statement being .channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

[ 6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of
■ For instructions concerning the -'destruction" of channelizing memoranda, .

C see Manual of Rules arid Regulations.
7. Dissemination of information

Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies■whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the suV.ect matter . 
of the information.

8. Correspondence ■
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. ’ ’

9. . Maintenance of files’
a. All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in ' 
subsection K.

- ’ ' b. Subfiles■containing written statements may be maintained in the’open
. files seotionj provided .there is no disclosure of the informant's .

identity on the statements. - ' : - ■ -
c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 

that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished

. .. competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by
’ simply referring to the file of the informant .arid without ‘be necessity
' of conducting extensive research. . •
10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re

- From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing''this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in ' 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those oases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate' informant's file.

11. Form FD—238 .
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top ’

17
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8, Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of suoh information to follow the instructions set forth 
above,

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character. Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

?.O. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES '
1. Definition -

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved. -

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief . 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. The abbreviation ’’CS" may be used in intra—Bureau coi>.munioations 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation HCS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000-S. .

' e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from
[ the series of symbol numbers used for your security,[racial,land

criminal informants.
3. Index

a, . Index cards on form FD—348 like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 

[ [racial informant index,]or the security informant index, depending on
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants. . ■

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the
[ criminal informant index,[racial informant index,]and the security •
[ informant index if the source furnishes information of value in[these]

types of investigations.
4. Files

When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification . 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts’

[, to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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[

[

[ 

'[

[

5. Utilization ■
a. If confidential source is to he used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and Background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner- ' 
as security informants. -

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted. ■

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ,
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a ■
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of . 
Bureau policy on labor matters,

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a s.ubject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy' and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to ' ’
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information

. obtained. .
6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments

a. Every foux- months-a letter of justification should be submitted to
. the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 

• sources. See 107N, '3b-, for form, of- letter.. - . . : . :
b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and 

is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. , -

8. Discontinuance _
. Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued; an'd the reasous’ 

therefor.
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4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must "be made a matter of record in the field 
office files with all sources of information being completely identified.

[ Sources include all confidential informants — criminal, security, [and racial.]
Agents must not have and use informants known only to the individual .
Agents personally.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

a. During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress 
upon informant the absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging 
through any media any information regarding his relationship with 
Bure au.

b. These instructions must be properly worded and phrased to prevent 
any possibility Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship. . *

2. Developing additional background
a. During development of informant, additional data concerning his ‘

background should be continuously obtained from informant.
b. After gaining informant’s confidence, information will be elicited 

which may be pertinent to his operation and may have effect upon 
his retention, such as data revealing he is mentally or emotionally 
unstable, dr has some personal problem which would make him a risk 
as an informant.

3. Handling indications of instability
a. Details of any indications of instability should be furnished to -

the Bureau immediately upon being obtained, with recommendations as ■ 
to informant’s continuance.

b. Set forth the steps being taken to prevent any embarrassment to 
Bureau'.

4. - Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where the 

frequency of contact is dependent on the circumstances of each 
case, informants should be contacted as often as necessary, but • 
at least one personal contact should be made every two weeks.

b. If such frequent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific 
Bureau authority for an exception .to this requirement (except in 
espionage and foreign nationality matters). In requesting such 
exception, set forth all attendant circumstances. -

c .■ During each contact, informant’s activities since previous contact 
should be carefully reviewed and the contacting Agent should make 
certain the informant has furnished in writing or verbally all .
information and data which he has o.btained- since the last contact. - 
If additional or supplementary information is furnished during this 
contact with the informant, this information should be handled in the 
same manner- as outlined in subsection G.

d. Contacting Agent should become so well acquainted with informant 
that he will not breach the confidential relationship. If there 
is slightest indication informant may do so, Agent should be able 
to anticipate .this action and forestall it. ■

e. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but also direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close rela
tionship that he . knows how informant is thinking with regard to 
Bureau connection. This relationship should not be so reciprocal 
that informant obtains information concerning Agent or Agent's . -

. business, personal or official. - ■
f. Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does not 

become too familiar with Agent and later cause embarrassment to 
Agent or Bureau by using for his own advantage such knowledge which 
he may obtain.

g. Promptly advise Bureau of any indication informant is wavering in 
Bureau relationship, .
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h. Any arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him . 
must be specific and no doubt should be left in the minds of either 
the Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time.

i. Informants should be instructed to use only public telephones in ’
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should be given’ 
to furnishing informants the unlisted office telephone number for

[ emergency communication. [This rule is not practical in all espionage
[ and foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.]

j. Positive information received from informant should be the subject
of a written statement by informant or a memorandum tprepared by 
contacting Agent to be placed in the informant’s subfile and . 
appropriately Channelized.

k. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in inform
ant's administrative file, Memorandum or form FD-209 may be used. If 
informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may be used for 
several contacts.

1. The dates of negative contacts and file numbers of the cases involved 
must appear in informant's administrative file. Where a file has more 
than one subject, the name of the subject under inquiry should also 
be noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on the form.

1 m. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channeli.ze same.

n. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant and 
former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to whom inform- . 
ant is assigned. ’

[ 5. [Checking reliability] ’
a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked. ’
b. Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
furnishing accurate, truthful information. •

c. Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time , 
informant is active, ■

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica
tion Division if they are not on file there. .

b. If informant refuses, do not force the issue.
c. Informant's fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as

■ ' enclosure to FD—165 using applicant—type fingerprint card, form
’ FD—258. This card should be .properly executed showing subject's . ’ .

complete description, including date and place of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of card. ■

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the field in the files of the 
Identification Division by submission of form FD—165, using informant's 
true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.

. e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year 
following- discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that 
time by submission of form-FD—165 or advise Bureau as to why notice 
should be continued, If fingerprints obtained sole?./ for this 
purpose, remove fingerprints from criminal file. . .

[ 7. [Control — statement of cooperation] .
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases 
and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau. .

8
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d. All such, material should he transmitted in the same manner as 
/ statements furnished by informant.
\ e. Receipt of such material should he recorded on form FD—306 or on a

channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

- H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS _ .
. 1. Carefully handle and create hasis for acquisition
. a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals

is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature ■
or as evidence of espionage activity.

’ ’ b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net
gain accrues to the U. S. ’

c. The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 
appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise. ’

2. Locating information to pass .
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should - ’
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can ■
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except: ■
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles ’
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not" include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material ’
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations. ’

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent, 
o. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 

• to the national defense. ’ .
e. It is not necessary to retain copies of build-up material obviously 

not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody. -

I. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers . ‘

a. All informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number of 
which the Bureau must "be advi-sed. Once a symbol number is assigned, 

[ it must not subsequently be reassigned to another[individual.]
■ b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity

must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 
producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations.

. c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised
of such symbols.

d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in .signing his 
statements and in communications between the informant and the field’ 
office. .

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per
manent symbol.
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2. Communications — use of symbols .
a; After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
syihbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter. Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth. . ’

c. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed.

d. Informants and sources entering another division .
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on

< temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons
■ should be referred to in initial letter to interested office

by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual 
by symbol number only. . -

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, thei.r symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence. ■

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.

e. Tn communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, 
symbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
e.g., "NY 000—8." .

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the 
'■ name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" ’ 

shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."
g. Similarly, in communica’tions relative to confidential sources, the 

■ abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe,- CS. "
h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, 

the designation should be as follows: "LA 000—PSI." ■ -
i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 

symbol number,- the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S."
j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 

communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. . -

J. INDEXING. ’ i .. ’ .. ’ .1-’', .- .. ... ..J. ..
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

[ assigned to them for informants* use in submitting their statements,
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name.

2. These index cards should show the file number of the informant and 
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 

. ‘ appear. . ... .

“ K. INDICES _ . •
. 1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number-index . . .

' a.. Alphabetical name index ‘ . ■
■ (1) In all offices all active: potential security.and security .

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index. -

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security’ confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters.

14 .
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above.

9. - Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

120 It is imperative that all information from the informant be-correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary-to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual -in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unrelia.bility should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134

U. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

.See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A- symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address,.business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd,

o. The abbreviation ’'CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source. Communications relating to espionage and 
foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character 
indicating the country involved; e.g., IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation ’’CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-000-S.

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
[ the series of symbol numbers used for your security,[racial,land

criminal informants.
3. Index

a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 

[ [racial informant index,]or the security informant index, depending on
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

. c. Duplicate confidential source cards may’be maintained with the 
[ criminal informant index,[racial informant index,]and the security
[ informant index if the source furnishes information of value in[these]

types of investigations.
4. Files

When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
.has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 clas-sification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 

[ to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants,

c. Records of contacts -with confidential sources who have pending files . 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for. that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ■ .
(1) . Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest . 
record, and service record, if any

(2) , Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual _ 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters. - .

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only, of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a - 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to. 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such ' - 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background .information 
obtained. '

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments 
- a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to •

. • the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security- confidential
sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of lette-r. . '

' b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and
is being, used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

7. Gifts ' ' *
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. . . " .

8. Discontinuance ' . ’
[ Advise Bureau[of the date]when confidential source is discontinued, and

the reasons therefor.
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(
5. Listed below are all of the Bureau 

letters should be submitted. This 
of semiannual letters on criminal

offices and the dates semiannual
list is also applicable to the submission 

informants.

Office Dates

L

■

Albany- 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El' Paso 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis 
Jacks onville 
Kansas City- 
Knoxville

[Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Mobile 
N ewark 
New Haven 
New Orleans 
New York 
Norfolk 
Oklahoma City- 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City. 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Juan 
Savannah 
Seattle 
Springfield 
Tampa ,
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
tt «
« n
tt tt

January -31 and July 31 
tt «
n n
n ii

February 15 and August 15 
» »
tt »
H it

February 28 and August 51

it tl
tt tl

March 15 and September 15 
n n
it «
it «
it tt

March 31 and September 30 
tr i>
tt n j

■ n ft
n n

April 15 and October 15 
CT It
ti ti
n n

April 30 and October 31 
CT «
n n
CT CT

May 15 and November 15 
‘H 11
» n
ii tt
n tt

May 31 and November 30 
n it
11 CT
n it
CT CT

June 15 and December 15 
CT CT ‘
CT CT
CT CT
CT « .

June 30 and’ December 31 
n t>
n «
n «
rt CT
TT «
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107P ~ a SECTION 107® SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIjj^PIAL SOURCES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1, Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the " 
informant. ■ .

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action. ■

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative. .

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS . ’
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled.” Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index^ mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the- name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. '

[ 4. Advise the Bureaufof the date]when a potential informant or informant is
■ discontinued and the reason therefor. .
5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 

in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of _ 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a. desire to consider the info- - 
ant further when he becomes available, 'advise the Bureau in each sue’ 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the s.
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This except;..: . 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con- 
■ .trol informants., set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda

tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con- 

■ tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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SECTION 107^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFII^JIAL SOURCES 107G - I

d. All such, material should be transmitted in the same manner as 
statements furnished by informant.

e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items s'et forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 
or as evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net 
gain accrues to the U. S.

c. The information which is passed should be carefully handled’and 
appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise.

2. Locating information to pass
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should 
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations.

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent.
c. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 
to the national defense.

e. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.

I. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number of 
which the Bureau must be advised. Once a symbol number.is assigned, 

[ it must not be subsequently reassigned[to any other security, racial,
[ or criminal informant or source or confidential technique.]

• b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 
producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his 
statements and in communications between the informant and the field 
office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name in addition to the per
manent symbol.
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2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter. Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed. . .

d. Informants and sources entering another division
• (1) Active informants and sources entering another division on

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons ‘ 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office 
by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual 
by symbol number only.

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately ■ 
discontinued, thei,r symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence.

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office, 
symbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
e.g., "NY 000-S."

f. In communications concerning a' potential security informant, the 
name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" 
shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI." •

g. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the 
• abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." ’

h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, 
the designation should be as follows: "LA OOO-PSI." ‘

i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 
• symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000—S."

j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 
communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e,, IS — R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.]. 
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau. - •

J. INDEXING ’ ’ ' ’ • _
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

[ assigned to them for informants' use in submitting their statements,
but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 
the general office indices in the same manner as any other name. ■

2. These index cards should show the file number of the Informant and 
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 
appear. _ .

X. INDICES . -
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index ■

a. Alphabetical name index ■ -
(1) In all offices all active potential security and security 

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index, .

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show . 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters.

14
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above .

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau.files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance,

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and cha .ge the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 ■ ‘

[

[ 
[

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. • ’
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved,

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, ' 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd. ’

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source;[e . g ., "Richard Roe, CS. " ] Communications 
relating' to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS - R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
' the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g.,

CS NY-000-S. '
e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 

series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants.

3. Index ■
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished. ‘

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the- symbol index on inform
ants. ■

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the . 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files .
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification - 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinue 7.. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal maters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC. ' *
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5.

6.

7 .

8 .
[

Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants. -

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in-which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants. . .

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files ' 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. ‘

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential, source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ’
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest ■ 
record, and service record, if any ■

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters,

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to- use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a ‘ 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to ‘ 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments 
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter. ‘ *

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization and 
is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must dictate 
a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same certification 
as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters.

Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. ■ ■ '
Discontinuance -
Advise Bureau[of the date]when confidential source is discontinued, and 
the reasons therefor. . . ■

1 k
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5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and. the dates semiannual 
letters should be submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

(

[

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El Paso 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis

[Jackson
Jack s onville 

•Kansas City 
Knoxville 
Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Mobile 
N ewark 
New Haven 
New Orleans 

. New York
Norfolk

• Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Juan 
Savannah 
Seattle
S pringfield 
Tampa
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
tt tt
n n

n
January 31 and July 33. 

n t»
n w
tt tt

February 15 and August 15 
ti tt

tt tt
tt tt

February 28 and August 31 
tt tt
tt tt
tt tt

March 15 and September 15 
tt 
t» u
11 it
It It ]
It II

March 31 and September 30 
ti it
ti it
it tt
n n

April 15 and October 15 
tt n
tt tt
tt tt

April 30 and October 31

n it
n it

May 15 and November 15 
tt tt
tt. n
it tt
» H

May 31 and November 30 
n tt
tt n
« tt
n «

June 15 and December 15 
tt n

• t» tt
it «
tt tt

June 30 and December 31 
tt tt
tt tt
•f It
tt n
tt n
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P. SIGNING OP LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS .
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

• situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. . Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form. .

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent . 
facts concerning the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant, ' ’

5, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action. . ‘

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

Q. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card. •
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
. security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was

once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol number index^ mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note . 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

[ 4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is
discontinued and the reason therefor. ■

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart— 
ment's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 

’ is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con— 
. ‘ . trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda

tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.
’ 8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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1071

[ 
[ 
[

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
t 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers .

a. All•informants should be designated by a permanent symbol number- of 
which the Bureau must be advised. Once a number is assigned, it 
must not be subsequently reassigned to any other informant, source, 
or confidential technique,[regardless of type or designation.]

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they 
are producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such 
designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. .

d. An additional cover name should be used by informant in signing his 
statements and in communications between the informant and the field 
office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name i.n addition to the per
manent symbol. '

[f. The prefix of a symbol number is made up of the appropriate field 
office teletype abbreviation followed by the appropriate assigned 
number.

g. The suffix of the symbol number will consist of the letter "S" to 
designate a security informant; the letters ”PSI" to designate a 
potential security informant. ’•

h. Although an individual, confidential technique, or source may 
subsequently furnish information requiring a change in designation 
(e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), the number 
previously assigned will remain the same; however, the suffix is to 
be changed to the appropriate letter or letters indicating this 
change (NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-R).]

13a
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2. Communications - use of symbols ■
a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter. Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth. ’

c. In communications between offices, the same procedure’is to be 
followed. ■

d. Informants and sources entering another division - " '
(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons . 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office 
by true name and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual • 
by symbol-number only.

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing
information and do not plan to return should be immediately . .
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence.

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.

e. [Deleted] " ' '
f. In communications concerning a potential security informant[when 

a symbol number is not assigned,]the name of the potential security 
informant and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., -"John Doe, 

. PSI." ’
g. [Deleted]
h. [Deleted]
i. [Deleted] -
j. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 

communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e., IS — R for Russia or IS — PO for Poland, etc.). - 
This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau.

J. INDEXING
1. True names and aliases of all inform -ts, as well as the cover name 

assigned to them for informants* us; . n submitting" their statements,
. but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be indexed in 

the general office indices in the same manner- as any other name.
2. These index cards should show the file number of the informant and 

such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 
appear.

K. . INDICES ’
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

a. Alphabetical name index , ’ .
(1) In all offices all active potential security and s-ecurity ■ 

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, ASAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index. . . . - -

(2) File these cards-in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters. .

.14
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section 107,Security informants and confid^Jeal sources

d. All such material should he transmitted in the same manner as
. statements furnished hy informant,

e. Receipt of such material should he recorded on form FD—306 or on a
' channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth

107G — H

on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions. 

H. PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS 
1. Carefully handle and create basis' for acquisition

a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals 
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature' 

" or as evidence of espionage activity. .
b« Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a net 

. gain accrues to the U. S, .
o. The information which is passed should be carefully handled and 

appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise. 

2. Locating information to pass ■ •
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should .
locate appropriate information to be passed? however, the Bureau can . 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of * .
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority ’
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except: ■
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles 
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material 
z a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations. •

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent, 
c. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material. ■

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
. passed which is considered evidentiary although not-clearly related

■ to the national defense. ' • '
e. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously 

- ' not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.
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[e.] When an informant or former informant is initially considered as a 
potential wituest in a Bureau cate, determine whether he paid 
Federal and state taxes on the income he received from' the Bureau 
for his services. If such taxes have not been paid, obtain all 
pertinent details and promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation. .

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective -witnesses, the Bureau must 
furnish the Department a set of photostats of the original receipts ‘ 
signed by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set 
of photostats will be transmitted to the field office in whose 
territory the trial will take place. The office handling prosecution 
must determine from the Government attorney which individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:

il) The correct, full name
2) fill aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office -
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those 
prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records . 

(6)' A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

. (7) The date of last contact by your office
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised, .

c0 Where, an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from whioh the individual was 
used.

do The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation ' -
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment

' compensation and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply,

• the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be- ■
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the- state lav: on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted•accordingly.
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b. Whenever a paid'informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and

■ submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
or;? nization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
h?- to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
tc informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

9. Handling money and property received by double agents . '
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent
. intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 

agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi— 
cally approved Ty the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represents possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series, of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent's code name.

c. Money or -property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. '

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents - 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as - 
follows: ■
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for . 
services or expenses. If the confidential source has no symbol -
number, list his name.

2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants not paid 
under Bureau authority.

3. , Set forth any comments, concerning the present status of the -informant ■ 
coverage of the office, together with inf<- -nation concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security ir ormant coverage. . .

4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters 
City” and each resident agency all subversive organizations'broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and 
chapters.

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions- of security informants affording coverage, should’ 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in■other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants ’who furnish area-wide, national, or international 
information. .

22.
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(2) Residence and csjploymon t (if no change since las t justification 
letter, merely state "no change.") '

(3) Current membership [and position held'Jin subversive organizations 
[(When justification is submitted for racial informants, sub
stitute the word "racial" for the word "subver-sive. ") ]

(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 
pertinent period

(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month -
(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.) . .

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted 

(Li st separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage • 

and their importance .
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant . .
(11) Stability and reliability _ -

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.) .

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media.) . ’

(13) All necessary action taken on information furnished 
(14) Miscellaneous

(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)'

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite ■
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow’ form in 
subsection 3b. . • ’ .

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single-page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit. . .

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each S.'.C definitely to’assure himself that full value is 
being received. '

h. Discontinuance of payments . *
If at any time it appears the infcrm.-tlon being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses ’ .
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given,' 
obtain specific Bureau authority. .

19
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4. Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi

. cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation

■ of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set iorth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases' comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.

5. Receipts . .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:

11) Date on which payment was made ■
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

■ or expenses where these items are pertinent _
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment ’
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money '

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, "leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one-half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Aoco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can ' 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show ‘ 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles. ’ ’

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
. when filing an income tax return.

['b. ] Bureau income should be set forth under item_5 on-page one’ of the 
Federal income tax return, form 1040, and explained under part V,[3,] 
schedule B, of the return as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or similar 

■ general term applicable to informant's position and station in life.
[c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self

employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau. '

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of -

. circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office ’ 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.]

20
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i A. DEFINITIONS
I 1. Security informant

K Individual actively engaged ’in obtaining and furnishing current infer—
; maMon on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity
• must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings
; , of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Partyj'or be in'
■ _ such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage
■ _ activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign

, principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infer— ■
’ mation of value. .
’ ■ 2. Potential security informant .
,j Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization
j o-r espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign
■ ' principal or oan become closely associated therewith, and is making
’ affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be
, in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to '
; Bureau. ' • ' .
> '3. Double agent

A specialized type of security informants a person who is cooperating . 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign

< intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance. .
> 4. Confidential source
, An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available
• to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers, telephone
1 company employees, American employees of foreign official establishments,
■ [ [and]employees of the United Nations Secretariat. These individuals make

no concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and
; furnish information readily available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS 
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 

, informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi—
( gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon

initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs, For assistance 
’ in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested:

• 1. Evaluation of .
a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty - .

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants . •'
• e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and' other Bureau

' employees ■
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis .
2. Review of closed security files on individuals
3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.

[ . 5. [Deleted] ■ .
■ 6. Review factionalism section of file- on Communist Party, USA. ■ ■

7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection
' on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be

informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. ■ "
. 8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals

who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a. front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the

* [ acquaintance of party members. - .

3
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9. - Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries .

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions • of plant executives and. highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organisations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be 'willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold ' 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather " 
than have an Agent originate the contact. •

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis— 
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take • 
advantage of such cooperation when offered. .

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to . 

■ furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a- contact.
16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat '
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S. ’ ’
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume TV, of this manual..)

C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ' '
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following:

. 1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 
of a subversive nature _ - ■

[ 2, Discreet canvass of[logicaljinformants to ascertain if the potential
informant is known to current informants 'of your office

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the i^dlvid— 
ual’s personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, . '1th, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present-and pr t 
employments, and business connections. -Background investigation must

- definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized, without
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability.

" Securing background information from the potential informant is not . .
sufficient? the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. .

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for
. the completion 'of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi—
‘ fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve..
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained. ■ . '

4
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.(2 ) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

(3) Current membership and position held in subversive organizations
(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 

pertinent period -
(5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month

(initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under SAC authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted 

(List separately.)
(8) Infox-mation furnished of unusual value '
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant
(11) Stability and reliability „

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
' of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems

presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the

- Bureau.) '
(12) Indoctrination against disclosure

(State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his 
relationship with Bureau through any media. )

(13) All necessary action taken on information furnished-
(14) Miscellaneous ■

. (Any other matters concerning informant’s operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention) ' . .

(Where applicable-, substitute potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks -in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in .
subsection 3b. '

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When - ■
payments as requested by the field -are approved, the single-page ‘ ’
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f„ In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is ’ .
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments .
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commen.surate ’with the payment.s being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised, ‘

i. Extraordinary-expenses •
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority. -
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4. Four-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every four months after the 
date of designation containing the same information set out above in 
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
only those applicable items in subsection 3b.

5. Receipts . -
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in. evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other . 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: .
!1) Date on which' payment was made ‘
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts fo->' services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent -
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment .
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money ■

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent."
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized■statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly, to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show . 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. .. • "

" b. Bureau income should be set forthfon theIFederal income -tax
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for ■
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life.

o. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau.

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot ■ 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop-- 
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of -

. circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to
be withheld from payments made (1) to other.than security informants ’
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to ■ 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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8. Potential security informants in espionage and. foreign rationality cases 
many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of 
the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 105K,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.) 
However, where practical the above items should be covered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices 
within 30 days.

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

D. INTERVIEWS AND DEVELOPMENT OP POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, - 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out
[ in subsection C, and request authority to [ designa l.e 1 individual as a[Bureau-
[ approved potentialjsecurity informant[and proceed with his development.]

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any - 
embarrassment to Bureau. . .

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless ' 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active investigation -has established that the 
potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups,- and there will be no embarrassment 
to the Bureau.

5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is- 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at least ’ '
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants.

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. 
Letter*' concerning potential informants who are not being paid on 
Bureau authorization should -bo submitted on a UACB basis, should ‘
contain informative summary of information furnished during past four 
months, and must include certifications regarding potential informant's 
stability and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure. ’
These letters should follow the form indicated under section 107N, 3b, 
but should omit item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to 
omit reference to any payment recommendation.

7, Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 
not become delinquent. •

8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops' individual 
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

9. Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities 
. for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current 

information of Bureau interest in security field.
10, If individual does not have potential as above described but is willing 

to cooperate, consider indicating to him he can be of assistance if he 
places himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information 
of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of .subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if-he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, 
would be the means whereby he could obtain information.

11. Inform potential informants who agree to assist the Bureau that such 
assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that 
there is no coercion or intimidation involved.
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[ 12. During initial stages of development and on occasion active informants
[ may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it
[ becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive f
[ organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires
[ as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may. be told that
[ his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question
[ arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his
[ cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible
[ individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it
[ impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service
[ which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before
[ taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant's or informant's
[ cooperation,. prior Bureau authority must be obtained.
[ 13. Specifically advise each potential informant that he is not and cannot
[ consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI.
[ In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes
[ must be impressed upon the informant.
[ 14. Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi—
[ ■ dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this • 
[ confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the•
[ mind of the informant that 'his relationship must remain on a confidential
[ basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by
[ so doing the Bureau's investigative activity may be jeopardized. This
[ must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him
[ as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require
[ his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be learr .d
[ from him during the initial interview'and a recommendation made to tb
[ Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special
[ circumstances will'be taken into consideration by the Bureau.’
[ 15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor
[ union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer-
[ employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining
[ -information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements,
[ 16. 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar
[ relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview
[ and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern—
[ ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.
[ 17. From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop-
[ ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at
[ all times to be certain he is not a plant.
[ 18. When potential informant begins to furnish current information, and
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background
[ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility
[ of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any
[ weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and
[ to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.]

E . BUREAU POLICY
[ [1. Development of military personnel]

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents]
[ Contacts vfith an informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.]
.[ [3. Divulging information to informant]
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informant]

concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation.
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SECTION SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIIMKIAL SOURCES 107A - B

A. DEFINITIONS ’
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose i entity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend •• etings 
of a subversive- organizations such as the Communist Party; dr v: in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U.- S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infer— 
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can-become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
Bureau. . .

3. Double agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be; bankers and

[ telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS ■
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
inform'nts may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon ‘ 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: •
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants in security matters
• b. Persons interviewed in connection with security oases

c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf
fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants ' .
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals ■
3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.'
5. Deleted ' • .

. 6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. . _

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts oi- who attended- only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. .
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■. InveSta. gat io ii of communist petition signers who are acquainted, with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the. Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resul-ted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment, . ’ ’

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather- 
than have an Agent ox’igir.ate the contact, .

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in.an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal ox- transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At- ' 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that ■ 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. .Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ— 
- uals merely registered but never became active ’

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform— 
■ ant when direct contact by a- '.gent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 

furnish the services of an 1 'ividual who is available for such a contact.
16. Officials and employees of f -sign establishments in the U, S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat ’ '
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S. ■ ■ ■
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, ox- social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who’ 
vrill undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS •
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following:
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly

' of a subversive nature ’ .
- L 2. Discreet canvass of[logioal]informants to ascertain if the potential 

informant is known to current informants of your office
3. I.nquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections. -Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability-or'unreliability! 
Securing background information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation. . '

. 4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi—

. fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.
5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. . Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained. ' . ■
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[ 8. [Persons being considered for use]in espionage and foreign nationality
cases many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope 
of the initial investigation. (See ~nstructions re contact cases and 
deseco program, section 105K, 6b and 6h, volume TV, of this manual.) ■
However, where practical the above items should be covered. ’ •

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices ' 
within 30 days. •

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
[ guide, direct,[or designate Jan individual as a potcntial[security]informant.

[D. [APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONTROL OF POTENTIAL SECURITY
[ INFORMANTS] ... .

1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 
transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
in subsection C, and request authority to designate individual as a Bureau-

[ approved potential security informs .’. and[toJproceed with his development.
[ [Do not submit on a UACB basis. Inc"-.de a physical description.]
[ 2. [Deleted] ■
[ 3. [After designation as a Bureau-approved potential security informant, the
[ following matters should be made clear to !>*■ , ]
[ [a.] His assistance is strictly voluntary ar ’ ’-e is to understand that there'

is no coercion or intimidation involved.
[ [b.J He is not and cannot consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover

Agent" of the FBI. In this regard, the seriousness of violating the 
impersonation statutes must be impressed upon him.

[ [c.] His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if he
should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so advise. 
There should be no doubt left in the mind of the informant that his 
relationship must remain on a confidential basis and if he 'I dates the 
confidence he will be of no value and by so doing the Bure. s investiga-

[ tive activity may be jeopardized. If he has a special pro.- ,m which would
[ require revealing hi s [a s si stance ] to his wife[or other pert:!: ent individual,]
[ this should be[ascertained and an appropriate recommendation made to the
[ Bureau.] The special circumstances "will be taken into consideration by the
[ Bureau[and you ’will be advised accordingly. ]
[ [d.] If the potential informant is connected in any manner with a labor union,

' inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer—employee
. relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information

on the infiltration of labor unions by subversive elements.
[ [e.] If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar

relations with a school, college, or university, in the initial interview 
and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions con
cerning investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted ’ 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of ir ormants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active inv -■’.igation has established that the 
potential informant is of good <’ -”acter, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment ‘
to the Bureau. • .

5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent 'on the circumstances of the 
case, potential informants should be contacted personally at least ' 
once every two weeks in the same manner- as informants. '

6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. Letters ■
concerning potential informants who are not being paid on Bureau 
authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, should contai 
informative summary of information furnished during past four m hs, and 
must include certifications regarding potential informant's sta.- ity 
and relaibility and his indoctrination against disclosure. Thes letters 
should follow the form indicated under section 107N, 3b, but should omit 
item (5) concerning payments and reword item (1) to omit reference to any 
payment recommendation. . _
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7. Post records of contacts with, potential informants so that the cases will 
not become delinquent.

[ 8. During[contacts]with potential informants, if it develops individual •
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

[ 9. [Deleted] .
[ 10. [Deleted]
[ [11.] During initir" stages of development and on occasion active informants '

may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it 
becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive 
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires - 

■ as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that
his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his 
cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his co-.try may be terminated. Before . 
taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant's

. cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained. - ’
[ [12.] From the first interview with a potential inf ormant through i, is develop

ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at 
all times to be certain he is not a plant.

[ [13. ] When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; individual's background 
must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility

[ of using informant as a witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth
safeguards being followed to insure security and to prevent embarrassment 
to. Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY . •
1. Development of military personnel .

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva— . 
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents ■
Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by 
the Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information' to informant '
No information should be divulged to a potential informant or an informant 
concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that

’ which is essential to his proper operation., -
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A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

■ Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U.- S. on behalf of foreign 
principal that he is able to obtain and does provide current infox— ' 
mation of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organizetion

■ or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to ’ 
Bureau. ■

3. Double agent ■ ’
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both, a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes i;.ormation available 
to him through his present position. Examples would ‘ : bankers and

[ telephone company employees. These individuals make concerted effort
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish ■uformation readily 
available to them. .

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that note iial 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal a esti- 
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: '
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with security cases 
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty .

d, Bureau applicants as possible informants . •
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals •
3. Review of reserve index ‘
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants,
5. Deleted . .
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.. ■
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. ■

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are ’’--r.ooent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis Per cultiviring the 
acquaintance of party members. -
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9C Investigation of communist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might 'cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment. . _

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist-dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions. ■

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact. ■

13. Afuer the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis— ■ 
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that • 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take ■ 
advanJ-.ge of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat ,
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the '
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

[C. [INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING
[ CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES] ’

When a decision is made to consider a particular individual for informant
[ purposes, background investigation must be conducted. [Extensive background
[ investigation should not be conducted, however, until the'individual has
[ been interviewed and it has been determined he is 'willing to assist the
[ Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
[ imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 105K, item 6b,
[ (10), volume IV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation
[ shouldlconsist of.the following:
[ 1. Check of field office files for derogatory information
[ 2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the[individual]
[ is known to[them]- ■

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ
ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 

[ definitely establish that the[individual]can be utilized without any
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. .

[ Securing background information from the[individual Jis not sufficient;
[ [his]background must be established by the investigation,[including discreet
[ inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted with him.]

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the I^enti— 

[ fication Division to obtain[any]record [he may have.]. ■ ’
5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran. .
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. . Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.
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SECTION 10'^ SECUHTY INFORMANTS AND CONFl^piAL SOURCES 107-0

5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates semiannual 
letters should he submitted. This list is also applicable to the submission 
of semiannual' letters on criminal informants.

Office Dates

(

[

Albany January 15 and July 15
Albuquerque " n
Anchorage “ “
Atlanta ” ”
Baltimore January 31 and July 31
Birming- am ” !!
Bos tor " ”
Buff als.- " ”
Butte • February 15 and August 15
Charlotte ” !l
Chicago 11 ' ”
Cincinnati “ "
Cleveland February 28 and August 31

[Columbia " "1
Dallas " "
Denver • "
Detroit " "
El Paso March 15 and September 15
Honolulu
Houston ” "
Indianapolis " "
Jackson " "
Jacksonville " "
Kansas City March 31 and September 30
Knoxville " 11
Las Vegas 11 "
Little Rock 0 ”
Los Angeles '• “

' Louisville April 15 and October 15
Memphis ” "
Miami ” "
Milwaukee " "
Minneapolis April 30 and October 31
Mobile ■ “ "
Newark . " ”
Nev; Haven " "
New Orleans May 15 and November 15
New York " 11 '
Norfolk “ "
Oklahoma City " "
Omaha " ' ”
Philadelphia May 31 and November 30
Phoenix " n
Pittsburgh ” ”
Portland 11 ' ”
Richmond " "
St. Louis June 15 and December 15
Salt Lake City " "
San Antonio " ”
San Diego ' ” "
San Francisco " "
San Juan June 30 and December 31
Savannah ” "
Seattle ” "
Springfield " "
Tampa " "
Washington, D. C. " ”

23
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107P - a SECTION 107 PURITY INFORMANTS IND CONFID SOURCES

P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form,

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant. ■ - .

■ ■ 5. ■ Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation- for proposed action.

6, In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. when the services of an informant ;re discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled," Destroy the symbol c-’-d. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refill the name card in numerical o.der by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the 
symbol, number index# mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha— - 
betical index card. ‘

[ 4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is
discontinued and the reason-therefor. -

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such ' 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 

, of limitations has rur. or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does, not apply to sec :.ty of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is compl ■ ■ 'd, advise the Bureau. ’ " •• ■ .

.7 „ A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda— 

. tions shall be made when it appe-ars that such are warranted.
8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against''the Bureau's 
best interests.' When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the- 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

24
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107A - B

1. Security informant
Individual actively enffased in obtaining and furnishing current infer— 

[ mation on security[oi- intelligenceMatters exclusively for Bureau and whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings' 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U, S. on behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current information

[ of value;[or furnish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regular 
[ ba:-i s . ] •
2. Potential security informant

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on -behalf of foreign 

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith,[or is in a position 
[ to secure pertinent foreign ’intelligence data,]and is making affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be in a position 
actively to obtain and furnish currer information to Bureau.

3. Double agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily, 
avail abl.o to them.

B. SOURCES OP POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizatic' and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience: has shown that sciential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in thu course of now ' investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most pa" ' upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For resistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complains■'in security matters
b. Persons i '.rviewed in connection with security cases
c. Subjects e security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, d"sgruntlement, loss of inters: . inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loy .'.y

d, Bureau applicants as possible informants
e. Personal •'-lends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employee,’
f. Sources information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. P.evi-v of closed security files on individuals
3, Revi.> of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deleted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indie-bions of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members, They, of c<‘ -se, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry,

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating _he 
acquaintance of party members.
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ICURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDE]107 B - C

9. Investigation of communist petition signers vfho are acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment. _

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regand to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently .recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the 
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

[C. [INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVIDUALS BEING
[ CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES]

When a decision is meie to consider a particular individual for informant 
[ purposes, background investigation must be conducted. [Extensive background 
[ investigation should ;.ot be conducted, however, until the individual has
[ been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the
[ Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
[ imposed in section 87D, item -6b, (7), volume III, section 105K, item 6b, 
[ (10), volume IV, relative to interviews apply. B?>. ground investigation
f shouldjconsist "of the following:
[ 1. Check of field office files for derogatory infixmation
[ 2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the[individual]
[ is known to[them]

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ
ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, a,nd business connections. Background investigation must 

[ definitely establish that the[individual]can be utilized without any
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability.

[ Securing background information from the[individual]is not sufficient;
[ [his]background must be established by the investigation,[including discreet
[ inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted -with him.]

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD—9 form 7»hich should be transmitted to '1,3 Identi— 

[ fication Division, to obtain[any]record [he may have.]
5. Armed services ..•".cord should be reviewed if the individual i, reteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107A - B

DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor—
[ mation on sc :urity[or intelligence Matters exclusively for Bureau and whose 

identity must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a. position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to -obtain and does provide current information

[ of value;[or furnish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regular 
[basis. ] ’
2, Potential security informant •

Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 
or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith,[or ir . tn a position 
[ to secure pertinent foreign intelligence data, land ‘is maki affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be ■ a position 
actively to obtain and furnish current information to Bure.-’...

3. Double agent
A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligence service, and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.-

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

B. SOURCES OP POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants should.be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of nornv.l investi
gative activity. Live inf--mart coverage depends for the most pa:■ upon 
initiative and resourceful - , ;s of individual Agents and SACs . . Fo.r ■ ..ssis tanc-e 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of . . ■

a. Complainants in security matters
b. Persons interviewed in connection with‘security cases 
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of -disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial .hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty ■ 

d, Bureau applicants as possible informants 
e. Personal friends and contacts.of Special Agents and other Bureau 

employees 
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals
3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.
5. Deleted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation-with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. -They, of course, should nct.be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for indi tiuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who atte:. . ' onlv 
a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innoc of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members,
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107B - C SECTION 107- SECURITY INFORMANT..' A?23 CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES

9. Investigation o' communist petition signers -who arc acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau, concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be 'willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant's making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an'informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—domi nated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their position!. '

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if ~^:sible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that '■ contact the -Bureau rather 
-than have an Agent originate the contac •

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed "ces of a communist in an indus— 
trial plant having armed forces contrac \ the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and i. facing the possibility of dis — 

' missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the' same plant. At
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered. .

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U; S. ’
17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat ' ■
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

i-n the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social•status are 

. in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who.
will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the •
Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C.’ INTERVIEWS WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND ON INDIVCDUALS BEING '
CONSIDERED FOR’-INFORMANT PURPOSES ■ " ' ' ' . ■
When a decision is made to consider a particular indi ■ dual for informant 
purposes, background investigation must be conducted. "xtensive background 
investigation should not.be conducted, however, until ihe individual has 
been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the _ ' 
Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 105K, item 6b, 

[ [(9),]volume IV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the follcw’ag:
1. Check of field office ,;fi,-..es for derogatory information - -
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the individual - 

. is known to them
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, .
health, reliability, stability,.integrity, general reputation, present and 
past employments, and business connect:' .s. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the individual can be utilized without any. 
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. . 
Securing background information from the individual is not sufficient; 
his background must be established by the investigation, including discreet 
inquiries among persons who are personally acquainted with him.

4. -Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain nec. :.3ary data for. 
the completion of an FD—9 form which should be transn 'ted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain any record he may have.

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is.a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed'forces reserve. .
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained. . .
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SECTION 107. oECISITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107S - U

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has macle further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above ,

9. A" -50 set up a co' trol file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
c< .pletion of sanu submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character,’ Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made,

12, Tt is imperative that all information from the informant be correctljr 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. ’ CLASSIFICATION - 134

[
[

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A. symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 
for confidential source;[e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."] Communications 
relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the’ country involved; e.g., 
IS - R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants.

3. Index
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification’ 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.

27
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5. Utilizatior
a. If con .* ; .iential source j to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure 1 -eati, approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in bhe same manner 
as security informants.

o. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
ox- Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to-set out clearly the following informa
tion:
(1) Background information,, including date' and place of birth, 

citizenship status; residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results- of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is hot a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters.

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a- subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential.source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained. ■ . -

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should-be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 107N,I item]3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorizationLor 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization]and is being used regularly, the 
Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters.

[c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre
tariat, Organization of American States, International Monetary 
Fund, etc.), a letter of justification should be submitted -to the 
Bureau every four months. See 107N,[item]3b, for form of letter.] 

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since 'such actions might be 
misconstrued.

8,‘ Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.

28
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS ATO CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107-0

5. Listed, below are all of the Bureau offices 
letters should, he submitted. This list is 
of semiannual letters on criminal informan-

and the dates semiannual
also applicable to the submission 

bs .

Office Dates

-

(

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta .
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 

. Buffalo ■
‘ Butte ■ 

Charlotte 
Chicago .

•' Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbia 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit .
El Paso ■ 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis " 
Jackson 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Knoxville . . •
Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Mobile 
N ewark 
Nev; Haven 
New Orleans

- New York 
Norfolk 
Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond

[Sacramento] 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 

’ San Diego
San Francisco 
San Juan 
Savannah 
Seattle 
Springfield 
Tampa 
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
■ w tt

n n
n it ■

January 31 and July 31 ,
w ■ • w
w - tt
n . it . ;

February 15“and August 15 
« ' . n . •
n n

February 28 and August 31 
ii n
ti n
« m

tt . «
March 15 and September 15 

« ■ » ‘
tt tt
tt «

■ « «
it n

March 31 and September 30 
« it
« it

It If 4
n tt

April 15 and October 15 
« it
n tt
tt tt

April 30 and October 31 
a it
n n •
« it

May 15 and November 15 
« -n
n n
n n
n tt

May 31 and November 30 
n «
« n
tt it
n «

Juno 15 and December 15 
*r «
tt n
u it
u «

June 30 and December 31 
tt tt
« tt
tt tt
tt tt
II tt
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P. SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms. J
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

•advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form.

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The r-'reau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the >.iormant ’s relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised", as promptly as possible, together .with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. .In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative. '

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. . Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If' a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to ti a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove hi;; .>ame card from the 
symbol number index^ mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be’furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

. [ 4. Advise the Bureau[of the date]when a potential informant or informant is
iscontinued and the reason therefor.

5. vise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
.. . open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of .
ail cases of security of Government employees type in -which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
compliance with section 69F, volume III, of this manual.

6. Revie-w the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in us.ing the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in -which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and. counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whethex- 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be Impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in

'I
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107F SECTION 107^SECURITY INFORMANTS Al® OONFID^RCIAL SOURCES

h. Any arrangements fcr paying, informant or personally contacting him 
must be specific and no doubt should be left in the minds of either 
the Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time.

i. Informants should be instructed to use only public telephones in 
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should be given 
to furnishing informants the[nonoublished]office telephone number for 
emergency communicaV - n. This rule is not practical in all espionage 
and foreign rational. ;y matters but should be followed where applicable-.

3. Positive Information received from informant should be the subject 
of a written statement by informant or a memorandum prepared by 
contacting Agent to be placed in the informant's subfile and 
appropri ately chs nneli zed.

k. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in inform
ant's administrative file. Memorandum or form ED-209 may he used. If 
informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may be used for 
several contacts.

1. The dates cf negative contacts and file numbers of the cases involved 
must appear in informant's administrative file. Where a file has more 
than one subject,-the name of the subject under inquiry should also 
be noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on the form.

m. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa—

• tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.
n. Alternate- Agent should be designated fcr contacts with informant and 

former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to whom inform
ant is assigned.

Checking reliability
a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked.
b. Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
furnishing accurate, truthful information.

c. Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time 
informant is active.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica
tion Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force the issue.
c. Informant's fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as 

enclosure to FD-165 using applicant-type fingerprint card, form 
FD-258. This card should be properly executed showing subject's 
complete description, including date and place of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of ‘card.

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the field in the files of the 
Tdontifi ca tion Division by submission of ferm FD—165, using informant's 
■true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant i.s discontinued, retain flash notice for one year 
following discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that 
time by submission of form FD—165 or advise Bureau as to why notice 
should be continued. If fingerprints obtained solely for this 
purpose, remove fingerprints frem criminal file.

Control — statement of cooperation
a. Close control must be exercised over anti-, i ties of inf orwr nts and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases 
and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau.

8
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Reoordir.investi-at:. ''c activity
All a nvcc tl iar: activity eras i. 'zz zz't a matte.? ci reccrc i: thr ft ei^
office faleu '-i-sh ? 11 sources o’ inf srEatio;. being conplel>l\ i 1 entt e ’•. 
Sources include all conf la er.._ al infcrj-unts — c LiiSj.'., gec'u. x’y, [srZ :• .z 
Agents must not lave and use informants knov/r only to the individual 
Agents personally.

INDCCIRINA".’GN, DIRECIIOK/ AND CONTROL OF SECURITY INFORMANTS
1. , Cautic igainst divulging relationship

a. During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress 
upon informant the absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging 
through any media any information regarding his relationship ’with 
Bureau.

h. These instructions must be properly worded and phrased to prevent
. any possibility Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 

censorship.
2. Developing additional background

a. During'development of informant, additional data concerning his 
background should be continuously obtained from informant. ’

b. After gaining informant's confidence, information will be elicited 
which may be pertinent to his operation and may have effect upon 

. . . his retention, such as data revealing he is mentally or emotionally
unstable, dr has some personal problem which would make him a risk 
as an informant. ■

3. Handling indications of instability
a, Details of any indications of instability should be furnished’ to 

the Bureau immediately upon being obtained, with recommendations as 
to informant's continuance.

b. Set forth the steps being taken to prevent any embarrassment to 
Bureau. .

4.- Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where the 

frequency of contact is dependent on the circumstances of each 
case, informants' should be contacted as often as necessary, but 

’ at least one personal contact should be made every two weeks,
b. If such frequent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific 

’■ Bureau authority for an exception to this requirement (except in
espionage and foreign nationality matters). In requesting such 
exception, set forth all attendant circumstances,

c. During each contact, informant's activities since previous contact 
’ should be carefully reviewed and the contacting Agent should make 

certain the informant has furnished in writing or verbally all 
information and data which he has obtained since the last contact. 
If additional or supplementary information is furnished during this 
contact 'with the informant, this information should be handled in the 
same manner as outlined in subsection G. . .

d, Contacting Agent should become so well acquainted with informant 
that he will not breach the confidential relationship. If there 
is slightest indication informant may do so, A.gent should be able 
to anticipate this action and forestall it.

e. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but also direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close rela— 

’ tionship that he knows how informant is thinking with regard to
Bureau connection. This relationship should not be so reciprocal 
that informant obtains information concerning Agent or Agent's 

■ business, personal or official.
i. Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does not 

become too familiar with .ent and Irter cause embarrassment co 
Agent or Bureau by using ' r his own advantage such knowledge which 
he may obtain.

g. Promptly advise Bureau of any indication informant is wavering in 
Bureau relationship. _

7
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j_. ccuri-y inf crtxn'i
In.-rvidual activei'’ erf 'c" obtaining and furnishing current infer—

<’ na\_en on security‘or i”\;’lli .nee l.natterr. exclusively for Bureau an’ wl -se 
iaentivy must be prctco _. person should be a member or attend ~e'.i^gs
cf a subversive organize--ion, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
suer a position relative no : subversive organization, or espionage

. activities or intelligence activities in the U. S, on behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current information 
r_ value;[or furnish, pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regular. 

[ basis.] . .
2. Potential security informant

■ Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization ■
■ or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 

[ principal or can become closely associated therewith,[or is in a position 
L to :ecure pertinent foreign intelligence data,land is making affirmative 

effort through associations or contacts so that he can be in a position 
‘ actively to' obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.
3. Double agent .

A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 

■ ■ intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.
4. Confidential source

An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available ■ 
~o him through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and -
telephone company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort 
on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS
Informants -should be developed on all organizations and indiv' *uals that
.are’, inimical to. the internal security.. Experience has shown I'-at potential

. infot'mants maybe obtained ’-through alertness in the course of . >rmal invest!— 
gativr -ctivity. ’ Live informant coverage depends for the most , :..'t upon

. initi. /e and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs, ' assistance 
in ob 'ring potential informants, the following is suggested: ■ .
1. Evaluation of

. a. Complainants in security matters
b. -Persons‘interviewed in connection with security cases .
c. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf—

’ fe’etion, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, ’ financial hard— 
’ship,’ or other repudiation of party loyalty ‘ ’

d, Bureau applicants as possible informants
’ e. Personal friends and contacts of’ Special Agents’, and other Bureau

■ employees ■ • . ...
f. S >’ -ces of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals

• 3. Review of reserve index
4. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.

. 5. Deleted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. .
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals
- W.o have been associated with only one or Iwo fronts or ’who attended only

a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
_ communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 

acquaintance of party members,

3
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5. Investigation of co~m.unist petition signers who are acquainted with 
Communist Party fur tionaries

10. . Be alert to receiv. any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who ar- reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment .

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 and 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces- contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or transfer to a hbhrestricted position in the Same plant. At

■ such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
- ■ the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 

advantage of such ooopc—.tion when offered.
14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ

uals merely registered but rever became active
15. Use of a reliable third pa? -v to make the contact 'with a possible inform— 

' ’. ant when direct contact by , 1 Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to
Turin sh the services of an ’ 'Avidr- 1 who 5s available for such a contact.

• 16. Of':-ials and employees of ' .reign establi • ’ .ments" in the U. S.
17. Er. ‘ -yees of the United Nations Secretariat
18i Co- .ts (business, social, or otherwise) jf foreign officials' stationed 

in V. S.
19. Ind' finals who * cause of background, employment, or social status are 

. . in position of telligence' interest to a foreign principal and’who'
■ wil?_ undertake" iurolligenoe assignments under the guidance of the 

Bureau. (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

: . "fERVIEWS with' and development of background on individuals being
NSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES - .
nn a decision is made to consider a particular individual- for 5 .'’emant 
-eposes, background, investigation must be conducted. Extensive : .""ground 

'. evestigation should not be conducted, however; until the indivi^- >. has 
been' interviewed and.it .has bes-u determined he is willing ■ assiv ’ the 
Bureau". Obtain prior Bureau an-hority to interview whene- .r the .^frictions 
imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 1051, item 6b, 
(9), volume IV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the-foil-owing: ■ "
1. Check of field office files for derogatory information
2. Discreet canvass of 1'gical informants to ascertain if the individual 

is known to them
3. Inquiries of discreet rature to obtain information concerning the individ- 

r.I's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriot’.cm, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, A csent and 
past :.-mployments, and .business connections. Background investigation mu s 5 
definitely establish that the individual can be utilized without any 
danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability, • 
-Securing background information from the individual is not suffic".
his background must be established by the investigation, includin' ..iscreet 
~ uii’ies among persons who are personally acquainted with him.

4. C. ok of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for
[ . ■ completion of an[ FD-165 ]f orm which should be transmitted to the Identi-
[ flcation Division to obtain any record he may havefand to place a stop
[ against his fingerprints if they are on file.]

5. Ax-med services record should be reviewed if the individual is a vc-.m.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces 1 eserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details  

obtained.
should.be
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a. subfile is re: ■ . red on each : forman.t who submits.statements, written 
or oral, except . espionage c: foreign nationality matters where a 
subfile is .ecest -y only in those instances '..solving pos.sible 
pro seoutic”. . The original of each stat .--.«-nt, whether personally 
written — the informant or .urnished or-'ly and reduced to writing 
by contact ng Agent, should be filed in .’;s subfile. .Executed form 
FD —306 or .channelizing memorandum conto. ■ :.g all applicable items 
set fort! on form FD-306 should be stapled the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 

■ of statements or notations thereon.
5. Channelization .

Exo< ts from the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
inv- igativc case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—305 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of
For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 

. see Manual of Rules’and Regulations. . . _ . .
■ ’ ; ’ 7. ■ Die se'mina'tion of. information • ' ‘ . ... .

_ ’’ .. -"''rmatidn submit to? by informants, potential informant-, confidential .
• ■ '—es, or sources "" information, should be reported to the Bureau and

’ sted .offices , other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— 
. ’ nans of cor-' - * cation under captic-o s showing the subject matter- ’’t "'mation.

8. ? .ce
rlc.xce submitted in security info.c -".'nt and potential security 

■ u-.t matters should be sir otiy limit- .- to the administrative
. . ■ 11. S of the informant and . ..luld not co? ’ in information, more prop—

' j furnished’ to . the" Bureau under a substantive case caption.
9. l-.inten tnoe of files

[ a. All symbol number informantJfiles,[pending and closed,]shall be
. man-. ained under lock and key under the personal■supervision of the 

[ . . ’ SAC, ASAC, field supervisor,[or responsible employee designated by
[•■ - .- • - the -SAC. ] - ■ ■ • ■ . . . - ■ • ■ . - - •

b. Subfiles mtai" ‘ - -ratten statements r = y be maiained. in the open 
files seclion., ’ -. ■’.led there is no disclosure of he informant's 

' identity on the’ ..’emir's. - . ' ’ . ’ '
c. All informant files she1 1 be maintained in such manner as to insure 

that all information fu-'.iished by a particular, informant will be
■ ■ immediately' available u-on the request of the Bureau.

d. In additi--.- . these fil should be maintained in such a fashion that 
' the ident' / es of the .- .ses in which an informant has furnished

competent ■> vidence can furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply re "(taring to th< file of -the informant and without the necessity 
of conduc Ing extensiv. research. ■ ■

10. Use of inform-nt by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to- - * ne, the Department expresses an 5-’Iciest in using a partic
ular informs" ’or testifying -when he becc ’8 a ‘ -able as a witness.
As a result, . ■e will be correspondence owir ‘ this situation -between
the bureau c ' ■ field. F’aoe copies of all h correspondence in

. ■“ • informan.' - .le. Occasionally such oorre-: dense nay be colu
- :us and. appl- o more thru one informant. "h. those cases, summa"ize 

information concerning each particular in ormant and place the summary 
the appropriate informant's file.

11. 7; rm FD-238
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in arity 
informant and potential security informant files. It Is to be v. . in 
the nature of a t?.ble of contents or ; ■ an index to sho ? where ‘ 1 e
.file particular data can be found. Tr:. e form is to be kept as "■ top
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107M - N ' • SECTION 107.^■SECURITY INFORMANTS AND SOURCES

document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If'a particular section of ':is form is not applicable, snob should be 
noted thereon. If it lat becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

12. Sulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case- file, together with a copy of executed 
form ED—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 

. or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is • 
located should be noted thereon. '

RAIMENTS TO ' INFORMANTS AND HANDLING' MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

b. Relationship ' atween Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a ’usinesslik• basis. '

c. [DeYled] .
d. Inv. tigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

rep. -entatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies
■ - • ■ ■ and' quest .-assi stance regarding ..payments’-'.of money, gi.fts-, .or -products
. - -.of- -'.ch cbmpanie-E to' ir-."'A-mants. ‘

2; .SACaUt •• ;ity t'o .pay lnf.o-iim<-.Ats • • • ■ . .. -. - ' ■ • ■ . ■ . ■ -
a. In ; ..soifijs instances in which 'it is necessary and expedient to

■ exp- 1 money to obtain information concerning matters or persons
. ur.'./ investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance

er-; money to ■ -'-le an individual to obtain such information, 
; approve ; • t: of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more 

. ■ th ’-OO on • ■ s regardless of the wter of payments.
. Th1 applie" r-ily. o i-- -1duals who have’never ■ -en regularly paid,

for "•orvicc- or expenses <.n Bureau- authorization, - In other words, ' 
one • n 1:’ ' vidual has been paid .-•a Bureau authorization, regardless 

- of ' • • this authority of -/.e SAC may not be utilized.
b. Ind . ho i s paid on SAC'authority should not be de-scribed in 

- corresp... as "an informant or source- vho is being paid on a •
- .. . "regula. . .-.sis", or on "Bureau authorization." . ’ . '

c. The blu<_- .-Yip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the- SAC 
’must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 

- informati-on. obtained so -the Bureau-will be in a-position topass • .
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make ax- additional payment 
• to .an- individ.ua'1. who-has rr. ved. paymen-ts- totaling $200. * r

3. Payments on continuing basis — I eau authority
a. I: ■ pay anyone on a continue _ basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza— 

'' - n.
b. -cquesti .g this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

.. .-.aining ",he. following items and using the subheadings shown.
(T. espionage and foreign nationality matters-, use subheadings 
where applicable.)
(1) Recommend^?/ '-n -

(Use folio - 'Ung as nearly as possible: 
!,I recommc. authority - granted, to

. continue (i decreas- ‘ paymen's to the
above info:-. at up to $___  (..• >>unt) per____(month, week)
for services, plus up to (amount) per____(month, week) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months, 
effective ____(date).")

18
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4. Sul ' .' es
. a, subfile is reou’rc'' ‘■.z:. infon^asi -.utmits statements, »— 

oral, exci"- i:; ceri or - . or foreign” > • --ality matters wher;
■-'-file is n»c'.or?” in the ■< instanc involving possible 

prosecution. Ine origin;' e' • b statemeon, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
T7--306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable ite-o 

■ set forth on form ??—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may. be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon. .

5. Channelization ■ '
- ;* erpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 

• ‘jstigative case report when information of value is submitted, Form 
■ . ’ - 06 may be used to disseminete this information to the case file in

■ 11 u of a channelizing memorandum if desirea. If so used, prepare copies
[ of FD-306 as needed for 'chanr. ilization]and staple one copy to each copy

of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should” be 
[ noted on original FD—306 and on all copies. ■

6. Channelizing memoranda — destr . r-tion of
For instructions concerning th., destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7, Dissemination of information .
Information .submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
■ Correspondence submitted in .security informant and potential-security 

informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative - 
handling of the informant, and should not contain information more prop—

. erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. ■
9. Maintenar.; of files . _

a; All .-bol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 
maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC. . .

b. ’ Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure' of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be

. . immediately available upon the. request of the Bureau. . .
d. Tn addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 

the identities of the. cases in which an informant has furnished • 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by

. simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity
' of conducting extensive research.

' ■ 10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic— 
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a wi + »,ess. 
As 'a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be vclu- 

' minous and apply to more than one informant. Tn those cases, sum.-• rize
■ tho information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 

in the appropriate informant's file.
11; Form fe-238 .

Form ED—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature- of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top

MW 68262 Docld :32989529 Page 1616 i _--------------------------------- -----:--------
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107M - N SECTION 107 .^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES "

docu-- -t in i: pertinent inf . file and. is not to be serialized. 
If r ticul ‘lection of x.- rm is not applicable, such should ’ ’ 
note -reo.- . ' Later • oomes applicable, the serial number c; he 
no t e • • • ■. •,

12- Bull. ' " ..1 \ rr.l'. by informant
When ’ ar. ' sou ;C omits bulky material other than a statement
and .rtai. no a spec, io investigative matter, bulky material may
be f.’ in the • ,.ve stigats • „ case file, together with a copy of executed 

. ■ form :.,-306 or :hannelizing memorandum containing all applicable items
set forth on fc - . FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. ■
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continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza—

authorization, a justification must be set forthIn requesting this , _
containing th-e following items and using the- subheadings shown, 
(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 
where applicable.)
(1) . Recommendation .

(Use following wording as nearly as possible:
"I recommend that authority be granted to •
continue (increase, decrease) payments to. the 
above informant up to $_ (amount) per____ (month, week} 
for services, plus up to $_(anoint) per____ (month, week) 

■ for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months, 
effective _(date).11)
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- SECTION IC’-. ^^CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107G

G. INFORMANTS’ INFOR' .. "GN
1. General instr:;- re oral ana written information

a. Instructions re "iin? preparation, submission, and handling of 
information rec-?', red from informants apply not only to security 
informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confidenv" al sources, and security sources of information.

b. Specific instructic: and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparai.:a of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity. .

d. Written statements s? ild be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
cannot be done infon. .lion may be provided orally. In espionage and 

_ . foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary
• only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in

the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not subject to ’
. prosecution are involved.) ■

e-. Care 'slly scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon bo testify at a later date his statements will very likely be . 
introduced in court. '

■ f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be
■ promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all

necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be’ used in lieu of' a chan— . 
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD-306 

[ as needed for[channelization]and staple one copy to each copy of the
' informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be

[ . . , noted on original FD—306 and on all copies. .
. - g. Prior to any prosecut; or administrative hearing,- advise the trial

attorney that informs;.': not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided oth statements not pertinent to case 

. at issue. The trial attorney will th-."- be prepared in the event
inform--nt testifies on direct examin.- ..on or cross-examination that 
he fu; lished information in addition to his testimony.

' h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements.
2. Recording written and oral information .

. a. Written by informant '
1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.

■ ^2) Original only should be ST'---,r.i-tted and informants should never
' retain -any copies or' notes relating there-. . Continuously check 

informants to see that V ; do not keep -, notes or copies.
■ (3) Prepare on paper devoid ' any Bureau mar .ngs or identification.

’ (4) Date when informant pre; .res statement should be placed at the '
top of it. ,

(5) All information obtained by infer.ants regarding °?ch meeting 
or '.--A separate activity in wh’; ; they engage r- be sub- 
mi in one sta'rment whether --e information \ of 
evj Genii ary or ini?lli genoe value.

)
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SOURCE-S 107S - UCONESECTION 107^® SECURITY INFORMANTS AND

8. Instruct' each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above .

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of s^re submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
•where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureaufiles to see 
that necessary .corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made.

12. It 5 s imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant. through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absen.ce of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14, Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134 .....

[

[ 
[

-CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ■
1. Definition ■ ■ . ■ -

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number-may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source;[e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."] Communications 
relating to espionage and-foreign nationality, matters should‘in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS — R for Russia. ’

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, . 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S. ' .

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the - 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and- criminal 
informants.

3. Index
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared-for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
■racial informant index, or the;security informant index, 'depending ‘ oh 

. . the type of information furnished. . .
b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform

ants . . . . -
- c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the ‘ ’ 

criminal informant index, 'racial informant index, and the security ' 
informant index if the source.furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
-hat for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.
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a. Jf confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 
investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Buren of the same type which is req-, -ed 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in a ■ ;h the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of :. individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security ir—'err'" tts ,

c. Records of contact.' with confidential sources who have pending files 
mr.y be posted. , ’

d. Contacts with cord. _^ntial.sounces should only be made by the Agent 
■ or Agents specifically designat ■ 1 for that purpose.

e. She letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: '
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

citizenship status, .residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any .

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 

' interviews conducted with him ' .
(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a’con- ' 

fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a
■ Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation— .

ship with the Bureau. In addition, a'statement should be made ’ 
■ ■ that'you will- be alert to be certain subject is not a'plant, and--

if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of . 
Bureau policy on labor matters. -

f, .- -One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to-use' 
a subject as a.confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single-page copy and it will '

‘ ' be returned to' the field' indicating that authority is granted to '
■ consider subject as a confidential source.- Letters requesting such 

. authority are not to be .transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 

- obtained. . ....................... ' . .
6. Security confidential sources - certification of. stability and payments

a. Every[six]months a letter of ju tification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuatJ.-'n of payments to security confidential

’ sources. See 10711, item-’3b, for form of letter. “ -
b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 

if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or ■ 
an international organization and is being used regularly, the

■ . Agent handling the source must dictate'a memorandum to the SAC for '
the file containing the same- certification as to stability and . ' . 
reliability as required by payment letters. . ■ . .

■ c_. If the. security confidential source, is- employed by a.foreign' dipl-o- ■
. matic establishment (embassy,'’consulate. United Nations. Mission, . 
„ etc. ) or by an international organization (United Nations S-ecre- • 

tariat. Organization of American States,, international Monetary _ 
Fund, etc.), a letter- of justification- should be submitted to the 
Bureau every!sixjmonths. See 107N, item 3b, for form of letter. .

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. -

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.
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[ 
[

5« Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the datec[annual] 
letters should bo submitted:

Offioe Oates

[ 
[ 
[ 
[
[ 
[ 
[ 
r
i 
c 
t
[ 
[ 
[ 
t 
[
i 
[ 
[
.[ .
c 
r
i .
[ 
r
[ 
[
[ 
[

S ■ ‘c ■

. • [ 
[
['
[

. [ 
[
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

■ [
• . ■[ 

[
. [

[ 
[

■ [
[ 
[

■ L
[ 
[ 
[
[

[Albany January 15
Albuquerque ” "
Anchorage " "
Atlanta January 31
Baltimore " "
Birmingham " "
Boston February 15 '
Buffalo " ’ " - .
Butte " "
Charlotte Februa.ry 28
Chicago January 31
Cincinnati February 28
Cleveland " " . •
Columbia . March 15
Dallas . nn
Denver " "
Detroit March 31
El ’Paso " '*
Honolulu ■ . ■ April 15 ; . . . _

. Houston " "
Indianapolis April 30 ' '
Jackson . , " '"
Jacksonville May 15
Kansas City " ' " •
-Knoxville May 31
Las Vegas « "
Little Rock ■ ’ June 15 ...
Los Angeles • February 28 ’
Louisville June 15 •

' Memphis ' June 30 . ‘
Miami ■ " - ■

■ Milwaukee ■ March 31. ■
Minneapolis April 30
Mobile July 15
Newark ■ May 31 .
New Haven July 15 '
Nev/ Orleans ■ July 31 ■ •
New York • ' September 30 .

• Norfolk July 31 ' ’ . _
Oklahoma City • August 15
'Omaha ■ " " . ■
Philadelphia August 31
Phoenix . ■ " "
Pittsburgh September 15

■ ’ ' Portland , ‘ - • ’ ’ " " ’ .
• Richmond .. ...= September 30- .

Sacramento - • „ " . .
St. Louis October 15

’ .Salt Lake City. ‘ . ' “ ' " "
San Antonio October 31 ■
San Diego . " "
San Francisco " " • .
San Juan November 15
Savannah • " "
Seattle ’ " "
Springfield ■ November 30
Samoa " "
Washington, D. C. ” "]
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P. SIGNING OF LG1ALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMExITS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

s 5 tuatioTr-, requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants .should,be cautioned, to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein. they might be required to sign such a 
f orr..

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerni: J the informant's activity; however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the 
informant.

5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action. '

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

0.. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS . ■
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card. ’
2. Rpfile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential
• -- security.informant or confidential sourc-e to whom a symbol number was

once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name card from the’ ’’ 
symbol number index# mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note ' 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it

. alphabetically in the name card section of the index. ' ’ '
3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is dis-con- . 

tinned and a permanent symbol has not been :■ -signed, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

[ 4. Advise the Bureaufof the date]when a potential informant or informant is
discontinued and the reason therefor. ’

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant .

' has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in
compliance with section 69?, volume III, of this manual., ,

6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 
' ' correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart

ment’s interest in using the informant foi* testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin which it

‘ is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise -the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in' those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception

, does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When-all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau. •

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to'con— 
trol informants, set out in 8 below,- have been considered and recommenda— 

’ tions shall be- made when, it 'appears that, such are warranted. , . . .
8, When the services of' an informant are discontinued, maintain close con- •' 

tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice
- and counsel prior-.to taking any action which would be agai ns t .the Bureau's 

best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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[e.] When an informant or former informant is initially considered as a 
potential witness in a Bureau case, determine whether he paid 
Federal and state taxes on the income he received from the Bureau, 
for his services.. If such taxes have not been paid, "obtain all 
pertinent details and promptly submit recommendations for handling 
the situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

weiv paid sums of moncjr are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must 
fur.’ish the Department a set of photostats of the original receipts 
sig =d by the prospective witnesses. The original receipts and a set 
of ;’.otostats will be transmitted *0 the field office in whoso 
territory the trial will take plac , The office handling prosecution 
must determine from the Government attorney whic*h individuals are 
to be used as witnesses. Thereafter the office should furnish and/or 
cause other appropriate offices to furnish to the Bureau the follow
ing information:
(1) The correct, full name
(2) All aliases, c-'e names, and symbol numbers
(3J The first date o" contact by your office
(4) If first contac' was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to ’the amount' applil 

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses.
Although tabulations are not furnished to the Department, those 
prepared by your office will be reconciled with Bureau records.

(6) A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

7J The date of last contact by your office
8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

b0 Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised.

c.' Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (”>) need be given 
only from the date of the last trial from which the individual" was ' ' 
used.

d, The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be - 
addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher ■ 
Unit. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated- for the interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their yobs 

with private industry-due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment

■ compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment 
compensation and security informants and/or sources who ■ ' the time

■ ■ are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail • . -omply,- ■ ■ 
the situation is' potentially embarrassing. The Bureau t be
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the ' - ■ law on
the part of any informant or source. Each field office .... determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of a employment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants’and sources must be alerted accordingly.
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b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary hy the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each 
office uist assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously•the possible 
need foi- an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to 
protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
orga- .ization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
hi-' bo apply® Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to 'aformants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
the- Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
rocctvc unemployment compensation benefits,

9„ Handling money and property received by double agents
a., Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should bo made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
Statem;’'t to this effect), Exceptions to this rule must be specific 
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must ■ 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau,

b« Any m'V.ey or property reoeiv< by a double agent from his principal . 
repre.-n-nts possible future • 'Ldence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describ •_ tg the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received, •This statement should be- 
signed by the double agent's code name. -

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double.agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh
ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.

[0. [ANNUAL] LETTER
[ [Annual]letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as 

f ollows: . .
1. List the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential 

sources being paid under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for- 
■ services or expenses. If the.confidential source has no .symbol ■ 

number, list his’name. “
2. Also list the symbol numbers of all security informants not'paid 

under Bureau authority.
3. Set forth any comments concerning the pre sent status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together with information c-onoer: _ng what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage.

[ . 4. As a separate section of the[annuallletter,. Iist under "Headquarters
City" and each, resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into .each division and unit thereof, such, as clubs,, committees, and. 
chapters. - ’

-Under each unit the approximate membership,.together with the symbol’ 
numbers and'positions of security informants affording coverage, should ’ 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where- coverage is- ■ 
provided by informants or sources who are' not members, such factors 
should be shown relative to each unit.

[ [Annual]letters may include any additional pertinent information re '
informant coverage that may be helpful in overall evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants who furnish area-wide, national, or international 
inf ormation.
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[ 
[ 
[

(2) Residence and employment (if no change since Iasi; justification ’ 
"er, merely state "no change.”) ’

(3) Cu-'ont membership and position held in subversive Organizations
(4) Sr.. mary of information furnished and/or services rendered during

pertinent period. [Information and/or services available only 
from the informant must ho specifically identified. (if there 
is none, a statement to that effect should be set out.)]

(5) . Amount paid, for services ard expenses by month
(.Initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any, 
ever paid under S/C authority.)

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted 

(hist separately.)
(8) Information furnished of unusual value, .
(9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage 

and their importance
(10) Steps being taken to advance informant
(11) Stability and reliability

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other simiJ problems 
presented by informant, and steps being taken to prev...t any such 
situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau.) ' -■

(12) Indoctrination against disclosure ’
(State whether every opportunity has been taken to- properly 
indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his ’ 
relationship with Bureau through 'an. media.) '

(13) . All necessary action taken on inforn’.tion furnished • .
(14) Miscellaneous .

(Any other matters concerning informant’s operation which should 
be brought to Bureau’s attention) ■

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential
source, panel source, or source of information for- the word "informant.") 

c. When payment ■' * an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of tim-.., advise the Bureau at least two weeks .in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued. ■ ■
Every[six]months a letter of justification should be submia bed to
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow fo 
subsection 3b. . ■ .
Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, deer

i in

) payments
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except t.- the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. Zien ’
payments as requested by the field are approved; the sing page
copy will be stamped ".Approved" at the Bureau and returned If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence wil3 be pre. ired •’ 
and traiismitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment .letters -mist 
be explicit. .. .. . ■ ■ - - _

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau; it’ is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that lull value is

■ being received. ■ ■
h. Discontinuance of payments

If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised,

i. Extraordinary expenses ’
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.
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i a. [-Six-month] evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi- 

[ ’ cation must be transmitted to the Bureau every[sixjmonths after the
date of resignation containing the same information set out above in 
sub--cot'.on 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of CIG i ..garding c: vnuaMe of informant should also be set forth UACB. 
In • pionage and ,’crejgn nationality cases comment is necessary regarding 
o-- those applicable items in subsection 3b. .

5. R .• „..ts *
Wr .• . payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
mat" ;-s, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instan'-e in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be sot forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will bo self-siaffioient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts -will not relate to other 
documents or files. ■ .

b. Receipts should clearly show: .
'1 ) Date on which payment was made _
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
4] Bane of Agent making payment ■
5) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent. '
. d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent. -
e. When tx-ansmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact w!th the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such manner that the .l-.ae or other data appearing on the 
receipt will no '• be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken -that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show ‘ 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material

< . contained in Bufiles. . . - .
’ 6. Income tax returns • • -

a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 
should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 

■ . when filing an income tax return. . ’ -
.• b. Bureau income should be set forth on the Federal income-tax 

return, form 1040i as income received from other sources "for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or

■ similar general term applicable to informant’s position and. station
in life. .

o._ If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self— ■ 
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau’income 
with his self-employed income fro . other sources; without .revealing

• connection with- the Bureau. ■ ■ ’ .
d. Effective 1—1—65,- in those instances in which the informant cannot ' 

report payment's received from the Bureau for services without jeop-
’ ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject ' 

■ to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of .
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not- to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2). for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC • 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. - Each office, 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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3. Persons being cossifieieS for use in espionage and foreign nationality 
cats: man?" *iws pies.Ml special problems which limit or govern, the scope 
of tve ini Mal investigation. (See instr*cobions re contact cases and 
derero program, section 10 JK, 6c and 6h, volume XV, • •" this manual.) 
Er^e’^r, where pi'actical the above items should be . 'ered.

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by ‘ .iliary offices 
within 30 days.

10. Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, or designate an individual as a potential security informant.

D.

[

L

[

APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION', DSVELOPMSIIT, AIM CONTROL OP i’OTSRTIAL SSCURITY

1. When background information ।'»tained as described under subsection C, 
transmit results to Bureau i. the sane numerical sequence as sot out 
in subsection C, and request .• uthorihy to designate individual as a Bureau- 
approved potential security inloraant and to proceed with iiis development. 
Do not submit on a UACB basis. Include a physical description.

[2.] After designation as a Bureau—approved potential security informant, the 
following matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand that there 

is no coercion or intimidation involved.
h. He is not and cannot - consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover 

Agent" of the BBI. In this regard, the seriousness of violating the 
impersonation statutes must be impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if he 
should feel he cannot maintain tl/ confidence, he should so advise. 
There-.should be no doubt left in mind of the informant that his 
relationship must remain on a con_:.?,ential basis and if he violates the 
confidence he will be of no value and by so doing the Bureau's investiga
tive activity may be jeopardized. If he Kas a special problem which wcul 
require revealing his assistance to his wife or other pertinent indiv:, in 
this should, be ascertained and an appropriate recommendation made to : 
Bureau. The special circumstances will be taken into consideration b. 
Bureau and you will be advised accordingly.

d. If the potential informant is connected in any manner with a labor union, 
inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer-er.vloyee 
relationships as- such and is only concerned with obtaining 'nformation 
on the- infiltration of labor unions by subversive element•

e. If the potential informant is a studer.' , teacher, or has . similar 
relations with a school, college, or u .Lversify, in the in. Mal interview 
and subsequent handling, be sure to fol.'.ow current instructions con
cerning investigations on the campuses o. colleges and universities.-

[3.J Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
necessary and all such interviews in their residences should be conducted 
by two Agents after specific approval of the superior in the field 
office responsible for development of informants. This instruction is 
not applicable where active investigation has established that the 
potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of 
affiliation with subversive groups,;and there will be no embarrassment’ 
to the Bureau. _ . -

[4,J Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
. . . maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the 

ca.se, potential informants should be contacted personally at least 
once every two weeks in the same manner as informants. • ■ ‘ •

[5.1 Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every[sixjmonths. Letters 
concerning potential informants who are not being paid on Bureau 
authorization should be submitted on a UACB basis, should contain 
informative summary of information furnished during past[six]months, and 
must include certifications regarding potential -informant's stability 
and reliability and his indoctrination against disclosure. These letters 
should follow the form indicated under section 107N, 3b, but should omit 
item (□) concerning payments and reword item (1) to omit reference to any 
payment recommendation.
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•[ Post records of contacts with, potential informants so that the oases will
not become delinquent.

[ [7. ] During contacts with potential inf orma . ■ ■-, if it develops individual
doos not have the necessary capability . discontinue efforts. •

[ [8.J During initial stages of development a:, on occasion active informants
may raise o personal question concerning their own position if it 
becomes kno-.vn publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive 
organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires 
as to what can be done for him in such a case, ?.e may be told that 
his cooperation is a matter of record in the I " and if some question 
arises concerning his loyalty we will consider iking the facts o? his 
cooperation vm th the FBI known to his employer r to the responsible 
individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make it 
impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service 
which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before 
taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant's 
cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained.

[ [9S] From tho first interview with a potential informant through his develop
- ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at , 

all times to be certain he is not a plant.
[ [10.] When potential informant begins to furnish current information and

Otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communicatic -• must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence; ir- ■. 'idua.1' s background ■ 
must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, kee.'.’.ig in mind possibility 

. of using infoimant as a witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth 
. safeguards being followed to insure security and to prevent embarrassment 

to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY -
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents . ■
Contacts with an informant -or potential informant should only be made by. 
the Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him. ■ • .

3. Divulging information to informant ■ •
No information should be divulged to a potential informant or an informant 
concerning any of the Bureau's investigative activity other than that 
which is essential to his proper operation. . ..
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[ 5. Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dat;?s[annual]
[ letters should be submitted:

Off ice Dat a :■

[ [Albany January 15
[ Albuquerque " "
f Anchorage " 11
[ Atlan ta January 31
r Baltimore " ” •
[ Birmingham ,f "
[ Boston February 15
[ Buffalo " . " :
[ Butte " "
[ Charlotte February 28
[ Chicago January 31
[ Cincinnati February 28
[ Cleveland " "
[ Columbia March 15
[ Dallas . » . «
[ Denver “ "
[ Detroit March 31
[ El 'Paso " »
[ Honolulu April 15
[ Houston ‘ "
[ Indianapolis April 30
[ Jackson " ""
[• ■ Jacksonville ■ May 15
[ Kansas City . " . "
[ Knoxville May 31
[ Las Vegas " "
[ Little-Rock June 15
[ Los Angeles ' February 28
[ Louisville ’ June 15
[ ■ Memphis June- 30
[ Miami ’ " ,!
[ Milwaukee March 31
[ Minneapolis April 30
[ Mobile July 15
[ Newark May 31
[ ’ Nev/ Haven ’ " . July 15
[ New Orleans • • July 31
[ New York September 30
[ Norfolk July 31
[ Oklahoma City August 15
[ Omaha " • "
[ Philadelphia August 31
[ Phoenix. ", 11 -
[ Pittsburgh September 15 -
[ Portland " "
[ Richmond September 30
[ Sacramento " "
[ St. Louis October 15
[ Salt Lake City « «
[. San Antonio • October 31-
[ San Diego’ ” ” -
[ San Francisco ” "
[ San Juan November 15
[ Savannah " "
[ Seattle " "
[ Springfield November 30
[ Tampa " ” •
[ Washington, D. C. ” ”]
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1. SIGNING 0? D07AhTZ OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. , Every effort- should he made to guide security informants away'from 

situations requiring them t? sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign, such a 
fori-. -

3. Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider ar; a .last r _ ,ort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent . 
facts concerning the .informant's activity; however, such situations .

. must be kept to a .minimum in.view of the obvious dangers to the. . . .
informant. ■ . _ "
Eac?' such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recoa- 
me::dai:on for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit r.n informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative.

ft. ■DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS '. ' .
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card ■ 

"cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

nu'-ber index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is reactivated, remove his name' card from the 
symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 

. . alphabetically in the name card section of the index.
3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon

tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. -

4. Advise the Bureau of the date when a potential informant or informant is. 
discontinued and. the reason therefor.. ■ ■ ••

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant, is willing to testify' 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of " 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[19,]volume[II,]of this manual. .
6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

.correspondence between the Bureau and the' field relating to the Depart-' 
■ ■ ' meat's interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes . 

available as a witness are contained therein. In those casesin -which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform— -

• ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply, to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau.

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 belovf, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con- 
•tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice ■ 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When.an informant is dis continue^, determine whether • 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newsy-.per article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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PANEL SOU? i
1. Definition '

See page 3 of this section.- ■
2. Background investigation a- r approval .

a. Check prospective pane . ;s through •.‘.''fice indices, canvass logical 
informants, review app”-riate cred" ■ : • -est, and military records.

b. If no pertinent derogae„ry informat5 - • developed, initial contact
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person's cooper- 
ativaness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on c puses. ’ -

. o. Sub:: ■ .. i.etter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel , -erce and set put f. lowing information: •
(1) :• "'ts of required b\~-:grounl Investigation and data as to date

’ - . _lace -of birth, ciclzensh;. status if foreign born, residence
f. ■ •■-iployment addresses

(2) I- Ils of expected area of -.ivity of individual as a panel 
Sv' ’ce, together with result:- of any interviews conducted with him

(3) A statemr-rt to effect subject is being; considered a panel source 
and that ; ~ will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
conf idexr'-. nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
a staten-. should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject 1 -.ot a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educa? oral institution he -will be advised of Bureau policy

- - on such matters. •
d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 

as a panel source should consist only of first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a ’stamped notation will be placed on 

- single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source.

3. Administrative handling
a. ."•'.ndle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

her evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
'ormants, same procedure ’hould be followed in handling, processing, 

' . reporting data and mat..-ial furnis? .d by panelists as is afforded 
w-jit received from security informants.

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and ser.ices rendered should 
be handled in same ’manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 

' should r-,t be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
miscons'. led. - '

c. Open 13- file -when active in stigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau ha: .pproved a pa ilist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contaa.id regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact- panelists.
e„ Every six months submit letter of justification to Bureau requesting 

continuation of payments to panel source. See section 107M, item 3b, '
of ’g is manual for form of letter. If source is not being paid on 
Bur- u authorization, Agent handling source must prepare memorandum 
to S- " for file containing same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters. ’ ’

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS” before symbol lumber; 
e.g.,'PS UY 000-S.

g. Designate, there practicable, coordinating Ag-ent to maintain roster of 
current panel sources and current list of scheduled- organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
s>. elulod organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 

’ r* .‘vos notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cr -, security informants, and publications.

h. A ,e Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinue!, and the 
re asens therefor.]

[V.] CLASSIFICATION- 134
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, . .• office whi •' ,':as made further dis—
. ■ cior. ox cvo’ crxarir .o follow th '.nstruction s set forth
' ' '.'S

ae~ u: s c"r.trd "lie r. rding. this . ■ active action, and upon 
e-icn of same. su". " ; Bureau, a i • • letter under the in-
nt’s caption idenuaryir.r . aoh case hy t . „o, character, Bureau file, 

known, and date of communication,
_ 1 letter will he used tc chec . 11 pertinent Bureau files to see

ri. z necessary corrective action s been taken in each instance.
11. If necessary, other field office.- which have received information prom 

the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters s' .w— 
ing' what corrections have been made,

12, It is imperative t'.-.t all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled r-nd great •re must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasio . ly, an -informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
■ raises t -oubt as io his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the inf orr. -.tion attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite i-’ication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bur-- n while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations,

[T.1 CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, ad ‘.ess, business affiliation, 
symbol .number, reason for assigning a y .lol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential sourc?- e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications 

. relating to espionage foreign nationality matters should in 
addition h..-.a charac . indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS - R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the’ abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, -racial, and criminal 
informants. ■

3. Index
a. Tni cards on form TD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be -'e up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
raexfel informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
Wh.^a active inye stigatir n is initiated relative to an individual :ho 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 clrcsific; .ton 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until triris 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a identical with
that for handling criminal informant files in “he discretion of the 
SAC.
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5. Utilizs tion
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to '-he Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sour' ;s on whom pending files are ma..ntained should 
also be contact- 1 at 1< i once every two wr-jks in the same manner 
as security info-mants. •

c. Records of coni .os with confidential sources ’who have pending files
- may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ’
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 

' ' citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of c-'r“ioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with uhc results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con- 
■ fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a

Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 

■ if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of
Bureau policy on labpr matters,,

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting auf rity to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at ihe Bureau, a

- stamped notation will be placed on the single—page .-spy and it -will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority- is granted to 
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained. ‘

,6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months a letter of justification should be submitted to

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security confidential 
sources. See 107N, item 3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization and is.being used regularly, the 
A.-ent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters.

c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
eoc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secrc- 
•’ariat. Organization of America?! States, International Monetary 
Find, etc.), a letter of justification should be submitted to the 
"J ireau every six months. See 1071T, item 3b, for form of letter.

7. ■ Gifts
■-Aft;; should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the re-.sons therefor.
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5. ~ below are ull of the Bureau offices and-the d es annual
1 -'?s should bi submitted:

_. . :e Dates

Al. my January 15

[
Alouquerque 11 "

[Alexandria « " ]
Anchorage " "
Atlanta January 31
Baltimore " "
Birmingham 11 ”
Boston ‘ February 15
Buffalo . tr n
Butto » «
Charlotte February 28
Chicago January 31
Cincinnati February 28
Cleveland " "
Columbia March 15
Dallas 11 «
Denver " "
Detroit March.31
31 Paso . ‘ "
Honolulu April 15
Houston " ", -
Indianapolis April 30
Jackson " "
Jacksonville May 15
Kansas City " "
Knoxville ’* .y
Las Vegas ' .
Little Rock . one
Los Angeles :brua.y 28
Louisville une 15
Memphis . ;une 30
Miami " "
M> I 7/aukee 'Jar ch 31
Mi -.eapolis April 30
Me le July 15
He . ■ -k May 31
Ne.. Vven July 15
No., ’ i oans July 31
Neu ~:rk September 30
No ' •- Ik July 31
01 .iioma City August 15
On. ha " "
Philadelphia August 31
Phoenix " ”
Pittsburgh September 15
Portland " "
Richmond September 30
Sacramento " "
St, Louis October 15
Salt Lake City " "

- San Antonio October* 31
San Diego " "
San Francisco " "
San Juan H”ve>hber 15
Savannah " "
Seattle " "
Springfield - November 30

• Tampa " >’
Washington, D. C. " ”
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i -- -tOYaliy oazrs, affidavits,■ and statements
-. " " ■'. '-/fort shculi be made to guide security informants away from

£?.■ u.-.... ? ns requiring "nem to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. xn^'ormants should, be cauTioneo to keep the contacting Agent fully 

acvitea of any situation waerein they might be required to sign such a 
fers

.3 * -kovl&e bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
-i« e bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, tr ther with .pertinent 
facts concerning the informant's activity; howev: •, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious .angers to the 
informant. .

5. 'Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 
advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. . In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
in the negative. ■ . •

DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

’ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued potential 
security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol number was 
once assigned later is’reactivated, remove his name card from the

. symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it 
alphabetically in the name card section of the index.

3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon
tinued and .a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card.

4. . Advise the Bureau of the date when a potential informant or informant is 
discontinued and the reason therefor.

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in -which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in 
•compliance with s ection [19, ]volume [II, Ivf this manual.

6. Review the informant's f 7 e to de terrain-. if any copies or summaries of 
correspondence between t- • Bureau and i:.e field relating to the Depart
ment's interest in using he informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness ? . ■ contained therein. In those cascsin which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all

• above action is completed, advise the Bureau.
7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to •. n- 

trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recv'.enda— 
tiers shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain clos - con— 
. tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice

and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 
best interests. When an informant is dis continuea, determine whether 
.he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, oi1 other' 
wise publicizing his activity. Tf so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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■ , _ •'ch informant who submits stat ment?-, •■■;■” it -I; on

. or.l. ere"' in ?v go or foreign nation; ’’ ity m?■’•to-.-. w" are a
Afi’ e ■_. os" .ar;.' - ’ . : i whose instances involving possible

-ro secntncn. ’ crilri. " each statement, -whether personally
iTrzroe:. tn- .- rr.nr.' • ..." ished orally and reduced, io writing
bv cor tnoting i-gent, s..o--' re tiled in this subfile, Executed form 
.'I —-Cf : a chanm. lining . orandum containing all applicable items

- ' set fort on form FD—306 :-uld be staple; - the original of each
such st; ", • -.ent,

b, holes a e punched ? '■-riginal statem’"-! ■ , informar ■ for secure 
filing, . t care must jt,; taken to prevent obliteration • portion
of stat-, -ents or notations thereon.

5. C.. nnelization • •
erpt.: fro;- the inf or.no r/,'scatenxent an-- +o bo Included regular

■ .restr.. gatxve c»se report w.xon information of value is submitted. Form 
rf—306 r.?y be used to disseminate this inform a Lon to the case file in 
lieu of a ohsrrelizing —smorx-•.'.dum if desired. If so used, prepare copies

[ cf D —30'5 as needd for o-.arn- .lizatj on]and staple esc- copy to each copy
of 'she informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be

I noted on original FD—306 and on all copies.
6. Channelizing m-morx-i la — de rm .-notion of

For instruction:' concerning the destruction of ohanr.slixing n-r-orania, 
see Manual of -• 1es and Regulations.

7, Dissoninalion • ' information
Information sr' ■ .. ted. by inform^ nt s, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sc • os of information should bo reported to the Bureau and 
interested off! ss and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of corsmunioetion under captions showing the su'ject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9. Maintenance of files
a. All symbol- number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a man- er as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informs L will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can he furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research,

10. Use of informant by Department — filing  reoorrgsponder.ee
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying -when he becczes available as a witness.
An a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. "Hoc copies of all suck coi-respo;:denoe in 
the :nformant*s file. Cccastonally such correspondence may be volu-- 
miaous '.nd apply to more than ore informant. In those cases, s-.ri-.a.-I ze 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the sn.:nary 
in the appropriate informant'» file.

11. t’orm ZD--238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) has been reproved for use in security 
informant and potential security infunrnt files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a. table of mA ;nxs o’" as an indue to show- ?.here in. the 
file particular data can be found. 1‘his fol-?. is to be kept ns ‘Im top
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do cur.-.-nt in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized.
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of execured 
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 

. or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon.

N. TAYOTTS TO AMD HANDLING KO NEY RECEIVED
1. Mo gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. .

* b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis.

c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, . 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants.

.2. S/-C authority to pay informants
■ a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to

expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons 
under investigation,, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to r.-ivance 

. expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information,
[ SAC may approve payments of amounts up to[$4OO]and totaling not more
[ than[$4OO]on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.

This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid
_ for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words,

once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless ■ 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized.
Individual who is paid on S^C authority should not be described in 
correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a 
’’regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payrmts authorized by the SAC 
must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slip-s for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
[ to an individual ’who has received payments totaling [$400. ] •

3. Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion.
b. Tn requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

containing the following items and using the subheadings shown.
■ (in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings 

where applicable.) ' 
(1)' Recommendation

(Use following wording as nearly ;• s possible: 
"T recommend that authority bo granted to 
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the 

' . above informant up to $___ (amount) per_____(month, week)
for services, plus up to $ (amount) per___ (month, week) 
for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months, 
effective____(date).")
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. . .-ecur-ty irforraant
7uiivi5us 1 ..otively em'&fea ir. obtaining and furnishing current infor— 
”.atior. on security cr in' -lligence matters exclusively for Bureau and whose 
identixv must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meeting 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 
such a nosition relative to a subversive organization, or espionage 
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. in behalf of foreign 
principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current information 
of value; or furnish pertinent foreign intelligence data of value on a regula 
basis.

2. Potential security ‘ ^ormant
Individual in a. pc- . - n-to become active in a subversive organization- 
or espionage or in- jence activities in the U. S. in behalf of foreign 
principal -jr can b.. •; closely associated therewith, or is in a position
to oocuce pertinent reign int : 'once data, and is making affirmative 
effort through association1: cr c( . cts so. that he can be in a position 
actively to obtain a.nd furnish current information to Bureau.

'3. Rouble agent
A spooia’’". -d type of security informant; a person who is cooperating 
with, ree -Ing assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign 
intelligen-,:: service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.

4. Confidential source
An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available 
to him through bis present position. Examples would be: bankers and 
telephone company employees.- These individuals make no concerted effort 
in behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish information readily 
available to them.

[ [5. Panel source
F An individual who is not involved in a subversive group but who will attend
[ :'s public gatherings in behalf of the EBI for intelligence purposes or
[ : potential -witness]

B. SCURC ’ POTENTIAL SECURITY TUJ'CRKAUTS
Informa should be developed on all organizations and individuals that 
are ini. ,1 to the internal security, ■ t -rience has shown that potential 
informer' • may be obtained through alertn.. in the course of normal investi- 
gative ; J;5vity. Live informant coverage .pends for the most part upon 
initiaf- . and resourcefulness of individu;.’. Agents and SACs . For assistance 
in ob to g potential informants, the following is suggested":
1. Eva lion of

a. plainants in security matters
b. .---sons interviewed in connection with security cases 
c. ubjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf- 

’ecticn, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard- 
’~ip, or other repudiation of party loyalty 

d, - ^eau applicants as.possible informants 
c. sonal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

loyees 
f. -ces of inf ox-mat ion, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Re/iow of clcsed security files on individuals
3, Review of cessr/e index
4, Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential " nfo’-ants.
5. Be]eted
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA,
7. Consultation with present informants regarding Indications .. lisaideation 

on the part of Communist Party members. They, । " course, s’.. V* not be 
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

8. Review of files o.i communist front organizations ooking for individuals- 
-ho have been assoc' -.ted with only one or two fr. -.is or who attended only 

few meetings of - -’ront. Such individuals frequently are innocent of
■mmunisb propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 

, jouoihtance of party members .
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.. . _ • - . gatlcn oi com—unisx petition signers who are acquainted with.
„cumuli st Party functionaries

JO, to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
cJ, subversive organizations wnc might cooperate with the "..reau or employ
ees who might he willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the. 

. pest- such contacts nave on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
’ able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage

ment .
11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 

communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions;

12. . With regard to both 10 end 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the "otenti 1 informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
unan have an Ag’nt orig.-nte the contact.

13. After the Bureau has no' .:ied the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 

. when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis— 

. missal or transfer to a nonrestricted position in the same plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

15. Use of. a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

16; Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. S.
17. Employees of the United Rations Secretariat
18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed 

in the U. S.
19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are 

' in a position of intelligence f - terest to a foreign principal and who 
will undertake intelligence '. gnmonts under the guidance of the

' Bureau. (See deseco program, -Jection 105f,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)

C. INTERVIEWS WITH ARD DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND OR INDIVIDUALS BEING 
CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES
When a decision is made to consider a particular individual for informant 
purposes, background investigation must be conducted. Extensive background 
investigation should not be conducted, however, until the individual has 
been interviewed and it has been determined he is willing to assist the 
Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview whenever the restrictions 
.imposed in section 87D, item 6b, (7), volume III, and section 105X, item 6b, 
(9), volume IV, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation 
should consist of the following:
1. Chuck of field office files for derogatory information
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants to ascertain if the individual 

is known to them
3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ

ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, 
health, reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and 
p<.,st employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the individual can be utilized without any 
dr.■fez- of future embarrassment dne to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background information from the individual is not sufficient;

' hi:; background must be established by the investigation, including discreet
inqr.jrics among persons who arc personally acquainted with him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
[ the completion of an[PD-165]form which should be transmitted to the Identi-
[ fleation.Division to obtain any record he may havc[and to place a stop .
[ against his fingerprints if they are on file.]

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if tho individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces res.-we.
7. Dometic status and if any marital difficulties a? 1 details should be 

obtained.
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U.

[

[

PANEL SOURCES '
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. .
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records.

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person's cooper
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses. ,

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a ‘ ■
panel source and set out following information:
(1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date 

and place of birth, citizenship status' if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as a-panel 
source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him.

(3) A statement to effect subject is being considered, a panel source 
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 
as a panel 'source should consist only of first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a stamped' notation will be placed on 
single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that 
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source.

3. Administrative handling .
a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

other evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is afforded 
that received from security informants. - ’ .

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and ’services rendered should 
be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 
should not be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files, 

d. Only Agents designated in -particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit letter of justification[(FD-401)]to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section 
[130G, item 2b,]of this manual for form of letter. If source is not 
being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol number; 
e.g.,*PS NY 000-S. '

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications. -

h. Advise Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the 
reasons therefor. ■

V. CLASSIFICATION - 134
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8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above.

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant fs caption identifying each case by title, character. Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance,

11, If necessary, other field offices.which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made,

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done,

13. Occasionally, an ex—informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

CT.] CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol .number, reason-for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.

c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications 
for confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications 
relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS - R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 
series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants, ■

3. Index
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants,

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
•co develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC,
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5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must 
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required 
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the
■ frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 

case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner 
as security informants. ■

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted. . ;

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made-by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa— 

■ tion: ■ -
' (1) Background information, including date and place of birth, '

citizenship status, r’esidehoe, employment, credit and arrest
- record, and service record, if any .

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 

■ interviews conducted with him .
(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con

fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of ■ 
Bureau policy on labor matters, . .

f. Une of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
• a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 

page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will 
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to ’ .
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information . 
obtained. .

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments' '
a. Every six months a letter of justifioationt(FD-401)]should be sub

mitted to Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security 
confidential sources. See[section 130G, item 2b, of this manual] ■ 
for form of letter. . . ’

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 
if he is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an. international organization and is being used regularly, the 
Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and

; reliability as required by payment letters. • •
■c . If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo-
\ matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
".etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre- 

■ tariat, Organization of American States, International Monetary 
Fund, etc.), a letter of justification[(FD-401)]should be submitted 
to’Bureau every six months. See[section 130G, item 2b, of this manual] 
for .form of letter. - ■ '

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.
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c._ When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite 
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued. '

d. Every six months a letter of justificationt(FD-401)]should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Followtinstructions 
set forth in section 130G, item 2b, of this manual.] ' ’

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When ’ 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the . 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit. '

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is - 
being received. .

h. Discontinuance of payments . -
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the .
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. ’

i. Extraordinary expenses - .
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.
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4 . Six-month, evaluation of informants not paid, on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi- 

[ cationE(ED-401)]must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months afte.r
[ the date of designation containing the same information set out inEsection
[ 130G, item 2b, of this manualjexcept those items concerning payments.

Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be
. set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items inEsection 130G, item
[ 2b, of this manual.] , -

5. Receipts • * ’ ' '
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other - 
documents or files. .

b. Receipts should clearly show: . . ■ . ■
!1 ) Date on which payment was made " l .
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent ■ • .
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment • • ' .J- . • -
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money ; • ■

c. -Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent. . .
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of -expenses to the 

. Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Gare must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show ■ 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles. ,

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income .
. when filing an income tax return. ■•

b. Bureau income should be set forth on the-Federal income tax 
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or . 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life. .

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing . 
connection with the Bureau. .

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories .of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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4. Subfiles
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where, a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each’ 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization
Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 

[ of FD—306 as needed for '[channelizationjand staple one copy to each copy
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 

[ noted on original FD—306 and on all copies.
6. Channelizing memoranda — destruction of

For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7, Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential 
sources, or sources of information should be-reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

9. Maintenance of files
a. All symbol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research.

10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. 
A.s a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize- 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary . 
in the appropriate informant's file.

11. Form FD—238
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top
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document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be ( 
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant ' ’
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement , 

’ and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in. the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD-306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth’ on form FD-306. In such a case, the original form FD-306 or ■ 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where- the bulky material is 

. located should be noted thereon.. ' . ’ '

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED ’ . ' ’
' 1. No gifts to informants .

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might be 
misconstrued. ' •

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
a businesslike basis. .

c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of moneyj gifts, or products • 

, of such companies to informants. '
‘ 2. . SAC authority to pay informants ,

[ [For instructions regarding payments under SAC authority, refer to section
[ 130G, item 1, of this manual since comparable instructions apply to security
[ informants and sources as those set forth for racial informants and sources.]

3. Payments on continuing basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. •
[ b. In requestingtauthorization for payments, a justification must be fur-
[ nished Bureau.. For this purpose, use form FD-401 and execute in accord-
[ ance with instructions for racial informants and sources contained in
[ section 130G,. item 2b, of this manual. Justification for payments,
[ of course, is based on activity of informant, potential informant, or' ’
[ source in matters having primarily a security rather than racial in-
[ terest. In espionage and foreign nationality matters use subheadings,
[ where applicable.] • •
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SECTION 1O7^^SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107G 

INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION . '
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of 
information received from informants apply not only to s ecurity 
informants but also to potential security informants, panel sources, 
security confidential sources, and security sources of information.

b« Specific instructions and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their ’information, 

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after a meeting 
or activity. ’ - ’ ’

d. Written statements should be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
cannot be done information may be provided orally. In espionage and . 
foreign nationality matters written statements are usually necessary 
only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in 
the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not subject to 
prosecution are involved.) .

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be ■ 
introduced in court. .

f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must b.e ■ 
promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all 
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD-306 
as needed for channelization and staple one copy to each copy of in
formant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be noted 
on original FD-306 and on all copies. [In those instances in which in
formant's statement contains references to a large number of individuals 
and/or organizations, and statement exceeds two pages in length, con
sideration should be given to channelizing to a substantive case file 
only those portions of statement which apply to particular individual 
or organization. Of course, entire informant’s statement should be 
filed in informant’s subfile. This procedure should save filing space, 
time of reviewing files, and should be employed unless a logical rea
son dictates otherwise.] ■

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial attor
ney that informant not only furnished information concerning instant 
case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case at issue.- 
Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event informant testifies on 

’ direct examination or cross-examination that he furnished information 
in addition to his testmony.

h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements.
2. Recording written and oral information

a. Written by informant • ’
1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant'or typed.
2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check 
informants to see that they do not keep any notes or copies.

3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at the 

top of it.
(5 ) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or each separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement whether the information is of 
evidentiary or intelligence value. .
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U. PANEL SOURCES ■
1. Definition .

See page 3 of this section. '
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass.logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records. .

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person's cooper
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses. .

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as -a ■ 
panel source and set out following information: ‘
(1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date ' 

and place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses •

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual's a panel 
' source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him 

(3) A statement to effect subject is being considered a panel source 
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, 
a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 
as a panel source should consist only of first page of letter. If

. request is approved at. Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on 
single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that 
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source. .

3. Administrative handling
a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

other evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is afforded 
that received from security informants. '

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered should 
be handled in same manner- as payments to security informants. Gifts 
should not be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. ' -

. c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular . 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files. ■ 

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit letter of justification (FD-401) to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section 
130G, item 2b, of this manual for form of letter. If source is not 
being paid on Bureau authorization. Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol number;

' e.g., PS NY 000-S.
g. Designate, where 'practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 

current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization 
activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of 
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications. ■

. h. Advise Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the
reasons therefor.

[
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[V. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
[ 1. Use of students
[ a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security
[ informants, potential security informants, or other types of security
[ sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such
[ circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.
[ b. Upon initial contact with a potential student security informant or
[ • source, .individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief
[ ■ signed written statement for field file setting forth that this in-
[ dividual has voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI
[ because of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical
[ to interests of U. S. ..Government and that he understands that FBI has no.
[ • interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. Taking-this
[ statement should place Bureau in a position to refute possible subse--
[ quent false allegations as to nature and purpose of source's coopera-
[ tion with FBI. . - ■ . . .
[ 2. Quarterly letters • •
[ a. Beginning 1-1-70, submit quarterly letters on each student and teacher
[ - authorized-by Bureau for contact as a security informant, potential
( security informant, or other sources (including-panel sources).
[ (Quarterly letters are not to take place of or be combined with six
[. months’ payment, justification letters.) Include following in quarter-
[ ly letters: • ;
[ (1) Specific productivity ■ ' ■
[ (2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from pub-
[ lie source material or other office sources off campus
f (3) Frequency of contact
[ b. .Quarterly letters of security and racial informants should be jointly
[ transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned’ "Utilization of In-
[ formants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." Include following
[ in cover letter concerning security sources: ’ • *
[ . (1) Number of security informants, potential security informants, and
[ . other security sources’active and under development -at each educa-
[ tional institution affected ’ ■
[ (2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus, informants and
[ sources - -
[ 3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage ■
[ Each office must have a continuous and well-planned program to obtain nec- .
[ essary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill its
[ obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens respon

sibility of each individual field office to have proper coverage.

[W. ] CLASSIFICATION - 134 .. . ■ • .....
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U. PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition 

See page 3 of this section. .
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panelists through office indices, canvass logical 
informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military records,

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact ■ 
may be made with a prospective panelist to ascertain person's oooper- 
ativeness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investigations 
on campuses. . ‘

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out following information? • • .
(1) Results of required background investigation and data as to date 

• and place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence
and employment addresses ■

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as a panel 
. source, together with results of any interviews conducted with him

’ (3) A statement to effect subject is being considered a panel source '
and that he will be advised he is not a Bureau employee and of 
confidential nature of his relationship with Bureau. ,In addition, 
a statement should be made that you will be alert to be certain 
subject is not a plant, and if he is connected with a labor union 
or educational institution he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

d. One of required copies of letter requesting authority to use a subject 
as a panel source should consist only of first page of letter. If 
request is approved at Bureau, a stamped notation will be placed on 
single-page copy and it will be returned to field indicating that 
authority is granted to consider subject as a panel source.

3. Administrative handling . ■
a. Handle notes, statements, and exhibits of panelists in same manner as 

other evidence. As panelists may subsequently become security 
informants, same procedure should be followed in handling, processing, 
and reporting data and material furnished by panelists as is" afforded 
that received from security informants. ' -

b. Payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered should 
be handled in same manner as payments to security informants. Gifts 
should not be given to panel sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued. _

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panelist is 
initiated. After Bureau has approved a panelist, close file 
administratively if panelist is not contacted regularly. Regular 
contacts with panelists should be noted in their respective files. ' 

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit letter of justification (FD-401) to Bureau 

requesting continuation of payments to panel source. See section
[ [130H,litem 2b, of this manual for form of letter. If source is not

being paid on Bureau authorization, Agent handling source must prepare 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to sta
bility and reliability as required by payment letters.

f. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists or 
if tyning would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol number; 
e.g., PS NY 000-S. .

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain roster of 
current panel sources and current list of scheduled organization

. activities, who will notify Agents handling individual panelists of
scheduled organizational functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent 
receives notice of coming events from Agents handling organization 
cases, security informants, and publications.

h. Advise Bureau of the date when panel source is discontinued, and the 
reasons therefor.
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UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS'AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete Justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial contact with a potential student security informant or 
source, individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief 
signed written statement for field file setting forth that.this in
dividual has voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI 
because of his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical 
to interests of U. S. .Government and that he understands that FBI has' no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. Taking this 
statement should place Bureau in a position to refute possible subse
quent false allegations as to nature and purpose of source’s coopera
tion with FBI.

2, . Quarterly letters
a. Beginning 1-1-70, submit quarterly letters on each student and teacher 

authorized by Bureau for contact as a security informant, potential 
security informant, or other sources•(including-panel sources). 
(Quarterly letters are not to take place of or be combined with six 
months’ payment justification letters.) Include following in quarter
ly letters:
1) Specific productivity
2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from pub-' 

lie source material or other office sources off campus
(3 ) Frequency of contact

b. Quarterly letters of security and racial informants should be jointly 
transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned "Utilization of In
formants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." Include following 
in cover letter concerning security sources:
(1) Number of security informants, potential security informants, and 

other security sources active and under development at each educa
tional institution affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants and 
sources

3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage
Each office must have a continuous and well-planned program to obtain' nec
essary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill its 
obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens respon
sibility of each individual field office to have proper coverage.

[W.] CLASSIFICATION - 134
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?. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dis—, 
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above, _ _

9, Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what corrections have been made,

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a. doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

[T.] CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, ' 
symbol .number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief

.. statement concerning type of information furnishe'd.
/ c. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications
x for confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications,

relating to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in 
addition have a character indicating the country involved; e.g., 
IS — R for Russia.

d. When a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., .

. CS NY-000-S.
e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from the 

series of numbers used for your security, racial, and criminal 
informants.

3. Index
a. Index cards on form FD-348 like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index, 
racial informant index, or the security informant index, depending on 
the type of information furnished.

b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform
ants.

c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 
criminal informant index, racial informant index, and the security 
informant index if the source furnishes information of value in these 
types of investigations.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. Files may be opened 
on confidential sources in criminal matters in a manner identical with 
that for handling criminal informant files in the discretion of the 
SAC.

r
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5.

6.

[

[

7.

8.

Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background data must Z
be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is required I
for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances 'of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same.manner 
as security informants. .

c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 
may be posted.

d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 
or Agents specifically designated for that purpose.

e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject
as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa
tion: ‘ ’ ’
(1) Background information, including date and place of bir-th, 

citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together.with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con
fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a 
Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters.

f. One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter. If the request is approved at the Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the single—page copy and it will z
be returned to the field indicating that authority is granted to (
consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such 
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 
sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information 
obtained.

Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be sub-^ 

mitted to Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security 
confidential sources. See section[130H,litem 2b, of this manual 
for form of letter.

b. If the security source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or 
if Ke is not an employee of a foreign diplomatic establishment or 
an international organization and is being used regularly, the 
Agent handling the source must dictate a memorandum to .the SAC for 
the file containing the same certification as to stability and 
reliability as required by payment letters.

c. If the security confidential source is employed by a foreign diplo
matic establishment (embassy, consulate, United Nations Mission, 
etc.) or by an international organization (United Nations Secre
tariat, Organization of American States, International Monetary 
Fund, etc.), a letter of justification (FD-401)1 should be submitted 
to Bureau every six months. See section[13OH,litem 2b, of this manual 
for form of letter.

Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be 
misconstrued.
Discontinuance
A.dvise Bureau of the date when confidential source is discontinued, 
and the reasons therefor.
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c. When payment to an informant has been authorized, for a. definite 
period of time, advise- the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow instructions 
set forth in section [130H,]item 2b, of this manual. '

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant sho.uld be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When ■ 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page -
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the . 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field. .

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is . 
being received.

h. Discontinuance of payments ■
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the .
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised. ’

i. Extraordinary expenses' . - .
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority. . .
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4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi- 

[ cation[(FD-401)]must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months after
[ the date of designation containing the same information set out in[section
[ 130G, item 2b, of this manual]except those items concerning payments.

Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be 
set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items in[section 130G, item
[ 2b, of this manual.]

5. Receipts .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security . 
matters, either on the SAC’s authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: .
11) Date on'which payment was made • .
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by the informant and not by the Agent.'
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to"the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a 
margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return. .

b. Bureau income should be set forth on the Federal income -tax 
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant’s position and station 
in life.

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self- 
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau.

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop
ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject 
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of - 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not to 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office’ 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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4. Subfiles ’
a. A.’ subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters- where a 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. The original of each statement, whether personally 
written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing 
by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. .Executed form 
FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure 
filing-, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 
of statements or notations thereon. -

5. Channelization
Excerpts from- the informant's statement are to be included in the regular 
investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form • 
FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information to the case file in . 
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare .copies 

[ of FD—306 as needed for [channelizationjand staple one copy to each copy -
of the informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 

[ noted on original FD-306 and on all copies. ' . ■
6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of .

For instructions concerning the destruction of channelizing memoranda, 
see Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7, Dissemination of information
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential ■ 
sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and other agencies whenever necessary by the appro
priate means of communication under captions' showing the subject matter 
of the information.

8. Correspondence *
■ Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security

informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption. •

9. Maintenance of files
a. All symbol number informant files, pending and closed, shall be - 

maintained under lock and key under the personal supervision of the 
SAC, ASAC, field supervisor, or responsible employee designated by 
the SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements,

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manne'r. as to insure 
' that all information furnished by a particular informant will be

immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.
d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 

the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau.by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 
of conducting extensive research.

10. Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re 
From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness. 
As a result, there will be correspondence showing this situation- between 
the Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in 
the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu-

. minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize ■ 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file. .

11. Form FD—238 .
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top
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document in the pertinent informant file and is not to be serialized. • 
If a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be 
noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be 
noted at that time.

12. Bulky material submitted by informant - ’
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a-specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed . 
form FD-306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD-306. In such a case, the original form FD-306'or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of ’the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is ■ 
located should be noted thereon.

N. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED
1. No gifts to informants .

a. Gifts should not be given to informants since such actions might-be ' 
misconstrued. ;

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be ma'intained on ■ 
a businesslike basis.

■ c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 
and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
of such companies to informants. .

2. SAC authority to pay informants
For instructions regarding payments under SAC authority, refer to section 

[ [130H,]item 1, of this manual since comparable instructions apply to security
informants and sources as those set forth for racial informants and sources.

3. Payments on continuing basis - Bureau authority ' '
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion. . .
b. In requesting authorization for payments, a justification must be fur

nished Bureau. For this purpose, use form FD-401 and execute in .accord
ance with instructions for racial informants and sources contained in ■

[ section[130H,]item 2b, of this manual. Justification for payments,
of course, is based on activity of informant, potential informant, or 
source in matters having primarily a security rather than racial in
terest. In espionage and foreign nationality matters use subheadings, 
where applicable.

18
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[

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite 
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 
expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to 
whether the services of the informant are to be. continued.-

d. Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow instructions 
set forth in section [130H,.]item 2b, of this manual.

e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments 
to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the 
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single—page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared ■ 
and transmitted to the field,

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must 
be explicit.

g. When payments are authorized by .the Bureau, it is .the personal responsi
bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is 
being received. ■

h. Discontinuance of payments '
If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him, 
the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
and the Bureau promptly advised.

i. Extraordinary expenses
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor
dinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given, 
obtain specific Bureau authority.

19
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4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation (FD-401) must be transmitted to the Bureau every six months after* 
the date of designation containing the same information set out in section 

[ [130H,]item 2b, of this manual except those items concerning payments.
Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of informant should also be 
set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign nationality cases comment is ' 

[ necessary regarding only those applicable items in section [130H, ]item.
2b, of this manual. '

5. Receipts .
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on security 
matters, either on the SACs authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which, it is possible- to do so. . If a 
receipt cannot be obtained for a particular payment, complete circumstances 
should be set forth on the blue slip at the time reimbursement is claimed,
a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 

so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the.. receip ts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or file.s. ■ ’

b. Receipts should clearly show: .

11) Date on which payment was made *
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent .
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment ’
(5 ) Signature of person receiving the money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent. .
d. If necessary to make corrections on the receipts, such corrections 

must be initialed by-the informant and not by the Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the 

Bureau, they should be stapled directly to the blue slip, leaving a ' 
margin of at least one- inch to one and one—half inches at the top to 
avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 
placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can 
be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must ■ 
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly show 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material 
contained in Bufiles.

6. Income tax returns .
a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau 

should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income 
when filing an income tax return.

. b. Bureau income should be set forth on.the Federal income tax . ’
return, form 1040, as income received from other sources for 
personal services rendered through a private enterprise or 
similar general term applicable to informant's position and station 
in 1 ife. .

c. If the informant is self-employed and files a schedule C as a self
employed individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income . 
with his self-employed income from other sources without revealing 
connection with the Bureau.

d. Effective 1—1—65, in those instances in which the informant cannot 
report payments received from the Bureau for services without jeop- 

- ardizing his security as an informant, such payments will be subject
to a 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstance.s in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not tp 
be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security informants 
and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under SAC 
authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report Bureau 
income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security 
or without challenge from the Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning the procedure to 
be followed in the handling and control of money withheld.
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[ 3. Responsibility for well-planned coverage ' ■
[ Each office must have continuous and we11-planned,program to obtain
[ necessary coverage at institutions of learning so that Bureau can fulfill
[ its obligations. Care with which this must be done in no way lessens
[ responsibility of each field office to have proper coverage.

[V. CLASSIFICATION - 134 .
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may "be made with, prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided’ by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of’background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence, 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will, be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state- ’ 
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub- . 
ject is not a plant.and, if connected with labor union or. 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and ’ 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants.' Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective 'panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. Symbol number may be assigned if unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation "PS" before symbol 
number; e.g., PS NY-000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should.receive notice of 

■coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued.and reasons.

DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent’s stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S.

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however. Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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b. Pamphlets., brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu- 
’ tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical /"*

pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use (
and not intended for release to public.) • v .

4. Retention of copies of passed material -
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or ■ 

material related to national defense which is passed. . .
b. Such material should be apuropriately identified by double agents .

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but '
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage. '

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is' passed which . . 
- is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense,. • 
d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not .

evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later dabe from
. Government agency or private concern having custody. ■

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received -

from their■principals in connection with double agent intelligence ■ 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception . '
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). '
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate . 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal .'
represents possible evidence and double agent, should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
c ode name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as- 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ,■

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing ( 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. . - . x

UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING .
1. Use of students . .

a. Students under age of 21 years are not to be developed as security 
informants or other types of security sources in other than highly 
unusual circumstances. Under such circumstances, furnish complete 
justification to Bureau. , . '

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, ' 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a -brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has . 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. . ■

■2, Quarterly letters ■
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact . 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following:
(1) Specific productivity . .

. (2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from .
public source material or other office sources off campus 

(3) Frequency of contact
b. Quarterly letters on all racial and security informants.or sources 

should be jointly -transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in.cover letter: ■ .
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution ?
affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants '
and sources '
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunci; to criminal 

informant, racial informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where 
logical. '

4. Files ■ ■
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as .
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. ■ .

5. Utilization ... •
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, • 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. . 
Such contacts may be posted. •

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose. . .■

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any ’ 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition,, statement ' 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. '

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation • 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field. .

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of - 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must dictate - 
memorandum to SAC for file containing same certification as to stability 
and reliability as required by payment letters.

o* If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every . 
six months.. .

7. Gifts '
Gifts should not be given to sources.

8. Discontinuance ■ ’
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. =

PANEL SOURCES ’ . ■ ■
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. •
2. Background investigation and approval ■

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass . 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
records .
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CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION '
1. When it is determined" that informant or ex-informant furnished.false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to "be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or . -
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." .

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been" 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies

. must be corrected. ■ : ’
5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 

of communications containing information.' . .
6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 

clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.
7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed"by Bureau in 

accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Re gulati.ons . ■ " • 
Corrective action should be called to attention of. other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. •

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to. follow instructions set forth above". '

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant’s caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com- - 

" munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made. ■ .

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 

" to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Manual of Rules and Regulations. • '

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES " •
1. Definition ■ -

See page 3 of this section. " . . '
2. Assignment of symbols -

a. Symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists, " 
or if typing would be saved. •

b. Advise Bureau by "letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished. •

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating . 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - Ri

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, racial, and criminal informants.
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ill Correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers '
3) First date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5 ) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 

■Bureau records. ■
(6 ) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 

advances ' .

!7 ) Date of last contact by your office • • .
8; Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
. If no- contact was made with particular individual, Bureau must be

so advised.
c. ‘ Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 

was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual .was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Administrative Division, Voucher Unit. Inter- 
divisional correspondence should be addressed to Bureau with copies 
designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation ' .
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is ■ ■ 
potentially embarras'sing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. • Depending on local requirements, informants and . 
sources must be alerted accordingly. '

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge - 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

ANNUAL LETTER '
1. Submit annual letter to Bureau including following:

a. Symbol numbers of all informants and confidential sources being paid 
under Bureau authority (not SAC authority) for services or expenses. 
If confidential source has no symbol number, list name.

b. Symbol numbers of all informants not paid under Bureau authority 
c. Comment concerning present informant coverage of office, together 

with information concerning actions being taken to improve coverage .
d. List under "Headquarters City" and each resident agency a.ll sub

versive organizations broken down into each division, such as clubs, 
committees, and chapters.
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[ Under each unit show approximate membership and symbol numbers and
L positions of informants affording coverage. Where no informant
[ coverage exists or is provided by sources who are not members; so
[ indicate. -
E ’ •
[ Include any additional pertinent information that may be helpful
[ ' in overall evaluation, such as informants in other divisions who .
[ are occasionally used and highly placed informants who furnish ' '
[ area-wide, national, or international information. •
[ 2. Listed below are dates annual letters are to be submitted by
[ respective offices:
[
[’ Office Dates . . ‘
[ ■
[ Albany, Albuquerque, Alexandria,
[ Anchorage January 15
[ ’ Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham ■ January 31 .
[ Boston, Buffalo, Butte February 15 .
t Charlotte February 28 -
[ Chicago January 31 . '
[ Cincinnati, Cleveland February 28 .
[ Columbia, Dallas, Denver March 15 '
[ Detroit, El Paso . " March 31
[ Honolulu, Houston • April 15
[ Indianapolis, Jackson- April 30 .
[ Jacksonville, Kansas City May 15
[ Knoxville, Las Vegas May 31 ■ '
[ Little Rock June 15
[ Los Angeles February 28
[ Louisville June 15 .
[ Memphis, Miami June 30
[ Milwaukee March 31 • '
[ Minneapolis April 30
[ Mobile July 15 ’
[ Newark May 31 • ■ .
[ New Haven . ■ July 15 - ’. ’
[ New Orleans . July 31 ’
[ . Nev: York September 30
[ Norf oik July 31
[ Oklahoma City, Omaha August 15 . . - .
[ Philadelphia, Phoenix August 31 ■
[ Pittsburgh, Portland September 15 .
[ Richmond, Sacramento ■ September 30 .
[ St. Louis, Salt .Lake City . ’October 15 ' ' ■ .
[ San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco October 31 •
[ San Juan, Savannah, Seattle November 15 .
[ Springfield,. Tampa, Washington, D. C. November 30 •
[
[N. SIGNING ON LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS ■
[ 1. Make every effort to guide informants away from situations requiring them
[ ■ to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or :forms.
[ 2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of
[ any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise
[ Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
[ 3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant’s
[ • relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning inf or-
[ mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to- minimum in view
[ of obvious dangers to informant.
[ 4, Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as •
[ promptly as possible, together with a ppropriate recommendation for pro-
[ posed action. .
[ 5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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[O'. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
[ 1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "cancelled."
[ Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
[ 2. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number
[ index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential
[ source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated,
[ remove name card from symbol number index,- mark it reactivated with ap-
[ propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and
[ refile it alphabetically in name card section of index.
[ 3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and
[ permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.
[ -4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued
[ and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is
[ willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards..
[ Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which
[ informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised
[ in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.
[ 5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and
[ field relating to Department's interest in using informant as witness is
[ contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicated de-
[ sire to consider informant when he becomes available, advise Bureau in
[ each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita-
[ tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not apply
[ to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed,
[ advise Bureau.
[ 6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants,
[ ■ set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall
[ be made when it appears such are warranted.
[ 7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with
[ him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any
[ action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans
[ for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing
[ his activity. If so, impress him with desirability of coming to Bureau
[ for assistance and guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such"
[ activities, Bureau will consider•placing him in contact with reliable
[ publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will hot
[ sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.
[ 8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources must be
[ made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such
[ payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis-'
[ continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of
[ informant or source in future.
[ 9. Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not carry him as
[ a concealed source in reports or memoranda.- His true name is to be set
[ forth, together with descriptive data.
[ 10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from,
[ an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furn’shed to office
[ which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as
[ possible.
[ 11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability,
[ do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information
[ it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com-
[ munications use individual's true name, together with appropriate descrip-
[ tion of his reliability.
[ 12. Remove flash notice.
[ 13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials
[ and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish
[ same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys
[ ■ that informant-witness who has previously testified will be called upon
[ for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning
[ possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under
[ appropriate case character.
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14. Make every effort to prevent discontinued informant from 'becoming involved 
in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant or Government. /-
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have serious talk .f 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview ** 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau . . •
b. Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives. of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances .. '
c. He may be sought as witness, by congressional committees, Immigration -

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities
d. In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must .

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or embellish- . 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec- .
tiveness. ‘ ■ •

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen- ’ 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public appearance of ’ 
of any kind. Prior- thereto in each instance, former informant must be 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant.- 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub- - 
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or other criminal actions.
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise 
cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he . 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government .
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in .
affirmative, h.e should contact USA for instructions. Advise .Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted.

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass- ,
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to field f
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be V
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of cohsid- 
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agrees 
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main- - . 
tain this confidence.

FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE.(INS) . .
1. INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities,.must obtain evidence to

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are ’
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization. •

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases, and make efforts consistent’ with 
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where • 
possible. ■ . ‘ '

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would-not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together, with your 
recommendation. ■ ■

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may 
be disclosed to INS. "

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission. ■
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a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show:

11) Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on p'eriod basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent
(4 ) Name of Agent making payment . ■
(5 ) Signature of person receiving money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another.Agent. . .
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed 

by informant and not by Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top .to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip. • •

6. Income tax returns
a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to Bu

reau that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return. • .

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant's position and station in.life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection- 
with Bureau.

d. • If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security as informant, such payments  
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not. 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their • 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld. -

will.be

e. When informant or former informant is initially considere'd as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses. Bureau must 
furnish Department set of photostats of original receipts signed 
by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats 
will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 
take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. There
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information:
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5.

(4) Number of statements submitted
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability •■
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 

• unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure . • - -
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check 
positive box. '

(7) Percentage of information verified
' Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has 

been verified through other sources. ■ ’
(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished

. If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous." . •

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant. ’

(10) Miscellaneous .
Furnish any change in informant's residence and employment, steps 
being taken to advance informant, and any other pertinent infor- . 

' mation which should be brought to Bureau's attention. Include 
statement that source has been advised that all payments of 
money made to him for services rendered must be declared as in
come on his tax return and has agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Folloyz instructions set forth in item 3b, above. .

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) ■ 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments .
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau. .

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority. , 

Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority ' .
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con- ' 
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items. 
Receipts . . ' ’
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time 'reimburs'ement is claimed.
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INFORMANT FILES
1. Opening .

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential-informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file . '

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to ' 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. .

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active . 
files. .

2. Monthly administrative report - • '
■ Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations- and 

calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.
3. Assignment and tickler cards

Maintain assignment and tickler cards., but do. not show true name of 
informant on such cards. .

4. Subfiles .
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters.where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, 

. -whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and 
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form 
FD-306 to original of each such statement. •

b. Holes may be punched.in original statements of informants for 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any 
portion of statements or notations thereon. '

5. Channelization
Include excerpts from informant’s statement in regular investigative ' 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as- needed for . 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's states ’ 
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original- - 
FD-306 and all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of 
See Manual of Rules and Regulations.

7. Correspondence .
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. . ’

8. Maintenance of files
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, .lSAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open ■
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements. ,

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed. •

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained-immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.
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9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as.witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary, in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238 ‘ ’
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such -thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific.investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing, memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS
1. No gifts to informants

a. . Gifts should not be given to informants,
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis.
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, ■ 
or products of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed nece.ssary and. expedient to expend money to develop in

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up‘to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters', 

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has’received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group.

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) ■ Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and ■ 
their importance.
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SYMBOLS .
1. Assigning numbers ’ .

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity - 
must be protected may be assigned permanent -symbol numbers if they are 
producing' sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. '

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and .
. in communications between informant and field office.- Advise Bureau

of cover name. •
e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 

abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "OS" for confidential source. ’ -

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial,' etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY-OOO-S to NY-OOO-C or to NY-OOO-R).

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
numb er.

b. In all communications after initial letter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers .for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division • -

(1) Active informants and sources 'entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 
interested office by true name and symbol number i.f necessary 
for other division to know identity. Office receiving such 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and .

. Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between
interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number 
only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be- immediately ’ 
discontinued, their- symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 

■ and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.
(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 

his identity must still be protected. '
e. In communications concerning.potential security informant when a 

symbol number is not’ assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.).. This facilitates routing 
at Bureau.

INDEXING '
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cayds should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant" shall not appear.

INDICES .
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number -index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with 
maximum security and best administrative practice .
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order. ■
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b. Symbol number index
This- index shall contain card for. each individual- to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. Eile cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these, indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant's file  reviewed to determine specific nature' of • 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

must.be

d. Index cards . . ■
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical' name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: . File No:
(informant, potential
informant, or.confidential . -
s ource )

Name: ’ .

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
■ this information is shown in informant's administrative file. ..

.2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be■maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate ind.ex card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included. '• ‘
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged .alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc. . '

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of - informants and’confidential 
sources who can provide coverage.

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and. 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should be ' 
set forth by name.

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
forth his symbol or identity on as'many guide cards as applicable.

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals, contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth, on. appropriate guide cards in this 
index.
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g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial '
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning

’ instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to
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■ case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony. .

2. Recording written and oral information ■’
a. Written by informant ■

(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never- • 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously 
check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 
copies. ■ '

(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica
tion. . ■

(4) ' Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
top of statement. ■

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding -each meeting 
or separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement. ■ ■

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 
places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 

• in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals
present. ' '

. (7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be- identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

(8) Agents’ names should never appear on any page. • . .
(9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person,
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make .any corrections, 
■ additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as: . ■
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau ‘
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in- - 

’structions given by contacting Agent *

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file.

b. Furnished orally by informant ■
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

• so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items: ■
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

■ inf orma nt
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent ’

. Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file.
. (2) Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification.

(3j Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 
other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement.
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself. ■

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible.

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting. Agent ‘ 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence. ,

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent -by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious’ 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address -of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for - 
extended period of time.■

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion.
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler’ cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable eff.ort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. .Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant’s code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can- • 

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions.
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d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant's true name for each 
informant who has fingerprints on file. .

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for o.ne year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove’ fingerprints 
from criminal file. ’

7. Control - statement of cooperation
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and’ 

double agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible 
embarrassment to Bureau.

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an 
informant or'double agent, advise Bureau of ’complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be com
pleted. ■ '

I, __________ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the .
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 

. way information which I may obtain or any activity in which
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of ' 
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by

• the Bureau.

(Signed) __________

Wi t ne s s e d : ____________________

8. Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
careful not to jeoparidze their position as informants; If necessary 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant.

9. Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc. .

b. ’ When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza- . 
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such. .

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspici on.
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10. Transfer- of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to. areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of■organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau's work. ■ ' - -

11. Action by informant when uncovered
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to . 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse-issue to point where 
his services may not be lost. •

c. In some cases'it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to . ' 
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization inv.olved, 
and thus cast off suspicion. ‘ ‘

12. Requests of informant to help defend others • ” .
a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign-;
' ment where such information is readily available, informant should’ 

tactfully decline. .
b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 

■ made matter of record. - ’ ’
c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 

any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy. ■
d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau.

13. Preparation for testifying .
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowledge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters; Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide Witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases. • .

INFORMANTS' INFORMATION .
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

■ c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity. - '

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible. -In espionage ' 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually, 
necessary only in those instances involving possible future prosecu- 

’ tion. (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 
subject to prosecution are involved.)

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be ’ . 
introduced in court. . • ’

f. All information furnished by. informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action . 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being • 
channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. When informant's statement contains references to 
large number of individuals and/or organizations, and exceeds two . 
pages, consider channelizing to substantive case file only those por- . 
tions of statement which apply to particular individual or organiza
tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant's sub
file. This procedure should be employed unless logical reason 
dictates otherwise. '
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[ 5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub-
[ mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being
[ paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor-
[ mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding
[ stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated
[ under section 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning pay-
[ ments. .
[ 6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
[ 7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual
[ does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts-. '
[ 8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes
[ known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. Tn .
•[ such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in
[ ' FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider
[ making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible
[ individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor-
[ mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.
[ 9. From first interview with potential informant through development and ■
[ until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is ’
[ not a plant. . . •
[ 10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and . ,
[ ■ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence. Individual's
[ background must be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping -
[ in mind possibility of using informant as- witness. If individual ’
[ has any weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to
[ insure security and prevent embarrassment to Bureau. ■
[ .
[E. BUREAU POLICY '
[ 1. Development of military personnel '
[ Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva-
[ tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.
[ 2. Contacts by designated Agents ■ • ■
[ Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him. •
[ 3. Divulging information to informant ' "
[ No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant
[ concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which

■[ is essential to his proper operation. . .
[ 4. Recording investigative activity
[ All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office
[ files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents
[ must not have and use informants known only t'o individual Agents personally.
[
[F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS ■
[ 1. Caution against divulging relationship .
[ During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon
[ informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela-
[ tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to .
[ prevent possibility of Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose

’[ censorship. - ■
[ 2. Developing additional background .
[ During development of informant, additional data concerning his back-
[ ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for
[ data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some
[ personal problem which would make him a risk.
[ 3. Indications of instability
[ Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau,
[ with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to
[ any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau. . -
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4. ' Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should’be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement.

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make .certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct, 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. ' 
Good judgment must prevail in handling■informant to see he does 
not become too' familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any ■ 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time. :

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communioa'ting with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 

.used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
apppar in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

. j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.

5. Checking reliability
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- - 
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-16-5 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history 
■ (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 

stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 

- individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4, Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7, Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain- details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion- or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau’s 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or’ 
other pertinent individual-, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with.school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specif.ic approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups, 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact, is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
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DEFINITIONS .
1. Security informant ' ‘ - ■

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to ’ 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. ■

2. , Potential security informant .
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected .with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making

’ affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to 'Bureau.
3. Double agent . . ’

Person cooperating-with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4- . Confidential source 
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available ' , 
through his'present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone ’ 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness • _

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS .
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of - 
party loyalty .

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees . 
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former . 
security informants '

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of d'isaffec- 

’ tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed .as' 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
v/Eo have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings ‘

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is -willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV, 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: . .
1 . Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out: .
(1) Results of" background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses . ' ’

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
■ source and results of any interviews conducted with him ■

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also,' state- ■ 
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or.
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy • 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If . 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval . 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. .

3. Administrative handling .
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants.' Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective’panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of’ 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability. • ’

f. Symbol number may be assigned if unusual security problem exists or 
if typing would be saved. Use abbreviation “PS” before symbol 
number; e.g., PS NY-OOO-S. .

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of. 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. •

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS ' ' ’
1. passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. • .

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling reque.sts for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies. . -

3. Obtaining Bureau authority .
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except: .
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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107T-U SECTION 107. > CURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFID •AL SOURCES.

b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical ’
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or . 

material related to national defense which is passed.
' b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. '

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage. - 

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed. which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense

* d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously’ not
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from

‘ Government agency or private concern having custody. ’ .
5. Handling money and property received by double agents '

a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 
from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence . • 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception’ 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau. .

. b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
code name. .

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as . 
. evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 

Regulations.
d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 

should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. ’ ■

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students ’

[ a. Students under age of[18]years are not to be developed as security
[ informants,[potential security informants, ]or other types of security

, sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau. -

b . Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, . ’ 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no ’
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

2. Quarterly letters • •
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following:
(1) Specific productivity ’
(2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available 'from 

public source material or other office sources off campus ■ ’
(3) Frequency of contact .

b. Quarterly letters on all racial and security informants or sources 
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants 
and sources .
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14. Make every effort to prevent discontinued informant from becoming involved 
in situations which may -prove embarrassing to informant or Government. 
Immediately after he testifies for first time, SAC should have'serious talk f 
with informant in presence of Agent who handled informant. This interview 
should be conducted in field office and informant told that:
a. He will no longer be operated by Bureau . -
b. Since he is public figure, he will probably be contacted by representa

tives of press, radio, and television for interviews and appearances
c. He may be sought as witness by congressional committees. Immigration '

and Naturalization Service, and state authorities ‘
d. In connection with such interviews and appearances, informant must 

continue to be factual and truthful and must not build up or .embellish 
statements, for if he does so he will wind up in serious trouble

- Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible effec
tiveness. ■

Be alert to possibilities of former informant being contacted by represen-' 
tatives of publicity media and as witness by congressional committees, 
INS, and state authorities. SAC is responsible for knowing when former informant 
is scheduled or is likely to appear at hearing or make public - appearance of , 
of any kind. Prior thereto in each instance, former informant must he 
contacted and instructions above reiterated by Agent who handled informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to truth and make certain 
he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he will be sub
jected to criticism, possible libel, slander, or other criminal actions. '
If he inquires as to whether he should appear or testify or otherwise 
cooperate with any public or private individual or agency, advise him he 
must make that decision himself, but if he has appeared as Government •
witness in case which has not been finally adjudicated and decides in . 
affirmative, he should contact USA for instructions. Advise Bureau of any 
such situations and results of any interviews conducted. ’

15. When contacting Agent feels discontinued informant could cause embarrass
ment to Bureau, make arrangements to have former informant come to field /
office where he will be personally met by SAC. At that time, he should be . \ 
impressed with fact that his services were appreciated and were of consid
erable assistance to security of country and remind him that he signed agree
ment when he was active as informant to maintain his relation with Bureau 
on confidential basis. SAC should stress necessity for informant to main
tain this confidence. '

FURNISHING INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS, in order to enforce its responsibilities, must obtain evidence to ■ 

prove that certain aliens, due to their membership in certain groups, are 
undesirable and deportable or subject to denaturalization. ■

2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent with '
your own interests to make available information and witnesses where 
possible.

3. If contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you have discontinued 
informant or one who would be of assistance to INS and whose loss would not 
affect your work, furnish his identity to Bureau, together with your '
recommendation. . .

4. Bureau will review facts and advise as to whether or not his identity may 
be disclosed to INS.

5. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain his permission.
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0. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS
1. When services of informant are discontinued, mark name card "cancelled."

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
2. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol number 

index. If discontinued informant, potential informant, or confidential 
source to whom symbol number was once assigned later is reactivated, 
remove name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with ap
propriate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of index.

3. When potential informant or confidential source is discontinued and 
permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy alphabetical index card.

4. Advise Bureau of date when potential informant or informant is discontinued 
and reason therefor. Advise Bureau as to whether or not informant is 
willing to testify in open court or before administrative hearing boards. 
Identity of all cases of security of Government employees type in which 
informant has furnished information must be ascertained and Bureau advised 
in compliance with section 19, volume II, of this manual.

5. Review informant's file to determine if correspondence between Bureau and" 
field relating to Department's interest in using informant as vritness is 
contained therein. In those cases in which Department has indicate.d de
sire to consider informant when he becomes available,- advise Bureau in 
each such substantive case, except when it is obvious statute of limita
tions has run or case has been adjudicated. This exception does not, apply 
to security of Government employees cases. When above action is completed, 
advise Bureau.

6. Statement shall also be made to effect that measures to control informants, 
set out in item 7, below, have been considered and recommendations shall 
be made when it appears such are warranted.

7. When services of informant are discontinued, maintain close contact with 
him so that informant will look to Bureau for counsel prior to taking any 
action against Bureau's best interests. Determine whether he has plans 
for writing book, magazine or newspaper article, or otherwise publicizing 
his activity. If so, impress' him with desirability of coming to Bureau 
for assistance and ’guidance. If informant insists on engaging in such’ 
activities, Bureau will consider placing him in contact with reliable 
publisher, but it must be made clear to informant that Bureau will n’ot 
sponsor or endorse any book or publication which he elects to write.

8. All payments to discontinued informants and confidential sources’must be 
made on strict c.o.d. basis. Obtain Bureau authority before making such 
payments. Submit complete details as to information furnished by dis
continued informant or source in past and what is to be expected of 
informant or source in future.

'9 . Once informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever, do not’.carry him as 
a concealed source in reports or memoranda. ‘His true name is to be set 
forth, together with descriptive data.

10. When office receives information concerning, or obtains information from, 
an ex-informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished to office 
which originally handled informant so that file will be as complete as 
possible.

11. When informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliability, 
do not contact him in future for information. If he furnishes information 
it should be accepted, but in setting out information in reports or com
munications use individual's true name, together with appropriate descrip
tion of his reliability.

[ 12. Remove flash notice[per item F, 6, e of this section.] - . .
13. Avoid repeated use of discontinued informant as witness at security trials 

and hearings. Make all-out effort to develop witnesses who can furnish 
same testimony. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that informant-witness who has previously .testified will be -called upon 
for testimony at subsequent trial or hearing and furnish comments concerning 
possibility of supplanting testimony of individual involved. Submit under 
appropriate case character.
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H. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers . -

a, All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .

b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are- 
producing sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. ■ ■

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. . Advise Bureau 
of cover name. . ’

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for

’ security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant;
[ letters["CS" ]for confidential source. ■

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY-000-S to NY-000-C or to NY-000-R).

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
number. ■

b. In all communications after initial letter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division ■ .

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 
interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Office receiving such 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and 
Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between 
interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number 
only.

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately ’ 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active-, 
his identity must still be protected. ■

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica- ’ 
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). This facilitates routing 
at Bureau. .

I. INDEXING ’
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant!1 shall not appear. ‘

J. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with’ 
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order. - . ■

I
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b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

o. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nature .of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards ■ - ’
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name ind.ex 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items':

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential
informant, or confidential
s ource) . •

Name :

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type’ 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources wh’o can provide coverage.

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should be 
set forth by name.

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be -of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index.
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2.

b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain, information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; ' 
informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards .
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index

’ and symbol number index. Execute only following items: ' •

Symbol: ’ File No: .
(informant, potential . '
informant, or confidential .
s ource )

Name: _

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate ’ 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter. .

Agents' informative index '
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant ‘ 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type ■ 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who .can provide coverage. . -

e. Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should be 
set forth by name.

f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 
forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable. •

g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to. place 
alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.

h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 
who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards.

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this - 
index. \
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H. SYMBOLS .
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 

. subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source .
b. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 

must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol numbers if they are 
producing sufficient information to warrant use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols. . - ' ’

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and - 
in communications betwee.n informant and field office. Advise Bureau . 
of cover name. •

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source. ’

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change, 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to racial, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to . 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change

[ (NY 000-S to NY 000-C or to NY 000-R). ' .
2. Communications - use of symbols

a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica
tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
numb er. .

• b. In all communications after initial letter, Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure, 
d. Informants and sources entering another division -

■ (1) Active informants and sources entering another division on ■
temporary basis should be referred to in initial letter to 
interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Office receiving such - 
letter should make appropriate index cards for "Informants and 
Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters between 
interested offices may then identify individual by symbol number ■ 
only. •

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 

. and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.
- (3) If informant is transferred to another office and-remains active,

his identity must still be protected-. '
e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 

symbol number is not assigned, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. In espionage and foreign nationality matters, caption of communica
tion should also show character and country designation (i.e., IS - R 
for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). This facilitates routing 
at Bureau.

I. INDEXING
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential 
Security Informant" shall not appear.

J. INDICES ■
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with., • ' 
maximum security and best administrative practice

. a. Alphabetical name index ’
In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order.
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3. Index - ■
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, racial informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished.

h. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal . 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where ■ 
logical. .

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as- 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. .

5, Utilization . '
a. If confidential source is to be used.in security investigations, ",

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted. .

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly;
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, oitizen- 

■ ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record,
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him .

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. ■ -

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of ' 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above. .
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not . 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or- •
[ ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify
[ stability and reliability by executing statement on this point
[ contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be
[ made at intervals of no longer than six months.]

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months. ’

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources. •

8. Discontinuance ■ ■ .
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ■ -

S. PANEL SOURCES '
1. Definition -

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
records.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION '
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts. '
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing ’

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." ‘

3. Bureau will advise .which designation to use. Then proceed’ with review of ■ 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies ■ 
must be corrected., .

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should~be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to. be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in ■ 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. . 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. ■ ■

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemiha- 
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com-, 
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what

. corrections have been made. . ...... ' .
11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 

must be taken to see that this is done. . ’
12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 

’ a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It.
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed

■ to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant. .

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Manual of Rules and Regulations. ’

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES .
!■. Definition - ’

See page 3 of this section. - ’
2. Assignment of symbols

a. Symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem exists, 
or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for ’ 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS . ” Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, racial, and criminal informants.
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible. . " • ’

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
■ should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should '

not be initialed by informant or exhibited to him or treated 
as evidence. ’ •

3. Transmission of information . . ' '
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name. .

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time. '

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion. . '
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity -
established^ If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant’s subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's code name. -
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107K for filing instructions. •
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. tions of statement which, apply to particular individual or organiza
tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant's sub
file.- This procedure should be employed unless logical reason .
dictates otherwise.

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to •
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition, to his testimony.

2. Recording written and oral information
a. Written by informant ’

■ (1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or.typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously .
■ check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 

copies.
(3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica

tion.' ■ . -
(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 

top of statement. ‘
(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 

or separate activity in which they engage should be sub
mitted in one statement.

(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 
places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden
tities of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 
in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present.

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name - 
immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor
rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page. .
(9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person. . \ .
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.
(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form ED-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306. " ■

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute- minimum. Informants 
should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau ■
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file. -

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant to Agent. 
Leave out following items:
(a J Any reference concerning Director and Bureau- '

' (b) References to other documents and statements submitted by
informant . - -

(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in
structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file.
(2) Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification.
(3) Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 

other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement.
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas ■
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov
erage for Bureau’s work. . .

11. Action by informant- when uncovered
a. If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de

fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity!
b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 

back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where ■ 
his services may not be lost. '

c. In some cases, it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce- to 
’ charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved,

and thus cast off suspicion. .
12. Requests of informant to help defend others , .

a. If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist' 
in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should - 
tactfully decline. ' -

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and 
made matter of record.

c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him n'ot to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy. ' ■

d. Promptly report any such incident to Bureau.
[ e. [If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and
[ individual under criminal indictment, 'he should immediately leave.
[ If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans
[ or strategy, he is not to report the substance of any such
[ conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to
[ engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal
[ defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is
[ under indictment.] ‘

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must condition informant to fact that someday knowle'dge 
he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever 
Department initiates prosecutions in security cases.

G. INFORMANTS’ INFORMATION ” . ’
■ 1. General instructions re oral and written information .

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning -prepara
tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or . 
activity.

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible.' In espionage 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually 
necessary only in those instances involving possible future prosecu
tion. (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 
subject to prosecution are involved.)-

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. . •

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action' 
taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant’s statement being 
channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. When informant's statement contains references to 
large number of individuals and/or organizations, and exceeds two 
pages, consider channelizing to substantive case file only those- por-
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d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant’s true name for each 
informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove' fingerprints 
from criminal'file. '

7. Control - statement of cooperation - • ■ ■
a. Close'control must be exercised over activities of informants and ■ 

double agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible . 
embarrassment to Bureau. ■

b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 
Where it is-not practical to secure.such signed stateme nt ■ from. an . 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro-' 
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be' com- . 
pleted. .

- I, _____ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic ■ 

•duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
- ship in strict confidence.. I understand that I am not a 

Federal employee and will not represent myself, as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

. both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of 
’ Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by - 

the Bureau.

(Signed )__________________________

Witnessed :

8. Execution of party questionnaires - ’ • ■
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to.be extremely

' careful not to jeoparidze their position .as informants.‘ If necessary, 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant.

9. Informant's activity in organizations . .
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc. '

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 
motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
as such. -

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspicion. '
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4. Contacts’ by Agents
a. Except in espionage' and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should he con
tacted as often as necessary, hut at least one personal contact 
should he made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot he 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. .

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct ' 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close . 
relationship that he, knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized. - • - •

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 maybe - 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do hot 
set forth title of case involved. '

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. •

5. Checking reliability . ■
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information. '

6. Fingerprints .
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- ' 
cation Division if they are not on file there. . •

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue. ■
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. ‘ 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for _ 
"company and address" on face of card. ■'
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„ SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107D-F ’

4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks. '

5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated ■ 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning, payments. ’

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual ■

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts. . .
' 8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in • 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority. .

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and • 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be .certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent • 
symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally 
initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence. Individual's 
background must be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping 
in mind possibility of using informant as witness. If individual 
has any weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to .
insure security and prevent embarrassment to Bureau. •

E. BUREAU POLICY . '
1. Development of military personnel _

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by'Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents - - '
Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by ' 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. .Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or infox’mant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which- , 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity .
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office . 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship ■

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his. rela- . 
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
cens orshi p.

2. Developing additional background -
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some ■ •
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability ’
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.
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I

3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, ’ general reputation, present and past employments, , 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that \ 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or- unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with' him.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality • 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items. .

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection G, and request authority to des
ignate- individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.

[ ’ [a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly
[ setting forth the number of racial and/or security informants, the
[ number of potential racial and/or potential security informants, and
[ the number of panel sources currently being operated at the particular /
[ college or university to which the request pertains.] . \

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes'or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups, / 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau. '
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DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. •

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
Subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau. 

3. Double agent ' 
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both f oreign-intelligenee service and Bureau under FBI guidance 

4. Confidential source 
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source ■ ■
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of ■ 

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters 
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of . 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty 

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees 
d. Sources of information, confidential sources,, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not .be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry. -

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND IN&UIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be • 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: ,
1. Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant's file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file. . "

■10. Form FD-238 .
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to ba kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS
1. No gifts to informants ■

a. ■ Gifts should not be given to’ informants, ‘
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis.
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

- representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance- ’ ’
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants. ’

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. • '

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in .
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
' accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained . ' 

so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.
d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 

to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis." . _

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group. .

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses . .
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

■(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance.
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107K

I. INFORMANT FILES • ■ .
1. Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of se curity-type-f ile , 
open 134 file. • .

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. '

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active 
files. . .

2. Monthly administrative report ■
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.

3. Assignment and tickler cards
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true’name of 

[ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source J ’
on such cards.

4. Subfiles - . '
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where 
subfile is. necessary only in those instances involving. possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement,- 
whether personally written by informant or furnished orally and 
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 

‘ ■ or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form.
FD-306 to original of each such statement. . . .

b. Holes may be. punched in original statements of informants for . '
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any - .
portion of statements or notations thereon.

5. Channelization '
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing , 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization .should be noted on original -
FD-306 and all copies. ■ .

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of ' - ’
See Manual of Rules and Regulations. ■ •

7. Correspondence • .
Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant - 

• matters should'be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. . ’

8. Maintenance of files
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC. ' '

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements.

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in- . 
formant .will be immediately available when needed. ■ .

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research. ’

13
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 107S-T

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with 'educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should conta.ct panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization. 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. [A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source.] Use abbreviation "PS" 
before symbol number, e.g., PS NY—000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publicati ons.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent’s stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S.

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however. Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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b. Pamphlets, brochures,' etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense which is passed.
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from 
Government agency or private concern having custody.

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. ...

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing, 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary.

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

b. Upon initial'contact with prospective student informant or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten ' statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institxition or campus activities.

2. Quarterly letters
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly 

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other • 
sources (including panel sources). Include following: 
(11 Specific productivity
(2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from 

public source material or other office sources off campus
(3) Frequency of contact . .

[ b. Quarterly letters on all[extremist]and security informants or sources
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned 
"Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning." 
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

active and under development at each educational institution 
affected

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informant's 
and sources

24
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal

[ informant,[extremist]informant, or security informant index,, depending
on type information furnished. ’

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with, criminal
. informant, racial informant, and security informant index where

logical. '
4. Files ’ _ . _

When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. ’

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type ' 
required for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted. „ ■

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated • 
. for that purpose. '

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of "individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

. (3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential'

. nature of his relationship -with Bureau. In addition, statement
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected v?ith labor union he will be' 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority'' should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
. b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if-he is not

■ employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be ' 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.] ■ . •

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts '
Gifts should not be given to sources. -

8. Discontinuance .
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons.

S. PANEL SOURCES - '
1. Definition -

See page 3 of this section. - '
2. Background investigation and approval ;

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and.military 
records.
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1 .

Q. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION .
1. Whan it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts,
2, Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to he used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past," . . .

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected. ■

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information. ■

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
■ clear and refer-to specific report, page number, and change to be made. '

7, Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed.by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices,' 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. '

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done. '

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or’ actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant.’ It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and- 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 

- Manual of Rules and Regulations. . . .

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
1. Definition ‘

See page 3 of this section. ■
2. Assignment of symbols

a. [A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken- 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.]

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished,

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS . " Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, [extremist,]and criminal informants.
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1O7C-D SECTION SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONEWENTIAL SOURCES.

3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business 'connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by ■ 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

[ 4. Check local arrest records. Submit ED-165 to Identification Division
to obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints 
if on file. ' ' ■ '

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions, re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days.. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security Informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in- • 
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau’s 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation 
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant '

Individual actively engaged in obtaining'and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or.attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to . 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value. - -

2, . Potential security informant .
Individual in position to become active- in or closely connected with 
subversive' organization or intelligence activities and is making ’ ■

. affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau. . ■
3. Double agent .

Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks’ 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source .
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would bet bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source •
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness .

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are ■ 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation off 

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security-matters 
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of - 
party loyalty 

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees .
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts 

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former . 
security informants '

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informe.d as 
to purpose of inquiry. ’ ■ ■

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: " •
1. Check of field office files
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants

3
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use • (
and not intended for release to public.) ■ \

4. Retention of copies of passed material ■
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or' 

material related to national defense which is passed. .
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense.

' d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from . 
Government agency or private concern having custody. -

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence •’ •
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to-this effect). 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau.

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing / 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. . \

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING
1. Use of students

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.

. b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, • 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

[ 2. [Deleted] •
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SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES. 107S-T

b. . If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses. '

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out:
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses • ’

. (2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as■panel
.source and results of any interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub

' ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or ■'
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy 
on such matters. '

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field.

3. Administrative handling
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources. ‘

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of - 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi-

• fication as to stability and reliability; ■
f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 

to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS"
[ before symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S.

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who ’

■ will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications.

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. .

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass . .
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article

23
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2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following: •
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on colle’ge campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici- - 
pated for each group. .

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters.

d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member .ipformants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants . 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] ■

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from isituations requiring them 

to sign or fill out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.

18
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1) Correct, full name
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) First date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior .to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and . 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records.

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 
advances

S7 ) Date of last contact by your office
8J Whether .individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual, Bureau must be 
so advised.

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used-.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad
dressed to attention of Administrative Division, Voucher Unit. Inter- 
divisional correspondence should be addressed to Bureau with copies 
designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position .of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At- same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him- 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.
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MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451,451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITEL). Field’divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include' the following:

■ a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con
fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each 
month also showing the number added and deleted during the month,

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source 
development.

c, Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority.
d. Statistical accomplishments.
e Security informant accomplishments.

17
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual’s personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him. ' ’ '

4« Check local arrest records» Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to 
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if . 

, on file, tin order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the security
, of Bureau informants, the word ’’Informant” should not be indicated in
, blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number
, serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of ,
. flash notice desired,] . .

5. Review armed services record if applicable. ' ■
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details. •
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality - 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, , .
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, ATO DEVELOPMENT OP POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical, 
description. .
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him: ■ '
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is ■ 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him. ■ ’

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing, his assistance to his wife’or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau. ’

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on . 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements. ’
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A. DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant •

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 

. subversive organization that he is able to-provide current information
of value.

2. Potential security informant • ‘ '
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making ■
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent .
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance .

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available ■ 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them. ■

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness ■ •

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of 

. a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters '
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty ' ‘

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees ■
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2O Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants

3<> Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA®
4. Consultation -with present informants regarding indications of disafrec- 

' tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
■ to purpose of inquiry. '

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings .

C. BACKGROUND IN&UIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be ■ 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: 
1. Check of field office files 
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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2. Submit quarterly letter ;(PD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following:
a'. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

. of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters. '

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members 
of organizations. If no member, informant, attach addendum and explain

■ why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group.

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in or are 
. active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 

in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters. • ’
d. Symbol numbers of informants and sources' providing coverage of 

individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] . •

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS .
1. Make every effort to guide informants away from (situations requiring them 

to sign or fill .out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant's activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant. .

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro- . 
posed action. •

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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!1) Collet, full name .
2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3i First date of contact by your office '
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who conta'cted and may have made payments 
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to .services and 

expenses. Although, tabulations are not furnished to Depart- - 
ment, those prepared by your office will be- reconciled with ■ 
Bureau records. .

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of . 
advances

(7) Date of last contact by your office ’
(8) Whether individual has been contacted- by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must-be accounted for. 
If no contact was made with particular individual,- Bureau must be 
so advised. ‘

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor-' 
• respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad

dressed to attention of[Voucher-Statistical Section, Computer Systems 
Division,] Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices,

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un
employment regulations require- listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on paid informants 

' and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi- 

. zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him .
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of. unemployment compensation, benefits .

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS '
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system.

(NaTEL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following: ’
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each 
month also showing the number added and deleted during the month.

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source 
development. . -

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority. . .
d. Statistical accomplishments. . ■
e. Security informant accomplishments. ’
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are1 prepared for limited use 
and not intended for release to public.) I

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

material related to national defense' which is passed. ■
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent. 

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage.

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which' 
, is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defen 
d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 

evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from 
Government agency or private concern having custody. ’

5. Handling money and property received by double agents .
a. Double agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property re.ceived 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence • 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception 
of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). - 
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau. . .

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent’s 
code name.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be’ retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations.

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary.

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING '
1. Use of students ' ' ’

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such 
circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau. .

b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant' or source, 
individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ

’ ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no ' 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities.

[ 2. [Deleted] ■
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3.

b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with, prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational^ 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit[secure teletype (Nitel)]to Bureau requesting-authority to use 
individual as a panel source and set out: •
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him '

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also, state
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or 
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy ’ 
on such matters. . .

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If • 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. .

Administrative handling : '
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle.payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists, 
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing ce’rti- 
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation "PS" 
before symbol'number, e.g., PS NY 000-S. , ,

g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 
roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational 
functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of 
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. ' .

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons. .

DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Passage of information ■

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S. -

■ c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent.

2. Locating information to pass •
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies. - ’

3. Obtaining Bureau authority . ■'
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except: .
a. Newspaper or magazine article
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form ED-348 and file as adjunct to- criminal . 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending f 
on type information furnished. \

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where ■
logical. ’ ’

4. File s
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as '
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. •

5. Utilization . .
, a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks, . ■ 
Such contacts may be posted. '

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
■ for that purpose. - ■ • ’

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen-

C ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record,
if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. /

(4) One copy of letter’requesting authority should consist only of _ \ 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped -notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or- - 
ganization -and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify' 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.] ■

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza- •

' tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States,
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months. . - '

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources.

8. Discontinuance .
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ’

S. PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section. '
2. Background investigation and approval ■

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
[ logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.

• k
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ft. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant,, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing- 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or 
"informant-who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected,

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 
of communications containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change, to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and- Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina- . 
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character. Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and. great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant- furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Manual of Rules and Regulations.

Confidential sources
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of. symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by[secure teletype (Nitel)]giving name, address, business 
affiliation, symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and 
brief statement concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS1- R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants."
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, A 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that \
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

4. Check local arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identification Division to 
obtain any record he may have and to place stop against fingerprints if 
on file* In order to eliminate the possibility of jeopardizing the security 
of Bureau informants, the word "Informant" should not be indicated in • 
blank ballot box on FD-165. It should be noted the informant file number 
serves as an indication to the Identification Division of the type of 
flash notice desired.

, 5. Review armed services record if applicable. [FD-356 must be used in any
, routine check pertaining to informants making sure all references, such
, as symbol number, which would tend to identify individual as an

informant are deleted.]
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D.- ’APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same / 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des- \ 
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel).
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains. .

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's

’ investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.
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(
A. DEFINITIONS

1. Security informant
Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend 
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.

3. Double agent
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and'performing tasks- 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance

4. Confidential source
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone, 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

B. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be-developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: "
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation .of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

I 2, Review of closed security files and files of former security 
informants

3<> Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA»
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

C. BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include:
1. "Check of field office files " ■
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants
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9. Usv of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file. ‘

10. Form FD-238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used insecurity informant and ■ 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is . 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant .
Where informant or source submits bulky material other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may ’ 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 .
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing 
memorandum ‘.in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and _ 
serial number where bulky material is located. ' ■

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS .
1. No gifts to informants ■

a. Gifts should not be given to informants, -
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis. '
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of-money, gifts, 

• or products of such companies to informants.
2. SAC authority

a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in
dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security . 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number . 
of payments. This applies only to individuals who have never, been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization."

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

[ [e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC ‘ •
[ authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances ’ • ■
[ exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during
[ this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of
[ past expenditures.]

3. Payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority ’
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership '
List current membership and position held in any subversive 
group. ‘ .

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week. Initial justification letter should ' 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List, number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance. . . _ ’
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K. INFORMANT FILES '
1. Opening

a. When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file, 
open 134 file.

b. If individual is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. ■

c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active 
files.

2. Monthly administrative report . .
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report."

3. Assignment and tickler cards
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of " 

[ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source] .
on such cards.

4. Subfiles .
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, • 
whether personally written by informant or furnished orally, and .
reduced to writing by contacting Agent.- Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items on form 
FD-306 to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for 
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration.of any - 
portion of statements or notations thereon. .

5. Channelization
Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be. 
used to disseminate this information to case file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
FD-306 and all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of
■ See Manual of Rules-and Regulations. ■

7. Correspondence
Correspondence in security informant and potential security, informant 
matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant 

’ and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub- •
stantive case caption. . ■

8. Maintenance of files ■
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed,

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
. files section, .provided there is no disclosure of.informant's 

identity on statements.
c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in

formant will be immediately available when needed.
d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in -which an 

informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant and without extensive research.
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4. Contacts by Agents '
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. .

b. During each contact, carefully review informant’s activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close ’ '
relationship that he knows informant’s attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any • 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Age’nt 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.■

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with ■ 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant’s subfile and appropriately

■ channelized. ■ ‘
g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 

informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant’s administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 

’ set forth title of case involved. ’
i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 

contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant’s subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. - .

5. Checking reliability . •
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of- any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints •
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- ■
■ cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed'. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field - 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on. face of card.
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4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.

5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who .are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of inf or-1 
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In . 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider • 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor-- 
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant. ...

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva
tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.

2. Contacts by designated Agents 
Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified.. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally 

[ [5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly
[ basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.]

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5
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2. Submit quarterly letter (FD-451b) to Bureau by secure teletype system . 
(NITEL). Quarterly letter should include the following: ' .
a. Name, location and number of subversive groups including identities 

of groups on college campuses, exclusive of those in black extremist, 
white hate or espionage matters.

b. Symbol numbers of member informants providing coverage who are members - 
of organizations. If no member informant, attach addendum and explain 
why you do not have member informants. Indicate specific action being 
taken to develop member informants and date such coverage is antici
pated for each group. ’

c. Identities of individuals or groups who have participated in.or-are 
active in planning subversive acts of violence, exclusive of those 
in black extremist, white hate or espionage matters. •

d. Symbol numbers, of informants and sources providing coverage of 
individuals or groups shown in Column C. If no member informant, 
attach addendum and explain why you do not have member informants. 
Indicate specific action being taken to develop member informants 
and date such coverage is anticipated for each group.] •

SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS, AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS . ’’
1. Make every effort to guide informants away f r om isituati ons requiring them 

to sign or fill .out loyalty oaths or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep contacting Agent fully advised of 

any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a form. Advise 
Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.

3. Bureau will consider as last, resort advising another agency of informant's 
relationship with Bureau, together with pertinent facts concerning infor
mant’s activity; however, such situations must be kept to minimum in view 
of obvious dangers to informant.

4. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau advised as • 
promptly as possible, together with appropriate recommendation for pro-
posed action.

5. In no instance should you permit informant to sign loyalty oath in negative.
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(1) Correct, full name
(2) All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers - -
(3} First date of contact by your office
(4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, names of all 

SAs, SACs, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments .
(5) Tabulation of all payments, broken down as to services and ■ ’ 

expenses. Although tabulations are not furnished to Depart
ment, those prepared by your office will be reconciled with 
Bureau records. _

(6) Listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of
- advances ■ . • .

' (71 Date of last contact by your office ’ ’ ■
(8) Whether individual has been contacted by any other office

b. Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with particular individual. Bureau must be 
so advised. .

c. Where informant has previously been used and tabulation of payments 
was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given only 
from date of last trial in which individual was used.

d. Above information should be submitted separate and apart from cor
respondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be ad- 

[ dressed, to attention of[Data Processing]Section, Computer Systems
Division. Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to 
Bureau with copies designated for interested offices.

8. Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

and become eligible for unemployment compensation. Where un- .
employment regulations require listing of all sources of income as 
prerequisite for unemployment compensation and informants and/or 
sources who are being paid by Bureau fail to comply, situation is ' 
potentially embarrassing. Bureau cannot be placed in position of 
condoning violation of state law on part of any informant or source. 
Field office must determine from state unemployment compensation 
officials effect of unemployment compensation laws on. paid informants 
and/or sources. Depending on local requirements, informants and • 
sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. When paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has knowledge 
of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and submit 
recommendations to Bureau on UACB basis. At same time, weigh seriously 
possible need for informant to apply and accept unemployment compen
sation to protect his security. Fellow members of subversive organi- ' 
zation may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect him 
to apply. Where state requires notification of Bureau payments to 'in
formants that would necessitate disclosure of identity, discontinue 
Bureau payments during period of unemployment compensation benefits.

M. MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY LETTERS
1. Submit monthly letter (FD-451, 451a) to Bureau by secure teletype system 

(NITEL). Field divisions east of the Mississippi must submit this infor
mation by the 3rd of each month; field divisions west of the Mississippi 
must submit this information by the 7th of each month. Monthly letter 
should include the following: '
a. Number of security informants, potential security informants, con

fidential sources, and panel sources at the beginning and end of each 
month also showing the number added and deleted during the month.

b. Number of Agents assigned exclusively to informant and source • 
development. .

c. Money paid for services and expenses under SAC authority.
d. Statistical accomplishments. ■ ■
e. Security informant accomplishments.
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a. Receipts should he of such a nature that they will he self-sufficient 
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

h. Receipts should clearly show:

111 Date on which payment was made
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis ■
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent
(41 Name of Agent making payment ■
(5) Signature of person receiving money

c.- Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must he initialed 

by informant and not by Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with icco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip.

Income tax returns
a. Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to Bu

reau that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return.

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 
to informant's position and station in life.

c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his ‘ 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without jeopardizing his security as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under 
SAC authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report 
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 
be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 
witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state • 
taxes on income he received from Bureau for his- services. If such 
taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

Stipulation re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants-, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must 
furnish Department set of photostats of original receipts signed 
by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats 
will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 
take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. There
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information:

16
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(4) Number of abatements submitted
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 
unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure', check 
positive box.

(7) Percentage of information verified
Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has. 
been verified through other sources. ■ .

(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished
If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant.

(10) Miscellaneous
[ Furnish any change in informant's residence and employment[by
[ secure teletype (nitel),]steps being taken to advance informant,

and any other pertinent information which should be brought to 
Bureau's attention. Include statement that source has been 
advised that all payments of money made to him for services 
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 
agreed to do so.

c. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued. .

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.

4. Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance’ of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items.

5. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed.
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9. Use of informant by Department - filing correspondence re
From time to time. Department expresses interest in using particular 
informant for testifying when he becomes available as witness. Place 
copies of all correspondence of this type in informant’s -file. 
Occasionally such correspondence may be voluminous and apply to more 
than one informant-. In those cases, summarize information concerning 
each informant and place summary in appropriate file.

10. Form FD-238
Form FD-238 (printed on pink paper) is used in security informant and 
potential security informant files in nature of table of contents or 
index to show where in file particular data can be found. This form is 
to be kept as top document in informant file and is not to be serialized. 
If particular section of form is not applicable, note such thereon.

11. Bulky material submitted by informant
Where informant or source submits bulky material ■ other than statement 
and same pertains to specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in investigative case file, together with copy of form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum. File original form FD-306 or channelizing ‘ 
memorandum in subfile of informant or source and note thereon file and 
serial number where bulky material is located.

L. PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS
1. No gifts to informants

a. Gifts should not be given to informants,
b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 

businesslike basis.
c. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 

representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance 
companies and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, 
or products of such companies to informants.

2. SAC authority
a. When deemed necessary and expedient to expend money to develop in-’ 

dividual as informant to obtain information concerning security 
matters which is not otherwise obtainable or to advance expense money 
to obtain such information, SAC may approve payments up to $400 and 
totaling not more than $400 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of number 
of payments. This applies only to-individuals who have never- been 
regularly paid for services or expenses on Bureau authorization.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
correspondence as informant or source who is being paid on a "regular 
basis" or on "Bureau authorization." ' .

c. Blue slip reclaiming payments authorized by SAC must clearly and 
accurately explain circumstances and summarize information obtained 
so Bureau will be in position to pass intelligently on such matters.

d» Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
to individual who has received payments totaling $400. Once individual 
has been paid $400 and it appears he will furnish information on 
regular basis, recommendation should be made to Bureau to pay him on 
"regular basis."

e. All newly developed security informants are to be paid under SAC 
authority for the first six months unless unusual circumstances 
exist. If additional funds under SAC authority are necessary during 
this period, submit request accompanied by detailed justification of 
past expenditures.

3. payments on a regular basis - Bureau authority
a. To pay anyone on a regular basis, obtain specific Bureau .authorization,
b. In requesting this authorization, use form FD-401:

(1) Membership
List current membership and position held in any subversive-

[ group. [If position identifies informant, submit separately
[ by secure teletype (nitel).]

(2) Amount paid for services and expenses
List by the month or week.• Initial justification letter should 
set forth amount, if any, ever paid under SAC authority.

(3) Number of activities and persons on whom coverage is provided 
List number and type of meetings attended and other activities 
and number of persons on whom informant furnishes coverage and 
their importance.
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N. INFORMANT FILES .
1. Opening

a". When active investigation is initiated regarding potential informant 
or confidential source who is not subject of security-type file,, 
open 134 file. .

b. If individual -is subject of security case and after being interviewed 
appears to have potential as informant, open separate 134 file to 
follow informant development. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, existing file may be used if this is practical. .

. c. Maintain individual files on all active informants as pending active • 
files. '

2. Monthly administrative report ■ • ’
Include files on potential informants and informants in tabulations and 
calculations of delinquencies in monthly administrative report.- .

3. Assignment and tickler’cards .
Maintain assignment and tickler cards, but do not show true name of ' 

' [ informant,[potential informant, panel source or confidential source]
■ on such cards. •. ■ ‘

4. Subfiles . • ■
a. Subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written

or oral, except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where 
subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible 
prosecution. File in this subfile original of each statement, ■
whether personally vrritten by informant or furnished orally and 
reduced to writing by contacting Agent. Staple executed form FD-306 
or channelizing memorandum containing- all applicable items on form 
FD-306 to original of each such statement.

b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for 
■ filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any 

portion of statements or notations thereon. •
5. Channelization

Include excerpts from informant's statement in regular investigative ' 
case report when information of value is submitted. Form FD-306 may be 
used to disseminate this information to ease file in lieu of channelizing 
memorandum if desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for ‘ 
channelization and staple one copy to each copy of informant's state
ment being channelized. Channelization should be noted on original 
FD-306 and all copies.

6. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of
See Manual of Rules and Regulations. ..

■7. Correspondence ‘ .
. Correspondence in security informant and potential security informant .

matters should be strictly limited to administrative handling of informant, 
and should not contain information more properly furnished under sub
stantive case caption. ' ■ ‘

8. Maintenance of files -
a. Maintain all symbol number informant files, pending and closed, 

under lock and key under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, field 
supervisor, or responsible employee designated by SAC.

b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in open 
files section, provided there is no disclosure of informant's 
identity on statements. •

c. Maintain informant files so that all information furnished by in
formant will be immediately available when needed.

d. In addition, maintain these files so identities of cases in which an . 
informant has furnished competent evidence can be obtained immediately by 
simply referring to file of informant .and without extensive research.

13
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a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient 
sc that, if it becomes necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, 
they will not relate to other documents or files.

b. Receipts should clearly show: ,
111 Date on which payment was made
2 1 Period for which made when informant is paid on period basis .
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where pertinent
(4 ] Name of Agent making payment
(5 ) Signature of person receiving money

c. Receipts are not to be witnessed by another Agent.
d. If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be initialed

• by informant and not by Agent.
e. When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to 

Bureau, staple them directly to blue slip, leaving margin of one 
to one and one-half inches at top to avoid contact with Acco fastener 
punch. Place staples so that date or other data appearing on 
receipt will not be mutilated and all information on receipt can be 
easily read without detaching it from blue slip.

6. Income tax returns
a. [Advise informants who receive compensation for their services to 

the Bureau that such compensation must be reported as income when 
filing a Federal income tax form, and, where appropriate, state and 
local tax forms. Informants must be periodically advised of the 
above and complete details of any reported problem an informant 
has encountered with the taxing authorities are to be expeditiously 
furnished the Bureau.]

b. Bureau income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, form 
1040, as income received from other sources for personal services • 
rendered through a private enterprise or similar general term applicable 

- to informant's position and station in life.
c. If informant is self-employed and files schedule G as self-employed

■ individual, it may be possible to include his Bureau income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with Bureau.

d. If informant cannot report payments received from Bureau for services 
without -je opardizing his security as informant, such payments will be 
subject to 20 per cent withholding tax. There are four categories of 
circumstances in which taxes will not be withheld. Taxes are not 
to be withheld from payments made (1) to other than security in
formants and sources, (2) for reimbursement of expenses, (3) under

- SAC-authority, or (4) to informants who have been able to report
Bureau income on their Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their 
security or without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each 
office has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure to 

■ be followed in handling and control of money withheld.
■e. When informant or former informant is initially considered as potential 

witness in Bureau case, determine whether he paid Federal and state
• taxes on income he received from Bureau for his services. If such

taxes have not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and promptly 
submit recommendations for handling situation.

7. Stipulation re payments made to witnesses ■
a. Jn trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons 

who were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, Bureau must
• furnish Department set of photostats of original receipts signed

by prospective witnesses. Original receipts and set of photostats
. will be transmitted to field office in whose territory trial will 

take place. Office handling prosecution must determine from Govern
ment attorney which individuals are to be used as witnesses. There
after office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate offices 
to furnish to Bureau following information:

16
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(4) Number of statements submitted
Combine total number of oral and written statements submitted 
and show only total number.

(5) Stability and reliability
Check positive box if informant is considered stable and 
reliable. If not or if there are any personal weaknesses, 
domestic difficulties, indications of untrustworthiness or 
unreliability, or any other similar problems presented by 
informant,, check negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(6) Indoctrination against disclosure
If informant has been indoctrinated against disclosure, check 
positive box.

(7) Percentage of information verified
Show percentage of information furnished by informant which has 
been verified through other sources.

(8) All necessary action taken on information furnished
If all action has been taken, check positive box. If not, check 
negative box and explain under "Miscellaneous."

(9) Summary of information furnished
This summary should be concise, highlighting more pertinent 
information furnished by informant. Do not attempt to summarize 
all information furnished by informant.

(10) Miscellaneous
[ ’ Furnish any change in informant's residence and employment[by .
[ secure teletype (nitel),]steps being taken to advance informant,

and any other pertinent information which should be brought to 
Bureau's attention. Include statement that source has been 
advised that all payments of money made to him for services 
rendered must be declared as income on his tax return and has 
agreed to do so.

o. When payment to informant has been authorized for definite period of 
time, advise Bureau at least two weeks in advance of expiration of ■ 
period as to whether services of informant are to be continued.

d. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 
payments. Follow instructions set forth in item 3b, above.

e. Submit letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) 
payments to an informant in duplicate except that copy should con
sist only of first page of letter. When payments are approved, 
single-page copy will be stamped "Approved" at Bureau and returned. 
If recommendation is not approved, field will be advised by separate 
communication.

f. When payments are authorized by Bureau, it is personal responsibility 
of each SAC definitely to assure that full value is being received.

g. Discontinuance of payments
If at any time it appears information being produced by informant is 
not commensurate with payments made to him, immediately discontinue 
payments or adjust accordingly and promptly advise Bureau.

h. If any extraordinary expenses are anticipated for which approval has 
not been given, obtain specific Bureau authority.

4 . Six-month evaluation of informants not paid on Bureau authority
If informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, FD-401 must be 
transmitted to Bureau every six months after date of designation con
taining same information set out in item 3b, above, except those items 
.concerning payments. Recommendation of SAC regarding continuance of 
informant should also be set forth UACB. In espionage and foreign 
nationality cases, comment is necessary regarding only applicable items.

5 ." Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or prior Bureau approval, 
obtain receipts in every instance in which it is possible to do so. If 
receipt’ cannot be obtained for particular payment, set forth complete 
circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed.

>5
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nothing transpired of potential prosecutive value with respect to the 
individual, FD-306 should list the substantive case file number 
or should list subject’s name and it will not be necessary to staple 

■ a copy of the informant’s statement to FD-306.] Wien informant’s 
statement contains references to large number of individuals and/or 
organizations, and exceeds two pages, consider channelizing to sub

’ stantive case file only those portions of statement which apply to
particular individual or organization. Of course, entire statement 
should be filed in informant’s subfile. This procedure should be 
employed unless logical reason dictates otherwise. When preparing 

• lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of interest to other
. offices, limit the number of copies prepared for each other such office 

to two. Clearly indicate next to the name of the receiving office, the 
' number of the page containing information pertinent to that office and 

note on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field 
office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If the 
channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely 
attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the 

. reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one- 
page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely 

. in attendance and had no important function. The preparation and 
distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment are • 
left to the discretion of the receiving office.

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in
formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 

. he furnished information in addition to his testimony.
2. Recording written and oral information 
. a. Written by informant

(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never 

retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously 
check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or 
copies.

• (3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica-
" tion.

(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at 
top of statement.

(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting 
. or separate activity in which they engage should be sub-

• mitted in one statement. ’
(6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and 

places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden- 
. titles of speakers and persons present, plus their known status 

in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals 
present. ‘

. (7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name
’ immediately under the last written line on each page. Any cor

rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified 
by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.

(8l Agents’ names should never appear on any page.
(9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his 

true name and use third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

.additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon. 
■ (11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum 
’ containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.

’ (12) ' Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants
should leave out such items as:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by

■ informant

.9
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10. Transfer of informants to other areas
a. Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind overall coverage of organizations. If informant becomes 

prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity beyond your 
. field division, encourage him to do so in order to provide wider cov

erage for Bureau's work.
11. Action by informant when uncovered

a. . If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, instruct him to de
. fend himself vigorously and demand proof of his informant activity.

b. Suspicion in many cases is directed to an informant without facts to 
back it up and by bluffing informant may confuse issue to point where 
his services may not be lost.

c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 
charges of deviation from strict discipline of organization involved, 
and thus cast off suspicion.

12. Requests of informant to help defend others
a.- If requested by Communist Party, or other interested parties to assist 

in preparation of defense in subversive-type cases or handle assign
ment where such information is readily available, informant should 
tactfully decline.

b. Such requests should be reported immediately to contacting Agent and
. made matter of record.

• c. If informant cannot avoid becoming involved, instruct him not to report 
any information pertaining to defense plans or strategy.

d. Promptly report any-such incident to Bureau.
. e. If an informant is present in conversation between an attorney and 

individual under criminal indictment, he should immediately leave. 
If he is unable to do so and inadvertently learns of defense plans 
or strategy, he is not to report the substance of any such 
conversation to the FBI. Additionally, the informant is not to

. engage in or report the substance of a conversation with a criminal 
defendant dealing with the offense for which the defendant is 
under indictment. ■

13. Preparation for testifying
Contacting Agent must- condition informant to fact that someday knowledge

' he possesses may be needed as evidence in court. Psychologically prepare 
informant for fact that he may at future date be called upon to testify to 
Information he has furnished on security matters. Proper indoctrination' ' 
of informant is essential as Bureau must provide witnesses whenever

■ Department initiates prosecutions in security cases.

G. INFORMANTS' INFORMATION
1. General instructions re oral and written information

a. These instructions apply to security informants, potential security 
informants, panel sources, security confidential sources, and 
security sources of information.

. b. Specific instructions must be given to informants concerning prepara-
• ’ tion of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as possible after meeting or 
activity. ■ . _

d. Written statements should be submitted when possible. In espionage 
and foreign nationality matters written statements are usually

. necessary only in those instances involving possible future prosecu- 
' tion; (in the majority of cases diplomats or officials who are not 

' subject to prosecution are involved.)
e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in mind that if informant is called 

upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. '

f. All information furnished by informants must be promptly reviewed, 
recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all necessary action

. taken. Form FD-306 may be used in lieu of channelizing memorandum if 
desired. If so, prepare copies of FD-306 as needed for channelizing 
and staple one copy to each copy of informant's statement being

' channelized. Channelization should be noted on original FD-306 and 
on all copies. [In those instances in which an informant reports that 

' an individual attended a meeting but took no active part therein and/or

8
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d. Flash notice is to be placed by field with Identification Division 
by submission of form FD-165, using informant's true name for each 
informant Who has fingerprints on file. ■

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year. 
Insure that notice is canceled at that time by submission of form 
FD-165 or advise Bureau as to why notice should be continued. If 
fingerprints obtained solely for this purpose, remove fingerprints 

’ from criminal file.
7. Control - statement of cooperation

a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 
double agents to obtain maximum results and prevent any possible 

■ ‘ embarrassment to Bureau. ■
b. Obtain signed statement set out below when feasible and practical. 

Where it is not practical to secure such signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete details. SAC 
and Agent handling informant or double agent should determine appro
priate time in informant's operation when statement should be com- 

■ pleted.

I, __________ , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the 
security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relation
ship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a 
Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I 
further agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any 
way information which I may obtain or any activity in which 
I may engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

' both while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau. ■

(Signed) __________

Witnessed s

8. Execution of party questionnaires
Informants, particularly in Communist Party, often must execute party 
questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be extremely 
careful not to jeoparidze their position as informants. If necessary 
each item in questionnaire should be discussed with informant. .

9. Informant's activity in organizations
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction
•. from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of organiza

tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers. .

c. Changes in organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should be 
. reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions of 

motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions are labeled 
• . as such.

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their orbit 
in order to gain higher positions, but in such manner as to avoid 
suspici on.

7
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4. Contacts by Agents
a. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be 
established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement.

b. During each contact, carefully review informant’s activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant's attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship.

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and time.

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be. subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in 
informant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be 
used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must 
appear in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary.

5. Checking reliability
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.
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4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 
potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.

5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months. Sub
mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being 
paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis; include summary of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning payments.

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant’s, or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and 
otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. 
This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
(reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY
1. Development of military personnel

[ Do not develop informants among[active duty ]mi lit ary personnel.
2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau’s investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to Individual Agents personally.

5. All informants and sources are to be debriefed on at least a monthly 
■ basis regarding their knowledge of narcotics activities.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau’s being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant’s continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.
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Security Informant" shall not appear.

J <, INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

. Are to be" kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with
maximum security and best administrative practice
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 
File cards in alphabetical order.

b. Symbol number index
This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index.

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items:

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential
informant, or confidential
s ource )

Name :

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant's administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data.
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate 

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index
a. An Agents' informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division.

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who can provide coverage.

e. [Deleted.]
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set - 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place 

alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may 
be set forth on guide cards. '

i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this

' index.

12
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H. SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source.

b. A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals 
from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or 
source file) is taken to develop them as sources or informants.

, . [Upon assigning a symbol number. Bureau should be immediately advised by
, secure teletype of the symbol number, informant’s true name, available
. background information, and cover name, if assigned, for indexing purposes.]

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to extremist, etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY 000-S to NY -000-C or to NY 000-E).

go An- asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive 
informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk 
in reporting information from such sources.

2. Communications - use of symbols
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol number.
. b. In all communications after initial[one,]Bureau and field office

file numbers for informant must be set forth.
c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial secure teletype 
to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. Such a teletype should 
not be routed to a Resident Agency. Office receiving such 
teletype should make appropriate index cards for "Informants 
and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only. .

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not used, name of potential security informant 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."

f. Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should 
contain a precise character designation to identify the organization 
with which they are most closely associated or on which they are

' most capable of furnishing information (i.e.. Security Matter -
Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS, Security Ifetter - 
Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA, Security Ifetter - Communist 
or SM - C, etc.). In espionage and foreign nationality matters, 
caption of communication should also show character and country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing at Bureau.

I. INDEXING
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential
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Cl. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing ■ 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or '
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." ' v

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify cases.individually by title and character, together■with dates 
of communications' containing information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to-b’e made..

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in .
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. ■ 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter. .

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above. •

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant’s caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done. .

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. . It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Ifenual of Rules and Regulations. ;

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES . ’
' 1. Definition ■

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken, 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS ." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R. ‘

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source,
( abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants. .

21
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3. Index
a. Pre-pare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending 
on type information furnished. '

h. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained- with criminal 
informant, extremist informant, and security informant index where 
logical. ’

4. Files . . . . •
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued. . •

5, Utilization .
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type ’ 
required for potential security informants. ■

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every, two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted. • ■ '

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose. . ■ .

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth,, citizen- 

[ ship status, residence, employment, arrest and service record,
if any •

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(■4 ) One ■ copy of letter requesting authority should consist only" of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above. .
' b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must[certify 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must- be • 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.] •

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts ’
Gifts should not be given to sources. - -

8. Discontinuance ’
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons.

S. PANEL SOURCES . . -
1. Definition .

. See page 3 of this section. -■ '
2. Background investigation and approval :

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass
[ logical informants, review appropriate arrest and military records.
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tions of statoment which apply to particular individual or organiza- 
/' tion. Of course, entire statement should be filed in informant's sub-
x file. This procedure should be employed unless logical reason

[ dictates otherwise. [When preparing lengthy channelizing mentor- . .
[ anda reporting material of interest to other offices, limit the
[ number of copies prepared for each other such office to two. Clearly
[ indicate next to the name of the deceiving office, the number of
[ the page containing information pertinent to that office and note

. [ on cover page that distribution of material to the receiving field
[ office files is left to discretion of the receiving office. If
[ the channelizing memorandum includes names of individuals who merely
[ attended a meeting or gathering and played no important role, the

I ’ [ ' reporting office is to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one-
I page memorandum listing the names of all individuals who were merely- ■

I J [ in attendance and had no important function. The preparation and ’
i [ distribution of the additional copies of the one-page attachment

[ are left to the discretion of the receiving office.]
[ g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, advise trial
> ~ attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning

instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to 
case at issue. Trial attorney will thus be prepared in event in

. formant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that
he furnished information in addition to his testimony. '

2. Recording written and oral information
a. Written by informant - . . _

t (1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
। (2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never
j retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously
i check informants to see that they do not keep any notes or ‘
’ copies.
• (3) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identifica

tion. ’
z (4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at.

top of statement. ■ •
' (5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting

, or separate activity in which they engage should be sub- •
' mitted in one statement.
■ (6) Informants should include in statements specific dates and ■
. places; purpose of meeting or activity being related; iden-
! titles of speakers and persons present, plus their known status
'• in any group; and specific activity or comments of individuals
; pres. ent. . . ’

(7) Informant should identify statement by affixing his code name
I immediately under the last written line on each page,. Any cor- .
[ rections, erasures, changes, or additions should be identified

by informant affixing his code name or initials of his code name.
(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page.

■ (9) Informant should refer to himself in body of statement by his
true name and use third person.

i (10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections,
; additions, deletions, etc., or place any markings whatever thereon.-
f (11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization

should be recorded on form FD-306 or on channelizing memorandum
| containing applicable items set forth on form FD-306.
J ’ (12) Extraneous material should be kept to absolute minimum. Informants
S should leave out such items as:
) (a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
* (b) References to other documents and statements submitted by

informant

9
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(c) Obvious administrative material, such, as operational in
structions given by contacting Agent

Such data should be furnished orally by informant and recorded 
in memorandum form for informant file. ’

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writi-ng 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with making of oral statement by informant t.o Agent. 
Leave out following items:
(a) Any reference concerning Director and Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational in

structions given by contacting Agent • ’

Such data should be recorded in memorandum for informant file. 
(21 Prepare on paper devoid of Bureau markings or identification. 
(3) Date at top with date informant furnished information. No 

other date is desired except date of meeting or activity des
cribed in body of statement.

9a
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(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be. 
dictated by Agent as if informant were preparing them himself.

(5) Information, after being reduced to writing, should be read 
promptly by informant and acknowledged by affixing' his code 
name on each page. In espionage and foreign nationality 
matters, such authentication is necessary only where future 
prosecution is possible. ■

(6) After informant authenticates statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare cover sheet, form FD-306, which should be stapled 
to it. Thereafter statement should be handled as written one.

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
should be included in office memorandum by Agent and should 
not be initialed by informant or exhibited t.o him or treated 
as evidence.

3. Transmission of information
a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent by 

informants when possible. Careful consideration should be given to . 
full security of all such contacts. They should never be mailed to 
field office or resident agency. If they cannot be obtained per
sonally by contacting Agent, obtain confidential post office boxes 
for their receipt.

b. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 
names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post 
office directory. More than one informant may send statements to 
a post office box, but consideration should be given to obtaining 
post office boxes- in different post office stations to prevent 
suspicion on part of postal employees.

c. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under fictitious name.

d. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, but 
time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation where-- 
by same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box for 
extended period of time.

e. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest, 
he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting Agent or 
office by most appropriate means of communication.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

logical conclusion.
b. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening 'case, tickler 

card should be prepared to follow informant and take other logical 
steps to obtain additional identifying data. Restrict tickler cards 
to information which would warrant investigation if identity 
established. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, 
prepare memorandum for informant's subfile.

5. Handling documentary material furnished by informants
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon informant's code name.
b. Informant should affix date he received material. If informant can

not recall date of receipt, date he furnished material should be 
affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material.

d. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306. or on a 
channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items. See section 
107Z for filing instructions.

10
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U. CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION ' -
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or ’
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past."

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
dis’seminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected. .

5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates • 
of communications' containing information. ’

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change to be made.

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in 
accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above.

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant's caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done. -

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It - 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability .and 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Ffenual of Rules and Regulations.

R. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES

|L

1. Definition
See page 3 of this section.

2. Assignment of symbols
a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 

to develop an individual as a confidential source.
b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 

symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra-Bureau communications for ' 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, - 
abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY 000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.
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3. Index
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depending ( 
on type information furnished. \

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with criminal
[ informant,[extremist Jinformant, and security informant index where

logical.
4. Tiles

When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued.

5. Utilization .
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. ’ .

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is. dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least once every two weeks. 
Such contacts may be posted.

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him /

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source /
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential /
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement /
should be made that you will be alert to be certain subject is /
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be /
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters. ■ . /

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of ■ \
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation ,
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be j 
returned to field. /

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments- f
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of j

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above. .
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not _ J 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international or- ‘ 
ganization and is being used regularly. Agent handling must[certify < 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point j'.
contained on FD-2.09 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.]

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, ' 
consulate, United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza- | 
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, '
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months. ;

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources.

8. Discontinuance 
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons. ■ '

S. PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military 
records. Limit credit check of individual to identifying information 
only (name, address, former address, employment, former employment). (
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[A. DEFINITIONS
[ 1. Security informant
[ . Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa-
[ tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose
C identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend
C meetings of subversive organization, or be in such position relative to
[ subversive organization that he is able to provide current information
C of value.
[ 2. Potential security informant
[ Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with
[ subversive organization or intelligence activities and is .making
[ affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau.
[ 3. Double agent
[ Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks
[ for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI guidance
[ 4. Confidential source
[ Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available
[ through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone
[ company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf
[ of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.
[ 5. Panel source
[ Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend
[ its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as
F potential witness

[B. 
[ 
[ 
[ 
r 
i 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
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[ 
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i 
[

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
4. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

[C. BACKGROUND IN&UIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES
[ When decision is made to consider an individual for informant.purposes, conduct
[ background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be
[ conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he
[ is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when-
[ ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV,
[ of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
f include:
t 1. Check of field office files
>- 2. Discreet canvass of logical informants

3
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him.

[ 4. Check of local credit and arrest records. [Limit credit check of
[ individual to identifying information only (name, address, former
[ address, employment, former employment.)] Submit FD-165 to. Identification’

Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop against 
fingerprints if on file.

5. Review armed services record if applicable.
6. Check draft status or status in armed forces reserve.
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details.
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in
dividual as potential security informant.

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel).
Be brief and concise. Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, include separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of extremist and/or security informants, 
the number of potential extremist and/or potential security in
formants, and the number of panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular college or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him.

c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant 
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if he 
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau’s 
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has-special 
problem which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

4
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e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses.

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted, by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION ON FALSE INFORMATION
1. When it is determined that informant or ex-informant furnished false informa

tion while informant, promptly advise Bureau of complete facts.
2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 

informant in future, such as: "informant of known unreliability" or '
"informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information in 
the past." " ’

3. Bureau will, advise which designation to use. Then proceed with review of 
all data furnished by individual and label, information from him accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from informant which have been 
disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 

■ must be corrected. ' ■
5. Identify cases individually by title and character, together with dates 

of communications' containing information. ’
6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 

clear and refer to specific report, page number, and change, to be made. -
7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by Bureau in . 

accordance with part II, section 4, of Manual of Rules and Regulations. 
Corrective action should be called to attention of other Bureau offices, 
outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.

8. Instruct each interested Bureau office which has made further dissemina
tion of information to follow instructions set forth above. •

9. Set up control file regarding this corrective action, and upon completion 
of same submit to Bureau final letter under informant’s caption identifying 
each case by title, character, Bureau file, where known, and date of com
munication. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files 
to see that necessary corrective action has been taken.

10. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
informant should also be requested to submit summary letters showing what 
corrections have been made.

11. All information from informant must be correctly labeled and great care 
must be taken to see that this is done.

12. Occasionally, ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions raises 
a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was informant. It 
is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of information attributed 
to that individual in absence of definite indication that informant furnished 
unreliable information while he was informant.

13. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability and. 
known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, section 5, 
Manual of Rules and Regulations.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES .
1. Definition , -

See page 3 of this section.
2. Assignment of symbols ’

a. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a confidential source.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning symbol number, and brief state
ment concerning type of information furnished.

c. Abbreviation "CS" may be used, in intra-Bureau communications for 
confidential source; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS." Communications relating 
to espionage and foreign nationality matters should in addition 
have a character indicating country involved; e.g., IS - R.

d. When permanent symbol has been assigned to confidential source, 
abbreviation "CS" is to-appear before symbol number; e.g., CS NY’000-S.

e. Numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from series 
of numbers used for security, extremist, and criminal informants.
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3. Index ■
a. Prepare index cards on form FD-348 and file as adjunct to criminal 

informant, extremist informant, or security informant index, depeiiding 
on type information furnished.

b. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with, criminal 
informant, racial informant, and security informant index where 
logical.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to prospective confidential' 
source, open 134 file (or 137 for criminal sources) and maintain as ' 
pending until efforts to develop individual are discontinued.

5. Utilization
a. If confidential source is to be used in security investigations, 

secure Bureau approval, and furnish background data of same type 
required for potential security informants. •

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which frequency 
of contact is dependent upon circumstances, contact confidential sources 
on whom pending files are maintained at least 'once every two weeks.
Such contacts may be posted.

c. Contacts should only be made by Agent or Agents specifically designated 
for that purpose.

d. Letter to Bureau requesting authority to use subject as confidential 
source is to set out clearly:
(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, citizen

ship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest record, 
and service record, if any

(2) Details of expected cooperation of individual and results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered confidential source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and of confidential 
nature of his relationship with Bureau. In addition, statement 
should be made that you will be alert to be certain .subject is 
not a plant, and if he is connected with labor union he will be 
advised of Bureau policy on labor matters.

(4) One copy of letter requesting authority should consist only of 
first page. If request is approved at Bureau, stamped notation 
to this effect will be placed on single-page copy and it will be 
returned to field.

6. Security confidential sources - certification of stability and payments
a. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of 

payments. See subsection L, item 3b, above.
b. If source is not being paid on Bureau authorization or if he is not 

employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or an international oi'- 
ganization and is being used regularly, Agent handling must[certify . - 
stability and reliability by executing statement on this point 
contained on FD-209 used to record contact. Certification must be 
made at intervals of no longer than six months.]

c. If source is employed by foreign diplomatic establishments (embassy, 
consulate. United Nations Mission, etc.) or by international organiza
tion (United Nations Secretariat, Organization of American States, 
International Monetary Fund, etc.), submit FD-401 to Bureau every 
six months.

7. Gifts
Gifts should not be given to sources.

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau of date when source is discontinued and reasons.

S. PANEL SOURCES
1. Definition

See page 3 of this section.
2. Background investigation and approval

a. Check prospective panel source through office indices, canvass 
logical informants, review appropriate credit, arrest, and military

[ . records. [Limit credit check of individual to identifying information
[ only (name, address, former address, employment, former employment).]

22
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b. If no pertinent derogatory information is developed, initial contact 
may be made with, prospective panel source to ascertain cooperative
ness; however, in regard to individuals associated with educational 
institutions, be guided by current instructions concerning investi
gations on campuses.

c. Submit letter to Bureau requesting authority to use individual as a 
panel source and set out : ’ '
(1) Results of background investigation and data as to date and 

place of birth, citizenship status if foreign born, residence ■ 
and employment addresses

(2) Details of expected area of activity of individual as panel 
source and results of any interviews conducted with him ’

(3) Statement to effect subject is being considered panel source 
and will be advised he is not Bureau employee and nf confi
dential nature of his relationship with Bureau. Also,’state- 
ment should be made that you will be alert to be certain sub? 
ject is not a plant and, if connected with labor union or ■ '
educational institution, he will be advised of Bureau policy ■ 
on such matters.

(4) One copy of letter should consist only of first page. If 
approved at Bureau, stamped notation indicating Bureau approval 
will be placed on single-page copy and it will be returned to 
field. ’

3. Administrative handling • ‘
a. Follow same procedure in handling, processing, and reporting data and 

material furnished by panel sources as afforded security informants.
b. Handle payments for legitimate expenses incurred and services rendered 

in same manner as security informants. Gifts should not be given to 
panel sources.

c. Open 134 file when active investigation of prospective panel source 
initiated. Close file administratively if panelist is not contacted 
regularly. Note contacts with panelists in their respective files.

d. Only Agents designated in particular case should contact panelists.
e. Every six months submit FD-401 to Bureau requesting continuation of ’ 

payments to panel source. If source not paid on Bureau authorization, 
Agent handling prepare memorandum to SAC for file containing certi
fication as to stability and reliability.

f. A symbol number should be assigned from the time any step is taken 
to develop an individual as a panel source. Use abbreviation."PS"

[ before symbol number, e.g., PS NY 000-S. ”
g. Designate, where practicable, coordinating Agent to maintain current 

roster of panel sources and scheduled organization activities, who 
will notify Agents handling individual panelists of organizational

' functions to be covered. Coordinating Agent should receive notice of
coming events from Agents handling organizations, informants, and 
publications. . ■

h. Advise Bureau of date panel source is discontinued and reasons.

T. DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Passage of information

a. In double agent operations information requested by principals is 
frequently passed either to build up double agent's stature or .as 
evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that net 
gain accrues to U. S.

c. Information passed should be carefully handled and logical explana
tions created for its acquisition by double agent. _

2, Locating information to pass - ’
Where possible field office handling double agent should locate appropriate 
information; however, Bureau can assist in fulfilling requests for infor
mation in possession of other Government agencies. . .

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper or magazine article ' ■ •
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b. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by private company for distribu
tion or sale to public. (This does not include highly technical 
pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for limited use. '
and not intended for release to public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by office of origin of any documents or 

. material related to national defense which is passed. '
b. Such material should be appropriately identified by double agent.

Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 
should preserve any notes made by them in connection with its passage, 

c. Similar action should be taken regarding material which is passed which 
is considered evidentiary although not clearly related to national defense 

d. It is not necessary to retain copies of buildup material obviously not 
evidentiary in nature where copies can be obtained at later date from 
Government agency or private concern having custody. .

5. Handling money and property received by double agents
a. Dotible agents must turn over to Bureau any money or property received ■ 

from their principals in connection with double agent intelligence 
operation. This should be made clear to double agent at inception . -

. of operation (consider obtaining signed statement to this effect). .
Exceptions must be specifically approved by Bureau. Entirely separate, 
arrangements must be made for payments to double agents for services 
rendered to Bureau. ‘

b. Any money or property received by double agent from his principal 
represents possible evidence and double agent should execute state
ment describing money received by type of currency, denomination, 
series of issue, and serial number and .appropriately describing any 
other property received. Statement should be signed by double agent's 
code name. •

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
evidence in accordance with section 3, part II-, Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. 

d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents - 
should make independent records for retention for purposes of refreshing 
recollection in event testimony is later necessary. -

U. UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING ■
1. Use of students •

a. Students under age of 18 years are not to be developed as security 
informants, potential security informants, or other types of security 
sources in other than highly unusual circumstances. Under such

. circumstances, furnish complete justification to Bureau.- ' •
b. Upon initial contact with prospective student informant or source, 

individual should be tactfully requested to execute a brief signed writ
ten statement for field file setting forth that this individual, has 
voluntarily come forward to furnish information to FBI because of 
his concern over individuals or groups that may be inimical to 
interests of U. S. Government and that he understands FBI has no 
interest in legitimate institution or campus activities. _

2. Quarterly letters '
a. On January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1, submit quarterly

letters on each student and teacher authorized by Bureau for contact 
as security informant, potential security informant, or other 
sources (including panel sources). Include following: 
(1) Specific productivity
(2) Specific information furnished not otherwise available from 

public source material or other office sources off campus
(3) Frequency of contact .

[ b. Quarterly letters on all[extremist]and security informants or sources
should be jointly transmitted to Bureau by cover letter captioned. -

■ "Utilization of Informants and Sources at Institutions of Learning."
Include following in cover letter:
(1) Number of informants, potential informants, and other sources 

, active and under development at each educational institution
affe cted

(2) An overall analysis of coverage afforded by campus informants 
and sources ■ .

24
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DEFINITIONS
1. Security informant ■

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current informa
tion on security or intelligence matters exclusively for Bureau whose 
identity must be protected. Such person should be member or attend . '
meetings of subversive organization, or be in such positi.on relative to 
subversive organization that he is able to provide current information 
of value.

2. Potential security informant
Individual in position to become active in or closely connected with 
subversive organization or intelligence activities and is making 
affirmative effort to obtain and furnish current information to Bureau,

3. Double agent
Person cooperating with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks 
for both foreign intelligence service and Bureau under FBI’guidance

4. Confidential source ■
Individual who on confidential basis furnishes information available 
through his present position. Examples would be: bankers and telephone 
company employees. These individuals make no concerted effort in behalf 
of Bureau but furnish information readily available to them.

5. Panel source
Individual who is not involved in subversive group but who will attend 
its public gatherings in behalf of FBI for intelligence purposes or as 
potential witness

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals that are 
inimical to internal security. Informants may be obtained through alertness 
in course of normal investigative activity. Live informant coverage depends 
for most part upon initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs 
For assistance in obtaining potential informants, following is.suggested: 
1. Evaluation of

a. Complainants or other persons interviewed in security matters .
b. Subjects of security investigations who show disaffection, loss of 

interest, inactivity, financial hardship, or other repudiation of 
party loyalty

c. Personal friends and contacts of Bureau employees
d. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts '

2. Review of closed security files, reserve index, and files of former 
security informants '

3. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA. -
4. Consultation With present informants regarding indications of disaffec

tion on part of subversive group members. They should not be informed as 
to purpose of inquiry.

5. Review of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only 
a few meetings

BACKGROUND INQUIRIES ON INDIVIDUALS BEING CONSIDERED FOR INFORMANT PURPOSES 
When decision is made to consider an individual for informant purposes, conduct 
background investigation. Extensive background investigation should not be 
conducted until individual has been interviewed and it has been determined he 
is willing to assist Bureau. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview when
ever restrictions imposed in section 87, volume III, and section 105, volume IV 
of this manual, relative to interviews apply. Background investigation should 
include: 
1. Check of field office files .
2. Discreet canvass of logical informants

68262 Oocld:32989529 Page 1764 3
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3. Inquiries of discreet nature concerning individual's personal history 
(date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, reliability, 
stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past employments,, 
and business connections. Investigation must definitely establish that 
individual can be used without danger of future embarrassment due 
to instability or unreliability. Securing background information from 
individual is not sufficient; his background must be established by 
investigation, including discreet inquiries among persons personally 
acquainted with him. '

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Submit FD-165 to Identifica
tion Division to obtain any record he may have and to place stop 
against fingerprints if on file. ’ .

5. Review armed services record if applicable. .
6. Check draft status' or status in armed forces reserve. -
7. Check domestic status and, if any marital difficulties, obtain details. .
8. Persons being considered for use in espionage and foreign nationality 

cases may present special problems which limit scope of investigation. 
(See instructions re contact cases and deseco program, section 105, 
volume IV, of this manual.) However, where practical, cover above items.

Leads must be handled by auxiliary offices within 30 days. Investigation 
must be completed prior to any request to guide, direct, or designate in- . 
dividual as potential security informant. •

D. APPROVAL, INDOCTRINATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained, transmit results to Bureau in same 

numerical sequence set out in subsection C, and request authority to des
ignate individual as Bureau-approved potential security informant and to 
proceed with development. [Submit by secure teletype (usually Nitel). 
Be brief and concise.] Do not submit on UACB basis. Include physical 
description.
a. If the individual is a student, inclixde separate paragraph clearly 

setting forth the number of [extremist ]and/or security informants, 
the number- of potentialfextremist]and/or potential security in
formants, and the number cf panel sources currently being operated at 
the particular co31ege or university to which the request pertains.

2. After designation as Bureau-approved potential security informant, fol
lowing matters should be made clear to him:
a. His assistance is strictly voluntary and he is to understand there is 

no coercion or intimidation involved.
b. He is not and cannot consider himself employee or "undercover Agent" 

of FBI. Seriousness of violating impersonation statutes must be 
impressed upon him. '

' c. His cooperation must be strictly confidential at all times and if 
he should feel he cannot maintain this confidence, he should so • 
advise. There should be no doubt left in mind of potential informant
that his relationship must remain on confidential basis and if ‘he
violates confidence he will be of no value and by so doing Bureau's
investigative activity may be jeopardized. If he has special •
problem -which would require revealing his assistance to his wife or 
other pertinent individual, this should be ascertained and appropriate 
recommendation made to Bureau.

d. If potential informant is connected in any manner with labor union, 
inform him that Bureau is not interested in employer-employee rela-tion 
ships as such and is only concerned with obtaining information on 
infiltration of unions by subversive elements.

e. If potential informant is student, teacher, or has any similar 
relations with school, college, or university, in initial interview 
and subsequent handling, follow current instructions concerning in
vestigations on campuses. ■

3. Do not interview female potential informants in their homes or apartments 
unless necessary and any such interviews should be conducted by two 
Agents after specific approval of superior in field office responsible 
for development of informants. This instruction is not applicable where 
active investigation has established that potential informant is of good 
character, there is no indication of affiliation with subversive groups 
and there will be no embarrassment to Bureau. ’ ’ ’

4
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4. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is 
maintained on a periodic basis dependent on circumstances, contact 

. potential informants personally at least once every two weeks.
( 5. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every six months.- Sub-
V mit letters (FD-401) concerning potential informants who are not being

paid on Bureau authorization on UACB basis? include summary'of infor
mation furnished during past six months and certifications regarding 
stability and indoctrination against disclosure. Follow form indicated 
under § 107L, item 3b, below, except those items concerning- payments,

6. Post record of all contacts with potential informants.
7. During contacts with potential informants, if it develops individual 

does not have necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.
8. Informants may raise a question concerning their position if it becomes 

known publicly they are affiliated with subversive organization. In 
such case, he may be told that his cooperation is matter of record in 
FBI and if some question arises concerning his loyalty we will consider 
making facts of his cooperation known to his employer or to responsible 
individuals. Before taking steps to advise anyone of potential infor
mant's or informant's cooperation, obtain Bureau authority.

9. From first interview with potential informant through development and 
until discontinued, use extreme caution at all times to be certain he is 
not a plant.

10. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and'
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, advise Bureau. ■

This communication must be personally initialed by SAC or ASAC 
acting in his absence. Individual's background must be thoroughly 
reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility of using inform
ant as witness. If individual has any weaknesses, set forth safe
guards being followed to insure security and prevent embarrassment 
to Bureau.

E. BUREAU POLICY •
1. Development.of military personnel

. Do not develop informants among military personnel on military rese'rva-
( tions, establishments, etc., unless specifically approved by Bureau.
\ 2. Contacts by designated Agents

Contacts with informant or potential informant should only be made by 
Agent or Agents specifically designated to contact him.

3. Divulging information to informant
No information should be divulged to potential informant or informant 
concerning any of Bureau's investigative activity other than that which 
is essential to his proper operation.

4. Recording investigative activity . ’
All investigative activity must be made matter of record in field office 
files with all sources of information being completely identified. .Agents 
must not have and use informants known only to individual Agents personally.

F. INDOCTRINATION, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF INFORMANTS
1. Caution against divulging relationship

During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress upon 
informant absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging his rela
tionship with Bureau. These instructions must be properly phrased to 
prevent possibility of Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose 
censorship.

2. Developing additional background
During development of informant, additional data concerning his back
ground should be continuously obtained from informant. Be alert for 
data revealing he is mentally or emotionally unstable, or has some 
personal problem which would make him a risk.

3. Indications of instability
Immediately furnish details of any indications of instability to Bureau, 
with recommendations as to informant's continuance and comments as to 
any steps being taken to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.

5
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4. Contacts by Agents
a. 'Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where frequency 

of contact is dependent on circumstances, informants should be con
tacted as often as necessary, but at least one personal contact 
should be made every two weeks. If such frequent contacts cannot be

• established, obtain specific Bureau authority for exception to this 
requirement. '

b. During each contact, carefully review informant's activities since 
previous contact and make certain informant has furnished all in- ' 
formation which he has obtained since last contact.

c. Contacting Agent should not only collect information but direct 
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close 
relationship that he knows informant’s attitude towards Bureau. 
Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does . 
not become too familiar with Agent. Promptly advise Bureau of any 
indication informant is wavering in Bureau relationship. '

d. Arrangements for paying informant or personally contacting him must 
be specific and no doubt should be left in minds of either Agent 
or informant as to methods of payment, amount, place, and- time. _

e. Informants should use only public telephones in communicating with 
contacting Agent and consideration should be given to furnishing 
informants nonpublished office telephone number for emergency com
munication. This rule is not practical in all espionage and ' 
foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.

f. Positive information received from informant should be subject of 
written statement by informant or memorandum prepared by contacting 
Agent to be placed in informant's subfile and appropriately 
channelized.

g. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in • 
informant’s administrative file. Memorandum or form FD-209 may be

' used. If informant contacted frequently, one memorandum or form 
may be used for several contacts.

h. Dates of negative contacts and file numbers of cases involved must ■ 
appear in informant's administrative file. Where file has more than 
one subject, name of subject under inquiry should be noted. Do not 
set forth title of case involved.

i. If positive information received from informant, show only dates of 
contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa 
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

j. Alternate Agent should be designated for contacts with informant 
and should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent where necessary. ■■

5. Checking reliability -
a. Reliability of all active informants must be constantly checked.
b. Give consideration to use of any investigative technique. deemed 

necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are fur
nishing accurate, truthful information.

6. Fingerprints
a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to 

contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifi- ’ 
cation Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force issue.
c. Forward informant's fingerprints as enclosure to FD-165 using 

applicant-type fingerprint card, form FD-258, fully executed. 
Appropriate field office should be shown as contributor, field ’ 
case file number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for 
"company and address" on face of card.

6
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Security Informant" shall not appear.

J. INDICES
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

Are to be kept by SAC, ASAC, or security supervisor consistent with . 
maximum security and best administrative practice ■ •
a. Alphabetical name index

In all offices maintain card index showing true identities of all . 
security informants, potential security informants, and security 
confidential sources. This is to be known as alphabetical name index. 

- File cards in alphabetical order, ■
b. Symbol number index

This index shall contain card for each individual to whom symbol 
number has been assigned. File cards numerically and any symbols 
which consist of fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically 
behind numerical symbol index. . ■

c. Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by official having 
custody of cards. These indices should be used as a guide only; 
informant's file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

d. Index cards
Index cards (FD-348) shall be executed for alphabetical name index 
and symbol number index. Execute only following items: ■

Symbol: File No:
(informant, potential 
informant, or confidential 
s ource )

Name :

r a

e. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since 
this information is shown in informant’s administrative file.

2. Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a. A separate index may be maintained for use of Agents on informants 

and sources in other divisions who may be available for assistance.
b. If such index maintained, separate index card is to be prepared on 

each informant and source included.
c. Cards should contain brief background data and identity of Bureau 

communication showing background data. .
d. File cards alphabetically by name and/or symbol number. Duplicate

cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by subject 
matter.

3. Agents' informative index -
a. An Agents* informative index may be maintained by same official as 

set out in item 1, above, for use of Agents on type of informant 
coverage in division. .

b. File cards by geographical location, arranged alphabetically by 
states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc.

c. Behind each geographical location, place guide card indicating type 
of information which can be furnished, such as Communist Party, 
Polish Activity, etc.

d. On guide card set forth symbol numbers of informants and confidential 
sources who can provide coverage. ’

e. [Deleted.]
f. When individual can provide more than one type of information, set 

forth his symbol or identity on as many guide cards as applicable.
g. Guide cards should show above data and it is permissible to place ■ 

alongside name or symbol number names of contacting Agents.
h. Also, symbol numbers of informants who move outside division and 

who still may be excellent sources regarding past activities may ■ 
be set forth on guide cards.

. i. Names or symbol numbers of individuals contained in index entitled 
"Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" who can be of assistance 
to your office may be set forth on appropriate guide cards in this 
index. ' ' "

i 12
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SYMBOLS
1. Assigning numbers

a. All informants should be designated by permanent symbol number of 
which Bureau must be advised. Once number assigned, it must not be 
subsequently reassigned to any other informant or source.

b. [A symbol number designation should be afforded to all individuals 
from the time any step (generally the opening of an informant or 
source file) is taken to develop them as sources or informants.]

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. Cover name should be used by informant in signing his statements and 
in communications between informant and field office. Advise Bureau 
of cover name.

e. Prefix of symbol number consists of appropriate field office teletype 
abbreviation. Suffix of symbol number will consist of letter "S" for 
security informant; letters "PSI" for potential security informant; 
letters "CS" for confidential source.

f. Although source may subsequently furnish information requiring change 
in designation (e.g., from security to criminal or to[extremist,]etc.), 
number previously assigned will remain same; however, suffix is to 
be changed to appropriate letter or letters indicating this change 
(NY 000-S to NY 000-0 or to NY[000-E).]

[g. [An asterisk should not be used to designate certain highly sensitive 
informants or investigative techniques. Do not include asterisk 
in reporting information from such sources.]

2. Communications - use of symbols —
a. After Bureau is advised of permanent symbol, in subsequent communica

tions true name of informant should not be set forth; use symbol 
number.

b. In all communications after initial letter. Bureau and field office 
file numbers for informant must be set forth.

c. In communications between offices, follow same procedure.
d. Informants and sources entering another division

(1) Active informants and sources entering another division on 
temporary basis should be referred to in initial[secure teletype] 
to interested office by true name and symbol number if necessary 
for other division to know identity. [Such a teletype should 
not be routed to a Resident Agency.] Office receiving such 

[teletype]should make appropriate index cards for "Informants 
and Sources in Other Divisions” index. Subsequent letters 
between interested offices may then identify individual by symbol 
number only. . ’ . '

(2) Individuals who leave division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not plan to return should be immediately 
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name used in all administrative correspondence.

(3) If informant is transferred to another office and remains active, 
his identity must still be protected.

e. In communications concerning potential security informant when a 
symbol number is not[used,]name of potential security informant . 
and abbreviation "PSI" shall be used; e.g., "John Doe’, PSI."

f. [Captions of communications concerning informants and sources should 
contain a precise character designation to identify the organization 
with which they are most closely associated or on which they are 
most capable of furnishing information (i.eSecurity Matter - 
Students for a Democratic Society or SM - SDS, Security Matter - 
Young Socialist Alliance or SM - YSA, Security better - Communist 
or SM - C, etc.).] In espionage and foreign nationality matters, 
caption of communication should also show character and country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.). 
This facilitates routing at Bureau.

I. INDEXING
True names and aliases of all informants, as well as cover name assigned, shall 
be indexed in general office indices as any other name. Index cards should 
show file number of informant, but such terms as "Informant" or "Potential
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[[W. FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (FCI) ASSETS
> , This subsection deals with the development and operation of human assets,

a field referred to as Human Intelligence or HUMINT. FCI assets are to 
be handled exclusively under this subsection, except for the administra
tive instructions pertaining to informant indices, and monthly statistical 
letters, set out in Part I; such exceptions are noted herein.
1. Definitions

FCI assets fall into two categories: informative assets and operational 
assets.

; , a. Informative assets (IA)
, , Individuals in position to furnish continuing information relative

to the location, overt activities, and personalities of the targets
s of FBI investigations, e.g., doorman, garage attendant, neighbor,

, tradesman, rental agent, building superintendent, fellow employee,
1 , social contact, business contact, banker, ethnic community
, 4 , source, etc.; or individuals who have left or openly defected from

a foreign country and can furnish information of intelligence 
value. An IA is not actively involved in an intelligence operation 
as such; should he become so involved he then could become an OA.

_____ . b. Operational assets (OA)
~ . Individual actively involved in intelligence operations.

' , This category includes but is not limited to the following
individuals:

, Defector-in-place: A foreign official who overtly continues
• , to work for his government and covertly provides information
• , to us of intelligence value. A defector-in-place will in

, most instances be connected with a foreign government’s
intelligence service;

[ Double agent: An OA who is cooperating with a foreign intel-
L ligence service on our behalf and under our control;

Asset under development: Individuals selected for their
, apparent attractiveness to foreign intelligence services whom

1 , we attempt to put in contact with such services for operational
exploitation, sometimes known as a "dangle operation"; or 
individuals already in contact with a foreign intelligence 
service who have an immediate potential for development into 
double agents.

Adoption of the generic term OA does not preclude use of the 
specific terms, e.g., double agent, where applicable, in official 
communications.

. 2. Objectives of OA
/ a. Penetration

' . Penetration of legal and illegal networks, identification of
intelligence personnel and targets; collection of information 
regarding methods of operations; collection of positive intelligence.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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b. Control
- of information foreign intelligence services obtain;
- of recruitment, by creating Bureau-controlled. OAs;
- of foreign operations, by keeping foreign intelligence services 
occupied handling our OAs.

c. Collection of evidence for prosecution
d. Deception (Disinformation)

Passing inaccurate or accurate information designed to cause foreign 
intelligence services to draw conclusions or initiate action to 
their disadvantage and/or to U. S. advantage.

e. Neutralization: to provide basis for persona non grata (PNG) action 
exclusion, arrest or other disruptive action.

f. Collection by OA of personality characteristics data on foreign 
officials for purpose of defection analysis.

3. Individuals to be considered as OAs .
a. Foreign officials in a position to furnish information of intel

ligence value. An intelligence officer (IO) is, of course, the 
most valuable OA. An official who is not an IO, while of lesser 
value, is still a highly desirable OA because of the positive 
intelligence and information on the personalities and activities 
of other officials that he can provide.

b. Agents of foreign intelligence services. When these individuals 
are identified, and the prospect and value of recruiting them 
outweighs any prosecutive potential, they should be seriously 
considered for development as OAs.

c. Contacts of foreign officials. When contacts of foreign officials 
are identified as being of interest to a foreign intelligence 
service, we should attempt to enlist their cooperation and direct 
them against that intelligence service.

d. Individuals who are particularly attractive to a foreign intel
ligence service. Our objective is to determine the specific 
interests of foreign intelligence services or individual 10s, and 
to then recruit asset(s) who would appear to that service or IO to 
satis’fy their needs. Such assets must have potential for operation 
within a reasonably expected period of time.

e. Former assets who currently offer potential for exploitation.
4. Restrictions

FBIHQ authority is required prior to conducting detailed background 
investigation of any of the following individuals as an FCI asset, 
whether IA or OA. Of course, some investigation must initially be 
conducted, without disclosing our interest, to sufficiently identify 
the individual and generally assess his potential, so that FBIHQ can 
conduct a meaningful indices search and make an intelligent evaluation 
of the risks versus value involved.
a. Individual under 21 years of age
b. Official or employee of the United Nations or other public inter

national organizations of a governmental or quasi-governmentai 
nature

c. Official or employee of foreign diplomatic establishment or 
government

"SBGRBS-- NO FOREIGN DIGOEMINATION"
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d. Faculty member of an institution of learning 
e. Labor leader
fi Federal, state, or local government official
g. News media employee
h. Prominent entertainment figure
i. Prominent religious figure
j. Member of the U. S. Military
k. U. S. Government employee

After FBIHQ authority to conduct detailed background investigation 
has been received, and investigation completed, FBIHQ authority is 
also required to conduct initial interview of the above individuals, 
whether IA or OA.

5. Development of U. S. Military or other U. S. Government Personnel 
Whenever it becomes desirable to develop a member of the U. S. Military 
or an employee of another Government agency as an FCI asset, FBIHQ 
notifies the respective military service or agency of our interest.
To facilitate this notification the office desiring to develop such an 
individual should submit to FBIHQ 5 copies of an LHM setting out:
a. Proposed asset’s name, rank or position, and current place of 

assignment.
b. Area of FBI interest in the asset, in general, and the foreign 

intelligence service, and official, if known, against which it is 
anticipated asset will be directed.

c. Extent of anticipated coverage to be provided by the asset, i.e., 
describe the services he will provide.

d. The last paragraph of this LHM should read:
"It is requested that no further dissemination of the foregoing 
be made without prior reference to FBI Headquarters. If you 
agree with our contemplated use of the above individual, please 
return a copy of this memorandum with your acknowledgement."

e. Members of the military: estimated time period within which you 
wish to utilize the asset; desirability that the asset remain in 
his current area of assignment for a specified period of time. 
Upon receipt of clearance from the military, FBIHQ will select 
code name for future use in identifying the asset. This code 
name will be furnished to military intelligence component at 
headquarters level and to FBI field divisions. Every 6 months 
thereafter, as long as the FBI has continuing operational interest 
in the asset, an LHM captioned with code name should be transmitted 
to FBIHQ, by routing slip captioned with informant’s symbol number. 
The LHM is to contain a statement that the asset continues to be 
of operational use to the FBI, and a statement detailing any 
difficulties encountered in control or direction of the asset or 
a statement that no such difficulties exist.

NOTE: Generally, the U. S. Armed Forces may not be utilized to 
enforce the civilian criminal law; however, they may be utilized 
for foreign counterintelligence purposes. In foreign counterintel
ligence investigations in which there is a possibility of criminal 
prosecution, use of military personnel as assets might jeopardize 
successful prosecution, and all such cases must be discussed in 
detail with FBIHQ prior to utilization of such military assets.
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6. Development of personnel of foreign diplomatic establishment or 
international organization
Whenever it becomes desirable to develop an official or employee of a 
foreign diplomatic establishment or government, or of a public inter
national organization of a governmental or .quasi-governmental nature, 
who is not a national of a hostile country, e.g., Canadian, Argentinian, 
or U. S. United Nations Secretariat (UNSEC) employee to target against 
Soviet-bloc UNSEC employee, FBIHQ asks for authorization from State 
Department to conduct background investigation. FBIHQ must inform 
State Department of the proposed asset’s name, rank or position, nation
ality, current place of assignment, and, generally, the type of use 
we intend to make of the asset. After authorization has been received 
and background investigation completed, if individual offers asset 
potential,submit results of background investigation in LHM and in 
cover communication request authority to interview. FBIHQ will then 
request authorization from State Department to interview.

7. Development
The development of assets depends on the individual circumstances of 
each situation. No rigid procedural steps or contact schedules can 
be imposed which will uniformly apply to all cases; however, the 
development should proceed with the objective of obtaining valuable 
results as quickly as feasible, consistent with maintaining the asset’s 
security, credibility, and confidence, and with developing the asset’s 
potential to its fullest.

8. Opening of asset files
Open a 134 file for all individuals at the time they are first con
sidered for development as assets. This file should consist of two parts: 
a main file which will contain all identifying data, results of back
ground investigation, personal status data, and administrative data; 
and a subfile which will contain at least one copy of all information 
provided by asset. The asset is not to be identified, beyond his symbol 
number, in subfile.

Maintain files of all active assets as pending. Utilize FD-238 as 
unserialized top document in main file.

Assignment and tickler cards must not reflect name of asset; use symbol 
and/or file number.

9. Maintenance of FCI asset files and indices
Maintain all FCI asset files, pending and closed, under lock and key 
under personal supervision of SAC, ASAC, or employee designated by SAC.

Files of FCI assets will be included in calculation of delinquencies 
in monthly administrative report.

FCI asset indices will be maintained according to the administrative 
instructions set out under section 107 J, part I, of this manual.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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10. Symbol numbers
Assign a symbol number to all individuals when first considered for 
development as asset. The symbol number is to consist of two-letter 
prefix identifying the office, a numerical sequence number (which 
will never be reassigned to another asset or informant), and suffix 
which describes the type of asset, e.g., NY 1001-OA (or IA). The 
numerical sequence is to be the same as that used for all other 
informants, e.g., potential security informant, security informant, 
criminal informant, etc. The suffix may change if the nature of the 
information provided changes, e.g., from IA to OA. Submit identity 
of asset and symbol number assigned to FBIHQ via coded "Nitel"; this 
is the only communication ever in which both asset’s true name and 
symbol number are to appear together. Assets must not be informed 
of their symbol numbers.

11. Captions
In administrative communications dealing solely with asset, indicate 
in caption the character and the country concerning which the asset 
is reporting, e.g., NY 1001-0A, IS-R (Russia).

12. Background inquiries and interviews
a. Informative asset

Based on the type of information the IA can provide, the nature 
and extent of contact with him, and the lA’s relationship with 
the target:
(1) Conduct sufficient background investigation to satisfy the 

SAC as to the lA’s stability, suitability, reliability, and 
potential. For example, a more detailed background investi
gation is required for a social or business contact than for 
a doorman or building superintendent. A minimal background 
investigation should include appropriate police and field 
offices’ indices checks.

(2) Request search of FBIHQ indices. 
, (3) Check NCIC.

(4) Submit FD-165 for search of FBIHQ identification records; 
make no reference to individual as IA on FD-165. Also utilize 
FD-165 to place stop.

(5) Outside of the restrictions set out in 4. above, interview 
IA prospect on SAC authority.

b. Operational asset
When an individual appears to have OA potential conduct the fol
lowing background investigation commensurate with OA’s security: 
(1) Obtain pertinent data on OA’s personal history (date and 

place of birth, nationality and citizenship, social security 
number or other identifying numbers, family status, names of 
immediate family, past and present residences, employments, etc.), 
and other data such as physical description, patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, reputation, and business 
connections.

(2) Check appropriate police and field offices’ indices.
(3) Request search of FBIHQ indices.
(4) Check NCIC.

"SFCBFT - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION
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(5) Submit FD-165 for search of FBIHQ identification records; 
make no reference to individual as OA on FD-165; and also 
utilize FD-165 to place stop.

(6) If applicable, check armed services records, both at Military 
Personnel Records Center, St. Louis, Missouri, and at Defense 
Central Index of Investigations, Ft. Holabird, Maryland.

(7) Canvass logical sources, commensurate with OA’s security.
(8) Upon completion of above investigation submit results to FBIHQ 

via coded teletype, preferably "Nitel," and interview UACB.
c. All leads to auxiliary offices must be sent and replied to, via 

coded teletype, preferably ’’Nitel,” under caption utilizing asset’s 
true name, followed by "IS-(country)." Do not set out asset’s 
symbol number. Do not send copies of such leads of lAs to FBIHQ.

. Leads must be covered within 45 days; office of origin notify 
auxiliary offices of this time limit when setting out leads.

13i Authority to operate assets
lAs are approved and operated on SAC authority. Inform FBIHQ via 
coded "Nitel” when SAC approval given, and type of information IA 
can provide. OAs are approved and operated on FBIHQ authority. 
After interview of OA submit results of interview via coded ’’Nitel" 
requesting FBIHQ approval to operate. Detail OA’s potential and your 
contemplated use of OA.

In exceptional cases, when the results of the interview and details 
of the OA’s potential and contemplated use are voluminous, the practi
cality of "Nitel" and the relative security of the mails should be 
balanced against the sensitivity of the information and the security 
of the asset. Where the former factors prevail, submit summary by 
"Nitel" and full results and details by letter or airtel.

14. Contact with assets
Contact should be maintained commensurate with maximum productivity, 
security, and development of asset’s further potential. If an asset 
has not been contacted for a period of 45 days, a memorandum to the 
SAC must be directed to the asset’s main file stating the reason(s) 
why no contact was made.

Do not disclose to asset any information not essential to his operation. 
15. Confidentiality of relationship

Emphasize to all assets that the effectiveness of the FBI's investi
gation, and in some instances his own personal security, depend on 
both sides maintaining the confidentiality of the relationship. If the 
asset feels he must disclose this relationship to another, e.g., wife, 
parent, employer, etc., or circumstances develop in which asset requests 
FBI to disclose the relationship to another, e.g., to an employer 
threatening dismissal of asset because of his affiliation with certain 
individuals or groups, notify FBIHQ with recommendation to disclose 
relationship and continue under these conditions or to terminate 
relationship with or without disclosing relationship, and reasons 
for recommendation.
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’ 16. Reliability of assets
Reliability of all assets must be constantly checked. If any doubt 

' exists concerning asset, give consideration to use of various inves-
; tigative techniques to insure asset is completely reliable and is
, furnishing accurate information.
_ 17. Assignment of pseudonyms
. In sensitive cases, where necessary; if asset will sign reports or
, receipts; or if asset is an OA receiving operational funds from a
, foreign intelligence, service or payment from the U. S. which requires
, bookkeeping records, assign pseudonym for these purposes.
, 18. Recording of information received from asset
t When recording information from any asset in a communication prepared
, for dissemination, characterize the asset either as one ’’with whom
, contact has been insufficient to determine reliability,” or as one
, "who has furnished reliable information in the past."
_ a. Oral information
, (1) Information pertaining to asset’s personal status is recorded
. in 134 main file, e.g., marital difficulties, change of
. employment, change of residence.
, (2) Information pertaining to operational administrative matters
_ is recorded in asset’s 134 subfile. When this data, e.g.,
, location of meet sites, times of meets, any data which tends
, to identify asset, is furnished to FBIHQ, it should not be
, included in communications prepared for dissemination, but
, in cover pages. When the asset is a member of the military,
. submit, in addition to the communication for dissemination
, described immediately above, a communication for dissemination
, containing all operational administrative details for the
, information of the asset’s service.
, (3) Information of intelligence value should be submitted to FBIHQ
, via appropriate communication, and, if of interest to other
, U. S. agencies or friendly foreign services, should be sub
, mitted to FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.
t (4) Execute and maintain form FD-209 in asset’s main file concern
. ing contacts with asset. If contacts produced information of
, intelligence value, record only date of contacts; if negative,
, record as such. •
, b. Written information
. (1) Written information prepared by asset, or by FBI SA for
r signature of asset, pertaining to operational activities
, (not a written report passed by asset to his principal)
, must be dated at the top of page one and signed at the bottom
. of each numbered page by the asset using his pseudonym. This
. material may be maintained as an attachment to a serialized
, memorandum in the asset’s subfile (punched holes are allowed),
, or in a la section of the asset’s 134 subfile.
, (2) Information received in this manner should be devoid of FBI
, identification, block or time stamps, serialization number
, or other administrative markings.
, (3) Only the original need be maintained; asset must not keep
. a copy.
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04) Any corrections, changes, erasures, additions, or deletions 
on original must be identified by asset using his pseudonym 
initials beside it.

(5) Handling FBI SA must not make any changes on the original 
or permit his name to be recorded therein.

(6) Written information pertaining to operational activities 
should not include administrative matters pertaining to 
asset’s personal status.

(7) Handle recording of written information and contact with 
asset in same manner as detailed under recording of oral 
information.

19. Channelization of information of intelligence value received from the' 
asset
Important factor in channelizing information of intelligence value 
received from the asset to substantive case files is the security of 
the asset.

Limit information in communication sent to substantive file to only 
that necessary for that case; i.e., do not send one comprehensive 
communication to several substantive files if to do so might compromise 
source or other individual. (Be aware that some of our documents are 
being made available in response to subpoenas, and the court is some
times not allowing excision of material not pertinent to case in 
question. Consequently, other individuals or operations can be "blown" 
by revealing one such comprehensive memo.)
a. Extract information of value received from asset and channelize to 

substantive case files either inter- or intra-office by separate 
communications under substantive case captions.

b. A copy of all channelizing communications must be maintained in an 
asset’s subfile.

20. Passage of documents, written report or oral information, to hostile 
foreign intelligence
Type of information to be passed depends on circumstances of particular 
operation, interests of involved foreign intelligence service, the 
credible access of the OA and the time element involved.

Great care should be given to the selection of information to be passed 
to insure the operation accrues to the overall benefit of the U. S.
a. Authority for passage

FBIHQ authority required for passage of all classified information 
and unclassified information prepared for limited use by concerned 
Federal and local governments, not intended for public consumption.

Above FBIHQ authority applies to passage of documents, written 
reports, and oral information.

SAC authority required for passage of material prepared by commer
cial concerns, Federal, and local governments for public distribution. 
Examples are: newspaper and magazine articles, pamphlets and 
brochures, photographs, background information on companies and 
organizations. If there is any doubt that material selected to be 
passed is not in the best interest of the U. S., submit material 
to FBIHQ for clearance; e.g., see Example (1) following.
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b. Clearance requirements for information to be passed under FBIHQ 
authority
Submit original and 9 copies of LHM to FBIHQ bearing appropriate 
classification via cover communication with appropriate caption. 
Leave LHM uncaptioned; FBIHQ will insert code name caption.

The first paragraph of the LHM should read: ”It is requested that 
clearance be granted for passage in this operation of the following 
items to a representative of (name of foreign intelligence service)

If the information to be passed is a document, set forth an adequate 
description of it in the LHM.

Examples:
(1) Article entitled ’’Moon Rockets,” prepared by physicist 

John Doe, January, 1972, issue of ”______ ,” publication
of American Rocket Society.

(2) Air Force Training Manual captioned ”__________ ," dated July, 1972
classified ’’Secret.”

In addition, also submit to FBIHQ, if possible, a true copy of document 
for review which will be returned after clearance by FBIHQ is obtained.

If the information to be passed is a written report prepared by OA, 
set forth report verbatim in the LHM.

If the information to be passed is oral, set forth oral information 
verbatim in the LHM.

If more than one item of information in any form is to be passed, 
number each item in the LHM.

The last paragraph of the LHM should contain the sentence: "The above 
data should not be further disseminated.”

Upon receipt of LHM, FBIHQ will submit to appropriate authorities and 
request clearance. Reply will be promptly furnished to field, 
c. Notification to FBIHQ of passage of document, written report, or 

oral information which required clearance
After passage, submit original and 9 copies of uncaptioned LHM 
bearing appropriate classification via cover communication with 
appropriate caption. FBIHQ will insert code name caption. In 
LHM refer to LHM which requested clearance. LHM should merely 
state, "On (date) our source transmitted the information detailed 
in referenced memorandum to (name of foreign intelligence service)."

If referenced memorandum detailed more than one item, do not list 
the items unless one or more was not passed. In such an instance 
list only those items that were passed.

The last paragraph of the LHM should contain the following sentence, 
"The above data should not be further disseminated."
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d. Administrative handling of documents, written reports, and oral 
information selected for passage
(1) Documents and written reports

Field offices should retain a copy of document or written 
report passed which would be identified by OA as a true copy 
of item passed by him. No other marks, identifying data, 
staple or punch holes should be placed on field office copy.

When submitting document or written report to FBIHQ, identify 
it, in cover communication, as the actual item which will be 
passed or a copy.

To insure that the actual document to be passed is not con
taminated by fingerprints of FBI personnel, maintain in plastic 
envelope when being handled in field office or when submitted 
to FBIHQ.

Documents obtained by FBIHQ or other field offices from com
mercial concerns or other government agencies which will be 
passed will be handled in similar fashion.

If copy of document is maintained on permanent basis by 
preparing concern or agency and available at a later date, 
no need exists to submit copy to FBIHQ or to maintain in 
field office file. If copy not maintained on permanent basis, 
a copy should be retained in field office file.

(2) Oral information
Oral information passed must be recorded in a signed statement 
or FD-302.

Purpose for preserving documents and written reports is for evidence 
in event of prosecution, persona non grata action, expulsion, etc.

21. Oral information received from debriefing asset
Oral information received upon debriefing an asset (i.e., not necessarily 
pertaining to information passed) must be recorded in a signed statement 
or FD-302.

22. Coverage of OA meets with foreign intelligence officer, co-opted worker, 
or agent.
Coverage of these meets is required except when prohibited by security 
or other overriding factors.
a. To cross-check the OA. We must be as certain as possible that the OA 

is reporting details of his meets accurately.
b. To verify identification of principal or agent and to gather infor

mation about modus operand!.
, c. Consider use of photography and other technological surveillance 

techniques to provide data for improving future CI operations or 
improving chances for success of official actions, e.g., prosecution, 
persona non grata action.

Be aware that these meets are often covered by the principal’s intel
ligence service using photography, radio intercepts, and possible 
electronic surveillance.
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23. Disinformation
The passage of deceptive information by an OA is a complex operation 
which requires detailed planning and coordination between field office 
and FBIHQ. This technique should be employed only in OA operations 
in which the foreign intelligence service has apparently accepted the 
bona fides of the OA, when the benefit will clearly outweigh the risk 
to the overall OA operation.

24. OA cover story
Be aware that a foreign intelligence principal may interrogate an OA 
in great detail as to how he secured his information, his family 
situation, his modus operand!, motivation, etc. Handling FBI SA must 
adequately prepare an OA for this probability. The most credible 
cover story is the one which involves the least fabrication.

Unless security or other considerations dictate otherwise, the OA 
should personally obtain the information he passes.

25. Receipt of money or property by OA
Impress upon each OA that money or property received from a foreign 
intelligence principal or agent must be turned over to the FBI since 
retention of this money would put the OA in technical violation of 
Federal statutes, and this money may be used as evidence o.r exhibit. 
Compensation to the OA from the FBI for his cooperation is to be 
handled separately. Nominal or personal gifts, necessary for the OA’s 
security and to maintain his relationship with the principal, may be 
given back to the OA by his handling FBI SA, following FBIHQ approval. 
Consider the desirability and feasibility of obtaining a signed state
ment from each OA reflecting his understanding of this requirement. 
The obtaining of such a statement is not mandatory, but desirable.

Department attorneys have advised that, while it is not necessary to 
preserve that actual currency received by an OA, it is highly desirable 
to do so in cases in which prosecution could ensue. Whether or not the 
actual currency is retained, obtain a written statement from the OA 
describing the currency received by denomination, series number, and 
serial number; and also make an independent record of such currency.

The above instructions are not to be interpreted to require the im
pounding of funds paid to an OA by a foreign government or foreign 
intelligence service for goods or services rendered by the OA in 
legitimate, business transactions.

26. Payments to FCI assets - either OA or IA
a. When deemed necessary and expedient, each SAC is authorized to 

expend up to $400 to develop FCI assets. This money may be used 
to pay for services and/or expenses. This authority is renewable 
by FBIHQ if the initial $400 has been expended. Blue slip re
claiming payments from FBIHQ need not summarize information 
obtained since proliferation of this information could possibly 
jeopardize asset’s security.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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b. FBIHQ authority
(1) If FCI asset is of such continuing value to justify regular 

payments, such payments must be approved, by FBIHQ.
(2) When initially requesting regular payment, submit evaluation 

via coded "Nitel" in the following order:
(a) Amount paid to date, broken down into expenses and 

services
(b) Number of contacts with handling FBI SA since last 

evaluation
(c) Evaluation of stability and reliability
(d) Concise summary of most valuable information furnished 

since last evaluation
(e) Miscellaneous - changes in personal status, residence, 

employment, personal problems, etc., since last evaluation
(f) SAC recommendations for authority to pay asset for next 

six-month period; specify amount to be authorized for 
services and amount for expenses

(3) Continuation request should be made two weeks in advance of 
expiration of authority.

(4) Submit an interim request for increase in regular payments 
authorized via coded "Nitel," with full justification.

c. Receipts
When payments are made either on SAC authority or FBIHQ authority, 
obtain receipts whenever possible. If receipt cannot be obtained, 
set forth circumstances on blue slip at time reimbursement is claimed. 
(1) Receipts should be self-sufficient so that, if it becomes 

necessary to introduce receipts in evidence, they will not 
relate to other documents or files.

(2) Receipts should show:
(a) Date when payment was made

• (b) Period for which made when asset is paid on period basis
(c) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for 

services and expenses
(d) Name of FBI SA making payment
(e) Signature of asset receiving money using pseudonym assigned

(3) Receipts are not to be witnessed.
(4) If necessary to make corrections on receipts, they must be 

initialed by asset and not by FBI SA.
(5) When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses 

to FBIHQ, staple them directly to blue slip so that all infor
mation on receipt can be read without detaching it from blue 
slip. '

27. Evaluation of FCI assets ■
a. OA

Whether OA is paid (under either FBIHQ or SAC authority) or unpaid, 
submit coded "Nitel" every six months evaluating OA according to the 
format of 26. b. (2). If the OA has been paid during the preceding 
six-month period, merely set out the amount paid during that period 
(under 26. b. (2) (a)).

"SECRET - NU FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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b. IA
(1) Paid, on FBIHQ authority

Submit evaluation as instructed for OA above
(2) Paid on SAC authority or unpaid

Every six months submit memorandum to SAC evaluating IA 
according to the format of 26. b. (2). '

c. Assets who are members of the military, whether IA or OA 
See 5. e.

28. Income tax returns
a. Inform assets who receive compensation for their services to FBI 

that such compensation must be reported as income when filing an 
income tax return.

b. FBI income should be set forth on Federal income tax return, 
form 1040, as income received from other sources for personal 
services rendered through a private enterprise or similar general 
term applicable to asset’s position and station in life.

c. If asset is self-employed and files Schedule C as self-employed 
individual, it may be possible to include his FBI income with his 
self-employed income from other sources without revealing connection 
with FBI.

d. If asset cannot report payments received from FBI for services 
without jeopardizing his security, such payments will be subject 
to 20 percent withholding tax. There are three categories in which 
taxes will not be withheld from payments to FCI assets:
(1) For reimbursement of expenses
(2) Under SAC authority
(3) To assets who have been able to report FBI income on their 

Federal tax returns without jeopardizing their security or 
without challenge from Internal Revenue Service. Each office 
has detailed instructions and exhibits concerning procedure 
to be followed in handling and control of money withheld.

e. When asset or former asset is considered as potential witness in 
FBI case, determine whether he paid Federal and state taxes on . 
income he received from FBI for his services. If such taxes have 
not been paid, obtain all pertinent details and submit recommenda
tions to FBIHQ for handling situation.

29. Receipt of unemployment compensation
State law may require all applicants for unemployment compensation to 
list all sources of income. Payment of out-of-pocket expenses need 
not be listed as income when applying for unemployment compensation; 
however, payment for services must be listed. FBIHQ should be consulted 
in each case where this situation arises.

30. Monthly and quarterly letters
For these administrative details, see section 107, part I, M, of this 
manual.

"SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION”
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31. Corrective action on false information
a. When it is determined that current asset or former asset has fur

nished false information, promptly inform FBIHQ of complete facts.
b. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in 

describing asset in future, such as ’’source of known unreliability’’ 
or "source who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 
in the past."

c. FBIHQ will advise which designation to use; the field office will 
then proceed with review of all data furnished by asset and label 
information from him accordingly.

d. All communications containing information from asset which have 
been sent to FBIHQ, FBI field offices, and to outside agencies

• must be corrected. Corrective action should be taken by letter. 
Identify cases individually by title and character, together with 
dates of communications containing information from asset. Correc
tive letters should refer to specific report, page number, and 
change to be made. Amended pages should not be prepared unless you 
are so instructed by FBIHQ in accordance with instructions of 
part II, section 4, Manual of Rules and Regulations.

e. Instruct each field office which has made further dissemination of 
asset’s information to follow instructions set forth above.

f. Set up control file regarding this corrective action and upon 
completion of same submit to FBIHQ final letter under asset’s - 
caption identifying each case by title, character, FBIHQ file number 
if known, and date of communication. This letter will be used to 
check all pertinent FBIHQ files to see that necessary corrective 
action has been taken.

g. If necessary, other field offices which have received information 
from asset should also be requested to submit summary letters 
showing what corrections have been made.

h. Occasionally, former asset through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to time he was 
asset. It is not necessary to go back and change evaluation of 
information attributed to that former asset in absence of definite 
indication that he furnished unreliable information while he was 
asset.

i. Dissemination of information from assets of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, Manual of Rules and Regulations.

32. Discontinuance of assets
Advise FBIHQ under asset’s symbol number caption-when services of asset 
are discontinued.

"5ECRB1 - NO FOREIGN DIOOEMINATION"
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33. Discontinued assets
a. When services of asset are discontinued, mark name card "canceled." 

Destroy symbol card. Never destroy name card.
b. Refile name card in numerical order by symbol number in symbol 

number index. When discontinued asset is later reactivated, remove 
name card from symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appro
priate date, note type of information he will now be furnishing, and 
refile it alphabetically in name card section of FCI asset index.

c. Inform FBIHQ of date when asset is discontinued and reason therefor, 
and whether or not asset is willing to testify in open court or 
before administrative hearing boards. Inform FBIHQ according to 
instructions in volume II, section 19, of this manual of identity 
of all Security of Government Employees cases in which asset has 
furnished information.

d. If the discontinued asset i’s a member of the U. S. Military or 
another U. S. Government employee,submit LHM to FBIHQ merely stating 
the fact of discontinuance. FBIHQ will use LHM to notify asset’s 
headquarters.

e. Once asset is exposed in any manner, do not carry him as a concealed 
source in reports or memoranda. His true name is to be set forth.

f. If a former asset furnishes information to an office other than 
the office which originally handled him, the new office should 
notify the old office of its intended use of the asset and request 
pertinent background information.

g. Remove flash notice on OA’s (i.e., the stop placed via FD-165 when 
conducting original background inquiries on OA) one year after 
discontinuance.

34. Classification - 134

"SECRET-----NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION"
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’ ' • 48. Instruct each inte^Kted Bureau office which has m^|^ further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above.

9. A.lso set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
.completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant's caption identifying eaoh oase by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication.

10. .This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
’ that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.

11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 
the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show— 

. ing what corrections have been made.
12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 

-labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.
, 13. Occasionally, an ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 

raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 

‘ the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant. ■

14. Dissemination of infoi-mation from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section 5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134

U. CONFIDENTIAL'SOURCES .
1. Definition

[ [See page 3 of this section.]
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A. symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem.
.. exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, ’business affiliation, 
symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 
statement concerning type of information furnished.

o. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications
[ for confidential source. [Communications relating to espionage and
[ foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character
[ indicating the country involved; e.g.,]IS — R for Russia.]

d. When ’a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY—000—S. ’ ■

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal 
informants.

3. Index
a. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) like those prepared for informants must 

be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 
. or the security informant index, depending on the type of information

furnished.
. b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform

ants .
o. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 

criminal informant index and the security informant index if the 
. source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga

tions. _
. 4. Files .

. When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual arc discontinued. The same procedure Should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137; Files may be opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.
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5. Utilization •

[ 
[ 
(

If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 
or racial investigations, secure Bureau approval, and background 
data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is . 
required for potential security and potential racial informants.

' b. [Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case,]confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner

- as security informants. : ,
c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files

' may be posted. ' : ■ - "
d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 

or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. . . .
e. The letter to the Bureau requesting authority to use a subject '

. j as a confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa— 
■ ' ' tion: . . . . : ' . . - . . . ■ .

(1) Background information,. including date and place of birth.,
’ ■ citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest '

record, and service record, if any ■ .
(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual” 

as a confidential source, together with the results of .any 
interviews conducted with him' ■- ’

(3) A statement to the effect subject is being considered a con—
’ fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a ■

Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation— •
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement' should be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and

' if he is connected with a labor union he 'will be advised of
Bureau policy on labor matters. • • • .

f. If such request is'approved at the Bureau, a stamped notation is to 
be placed on the duplicate copy and this latter copy returned to

■ the field indicating that authority is granted to consider subject \
' as a confidential source. Letters requesting such authority are not J

to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is sufficiently cooper- '
ative and all necessary background information obtained. .

6. . Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and
payments

Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 
the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
confidential sources. See 107N, [3b, ] for f orm of letter-. .

b. If the security or racial source is not being paid on Bureau authoriza— 
tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters . ■ . •

7. - Gifts - ’
• Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items. ,

8. Discontinuance ■ ' . ’
Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, and the reasons

■ therefor. . ' .
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9a

, 10.

_ 11.

12.

I 13.
14.

15.

such activities, the Bureau will consider placing him in contact 
with a reliable publisher, but it must be made clear to the inform
ant that the Bureau- will not sponsor or endorse any book or publi
cation which he elects to write. ■
All payments to discontinued security informants and’confidential 
sources must be made on a strict c.o.d. bas.is. Obtain Bureau author
ity before making any such payments. In requesting Bureau authority 
for payments of this type, submit complete details as to the infor
mation furnished by the discontinued informant or source in the past 
and what is to be expected of the informant or source in the future. 
Qnce an informant is exposed in any manner whatsoever he is no longer 
to be carried as a concealed source in reports or memoranda. His 
true name -i& to be set forth, together with descriptive data.
When an office receives information concerning,or obtains information 
from, an ex—informant, copies of memoranda prepared must be furnished 
to the office which originally handled the informant so that the file 
of the ex—informant will be as complete as possible.
When an informant has been discontinued for cause, such as unreliabil
ity, he should not be contacted in the future for information. If 
such an individual furnishes information it should be accepted, but in 
setting out the information in reports or communications use the 
individual's true name, together with an appropriate description of his 
reliability.
Remove flash notice per section F,[6.]
Repeated use of the same discontinued informant as a witness at security 
trials and hearings should be avoided. Make an all-out effort to develop 
witnesses who can furnish the same testimony as that expected of previously 
used witnesses. Advise Bureau of any indication by Government attorneys 
that an informant—’witness who has previously testified will be called 
upon for testimony at a subsequent trial or hearing and furnish your 
comments concerning possibility of supplanting the testimony of individual 
involved. Submit communication under appropriate case character. 
Every effort should be made to prevent a discontinued informant from 
becoming involved in situations which may prove embarrassing to informant 
or the Government. Immediately after he testifies for the first time, a 
serious talk should be had with informant by the SAC in the presence of 
the Agent who handled the informant. This interview should be conducted 
in the field office and informant told that: 
a. He will no longer be operated by the Bureau .
b. Since he is a public figure, he will probably be contacted by 

representatives of the press, radio, and television for interviews and 
appearances

c. He may be sought as a witness by congressional committees, by the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, and by state authorities

d„ (Firmly stress.) In connection with such interviews and appearances, 
informant must continue to be factual and truthful and must not build 
up or embellish the statements, for if he does so he will wind up in 
serious trouble.

Advise Bureau results of such interview and comment on its possible 
effectiveness.
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Be alert to the possibilities of former informant being contacted by 
representatives of publicity media and as a witness by congressional 
committees, INS, and state authorities. It will be the SAC's respon
sibility to know when a former informant is scheduled or is likely to 
appear at a hearing or make a public appearance of any kind. Prior 
thereto in each instance, former informant must be contacted and instruc
tions above set forth reiterated by Agent who handled the informant. 
Emphasize to former informant that he must stick to the truth- and make 
certain he can back up what he says, and if there is any deviation he 
will be subjected to harassment, criticism, possible libel, slander, or 
other criminal actions. If he inquires as to whether he should appear 
or testify or otherwise cooperate with a.ny public or private individual 
or agency, advise him he must make that decision himself, but if he has 
appeared as a Government witness in a case which has not been finally 
adjudicated and decides in the affirmative, he should contact the USA 
for instructions;- Advise Bureau of any such situations and the results 
of any interviews conducted.

R. FURNISHING OF INFORMANTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
1. INS conducts investigations of alien communists as required under the 

Immigration Act of 10-16-18, as amended. INS, in order to enforce this 
statute, must obtain evidence to prove that certain aliens, due to 
their membership in certain groups, are undesirable and deportable .or 
subject to denaturalization..

■ 2. Cooperate fully with INS in these cases and make efforts consistent' 
with your own cases and interests to make available information and 
•witnesses where possible.

3. In this regard, if contacted by INS inquiring for informants and you’ 
have a discontinued informant or one who would be of assistance to 
INS and whose loss would not affect your work, furnish his identity to 
the Bureau,together with your recommendation.

4. The Bureau will then review all of the facts concerning such informant 
and advise as to whether or not his identity may be disclosed to INS.

5. Exercise care in recommending informants for disclosure to INS so that 
you will not find yourself without proper coverage.

6. Before any informant is turned over to INS, obtain informant's per
mission.

[S. CORRECTIVE ACTI0N[0N FALSE INFORMATION]
1. When it is determined that an informant or ex-informant furnished false 

information while an informant, advise Bureau by airmail of complete 
f acts.

2. Set forth your suggestion relative to wording to be used in describing 
the informant in future, such as; ’’informant of known unreliability” 
or ^informant who has furnished both reliable and unreliable information 
in the past.”

3. Bureau will advise which designation to use. Then proceed with a review 
of all data furnished by the individual and label information from him 
accordingly.

4. All communications containing information from the informant which have 
been disseminated to Bureau, other Bureau offices, and to outside agencies 
must be corrected.

5. Identify the cases individually by title and character, together with 
dates of communications containing the information.

6. If information was used in reports, corrective letters should be crystal 
clear and refer to the specific report, page number, and change to be 
made .

7. Amended pages should not be prepared unless so instructed by the 
Bureau in accordance with part II, section 4, of the Manual of Rules 
and Regulations; corrective action should be called to the attention 
of other Bureau offices, outside agencies, and Bureau by letter.
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1

5. Listed below are of the Bureau
letters should he submitted., This 
of semiannual letters on criminal

offices and the^Rtes semiannual

list is also applicable to the submission 
informants.

1
1 •

Office ’ Dates
i

r

Albany 
Albuquerque 

. Anchorage '
Atlanta
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte.
Charlotte ' 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Denver 

, Detroit
El Paso 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis ' 
Jacks onville 
Kansas City
.Knoxville .
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Mobile 
Newark 
Nev/ Haven 
New Orleans 
New York 
Norfolk 
Oklahoma City 

. Omaha
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
St,. Louis

. Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Juan 
Savannah 
Seattle 
Spring!ield 
Washington, D. C.

January 15 and July 15 
it n
tr n
w n

January 31 and July 31 

u . n
u

February 15 and August 15 
« u

it 
« it

February 28 and August 31 
n ti
it it
n «

March. 15 and September 15 
« it
ii . <i
it it
it it

March 31 and September 30 
:i ti ,
ti it
n n

April 15 and October 15 
W It
n tt
ti it

April 30 and October 31 
tt 
n n
tt «

May 15 and November 15 
« it
it u
u n
n • tt

May 31 and November 30 
n n
It 0
ri tt
n it

June 1’5 and December 1*5 
n tt
n tr
n a
tt tt

June 30 and December 31 
n n
tt it "
tt it
tt it
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P SIGNING OF LOYALTY OATHS', AFFIDAVITS, AND STATEMENTS
1. Every effort should be made to guide security informants away from 

situations requiring them to sign or fill out loyalty oaths.or forms.
2. Informants should be cautioned to keep the contacting Agent fully 

advised of any situation wherein they might be required to sign such a 
form. ■

.3 . Advise Bureau promptly of all such situations which cannot be avoided.
4. The Bureau will consider as a last resort advising another agency of 

the informant's relationship with the Bureau, together with pertinent 
facts concerning the informant’s activity;.however, such situations 
must be kept to a minimum in view of the obvious dangers to the

- informant. '
5. Each such situation must be carefully considered and Bureau is to be 

advised as promptly as possible, together with an appropriate recom
mendation for proposed action.

6. In no instance should you permit an informant to sign a loyalty oath 
- • in the negative. . .

ft. DISCONTINUED INFORMANTS /
1. When the services of an informant are discontinued, mark the name card 

[ "cancelled." Destroy the symbol card. Never destroy the name card.
2. Refile the name card in numerical order by symbol number in the symbol 

number index. The symbol number shall not be subsequently reassigned 
to another informant. If a discontinued informant or a discontinued 

- potential security informant or confidential source to whom a symbol 
’ number was once assigned later is reactivated, remove(his name card from

the symbol number index, mark it reactivated with appropriate date, note 
thereon type of information he will now be furnishing, and refile it

- alphabetically in the name card section of the index.- '
3. When a potential security informant or confidential source is discon

tinued and a permanent symbol has not been assigned, destroy the alpha
betical index card. ■ ' '

. 4. A-dvise the Bureau when a potential informant or informant is discontinued
■ and the reason therefor. ' '

5. Advise the Bureau as to whether or not the informant is willing to testify 
in open court or before administrative hearing boards. The identity of 
all cases of security of Government employees type in which the informant 
has furnished information must be ascertained and the Bureau advised in

[ compliance with section[69F, volume III, of this manual.] ‘
6. Review the informant's file to determine if any copies or summaries of 

correspondence between the Bureau and the field relating to the Depart
ment’s interest in using the informant for testifying when he becomes 
available as a witness are contained therein. In those cases in which it 
is evident the Department has indicated a desire to consider the inform
ant further when he becomes available, advise the Bureau in each such 
substantive case, except in those cases in which it is obvious the statute 
of limitations has run or the case has been adjudicated. This exception 
does not apply to security of Government employees cases. When all 
above action is completed, advise the Bureau. ’

7. A statement shall also be made to the effect that the measures to con
trol informants, set out in 8 below, have been considered and recommenda
tions shall be made when it appears that such are warranted.

8. When the services of an informant are discontinued, maintain close con
tact with him so that the informant will look to the Bureau for advice 
and counsel prior to taking any action which would be against the Bureau's 

. best interests. When an informant is discontinued, determine whether 
he has plans for writing a book, magazine or newspaper article, or other
wise publicizing his activity. If so, he should be impressed with the 
desirability of coming to the Bureau for assistance and guidance rather 
than making other arrangements. If an informant insists on engaging in
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f. If the inf orma^receive s from outside employment 1 e s s than[$4800,J 

all of which is subject to Social Security tax, the amount on which ■ 
he will have to report for Social Security tax purposes, if he com
pletes a schedule C, is the difference between the amount received 
from regular employment and[$4800.]

g. If informant completes a schedule C, the nature of business of the 
self-employed must be stated and informants should be instructed to 

' use as the nature of self-employment any applicable occupation with
out revealing connection with the Bureau.

7. Stipulation•re payments made to witnesses
a. In trials in which informants, former informants, or other persons who 

were paid sums of money are prospective witnesses, the Bureau must 
furnish the Department tabulations of payments- made to such prospective 
witnesses. The office.handling prosecution must determine from the 
departmental attorneys what individuals are to be used as witnesses. 
Thereafter the office should furnish and/or cause other appropriate 
offices to furnish to the Bureau the following information: 
!1) The correct, full name
2) . All aliases, code names, and symbol numbers
3) The first date of contact by your office
4) If first contact was prior to September, 1944, the names of all 

SAs, SAC-s, and ASACs who contacted and may have made payments
(5) A tabulation of all payments, broken down as to the amount appli

cable to services and the amount applicable to expenses
(6) 'A listing of any advances, refunds, and outstanding balances of 

' -advances '
(7) The date of last contact by your office
(8) Whether the individual has been contacted by any other office 

bo Each individual and each item of information must be accounted for.
If no contact was made with a particular individual, the Bureau must 
be so advised.

■ c. Where an informant has previously been used and a tabulation of pay
- ments was prepared, information for items (5) through (8) need be given 

only from the date of the last trial from which the individual was
- used.

d. The above information should be submitted separate and apart from 
correspondence setting forth derogatory information, and should be 

• addressed to the attention of the Administrative Division, Voucher 
Unit.- Interdivisional correspondence should be addressed to the 
Bureau with copies designated for the interested offices.

8, Receipt of unemployment compensation
a. At times security informants and/or sources temporarily lose their jobs 

with private industry due to strikes, economic conditions, or similar 
circumstances. As a result they become eligible for unemployment 
compensation. Where unemployment regulations require listing of all 
sources of income as a prerequisite for obtaining unemployment 
compensation and security informants and/or sources who at the time 
are being paid by the Bureau for services rendered fail to comply, 
the situation is potentially embarrassing. The Bureau cannot be 
placed in the position of condoning a violation of the state law on 
the part of any informant or source. Each field office must determine 
from state unemployment compensation officials effect of unemployment 
compensation laws on paid informants and/or sources. Depending on 
local requirements, informants and sources must be alerted accordingly.

b. Whenever a paid informant and/or source becomes unemployed or has 
knowledge of impending unemployment, discuss all facts with him and 
submit observations and recommendations to Bureau. Unless advised 
to the contrary by the Bureau, follow recommended action. Each

■ office-must assume the responsibility of guarding against informant’s 
accepting a Bureau payment that would conflict with unemployment 
compensation laws. At the same time, weigh seriously the possible 
need for an informant to apply and accept unemployment compensation to

21
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protect his security. Fellow members of the pertinent subversive 
organization may be aware of his unemployment status and would expect 
him to apply. Where a state requires notification of Bureau payments 
to informants that would necessitate disclosure of their identity, 
then Bureau payments should be discontinued during the period they 
receive unemployment compensation benefits.

[9. Handling money and property received by double agents ■
a. Double agents must turn over to the Bureau any money or property 

received from their principals in connection with the double agent 
intelligence operation. This should be made clear to the double 
agent at the inception of the operation (consider obtaining a signed 
statement to this effect). Exceptions to this rule must be specifi
cally approved by the Bureau. Entirely separate arrangements must 
be made for payments to double agents for services rendered to the 
Bureau. ■ ■ •

b. Any money or property received by a double agent from his principal 
represent.s. possible future evidence and the double agent should 
execute a statement describing the money received by type of currency, 
denomination, series of issue, and serial number and appropriately 
describing any other property received. This statement should be 
signed by the double agent’s code name or number.

c. Money or property received from double agents should be retained as 
. evidence in accordance with section 3, part II, Manual of Rules and

. Regulations. ' '
- . ' d. Bureau Agents receiving such money or property from double agents

- should make independent records for retention for purposes of refresh—
' ing recollection in the event testimony is later necessary.]

0. SEMIANNUAL LETTER ' - ’
A semiannual letter should be submitted to the Bureau by each office as

' follows: , -
1. List.the symbol numbers of all security informants and confidential

■ sources being paid for services or expenses on a regular basis. If such 
confidential source has no symbol number, list his name. •

2 ., Also list the symbol numbers of all unpaid security informants.,
3 . Set forth any comments concerning the present status of the informant 

coverage of the office, together with information concerning what actions 
are being taken to improve the security informant coverage,

. 4. As a separate section of the semiannual letter, list under "Headquarters
City" and each resident agency all subversive organizations broken down 
into each division and unit thereof, such as clubs, committees, and ■ 
chapters. . • -

Under each unit the approximate membership, together with the symbol 
numbers and positions of security informants affording coverage, should 
be set out. Where no informant coverage exists or where coverage is 
provided by informants or sources who are not members, such factors should 
be shown relative to each unit.

Semiannual letters may include any additional pertinent information re 
informant coverage that may be helpful in over-all evaluation, such as 
informants in other divisions who are occasionally utilized and highly 
placed informants -who furnish area—wide, national, or international 

. information.

22
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(2) Residence and employment (if no change since last justification 
letter, merely state "no change.")

' (3) Current membership in subversive organizations
(4) Summary of information furnished and/or services rendered during 

pertinent period
- (5) Amount paid for services and expenses by month

. (initial justification letter should set forth amount, if any,
’ - ever paid under SAC authority.) .

(6) Type and number of meetings attended and other activity
(7) Number of written and oral statements submitted

• (Li st separately.)
• (8) Information furnished of unusual value

■ ■ (9) Approximate number of persons on whom informant furnished coverage
. and their importance

■ Informant's potential for advancement ’
(11) Stability and reliability •

(Set forth personal weaknesses, domestic difficulties, indications 
of untrustworthiness or unreliability, or other similar problems 

. . presented by informant, and steps being taken to prevent any such
. situations from later becoming source of embarrassment to the

Bureau.)
(12) Indoctrination against disclosure

. ’ (State whether every opportunity has been taken to properly
. . indoctrinate informant against making any disclosure of his

• • - . relationship with Bureau through any media.)
• (13) ’All necessary action taken on information furnished

(14) Miscellaneous
(Any other matters concerning informant's operation which should 
be brought to Bureau's attention)

(Where applicable, substitute potential informant, confidential 
. source, panel source, or source of information for the word "informant.") 

c. When payment to an informant has been authorized for a definite
period of time, advise the Bureau at least two weeks in advance of the 

' expiration of the period for which payment has been authorized as to
whether the services of the informant are to be continued.

d. Every four months a letter cf justification should be submitted to 
' ■ the Bureau requesting continuation of payments. Follow form in 

subsection 3b.
e. Letters requesting authority to continue (increase, decrease) payments

[ to an informant should be submitted in duplicate except that the
copy should consist only of the first page of the letter. When 
payments as requested by the field are approved, the single-page 
copy will be stamped "Approved" at the Bureau and returned. If the 
recommendation is not approved, correspondence will be prepared 
and transmitted to the field.

f. In order for this system to function properly, payment letters must
. be explicit.

’ g. When payments are authorized by the Bureau, it is the personal responsi—
•- bility of each SAC definitely to assure himself that full value is 

‘ being received.
[ h. [Discontinuance of payments]

If at any time it appears the information being produced by the 
. informant is not commensurate with the payments being made to him,

the payments should be immediately discontinued or adjusted accordingly 
. ’ and the Bureau promptly advised. ’

[ . i. [Extraordinary expenses] ■
In connection with the operation of paid informants, if any extraor- ■ 

‘ dinary’ expenses are anticipated for which approval has not been given,
obtain specific Bureau authority. '
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[ ' 4. [Four-month evaluatioi^^f informants not paid on Burea^^-uthority]

If the informant is not being paid on Bureau authorization, a communi
cation must he transmitted to the Bureau every four’months after the 1
date of designation containing the same information set out above in /
subsection 3b except those items concerning payments. Recommendation 
of S.AC regarding continuance of informant should also be set forth.

[ [In espionage and foreign nationality oases comment is necessary regarding
[ only those applicable items in subsection 3b.] ’

5. Receipts
When payments are made to anyone for information or assistance on Security 
matters, either on the SAC's authority or on prior Bureau approval, receipts 
must be obtained in every instance in which it is possible to do so. .

’ a. Receipts should be of such a nature that they will be self-sufficient
so that, if it becomes necessary to introduce the receipts in evidence 
during the course of a trial, the receipts will not relate to other 
documents or files. , - -

b. Receipts should clearly show; ... . . . ■

!1 ) Date on which payment was made '
2) Period for which made when informant is paid on a period basis
3) Total amount paid broken down into separate amounts for services 

or expenses where these items are pertinent . .
(4 ] Name of Agent making payment -
(5 ) Signature of person receiving .the money ' ’ . ’

c. . When transmitting receipts and itemized statements of expenses to the
, Bureau, they should be.stapled directly to the .blue slip, leaving a

. margin of at least one inch to one and one—half inches at the top to
. avoid contact with the Acco fastener punch. The staples should be 

placed in such a manner that the date or other data appearing on the 
. receipt will not be mutilated and all information on the receipt can

’ be easily read without detaching it from the blue slip. Care must
be taken that receipts are of such a nature that they clearly shove 
payment of money and do not refer to any other documentary material

. contained in Bufiles. ■
• 6. Income tax returns . '

. a. Informants who receive compensation for their services to the Bureau '
. should be advised that such compensation must be reported as income

■when filing an income tax return.
- b. Since all informants are considered independent contractors, the income 

they receive from the Bureau is self-employment income but, since the 
Bureau does not consider their activi ty as the carrying on of a trade 

. or business, they may consider dispensing with the filing of a schedule 1
C as part of form 1040 if they so desire. ■

c. The informant's own personal situation, however, should be taken into 
consideration as he may receive income from other sources as ah inde— >
pendent contractor which would require the deduction of- self-employ
ment tax, regardless of any Bureau income he may receive.

d. In considering the filing of a tax on self-employment income, such 
a return is based upon net earnings from self-employment of $400 
or more. If an informant receives less than $400 from the Bureau 
and has no other self-employment income, this money in any event 

. is not subject to the self-employment tax. If the informant re—
[ ceivesf$4800]or more from outside employment subject to Social

Security tax, again the self-employment tax requirements do. not 
apply. .

e. Bureau income should be set forth under item 10 on page one of the
' Federal income tax return, form 1040, as "Other Income" and explained

’ - under schedule H(3) on page three of the return as income received
from other sources for personal services rendered through a private 
enterprise or similar general term applicable to informant's position 
and station in life.
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[ 4. [Subfiles] ’
a. A subfile is required on each informant who submits statements, written 

[ or oral,[except in espionage or foreign nationality matters where a
[ subfile is necessary only in those instances involving possible
[ prosecution.] The original of each statement, whether personally

- written by the informant or furnished orally and reduced to writing
. by contacting Agent, should be filed in this subfile. Executed form

’ FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items
set forth on form FD—306 should be stapled to the original of each 
such statement.

. b. Holes may be punched in original statements of informants for secure
filing, but care must be taken to prevent obliteration of any portion 

- of statements or notations thereon.
[ . 5. [Channelization] •

Excerpts from the informant’s statement are to be included in the regular
. investigative case report when information of value is submitted. Form

. FD—306 may be used to disseminate this information, to the case file in
lieu of a channelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies 
of FD—306 as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy 
of the informant’s statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks."

[ 6. [Dissemination of information]
Information submitted by informants, potential informants, confidential

" sources, or sources of information should be reported to the Bureau and 
interested offices and" other agencies whenever necessary by the appro— 

[ priate means of communication under captions[showing]the subject matter
of the information.

[ 7. [Correspondence]
Correspondence submitted in security informant and potential security 
informant matters should be strictly limited to the administrative 
handling of the informant and should not contain information more prop
erly furnished to the Bureau under a substantive case caption.

[ 8. [Maintenance of files]
a. All pending files on security informants shall be maintained under 

lock and key under the personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, or field 
supervisor as the informant indices are maintained and described in 
subsection K.

■ b. Subfiles containing written statements may be maintained in the open
files’ section, provided there is no disclosure of the informant's 
identity on the statements.

c. All informant files should be maintained in such a manner as to insure 
that all information furnished by a particular informant will be 
immediately available upon the request of the Bureau.

d. In addition, these files should be maintained in such a fashion that 
the identities of the cases in which an informant has furnished 
competent evidence can be furnished immediately to the Bureau by 
simply referring to the file of the informant and without the necessity 

. of conducting extensive research. ‘
[ 9. [Use of informant by Department — filing correspondence re]

From time to time, the Department expresses an interest in using a partic
ular informant for testifying when he becomes available as a witness.

[ As a result, there will be correspondence[showing]this situation between
t he Bureau and the field. Place copies of all such correspondence in

■ ‘ the informant's file. Occasionally such correspondence may be volu
minous and apply to more than one informant. In those cases, summarize 
the information concerning each particular informant and place the summary 
in the appropriate informant's file,

[ 10. [Form FD-238]
Form FD—238 (printed on pink paper) has been approved for use in security 
informant and potential security informant files. It is to be used in 
the nature of a table of contents or as an index to show where in the 
file particular data can be found. This form is to be kept as the top
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document in the pertinei^ informant file and is not to Ifr serialized.
[ [If. a particular section of this form is not applicable, such should be
[ noted thereon. If it later becomes applicable, the serial number can be
[ noted at that time.]
[ 11. [Bulky material submitted by informant] ■ •

Where informant or source submits bulky material other than a statement 
and same pertains to a specific investigative matter, bulky material may 
be filed in the investigative case file, together with a copy of executed 
form FD—306 or a channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items 
set forth on form FD—306. In such a case, the original form FD—306 or 
channelizing memorandum should be filed in the subfile of the informant 
or source and the file and serial number where the bulky material is 
located should be noted thereon. . ,

[N. .PAYMENTSfTO INFORMANTS AND HANDLING MONEY RECEIVED] '
[ ■ 1. [No gifts to informants] _ •

a. Gifts should not be given, to informants since such actions might be 
‘ - • misconstrued. ■ . . .

b. Relationship between Agents and informants shall be maintained on 
• a businesslike basis. ’

c. Expenditures for gifts to informants will not be approved as blue 
slip items. -

d. Investigative employees must not approach, directly or indirectly, 
representatives of companies, private industries, or insurance companies 

— - and request assistance regarding payments of money, gifts, or products 
’ ■ of such companies to informants. „ . . , •

[ 2.- [SA.C authority to pay informants] . ..
a. In specific instances in which it is necessary and expedient to 

- expend money to obtain information concerning matters or persons
under investigation, which is not otherwise obtainable, or to advance ' 
expense money to enable an individual to obtain such information, 
SAC may approve payments of amounts up to $200 and totaling not more

. than $200 on a c.o.d. basis regardless of the number of payments.
- This applies only to individuals who have never been regularly paid 

, for services or expenses on Bureau authorization. In other words,
once an individual has been paid on Bureau authorization, regardless 
of the amount, this authority of the SAC may not be utilized.

b. Individual who is paid on SAC authority should not be described in 
f ' correspondence as an informant or source who is being paid on a

"regular basis" or on "Bureau authorization."- .
c. The blue slip reclaiming any of these payments authorized by the SAC 

must clearly and accurately explain the circumstances and summarize the 
information obtained so the Bureau will be in a position to pass 
intelligently such blue slips for payment.

d. Prior Bureau authority must be obtained to make any additional payment 
' to an individual who has received payments totaling $200.

[ 3. [Payments on continuing basis — Bureau authority] ‘
a. To pay anyone on a continuing basis, obtain specific Bureau authoriza

tion.
. b. In requesting this authorization, a justification must be set forth 

[ ■ containing the following items and using the subheadings[shown.]
[ [(in espionage and foreign nationality matters, use subheadings
[ where applicable.)] .

(1) Recommendation , ’
(UTse following wording as nearly as possible: 

. ‘ "I recommend that authority be granted to
continue (increase, decrease) payments to the 

' above informant up to $___ (amount) per_____(month, week)
. for services, plus up to $ (amount) per____(month, week)

. for expenses actually incurred for a period of ____months,
effective ____(date).") .
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b

2

3 .

[

o.

d.

Symbol number HTdex

The

The same official 
the symbol number

as set out in la (1) above is to maintain 
index. This index shall contain a card

for each individual to whom a symbol number has been assigned. 
File cards numerically and any symbols which consist of 
fictitious names shall be filed alphabetically behind the • 
numerical symbol index. ■

above indices (alphabetical name index and symbol number index)
shall not be available for review by Agents seeking informant help 
in connection with their cases.
Where good reason exists for an Agent to obtain information from 
either of these indices, it should be furnished by the official having 
custody of the cards. These indices should be used as a guide only;

. informant’s file must be reviewed to determine specific nature of his 
activities and type of information he furnishes.

Index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions"
a.

b

c«

d.

A. separate index may be maintained for the use of Agents 
ants and sources in other divisions who may be available 
ance.
If such index is maintained, a separate index card is to 
on each informant and source that has been furnished.

on inform- 
for assist-

be prepared

These cards should contain brief background data, together with the 
identity of the Bureau communication which contains the complete back-
ground data.
File these cards alphabetically by name and symbol number, 
cards may be prepared to be filed geographically and/or by 

■ matter.
A-gents ’ informative index
a.

b

o.

d.

e.

f

g.

h

Nat68a62_Docl.

Duplicate 
subject

An Agents* informative index may be maintained by the same 
as set out in la (1) above for the use of Agents on
informant coverage in the division.
File these cards by geographical location, arranged 
by states, cities, subdivisions within cities, etc. 
Behind each geographical location there should be a

offici al
the type of

alphabetically

guide card in—
dicating the type of information which can be furnished, such as 
Communist Party, Civil Rights Congress, Polish Activity, etc. 
On this guide card set forth the symbol numbers of the informants 
and confidential sources who can provide this coverage.
Potential informants, confidential sources, panel sources, and 
sources of information who do not have permanent symbols should 
be set forth by name. .
When an individual can provide more than one type of information, 
his symbol or identity (if a potential informant, confidential 
source, panel source, or source of information without a perma
nent symbol) should be set forth on as many guide cards as he may 
provide types of information. .
These guide cards should[show]the above data and it is permissible 
to place alongside the name or symbol number, as the case may be, 
the names of the contacting Agents to whom a request may be made 
for a specific check with the indivi'dual.
Also, there may be set forth on these guide cards symbol numbers 
of informants who move outside a division and who still may be 
excellent sources regarding past activities. They should be 
declassified from informants to confidential sources or sources 
of information. If any such individual has moved from a division 
and is being utilized by the division to which he has moved and 
has received a symbol number from the latter division, such desig
nation should be indicated on the guide card.
The names or symbol numbers, as the case may be, of individuals 
contained in the index entitled "Informants and Sources in Other 
Divisions" who can be of assistance to your office may be set 
forth on the appropriate guide cards in tfyis index.
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[ 4. [Currency and security] ■
All indices shall be maintained in a current status at all times in X
a manner which provides tight security of the information and yet makes /
it easily available to Agents having a need thereof.

L. INDEX CARDS -
1. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) for the alphabetical name index shall be 

prepared as follows: *

Name: Symbol No:
(informant, potential .

' informant, or confidential ■ • ’
' source) File No:

Residence: ■ ' :
. Telephone Number: ' " ■ ■ ■

• ■ Business: . ' ' ' ' . ' '
- . Telephone Number: - '

Type of Information: •,

' Contacting Agent: ■ ' ' ■
Alternate Agent: - ’

2. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) for the symbol number index shall be pre— '<,
pared as follows: . .

’ A Symbol: File Nor ~ :
(informant, potential .
informant, or confidential ■
source) .

Name:

• 3. Contacts with informants should not be posted on index cards since \
' this information is[shown]in the informants administrative file, '

M. INFORMANT FILES • ’
[ 1. [ Opening] ’ . . . !

a. When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who i
has potential as an informant or confidential source and he is not 1
the subject of a security—type file, a 134 classification file should 
be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts to develop 
the subject are discontinued.

b. If an individual is the subject of a security case and after being in
terviewed with Bureau authority he indicates he is cooperative and has 
potentiality as an informant, a 134 file should be opened and maintained 

. in a pending status while under development as a potential.informant. . 
[ [In espionage and foreign nationality matters the existing file may
[ be used rather than opening a new 134 file if this is practical and
[ will reduce paper work.]

‘ c. Individual files on all active informants should be maintained and 
carried as pending active files. . •

[ 2. [Monthly administrative report]
Files on potential informants and informants shall be included in the 
tabulations and calculations of delinquencies in the monthly adminis- .
trative report.- ’ •

[ 3; [Assignment and tickler cards] ■ '
a. Assignment and tickler cards should be maintained. ’
b. The true name of informant is not to appear on the assignment and • ’

tickler cards.
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d. All such matei^k should be transmitted in the^^me manner as 

statements furnished by informant.
e. Receipt of such material should be recorded on form FD-306 or on a 

channelizing memorandum containing all applicable items set forth 
on form FD-306. See section 107M for filing instructions.

CH. 
[ '
C 
C
C 
C 
C 
[ 
C 
[ ’ 
C 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
[ 
[ 
[ 
c 
[ 
[ 
[■ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
I 
[ r 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C

PASSING INFORMATION IN DOUBLE AGENT OPERATIONS
1. Carefully handle and create basis for acquisition

• ' a. In double agent operations information requested by the principals
is frequently passed either to build up a double agent's stature 
or as evidence of espionage activity.

b. Each case must be carefully evaluated to make certain that a- net 
gain accrues to the U. S.

c. The information which.is passed should be carefully handled and 
appropriate explanations created for its acquisition by the double 
agent to avoid his compromise.

2. Locating information to pass
Wherever possible the field office handling the double agent should 
locate appropriate information to be passed; however, the Bureau can 
assist in fulfilling requests for information in possession of 
Government agencies.

3. Obtaining Bureau authority
Bureau authority must be obtained to pass any information in a double 
agent operation except:
a. Newspaper articles
b. Magazine articles .
c. Pamphlets, brochures, etc., prepared by a private company or corporation 

for distribution or sale to the public. (This does not include highly 
technical pamphlets, even if unclassified, which are prepared for 
limited use by engineering staffs and not intended for release to the 
public.)

4. Retention of copies of passed material
a. True copies should be retained by the office of origin of any documents 

or material related to the national defense which is passed in double 
agent operations.

b. Such material should be appropriately identified by the double agent.
c. Bureau Agents should not place identifying data on such material but 

should preserve any notes made by them in connection with the passage 
of such material.

d. Similar action should be taken with regard to any material which is 
passed which is considered evidentiary although not clearly related 
to the national defense.

e. It is not necessary to retain copies of build—up material obviously 
not evidentiary in nature where there is assurance that copies can 
be obtained at a later date from the Government agency or private 
concern having custody.]

T. SYMBOLS
[ 1. [Assigning numbers]

a. All informants should be designated by'a permanent symbol number of 
which the Bureau must be advised.

b_. Potential security informants and confidential sources whose identity 
must be protected may be assigned permanent symbol- numbers if they are 
producing sufficient information to warrant the use of such designations.

c. Individuals to whom permanent symbols assigned are not to be advised 
of such symbols.

d. An additional cover name or number should be used by informant in 
signing his statements and in communications between the informant 
and the field office.

e. Bureau should be advised of this cover name or number in addition to 
the permanent symbol.

13
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[2. Communications - use df^mbols]
a. After Bureau is advised of the permanent symbol, in subsequent 

communications true name of informant should not be set forth; use 
symbol number.

b. In all communications after the initial letter, Bureau and field 
office file numbers for informant must be set forth.

o. In communications between offices, the same procedure is to be 
followed.

[d. Informants and sources entering another division]
(1) A.ctive informants and sources entering another division on 

temporary basis for Bureau business or for personal reasons 
should be referred to in initial letter to interested office 
by true name,and symbol number if it is necessary for the other 
division to know the identity of the informant. Office receiving 
such letter should make appropriate index cards and place same 
in "Informants and Sources in Other Divisions" index. Subsequent 
letters between interested offices may then identify individual 
by symbol number only. -

(2) Individuals who leave the division where they have been furnishing 
information and do not 'plan to return should be immediately ■
discontinued, their symbol number, if any, should be cancelled, 
and their true name should be used in all administrative 
correspondence.

(3) If an informant is transferred to another office and remains 
active, his identity must still be protected.-

e. Tn •communications, the teletype abbreviation for the field office,.. 
•>ymbol, and letter suffix "S" shall be shown to identify the informant; 
-.g., "NY 000-S."

f. In communications concerning a potential security informant, the
. name of the potential security informant and abbreviation "PSI" 

shall be used; e.g., "John Doe, PSI."
g_. Similarly, in communications relative to confidential sources, the 
' abbreviation "CS" should be used; e.g., "Richard Roe, CS."

h. When symbol numbers are assigned to potential security informants, 
the designation should be as follows: "LA OOO-PSI." .

i. In communications relative to a confidential source having a permanent 
symbol number, the following should be used: "CS LA 000-S."

fj. In espionage and foreign nationality matters the caption of the 
communication should show in addition a character and the country 
designation (i.e., IS - R for Russia or IS - PO for Poland, etc.).

• This facilitates routing the mail at the Bureau.] .

J. INDEXING
1. True names and aliases of all informants, as well as the cover name 

or number assigned to them for informants' use in submitting their 
statements, but not their permanent Bureau symbol numbers, shall be in
dexed in the general office indices in the same manner as any other 
name. .

2. These index cards should[show]the file number of the informant and 
such terms as "Informant" or "Potential Security Informant" shall not 
appear.

K. INDICES . ' ■ ’
1. Alphabetical name index and symbol number index

a. Alphabetical name index
(1) In all offices all active potential security and security 

informant cards are to be kept by the SAC, A.SAC, or security 
supervisor consistent with maximum security and best admin
istrative practice. This is to be known as the alphabetical 
name index.

(2) File these cards in alphabetical order and also include cards 
for security confidential sources. These cards should show 
whether the individual is a potential informant, an informant, 
or a confidential source furnishing information on security 
matters.

14
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. SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 107G 

.(6) Informants^hiould include in the body of ti^^r statements specific 

dates and places; purpose of the meeting or activity being 
related; identities of speakers and persons present, plus their 
known status in any group; specific activity engaged in by each 
individual present; and comments made by each individual.

(7) Informant should identify each page at the bottom by affixing 
his code name or code symbol (not his permanent symbol number 

■ or true name). Any corrections, erasures, changes, or additions
"should be similarly identified.

(8) Agents' names should never appear on any page. ’
(9) Informant should refer to himself in the body of the statement 

by his true name and he should use the third person.
(10) Agent receiving written statement should not make any corrections, 

■ additions, deletions, etc., thereto, nor should he place any
markings thereon, such as his initials, date of receipt from 
informant-, permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, 
indexing symbols, eto.

(11) Do not block stamp or serialize. Receipt and serialization 
should be recorded on form FD—306 or on a channelizing 
memorandum which should contain the applicable items set ■ 
forth on form FD—306.

(12) Extraneous material should be kept to an absolute minimum. 
Informants should leave out such items as:

' (a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
■" (b) References to other documents and statements submitted by

■ the informant "
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be furnished orally by informant to con— 
tacting Agent who will record the information in memorandum 
form for the informant file. •

b. Furnished orally by informant
(1) Contacting Agent should promptly reduce information to writing 

so that it will be accurately recorded as contemporaneously as 
possible with the making of the oral statement by the informant 
to the Agent. The following items furnished by informant should 
be left out:
(a) Any reference concerning the Director and the Bureau
(b) References to other documents and statements submitted by 

the informant
(c) Obvious administrative material, such as operational 

instructions given by contacting Agent to informant

These data should be recorded in memorandum form for the inform
ant file,-

(2) Prepare on paper devoid of any Bureau markings or identification.
( 3) Date it at the top vrith the date the informant furnishes the 

information to the Agent. No other date is desired except the 
date of the meeting or activity which shall be set forth in the 
body of the statement.

(4) Separate statements should be prepared for each meeting or each 
separate activity in which informants engage and should be 
dictated by the Agent as if the informant were preparing them 
himself. ■

(5) The information, after being reduced to writing, should then be
• read promptly by the informant and acknowledged by him by
■ ' affixing his code name or code symbol on each page. [In espionage

and foreign nationality matters authentication by informants is 
necessary only where future prosecution is possible,]

11
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107G - SECTION 107. SECUR^^ INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTIAL SURGES]

(6) After informant authenticates his statement, contacting Agent 
should prepare a cover sheet, form ED—306, which should be stapled 
to it and thereafter the statement should be handled as a 
written one in accordance with instructions set out in 2, a, 
(10), and (11).

(7) Oral information furnished by informant purely of lead value 
" should be incorporated in an office memorandum by the Agent 

and should not be initialed by the informant or exhibited to 
him or treated as evidence.

3. Tr.ansmission[of information]
- a. Statements should be personally delivered to contacting Agent’by 

informants whenever possible. Careful consideration should be 
given to full security of all such personal contacts.

b. They should never be mailed to field office or resident agency.
c. . If they cannot be obtained personally by contacting Agent, obtain 

confidential post office boxes for their receipt.
d. Confidential post office boxes should be obtained under fictitious 

names and not under names of persons who may be listed in post office 
directory. • .

e. More than one informant may send statements to a specific post office 
box, but consideration should be given to obtaining post office boxes 
in different post office stations to prevent suspicion on part of 
post office employees.

f. Envelope enclosing statement should have return address of another 
confidential post office box obtained under a fictitious name in the 
same manner as d.

g. Statements should be collected at post office boxes regularly, 
but time of pickup should be varied. Work out system of rotation 
whereby same Agent or Agents will not appear at same post office box 
for any extended period of time.

h. When informant receives information of vital and immediate interest 
to Bureau, he should furnish it as promptly as possible to contacting 
Agent or office by most appropriate means of communication. Office 
should take any necessary action without delay.

4. Handling of lead information
a. All lead information obtained from informant must be run out to 

a logical conclusion.
b. If there is only partial name of individual or meager descriptive 

data, and if there is sufficient data available to do so, file should 
be opened and assigned to effect an identification and to take any 
necessary action.

c. If there is insufficient information to warrant opening case, 
a tickler card should be prepared to follow with the -informant and 
take other logical steps in an effort to obtain additional identifying 
data concerning the individual. Tickler cards should be restricted 
to information which would warrant investigation if an identity is 
established. This will eliminate inconsequential items, but at the 
same time definite steps must be taken to run out affirmative informa
tion. If no identification is made after reasonable effort, prepare 
memorandum for informant's subfile. If an identification is made, 
a, file should be opened and any necessary action taken in connection 
therewith.

[ 5. [Handling documentaryjmaterial furnished[by informants]
a. Pamphlets and similar documentary material furnished by informants 

should have placed thereon the informant's code name or code symbol 
(not his true name or his permanent symbol number).

b. Informant should affix date he received the material. If informant 
cannot recall date of receipt, the date he furnished material should 
be affixed.

c. No additional markings of any kind, such as initials, date received, 
permanent symbol number of informant, file numbers, indexing symbols, 
etc., should be placed on documentary material by Agents or clerical 
pers onnel.
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; SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 107F

A 6b. As means of oWEining closer control, obtain s^^ned statement set 
out below whenever feasible and practical. In those instances in 
which it is not practical to secure a signed statement from an 
informant or double agent, advise Bureau of complete- details. The 
SAC and the Agent handling the informant or double agent should 
determine the appropriate time in the informant's operation when

. the statement should be completed.

’ - I, , have voluntarily agreed to cooperate with the
■ Federal Bureau of Investigation in a matter affecting the

security of the United States. I consider it a patriotic 
duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this relationship 
in strict confidence. I understand that I am not a Federal

. employee and will not represent myself as such. I further
agree not to make any disclosure or exploit in any way infor
mation which I may obtain or any activity in which I may en—

. gage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, both
. while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by 
the Bureau.

(S i gne d)

. Witne s s ed: 

; • [8. Execution- of party questionnaires]
a. . Informants, particularly in Communist Party, ofttimes must execute 

"Party" questionnaires and in doing so should be instructed to be 
extremely careful not to'jeopardize their position as informants.

b. If necessary,.each item in questionnaire should be discussed with 
informant to be certain his identity as informant is protected.

[ [9. Informant's activity in organizations]
a. Informants in organizations must be impressed with necessity of 

' carrying on normal activity, such as canvassing, sale, and dis
tribution of literature, leaflets, etc.

' b. When feasible, informants should be instructed to accept direction 
from leaders; request instruction and interpretation of the organiza
tion's precepts; request leaders to furnish sources for study 
purposes; and enter discussions, not quietly sit back as observers.

o. Changes in the organization's conduct, policy, or strategy should 
be reported on as they occur. Have informants give their opinions 
of the motivation behind such changes, but be certain opinions and 
suggestions given are labeled as such. ’

d. Informants must be encouraged to increase contacts within their 
orbit in order to gain higher positions, but at the same time they 
should be cautioned to do so in such a manner as to avoid suspicion.

[ [10. Transfer of informants to other areas]
a. . Keep alert to possibility of transferring informants to areas needing 

. coverage through change in residence or employment.
b. Keep in mind over—all coverage of organizations. If informant 

becomes prominent and may be able to expand his field of activity 
‘ beyond your field division, by all means encourage him to do so

in order to provide a wider coverage for the Bureau's work.
[ [11. Action by informant when uncovered]

. a. .If informant is uncovered by subversive elements, he should be
instructed to defend himself vigorously and demand proof of his 
informant activity.

b. Suspicion in ma^y cases is directed to an informant without facts 
to back it up a d by bluffing informant may confuse the issue to 
the point where his services may not be lost. This procedure should 

. be carefully handled and each situation considered on its merits.
c. In some cases it may be necessary for informant to acquiesce to 

charges of deviation from the strict discipline of the organization 
involved, as by so doing he may oast off suspicion.

9
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[107F - G ' SUCTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] . .
[ [12. Requests of informant t^^help defend others] '

a. If a security informant is requested "by the Communist Party, communists 
being prosecuted by the Government, or by other interested parties to 
assist in the preparation of the defense in subversive-type oases or 
receives assignment where such information is readily available,

• informant should tactfully'decline such assignments. . ■
b. Any such request received by informant should be reported immediately 

to the contacting A.gent and made a matter of record.
o. If the informant cannot avoid becoming involved, he should be instructed 

not to report to the contacting Agent any information pertaining to 
defense plans or strategy.

■ d. Any such incident must be reported promptly to the Bureau.

G. INFORMANTS* INFORMATION ■
[ 1. General instructions[re oral and written information]

. a. Instructions regarding preparation, submission, and handling of 
information received from informants apply not only to security 

’ ‘ • informants but also to potential security informants, panel s.ources,
security confidential sources, and security sources of information,

b. Specific instructions and guidance must be given to informants 
concerning preparation of statements containing their information.

c. They should be submitted as quickly as- possible after a meeting 
or activity. . ■

d. Written statements should be submitted whenever possible, but if such 
[ - cannot be done information may be provided orally. [In espionage and
[ foreign nationality matters written, statements are usually necessary
[ only in those instances involving possible future prosecution. (in
[ the majority of oases diplomats or officials who are not subject to
[ prosecution are involved.)] .

e. Carefully scrutinize each, bearing in.mind that if informant is called 
upon to testify at a later date his statements will very likely be 
introduced in court. • .

. f. All information furnished by informants orally or in writing must be
promptly reviewed, recorded, indexed, evaluated, channelized, and all 
necessary action taken. Form FD—306 may be used in lieu of a chan
nelizing memorandum if desired. If so used, prepare copies of FD—306 
as needed for dissemination and staple one copy to each copy of the 
informant's statement being channelized. Channelization should be 
noted on original FD—306 and on all copies under "Remarks,"

g. Prior to any prosecution or administrative hearing, ‘advise the trial 
attorney that informant not only furnished information concerning 
instant case but also provided other statements not pertinent to case 
at issue. The trial attorney will thus be prepared in the event 
informant testifies on direct examination or cross-examination that 
he furnished information in addition to his testimony.

■ h. See subsection M for instructions regarding filing informant statements. 
[ 2. Recording[written and oral information]

a. Written by informant -
(1) May be in handwriting or hand printing of informant or typed.
(2) Original only should be submitted and informants should never

. retain any copies or notes relating thereto. Continuously check 
informants to see that they do not keep any notes or copies.

(3) Prepare on paper.devoid of any Bureau markings or identification. 
(4) Date when informant prepares statement should be placed at the

• top of it.
• .(5) All information obtained by informants regarding each meeting

or each separate activity in which they engage should be sub— 
mitted in one statement whether the information is of 
evidentiary or intelligence value.
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I. . - SECTION 107. ■ SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] 107E _ p

[

4. [Recording investigative activity] ,

. All investigative activity must be made a matter of record in the field
’ office files with all sources of information being completely identified.

Sources include all confidential informants — criminal or security.
Agents must not have and use informants known only to the individual 

■ Agents personally. .

[F. . INDOCTRINATION,[DIRECTION,]AND CONTROL OF[SECURITY]INFORMANTS
[ 1. [Caution' against divulging relationship]

a. During initial development and consistently thereafter, impress 
upon informant the absolute necessity that he refrain from divulging 

' through any media any information regarding his relationship with
. Bureau. .

' b. These instructions must be properly worded and phrased to prevent 
■ ' any possibility Bureau's being accused of attempting to impose

~ - censorship. ’
[ 2. [Developing additional background]

a. During development of informant, additional data concerning his 
background should be continuously obtained from informant.

b. After gaining informant’s confidence, information will be elicited, 
which may be pertinent to his operation and may have effect upon 
his retention, such as data revealing he is mentally or emotionally 
unstable, or has some personal problem which would make him a risk 
as an informant. ■

[ 3. [Handling indications of instability]
. a. Details of any indications of instability should be furnished to 

the Bureau immediately upon being obtained, vrith recommendations as 
to informant's continuance.

b. Set forth the steps being taken to prevent any embarrassment to 
Bureau.

[ 4. Contacts[by Agents] •
[ a. [Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where the
[ ■ frequency of contact is dependent on the circumstances of each
[ case,]informants should be contacted as often as' necessary, but

at least one personal contact should be made every two weeks.
b. If such frequent contacts cannot be established, obtain specific

[ . Bureau authority for an exception to this requirement[(except in
[ espionage and foreign nationality matters).] In requesting such

” exception, set forth all attendant circumstances.
c. During each contact, informant’s activities since previous contact 

should be carefully reviewed and the contacting Agent should make 
certain the informant has furnished in writing or verbally all 

, information and data which he has obtained since the last contact. 
If additional or supplementary information is furnished during this 
contact with the informant, this information should be handled in the 
same manner as outlined in subsection G. '

d. Contacting Agent should become so well acquainted with informant 
. that he will not breach the confidential relationship. If there

. is slightest indication infoi'mant may do so, Agent should be able
to anticipate this action and forestall it.

| ■ e. Contacting Agent should not only collect information b.ut also direct
informant, be aware of his activities, and maintain such close rela
tionship that he knows how informant is thinking with regard to 
Bureau connection. This relationship should not be so reciprocal 
that informant obtains information concerning Agent or Agent's 
business, personal or official.

■ f. Good judgment must prevail in handling informant to see he does not
’ become too familiar with Agent and later cause embarrassment to

Agent, or Bureau by using for his own advantage such knowledge -which 
he may obtain.

g. Promptly advise Bureau of any indication informant is wavering in 
Bureau relationship.

7
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[107F ' ’ SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES] . .

h. Any arrangements paying informant or pers onall^^contacting him 

must he specific and no d.ouht should he left in the minds of either 
the Agent or informant as to the methods of payment, amount, place, 
and time. . ■

i. Informants should he instructed to use only public telephones in 
communicating with contacting Agent and consideration should he given 
to furnishing informants the unlisted office telephone number for

[ emergency communication. [This rule is not practical in all espionage
[ and foreign nationality matters but should be followed where applicable.]

j. Positive information received from informant should be the subject 
of a written statement by informant or a memorandum prepared by

. contacting Agent to be placed in the informant's subfile and
appropriately channelized. ’

k. Record dates of all contacts, whether negative or positive, in inform
ant's administrative file. Memorandum or form FD—209 may be used. If 
informant'contacted frequently, one memorandum or form may .be used for 
several contacts. . . ' . ... ‘ . -

1. The dates of negative contacts and file numbers of the cases 'involved 
must appear in informant's administrative file. , 'Where a file’has more 
than one subject, the name of the subject under inquiry should also

. be noted. Do not set forth title of the case involved on'the form. 
. m. If positive,information received from informant, show only dates of 

. contacts in informant's administrative file. Place positive informa
tion in informant's subfile and appropriately channelize same.

. n. Alternate Agent should be designated for co-ntacts with informant and
former should be thoroughly acquainted with informant so that contacts 
may be handled by alternate Agent in absence of Agent to whom’inform- ' 

" ant is assigned. ’ . . .
[ -5. [Checking reliability] .

a. Reliability of informants must be constantly checked. - ‘
b. Consideration should be given to use of any investigative technique 

deemed necessary to be certain they are completely reliable and are 
. furnishing accurate, truthful information. .

■ c. Checks on reliability must be constantly reviewed during time
■ informant is active., . . -
6. Fingerprints ' ... , '

a. After informant has been developed and unless some reason to the 
contrary exists, obtain and forward his fingerprints to Identifica
tion Division if they are not on file there.

b. If informant refuses, do not force the issue. ‘ '
c. Informant's fingerprints, when obtained, should be forwarded as 

enclosure to FD—165 using applicant—type fingerprint card, form 
FD—258. This card should be properly executed showing subject's 
complete description, including date and place of birth. Appro
priate field office should be shown as contributor, field case file 
number in number space, and "inquiry" in space for "company and 
address" on face of card. ' .

d. A flash notice is to be placed by the field in the files of the 
Identification Division by submission of form FD—165, using informant's 
true name for each informant who has fingerprints on file.

e. When informant is discontinued, retain flash notice for one year 
following discontinuance. Insure that notice is canceled at that 
time by submission of form FD—165 or advise Bureau as to why notice 
should be continued. If fingerprints obtained solely for this 
purpose, remove fingerprints from criminal file.

[ 7_. [Control — statement of cooperation] '
a. Close control must be exercised over activities of informants and 

double agents in order to obtain maximum results in security cases 
and to prevent any possible embarrassment to Bureau.
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0 ♦[ 8. [Potential s ecurity^nformants in espionage and foreign nationality cases
[ many times present special problems which limit or govern the scope of
[ the initial investigation. (See instructions re contact cases and
[ deseco program, section 105K,6b and 6h, volume IV, of this manual.)
[ However, where practical the above items should be covered.]

9. Leads to obtain background data must be handled by auxiliary offices 
within 30 days.

10. -Investigation as outlined above must be completed prior to any request to 
guide, direct, and develop an individual as a potential informant.

[D. INTERVIEWS[AND DEVELOPMENT OF]POTENTIAL[SECURITY]INFORMANTS
1. When background information obtained as described under subsection C, 

transmit results to Bureau in the same numerical sequence as set out 
'in subsection C, and request authority .to develop individual as a 
security informant.

2. When authority is granted by Bureau, steps should be taken to develop 
his potentiality and he should be made aware of Bureau policy.

3. Carefully plan initial interviews as to time and location to prevent any 
embarrassment to Bureau.

4. Do not interview female potentials in their own homes or apartments unless 
[ necessary and all such interviews[in their residences]should be conducted
[ by two Agents[after specific approval of the]superior in the field
[ office responsible for development of informants, [This instruction is
[ not applicable where active investigation has established that the
[ potential informant is of good character, there is no indication of
[ affiliation with subversive groups, and there will be no embarrassment
[ to the Bureau.
[ 5. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters where contact is
[ maintained on a periodic basis dependent on the circumstances of the
[ oase,]potential informants should be contacted personally at least

once every two weeks in the same manner as informants.
6. Advise Bureau of progress being made at least every four months. 

These progress letters should contain informative summary of information 
furnished during past four months and must include certifications 
regarding potential informant’s stability and reliability and his

■ indoctrination against disclosure. These certifications may follow the 
£ wording suggested under section 107N,[3b, (11) and (12). (Refer to
[ section 105K, 6h, (3), (b), volume IV, of this manual for exceptions to
'[ this rule in deseco matters,)]

7. Post records of contacts with potential informants so that the cases will 
not become delinquent.

8. During interviews with potential informants, if it develops individual 
does not have the necessary capabilities, discontinue efforts.

9, Potential informant should have contacts, associates, or possibilities 
for engaging in activity through which he can obtain and furnish current 
information of Bureau interest in security field.

10. If individual does not have potential as above described but is willing 
to cooperate, consider indicating to him he can be of assistance if he 

 himself in a position where he may be able to obtain information 
of value. In this regard, address of local headquarters of subversive 
organizations or meeting places of subversive groups may be mentioned 
to the individual as places where it may be possible for him to obtain 
information if he so desires; also, it may be mentioned that if he sub
scribes to periodicals or frequents such places- above mentioned, he may 
be approached or an interest may be shown in him which,if developed, 
would be the means whereby he could obtain information.

plac.es

[ [11. Inform potential informants who agree to assist the Bureau that such
[- assistance must be strictly voluntary and they are to understand that
[ there is no coercion or intimidation involved.
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[107D - E ' ' SECTION 107. SECURITY INFORMANTS [AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ] . .
[ 12. During initial stages^^ development and on occasion a^^ive informants

[ may raise a personal question concerning their own position if it
[ becomes known publicly that they are affiliated with a subversive .
[ organization. In the event a potential informant or informant inquires
[ as to what can be done for him in such a case, he may be told that
[ his cooperation is a matter of record in the FBI and if some question
[ arises concerning his loyalty we will consider making the facts of his
[ cooperation with the FBI known to his employer or to the responsible
[ individuals. It should be pointed out that this action may make'it
[ impossible for him to continue on behalf of the FBI and the service
[ which he is performing for his country may be terminated. Before • •
[ - taking steps to advise anyone of a potential informant’s or informant’s
[ cooperation, prior Bureau authority must be obtained. - '
[ 13. Specifically advise, each potential informant that he is not and cannot
[ consider himself a Bureau employee or "undercover Agent" of the FBI.
[ In this regard, the seriousness of violating the impersonation statutes
[ must be impressed upon the informant.
[ 14.' -'Advise potential informant that his cooperation must be strictly confi—
[ dential at all times and if he should feel he cannot maintain this ■
[ ' confidence he should so advise. There should be no doubt left in the
f mind of the informant that his relationship must remain on a confidential

basis and if he violates the confidence he will .be of no value and by 
so doing the Bureau’s investigative activity may be jeopardized. This 
must be thoroughly impressed upon the informant before you accept him

[ - as such. If the informant has a special problem which would require
[ his revealing his relationship to his wife, etc., this should be’ learned
[ from him during the initial interview and a recommendation made to the
[ Bureau when the results of the interview are furnished. The special
[ • circumstances will be taken into consideration by the Bureau.- ; ' ■
[ 15. If a prospective informant is connected in any manner with a labor v
[ union, inform him that the Bureau is not interested in employer— ■' ..
[ employee relationships as such and is only concerned with obtaining
[ information on the infiltration in labor unions by subversive elements.
[ 16.- 'If the potential informant is a student, teacher, or has any similar
[ relations with a school, college, or university, in his initial interview
[ and subsequent handling, be sure to follow current instructions concern—
[ ing investigations on the campuses of colleges and universities...; ■
[ 17i From the first interview with a potential informant through his develop—
[ ment and until he is discontinued, extreme caution should be used at
[ all times to be certain he is not a plant. ~
[ 18. When potential informant begins to furnish current information and
[ otherwise qualifies for designation as informant, assign permanent
[ symbol number and advise Bureau. This communication must be personally
[ - initialed by SAC or ASAC acting in his absence? individual’s background
[ ‘ must also be thoroughly reviewed at this time, keeping in mind possibility
[ of using informant as a potential witness. If individual has any .
[ weaknesses, set forth safeguards being followed to insure security and
[ to prevent embarrassment to Bureau.] . ' .

E. BUREAU POLICY ■ • . .
[ [1. Development of military personnel] .

- Do not develop informants among military personnel on military reserva— 
' tions, establishmentsetc,, unless specifically approved by the Bureau.

[ [2. Contacts by designated Agents] - - .
[ Contacts with an informant or potential informant should only be made by
[ - the Agent or Agents specifically designated[to contact him.] .
[ [3. Divulging information to informant]
[ No information should be divulged to[a potential]informant[or an informant]

concerning any of the Bureau’s investigative activity other than-that
[ which is essential to[his]proper operation.
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SECTION T.07. SECURITY INFORMANTS[AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES! 10/A - B ",

A. DEFINITIONS. •
1. Security informant

Individual actively engaged in obtaining and furnishing current infor
mation on security matters exclusively for Bureau and whose identity 
must be protected. Such person should be a member or attend meetings 
of a subversive organization, such as the Communist Party; or be in 

. such a position relative to a subversive organization, or espionage
activities or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 

' principal, that he is able to obtain and does provide current infor
mation, of valuer

2. Potential security informant
. Individual in a position to become active in a subversive organization 

or espionage or intelligence activities in the U. S. on behalf of foreign 
principal or can become closely associated therewith, and is making 
affirmative effort through associations or contacts so that he can be 
in a position actively to obtain and furnish current information to 
Bureau.

[ [3. Double agent '
t A specialized type of security informant; a person who is cooperating
[ with, receiving assignments from, and performing tasks for both a foreign
[ intelligence service and the Bureau under the Bureau's guidance.
[ 4. Confidential source .
[ An individual who on a confidential basis furnishes information available
[ to him through his present position. Examples would be; bankers, telephone
[ company emploj^ees, American employees of foreign official establishments,
[ employees of the United- Nations Secretariat, and individuals who furnish
[ trash in connection with trash covers. These individuals make no
[ concerted effort on behalf of the Bureau but merely obtain and furnish
[ information readily available to them.]

[B, SOURCES OF POTENTIAL[SECURITY]INFORMANTS
Informants should be developed on all organizations and individuals which 
are inimical to the internal security. Experience has shown that potential 
informants may be obtained through alertness in the course of normal investi
gative activity. Live informant coverage depends for the most part upon 
initiative and resourcefulness of individual Agents and SACs. For assistance 
in obtaining potential informants, the following is suggested: 
1. Evaluation of 

a. Complainants in security matters 
b. Persons interviev/ed in connection with security cases 
o. Subjects of security investigations looking for indications of disaf

fection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, financial hard
ship, or other repudiation of party loyalty 

d. Bureau applicants as possible informants 
e. Personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and other Bureau 

. employees
f. Sources of information, confidential sources, and contacts on con

tinuous basis
2. Review of closed security files on individuals.

‘ 3, Review of communist index
4, .Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential informants.

' 5. Survey possibilities of trash covers. '
6. Review factionalism section of file on Communist Party, USA.
7. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of disaffection 

• on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not be
informed as to the purpose of the inquiry. ■

8. Revievr of files on communist front organizations looking for individuals 
. who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended only

a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of 
communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the 
acquaintance of party members. The Progressive Party file also might 
prove a fertile field.

3
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9. Investigation of communist petition signers who are. acquainted with 
Communist Party functionaries

10. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly placed 
personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning members 
of subversive organizations who might cooperate with the Bureau or employ
ees who might be willing to infiltrate a subversive organization. In the 
past such contacts have on occasion resulted in the plant’s making avail
able the services of an employee who already is an informant of the manage
ment.

11. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of members of 
communist—dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold 
their positions.

12. With regard to both 10 a'nd 11 above, if possible, the official should 
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather 
than have an Agent originate the contact.

13. After the Bureau has notified the armed forces of a communist in an indus
trial plant having armed forces contracts, the communist frequently recants 
when he is informed of the charges and is facing the possibility of dis
missal or .transfer to a nonrestricted position in the sanje plant. At 
such a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that 
the person advise the Bureau of his past activities. Be alert to take 
advantage of such cooperation when offered.

14. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what individ
uals merely registered but never became active

■ 15. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible inform
ant when direct contact by an Agent is inadvisable. Request Bureau to 
furnish the services of an individual who is available for such a contact.

[' [16. Officials and employees of foreign establishments in the U. 8.
[ 17. Employees of the United Nations Secretariat
[ 18. Contacts (business, social, or otherwise) of foreign officials stationed
[ in the J. S.
[ 19. Individuals who because of background, employment, or social status are
[ . in a position of intelligence interest to a foreign principal and who
[ will undertake intelligence assignments under the guidance of the
[ Bureau.’ (See deseco program, section 105K,6h, volume IV, of this manual.)]

[C. INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL[SECURITY]INFORMANTS
When a decision made to consider a particular individual for informant pur
poses, background investigation must be conducted. This should consist of 
the following:

. 1. Check of field office files for derogatory information, particularly 
of a subversive nature

2. Discreet canvass of other informants to ascertain if the potential inform
ant is known to- current informants of your office

3. Inquiries of discreet nature to obtain information concerning the individ
ual's personal history (date and place of birth, etc.), patriotism, health, 
reliability, stability, integrity, general reputation, present and past 
employments, and business connections. Background investigation must 
definitely establish that the potential informant can be utilized without 
any danger of future embarrassment due to instability or unreliability. 
Securing background- information from the potential informant is not 
sufficient; the background of the individual must be established by the 
investigation.

4. Check of local credit and arrest records. Obtain necessary data for 
the completion of an FD-9 form which should be transmitted to the Identi
fication Division to obtain the record, if any, of the informant.

5. Armed services record should be reviewed if the individual is a veteran.
6. Check draft status or status in the armed forces reserve.
7. Domestic status and if any marital difficulties all details should be 

obtained.
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8. Instruct each, interested Bureau office which has niade further dis
semination of such information to follow the instructions set forth 
above.

9. Also set up a control file regarding this corrective action, and upon 
completion of same submit to the Bureau a final letter under the in
formant’s caption identifying each case by title, character, Bureau file, 
where known, and date of communication,

10. This letter will be used to check all pertinent Bureau files to see 
’ that necessary corrective action has been taken in each instance.
11. If necessary, other field offices which have received information from 

the informant should also be requested to submit summary letters show
ing what .corrections have been made.

12. It is imperative that all information from the informant be correctly 
. labeled and great care must be taken to see that this is done.

13. Occasionally, an ex-informant through his speech, writings, or actions 
raises a doubt as to his reliability subsequent to the time he was an 
informant. It is not necessary to go back and change the evaluation of 
the information attributed to that individual in the absence of a 
definite indication that the informant furnished unreliable information 
to the Bureau while he was an informant.

14. Dissemination of information from sources of questionable reliability 
and known unreliability should be made in accordance with part II, 
section .5, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

T. CLASSIFICATION - 134

U. CONFIDENTIAL’ SOURCES
'1. Definition

[ [See page 3 of this section.]
2. Assignment of symbols

a. A symbol number may be assigned if an unusual security problem 
exists, or if typing would be saved.

b. Advise Bureau by letter giving name, address, ‘business affiliation, 
' symbol number, reason for assigning a symbol number, and a brief 

statement concerning type of information furnished.
o. The abbreviation "CS" may be used in intra—Bureau communications 

[ for confidential source. [Communications relating to espionage and
[ foreign nationality matters should in addition have a character
[ indicating the country involved; e.g.,]IS — R for Russia.]

d. When’a permanent symbol has been assigned to a confidential source, 
the abbreviation "CS" is to appear before the symbol number; e.g., 
CS NY-OOO-S.

e. Symbol numbers assigned to confidential sources are to be taken from 
’ the series of symbol numbers used for your security and criminal 

informants.
3. Ind ex

a. Index cards (3 by 5 inches) like those prepared for informants must 
be made up and filed as an adjunct to the criminal informant index 
or the security informant index, depending on the type of information 

' furnished.
' b. The symbol index is handled similarly to the symbol index on inform

' ants.
c. Duplicate confidential source cards may be maintained with the 

- criminal informant index and the security informant index if the
source furnishes information of value in both types of investiga
tions.

4. Files
When active investigation is initiated relative to an individual who 
has potential as a security confidential source, a 134 classification 
file should be opened and maintained in a pending status until efforts 
to develop the individual are discontinued. The same procedure should 
be followed concerning racial confidential sources, the classification 
being 137. Files may be. opened on confidential sources in criminal 
matters in a manner identical with that for handling criminal informant 
files in the discretion of the SAC.

27
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5. Utilization ' .
a. If confidential source is to be used for assistance in security 

or racial investigations, secure. Bureau approval, and background 
data must be furnished to the Bureau of the same type which is 
required for potential security and potential racial informants.

b. Except in espionage and foreign nationality matters in which the 
frequency of contact is dependent upon circumstances of the individual 
case, confidential sources on whom pending files are maintained should 
also be contacted at least once every two weeks in the same manner

. as security informants.
c. Records of contacts with confidential sources who have pending files 

’ may be posted.
d. Contacts with confidential sources should only be made by the Agent 

or Agents specifically designated for that purpose. .
, e. The letter to the.Bureau requesting authority to use a subject 

as a- confidential source is to set out clearly the following informa— 
. tion: ■ .... "

(1) Background information, including date and place of birth, 
citizenship status, residence, employment, credit and arrest 
record, and service record, if any ■

(2) Details of the expected cooperation of captioned individual 
as a confidential source, together with the results of any 
interviews conducted with him

(3) A statement to the. effect subject is being considered a con— 
. . fidential source and that he will be advised he is not a .

Bureau employee and of the confidential nature of his relation— 
ship with the Bureau. In addition, a statement should-be made 
that you will be alert to be certain subject is not a plant, and 
if he is connected with a labor union he will be advised of 
Bureau policy on labor matters.

f. [One of the required copies of the letter requesting authority to use 
a subject as a confidential source should consist only of the first 
page of the letter.] If the request is approved at the-Bureau, a 
stamped notation will be placed on the[single—page]copy and[it will 
bejreturned to the field indicating that authority is granted to

’ consider subject as a confidential source. Letters requesting such
authority are not to be transmitted to the Bureau until subject is 

■ sufficiently cooperative and all necessary background information
obtained. .

6. Security and racial confidential sources — certification of stability and 
payments
a. Every four months a letter of justification should be submitted to 

the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and racial 
confidential sources. See 107N, 3b, for form of letter.

b. If the security or racial source is not being paid on Bureau authoriza 
tion and is being used regularly, the Agent handling the source must 
dictate a memorandum to the SAC for the file containing the same 
certification as to stability and reliability as required by payment 
letters.

7: Gifts
Gifts to sources shall not be reclaimed as blue slip items;

8. Discontinuance
Advise Bureau when confidential source is discontinued, and the reasons 
therefor.
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SECT]® 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERTS 87B - C

ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS '

f. Copies ' ,
Furnish 5 copies of reports and LHMs except where instructed other
wise in individual cases.

g. Closing of case
If it is determined subject organization is not currently engaged in 
subversive activities, submit pertinent facts in closing report.

C. INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS
1. General policy

a. Purpose
To develop evidence of any violations of the statutes enumerated 
in A. 1. above and keep the Department and other agencies and officials 
of Executive Branch advised of information developed which pertains 
to their areas of responsibility and interest.

b. Individuals to be investigated
Investigations should be conducted to fully identify and determine

. the activities and affiliations of persons who:
Are reported to be engaged in activities which may result in a violation 
of statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. This includes individuals who 
are current active members of subversive organization or movement. 
Where formal membership in a subversive movement does not exist, it 
includes individuals who are actively supporting the subversive goals 
of the movement.

■ Priority investigative attention should be given to individuals who 
are known or suspected of being involved in subversive activities 
which are of a clandestine, underground, or violent nature.

c. Limitations on investigations
All investigations conducted should avoid nebulous or sweeping inquiries 
which are not relevant to objectives. Under no circumstances should 
an investigation be conducted of any individual merely on the basis 
that such individual supports unpopular causes or opposes Government 
policies.

d. Investigations requiring FBIHQ approval
Obtain FBIHQ approval for investigation of: '
(1) U. S. Government employee
(2) Officials or employees of United Nations or other public 

international organizations of a governmental or quasi- 
governmental nature.

(3) Officials or employees of foreign diplomatic establishments 
or governments, or foreign exchange participants (representatives 
of foreign countries who are in U. S. as part of official 
exchange program).

(4) Faculty members of institutions of learning.
’ FBIHQ approval is not required for investigation of student or 

nonacademic employees of institutions of learning in the absence 
of unusual circumstances. If during a pending investigation it 
is discovered that the subject fits one of above categories, 
suspend active investigation and advise FBIHQ with recommendation 
as to further action.

e. Members of United States armed forces
No investigation should be conducted of active[members of U. S. 
military forces or retirees from the '’regular" components of the 
armed forces who are subject to Article 2 of the Uniform Code of - 
Military Justice and over whom the military retains control (re
tirees from military reserve forces are not subject to the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice).] If it is determined that a subject fits 
in this category, terminate investigation and promptly furnish per
tinent data to appropriate counterintelligence branch of U. S. 
armed forces. Advise FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.

9 
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[f. Candidates for or occupants of elective public office
Upon learning of the candidacy for public office of a member of a 
subversive organization, the office of origin should promptly 
furnish FBIHQ with a communication suitable for dissemination 
setting forth sufficient identifying data and a brief summary 
of the individual's subversive activities together with details 
of the individual’s candidacy for public office. In the absence 
of a violation of a specific Federal statute, no investigation 
should be conducted until subject’s candidacy for public office 
is resolved. Information received during the period of the indi
vidual’s candidacy indicating a specific violation of Federal 
law(s) should be furnished FBIHQ by means consistent with the 
exigencies of the situation along with recommendations as to 
additional action warranted. Other unsolicited subversive infor
mation received’ from sources and informants or obtained incidental 
to other investigations should be channeled to the individual’s 
file and, when appropriate, furnished FBIHQ in disseminative form 
with recommendations as to additional action warranted.

Results of candidacy in every instance should be furnished FBIHQ 
under individual caption. Should the candidate have been defeated, 
necessary communication should contain recommendations as to addi
tional action warranted. Should the candidate be elected, necessary 
communication should contain statement'that in the absence of 
information indicating a specific violation of a Federal statute, 
no additional investigation will be conducted. At such time as the 
individual ceases to serve in public office, the office of origin 
should submit such information to FBIHQ accompanied by recommenda
tions as to additional action warranted. Should information be 
received indicating a violation of a specific Federal statute while 
the individual is in office, receiving office should submit pertinent 
information to FBIHQ by means consistent with the exigencies of the 
situation along with recommendations as to additional action deemed 
warranted.]

9a
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ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS

87C SECTIOi

2. Investigative procedures - .
a. Scope of investigation.

Data concerning the following items should be developed and reported, 
if pertinent:
(1) Background information, including

(a) True name and aliases. ’ •
(b) Date and place of birth. [Where practicable, verify through 

appropriate bureau of vital statistics or birth registrar.]
(c) Residences, past and present.
(d) Occupations and employments, past and present. .
(e) Citizenship status; where applicable, naturalization data.
(f) Family background. If available, include identities of 

immediate family and any information indicating they are 
employed in sensitive positions or by U. S. Government. If 
member of immediate family is known to be engaged in sub
versive activities, include succinct resume.

(g) Military records, including any service in foreign forces.
(h) Educational background.
(i) Arrest record and disposition of charges.
(j) Physical description. Make reasonable effort to secure 

photograph. ■
(k) Handwriting and/or handprinting specimens should be obtained, 

' if readily available, and kept'in case file. Special
efforts should be made to secure such specimens with regard

• to leaders of subversive groups and they should be furnished
to FBIHQ by letter for attention of FBI Laboratory to be 
included in National Security File. '

(2) Subversive activities and affiliations, including
(a) Information concerning membership in subversive movements, 

organizations or front groups, date and circumstances of 
admission, positions held, and participation in activities 
of organization (e.g., attendance at meetings or other 
functions, fund-raising or recruitment efforts on behalf 
of organization, contributions, etc.)

(b) Statements made or- other factors which indicate awareness of 
the subversive nature of group, including involvement in 
underground operations, and/or in any other illegal or 
violent actions promoted by organization or movement.

(c) Information tending to show subject’s importance in subversive 
■ movement or organization, e.g., degree of influence and 

leadership exercised, close association with national or 
local leaders, participation in policy decisions.

b. Investigative steps
The following steps should be considered, but are not all inclusive.
(1) File reviews. Office indices  checked. Any pertinent 

information developed should be included in initial report.
should.be

Where logical, check files of other field offices and/or FBIHQ.
(2) Public source material. Make full use of public records and 

public sources of information, including hearings of congressional 
or other Government committees both state and Federal, and 
publications, including those issued by subversive groups.

(3) Check of files of other government agencies, both Federal and 
local, which could logically be expected to have pertinent 
information. •

* 10 '
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3. Reporting Procedures .
a. General

• (1) Pertinent information developed during investigation may be reported
either by report or LHM.
Reports should be submitted: '

SECT. ^87. INVESTIGATION OF SUBVERS. A 
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(a) When setting out results of extended inquiries such as ’ 
summary of subject’s activities.

(b) When subject is being recommended for inclusion in ADEX.

LHM should be used to report timely or significant information 
■ regarding subject’s current activities. ’

(2) All communications should be limited to:
• (a) Information regarding subject’s subversive activities,

sympathies, and affiliations.
• (b) Pertinent background data concerning subversive individuals

or groups with which subject is connected.
(c) Essential background data regarding subject.

They should not include information regarding subject’s social 
or personal affairs or other background data not relevant to 
subject’s subversive activities or affiliations.

(3) Information in both reports and LHMs should be organized under 
topical headings. Main headings and subheadings should be 
employed to make the communication-as readable as possible.

b. Summarizing information.
When reporting information of repetitious or cumulative nature, such 
as attendance at regular meetings of subversive group, use summary 
narrative statement. Exact dates are not needed, but time period 
involved should be indicated. Summary statements must be statements 
of facts and not conclusions. Information from different sources . 
should be reported separately and any significant items must be 
set forth in detail.

c. Administrative or Cover Pages ■
(1) Material to be included .

Pertinent information concerning following should be included in 
administrative pages of report or cover communication of LHM: 
References to other reports or correspondence, ADEX status, 
reference to security flash notice (FD-165) or transfer of origin 
(FD-128), reason for classification, if any, documentation of data 
contained.in report or LHM, identities of confidential sources, 
leads, and other administrative or noninvestigative material. 
Use form (FD-305) for ADEX cases. If used, nonsymbol source page 
should be last page.

(2) Documentation
(a) In documenting information originating with another field 

■ office, file number of original document need not be shown 
provided source, date information received, and receiving 

’ Agent are identified. ■'
(b) Do not conduct extensive inquiries to document background 

information.
(c) In characterizing persons who associate with subject, 

identify source but further documentation not required.
d. Office of Origin ■

Office covering place where subject’s principal subversive activities 
occur or originate should be origin. In unusual circumstances where

13
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there is doubt as to which office should be origin, request FBIHQ to 
designate office of origin.

e. Title of communications
Normally, only one subject should be carried in title of each report 
or LHM and separate reports should be submitted for each subject 
regardless of relationship. However, when reporting virtually 
identical information concerning two related individuals (e.g., travel 
data concerning a husband and wife) an exception can be made and 
single LHM or report submitted. In such cases dual captions should 
be used and an extra copy of communication provided.

f. Classification - 100
g. Character

(1) Designation "Subversive Matter" (or abbreviation SM) should be 
used in all cases'. Add organizational affiliation when chief 
group with which subject is connected is under current investigation 
or has approved[characterization.] 
Example: Subversive Matter - CP.USA

Subversive Matter - SWP
(2) Where meaningful organization affiliation cannot be shown, 

use caption "Subversive Matter."
h. Copies of reports or LHMs

In all instances furnish four copies to FBIHQ to cover dissemination 
to Department (2) and Secret Service (1). Where it appears dissemination 
will be made to other agencies at FBIHQ level, furnish one additional 
copy for each such agency involved.

i. Status
Carry cases as pending until logical inquiries aimed at resolving 
purpose of investigation have been completed. As minimum, case 
should be kept pending until essential background data regarding 
subject has been secured and sufficient information developed to present 
good picture of nature and extent of subversive activities engaged in 
by subject.

j. Closing and reopening of cases
If it is determined that subject’s current activities do not involve 
an actual or potential violation of one or more of the statutes 
enumerated in A. 1. above, case should be closed.

Case may be reopened at a later date if additional information is 
received which indicates subject’s subsequent activities involve or 
may result in a violation of the statutes cited in A. 1.

k. Subject traveling abroad (Also see section 105G volume IV, of this 
manual).
Take following action when information is received that subject of 
current investigation intends to travel abroad or has departed on foreign 
travel (except where travel is of brief duration and is known to be 
for innocuous purpose, such as vacation): .
(1) Immediately notify FBIHQ of available details concerning travel, 

including places and dates of departure and intended return, 
destination, itinerary, purpose of trip, and pertinent passport 
data. Include full description of subject, including aliases. 
Set out concise resume of available subversive data regarding 
subject. Do not delay advising FBIHQ while developing details 
if time is of essence.

14 
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(2) If necessary, set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport
) Office, Department of State.

(3) Pertinent information is furnished Department of State, Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and interested Legal Attaches.

870

Furnish FBIHQ with six copies of LHM (2-Department, 1-Secret 
’ Service, 1-State, 1-CIA) plus an additional four copies for each 

■ Legal Attache Office which covers area in subject’s itinerary 
' (1-Legat, 3-Legat’s sources). Also, furnish one copy of subject's 

photograph, if available, for each-Legat Office involved. If 
stop should be placed with security services abroad, so indicate 
in cover letter. Set out requests for investigation abroad on 
separate numbered page captioned "Leads" at end of LHM. Request 

- should not refer to Legal Attache or request investigation by
- any particular service.

(4) Advise FBIHQ promptly by LHM of subject’s return. Reference 
any prior memoranda dealing with the subject’s travel. If 
subject has traveled to a communist country, furnish recommenda
tion as to interview and advise whether additional investigation 
being conducted.

(5) Take following action when information is received that 
organization or individual engaged in subversive activities is 
forming tour group for foreign travel:
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or 

organization, as to identities'of individuals participating 
in tour and furnish LHM to FBIHQ for dissemination to State 
Department, CIA, and interested Legal Attaches. Include 
readily available information pertaining to tour, such as 
itinerary, dates, names, and addresses of participants, and 

[ [characterization]of organization or individual sponsoring tour.
(b) Other offices should immediately identify participants 

। residing ivithin their respective territories and submit
LHMs on those of security interest. Refer to LHM previously 
prepared under caption of tour group or organization. In 
cover letter, list participants on whom there is no subversive 
information.

1. Submission of information on members of subversive groups.
(1) Offices covering national headquarters or local units of subversive 

groups should promptly furnish FBIHQ names and identifying data 
regarding persons affiliated with such groups. Furnish 
information by letter, and indicate list is being furnished 
for indexing purposes.

(2) Information regarding subversive affiliation of individuals 
residing in territory of other offices should be furnished to 
latter. .

(3) Subscription lists of publications of subversive organizations 
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for 
subscriber but should not be forwarded to FBIHQ.

m. Control files on former members of subversive organizations. ' 
(1) Offices having sufficient volume may, at the option of the 

appropriate supervisor, maintain control files on former 
members of subversive organizations. Such files will preclude 
necessity for extensive file reviews to identify persons who 
are in position to furnish information of value in particular 

. cases. ■
(2) Where appropriate, make copies of communications’for these files.

■ • Insofar as practical these files should contain following information
• regarding ex-members of subversive groups: background, type of

information possessed, time period covered, availability for 
interview and for testimony.
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n. Channeling information to case files
(1) Memoranda regarding membership or activity in subversive organiza

tions, including summaries of informant reports, should be 
channeled to case files of individuals involved. When informa
tion from informants or surveillances is channeled to individual 
case files, it should be documented.

(2) When preparing lengthy channeling memoranda reporting material of 
interest to other offices, limit number of copies prepared to 
two for each other office. Clearly indicate next to names of 
other offices the page number containing information of interest 
and.note on cover page that distribution' of material to individual 
case files should be handled by recipient offices. ■

o. Movement of subjects between offices
If office of origin receives information that subject of current or 
past investigation changes residence to territory of another division, 
office of origin request verification within 30 days. If new residence 
confirmed, office of origin submit FD-128 to transfer origin. Office 
of origin should furnish new office with any pertinent subversive data 
which has not previously been reported in a form suitable for dissemina
tion, or suitable for incorporation in an LHM or report.

p. Destruction of Channeling Memoranda
At the option of appropriate field supervisors, in order to avoid the 
accumulation of channeling memoranda in a case file as well as to 
facilitate the subsequent preparation of LHMs or reports, the following 
procedure may be used: Files may be reopened for preparation of an 
’’investigative insert" for later inclusion in a LHM or- report, using 
T symbols identifying informants who have furnished prior information. 
Agent preparing this insert should also prepare a cover memorandum 
showing what serials in the file have been covered by his review and 
also identifying all symbol number informants involved and indicating 

■ the location of the original data (similar to documentation in the 
cover pages of a report). The channeling memoranda covered in the 
review can then be destroyed and the "investigative insert" along with 
its cover memorandum can, if necessary, be forwarded to another field 
division in the event the subject moves.

[4. Urban Guerrilla Warfare ■ '
(Instructions relating to investigations of above subject matter are con
tained in section 122, item A8, Manual of Instructions.)]

D. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED
1. General Policy »

Information developed during these investigations should be furnished to 
other agencies in Executive Branch which have a legitimate interest. See 
MRR, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau's overall responsibilities 
and policies in dissemination.

Do not disseminate earlier reports without reviewing them to insure they 
meet current reporting standards. If they are unsuitable for dissemina
tion, prepare LHM containing pertinent information. .

2. Specific requirements
Following instructions cover representative situations which occur ■
frequently. o
a. Members of armed forces ’

Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence 
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires free 
exchange of all information of mutual interest between subscribing 
agencies. Immediately refer any derogatory or possibly significant 
information developed concerning members of military services, 
including contacts with individuals or groups of security interest, 
to military service having primary responsibility.
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A. GENERAL GUIDELINES
, 1. Investigative jurisdiction '
, FBI investigations under this section are based on specific statutory
. jurisdiction and Departmental instructions.

, Investigations conducted under this section are to be directed to the
, gathering of material pertinent to a determination whether or not the
, subject has violated, or is engaged in activities which may result in
, a violation of, one or more of the statutes enumerated below; or in
. fulfillment of Departmental instructions.

There are three principal statutes which provide a basis for these 
investigations, as follows:
a. Rebellion or insurrection (T18, USC § 2383).

"Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion 
or insurrection against the authority of the United States or the 
laws thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto, shall be fined not 
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;
and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States." 

b. Seditious conspiracy (T18, USC § 2384).
"If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place 
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to over
throw, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the 
United States, or to levy war against them, or to'oppose by force 
the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the 
execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take, 
or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority 
thereof, they shall each be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned 
not more than twenty years, or both."

c. Advocating the overthrow of the Government (T18, USC § 2385).
"Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches 
the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or 
destroying the government of the United States or the government of 
any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the 
government of any political subdivision therein, by force or 
violence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such 
government; or

"Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any 
such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, 
distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter 
advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, 
or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the 
United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or

"Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, 
group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the 
overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or violence; 
or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society, 
group, or assembly of persons, knowing the purposes thereof— -

"Shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than • 
twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by

3
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■ the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the
■five years next following his conviction.

”If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named in this 
section, each shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned 
not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for 
employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, 
for the five years next following his conviction.

"As used in this section, the terms ’organizes’ and ’organize’, with 
respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons, include the 
recruiting of new members, the forming of new units, and the regroup
ing or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of 
such society, group, or assembly of persons."

The courts have interpreted this statute to require advocacy to 
action, i.e., advocacy to do something, now or in the future, rather 
than merely to believe in something.

In addition to the three principal statutes outlined above, there 
are two other statutes which might provide a statutory foundation for 
an investigation under this section. These are:

d. [internal Security Act of 1950 (T 50, U§C, § 783a)

In addition to the three principal statutes outlined in sub
paragraphs a., b», and c., the Internal Security Act could 
provide a statutory basis for investigation of certain cases 
under this Section. This Act makes it unlawful to knowingly 
contribute to the establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship 
within the United States which is controlled by a foreign 
government, organization, or individual.]

2. Prosecutive determination
All discussions pertaining to the prosecutive potential of investigations 
initiated under this section will be conducted by FBIHQ with Departmental 
officials. These cases should not be discussed with local U. S. Attorney's 
office without FBIHQ approval.

3. Related statutes
There are a number of other statutes under the FBI’s investigative 
jurisdiction which should be borne in mind in handling these investigations. 
Information concerning possible violations of such statutes is frequently 
developed during these investigations. Where this occurs the field should 
consider the desirability of conducting investigation in line with the 
policies and procedures governing the statute in question. ‘

A list of other Federal statutes which may arise during these investigations 
is outlined in an appendix to this manual. . .

4. Definitions
The term "subversive activities" as used in this section denotes 
activities which are aimed at overthrowing, destroying or undermining the 

- Government of the United States or any of its political subdivisions by 
the illegal means prohibited by statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. The 
term "subversive organization" or "subversive movement" denotes a group 
or movement which is known to engage in or advocate subversive activities, 
as defined above.
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5. Predication for investigation ‘
■In all cases handled under the provisions of this section, the first 

communication prepared for outside dissemination (report or LHM) should 
show specifically the statute upon which the investigation is based 
together with necessary supporting facts. Where investigation has been 
specifically requested by Department, this should be indicated. The .
following examples are illustrative; however, the basis for each

. individual case must be tailored to the circumstances of such case,
a. "This investigation is based on information that the subject’s 

■ activities could involve violation of T 18, USC, § 2383 (Rebellion
. , or Insurrection), and § 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy). A source whose

reliability has not been determined has informed that the subject 
is planning, along with others, to travel to Washington, D. C.,

■ on April 30, 1971, to participate in planned violent demonstrations
during the first week in May, 1971, to ’shut down the Government.’ 

. Demonstration plans include the blocking of streets and highways,
destruction of personal and Government property, and physical

- ■ obstruction to prevent Government employees from reporting to work."
" b. "This" investigation is based on information that the subject’s

‘ activities could involve a violation of T 18, USC, § 2385 (Advocating
the overthrow of the Government). The subject is an admitted member 
(or has been identified as a member by a confidential source who 
has provided reliable information in the past) of (name of group). 
The (name of group) in its public st-atements and publications 
advocates the desirability and necessity of overthrowing the U. S. 
Government by force or violence, and the assassination of U. S.

’ Government officers. The same source has reported that the subject
actively supports these positions."

- Where possible, the first intra-Bureau communication prepared which 
a [ indicates that investigation is being[conducted]should specifically
J indicate the statutory basis for the investigation. However, there

may be occasions involving individuals or groups in contact with known 
subversive elements where the purpose of the contact is not initially 
known and where a preliminary inquiry must be made to determine 
whether a statutory basis exists for full investigation. In these 
instances, a preliminary inquiry may be undertaken, through estab
lished sources, for a period not to exceed 90 days, without specifically 
indicating the specific statutory basis for the inquiry. If after the 
conclusion of 90 days it has not been possible to establish a 
statutory basis but further inquiry appears necessary, FBIHQ must 
be furnished a succinct summary of the facts by letter together with 
specific recommendations as to further action. In all cases, of

, course, investigations must be based on indications that subject
may be engaged in subversive activity, whether or not a specific 
statutory basis is cited. .

‘ In the event preliminary inquiries fail to establish a sound basis
- for investigation, the case should be promptly closed and there is. 

, no need to advise FBIHQ (unless FBIHQ has been previously advised
‘ of the inquiry). Nor is there any need to prepare an LHM or report

‘ where no pertinent subversive derogatory information has been developed.

• • If the statutory basis forcan investigation should change or be
’ expanded to include an additional statute or statutes, the first

" communication prepared subsequent to such change or expansion should
specifically show such changes. Similarly, this information should

" ‘ be included in the next report or LHM prepared in the case.
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6. Accuracy of characterizations
Assure that statements relating to characterizations of an individual 
or organization, or relating to affiliations with or membership in any 
organization, are founded on firm bases. Identify sources for such 
characterizations or statements of affiliation or membership if such 
characterizations, affiliations or memberships are not commonly and 
publicly known.

7. Investigations and contacts with individuals connected with institutions 
of learning

' a. Prior FBIHQ approval is required to:
(1) Institute investigation of a faculty member or an organization 

connected with an educational institution.
(2) Interview any student or faculty member who is not an established 

source. (Requests to conduct interviews must include individual’s 
name, position, and an assessment of his reliability and dis
cretion.)

b. Contacts with established sources in an administrative capacity may 
be. made on campus. Contacts with other established sources, e.g., 
students and nonacademic employees, should be made off campus.

8. Use of officers from o.ther agencies
Members of other law enforcement or intelligence agencies are not to 
accompany Agents handling these investigations without specific approval 
by the SAC. , ■

B. INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZATIONS
1. Purpose .

To develop evidence of any violations of statutes enumerated in A. 1. 
above and to keep the Department and other agencies and officials of the 
Executive Branch apprised of information developed which pertains to 
their areas of interest and responsibility.

2. Responsibility to initiate investigations .
When information is received indicating an organization may be engaged 
in subversive activities or may be a front group for subversive organiza
tion, field office should initiate preliminary investigation confined to 
established sources. Notify FBIHQ that investigation has been undertaken.

[ Within[90]days submit results by letter with recommendation as to
whether or not further investigation is warranted.

3. Scope of investigation ■
Pertinent data concerning following items should be obtained and reported:
a. Origin and scope

Date and circumstances of founding including any incorporation data. 
Identities of.organizers. Location of headquarters and chapters or 
affiliatesif any.

b. Stated aims and purposes, especially any information showing 
advocacy of violence or illegal activity.

c. Officers
Principal officers and/or leaders with succinct resume of subversive . 
backgrounds, if any. ■

d. Membership '
Total active membership, including logical breakdowns by organizational 

. structure and geographical area, if applicable. If exact membership
figures are not available and estimates are given, be certain they 
are plainly shown as estimates. In cover pages or cover communications 
include evaluation of reliability of membership figures cited, as well 
as comments concerning any significant factors involving membership, 
e.g., increases or decreases, notable shift in composition of group 
by age, sex, nationality, etc. Be certain to secure accurate descrip
tion of all lists referred to so as to avoid confusion as to exact 
identity or significance of such lists. ■

e. Publications
All publications of group with emphasis on any which clearly depict 
subversive character of organization.

6
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(2) If necessary, set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport :
Office, Department of State. :

(3) Pertinent information is furnished Department of State, Central ;
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and interested Legal Attaches. :
Furnish FBIHQ with six copies of LHM (2-Department, 1-Secret 
Service, 1-State, 1-CIA). plus an additional four copies for each 
Legal Attache Office which covers area in subject’s itinerary 
(1-Legat, 3-Legat’s sources). Also, furnish one copy of subject’s 
photograph, if available, for each Legat Office involved. If 
stop should be placed with security services abroad, so indicate :
in cover letter. Set out requests for investigation abroad on ;
separate numbered page captioned ’’Leads” at end of LHM. Request '

, should not refer to Legal Attache or request investigation by :
any particular service. ;

(4) Advise FBIHQ promptly by LHM of subject’s return. Reference !
any prior memoranda dealing with the subject’s travel. If ;

- subject has traveled to a communist country, furnish recommenda- 1
■ ■ tion as to interview and advise whether additional investigation :

■ ’ being conducted. ’
(5) Take following action when information is received that ;

organization or individual engaged in subversive activities is i
forming tour group for foreign travel:
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or i

- organization, as to identities of individuals participating ■
in tour and furnish LHM to FBIHQ for dissemination to State i

- Department, CIA, and interested Legal Attaches. Include ;
readily available information pertaining to tour, such as j

. itinerary, dates, names, and addresses of participants, and I
thumbnail sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour. J

(b) Other offices should immediately identify participants i
residing within their respective territories and submit \
LHMs on those of security interest. Refer to LHM previously ;

. prepared under caption of tour group or organization. In |
cover letter, list participants on whom there is no subversive s
information. • I

1. Submission of information on members of subversive groups. ;
(1) Offices covering national headquarters or local units of subversive :

groups should promptly furnish FBIHQ names and identifying data I
regarding persons affiliated with such groups. Furnish j
information by letter, and indicate list is being furnished .
for indexing purposes. ’

(2) Information regarding subversive affiliation of individuals 
residing in territory of other offices should be furnished to 
latter. .

(3) Subscription lists of publications of subversive organizations 
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for 
subscriber but should not be forwarded to FBIHQ.

m. Control files on former members of subversive organizations. I
(1) Offices having sufficient volume may, at the option of the |

appropriate supervisor, maintain control files on former i
members of subversive organizations. Such files will preclude |
necessity for extensive file reviews to identify persons who ?
are in position to furnish information of value in particular ।
cases. ’ |

(2) ' Where appropriate, make copies of communications for these files. |
Insofar as practical these files should contain following information ?
regarding ex-members of subversive groups: background, type of I
information possessed, time period covered, availability for I
interview and for testimony. , ■ |
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n. Channeling information to case files
(1) Memoranda regarding membership or activity in subversive organiza

tions, including summaries of informant reports, should be 
channeled to case files of individuals involved. When informa
tion from informants or surveillances is channeled to individual 
case files, it should be documented.

(2) When preparing lengthy channeling memoranda reporting material of 
interest to other offices, limit'number of copies prepared to 
two for each other office. Clearly indicate next to names of 
other offices the page number containing information of interest 
and note on cover page that distribution of material to individual 
case files should be handled by recipient offices.

o. Movement of subjects between offices
If office of origin receives information that subject of current or 
past investigation changes residence to territory of another division, 
office of origin request verification within 30 days. If new residence 
confirmed, office of origin submit FD-128 to transfer origin. Office 
of origin should furnish new office with any pertinent subversive data 
which has not previously been reported in a form suitable for dissemina
tion, or suitable for incorporation in an LHM or report.

p. Destruction of Channeling Memoranda
At the option of appropriate field supervisors, in order to avoid the 
accumulation of channeling memoranda in a case file as well as to 
facilitate the subsequent preparation'of LHMs or reports, the following 
procedure may be used: Files may be reopened for preparation of an 
"investigative insert" for later inclusion in a LHM or report, using 
T symbols identifying informants who have furnished prior information. 
Agent preparing this insert should also prepare a cover memorandum 
showing what serials in the file have been covered by his review and 
also identifying all symbol number informants involved and indicating 
the location of the original data (similar to documentation in the 
cover pages of a report). The channeling memoranda covered in the 
review can then be destroyed and the "investigative insert" along with 
its cover memorandum can, if necessary, be forwarded to another field 
division in the event the subject moves.

[4 . Urban Guerrilla Warfare 
(Instructions relating to investigations of above subject matter are con
tained in section 122, item A8, Manual of Instructions.)]

D. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED
1. General Policy

Information developed during these investigations should be furnished to 
other agencies in Executive Branch which have a legitimate interest. See 
MRR, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau’s overall responsibilities 
and policies in dissemination.

Do not disseminate earlier reports without reviewing them to insure they 
meet current reporting standards. If they are unsuitable for dissemina
tion, prepare LHM containing pertinent information.

2. Specific requirements
Following instructions cover representative situations which occur 
frequently.
a. Members of armed forces

Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence 
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires free 
exchange of all information of mutual interest between subscribing 
agencies. Immediately refer any derogatory or possibly significant 
information developed concerning members of military services, 
including contacts with individuals or groups of security interest, 
to military service having primary responsibility.

16
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(4) Records of private firms. Obtain pertinent available information 
from records of private firms such as past or present employers. 
Checks of credit agencies should be limited to securing identifying 
information only.

(5) Contacts with neighbors and fellow employees. Such inquiries 
should be made only where there is expectation they will develop 
pertinent information not otherwise available.

(6) Canvass of established sources and informants. Contact informants 
and sources in position to be knowledgeable concerning subversive 

■ groups with which subject is affiliated.
' (7) Physical and photographic surveillances. These should be 

considered on selective basis when circumstances indicate they 
may be productive.

c. Interviews of subjects
(1) Policy

Subjects of investigation should be interviewed unless there
is a sound basis for not doing so. Generally, interviews should 
be considered after background inquiries have been completed 
and a good picture of subject’s activities developed.
If a decision not to interview a subject is made, this should be 
fully explained in case file and FBIHQ advised whenever FBIHQ 
is cognizant of investigation.

(2) Purpose
To develop information regarding subversive activities in which 
the subject is engaged.

(3) Approval to interview
All interviews of subjects may be approved by SAC except following 
instances which require FBIHQ approval: 
(a) Deleted
(b) When subject is nationally prominent or where circumstances 

otherwise indicate the interviexv could be widely publicized, 
such as labor leaders, educators, religious leaders or 
journalists.

(c) When interview is to be conducted in presence of subject’s 
attorney and/or aide.

(d) When subject is connected with institution of learning.

[in those instances where FBIHQ approval is not required, case 
Agent should prepare a memorandum requesting SAC authority for 
interview. This memorandum should include a succinct resume of 
the case, including a review of office files concerning a subject, 
and should indicate the objectives of an interview. Memorandum 
must be approved by SAC or in his absence, by a designated official.]

(4) Letter requesting FBIHQ approval to interview subject
(a) Letter should concisely set out available data concerning 

following items:
I. Residence address, employment, race, date and place of 

birth, citizenship and any health factors which could 
affect conduct of interview.

II. Marital status, employment and citizenship of spouse.
III. Succinct summary of subject’s subversive activities, 

membership of affiliation with subversive groups, and 
positions held.

IV. Similar summary regarding spouse's affiliation with 
subversive activities.

V. Similar summary concerning subversive activities on 
part of close relatives.

VI. Resume of subject’s current sympathies and status in 
subversive movement or organization and any indication 
of disaffection.

11
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VII. Subject’s arrest record and disposition of charges; any 
information indicating a propensity for violence.

VIII. What is expected to be gained by interview?

. ' ' . ' List above items by number but headings need not be restated.
_■ . If no pertinent data is available concerning a particular
./ .• • item, so indicate.
t . (b) Submit one copy of letter and additional copy of first page
. . ■ only which can be returned by FBIHQ stamped "Approved."

(5) If interview not conducted within 60 days, submit letter advising 
FBIHQ:

. (a) Reason interview not conducted. . ■ •
, (b) Any new information pertinent to desirability of interview.
, ’ (c) Whether efforts to interview subject will be pursued. There
, after, keep FBIHQ advised at least each 60 days as to progress
, of matter. • ’ .
, ...............(6) Conduct of interview. • - ...

(a) Interviews of subjects entitled to the warning and waiver
, . . shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements set
, . ’ forth in Volume I, Manual of Instructions, Section 2B,
, ■ page 15. If the interview is being conducted for intelligence
t ■ information rather than an admission or confession of
, • . . guilt, no warning is required. Moreover, if the investigation
, has failed to develop information indicating a possible
t violation of Federal law by the subject, it would be
, permissible to interview the subject without a warning as
’ he does not fit the criteria of those entitled to a warning

- .of rights. Carefully plan interview so there will be no
' compromise of sources, sensitive techniques or interviewing

' personnel. An overriding consideration to always bear in
' ■ ' mind is that interview should elicit from, not provide
’ information to the subject.
' ' (b) Interview at subject’s place of employment should be
' avoided if possible. If attorney or aide is present during
' ' " interview, interview must be conducted by two Agents.
’ (c) If, during conduct of interview subject desires that his
' ■ attorney or aide be present, the interview should be tact-
‘ fully terminated, and FBIHQ should be informed with recommen

dation whether or not to resume interview.
' (d) In all other instances, SAC has responsibility and option
' of deciding when two Agents should handle interview. Safety
’ . of Agents is first priority to consider. .
' ' ’ • ■ ’ ■ (7) Direction of subject’s activities. ’ ■ . .
’ , Prior FBIHQ approval is required before taking any steps to direct
’ .the subject’s activities even though he may appear to be cooperative
' ' ... during the interview. ■ ■
_ , (8) ’ Reporting results of interview.
r ’ . (a) Record results of interview on FD-302.
. . (b) Pertinent results of interview .should be included in next ’
( . ' • ’ report or LHM unless .circumstances indicate need for more
t ' expeditious reporting. In cover letter or administrative
. • pages, include observations of interviewing Agents as to
, subject's cooperativeness, any relevant information
, concerning subject’s appearance or characteristics, and

' . assessment of information developed by interview in light
. of other data known to your office.
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b. This would include leaders of organizations whose aims include the over
throw or destruction of the Government of the United States or the
government of any state, territory, district, or possession thereof^
or the government of any political subdivision therein, by unlawful
means. The term "leaders" denotes those individuals, irrespective

SECTIv Uu87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERL^E 
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVID^S

87E

• ’ of title, who are in a position to significantly influence the
policies or direct the activities of the group. Mere membership ■ 
in an organization, without the element of leadership or without a 
demonstrated willingness and capability described in paragraph a, 
is not sufficient for inclusion in ADEX.

.c. Individuals should be considered a "current threat" to the national 
security when reliable information has been developed that they have 
engaged in activity or exhibited the requisite willingness and capability 
falling within the above-described criteria during prior two years 
and there is no indication they have ceased such activity. However, 
there may be instances where retention of an individual in ADEX is 
justified even though no pertinent information is available during

• the prior two years. For example, such retention might be warranted 
in the case of individuals who have gone into hiding[or]temporarily

■ left the country. [Following guidelines should be followed with 
respect to imprisoned subjectso If already on ADEX and sentence is . 
such that the earliest possible release date from actual incarcera
tion -is more than two years after sentencing, subject should be rec
ommended for removal from ADEX. If possible, stop should be placed 
with facility where incarcerated so office will receive notifica
tion of release, after which subject should be considered for pos
sible reactivation on ADEX. Whether or not a stop can be placed, ' 

.. ■ necessary administrative procedure should be set up so that sub
. ject’s continued incarceration is verified at least every six months.

’ If case is not pending, it should be placed in a pending inactive 
rather than closed status. If a subject under investigation appears 

' to qualify for ADEX but is under sentence for over two years as de
scribed above, do not recommend for ADEX but follow procedures 
described above to consider for ADEX upon release from imprisonment. 
Sentences which permit releases in less than two years should be ignored 
as a factor in considering ADEX status. These guidelines are for 
application only as to ADEX status and have no bearing on whether or 
not subjects should be investigated. For those cases in a closed 
status at time these new guidelines become effective, they should be 
brought in line with the new guidelines when the cases are next

■ reviewed for any reason.] ■
d« ADEX should not include individuals who may be ideologically committed 

to a philosophy which calls for the downfall of our form of government 
or which favors another form of society but who have not shown a current 

’ ■ willingness or capability of engaging in meaningful action to promote
their beliefs. This might apply, for example, to rank-and-file members ■ 
-of the Socialist Workers Party or the Communist Party, USA, or other

. • . old-line revolutionary groups which have advocated an overthrow of 
our present form of government but where subject’s activity is

' primarily ideological in nature and not oriented toward action. Each 
case should be reviewed on an individual basis in the light of the 
criteria enumerated above. •

3. Recommendation for preparation of ADEX card
a. When dangerousness of subject has been established, office of origin 

' ’ should prepare recommendation on FD-122, in triplicate. Forward
original and copy to FBIHQ, and place copy in- subject’s file.

b. Attach additional page or pages to FD-122 setting out succinct 
summary of facts on which recommendation based.

c. Nonprosecutive summary report should be submitted when subject is 
' recommended for ADEX unless one was previously furnished to FBIHQ. 

In latter instance, submit up-to-date report.
d. Do not delay recommendation for ADEX because of absence of complete 

background or descriptive data. .

19
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e. Do not defer recommendation for ADEX because subject is missing, tem
porarily out of the country, or in prison.

f. If FBIHQ approves recommendation, ADEX cards will be prepared includ-
. • ing two copies for field. Copy of FD-122 will be returned stamped

. ’’ADEX card approved, copies attached.” Check cards for accuracy. 
Place one in alphabetical section of field office ADEX and other in 
either geographical section or unavailable section.

g. When subject is approved for ADEX, submit Security Flash Notice (FD-165) 
to check records of Identification Division and post flash notice if

' fingerprints of subject are on file. FD-165 will be returned if posi-
. tive identification cannot be made. In latter event, FD-165 should be 

submitted every two years as long as subject remains on ADEX and no 
fingerprint record has been located. These submissions should be timed 
to coincide with biennial review of case.

4. Format of ADEX card ■ ■
a. Data to appear on face of card

. Itemized below are descriptive categories in which subject may be clas-
* sified and corresponding abbreviations for use on FD-122 and ADEX card.

(1) Full name- and aliases •
(2) Date and place of birth ,
(3) Race

White • " ' . W
Black . . B
Other ‘ . 0

(4) Sex 
Male M
Female . . F

(5) Citizenship
U. S. Citizen CT
Alien AL

(6) Residence address .
(7) Employment (occupation and address)
(8) Type of activity .

Black Extremist . BEX
Communist (pro-Chinese) CMC
Communist (pro-Soviet) . CMS
Communist (Trotskyist) CMT
Foreign Nationality FRN
Puerto Rican Nationalist ■ PRN
Revolutionary REV
Miscellaneous MSC

Activities connected with ’’New Left” or anarchistic elements, should 
be shown ’as "Revolutionary.” ' The term "Fore’ign Nationality" covers 
foreign-directed subversion, e.g., Soviet or Chicom espionage, Arab 
terrorism. The abbreviation FRN should be followed by nationality 
involved e.g., FRN-Arab, FRN-Cuban.
(9) Special interest

Espionage Subjects ESP
Foreign government employees FGE

(10)
U. S. Government employees GOV •
Unavailable section
Missing MI ’
Out of country OC
Imprisoned ’ PR

(11) Key facility geographical reference number (obtained from

(12)

Department of Defense Key Facilities List), if applicable, and 
agency having security responsibility, which is Army.
Field office and FBIHQ file numbers

b. Data to appear on separate card attached to ADEX card in 
geographical or unavailable section.
(1) Physical description
(2) Photograph, with date taken. It should be most current or best

. • likeness of subject available*
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. f. Copies
) Furnish 5 copies of reports and LHMs except where instructed other

. wise in individual cases.
g. Closing of case

■ ‘ If it is determined subject organization is not currently engaged in
subversive activities, submit pertinent facts in closing report.

C. INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS . ' '
1. General policy . . - ' ‘ .

-a. Purpose
■ To develop evidence of any violations of the statutes enumerated 

in A. 1. above and keep the Department and other agencies and officials
. . of Executive Branch advised of information developed which pertains

to their areas of responsibility and interest. ’
' b. Individuals to be investigated

Investigations should be conducted to fully identify and determine 
’ the activities and affiliations of persons who:

Are reported to be engaged in activities which may result in a violation
. of statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. This includes individuals who

■ are current active members of subversive organization or movement. ■ 
. Where formal membership in a subversive movement does not exist, it

• includes individuals who are actively supporting the subversive goals 
. of the movement.

Priority investigative attention should be given to individuals who 
are known or suspected of being involved in subversive activities 

. which are of a clandestine, underground, or violent nature.
. c. Limitations on investigations

- All investigations conducted should avoid nebulous or sweeping inquiries 
' which are not relevant to objectives. Under no circumstances should

v - an investigation be conducted of any individual merely on the basis 
) ■ that such individual supports unpopular causes or opposes Government
' . policies. ’ .

d. Investigations requiring FBIHQ approval ■ -
Obtain FBIHQ approval for investigation of: . ■ ■ •. •

• (1) ,U. S. Government .employee . . ’’ '
■ (2) Officials or employees of United Nations or other public

. ■ international organizations of a governmental or quasi- . ’
. • ' ’ . ’ governmental nature. . .

■ ■ (3) Officials or employees of foreign diplomatic establishments
; ’ " ’ or governments, or foreign exchange participants (representatives

. . .. ■ of foreign countries who are in U. S. as part of official
■ . . - ■ exchange program). ■ . ; - .

- ’ ' . (4) Faculty members of institutions of learning.
. . “ . FBIHQ approval is not required for investigation of student or

■ ■■ • • nonacademic employees of institutions of learning in the absence
. . of unusual circumstances. If during a pending investigation it

. . is discovered that the subject fits one of above categories,
’ suspend active investigation and advise FBIHQ with recommendation

’ • • as to further action. _ - •
■ _ e. Members of United States armed forces ’ ■

No investigation should be conducted of active[members of U. S.
’ ‘ military forces or retirees from the ’’regular” components of the

’ armed forces who are subject to Article 2 of the Uniform Code of 
.Military Justice and over whom the military retains control (re
tirees’ from military reserve forces are not subject to the Uniform

’ Code of Military Justice).] If it is determined that a subject fits
' in this category, terminate investigation and promptly furnish per

tinent data to appropriate counterintelligence branch of U. S.
' armed forces. Advise FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.

• • 9
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2. Investigative procedures
a. Scope of investigation.

Data concerning the following items should be developed and reported,
' if pertinent:

' (1) Background information, including
(a) True name and aliases.

. (b) Date and place of birth. [Where practicable, verify through
■ appropriate bureau of vital statistics or birth registrar.]

' (c) Residences, past and present.
(d) Occupations and employments, past and present.
(e) Citizenship status; where applicable, naturalization data.
(f) Family background. If available, include identities of 

immediate family and any information indicating they are
• employed in sensitive positions or by U. S.' Government. If

member of immediate family is known to be engaged in sub
versive activities, include succinct resume.

(g) Military records, including any service in foreign forces.
(h) Educational background. •

' (i) Arrest record and disposition of charges.
* '(j) Physical description. Make reasonable effort to secure

' . photograph. ' .
' . (k) Handwriting and/or handprinting specimens should be obtained,

. if readily available, and kept in case file. Special
* . . efforts should be made to secure such specimens with regard

to leaders of subversive groups and they should be furnished 
to FBIHQ by letter for attention of FBI Laboratory to be

' • included in National Security File.
(2) Subversive activities and affiliations, including ’

- (a) Information concerning membership in subversive movements,
‘ organizations or front groups, date and circumstances of 

. „ admission, positions held, and participation in activities
of organization (e.g., attendance at meetings or other -

’ ■ functions, fund-raising or recruitment efforts on behalf
of organization, contributions, etc.) *

(b) Statements made or other factors which indicate awareness of 
the subversive nature of group, including involvement in 
underground operations, and/or in any other illegal or 
violent actions promoted by organization or movement.

(c) Information tending to show subject’s importance in subversive 
movement or organization, e.g., degree of influence and

• leadership exercised,- close association with national or 
.. local leaders, participation in policy decisions.

b. Investigative steps . ‘
" The following steps should be considered, but are hot all inclusive.

(1) File reviews. Office indices should be checked. Any pertinent 
■ information developed should be included in initial report.

Where logical, check files of other field offices and/or FBIHQ.
(2) Public source material. Make full use of public records and

• ' public sources of information, including hearings of congressional
' ’■ or’other Government committees both state and Federal, and

■ publications, including those issued by subversive groups.
(3) Check of files of other government agencies, both Federal and 

local, which could logically be expected to have pertinent
■ . information.
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In all of the above cases recommend removal from ADEX by FD-122 with
attached succinct summary of facts. In all instances except c., submit

' current LHM or report for dissemination to Secret Service at FBIHQ and
. • also furnish report or LHM to Secret Service locally.

12. Reporting procedures on ADEX subjects

SECTW 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE
. ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS

87E

a. An initial summary report must be submitted at time subject is 
recommended for inclusion in ADEX.

b. Additional reports should not be submitted solely for sake of reporting; 
. however, in the event complexity of case or other reasons so dictate, 

the SAC or FBIHQ may instruct that reports be submitted. ■
ci Current significant pertinent information and/or activities of 

subject should be reported on current basis as it occurs utilizing 
teletypes, nitels or airtels with letterhead memoranda suitable for 

■ dissemination.
d. In the absence of unusual circumstances (imprisonment, prolonged
. absence on foreign travel, etc.), ADEX cases should be kept pending 

and a communication submitted to FBIHQ at least every 90 days report
. ing on subject’s activities. In the event subject has been inactive 

for 90 days, you should comment as to whether continuation on 
ADEX is warranted. .

[ 13. [Deleted] . ■
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f. Copies
' Furnish 5 copies of reports and LHMs except where instructed other

wise in individual cases. .
g. Closing of case

' If it is determined subject organization is not currently engaged in 
subversive activities, submit pertinent facts in closing report.

INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS
1. General policy

a. Purpose
• To develop evidence of any violations of the statutes enumerated 

in A. 1. above and keep the Department and other agencies and officials 
of Executive Branch advised of information developed which pertains 
to their areas of responsibility and interest. ■

b. Individuals to be investigated
Investigations should be conducted to fully identify and determine 
the activities and affiliations of persons who:
Are reported to be engaged in activities which may result in a violation 
of statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. This includes individuals who 
are current active members of subversive organization or movement.
Where formal membership in a subversive movement does not exist, it 
includes individuals who are actively supporting the subversive goals 

- of the movement.
Priority investigative attention should'be given to individuals who 
are known or suspected of being involved in subversive activities 
which are of a clandestine, underground, or violent nature.

’ c. Limitations on investigations
All investigations conducted should avoid nebulous or sweeping inquiries 
which are not relevant to objectives. Under no circumstances should 
an investigation be conducted of any individual merely on the basis 
that.such individual supports unpopular causes or opposes Government 
policies.

d. Investigations requiring FBIHQ approval " ■
Obtain- FBIHQ approval for investigation of: . .
(1) U. S. Government employee

’ (2) ■ Officials or employees of United Nations or other public
international organizations of a governmental or quasi- 

■ governmental nature.
(3) Officials or employees of foreign diplomatic establishments 

or governments,[or foreign exchange participants (representatives 
of foreign countries who are in U. S. as part of-official 
exchange program).]

(4) Faculty members of institutions of learning.
FBIHQ approval is not required for investigation of student or 
nonacademic employees of institutions of learning in the absence 

. of unusual circumstances. If during a pending investigation it
is discovered that the subject fits one of above categories,

‘ suspend active investigation and advise FBIHQ with recommendation 
as to further action. . .

e. Members of United States armed forces • ' ■
’ .No investigation should be conducted of active or retired members

' of United States military forces. If it is determined that a subject 
. fits in this category, terminate investigation and promptly furnish 

pertinent data to appropriate counterintelligence branch of United 
States armed forces. Advise FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.

9
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2. Investigative procedures ' .
a. Scope of investigation.

Data concerning the following items should be developed and reported, 
. if pertinent: .

(1) Background information, including
. (a) True name and aliases. .

. . (b) Date and place of birth. [Where practicable, verify through
• ■ appropriate bureau of vital statistics or birth registrar.]

(c) Residences, past and present.
. ’ (d) Occupations and employments, past and present.

■ . • (e) Citizenship status; where applicable, naturalization data.
(f) Family background. If available, include identities of 

immediate family and any information indicating they are
. employed in sensitive positions or by U. S. Government. If 

member of immediate family is known to be engaged in sub
versive activities, include succinct resume.

(g) Military records, including any service in foreign forces.
’ (h) Educational background. ■

(i) Arrest record and disposition of charges.
(j) Physical description. Make reasonable effort to secure 

photograph. -
. (k) Handwriting and/or handprinting,specimens should be obtained, •

- .if readily available, and kept in case file. Special
■ efforts should be made to secure such specimens with regard

' ■ to leaders of subversive groups and they should be furnished
- to FBIHQ by letter for attention of FBI Laboratory to be

included in National Security File.
* (2) Subversive activities and affiliations, including

(a) Information concerning membership in subversive movements, 
. - • ‘ organizations or front groups, date and circumstances of

' ’ admission, positions held, and participation in activities
• of organization (e.g., attendance at meetings or other 

functions, fund-raising or recruitment efforts on behalf , 
. of organization, contributions, etc.)

- . (b) Statements made or other factors which indicate awareness of
’ the subversive nature of group, including involvement in 

underground operations, and/or in any other illegal or
' violent actions promoted by organization or movement.

(c) Information tending to show subject’s importance in subversive 
- movement or organization, e.g., degree of influence and 

leadership exercised, close association with national or
. . local leaders, participation in policy decisions.

b. Investigative steps
• . The following steps should be considered, but are not all inclusive.

‘ (1) File reviews. Office indices should be*checked. Any pertinent
• ' information developed should be included in initial report.

Where logical, check files of other field offices and/or FBIHQ.
(2) Public source material. Make full use of public records and 

public sources of information, including hearings of congressional
; ’ ’ ’ ■ or other Government committees both state and Federal, and

publications, including those issued by subversive groups.
■ (3)- Check of files of other government agencies, both Federal and 

. local, which could logically be expected to have pertinent
‘ information.

10 
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A. GENERAL GUIDELINES .
, 1. Investigative jurisdiction
, FBI investigations under this section are based on specific statutory
.. jurisdiction and Departmental instructions. ■

, '• Investigations conducted under this section are to be directed to the
, gathering of material pertinent to a determination whether or not the
, subject has violated, or is engaged in activities which may result in
. a violation of, one or more of the statutes enumerated below; or in
. fulfillment of Departmental instructions. .

r There are three principal statutes which provide a basis for these
. investigations, as follows: ■
, a. Rebellion or insurrection (T18, USC § 2383). '
, "Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engage's in any rebellion
, or insurrection against the authority of the United States or the
, laws thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto, shall be fined not
, ' more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;
, and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States."
, b. Seditious conspiracy (T18, USC § 2384). ‘ '
, - "If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place
, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to over
, throw, put down, or to destroy by force* the Government of the .
, United States, or to levy war against them, or to oppose by force
, the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the
r execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take,
t ■ or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority
, thereof, they shall each be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned
' . not more than twenty years, or both."

c. Advocating the overthroxv of the Government (T18, USC § 2385).
, . "Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches
' the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or
' destroying the government of the United States or the government of

any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the
’ government of any political subdivision therein, by force or
r violence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such
’ government; or ■

’ "Whoever, with intent to cause the overthroxv or destruction of any
such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, 
distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter

’ advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability,
' or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the
’ ’ United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or

f • "Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society,
L ' ‘ group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the
[ • overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or violence;
[ or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society,
[ .group, or assembly of persons, knowing the purposes thereof—

"Shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than 
twenty years, or both, and shdll be ineligible for employment by

3
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’ the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the 
’ five years next following his conviction. ;

”If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named in this 
■ section, each shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned 

not’more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for 
employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, 

. for the five years next following his conviction.

. "As used in this section, the terms ’organizes’ and ’organize’ , with 
respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons, include the 
recruiting of new members, the forming of new units, and the regroup
ing or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of 
such society, group, or assembly of persons."

The courts have interpreted this statute to require advocacy to 
. action, i.e., advocacy to do something, now or in the future, rather 

than merely to believe in something.

In addition to the three principal statutes outlined above, there
' are two other statutes which might provide a statutory foundation for ’ 

an investigation under this section. These are:
d. The Internal Security Act of 1950[(T 50, USC, §§ 781-798)]and the 

Communist Control Act of 1954 (T 50, USC, §§[841-844).]

In summary, these statutes make it unlawful to knowingly contribute 
■ to the establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship within the 

United States which is controlled by a foreign government, organi- 
’ zation, or individual. The statutes also impose various restrictions 

on the activities of members or organizations cited by the Subversive 
' Activities Control Board (SACB) as "communist action," "communist

front," or "communist infiltrated" groups. The restrictions apply 
principally to employment by the Federal government or by a defense 

’ facility.

The former SACB cited only one organization, the Communist Party, 
USA, which was named as a "communist action" group.

2. Prosecutive determination
All discussions pertaining to the prosecutive potential of investigations 
initiated under this section will be conducted by FBIHQ with Departmental 
officials. These cases should not be discussed with local U. S. Attorney’s 
office without FBIHQ approval.

3. Related statutes
' There are a number of other statutes under the FBI’s investigative ' 

jurisdiction which should be borne in mind in handling these investigations. 
Information concerning possible violations of such statutes is frequently

. developed during these investigations. Where this occurs the field should 
consider the desirability of conducting investigation in line with the

' policies and procedures governing the statute in question.

A list of other Federal statutes which may arise during these investigations 
is outlined in an appendix to this manual. ■ .

4. Definitions ■
' The term "subversive activities" as used in this section denotes 

activities which are aimed at overthrowing, destroying or undermining the 
Government of the United States or any of its political subdivisions by 
the illegal means prohibited by statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. The 
term "subversive organization" or "subversive movement" denotes a group 
or movement which is known to engage in or advocate subversive activities, 
as defined above.
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5. Predication for investigation
[in all cases handled under the provisions of this section, the first
communication prepared for outside dissemination (report or LHM) should
show specifically the statute upon which the investigation is based

87A

. together with necessary supporting facts. Where investigation has been 
specifically requested by Department, this should be indicated. The 
following examples are illustrative; however, the basis for each 
individual case must be tailored to the circumstances of such case, 
a. "This investigation is based on information that the subject’s 

activities could involve violation of T 18, USC, § 2383 (Rebellion 
■ or Insurrection), and § 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy). A source whose 

reliability has not been determined has informed that the subject 
is planning, along with others, to travel to Washington, D. C«, 
on April 30, 1971, to participate in planned violent demonstrations 
during the first week in May, 1971, to ’shut down the Government.’ 
Demonstration plans include the blocking of streets and highways, 

' destruction of personal and Government property, and physical 
obstruction to prevent Government employees from reporting to work.” 

b. ’’This investigation is based on information that the subject’s - 
activities could involve a violation of T 18, USC, § 2385 (Advocating 
the overthrow-? of the Government). The subject is an admitted member 
(or has been identified as a member by a confidential source who 

. has provided reliable information in the past) of (name of group).
The (name of group) in its public statements and publications 
advocates the desirability and necessity of overthrowing the U. S.. 
Government by force or violence, and the assassination of U. S. 
Government officers. The same source has reported that the subject 
actively supports these positions.”

. Where possible, the first intra-Bureau communication prepared which 
indicates that investigation is being initiated (intraoffice 
memorandum., letter, airtel, teletype, etc.) should specifically 
indicate the statutory basis for the investigation. However, there 
may be occasions involving individuals or groups in contact with known 

‘ subversive elements where the purpose of the contact is not initially 
' known and where a preliminary inquiry must be made to determine 

whether a statutory basis exists for full investigation. In these 
instances, a preliminary inquiry may be undertaken, through estab
lished sources, for a period not to exceed 90 days, without specifically 

: indicating the specific statutory basis for the inquiry. If after the 
conclusion of 90 days it has not been possible to establish a 
statutory basis but further inquiry appears necessary, FBIHQ must 
be furnished a succinct summary of the facts by letter together with 
specific recommendations as to further action. In all cases, of 
course, investigations must be based on indications that subject

’ may be engaged in subversive activity, whether or not a specific 
statutory basis is cited.

In the event preliminary inquiries fail to establish a sound basis 
for investigation, the case should be promptly closed and there is 

. no need to advise FBIHQ (unless FBIHQ has been previously advised 
. ' of the inquiry). Nor is there any need to prepare an LIT' or report 

• where no pertinent subversive''derogatory information has been developed.

If the statutory basis for an investigation should change or be 
■ expanded to include an additional statute or statutes, the first 

communication prepared subsequent to such change or expansion should 
specifically show such changes. Similarly, this information should 
be included in the next report or LHM prepared in the case.]

5 '
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6. Accuracy of characterizations
Assure that statements relating to characterizations of an individual 
or organization, or relating to affiliations with or membership in any 
organization, are founded on firm bases. Identify sources for such 
characterizations or statements of affiliation or membership if such 
characterizations, affiliations or memberships are not commonly and 
publicly know.

7. Investigations and contacts with individuals connected with institutions
- of learning

a. Prior FBIHQ approval is required to:
(1) Institute investigation of a faculty member or an organization 

connected with an educational institution.
(2) Interviexv any student or faculty member who is not an established

• • ■ source. (Requests to conduct interviews must include individual’s
. ' name, position, and an assessment of his reliability and dis

cretion.)
b. Contacts with established sources in an administrative capacity may 

be made on campus. Contacts with other established sources, e.g., 
students and nonacademic employees, should be made off campus.

8. Use of officers from other agencies •
. Members of other law enforcement or intelligence agencies are not to 

• accompany Agents handling these investigations without specific approval 
by the SAC. . '

B. INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZATIONS ' ■ . .
1. Purpose

To develop evidence of any violations of statutes enumerated in A. 1.
above and to keep the Department and other agencies and officials of the ■ 

■ Executive Branch apprised of information developed which pertains to
' their areas of interest and responsibility.

2. Responsibility to initiate investigations
When information is received indicating an organization may be engaged 
in subversive activities or may be a front group for subversive organiza- 

• tion, field office should initiate preliminary investigation confined to 
established sources. Notify FBIHQ that investigation has been undertaken.

[ • Within[90]days submit results by letter with recommendation as to
whether or not further investigation is warranted.

3. Scope of investigation
Pertinent data concerning following items should be obtained and reported: 

' a. Origin and scope
■ Date and circumstances of founding including any incorporation data.

' Identities of organizers. Location of headquarters and chapters or
affiliates, if any.

■ b. Stated aims and purposes, especially any information showing
. advocacy of violence or illegal activity. •

' c. Officers
Principal officers and/or leaders with succinct resume of subversive 

■ backgrounds, if any.
. d. Membership • '

Total active membership, including logical breakdowns by organizational 
• .structure and geographical area, if applicable. If exact membership

• figures are not available and estimates are given, be certain they 
are plainly shown as estimates. In cover pages or cover communications 

’ include evaluation of reliability of membership figures cited, as well
. as comments concerning any significant factors involving membership,

‘ e.g., increases or decreases, notable shift in composition of group
. by age, sex, nationality, etc. Be certain to secure accurate descrip-

• tion of all lists referred to so as to avoid confusion as to exact
’ identity or significance of such lists,

e. Publications
All publications of group with emphasis on any which clearly depict 
subversive character of organization.

. 6
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Furnish FBIHQ with copy of publications which portray subversive
character of group or which advocate violence. Ascertain sources
of funds for publications. When it is operated as distinct entity,
a separate investigation should be initiated concerning the publication

f. Finances
Sources of funds and nature of expenditures, in particular whether 

■ any income is received from or contributions made to foreign elements, 
g. Connections with other groups

Develop pertinent information concerning ties with other subversive 
elements including material and/or moral support given or received.

•. Be especially alert to detect connections with foreign subversive
• - elements or indications of foreign allegiance or control. Also 

determine and report any significant connections or cooperation 
with nonsubversive groups.

h. Activities
Describe activities of group. Afford special emphasis to any under

. ground operations or activities involving violence or threatened 
violence. Include any pertinent data showing success or failure of 
organization in achieving its stated goals. ■ .

Infiltration of nonsubversive groups 
a. General ■

When information is received indicating that subversive group is 
seeking to systematically infiltrate and control a nonsubversive, 
organization, available data should be submitted by letter with 
recommendations as to initiating active investigation. Recommendation 
to undertake investigation should be supported by available background 

- information concerning target organization (including name and ■ 
locations, estimated membership, principal officers, and nature of 
activities) and resume of extent of subversive infiltration efforts 
(including identities of known subversives who have joined target 
organization and positions held), provide brief statement as to 
investigation planned. If approved by FBIHQ conduct discreet 
investigation limited to determining and reporting activities which 
are related to or in furtherance of subversive infiltration. These 
instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates as well as national 
organization. ■

b. Caption and preface 1
Captions of communications should show that subversive infiltration 
of target organization is objective of investigation, not organization 

■ itself, e.g., "Infiltration of (Name of target organization) by (Name
of subversive organization).” All communications prepared for 
dissemination should carry prefatory statement which clearly conveys 
this point, e.g., "This investigation is directed solely towards 
establishing the extent of infiltration, domination, or control of the 
(Name of nonsubversive organization) by the (Name of subversive

.. ■ organization). It is not concerned with the normal activities of the 
(Name of nonsubversive organization)." In addition, preface should 
succinctly show the predication for out investigation of the subversive 
.group involved. ■ .

c. Limitations on investigation
(1) Other than with established sources, no interviews should be 

initiated with members, leaders, or officers of infiltrated 
organization without prior FBIHQ approval (except where they 
can be handled by suitable pretext). However, this does not 
preclude accepting information volunteered to FBI.

7
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(2) Informants and sources should not be directed by FBI to join 
or participate in activities of target organization. However, 
if subversive group requests informant to do so, latter may 
comply.

(3) Be certain all persons interviewed, including informants, are 
aware that FBI is not interested in normal activities of target 

.’organization but solely in efforts to influence or control the 
organization by subversive elements.

d. . Conversion to full scale investigation
If target organization becomes completely dominated and controlled by 
subversive elements, advise FBIHQ on UACB basis that full investigation 
is being initiated as subversive organization. Drop infiltration 
designation from title of case.

5. Subversive publications
[ Each office should review[any independent subversive]publications produced
( in its territory[(as contrasted with publications issued by subversive

,[ groups which are under investigation, see B. 3. e. above)]to determine
whether any advocate violations within FBI jurisdiction. If so, submit 
available information by LHM to FBIHQ with copy of pertinent material and 
make recommendations as to further action. Insure that FBIHQ is aware of 
all subversive publications with brief identifying data.

6. Investigative steps
Efforts should be made to develop reliable informants at all levels and 
in all segments of subversive organization.

Live informant coverage should be supplemented by other logical investigation 
including review of appropriate public records and publications, 
interviews with former members of group and, on selective basis, through 
such techniques as physical and photographic surveillance.

7. ’ Administrative and reporting procedures
a. Reporting requirements and status

When necessary data has been developed concerning organization’s 
( activities (See B.[3.]above), submit report. After initial report,

reports should be submitted semiannually (unless FBIHQ has instructed 
otherwise in individual cases). LHM may be used to provide FBIHQ or 
other interested agencies with significant data of immediate interest 
on an interim basis between reports.

b. Informant coverage
Cover pages of reports should include a brief summary of informant 
coverage available with respect to the organization, identifying 
informants who report on the group’s activities by symbol number and 
showing specifically which informants are members of the group.

c. Topical headings
Both reports and LHMs should be organized under logical headings, 

d. • Character
All cases should use character "Internal Security," e.g., "Communist 
Party, USA; Internal Security." In case of subsidiary or front group, 
character should show name or abbreviation of the parent organization, 
e.g., "Young Workers Liberation League, Internal Security - CPUSA"; 
"Young Socialist Alliance, Internal Security - SWP." Caption of 

' subversive infiltration cases should include name of subversive group 
and target organization, e.g., "Infiltration of (Name of target 
organization) by Socialist Workers Party, Internal Security - SWP."' 

e. Classification - 100
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f. Copies
Furnish 5 copies of reports and LHMs except where instructed other
wise in individual cases. .

g. Closing of case
If it is determined subject organization is not currently engaged in 

■ subversive activities, submit pertinent facts in closing report.

INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS
1. General policy •

a. Purpose ’ ■
To develop evidence of any violations of the statutes enumerated 
in A. 1. above and keep the Department and other agencies and.officials 
of Executive Branch advised of information developed which pertains 
to their areas of responsibility and interest.

b. Individuals to be investigated
Investigations should be conducted to fully identify and determine 
the activities and affiliations of persons who:
Are reported to be engaged in activities which may result in a violation 
of statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. This includes individuals who 
are current active members of subversive organization or movement.

- Where formal membership in a subversive movement does not exist, it 
„ includes individuals who are actively supporting the subversive goals

. of the movement. ' •
Priority investigative attention should be given to individuals who 

’ are known or suspected of being involved in subversive activities 
■ which are of a clandestine, underground, or violent nature.

c. Limitations on investigations
All investigations conducted should avoid nebulous or sweeping inquiries 

", which are not relevant to objectives. Under no circumstances should 
an investigation be conducted of any individual merely on the basis

’ that’ such individual supports unpopular causes or opposes Government 
policies.

d. Investigations requiring FBIHQ approval ■=
’ Obtain FBIHQ approval for investigation of: ?

(1) U. S. Government employee • ’ .
(2) Officials or employees of United Nations or other public 

■ international organizations of a governmental or quasi- 
governmental nature.

(3) Officials or employees of foreign diplomatic establishments or 
governments.

(4) Faculty members of institutions of learning.
FBIHQ approval is not required for investigation of student or 
nonacademic employees of institutions of learning in the absence 

. ' of unusual circumstances. If- during a pending investigation it.
is discovered that the subject fits one of above categories, 

’ "suspend active investigation and advise FBIHQ with recommendation 
as to further action.

e. Members of United States armed forces
No investigation should be conducted of active or retired members 

■ . of United States military forces. If it is determined that a subject 
. • fits in this" category, terminate investigation and promptly furnish 

pertinent data to appropriate counterintelligence branch of United 
States armed forces. Advise FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.

. 9
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2. Investigative procedures
a. Scope of investigation. '

Data concerning the following items should be developed and reported,
. . if pertinent: ’ .

(1) Background information, including
(a) True name and aliases.
(b) Date and place of birth. [Where practicable, verify through 

. .• appropriate bureau of vital statistics or birth registrar.]
. (c) Residences, past and present.

(d) Occupations and employments, past and present.
(e) Citizenship status; where applicable, naturalization data.

' (f) Family background. If available, include identities of
■ immediate family and any information indicating they are 

employed in sensitive positions or by U. S. Government. If 
member of immediate family is known to be engaged in sub
versive activities, include succinct resume.

(g) Military records, including any service in foreign forces.
(h) Educational background. .
(i) Arrest record and disposition of charges.

. (j) Physical description. Make reasonable effort to secure
■ photograph.

- (k) Handwriting and/or handprinting specimens should be obtained,
■ if readily available, and kept in case file. Special

. efforts should be made to secure such specimens with regard
to leaders of subversive groups and they should be furnished 
to FBIHQ by letter for attention of FBI Laboratory to be

. included in National Security File.
(2) Subversive activities and affiliations, including

• (a) Information concerning membership in subversive movements,
- organizations or front groups, date and circumstances of 

admission, positions held, and participation in activities 
of organization (e.g., attendance at meetings or other

. . functions, fund-raising or recruitment efforts on behalf
of organization, contributions, etc.)

(b) Statements made or other factors which indicate awareness of 
.. . the subversive nature of group, including involvement in

' underground operations, and/or in any other illegal or 
violent actions promoted by organization or movement.

(c) Information tending to show subject's importance in subversive 
movement or organization, e.g., degree of influence and 
leadership exercised, close association with national or

■ local leaders, participation in policy decisions,
b. Investigative steps

- The following steps should be considered, but are not all inclusive.
. (1) File reviews. Office indices should be checked. Any pertinent 

■ ' information developed should be included in initial report.
Where logical, check files of other field offices and/or FBIHQ.

(2) Public source material. Make full use of public records and
• public sources of information, including hearings of congressional

• ' or other Government committees both state and Federal, and
. ’ publications, including those issued by subversive groups.

(3) Check of files of other government agencies, both Federal and 
local, which could logically be expected to have pertinent 

. information. .

10
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(4) Records of private firms. Obtain, pertinent available information 
from records of private firms such as past or present employers. 
Checks of credit agencies should be limited to securing identifying 
information only.

(5) Contacts with neighbors and fellow employees. Such inquiries
. should be made only where there is expectation they will develop 

pertinent information not otherwise available.
(6) Canvass of established sources arid informants. Contact informants 

and sources in position to be knowledgeable concerning subversive 
groups with which subject is affiliated.

(7) . Physical and photographic surveillances. These should be 
considered on selective basis when circumstances indicate they 
may be productive.

c. Interviews of subjects
(1) Policy

[ Subjects of investigation should be interviewed[unless there
[ is a sound basis for not doing so.] Generally, interviews should

be considered after background inquiries have been completed 
and a good picture of subject’s activities developed.
If a decision not to interview a subject is made, this should be 
fully explained in case file and FBIHQ advised whenever FBIHQ 
is cognizant-of investigation.

• Purpose
To develop information regarding subversive activities in which 
the subject is engaged.

(3) Approval to interview
All interviews of subjects may be approved by SAC except following 
instances which require FBIHQ approval:

[' (a) [Deleted]
(b) When subject is nationally prominent or where circumstances 

otherwise indicate the interview could be widely publicized, 
such as labor leaders, educators, religious leaders or 
journalists.

(c) When interview? is to be conducted in presence of subject’s 
attorney and/or aide.

(d) When subject is connected with institution of learning.
(4) Letter requesting FBIHQ approval to interview subject

(a) Letter should concisely set out available data concerning 
following items:

' , I. Residence address, employment, race, date and place of 
birth, citizenship and any health factors which could 
affect conduct of interview.

II. Marital status, employment and citizenship of spouse.
III. Succinct summary of subject’s subversive activities, 

membership of affiliation with subversive groups, and 
positions held.

. .. IV. Similar summary regarding spouse’s affiliation with
subversive activities.

V. Similar summary concerning subversive activities on 
part of close relatives.

VI. Resume of subject’s current sympathies and status in 
. subversive movement or organization and any indication 

of disaffection.

11
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VII. Subject’s arrest record and disposition of charges; any 
information indicating a propensity for violence.

VIII. What is expected to be gained by interview?

[ - List above items by number but headings need not be restated.
■ If no pertinent data is available concerning a particular 

item, so indicate.
(b) Submit one copy of letter and additional copy of first page 

only which can be returned by FBIHQ stamped "Approved."
(5) If interview not conducted within 60 days, submit letter advising
• FBIHQ:

(a) Reason interview not conducted. ‘
(b) Any new information pertinent to desirability of interview.
(c) Whether efforts to interview subject will be pursued. There

after, keep FBIHQ advised at least each 60 days as to progress 
- of matter. '

(6) Conduct of interview.
(a) Interviews of subjects entitled to the warning and waiver 

’ ’ shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements set 
forth in Volume I, Manual of Instructions, Section 2B, .

• _ page 15.’ If the interview is being conducted for intelligence 
• information rather than an admission or confession of

guilt, no warning is required. iMoreover., if the investigation 
has failed to develop information indicating a possible 
violation of Federal law by the subject, it would be 
permissible to interview the subject without a warning as 
he does not fit the criteria of those entitled to a warning 
of rights. Carefully plan interview so there will be no ■ 
compromise of sources, sensitive techniques or interviewing 
personnel. An overriding consideration to always bear in 
mind is that interview should elicit from, not provide 
information to the subject.

. (b) Interview at subject’s place of employment should be 
■ avoided if possible. If attorney or aide is present during 

• . interview, interview must be conducted by two Agents.
(c) . If, during conduct of interview subject desires that his 

attorney or aide be present, the intervie;v should be tact
fully terminated, and FBIHQ should be informed with recommen

’ dation whether or not to resume interview.
(d) In all other instances, SAC has responsibility and option 

■ . of deciding when two Agents should handle interview. Safety
of Agents is first priority to consider.

(7) Direction of subject’s activities.
’ Prior FBIHQ approval is required before taking any steps to direct 

. the subject’s activities even though he may appear to be cooperative 
during the interview. '

(8) Reporting results of interview. ’
(a) Record results of interview on FD-302.
(b) Pertinent results of interview should be included in next 

report or LHM unless circumstances indicate need for more 
expeditions reporting. In cover letter or administrative 
pages, include observations of interviewing Agents as to 

• ‘ subject’s cooperativeness, any relevant information
concerning subject’s appearance or characteristics, and 
assessment of information developed by interview in light 

• of other data known to your office. .
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, 3. Reporting Procedures
) . a. General ■

. .(1) Pertinent information developed during investigation may be reported
, either by report or LHM.
, Reports should be submitted:
, . (a) When setting out results of extended inquiries such as
, ' summary of subject’s activities.
. (b) When subject is being recommended for inclusion in ADEX.

r- . LHM should be used to report timely or significant, information
r regarding subject’s current activities.
t • (2) All communications should be limited to:
’ (a) Information regarding subject’s subversive activities,
' . sympathies, and affiliations.

(b) Pertinent background data concerning subversive individuals
' or groups with which subject is connected.
’ (c) Essential background data regarding subject.

r They should not include information regarding subject's social
, ■ or personal affairs or other background data not relevant to
. . _ subject’s subversive activities or affiliations.
’ ■ (3) Information in both reports and LHMs should be organized under
' topical headings. Main headings and subheadings should be
, employed to make the communication as readable as possible.
' . b. Summarizing information.

When reporting information of repetitious or cumulative nature, such
’ as attendance at regular meetings of subversive group, use summary
’ narrative statement. Exact dates are not needed, but time period
' . involved should be indicated. Summary statements must be statements
’ of facts and not conclusions. Information from different sources

x ’ should be reported separately and any significant items must be
) ' set forth in detail.

' c. Administrative or Cover Pages
' . (1) Material to be included
' Pertinent information concerning following should be included in
’ administrative pages of report or cover communication of LHM:
’ References to other reports or correspondence, ADEX status,
' reference to security flash notice (FD-165) or transfer of origin
' (FD-128), reason for classification, if any, documentation of data

- contained in report or LHM, identities of confidential sources,
’ leads, and other administrative or noninvestigative material.

Use form (FD-3O5) for ADEX cases. If used, nonsymbol source page 
should be last page.

’ (2) -Documentation
(a) In documenting information originating with another field

’ . office, file number of original document need not be shown
' provided source, date information received, and receiving

t . Agent are identified. ’
r. (b) Do not conduct extensive inquiries to document background
( ' . information.
, ’ ■ (c) In characterizing persons who associate with subject,
, ’ . identify source but further documentation not required.
, . d. Office of Origin •
, Office covering place where subject’s principal subversive activities
. occur or originate, should be origin. In unusual circumstances where
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there is doubt as to which office should be origin, request FBIHQ to
. designate office of origin.

e. Title of communications •
. Normally, only one subject should be carried in title of each report 

or LI-IM and separate reports should be submitted for each subject 
regardless of relationship. However, when reporting virtually

■ identical information concerning two related individuals (e.g., travel
■ . . data concerning a husband and wife) an exception can be made and .

• single LHM or report submitted. In such cases dual captions should
be used and an extra copy of communication provided. .

f. Classification - 100
g. Character •

(1) Designation "Subversive Matter" (or abbreviation SM) should be 
used in all cases. Add organizational affiliation when chi.ef

' group with which subject is connected is under current investigation 
’ or has approved thumbnail sketch.

’ Example: Subversive Matter - CPUSA
Subversive Matter - SW 

(2) Where meaningful organization affiliation cannot be shown,
_ use caption "Subversive Matter."

- h. Copies of reports or LHMs ’
In all instances furnish four copies to'FBIHQ to cover dissemination
to Department (2) and Secret Service (1). Where it appears dissemination 

. will be made to other agencies at FBIHQ level, furnish one additional 
copy for each such agency involved. • ’

i. Status ’
Carry cases as pending until logical inquiries aimed at resolving

. purpose of investigation have been completed. As minimum, case
[ ■ should be kept pending until essential background data regarding

subject has been secured and sufficient information developed to present 
good picture of nature and extent of subversive activities engaged in 
by subject. .

. j. Closing and reopening of cases
If it is determined that subject’s current activities do not involve 
an actual or potential violation of one or more of the statutes 
enumerated in A. 1. above, case should be closed.

■ Case may be reopened at a later date if additional information is 
- received which indicates subject's subsequent activities involve or

' may result in a violation of the statutes cited in A. 1.
k. Subject traveling abroad (Also see section 105G volume IV, of this 

manual).
Take following action when information is received that subject of

• . current investigation intends to travel abroad or has departed on foreign 
travel (except where travel is of brief duration and is known to be'

■ ’ for'innocuous purpose, such as vacation):
(1) Immediately notify FBIHQ of available details concerning travel,

. including places and dates of departure and intended return, '
■ ■ ■ ■ destination, itinerary, purpose of trip', and pertinent passport ’

■ . data. Include full description of subject, including aliases. •
• Set out concise resume of available subversive data regarding

subject. Do not delay advising FBIHQ while developing details 
, if time is of essence. ‘

14
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\ (2) If necessary, set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport
• ' Office, Department of State.

(3) Pertinent information is furnished Department of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and interested Legal Attaches. 
Furnish FBIHQ with six copies of ‘ LHM (2-Department, 1-Secret 
Service, 1-State, 1-CIA) plus an additional four copies for each 
Legal Attache Office which covers area in subject’s itinerary 
(1-Legat, 3-Legat’s sources). Also, furnish one copy of subject’s 
photograph, if available, for each Legat Office involved. If 
stop should be placed with security services abroad, so indicate 
in cover letter. Set out requests for investigation abroad on 
separate numbered page captioned ’’Leads” at end of LHM. Request 
should not refer to Legal Atta.che or request investigation by 
any particular service.

[ (4) Advise FBIHQ promptly by LHM of subject’s return. [Reference
[ any prior memoranda dealing with the subject’s travel.] If

subject has traveled to a communist country, furnish recommenda
tion as to interview and advise whether additional investigation 
being conducted.

(5) Take following action when information is received that 
'organization or individual engaged in subversive activities is 
forming tour group for foreign travel:
(a) Advise appropriate offices, tinder caption of tour group or 

organization, as to identities of individuals participating 
in tour and furnish LHM to FBIHQ for dissemination to State . 
Department, CIA, and interested Legal Attaches. Include 

. readily available information pertaining to tour, such as 
itinerary, dates, names, and addresses of participants, and 
thumbnail sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour.

(b) Other offices should immediately identify participants 
. residing within their respective territories and submit

J ’ ' LHMs on those of security interest. Refer to LHM previously
prepared under caption of tour group or organization. In 
cover letter, list participants on whom there is no subversive 
information.

1. Submission of information on members of subversive groups.
(1) Offices covering national headquarters or local units of subversive 

. . groups should promptly furnish FBIHQ names and identifying data
regarding persons affiliated with such groups. Furnish 
information by letter, and indicate list is being furnished 
for indexing purposes.

(2) Information regarding subversive affiliation of individuals 
residing in territory of other offices should be furnished to 

. ‘ latter.
(3) Subscription lists of publications of subversive organizations 

should be indexed in field office covering address shown.for 
■ ■ - ■ subscriber but’ should not be forwarded to FBIHQ.

m. Control files on former members of subversive organizations.
[ ■ (1) Offices having sufficient volume[may, at the option of the
[ ■ appropriate supervisor,]maintain control files on former

members of subversive organizations.. Such files will preclude 
necessity for extensive file reviews to identify persons who 
are in position to furnish information of value in particular 
cases.

(2) Where appropriate, make copies of communications for these files. 
Insofar as practical these files should contain following information
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regarding ex-members of subversive groups: background, type
■ of information possessed, time period covered, availability fo:

interview and for testimony.
n. Channeling information to case files

. (1) Memoranda regarding membership or activity in•subversive organiza-
' tions, including summaries of informant reports, should be

. - ’ channeled to case files of individuals involved. When informa
' tion from informants or surveillances is channeled to individual 

case files, it should be documented.
(2) When preparing lengthy channeling memoranda reporting material of 

interest to other offices, limit number of copies prepared to
‘ two for each other office. Clearly indicate next to names of 

other offices the page number containing information of interest 
and note on cover page that distribution of material to individual 
case files should be handled by recipient offices.

o. Movement of subjects between offices ’
. If office of origin receives information that subject of current or 
. past investigation changes residence to territory of another division, 

. office of origin request verification within 30 days. If new residence 
confirmed, office of origin submit FD-128 to transfer origin. [Office 
of origin should furnish new office with any pertinent subversive data 
which has not previously been reported ’in a form suitable for dissemina

’ tion, or suitable for incorporation in an LHM or report.
p. Destruction of Channeling Memoranda •

At the option of appropriate field supervisors, in order to avoid the 
accumulation of channeling memoranda in a case file as well as to

• facilitate the subsequent preparation of LI-IMs or reports, the following 
procedure may be used: Files may be reopened for preparation of an

. ’’investigative insert" for later inclusion in a LHM or report, using 
T symbols identifying informants who have furnished prior information.

. Agent preparing this insert should also prepare a cover memorandum 
showing what serials in the file have been covered by his review and 
also identifying all symbol number informants involved and indicating 
the location of the original data (similar to documentation in the 
cover pages of a report). The channeling memoranda covered in the 
review can then be destroyed and the "investigative insert" along with

• its cover memorandum can, if necessary, be forwarded to another field 
division in the event the subject moves.] .

D. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED .
1. General Policy
. Information developed during these investigations should be furnished to

• other agencies in Executive Branch which have' a legitimate interest. See 
. MRR, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau’s overall responsibilities 

. .. and policies in dissemination.

• Do not disseminate earlier reports without reviewing them to insure they 
'meet current reporting standards. If they are unsuitable for dissemina
tion, prepare LHM containing pertinent information.

■ 2. Specific requirements ’
Following instructions cover representative situations which occur 

. • frequently. . ’
a. Members of armed forces .

Deliminations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence 
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires free 
exchange of all information of mutual interest between subscribing 
agencies. Immediately refer any derogatory or possibly significant 
information developed concerning members of military services, 
including contacts with individuals or groups of security interest, 
to military service having primary responsibility.
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If it is determined subject of FBI investigation is member of armed *
) services, discontinue immediately, advise FBIHQ, and disseminate i

pertinent information locally to appropriate intelligence agency. i
If it is determined subject has close relatives in armed forces, !
promptly advise appropriate military intelligence service, and ;

' furnish pertinent information, including reports, on subject involved. '
Evaluation of such association lies entirely within province of '
military intelligence service. i

’ ‘ In all instances, advise FBIHQ concerning any possible subversive ;
contacts or derogatory information developed concerning military -
personnel, including local dissemination made. Enclose four copies 
of LHM or report setting out pertinent data. . ’ i

b. Aliens and naturalized citizens :
Furnish any information which might have bearing 'On their deportation '
or denaturalization to Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) ■
locally. !

c. Individuals employed in or having access to Key Facilities, or i
. employees of private contractors of the Armed Forces ;

Under Delimitations Agreements, FBI is responsible to disseminate i
pertinent data to the counterintelligence agencies of the Armed j

, - Forces. [Also disseminate pertinent information concerning such !
, ' individuals to the Chief, Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office ;
, (DISCO), Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio 43215, Attention Chief, ;
, Adjudication Division and- advise interested military intelligence i
. ' . agency of such dissemination to DISCO. However, with regard to .*
, facilities having classified contracts with the Atomic Energy 1
. Commission (AEC), dissemination to AEC is made only at FBIHQ.] ' !

' See section 102, volume IV, of this manual for details. - '
d. Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal facilities) ;

x . Disseminate pertinent data locally to Army and any other Federal agency
) whose interest is apparent.

• e. Members of military reserve branches or National Guard J
. Disseminate pertinent security data locally to appropriate military . :

' intelligence service. ■ . ;l
f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry, including long- ji

shoremen and waterfront employees |
Disseminate pertinent security data locally to Coast Guard and when s
circumstances dictate, to other interested intelligence agencies, ?
including NISO. j

g. Employees of Federal Government |
• Any subversive information received concerning an employee of an ■

agency of the Executive Branch should be promptly forwarded to FBIHQ
’ for dissemination to interested agencies. No dissemination of reports

. in Security of Government Employee cases should be made in field. 
Instructions regarding all phases of FBI responsibilities under EQ

' . 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of this manual.
h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of 

installation or other premises under jurisdiction of branch of armed ■
. . - • services

- Disseminate pertinent data locally to appropriate military intelligence 
service.

i. Airmen licensed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ■
' FAA issues certificates to airmen (pilot, mechanic, or member of crew); ;

to individuals directly in charge of inspection, maintenance, over- L
hauling, or repair of aircraft; and to aircraft dispatchers or air
traffic control tower operation. .

Furnish pertinent data concerning such persons to FBIHQ by report or
x LHM. -In cover communication, recommend dissemination to FAA.
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j. Dissemination to Secret Service
Under agreement between FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 

[ responsibilities (set out in section 102, volume IV, of this manual),
reports and LHMs are disseminated to Secret Service both locally 
and at FBIHQ in all cases which meet standards set forth. This 
includes virtually all cases on individuals where any substantial 
information exists as to subversive activities or sympathies of 
subject. Wen photographs are available send copies to Secret 
Service locally and to FBIHQ for dissemination at headquarters 
level.
(1) Secret Service should be advised of reason for referral; i.e., 

statement of class or classes of agreement which apply to 
subject. FD-376 serves as letter of transmittal for both local 
and FBIHQ dissemination. Forward original and one copy to FBIHQ 
and maintain copy in case file.

(2) -After initial dissemination, as changes occur in- residence and 
employment, advise Secret Service locally by FD-366 and furnish 
two copies to FBIHQ. FD-366 must be submitted even though changes 
in residence and/or employment are noted in report or LHM being 
submitted.

(3) For instructions governing dissemination to Secret Service in 
matters involving threats against President, refer to section 
134B, volume IV, of this manual.

(4) Upon transfer of office of origin, old office of origin should 
furnish Secret Service locally with subject’s new residence and 
business address by LHM or FD-366. Provide copies to FBIHQ and 
new office of origin for dissemination to Secret Service head
quarters and branch office covering new residence, respectively.

(5) As an administrative aid to insure proper dissemination, the file 
covers of cases in which dissemination is being made to Secret

. Service may be stamped "SS.”
3. Restrictions on field dissemination

If security measures are known to be inadequate at local office of 
another Government agency, do not disseminate locally, but bring matter 
to attention of FBIHQ for headquarters dissemination.

E. ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX (ADEX)
1. Purpose and general policy

a. To have a readily available and up-to-date listing of individuals 
. deemed currently dangerous to the national security. Objective is to 
.identify individuals who should be afforded priority investigative 
coverage in the event of a national emergency.

b. Under no circumstance should individuals be included in ADEX merely 
because of their opposition to Government policies or because of the 
exercise of their constitutional rights of protest and dissent.

c. ADEX is strictly an administrative device. It should not be treated 
as a factor in determining basic investigative decisions, i.ei, 
whether an investigation should be opened or closed, the extent of 
investigation to be conducted in a particular case, etc.

2. Criteria
• a. .ADEX should include individuals whose actions or statements have 

established that they represent a current threat to the national 
security, i.e.,: 
Individuals (whether affiliated with organized groups or not) who 
have shown a willingness and capability of engaging in treason, 
rebellion or insurrection, sedition, sabotage, espionage, terrorism} 
guerrilla warfare, assassination of government officials,. or other 
such acts which would result in interference with or a threat to 
the survival and effective operation of national, state or local 
government.
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In all of the above cases recommend removal from ADEX by FD-122 with
’ attached succinct summary of facts. In all instances except c., submit 

current LHM or report for dissemination to Secret Service at FBIHQ and 
also furnish report or LHM to Secret Service locally.

: [12. Reporting procedures on ADEX subjects
, a. An initial summary report must be submitted at time subject is
, recommended for inclusion in ADEX.
, b. Additional reports should not be submitted solely for sake of reporting;
, however, in the event complexity of case or other reasons so dictate,
, . the SAC or FBIHQ may instruct that reports be submitted.
. c. Current significant pertinent information and/or activities of
, subject should be reported on current basis as it occurs utilizing
' teletypes, nitels or airtels with letterhead memoranda suitable for
’ dissemination. -
r d. In the absence of unusual circumstances (imprisonment, prolonged ■ -
, absence on foreign travel, etc.), ADEX cases should be kept pending -
, ■ and- a communication submitted to FBIHQ at least every 90 days report- 9
, ing on subject’s activities. In the event subject has been inactive
, for 90 days, you should comment as to whether continuation on
, . ADEX is warranted.] ■ ■ .

[13.] Reevaluation of ADEX status
. Prepare administrative tickler concerning each ADEX subject to come up

’ at two-year intervals. This tickler, which is independent of any assign
ment card, should prompt careful assessment of case to insure subject 
still falls within ADEX criteria. .
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[ SECT“^N 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVF”"IVE ’ 87A
1 ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIV •' LS

A. GENERAL GUIDELINES . .
, 1. Investigative jurisdiction ' ’
, FBI investigations under this section are based on specific statutory
. jurisdiction and Departmental instructions.

, Investigations conducted under this section are to be directed to the
t gathering of material pertinent to a determination whether or not the
, subject has violated, or is engaged in activities which may result in
. a violation of, one or more of the statutes enumerated below; or in
[ fulfillment of Departmental instructions. ... . . .......

r There are three principal statutes which provide a basis for these
, investigations, as follows: ■
t a. Rebellion or insurrection (T18, USC § 2383). ' ’
, ’.’Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion
, or insurrection against the authority of the United States or the .
, . laws thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto, shall be fined not
, more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;
r and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.”
. b. Seditious conspiracy (T18, USC § 2384). ■
, ”If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place
, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to over-
r throw, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the
r United States, or to levy war against,them, or to oppose by force
’ the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the
t execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take,
t or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority
’■ thereof, they shall each be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned

not more than twenty years, or both."
' c. Advocating the overthrow of the Government (T18, USC § 2385).
' "Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches
' ■ the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or
' destroying the government of the United States or the.government of -
’ any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the
’ government of any political subdivision therein, by force or ’
’ violence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such

government; or -

’ "Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any
’ ■ such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells,
‘ distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter -
’ advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability,
' or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the
’ . United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or

, ’ "Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society,
r group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the
. overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or violence;
' or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society,
’ group, or assembly of persons, knowing the purposes thereof—

f
 "Shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than

twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by .
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87A ■ SEC. A 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBV1 AVE
V ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIV WALS

the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the ’
five years next following his conviction.

”If two or more persons conspire to commit.any offense named in this 
section, each shall be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned

■ not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for 
employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, ■ 
for the five years next following his conviction. ■

. ”As used in this section, the terms ’organizes’ and ’organize’, with 
respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons, include the 

. recruiting of new members, the forming of new units, and the regroup- .
ing or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of 
such society, group, or assembly of persons.” . .

■ The courts have interpreted this statute to require advocacy to . '
.. action, i.e., advocacy to do something, now or in the future, rather 

than merely to believe in something. ' '

' In addition to the three principal statutes outlined above, there 
are two other statutes which might provide a statutory foundation for 

. an investigation under this section. These are:
d. The Internal Security Act of 1950 and the Communist Control Act 

of 1954 (T50, USC §§ 781-810). ' .

In summary, these statutes make it unlawful to knowingly contribute 
■ to the establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship within the 

United States which is controlled by a foreign government, organi
zation, or individual. The statutes also impose various restrictions 
on the activities of members or organizations cited by the Subversive 
Activities Control Board (SACB) as "communist action," "communist 
front," or "communist infiltrated" groups. The restrictions apply . 
principally to employment by the Federal government or by a defense 
facility.

The former SACB cited only one organization, the Communist Party, . 
USA, which was named as a "communist action" group.

2. Prosecutive determination
All discussions pertaining to the prosecutive potential of investigations 
initiated under this section will be conducted by FBIHQ with Departmental 
officials. These cases should not be discussed with local U. S. Attorney’s 
office without FBIHQ approval.

3. Related statutes ■
There are a number of other statutes under the FBI’s investigative 
jurisdiction which should be borne in mind in handling these investigations. 
Information concerning possible violations of such statutes is frequently 
developed during these investigations. Where this occurs the field should 
consider the desirability of conducting investigation in line with the 
policies and procedures governing the statute in question.

A list of other Federal statutes which may arise during these .investigations 
is outlined in an appendix to this manual. • . .

4
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4. Definitions

SECTTON 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERCIVE 87A
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIV ^LS .

The term ’’subversive activities” as used in this section denotes 
activities which are aimed at overthrowing, destroying or undermining the • 
Government of the United States or any of its political subdivisions by 
the illegal means prohibited by statutes enumerated in A, 1. above. The 
term "subversive organization" or "subversive movement" denotes a group ■ 
or movement which is known to engage in or advocate subversive activities, 
as defined above. •

5. Predication for investigation ' ■ '
In all cases handled under the provisions of this section, the first ' 
communication prepared which indicates an investigation is being initiated 
(intraoffice memorandum, letter, airtel, teletype or report) should 
show specifically the statute upon which the investigation is' based

_ together with all the supporting facts. Such a predication must be ' 
included in the first communication to FBIHQ and the first report or LHM , 
prepared in each case. Where investigation has been specifically 
requested by Department, this should be indicated in predication. The . ■
following examples are illustrative; however, the predication for each 
individual case must be tailored to the circumstances of such case.
a. "This investigation is based on information that the subject’s 

activities may be in violation of T18, USC § 2383 (Rebellion or 
insurrection), and § 2384 (Seditious conspiracy). A source' whose 
reliability has not been determined has informed that the subject is 
planning, along with others, to travel'to Washington, D. C., on April 30, 
1971, to participate in planned violent demonstrations during the 
first week in May, 1971, to ’shut down the Government.’ Demonstra
tion plans include the blocking of streets and highways, destruction 
of personal and Government property, and physical obstruction to 
prevent Government employees from reporting to work."

b. "This investigation is based on information that the subject’s . 
activities may be in violation of T18, USC § 2385 (Advocating the 
overthrow of the Government). The subject is an admitted member, 
(or has been identified as a member by a confidential source who -
has provided reliable information in the past) of (name of group). 
The-(name of group) in its public statements and publications advocates 
the desirability and necessity of overthrowing the U. S. Government by 
force or violence, and the assassination of U. S. Government officers. 
The same source has reported that the subject actively supports these 

■ positions.” ■ '

If the statutory basis for an investigation should change.or be expanded 
to include an additional statute or statutes, the first communication 
prepared subsequent to such change or expansion should specifically show 
such changes. Similarly, this information should be included in the next 
report or LHM prepared in the case. .

6. Accuracy of characterizations .
Assure that statements relating to characterizations of an individual 
or organization, or relating to affiliations with or membership in any 
organization, are founded on a firm bases. Identify sources for such 
characterizations or statements of affiliation or membership if such 
characterizations, affiliations or memberships are not commonly and ’ .
publicly known. • ,
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f 87A - B .SECTION 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE ‘
[ ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVF^S .

7. Investigations and contacts with individuals connected with institutions 
r ' of learning
' a. Prior. FBIHQ approval-is required to:
' (1) Institute investigation of a faculty member or an organization
’ connected with an educational institution.
' (2) Interview any student or faculty member who is not an established
' source. (Requests to conduct interviews must include individual’s
’ name, position, and ‘an assessment of his reliability and discretion.)
' b. Contacts with established sources in an administrative- capacity may
' be made on campus. Contacts with other established sources, e.g.,
‘ students and nonacademic employees, should be made off campus. -

’ 8. Use of officers from other agencies ■ ■ .
’ Members of other law enforcement or intelligence agencies are not to ■

accompany Agents handling these investigations without specific approval
' by the SAC. - . ■

>. INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZATIONS . . . . ..........................• ■ . . - '
. 1. Purpose ■ y ■

’ To develop evidence of any violations of statutes enumerated in A. 1. ‘ .
above and to keep the Department and other agencies and officials of the

' Executive Branch apprised of information developed which pertains to
’ their areas of interest and responsibility. . ■

2. Responsibility to initiate investigations '
’ When information is received indicating an ‘organization may be engaged
' in subversive activities or may be a front-group for subversive organization,
’ __field office should initiate preliminary investigation confined to
’ established sources. Notify FBIHQ that investigation has been undertaken.
‘ Within 45 days submit results by letter with recommendation as to
’ ‘ whether or not further investigation is warranted.
’ 3. Scope of investigation ' /
i , Pertinent data concerning following items should be obtained and reported: \
. a. Origin and scope
’ Date and circumstances of founding including any incorporation-data. ’
' Identities of organizers. Location of headquarters and chapters or '

affiliates, if any. ‘ '
b. Stated aims and purposes, especially any information showing

’ advocacy of violence or illegal activity. .
, c. Officers ■
' ■ Principal officers and/or leaders with succinct resume of subversive
. backgrounds, if any. • ■ ‘
, d. Membership ‘ ■ ‘
' ' Total active membership, including logical breakdowns by organizational
’ structure and geographical area, if applicable. If exact membership
’ ■figures are not available and estimates are given, be certain they are

plainly shown as estimates. In cover pages or cover communications, 
' include evaluation of reliability of membership figures cited, as well
' as comments concerning any significant factors involving membership,
' e.g., increases or decreases, notable shift in composition of group
’ by age, sex, nationality, etc. Be certain to secure accurate description
' of all lists referred to so as to avoid confusion as to exact identity
' or significance of such lists. ’ •

e. Publications .
’ All publications of group with emphasis on any which clearly depict
' subversive character of organization. . ' ‘

‘ • 6
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SECTION 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE 87B
J ORGANIZATIONS AND INDZ --DUALS

Furnish FBIHQ with copy of publications which portray subversive 
character of group or which advocate violence. Ascertain sources 
of funds for publications. When it is operated as distinct entity, 
a separate investigation should be initiated concerning the publication, 

f. Finances .
Sources of funds and nature of expenditures, in particular whether 
any income is received from or contributions made to foreign elements, 

g. Connections with other groups •
Develop pertinent information concerning ties with other subversive • 
elements including material and/or moral support given or received. 
Be especially alert to detect connections with foreign subversive 
elements or indications of foreign allegiance or control. Also' 
determine and report any significant connections or cooperation 
with nonsubversive groups. .

h. Activities . '
Describe activities of group. Afford special emphasis' to any under
ground operations or activities involving violence or threatened 
violence. Include any pertinent data showing success or failure of • 
organization in achieving its stated goals.

4. Infiltration of nonsubversive groups .
a. General .

When information is received indicating that subversive group is ’ 
seeking to systematically infiltrate and control a nonsubversive 
organization, available data should be submitted by letter with 
recommendations as to initiating active investigation. Recommendation 
to undertake investigation should be supported by available background 
information concerning target organization (including name and 
locations, estimated membership, principal officers, and nature of 

. • activities) and resume of extent of subversive infiltration efforts 
(including identities of known subversives who have joined target 
organization and positions held), provide brief statement as to 
investigation planned. If approved by FBIHQ conduct discreet . ■
investigation limited to determining and reporting activities which • 
are,related to or in furtherance of subversive infiltration. These 
instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates as well as national 
organization. -

b. Caption and preface ■
Captions of communications should show that subversive infiltration 
of target organization is objective of investigation, not organization 
itself, e.g., ’’Infiltration of (Name of target organization) by (Name 
of subversive organization).” All communications prepared for ' 
dissemination should carry prefatory statement which clearly conveys 
this point, e.g., "This investigation is directed solely towards 
establishing the extent of infiltration, domination, or control of the 
(Name of nonsubversive organization) by the (Name of subversive 
organization). It is not concerned with the normal activities of the 
(Name of nonsubversive organization).’’ In addition, preface should 
succinctly show the predication for out investigation of the subversive 
group involved., '

c. Limitations on investigation
(1) Other than with established sources, no interviews should be 

initiated with members, leaders, or officers of infiltrated 
organization without prior FBIHQ approval (except where they ’ 
can be handled by suitable pretext). However, this does not ■ 

■ preclude accepting information volunteered to FBI.
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[ 87B SECTI^t 87. INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE ' . ;
[ ■ ’ ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVI £S . , ''

’ (2) Informants and sources should not be directed by FBI to join
\ or participate in activities of target organization. ’ However, .
’ if subversive group requests informant to do so, latter may
: comply.
: (-3) Be certain all persons interviewed, including informants, are
’ aware that FBI is not interested in normal activities of target

’ organization but solely in efforts to influence or control the
‘ organization by subversive elements. ’
’ d. Conversion to full scale investigation . ’ -
’ If target organization becomes completely dominated and controlled by
' . subversive elements, advise FBIHQ on UACB basis that full investigation
’ is being initiated as subversive organization. Drop infiltration ’
■ designation from title of case. .
’ 5. Subversive publications ' • ■

Each office should review such publications produced in its territory 
’ to determine whether any advocate subversion, violence, or violations
r within FBI jurisdiction. If so, submit available information by LHM to ’
’ FBIHQ with copy of pertinent material and make recommendations as to

further action. Insure that FBIHQ is aware of all subversive publications
’ with brief identifying data. '
’ 6. Investigative steps '
, Efforts should be made to develop reliable informants at all levels and
. in all segments of subversive organization.

. . Live informant coverage should be supplemented by other logical investigation
; including review of appropriate public records and publications,
. interviews with former-members of group and, on selective basis, through
, such techniques as physical and photographic surveillance. • -
. 7. Administrative and reporting procedures .
, a. Reporting requirements and status
. When necessary data has been developed concerning organization’s
, activities (See B. 2. above), submit report. After initial report,
. reports should be submitted semiannually (unless FBIHQ has instructed •
, otherwise in individual cases). LHM may be used to provide FBIHQ or
, other interested agencies with significant data of immediate interest
, on an interim basis between reports.
, b. Informant coverage ■
. ■ Cover pages of reports should include a brief summary of informant
. coverage available with respect to the organizationidentifying
t ' informants who report on the group’s activities by symbol number and •
t ■ showing specifically which informants are members of.the group. ’
. c. Topical headings •
, ' Both reports and LHMs should be organized under logical headings.
, d. Character ’
, All cases should use character ’’Internal Security,” e.g., "Communist
, Party, USA; Internal Security." In case.of subsidiary or front group,
. character should show name or abbreviation of the parent organization,
r e.g., "Young Workers Liberation League, Internal Security - CPUSA";
r "Young Socialist Alliance, Internal Security - SWP." Caption of
’ subversive infiltration cases should include name of subversive group
' and target organization, e.g., "Infiltration of (Name of target
' organization) by Socialist Workers Party, Internal Security - SWP." ■
' e. Classification - 100 . • ’
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SEC ^N 87. INVESTIGATION OF SUBVE ^[E • 87B - C
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIV^ALS ■ .

■ . •*>

f. Copies
Furnish 5 copies of reports and LHMs except where instructed other

. wise in individual cases.
g. Closing of case ■.

In it is determined subject organization is not currently engaged in 
subversive activities, submit pertinent facts in closing report.

INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS ... • ’ .
1. General policy .

a. Purpose ’ ’
To develop evidence of any violations of the statutes enumerated 
in A. 1. above and keep the Department and other agencies and officials 
of Executive Branch advised of information developed which pertains 
to their areas of responsibility and interest. '

b. Individuals to be investigated • ■ ■ -
. Investigations should be conducted to fully identify and determine 
the activities and affiliations of persons who: . • •

' Are reported to be engaged in activities which may result in a violation 
of statutes enumerated in A. 1. above. This includes individuals who 
are current active members of subversive organization or movement. 
Where formal membership in a subversive movement does not exist, it 
includes individuals who are actively supporting the subversive goals 
of the movement. , ,

■ Priority investigative attention should be given to individuals who 
are known or suspected of being involved in subversive activities 
which are of a clandestine, underground, or violent nature.

■ c. Limitations on investigations • ■
All investigations conducted should avoid nebulous or siveeping inquiries 
which are not relevant to objectives. Under no circumstances should 
an investigation be conducted of any individual merely on the basis- 
that such individual supports unpopular causes or opposes Government 
policies. •. . ■ .

d. Investigations requiring FBIHQ approval . . ’
Obtain FBIHQ approval for investigation of: ’ ’
(1) U. S« Government employee
(2) Officials or employees of United Nations or other public 

international organizations of a governmental or quasi- • •
governmental nature. --

’ (3) Officials or employees of foreign diplomatic establishments or
governments.

(4) Faculty members of institutions of learning. ■
FBIHQ approval is not required for investigation of student or

- nonacademic employees of institutions of learning in the absence 
of unusual circumstances. If during a pending investigation it . 
is discovered that the subject fits one of above categories,

■ suspend active investigation and advise FBIHQ with recommendation 
as to further action.

e. Members of United States armed forces.
No investigation should be conducted of active or retired members of

■ of United States military forces. If it is determined that a subject 
fits in this category, terminate investigation and promptly furnish 
pertinent data to appropriate counterintelligence branch of United 
States armed forces. Advise FBIHQ in form suitable for dissemination.



87C SECTI' INVESTIGATION OF SUBVERST A
■ . . ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDu^P ' ■ ’

2. Investigative procedures .
a. Scope of investigation*

Data concerning the following items should be developed and reported, 
if pertinent: ..

’ (1) Background information, including .* '■
(a) True name and aliases* ’ . • ' . . .
(b) Date and place of birth. . ■
(c) Residences, past and present. - ’ • •' -
(d) Occupations and employments, past and present. '
(e) Citizenship status; where applicable, naturalization data.
(f) Family background. If available, include identities of .

immediate family and any information indicating they are 
employed in sensitive positions or by U. S. Government. If 
member of immediate family is known to be engaged in sub- . 
versive activities, include succinct resume. ..

(g) Military records, including any service in foregin forces. ' 
’ (h) Educational background. ' ■

(i) Arrest record and disposition of charges. - ' ■ '
(j) Physical description. Make reasonable effort to secure ’ 

photograph.
' (k) Handwriting and/or handprinting specimens should be obtained,

if readily available, and kept in case file. Special 
efforts should be made to secure such specimens with regard 
to leaders of subversive groups and they should be furnished 
to FBIHQ by letter for attention of FBI Laboratory to be 
included in National Security File. ’

(2) Subversive activities and affiliations, including • •
(a) Information concerning membership in subversive movements, 

organizations or front groups, date and circumstances of 
adminsion, positions held, and participation in activities 
of organization (e.g., attendance at meetings or other • 
functions, fund-raising or recruitment efforts on behalf 
of organization, contributions, etc.) ■

(b) Statements made’ or other factors which indicate awareness of 
the subversive nature of group, including involvement in ■ 
underground operations, and/or in any other-illegal or 
violent actions promoted by organization or movement.

. (c) Information tending to show subject's importance in subversive
movement or organization, e.g., degree of influence and 

' leadership exercised, close association with national or
local leaders, participation in policy decisions.

. b. Investigative steps .
The following steps should be considered, but are not all inclusive.
(1) File reviews. Office indices should be checked. Any pertinent 

. ’information developed should be included in initial report.
Where logical, check files of other field offices and/or FBIHQ.

(2) Public source material. Make full use of public records and ■
• public sources of information, including hearings of congressional

or other Government committees both state and Federal, and 
publications, including those issued by subversive groups.

(3) Check of files of other government agencies, both Federal and 
local, which could logically be expected to have pertinent 
information. . , ’ •
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(4) Records of private firms. Obtain pertinent available information 
from records of private firms such as past or present employers. 
Checks of credit agencies should be limited to securing identifying 
information only.

(5) Contacts with neighbors and fellow employees. Such inquiries 
should be made only where there is expectation they will develop 
pertinent information not otherwise available. '

(6) Canvass of established sources and informants. Contact informants 
and sources in position to be knowledgeable concerning subversive ■ 
groups with which subject is affiliated. ' •

(7) Physical and photographic surveillances. These should be '
• considered on selective basis when circumstances indicate they 

may be productive. ’ .
Interviews of subjects ■
(1) Policy ■

Subjects of investigation should be interviewed in the absence of 
exceptional circumstances. Generally, interviews should be . ’
considered after background inquiries have been completed and a 
good picture of subject’s activities developed. ' ”
If a decision not to interview a subject is made, this should be 
fully explained in case file and FBIHQ advised whenever FBIHQ 
is cognizant of investigation.

(2) Purpose . ’
To develop information regarding subversive activities in which 
the subject is engaged. ' .'

(3) Approval to interview
All interviews of subjects may be approved by SAC except following
instances which require FBIHQ approval: . .
(a) When subject holds leadership position in subversive 

organization. ‘
(b) When subject is nationally prominent or where circumstances 

otherwise indicate the interview could be widely publicized, 
such as labor leaders, educators, religious leaders or ’ .
journalists. •

(c) When interview is to be conducted in presence of subject’s 
attorney and/or aide. ’

(d) When subject is connected with institution of learning. .
(4) Letter requesting FBIHQ approval to interview subject.

(a) Letter should concisely set out available data concerning 
following items. . ‘
I. Residence address, employment, race, date and place of ' 

birth, citizenship and any health factors which could 
. affect conduct of interview.

II. Marital status, employment and citizenship of spouse.
III. Succinct summary of subject’s subversive activities, 

membership on affiliation with subversive groups, and 
' positions held. •

■ IV. Similar summary regarding spouse’s affiliation with 
subversive activities. . •

V. Similar summary concerning subversive activities on 
part of close relatives. . ■

VI. Resume of subject’s current sympathies and status in 
subversive movement or organization and any indication 

..of disaffection-* , •
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' VII. Subject’s arrest record and disposition of. charges; any - 
information indicating a propensity for violence. '

VIII. What is expected to be gained by interview?

List above items by number but headings need not be restated.. 
If no pertinent data is available concerning a particular 
item, so indicate.

(b) Submit one copy of letter and additional copy of first page 
• only which can be returned by FBIHQ stamped "Approved.”

(5) If interview not conducted within 60 days, submit letter advising 
FBIHQ: -
(a) Reason interview not conducted.
(b) Any new information pertinent‘to desirability of interview.
(c) Whether efforts to interview subject will be pursued. There

after, keep FBIHQ advised at least each 60 days as to progress 
of matter.

(6) Conduct of interview.
■ (a) Interviews of subjects entitled to the warning and waiver 

shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements set 
forth in Volume I, Manual of Instructions, Section 2B, 
page 15. If the interview is being conducted for intelligence 
information rather than an admission or confession of 
guilt, no warning is required. Moreover, if the investigation 
has failed to develop information indicating a possible 
violation of Federal law by the subject, it would be 
permissible to interview the subject without a warning as 
he does not fit the criteria of those entitled to a warning 
of rights. Carefully plan interview so there will be no 
compromise of sources, sensitive techniques or interviewing 
personnel. An overriding consideration to always bear in 
mind is that interview should elicit from, not provide (
information to the subject. . '

(b) Interview at subject’s place of employment should be
avoided if possible. If attorney or aide is present during 
interview, interview must be conducted by two Agents.

(c) If, during conduct of interview subject desires that his 
attorney or aide be present, the interview should be tact
fully terminated, and FBIHQ should be informed with recommen
dation whether or not to resume interview.

(d) In all other instances, SAC has responsibility and option, 
■of deciding when two Agents should handle interview. Safety 
of Agents is first priority to consider.

(7) Direction of subject’s activities.
Prior FBIHQ approval is required before taking any steps to direct 
the subject’s activities even though he may appear to be cooperative 
during the interview.

(8) Reporting results of interview.
(a) Record results of interview on FD-302.
(b) Pertinent results of interview should be included in next 

report or LHM unless circumstances indicate need for more 
expeditious reporting. In cover letter or administrative 
pages, include observations of interviewing Agents as to 
subject’s cooperativeness, any relevant information 
concerning subject’s appearance or' characteristics, and 
assessment of information developed by interview in light 
of other data known.to your office.
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3. Reporting Procedures . .
a. General ■ ‘

(1) Pertinent information developed during investigation may be reported 
either by report or LHM.
Reports should be submitted: -
(a) When setting out results of extended inquiries such as 

summary of subject’s activities.
(b) When subject is being recommended for inclusion in ADEX. .

LHM should be used to report timely or significant information
. regarding subject's current activities. ’

(2) All communications should be limited to: ’ ■
(a) Information regarding subject’s subversive activities, .

sympathies, and affiliations.
(b) Pertinent background data concerning subversive individuals ■ 

or groups with which subject is connected. - ' .
(c) . Essential background data regarding subject.

They should not include information regarding subject’s social ■ 
‘ or personal affairs or other background data not relevant to

subject’s subversive activities or affiliations. .
(3) Information in both reports and LHMs should be organized under 

topical headings. Main headings and subheadings should be '
employed to make the communication, as readable as possible.

b. Summarizing information. .
When reporting information of repetitious or cumulative nature, such . 
as attendance at regular meetings of subversive group, use summary 
narrative statement. Exact dates are not needed, but time period 
involved should be indicated. Summary statements must be statements 
of facts and not conclusions. Information from different sources 
should be reported separately and any significant items must be . 
set forth in detail.

c. Administrative or Cover Pages ' . •
(1) Material to be included -

Pertinent information concerning following should be included in 
administrative pages of report or cover communication of LHM: 
References to other reports or correspondence, ADEX status, 
reference to security flash notice (FD-165) or transfer of origin

* ' (FD-128), reason for classification, if any, documentation of data
' contained in report or LHM, identities of confidential sources, 

leads, and other administrative or noninvestigative material. ■ 
Use form (FD-305) for ADEX cases. If used, nonsymbol source page 
should be last page.

(2) Documentation
. (a) In documenting information originating with another field

office, file number of original document need not be shown 
provided source, date information received, and receiving 
Agent are identified. ,

(b) Do not conduct extensive inquiries to document background 
information. ■

(c) In characterizing persons who associate with subject, . 
identify source but further documentation not required.

d. Office of Origin
Office covering place where subject’s principal subversive activities 
occur or originate should be origin. In unusual circumstances where
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(2) If nece^Rry, set out lead for WFO to cl^^c records of Passport 

Office, Department of State.
(3) Pertinent information is furnished Department of State, Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA), and interested Legal Attaches.
Furnish FBIHQ with six copies of LHM (2-Department, 1-Secret

' Service,- 1-State, 1-CIA) plus an additional four copies for each . .
Legal Attache Office which covers area in subject’s itinerary ■ 
(1-Legat, 3-Legat’s sources). Also, furnish one copy of subject’s 
photograph, if available, for each Legat Office involved. If 
stop should be placed with security services abroad, so indicate 
in cover letter. Set out requests for investigation abroad on

. separate numbered page captioned ’’Leads” at end of LHM. Request
' ’ should not refer to Legal Attache or request investigation by 

any particular service. ■ .
(4) Advise FBIHQ promptly by LHM of subject’s return. If subject has 

traveled to a communist country, furnish recommendation as to 
interview and advise whether additional investigation being 
conducted. ..

(5) Take following action when information is received that " ’
organization or individual engaged in subversive activities is

' forming tour group for foreign travel:
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or 

organization, as to identities of individuals participating
■ in tour and furnish LHM to FBIHQ for dissemination to State

. Department, CIA, and interested Legal Attaches. Include
readily available informatiqn pertaining to tour, such as 
itinerary, dates, names, and addresses of participants, and !
thumbnail sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour. i

(b) Other offices should immediately identify participants !
residing within their respective territories and submit I
LHMs on those of security interest. Refer to LHM previously j
prepared under caption of tour group or organization. In .
cover letter, list participants on whom there is no subversive j 
information. • ■ . ■ i

1. Submission of information on members of subversive groups. ■ * t
(1) Offices covering national headquarters or local units of subversive j 

groups should promptly furnish FBIHQ names and identifying data •
regarding persons affiliated with such groups. Furnish j
information by letter,' and indicate list is being furnished • I
for indexing purposes. ■ I

(2) Information regarding subversive affiliation of individuals i
residing in territory of other offices should be furnished to ■ i
latter. ’ . ’ |

(3) Subscription lists of publications of subversive organizations , i
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for ’
subscriber but should not be forwarded to FBIHQ. i

m. Control files on former members of subversive organizations. i
(1) Offices having sufficient volume should maintain control files |

on former members of subversive organizations. Such files will . i 
' ’ preclude necessity for extensive file reviews to identify persons :

who are in position to furnish information of value in particular ■ . ’
cases. :

(2) Where appropriate, make copies of communications for these files. I
Insofar as practical these files should contain following information ■

■ • ■ .
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. • regarding ex-members of subversive groups: background, type
’ of information possessed, time period covered, availability for
’ interview and for testimony.
, n. Channeling information to case files •
’ (1) Memoranda regarding membership or activity in subversive organiza-
’ tions, including summaries of informant reports, should be
' channeled to case files of individuals involved. When information

from informants or surveillances is channeled to individual case
’ files, it should be documented. • • ■
' (2) When preparing lengthy channeling memoranda reporting material of.
' interest to other offices, limit number of copies prepared to two
. for each .other office. Clearly indicate next to names of other
’ ' ’ offices the page number containing information of interest and note
' on cover page that distribution of material to individual case .
' files should be handled by recipient offices. ..
' o.- Movement of subjects between offices. ’ - •
' If office of origin receives information that subject of current
' or past investigation changes residence to territory of another -
’ division, office of origin request verification within 30 days. If •
’ new residence confirmed, office of origin submit FD-128 to transfer ’
' origin. ■

’D. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED ' j ' ’ ” . ’ . •”
. 1. General Policy ' ' !
. Information developed during these investigations should be furnished to
. other agencies in Executive Branch which have a legitimate interest. See
. MRR, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau’s overall responsibilities
. and policies in dissemination. -

. . Do not disseminate earlier reports without reviewing them to insure they
’ meet current reporting standards. If they are unsuitable for dissemination,
’ prepare LHM containing pertinent information.
’ 2. Specific requirements . ' ■ ‘ ‘ ■
' Following instructions cover representative situations which occur
’ frequently. . ‘
' a. Members of armed forces ’
’ ■ . Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence •

agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires free 
exchange of all information of mutual interest between subscribing

' agencies. Immediately refer any derogatory or possibly significant .
’ information developed concerning members of military services,
’ ■ including contacts with individuals or groups of security interest,
' to military service having primary responsibility.

If it is determined subject of FBI investigation is member of armed
’ services, discontinue immediately, advise FBIHQ, and disseminate .
’ pertinent information locally to appropriate intelligence agency.
. If it is determined subject has close relatives in armed forces,
' promptly advise appropriate military intelligence service, and
, furnish pertinent information, including reports, on subject involved.
' Evaluation of such association lies entirely within province of ’
’ military intelligence service. ■ ■
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In all instances, advise FBIHQ concerning any possible subversive 
contacts or derogatory information developed concerning military 
personnel, including local dissemination made. Enclose four copies 
of LHM or report setting out pertinent data.

b. Aliens and naturalized citizens ■
Furnish any information which might have bearing on their deportation ' 
or denaturalization to Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 
locally. ’ . ,

c. Individuals employed in. or having access to Key Facilities, or ’
employees of private contractors of the Armed Forces • ’
Under Delimitations Agreements, FBI is responsible to disseminate 
pertinent data to the counterintelligence agencies of the Armed • 
Forces. See section 102, volume IV, of this manual for details.

d. Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal 
facilities) .
Disseminate pertinent data locally to Army and any other Federal agency 
whose interest is apparent. ... .

e. Members of military reserve branches or National Guard
Disseminate pertinent security data locally to appropriate military 

■ intelligence service. •
f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry, including long

shoremen and waterfront employees .
Disseminate pertinent security data locally to Coast Guard and when 
circumstances dictate, to other interested intelligence agencies-, 
including NISO. ■

g. Employees of Federal Government '
Any subversive information received concerning an employee of an 
agency of the Executive Branch should be promptly forwarded to FBIHQ 
for dissemination to interested agencies. No dissemination of reports 
in Security of Government Employee cases should be made in field. 
Instructions regarding all phases of FBI responsibilities under EO ■ 
10450 are in section 19, volume II, of this manual. ’ ‘ .

h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of .
installation or other premises under jurisdiction of branch of armed 
services
Disseminate pertinent data locally to appropriate military intelligence 
service. ‘

i. Airmen licensed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
FAA issues certificates to airmen (pilot, mechanic, or member of crew); 
to individuals directly in charge of inspection, maintenance, over
hauling, or repair of aircraft; and to aircraft dispatchers or air
traffic control tower operation. ■

Furnish pertinent data concerning such persons to FBIHQ by report or 
LHM. In cover communication, recommend dissemination to FAA.

j. Dissemination to Secret Service ' '
Under■agreement between FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 
responsibilities dated 11-26-71 (set out in section 102, volume IV, 
of this manual), reports and LHMs are disseminated to Secret Service 
both locally and at FBIHQ in all cases which meet standards set 
forth. This includes virtually all cases on individuals where 
any substantial information exists as to subversive activities or- 
sympathies of subject. When"photographs are available send copies

(
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’ to Secret Service locally and to FBIHQ for dissemination at headquarters
’ level.
‘ (1) Secret Service should be advised of reason for referral; i.e.,
' statement of class or classes of agreement which applies to
' subject. FD-376 serves as letter of transmittal for both local

SEC1 J^87. INVESTIGATION OF SUBVER.'W organizations and indivi^Ls

’ and FBIHQ dissemination. Forward original and one copy to FBIHQ
’ and maintain copy in case file. ’ ■
' ' (2) After initial dissemination, as changes occur in residence and .
' employment, advise Secret Service locally by FD-366 and furnish
’ . two copies to FBIHQ. FD-366 must be submitted even though changes
' in residence and/or employment are noted in report or LHM '
' being submitted. • ' ■ .
' (3) For instructions governing dissemination to Secret Service in
’ matters involving threats against President, refer to section
' 134B, volume IV, of this manual. '
’ ■ (4) Upon transfer of office of origin, old office of origin should •'
1 furnish Secret Service locally with subject’s new residence and

business address by LHM or FD-366. Provide copies to FBIHQ and
' ’ ’ ’ new office of origin for dissemination to Secret Service head
’ quarters and branch office covering new residence, respectively.
' (5) As an administrative aid to insure proper dissemination, the file
' covers of cases in which dissemination is being made to Secret
’ Service may by stamped ”SS.” .
’ 3. Restrictions on field dissemination ' ' ; ‘
’ If security measures are known to be inadequate at local office of
' another Government agency, do not disseminate locally, but bring matter
: to attention of FBIHQ for headquarters dissemination. . . .

>. ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX (ADEX) .
r 1. Purpose and general policy - . " . . . : ■ .
’ a. To have a readily available and up-to-date listing of individuals
i deemed currently dangerous to the national security. Objective is to .
’ identify individuals who should be afforded priority investigative
’ coverage in the event of a national emergency. .
' b. Under no circumstance should individuals be included in ADEX merely
’ because of their opposition to Government policies of because of the

■ exercise of their constitutional rights of protest and dissent. .
’ c. ADEX is strictly an administrative device. It should not be treated
' ■ as a factor in determining basic investigative decisions, i.e., .
' whether an-investigation should be opened or closed, the extent of
’ investigation to be conducted in a particular case, etc.
’■ 2. Criteria .
' a. ADEX should include individuals whose actions or statements have
’ established that they represent a current threat to the national
’ security, i.e.,: .

Individuals (whether affiliated with organized groups or hot) who 
• have shown a willingness and capability of engaging in treason, 

' . rebellion or insurrection, sedition, sabotage, espionage, terrorism,
' guerrilla warfare, assassination of government officials, or other
’ . Such acts which would result in interference with or a threat to ■
’ the survival and effective operation of national, state or local
’ government. • . •
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b. This would include leaders of organizations whose aims include the over
throw or destruction of the Government of the United States or the 
government of any state, territory, district, or possession thereof, 
or the government of any political subdivision therein, by unlawful 
means. The term ’’leaders” denotes those individuals, irrespective

\ of title, who are in a position to significantly influence the ’
policies or direct the activities of the group. Mere membership 
in an organization, without the element of leadership or without a . .
demonstrated willingness and capability described in paragraph a, 
is not sufficient for inclusion in ADEX. ■’

c. Individuals should be considered a "current threat’’ to the national ‘ 
security when reliable information has been developed that they have 
engaged in activity or exhibited the requisite willingness and capability 
falling within the above-described criteria during prior two years 
and there is no indication they have ceased such activity. However, 
there may be instances where retention of an individual in ADEX is . 
justified even though no pertinent information is available during 
the prior two years. For example, such retention might be warranted. - 
in the case of individuals who have gone into hiding, temporarily . 
left the country, or been imprisoned. -

d. ADEX should not include individuals who may be ideologically committed • 
to a philosophy which calls for the downfall of our form of government 
or which favors another form of society but who have not shown a current 
willingness or capability of engaging in meaningful action to promote 
their beliefs. This might apply, for example, to rank-and-file members 
of the Socialist Workers Party or the Communist Party, USA, or other 
old-line revolutionary groups which have advocated an overthrow of 
our present form of government but where subject’s activity is

‘ primarily ideological in nature and not oriented toward action. Each 
case should be reviewed on an individual basis in the light of the 
criteria enumerated above. ■ . - . .

3. Recommendation for preparation of ADEX card ' ‘
a. When dangerousness of subject has been established, office of origin 

should prepare recommendation on FD-122, in triplicate. Forward ■
original and copy to FBIHQ, and place copy in subject’s file.

b. Attach additional page or pages to FD-122 setting out succinct 
summary of facts on which recommendation based. •

c. Nonprosecutive summary report should be submitted when subject is 
recommended for ADEX unless one was previously furnished to FBIHQ.

■ In latter instance, submit up-to-date report. ’ .
d. Do not delay recommendation for ADEX because of absence of complete 

background or descriptive data. ’ ■
e. Do not defer recommendation for ADEX because subject is missing, 

temporarily out of the country, or in prison.
f. If FBIHQ approves recommendation, ADEX cards will be prepared ’ 

including two copies for field. Copy of FD-122 will be returned 
stamped "ADEX card approved, copies attached." Check cards for - 
accuracy. Place one in alphabetical section of field office ADEX

. and other in either geographical section or unavailable section, 
g. When subject is approved for ADEX, submit Security Flash Notice

x (FD-165) to check records of Identification Division and post flash 
■ notice if fingerprints of subject are on file. FD-165 will be 

returned if positive identification cannot be made. In latter event,

I
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FD-165 should be submitted every two years as long as subject remains 
on ADEX and no fingerprint record has been located. These submissions 
should be timed to coincide with biennial review of case.

4. Format of ADEX card.
a. Data to appear on face of card

Itemized below are descriptive categories in which subject may be
classified and corresponding abbreviations for use on FD-122 and 
ADEX card. . ’ '
(1) Full name and aliases ’ ■
(2) Date and place of birth ’ ’
(3) Race ’ . .

• White . W .
Black • . ■ ' . B . .'

• Other . 0
(4) Sex ' ' .

■ Male . M • - ”
Female . • ■ F

(5) Citizenship ' “ ' •
U. S. Citizen ’ CT ’
Alien ■ • ’ AL . ’

(6) Residence address ' ' _
(7) Employment (occupation and address) : ’
(8) Type of activity ’ •
' Black Extremist , BEX '

Communist (pro-Chinese) CMC
Communist (pro-Soviet) ’ CMS .

. Communist (Trotskyist) . CMT . .
Foreign Nationality FRN
Puerto Rican Nationalist . • PRN
Revolutionary REV '
Miscellaneous • •■ MSC■ ■ . ■

Activities connected with "New Left" or anarchistic elements should
be shown as ’’Revolutionary." The term "Foreign Nationality" covers
foreign-directed subversion, e.g., Soviet or Chicom espionage, Arab 
terrorism. The abbreviation FRN should be followed by nationality 
involved e.g., FRN-Arab, FRN-Cuban.
(9) Special Interest

Espionage Subjects '. ESP
Foreign government employees FGE
U. S. Government employees . ' GOV

(10) Unavailable section ...
Missing . . .MI
Out of country OC
Imprisoned PR

(11) Key facility geographical reference number (obtained from 
Department of Defense Key Facilities List), if applicable, and 
agency having security responsibility, which is Army.

(12) Field office and FBIHQ file numbers • 1
b. Data to appear on separate card attached to ADEX card in 

geographical or unavailable section. ... ■
(1) Physical description • .
(2) Photograph, with-date taken. It should be most current or best 

likeness of subject available.
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'A ■ ' '3 ■ .

(3) DangerouO^haracteristics of subject, e.^ notation if subject 

carries firearms.
(4) Any special information needed to locate subject.
(5) Notation that security flash notice (FD-165) has been posted 

with Identification Division ■
(6) FBI number and fingerprint classification, when available.

’ Case should normally be kept pending to secure all pertinent identifying 
- data enumerated in paragraphs a. and b. above. However, if it

appears a considerable amount of effort would be required to obtain a 
particular item, use judgment in deciding whether to continue in 
pending status solely for this purpose. ■ ■ ■

Use FD-186 to report above information. File in case file. ■ .
5. Arrangement of ADEX ’ • .

a. At FBIHQ. • ■ ’ ’ •
Index is printed on IBM cards, two copies of which are sent to '
field. An alphabetical breakdown of true names and all aliases of 
subjects is maintained at FBIHQ. ’ . •

b. In field office ’ ■ . '
Index is maintained in three sections: .
(1) Alphabetical section

This section includes one complete set of current ADEX cards.
(2) Geographical section

This section includes ADEX cards of all subjects except those 
. who are missing, temporarily out of the country, or in prison.

Geographical section is broken down by residence address in 
accord with needs of each office,'e.g., by state, county, city, 

. or if needed, into boroughs or suburbs. Cards are filed
. alphabetically under each such breakdown.

(3) Unavailable section ' •
■This section includes cards of individuals who are missing, out of 
the country for an indefinite period, or imprisoned, broken down 

' - into three corresponding subsections. ’ ’ - ‘ ' ■
’ (a) Missing subjects - ' .

(b) Subjects out of country for indefinite period . - •
' Include foreign residence and employment addresses on

• FD-122, if known. Place stops with INS to be advised of
. subject’s return. Verify foreign residence annually.

(c) Subjects imprisoned '
• ' Identify institution in which subject is incarcerated on

FD-122. Request prison authorities to notify us of subject’s 
release and set tickler to verify. • ■

6. Special interest subjects ' ’ ■
Following classes of individuals could be of special interest in national 
emergency: •
a. Espionage subjects

Any action taken in these cases should be handled, if possible, in 
such manner as to not destroy the opportunity to penetrate, an active 
espionage network. ' ’

b. Foreign government employees -
Any action taken in these cases must be handled so as to minimize the 
possibilities of diplomatic repercussions. . .
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[ c. Ut S‘. Government employees ’
[ These subjects are of special interest to Department of Justice.
[ Cardr on "Special Interest" subjects should be filed in regular sequence
[ with other ADEX cards.
[ --7. Changes in residence and employment of ADEX subjects ’ ‘
[ a. Develop sources to insure that any such changes are promptly brought
[ to our attention. . .
' b. Submit FD-122 whenever changes occur. Also submit FD-366 to FBIHQ ' -
’ and Secret Service locally. ’ ’ ' ’ .
’ 8. Changes in other background data - •
' a. Submit any changes, additions, or deletions in data required by FD-122
’ in an updated-FD-122. If item being deleted, specify "Delete."
’ b. Make notations concerning change on existing ADEX card pending '
’ receipt of revised card from FBIHQ. • ■

9. Movement of ADEX subjects between offices ' .
' a. Requests from other offices to verify addresses of subjects should ’
’ be handled within thirty days. ’
' b. Upon verification of new address, office of origin submit FD-128 ’
’ transferring origin. Furnish original and copy to FBIHQ and two copies
' to office covering new address enclosing copies of previous reports,
’ other pertinent serials, photograph if available, and'ADEX cards.
‘ c. If flash notice (FD-165) has been placed with Identification Division,.
' note on FD-128 and designate extra copy for FBIHQ, attention Identifica-
' tion Division. '
’ d. Old office of origin submit current report or LHM whenever there is
’ pertinent information to report. Do not delay submission of FD-128
‘ solely for preparation of report or LI-IM, but note on FD-128 latter
’ being prepared. Old office of origin furnish Secret Service locally
' with subject's new residence and business addresses by FD-366 and

. ’ - . provide copies to new office of origin for dissemination to Secret
‘ Service there. ’ '
_ e. If new office of origin plans no further investigation, advise FBIHQ
' by letter that case is being closed. '
’ 10. Subject entering U. S. armed forces •.
’ Submit FD-122 to cancel ADEX and FD-366 to advise Secret Service,
' furnishing copy of latter to local Secret Service office. Be certain
’ interested military agency has been forwarded all pertinent subversive
' data regarding subject and is aware of subject’s entry into armed forces.
' ■ Where appropriate, prepare up-to-date LHM or report for dissemination to
' military agency and to Secret Service both at FBIHQ and field level.

■’ While subject is serving in armed forces, appropriate military agency has ■
‘. complete Jurisdiction over his activities and no active investigation
’ should be conducted by FBI. Geographical card for subject should be
' filed in case file marked "canceled" and alphabetical card destroyed.
’ When subject returns to civilian status, determine if activities warrant
’ inclusion in ADEX. If so, submit FD-122 so ’recommending as well as
' current report. If not, advise FBIHQ by letter.
’ 11. Removal of cards from ADEX
’ Subject should be removed from ADEX for any of the following reasons:
' a. Death • • ' '

’ b. Permanent departure from U. S. or Puerto Rico . ■
, c. Designation as security informant " • '
. d. Subject no longer falls within ADEX criteria

• 22
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A ORGANIZATIONS AND INDI AlALS •

In all of the above cases recommend removal from ADEX by FD-?122 with 
attached succinct summary of facts. In all instances except c.’, submit 
current LHM or report for dissemination to Secret Service at FBIHQ and 
also furnish report or LHM to Secret Service locally.

12. Reevaluation of ADEX status '■
Prepare administrative tickler concerning each ADEX subject to come up 
at two-year intervals. This tickler, which is independent of any assign
ment card, should prompt careful assessment of case to insure subject still 

■ falls within ADEX criteria. • ■ ■■ • ... . . •
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d. Above also^^blies to Agent’s notes taken t^feng surveillances or

concerning evidence otherwise obtained. .
13. Interviews with subjects of’ security investigations

a. Policy
[(1)] No security investigation of an individual is to be closed 

unless subject is included in ADEX or consideration given to 
interview. Bureau will not authorize cancellation of ADEX card 
for inactivity until subject has been interviewed or Bureau 
advised why interview is inadvisable. '

[(2) With regard to subversive and revolutionary organizations, rank- 
and-file members and their counterparts in similar nonmembership

, groups may be interviewed on SAC authority; however, prior
Bureau authority must be obtained for interviews of subjects ‘ 
when circumstances indicate a delicate situation and a greater 
than usual risk involved, such as nationally prominent individ- 

■ uals, labor leaders and persons in educational, mass media, 
religious or publishing fields. Prior Bureau authority is also 
required to interview those who have publicly disclosed- or are . 
likely to disclose to the mass media contacts by Bureau A’gents 
for the purpose of placing the Bureau in a bad light by falsely . 
charging harassment or who have misstated or are likely to 
misstate the facts concerning the interview for.self-serving 
purposes. .

(3) Prior to interview, conduct informant, credit (identifying 
. information only), arrest, and indices checks on individual to 

be interviewed, determine employment, establish subject not 
employed or connected with any sensitive area requiring Bureau 

‘ authorization for an interview,- and prepare memorandum for SAC
setting forth available facts. Each such interview must be 
personally approved by SAC. If subject not interviewed, •
closing communication must show reason for not interviewing.

(4) Where prior Bureau authority is required, no report need be 
submitted when requesting Bureau authority to interview subject.]

b. Purpose ’ ’
(1) When investigation is inconclusive, to determine subject’s 

sympathies and whether he continues to adhere to revolutionary 
doctrines ■

(2) To develop information concerning activities of subject and his 
associates in subversive movement

.(3) To develop informants ■
c. .Deleted. . - ■
d. .Deleted, ’ -
e. [Deleted. . - ’ ’ ’
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f. Letter requesting Bureau authority for interview ' "
(1) In absence of special circumstances, include following state

ment in first paragraph of letter.
(a) Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 

accordance with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects. If subject is cooperative, 
no affirmative steps will be taken during initial inter
view to direct his activities and complete background in
vestigation required by section 1070 of Manual of In- .

■ structions will be conducted and Bureau will be requested . 
to authorize recontact with subject as PSI. .

• (b) .Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used. ' ’
Statement in no way precludes interviewing Agents from 

■ obtaining all subversive information subject is willing to
furnish or other data which will assist in determining 
his potential as informant. ■ ’

(c) If available, letter must contain following information:
' I. Residence address, occupation, employment, race, date

■ . ' and place of birth, citizenship, and status, of health
II. Marital status. If married, occupation, employment, ’ 

and race of spouse. '
III. Length of time subject was member of or affiliated with 

subversive organization and positions held. When in
vestigation is based on circumstances other than mem
bership or affiliation with subversive organizations, ’ 

' briefly set forth facts.
TV. If married, state if spouse is or has been member of or 

affiliated with subversive groups, positions held, and 
period of such membership or affiliation. .

•V. Membership or affiliation of any other close relatives . 
in subversive groups •

VI. Information regarding defection, expulsion, inactivity, and 
’ present sympathies of subject and, if married, of spouse

VII. What is expected to be gained by interview
(d) In each letter, pertinent information, if available, regarding 

seven items listed must be set out under appropriate number . 
but headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any item, so indicate after number.

21 Letters must be personally approved by SAC.
3) One copy of letter should only be first page of letter. When 

unnecessary to issue specific instructions. Bureau will approve 
request by stamping this page and returning by routing slip.

(4 ) When authorized, interview must be conducted within 45 days. If 
not possible, advise Bureau and indicate subject will be contacted 
within 45 days. If interview has not been conducted at end of 
second period, request new authority. Include any new informa
tion bearing upon advisability of interview.

g. Preparation for and conduct of interview ' . •
(1) preparation must be thorough and interview conducted so that 

Agents will not be compromised, Bureau will not be embarrassed, 
and informants will not be exposed. CPUSA has planned traps 
for Agents attempting’ interviews with members by installing 
recording machines in members' homes or endeavoring to have 
interview observed by concealed third party. ’

(2) [Safety, security, sensitivity and good judgment are’considerations 
in evaluating necessity for two Agents to conduct interview 
of any subject in all types of security investigations, i.e., 
revolutionary, subversive or extremist. Special Agents in 
Charge have responsibility and option of deciding when two 
Agents should be present during any interview of this nature. .

• Safety of Special Agents should be first priority in any ’ 
evaluation in this regard. If two Agents conduct interview, '
background of subject and circumstances will determine how

. approach should be handled. Agent experienced' in security 
’ investigations who is knowledgeable regarding development of 

informants should conduct interrogation. Actual approach 
. need not be made by two Agents; one Agent may observe from .

secure distance.] '
28 •
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• SEC. 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS^

f. Latter requesting Bureau authority for interview
(1 ) In absence of special circumstances, include following state- 

.ment in first paragraph of letter. .
(a) Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 

accordance with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects. If subject is cooperative, 
no affirmative steps will be taken during initial inter
view to direct his activities and complete background in
vestigation required by section 107C of Manual of In
structions will be conducted and Bureau will be requested 
to authorize recontact with subject as PSI.

(b) Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used. 
Statement in no way precludes interviewing Agents from- 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing to 
furnish or other data which will assist in determining 
his potential as informant.

(c) If available, letter must contain following information: 
I. Residence address, occupation, employment, race, date 

and place of birth, citizenship, and status of health 
II. Marital status. If married, occupation, employment, 

and race of spouse. ■ .
III. Length of time subject was member of or- affiliated with 

subversive organization and positions held. When in
vestigation is based on circumstances other than mem
bership or affiliation with subversive organizations, 
briefly set forth facts. .

IV. If married, state if spouse is or has been member of or 
affiliated with subversive groups, positions held, and 

• • period of such membership or affiliation.
V. Membership or affiliation of any other close relatives 

in subversive groups
VI. Information regarding defection, expulsion, inactivity, and 

present sympathies of subject and, if married, of spouse 
VII. What is expected to be gained by interview

(d) In each letter, pertinent information, if available, regarding 
seven items listed must be set out under appropriate number 
but headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any item, so indicate after number.

!
2) Letters must be personally approved by SAC.
3) One copy of letter should only be first page of letter. When 

unnecessary to issue specific instructions, Bureau will approve 
request by stamping this page and returning by routing slip. ' 

(4) When authorized, interview must be conducted within 45 days. If 
not possible, advise Bureau and indicate subject will be contacted 
within 45 days. If interview has not been conducted at end of 
second period, request new authority. Include any new informa
tion bearing upon advisability of interview.

g. Preparation for and conduct of interview , •
(1) ' Preparation must be thorough and interview conducted so that 

Agents will not be compromised, Bure’au will not be embarrassed, 
and informants will not be exposed. CPUSA has planned traps 
for Agents attempting interviews with members by installing 
recording machines in members' homes or endeavoring to have 
interview observed by concealed third party.

(2) Interviews should be conducted by two Agents. Agent experienced 
in security investigations who is knowledgeable regarding de
velopment of informants should conduct interrogation. Actual 
approach need not be made by both Agents; one Agent may observe 
from secure distance. (Two Agents should be physically’present 
during interview or contact with known or suspected.Nation of 
Islam members in all cases.) Background of subject and circum-’ 
stances will determine how approach should be- handled.

28
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d. Above also applies to Agent’s notes taken during surveillances or 
concerning evidence otherwise obtained.

13. Interviews with subjects of security investigations
a. Policy

[(1)] No security investigation of an individual is to be closed
unless subject, is included in ADEX or consideration given to 
interview. Bureau will not authorize cancellation of ADEX card 
for inactivity until subject has been interviewed or Bureau . 
advised why interview is inadvisable. ’

[(2) With regard to subversive and revolutionary organizations, rank- 
and-file members and their counterparts in similar nonmembership 
groups may be interviewed on SAC authority; however, prior 
Bureau authority must be'obtained for interviews of subjects 
when circumstances indicate a delicate situation and a greater 
than usual risk involved, such as nationally prominent individ
uals, labor leaders and persons in educational, mass media, . 
religious or publishing fields. Prior Bureau authority is also 
required to interview those who have publicly disclosed or are 
likely to disclose to the mass media contacts by Bureau Agents

' for the purpose of placing the Bureau in a bad light by falsely . 
charging harassment or who have misstated or are likely to 

■ misstate the facts concerning the interview for self-serving 
purposes. ■ • .

(3) Prior to interview, conduct informant, credit (identifying 
information only), arrest, and iridices checks on individual to 
be interviewed, determine employment, establish subject not 
employed or connected with any sensitive area requiring Bureau 
authorization for an interview, and’prepare memorandum for SAC 
setting forth available facts. Each such interview must be 
personally approved by SAC. If subject not interviewed, 
closing communication must show reason for not interviewing.

(4) Where prior Bureau authority is required, no report need be ' 
submitted when requesting Bureau authority to interview subject.]

b. Purpose
(1) When investigation is inconclusive, to determine subject’s 

sympathies and whether he continues to adhere to revolutionary 
doctrines

(2) To develop information concerning activities of subject and his 
associates in subversive movement ■

(3)- To develop informants ’ . ■

d 
e

.Deleted 

.Deleted 

.Deleted
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furnish copies of reports bearing dual character, "Security of Govern
ment Employees; Security Matter - C," to appropriate intelligence 
agencies of armed services. Instructions regarding dissemination to 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense Supply Agency, 
Columbus, Ohio, appear in this section of this manual under individuals 
employed in or having access to key facilities - dissemination. In- ' 
structions regarding all phases of FBI responsibilities under Executive 
Order 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of this manual.

h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of instalr- 
lation or other premises under cognizance of branch of armed services 
Disseminate locally to intelligence service of military branch involved.

■i. Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
FAA issues certificates to airmen, defined as persons in command or 
acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of crew in navigation of aircraft 
while under way; individuals directly in charge of inspection, main
tenance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, 
or appliances; and any individual serving in capacity of aircraft 
dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Furnish subversive 
data concerning such persons to Bureau by report or LHM. Tn cover

' communication, recommend it be furnished to FAA. Dissemination will 
be made only at Bureau. For additional instructions regarding dissemina
tion to FAA, see MRR, part II, section 5.

j. Dissemination to Secret Service ■
Under agreement between FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

■ responsibilities dated 11-26-71 (set out in section 102, volume IV, 
of this manual), reports or LHMs are disseminated to Secret Service 
(both locally and at[FBIHQ)]in all cases which meet, standards set forth 
As practical matter, this includes virtually all security cases on 
individuals where any substantial information exists as to subversive, 
extremist, or revolutionary activities or sympathies on the subject's 
part. Furnish Bureau extra copy of report or LHM in these cases.
(1) Secret Service must be advised of reason for referral; that is, 

statement of class or classes of agreement which applies to 
subject. Use FD-376. which serves as letter of transmittal for ’ 

' both local and[FBIHQjdissemination. Forward original and one copy 
to Bureau. Maintain copy in case file and upon transfer.of origin, 
furnish copy to new office of origin. Be certain individual is 
properly categorized. ■

(2) If subject of prior investigation is being recommended for ADEX, 
do not disseminate prior reports without first reviewing them 
carefully to insure they meet current reporting standards and are 
suitable for dissemination. If one or more prior reports are’

’ found unsuitable for dissemination, prepare LHM containing the 
pertinent information involved for dissemination ’to Secret Service ’ 
along with current report. Forward copies of such LHM to Bureau 
for[FBIHQ]dissemination.

(3) After initial dissemination to Secret Service, as changes occur 
in residence and employment, advise Secret Service locally by 
FD-366 and furnish two copies to Bureau. ■

(4) For instructions pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service 
in matters involving threats against President, refer to section 
134B, volume IV, of this manual.

47
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(5) Upon transfer of office of origin in these cases, old office of 
origin should furnish Secret Service locally with subject’s new 
residence and business address by LHM or FD-356 with copies to 
Bureau and new office of origin for dissemination to Secret Ser
vice headquarters and Secret Service office covering new 
'residence, respectively.

k. Dissemination at Bureau _ .
There are situations in which dissemination is made only at Bureau. 
Do not disseminate information to any field branch of another Govern
ment agency where security measures are inadequate. In such instances’ 
bring data to immediate attention of Bureau for[FBIHQ]dissemination. 
In addition, Atomic Energy Commission receives reports only- through 
Bureau. Information relating to foreign travel plans of security 
subjects is disseminated to interested agencies, including State
Department, only at[FBIHQ.]
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Other statutes 
Following statutes should also be considered in security investigations,
a. Fraud against Government (Title 18, USC, § 1001) .

This section includes possible fraud against Government violations 
through concealments or falsifications relating to subversive infor
mation. Violation must be presented to Department.instead of local 

’ USAs for prosecutive opinion. They ordinarily involve execution of 
U. S. Government forms. Common violators are employees of private 
concerns having Government contracts who execute Government forms 
required for clearance for access to classified information. (See 
section 47, volume II, of this manual.) '

b. Private correspondence with foreign governments (Title 18, USC, § 953) 
Prohibits U. S. citizen from corresponding, without U. S. authority, 
-with foreign government to influence conduct of that government in 
relation to any disputes or controversies with U. S. or to defeat 
measures of U. S. -

c. Rebellion or insurrection (Title 18, USC, § 2383) ..
Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion ' 
or insurrection against authority of U. S. or its laws shall be fined 
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; 
and shall be incapable of holding any office under U. S. ' ■

a. Sedition (Title 18, USC, 2387, 2388, and 2391)
These sections penalize attempts to undermine loyalty, discipline, or 
morale of U. S. armed forces. (See section 88, volume III, of this 
manual.) • ' . "

e. Seditious conspiracy (Title 18, USC, § 2384) ■
If two or more_p_ersons in any state or territory,, or in any place sub
ject to jurisdiction of U. S., conspire to overthrow, put down, or to 
destroy by force Government of U. S., or to levy war against them, or 
to oppose by force authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, 
or delay execution of any law of U. S., or by force "to seize, take, 
or possess any property of U. S. contrary to authority thereof, they 
shall each be fined not more than $20,000' or imprisoned not more than 
twenty years, or both. ■ '

f. Recruiting for service against U. S. (Title 18, USC, § 2389)
Whoever recruits soldiers or sailors within U. S., or in any pla'ce 
subject to its jurisdiction, to engage in armed hostility against ' 
the same; or whoever opens within U. S., or any place subject to its 
jurisdiction, a recruiting station for enlistment of soldiers and 
sailors to serve in any manner in armed hostilities against U. S. shall 
be fined not more that $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, 
or both. - ■ •

g. Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended by'Expatriation
Act of 1954 ■ ■ '■
The 1952 act provides that national of U. S., whether by birth or nat
uralization, shall automatically lose his nationality if he is convicted 
of; (1) committing any act of treason against U. S., or (2) attempting 
to overthrow by force U. S. Government, or (3) bearing arms against 
U. S. Offenses committed subsequent to 12-24-52 where conviction is 
obtained make defendant subject to expatriation. Expatriation Act of 
1954 provides for expatriation when subject is convicted for one of 
following offenses subsequent to 9-3-54: (1) violating or conspiring
to violate Title 18, USC, § 2383 (inciting rebellion or insurrection 
against U. S.); or (2) willfully performing any act in violation of 
Title 18, USC, § 2385 (Smith Act of 1940); or (3) violating Title 18, 
USC, § 2384, by engaging in conspiracy to overthrow, put down, or 
destroy by force U. S. Government; or (4) levying war against U. S.
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87B SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ■ ' •

B. INVESTIGATION OF C(AjNIST PARTY, USA; SOCIALIST PARTY; OTHER MARXIST

[ REVOLUTIONARY-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS; FRONT GROUPS;[REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES]
AND MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS
1. Purposes of investigation

a. To obtain legally admissible evidence for prosecution under existing 
Federal statutes

b. To obtain sufficient pertinent data to determine organization’s - 
character and permit implementation of EO 10450

c. To obtain intelligence data in order to have day-to-day appraisal of 
strength, dangerousness, and activities of organization; and to keep • 
Department and other interested Government agencies"advised ’ .

Specific objectives should include: ' •
a. Development of confidential informants at all levels of organization
b. Coverage of all important ramifications of organization's activities 
c. Development" of admissible evidence against organization's officials 

for violation of Federal laws • . .
2. Policy . ,

a. General • " • ■
(1) By Presidential directive 9-6-39, and subsequent restatements, 

FBI is charged with responsibility for coordinating all infor
mation regarding U. S. internal security. " ■

(2) FBI employees should not discuss communist or related investi- 
' gations with any unauthorized individuals. This subject is not 

to be discussed in speeches of Bureau employees without specific 
authorization. However, mimeographed material, including ■ 
speeches, testimony, and magazine articles prepared by Director, 
may be furnished without discussion to individuals interested.

' (3) Investigations must be conducted in most discreet and thorough
. manner. Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany 

Agents during security investigations without Bureau authority.
(4) Established sources and informants who are students or employees 

at institution of learning, but who are not reporting on any 
campus activities or any matter pertaining to. educational institu 

■ tion, may be contacted without Bureau authority. These contacts
must be made away from campus.

(5) No photographic surveillances are to be conducted in security 
cases without specific Bureau authority and then only when 
essential to protect Bureau's interest in internal security cases 

■ by supplementing informant coverage. In request for Bureau 
authority for photographic surveillance, outline manner in which 
it will be conducted and supervised. ' .

’ b. Established subversive groups
.. " "(1) Keep Bureau currently advised by appropriate communication, and

later incorporate in reports, all pertinent activities, including 
’ any changes in principal officers, structure of organization, and 

. forthcoming events. ■ '
(2) If no specific leads outstanding, case may be placed in pending

inactive status after submission of initial report. •
(3) Submit reports semiannually unless advised otherwise in individ

ual cases. .
c. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations, including 

[ those affiliated xvith[revolutionary activitiesImovement. '
(1) When information is received concerning formation of group, 

immediately open case and advise Bureau.
(2) Conduct sufficient inquiry through established sources to deter

mine character of group. ■
(a) If further investigation warranted, submit report and there

. after submit reports semiannually unless advised otherwise
in individual cases. • ■

(b) If further investigation not warranted, furnish Bureau 
results of preliminary inquiry and reasons for this deter- 

■ mination by letter. Incorporate any pertinent information
in form suitable for dissemination. '
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4b •(8) Deve]^^ fully and include following in report:

i
a) Address of organization
b) Brief characterization of organization, including total 

membership
(o) Principal officers of organization
(d ) Pertinent information showing communist objective is to 

infiltrate organization and influence its policy. Results 
of infiltration efforts, including communist affiliations 
of officers and members.

(9) Caption of all correspondence should contain "Communist Infil- • 
tration" preceding name of organization.

(10) If organization becomes completely dominated and controlled by 
CPU3A or other communist group, submit re commendation to Bureau 
to drop "Communist Infiltration? from title and inve’stigate as

. communist front.
[ g. Revolutionary[Activities]underground-type publications

(1) Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau approval.
[ . (2) Review all[revolutionary activities]underground-type publications

coming to your attention to determine if pertinent material there
in advocates civil disobedience, rioting, preparation or use of 
explosives, and other extremist activity® Advise Bureau of

■ results of review and request Bureau approval for investigation® 
Submit your request using caption containing title of publication

[ with character "IS -[Revolutionary Activities."]
(3) Upon receipt of Bureau authority for investigation, obtain 

information concerning nature of publication, its location, 
circulation, sources of income, and principal organizers.

(4) Handle investigation discreetly through established sources 
and submit results in form suitable for dissemination.

13a
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f
3. Investigative procedures re subversive organizations,[revolutionary 

activitiesIgroups, suspected subversive organizations, and communist fronts 
Develop fully and report on following topics, where applicable: 
a. Origin and scope 

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded. Identify 
individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. Identify 
all chapters and give their locations.

'b. Whether incorporated
Determine if organization has filed incorporation papers with appro- 
•'priate state officials.

c. Aims and purposes •
Determine whether organization advocates violence, resistance, and 
unlawful activity.

d. Location of headquarters
• e. Officers

List principal officers, including board of directors, and give ap
propriate characterization of each showing subversive affiliation.

f. Membership
(1) General

Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure 
membership lists, mailing lists, or other records showing affil
iation with organization. Secure accurate description of all 
lists to eliminate confusion as to exact identity or significance 
of any list.

(2) CPUSA
Details of semiannual reports are not to contain membership 

•< . statistics. Following instructions are for cover pages.
(a) Cover pages must contain latest statistics on total CPUSA 

members in district. Set forth on separate page or pages. 
Offices covering district headquarters should submit fol
lowing figures: for entire district, for individual states, 
or portion of state covered by district. Auxiliary offices 
which have been authorized to submit this data by lettei’ 
should include membership figures in such letters and submit 
them to Bureau and office of origin on April 1 and October 1. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures 
from auxiliary offices.

(b) Each office must show for its territory following: 
number of Negroes in CPUSA, name and title of each Negro 
who has national level position or who has district level 
position above that of club chairman. When possible, 
membership totals should be broken down as to nationality, 
sex, employment, veteran status, and membership in unions.

(c) Include evaluation of reliability of figures furnished by 
each source and of final figures. Use of only one source is 
not acceptable unless facts demonstrate such information is 
most reliable available. Also include totals of positively 
identified CPUSA members and tentatively identified members 
within six-month period preceding report.

(d) Explain in detail any increase* or decrease in membership.' 
Include results of membership recruiting drives. Endeavor 

. to ascertain results of national registration drives.
(e) Include whether all persons identified as CPUSA members in 

report who reside within area covered by reporting office 
are listed in Administrative Index (ADEX), or are infor
mants or sources. List any exception by name and show status 
of investigation and whether name has been furnished to 
Bureau for indexing. ■

g. Official organ, if any, and other literature
(1) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources, and 

confidential informants

J
2} Appropriately identify all such literature.
3) Promptly furnish to Bureau at least one copy of each pertinent 

piece of literature. '
h. General activities

14
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i. Finances . ■ .
Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts 
of organizations. Emphasis must be placed on determining if funds 
are being furnished organizations from foreign sources and if there 

•. is any rapport between the organizations and organizations in foreign ■ 
countries. •

j. Support given to or received from CPUSA or other communist group 
■ Develop evidence showing support, financial or otherwise, given by 
organization to CPUSA or other communist group or received by organi
zation from CPUSA or other communist group. • ■

k. Implementation of CPUSA line or that of other communist group
’ Usually shown through comparison of programs and literature of organi

zation with those of CPUSA or other communist group during any partic- 
■ ular period. . '

1. Accuracy of identifications ■ ‘ .
Use extreme care to assure statements relating to affiliations or 
membership in subversive organizations are accurate in all respects. 
Show exact basis, plus corroboration wherever possible, for identifi
cation of suspected organizations or individuals with information of 
a possible subversive nature. Never refer to a person as a "known 
communist" unless he is publicly known as such.

m. Specific requirements for CPUSA investigations -
Follow previously established reporting format. Nev; York is respon
sible, in addition to reporting activities of New York District, for 
investigating and reporting separately on national committee meetings, 
national training schools, and other important national meetings.

n. Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyist 
groups 
All offices submit semiannual reports and carry as pending inactive, 
except New York whose report on SWP activities on national basis should 
be designated pending. Nev; York also submit report on local SWP ac
tivities. Indicate in cover pages whether all persons, identified in 
report as members of SWP or as members of other Marxist-Leninist or 
Trotskyist groups who reside within area covered by reporting office .

[ are listed in[Administrative Index (ADEX),]or are informants or
sources. List any exception by name and show status of investigation 
and state whether name has been furnished Bureau for indexing.

Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through following' 
sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, bank records, 
literature and publications of organization, newspapers, public meetings 
and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, various public - 
records, panel sources, confidential sources and other so.urces of informa
tion, interviews with past or present CPUSA members, review of field office 
files, pretext interviews, surveillances, Agents attending mass meetings, etc 

4. ' Dissemination of information to Secret Service regarding plots against 
President

[ 0n[ll-26-71,]an "Agreement Between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
[ the[United States]Secret Service Concerning[Protective Responsibilities"] 

was signed and became effective. This agreement is set out in its entirety 
in section 102, volume IV, of this manual. Agreement provides that FBI, 
in its investigations of organizations whose activities are inimical to 
welfare of U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service of 
any information indicating plot against person of the President. It is 
responsibility of Secret Service to initiate necessary action to neutralize 
such plot. ■ • . ■
a. Be alert during investigation of organization for information in

dicating plot against person of President. Upon receipt, immediately 
furnish complete details to nearest office of Secret Service and 
appropriate local law enforcement agencies and advise Bureau by 
teletype, or telephone if facts warrant, of information furnished 
and fact it has been so disseminated. Attempt immediately to verify 
information, but do not attempt evaluation of information.

15
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b. Promptly prepare LHM, including complete details disseminated and 
identities of Secret Service officer and local law enforcement officers z- 
to whom given and date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate ( 

' LHM locally to Secret Service and any other appropriate Government
[ agency and furnish sufficient copies to Bureau for dissemination at [FBIHQ.. ] '

Disseminate copies of all LHMs and reports concerning organization '
locally to Secret Service on continuing basis and furnish extra

[ copies of such coinmuni cations to Bureau for dissemination atfFBIHQ.. ]
c. Determine identities of members of organization involved in plot.

Background information concerning such individuals should be fully 
developed and included in communications disseminated to Secret Service.

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C -
(code name "CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: New York

. a. Submit quarterly reports, to reach Bureau by February 1, May 1, ■ . . • .
August 1, and November 1 on full extent of communist influence in

’ racial matters. Include information on communist infiltration of Negro 
organizations and subversive individuals active in racial movement. 
Include this information even if it duplicates information in other " 
reports. Offices with no information to report advise Bureau by letter.

b. Use three-part outline in report: (1) Communist Strategy, (2) Com
. munist Tactics, and (3) Communist Penetration and Influence in Racial

Organizations. Under strategy, include plans and line of CPUSA and .
other communist groups, such as SWP and Progressive Labor Party. .

■ Under tactics, describe communist direction, influence, and partici
’ pation in demonstrations, disturbances, and other events with racial 

overtones. List events in chronological order with appropriate sub
headings. In part three, report influence of subversives in racial

• . organizations. • . •
6. Title and character. ■

Communications covering organizations and groups should carry the name - 
of the organization and characters as set out below.
a. Internal Security - Communist ’ -

The use of this character will apply to: - .
(1) Communist basic revolutionary organizations (both pro-Soviet (

and pro-Chine se); for example, Communist Party,. USA, and -
Progressive Labor Party. .

!
2) Communist front groups. .
3) Communist infiltrated groups.

b. Internal Security - Communist (Trotskyist) ■ . .
The use of this character will apply to:
(1) Trotskyist basic revolutionary organizations such as the 

Socialist Workers Party, Workers World Party, Young Socialist 
’ Alliance and Youth Against War and Fascism. ■ . ■

(2) Trotskyist fronts such as the Student Mobilization Committee. ’
’ c. Internal Security -[Revolutionary Activities] •
' This will include all organizations affiliated withLRevolutionaryJ ’
‘ Movement[groups]except those which would be characterized as Communist

or Trotskyist front and infiltrated groups.

Where appropriate, include identity of particular district or field .
. division; e.g., . ■ _

’ Communist Party, USA ’ .
. . ‘ _____________District

_____________Division . ” ■
' o Internal Security - C ■

7. Classification - 100 • •
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5. Recommendation and preparation of ADEX card
a. When potential dangerousness of subject has been established, office

of origin is to prepare recommendation to Bureau on FD-122, in 
triplicate. Forward original and copy to Bureau, and place copy in 

' subject’s file. FD-122 has three uses: (1) to recommend subject 
for ADEX, (2) to submit changes for existing cards, and (3) to recom
mend subject be deleted from ADEX. Submit abstract when recommending 
subject for ADEX, or removal from ADEX, but no abstract for changes.

b. When FD-122 is submitted to recommend subject for ADEX, attach additional 
page or pages setting out succinct summary of facts .on which recom
mendation based. Facts must be in sufficient detail to support 
recommendation, including justification for designated category.

c. If, at conclusion of investigation, subject is not being recommended 
for ADEX, closing communication should show reasons.

d. Summary report must be submitted when subject is recommended for ADEX 
unless one was previously furnished to Bureau. In latter instance, 
up-to-date report or LHM should be submitted. If case is pending'be- 

• cause of outstanding leads, set out additional lead to follow 
authorization of ADEX card by Bureau. If case would otherwise be 
closed, place in pending-inactive status with lead to follow approval ‘ 
by Bureau and then close administratively.

e. Do not delay recommendations for ADEX because of absence of background 
or descriptive data. Submit recommendation with current report and 
retain in pending status to obtain missing items.

f. Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for ADEX. FD-122 
should include data required for unavailable section.

g. If Bureau approves recommendation, ADEX cards will be prepared. Copy 
of FD-122 will be returned stamped "ADEX card approved and prepared, two 
copies attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side of 
Geographical card." These cards should be filed in field office ADEX 
as outlined below. Place returned copy of FD-122 in subject’s main file.

h. When cards are received from Bureau, check data for accuracy. Cards 
will be complete except for description and photograph, which are 
maintained on separate card stapled to back of one ADEX card. File 
this card in geographical section (except unavailable section cards.) 
Second ADEX card is filed in alphabetical section.

6. Inclusion in Stop Index File
a. Submit FD-122 in triplicate to Bureau when designating Category I ADEX 

subjects who are extremists for inclusion in Stop Index File.
b. Succinct summary with FD-122 should contain recommendation for inclusion 

in Stop Index File and appropriate descriptive data.
c. After recommendation approved, the third FD-122 copy will be forwarded 

to the Voucher-Statistical Section which-maintains the Stop Index File 
for Category I ADEX extremist subjects.

7. Content and appearance of ADEX card
a. Data to appear on face of card

When complete, face of ADEX card should contain following information. 
If any items are missing, keep case pending to obtain necessary 
information. Set forth under each item are possible categories in 
which subject may be classified and code letters for appropriate 
space on FD-122. These code letters will appear on cards received 
from Bureau.
(1) Name and aliases

Full and correct name and aliases of subject
(2) Race

White (Caucasian) W
Negro • N
Chinese . C
Others 0

(All others, including Orientals (except Chinese), American 
Indian, etc.)
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(3) ’ C O V . * * • , . ' *
■ Male ‘ M ■ :’ . /
Female F ■ \

. ' <4> Citizenship . ■ ■
Native born NB .
Naturalized ' NA ■ ' ’
Alien AL / . ' .

(If unknown, space should be left blank, but status should be . 
ascertained and submitted by FD-122.)

(5) Organizational affiliation or nationalistic .tendency -
American Socialist Clubs ASC
American Workers’ . . . ’ . . .

Communist Party AWC • ;
Black Nationalist BNT ' - ’
Black Panther Party BPP ‘ . * <
Communist Party, USA COM ’ - .. . -
Groups advocating independence ‘ . ■ - -

for Puerto Rico • PRN ' • ' .
Minutemen . MIN ■ ’

[ Nation of Islam NOI • • ’ ■
Progressive Labor Party PLP ■ - . ; ’ ’
Proletarian Party of America PPA • - ■

[
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM " '

[•Revolutionary Activities RA'] • .
Revolutionary Union • . RU ' •
Socialist Workers Party SWP ■

’Spartacisti League SPL - .
Student National Coordinating ’ . ‘

Committee SNC ’ -
Students for a Democratic • . . ■

• Society SDS ’
Workers World Party WWP _
Albanian ’ ALB ■ . \
Bulgarian BUL ' . '
Chinese ■ CH •
Cuban CUB
Czechoslovakian CZE • ■ .
Hungarian - HUN ’ . ’ ’

■ - h Polish POL ’ ' ■
Romanian ROM - ’ .
Russian ■ ■ ‘ RUS . ‘

(6)
Yugoslavian YUG • ’ ■ . '
Category designation ’
Category I CI ‘ ■ ■ . . ’
Category II C II ‘ .
Category III C III ‘ . ■
Category IV C IV • . ’ '

(7) Special Tabbing ■ •: ' ■ ~ ■
Pro-Cuban CUB
Espionage subjects ESP • ’ • „ ' -
Foreign government employees ' FGE • - -
U. S. Government employees GOV ... •

(8) Unavailable section ■
Missing MI • • ’
Out of country OC ‘ ‘

. ’ (9)
Imprisoned PR - .
Date and place of birth . ' .
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6. Character
a. . The designation "Security Matter" (SM where appropriate) is to be set 

out in all instances. Use organizational affiliation where organiza
tion with which subject is affiliated is under current or continuing 
investigation or where a Bureau-approved thumbnail sketch exists. . 
Examples: Security Matter - C (Communist)

Security Matter - SWP (Socialist Workers Party)
. Security Matter - SMC (Student Mobilization Committee)
b. Every effort is to be made to use a meaningful organizational affilia

tion or nationalistic tendency designation; however, where this-cannot 
be done, following designations should be used: . .
(1) Security Matter - Subversive (Where activity of subject consists

• primarily of efforts to disrupt or destroy Government operations
through violent protest and is in line with espousal or support of 
philosophy which advocates overthrow of Government by any means 
possible, including force and violence, and/or a demonstrated 
propensity for violence to achieve the same objective or to deny’ 
others their rights under the Constitution.)

(2) Security Matter -[Revolutionary Activities](Where activity of . 
subject is primarily extremist, student and/or communal-existence 
oriented and relates to violent efforts to disrupt or destroy 
Government■operations in line with espousal or support of a

- philosophy which advocates overthrow of the Government by any
means possible, including force and violence, and/or a demon
strated propensity for violence to achieve the same objective 
or to deny others their rights under the Constitution.)

7. Status
Carry cases as pending until all active investigation has been conducted.

. Thereafter, status shall be as follows: ’
a. Category I: Cases should remain in pending status and report or LHM 

Submitted six months from date of last report or LHM.
b. Category II: Cases should be reopened 45 days prior to’ six months 

from date of last verification to meet annual reporting and six
month verifications requirements. ’ ’

■c. Category III: Cases should be reopened 45 days prior to one year 
from date of last annual verifications to meet annual reporting and 
verifications requirements. ■ '

d. Category IV: Cases in which there have been reports, or LHMs in lieu 
. of reports, or verifications within last year should be reopened 45 

days prior to one year from that date to meet annual verifications
■ requirements and 45 days prior to two years from that date to meet • 

biennial reporting requirements. ■ . . ’
e. Subjects recommended for ADEX - ’

(1) Pending inactive
If all active investigation completed at time FD-122 forwarded 
to Bureau, set forth lead to follow for ADEX approval.

(2) Closed
After ADEX approved, follow by administrative tickler for periodic 
report. .

f. Subject not being recommended for ADEX ■ ’ ’
Closed - prior to closing, comply with instructions pertaining to 
interviews. ’ ‘

8. Content ’ - ’ . .
a. Include following and handle under topical headings (both in reports 

and LHMs) where appropriate.’ ■ ..
(1) Background • . ’ .

(a) Birth data . ■ ’ ’ -
(b) Citizenship status • . •
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(c) Education
(d) Marital status f
(e) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including type v- 

of discharge, citations, etc.)
(f) Identification record
(g) Employment ■
(h) Residence
(i) Status of health (if known)

(2) Connections with basic revolutionary groups, front groups, and/or 
other subversive organizations or movements
(a) Information concerning admission into group, including sponsors, 

etc.
,(b) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, and positions 

held in subversive movement
(3) Revolutionary statements by subject . * *

(a) Determine each statement and full details surrounding it.
(b) Determine all statements showing adherence to principles of 

Marxism-Leninism or other revolutionary doctrines. * .
(4) Other activities indicating furtherance of program of subversive 

organizations
(a) Speeches and writings
(b) Organizational directives and/or educational outlines signed 

by or issued by subject, or issued while subject was officer 
of organization

(c) Pertinent contacts between subject and leaders of organizations'
(d) Details concerning subject’s attendance or connection with 

subversive training schools
(5) False statements made by subject, including aliases

Evidence may be obtained from passports, tax returns, and voting, 
marital, employment, and selective service records..

(6) Miscellaneous
Pertinent items not falling under above categories /

b. Reports on individuals should be confined to: ' \
(1) Information as to membership and activity in basic revolutionary 

organizations, front organizations, and/or other subversive 
organizations or unorganized groups

(2) Position and importance of subject in subversive movement
(3) Pertinent background information

Include only information pertinent to determining whether or not 
subject is engaged in subversive activities. Set out date or - 
period to which it pertains; e.g., John Doe advised on January 15, 
1970, that subject attended CP meetings in January, 1965, in 
Syracuse, New York. ■

c. Summarizing information
(1) When prior summary reports are not suitable for dissemination, 

include all pertinent information in current summary report with 
sources fully protected.

(2) Repetitious and cumulative items may be limited to representative 
number with each item set forth fully documented. Number of items 
will depend upon preponderance of other information showing 
dangerousness of subject.

(3) When selection of representative number of items is made, follow with 
summary statement that source advised during specified period 
of time subject also attended certain number of other meetings.
(Set out file number and serial range in documenting such statements.) 

(4) Where there is extensive activity in subversive organizations, it 
is permissible to use narrative statements without exact dates of
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A. STATUTES
There are four principal statutes to consider in security investigations:

S^TION 87. SECURITY INVESUGAT!^’ S 87A

Public Law 733 as implemented by Executive Order (EO) 10450, Smith Act of 
1940, Internal Security Act of 1950 (ISA—50), and Communist Control Act of 
1954. On occasion, other statutes may be applicable, such as seditious 
conspiracy, treason, fraud against Government, and Registration Act, .
1. Public Law 733 as implemented by EO 10450 '

President, by Executive Order 10450, dated 4-27—53, established govern- 
‘ ment-wide employee security program, based on authority and approach set 

. forth by Congress in Public Law 733, enacted on 8—26t5O. -
Section 8(a) of EO 10450 provides that investigations conducted pursuant 

' ' to this order shall be designed to develop information as to whether em
ployment or retention in employment in Federal service of person being 
investigated is clearly consistent with interests of national security. 
Such information relates, among other things, to following:

"Membership in, or affiliation or sympathetic association with, - 
■ any foreign or domestic organization, association, movement, '

' . ' group, or combination of persons which is totalitarian, Fascist,
communist, or subversive, or which has adopted, or shows, a

• policy of advocating or approving the commission of acts of 
’ force or violence to deny other persons their rights under the 

Constitution of the United States, or which seeks to alter the 
form of, government of the United States by unconstitutional 
means." .

Attorney General’s part of employee security program consists of making ’ 
full field investigations through FBI; maintaining list of totalitarian, 

■ fascist, communist, or subversive organizations; and giving agencies 
advice in establishing and maintaining their security programs.

2. Smith Act of 1940 (Title 18, USC, § 2385). Advocating overthrow of Govern
ment
Smith Act prohibits knowingly advocating or teaching overthrow of Govern
ment by force or violence; publishing or circulating written or printed 
material with intent to cause such overthrow; attempting to organize ’ 
group of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage such overthrow; and 

. - conspiring to commit these offenses. Penalty for conviction carries fine 
of not more than $20,000 and/or imprisonment for not more than 20 years 
and shall be inelegible for employment by U. S. or any department or • 
agency thereof for five years next following his conviction. Decisions 
by Supreme Court on 6-7-57 and 6-5-61 established new evidentiary stand

. ards, such as proof of incitement to action, which must be met by Govern
ment in future prosecutions under this act. ’ -

[ 3. Internal Security Act of 1950 (Title 50, USC, §§(781-810)]
Internal Security Act of 1950 (lSA-50) became effective 9-23-50. It gen

. . erally provides for registration of communist-action and communist front
organizations; amends obstruction of justice statute; implements espionage 
and sabotage statutes and various immigration and naturalization regula—

[ tions;[andIprohibits contributing to establishment of totalitarian dic-
[ tatorship. Act was amended 1-2-68 to delete requirement that communist

organizations and their members register with Attorney General, a pro
cedure ruled unconstitutional by Supreme Court because it violated 
constitutional rights against self-incrimination. This manual section is 
limited to ISA-50 provisions pertaining to communist-action organizations,

[ communist front organizations,[andJcontributing to establishment of .
[ totalitarian dictatorship. ■ ■ '
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a. Communist-action organizations ■
(1) Definition (§ 782)

Term ’’communist-action organization” means any organization in 
■ U. S. (other than diplomatic representative or mission of for
eign government accredited by Department of State) vzhich is 
substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by foreign 
government or foreign organization controlling world communist 
movement (referred to in section 781) and which operates pri
marily to advance objectives of world communist movement.

(2) Factors to be considered by Subversive Activities Control Board 
(SACB) in determining whether organization is communist-action 
organization (§ 792) ‘ •

■ SACB.considers relationship of organization under review to for
eign organization or foreign government described in above def
inition in regard to policies, activities, accountability, train- 

■ ing received, financial support, concealment of foreign direction, 
and allegiance of its principal leaders to such foreign govern
ment or foreign organization. ’ -

b. Communist front organizations ' _ ■■
(1) Definition (§782) . ' . ‘ ‘ -

Term "communist front organization" means any organization in ■ 
U. S.- (other than communi st-action organization) which (a) is 
substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by communist
action organization or (b) is substantially directed, dominated, 
or controlled by one o.r more members of communist-action organ- ' 
ization, and (c) is primarily operated for purpose of giving 
aid and support to communist-acti’on organization, communist for
eign government, or world communist movement.

- (2) .Factors to be considered by SACB in determining whether organ
ization is communist front organization (§ 792) 
SACB considers extent to which organization is managed and fi-■ 
nanced by any communist-action organization, communist foreign 

. government, or world communist movement'. SACB also considers 
extent to which organization’s policies are similar to and ex- 

• tent it promotes objectives of any communist-action organization, 
communist foreign government, or world communist movement. .

c. How proceedings are instituted (§ 792)
When Attorney General has reason to believe any organization is com
munist-action or communist front organization, he files petition 
with SACB (and serves upon organization copy thereof) for determi
nation that such is true by hearing before SACB.

d. Findings of Board and publication of same (§ 792)
If, after hearing, SACB finds (1) that organization is communist- 

■ action or communist front organization, it makes report in writing ■ 
of its findings and causes to be served on such organization an ' 
order determining organization to be communist-action or communist 
front organization.

Findings of SACB are published in Federal Register and this publi
cation is notice to all persons that such orders have become final; 
records of SACB concerning such hearings shall be available to ' 

■ ' public. ■ <
e. Employment of members; contributions of funds, services, or advice 

by Government personnel (§784) ,
When there is in effect final order of SACB determining any organ
ization to be communi st-action or communist front organization, it 
shall be unlawful • ' ’

8
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. SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION^ ' 87A

(1) For any Hernbar of such organization without owl edge or notice of 
such final order: (a) to conceal or fail to disclose that he 

. is a member of such organization in seeking, accepting, or hold—
ing any nonelective office or employment under U. S.; (b) to 
hold any nonelective office or employment under U. S.; (c) to 

’ conceal or fail to disclose that he is member of such organiza
tion in seeking, accepting, or holding employment in any defense 

. facility;.or (d) to hold office or employment with any labor
’ organization, as defined in section 2 (5) of National Labor

Relations Act, as amended, or to represent any employer in any 
• matter or proceeding arising or pending under that act.

(2) For any officer or employee of U. S. or of any defense facility, 
. with knowledge or notice of such final order of SACB: (a) to

' contribute funds or services to such organization; or (b) to ad—
' vise, counsel, or urge any person, with knowledge or notice that 

‘ such person is member of such organization, to perform or omit 
to perform, any act if such act or omission would constitute 
violation of any provision of paragraph (1) above. . ‘ .

f. Use of mail and instrumentalities of interstate or foreign commerce
■ - (§.789) . . .. . . .

Act requires any person acting for or on behalf of any organization' 
for which there is in effect final order of SACB determining it to 
be communist-action or communist front organization to label properly 

‘ . all publications transmitted through mail or by any means or instru
mentality of interstate or foreign commerce. . ' ’ _

g. [Deleted] • ■
h. Contributing to establishment of totalitarian dictatorship (§ 783) ’ ’

ISA—50 provides that it shall be unlawful for any person knowingly 
’ to combine, conspire, or agree with any other person to perform any 

act which would substantially contribute to establishment within 
' U. S. of a totalitarian dictatorship, direction and control of which is

to be vested ip, or exercised by, or under domination or control of 
any foreign government, foreign organization, or foreign individual. 
Maximum penalty is $10,000 or 10 years, or both, and thereafter be• 
inelegible to hold any office or place of honor, profit, or trust 
created by Constitution or laws of U. S. Statute of limitations- is 

■ 10 years, except statute will not run on officer or employee of U. S. •
until after his employment has ceased. ■ - ; . ■

4. Communist Control Act of 1954
Act is divided into three measures: (a) termination of rights, privileges, 
and immunities formerly enjoyed by CPUSA and subsidiary organizations: (b) 
determination of membership in CPUSA and other subversive organizations;

. and (c) amendment of ISA—50, bringing within its purview communist—infil— 
trated organizations. This manual section is limited to provisions per— 
taining to communist-infiltrated organizations (Title 50, USC, § 782).
a. Definition of communist—infiltrated organization

Term "communist-infiltrated organization" means any Organization in 
U. S. (other than communist-action or communist front organization) 
which (1) is substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by . 
individual or individuals who are, or who within three years have been, 
actively engaged in giving aid or support to communist—action organ— 

‘ ization, communist foreign government,, or world communist movement, 
and (2) is serving, or within last three years has served, as means 
for (a) giving aid or support to any such organization, government, or

9
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movement, or (b) impairment of military strength of U. S. or' its 
industrial capacity to furnish logistical support required by its 
armed forces. Provided, however, that any labor organization 
which is affiliate in good standing of national federation or ■
other labor organizations whose policies and activities have been 
directed to opposing communist organizations, communist foreign 
government, or world communist movement shall be presumed prima 
facie not to be communist-infiltrated organization. ’

b. Proceedings whan Attorney General has reason to believe organization ■ 
is communist infiltrated .
He may file petition with SACB and serve copy on communist-infiltrated 
organization. He may join more than one organization as respondents 
to his petition. Hearings will then be conducted by SACB on evidence 
presented by Attorney General. SACB is empowered to make finding ' 
that organization is or is not communist-infiltrated, and within six 
months after an unfavorable determination organization may petition 
for a new determination. • _

SACB is also authorized to notify National Labor Relations Board '
' ‘ (NLRB) of its findings and to publish findings in Federal Register. ' 
NLRB has power to deny organizations found to be communist infiltrated 
representation before it, and upon petition of twenty per cent of 
membership of communist-infiltrated labor union to NLRB, that body

■ may nullify rights of union to represent its members and call for 
election to determine new bargaining representative. '

c. Factors to be considered by SACB in determini-ng whether organization 
is communist infiltrated (§ 792a) . .
SACB shall consider following: ’ . ’
(1) To what extent, if any, effective management of affairs of .

organization is conducted by one or more individuals who are,' 
or within three years have been, (a) members, agents, or repre
sentatives of any communist organization, any communist- foreign 
government, or the world communist movement with knowledge of 
nature and purpose thereof; or (b) engaged in giving aid or 
support to any such organization, government, or movement with 
knowledge of nature and purpose

(2) To what extent, if any,- policies of such organization are, or 
within three years have been, formulated and carried out 
pursuant to direction or advice or any member, agent, or repre
sentative of any such organization, government, or movement

(3) To what extent, if any, personnel and resources of such organ
ization are, or within three years have been, used to further .

‘ or promote objectives of any such communist.organization, ■ 
government, or movement

(4) To what extent, if any, such organization within three years has 
received from, or furnished to or for use of, any such communist 
organization, government, or movement any funds or other 
material assistance •

(5) To what extent, if any, such organization is, or.within three 
years has been, affiliated in any way witK any such communist 
organization, government, or movement .

(6) To what extent, if any, affiliation of such organization, or 
any individual or individuals who are members thereof, or who 
manage its affairs, with any such communist organization, ‘ 

' government, or movement is concealed from or is not disclosed
to the membership '

(7) To whht extent, if any, such organization or any of its managers 
or members are, or within three years have been, knowingly engaged 
(a) in any conduct punishable under § 783 or § 794 or under 
chapter 37, 105, or 115 of Title 18; or (b) with intent to 
impair military strength of U. S. or its industrial capacity to 
furnish logistical or other support required by its armed forces, 
in any activity resulting in or contributing to any such impair
ment •

10
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d. Political orVizations •
(1) Obtain Bureau approval to institute investigation.
(2) Furnish, all pertinent information re communist infiltration, 

influence, or control of organization to Bureau by letter.
e. Organizations connected, with institutions of learning

!
1) Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau approval.
2} In request for Bureau approval, submit all available data 

and reason investigation is necessary. .
(3) If Bureau authority granted, it is permissible to contact ' 

all established reliable sources, including those in admin- ■ 
. istrative capacity with institution of learning.
(4) Complete justification must be submitted and Bureau authortiy 

. obtained before conducting interview with student, graduate 
. student, or professor connected with institution of learning. .
f. Legitimate noncommunist organizations which are communist infiltrated

i
ll Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau approval.
2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 

' Agents. .
(3.) Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of organiza

tion)" when one of following exists and include recommendation 
. - for instituting investigation: ■ • ■

(a) Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) or other communist organization 
has specifically instructed its members to infiltrate

. organization. '
(b) CPUSA members or members of other communist groups have • 

> infiltrated organization in sufficient strength to influence 
or control organization. , .

(4) When advising Bureau, include following: ■

I
a) Name and address of organization
b) Extent of communist infiltration
c) Identities of CPUSA members or members of other communist 

groups and positions held in organization
(d ) List of informants who hold positions, are members, or report 

on organization
’ (e) Recommendation as to additional investigation '

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well " 
as national organization. Break down information required under 
items (c) and (d) above by local chapters where they exist.

. (5) No informant or source should be instructed by FBI to join or
attend meetings. If CPUSA or other communist organization asks 
informant to do so, he should comply.

(6) No member of organization not already established source should 
be contacted regarding organization. This does not preclude . 
pretext interviews where advisable. -

(7) Include in first paragraph of details of report basis for 
investigation and statement it is directed solely toward 
establishing extent of infiltration or that organization is 
specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau is not 
investigating legitimate activities of organization. ' '

13
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(8) Develop fully and include following in report:

!
aJ Address of organization
b) Brief characterization of organization, including total

membership
c) Principal officers of organization
d) Pertinent information showing communist objective is to

infiltrate organization and influence its policy. Results
of infiltration efforts, including communist affiliations 
of officers and members.

(9) Caption of all correspondence should contain "Communist Infil
tration" preceding name of organization.

(10) If organization becomes completely dominated and controlled by 
CPUSA or other communist group, submit recommendation to Bureau 
to drop "Communist Infiltration." from title and investigate as 
communist front.

[g. Revolutionary New Left underground-type publications ’ ■
(1) Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau.approval.
(2) Review all New Left underground-type publications coming 

to your attention to determine if pertinent material therein 
advocates civil disobedience, rioting, preparation or use of 
explosives, and other extremist activity. Advise Bureau of 
results of review and request Bureau approval for investigation. 
Submit your request using caption containing title of publication 
with character "IS - New Left."

(3) Upon receipt of Bureau authority for investigation, obtain 
information concerning nature of publication, its location, 
circulation, sources of income, and principal organizers.

(4) Handle investigation discreetly through established sources 
and submit results in form suitable for dissemination.]

13a
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3. Investigative procedures re subversive organizations, new left groups, 
suspected subversive organizations, and communist fronts 
Develop fully and report on following topics, where applicable:
a. Origin and scope

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded. Identify 
individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. Identify 

. all chapters and give their locations. ’
b. Whether incorporated ’ ■ ■

Determine if organization has filed incorporation papers with appro
priate state officials. - ' ■

c. Aims and purposes ■
Determine whether organization advocates violence, resistance, and .

, ’ unlawful activity. _ ,
d. Location of headquarters ’ . : .
e. Officers ’ . ■ .

List principal officers, including board of directors, and give ap
propriate characterization of each showing subversive affiliation.’ 

f. Membership • ■ .
(1) General ... ' ’

, Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible', secure . ■
' membership lists, mailing lists, or other records' showing affil-. 

iation with organization. Secure accurate description of all 
lists to eliminate confusion as to exact identity or significance 
of any list. - ' ■

’ ’ (2) CPUSA . .
. Details of semiannual reports are not to contain membership

statistics. Following instructions are for cover pages.
(a) Cover pages must contain latest statistics on total CPUSA

■ ' members in district. Set forth on separate page or pages.
Offices covering district headquarters should submit fol
lowing figures: for entire district, for individual states,

' or portion of state covered by district. Auxiliary offices
■ which have been authorized to submit this data by letter

. should include membership figures in such’ letters and submit
them to Bureau and office of origin on April 1 and October 1. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures 
from auxiliary offices. -

(b) Each office must show for its territory following: ■
' ’ :number of Negroes in CPUSA, name and title of each Negro

who has national level position or who has district level
. position above that of club chairman. When possible,

membership totals should be broken down as to nationality, 
sex, employment, veteran status, and membership in unions.

. (c) Include evaluation of reliability of figures furnished by
each source and of final figures. Use of only one source is 
not acceptable unless facts demonstrate such information is

’ most reliable available. Also include totals of positively
identified CPUSA members and tentatively identified members 

■ ■ . ’ . ’ within six-month period preceding report.- •
• (d) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in memberships

Include results of membership recruiting drives. Endeavor 
to ascertain results of national registration drives.

(e) Include whether all persons identified as CPUSA members in 
report who reside within area covered by reporting office

[ . are listed inEAdministrative Index (ADEX),]or are infor
mants or sources. List any exception by name and show status 
of investigation and whether name has been furnished to 
Bureau for indexing.

g.‘ Official organ, if any, and other literature . . •
(1 ) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources, and 

confidential informants ' _ -

!
2 } Appropriately identify all such literature. ' .
3) Promptly furnish to Bureau at least one copy of each pertinent ’ 

piece of literature. •
h. General activities - . ’

14
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• •

i. Finances
Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts 
of organizations. Emphasis must be placed on determining if funds 
are being furnished organizations from foreign sources and if there 
is any rapport between the organizations and organizations in foreign 
countries.

j.- Support given to or received from CPUSA or other communist group , ’ 
Develop evidence showing support, financial or otherwise, given by 
organization to CPUSA or other communist .group or received by organi
zation from CPUSA or other communist group. .

k. Implementation of CPUSA line or that of other communist group 
Usually shown through comparison of programs and literature of organi
zation with those of CPUSA or other communist group during" any partic
ular period. . ■

1. Accuracy of identifications ‘ "
Use extreme care to assure statements relating to affiliations or 
membership in subversive organizations are accurate in all respects.« 
Show exact basis, plus corroboration wherever possible, for identifi
cation of suspected organizations or individuals with information of " 
a possible subversive nature. Never refer to a person as a "known, 
communist" unless he is publicly known as." such. ’ . ' "

m. Specific requirements for CPUSA investigations •
. Follow previously established reporting format. New York is respon
sible, in addition to reporting activities of New.York District, for 
investigating and reporting separately on national committee meetings, 
national training schools, and other important national meetings.

n. Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyist 
groups . ■
All offices submit semiannual reports and carry as pending inactive, 
except New York whose report on SWP activities on national basis should 
be designated pending. New York also submit report on local SWP ac

’ tivities." Indicate in cover pages whether all persons identified in 
report as members of SWP or as members of other Marxist-Leninist or 
Trotskyist groups who reside within area covered by reporting office 
are listed in[Administrative Index (ADEX),]or are informants or. 
sources. List any exception by name and show status of investigation 

. and state whether name has been furnished Bureau for indexing.

Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through following 
sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, bank records, 
literature and publications of organization, newspapers, public meetings 
and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, various public

• records, panel sources, confidential sources and other sources of informa
tion, interviews with past or present CPUSA members, review of field office 
files, pretext interviews, surveillances, Agents attending mass meetings, etc 

4. Dissemination of information to Secret Service regarding plots against • 
President
On[11-26-71,]an "Agreement Between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
the[United States]Secret Service Concerning[Protective Responsibilities"] 
was signed and became effective. This agreement is set out in its entirety 
in section 102, volume IV, of this manual. Agreement provides that FBI, 
in its investigations of organizations whose activities are inimical to 
welfare of U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service of 
any information indicating plot against person of the President. It is ■ 
responsibility of Secret Service to initiate necessary action to neutralize 
such plot. . .
a. Be alert during investigation of organization for information in

dicating plot against person of President. Upon receipt, immediately 
furnish complete details to nearest office of Secret Service and

■ appropriate local law enforcement agencies and advise Bureau by 
teletype, or telephone if facts warrant, of information furnished 
and fact it has been so disseminated. Attempt immediately to verify 
information, but do not attempt evaluation of information.
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b. Promptly prepare LHM, including complete details disseminated and 
identities of Secret Service officer and local law enforcement officers 
to whom given and date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate 
LHM locally to Secret Service and any other appropriate Government 
agency and furnish sufficient copies to Bureau for dissemination at SOG. 

. Disseminate copies of all LHMs and reports concerning organization 
locally to Secret Service on continuing basis and furnish extra 
copies of such communications to Bureau for dissemination at SOG. "

c. Determine identities of members of organization involved in plot. 
Background information concerning such individuals should be fully ■ 
developed and included in communications disseminated to Secret Service.

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - ,C .
(code name "CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: New York ’
a. Submit quarterly reports, to reach Bureau by February 1, May 1, 

August 1, and November 1 on full extent of communist influence in 
racial matters. Include information on communist infiltration of Negro 
organizations and subversive individuals active in racial movement.

• Include this information even if it duplicates information in other ■ 
. reports. Offices with no information to report advise Bureau by letter.

b. Use three-part outline in’report: (1) Communist Strategy, (2) Com
munist Tactics, and (3) Communist Penetration and Influence in Racial 
Organizations. Under strategy, include plans and line of CPUSA and 
other communist groups, such as SUP and Progressive Labor Party. 
Under tactics, describe communist direction, influence, and partici- 
pation in demonstrations, disturbances, and other events with racial 
overtones. List events in chronologica-1 order with appropriate sub
headings. In part three, report influence .of subversives in racial 
organizations. . .

6. Title and character. ■
[Communications covering organizations and groups should carry the name 
of the organization and characters as set out below. .
a. Internal Security - Communist . . .

The use of this character will apply to:
(1) Communist basic revolutionary organizations (both pro-Soviet 

and pro-Chinese); for example. Communist Party, USA, and - 
Progressive Labor Party. ' • ■ . ’ ’

!2) Communist front groups. . .
3) Communist infiltrated groups.

b. Internal Security - Communist (Trotskyist) 
The use of this character will apply to: • -
(1) Trotskyist basic revolutionary organizations such as the 

Socialist Workers Party, Workers World Party, Young Socialist 
’ Alliance and Youth Against War and Fascism. .

(2) Trotskyist fronts such as the Student Mobilization Committee. -
c. Internal Security - New Left ’

This will include all organizations affiliated with the New Left
. Movement except those which would be characterized as Communist

• or’ Trotskyist front and infiltrated groups.] • . .

Where appropriate, include identity of particular district or.field 
division; e.g., ■

7. Classification - 100

Communist Party, USA
• District
_____________Divi s i o n 
Internal Security - C
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Z'^TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE TS . . ' 87C

INVESTIGATION OF C OGUNIS T INFILTRATION OF LABOR UNIONS ’ ■

1. Purpose of investigation
a. To obtain complete picture of control communists have over vital 

industry in U. S.
b. To develop data concerning extent of communist control over 

important trade unions • ,
c. To develop evidence necessary to establish under provisions of 

Communist Control Act of 1954 that a labor union is communist 
infiltrated at time Attorney General files petition. ■

d. To determine identity of each important communist in labor movement .
2. Policy

a. Prior Bureau authority required to conduct active investigation.
Bureau will advise field of unions being considered under Communist 
•Control Act of 1954. Give continuous, thorough, and expeditious atten
tion because of limited period (three years) pertinent evidence is

’ ■ admissible under statutory limits in act. • ’
b. Ascertain availability and willingness to testify of all possible 

witnesses for benefit of Department in considering cases for presen
tation to Subversive Activities Control Board. Current informants .

■' • ' ” and'confidential sources should be described-as currently furnishing’ ’ 
information to FBI and not as unavailable . Department must be 
furnished brief statement on background and any known factors affecting 

. credibility of all other witnesses, including discontinued informants.
■ ■ Investigative techniques not available for use in court may be •

described as unavailable. .
c. Investigation is limited to activities of individuals acting in’ 

furtherance or apparent furtherance of communist program. Goal is 
complete picture of extent of communist infiltration and domination.

d. Labor union as such is not subject of investigation. . Title of all 
communications must clearly show communist infiltration is subject of

' investigation. FBI is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships or legitimate union activities. ■ ■

e. . Prior Bureau authority required to conduct interview with any officer 
or official of labor union during investigation of communist infil
tration unless officer or official is established reliable source or 
confidential informant. .

f. Prepare brief history of union, including origin, constitution, bylaws, 
and organizational structure. Office of origin is responsible for 
coverage of officers and personnel of national or international office. 
Auxiliary offices responsible for coverage of international represen
tatives, organizers, and regional, district, council, and local 
officers active within their territories. . ■

3. Title ’ . ’ ■ .
Title of all communications should clearly show-that communist infil
tration of union involved is subject of investigation, not the union 
itself; e.g.,

■ ■ ,"Communist Infiltration of ' . '
• United Electrical Workers of ”

America" '
4. Classification - 100 . _ . •
5. Character - Internal Security - C ’ : , .
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87D S ^^ON 87 ’ SECURITY INVESTIGATE * ■

D. INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS - POLICY AND OBJECTIVES ' ’’ '
1. Definitions

Following organizations are examples of "basic revolutionary . 
organizations." • ‘
a. Communist Party, USA . . ■ ' •
b. Socialist Workers Party ’ . • - .
c. Progressive Labor Party • ■ ;
d. Proletarian Party of America . '
e. Nationalist Party of Puerto’Rico _ ... . -
f. Revolutionary Union .

Black nationalist extremists and members of Puerto Rican nationalist ‘ 
groups and Puerto Rican subversive proindependence groups, although.

’ technically not members of basic revolutionary organizations, should 
be investigated under same rules. (See section 122, volume IV, of ’ 
this manual.) ■

2. FBI responsibility , ■
To conduct thorough investigations into background and activities of - '
all persons in U. S. and Puerto Rico who are dangerous dr potentially • ■

'. dangerous to internal security. Each SAC is responsible for invest!- ' 
gation of persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation 
with basic revolutionary organizations or other Marxist revolutionary
organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially dangerous.

3. Purposes of investigation • ■ . . ■ .
’ a. Determination of dangerousness ’

. • To determine identity, whereabouts, and activities- of all individuals
in U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of their membership in, activity 

• in, or association with one or more revolutionary groups or related-
groups, are dangerous or potentially dangerous to internal security; 
collection of sufficient information concerning their subversive ac- 

‘ tivities to[intelligently evaluate extent of investigation needed.]
b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes

To determine identity, whereabouts, and activities of all individuals 
who have been or may be violating laws of U. S. ‘
(1) Direct investigation to obtain admissible evidence to establish 

violation. ’
(2) Be alert for violation of Federal statutes relating to espionage, 

’ sabotage, and sedition. . . ' . . . .
4. Individuals to be investigated
. Exercise sound judgment and discretion in evaluating importance and 

dangerousness of individuals or affiliates. Investigate activities 
of any individual falling within one or more of following[conditions] 

' who does not come within restrictions on investigations listed under • 
. 87D, item 5, below: '

a. Membership in basic revolutionary organizations subsequent to 1-1-49
b. Espousing line of revolutionary movements ■ ■

Espousal encompasses wide variety and range of activities. Actual 
’ membership in basic revolutionary organization is not prerequisite.

Espousal may be expressed' by membership or active participation in 
subversive front groups. Open investiga-tion in every instance in 
which subject is actively engaged in affairs of subversive front 
organization in leadership capacity or by active participation 
in furtherance of aims and purposes of front organizations. Do 
not open on mere membership in front organization unless there is 
past membership at any time in basic revolutionary organization or 
other subversive derogatory information.

c. Special training . ’

J
l) Training in subversive movement abroad -
2) Leadership training in basic revolutionary organization '

d. Military service . ■
(1) Service in Abraham Lincoln Brigade; membership in basic - ‘

revolutionary organization not prerequisite
(2) Service in military forces of any country, including U. S. 

armed forces, whenevei- individual has ever been member of 
basic revolutionary organization
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e. Employment i^^ey facilities '
Individual e^P.oyed in or having access to ke^^facility who is 
alleged to have been at any time member of any basic revolutionary 
organization ’ .

f. Other individuals with revolutionary beliefs
Individuals who, because of anarchist or revolutionary beliefs, are 
likely to seize upon national emergency to endanger public safety 

■ and welfare. Membership or affiliation in basic revolutionary or 
front groups not prerequisite. . .

Above standards are not all-inclusive. Resolve doubts in interest of 
security and conduct investigation. ■ .

■Complaints from anonymous sources alleging subversive activities should 
be considered as basis for investigation. . ' .

Security cases must be evaluated continually to determine if we are 
fulfilling responsibilities in internal security field and those cases 
not warranting further investigation should be closed promptly.

5. Restrictions upon investigations of individuals
Do not institute investigations because of membership in organizations, 
which do not advocate use of force to bring about changes in existing 
Government; e.g., Socialist Party, Independent Workers of the World, and 

. 'Independence Party of Puerto Rico.
a. Investigations of and- interviews with individuals connected with 

institutions of learning ' . . •
' (1) Prior Bureau authority required to institute investigation of

faculty members. ’ • ' ’ "

Bureau authority not needed for student or nonacademic employee 
. provided no unusual circumstances exist which would require 

advice from Bureau prior to investigation and there is sound 
basis for investigation. In requests for Bureau authority, ' 

■ identify subject, his position, and basis for investigation. 
(2) Contacts during investigation • • •

■ (a) After Bureau authority granted, it is permissible to
contact: . .

' I. Established sources functioning in an administrative 
- capacity, such as registrar, director of admissions, 

. , dean of men, dean of women, and security officers and
their subordinates. Contacts may be made on campus. 
Other established sources and informants must be 

■ contacted away from campus. ’
; II. All individuals not connected with institutions of 

learning who, consistent with discretion, would be _ 
' . contacted in security case, such as neighbors and past

employers. . ;
(b) No contacts are to be made with students, graduate students, 

and professors (other than sources outlined above) at 
. educational institutions without prior Bureau authority.

■ . When requesting authority, give full justification,
- individual’s name, position, and statement concerning-his
•’ ’ discretion and reliability.

(c) Superiors of faculty members should not be-contacted.
(3) Receiving voluntary information ■
. . These instructions must not deter immediate interview of any 

person connected with institution of learning who desires to 
. . furnish information to EBI or be contacted by an Agent.
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. 87D Si ^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI0. . • .

b. Subjects not connected with institution of learniixg
When subject of investigation is not connected with an institution 
of learning and interview of student, faculty member, or other 
employee of institution of learning is desired, prior Bureau author
ity must be obtained except for established sources. When requesting 
authority, furnish name, position, and a positive statement concerning 
person’s discretion and reliability. ' ■

c. U. S. Government employees, individuals having foreign diplomatic or 
official status, employees of foreign official establishment, employees

. of United Nations or international organizations, and members of 
armed forces
If subject of investigation is or becomes employee of U. S. Government’, 
foreign official establishment, United Nations, or other international 
organization, has foreign diplomatic or official status, or is member 
of U. S. armed forces, advise Bureau and -request authority for further 
investigation. ■

. 6, Fraud against Government (FAG) violations . .
a. Policy '

" (1) Upon receipt of information indicating violation of this type,"
initiate investigation under "Security Matter - Fraud Against 
the Government" character and immediately advise .Bureau. ’

(2) Investigate and report criminal fraud violation (such as con- 
• cealment of arrests) arising during security-type fraud invest!- ■

■ gation on same subject in conjunction with investigation of
security-type fraud. Bureau will present both violations to '

■ ■ Department. If security-type fraud investigation is■discontinued,
' ” handle criminal fraud separately following instructions in section

section 47, volume II, of this manual.
. (3) If admissible evidence developed does not warrant -submission of

prosecutive summary report, submit results in investigative report.
b. Investigation ■ .

(1) To establish jurisdiction, it is necessary to prove that form 
■ ■ was presented to Government agency for action or determination,

and this should be first investigative objective. If form 
was not presented to Government agency, conduct no further inves
tigation and so advise Bureau. ’ .

(2) It must be established that subject actually signed form by 
testimony of witnesses to signature, handwriting examination, 
or other conclusive evidence. Original of form must be located.

’ Thoroughly interview any sources who furnished pertinent infor-
■. mation concerning subject during any previous investigation and

"■ ’ other potential witnesses to determine basis for each item of
’ ’ pertinent information furnished and identities of other potential

•' . ’ witnesses. - • ’ .
(3) Where affiliation with subversive organizations is involved, 

interview individuals who were members of same units as subject 
for evidence of his membership, such as attendance at closed

. meetings, payment of dues, holding of office, etc. If possible, 
develop evidence to supplant pertinent information furnished by 
current informants. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview 
subject.

(4) Interview subject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent 
information under oath and obtain sworn signed statements if 
possible. Exception may be made when interviewing established 

. sources, such as current informants, if oath and/or signed ■
statements not considered desirable under circumstances. Be 
guided by instructions below concerning interviews with subjects 
of security investigations when interviewing potential witnesses 
with subversive backgrounds. • ■ ’ '

■ c. Legal questions -
If question of lav/ arises as to’ existence of violation, advise Bureau 
and hold investigation in abeyance for Department’s opinion. Depart- ■ 
ment has no fixed policy as to prosecution in these cases and desires 
to consider each case. Submit basic facts concerning execution and1 
filing of document and subversive activity denied in report for pres- 

[ entation to Department, evon though basis for concealment or fraudu
lent statement does not appear to be material.
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. SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ' ■ 87D

' - a. .

Military intelligence agencies often refer cases for security 
investigations under Delimitations Agreement in which security
type fraud violations are involved. If subversive information 
does not 'warrant full security investigation but does indicate 
possible fraud violation, advise interested agency that FBI’s 
investigation will be directed toward proving possible violation 
of lav? and that any background investigation contemplated by 
it pursuant to its administrative responsibilities will not •
interfere with FBI investigation. Advise agency pertinent infor
mation developed will be furnished and request agency to do likewise. 
Immediately initiate security matter - fraud against the Government 

. investigation. If subversive information warrants full security 
investigation and also indicates fraud violation, advise interested 
agency that Bureau is initiating full security investigation in 
conjunction with investigation of possible violation of law and

• results will be furnished. Conduct expedite investigation to 
determine subject's dangerousness and whether a fraud violation is 
involved. ■ ’ '

7. Submission of subversive derogatory information on individuals • •/
a. Offices covering national or local-headquarters of various sub-' ' ‘ .

versive groups should promptly furnish Bureau names and identifying 
data regarding persons affiliated with such groups, to include 
basic revolutionary organizations, fascist-type organizations, black 

' extremist organizations, and front groups of these. Furnish Bure.au .
such information by letter and, where appropriate, indicate that list 
of names is being furnished for Bureau indexing purposes. .

b. Information from all sources should be -reviewed to insure Bureau has 
. been furnished lists of all individuals affiliated with- organizations 

enumerated in item a. Include information concerning a number of 
individuals in one letter if possible. Set out sufficient identifying 
data to facilitate check of Bureau files.. ’

c. Offices obtaining information regarding subversive affiliation of 
individuals residing outside their territories should promptly advise 
offices covering such persons' addresses. ’

d. Names of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions and - 
names appearing on subscription lists of subversive organizations 
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for sub
scriber but should not be forwarded to Bureau for indexing.

e. Important subversive information concerning any individual and any 
new subversive information concerning an individual of importance - 
should be furnished Bureau expeditiously.

f. Subversive and/or derogatory information coming to attention of . 
field office through name check or otherwise on employee of .
executive branch of Government, which information is within purview- 
of EO 10450, should be forwarded promptly to Bureau for dissemination 
to Civil Service Commission. Such information relating to other 
employees of Government or employees of United Nations and other

_ public international organizations should be furnished Bureau 
immediately. • . . ..
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87E SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION.? . •
' \ . ’

E, INVESTIGATION OF IND^DUALS - INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDUMFAND TECHNIQUES

1. General .
All pertinent information concerning subject's background and subversive 
activity must be fully developed and reported to assure accurate evalua
tion of his dangorousness. Use discretion to prevent subjects from 
becoming unnecessarily aware of investigation.
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Members of lav; enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents in 
security investigations without prior Bureau authority. •

2. Scope of investigations . •
Following should be obtained: - :
a. Background . ’

1
1) True name and aliases . -
2) Residence address ' . '
3) Occupation or business and employment’ address .
4; Citizenship status, including date and place of birth and • ■

pertinent data concerning naturalization of aliens
(5) Family background

. If possible, ascertain from sources contacte.d and report date ■ 
■ and place of birth of subject's parents and spouse and parents

.. . . of spouse. Do not -conduct investigation solely for- this ■ . •
’-information. ■ ' ' ’ ■ .

(6) Military record ’ ' ■ ■ ’
Determine if subject has served in U. S. armed forces; time, . 
place, and circumstances of such service; type of discharge ’ 

' received; and any membership in veterans' organizations. If ■
' subject served in armed forces of any foreign government, '

’ ' ' determine pertinent facts. '
(7) Close relatives . ' ■’ -

. Determine whether subject has any close relatives in U. S. 
armed forces or in other positions of trust and -confidence, 

. whether public or private, relating to national defense.
■ (8) Identification- record • ’

(a) Be alert for.identification record showing arrests and/or 
• civil data. Check local police records. ’ ■ ’

(b ) When subject is approved for[ADEX,]submit[Security Flash
■ Notice ] (FD-165) to check records of Identification Division

. and to post flash notice if fingerprints on file. FD-165 will
be returned if positive identification cannot be made with 
fingerprints on file. Office of origin is responsible for 
resolving identification when record has been furnished by. 
Identification Division as possibly identical. If positive 
identification cannot be made, it is not necessary to .

.- communicate further with Identification Division. ‘
(c) When office of origin is changed for[A_DEX]subject after .

flash notice has been placed, form FD-128 (changing 
origin) should so indicate. Send extra copy of FD-128 
to Identification Division so its records will show new 

. ■ office of origin. ■ • .
(d) [Concerning subjects who are in ADEX on whom no finger- 

■ prints are on file with the Identification Division, an . ’
■ FD-165 should be submitted periodically. Category I.

subject requests should be submitted every six months. 
In the case of Category II and III subjects, requests 
should be submitted on annual basis in conjunction with the 
submission of annual report. In the case of Category IV 
subjects, requests should be submitted every two years in .. 
conjunction with reports. This periodic notification is 
no longer needed upon advice by Identification Division 
of a fingerprint record on the subject and the placing of 
a stop against such record.]
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ' . 87E
A

(9)

(e) Cancel flash notice when subject dies or is no longer of 
security interest.

Physical description ’ •
(a) Obtain and report detailed physical description.
(b) Each subject should be personally observed whenever com

plete security investigation is conducted; however, do 
not delay submission of form FD-122 (recommending subject 
for(ADEX)]when it has not been possible to observe subject. 
Keep case open until personal observation accomplished.
When subject is outside U. S. or Puerto Rico, this require
ment may be followed administratively until subject is 
personally observed upon his return to this country. ■
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^TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE^ ' . ' ’ ‘ 87E

(10) Photograph .
Make reasonable efforts during investigation to obtain photo
graph of subject. Maintain case on[ADEX]subject in pending 
status until suitable photograph is obtained unless circumstances 
dictate otherwise, in which case advise Bureau. ' Forward copy 
of photographs to Bureau for dissemination to Secret Service.

[Efforts should be made to obtain photographs which are a good 
likeness of the subject’s current appearance.] ’ ’

(11) Handwriting specimens
If readily available, obtain handwriting specimens for possible ’ 
future use and maintain in subject's file-. Case is not to be 
kept pending merely to obtain such specimens. [Special"’efforts 
'should be made to secure handwriting specimens of the leaders of 
militant or revolutionary organizations and they should be 
submitted to the Bureau by cover letter for attention of FBI . 

. ■ Laboratory so as to be included in the National Security File.
When they may be of value as evidence, transmittal' letter should 
so state and request their return after copies have been made..] 

(12) Labor union membership ■
If subject is member of basic revolutionary group, ascertain his 

• trade-union affiliation and what, if any, position he hol.ds in
labor organization. ■ . ■

b. Subversive activity . - . .' . /
.'(1) Membership or affiliation . . • ' ’ ■ ■

. Obtain admissible evidence that subject is member of, or affili
ated with, one of basic revolutionary and/or front organizations.

' Some more common types of evidence are : -
(a) Oral or written statements or admissions of subject made 

” publicly or privately
(b) Statements of informants and others.in.position to know and 

' '' • - can testify to facts ' ' ....
(o) Official letterheads, documents, and membership and dues 

records identifying subjects with such organizations •

i
d) Selective service records in which subject admits membership ’ 
e) Attendance at closed meetings and conventions of such organ

izations
(f) Letters to publications, public officials, or others signed 

by subject and admitting membership in or adherence to 
principles of such organization

(g) Recruitment or attempt to recruit members for such organi-
■_ zation ‘

!
h) ' Solicitations or contributions of funds for such organization 
i) Seeking public office as•candidate for such organization

Communist Control Act of 1954 sets out list of 14 criteria to be 
considered in determining membership, including acceptance of 

: organization discipline. •
(2) Knowledge of aims and purposes ’

Obtain admissible evidence that subject knows aims and purposes 
of subversive organization to overthrow Government by force and 
violence. Mere proof of membership or affiliation is not suffi
cient to prove knowledge. Proof that subject has knowledge, 
includes: • .
(a) Direct admissible evidence, such as oral or written state

ments made by subject, or by responsible officials of 
subversive organization in subject’s presence

b) Length of time in subversive organization
o) Official positions held in organization, especially in. • 

educational, propaganda, or policy-making capacities
(d) Charter membership in organization, participation in orig

inal establishment of organization '
(e) Extensive and long-continued participation in various 

organizational activities
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(f) Attendance or teaching at organization schools o.r classes,
especially leadership classes

(g) Preparation or distribution of party propaganda
(h) Recruiting and fund-raising activities

87E S^J^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE

(i) Possession of Marxist or revolutionary literature or , 
urging, others to read literature of revolutionary character

While none of the above may be of sufficient value alone, a 
combination may constitute convincing proof. Revolutionary 
purposes of subversive organization are frequently cloa'ked in 
veiled language or in language significant only to persons 
familiar with Marxist or revolutionary terminology. Such 
statements should be fully reported. Develop and report all 
revolutionary statements and circumstances under which made.

(3) Position and importance
(a) Information showing importance of individual to sub

versive organization or movement should be fully developed 
and reported. Member or affiliate may be dangerous or 
important because of his position, influence, or activities 
inside or outside organization, or both. •

' (b) Concealment of membership’ and underground activity 
Member or affiliate may be highly dangerous although he 
takes no part in overt activities of organization.- Subject 
may have assignment in underground and is not to contact 
or.associate openly with others in subversive movement. By 
virtue of this assignment in .secret operations, such in
dividuals must be considered most dangerous. Be continually 
alert that individual may be serving in underground capacity.

S8*- All logical investigative techniques should be used to de-
‘ velop fully individual's activities- in underground; identities 

of other individuals engaged in underground operations; and 
method of operation, extent, and purposes of underground. ■ 

Coverage must be sufficient to insure underground activities 
of-subversive movement are known. Identities of individuals 
who are directing underground operations; location of hiding 
places of fugitives and underground leaders; and locations 
of secret printing presses, mimeograph machines, and large 
stationery supplies must be known at all times.

[3.] Missing security subjects
[a.] Location of all dangerous subversives must be known at all times.’ 

Each subject remaining out of control at time of national emergency 
represents threat to national security.

,b. Deleted] .
,c.] When information is received that ADEX subject has changed 

his residence and/or employment, case must be opened and assigned for 
active investigation to locate subject.

[ ' [d.] If subject has gone into hiding, or is working clandestinely in
underground capacity, he can be classified as missing subject and

[ should be included in unavailable section of[ADEX.] When FD-122 is
submitted to Bureau, send cover letter advising of investigative steps 
taken to locate[subject.]

[e. ] Investigations to locate missing[ADEX]subjects must be given 
preferential and continuous attention[and should]be handled as 
thoroughly as fugitive investigation.

E
[(l)] Advise Bureau each 45 days by letter of steps taken to locate 

missing[ADEX]subject. Do not submit reports which merely set 
forth negative results of investigation.

.[ [(2)] If subject may have gone to Mexico or Canada, request Bureau to
alert appropriate Government agencies to this possibility and to 
seek verifying information through liaison channels. If subject 
is reported to have gone to any other foreign country, request 
Washington Field Office (WFO) to check records of Passport Office 
of State Department for verification.
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.C"^TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATT^ . 87E

E
[(3)] When all logical leads have been exhausted in case of important 

[security subject,]consider requesting Bureau authority to cir
cularize all field offices with subject's photograph and background ■ 
information. ' .

[ [4.] Individuals traveling abroad (Also see section 105G, volume IV, of this
manual.) • '

■ Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received that 
[ subject in one of following[circumstances]intends to travel abroad or has

already departed this country for foreign travel: subject of current ’ 
[ security investigation, subject in[categories]l and II of[ADEX,]past

security subjects who may be in underground capacity, or subject concerning • 
whom there is current information indicating need for foreign coverage.

[ [a.] Immediately advise Bureau by LHM available details concerning travel,
including places and dates of departure and intended return, destination 
and itinerary, purpose of trip, name under which passport was issued, 
number of passport, and issuing office, if known. Include full 
description of subject and all aliases (in case of Chinese and Korean ,.

■ • subjects, include Chinese telegraphic code or Korean telegraphic code 
numbers). Also include concise resume of available subversive data ’ 
regarding subject. Do not delay advising Bureau of actual or intended 
travel while developing details of travel as time is of essence.

.[ [b.] Set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport Office, Department
■ of State; but do not limit efforts to develop pertinent information 

. to such check.
[ • [c] Information concerning subject's proposed travel abroad, including ■

" information concerning subversive activities, is furnished'Department
■ of State, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and legal attaches. If 

travel is in area covered by legal attache, forward sufficient 
copies of LHM to enable dissemination of three copies 'to each legal 

■ ’ attache involved.' For each’of ’ these legal attaches, forward one
■ photograph of subject, if available. If stops are to be placed with

security services abroad, coyer letter should so indicate. Set forth 
requests for investigation abroad on separate numbered page, captioned 
"Leads," at end of LHM. Request should not refer to legal attache or 
request investigation by particular agency abroad.

[ [d.] Subsequent report in individual case should contain details regarding
■ subject's travel.

[ [e.] Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received that
one of following is forming tour group for foreign travel: organization 

\ .of investigative interest to Bureau or subject in one of[circumstances ]
’ described in first paragraph under item[4]above. ’ •

- . [(1) ] Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or organ-
• ' ization, identities of individuals participating in tour, and

’ ’ furnish Bureau LHMs for State Department, CIA, and appropriate
■ legal attaches. Include all readily available information per

taining to tour, such as itinerary, pertinent dates,, names and . 
’ . . . ■ . addresses of participants, and thumbnail sketch of organization

or individual sponsoring tour. . .
[ [(2)] Offices should immediately identify participants and submit

LHMs on those in one of categories described in first paragraph 
under item 4 above, Refer to LHM previously prepared under 
caption of tour group or organization. Submit letter to Bureau 
under caption of tour group or organization listing individuals 

’ within territory participating in tour on whom there is no sub
versive information.
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[ [f.] Advise Bureat^promptly by LHM of subject’s reWrn from travel abroad.
If such individual has traveled behind Iron Curtain, also furnish

■ Bureau recommendations as to interview and state whether additional
r investigation is contemplated.
L [5.] File reviews

Check office indices and review files -thoroughly for pertinent infor
mation showing background and subversive activity. Include information 
.in initial report.. After each check and review of files has been made, 
consolidate reference cards pertaining to subject in indices.

[ [6.] Security informants ■ • • -
Information developed through security, informants is unsurpassed in 
value both for intelligence purposes and as admissible evidence.

L [7.] Physical surveillances '
Physical surveillances should be used when, in opinion of SAC, infor
mation of sufficient value might be obtained to justify their use in . 
light of existing circumstances and available manpower.
a. When information is received that meetings of subversive organiza-- ’ 

tions are to take place, physical surveillances should be considered 
• to corroborate such information and identify participants.

■ b. Surveillances of individuals in leadership or underground capacities 
serve to identify others within movement. ■ . '

c. Success of surveillances depends upon resourcefulness of Agents who ’ 
. must at all times exercise sound judgment and discretion. Be alert 

to observe activity of subject and countersurveillances which may
' be used to identify Agents and embarrass Bureau. .

L [8.] Photographic surveillances ’
. Photographic evidence.of meetings between^individuals or which shows sub

jects entering or leaving meeting places of subversive organizations af- 
■ fords convincing and admissible evidence to establish subversive activ-

. ities. Prior Bureau authority is needed for photographic surveillances 
of meetings and they must be properly correlated with other investi
gative techniques to obtain maximum' evidence. Conceal equipment to avoid 
detection by subjects or other individuals in proximity of surveillance.

[ [9.] Public sources ’ ..... ..
Make use of all logical public sources of information. Obtain background 

' and lineage data from birth records and local bureaus of vital statistics,- 
credit agencies, state records, public utility records, and school records 

‘ Credit check of individual should be limited to obtaining identifying
information only (name, address, former address, employment, former 
employment).. Obtain and index as reference material publications of 
subversive organizations and records of state and Federal committees which 
have conducted hearings concerning subversive activities. -

[ [10.] Records of private firms .. •
' Where pertinent information is available in.records of private firms, such

as past or. present employers, insurance companies, and merchants, contact 
- . such firms provided it will not jeopardize investigation.

[ [11. ] a. Channelizing of information to case files '
Membership or activity in subversive organizations should be chan-

• nelized to main case files of individuals involved. Mimeographed form
FD-306 may be used provided it is limited to reporting attendance at 
meetings. Whan information from informants or surveillances is chan
nelized to individual case files, it must be documented. Coordinate 
information received from informants and confidential sources with 
active investigation. .
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[ [12.]

b. Pre para tio^pvf channelizing memoranda for Mper offices. When 
preparing lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of 
interest to other offices, limit the number of copies prepared 
for each other such office to two. Clearly indicate next to the -
name of the receiving office the number of the page containing 
information pertinent to that office and note on cover page that 
distribution of material for case files is being left to the 
discretion of the receiving office. If the channelizing memorandum 
includes names of individuals who merely attend a meeting or 
gathering, and played no important role,, the reporting office is 
to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one-page memorandum 
listing the names of all individuals who were merely in attendance . 
and had no important function. The preparation and distribution of 
additional copies of the one-page attachment are left to the dis
cretion of■ the receiving office. .

Preservation of evidence
Bear in mind necessity of obtaining admissible evidence. ' ■
a. Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity .of evidence obtained for 

possible admission in Federal proceedings. Identify specifically as 
■ to source and date. ’ ■ ’ -
b. Notes or statements from informants necessary to refresh their recol

lection if called to testify must be in sufficient detail to serve 
this purpose and contain, no material which would make their use 
inadvisable or inadmissible. 1 ■

c. Informant's original notes or statements are not to be blocked, stamped 
serialized, or mutilated in any way which would render them, unsat-

■ isfactory for use in Federal proceedings. • ' ‘
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d. Above also applies to Agent’s notes taken during surveillances or 
concerning evidence otherwise obtained.

[ [13.] Interviews with subjects of security investigations ' ■
a. Policy

No security investigation of an individual is to be closed unless 
E subject is included in[ADEX]or consideration given to' interview.

Bureau will not authorize cancellation of[ADEX]card for-inactivity 
until subject has been interviewed or Bureau advised why interview 
is inadvisable. * ’ '

b. Purpose ' .
(1) When investigation is inconclusive, to determine subject’s .

sympathies and whether he continues to adhere to revolutionary
' ■ doctrines .

. ' (2) To develop information concerning activities of subject. and his
associates in subversive movement ■ ’

(3) To develop informants . ' - ' .
c. SAC authority ‘ ‘ . .. . - " .

Without Bureau authority SAC may: ' . • ■ ■
(1) Authorize interviews with individuals who have not been subjects . 

of security investigations and available information does not 
warrant opening case ' .

{2) Authorize interviews of subjects of security cases who have 
previously been interviewed with Bureau authority, provided no ■ 
change has taken place in subject’s status and interviews are 
conducted under same conditions as previously authorized ■ .

[ (3) Authorize interviews of subjects, of closed security cases
(4) Authorize interviews of rank-and-file black extremists except 

’ as noted in section 122, volume IV, of this manual ■
d. Procedures for interviews under SAC authority -

. . . (1) If.there is closed.file, reopen it. If none, open case in 134

E
. [classification.] . ...................

.(2) Case Agent[should]prepare memorandum requesting SAC authority to 
conduct interview of subject to determine his attitude towards

[ . cooperation with FBI. [Review of office files should be included.]
- (3) During first contact Agent should identify himself, outline

Bureau’s responsibilities in security.field, and request subject’s 
assistance. If individual has been member of basic revolutionary 
organization and appears cooperative, he may be questioned about

‘ • ■ his own activities. However, this interview is for sole .purpose ■
. of determining whether subject might be cooperative.

‘ ‘ (4) ' If cooperative, advise Bureau and conduct background investigation
. under section 107, volume IV, of this manual. If uncooperative,

. . prepare brief memorandum for file and close case. Letter to
. Bureau not necessary. • ■ . ‘ \ . .

e. Prior Bureau authority • . . .
Prior Bureau authority required for: . ■
(1) Subjects of active current investigation where no prior Bureau 

authority has been obtained ’ •
[ (2) Closed cases on current[ADEX]subjects where no prior interview

has been conducted
• (3) Subjects of investigations requested by Bureau, both open and

closed, such as applicant and loyalty cases .
(4) Individuals when circumstances indicate delicate situation and 

. greater than usual risk involved, such as labor leaders and
individuals in educational, mass media, religious, or publish- ■

• ' ing fields. Bureau authority needed even though there were
prior interviews. . .

(5) Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous contacts
[ (6) [Deleted] - •

In above cases, no report need be submitted when requesting Bureau 
authority to interview subject. .
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Letter requesting Bureau authority for interview '
(1) In absence of special circumstances, include following state

ment in first paragraph of letter. •
(a) Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 

accordance with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects. If subject is cooperative, 
no affirmative steps will be taken during initial inter
view to direct his activities and complete background in
vestigation required by section 107C of Manual of In- . 
structions will be conducted and Bureau will be requested . 
to authorize recontact with subject as PSI. .

(b) Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used. ' '
Statement in no way precludes interviewing Agents from ‘ 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing to 

■ furnish or other data which will assist in determining
his potential as informant. ‘ ’

(c) If available, letter must contain following information: 
I. Residence address, occupation, employment, race, date- ’ 

and place of birth, citizenship, and status of health 
II. Marital status. If married, occupation, employment, ' 

and race of spouse. •’
III. Length of time subject was member of or affiliated with 

. subversive organization and positions held. When in- ’
vestigation is based on circumstances other than mem
bership or affiliation with subversive organizations, ' 

. briefly‘set forth facts.' ’
’ IV. If married, state if spouse is or has been member of or 

affiliated with subversive groups, positions held, and 
period of such'membership or affiliation.

V, Membership -or. affiliation of any other close relatives 
■ .■ in subversive- groups ........... -................................... .. - •

VI. Information regarding defection, expulsion, inactivity, and 
' ‘ present sympathies of subject and, if married, of spouse

VII. What is expected to be gained by interview
(d) In each letter, pertinent information, if available, regarding 

seven items listed must be set out under appropriate number . 
but headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any item, so indicate after number.

!2) Letters must be personally approved by SAC.
3) One copy of letter should only be first page of letter. When- 

unnecessary to issue specific instructions, Bureau will approve 
request by stamping this page and returning by routing slip. '

(4)- When authorized, interview must be conducted within-45 days. If 
not possible, advise Bureau and indicate subject will be contacted 
within 45 days. If interview has not been conducted at end of 
second period, request new authority. Include any new informa- ' 
tion bearing upon advisability of interview.

Preparation for and conduct of interview ’
(1) Preparation must be thorough and interview conducted so that 

Agents will not be compromised. Bureau will not be embarrassed, 
and informants will not be exposed. CPUSA has planned traps ‘ 
for Agents attempting interviews with members by installing 
recording machines in members’ homes or endeavoring to have 
interview observed by concealed third party. ’

(2) Interviews should be conducted by two Agents. Agent experienced 
in security investigations who is knowledgeable regarding de
velopment of informants should conduct interrogation. Actual • 
approach need not be made by both Agents; one Agent may observe . 
from secure distance. (Two Agents should be physically'present 
during interview or contact with known or suspected- Nation of 
Islam members in all cases.) Background of subject and circum
stances will determine how approach should be- handled. -
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(3) Interviews of active communists should be conducted at secure 
place other than subject's residence or place of employment. 
If.reasonable effort has been made for such approach and it is

• -not practical, set forth circumstances and request Bureau au
thority to make contact at home or place of business explain
ing any need to contact employer. Letter should 'contain state- 

■ ment that,, if subject appears cooperative, arrangements will
• be made for another interview at secure place away from resi-

• dence or employment, if necessary, to determine fully degree of 
cooperation. .

(4) If subject cooperative upon initial contact,. further contact 
may be had without Bureau authority. No limitation on number 
of recontacts, but use good judgment. If interview authorized 
by Bureau, advise Bureau of results of contact and plans for 
recontacts. Obtain specific authority to make recontact where 

' circumstances indicate delicate situation and greater than usual 
risks involved, such as labor leaders and .individuals employed 
in educational, mass media, religious, and publishing fields.

(5) Terminate interview with active subversive if third person 
arrives during interview. Furnish Bureau details and obtain ' 
Bureau authority prior to reinterview. '

(6) Terminate interview immediately if subject is hostile or 
uncooperative. ■

(7) Inform subjects connected with labor unions that Bureau is not 
interested in employee-employer relations and is concerned only 
with infiltration of labor unions by subversive elements. 
Furnish no information and make no statements to embarrass

‘ -Bureau. Questions should require- admission or denial by subject 
of all pertinent items of subversive information unless to do 
so would expose investigative techniques or security informants.

" ' Cordial and friendly attitude alone is not evidence of coopera-- ■
' tion insofar as potential dangerousness is concerned when subject 

• ' fails to admit or verify subversive information obtained through
previous investigation.

(8) If cooperative, inform subject we want to interview him in . 
detail and arrange interviews over extended period if necessary 
to exploit subject's knowledge to utmost. Conduct necessary 
investigation or research to corroborate and develop information 
received. ■

' (9) Where appropriate, reduce information obtained to-signed state
ment and determine his willingness to testify to information fur
nished if needed in Federal proceedings. . .

h. Reporting results of interview . ’ .............. ...
(1) When no information is developed during interview which would

■ affect subject’s[ADEX]status, promptly submit results by letter 
and include in next report[or LHM.J If individual is employed 

. in or holds sensitive position in trade-union, educational, mass 
media, religious, dr publishing fields, results of all inter
views must be submitted promptly in report or LHM,[except where 
subject is developed as]security informant or source. •

(2) Report subject’s admissions of his subversive activities and ‘ 
associations and indicate whether he did or did not furnish 
information regarding subversive activities of others.. .

(3) Report[any]statements by subject denying subversive activities 
and follow with concise statement of such activity[as shown by 
prior investigation.] . ■

(4) Letter transmitting results of interview must contain:
(a) Conclusion of interviewing Agents as to cooperativeness of 

. subject and reasons for conclusion .
(b) Statement as to whether information furnished coincides ' 

substantially with other available information
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(o) Statement as to subject’s availability as potential witness 
and evaluation of subject’s potential as informant or con
fidential source and whether further contacts contemplated

- (d) [Recommendation that ADEX card be canceled when interview, 
considered with other available information, indicates 
subject is no longer dangerous to internal security.]

(e) Pertinent information regarding subject’s appearance or 
characteristics which has not previously been reported 

i» Reinterviews of[ADEX]subjects
Consider reinterviews with[ADEX]subjects on systematic basis. ’ 
Consider such reinterviews when necessary to review case or when case 
comes up on tickler. ■ • •

j. Maintenance of control file .on former members of subversive organ
izations . ' .
(1) Offices having sufficient volume should maintain control file 

on former members of subversive organizations for reference . 
purposes. This file will obviate necessity for extensive file 
reviews to identify persons who may be in position to furnish ■ 
information of value in future. .

(2) Copies of memoranda designated for individual case files should 
■ be routed to this file. Such memoranda should contain: back- ■

ground of person, type of information he may furnish, period 
covered by this data, whether or not person is available for in
terview by all Agents, and whether he is in position and willing 
to testify. • -

(3) This file should not include information concerning security 
informants. '

(4) If special index is used in conjunction with this file, it should 
contain cards filed alphabetically indicating times and places 
persons were in subversive movement and brief description of

.. information available’ from them. It may be broken down geograph
ically and subdivided by years. , ■
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F. ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX ’ ,
1. Purpose and general policy

a. To have a readily available and up-to-date listing of individuals who . 
are deemed dangerous to the internal security, especially in the 
event of a national emergency.

b. The Administrative Index (referred to as ADEX) includes the names 
and identifying data concerning individuals who fall within four 
categories of dangerousness described below. • •

c. Under no circumstances should individuals be included in ADEX, or 
otherwise be the subject of investigative attention, merely because 
of their opposition to Government policies or because of the exercise' 

. of their constitutional rights of protest and dissent. The ADEX 
is intended, and should be utilized, solely to list individuals who 
constitute a potential or actual threat to the internal security of 
the United States and/or whose activities and statements indicate that 
they would resort to violent, illegal, or subversive means. ■

d. Matters relating to the ADEX are not to be included in reports or 
LHMs prepared for dissemination outside the Bureau. If field office 
believes that special circumstances justify discussion of ADEX with 
qualified representatives of other Federal agencies on strictly 
confidential basis, furnish full facts to Bureau and request prior 
approval for such action.

■e . Contents of ADEX must be accurate and correct at all times; Matters 
relating to its maintenance should be given preferred attention.

2. Categories
a. Category I '

(1) All national leaders of revolutionary organizations whose aims 
and purposes include the overthrow and destruction of the 
Government by force and violence or other unconstitutional .means,, 
and individuals affiliated therewith who have demonstrated 
propensity for violence against the person rather than property 
or have received special training in sabotage, espionage, 
guerrilla warfare, or have engaged in underground-type operations.

(2) Revolutionaries, though unaffiliated with any specific 
organization, who have demonstrated by acts or statements a 
propensity for violence, including acts of terrorism, assassination, 
or any interference with or threat to the survival and effective 
operation of national, state, and local Governments and of the 
defense efforts.

(3) National leaders of extremist organizations.
(4) Any individual who qualifies for the ADEX should be included in 

Category I if he is employed- in or has-access to a key facility.
b. Category II ■ -

(1) Secondary leadership of revolutionary and extremist organizations. 
Secondary leadership would comprise, for example, regional, state, 
and local leaders who are involved in policy making in fulfilling 
anti-U. S. objectives of their respective revolutionary organizations 
and whose activities do not justify their inclusion in Category I.

(2) Active participants in furthering the aims and purposes of the 
revolutionary or extremist organization with which affiliated.

(3) Other unaffiliated revolutionaries or extremists who have demon
strated by acts or statements a propensity for violence against 
property rather than persons..

c. Category III
(1) Rank-and-file membership in, or participation in activities of, 

revolutionary organizations within the last five years as evidenced 
by overt acts or statements established through reliable sources, 
informants, or individuals.
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(2) Leadership or activist position in affiliated fronts of revolu- i
tionary organizations within the last three years as shown by • i
.overt acts or statements established through reliable sources, .A ’ ■
informants, or individuals. \ i

(3) An individual who, although not a member of or participant in s
act ivities of revolutionary organizations or considered an ■ ;
activist in affiliated fronts, has exhibited a revolutionary ;
ideology and is likely to seize upon the opportunity presented I
by national emergency to commit acts of espionage.or sabotage, 5
including acts of terrorism, assassination, or any interference i
with or threat to the survival and effective operation of national, f
state, and local governments and of the defense efforts. • !

d. Category IV - I
(1) Individuals whose activities do not meet criteria of Categories I,. ;

II or III but who are in a position to influence others to engage in ' j 
acts inimical to the national defense and are likely to furnish -.1
financial aid or other assistance to revolutionary or extremist . > |

' elements because of their sympathy, associations, or ideology. ‘ |
Factors relating to dangerousness . - |
a. Dangerousness of individual does not depend solely upon personal . I

characteristics, such as aggressiveness or disposition to violence. ■ • _ |
It also depends upon contribution subject has made or is making in |
advancing principles and aims of subversive movement, or his subversive j
potential in event of national emergency. All information must be - :
carefully weighed. Among factors having bearing are: |
(1) Long membership in subversive organization
(2) Affiliation with or attendance at'training schools, especially *

leadership schools I
(3) Possession, of or study of revolutionary literature

■ (4) Espousal of subversive doctrines as shown by acts and utterances - ■ |
(5) Contributions to or collections of funds for organizations . |
(6) Recruitment of new members . ' |
(7) Support of communist bloc powers in acts and utterances ( ' |
(8) Activity as courier or confidential mail drop for subversive. V t

movement . |
(9) Regular participation in activities of subversive organization, . !

especially when this involves sacrifices, inconveniences, or I
disadvantages j

(10) Individuals who have defected, revoked, or sought revocation - |
’ of U. S. citizenship in favor of communist country, have returned s

to U. S., and have taken no positive steps to counteract such • j
action ' ■ ’ ■ |

(11) Statements or activities on subject’s part establishing reasonable J
. grounds to believe his loyalty would lie with communist country .■

- in event of armed conflict between U. S. and that country I
(12) Training and/or participation in espionage, sabotage, or. intel- j

ligence activities . i
(13) History of emotional instability or irrational behavior, prior I

acts indicating propensity for violence, coupled with subversive . . . ’
background or hatred against organized government ' I

Evaluating interviews
a. Positive statement to interviewing Agents clearly indicating adherence _ I

to doctrines, aims, or purposes of revolutionary organization or- ’
front organization shall be considered in evaluating an individual’s

■ dangerousness. . .
b. Other than above, interviews are not factors in making determination as

to ADEX; e.g., lack of cooperation or partial cooperation are not '
factors. - .
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5. Recommendation for and preparation of ADEX cards
a. When potential dangerousness of subject has been established, office 

of origin is to prepare recommendation to Bureau on FD-122, in • 
triplicate. Forward original and copy to Bureau, and place copy in 
subject’s file. FD-122 has three uses: (1) to recommend subject 
for ADEX, (2) to submit changes for existing cards, and (3) to recom
mend subject be-deleted from ADEX. Submit abstract when recommending 
subject for.ADEX, or removal from ADEX, but no abstract for changes.

b. When FD-122 is submitted to recommend subject for ADEX, attach additional 
page or pages setting out succinct summary of facts on which recom
mendation based. Facts must be in sufficient detail to support ' 

■ recommendation, including justification for designated category.
c. If, at conclusion of investigation, subject is not being recommended 

'for ADEX, closing communication should show reasons. ’ ' ’ ' ’
d. Summary report must be submitted when subject is recommended for ADEX 

unless one was previously turnished to Bureau. In latter instance, 
up-to-date report or LHM should be submitted. If. case is pending be- ’ 
cause of outstanding leads, set out additional lead to follow .
authorization of ADEX'card by Bureau. If case would otherwise be ' 
closed, place in pending-inactive status with lead to follow approval ’ 
by Bureau and then close administratively. . ■

e. Do not delay recommendations for ADEX because of absence of background 
or descriptive data. Submit recommendation with current report and 
retain in pending status to obtain missing items. ■

f. Subjects missing or out of country may, be recommended for ADEX. FD-122 
should include data required for unavailable section.

g. If Bureau approves recommendation, ADEX cards will be prepared. Copy ‘ 
of FD-122 will be returned stamped "ADEX card approved-and prepared, two 
copies attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side of 
Geographical card." These cards should be filed in field office ADEX 
as outlined below. Place returned copy of FD-122 in subject’s main file.

h. When cards are received from Bureau, check data for accuracy. Cards 
will be complete except for description and photograph, which are 
maintained on separate card stapled to back of one ADEX card. File 
this card in geographical section (except unavailable section cards.) ’ 
Second ADEX card is filed in alphabetical section. '

6. Inclusion in Stop Index File
a. Submit FD-122 in triplicate to Bureau when .designating Category I ADEX . 

subjects who are extremists for inclusion in Stop Index File.
b. Succinct summary with FD-122 should contain recommendation for inclusion 

in Stop Index File and appropriate descriptive, data. • - •
c. After recommendation approved, the third FD-122 copy will be forwarded 

to the Voucher-Statistical Section which maintains the Stop Index File 
for Category I ADEX extremist subjects. .

7. Content and appearance of ADEX card .
a. Data to appear on face of card ' . ’

When complete, face of ADEX card should contain following information. 
If any items are missing, keep case pending to obtain necessary 
information. Set forth under each item are possible categories in 
which subject may be classified and code letters for appropriate 
space on FD-122. These code letters will appear on cards received 
from Bureau. . . .
(1) Name and aliases ■

Full and correct name and aliases of subject • ■ ’
’ (2) Race o . . .

White (Caucasian) W • . ■
Negro N ’ ■ . ■
Chinese C ' - •
Others 0 ■ .

(All others, including Orientals (except Chinese), American 
Indian, etc.) ■ . ,
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(3)

(4)

Sex • . .
Male M ’ . •
Female F . ....
Citizenship . ’
Native born - NB .
Naturalized . NA
Alien AL *

(If unknown, space should be left blank, but status should be 
ascertained and submitted by FD-122.) .

(5) Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tende’ncy ’ ' ’
American Socialist Clubs ASC .
American Workers' ■ •

Communist Party AWC, .
Black Nationalist ’ BNT ’ - ‘
Black Panther Party BPP ■ . .
Communist Party, USA COM ’ . . '. • •
Groups advocating independence ' . -■

for Puerto Rico PRN ■ ...
Minutemen MIN ‘ . •
Nation of Islam NOI . . . ■ • ’
New Left ’ NL '
Progressive Labor Party PLP ■
Proletarian Party of America PPA ■ . •

. -

Revolutionary Action Movement RAM ■ . '
Revolutionary Union RU . .
Socialist Workers Party SWP ‘ .
Spartacist League SPL • '
Student National Coordinating . ,

Committee SNC • •
Students for a Democratic - ’ •

Society SDS .
Workers World Party WWP
Albanian ALB - ’ -
Bulgarian BUL .
Chinese CH . -.
Cuban CUB -
Czechoslovakian CZE •. '
Hungarian . .. . HUN
Polish POL .
Romanian ROM . •
Russian ' ■ ■ RUS • \. .
Yugoslavian • YUG . . • . .

■

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Category designation ' ■
Category I . C .1 ' . . ’
Category II C II . ’
Category III . C III .. ’
Category IV • . C IV ■■ '
Special Tabbing . . .■
Pro-Cuban CUB :
Espionage subjects ESP . • . - '
Foreign government employees FGE .
U. S. Government employees GOV • . .
Unavailable section . ’
Missing MI ■ . ' '
Out of country OC • •
Imprisoned PR . . . . ■ . '
Date and place of birth . , • : ' . < •
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(10) Key facility geographical reference number (obtained from
. Department of Defense Key Facilities List)

(11) • Residence address •"
(12) Employment address and any additional data deemed necessary to

assist in locating subject * • _ - . . , .
(13) Field office and Bureau file numbers . '

b. Data to appear on separate attached card - •
(1) Place following data on separate card attached to reverse side 

of ADEX card being filed in geographical, or unavailable sections,
(a) Complete description ■
(b) Notation that security flash notice has been placed in ’ ’ ’

Identification Division
........................ (c) Photograph, with date taken. It is to be most current or best 

likeness of subject available. • ..... -
(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including notation if 

subject possesses firearms . ■
. (e) Other data which will assist in locating subject, such' as 

directions to residence or employment when- these are unusual. .
(2) Upon posting of security flash notice, field will be furnished’ 

FBI number and fingerprint classification which should be 
affixed to reverse side of ADEX card filed in geographical or 
unavailable sections. ' ■

(3) Use FD-186 to report information for separate card attached to card. 
Case Agent should fill in form and forward to clerical employee 
designated to post information. Thereafter, file FD-186 in case 
file. FD-186 may be used to note- that subject has been physically 
observed. .

8. Arrangement of ADEX ■ ■ ■ - ’ .
a. At Bureau ’

Entire index is maintained on IBM tabulating cards, which are printed 
by automatic data processing and transmitted to field. An alphabetical 
breakdown of true names and all aliases of subjects is also main- ’ ■
tained at Bureau. ■ .

b. In field office ’ - •
Index is maintained in three sections; geographical, unavailable, ’ 
and alphabetical sections.
(1) Geographical section ■

After receipt of two cards from Bureau and after descriptive data 
has been added to one, file latter in geographical section (or 

. unavailable section, if applicable). Geographical, section is •
broken down by residence address in accord with needs of each - 

■ ’ office, e.g., by state, county, city, or if needed, into
. ■. boroughs or suburbs. Cards are filed alphabetically under each

geographical breakdown. .

Cards will show "unknown” residence for subjects (a) whose 
addresses are not known but prompt location within division 
is expected and (b) whose location in another division is being 
verified. File in breakdown designated "Verification Pending."

(2) Alphabetical section .
File duplicate card alphabetically in this section; there is no 
other breakdown. . ■ .

(3) Unavailable section ■
Cards of individuals who are missing, out of the country, or 
imprisoned are retained in unavailable section, broken down into 
three subsections, as follows: ■ . •
(a) Missing subjects ■ .

. Subjects are not to be included in unavailable section-until 
action required in instructions for missing subjects is taken 
(see paragraph E. 3 of this section). If subject is missing, 
word "Missing" is typed on FD-122 after "Miscellaneous."
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(b) Subjects out of country ■ ■
Place cards for subjects who have departed from U. S. or
Puerto Rico for foreign country in this subsection unless 

‘ . they should be canceled in accordance with instructions below
under permanent departure. .

Investigation of subject not yet included in ADEX may be in 
progress at time subject departs for foreign country♦. If 
facts otherwise warrant, submit FD-122 recommending inclusion 
in unavailable section. .

If subject is out of country, type words ’’Out of Country" 
on FD-122 after "Miscellaneous." If foreign address known, 

■ • include on FD-122 in space provided. If subject is only ■
known to be in certain foreign country or is only known to be 
traveling abroad, include this on FD-122. If subject’s 
current employment abroad is known, include on FD-122. -

Follow case of any ADEX subject who is out'of country at least- 
once each year for verification of address and to determine 

■ if subject has returned. Place appropriate stops with
Immigration and Naturalization Service to be advised of 

■ return. •
(c) Imprisoned subjects ' ’ -

Place cards of imprisoned ADEX subjects in unavailable section. 
Type word "Imprisoned" on FD-122 after "Miscellaneous." 
Identify institution in which subject is incarcerated in space 
provided for residence. Arrange with confining institution to 
be informed of subject's release. Set tickler shortly prior

. to expected release to verify. After release, determine whethe 
. subject should be retained in ADEX. ‘

When submitting recommendation for unavailable section, 
include words "Unavailable Section” in upper right portion of 

■ FD-122. Do not include former residence or former employment.
ADEX cards for unavailable section will bear code letters in 
upper right portion designating proper subsection.

Upon receipt of two cards from Bureau, check for accuracy, 
place required descriptive data on one, and file latter in 

. unavailable section. File other card in alphabetical section.
When missing subject is located, or subject who has been out 
of country has returned or imprisoned subject released, submit 
FD-122 showing current residence and place of employment.

. Type words "Remove from Unavailable Section" after "Miscel
laneous." When subject in unavailable section is located in 
another division, submit FD-128 to Bureau and new office of 
origin. Type "Remove from Unavailable Section" in space to 
right of addresses. Bureau will send revised cards to new 
office of origin. ’ '

c. Special interest subjects
Certain classes of individuals could be of special interest depending 
on the particular circumstances of a national emergency. These include 
the following: • .
(1) Espionage subjects '

In the event of a national emergency, special consideration should 
be given to these individuals to insure that investigation or any
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other action taken to neutralize their activities is handled, if 
possible» in such manner as to not destroy the opportunity to 
penetrate an active espionage network. When submitting FD-122 
regarding such individual, the words ’’Special Interest” should 
be typed in upper right portion and the abbreviation "ESP" 
should be shown in the space provided after "Miscellaneous."

(2) U. S. Government employees
The Department has requested regular advice as to the identities 
of all U. S. Government employees whose names are listed in ADEX. 
When submitting FD-122 regarding such individual, the words 
"Special Interest" should be typed in upper right portion and 
the abbreviation "GOV" should be shown in the space provided 
after "Miscellaneous."

(3) Foreign government employees
In the event of a national emergency, special consideration should 
be given to these individuals to insure that investigation or 
other action taken to neutralize their activities is handled so as 
to minimize the possibilities of diplomatic repercussions. When 
submitting FD-122 regarding such individual, the words "Special 
Interest" should be typed in upper right portion and the abbrevia
tion "FGE" shown in the space provided after "Miscellaneous." 

(4) Pro-Cuban individuals
In the event of a limited emergency involving the U. S. and Cuba, 
consideration should be given to affording special attention.to 
the investigation of these individuals. This would include 
individuals who are included in the ADEX solely on the basis of 
pro-Cuban activities or sympathies as well as individuals who 
are included in ADEX primarily because of other activities or 
affiliations but who have shown a marked sympathy for the communist 
regime in Cuba or who otherwise would be of special interest in 
the event of a U. S.-Cuban conflict. When submitting FD-122 
regarding such individual, the words "Special Ijiterest" should be 
typed in upper right portion and the abbreviation "CUB" should 
be shown in the space provided after "Miscellaneous."

FD-122 forms submitted relative to individuals in above "Special 
Interest" classes should, in addition to listing the appropriate 
abbreviation after "Miscellaneous," also indicate any other applicable 
organizational or nationalistic affiliation. For instance, FD-122 
concerning a leader of the Communist Party, USA, who is a U. S. 
Government employee, would carry the abbreviation "GOV"- as a miscel
laneous item (and would have "Special Interest" typed in upper right 
portion) and in addition would be checked as to Communist Party affili
ation.

Cards on "Special Interest" subjects should be filed in regular sequence 
with other ADEX cards in both the geographical (or unavailable, if 
applicable) and alphabetical sections and receive same handling as 
other ADEX cards except for instruction^ set forth above. Automatic 
Data Processing equipment at the Bureau will furnish on demand lists of 
individuals in any one or all of above "Special Interest" classes.

ADEX cards for "Special Interest" subjects will bear appropriate code 
letters in upper right portion designating type of case. When subject 
no longer comes xvithin one of classes of special interest,’submit 
FD-122 with words "Remove from Special Interest" typed after "Miscel
laneous." If card should be placed in unavailable section, add 
"Place in Unavailable Section." When new cards are received from 
Bureau, destroy old cards.
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9. Periodic verification of addresses ' '
a. Data on ADEX cards should be up to date at all times.
b. Whereabouts of all ADEX subjects should be known at all times. Check 

residence and business addresses of subjects in Category I at least once 
each three months. Residence and business address of Category II 
subjects should be checked at least once each 6 months.and of Category 
III and IV subjects at least once each year. These instructions, how- 

■ ever, do not apply to subjects who are imprisoned (see instructions 
relating to unavailable section of ADEX) or those who'meet criteria 
as disaffected U. S. citizens (see Section 105 H). Residence and 
employment of latter must be verified each 90 days. Case of any subject 
who is out of country must be followed at least once every year to 
determine if he has returned. .■ '

Arrange to be advised on current basis of any indication subject is '
engaged in subversive activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, .
or plans to change residence or employment. Checks to verify residence 
or business addresses may be made under pretext by telephone once each . 
six months for Category I subjects and once every two years for all 

' others. ‘ . •
c. Use FD-154 when it will facilitate verifying addresses. When FD-154 is 

not used, notation should be made on last FD-154, FD-122, or FD-128 
in subject’s file showing addresses and date verified. Each time . 
residence and employment verified, reevaluate case to assure subject is 
still within criteria. Make notation in file to this effect.

■ d. If residence and/or business address has changed, submit FD-122 to 
Bureau showing only changes to be made. Also submit FD-366 to Bureau 
for dissemination to Secret Service and give copy to Secret Service 
locally.

e. Handle verifications by reopening and assigning cases and closing 
administratively when accomplished. Where appropriate, handle 
verifications at time cases are reopened for periodic reports or LHM 
and include results in report or LHM. Otherwise, record verifications 
on FD-154 and place in case file. . '

’ 10. Changes, additions, and deletions of data on ADEX cards ’ '
a. Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 

involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affiliation or
- nationalistic tendencies, category designation, date or place of birth, 

key facility geographical reference number, abbreviation of agency
. having security responsibility, residence or business address.

Exception: Change office of origin by FD-128. •
b. Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing cards pending 

■ receipt of corrected cards from Bureau.
c. Set out only items being changed, added, or deleted. If being deleted, 

specify "Delete."
d. ’ Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected card, take following action:

(1) Check accuracy of data on cards. * ’ '
(2) Transfer separate card with descriptive data and photograph from 

■ back of old geographical section card to corrected card and file in 
geographical section, (or unavailable section, if applicable).

(3) File other card in alphabetical section. • •
(4) Destroy old cards. ■ .

11. Movement of subjects between offices ■ • ' •
• a. Subjects of ADEX cards ' ’

(1) Assign immediately requests from other offices to verify ■
addresses of subjects and transmit results within thirty days.

(2) New office furnish old office information concerning key facility 
employment of subject so that geographical reference number-, '
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agency having security responsibility, and interested agencies 
can be included on FD-128 submitted by old office of origin. ' 

(3) Office of origin, upon verification of address, immediately sub
' mit FD-128 transferring origin. Submit original and one copy . 

to Bureau and two copies to office covering new address enclosing 
copies of all previous reports, other pertinent serials, photo
graph if available, and ADEX cards. Show full title and designation

(4) Where flash notice has been placed with Identification Division, 
note on FD-128 and designate extra copy-of FD-128 for Bureau for 
attention of Identification Division. ■

(5) Old office of origin submit current report or LHM. If LHM 
.submitted, cover communication should include same documentation 
as is required in administrative pages of reports. .

Do not delay submission of FD-128 solely for preparation of report 
or LHM, but note on FD-128 that appropriate communication is being 
prepared. Old office of origin should furnish Secret Service 
locally with subject’s new residence and business addresses by

. FD-366. Copy of FD-366 should be provided to new office of
origin for dissemination to Secret Service locally by latter office.

' - Case will remain pending in both-old and new offices until report 
or LHM is submitted by old office. New office of origin is 
responsible to follow matter until completed.

(6) Nevi office of origin should review pertinent material received with 
FD-128 and information in its files to determine if additional 
investigation warranted. If not, advise Bureau by letter that case 
is being closed. . .

‘ (7} Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering new address is origin and
should place office file number on ADEX cards and file them in its

. ADEX. ■
(8) Upon receipt of new cards from Bureau, new office is to transfer 

information from reverse side of old geographical card to new 
’ card, appropriately file new cards, and destroy old ones. ■ .

b. Subjects not included in ADEX
(1) Transfer office of origin by FD-128 upon verification by another 

. office of subject’s presence in that division. Enclose copies of
all reports and other pertinent serials to new office of origin.

(2) New office of origin should initiate appropriate investigation or 
. advise Bureau case closed if no action warranted. ’

12. Cancellation and removal of cards from ADEX •
a. Death of a subject ■ _ *

Destroy card and advise Bureau by LHM. ■ • -
b. Permanent departure ' '

Upon learning of subject’s departure from U. S. or Puerto Rico for 
foreign country, immediately ascertain conditions of departure. No 
card shall be canceled by reason of such departure unless subject is 
alien whose permanent departure has been verified. If U. S. citizen 
who has been out of country has renounced U. S. citizenship and taken 
citizenship of foreign country, card may be canceled when it has been 

. determined he does not intend to return to U. S. ' ■
c. Imprisonment of subject

Do not cancel card because subject imprisoned, regardless of length 
of time he will be incarcerated. Place card in unavailable section 
and handle as set forth under imprisoned subjects above. • . '

d. Entry of subject into armed forces • .
Upon learning of entry, submit to Bureau FD-122 to cancel ADEX and

. FD-366 to advise Secret Service of entry, disseminating copy of FD-366
locally to Secret Service. Also submit report or LHM setting forth 
pertinent information not previously reported and including facts
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regarding subject’s entry into armed forces. Disseminate copy of
report or LHM locally to appropriate military intelligence agency
and furnish copies to Bureau for dissemination at headquarters level.

. Place case in closed status. '

Remove subject from ADEX. File geographical card for subject in case ’ 
file marked "canceled” and destroy alphabetical card. Set administrative 
tickler and each six months make appropriate inquiry to determine if 
subject has been discharged. Make such checks locally, through pre- ■ 

' text if necessary, and, if necessary, submit letter requesting check 
. by field office covering records of appropriate service.

When subject returns to civilian status, determine whether his .
activities still warrant inclusion in ADEX. If so, submit complete 
FD-122 as if initial recommendation being made, and current report. 
If not, advise Bureau of reasons. • '

e. Security informants • ■
Card may be destroyed upon receipt of Bureau authority to designate 
person security informant. In requesting Bureau authority to designate 
individual as security informant, call attention to ADEX card and 
recommend,cancellation.

f. Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous
Frequently information is received or investigation develops that 
subject no longer.represents threat to internal security by reason of 
physical condition, defection, or expulsion from subversive movement. 
Such defection may be shown by lack of activity and obvious disinterest 
over extended period, or by open declaration. In such cases, interview 
of subject should be recommended unless there are specific reasons to 
the contrary. ’

In" all cases recommendation for removal from the ADEX should be made 
by FD-122 with attached succinct summary of facts on which the recom
mendation is based. Submit abstract with FD-122. • ■

13. Administrative procedures regarding category designations' '
■ a. Changes in category .

When facts warrant changing category designation for a particular
subject, submit FD-122 indicating change to be made and atta.ch additional 
page setting forth brief summary of facts supporting this recommendation, 

b. Colors of ADEX cards
ADEX cards will be the following colors: ■ '
Category I - beige .' ’" ■ • •

■ ’ Category II - green ' , ’ . ’ ‘ ■
Category III - white ' • ' - •
Category IV - yellow '

In both geographical and alphabetical sections of ADEX there should be 
no separate sequence of cards by category level. Of course, if necessary 
to identify subjects of any one category, for administrative purposes 
or otherwise, this could be accomplished readily by reference to the 

■ particular color involved. '
14. Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities ■

a. Responsibility ‘ ■
FBI is responsible by Presidential directive to advise interested .
Federal agencies of developments affecting plants having armed forces 
contracts, as well as other facilities, utilities, and critical points 
of transportation and communications systems which have been designated 

' . vital to national defense by Department of Defense. Under Delimitations
Agreement FBI is responsible for investigating employees of private
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contractors holding contracts with agencies of Department of Defense . 
where there is credible subversive information concerning employee. 
Conduct thorough investigation and consider for ADEX any individual 
employed in or having access to key facility who is alleged to have 
been, at any time in past, member of any basic revolutionary organiza
tion or against whom there is sufficient subversive information to ' 
warrant such action. . .
(1) Requests for investigation from another agency

• When another agency requests investigation of individual employed
. in key facility, institute investigation immediately if basis of 

request warrants, and advise Bureau. .
’ (2) Verification of key facility status ; • -

Check Key Facilities List (maintained in each office) to verify
. that subject’s place of employment is included.

(3) Individuals denied access to restricted information'
Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently report individual 
has been denied clearance to work in defense plant or to handle ■ 
classified information. Intelligence agency is responsible to 
furnish Bureau with any information involving disloyalty or sub- ■ 

.' version. Office receiving such notification must promptly ascertain 
basis for denial and obtain all pertinent data contained in file 
of agency responsible for such action. Forward data to Bureau 
and include in next report. Where no investigation has been con
ducted by Bureau, open security investigation if information warrants 

b* Inclusion in ADEX
In recommending key facility employee for ADEX, FD-122 is to contain: .
(1) Key facility geographical reference-number
(2) Abbreviation for Department of Army (A), which has security 
■ responsibility for all key facilities ' -
(3) Abbreviations for other agencies known to have classified contracts

• with key facility. Interested agencies are identified on FD-122
. to assure proper dissemination of reports but will’ not appear

. on ADEX cards. - .
(4) Recommendation for Category I designation • <

c. Dissemination
Following guidelines relative to dissemination of information in these 
cases should not be considered as hard-and-fast rules. If special 

. circumstances exist which would dictate that outside dissemination- 
should not be made or should be deferred (for example, the possibility 
of compromising a highly sensitive investigation) withhold dissemination 
and promptly submit appropriate recommendations to Bureau for its - 
consideration. • • • ■

Upon receipt of allegation concerning key facility employee from source ' 
. other than interested intelligence agency, immediately furnish by letter 

to interested agency (1) summary of allegation and information concerning 
individual; (2) statement that information is unsubstantiated and has 
not been verified through investigation; (3) advise as to whether security 
investigation is being conducted and, if so, that copies of reports will 
be furnished upon completion. With exception noted below, disseminate 
derogatory information of security nature concerning persons employed 

■ at facilities holding classified contracts both to interested intel
ligence agencies and to Chief, Defense Industrial Security Clearance

. Office (DISCO), Defense Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio 43215, attention 
Chief, Adjudication Division (advise interested intelligence agency of 
dissemination to DISCO). This includes persons who may not currently 
be key facility employees but are known to hold industrial security 
clearances. Exception involves facilities holding classified contracts
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with Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Dissemination to AEC is made 
only at Bureau. ■ ' •

, Disseminate copies of reports for Marine Corps locally to Naval
, Investigative Service Office (NISO). Dissemination to Defense Atomic
, Support Agency, Research and Development Board and Maritime Administration
, is made only at Bureau. •
, . d. Status of cases ■
, After all-investigation is conducted, place in pending-inactive status. .
, Make case pending-active 45 days before report due and check with armed
, services representative at key facility or with other reliable sources
, to determine whether subject has access to classified or restricted

■, material. ’ .
, e. Reports ■ . ■
, - See Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 4D, item 2a,
, (6), and section 4M, item 4, for instructions concerning synopsis and
, classification of reports in key facility cases. Synopsis must set . •
, forth subject’s employment specifying that subject works at key facility
, and statement that subject has or has not access to classified or
, restricted material.
k 15. Correlation of other investigations with ADEX
, Individuals investigated by Bureau under any classification against whom
, subversive information is developed must be considered for ADEX. This
, includes espionage, foreign intelligence, applicant-type, and security
, of Government employees (SGE) investigations. When individual previously
, investigated under SGE classification is ADEX subject and is still employed .
, by Federal Government or is being considered for Federal employment, use .
, dual character of ’’Security of Government Employees” and character of
, , security case in reports to insure proper routing. Use standards prevailing
, for SGE reports. Disseminate as any other security report. If other
, agencies locally request reports of SGE investigation, advise them to direct
, request to their headquarters for referral to Bureau. '
G« REPORTS ON INDIVIDUALS ■ -
, ■ 1. General ' ■ '
, Cases of all ADEX subjects must be reopened for preparation of reports or
, LHMs following schedule below. LHM is permissible when information to be
, reported is brief and consists of no more than five pages. LHM should in
, elude appropriate main and subheadings where applicable. In connection'
, with Categories III and IV only, if there is no additional information to
, report since last submission, FD-400 should be used in lieu of LHM.
, Critically analyze each case in light of ADEX criteria each time it is ■
, reopened and brought up to date. ' " ■
, 2. Schedule of submission of reports or LHMs
, In all cases, initial submission should be summary report but subsequent
, information may be furnished by LHM, if appropriate.
. a. Category I - semiannually
, b. Category II - annually . ■
, c. Category III - annually ’ • ' . ’
, d. Category IV - biennially ■ / ■
, 3. Origin ’ ' ' .
, Office cavering territory in which subject’s subversive activities occur
, 4. Classification '
, a. 100 - for individuals affiliated with revolutionary or communist .
, organizations or fronts • • • -
, b. 105 - for members of Puerto Rican nationalist groups (or others having
, foreign nationalistic tendencies)
. 5. Title ,
r Carry only one subject in title of each report. Submit separate reports
, for each subject regardless of relationship; i.e., husband and wife., father
. and son, etc. ■
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6. Character
a. The designation ’’Security Matter” (SM where appropriate) is to be- set 

out in all instances. Use organizational affiliation where organiza
tion with which subject is affiliated is under current or continuing 
investigation or where a Bureau-approved thumbnail sketch exists. 
Examples: Security Matter - C (Communist)

Security Matter - SWP (Socialist Workers Party) 
Security Matter - SMC (Student Mobilization Committee)

b. Every effort is to be made to use a meaningful organizational affilia
tion or nationalistic tendency designation; however, where this cannot 
be done, following designations should be used:
(1) Security Matter - Subversive (Where activity of subject consists 

primarily of efforts to disrupt or destroy Government operations - 
through violent protest and is in line with espousal or support of 
philosophy which advocates overthrow of Government by any means 
possible, including force and violence, and/or a demonstrated 
propensity for violence to achieve the same objective or to. deny 
others their rights under the Constitution.)

(2) Security Matter - New Left (Where activity of subject is primarily 
extremist, student and/or communal-existence oriented and relates 
to violent efforts to disrupt or destroy Government operations 
in line with espousal or support of a philosophy which advocates 
overthrow of the Government by any means possible, including force 
and violence, and/or a demonstrated propensity for violence to 
achieve the same objective or t'o deny others their rights under 
the Constitution.)

7. Status
Carry cases as pending until all active investigation has been conducted. 
Thereafter, status shall be as follows:
a. Category I: Cases should remain in pending status and report or LHM 

‘submitted six months from date of last report or LHM. .
b. Category II: Cases should be reopened 45 days prior to six months 

from date of last verification to meet annual reporting and six
month verifications requirements.

c. Category III: Cases should be reopened 45 days prior to one year 
from date of last annual verifications to meet annual reporting and 
verifications requirements.

d. Category IV: Cases in which there have been reports, or LHMs in lieu 
of reports, or verifications within last year should be reopened 45 
days prior to one year from that date to meet annual verifications 
requirements and 45 days prior to. two years from that date to meet 
biennial reporting requirements.

e. Subjects recommended for ADEX
(1) Pending inactive

If all active investigation completed at time FD-122 forwarded 
to Bureau, set forth lead to follow for ADEX approval.

(2) Closed
After ADEX approved, follow by administrative tickler for periodic 
report.

f. Subject not being recommended for ADEX
Closed - prior to closing, comply with instructions pertaining to 
interviews.

8. Content
a. Include following and handle under topical headings (both in reports 

and LHMs)iwhere appropriate.
. (1) Background .

(a) Birth data
(b) Citizenship status
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(c) Education . ’ .
(d) Marital status • . ■ .

■ (e) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including type ( 
of discharge, citations, etc*) ■

(f) Identification record ■ . ■' ’
(g) Employment ' . ■ • ' •
(h) Residence ■ . -
(i) Status of health (if known) ‘

(2) Connections with basic revolutionary groups, front groups, and/or 
other subversive organizations or movements - . .
(a) Information concerning admission into group, including sponsors, 

■ etc. . ’ •
■(b) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, and positions 

held in subversive movement
(3) Revolutionary statements by subject ■ . .

(a) Determine each statement and full details surrounding it.
(b) Determine all statements showing adherence to principles of 

Marxism-Leninism or other revolutionary doctrines. ■ .
(4) Other activities indicating furtherance of program of subversive 

organizations '
(a) Speeches and writings
(b) Organizational directives and/or educational outlines signed 

by or issued by subject, or issued while subject was officer 
of organization •

(c) Pertinent contacts between subject and leaders of organizations 
(d) Details concerning subject’s attendance or connection with . 

subversive training schools
(5) False statements made by subject, including aliases ’

Evidence may be obtained from passports, tax returns, and voting, 
marital, employment, and selective service records. ’ .

(6) Miscellaneous .
Pertinent items not falling under above categories- /

b. Reports on individuals should be confined to: ■ .
(1) Information as to membership and activity in basic revolutionary • ’

organizations, front organizations, and/or other subversive 
organizations or unorganized groups

(2) Position and importance of subject in subversive movement
(3) Pertinent background information .. - .

Include only information pertinent to determining whether or not 
subject is engaged in subversive activities. Set out date or 
period to which it pertains; e.g., John Doe advised on January 15, 
1970, that subject attended CP meetings in January, 1965, in ' ■
Syracuse, New York. .

Ci Summarizing information ■ '
’ (1) When prior summary reports are not suitable for dissemination, 

. include all pertinent information in current summary report with
sources fully protected.

(2) Repetitious and cumulative items may be limited to representative 
number with each item set forth fully documented. Number of items 

■ will depend upon preponderance of other information showing -
• dangerousness of subject.

(3) Wien selection of representative number of items is made, follow with 
summary statement that source advised during specified period

. of time subject also attended certain number of other meetings.
(Set out file number and serial range in documenting such statements.) 

(4) Where there is extensive activity in subversive organizations, it
is permissible to use narrative statements without exact dates of
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act •ty; however, show period of tW involved and inclusive dates 
of Srormant reports. Summary statements must be statements of

. facts and not conclusions. Information from different sources :
must be reported separately. - ' ;

(5) Above instructions do not lessen responsibility for reporting j
all pertinent items. . .

9. Administrative data - cover pages ■ • -i
a. General ’ ■ {

References to following administrative items should be in cover pages i 
accompanying reports: - ' ’ !
(1) ADEX, file numbers and titles of other cases, category level, ;

security flash notice (FD-165), FD-122, FD-128, and noninvestigative . | 
information • ;

(2) . In all ADEX cases, FD-3O5, appropriately filled out, shall be the ; 
last page of cover pages to annual reports and the last page of cover .

■ communications to LHMs submitted in lieu of annual reports. (If . i
non-symbol informant page is used, FD-305 would be next to last ■
page.) • ■ ‘ ‘ I

b. Documentation of reports . , • ’ .
(1) Complete documentation of all reports is required. This also J

applies to LHMs. ’
(2) If information necessary for complete documentation is not in sub- i 

ject’s file, review other office files, as needed. If not obtainable, ;
so state in cover pages. . , [

(3) Do not conduct extensive investigation to locate sources of back- ’ 
ground information or to otherwise document background information. i

(4) Office preparing summary report may include information originally |
• obtained by another office but may not have necessary documentation. ,

’ If office preparing report has copies of documents obtained by |
another office and identity of source, date of activity, date i

• received, and receiving Agent are known, it is not necessary to ;
obtain file number of original. Pertinent documentation, other ,

■ than file number, should be obtained from auxiliary office.- J
(5) When report includes references to known subversives who have ,

associated with subject, identify source of characterization . i 
in cover pages without further documentation. '. .

(6) When it is necessary to obtain thumbnail sketch, place in thumb- ’ 
nail sketch file so it will be readily available for future use.

10. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of .
Channelizing memoranda may be destroyed following submission of reports.
Copies of informant’s statements designated for 100 classification files . 
of informants may be destroyed when one year old. (See instructions for .
destruction of channelizing memoranda in MRR, part II, section 3D, item 8.)

JI. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED IN SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ’
, 1. Policy
, Proper use of information received is foremost among Bureau’s responsibilities.
. Information obtained during investigations should be forwarded to other
, interested agencies in executive branch upless there are compelling reasons
, not to do so. Delimitations Agreement and Presidential directives provide
, for dissemination to other agencies which have present or potential interest
, information relating to espionage, sabotage, subversive activities, and
, related matters. ' •
, 2. Bureau requirements "
. ‘ All conceivable situations cannot be anticipated, however, following
, instructions pertain to representative situations which occur frequently.
, Basic rule is that security information must be furnished promptly to . ■
, ■ interested agencies in executive branch. Term "interested agency" must
, be interpreted in light of reason and common sense. Bring any unusual
. situations to Bureau’s attention promptly for consideration. '
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Considerations affecting national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico
require broadest possible construction of requirements for dissemination to
intelligence services in those areas. See MRR? part II, section 5, pertaining (
to Bureau’s overall responsibilities and policies in -dissemination. '
a. Members of armed forces

Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence agencies ' 
(see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires each agency to ■

. exchange freely and directly with other subscribing agencies all informa-
■" tion of mutual interest. Any information developed concerning-members ' 

of military services must be referred immediately to appropriate military 
branch having primary responsibility, even though allegations have not •

- ;~been fully resolved or verified. Specifically point out in such instances 
that information.has not been verified. If it is determined subject is 
member of armed services, discontinue investigation immediately, advise , 
Bureau, and disseminate pertinent reports locally to appropriate intelligence

■_ ..agency. Dissemination regarding military personnel is not confined to 
subjects of security investigations but extends to any subversive data ’ .
developed against member of armed services during FBI investigations. If • 
member of armed forces has been in contact with security subject or any 
individual or group with security implications, immediately advise appropriate 
local intelligence service, even though security aspects of contact have ‘
not been resolved. Point out in such instances that information is ■ 
unverified and transmit any additional developments immediately. .

Determine during security investigations whether subjects'have any close 
relatives in armed forces. Promptly call.such associations to attention 
of appropriate military intelligence services, together with pertinent 
data, including reports, on subjects involved. Evaluation-of these

. associations lies entirely within province of military intelligence services, 
but Bureau must disseminate this information immediately upon receipt. 
Advise Bureau by letter concerning any subversive contacts or information 
developed concerning military personnel, including statement as to local z 
dissemination and enclosing LHM setting out subversive data. (

b. Aliens and naturalized citizens -
Furnish information which might have bearing on their deportation or ’ 
denaturalization to Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). If •
in doubt, disseminate.

c. Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities or employees 
of plants having contracts with military services ■ •
See instructions in this section concerning individuals employed in or .

‘ having access to key facilities. ’ -
d. Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal facilities) 

which are not on key facilities list or otherwise in manufacture of . 
materials vital to national defense '
Disseminate locally to Army and other intelligence services if their 
interest is apparent. ■ '

e. Individuals on inactive duty who are members of or hold commissions 
in reserve branches or National Guard ’ ‘ .
Disseminate locally to appropriate military intelligence service.

f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry, including longshoremen ■’ 
and waterfront employees . .
Disseminate locally to Coast Guard and, when circumstances dictate, to ’
other interested intelligence agencies, including NISO. ’ .

g» Employees of Federal Government within purview of Executive Order 10450 
No dissemination of reports in security of Government employees cases 
may be made in field. If, however, subject is employed in key facility, • .
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furnish copies of reports bearing dual character, "Security of Govern
ment Employees; Security Matter - C," to appropriate intelligence 
agencies of armed services. Instructions regarding dissemination to 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense Supply Agency, 
Columbus, Ohio, appear in this section of this manual under individuals 
employed in or having access to key facilities - dissemination. In
structions regarding all phases of FBI responsibilities under Executive 
Order 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of this manual.

<h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of instal
lation or other premises under cognizance of branch of armed services 
Disseminate locally to intelligence service of military branch involved.

•i. Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
FAA issues certificates to airmen, defined as persons in command or 
acting as pilot, mechanic, or member of crew in navigation of aircraft 
while under way; individuals directly in charge of inspection, main
tenance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, 
or appliances; and any individual serving in capacity of aircraft • ■ 
dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Furnish subversive 
data concerning such persons to Bureau by report or LHM. In cover 
communication, recommend it be furnished to FAA. Dissemination will 
be made only at Bureau. For additional instructions regarding dissemina
tion to FAA, see MRR, part II, section 5.

j. Dissemination to Secret Service
Under agreement between FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 
responsibilities dated 11-26-71 (set out in section 102, volume IV, 
of this manual), reports or LHMs are disseminated to Secret Service . 
(both locally and at SOG) in all cases which meet standards set forth. 
As practical matter, this includes virtually all security cases on 
individuals where any substantial information exists as to subversive, 
extremist, or revolutionary activities or sympathies on the subject's 
part. Furnish Bureau extra copy of report or LHM in these cases.
(1) Secret Service must be advised of reason for referral; that is, 
’ statement of class or classes of agreement which applies to 

subject. Use FD-376, which serves as letter of transmittal for ■ 
both local and SOG dissemination. Forward original and one copy 
to Bureau. Maintain copy in case file and upon transfer of origin, 
furnish copy to new office of origin. Be certain individual is 
properly categorized. - -

. (2) If subject of prior investigation is being recommended for ADEX,
do not disseminate prior reports without first reviewing them 
carefully to insure they meet current reporting standards and are 
suitable for dissemination. If one or more prior reports are

. found unsuitable for dissemination, prepare LHM containing the 
pertinent information involved for dissemination to Secret Service 
along with current report. Forward copies of such LHM to Bureau for 
SOG dissemination.

(3) After initial dissemination to Secret Service, as changes occur 
in residence and employment, advise Secret Service locally by 
FD-366 and furnish two copies to Bureau.

(4) For instructions pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service 
in matters involving threats against President, refer to section 
134B, volume IV, of this manual. • . .
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(5) Upon transfer of office of origin in these cases, old office of 
origin should furnish Secret Service locally with subject’s new 
residence and business address by LHM or FD-366 with copies to 
Bureau and new office of origin for dissemination to Secret Ser
vice headquarters and Secret Service office covering new 

’ residence, respectively. -
k. Dissemination at Bureau . ■

.There are situations in which dissemination is made only at Bureau. 
Do not disseminate information to any field branch of another Govern- . 
ment agency where security measures are inadequate. In such instances 
bring data to immediate attention of Bureau for SOG dissemination. 
In addition, Atomic Energy Commission receives reports only through 
Bureau. Information relating to foreign travel plans of security 
subjects is disseminated to interested agencies, including State 
Department, only at SOG.] . '
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(c) • When all logical leads have been exhausted in case of
, missing important functionary, consider requesting Bureau 

.. . authority to circularize all field offices with subject’s 
photograph and background information. .

d. Individuals traveling abroad (Also see section 105G, volume IV, of
. this manual.) ■ ■

-Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 
that subject in one of following categories intends to travel abroad 
or has already departed this country for foreign travel: subject of 
current security investigation, subject in priorities I and II • '

- of security index, past security subjects who may be in 
underground capacity, or subject concerning whom there is ■ 
current information indicating need for foreign coverage.
(1) Immediately advise Bureau by LHM available details concerning

- travel, including places and dates of departure and intended 
return, destination and itinerary, purpose of trip, name' under • 

_ which passport was issued, number of passport, and issuing
■■ office, if known. Include full description of subject and all - 

aliases (in case of Chinese and Korean subjects, include Chinese - 
telegraphic code or Korean telegraphic code numbers). Also 
include concise resume of available subversive data regarding

' - subject. Do not delay advising Bureau of actual or intended 
. travel while developing details of travel as time is of essence.

(2) Set out lead for WFO to check records.of Passport Office, Depart
ment of State; but do not limit efforts to develop pertinent

. information to such check. •
’ (3) Information concerning subject's proposed travel abroad, including

. information concerning subversive activities, is furnished
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and

” legal attaches. If travel is in area covered by legal attache, 
forward sufficient copies of LHM to enable dissemination of

. three copies to each legal attache involved. For each of these 
legal attaches, forward one photograph of subject, if available.

’ If stops are to be placed with security services abroad, cover 
letter should so indicate. Set forth requests for investigation ‘ 

_ - abroad on separate numbered page, captioned "Leads," at end of LHM.
- ' • Request should not refer to legal attache or request investigation

- by particular agency abroad. •
(4) Subsequent report in individual case should contain details

. regarding subject's travel. In nonsecurity index cases where
.LHMs are submitted, communication transmitting data .regarding 
travel should indicate whether investigation is being initiated and 

. if not, why. • .... . .
(5) Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 

that one of following is forming tour group for foreign travel: 
organization of investigative interest to Bureau or subject in one

’ of categories described in first paragraph under item d above. ’ 
. (a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or

■ organization, identities of individuals participating in
tour, and furnish Bureau LHMs for State Department, CIA,

. and appropriate legal attaches. Include all readily available 
. information pertaining to tour, such as itinerary,- pertinent 

. > t »; dates, names and addresses of participants, and thumbnail
sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour.

■ (b) Offices should immediately identify participants and submit
• LHMs on those in one of categories described in first para

graph under item d above. Refer to LHM previously prepared 
under caption of tour group or organization. Submit letter 
to Bureau under caption of tour group or organization listing 
individuals within territory participating in tour on whom . 
there is no subversive information.
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(6) Advise Bureau promptly by LHM of subject’s return from travel 
abroad. If such individual has traveled behind Iron Curtain, 
'also furnish Bureau recommendations as to interview and state 
whether additional investigation is contemplated.

3. Bile reviews
Check office indices and review files thoroughly for pertinent infor
mation showing background and subversive activity. Include information 
in initial report. After each check and review of files has been made, 
consolidate reference cards pertaining to subject in indices.

4. Security informants ■ ’ ■"
Information developed through security informants is unsurpassed’in 
value both for intelligence purposes and as admissible evidence.

5. Physical surveillances
Physical surveillances should be used when, in opinion of SAC, infor- 
mation of sufficient value might be obtained to justify their use in 
light of existing circumstances and available manpower.
a. When information is received that meetings of subversive organiza

tions are to take place, physical surveillances  considered 
to corroborate such information and identify participants.

should.be

b. Surveillances of individuals in leadership or underground capacities 
serve to identify others within movement.

c. Success of surveillances depends upon resourcefulness of Agents who 
must at all times exercise sound judgment and discretion. Be alert 
to observe activity of subject and countersurveillances which may 
be used to identify Agents and embarrass Bureau.

6. Photographic surveillances
Photographic evidence of meetings between individuals or which shows sub
jects entering or leaving meeting places of subversive organizations af
fords convincing and admissible evidence to establish subversive activ
ities. Prior Bureau authority is needed for photographic surveillances 
of meetings and they must be- properly correlated with other investi
gative techniques to obtain maximum evidence. Conceal equipment to avoid 
detection by subjects or other individuals in proximity of surveillance.

7. Public sources
Make use of all logical public sources of information. Obtain background 
and lineage data from birth records and local bureaus of vital statistics, 
credit agencies, state records, public utility records, and school records. 
Credit check of individual should be limited to obtaining identifying 
information only (name, address, former address, employment, former 
employment). Obtain and index as reference material publications of 
subversive organizations and records of state and Federal committees which 
have conducted hearings concerning subversive activities.-

8. - Records of private firms
Where pertinent information is available in records of private firms, such 
as past or present employers, insurance companies, and merchants, contact 
such firms provided it will not jeopardize investigation.

[ 9. [a.] Channelizing of information to case files
Membership or activity in subversive organizations should be chan
nelized to main case files of individuals involved. Mimeographed form 
FD-306 may be used provided it is limited to reporting attendance at 
meetings. When information from informants or surveillances is chan
nelized to individual case files, it must be documented. Coordinate 
information recieved from informants and confidential sources with 
active investigation. , ■ ' .
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f [h. Preparation of channelizing memoranda for other offices. When
[ preparing lengthy channelizing memoranda reporting material of
[ interest to other offices, limit the number of copies prepared
[ for each other such office to two. Clearly indicate next to the
[ name of the receiving office the number of the page containing

SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS 87E

[ information pertinent to that office and note on cover page that
[ distribution of material for case files is being left to the •
[ ■ discretion of the receiving office. If the channelizing memorandum
[ includes names of individuals who merely attend a meeting or .
[ ’ gathering, and played no important role, the reporting office is
[ to attach to the channelizing memorandum a one-page memorandtun
[ ■ listing the names of all individuals who were merely in attendance
[ and had no important function. The preparation and distribution of
[ . additional copies of the one-page attachment are left to the dis-
[ cretion of the receiving office.] • • ■ ’ .

10. Preservation of evidence . .
Bear in mind necessity of obtaining admissible evidence. . .
a. Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence obtained for 

possible admission in Federal proceedings. Identify specifically as 
to source and date. . '

b. Notes or statements from informants necessary to refresh their recol
lection if called to testify must be in sufficient detail to serve

. this purpose and contain no material which would make their use
inadvisable or inadmissible. . ,

c. Informant's original notes or statements are not to be blocked, stamped 
serialized, or mutilated in any way which would render them unsat
isfactory for use in Federal proceedings. ■ .. .

( . .
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(4) Office preparing summary report may include information 
originally obtained by another office but may not have 
necessary documentation. If office preparing report has 

. copies of documents obtained by another office -and identity 
of source, date of activity, date received, and■receiving 
Agent are known, it is not necessary to obtain file number of . 
original. Pertinent documentation, other than.file number,- 
should be obtained from auxiliary office.

(5) When report includes references to known subversives -who have .. 
.associated with subject, identify source of characterization 
in cover pages without further documentation. "

• (6) When it is necessary to obtain thumbnail sketch, place in
thumbnail sketch file so it will be readily available for 
future use.

10. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of .
[ Channelizing memoranda[must]be destroyed following submission of
[ reports[or following submission of letterhead memoranda (LHM), or ' '
[ when information is of no value to report or LHM.] Copies of informant’s

. statements designated for 100 classification files of informants may be ’ 
destroyed when one year old. (See instructions for destruction of 
channelizing memoranda in MRR, part II, section 3D, item 8.) ..

I. DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED IN SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ' '
1. -Policy - ’ * . . . ...

Proper utilization of information received is foremost among Bureau's 
responsibilities. Information obtained 'during investigations should 
be forwarded to other interested agencies in executive branch unless 

. there are compelling reasons not to do so. Delimitations Agreement
and Presidential directives provide for dissemination to other agencies 
which have present or potential interest information relating to espionage 

- sabotage, subversive activities, and related matters.
2. Bureau requirements

Because all conceivable situations cannot be anticipated, data below 
pertains to representative situations which occur frequently. Basi'c 
rule is that security information must be furnished promptly to inter
ested agencies in executive branch. Term "interested agency" must be 
interpreted in light of reason and common sense. Bring any unusual 
situations to Bureau's attention promptly for consideration. . .

Considerations affecting national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico necessitate broadest possible construction to requirements for 
dissemination to intelligence services in those areas. See Manual of 
Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau's '
overall responsibilities, policies, and exceptions in dissemination,
a. Members of armed forces

. . . . Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires 
each agency to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing 
agencies all information of mutual interest. Any information

‘ developed concerning members of military services must be referred
, immediately to appropriate military branch having primary respon

sibility, even though allegations have not been fully resolved or 
verified. Specifically point out in such instances that infor
mation has not been verified. When it is determined security

- subject is member of armed services, discontinue investigation 
immediately, advise Bureau, and disseminate pertinent reports _
locally to appropriate intelligence agency. Dissemination regarding 
military personnel is not confined to subjects of security investi
gations but extends to any subversive data developed against member 
of armed services during FBI investigations. If member of armed • 
forces has been in contact with security subject or any individual 
or group with security implications, immediately advise appropriate 
local intelligence service, even though security aspects of contact 
have not been resolved. Point out in such instances that infor
mation is unverified and transmit any additional developments im
mediately. ' '
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Determine during security investigations whether subjects have any 
close relatives in armed forces. Promptly ca.ll such associations 
to attention of appropriate military intelligence services, together 
with pertinent data, including reports, on subjects involved. Eval
uation of these associations lies entirely within province of mili
tary intelligence services, but Bureau must disseminate•this infor
mation immediately upon receipt. Advise Bureau by letter concerning 
any subversive contacts or information developed concerning military 
personnel, including statement as to local dissemination and enclosing 
LHM setting out subversive data. . .. . .

b. Aliens and naturalized citizens ■ ■ -
Furnish information concerning aliens and naturalized ’citizens which 
might have bearing on their deportation or[denaturalization]to Immi
gration and Naturalization Service (INS). If in doubt, disseminate.’ 

c. Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities or ■ ’
employees of plants having contracts with military services . • 
See instructions in this section concerning individuals employed in 
or having access to key facilities. ' .

d. Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal • ’
facilities) which are not on keyfacilities list or otherwise in 
item c, above, and facilities which are or may become engaged in 
manufacture of materials vital to national defense •
Disseminate locally to Army and other intelligence services if their 
interest is apparent. . „ '

e. Individuals on inactive duty vAo are members of - or hold commissions 
in reserve branches or National Guard ’ .

' Disseminate locally to appropriate military intelligence service, 
f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry, including long

shoremen and water-front employees
Disseminate locally to Coast Guard and, when circumstances dictate, 
to other interested intelligence agencies, including NISO.

g. Employees of Federal Government within purview of Executive Order 10450 
No dissemination of reports in security of Government employees

■cases may be made in field. If, however, subject is employed in key 
facility, furnish copies of reports bearing dual character, "Security 
of Government Employees; Security Matter - C," to appropriate intel
ligence agencies of armed services. Instructions regarding dis-

■ semination to Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, appear in this section of this manual 
under individuals employed in or having access to key facilities - 
dissemination. Instructions regarding all phases of FBI responsibil
ities under Executive Order 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of 

... this manual. ■
h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of 

installation or other premises under cognizance of branch of armed 
’services • ■
Disseminate locally to intelligence service of military branch in
volved.

i. Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) . 
FAA issues certificates to airmen, defined as persons in command or

. acting as[pilot,Jmechanic, or member of crew in navigation of air
craft while under way; individuals directly in charge of inspection, 
maintenance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in capacity 
of aircraft dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Furnish 
to Bureau subversive data concerning such persons by report or LHM. 
In cover communication, recommend such data be furnished to FAA.
Dissemination will be made only at Bureau. For additional instructions 
regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual of Rules and Regulations,, 
part II, section 5. ’ ’
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(c) When all logical leads have been exhausted in case of 
missing important functionary, consider requesting Bureau 
authority to circularize all field offices with subject's 
photograph and background information.

d. Individuals traveling abroad (Also see section 105G, volume IV, of 
this manual.) _ '
Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 
that subject in one of following categories intends to travel abroad 
or has already departed this country for foreign travel: subject of 
current security investigation, subject in priorities I and II -
of security index, past security subjects who may be in 
underground capacity, or subject concerning whom there is . 
current information indicating need for foreign coverage. ■ ■
(1) Immediately advise Bureau by LHM available details concerning 

travel, including places and dates of departure and intended 
return, destination and itinerary, purpose of trip, name- under 
which passport was issued, number of passport, and issuing 
office, if known. Include full description of subject and all. - 

■aliases (in case of Chinese and Korean subjects, include Chinese 
telegraphic code or Korean telegraphic code numbers). Also 
include concise resume of available subversive data regarding 
subject. Do not delay advising Bureau of actual or intended 
travel while developing details of travel as time is of essence.

(2) Set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport Office, Depart
- ment of State; but do not limit efforts to develop pertinent 

information to such check. .
(3) Information concerning subject's proposed travel abroad, including 

information concerning subversive activities, is furnished 
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and 
legal attaches. If travel is in area covered by legal attache, 

■ forward sufficient copies of LHM to enable dissemination of
' three copies to each legal attache involved. For each of these

legal attaches, forward one photograph of subject, if available. 
If stops are. to be placed with security services abroad, cover 
letter should so indicate. Set forth requests for investigation 

‘ abroad on separate numbered page, captioned "Leads," at end of LHM.
. Request should not refer to legal attache or request investigation 

by particular agency abroad.
. (4) Subsequent report in individual case should contain details

■ regarding subject's travel. In nonsecurity index cases where 
LHMs are submitted, communication transmitting data regarding 
travel should indicate whether investigation is being initiated and, 
if not, why. '

(5) Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 
that one of following is forming tour group for foreign travel: 
organization of investigative interest to Bureau or subject in one 
of categories described in first paragraph under item d above.
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or 

organization, identities of individuals participating, in 
tour, and furnish Bureau LHMs for State Department, GIA, 
and appropriate legal attaches. Include all readily available 

.. information pertaining to tour, such as itinerary, pertinent 
dates, names and addresses of participants, and thumbnail 
sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour.

(b) Offices should immediately identify participants and submit 
LHMs on those in one. of categories described in first para
graph under item d above. Refer to LHM previously prepared 
under caption of tour group or organization. Submit letter 
to Bureau under caption of tour group or organization listing 
individuals within territory participating in tour on whom 
there is no subversive information. ’
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(6) Advise Bureau promptly by LHM of subject’s return from travel 
abroad. If such, individual has traveled behind Iron Curtain, 
also furnish Bureau recommendations as to interview and state 
whether additional investigation is contemplated.

3. File reviews ' ■
■ Check office indices and review files thoroughly for pertinent infor

mation showing background and subversive activity. Include information 
in initial report. After each check and review of files has been made, 
consolidate reference cards pertaining to subject in indices.

4. Security informants
Information developed through security informants is unsurpassed in ’
value both for intelligence purposes and as admissible evidence.

. 5. Physical surveillances ’ '
Physical surveillances should be used when, in opinion of SAC, infor
mation of sufficient value might be obtained to justify their use in 
light of existing circumstances and available manpower. . "
a. When information is received that meetings of subversive organiza

tions are to take place, physical surveillances should be considered 
. to corroborate such information and identify participants. • ’

b. Surveillances of individuals in leadership or underground capacities ’ 
serve to identify others within movement.

c. Success of surveillances depends upon resourcefulness of Agents who 
. must at all times exercise sound judgment and discretion. Be alert

to observe activity of subject and countersurveillances which may 
be used to identify Agents and embarrass Bureau.

6. Photographic surveillances ’ .
Photographic evidence of meetings between individuals or which shows sub
jects entering or leaving meeting places of subversive organizations af- 

■ fords convincing and admissible evidence to establish subversive activ
ities. Prior Bureau authority is needed for photographic surveillances 
of meetings and they must be properly correlated with other investi
gative techniques to obtain maximum evidence. Conceal equipment to avoid 
detection by subjects or other individuals in proximity of surveillance.

7. Public sources .
Make use of all logical public sources of information. Obtain background 
and lineage data from birth records and local bureaus of vital statistics, 
credit agencies, state records, public utility records, and school records. 

[ [Credit check of individual should be limited to obtaining identifying
[ information only (name, address, former address, employment, former
[ employment).] Obtain and index as reference material publications of

• subversive organizations and records of state and Federal committees which 
. have conducted hearings concerning subversive -activities. ’

8. Records of private firms
■ ■ Where pertinent information is available in records of private firms, such 

' as past or present employers, insurance companies, and'merchants, contact
such firms provided it will not jeopardize investigation. . ■

9. Channelizing of information to case files
Membership or activity in subversive organizations should be channelized 
to main case files of individuals involved. Mimeographed form FD-306 
may be used provided it is limited to reporting attendance at meetings. 
When information from informants or surveillances is channelized to indi
vidual case files, it must be documented. Coordinate•information received 
from informants and confidential sources with active investigation.

10. Preservation of evidence '
Bear in mind necessity of obtaining admissible evidence.
a. Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence obtained for 

possible admission in Federal proceedings. Identify specifically as •' 
to source and date. .

b. Notes or statements from informants necessary to refresh their recol
lection if called to testify must be in sufficient detail to serve 
this purpose and contain no material which would make their use ’
inadvisable or inadmissible. ’

c. Informant's original notes or statements are not to be blocked, stamped 
serialized, or mutilated in any way which would render them unsat
isfactory for use in Federal proceedings.
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d. Above also applies to Agent's notes taken during surveillances or
concerning evidence otherwise obtained.

11. Interview’s with subjects of security investigateons
a. Policy

87E

No security investigation of an individual is to be closed unless 
subject is included in security index or consideration given to ■ 
interview. Bureau will not authorize cancellation of security index 
card for inactivity until subject has been Interviewed or Bureau 
advised why interview is inadvisable. . .

b. Purpose ■
(1) When investigation is inconclusive, to determine' subject's ■ 

sympathies and whether he continues to adhere to revolutionary 
doctrines

(2) To develop information concerning activities of subject and his 
associates in subversive movement . . .

(3) To develop informants • ' .
c. SAC authority • . ■ ‘,

Without Bureau authority SAC may:
(1) Authorize interviews with individuals who have not been subjects 

_ of security investigations and available information does not
warrant opening case _

(2) Authorize interviews'of subjects of security cases who have 
previously been interviewed with Bureau authority, provided no 

. change has taken place in subject's status and interviews are
’ conducted under same conditions as previously authorized

(3) Authorize interviews of subjects of closed security cases in- 
■ eluding persons who were on security index but were removed

(4) Authorize interviews of rank-and-file black extremists except 
as noted in section 122, volume IV, of this manual

d. Procedures for interviews under SAC authority
(1) If there is closed file, reopen it. If none, open case in 134 

category to resolve whether subject is identical with information 
in files and determine his current employment and -residence.

(2) Case Agent will prepare memorandum requesting SAC authority to • 
conduct interview of subject to determine his attitude towards 
cooperation with FBI.

.(3) During first contact Agent should identify himself, outline 
Bureau's responsibilities in security field, and request subject’ 
assistance. If individual has been member of basic revolutionary 
organization and appears cooperative, he may be questioned about 
his own activities. However, this interview is for sole purpose 

■ of determining whether subject might be cooperative. .
(4) If cooperative, advise Bureau and conduct background investigatio 

under section 107, volume IV, of this manual. If uncooperative, 
prepare brief memorandum for file and close case.- Letter to

• Bureau not necessary. '
e. Prior Bureau authority ■ ■ ’

■ Prior Bureau authority required for: . . .
■ (1) Subjects of active current investigation where no prior Bureau

authority has been obtained '
(2) Closed cases on current security index subjects where no prior 

interview has been conducted
(3) Subjects of investigations requested by Bureau, both open and 

closed, such as applicant and loyalty cases •
(4) Individuals when circumstances indicate delicate situation and 

greater than usual risk involved, such as labor leaders and 
individuals in educational, mass media, religious, or publish
ing fields. Bureau authority needed even though there were 
prior interviews. '

(5} Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous contacts
(6) Subjects of section A reserve index cards

In above cases, no report need be submitted when requesting Bureau 
authority to interview subject.
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|0N 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION^

f. Letter requesting Bureau authority for interview ■
(1) In absence of special circumstances, include following state

ment in first paragraph of letter.
(a.) Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 

accordance with existing instructions relating to inter- ■ 
views of security subjects. If subject is cooperative, 
no affirmative steps will be taken during initial inter
view to direct his activities and complete background in

' vestigation required by section 107C of Manual of In- ’
structions will be conducted and Bureau will be requested 
to authorize recontact with subject as PSI. .

’ (b) Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used.
Statement in no- way precludes interviewing Agents from 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing to 
furnish or other data which will assist in determining 
his potential as informant.

(c) If available, letter must contain following information: -
I. Residence address, occupation, employment, race, date

■ and place of birth, citizenship, and status of health
• II. Marital status. If married, occupation, employment, 

and race of spouse.
III. Length of time subject was member of or affiliated with 

subversive organization and positions held. When in
vestigation is based on circumstances other than mem
bership or affiliation with subversive organizations, 

. briefly set forth facts. ‘
IV. If married, state if spouse is or has been member of or 

affiliated with subversive groups, positions held, and 
period of such membership or affiliation. ■ .

• V. Membership or affiliation of any other close relatives 
in subversive groups

■ ’ VI. Information regarding defection, expulsion, inactivity, and
present sympathies of subject and, if married, of spouse

VII. What is expected to be gained by interview ' '
(d) In each letter, pertinent information, if available, regarding 

seven items listed must be set out under appropriate number 
■ but headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any item, so indicate after number.

!
2) Letters must be personally approved by SAC. '
3j One copy of letter should only be first page of letter. When 

unnecessary to issue specific instructions, Bureau will approve 
request by stamping this page and returning by routing slip. ■

(4) When authorized, interview must be conducted within 45 days. 'If 
not possible, advise Bureau and indicate subject will be contacted 
within 45 days. If interview has not been conducted at end of 
second period, request new authority. Include any new informa
tion bearing upon advisability of interview.

g. Preparation for and conduct of interview
(1) Preparation must be thorough and interview conducted so that 

Agents will not be compromised, Bureau will not be embarrassed, 
and informants will not be exposed. CPUSA has planned traps 
for Agents attempting interviews with members by installing 
recording machines in members’ homes or endeavoring to have 
interview observed by concealed third party.

(2) Interviews should be conducted by two Agents. Agent experienced 
in security investigations who is knowledgeable regarding de-' 
velopment of informants should conduct interrogation. Actual

- approach need not be made by both Agents; one Agent may observe 
from secure distance. (Two Agents should be physically'present 
during interview or contact with known or suspected Nation of

" Islam members in all cases.) Background of subject and oircum- 
. stances will determine how approach should be- handled.
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i. Finances ■ ■ '
Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts 
of organizations. Emphasis must be placed on determining if funds 
are being furnished organizations from foreign sources and if there 
is any rapport between the organizations and organizations in foreign • 
countries. ■

j. Support given to or received from CPUSA or other communist group 
Develop evidence showing support, financial or otherwise, given by 
organization to CPUSA or other communist group or received by organi
zation from CPUSA or other communist group. -

k. Implementation of CPUSA line or that of other communist gr.oup
' Usually shown through comparison of programs and literature of organi

zation with those of CPUSA or other communist group during any partic
ular period. .

1. Accuracy of identifications .
Use extreme care to assure statements relating to affiliations or 
membership in subversive organizations are accurate in all respects. 
Show exact basis, plus corroboration wherever possible, for identifi
cation of suspected organizations or individuals with information of 
a possible subversive nature. Never refer to a person as a "known 
communist" unless he is publicly known as such.

m. Specific requirements for CPUSA investigations
Follow previously established reporting format. New York is respon
sible, in addition to reporting activities of New York District, for 
investigating and reporting separately on national committee meetings, 
national training schools, and other important national meetings.

. n. Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyite 
groups 
All offices submit semiannual reports and carry as pending inactive, 
except New York whose report on SWP activities on national basis should 
be designated pending. New York also submit report on local SWP ac
tivities. Indicate in cover pages whether all persons, identified in 
report as members of SWP or as members of other Marxist-Leninist or 
Trotskyite groups who reside within area covered by reporting office . 
are listed in security index, or are informants or sources. List any 
exception by name and show status of investigation and state whether 
name has been furnished Bureau for indexing.

Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through following 
sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, bank records, 
literature and publications of organization, newspapers, public meetings 

. and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, various public 
records, panel sources, confidential sources and other sources of informa
tion, interviews with past or present CPUSA members, review of field office 
files, pretext interviews, surveillances, Agents attending mass meetings, 
etc. ’

4. Dissemination of information to Secret Service regarding plots against 
President .
On 2-3-65, an "Agreement Between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
the Secret Service Concerning Presidential Protection" was signed and 
became effective. This agreement is set out in its entirety in section 
102, volume IV, of this manual. Agreement provides that FBI, in its 
investigations of organizations whose activities are inimical to welfare 
of U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service of any 
information indicating plot against person of the President. It is 
responsibility of Secret Service to initiate necessary action to neutralize 
such plot. .
a. Be alert during investigation of organization for information in

dicating plot against person of President. Upon receipt, immediately 
furnish complete details to nearest office of Secret Service and 
appropriate local law enforcement agencies and advise Bureau by 
teletype, or telephone if facts warrant, of information furnished 
and fact it has been so disseminated. Attempt immediately to verify 
information, but do not attempt evaluation of information.
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b. Promptly prepare LHM, including complete details disseminated and 
identities of Secret Service officer and local lav; enforcement officers 
to whom given and date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate 
LHM locally to Secret Service and any other appropriate Government 
agency and furnish sufficient copies to Bureau for dissemination at SOG. 
Disseminate copies of all LHMs and reports concerning organization - 
locally to Secret Service on continuing basis and furnish extra 
copies of such communications to Bureau for dissemination at SOG.

c. Determine identities of members of organization involved in plot. 
Background information concerning such individuals should be fully 
developed and included in communications disseminated to Secret Service.

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C •
(code name "CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: New York
a. Submit quarterly reports, to reach Bureau by February 1, May 1, 

August 1, and November 1 on full extent of communist influence in 
racial matters. Include information on communist infiltration of Negro 
organizations and subversive individuals active in racial movement. 
Include this information even if it duplicates information in other 
reports. Offices with no information to report advise Bureau by letter.

b. Use three-part outline in report: (1) Communist Strategy, (2) Com
munist Tactics, and (3) Communist Penetration and Influence in Racial 
Organizations. Under strategy, include plans and line of CPUSA and 
other communist groups, such as SWP and Progressive Labor Party.

• Under tactics, describe communist direction, influence, and partici
pation in demonstrations, disturbances, and other events with racial 
overtones. List events in chronological order with appropriate sub
headings. In part three, report influence of subversives in racial 
organizations. ’

6. Title and character. ' ■
ECommunications covering organizations and groups should carry the name 
of the organization and characters as set out below.
a. Internal Security - Communist ■ •

The use of this character will apply to: .
(1 ) Communist basic revolutionary organizations (both pro-Soviet 

and pro-Chinese); for example, Communist Party, USA, and 
Progressive Labor Party. •

!
2) Communist front groups.
3) Communist infiltrated groups. . .

b. Internal Security - Communist (Trotskyist)
The use of this character will apply to: -
(1) Trotskyist basic revolutionary organizations such as the

Socialist Workers Party, Workers World Party, Young Socialist . ' 
Alliance and Youth Against War and Fascism. ■

(2) Trotskyist fronts such as the Student Mobilization Committee.
c. Internal Security - New Left ’

This will include all organizations affiliated with the New Left 
Movement except those which would be characterized as Communist 
or Trotskyist front and infiltrated groups.]

Where appropriate, include identity of particular district or field 
division; e.g., •

7. Classification - 100

Communist Party, USA 
_____________District

Divis i o n
Internal Security - C

16
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(5) Examples of organizational affiliation or nationalistic-tendency
American Socialist Clubs ASC
American Workers’ ■

Communist Party AWC
Black Nationalist BNT '
Black Panther Party BPP ■
Communist Party, USA COM . .
Minutemen MIN ..
Nation of Islam NOI . .
Nationalist groups ■ • '

advocating independence ’ ’ .
for Puerto Rico PRN

[New Left NL] ■ ’
Progressive Labor Party PLP ’
Proletarian Party of America PPA . ■
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM • ‘ .
Revolutionary Union RU ■
Socialist Workers Party SWP
Spartaoist League SPL
Student National Coordinating ’

Committee SNC .
Students.for a Democratic

Society SDS
Workers World Party WWP ’
Bulgarian BUL • ..

(6)

Cuban CUB ’
Czechoslovakian CZE ■
Hungarian HUN '
Romanian ROM ' ‘
Russian RUS
Yugoslavian YUG ’
Priority designation ’ ■

(7)

.Priority I PI -
Priority II P II . .
Priority III P III "
Top functionary designation (where applicable)

(8)
Top functionary TF
Special section cards -
Atomic energy program - . .

■ employees AEP .
Cuban special section CUB ■ .
Espionage subjects . ' ESP - .
Foreign government employees FGE
Pro-Tito subjects YUG '
United Nations employees UNE

(9)
U. S. Government employees GOV
Unavailable section cards
Missing MI - o .

(10)

Out of country OC •
Imprisoned PR '
Date and place of birth

(11) Key facility geographical reference number (obtained from Depart

(12)

ment of Defense Key Facilities List) and abbreviation denoting 
agency having security responsibility
Residence address „ ■ •

(13) Employment address and any additional data deemed necessary to

(14)

assist in locating subject in emergency. Labor union affiliation, 
if any.
Field office file number .

b. Data to appear on separate attached card
(1) Place following data on separate card attached to reverse side

of security index card being'filed in geographical, special, or 
■unavailable sections. Cards contain printed captions for recording 
descriptive data which can be augmented if necessary.

37
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(a) Complete description ' .
(b) Notation that security index flash notice has been posted ■ 

in Identification Division .
(c) Photograph, with date taken. It is to be most current or 

best likeness of subject.
(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including notation ' 

if subject possesses firearms
(e) Other data which will assist in apprehension, such as 

directions to residence or employment when these are • 
. unusual, number of minor children and aged dependents

(2) If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must be kept 
pending. Upon posting of security index flash notice, field 
will be furnished FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of security index cards 
filed in geographical, special, and unavailable sections.

(3) Use FD-186 to report information for separate card attached to 
back of security index card. Case Agent should fill in form and 
forward to clerical employee designated to post information. 
Thereafter, file FD-186 in case file. FD-186 may be used to ’ 
record information that subject has been physically observed and 
to note descriptive data. .

6. Arrangment of security index
a. At Bureau

Entire index is maintained on IBM tabulating cards. Security index 
cards are printed by automatic data processing and transmitted to 
field. An alphabetical breakdown of true names and all aliases of 
subjects is also maintained at Bureau for administrative purposes.,

b. In field office . .
Active security index in each field office is maintained in four 
sections: geographical, alphabetical, unavailable, and special sec
tions. [Complete set of each field office’s Security Index is also 
maintained in Headquarters city in a state of readiness to be evacu
ated on a moment’s notice in the same manner as geographical section 
with unavailable and special section cards filed in back.] ■ ’
(1) Geographical section

After receipt of three security index cards from Bureau and after 
necessary data have been added to two cards, file one in geo

. graphical section of index (except special section and un- '
available section cards) and one in duplicate set maintained away 
from headquarters city. Geographical section is broken down by 
residence address in accordance with needs of each office. Where 
logical, it should be broken down by state, county, city, and,’ 
if needed, into boroughs or suburbs and precincts. Cards are 
filed alphabetically under each geographical breakdown. Cards 
in this section will be withdrawn and used by Agents should

. apprehension of subjects become necessary. •

Cards will show ’’unknown" residence for (a) subjects whose 
addresses are not known but prompt location within division is 
expected and (b) subjects whose location in another division 
is in process of verification. File these cards in breakdown 
designated "Verification Pending." With Bureau authority, 
offices covering large industrial areas may set up second geo
graphical section and file cards by subjects’ employment. 
Depending on time of day apprehensions are initiated, geograph
ical-employment or geographical-residence section may be used.

(2) Alphabetical section .
File duplicate card alphabetically in this section; there is no 
other breakdown. Alphabetical card is control card. If card 
is withdrawn from geographical section for apprehension, make 
notation on alphabetical card.
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Top functionary is individual who is on.high-policy level in CPUSA, 
other subversive organizations, or unorganized groups, to whom it 
is necessary to give continuous investigative attention because of 
his importance. Term "top functionary" does"not require that in
dividuals actually hold official positions in organizations but is . 
given broad construction to include others of equal importance be
cause of their influence in movement itself, or thoir" position and 

• activities outside movement in labor, front, or similar organiza
tions. Consider black nationalist extremists whose importance jus
tifies continuous investigative attention.

• c. Manner of designation
Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate subject as top func- ■ 
tionary. Top functionaries are to be in priority I and reports are 
submitted annually.

d. Regulations governing handling of top functionaries
(1) Designation and deletion of top functionary status

Handle by letter to Bureau containing brief statement of reason 
for designation or deletion.

(2) Photographs
Obtain photographs for each top functionary. Send two copies 
(one for Secret Service) to Bureau, either by cover letter 
or as enclosure to report. Maintain copy in subject's file. 
If album of top functionary photographs maintained, keep 
duplicate in subject's file.

(3) Handwriting specimens • ’
Obtain suitable handwriting specimens of each top functionary. 
When possible, obtain specimens from public records, law enforce
ment agencies, and similar sources. Send specimens to Bureau 
under separate cover letter by registered mail for attention 
of FBI Laboratory. When they may be of value as evidence, so 
state in transmittal letter and request their return after copies

. have been made. Specimens should be sufficient to permit future 
comparisons by Laboratory.

(4) Security index cards
Request preparation by FD-122 at earliest possible moment.

(5) Change of office of origin
FD-128 changing office of origin on top functionary automatically 
deletes him as top functionary in old office and adds him as 
top functionary in new office.

(6) [Deleted]
e. Maintenance of list

Each office must maintain current list of top functionaries.
14. Correlation of other investigations with security index and reserve index 

Individuals investigated by Bureau under any classification against whom 
subversive information is developed must be considered for security 
index and/or reserve index. This includes espionage, foreign intelligence, 
applicant-type, and security of Government employees (SGE) investigations. 
When individual previously investigated under SGE classification is security 
index subject and is still employed by Federal Government or is^being con
sidered for Federal employment, use dual character of "Security of Govern
ment Employees" and character of security case in reports to insure

. - routing'to proper field and Bureau desks for supervision. Use standards 
prevailing for SGE reports. Disseminate these reports as any other secu
rity report. Advise representatives of other agencies requesting reports 
of SGE investigation to direct request to their headquarters for referral 
to Bureau.
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1. General •
Cases of all security index subjects must be reopened for preparation of 
reports following schedule below. Critically analyze each case in light 
of security index criteria each time it is reopened and brought up to date

2. Schedule of submission of reports ' . •
a. Priority I - annually
b. Priority II - annually ■ • ■ -
c. Priority III - initial report must be summary. Subsequent informa- 

■ tion may be furnished by LHM. Each office is responsible to insure 
all pertinent developments are furnished Bureau.

3. Origin
Office covering territory in which subject’s subversive activities occur

4. Classification •
a. 100 - for individuals affiliated with basic revolutionary and front ‘ 

organizations of Marxist ideology ’ . "
b. 105 - for member of Puerto Rican nationalist groups or others having 

foreign nationalistic tendencies •
c. 157 - Nation of Islam and other black nationalist subjects " •

5. Title '
Only one subject shall be carried in title of each report. Separate 
reports must be submitted for each subject regardless of relationship; 
i.e., husband and wife, father and son, etc. .

■ 6. Character ■ .
[a. The designation "Security Matter" (SM where appropriate) is to be 

set out in all instances. Use organizational affiliation where the 
organization of the subject is a current or continuing investiga
tion or where a Bureau—approved thumbnail sketch exists. Examples: 

. Security Matter r- C (Communist)
Security Matter — SWP

’ (Socialist Workers
Party) .

Security Matter - SMC .
, (Student Mobilization .

■ Committee
b. Every effort is to be made to use a meaningful organizational af

filiation or nationalistic tendency designation; however, where 
• this cannot be done, the following designations are to be adhered 

to in submitting to the Bureau:
- (1) Security Matter - Subversive (Where activity of subject is

primarily protest in nature and is related to demonstrations 
■ . and other efforts to disrupt or destroy Government operations 

in line with espousal or support of a philosophy which advocates 
overthrow of the Government by any means possible, including 
force and violence, and/or a demonstrated propensity for vio— 
lenoe to achieve the same objective or to deny others their 
rights under the Constitution.)

(2) Security Matter - New Left (Where activity of subject is 
primarily violence, extremist, student and/or communal— '
existence oriented and relates to demonstrations and other 
efforts to disrupt or destroy Government operations in line 
with espousal or support of a philosophy which advocates over
throw of the Government by any means possible, including force 
and violence, and/or a demonstrated propensity for violence ‘to 
achieve the same objective or to deny others their rights under 
the Constitution.)]
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7. Status ' .
Carry cases as pending until all active investigation has been conducted. 
Thereafter, status shall be as follows:
a. Top functionaries • •

Pending inactive. Submit reports annually. Place case in pending- 
active status 45 days prior to date report due.

b. Key facility cases ■
Pending inactive. See instructions under individuals employed in or 
.having access to key facilities. ■ '

c. Other security index subjects ' ’ ■
(1) Closed . .

(a) Follow by administrative tickler to insure submission of 
' periodic reports according to priority designation. If, 
following investigation, no subversive data is developed 
and information consists only of verification of residence

, and employment and negative contacts with .sources, sub
mit FD-400 in lieu of report setting forth identities of 
informants and sources contacted and any pertinent admin—

' istrat.ive data. Also submit FD—305 properly executed.
Open case 45 days prior to date report due.
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INVESTIGATION OF COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF LABOR UNIONS '
1. Purpose of investigation .

a. To obtain complete picture of control communists have over vital 
industry in U. S. ■ • '

b. To develop data concerning extent of communist control over 
important trade unions

c. To develop evidence necessary to establish under provisions of 
Communist Control Act of 1954 that a labor union is communist •
infiltrated at time Attorney General files petition '

d. To determine identity of each important communist in labor .movement
2. Policy • - ■ ■ ’

a. Prior Bureau authority required to conduct active investigation.’ 
Bureau will advise field of unions being considered under Communist - 
Control Act of 1954. Give continuous, thorough, and expeditious atten
tion because of limited period (three years) pertinent evidence is 
admissible under statutory limits in act. ■

b. Ascertain availability and willingness to testify of all possible 
witnesses for benefit of Department in considering cases for presen
tation to Subversive Activities Control Board. Current informants 
and confidential sources should be described as currently furnishing 
information to FBI and not as unavailable. Department must be 
furnished brief statement on background and any known factors affecting 
credibility of all other witnesses, including discontinued informants. 
Investigative techniques not available for use in court may be 
described as unavailable.

c. Investigation is limited to activities of individuals acting in ’
furtherance or apparent furtherance of communist program. Goal is 
complete picture of extent of communist infiltration and domination.

d. Labor union as such is not subject of investigation. Title of all 
communications must clearly show communist infiltration is subject of 
investigation. FBI is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships or legitimate union activities.

.e. Prior Bureau authority required to conduct interview with any officer, 
or official of labor union during investigation of communist infil
tration unless officer or official is established reliable source or 
confidential informant. •

’ f. Prepare brief history of union, including origin, constitution, bylaws,- 
and organizational structure. Office of origin is responsible for

’ coverage of officers and personnel of national or international office. 
Auxiliary offices responsible for coverage of international represen- 

• tatives, organizers, and regional, district, council, and local •
officers active within their territories. * ■■

3. Title
Title of all communications should clearly show that communist infil- ’ 
tration of union involved is subject of investigation, not the union 
itself; e.g., ■

' • "Communist 'infiltration of • •
. • United Electrical Workers of

America" . ■
4. Classification - 100 • . ’
5. Character - Internal Security - C • ■ - .
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D. INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS - POLICY AND OBJECTIVES 
• 1. Definitions ‘ .

[ Following organizations are [examples of phasic revolutionary
organizations ." ■
a. Commur.ist Party, USA ‘
b. Socialist Workers Party . . • ■ .
c. Progressive Labor Party .
d. Proletarian Party of America •' .
e. Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico ' •

[ f. [Revolutionary Union] ' .

Black nationalist extremists and members of Puerto Rican nationalist ■ 
groups and Puerto Rican subversive proindependence groups, although 
technically not members of basic revolutionary organizations, should 
be investigated under same rules. (See section 122, volume IV, of. 
this manual.) ‘

2. FBI responsibility ’ ■
To conduct thorough investigations into background and activities of . 
all persons in U. S. and Puerto Rico who are dangerous or potentially

. dangerous to internal security. Each SAC is responsible for investi
gation of persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation 
with basic revolutionary organizations or other Marxist revolutionary 
organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially dangerous.

3. Purposes of investigation
a. .Determination of dangerousness -

To determine identity, whereabouts, and-activities of all individuals 
in U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because of their membership in, activity 
in, or association with one or more revolutionary groups or related 
groups, are dangerous or potentially dangerous to internal security; 
collection of sufficient information concerning their subversive ac
tivities to justify apprehension in national emergency,

b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes ’
. To determine identity, whereabouts, and activities of all individuals

who have been or may be violating laws of U. S. . .
(1) Direct investigation to obtain admissible evidence to establish 

violation. •
(2) Be alert for violation of Federal statutes relating to espionage, 

sabotage, and sedition. .
4. Individuals to be investigated .

Exercise sound judgment and discretion in evaluating importance and 
dangerousness of individuals or affiliates. Investigate activities 
of any individual falling within one or more of following categories 
who does not come within restrictions on investigations listed under . ' 
87D, item 5, below: ‘
a. Membership in basic revolutionary organizations subsequent to I-I-49
b. Espousing line of revolutionary movements

Espousal encompasses wide variety and range of activities. Actual 
membership in basic revolutionary organization is not prerequisite. 
Espousal may be expressed by membership or active participation in 
subversive front groups. Open investigation in every instance in 

- which subject is actively engaged in affairs of subversive front
. organization in leadership capacity or by active participation

. in furtherance of aims and purposes of front organizations. Do
.. not open on mere membership in front organization unless there is

’ past membership at any time in basic revolutionary organization or 
other subversive derogatory information. . .

c. Special training ■
' (1

(2
Training in subversive movement abroad .
Leadership training in basic revolutionary organization

d. Military service
(1) Service in Abraham Lincoln Brigade; membership in basic 

revolutionary organization not prerequisite
(2) Service in military forces of any country, including U. S. 

armed forces, whenever individual has ever been member of 
. . . basic revolutionary organization

18
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d. Cases referred by military ’E 
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Military intelligence agencies often, refer cases for security 
investigations under Delimitations Agreement in which security
type fraud violations are involved. If subversive information 
does not warrant full security investigation but does.indicate 
possible fraud violation, advise interested agency that FBI’s 

’ investigation will be directed toward proving possible violation 
of law and that any background investigation contemplated by 
it pursuant to its administrative responsibilities will not ’
interfere with FBI investigation. Advise agency pertinent infor
mation developed will be furnished and request agency to do likewise.- 
Immediately initiate security matter - fraud against the Government 

' investigation. If subversive information warrants full security
investigation and also indicates fraud violation, advise interested 
agency that Bureau is initiating full security investigation in . 
conjunction with investigation of possible violation of lav? and 
results will be furnished. Conduct expedite investigation to •

’ determine subject’s dangerousness and whether a fraud violation is 
involved. ' .

7. Submission of subversive derogatory information on individuals 
a. Offices covering national or local headquarters of various sub- 

• versive groups should promptly furnish Bureau names and identifying 
. data regarding persons affiliated with such groups, to include

basic revolutionary organizations, fascist-type organizations, black 
extremist organizations, and front groups of these. Furnish Bureau 
such information by letter and, where appropriate, indicate that list 
of names is being furnished for Bureau indexing purposes.

‘ b. Information from all sources should be reviewed to insure Bureau has 
been furnished lists of all individuals affiliated with' organizations 
enumerated in item a. Include information concerning a number of 
individuals in one letter if possible. Set out sufficient identifying 
data to facilitate check of Bureau files.

c. Offices obtaining information regarding subversive affiliation of ' 
individuals residing outside their territories should promptly advise 
offices covering such persons’ addresses. ■ ‘

d. Names of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions and 
names appearing on subscription lists of subversive organizations 
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for sub
scriber but should not be forwarded to Bureau for indexing.

e. Important subversive information concerning any individual and any 
new subversive information concerning an individual of importance 
should be furnished Bureau expeditiously. ' ’ .

f. Subversive and/or derogatory information coming to attention of 
field office through name check or otherwise on employee of 
executive branch of Government, which information is within purview 
of EO 10450, should be forwarded promptly to Bureau for dissemination 
to Civil Service Commission. Such information relating to other 
employees of Government or employees of United Nations and other 
public international organizations should be furnished Bureau 
immediately. ’ • . ’■

21
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INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS - INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES AND TECHNIOUES 
1. General . .

All pertinent information concerning subject’s background and subversive 
activity must be fully developed and reported to assure accurate evalua
tion of his dangerousness. Use discretion to prevent subjects from 
becoming unnecessarily aware of investigation.

Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents in 
security investigations without prior Bureau authority. ' ' ' '

2. Scope of investigations ■ '
Following should be obtained: .
a. Background . •. .

’1) True name and aliases ’ - - .
2} Residence address . ’ • '
31 Occupation or business and employment address .
4) Citizenship status, including date and place of birth and . ■

pertinent data concerning naturalization of aliens '
' (5) Family background . ■

If possible, ascertain from sources contacted and report date - 
and place of birth of subject’s parents and spouse and parents 
of spouse. Do not conduct investigation solely for this • 
information. •

(6) Military record = '
Determine if subject has served in U. S. armed forces; time, 
place, and circumstances of such service; type of discharge • 
received; and any membership in veterans' organizations. If 
subject served in armed forces of any foreign government, 

■ determine pertinent facts. . ■
(7) Close relatives -

Determine whether subject has any close relatives in U. S. 
armed forces or in other positions of trust and confidence, 
whether public or private, relating to national defense.

(8) Identification record . ' •
(a) Be alert for identification record showing arrests and/or 

. civil data. Check local police records. ■
(b) When subject'is approved for security index, submit FD-165 

to check records of Identification Division'and to post 
flash notice if fingerprints on file. FD-165 will be 
returned if positive identification cannot be made with 
fingerprints on file." Office of origin is responsible for 
resolving identification when record has been furnished by

• ■ Identification Division as possibly identical. ' If positive
‘ identification cannot be made, if is not necessary to 
communicate-further with Identification Division.

(c) When office of origin is changed for security index or 
reserve index A subject after flash notice has been placed, 
form FD-128 (changing origin) should so indicate. Send 
extra copy of FD-128 to Identification Division so its 
records will show new office of origin. .

(d) [On those individuals who are Security Index subjects
on whom no fingerprints are on file with the Identification 

. Division, a Security Flash Notice (FD-165) should be 
submitted periodically on a staggered basis and at •

• different intervals. Priority I, Security Index, subject
■ requests should be submitted every six months commencing 

with the submission of an annual report and every six
• months thereafter. I<n the case of Priority II and Priority

III, Security Index, subjects, requests should be sub
mitted on an annual basis in conjunction with ths submission 
of the annual report or annual verification of residence- ’ 
and employment. This periodic requirement is satisfied 
upon notification by the Identification Division of a 
fingerprint record on the subject and the placing of a stop 
against such record or upon the removal of a subject from

• the Security Index.] .

22
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[(e)] Cancel security flash notice when subject dies or is no 
longer of security interest.

(9) Physical description

f
a) Obtain and report detailed physical description.
b) Each subject should be personally observed whenever 

complete security investigation is conducted. Such 
direct observation is mandatory for all security index 
subjects; however, do not delay submission of form FD-122 
(recommending subject for security index) when it has not 
been possible to observe subject. Keep case open until 
personal observation accomplished. When subject is ■

■ outside U. S. or Puerto Rico, this requirement may be
followed administratively until subject is personally 
observed upon his return to this country.

22a
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[ (5) [Examples ofJorganizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency

-

American Socialist Clubs ASG
American 'Workers’ •

Communist Party AWG ■ ; - .
Anarchist ANA . .
Black Nationalist BNT " ;

’ Black Panther Party BPP . ...
Communist Party, USA COM . • ,
Minutemen MIN ■ .
Nation of Islam NOI • ’ ’
Nationalist groups . . ■

advocating independence . •
for Puerto Rico PRN ■ ' ‘

Progressive Labor Party PLP ' • ’ ■ ' : ■ '
Proletarian Party of America PPA ‘ •
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM ' ' '

[ [Revolutionary Union RU] . ' ; . ’
Socialist Workers Party SWP ’ ' ’
Spartacist League SPL ' '
Student National Coordinating . ’ . ■ .' ■

Committee SNC . ■ . . ‘ '
Students for a Democratic ■ . •- • .

Society ' SDS • ’ . ’
Workers World Party WW-P '
Bulgarian ' BUL - '. . .
Cuban CUB ; ■ . ..

(6)

(7)

(8)

Czechoslovakian CZE .. _ .
Hungarian ‘ HUN •..
Romanian ROM .
Russian RUS
Yugoslavian YUG . . .
Priority designation
Priority I P I ’ ■
Priority II P II ’ ' '
Priority III P III ■ . '
Top functionary designation (where applicable)
Top functionary TF ■ ■ ■ ■
Special section cards
Atomic energy program ' ■

employees AEP • •. - ■
Cuban special section CUB . ’ • ’ .

. • (®)

(10)
(11)

Espionage subjects ESP ‘ ’
Foreign government employees FGE •
Pro—Tito subjects YUG • ‘
United Nations employees UNE •
U. S. Government employees GOV . ' ■ • - ’ ’
Unavailable section cards ■ •. . .
Missing MI ’ „ • ’
Out of country OC , , , ■
Imprisoned PR .
Date and place of birth
Hey facility geographical reference number (obtained from Depart-

(12)

ment of Defense Key Facilities List) and abbreviation denoting 
agency having security responsibility . .
Residence address

(13)

(14) 
b. Data

(1)

Employment address and any additional data deemed necessary to .
assist in locating subject in emergency. Labor union affiliation, 
if any. ’ • . _
Field office file number ’ '
to appear on separate attached card •’
Place following data on separate card attached to reverse side 
of security index card being filed in geographical, special, or 
unavailable sections. Cards contain printed captions for recording 
descriptive data which can be augmented if necessary.
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i
aJ Complete description ’
b) Notation that security index flash, notice has been posted

. in Identification Division ■
(c ) Photograph, with date taken. It is to be most current or 

best likeness of subject.
■ (d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including notation 

if subject possesses firearms ■
(e ) Other data which will assist in apprehension, such as 

directions to residence or employment when .these are . 
unusual, number of minor children and aged dependents

. (2) If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must be kept
pending. Upon posting of security index flash notice, field 
will be furnished FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of security index cards 
filed in geographical, special, and unavailable sections. ' 

(3) Use FD-186 to report information for separate card attached to 
back of security index card. Case Agent should fill in. form and 

' forward to clerical employee designated to post information.
• Thereafter, file FD-186 in case file. FD-186 may be used to 

record information that subject has been physically observed and 
to note descriptive data. ' '

6. Arrangment of security index ’ ‘ ■
a. At Bureau ■

Entire index is maintained on IBM tabulating cards. Security index 
cards are printed by automatic data processing and transmitted to 
field. An alphabetical breakdown of true names and all aliases of 
subjects is also maintained at Bureau for administrative .purposes.

b. In field office
Active security index in each field office is maintained in four 

. sections: geographical, alphabetical, unavailable, and special sec
tions. Complete set of each field office’s security index is also 
maintained away from headquarters city in same manner as geographical 
section with unavailable and special section cards filed in back. . 
(1) Geographical section .

After receipt of three security index cards from Bureau and.after 
necessary data have been added to two cards, file one in geo
graphical section of index (except special section and un
available section cards) and one in duplicate set maintained away 
from headquarters city. Geographical section is broken down by 
residence address in accordance with needs of each office. Where 

’ logical, it should be broken down by state, county, city, and,
. if needed, into boroughs or suburbs and precincts. Gards are

filed alphabetically under each geographical breakdown. Cards 
in this section will be withdrawn and used by Agents should 
apprehension of subjects become necessary. .

(2)

Cards will show "unknown" residence for (a) subjects whose 
addresses are -not known but prompt location within division is 
expected and (b) subjects whose location in another division 
is in process of verification. File these cards in breakdown 
designated "Verification Pending." With Bureau authority, 
offices covering large industrial areas may set up second geo
graphical section and file cards by subjects’ employment. 
Depending on time of day apprehensions are initiated, geograph
ical-employment or geographical-residence section may be used. 
Alphabetical section
File duplicate card alphabetically in this section; there is no 
other breakdown. Alphabetical card is control card. If card 
is withdrawn from geographical section for apprehension, make 
notation on alphabetical card. ' .
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, (4) In all instances there must he clear showing, by overt acts or
statements or other evidence, that there has been continuing
sympathy for aims and objectives of Cuban Government since
'10-1-60. Citizenship status must be clearly established.

c. Pro-Cuban activity
All individuals in security index under basic criteria (item 3a, 
above) should be tabbed "Pro—Cuban" if by their activities and sym
pathies they warrant special consideration in event of limited emer
gency involving Cuba and U. S. This tabbing includes Cubans and non
Cubans who have engaged in activities in support of Cuban Government 
or pro-Castro groups. For this tabbing, submit FD-122 to Bureau.with 
notation "Pro-Cuban" typed opposite words "Miscellaneous (specify)." 
Attach page containing concise summary of facts supporting recommen— 

_ dfttion. Security .index .cards sent to field on such subjects contain 
letter "C" on left side of card at beginning of second line. These 
cards are not kept in "Cuban" special section but are tabbed with 
metal tabs.

d. Evaluating interviews for security index status
(1) Positive statement to interviewing Agents clearly indicating ad

herence to doctrines, aims, or purposes of revolutionary organ
ization or front organization shall be considered overt act.

‘(2) Other than above, interviews are not‘factors in making determi
nation as to security index; e.g., lack of cooperation or partial 
cooperation are not factors.

e. Effect of resort to fifth amendment
Department’has advised resort to fifth amendment by witness appearing 
before governmental body should be considered overt act within security 
index criteria (1) when subject was asked directly concerning present 

. membership in subversive organization and (2) when question calls for 
response as to past membership in organization in those cases in which 
available information would seem to bring subject within criteria ex- - 
cept for overt act within required period.

f. Activity in Nation of Islam and other black nationalist extremist 
groups
Department has advised Nation of Islam constitutes potentially danger
ous instrumentality in event of national emergency; statements and 
activities of individuals in Nation of Islam indicating anarchist and 
revolutionary beliefs should be considered in making judgment as to 
whether or not member should be in security index. Give particular 
attention to developing and reporting such statements, including vio
lent and revolutionary statements made by other members in subject’s 
presence. Statements should be reported in detail. Apply these in
structions to other black nationalist extremist groups.

4. Recommendations for and preparation of security index cards
a. SAC must personally recommend inclusion in and removal of any name 

from security index except in offices having more than 1,000 security 
index subjects, where recommendations can be made by SAC, ASAC, or 
Bureau-approved security supervisor.

b. Where potential dangerousness of subject has been established, office 
of origin is to[prepare]recommendation to Bureau on form FD-122^ in 
triplicate. Forward original and copy to Bureau, and place copy in 
subject's file. Nothing should appear on FD-122 which is not in sub
ject's file. FD-122 has[three]uses: (1) to recommend subject for
security index, (2) to submit changes for existing cards,[and (3) to 
recommend subject be deleted from Security Index.]Submit abstract 
when recommending subject for security index but no abstract for 
changes[on the security index card.]

c. When FD-122 is submitted to recommend subject for security index, attach 
additional page or pages setting out succinct summary of facts on which 
recommendation based. Facts must be in sufficient detail to support 
recommendation, including justification for designated priority level 
for apprehension. Statements of conclusion are not enough and original 
sources'must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must show 
pertinent data of subject's activities.
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d. If, at conclusion of investigation, subject is not being recommended
for security index, set out brief summary statement in appropriate
closing communication showing reasons.

e. Current summary report must be submitted to Bureau when subject is
■ being recommended for security index. If case is pending because

87 G SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

of outstanding leads, set out additional lead to follow authorization 
of security index card by Bureau and, if approved, to’disseminate '

• copy of report to Secret Service. If case would otherwise be closed, 
’ ’ place in pending—inactive status with lead to follow authorization . .

. by Bureau and,- if approved, disseminate copy of report to Secret
- Service and then close case administratively.

. f. Recommendations for security index should not be delayed because of 
absence of background or descriptive data. Submit recommendation 

■ ■ ■ with current report and retain in pending status to o.btain missing . .
items. ■ • . • • -

g. Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for security
■ index. ED-122 should include data required for unavailable section, 

h. When FD-122 is submitted recommending subject of Chinese extraction, .
■ include words "Other - Chinese" under race. When recommending person 

not of Chinese extraction but who has definite .sympathies for Communist 
. .. . China, include under "Miscellaneous" following .statement: "sympathetic

to Communist China." : . . ■ .
i. .If Bureau approves recommendation, security index cards will be pre— 

. . . .pared. Copy of FD-122 will be returned stamped "Security Index card
approved and prepared, three copies attached. Place description and 
photograph oh reverse side of Geographical card. Cards should be 
filed in your Security Index." These cards should be filed in secu-

■ ’ rity index as outlined below. Place returned copy of FD-122 in sub
ject’s main file. (offices with geographical breakdown by residence 

• • and employment will receive extra card. ) . . .
j. When cards are received from Bureau, check data for accuracy. Cards 

will be complete except for description and photograph. Descriptions 
and photographs are maintained on separate cards which are stapled .

V to back of two security index cards. File one of these cards in 
■ geographical section (except special section and unavailable section 

[ cards).[With the exception of Honolulu and Washington Field Offices,]
_ [ file other in duplicate security index maintained[in headquarters city

[ in a state of readiness to be evacuated on a moment’s notice.]Third
security index card is filed in alphabetical section.

5'. Content’and appearance of security index card • ’ ’ . .
a. Data to appear on face of card ’ ■ - ’
. When complete, face of security index card should contain following 

information. If any items are missing, case should be continued 
pending to obtain necessary information. Set forth under each item 
are possible categories in which subject may be classified and code 
letters which should be placed in appropriate space on FD-122.
Code letters should appear on security index cards received from

. Bureau. • ' ' - . ■. .
• (1) Name and aliases . ’ • - ’ • ■■ ■ ' . •.

. Full and correct name and aliases of subject •
■ ■ (2) Race • , .

. ■ White and Caucasian W • ' . .
Negro N . \.

_ ; Chinese C • • ■ • ’ . ’
■ Others • 0 ■

(All others, including Orientals (except Chinese), American 
Indians, etc.) •

(3) Sex • * ■ . -
■ Male M .

Female _ F • •
, (4) Citizenship .—... •

_ Native born NB ‘ ■
. Naturalized NA ’ ■

Alien ‘ AL ’ •
(if unknown, space should be left blank, but status should be 
ascertained and submitted by FD-122.) •
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(7) New office of origin is to review pertinent material received 
with FD-128 and information in its files to determine if additional 
investigation is warranted. If not, advise Bureau by letter 
case is being closed.

(8) Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering new address is origin 
and should place office file number on security index cards and 
file them in its security index.

(9) Upon receipt of new cards from Bureau with copy of FD-128, new 
office is to transfer information from reverse s.ide of old ■ 

. geographical cards to two new cards, appropriately file, new
cards, and destroy old cards. • ...

b. Top functionaries
Above-described mechanics of transferring cases also apply to top 
functionaries. -Additional procedures in this category are: 
(1) Notification to Bureau of deletion of subject as top functionary’ 

in old office of origin is handled by designation in space .pro
vided on FD-128 that subject was top functionary.

(2) Upon receipt of FD-128, new office of origin shall automatically 
.designate subject top functionary and.keep case pending. After 
investigation is completed and summary report has been submitted 
by old office, case may be placed in pending-inactive status. 
Within three months, new office is to conduct investigation, 
submit report, and advise Bureau concerning continued designa- 

. ; tion as top functionary.
c. Subjects tabbed for priority ......

Security index card shall continue- to be tabbed for priority appre
hension in new-office of origin until that office determines that 
priority designation is not warranted under provisions set forth 
below.

di' Subjects not included in security index
(1) Transfer office of origin by FD-128 only upon verification by 

■another office of subject’s presence in that division. Enclose 
copies of all investigative re ports-and other pertinent serials 
to new office of origin. ' •

(2) New office of origin is to investigate or advise Bureau case 
closed if no action warranted.

10. Cancellation and removal of cards from active security index
SAC must personally recommend removal of any name from security index 
except in offices having more than 1,000 security index subjects where 
recommendations may be made by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau-approved security 
supervisor. ’ . ■ . -
a. Death of subject ' ■ . . .

Destroy card and advise Bureau by LHM. . . ’ ’ ’
b. Permanent departure

Upon learning of subject’s departure from U. S. or Puerto Rico for 
foreign country, immediately ascertain conditions of departure for 
foreign country. No security index card shall be cancelled by reason 
of such -departure unless subject is alien who has permanently de- • 
parted and whose departure has been verified. If U. S. citizen 
who has been out of country has renounced his citizenship and taken 
citizenship of foreign country, security index card may be cancelled 
only after it has been determined he does not intend to return to U. S. 

c. Imprisonment of subject
Do not cancel security index cards because subject imprisoned, 
regardless of length of time he will be incarcerated. Place cards in 
unavailable section and handle as set forth under imprisoned subjects 
above.

d. Induction of subject into armed forces
Place security index cards in inactive section and follow procedure 
set forth above under inactive section.

e. Security informants
Security index card may be destroyed upon receipt of Bureau authority 

’ to designate person security informant. In requesting Bureau author
ity to designate individual as security informant, call attention to 
security index card and recommend cancellation.
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f. Subject no longer dangerous or potentially dangerous
Frequently information is received or investigation develops that 
subject is no longer threat to internal security by reason of 
physical condition, defection, or expulsion from subversive move
ment. Such defection may be shown by lack of activity and -obvious 
disinterest over extended period or declaration of opposition to 
principles of subversive movement. .

When there is sufficient information regarding subject’s present' 
sympathies to conclude he should no longer be considered dangerous, 

. request authority for interview or advise Bureau why subject -should
•' ■■ not be interviewed. Bureau will not cancel security index card with

out consideration being given to interview. If, upon interview, sub
ject proves cooperative, advise Bureau by letter and recommend can- . 
cellation. '.

[ [In all cases the recommendation for removal from the' security index
[ ■ should be made by FD-122 with attached succinct summary of facts on
[ which the recommendation is based. Submit abstract with FD-122 used
[ . to recommend removal from security index.] ■

g. Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of application 
, . .- . of security index criteria, -with no affirmative indication of de

fection '
-With passage of time, limits specified'in security index criteria will 

. • operate to remove subjects even though there is no affirmative in
dication. of defection. When recommending such removal, consider if 
facts warrant inclusion of subject in section A of reserve index. 
Following procedures are for subjects not being recommended for in
clusion in section A of reserve index:
(1) When subjects are removed from security index solely on basis of 

’’ application of criteria, retain security index cards, bearing de
scriptive matter on reverse sides; i.e., cards previously filed

' in geographical, special, or unavailable sections. Destroy cards
■ previously filed in alphabetical section. Those offices main

taining two sets of geographical cards should retain only one card
(2) Mark "cancelled" across face of each card retained and .file in 

. . reserve index, section B.
. (3) Above instructions do not apply to individuals removed from '

■ security index based upon activity in Nation of Islam. Their
■ cards should be destroyed. •

11. . Priority apprehension program ' . . ■'
a. Purpose ■ ■

Some security index subjects, because of their training, violent 
■ tendencies, or prominence in subversive activity, would be more

inclined or more capable of committing acts against U. S.. in time 
of national emergency than others. Such subjects must be immobilized 
in least possible time. Individuals in security index tabbed .
priority I, and possibly priority II, would be arrested first in ’ 
event of limited but grave emergency, probably without arrest of other 

■ subjects. In all-out emergency, consideration for apprehension will
be given to all subjects. Decision as to priority of apprehension 
should be based on subject’s subversive activities and revolutionary 
tendencies. . . .

b. Priority tabbing ■ ' .
(1) Each security index subject should be considered for priority I 

. tabbing who falls within following categories: ' •
fa) All top functionaries .
(b) All individuals considered to be hard-core national and 

state leaders of basic revolutionary organizations and 
’ leaders of other subversive organizations and unorganized

, . groups and individuals who have indicated .propensity for
■ violence and/or have received special training in sabotage, 

. espionage, and/or guerrilla warfare, or have engaged in
. ’ underground operations _

. (c) Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities
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( b) Priority III cases must be opened for verification of 
residence and employment on annual basis.

• Review case file for any necessary action including re
evaluation of subject’s status, or possible• redes

' ignation as priority I or II. ,

• When pertinent information is submitted to Bureau for .
dissemination, ED-305 and ED-376 should accompany coyer 
communication. ' .

d. Subjects recommended for security index : . ■
(1) Pending inactive ’’

If all active investigation completed at time FD-122 forwarded
to Bureau, set forth lead to follow for security index approval

■ and dissemination of report to Secret Service. ' . • ‘ ”
(2) Closed ' . . ' '

' After security index approved and dissemination to Secret Service, 
. . follow by administrative tickler for periodic report. ■ ■ ’
e. Subject not being recommended for index '

Closed - prior to closing, comply with instructions pertaining to 
interviews. . -

. Content .■ • - . •
a. Include following’ and handle under topical‘headings where appropriate. 

(1) Background .

1
a ) Birth data " ... ‘ '
b) Citizenship status . ’ . ’ ’ . ■ . .
c) Education ■ _ .
dj Marital status • . . .
e) Military service record (domestic or foreign, including type 

of discharge, citations, etc.)

I
f) Identification record • ■ . ’ ‘ . ■
gj Employment ■ ’ . ■
h) Residence . -
i) Status of health (if known) • .

(2) Connections with Communist Party, other basic revolutionary groups 
front groups, black nationalist extremist groups, and/or other 
subversive organizations or unorganized groups .

. (a) Information concerning admission into revolutionary group, 
. including sponsors, etc.

(b) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, and 
positions held in subversive movement • ’

(3) Revolutionary statements by subject •

!
aj Determine each statement and full details surrounding it.
b) Determine all statements showing adherence to principles of

Marxism-Leninism or other revolutionary doctrines.
.(4) Other activities indicating furtherance of program of sub

versive organizations
(a) Speeches and writings . . '
(b) Organizational directives and/or educational outlines signed 

by or issued by subject, or issued while subject was officer
‘ of organization
(c) Pertinent contacts between subject and leaders of organ

izations • •
(d) Details concerning subject's attendance or connection with - 

subversive training schools '
(5) False statements made by subjects, including aliases

• Evidence may be obtained from passports, tax returns, and voting, 
marital, employment, and selective service records-. .

(6) Miscellaneous . ’
Pertinent items not falling under above categories . -

b. Reports on individuals should be confined to:
(1) Proof of membership and activity in basic revolutionary organ

izations, front organizations, and/or other organizations or 
■unorganized groups . .
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f2) Position and importance of subject in subversive movement 
3) Pertinent background information ■ 

Include only information pertinent to determining, whether or 
' not subject is engaged in subversive activities. Set out date

' or period to which it pertains; e.g., John Doe advised on
January 15, 1970, that subject attended CP meetings in January, 
1965, in Syracuse, New York. ’

c. Summarizing information '
(1) 'When prior summary reports are not suitable for dissemination,' 

include all pertinent information in current summary report with 
sources fully protected. ' ■ •

(2) Repetitious and cumulative items may be limited to representative 
' number with each item set forth fully documented. Number of

‘ ‘ items will depend upon preponderance of other information.showing
. dangerousness of subject. Base selection on need to report suf

ficient data to justify continued detention of subject if ap-
■ ’ prehended. ' • . . . ■

(3) When selection of representative number of items is made, follow 
with summary statement that source advised during specified 

' period of time subject also attended certain number of other
• - ■■ - . meetings. (Set out file number .and serial range i.n documenting

• ■ such statements.) . ■ •
(4) Where there is extensive activity,in subversive organizations, 

’ ' ■it is permissible to use narrative statements without exact
dates of activity; however, show period of time involved and 

. inclusive dates of informant reports. Do not use this type re-
•’ porting in Smith Act of 1940 or ISA-50 cases. Summary statements

- ’ - must be statements of facts and not conclusions. Information
_ from different sources must be reported separately. ’

(5) Above instructions do not lessen responsibility for reporting 
all pertinent items. • . '

9. Administrative data - cover pages • ■
a. General • ’ ■ '

References to following administrative items should be in cover pages 
. • accompanying reports : ’ .

(1) Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles of other
.. cases, priority apprehension program, top functionary status,

. . security index flash .notices (FD-165), FD-122, FD-128, and non
. investigative information ,

[ ’ (2) [In all security index cases, FD-305, appropriately filled out,
■[ . shall be the last page of cover pages to annual reports and the
[ last page of cover communications to LHMs submitted in lieu of
[ annual reports.] ■

b. -Documentation of reports '
' (1) Complete documentation of all reports is required. This also

■ applies to LHMs submitted in priority HI oases.'
(2) If information necessary for complete documentation is not in 

subject's file, review other office files, as needed. If not 
. obtainable, so state in cover pages. '
(3) Do not conduct extensive investigation to locate sources who 

previously furnished background information for purposes of 
. documentation or to obtain documentary evidence of background

information. For example, if previous investigation revealed 
■ subject, according to reliable records, such as birth, school,

' or Immigration and Naturalization records, was born at certain
. . place on certain date, report it without further verification.
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(o) When all logical leads have been exhausted in case of
. missing important functionary, consider requesting Bureau

■ . .authority to circularize all field offices with subject's
. photograph and background information.

d. Individuals traveling abroad (Also see section 1O5G, volume IV, of 
this manual.)
Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received • 
that subject in one of following categories intends to travel abroad 
or has already departed this country for foreign travel: subject of 
current security investigation, subject in priorities I and II 
of security index, past security subjects who may be in 
underground capacity, or subject concerning whom there is ’

. current information indicating need for foreign coverage. ■ .
(1) Immediately advise Bureau by LHM available details concerning 

travel, including places and dates' of departure and intended 
return, destination and itinerary, purpose of trip, name under 
which passport was issued, number of passport, and issuing 
office, if known. Include full description of subject and all 

. aliases (in case of Chinese and Korean subjects,-include Chinese 
■ telegraphic code or Korean telegraphic code numbers). Also 

, include concise resume of available subversive data regarding
subject. Do not delay advising Bureau of actual or intended

.. travel while developing details of travel as time is of essence.
(2) Set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport Office, Depart

ment of State; but do not limit efforts to develop pertinent 
information to such check.

(3) Information concerning subject's proposed travel abroad, including 
information concerning subversive activities, is furnished 
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and 
legal attaches. If travel is in area covered by legal attache, 
forward sufficient copies of LHM to enable dissemination of - 

‘ three copies to each legal attache involved. For each of these
' legal attaches, forward one photograph of subject, if available.
If stops are to be placed with security services abroad, cover 
letter should so indicate. Set forth requests for investigation 
abroad on separate numbered page, captioned "Leads," at end of LHM. 
Request should not refer to legal attache or request investigation 
by particular agency abroad.

(4) Subsequent report in individual case should contain details 
regarding subject’s travel. In nonsecurity index cases where 
LHMs are submitted, communication transmitting data regarding 

. travel should indicate whether investigation is being initiated and, 
if not, why.

(5) Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 
that one of following is forming tour group for foreign travel’: 
organization of investigative interest to Bureau or subject in one 
of categories described in first paragraph under item d above.
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or

’’’ organization, identities of individuals participating in
. . tour, and furnish Bureau LHMs for State Department, CIA,

' and appropriate legal attaches. Include all readily available
information pertaining to tour, such as itinerary, pertinent 

" ' dates, names and addresses of participants, and thumbnail
sketch of organization or individual, sponsoring tour.

(b) Offices should immediately identify participants and submit 
, LHMs on those in one of categories described in first para

..... graph under item d above. Refer to LHM previously prepared 
.......... ’under caption of tour group or organization. Submit 'letter

* . ’ ‘ to Bureau under caption of tour group or organization listing
’ ‘ individuals within territory participating in tour on whom

there is no subversive information.
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(.6) Advise Bureau promptly by LHM of subject's return from travel 
abroad. If such individual has traveled behind Iron Curtain, 
also furnish Bureau recommendations as to interview and state 

. whether additional investigation is contemplated.
File reviews
Check office indices and review files thoroughly for pertinent infor
mation showing background and subversive activity. Include information 
in initial report. After each check and review of files has been made, 
consolidate reference cards pertaining to subject in indices. 
Security informants ■
Information developed through security informants is unsurpassed in
value both for intelligence purposes and as admissible evidence. 
Physical surveillances • ’•
Physical surveillances should be used when, in opinion of SAC, infer
mation of sufficient value might be obtained to justify their use in 
light of existing circumstances and available manpower, 
a. When information is received that meetings of subversive organiza

tions are to take place, physical surveillances should be considered 
to corroborate such information and identify participants. ’ 

b. Surveillances of individuals in leadership or underground capacities 
serve to identify others within movement. ■

c. Success of surveillances depends upon resourcefulness of Agents who 
must at all times exercise sound judgment and discretion. Be alert 
to observe activity of subject and countersurveillances which may 
be used to identify Agents and embarrass Bureau.

Photographic surveillances ,
Photographic evidence of meetings between individuals or which shows sub
jects entering or leaving meeting places of Subversive organizations af
fords convincing and admissible evidence to establish subversive activ
ities. Prior Bureau authority is needed for photographic surveillances, 
of meetings and they must be properly correlated with other investi
gative techniques.to obtain maximum evidence. Conceal equipment to avoid 
detection by subjects or other individuals in proximity of surveillance. 
Public sources .
Make use of all logical public sources of information. Obtain background _ 
and lineage data from birth records and local bureaus of vital statistics, 
credit agencies, state records, public utility records, and school records. 
Obtain and index as reference material publications of subversive organ
izations and records of state and Federal committees which have conducted 
hearings concerning subversive activities. ' -
Records of private firms 
Where pertinent information is available in records of private firms, such 
as past or present employers, insurance companies, and merchants, contact 
such firms provided it will not jeopardize investigation. . ’
Channelizing of information to case files 
Membership or activity in subversive organizations should be channelized 
to main case files of individuals involved. Mimeographed form FD-306 
may be used provided it is limited to reporting attendance at meetings. 
When information from informants or surveillances is channelized to indi
vidual case files, it must be documented. Coordinate information received 
from informants and confidential sources with active investigation. 
Preservation of evidence . ■ ' .
Bear in mind necessity of obtaining admissible evidence. ' 
a. Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence obtained for 

possible admission in Federal proceedings. Identify specifically as 
to source and date. . ’ •

b. Notes or statements from informants necessary to refresh their recol
lection if called to testify .must be in sufficient detail to serve 
this purpose and contain no material which would make their use 
inadvisable or inadmissible.

c. Informant's original notes or statements are not to be blocked; stamped 
serialized, or mutilated in any way which would render them unsat
isfactory for use in Federal proceedings.

d. Above also applies to Agent's notes taken during surveillances or 
concerning evidence otherwise obtained.
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(4) In all in:stances there must be clear showing, by overt acts or 
statements or other evidence, that there has been continuing 
sympathy for aims and objectives of Cuban Government since ■

■ 10-1-60. Citizenship status must be clearly established.
c. Pro-Cuban activity ' • ‘

All individuals in security index-under basic criteria (item 3a, 
above) should be tabbed "Pro—Cuban" if by their activities and sym— ' 
pathies they warrant special consideration in event of limited emer
gency involving Cuba and U. S. This tabbing includes Cubans and non—

' Cubans who have engaged in activities in support of Cuban Government 
or pro-Castro groups. For this tabbing, submit FD-122 to Bureau with 

. notation "Pro-Cuban" typed opposite words "Miscellaneous- (specify). "
. Attach page containing concise summary of facts supporting recommen

dation. Security index cards sent to .field on such subjects contain 
' letter "C" on left side of card at beginning of second line. These ■ 

cards are not kept in '-'Cuban" special section but are tabbed with 
metal tabs. '

d. Evaluating interviews for security index status '
(1) Positive statement to interviewing Agents clearly indicating ad-' 

herence to doctrines, aims, or purposes of revolutionary organ— ' 
‘ ization or front organization shall be considered overt act.

(2) Other than above, interviews are not factors in making determi
nation as to security index; e.g., lack of cooperation or partial 

• cooperation are not factors. .
e. Effect of resort to fifth amendment . ‘

Department has advised resort to fifth amendment by witness appearing 
before governmental body should be considered overt act within security 
index criteria (1) when subject was- asked directly concerning present 
membership in subversive organization and (2) when question calls for 
response as to past membership in organization in those cases in which 
available information would seem to bring subject within criteria ex
cept for overt act within required period, 

f. Activity in Nation of Islam and other black nationalist extremist 
groups . . . . . . .. . .
Department has advised Nation of Islam constitutes potentially danger
ous instrumentality in event of national emergency; statements and • 
activities of individuals in Nation of Islam indicating anarchist and 
revolutionary beliefs should be considered in making judgment as to 
whether or not member should be in security index. Give particular 
attention to developing and reporting such statements, including vio
lent and revolutionary statements made by other members in subject's 

■ presence. Statements should be reported in detail. Apply these in
structions to other black nationalist extremist groups.

Recommendations for and preparation of security index cards ’ '
a. SAC must personally recommend inclusion in and removal of any name ' 

from security index except in offices' having more than 1,000 security 
index subjects, where recommendations can be made by SAC, ASAC, or 
Bureau—approved security supervisor. •

b. Where potential dangerousness of subject has been established, office 
of origin is to submit recommendation to Bureau on form FD—122, in 
triplicate. Forward original and copy to Bureau, and place copy in 
subject's file. Nothing should appear on FD-122 which is not in sub
ject’s file. FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend subject for 
security index and (2) to submit changes for existing cards. Submit 
abstract when recommending subject for security index but no abstract . 
for additions, deletions, or changes. .

c. When FD-122 is submitted to recommend subject for security index, .attach 
additional page or pages setting out succinct summary of facts on which 
recommendation based. Facts must be in sufficient detail to support 
recommendation, including justification for designated priority level ’ 
for apprehension. Statements of conclusion are not enough and original 

. sources must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must show 
pertinent data of subject’s activities.

35
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d. If, at conclusion of investigation, subject is not being recommended 
for security index, set out brief summary statement in appropriate 
closing communication showing reasons. ’

e. Current summary report must be submitted to Bureau when subject is 
being recommended for security index. If case is pending because 
of outstanding leads, set out additional lead to follow authorization 
of security index card by Bureau and, if approved, to disseminate 
copy of report to Secret Service. If case would otherwise be closed, 
place in pending-inactive status with lead to follow authorization 
by Bureau and, if approved, disseminate copy of report to Secret

. Service and then close case administratively. ■ • ■
f. Recommendations for security index should not be delayed because of 

absence of background or descriptive data. Submit recommendation ' 
with current report and retain in pending status to obtain missing 
items. .

g. Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for security 
index. FD—122 should include data required for unavailable section.

h. When FD-122 is submitted recommending subject of Chinese extraction, 
include words "Other - Chinese" under race. When recommending person 
not of Chinese extraction but who has definite sympathies for Communist 
China, include under "Miscellaneous" following statement: "sympathetic 
to Communist China."

i. If Bureau approves recommendation, security index cards will be pre
pared. Copy of FD-122 will be returned stamped "Security Index card 
approved and prepared, three copies attached. Place description and 
photograph on reverse side of Geographical card.- Cards should be 
filed in your Security Index." These cards should be filed in secu
rity index as outlined below. Place returned copy of FD—122 in sub
ject’s main file. (offices with geographical breakdown by residence 
and employment will receive extra card.) . .

j. When cards are received from Bureau, check data for accuracy. Cards 
will be complete except for description and photograph. Descriptions 
and photographs are maintained on separate cards which are stapled 
to back of two security index cards. File one of these cards in 
geographical section (except special section and unavailable section 
cards).[With the exception of Honolulu and Washington Field Offices,] 
file other in duplicate security index maintained[in headquarters city 
in a state of readiness to be evacuated on a moment’s notice. ]Third 
security index card is filed in alphabetical section.

5. Content and appearance of security index card . -
a.. Data to appear on face of card

When complete, face of security index card should contain following 
■ information. If any items are missing, case should be continued .

pending to obtain necessary information. Set forth under each item ■ 
are possible categories in which subject may be classified and code 
letters which should be placed in appropriate space on FD-122.
Code letters should appear on security index cards received from 
Bureau. ■
(1) - Name and aliases .

Full and correct name and aliases of subject . - •
(2) Race

. White and Caucasian W \ ’
Negro N ■ ,
Chinese C
Others 0

(All others, including Orientals (except Chinese), American 
Indians, etc.) ■ •

(3) Sex . •
Male M • •
Female F ' ’ " ' '

(4) Citizenship • ...
Native born NB .

■ Naturalized NA
Alien AL •

(if unknown, space should be left blank, but status should be 
ascertained and submitted by FD-122.)
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(4)

(5)

(6)

' • ■ ■■ .

Office preparing summary report may include information 
originally obtained by another office but may not have 
necessary documentation. If office preparing report has 
copies of documents obtained by another office and identity 
of source, date of activity, date received, and receiving 
Agent are known, it is not necessary to obtain file number of 
original,. Pertinent documentation, other than file number, 
should be obtained from auxiliary office. _
When report includes references to known subversives who have 
associated with subject, identify source of characterization 
in cover pages without further documentation.
When it is necessary to obtain thumbnail sketch, place in ■ 
thumbnail sketch file so it will be readily available for 
future use. .

10. Channelizing memoranda - destruction of ’ ■ ■
Channelizing memoranda may be destroyed following submission of 
reports. Copies of informant's statements designated for 100 class
ification files of informants may be destroyed when one year old. - 
(See instructions for destruction of channelizing memoranda in . •
Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 3D, item 8.) . -

DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED IN SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
1. Policy

Proper utilization of information received is foremost among Bureau’s 
responsibilities. Information obtained during investigations should ■ 
be forwarded to other interested agencies in executive branch unless 
there are compelling reasons not to do So. Delimitations Agreement 
and Presidential directives provide for■dissemination to other agencies 
which have present or potential interest information relating to espionage, 
sabotage, subversive activities, and related matters. -

2. Bureau requirements
Because all conceivable situations cannot be anticipated, data below 
pertains to representative situations which occur frequently. Basic 
rule is that security information must be furnished promptly to inter
ested agencies in executive branch. Term "interested agency" must be 
interpreted in light of reason and common sense. Bring any unusual 
situations to Bureau’s attention promptly for consideration. •

Considerations affecting national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico necessitate broadest possible construction to requirements for 
dissemination to intelligence services in those areas. See Manual of 
Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau'‘s 
overall responsibilities, policies, and exceptions in dissemination,
a. Members of armed forces '

Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence 
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires 
each agency to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing 
agencies all information of mutual interest. Any information 
developed concerning members of military services must be referred 
immediately to appropriate military branch having primary respon
sibility, even though allegations have not been fully resolved or .

■ verified. Specifically point out in such instances that infor
mation has not been verified. When it is determined security 
subject is member of armed services, discontinue investigation 
immediately, advise Bureau, and disseminate pertinent reports 
locally to appropriate intelligence agency. Dissemination regarding 
military personnel is not confined to subjects of security investi
gations but extends to any. subversive data developed against member 
of armed services during FBI investigations. If member of armed 
forces has been in contact with security subject or any individual 
or group with security implications, immediately advise appropriate 
local intelligence service, even though security aspects of contact 
have not been resolved. Point out in such instances that infor
mation is unverified and transmit any additional developments im
mediately. '

’ ■ 51
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Determine during security investigations whether subjects have any 
close relatives in armed forces. Promptly call such associations 
to attention of appropriate military intelligence services, together 
with pertinent data, including reports, on subjects involved. Eval
uation of these associations lies entirely within province of mili- 

■ tary intelligence services, but Bureau must disseminate this infor
’ mation immediately upon receipt. Advise Bureau by letter concerning

. any subversive contacts or information developed concerning military
" personnel, including statement as to local dissemination and enclosing

LHM setting out subversive data. - ■ • •
b. Aliens and naturalized citizens . ■

. Furnish information concerning aliens and naturalized citizens which
( might have bearing on their deportation or[denaturalization]to Immi

gration and Naturalization Service (INS). If in doubt, disseminate.
c. Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities or .

■ employees of plants having contracts with military services
See instructions in this section concerning individuals employed in ’ 
oi’ having access to key facilities. . ' .

d. Employees of public utilities (including state and’municipal 
facilities) which are not on key facilities list or otherwise in 
item c, above, and facilities which are or may become engaged in 
manufacture of materials vital to national defense .
Disseminate locally to Army and other intelligence services if their ■ 
interest is apparent. . •

e. Individuals on inactive duty who are members of or hold commissions , 
in reserve branches or National Guard ■
Disseminate locally to appropriate mili-tary intelligence service.

f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry,■including long
shoremen and water-front employees 
Disseminate locally to Coast Guard and, when circumstances dictate, 

. .. to other interested intelligence agencies, including NISO.
g. Employees of Federal Government within purview of Executive Order 10450 

No dissemination of reports in security of Government employees
’ cases may be made in field. If, however, subject is "employed in key. 

facility, furnish copies of reports bearing dual character, "Security 
of Government Employees; Security Matter - C," to appropriate intel
ligence agencies of armed services. Instructions regarding dis
semination to Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, appear in this section of this manual 

. under individuals employed in or having access to key facilities -
“ dissemination. Instructions regarding all phases of FBI responsibil

ities under Executive Order 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of
• • this manual. ■- •

. h. Individuals who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of
’ installation or other premises under cognizance of branch of armed

services ■ .
Disseminate locally to intelligence service of military branch in- 

• volved.
i. Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

FAA issues certificates to airmen, defined as persons in command or 
[ acting as[pilot,]mechanic, or member of crew in navigation of air- "

craft while under way; individuals directly in charge of inspection, 
maintenance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in capacity 
of aircraft dispatcher or air-traffic control tower operator. Furnish 
to Bureau subversive data concerning such persons by report or LHM.

• In cover communication, recommend such data be furnished to FAA. ’
Dissemination will be made only at Bureau. For additional instructions 
regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual of Rules and Regulations, 
part II, section 5. ’• ’ ’
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SEk 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION ’ -87A

STATUTE S ’
There are four principal statutes to consider in security investigations: 
Public Law 733 as implemented by Executive Order (EO) 10450, Smith Act of 
1940, Internal Security Act of 1950 (lSA-50), and Communist Control Act of 
1954. On occasion, other statutes may be applicable, such as seditious 
conspiracy, treason, fraud against Government, and Registration Act.
1. Public Law 733 as implemented by EO 10450 ' '

President, by Executive Order 10450, dated 4-27-53, established govern
ment-wide employee security program, based on authority and approach set 
forth by Congress in Public Law 733, enacted on 8-26-50.

Section 8(a) of EO 10450 provides that investigations conducted pursuant 
to this order shall be designed to develop information as to whether em
ployment or retention in employment in Federal service of person being 
investigated is clearly consistent with interests of national security. 
Such information relates, among other things, to following: •

"Membership in, or affiliation or sympathetic association with, 
• any foreign or domestic organization, association, movement, .

group, or combination of persons which is totalitarian, Fascist, . 
communist, or subversive, or which has adopted, or shows, a 
policy of advocating or approving the commission of acts of 
force or violence to deny other persons their rights under the 
Constitution of the United States, or which seeks to alter the .
form of government of the United States by unconstitutional 
means." . '

Attorney General's part of employee security program consists of making 
full field investigations through FBI; maintaining list of totalitarian, 
fascist, communist, or subversive organizations; and giving agencies 
advice in establishing and maintaining their security programs.

2. Smith Act of 1940 (Title 18, USC, § 2385). Advocating overthrow of Govern
ment ' •
Smith Act prohibits knowingly advocating or teaching overthrow of Govern
ment by force or violence; publishing or circulating written or printed 
material with intent to cause such overthrow; attempting to organize 
group of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage such overthrow; and 
conspiring to commit these offenses. Penalty for conviction carries fine 
of not more than $20,000 and/or imprisonment for not more than 20 years 
and shall be inelegible for employment by U. S. or any department or 
agency thereof for five years next following his conviction. Decisions

. ■ by Supreme Court on 6-7—57 and 6-5-61 established new evidentiary stand
ards, such as proof of incitement to action, which must be met by Govern
ment in future prosecutions under this act. ■

3. Internal Security Act of 1950 (Title 50, USC, §§ 781—816)
Internal Security Act of 1950 (iSA—50) became effective 9—23—50. It gen
erally provides for registration of communist-action and communist front 
organizations; amends obstruction of justice statute; implements espionage 
and sabotage statutes and various immigration, and naturalization regula
tions; prohibits contributing to establishment of totalitarian dictator
ship; and provides for detention of individuals in case of national 
emergency. Act was amended 1—2—68 to delete requirement that communist 
organizations and their members register with Attorney General, a pro
cedure ruled unconstitutional by Supreme Court because it violated con

. stitutional rights against self-incrimination. This manual section is 
limited to ISA-50 provisions pertaining to communist-action organizations, 
communist front organizations, contributing to establishment of total
itarian dictatorship, and detention of individuals in case of emergency.
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’ SF*""ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION

Communist-action organizations ’
(1.) Definition (§ 782)

■ Term "communist-action organization" means any organization in . 
U. S. (other than diplomatic representative or mission of for
eign government accredited by Department of State) which is 
substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by foreign 
government or foreign organization controlling world communist 
movement (referred to in section 781) and which operates pri- ' 
marily to advance objectives of world communist movement.

(2) Factors to be considered by Subversive Activities Control Board 
(SACB) in determining whether organization is communist-action ’ 
organization (§ 792) ■ .
SACB considers relationship of organization under review to for
eign organization or foreign government described ‘in above def
inition in regard to policies, activities, accountability, train
ing received, financial support, concealment of foreign direction, 
and allegiance of its principal leaders to such foreign govern

' ment or foreign organization. .■ . ’
Communist front organizations . •’
(1) Definition (§ 782) . '

Term "communist front organization" means any organization in 
U. S. (other than communist-action organization) which (a) is 
substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by communist
action organization or (b) is substantially directed, dominated, 
or controlled by one or more members of communist-action organ
ization, and (c) is primarily operated for purpose of giving 
aid and support to communist-action organization, communist for
eign government, or world communist movement.

(2) Factors to be considered by SACB in determining whether organ
ization is communist front organization (§ 792) 
SACB considers extent to which organization is managed and’fi
nanced by any communist-action organization, communist foreign 

■ government, or world communist movement. SACB also considers 
extent to which organization’s policies are similar to and ex
tent it promotes objectives of any communist-action organization, 
communist foreign government, or world communist movement. . .

How proceedings are instituted (§ 792) 
When Attorney General has reason to believe any organization is com
munist-action or communist front organization, he files petition 
with SACB (and serves upon organization copy thereof) for determi-. 
nation that such is true by hearing before SACB.
Findings of Board and publication of same (§ 792')
If, after hearing, SACB finds (1) that organization is communist
action or communist front organization, it makes report in writing ’ 
of its findings and causes to be served on such organization an 
order determining organization to be communist-action or communist 
front organization.

Findings of SACB are published in Federal Register and this publi
cation is notice to all persons that such orders have become final; 
records of SACB concerning such hearings shall be available to ’ 
public. •
Employment of members; contributions of funds, services, or advice 
by Government personnel (§ 784) ■
When there is in effect final order of SACB determining any organ
ization to be communist-action or communist front organization,,it 
shall be unlawful ’ . .

8
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS • 87A

A O
(1) For anyW^’osr of such organization with^Kowl edge or notice of 

such final order: (a) to conceal or fail to disclose that he 
is a member of such organization in seeking, accepting, or hold
ing any nonelective office or employment under U. S.; (b) to 
hold any nonelective office or employment under U. S.; (c) to 
conceal or fail to disclose that he is member of such organiza— 
tion in seeking, accepting, or holding employment in any defense 

’ ’ facility; or (d) to hold office or employment with any labor
organization, as defined in section 2 (5) of National Labor 
Relations Act, as amended, or to represent any employer in any 
matter or proceeding arising or pending under that act.

(2) For any officer or employee of U. S. or of any defense facility, 
with knowledge or notice of such final order of SACB: (a) to 

• contribute funds or services to such organization; or (b) to ad
vise, counsel, or urge any person, with knowledge or notice that 
such person is member of such organization, to perform or omit 

. to perform, any act if such act or omission would constitute 
violation of any provision of paragraph (1) above. . • .

• f. Use' of mail and instrumentalities of interstate or foreign commerce
- (§ 789) . .

Act requires any person acting for or on behalf of any organization ' 
for which there is in effect final order of SACB determining it to ' 
be communist—action or communist- front organization to label properly 
all publications transmitted through mail or by any means or instru— • 
mentality of interstate or foreign commerce. . ■

g. Emergency detention provisions (§§ 811-826)
Detention provisions include establishment of program for arrests of 
certain individuals, .hearings after arrests, and right to judicial 
review in event of "internal security emergency." Criminal provisions 
make it unlawful in connection with detention provisions to resist arrest 
knowingly disregard or evade apprehension, escape from confinement, 
or conspire' with others to escape from confinement or detention. Vio
lations also cover aiding or assisting in commission of violations 
mentioned above and willful interference with activities of any mem
bers or agent of review board set up under detention provisions.

h. Contributing to establishment of totalitarian dictatorship (§ 783) 
ISA-50 provides that it shall be unlawful’for any person knowingly . 
to combine, conspire, or agree with any other person to perform any

• act which would substantially contribute to establishment within 
-U. S. of a totalitarian dictatorship, direction and control of which is 
to be vested in, or exercised by, or under domination or control of 
any foreign government, foreign organization, or foreign individual. 
Maximum- penalty is $10,000 or 10 years, ot both, and thereafter be 

■ inelegible to hold any office or place of honor, profit, or trust 
created by Constitution or laws of U. S. Statute of limitations is 
10 years, except statute will not run on officer or employee of U. S. 
until after his employment has ceased.

4. Communist Control Act of 1954
Act is divided into three measures: (a) termination of rights, privileges, 
and immunities formerly enjoyed by CPUSA and subsidiary organizations: (b) 
determination of membership in CPUSA and other subversive organizations; 
and (c) amendment of ISA-50, bringing within its purview communist—infil— 
trated organizations. This manual section is limited to provisions per
taining to communist-infiltrated organizations (Title 50, USC, § 782).

. a. Definition of communist—infiltrated organization
Term "communist-infiltrated organization" means any organization ’in 

' U. S. (other than communist-action or communist front organization) 
which (1) is substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by 
individual or individuals who are, or who within three years have been, . 
actively engaged in giving aid or support to communist-action organ
ization, communist foreign government, or world communist movement, . 
and (2) is serving, or within last three years has served, as means 
for (a) giving aid or support to any such organization, government, or ’

9
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movement, or (b) impairment of military strength of U. S. or its 
industrial capacity to furnish logistical support required by its 
armed forces. Provided, however, that any labor organization '
which is affiliate in good standing of national federation or 
other labor organizations whose policies and activities have been ' 
directed to opposing communist organizations, communist foreign 
government, or world communist movement shall be presumed prima .
facie not to be communist-infiltrated organization. . •

b. Proceedings when Attorney General has reason to believe organization 
is communist infiltrated ■ .
He may file petition with SAGB and serve copy on communist-infiltrated 
organization. He may join more than one organization as respondents

• to his petition. Hearings will then be conducted by SACB oh evidence 
presented by Attorney General. SACB is. empowered to make finding 
that organization is or is not communist-infiltrated, and within six 
months after an unfavorable determination organization may petition 
for a new determination. , .

SACB is also authorized to notify National Labor Relations Board- 
(NLRB) of its findings and to publish findings in Federal Register. 
NLRB has power to deny organizations found to be communist infiltrated 
representation before it, and upon petition of twenty per cent of 
membership of communist-infiltrated labor union to NLRB, that body 
may nullify rights of union to represent its members and call for 
election to determine new bargaining representative.

c. Factors to be considered by SACB in determining whether organization 
is communist infiltrated (§ 792a) '
SACB shall consider following: ’
(1) To what extent, if any, effective management of affairs of 

organization is conducted by one or more individuals who are, 
or within three years have been, (a) members, agents, or repre
sentatives of any communist organization, any communist foreign 
government, or the world communist movement with knowledge of 
nature and purpose thereof; or (b) engaged in giving aid or 
support to any such organization, government, or movement with 
knowledge of nature and purpose . ■ '

(2) To what extent, if any, policies of such organization are, or 
within three years have been, formulated and carried out 
pursuant to direction or advice or any member, agent, or repre
sentative of any such organization, government, or movement -

(3) To what extent, if any, personnel and resources of such organ
ization are, or within three years have been, used to further 
or promote objectives of any such communist organization, .
government, or movement . -

(4) To what extent, if any, such organization within three years has 
received from, or furnished to or for use- of, any such communist 
organization, government, or movement any funds or other 
material assistance

(5) To what extent, if any, such organization is., or., within three 
years has been, affiliated in any way with any such communist • 
organization, government, or movement '

(6) To what extent, if any, affiliation of such organizatioh, or 
’ . any individual or individuals who are members thereof, or who 
. manage its affairs, with any such communist organization, 

government, or movement is concealed from or is not disclosed ’ 
to the membership • ■ •

(7) To what extent, if any, such organization or any of its managers 
or members are, or within three years have been, knowingly engaged 
(a) in any conduct punishable under § 783 or §■ 794 or under 
chapter 37, 105, or 115 of Title 18; or (b) with intent to

■ impair military strength of U. S. or its industrial capacity to
furnish logistical or other support required by its armed forces, 
in any activity resulting in or contributing to any such impair
ment . . -
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5.

• S-’^ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE ’’ ' 87A
• • .

.Other statutes •
Following statutes should also be considered in security investigations, 
a. Fraud against Government (Title 18, USC, § 1001)

This section includes possible fraud against Government violations 
through concealments or falsifications relating to subversive infor
mation. Violation must be presented to Department instead of local 
USAs for prosecutive opinion. They ordinarily involve execution of 
U. S. Government forms. Common violators are employees of private 
concerns having Government contracts who execute Government forms 
required for clearance for access to classified information. (See 
■section 47, volume II, of this manual.)

b. Private correspondence with foreign governments (Title 18, USC, § 953') 
Prohibits U. S. citizen from corresponding, without U. S. authority, 
with foreign government to influence conduct of that government in 
relation to any disputes or controversies with U. S. or to defeat ’ 
measures of U. S. .

C. Rebellion or insurrection (Title 18, USC, § 2383) ..
Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion ' 
or insurrection against authority of U. S. or its laws shall be fined 
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; ‘ 
and shall be incapable of holding any office under U. S. ■

d. Sedition (Title 18, USC, 2387, 2388, and 2391)
These sections penalize attempts to undermine loyalty, discipline, or 
morale of U. S. armed forces. (See section 88, volume III, of this 
manual.) ’ ’ •

e. Seditious conspiracy (Title 18, USC, § 2384) ’
If two or more_persons in any state or territory, or in any place sub
ject to jurisdiction of U. S., conspire to overthrow, put down, or to 

’ destroy by force Government of U. S., or to levy war against them, or 
to oppose by force authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, 

. or delay execution of any law of U. S., or by force -to seize, take, 
or possess any property of U. S. contrary to authority thereof, they 
shall each be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than 
twenty years, or both. ’

f. Recruiting for service against U. S. (Title 18, USC, § 2389)
Whoever recruits soldiers or sailors within U. S., or in any place 
subject to its jurisdiction, to engage in armed hostility against ‘ 
the same; or whoever opens within U. S., or any place subject to its 
jurisdiction, a recruiting station for enlistment of soldiers and 
sailors to serve in any manner in armed hostilities against U. S. shall 
be fined not more that $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, 

’ or both.
g. Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended by ‘Expatriation 

Act of_1954 “
The 19o2 act provides that national of U. 8., whether by birth or nat
uralization, shall automatically lose his nationality if he is convicted 
of: (1) committing any act of treason against U. S., or (2) attempting 

■ to overthrow by force U. S. Government, or (3) bearing arms against
U. ,S. Offenses committed subsequent to 12-24-52 where conviction is 
obtained make defendant subject to expatriation. Expatriation Act of 
1954 provides for expatriation when'Subject is convicted for one of 
following offenses subsequent to 9-3-54: (1) violating or conspiring
to violate Title 18, USC, § 2383 (inciting rebellion or insurrection 
against U. S.); or (2) willfully performing any act in violation of 
Title 18, USC, § 2385 (Smith Act of 1940); or (3) violating Title 18, 
USC, § 2384, by engaging in conspiracy to overthrow, put down, or 
destroy by force U. S. Government; or (4) levying war against U. S. .
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INVESTIGATION OF COMMUNIST PARTY, USA; SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY;' OTHER MARXIST 
REVOLUTIONARY-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS; FRONT GROUPS; NEW LEFT AND MISCELLANEOUS 
ORGANIZATIONS . . ■
1. Purposes of investigation .

a. To obtain legally admissible evidence for prosecution under existing 
’ Federal statutes ■ ■

b. To obtain sufficient pertinent data to determine organization’s 
character and permit implementation of EO 10450 

c. To obtain intelligence data in order to have day-to-day. appraisal of. 
strength, dangerousness, and activities of organization; and to keep 
Department and other interested Government agencies advised

Specific objectives should include: . • ’
a. Development of-confidential informants at all levels of organization,
b. Coverage of all important ramifications of organization's activities 
c. Development of admissible evidence against organization's officials

.for violation of Federal laws . . ......... . . .
2. Policy ■

a. General . '
(1) By Presidential directive 9-6-39, and subsequent restatements, ’ 

■ FBI is charged with responsibility for coordinating all infor- ’
mation regarding U. S. internal security.

(2) FBI employees should not discuss communist or related investi
gations with any unauthorized individuals. This subject, is not 
to be discussed in speeches of Bureau employees without specific

■ authorization. However, mimeographed material, including
speeches, testimony, and magazine articles prepared by Director, 
may be furnished without discussion to individuals interested.

(3) Investigations must be conducted in most discreet and thorough 
manner. Members of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany 
Agents during security investigations without Bureau authority.

(4) Established sources and informants who are students or employees 
■ at institution of learning, but who are not reporting on any .

campus activities or any matter pertaining to educational institu-' 
tion, may be contacted without Bureau authority. These contacts 
must be made away from campus.

(5) No photographic surveillances are to be conducted in security 
cases without specific Bureau authority and then only when 
essential to protect Bureau's interest in internal security cases 
by supplementing informant coverage. In request for Bureau

■ authority for photographic surveillance, outline manner in which
. ■ it will be conducted and supervised. -
b. Established subversive groups - ■ '

(1) Keep Bureau currently advised by appropriate communication, and 
.. later incorporate in'reports, all pertinent activities, including

any changes in principal officers, structure’of organization, am 
forthcoming events. .

(2) If no specific leads outstanding, case, may be placed in pending
inactive status after submission of initial report.

(3) Submit reports semiannually unless advised otherwise in individ
ual cases. . -

c. Newly formed known or suspected subversive organizations, including 
those affiliated with new left movement .
(1) When information is received concerning formation of group, 

immediately open case and advise Bureau. '
(2) Conduct sufficient inquiry through established sources to deter

’ ‘ mine character of group.
(a) If further investigation warranted, submit report and there- • 

after submit reports semiannually unless advised otherwise 
in individual cases. * .

(b) If further investigation not warranted, furnish Bureau 
results of preliminary inquiry and reasons for this deter
mination by letter. Incorporate any pertinent information ’ 
in form suitable for dissemination. ’

12 
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f"(TION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI/'"5 . 87B

Political organizations

f.

!
1) Obtain Buraau approval to institute investigation.
2) Furnish all pertinent information re communist infiltration, 

influence, or control of organization to Bureau by letter. 
Organizations connected with institutions of learning

i
l) Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau approval.
2) In request for Bureau approval, submit all available data 

and reason investigation is necessary. , • ■
(3 ) If Bureau authority granted, it is permissible to contact 

all established reliable sources, including those in admin- . 
istrative capacity with institution of learning.

(4 ) Complete justification must be submitted and Bureau authortiy 
obtained before conducting interview with student, graduate 
student, or professor connected with institution of learning.

Legitimate noncommunist organizations which are communist infiltrated 
ill Conduct no investigation without prior Bureau approval.
2) Investigations should be handled most discreetly by experienced 

Agents. ■ . . . . . . .
(3) Advise Bureau promptly under caption "Cominfil (name of organiza

tion)" when one of following exists and include recommendation 
for instituting investigation: • •

• (a) Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) or other communist organization
has specifically instructed its members to infiltrate 
organization.

(b) CPUSA members or members of other communist groups have 
infiltrated organization in sufficient strength to influence 
or control organization. *

(4) When advising Bureau, include following:

I
a) Name and address of organization .
b) Extent of communist infiltration ’ .
c) Identities of CPUSA members or members of other communist 

groups and positions held in organization
(d ) List of informants who hold positions, are members, or repor 

on organization . ’
(e ) Recommendation as to additional investigation .

Above instructions apply to local chapters or affiliates, as well 
as national organization. Break down information required under 
items (c) and (d) above by local chapters where they exist.

(5) No informant or source should be instructed by FBI to join or 
attend meetings. If CPUSA or other communist organization asks 

■ informant to do so, he should comply.
(6) No member of organization not already established source should

. be contacted regarding organization. This does not preclude - 
pretext interviews where advisable.

(7) Include in first paragraph of details of report basis for ’
investigation and statement it is directed solely toward 
establishing extent of infiltration or that organization is 
specific target for infiltration, and that Bureau is not 
investigating legitimate activities of organization.

(8) Develop fully and include following in report:

!
a) Address of organization
b) Brief characterization of organization, including total 

membership .

!
c) Principal officers of organization
d) Pertinent information showing communist objective is to 

infiltrate organization and influence its policy. Resu-lts 
of infiltration efforts, including communist affiliations

. of officers and members.
(9) Caption of all correspondence should contain "Communist Infil- 

.tration" preceding name of organization. .
10) If organization becomes completely dominated and controlled by 

CPUSA or other communist group, submit recommendation to Bureau 
to drop "Communist Infiltration" from title and investigate as 
communist front. ’ •

13
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SEC^^ 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION •

Investigative procedures re subversive organizations, new left groups, 
suspected subversive organizations, and communist fronts
Develop fully and report on following topics, where applicable:
a. Origin and scope ■

Date of formation. Circumstances under which founded. Identify 
individual or individuals responsible for organizing group. Identify 
all chapters and give their locations. ' '

b. Whether incorporated ' • •
Determine if organization has filed incorporation papers with appro
priate state officials. ’ - ’ ’ '

c. Aims and purposes
■ Determine whether organization advocates violence, resistance, and . 

unlawful activity. . . •• ■ .
d. Location of headquarters ’ . . -
e. Officers ' ■ .

List principal officers, including board of directors, and give ap
propriate characterization of each showing subversive affiliation.

• f» Membership ■■ ■ ■ - • " ■ ■
(1) General ' . .

' Ascertain estimated membership. Whenever possible, secure . 
membership lists, mailing lists, or other records showing affil
iation with organization. Secure accurate description of all 
lists to eliminate confusion as to exact identity or significance 
of any list. ’

(2) CPUSA •
Details of semiannual reports are not to contain membership 
statistics. Following instructions are for cover pages,
(a) Cover pages must contain latest statistics on total CPUSA 

members in district. Set forth on separate page or pages.
• Offices covering district headquarters should -submit fol

lowing figures: for entire district, for individual states, 
or portion of state covered by district. Auxiliary offices 
which have been authorized to submit this data by letter 
should include membership figures in such letters and submit 
them to Bureau and office of origin on April 1 and October 1. 
Office of origin responsible to obtain complete figures • 
from auxiliary offices.

(b) Each office must show for its territory following: ■ 
. number of Negroes in CPUSA, name and title of each Negro

who has national level position or who has district level 
position above that of club chairman.. When possible, 

•membership totals should be broken down as to nationality, 
sex, employment, veteran status, and membership .in unions.

(c) Include evaluation of reliability of figures furnished by 
■ each source and of final figures. Use of only one source is 

not acceptable unless facts demonstrate such information is 
most reliable available. Also include totals of positively

• identified CPUSA members and tentatively identified members 
within six-month period preceding report.

(d) Explain in detail any increase or decrease in membership.
... .• ; ’ Include results of membership recruiting drives. Endeavor
" to ascertain results of national registration drives.

(e) Include whether all persons identified as CPUSA members in 
report who reside within area covered by reporting -office 
are listed in security index, or are informants or sources. 
List any exception by name and show status of investi
gation and whether name has been furnished to Bureau for 
indexing. .

g. Official organ, if any, and other literature ■■
(1) May be obtained through confidential mailbox, panel sources., and 

confidential informants . •

!
2j Appropriately identify all such literature. '
3j Promptly furnish to Bureau at least one copy of each pertinent 

piece of literature. ■ .
h. General activities - . . •
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i.' Finances
Special efforts must be made to locate and monitor bank accounts 
of organizations. Emphasis must be placed on determining if 'funds 
are being furnished organizations from foreign sources and if there 
is any rapport between the organizations and organizations in foreign 
countries.

j. Support given to or received from CPUSA or other communist group 
Develop evidence showing support, financial or otherwise, given by 
organization to CPUSA or other communist group or received by organi
zation from CPUSA or other communist group.

k. Implementation of CPUSA line or that of other communist group 
Usually shown through comparison of programs and literature of organir- 
zation with those of CPUSA or other communist group during any partic
ular period.

1. Accuracy of identifications
Use extreme care to assure statements relating to affiliations or 
membership in subversive organizations are accurate in all respects. 
Show exact basis, plus corroboration wherever possible, for identifi- . 
cation of suspected organizations or individuals with information of 
a possible subversive nature. Never refer to a person as a "known 
communist" unless he is publicly known as such.

m. Specific requirements for CPUSA investigations
Follow previously established reporting format. New York is respon
sible, in addition to reporting activities of New York District, for 
investigating and reporting separately on national committee meetings, 
national training schools, and other important national meetings.

n. Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and other Marxist-Leninist or Trotskyite 
groups
All offices submit semiannual reports and carry as pending inactive, 
except New York whose report on SWP activities on national basis should 
be designated pending. New York also submit report on local SWP ac
tivities. Indicate in cover pages whether all persons identified in 
report as members of SWP or as members of other Marxist-Leninist or 
Trotskyite groups who reside within area covered by reporting office 
are listed in security index, or are informants or sources. List any 
exception by name and show status of investigation and. state whether 
name has been furnished Bureau for indexing.

Data concerning above topics can usually be secured through following 
sources: confidential informants, incorporation records, bank records,- 
literature and publications of organization, newspapers, public meetings 
and rallies, confidential investigative techniques, various public 
records, panel sources, confidential sources and other sources of informa
tion, interviews with past or present CPUSA members, review of field office 
files, pretext interviews, surveillances-. Agents attending mass meetings, 
etc.

4. Dissemination of information to Secret Service regarding plots against 
President
On 2-3-65, an "Agreement Between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
the Secret Service Concerning Presidential Protection" was signed and 
became effective. This agreement is set out in its entirety in section 
102, volume IV, of this manual. Agreement provides that FBI, in its- 
investigations of organizations whose activities are inimical to welfare 
of U. S., will be alert to and promptly notify Secret Service of any 
information indicating plot against person of the President. It is 
responsibility of Secret Service to initiate necessary action to neutralize 
such plot. '
a. Be alert during investigation? of organization for information in

dicating plot against person of President. Upon receipt, immediately 
■ furnish complete details to nearest office of Secret Service and 
appropriate local law enforcement agencies and advise Bureau by 
teletype, or telephone if facts warrant, of information furnished 
and fact it has been so disseminated. Attempt immediately to verify 
information, but do not attempt evaluation of information.
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b. Promptly pre pars LHM, including complete details disseminated and
• identities of Secret Service officer and local law enforcement officers 
to whom given and date and time of notification. Promptly disseminate 
LHM locally to Secret Service and any other appropriate Government 
agency and furnish sufficient copies to Bureau for dissemination at SOG. 
Disseminate copies of all LHMs and reports concerning organization 
locally to Secret Service on continuing basis and furnish extra 
copies of such communications to Bureau for dissemination at SOG.

c. Determine identities of members of organization involved in plot. 
Background information concerning such individuals should, be fully 
developed and included in communications disseminated to Secret Service.

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C .
(code name "CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: New York 
a. Submit quarterly reports, to reach Bureau by February 1, May 1, 

August 1, and November 1 on full extent of communist influence in 
racial matters. Include information on communist infiltration of Negro 
organizations and subversive individuals active in racial movement. 
Include this information even if it duplicates information in other - 
reports. Offices with no information to report advise Bureau by letter.

b. Use three-part outline in report: (1) Communist Strategy, (2) Com- • 
munist Tactics, and (3) Communist Penetration and Influence in Racial 
Organizations. Under strategy, include plans and line of CPUSA and 
other communist groups, such as SWP and Progressive Labor Party. 
Under tactics, describe communist direction, influence, and partici
pation in demonstrations, disturbances, and other events with racial, 
overtones. List events in chronological order with appropriate sub
headings. In part three, report influence of subversives in racial 
organizations.

6. Title and character.
Communications covering organizations should carry name of organization 
and character "Internal Security" followed by principal organizational, 
affiliation; e.g.,

Communist Party, USA 
Internal Security - C

Socialist Workers Party 
Internal Security - SWP

Where appropriate, include identity of particular district or field 
division; e.g.,

.Communist Party, USA 
'____ District , 

____________ Division 
Internal Security - C.

7. Classification - 100
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■ SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS . • 87C

. -INVESTIGATION OF COMMUraST INFILTRATION OF LABOR UNIONS
1. Purpose of investigation

a. To obtain complete picture of control communists have over vital ‘ 
industry in U. S. ’

b. To develop data concerning extent of communist control over 
important trade unions

c. To develop evidence necessary to establish under provisions of 
Communist Control Act of 1954 that a labor union is communist ■
infiltrated at time Attorney General files petition ■

d. To determine identity of each important communist in labor movement 
2. policy ■

a. Prior Bureau authority required to conduct active investigation.- 
Bureau will advise field of unions being considered under Communist

• Control Act of 1954. Give continuous, thorough, and expeditious atten- 
■ tion because of limited period (three years) pertinent evidence is

admissible under statutory limits in act. .
b. Ascertain availability and willingness to testify of all possible 

witnesses for benefit of Department in considering'cases for presen
tation to Subversive Activities Control Board. Current informants 
and confidential sources should be described as currently furnishing 
information to FBI and not as- unavailable. Department, must be 
furnished brief statement on background and any known factors affecting 
credibility of all other witnesses, including discontinued informants. 
Investigative techniques not available for use in court may be 
described as unavailable.

c. Investigation is limited to activities of individuals acting in 
■ furtherance or apparent furtherance of'communist program. Goal is 

complete picture of extent of communist infiltration and domination.
d. Labor union as such is not subject of investigation. Title of all 

communications must clearly show communist infiltration is subject of 
investigation. FBI is not interested in employer-employee relation
ships or legitimate union activities.

e. Prior Bureau authority required to conduct interview with any officer 
or official of labor union during investigation of communist infil
tration unless officer or official is established reliable source or 
confidential informant. ' •

f. Prepare brief history of union, including origin, constitution, bylaws, 
and organizational structure. Office of origin is responsible for 
coverage of officers and personnel of national or international office. 
Auxiliary offices responsible for coverage of international represen
tatives, organizers, and regional, district, council, and local ' 
officers active within their territories. •

3. Title -
Title of all communications should clearly show that communist infil- ■ 
tration of union involved is subject of•investigation, not the union ' 
itself; e.g.,

• ’ ■ "Communist Infiltration of ’
' . ' United Electrical Workers of .

. ' ’ ' - ■ America" ■ ’
4. Classification - 100 ■ ■
5. Character - Internal Security - C . .
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INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS - POLICY AND OBJECTIVES 
1. Definitions . .

Following organizations are "basic revolutionary organizations."
a. Communist Party, USA
b. Socialist Workers Party ’ '
c. Progressive Labor Party . .
d. Proletarian Party of America 
e. Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico .
f. Johnson-Forest Group . , .

Black nationalist extremists and members of Puerto Rican nationalist 
groups and Puerto Rican subversive proindependence groups, although 
technically not members of basic revolutionary organizations, should • 
be investigated under same rules. (See section 122, volume IV, of 
this manual.) . . .

2. FBI responsibility . ’
To conduct thorough investigations into background and activities of 

' all persons in U. S. and Puerto Rico who are dangerous'or’potentially 
dangerous to internal security. Each SAC is responsible for investi
gation of persons in his area who, because of membership or affiliation 
with basic revolutionary organizations or other Marxist revolutionary 
organizations including splinter groups, may be potentially dangerous.

3. Purposes of investigation
a. Determination of dangerousness '

To determine identity, whereabouts, and activities of all individuals 
in U. S. and Puerto Rico who, because .of their membership in, activity 
in, or association with one or more revolutionary•groups or related 
groups, are dangerous or potentially dangerous to internal security; 
collection of sufficient information concerning their subversive ac

’ tivities to justify apprehension in national emergency. ’ .
b. Determination of violations of Federal statutes '

To determine identity, whereabouts, and activities of all individuals 
who. have been or may be violating laws of U. S.
(1) Direct investigation to obtain admissible evidence ’to establish 

violation. ■ -
(2) Be alert for violation of Federal statutes relating to espionage, 

sabotage, and sedition. .
4. Individuals to be investigated

Exercise sound judgment and discretion in evaluating importance and 
dangerousness of individuals or affiliates. Investigate activities - 
of any individual falling within one or more of following categories 
who does not come within restrictions on investigations listed under 

. 87D, item 5, below: - - . ,
a. Membership.in basic revolutionary organizations subsequent to 1-1-49 
b» Espousing line of revolutionary movements .

Espousal encompasses wide variety and range of activities. Actual 
membership in basic revolutionary organization is not prerequisite. 
Espousal may be expressed by membership or active participation in 
subversive front groups. Open investigation in every instance in 
which subject is actively engaged in affairs of subversive, front 
organization in leadership capacity or by active participation 
in furtherance of aims and purposes of front organizations. Do 
not open on mere membership in front organization unless there is 
past membership at any time in basic revolutionary organization or 

■ other subversive derogatory information. .
c. Special tra.ining ■ •’ -

fl) Training in subversive movement abroad ' • •
2) Leadership training in tfasic revolutionary organization 

d. Military service .
(1) Service in Abraham Lincoln Brigade; membership in basic 

revolutionary organization not prerequisite .
(2) Service in military forces of any country, including U. S. 

armed forces, whenever individual has ever been member of 
basic revolutionary organization
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■ SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS . 87D

e. Employment i^^cey facilities

. Individual employed in or having access to key facility who is
alleged to have been at any time member of any basic revolutionary 
organizati on

f. Other individuals with revolutionary beliefs
Individuals who, because of anarchist or revolutionary beliefs, are 

■ likely to seize upon national emergency to: endanger public safety 
and welfare. Membership or affiliation in basic revolutionary or 
front groups not prerequisite. •

Falling within above category are leaders of Nation of Islam (NOl).
■ Conduct security investigation of all individuals reported to be 

functionaries or leaders of NOI or active participants carrying out 
aims of organization. Investigation- should not be initiated based 
on mere membership. During investigation be alert for violation of 
Selective Service Act. •

Above standards are not all-inclusive. Resolve doubts in intere.st of . 
• security and conduct investigation. Cases should be investigated so as 
to permit determination for possible inclusion in security index.

Complaints from anonymous sources- alleging subversive activities should 
be considered as basis for investigation. .

Security cases must be evaluated continually to determine if we are 
fulfilling responsibilities in internal security field and those cases 
not warranting further investigation should be closed promptly.

5. Restrictions upon investigations of individuals
Do not institute investigations because of membership in organizations 
which do not advocate use of force to bring about changes in existing 
Government; e.g.. Socialist Party, Independent Workers of the World, and

• Independence Party of Puerto Rico.
a. Investigations of and interviews with individuals connected with 

institutions of learning .
. (1) Prior Bureau authority required to institute investigation of 

faculty members. .

Bureau authority not needed for student or nonacademic employee 
provided no unusual circumstances exist which would require 
advice from Bureau prior to investigation and there is sound 
basis for investigation. In requests for Bureau authority, 

. identify subject, his position, and basis for investigation.
(2) Contacts during investigation , ..

■’ ■ (a) After Bureau authority granted,, it is permissible to
. contact: • .

I. Established sources functioning in an administrative 
. capacity, such as registrar, director of• admissions, 

dean of men, dean of women, and security officers and
- their subordinates. Contacts may be made on campus. 

Other established sources and informants must be 
contacted away from campus. '

II. All individuals not connected with institutions of
’ learning who, consistent with discretion, would be

contacted in security case, such as neighbors and past
■ employers. .

. (b) No contacts are to be made with students, graduate students 
■ •’ and professors (other than sources outlined above) at

• * • educational institutions without prior Bureau authority.
- ’ -- When requesting authority, give full justification,

individual’s name, position, and statement concerning his 
discretion and reliability. - .

, (c) Superiors of faculty members should not be contacted. "
■ (3) Receiving voluntary information • .

These instructions must not deter immediate interview of any 
person connected with institution of learning who desires to 
furnish information to FBI or be contacted by an Agent.
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SEC^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

b. Subjects not connected with institution of learning
When subject of investigation is not connected with an institution 
of learning and interview of student, faculty member, or other 
employee of institution of learning is desired, prior Bureau author
ity must be obtained except for established sources. When requesting 
authority, furnish name, position, and a positive statement concerning 
person's discretion and reliability.

c. U. S. Government employees, individuals having foreign diplomatic or 
official status, employees of foreign official establishment, employees 
of United Nations or international organizations, and members of 
armed forces
If subject of investigation is or becomes employee of U. S. Government,, 
foreign official establishment, United Nations, or other international 
organization, has foreign diplomatic or official status, or is member 
of U. S. armed forces, advise Bureau and request authority for further 
investigation.

6. Fraud against Government (FAG) violations
a. Policy •

(1) Upon receipt of information indicating violation of this type, 
initiate investigation under "Security Matter - Fraud Against 
the Government" character and immediately advise Bureau.

(2) Investigate and report criminal fraud violation (such as con
cealment of arrests) arising during security-type fraud investi
gation on same subject in conjunction with investigation of 
security-type fraud. Bureau will present both violations to 
Department. If security-type fraud investigation is discontinued, 
handle criminal fraud separately following instructions in section 
section 47, volume II, of this manual.

(3) If admissible evidence developed does not warrant submission of 
prosecutive summary report, submit results in investigative report,

b. Investigation
(1) To establish jurisdiction, it is necessary to prove that form 

was presented to Government agency for action or determination, 
and this should be first investigative objective. If form 
was not presented to Government agency, conduct no further inves
tigation and so advise Bureau.

(2) It must be established that subject actually signed form by 
testimony of witnesses to signature, handwriting examination, 
or other conclusive evidence. Original of form must be located. 
Thoroughly interview any sources who furnished pertinent infor
mation concerning subject during any previous investigation and 
other potential witnesses to determine basis for each item of 
pertinent information furnished and identities of other potential 
witnesses.

(3) Where affiliation with subversive organizations is involved, 
interview individuals who were members of same units as subject 
for evidence of his membership, such as attendance at closed 
meetings, payment of dues, holding of office, etc. If possible, 
develop evidence to supplant pertinent information furnished by 
current informants. Obtain prior Bureau authority to interview 
subject.

(4) Interview subject and potential witnesses furnishing pertinent 
information under oath and obtain sworn signed statements if 
possible. Exception may be made when interviewing established 
sources, such as current informants, if oath and/or signed 
statements not considered desirable under circumstances. Be 
guided by instructions below concerning interviews with subjects 
of security investigations when interviewing potential witnesses 
with subversive backgrounds.

c. Legal questions
If question of law arises as to existence of violation, advise Bureau, 
and hold investigation in abeyance for Department’s opinion. Depart
ment has no fixed policy as to prosecution in these cases and desires 
to consider each case. Submit basic facts concerning execution and 
filing of document and subversive activity denied in report for pres
entation to Department, even though basis for concealment or fradu 
lent statement does not appear to be material.
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d. Cases referred by military ‘ ■
Military intelligence agencies often refer cases for security 
investigations under Delimitations Agreement in which security
type fraud violations are involved. If subversive information 
does not warrant full security investigation but does indicate 
possible fraud violation, advise interested agency that FBI's ■
investigation will be directed toward proving possible violation 
of law and that any background investigation contemplated by 
it pursuant to its administrative responsibilities will not ■ 
interfere with FBI investigation. Advise agency pertinent infor
mation developed will be furnished and request agency to do likewise. 
Immediately initiate security matter - fraud against the Government

■ investigation. If subversive information warrants full security 
investigation and also indicates fraud violation, advise interested 
agency that Bureau is initiating full security investigation in

• conjunction with investigation of possible violation of lav; and 
results will be furnished. Conduct expedite'investigation to 

’ determine subject’s dangerousness and whether a fraud violation is 
involved. '

Submission of subversive derogatory information on individuals 
a. Offices covering national or local headquarters of various sub

. versive groups should promptly furnish Bureau names and identifying 
data regarding persons affiliated, with such groups, to include 
basic revolutionary organizations, fascist-type organizations, black 
extremist organizations, and front groups of these. Furnish Bureau 
such information by letter and, where appropriate, indicate that list 
of names is being furnished for Bureau indexing purposes.

b. Information from all sources should be reviewed to insure Bureau has 
been furnished lists of all individuals affiliated with- organizations 
enumerated in item a. Include information concerning a number of 
individuals in one letter if possible. Set out sufficient identifying 
data to facilitate check of Bureau files.

c. . Offices obtaining information regarding subversive affiliation of 
individuals residing outside their territories should promptly advise 
offices covering such persons’ addresses. •

d. Names of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions and . 
names appearing on subscription lists of subversive organizations 
should be indexed in field office covering address shown for sub
scriber but should not be forwarded to Bureau for indexing.

e. Important subversive information concerning any individual and any 
new subversive information concerning an individual of importance ' ' '

• should be furnished Bureau expeditiously.
f. Subversive and/or derogatory information coming to attention of 

field office through name check or otherwise on employee of -
executive branch of Government, which information is within purview 
of EO 10450, should be forwarded promptly to Bureau for dissemination 

■ to Civil Service Commission. Such information relating to other 
employees of Government or employees of United Nations and other 
public international organizations should be furnished Bureau 
immediately. •
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INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS - INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES
1. General . . •

All pertinent information concerning subject’s background and subversive ‘ 
activity must be fully developed and reported to assure accurate evalua
tion of his dangerousness. Use discretion to prevent subjects from 

’ becoming unnecessarily aware of investigation.

tfembers of law enforcement agencies are not to accompany Agents in ' 
security investigations without prior Bureau authority. •

2. Scope of investigations ' • .
Following should be obtained: . ■ .
a. Background ’ . ’

i
ll True name and aliases ' • .' ‘ ■ .
2) Residence address • ' • '
3) Occupation or business and employment address " ‘ '
4) Citizenship status, including- date and place of birth' and 

pertinent data concerning naturalization of aliens .
(5)" Family background • • - . . . ■ . ■ ■

If possible, ascertain from sources contacted and report date 
and place of birth of subject’s parents and spouse and parents

■ of spouse. Do not conduct investigation solely for this
information. . ’

(6) Military record ' .
Determine if subject has served in U. S. armed forces;' time, 
place, and circumstances of such service; type of discharge 
received; and any membership in veterans'* organizations. If 

. subject served in armed forces of any foreign government,
determine pertinent facts. ■

(7) Close relatives •
Determine whether subject has any close relatives in U. S. . 
armed forces or in other positions of trust and confidence, ' ’ '
whether public or private, relating to national defense.

’ (8)' Identification record
(a) Be alert for identification record showing arrests and/or 

civil data. Check local police records. ■ ■
. - (b) When subject is approved for security index, submit FD-165 ’

to check records of Identification Division and to post 
flash notice if fingerprints on file. FD-165 will be '

- returned if positive identification cannot be made with 
fingerprints on file. Office of origin is responsible for- 
resolving identification when record has been furnished by 
Identification Division as possibly.identical. If positive 

■ identification cannot be made, it is not necessary to .
communicate further with Identification Division. -

- (c) When office of origin is changed for security index or 
reserve index A subject after flash notice has been placed, 

' form FD-128 (changing origin) should so indicate. Send
. extra copy of FD-128 to Identification Division so its 

• records will show new office of origin.
(d) Cancel security flash notice when subject dies or-is no - 

longer of security interest. .
(9} Physical description . '

!
a) Obtain and report detailed physical description.
b) Each subject should be personally observed whenever complete

. • security investigation is conducted. Such direct obser- ’
■ vation is mandatory for all security index subjects; however,

do not delay submission of form FD-122 (recommending subject 
• for security index) when it has not been possible to observe

• subject. Keep case open until personal observation accomplished 
When subject is outside U. S. or Puerto Rico, this requirement 
may be followed administratively until subject is personally 
observed upon his return to this country.
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Make reasonable efforts during investigation to obtain photo
graph of subject. Maintain cases on security index subjects 
in pending status until suitable photograph is obtained unless 

• circumstances dictate otherwise, in which case advise Bureau.
Once photograph has been obtained, be alert for more recent 
photographs. Forward copy of photographs of security index 
subjects to Bureau for dissemination to Secret Service.

(11) Handwriting specimens
If readily available, obtain handwriting specimens for possible 
future use and maintain in subject’s file. Case'is not to be 
kept pending merely to obtain such specimens.

(12) Labor .union membership
If subject is member of basic revolutionary group, ascertain his 
trade-union affiliation and what, if any, position he holds in 
labor organisation.

b. Subversive activity - '
'(1) Membership or affiliation

Obtain admissible evidence that subject is member of,'or affili
ated with, one of basic revolutionary and/or front organizations.
Some more common types of evidence are:
(a) Oral or written statements or admissions of subject made 

publicly or privately
(b) Statements of informants and others in position to know and 

can testify to facts
(c) Official letterheads, documents, and membership and dues 

records identifying subjects with such organizations

i
d) Selective service records in'which subject admits membership 
e) Attendance at closed meetings and conventions of such organ

izations
(f) Letters to publications, public officials, or others signed 

by subject and admitting membership in or adherence to 
principles of such organization

(g) Recruitment or attempt to recruit members for such organi
zation

i
h) Solicitations or contributions of funds for such organization 
i) Seeking public office as candidate for such organization

Communist Control Act of 1954 sets out list of 14 criteria to be 
considered in determining membership, including acceptance of 
organization discipline.

(2) Knowledge of aims and purposes
Obtain admissible evidence that subject knows aims and purposes 
of subversive organization to overthrow Government by force and 
violence. Mere proof of membership or affiliation is not suffi
cient to prove knowledge. Proof that subject has knowledge 
include s:
(a) Direct admissible evidence, such, as oral or written state

ments made by subject, or by responsible officials of 
subversive organization in subject’s presence

!
b) Length of time in subversive organization 
c) Official positions held in organization, especially in 

educational, propaganda, or policy-making capacities
(d) Charter membership in organization, participation in orig

inal establishment of organization
(e) Extensive and long-continued participation in various • 

organizational activities
(f) Attendance or teaching at organization schools or classes, 

especially leadership classes

I
g) Preparation or distribution of party propaganda
h) Recruiting and fund-raising activities
i) Possession of Marxist or revolutionary literature or 

urging others to read literature of revolutionary character
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While none of the above may be of sufficient value alone, a , 
combination may constitute convincing proof. Revolutionary 
purposes of subversive organization are frequently cloaked in 
veiled language or in language significant only to persons 
familiar with Marxist or revolutionary terminology. Such 
statements should be fully reported. Develop and report all 

■ revolutionary statements and circumstances under which made.
(3) Position and importance

(a) Information showing importance of individual to sub-- • 
versive organization or movement should be fully developed . 
and reported. Member or affiliate may be dangerous or 
important because of his position, influence, or activities 
inside or outside organization, or both.

(b) Concealment-of membership and underground activity 
■ Member or affiliate may be highly dangerous although he

takes no part in overt activities of organization. Subject 
.may have assignment in underground and is not to contact .
or associate openly with others in subversive movement. By 
virtue of this assignment in secret operations, such in- . 
dividuals must be considered most dangerous. Be continually 
alert that individual may be serving in underground capacity. 
All logical investigative techniques should be used to de
velop fully individual's activities in underground; identities 
of other individuals engaged in underground operations; and 
method of operation, extent, and purposes of underground.

' Coverage must be sufficient to insure underground activities 
of subversive movement are known. Identities of individuals 

. who are directing underground operations; location of hiding 
places of fugitives and underground leaders; and locations 
of secret printing presses, mimeograph machines, and large 
•stationery supplies must be known at all times.

c. Missing security subjects ■ .
(1) Location of all dangerous subversives must be known at all times. 

Each subject remaining out of control at time of national emer
gency represents threat to national security. ’ ’ .

(2) When subject of pending investigation fits standards for security 
index and his location is not known, recommend for unavailable 
section of security index.

(3) When information is received that security index subject has 
■ changed his residence and/or employment, case must be opened

and assigned for active investigation to locate subject.
(4) If subject has deliberately absented-himself to avoid detection 

by us, has gone into hiding, or is working clandestinely in 
underground capacity, he can be classified as missing subject 
and should be included in unavailable section of security index. 
When FD-122 is submitted to Bureau placing missing subject in 

’ unavailable section, also send cover letter advising of investi- 
’ gative steps already taken to locate him.

(5) Investigations to locate missing se'curity index subjects must.'be 
given preferential and continuous attention. Investigation must 
be handled as thoroughly and promptly as fugitive investigation,
(a) Advise Bureau each 45 days by letter of steps taken to 

locate missing security index subject. Do not submit 
reports which merely set forth negative results of investi
gation to locate subject. •

• (b) If subject may have gone to Mexico or Canada, request Bureau
to alert appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to seek verifying information through liaison channels. 
If subject is reported to have gone to any other foreign . 
country, request Washington Field Office (WFO) to check 
records of Passport Office of State Department for verifi- ’ 
cation.
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SEr"yON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIOF” , ' 87E

(c) Whe^ill logical leads have been exhausted in case of

missing important functionary, consider requesting Bureau 
• authority to circularize all field offices with subject’s 

photograph and background information.
d. Individuals traveling abroad (Also see section 105G, volume IV, of 

this manual.) '
Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received ’ 
that subject in one of following categories intends to travel abroad 
or has already departed this country for foreign travel: subject of 
current security investigation, subject in agitator index or 
priorities I and II of security index, past security subjects who may 
be in underground capacity, or subject concerning whom there is ’ 

- current information indicating need for foreign coverage. ■ .
(1) Immediately advise Bureau by LHM available details concerning 

travel, including places and dates of departure and intended 
return, destination and itinerary, purpose of trip, name under 

. which passport was issaed, number of passport, and issuing
-- - office, if known. Include full description of subject and all

aliases (in case of Chinese and Korean subjects, include Chinese 
'telegraphic code or Korean telegraphic code numbers). Also .

’ ' include concise resume of available subversive data regarding
subject. Dp not delay advising Bureau of actual or intended 

■ travel while developing details of travel as time is of essence.
(2) Set out lead for WFO to check records of Passport Office, Depart-

• ment of State; but do not limit efforts to develop pertinent
information to such check.

(3) Information concerning subject's proposed travel abroad, including 
information concerning subversive activities,’ is furnished 
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency (GIA.), and

’ legal attaches. If travel is in area covered by legal attache, 
forward sufficient copies of LHM to enable dissemination of ‘ 
three copies to each legal attache involved. For each of these 
legal attaches, forward one photograph of subject, if available. 
If stops are to be placed with security services abroad, cover 
letter should so indicate. Set forth requests for investigation 
abroad on separate numbered page, captioned "Leads," at end of LHM.

• Request should notrefer to legal attache or request investigation 
by particular agency abroad.

(4) Subsequent report in individual case should contain details 
regarding subject’s travel. In nonsecurity index cases where 
LHMs are submitted, communication transmitting data regarding 
travel should indicate whether investigation is being initiated and, 
if not, why.

(5) Set forth below are steps to be taken when information is received 
that one of following is forming tour group for foreign travel: 
organization of investigative interest to Bureau or subject in one 

’ of categories described in first paragraph under item d above.
(a) Advise appropriate offices, under caption of tour group or 

organization, identities of individuals participating in
• ‘ . tour, and furnish Bureau LHMs for State Department, CIA,

' and appropriate legal attaches. Include all readily available
, information pertaining to tour, such as itinerary, pertinent 

dates, names and addresses of participants, and thumbnail 
sketch of organization or individual sponsoring tour.

(b) Offices should immediately identify participants and submit
' LHMs on those in one of categories described in first para

graph under item d above. Refer to LHM previously prepared
• under caption of tojir group or organization. Submit letter

• . to Bureau under caption of tour group or organization listing
• individuals within territory participating in tour on whom

there is no subversive information. .
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(6) Advise Bureau promptly by LHM of subject's return from travel 
abroad. If such individual has traveled behind Iron Curtain, . 

. also furnish Bureau recommendations as to interview and state 
whether additional investigation is contemplated.

File reviews
Check office indices and review files thoroughly for pertinent infor- ■
mation showing background and subversive activity. Include information ‘ 
in initial report. After each check and review of files has been made, 
consolidate reference cards pertaining to subject in indices. ' 
Security informants •
Information developed through security informants is unsurpassed in • 
value both for intelligence purposes and as admissible evidence.
Physical surveillances ■ . ' '
Physical surveillances should be used when, in opinion of SAC, infor- .
mation of sufficient value might be obtained to justify their use in ’ 
light of existing circumstances and available manpower. ■ 
a. When information is received that meetings of subversive.organiza- . .

tions are t.o take place, physical surveillances should be considered ‘ 
to corroborate such information and identify participants.

b. Surveillances of individuals in leadership or underground capacities 
serve to identify others within movement. •

c. Success of surveillances depends upon resourcefulness of Agents who 
must at all times exercise sound judgment and discretion. Be alert 
to observe activity of subject and countersurveillances which may 
be used to identify Agents and embarrass Bureau.

Photographic surveillances - •
Photographic evidence of meetings between individuals’or which shows sub
jects entering or leaving meeting places of subversive organizations af
fords convincing and admissible evidence to establish subversive activ
ities. Prior Bureau authority is needed for photographic surveillances- 
of meetings and they must be properly correlated with other investi
gative techniques to obtain maximum evidence. Conceal equipment to avoid 
detection by subjects or other individuals in proximity of surveillance. 
Public sources
Make use of all logical public sources of information. Obtain background . 
and lineage data from birth records and local bureaus of vital statistics, 
credit agencies, state records, public utility records, and school records. 
Obtain and index as reference material publications of subversive organ
izations and records of state and Federal committees which have conducted 
hearings concerning subversive activities. ’
Records of private firms 
Where pertinent information is available in records of private -firms, such 
as past or present employers, insurance companies, and merchants, contact 
such firms provided it will not jeopardize investigation. . ‘
Channelizing of information to case files 
Membership or activity in subversive organizations should be channelized 
to main case files of individuals involved. Mimeographed form FD-306 
may be used provided it is limited to reporting attendance at meetings.
When information from informants or surveillances is channelized to indi
vidual case files, it must be documented. Coordinate information received 
from informants and confidential sources with active investigation. 
Preservation of evidence
Bear in mind necessity of obtaining admissible evidence.
a. Identify, preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence obtained for 

possible admission in Federal proceedings. Identify specifically as 
to source and date.

b. Notes or statements from informants necessary to refresh their recol
lection if called to testify .must be in sufficient detail to serve 
this purpose and contain no material which would make their use 
inadvisable or inadmissible. , •

c. Informant's original notes or statements are not to be blocked, stamped, 
serialized, or mutilated in any way which would render .them unsat
isfactory for use in Federal proceedings.

d. Above also applies to Agent’s notes taken during surveillances or 
concerning evidence otherwise obtained.
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Interviews with subjects of security investigations ' •
a. Policy

No security investigation of an individual is to be closed unless 
subject is included in security index or consideration given to 
interview. Bureau will not authorize cancellation of security index 
card for inactivity until subject has been interviewed or Bureau 
advised why interview is inadvisable. ■

b. Purpose '
(1) When investigation is inconclusive, to determine subject’s . 

sympathies and whether he continues, to adhere to revolutionary 
doctrines

x (2) To develop information concerning activities of subject and his' 
associates in subversive movement .

(3) To develop informants . . . “ . : ' ’
c. SAC authority . •

Without Bureau authority SAC may: ’ ’ ’ ’ ■’
(1) Authorize interviews with individuals who have not been subjects 

of security investigations and available information does, not 
warrant opening case . ‘ .

(?) Authorize interviews of subjects of security cases who have ’ 
previously been interviewed with Bureau authority, provided no ’ 
change has taken place in subject’s status and interviews are 
conducted under same conditions as previously authorized

(3) Authorize interviews of subjects of closed security cases in
eluding persons who v;ere on security index but were removed

(4) Authorize interviews of rank-and-file black extremists except 
as noted in section 122, volume IV, of this manual , 

d. Procedures for interviews under SAC authority
(1) If there is closed file, reopen it.,, If none, open case in 134 

’ ■ category to resolve whether subject is identical with information
in files and determine his current employment and residence.

(2) Case Agent will prepare memorandum requesting SAC authority to 
conduct interview of subject to determine his attitude towards 
cooperation with FBI.

(3) During first contact Agent should identify himself, outline 
Bureau's responsibilities in security field, and request subject’s 
assistance. If individual has been member of basic revolutionary 
organization and appears cooperative, he may be questioned about 
his own activities. However, this interview is for sole purpose 
of determining whether subject might be cooperative.

(4) If cooperative, advise Bureau and conduct background investigation 
■ under section 107, volume IV, of this manual. If uncooperative,
- prepare brief memorandum for file and close case. Letter to

Bureau not necessary. - , ■
e. Prior Bureau authority

Prior Bureau authority required for: ’
(1) Subjects of active current investigation where no prior Bureau

. ‘ authority has been obtained '
’ (?) Closed cases on current security index subjects where no prior 

interview has been conducted ... •
(3) Subjects of investigations requested by Bureau, both open and

. closed, such as applicant and loyalty’ cases '
(4) Individuals when circumstances indicate delicate situation and 

■ greater than usual risk involved, such as labor leaders and 
: - individuals in educational, mass media, religious, or publish
’ ’’ ing fields. Bureau authority needed even though there were

. . . prior interviews. ’

!
5) Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous contacts
6) Subjects of section A reserve index cards ’ '

In above cases, no report need be submitted when requesting Bureau 
authority to interview subject. • . . -
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Latter requesting Bureau authority for interview

(1) In absence of special circumstances, include following state
ment in first paragraph of letter. • • '
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(a) Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 
accordance with existing instructions relating to inter
views of security subjects. If subject is cooperative, 
no affirmative steps will be taken during initial inter- . ' 
view to direct his activities and complete background in
vestigation required by section 107C of Manual of In
structions will be conducted and Bureau will be requested . 
to authorize recontact with subject as PSI. .

■ . (b) Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used.
Statement in no way precludes interviewing Agents from ■ 
obtaining all subversive information subject is willing to 

• furnish or other data which will assist in determining ’
his potential as informant. •’

(c) If available, letter must contain following information: 
I. Residence address,- occupation, employment, race, date - . 

■ and place of birth, citizenship, and status of health ' 
II. Marital status. If married, occupation, employment, 

and race of spouse.
III. Length of time subject was member of or affiliated with 

subversive organization and positions held. When in- 
■ vestigation is based on circumstances other than mem

bership or affiliation with subversive organizations, 
briefly set forth facts.

IV. If.married, state if spouse is or has been member of or 
affiliated with subversive groups, positions held, and 
period of such membership or affiliation. _

V. Membership or affiliation of any other close relatives 
in subversive groups ’

VI. Information regarding defection, expulsion, inactivity, and 
• present sympathies of subject and, if married, of spouse 

VII. What is expected to be gained by interview '
(d) In each letter, pertinent information, if available, regarding 

seven items listed must be set out under appropriate number ‘ 
but headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is 
available regarding any item, so indicate after number.

!
2) Letters must be personally approved by SAC.
3) One copy of letter should only be first page of letter. When • 

unnecessary to issue specific instructions. Bureau will approve 
request by stamping this page and returning by routing slip.

(4 ) When authorized, interview must be conducted within 45 days. If 
not possible, advise Bureau and indicate subject will be contacted 
within 45 days. If interview has not been conducted at end of 
second period, request new authority. Include any new informa
tion bearing upon advisability of interview. .

Preparation for and conduct of interview ‘
(1) Preparation must be thorough and interview conducted so that 

Agents will not be compromised. Bureau will not be embarrassed, 
■and informants will not be exposed. CPUSA has planned traps 
for Agents attempting interviews with members by installing 
recording machines in members’ homes or endeavoring to have 
interview observed by concealed third party.

(2) Interviews should be conducted by two Agents. Agent experienced 
in security investigations who is knowledgeable regarding de- .
velopment of informants should conduct interrogation. Actual - 
approach need not be made°by both Agents; one Agent may observe 
from secure distance. (Two Agents should be physically’present 
during interview or contact with known or suspected Nation of 
Islam members in all cases.) Background of subject and circum
stances will determine how approach should be- handled.
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(3) Interviews of active communists should be conducted at secure 
place other than subject's residence or place of employment.
If reasonable effort has been made for such approach and it is ' 

■ ■ not practical, set forth circumstances and request Bureau au
thority to make contact at home or place of business explain
ing any need to contact employer. Letter should.contain state
ment that, if subject appears cooperative, arrangements -will 
be made for another interview at secure place away from resi
dence or employment, if necessary, to determine fully degree of 
cooperation. '

' (4) If subject cooperative upon initial contact, further contact
may be had without Bureau authority. Wo limitation on number - 
of recontacts, but use good judgment. If interview authorized 
by Bureau, advise Bureau of results of contact and plans for

, recontacts. Obtain specific authority to make recontact where 
circumstances indicate delicate situation and greater than usual 
risks involved, such as labor leaders and individuals employed 
in educational, mass media, religious, and publishing fields. ■

(5) Terminate interview with active subversive if third person 
arrives during interview. Furnish Bureau details and obtain •

• Bureau authority prior to reinterview. -
(6) Terminate interview immediately if subject is hostile or 

uncooperative. . •
(7) Inform subjects connected with labor unions that Bureau is not 

■ - interested in employee-employer relations and is concerned only
with infiltration of labor unions by subversive elements. 
Furnish no information and make n'o statements to embarrass 
Bureau. Questions should require admission or denial by subject 
of all pertinent items of subversive information unless to do 
so would expose investigative techniques or security informants. 
Cordial and friendly attitude alone is not evidence of coopera- 

■ tion insofar as potential dangerousness is concerned when subject
fails to admit or verify subversive information obtained through 
previous investigation. • ’

(8) If cooperative, inform subject we want to interview him in 
detail and arrange interviews over extended period if necessary 

■ to exploit subject's knowledge to utmost. Conduct necessary
investigation or research to corroborate and develop information 
received.

(9) Where appropriate, reduce information obtained to signed state
ment and determine his willingness to testify to information fur
nished if needed in Federal proceedings.

h. Reporting results of interview ‘ .
(1) When no information is developed during interview which would 

affect subject’s security index status, promptly submit results 
by letter and include in next report. If individual is employed 
in or holds sensitive position in trade-union, educational, mass 
media, religious, or publishing fields, results of all interviews 
must be submitted promptly in report or LUM, depending on 
priority designation, until he begins to cooperate as security 
informant or source.

(2) Report subject's admissions of his subversive activities and 
associations and indicate whether he did or did not furnish 
information regarding subversive activities of others.-

(3) Report statements by subject denying subversive activities • 
developed through prior investigation and follow with concise 
statement of such past subversive activity.

(4) Letter transmitting results of interview must contain:
(a) Definite statement or conclusion of interviewing Agents 

as to cooperativeness of subject and reasons for conclusion
(b) Statement as to whether information furnished coincides ' 

substantially with other available information
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(c) Statement as to subject's availability as potential witness 
and evaluation of subject’s potential as informant or con
fidential source and whether further contacts contemplated

(d) Recommendation that security index card be canceled when 
statements furnished by subject regarding his subversive 
activities and associates, considered with othei* .informa
tion and factors, indicate subject is no longer dangerous 
to internal security during emergency ■

(e) Pertinent information regarding subject’s appearance or 
characteristics which has not previously been developed 
or reported . .

i. Reinterviews of security index subjects ' ■ ’ ‘
. Consider reinterviews with security index subjects on systematic .

basis. Consider such reinterviews when necessary to. review case 
or when case comes up on tickler.

j. Maintenance of control file on former members of subversive organ
izations ’
(1) ■ Offices having, sufficient volume should maintain control file ... 

on former members of subversive organizations for reference 
purposes. This file will obviate necessity for extensive file 
reviews to identify persons who may be in position to furnish 
information of value in future.

(2) Copies of memoranda designated for individual case files should 
be routed to this file. Such memoranda should contain: back
ground of person, type of information he may furnish, period 
covered by this data, whether or not person is available for in
terview by all Agents, and whether he is in position and willing 
to testify. •

(3) This file should not include information concerning security 
informants. ‘

(4) If special index is used in conjunction with this file, it should 
contain cards filed alphabetically indicating times and places 
persons were in subversive movement and brief description of 
information available from them. It may be broken down geograph
ically and subdivided by years. . .
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1. Purpose
Reserve index includes persons who should be considered from stand
point of security with view toward investigation, interrogation, or 
security index. It serves as administrative aid and working index 
containing names of persons having sympathy for or affiliation with 
basic revolutionary organizations.

2. Composition
Reserve index contains names of individuals about whom investigation did 
not develop sufficient information to justify security index, but 
there is no reliable evidence of defection and there is evidence of: 
a. Membership in basic revolutionary organization subsequent to 1-1-49, 

together with some indication of continuing sympathy or association 
with such organization or subversive front organization

b. Activity, association, or sympathy for subversive cause during past,, 
five years, even though investigation has failed to substantiate 
allegations of membership in revolutionary organization

C. Associations, writings, financial support, or conduct in support of 
subversive organizations or international communist movement within 
past five years and individual is in position to influence others 
during national emergency .

d. Leadership or substantial activities in major subversive front groups 
over three years ago, together with some evidence of continuing 
activity, association, or sympathy for subversive cause within 
past three years

e. Membership in subversive front organization within past three years
3. Arrangement

Each office is to maintain this index alphabetically on 5- by 8-inch 
cards in two sections, A and B.
a. Section A

Section A represents special group of individuals who should receive 
priority consideration for investigation and/or other action following 
apprehension of security index subjects.
(1) Section A includes individuals whose subversive activities do . 

not bring them within security index criteria but who, in time of 
national emergency, are in position to influence others against 
national interest or are likely to furnish material financial 
aid to subversive elements because of their subversive associations 
and ideology. Include individuals who meet standards for reserve 
index and are

I
 a J Professors, teachers, and educators 
b> Labor union organizers and leaders 
c) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers,, and others 

in mass media field

i
d) Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
ej Other potentially influential persons on local or national 

level
(2) Inclusion or deletion of names must be approved by SAC 

Reserve index A is maintained only in field offices. When name 
• is deleted from security index, consider including in reserve 
index A. Upon approval by SAC, make two cards and file one in’ 
office and one away from headquarters city at same location as 
extra set of security index cards.

(3) Review field office file of reserve index A subject whenaver 
information is channeled to it to determine if additional in
vestigation is warranted and if current information is suf—' 
ficient for retention in reserve index.

(4) Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing in reserve 
index A cards
(a) Forward changes in data to clerk in field -office handling 

these cards.
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(b) Handle change in office of origin by submission of form 
FD-128. Forward section A cards to new office of origin. 

' •_ Where necessary, forward pertinent information to new
office of origin by succinct LHM arid appropriate cover 
communication. Yellow file copy of LHM must show loca
tion of all original information contained therein. _

b. Section B ,
(1) This section, which contains names of all others in reserve 

index, is maintained only in field office. Review file of 
reserve index B subject whenever information is’ channeled to 
it to determine if additional investigation is warranted. .

' (2) Handle changes in office of origin in same manner as reserve •
index A. ’ . ’ -

Content . -
a. Each card in section A and section B should contain, as minimum: ’ 
. ^1) Name and aliases . ■ . .

2> Race • ..
3) Sex ’ ’ ’ .......... .. .. ■■ ■• • • ;
*4) Citizenship and birth data - ’’
(5) Residence and employment • ’ ' . •
(6) Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency ’ ■
(7) Office file number ■ ’
(8) Letters "SS" if dissemination has been made to Secret Service

b. Membership and position or association -in subversive groups and source 
and date of information may be added. ’ ’ ’

Removal and deletion of cards ' ' ’
Destroy cards on individuals who become security informants, sources, or 
security index subjects. •
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SECURITY INDEX ' . . • ■
1. Purpose and general policy ' .

a. Security index cards are maintained by Bureau as operational-guide 
for apprehension of persons deemed dangerous or potentially dan
gerous to internal security in event of national emergency.

b. Action will be taken against security index subjects only upon 
authorization of warrants of arrest by Attorney General. .

c. Names are included in security index only when investigation has 
established .sufficient facts and evidence to justify inclusion..

d. Contents of security index must be accurate and correct at all 
times. Give matters pertaining to its preparation and maintenance 
preferred attention.

e. Matters pertaining to security index are not to be included in re
ports or LHM prepared for dissemination,. Operation and content of 
security index must not be discussed outside Bureau. However, matters 
pertaining to security index may be discussed with qualified rep

’ resentatives of other Federal intelligence agencies on strictly 
confidential basis when subject is of prime interest to one of these . 
services. .

2. Determination of dangerousness of individual
a. Dangerousness of individual does not depend entirely upon personal 

characteristics, such as aggressiveness or disposition to violence. 
It also depends upon contribution he has made or is making in ad
vancing principles and aims of subversive movement, or.his sub

. versive potential in event of national emergency. Loyalty to sub
versive organization and its principles is primary factor to con
sider in evaluating potential dangerousness. However, all evidence

’ must be carefully weighed. Among factors having bearing are:

!
1) Long membership in subversive organization
2) Affiliation with or attendance at training schools, especially 

leadership schools ’
(3) Frequent or regular attendance at. organizational meetings and 

functions -
(4) Possession of or study of revolutionary literature ■
(5) Espousal of subversive doctrines exemplified in his acts and 

utterances ■
(6) Contributions to or collections of funds for organization ’
(7) Recruitment of new members .
(8) Active service in military forces which are supported by sub

versive movement -
(9} Constant support of Soviet Union in acts and utterances

(10) Activity as courier or confidential mail drop for subversive
. • movement ’ .

(11) Constant participation in activities of subversive organization
■ or advancement of organization’s aims or interests, especially

when this involves financial sacrifices or personal inconveniences 
or disadvantage ■

(12) Individuals who have defected, revoked, or' sought revocation of
U. S. citizenship in favor of communist country, have returned 
to U. S., and have taken no positive steps to counteract such 
action

(13) Statements or activities on subject's part establishing reason
able grounds to believe his loyalty would lie with communist

. country in event of armed conflict between U. S. and that country
(14) Training and/or participation in espionage, sabotage, or intel

ligence activities - . .
(15) History of emotional instability or irrational behavior, prior 

- acts indicating propensity for violence, when coupled with sub
versive background or hatred against organized government

b. Above factors, which are not all-inclusive, should be taken into con
sideration in determining whether subject falls within security index 
criteria. Person shall not be deemed dangerous merely because one 
or more of these factors apply to him.
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Criteria for placing and retaining name in security index 
a. Basic criteria ■

No name shall be added to or retained in security index unless one 
or more of following have been established through investigation: 
(1) Subject has had membership in, or participation in activities 

of, basic revolutionary organization within last five years as 
. shown by overt acts or statements established through reliable 
sources, informants, or individuals. . ■

(2) Subject has had membership in, or participation in the affairs 
of, one or more front organizations which adhere to the policies 
and doctrines of a basic revolutionary organization, in a leader
ship capacity or by active substantial participation in further

- ance of those aims and purposes of the front organization which
coincide with those of a basic revolutionary organization, within 
the last three years as shown by overt acts or statements estab
lished through reliable sources,!informants, or individuals.

. (3) Investigation has developed information that an individual, though
not a member of or a participant in activities of a basic'revo— - 
lutionary or front organization, has anarchist or revolutionary 
beliefs and is likely to seize- upon the opportunity presented by 
a national emergency to commit acts of espionage or sabotage, 

. including acts of terrorism, assassination, or any interference
with or threat to the survival and effective operation of national 
state, and local governments and of the defense effort.

(4) Although investigation has failed to establish the facts required 
by (1), (2), or (3) above, either as to the substance of those 
criteria or because there have bedn no overt acts or statements 
within time limits prescribed, facts have been developed which 
clearly and unmistakably depict subject as a dangerous individ- 

■ ual who could be expected to commit acts’ of the kind described
in (3) above.

b. Activity in support of Cuban regime
Recommend for security index individuals who would be dangerous or 
potentially dangerous to internal security of U. S. in event of emer

. gency involving Cuba and U. S. There should be substantial•showing 
of following: ■ . ' ‘
(1) Individual has served in pro-Castro organization as leader or 

officer or engaged in preparation or distribution of pro—Cuban 
or anti-U. S. propaganda; active collection of funds for any 
agency or representative of Cuban Government or pro-Castro group; 
acts of violence against anti-Castro individuals or groups or

' against U. S.; or active collection of intelligence data regarding
national defense of U. S. which would serve purposes of Cuban . 
Government, and there are reasonable grounds to believe that ■ 
such data is to be or has been conveyed to any agency or repre
sentative of Cuban Government.

(2) Based on overt acts or statements or other evidence, there are 
reasonable grounds to believe loyalty of individual would lie 
with Cuban Government in event of armed conflict between Cuba 
and U. S. . - -

(3) Alien of Cuban nationality or holding Cuban citizenship who
(a) is likely to foster, encourage, or promote policies, pro
grams, or objectives of Cuban Government, or collaborate with

. Cuban Government or (b) is li.cely to engage in or attempt to
engage in acts of espionage, sabotage, -or. other activities 
detrimental to U. S. defense. Take into consideration (a) '
participation in organizations supporting Castro regime, (b) •
participation in picket lines formed in support of Cuban Govern
ment, or (c) contacts with Cuban agents operating in U. S. on ‘ 
behalf of Cuban Government. ' ’ ■
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(4) In all instances there must be clear showing, by overt acts or 
■ statements or other evidence, that there has been continuing

' sympathy for aims and objectives of Cuban Government since
1O-1-6O. Citizenship status must be clearly established, 

c. Pro-Cuban activity
All individuals in security index under basic criteria (item 3a, 
above) should be. tabbed "Pro-Cuban" if by their activities and sym
pathies they warrant special consideration in event of limited emer
gency involving Cuba and. U. S. This tabbing includes. Cubans and non
Cubans who have engaged in activities in. support of Cuban Government 
or pro-Castro groups. For this tabbing, submit FD-122 to Bureau with 
notation "Pro—Cuban" typed opposite words "Miscellaneous (specify)." ' • 

. Attach page containing concise summary of facts supporting recommen
dation. Security index cards sent to field on such subjects contain 
letter "C" on left side of card at beginning of second line. These 
cards are not kept in "Cuban" special section but are tabbed with ■ 
metal tabs. ■ ■

d. Evaluating interviews for security index status '
(1) Positive statement to interviewing Agents clearly indicating ad

herence to doctrines, aims, or purposes of revolutionary organ
ization or front organization shall be considered overt act. •

(2) Other than above, interviews are not factors in making determi
nation as to security index; e.g., lack of cooperation or partial
cooperation are not factors. ■ •

e. Effect of resort to fifth amendment . '
Department has advised resort to fifth.amendment by witness appearing 
before governmental body should be considered overt act within security 
index criteria (1) when subject was asked directly concerning present 
membership in subversive organization and (2) when question calls for 
response as to past membership in organization in those cases in which 
available information would seem to bring subject within criteria ex
cept for overt act within required period,

f. Activity in Nation of Islam and other black nationalist extremist ‘ 
groups . ’

. Department has advised Nation of Islam constitutes potentially danger
ous instrumentality in event of national emergency; statements and 
activities of individuals in Nation of Islam indicating anarchist and 

• revolutionary beliefs should be considered in making judgment as to 
whether or not member should be in security index. Give particular 
attention to developing and reporting such statements, including vio
lent and revolutionary statements made by -other members in subject’s

• . presence. Statements should be reported in detail. Apply these in
structions to other black nationalist extremist groups.

4. Recommendations for and preparation of security index cards
a. SAC must personally recommend inclusion in and removal of any name 

from security index except in offices having more than 1,000 security 
index subjects, where recommendations can be made by SAC, ASAC, or 
Bureau-approved security supervisor. ■

b. Where potential dangerousness of subject has been established, office 
of origin is to submit recommendation to Bureau on form FD-122, in 
triplicate. Forward original and copy to Bureau, and place copy in 
subject's file. Nothing should appear on FD-122 which is not in sub
ject’s file. FD-122 has two uses: (1) to recommend subject for 
security index and (2) to submit changes for existing cards; Submit 
abstract when recommending subject for security index but no abstract 
for additions, deletions, or changes.

c. When FD-122 is submitted to recommend subject for security index, attach 
additional page or pages setting out succinct summary of facts on which 
recommendation based. Facts must be in sufficient detail to support 
recommendation, including justification for designated priority level 
for apprehension. Statements of conclusion are not enough and original 
sources must be characterized as to reliability. Summary must show ■ 
pertinent data of subject's activities. . .
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fl. If, at conclusion of investigation, subject is not being recommended 
for security index, set out brief summary statement in appropriate 
closing communication showing reasons. . . ■

e. Current summary report must be submitted to Bureau when subject is 
being recommended for security index. If case is pending because 
of outstanding leads, set out additional lead to follow authorization 
of security index card by Bureau and, if approved, to disseminate 
Copy of report to Secret Service. If case would otherwise be closed, 
place in pending-inactive status with lead to follow authorization . 
by Bureau and, if approved, disseminate copy of report to Secret 
Service and then close case administratively.

f. Recommendations for security index should hot be delayed because of ' 
absence of background or descriptive data. Submit recommendation 
with current report and retain in pending status to obtain missing 
items. ’

g. Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for security ■ 
index. FD-122 should include data required for unavailable section.

h. When FD-122 is submitted recommending subject of Chinese extraction, ’ 
include words "Other- Chinese" under race. When recommending person 
not of Chinese extraction but who has definite sympathies for Communist 
China, include under "Miscellaneous" following statement: "sympathetic 
to Communist China." ‘

i. If Bureau approves recommendation, security index cards will be pre
pared. Copy of ED-122 will be returned stamped "Security Index card 
approved and prepared, three copies attached. Place description and ‘ 
photograph on reverse side of Geographical card. Cards should be 
filed in your Security Index." These cards should be filed in secu
rity index as outlined below. Place returned copy of FD-122 in sub
ject’s main file. (offices with geographical breakdown.by residence 
and employment will receive extra card. )

j. When cards are received from Bureau, check data for accuracy. Cards 
will be complete except for description and photograph. Descriptions 
and photographs are maintained on separate cards which are stapled 
to back of two security index cards. File one of these cards in 
geographical section (except special section and unavailable section 
cards). File other in duplicate security index maintained away from 
headquarters city. Third security index card is filed in alphabetical 
section. ' ’ . ■

Content and appearance of security index card
a. Data to appear on face of card

When complete, face of security index card should contain following 
information. If any items are missing, case should be continued 
pending to obtain necessary information. Set forth under- each item 
are possible categories in which subject may be classified and code 
letters which should be placed in appropriate space on form FD-122. 
Code letters should appear on security index cards received from 
Bureau.
(1) Name and aliases - . ‘

Full and correct name and aliases of subject
(2) Race - .

White and Caucasian W ■ ■ . . ’
Negro N . ’ . ‘ . ■
Chinese C .
Others 0 ’

(All others, including Orientals (except Chinese), American 
Indians, etc.) . ’ ■

(3) Sex
Male ‘ M ’ • ’ .
Female • F . • ■ . ’

(4) Citizenship ■ - .
■ Native born NB ■ *

• Naturalized NA • ■
Alien AL

(if unknown, space should be left blank, but status-should be 
ascertained and submitted by FD-122.)
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■ (5) Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency

4

American Socialist Clubs
American 'Workers1 ■ .

Communist Party
Anarchist ,
Black Nationalist
Black Panther Party

ASC •

AWC . -
ANA
BNT
BPP

-

. * . * ■

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

(14) 
b. Data

(1)

Communist Party, USA COM • ■ ‘• ■
Johnson-Forest Group . JFG - '
Minutemen , MIN ’ , •
Nation of Islam . NOI • . •
Nationalist groups • ’ . .

advocating independence • .. • " ’ ,
for Puerto Rico PRN - .

Progressive Labor Party PLP ■
Proletarian Party of America PPA '
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM •
Socialist Workers Party SWP . • '
Spartacist League SPL ‘ •
Student National Coordinating •

Committee SNC • •
Students for a Democratic . ■

Society SDS ■ ■ .
Workers World Party WWP ■
Bulgarian . BUL • . . ’
Cuban CUB . ,
Czechoslovakian CZE . ’
Hungarian • . . . HUN ’
Romanian - ROM • .
Russian ‘ RUS . • • .
Yugoslavian ■ YUG
Priority designation ■
Priority I PI . •
Priority II P II
Priority III P III ’ ’ '
Top functionary designation (where applicable) - - .
Top functionary . TP
Special section cards • . ■ '
Atomic energy program ■. . . '

employees AEP . '
Cuban special section CUB • ■ -
Espionage subjects ESP - •
Foreign government employees FGE • .. ■ -
Pro—Tito subjects ' YUG . ' ■
United Nations employees UNE .
U. S. Government employees GOV
Unavailable section cards .
Missing MY . .
Out of country OC ' . .
Imprisoned .PR •
Date and place of birth . .
Key facility geographical reference number (obtained from Depart
ment of Defense Key Facilities List) and abbreviation denoting 
agency having security responsibility ' 
Residence address 
Employment address and any additional data deemed.necessary'to 
assist in locating subject in emergency.. Labor union affiliation, 
if any. ’ ■
Field office file number ‘ '
to appear on separate attached card ■
Place following data on separate card attached to reverse side 
of security index card being filed in geographical, special, or 
unavailable sections. Cards contain printed captions for recording 
descriptive data which can be augmented if necessary.
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a) Compxute description
b) Notation that security index flash, notice has been posted

in Identification Division ' .
(c) Photograph, with date taken. It is to be most current or 

best likeness of subject. • •
(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including notation 

if subject possesses firearms ■
(e) Other data which will assist in apprehension, such as ■ 

directions to residence or employment when these are 
unusual, number of minor children and aged dependents

(2) If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must be kept 
pending. Upon posting of security index flash notice, field 

. will be furnished FBI number and fingerprint classification .
which should be affixed to reverse side of security index cards 
filed in geographical, spe.oial, and unavailable sections.

(3) Use FD-186 to report information for separate card attached to 
back of security index card. Case Agent should fill in form and 
forward to clerical employee designated to post information.

, Thereafter, file FD-186 in case file. FD-186’may be used to
record information that subject has been physically observed and 
to note descriptive data. '

.6. Arrangment of security index ’
a. At Bureau ’

Entire index is maintained on IBM tabulating cards. Security index 
cards are printed by automatic data processing and transmitted to 
field. An alphabetical breakdown of true names and all aliases of 
subjects is also maintained at Bureau for administrative purposes.

b. In field office ’
Active security index in each field office is maintained in four 
sections: geographical, alphabetical, unavailable, and special sec
tions. Complete set of each field office’s security index is also ■ 
maintained away from headquarters city in same manner as geographical 
section with unavailable and special section cards filed in back, 
(1) Geographical section ■

After receipt of three security index cards from Bureau and after 
necessary data have been added to two cards, file one in geo
graphical section of index (except special section and un
available section cards) and one in duplicate set maintained away 
from headquarters city. Geographical section is broken down by 
residence address in accordance with needs of each office. Where 
logical, it should be broken down by state, county, city, and, 
if needed, into boroughs or suburbs and precincts. Cards are 
filed alphabetically under each geographical breakdown. Cards 

. in this section will be withdrawn and used by Agents should . ’ 
apprehension of subjects become’necessary.

Cards will show "unknown" residence for (a) subjects whose 
addresses are-not known but prompt location within division is 
expected and (b) subjects whose location in another division 
is in process of verification. File these cards in breakdown 
designated "Verification Pending." With Bureau authority, 
offices covering large industrial areas may set up second geo
graphical section and file cards by subjects’ employment.

’ Depending on time of day apprehensions are initiated, geograph
ical-employment or geographical-residence section may be used.

(2) Alphabetical section .
. File duplicate card alphabetically in this section; there is no

other breakdown. Alphabetical card is control card. If card 
is withdrawn from geographical section for apprehension, make 
notation on alphabetical card. • .
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. [

(3) Special section
Retain cards on individuals in following categories in special 
section for reasons stated. Maintain special section in sub
sections- as follows:
(a) Espionage subjects

When apprehension of subject will destroy chances of pene
tration and control of operating espionage parallel or de
stroy chances of penetration and control of "sleeper" 
parallel

(b) U. S. Government employees
So their identities can be readily determined and consider- . 
ation given to each before apprehension is ordered

(c) Atomic energy program employees
Because their apprehension must be cleared with Atomic 
Energy Commission representatives to avoid interference 
with atomic energy work

(d) Foreign government employees - ‘
So consideration may be given to each on basis of relations 
then existing between U. S. Government and country involved 

(e) United Nations Secretariat and other international organ
ization employees
Because State Department must be notified after such appre
hensions take place. This category includes U. S. citizens 
and immigrants or stateless persons not holding diplomatic 
visas and not having protection of International Organiza
tion Immunities Act.

(f) Pro-Tito individuals
Because such individuals, although pro-Marxist-Leninist, 
adhere to Tito form of communism'and it is not possible to 
predict whether Tito would become aligned with Russia in 
event of open hostilities or would align himself on side 
of U. S. Tais does not include members of communist groups 
who from time to time make statements in support of Tito,, 
but only individuals, particularly those of Yugoslav birth 
or descent, whose support of Tito is clear and uuaquivo.cal 
regardless of Yugoslavia's foreign policies.

(g) Cuban
So that, in event of emergency involving Cuba and U. S., 
special handling may be afforded those subjects on index 
solely on basis of pro-Castro affiliations, activities, or 
sympathies. (Security index cards, denoting such contain 
code "CUB" on line 1.)

FD-122 recommending individuals in one of above categories should in
clude words "Special Section" typed in upper right portion. Type prop
er category in space after "Miscellaneous (Specify)."

Cards for special section bear appropriate code letters in upper right 
portion designating proper subsection. When cards of subjects in 
these categories are received from Bureau, check for accuracy, place 
required additional data on two, and file alphabetically in appropriate 
subsection of special section. File third card in alphabetical section. 
Never file special section cards in geographical section.

When subject no longer comes within one of categories of special sec
tion, submit FD-122 with words "Remove from Special Section" typed 
in space provided after "Miscellaneous (Specify)." If card should be 
placed in unavailable section, add "Place in Unavailable Section" in 
this space. When new cards are received from Bureau, destroy old'cards. 
Special section card shall indicate priority level'for apprehension, 
although it is not contemplated that subjects in this section will, be 
apprehended under mass apprehension program. Cases will be given ’ 
individual attention and subjects will not be apprehended in absence 
of specific'Bureau instructions.
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(4) Unavailable section 
Security index cards of individuals who are missing, out of the ' 
country, or are imprisoned are retained in unavailable section, 
broken down into three subsections headed by tabs, as follows:
(a) Missing subjects

Subjects are net to be included in unavailable section as 
missing immediately upon determination they are no longer 
at previously known places of residence or employment. 
Action required in instructions for missing subjects must 
be taken prior to placing subject in unavailable section. 
If subject is missing, word "Missing" is typed in space pro
vided on FD-122 after "Miscellaneous (Specify)." ’ •

(b) Subjects out of country . ’ • .
Place cards for subject who have departed from U. S. or 
Puerto Rico for foreign country in this subsection unless 

. cards should be cancelled in accordance with instructions
below under permanent departure. • ■

Investigation of subject not yet in security index may be 
■ in progress at time’ subject departed for foreign country.

If facts otherwise warrant security index action, submit 
FD-122 recommending inclusion in unavailable section.

If subject is out of country, type words "Out of Country," 
in space provided on FD—122 after "Miscellaneous (Specify)." 
If foreign address known, place it on FD—122 in space pro
vided. If subject is only known to be in certain foreign 
country or is only known to be traveling abroad, include _ 
this on FD-122. If subject’s current employment abroad is 
known, include on FD-122. . .

Follow case of any security index subject who is out of 
country at least once each year for verification of ad
dress and to determine if subject has returned. Place- 
appropriate stops with Immigration and Naturalization • ’
‘Service to be advised of subject’s return.

(c) Imprisoned subjects
Place cards of imprisoned security index subjects in un
available section. Type word "Imprisoned" in space pro-• 
vided on FD-122 after "Miscellaneous (Specify)." Show 
identity of institution in which subject is incarcerated 
in space provided for residence. Arrange with confining .. 
institution to be informed of subject’s release. Set up- 
tickler for date shortly prior to expected release to 
verify release. After release, determine, whether subject 
should be retained in security index.

■ When submitting recommendation for unavailable section, include 
words "Unavailable Section" in upper right portion of FD-122. 
Do not include former residence or former employment on cards 
of subjects who are missing, out of country,, or imprisoned. 
Cards for unavailable section shall bear code letters in upper 
right portion designating proper subsection. Upon receipt of 
three cards from Bureau, check for accuracy, place required 
additional data on two, and file alphabetically in appropriate 
subsection. File third card in alphabetical section. When a- 
missing subject is located or subject who has been out of country 
has returned or imprisoned subject released, submit FD—122 •
showing current residence and place of employment. ’Type words 
"Remove from Unavailable Section" in space provided after ■ 
"Miscellaneous (Specify)." If card is to be placed in special 
section, "Place in Special Section — Espionage (or Foreign 
Government Employee, etc.)" should be added. When new cards are 
received from Bureau, check for accuracy and place description 
and photograph, if available, on two of three cards. File 
these cards in geographical or special section (where applicable) 
and file other card in alphabetical section. Destroy old cards.
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•>. SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS . ' S/G
) , \ •• .

When subj^h in unavailable section is lobbed in another divi- 

‘sion, submit FD-12S to Bureau and new office of origin. Type 
- "Remove from Unavailable Section" in space to right of addresses. 

. Bureau will send new security index cards to new office of origin.
. (d) Exception — re special section
■ Special section subjects who are unavailable are maintained

- in special section rather than unavailable section. When 
■ special section subject is out of country, imprisoned, or

• ' ’ missing, submit FD—122 with appropriate unavailable cate
gory designated. New cards will be prepared. Upon receipt 

' of amended cards from Bureau, file two in special section' 
and one in alphabetical section..

. (5) Inactive section •
Each office shall maintain inactive section in its security index

' to contain cards of subjects who were in active security index ■ 
■ when inducted into armed forces. . . ' •

• Upon learning of induction, submit letter to Bureau advising
branch of service and date and place of induction. If. there is - 
pertinent information which has not been set ‘forth in report, 
prepare report and forward by letter advising of subject’s in- - 
duction. Bureau will furnish appropriate intelligence agencies • 
with pertinent information and request notification of subject's 
discharge from service. . .

‘ Place geographical cards for such subjects in inactive section ■ 
and destroy alphabetical cards. .

Set up administrative tickler for 'each subject in inactive sec-
• tion. Each six months make appropriate inquiry to determine if

• 'subject has been discharged. Make such checks locally, through
pretext inquiries if necessary. If information is not obtainable 

• ■ locally, submit letter requesting check of office covering rec-
• - ords of appropriate service.

When subject in inactive section has returned to civilian status, 
. determine whether his activities warrant inclusion in active ' 

security index. If so, submit FD-122 completely filled out as 
if initial recommendation is being made, and submit current re
port. If not, furnish Bureau reasons for not reactivating 'se
curity index card. In either case, cancel inactive card.

7. Periodic verification of addresses '
. a. Data on security index cards shall be up to date at all times.

b. Whereabouts of all security index subjects should be known at all times. 
Check residence and business addresses of subjects in priority I at 
least once each three months. Residence and business address of all 
other security index subjects must be checked at least once each year, 
except those imprisoned and those in security index because of dis
affection for U. S. (see section 105G). Residence and employment of 
latter must be verified every 90 days. Case of any subject who is 
out of country must be followed at least once every year to determine 
if he has returned.

Arrange to be advised on current basis of any indication subject is 
engaged in subversive activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, 
or plans to change residence or employment.. Checks to verify res- 

• idence or business addresses may be made under pretext by telephone 
once each six months for priority I subjects and once every two years 

' for all others. •
o. Physical characteristics and description of each security index sub-
• ject shall be determined or verified by personal observation and noted 

in case file. If not observed previously, do so during next verifi-' 
' cation of addresses. .

41
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a. Use FD—154 when it will facilitate verifying addresses. When FD-154
is not used, notation should he made on last FD-154, FD-122, or FD—
123 in subject's file showing addresses and date verified. Each time /
residence and employment verified, reevaluate case to assure subject
is still within criteria. Make notation in file to this effect.
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S7 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIC’

e. If residence or business address or both have changed, submit FD—122 
to Bureau showing only changes to be made. Also submit to Bureau 
FD-366 for dissemination to Secret Service. Advise Secret Service 
locally by FD-366.

f. Handle verifying addresses of security index subjects 'by reopening ' 
and assigning cases for verification and closing administratively 
when accomplished. In priority I and II cases, conduct verification • 
of residence and employment when preparing reports and include there
in. In priority III cases, record verification of residence, and 
employment on FD-154 and place in, case file. •

Changes, additions, and deletions of data on security index cards
a. Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions involv

ing name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affiliation or’ nation— • 
alistic tendencies, priority designation, date or place of birth, key 
facility geographical reference number, abbreviation of agency having 
security responsibility, residence or business address. Exception: . ’ 
Change office of origin by FD-123.

b. Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing cards pending 
receipt of corrected cards from Bureau.

c. Set out only items being changed, added, or deleted. If being deleted, 
specify "Delete.”

d. Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected card with copy of FD-122, take 
following action:

i
l) Check accuracy of data on cards.
2) Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and •photograph from 

back of old geographical section cards to corrected cards, and 
file in geographical section. Exception: For special or unavail
able section subjects, see instructions for these sections.

f
3 ) File third card in alphabetical section. • f
4) Destroy old cards.

Movement of subjects between offices
a. Subjects of security index cards

(1) Assign immediately requests from other offices to verify■addresses 
of subjects and transmit results within two weeks.

(2) New office furnish old office information concerning key facility 
employment of subject so that geographical reference number, agency 
having security responsibility, and interested agencies can be 
included on FD-128 submitted by old office of origin.

(3) Office of origin, upon verification of address, immediately sub
mit FD-128 transferring office of origin.

(4) Submit original and one copy of FD—128 to Bureau. Submit-two 
copies to office covering new address, enclosing copies of all

■ previous reports, other pertinent serials, photograph if. available, 
■ and security index cards. Show full title and priority desig
nation.

(5) Where flash notice has been placed with Identification Division, 
note on FD-128 and designate extra copy of FD—128 for Bureau for 
attention of Identification Division.

(6) Old office of origin will submit current report in priority I 
and II cases and succinct LHM in priority III cases. In latter 
instance, yellow file copy of LHM in old office of origin must 
include notations indicating exact location of all original 
information set forth in LHM.

Do not delay submission of FD-128 solely for preparation of re
port or LHM, but note on FD-128 that appropriate communication ' 
is being prepared. Old office of origin is responsible for 
furnishing Secret Service locally with subject’s new residence 
and business address. Case will remain pending in both old and ;
new offices until report or LHM is submitted by old office. New (
office of origin is responsible to follow matter until completed.
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(7) New office of origin is to review pertinent material received

with FD-128 and information in its files to determine if additional 
investigation is warranted. If not, advise Bureau by letter 
case is being closed.

(8) Upon receipt of FD-128, office covering new address is origin 
and should place office file number on security index cards and 
file them in its security index.

(9) Upon receipt of new cards from Bureau with copy of FD-128, new 
office is to transfer information from, reverse side of old 
geographical cards to two new cards,. appropriately file new 
cards, and destroy old cards.

b. Top functionaries ’
. • Above-described mechanics of transferring cases also apply to top

functionaries. Additional procedures in this category are:
(1) Notification to Bureau of deletion of subject as top functionary 

in old office of origin is handled by designation in space pro
vided on FD-128 that subject was top functionary.

(2) Upon receipt of FD-128, new office of origin shall■automatically 
designate subject top functionary and keep case pending. After 
investigation is completed and summary report has been submitted 

’ by old office, case may be placed in pending-inactive status.
Within three months, new office is to-conduct investigation, 
submit report, and advise Bureau concerning continued designa
tion as top functionary.

c. Subjects tabbed for priority
Security index card shall continue to be tabbed for priority appre
hension in new office of origin until .that office determines that 
priority designation is not warranted under provisions set forth 
below.

d. Subjects not included in security index
(1) Transfer office of origin by FD-128 only upon verification-by 

another office of subject's presence in that division. Enclose 
copies of all investigative reports and other pertinent serials 
to new office of origin.

(2) New office of origin is to investigate or advise Bureau case 
closed if no action warranted.

10. Cancellation and removal of cards from active security index
SAC must personally recommend removal of any name from security index 
except in offices having more than 1,000 security index subjects where 
recommendations may be made by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau-approved security 
supervisor,
a. Death of subject ’ ’ - •

Destroy card and advise Bureau by LHM.
b. Permanent departure

Upon learning of subject’s departure from U. S. or Puerto Rico for’ 
foreign country, immediately ascertain conditions of departure for 
foreign country. No security index card shall be cancelled by reason 
of such departure unless subject is alien who has permanently de
parted and whose departure has been verified. If U. S. citizen 
who has been out of country has renounced his citizenship and taken 
citizenship of foreign country, security index card may be cancelled 
only after it has been determined he does not intend to return to U. S. 

c. Imprisonment of subject
Do not cancel security index cards because subject imprisoned, 
regardless of length of time he will be, incarcerated. Place cards in 
unavailable section and handle as set. forth under imprisoned subjects 
above. ...

d. Induction of subject into armed forces
Place security index cards in inactive section and follow procedure 
set forth above under inactive section. '

’e. Security informants
Security index card may be destroyed upon receipt of Bureau authority 
to designate person security informant. Tn requesting Bureau author
ity to designate individual as security informant, call attention to 
security index card and recommend cancellation.
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f. Subject no longer dangerous or- potentially dangerous
Frequently information is received or investigation develops that 
subject is no longer threat to internal security by reason of 
physical condition, defection, or expulsion from subversive move
ment. Such defection may be shown by lack of activity and obvious 
disinterest over extended period or declaration of opposition to 
principles of subversive movement. ..

When there is sufficient information regarding subject’s present ’ 
' sympathies to conclude he should no longer be considered dangerous, 
request authority for interview or advise Bureau why subject should 
not be interviewed. Bureau will not cancel security index card with

. out consideration being given to interview. If, upon interview, sub
* ject proves cooperative, advise Bureau by letter and recommend can

cellation. ■ ’
g. Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of application 

of security index criteria, with no affirmative indication of de
fection . ’ ■
With passage -of time, limits specified in security index criteria will 
operate to remove subjects even though there is no affirmative in
dication of defection. When recommending such removal,■consider if 
facts warrant inclusion of subject in section A of reserve index.

. Following procedures are for subjects not being recommended for in
clusion in section A of reserve index:
(1) When subjects are removed from security index solely on basis of 

application of criteria, retain security index cards bearing de-
• scriptive matter on reverse sides;'i .e.., cards previously filed 
in geographical, special, or unavailable sections. Destroy cards 
previously filed in alphabetical section. Those offices main
taining two sets of geographical cards should retain only one card 

(2) Mark "cancelled" across face of each card retained and file in - 
reserve index, section B. ■

■ ■ (3). Above instructions do not apply to individuals removed from
■ security index based upon activity in Nation- of Islam. Their 

cards should be destroyed. ’
11. Priority apprehension program • _

a. Purpose ’ .
Some security index subjects, because of their training, violent 
tendencies, or prominence in subversive activity, would be more 
inclined or more capable of committing acts against U. S. in time 
of national emergency than others. Such subjects must be immobilized 
in least possible time. Individuals in security index tabbed 
priority I, and possibly priority II, would be arrested first in 
event of limited but grave emergency, probably without arrest of other- 
subjects. In all-out emergency, consideration for apprehension will 
be given to all subjects. Decision as to priority of apprehension 
should be based on subject's subversive activities and revolutionary 
tendencies. .

b. Priority tabbing ‘ '
(1) Each security index subject should be considered for priority I 

tabbing who falls within following categories: . ’ ’ .
(a| All top functionaries ’ •
(b) All individuals considered to be hard-core national and

’ state leaders of basic revolutionary organizations and
■ leaders of other subversive organizations and unorganized ' 

' groups and individuals who have indicated propensity for 
. violence and/or have received special training in sabotage, 

espionage, and/or guerrilla warfare, dr have engaged in 
■ ' underground operations .

(c) Individuals employed in or having-access to key facilities

Poctd:32»529 Phge M26
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SE 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI01 . 87G

(2) Security index subjects considered for priority II
All individuals who are considered to be of second level lead
ership of basic revolutionary organizations and other subver
sive organizations and individuals who present significant threat 
but are in less influential positions than those in priority I

(3) All other security index subjects will be tabbed-priority III.
c. Recommendations for priority tabbing • . . '

(1) Approval of SAC
Designation of each subject as to priority or any change in . 
priority must be personally approved by SAC, or in office having 
more than 1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau- 
approved security supervisor. . ■ . "

(2) When FD-122 is submitted recommending either tabbing for priority 
or change in such tabbing, attach additional page setting forth 
brief summary of facts supporting recommendation.

d. Administrative procedures ■ '
Take following action to assure .security index cards will be.readily 
available for emergency action: •
(1) Geographical section ’ ■ '

■ Divide geographical section into three parts. . ■ * ’
ia ) Cards for subjects tabbed priority I '’ ’
bj Cards for subjects tabbed priority II • ■
c> Cards for subjects tabbed priority III - .
d) Tn offices having two geographical sections, i.e., geo- .

graphical-employment and geographical-residence, each section 
must have parts I, II, and HI.

(e) Priority cards will be following colors: 
Priority I - beige, priority II - green, priority III - white

(2) Alphabetical section .
Alphabetical section is broken down into two groupings. First 
group includes priority I and II cards. Second group contains' 
priority III cards . . . .

e. Tabbing of cards .
Tab alphabetical cards on subjects designated "Pro-Cuban" with 
metal tab.

Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities ' .
a. Responsibility

FBI is responsible by Presidential directive to advise interested 
Federal agencies of developments affecting plants having armed forces 

’ contracts, as well as other facilities, utilities, and critical 
points of transportation and communications systems which have been 
designated vital to national defense by Department of Defense. FBI is 
responsible under Delimitations Agreement, f or investigating employees 
of private contactors who have contracts with agencies of Department ■ 
of Defense where there is credible subversive information concerning 
employee. Conduct thorough investigation and consider for security 
index any individual employed in or having access to key facility who 
is alleged to have been, at any time in past, member of any basic 
revolutionary organization or against whom there is sufficient other 
subversive information to warrant such action.
(1) Requests for investigation from another-agency . •

When another agency requests investigation of individual employed 
in key facility, institute investigation- immediately if basis of 
request so warrants, and advise Bureau. ' .

(2) Verification of key facility status ’ ' - •
. Check Department of Defense Key Facilities List (maintained in

each office) for verification that subject's place of employ-
■ ment is included. ° '

(3) Individuals denied access to restricted information 
Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently report indi- . 
vidual has been denied clearance to work in defense plant or to 
handle classified or restricted information. Intelligence agency 
is responsible for furnishing Bureau with'any information involving

<
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disloyalty or subversiveness. Office receiving such notifica
tion must ascertain promptly basis for denial and obtain all 
pertinent data contained in file of agency responsible for such 
action. Forward data to Bureau and include in next report sub
mitted. Where no investigation has been conducted by Bureau, 
open security investigation if information warrants.

b. Inclusion in security index
In recommending key facility employee- for security index, FD-122 is 
to contain:

f
l) Key facility geographical reference number
2) Abbreviation for Department of Army (A), which has been des

ignated agency having security responsibility for all key fa- 
. cilities

(3) Abbreviations for other agencies known to have classified con
tracts with key facility. Interested agencies are identified 
on FD-122 to assure proper dissemination of reports but will, 
not appear on security index cards.

(4) Recommendation for priority I designation 
c. Dissemination

Upon receipt of allegation concerning key facility employee from • 
• source other than interested intelligence agency, immediately furnish 
by letter to interested agency (1) summary of allegation and informa
tion concerning individual; (2) .a statement that information is un
substantiated and has not been verified through investigation; (3) 
advice as to whether security investigation is being conducted and, 
if so, that copies of reports will be. furnished upon completion. With 
exception noted below, disseminate information of derogatory security 
nature concerning persons employed at facilities holding classified 
contracts both to interested intelligence agencies and to Chief, 
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO),'Defense Supply 
Agency, Columbus, Ohio 43215, attention- Chief, Adjudication Division 
(advise interested intelligence agency of dissemination to DISCO). 
This includes persons who may not currently be key facility employ
ees but are known to hold industrial security clearances. Exception 
involves facilities holding classified contracts with Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC). Dissemination to AEG is made only at Bureau.'

These instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or those 
of confidential character not ordinarily disseminated. Such infor
mation of direct interest to other intelligence agencies should be 
submitted to Bureau expeditiously with request that Bureau consider 
dissemination.

Disseminate copies of reports for Marine’Corps locally to Naval 
Investigative Service Office (NISCO). Dissemination to Defense 
Atomic Support Agency (DASA), Research and Development Board (RDB), 
and Maritime Administration (Mi) is made, only at Bureau.

. d. Status of cases ‘
After all investigation is conducted, place in pending-inactive 
status. Make case pending-active 45 days before report due and 
check with armed services representative at key facility or with 
other reliable sources to determine whether subject has access to 
classified or restricted material.

e.' Reports
See Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II,- section-4D, item-2a, 
(6), and section 4M, item 4, for instructions concerning synopsis 
and classification of reports in key facility cases. Synopsis 
must set forth employment and statement-that subject has or has 
not access to classified or restricted material.

13. Top functionary program -
a. General •

Purpose is to select for special attention individuals of key im
portance to subversive movement.
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b. Definition ’
Top functionary is individual who is on high-policy level in CPUSA, 
other subversive organizations, or unorganized groups, to whom it 
is necessary to give continuous investigative attention because of 
his importance. Term "top functionary" does not require that in
dividuals actually hold official positions in organizations but is . 
given broad construction to include others of equal importance be
cause of their influence in movement itself, or their position and 
activities outside movement in labor, front, or similar organiza
tions. Consider black nationalist extremists whose importance jus
tifies continuous investigative attention. • ’ •

c. Manner of designation .
• ’ Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate subject as top func

tionary. Top functionaries are to be in priority I and reports are . 
. submitted annually. . ■
d. Regulations governing handling of top functio.naries

(1) Designation and deletion of top functionary status
Handle by letter to Bureau containing brief statement of reason • 
for designation or deletion. ’

(2) Photographs .
Obtain photographs for each top functionary. Send two copies 
(one for Secret Service) to Bureau, either by cover letter 
or as enclosure to report. Maintain copy in subject’s file.

■ If album of top functionary photographs maintained, keep .
duplicate in subject's file.

(3) Handwriting specimens
Obtain suitable handwriting specimens of each, top functionary.
.When possible, obtain specimens from public records, law enforce
ment agencies, and similar sources. Send specimens to Bureau 
under separate cover letter by registered mail for attention . 
of FBI Laboratory. When they may be of value as evidence, so 
state in transmittal letter and request their return after copies 

■ have been made. Specimens should be sufficient to permit future 
comparisons by Laboratory. '

(4) Security index cards ' •
Request preparation by FD-122 at earliest possible moment. '

(5) Change of office of origin .
FD-128 changing office of origin on top functionary automatically 
deletes him as top functionary in old office and adds him as 

. ' top functionary in new office. •
(6) Reports .

Character - Internal Security - (followed by appropriate letter 
designating organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency) 

,e. Maintenance, of list - ’
Each office must maintain current list of top functionaries.

14. Correlation of other investigations, with, security index and reserve index 
Individuals investigated by Bureau under any classification against whom 
subversive information is developed must be considered for security 
index and/or reserve index. This includes espionage, foreign intelligence, 
applicant-type, and security of Government employees (SGE) investigations. 
When individual previously investigated under SGE classification is security 
index subject and is still employed by Federal Government or is being con
sidered for Federal employment, use dual character of "Security of Govern
ment Employees" and character of security case in reports to insure 
routing to proper field and Bureau desks for supervision. Use standards 
prevailing for SGE reports. Disseminate these reports as any other secu
rity report. Advise representatives of other agencies requesting reports 
of SGE investigation to direct request to their headquarters for referral 
to Bureau.
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REPORTS ON INDIVIDUALS ■ • ’
1. General

Cases of all security index subjects must be reopened for preparation of 
reports following schedule below. Critically analyze each case in light • 
of security index criteria each time it is reopened and brought up to date, 

2. Schedule of submission of reports ’ ... .
a. Priority I - annually ‘ '
b. Priority II - annually ' ■ . .
c. Priority III - initial report must be summary. Subsequent informa

tion may be furnished by LHM. Each office is responsible to insure 
all pertinent developments are furnished Bureau.

3. Origin ■ • ■
• Office covering territory in which subject’s subversive activities occur 

4. Classification . ■ •
a. 100 - for individuals affiliated with basic revolutionary and front’ 

organizations of Marxist ideology .
b. 105 - for member of Puerto Rican nationalist groups or others having 

foreign nationalistic tendencies . ’ -
c. 157 - Nation of Islam and other black nationalist subjects 

5. Title - . -
Only one subject shall be carried in title of each report. Separate -
reports must be submitted for each subject regardless of relationship;
i .e., husband and wife, father and son, etc. .

6. Character .
a. Top functionaries ' •

Internal Security (or Racial Matters, if subject is black nationalist) 
followed by letters designating organizational affiliation or nation-

• • -alistic tendencies. Examples: •
Internal Security - C

. Internal Security - SWP ’ ’
’ Racial Matters - NOI . ’ '
b. Others

. Security Matter - followed by letters designating organizational
affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. Examples: '

Security Matter - C .
Security Matter - SWP • •
Security Matter - X (native fascist)

■ ■ Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

When subject is deleted as top functionary, change character from in
. ternal security to security matter in next communication. Communica-
_ tions regarding subjects employed in key facilities should have "Key

’ Facility" in character. Communications regarding CPUSA’ National
■ Committee members should have "National Committee" in character. .

Black nationalist investigations and racial matters should have 
character as set out in section 122, volume IV, of this manual.

7. Status
Carry cases as pending until all active investigation has been conducted. 
Thereafter, status shall be as follows: . ■ .
a. Top functionaries ’ • ■ -

Pending inactive. Submit reports annually. Place case in pending- 
active status 45 days prior to date report due. ’

b. Key facility cases
Pending inactive. See instructions under, individuals employed in or 
having access to key facilities. . ■ .

' o. Other security index subjects . ■ ’ ’ ■’ ■ ' . '
. (1) Closed ’

(a) Follow by administrative tickler to insure submission of 
periodic reports according to priority designation. If, 

' following investigation, no subversive data is developed
and information consists only of verification of residence' 
and employment and negative contacts with sources, sub- . 
mit FD-400 in lieu of report setting forth identities of 
informants and sources contacted and any pertinent admin
istrative data. Also submit FD-305 properly executed.
Open case 45 days prior to date report due.
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(b) Priority III cases must be opened for verif 5.cation of 
. residence and employment on annual basis. • . -

Review case file for any necessary action including re- 
• evaluation of subject’s status, or possible redes

ignation as priority I or II.

When pertinent information is submitted to Bureau for .
■ dissemination, FD-3O5 and FD-376 should accompany cover

communication. .
d. Subjects recommended for security index ,

(1) Pending inactive ' ’ '
If all active investigation completed at time ED-122 forwarded

■ to Bureau, set forth lead to follow for security index approval .
and dissemination of report to Secret Service. ■ •

(2) Closed ■
After security index approved and dissemination to Secret Service, 

■ follow by administrative tickler for periodic report.
e. Subject not being recommended for index . ■'

Closed - prior to closing, comply with instructions- pertaining to 
interviews. ■

8. Content ■
a. Include following and handle under topical headings where appropriate.

(1) Background ‘ • -

1
a | Birth data ’ . . ’
b) Citizenship status - ’ •
c) Education . • ” - ' '
dj Marital status . ■.
e) Military service record (domestic, or foreign, including type 

of discharge, citations, etc.)

I
f ) Identification record _ . ‘ -
gj -Employment . . . -
h) Residence ' ’ . ■ ' -
i) Status of health (if known) . .

(2) Connections with Communist Party, other basic revolutionary.groups,• 
front groups, black nationalist extremist groups, and/or other ■ 
subversive organizations or unorganized groups
(a) Information concerning admission'into revolutionary group, 

including sponsors, etc.
(b) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, and . 

positions held in subversive movement •
(3) Revolutionary statements by subject • '

- (a) Determine each statement and full details surrounding it.'"
. (b) Determine all statements showing adherence to principles .of

Marxism-Leninism or other revolutionary doctrines.
(4) Other activities indicating furtherance of program of sub

versive organizations '
. (a) Speeches and writings ■ .

(b) Organizational directives and/or educational outlines signed 
by or issued by subject, or issued while subject was officer 
of organization

(c) pertinent contacts between subject and leaders of organ
izations ■ •

. (d) Details concerning subject's attendance or connection with
. subversive training schools .
(5) False statements made by subjects, including aliases

Evidence may be obtained from passports, tax returns, and voting, 
■ marital, employment, and selective service records. •

(6) Miscellaneous . ’
. ■ Pertinent items not falling under above categories

b. Reports on individuals should be confined tor
(1 ) Proof of membership and activity in basic revolutionary organ

izations, front organizations, and/or other organizations or 
unorganized groups . .
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2) Position and importance of subject in subversive-movement
3) Pertinent background information

Include only information pertinent to determining whether or 
not subject is engaged in subversive activities. Set out date 
or period to which it pertains; e.g., John Doe advised on 
January 15, 1970, that subject attended CP meetings in January, 
1965, in Syracuse, New York. .. . .

c. Summarizing information • ’ -
(1) When prior summary reports are not suitable for dissemination, 

include all pertinent information in current summary report with 
sources fuljy protected.

(2) Repetitious and cumulative items may be limited to representative
number with each item set forth fully documented. Number of 
items will depend upon preponderance of other information showing 
dangerousness of subject. Base selection on need to report suf
ficient data to justify continued detention of subject if ap- . 
prehended. ' .

(3) When selection of representative number of items is made", follow • 
, with summary statement that source advised during specified 

.period of time subject also attended certain number of other . - 
' meetings. (Set out file number and serial range in documenting ■ 

such statements.) ' ■
(4) Where there is extensive activity in subversive organizations, 

it is permissible to use narrative statements without exact 
. dates of activity; however, show period of time involved and 
inclusive dates of informant reports. Do not use this type’re
porting in Smith Act of 1940 or ISA-50 cases. Summary statements 
must be statements of facts and not conclusions. Information 
from different sources must be reported separately.

(5) Above instructions do not lessen responsibility for reporting 
all pertinent items. . ’

Administrative data - cover pages 
a. General ’ ’

References to following administrative items should be in cover pages 
accompanying reports:
(1) Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles of other 

. cases, priority apprehension program, top functionary status, 
security index flash notices (FD-165),. FD-122, FD-128, and non- 
investigative information

(2) When report contains data affecting subject’s existing security 
. index card, FD-305, appropriately checked, should be last page

of cover pages. This form provides checklist for various items 
regarding security index. " . .

(3) Attach FD-305 to cover communication’submitting LHM in priority 
III cases. . '

b. Documentation of reports ’ •
(1) Complete documentation of all reports is required. This also 

applies to LHMs submitted in priority III cases. ■
(2) - If information necessary for complete documentation is not in 

subject's file, review other office* files, as needed. If not - 
obtainable, so state in cover pages. ■ ’

(3) Do not conduct extensive investigation to locate' sources who 
previously furnished background information for purposes of 
documentation or to obtain documentary evidence of background 
information. For example, if previous investigation revealed 
subject, according to reliable records, such as birth, school, 

. or Immigration and Naturalization records, was born at certain 
place on certain date, report it without further verification.
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(4) Office preparing summary report may include information 
originally obtained by another office but may not have 
necessary documentation. If office preparing report has 
copies of documents obtained by another office and identity 
of source, date of activity, date receive.d, and receiving 
Agent are known, it is not necessary to obtain file number of 
original. Pertinent documentation, other than file number, 
should be obtained from auxiliary office-.

, , (5) When report includes references to known subversives who have
associated with subject, identify source of characterization 
in cover pages without further documentation.

(6) When it is necessary to obtain thumbnail sketch, place in 
thumbnail sketch file so it will be readily available for 
future use.

10. Channelizing memoranda -- destruction of
Channelizing memoranda may be destroyed following submission of 
reports. Copies of informant's statements designated for 100 class
ification files of informants may be destroyed when "one year old. 
(See instructions for destruction of channelizing memoranda in 
Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II, section 3D, item 8.)

DISSEMINATION OF DATA DEVELOPED IN SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
1; Policy

Proper utilization of information received is foremost among Bureau's 
responsibilities. Information obtained during investigations should - 
be forwarded to other interested agencies, in executive branch unless 
there are compelling reasons not to do so. Delimitations Agreement 
and Presidential directives provide for dissemination to other agencies 
which have present or potential interest information relating to espionage, 
sabotage, subversive activities, and related matters.

2. Bureau requirements
Because all conceivable situations cannot be anticipated, data below 
pertains to representative situations which occur frequently. Basic 
rule is that security information must be furnished promptly to inter
ested agencies in executive branch. Term "interested agency" must be 
interpreted in light of reason and common sense. Bring any unusual 
situations to Bureau's attention promptly for consideration.

Considerations affecting national defense in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico necessitate broadest possible construction to requirements for 
dissemination to intelligence services, in those areas. See Manual of 
Rules and Regulations, part II, section 5, pertaining to Bureau's 
overall responsibilities, policies, and exceptions in dissemination, 
a. Members of armed forces

Delimitations Agreement between FBI and armed forces intelligence 
agencies (see section 102B, volume IV, of this manual) requires 
each agency to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing 
agencies all information of mutual interest. Any information 
developed concerning members of military services must be referred 
immediately to appropriate military branch having primary respon
sibility, even though allegations have not. been fully resolved or 
verified. Specifically point out in such instances that infor
mation has not been verified. When it is determined security 
subject is member of armed services, discontinue investigation 
immediately, advise Bureau, and disseminate pertinent reports 
locally to appropriate intelligence agency." Dissemination regarding- 
military personnel is hot confined to subjects, of security investi
gations but extends to any subversive data developed against member 
of armed services during FBI investigations. If member of armed 
forces has been in contact with security subject or any individual 
or group with security implications, immediately advise appropriate 
local intelligence service, even though security aspects of contact 
have not been resolved. Point out in such instances that infor
mation is unverified and transmit any additional developments im
mediately.
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Determine during security investigations whether subjects have any 
close relatives in armed forces. Promptly call such associations 
to attention of appropriate military intelligence services, together 
with pertinent data, including reports, on subjects involved. Eval
uation of these associations lies entirely within province of mili
tary intelligence services, but Bureau must disseminate this infor
mation immediately upon receipt. Advise Bureau by letter concerning 
any subversive contacts or information developed concerning military 
personnel, including statement as to local dissemination and enclosing 
LHM setting out subversive data.

b. Aliens and naturalized citizens
Furnish information concerning aliens and naturalized citizens which 
might have bearing on their deportation or denatualization to Immi
gration and Naturalization Service (INS). If in doubt, disseminate.

c. Employees of or persons having regular access to key facilities or 
employees of plants having contracts with military services 
See instructions in this section concerning individuals employed in 
or having access to key facilities.

d. Employees of public utilities (including state and municipal 
facilities) which are not on key facilities list or otherwise in 
item c, above, and facilities which are or may become engaged in 
manufacture of materials vital to national defense $
Disseminate locally to Army and other intelligence services if their 
interest is apparent.

e. Individuals on inactive duty who are members of or hold commissions 
in reserve branches or National Guard 
Disseminate locally to appropriate military intelligence service.

f. Seamen and subjects employed in maritime industry, ’ including long
shoremen and water-front employees 
Disseminate locally to Coast Guard and, when circumstances dictate, 
to other interested intelligence agencies, including NISO.

g. Employees of Federal Government within purview of Executive Order 10450 
No dissemination of reports in security of Government employees 
cases may be made in field. If, however., subject is employed in key 
facility, furnish copies of reports bearing dual character, "Security 
of Government Employees; Security Matter - C," to appropriate intel
ligence agencies of armed services. Instructions regarding dis
semination to Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office, Defense 
Supply Agency, Columbus, Ohio, appear in this section of this manual 
under individuals employed in or having access to key facilities - - 
dissemination. Instructions regarding all phases of FBI responsibil
ities under Executive Order 10450 are in section 19, volume II, of 
this manual.

h. Individuals^ .who own property or reside in immediate vicinity of 
installation or other premises under cognizance of branch of armed 
services 
Disseminate locally to intelligence service of military branch in
volved .

i. Airmen issued certificates by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
FAA issues certificates to airmen, defined as persons in command or 
acting as polot, mechanic, or member of crew in navigation of air
craft while under way; individuals directly in charge of inspection, 
maintenance, overhauling, or repair of aircraft, aircraft engines, 
propellers, or appliances; and any individual serving in capacity 
of aircraft dispatcher or-air-traffic control tower operator. Furnish 
to Bureau subversive data concerning such persons by report’ or LHM. 
In cover communication, recommend such data be furnished to FAA. 
Dissemination will be made only at Bureau. For additional instructions 
regarding dissemination to FAA, see Manual of Rules and Regulations, ■ 
part II, section 5.



j. Dissemination to Secret Service

S ^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE .871

Under agreement between FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential 
protection dated 2-3-65 (set out in entirety in section 102, volume IV, 
of this manual), reports are disseminated to Secret Service in all 
security index cases. Furnish Bureau extra copy of reports in these 
cases.
(1) Secret Service must be advised of reason or reasons for referral; 

that is, statement of class or classes in appendix B of agree
ment which applies to subject. Use FD-376, which serves as letter 
of transmittal for both local and SOG dissemination. Forward 
original and one copy to Bureau. Maintain copy in case file and 
upon transfer of origin, furnish copy to new office of origin. 
Be certain individual is properly categorized. When subject is 
being recommended for security index, withhold dissemination 
pending Bureau approval only if subject is in category 3 of agree
ment. Make prompt dissemination of information developed on 
subjects other than those in category 3. . •

(2) If subject of prior investigation is being recommended for security 
index, do not disseminate prior reports. Prepare LHM containing 
pertinent information previously developed and disseminate to' 
Secret Service with current report. Forward copies of LHM to 
Bureau for SOG dissemination.

!
3l FD-376 should accompany LHM submitted in priority III cases.
4) After initial dissemination to Secret Service in security index 

cases, as changes occur in residence and employment, advise 
Secret Service locally and furnish two copies of LHM, containing 
reference to previous communication disseminated to Secret Service, 
to Bureau for SOG dissemination. FD-366 may be used for this 
purpose.

(5) When reporting changes in residence and/or employment of 
Chinese and Cuban aliens on security index, disseminate to 
Secret Service, advise INS locally, and furnish four copies of 
LHM to Bureau for SOG dissemination. Copy furnished INS locally 
and two copies furnished Bureau should reference last communica
tion to INS.

(6) For instructions pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service in. 
matters involving threats against President, refer to section 
134B, volume IV, of this manual.

(7) Upon transfer of office of origin in these cases, old office of 
origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with subject's new 
residence and business address and advise Bureau this has been 
done by submission of two copies of LHM disseminated locally. 
New office of origin need take no ac.tion regarding dissemination 
to Secret Service until further changes occur in subject's status 
or preparation of next periodic report.

k. Dissemination at Bureau
There are situations in which dissemination is made only at Bureau. 
Do not disseminate information to any field branch of another Govern
ment agency where security measures are inadequate. In these instances 
bring data to immediate attention of Bureau for SOG dissemination. 
In addition, Atomic Energy Commission receives reports only through 
Bureau. Information relating to foreign travel plans of security 
subjects is disseminated to interested agencies, including State 
Department, only at SOG.]
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[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

locate subjects are not to be submitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow investigative action to locate 

' missing security index subjects. '
II. If you receive indications that the subject went to 

Mexico or Canada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 

■ . and to determine any available verifying information '
through liaison channels. . -

III. If the subject is reported to have gone to any other 
’ foreign country, the Washington Field Office should be 
requested to check the records of the Passport Office 

' of the State Department for verification. ‘
IV. When all logical leads have been exhausted in the case 

of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject’s photograph and background information for the 
purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity 
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be— 

' ■ fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author—
. ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held by the 

• ■ subject and what efforts have already been made to locate
him. .

If this procedure is to be effective, its application 
must necessarily be restrictive in the number of subjects 
to which it is applied. Therefore, requests to circularize 
must be made only after every possible lead has been, 
exhausted and then only in the cases-of the most impor
tant missing functionaries. ’

(4) Individuals traveling abroad (Also consider section 105G, 
volume IV, of this manual.) '
When information is received indicating that[(l) a subject of a ’

• current security investigation,' (2) a subject whose name is 
included in agitator index or priorities I or II of security 
index, or (3) where information available indicates, a subject of 
a past security investigation may be a "sleeper" or in an under- ' • 
ground capacity, or where current information otherwise would 
indicate a need to effect foreign coverage,] .
intends to travel abroad or has already departed this country 
for foreign travel, take following action: .
(a) Immediately advise the Bureau by letterhead memorandum

. setting forth complete available details concerning 
the foreign travel, including places and dates of departure 
and intended return, .destination and itinerary, purpose _ ' 
of trip, the exact name under which the passport was

' issued, the number of the passport, and the office issuing 
the passport, if known. Include in the letterhead

' memorandum a full description of the subject, including 
all aliases, and in the case of Chinese and Korean

■ subjects Chinese telegraphic code and Korean telegraphic 
code numbers, as well as a concise resume of available ’ 
subversive data regarding the subject. Do not delay in 
advising the Bureau of the actual or intended travel 
while developing the details of the travel as time is 
of the essence in this matter.

(b) Set out a lead for the Washington Field Office for a check 
of the records of the Passport Office, Department of State; 
however, do not limit efforts to develop above information 
to a check of such records. ' • '
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(D) When the office of origin for a security index 
or reserve index A subject against whose identifi- 

.. cation record a notice has been placed is changed,
[ ■ form FD-128 submitted to change office of origin
'■ '■ should show that a security flash notice has been

■ , \ • posted with Identification Division. An extra
[ • .copy of form ED-128 should be specifically sent

to Identification Division in order that its records 
• - ' ■ ' will show new office of origin to which future

records will be submitted.
. (E). Cancel a security flash notice when fl) it is learned

.■ that subject of such is deceased or (2) such subject
_ is determined to be no longer of security interest.

. ■ . . Do not cancel security flash notice when a subject is
removed from security index solely by application of 
security index criteria.

27a
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(j) Physical description .
. I. Obtain and report a detailed physical description. ■

87 D

[ 
[ 
[

S^^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE.

II. During the course of the initial investigation in any 
security—type case, including espionage and nationalistic 
tendency cases, the physical characteristics' and descrip— 

■ ' ‘ ■ tion of the subject shall be determined or verified by •
' personal observation. It is not necessary to observe 

' personally the subject of any case where-preliminary 
investigation determines the basis for opening the 
case is unfounded. _ '

: III. The subject should be personally observed, if possible, 
■' ■ early in the investigation after it is determined that 

- a complete investigation is warranted to develop the
’ ’ extent of a subject’s subversive activities and to •

’ - - consider whether the subject’s name should be added to 
the security index. This action should be taken in the 
course of developing background information to determine 

’ ’the true identity and existence of the subject and to ■' 
. • assist in establishing that the subject of the investi

gation is the person against whom the subversive 
allegations have been made. Each subject should be 
personally observed whenever a complete security investi
gation is conducted even though a security index card 
is not being recommended at the completion of the 
investigation.

IV. Do not delay the submission of form ED—122 recommending 
the addition of a subject’s name to the security index 
even though it has not been possible to observe personally 
the subject if it has been determined through.investigation 
that the subject is dangerous or potentially dangerous-.

V. If a security index card is not being recommended after 
all logical investigation has been conducted and it has 
not been possible to observe personally the subject during 

■ the investigation, the case may be closed even though 
this has not been done. If a security index card has . 
been recommended and prepared and it has not been possible 
to personally observe the subject, the case shall remain 
open until such time as the subject is personally observed, 
except when it has been determined that the subject _ 
is residing outside the U. S. or Puerto Rico, in which 
event the case may be closed if there is no other 
pending investigation and the matter should be followed 
administratively to be certain that the subject is . ‘ 
personally observed upon his return to this country.

(k) Photograph ■
. . I. Reasonable efforts should be made during the investigation 

of a security subject to obtain a photograph of the
’ subject through usual sources. ’

.II. Cases on security index subjects are to be maintained 
in a pending status until such time as a suitable '

' photograph is obtained unless circumstances dictate
otherwise, in which case the Bureau should be advised.

. Once a photograph has been obtained, continue to be 
alert for the existence of more recent photographs which 
may become available. .

III. [Forward a copy of photographs of security index sub-, 
jects to the Bureau for dissemination to U. S. Secret 
Service headquarters.] ’ ' '

28
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' (B) During first contact, interviewing Agent will
/ . introduce himself as a Special'Agent of FBI by use

‘J , ‘ of credentials or badge and will open conversation
’ by using an appropriate pretext or by reciting 

. Bureau's responsibilities in security field and 
’ asking subject whether he can be of assistance to

\ Government. If individual has been a member of a 
. basic revolutionary organization and indicates he'

\ ’ might cooperate, he may be questioned during ini
’ ‘ tial contact about his own activities in order- to

■ . . further, ascertain extent to which he will cooperate,.
• . This original interview is for sole purpose of al

’ ■ .. ’ lowing Agent to determine: whether individual being
interviewed might be cooperative. ' • .

(e ) Prior. Bureau authority
. I. Subjects of active current investigations where no 

interview with prior Bureau authority has previously . 
been conducted

. . II. Closed cases where subject is on security index and .
■ no prior interview has been conducted
III. Subjects of investigations requested by Bureau, both 

’ open and closed, such as applicant-type cases, loyalty 
cases, etc. ■

IV• Any persons where circumstances indicate a delicate ' .
situation exists and a greater than usual risk is-in- 

. volved, such as individuals employed in newspaper field, 
■ . educational field, radio and television industry, reli-

. gious field, publishing houses, labor leaders, and the 
like. Bureau authority must be requested with respect 
to situations of this kind even though prior interviews 
have been had with these interviewees. '

. . V. Security subjects who have publicly disclosed previous
contacts- ■

■ ’ VI. Subjects of section A reserve index cards
- In any of the above cases, no report need be submitted- when 
" requesting Bureau authority to interview a subject of a ■ 

. security investigation. This does not relieve you of re
sponsibility of submitting reports in security cases when 

, due.
■ VII. Request for Bureau authority for interview should be set 

forth in first paragraph of letterf(after reference)]
’ and unless you are recommending a special manner or pro

cedure for conducting interview, paragraph should con
; ■ • tain following statements: . .

... ■ - "Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in
’ -accordance with existing instructions relating to .

• interviews of security subjects. If this subject is 
, . . cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during

the initial interview t.o direct his activities and
• complete background investigation required by section 

. ... 107C of the Manual of Instructions will be conducted
. ■ and Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact

r _ ■ ■ with subject as a PSI." . . .
A * ‘
... Form FD-336 contains above statement and may be used

. • in requesting Bureau authority for interview.

, ■ . Above statement in no way precludes interviewing Agents
; - . during initial contacts and recontacts from obtaining
. ■ •; all subversive information subject is willing to furnish

.. . or other data which will assist in determining his ’

. - . potentialities as an informant. .

39
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' • VIII* . Letters requesting Bureau authority for the interview
. • must contain the following information, if available:

■ . (A) Residence address, occupation, employment and raoe
' ' of subject, date and place of birth, citizenship,

■ ' and status of health ' .
. (B) Marital status. If married, the occupation,

' ' . ’ employment, and race of the spouse;
' , . • .. (c) Length of time subject a member of or affiliated

- . ‘ with subversive organizations and-positions he-held
• ' ‘ in such organizations. In cases in which investiga-

. ’ ■ tion is based on some allegation or circumstances .
’ , of a security nature other than membership in or

. ’ ‘ . affiliation with subversive organizations, facts
• upon which investigation is predicated should be

■ ' ' - briefly set forth. •
(o) If married, information indicating the spouse is

; ‘ or has been a member of or affiliated with'subver—.
’ . " sive groups, the position held in such groups, and

the length of time of such membership or affiliation 
’ ’ ■ • " ’’' (E) Membership or affiliation of any other close rela—

. ‘ ; tives in subversive groups . ■
■ . - ‘ (F} Information regarding defection," expulsion, inac—

’ ' ”■ tivity, and present sympathies of the subject and,
■ if married, of the spouse .

- / (g) What is expected to be gained by the interview
. ’ ’ ■ IX. In each letter, pertinent information, if avail—

. — able, regarding the seven items listed above must be
" ■ ■ set out under the appropriate, number but the above

■ .headings need not be restated. If no pertinent data is
" ’ ■ "- available regarding any of the items, you should make

,SL " . " " the appropriate comments after the respective number.
"X. All letters requesting Bureau authority to interview 

". the subject of a security investigation must be per-, 
sonally approved by the SAC.

. " XI. One of the required copies of the letter to the Bureau
‘ . should consist only of the first page of the letter, .

' When unnecessary for Bureau to issue specific instruo—
’ ■ • . • • tions or comments in connection with authorizing an •

' "" " ■ interview, the Bureau will approve ..the request by
■ . • placing an appropriate rubber-stamp impression, on "the

• ■ single—page copy of the incoming letter and return
* " ’ it by routing slip. ■ ■

■ ' ■ XII, Upon receipt of Bureau authority, the interview must be
. [ • - • . conducted within[45]days. If this is impossible, advise

Bureau of the reasons why the interview was not effected
. and.state that the subject will be contacted within the
[ " ‘ ' next[45]days. At the end of the seoond[45—day]period

" 1 if the interview has not been conducted, request addi—
'■ ’ ’ •" tional authority. Include in the letters any new infer—

r ■ '. ■ ■ mation bearing upon the advisability of conducting the
: ; ' • interview.
' ■ (f) Preparations Tor and conduct of interviews .

. I, Interviews must be conducted by two Special Agents. An
■ ’ ■. Agent experienced in security investigations who has

. knowledge of Bureau regulations' regarding development
. of informants must conduct the actual interrogation.

■ ' • • Approach need not be made by both Agents at the same
■ ’ time and one Agent may observe from a secure distance. .

Background of subject and individual oiroumstanoes
' ■ ‘ " • — will determine exactly how approach should be handled
■’ . • • in each case. Two Agents should be physically present

■ • during any interview or contact with known or suspected •
Nation of Islam members in all types of Bureau oases.

. II. Preparations for interview must be thorough and con-
• ' ducted so that interviewing Agents will not be oompro—

■ . mised, the Bureau will not be embarrassed, and con
fidential informants will not be exposed. -

40
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' XI. Inform subjects connected with, labor unions that Bureau 
is not interested in employee-employer relations and is 

‘ concerned only with, obtaining information on infiltra
tion of labor unions by■ subversive elements.

XII. Furnish no information and make no statements to a 
■ ' person being interviewed which might later be used to .

embarrass Bureau. Agents should not allow themselves to 
■■ ’ . , be interviewed by interviewee or to be placed in a posi-

■ ' tion of answering questions instead of asking them.
XIII. Terminate immediately an interview if subject proves to 

be hostile or uncooperative on initial contact.
’ XIV. Exploit a subject’s knowledge to utmost if he is found

• to be willing to furnish information of value.
■ ' XV. Questions asked of a subject being interviewed should

■ ■ be so worded as to require an admission or' denial of 
" ' ■ all pertinent items of subversive information developed

■ during prior investigation unless to do so would expose
investigative techniques or security informants.

’ XVI. A cordial and friendly attitude alone on part of a 
■ ' subject should not be construed as evidence of coopera-

• tion insofar as potential dangerousness is concerned 
' when he fails to admit or furnish substantially same

subversive information verified through previous inves- 
‘ tigation.

. XVII. Inform subject that we are interested in interviewing
’ ' ■ him in great detail and'arrange to conduct interviews

’ over as extended a period of time as necessary to de-
‘ velop matter fully. Conduct necessary investigation

’ or research to verify or add to what is being developed
on interview. Request information from other offices

•' or Bureau to assist in interview if needed.
XVIII. Reduce information obtained to a signed statement if 

. subject willing that this be done. ‘
. XVIX. Determine willingness to testify to information fur-

■ _ nished in possible future Federal proceedings. '
, XX. Consider possibility of developing these individuals as

informants. If possibility is apparent,, pursue matter 
: with view to establishing subject as a reliable source

in subversive movement with which he-has been connected.
. XXI. When no information is developed during course of an

• interview which would affect a subject’s status, submit
. results thereof in letter form immediately following

• interview and also in next report submitted in case.- 
At least one report will be submitted in each case in 
which a subject is interviewed with Bureau authority.

' In case of an individual employed in or holding a
’ sensitive position enumerated in 87D 6b (7) (e) IV 

. above, results of all interviews must be submitted
[ ’ ■ • promptly in report [or letterhead memorandum]f orm,'
[ _ [depending on priority designation,]until such time as

. he begins to cooperate as a security informant or a
' s ource.

XXII. Report information regarding subject’s admissions of 
his own subversive activities and associations and set 
forth a statement to effect that he did or did not . 
furnish information regarding subversive activities- of

. . others.
. XXIII. Report statements of denial regarding subject’s sub- . 

versive activities developed through prior investigation 
and follow by a brief summary statement of past sub
versive activity which is being denied by subject.

41
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XXTV. Letter transmitting results of an interview, must •
. . .contain: ’

87D
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[ 
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. (A) A definite statement or 'conclusion of interviewing
• , - . Agents as to cooperati.veness of subject
• (B) Whether information furnished by him coincides sub-

■ stantially with information developed against him ’
fC) Reasons for the conclusions ■
d) Statement as to subject’s availability as a potential 

. ■ . witness and evaluation of subject's potential as .
an informant or confidential source .

(
E) . Further:contacts contemplated •
F; Recommendation that security index card be canceled 

. - ■ when it is determined from statements furnished
. - by a security index subject regarding his subver- •

;■ sive activities and associates, considered with
■ . -• . . -other known information and factors, that subject

. . . is no longer to be considered.dangerous to internal
. . ■■ security in time of an emergency . ’
. XXV. Above instructions shall not preclude immediate inter
; . ■ _ view of subject of a security-type investigation who 

contacts a Bureau representative and expresses a desire 
to furnish information concerning subversive activities. 
They do not apply to an interview of a person once he 
is an established informant or confidential source.

XXVI. Reinterviews with security index subjects should be .
.• considered on a systematic basis. This may be done by

■ considering a recontact when it is necessary[to review
. . . case or submit appropriate periodic communication- to

Bureau. ] . .
(g) Maintenance of file on defected subjects . ' •

I. . A dead file should-be maintained for reference purposes 
... . in those offices having sufficient volume of security 

work to justify such action. -
. II. Copies of memoranda designated for individual case .files
, should be routed to this file. Such memoranda to con- •

• . tain: -
. A) The background of the defectee .

... IB( Type of information he may furnish
. . . (C Period covered by this data . ’
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(D) Whether or not defectee available for interview 
by all Agents

(E) Whether he is in position to testify and willing 
■ to do so

III. Do not include information concerning security inform- 
' ‘ • ants for security reasons .

TV. Proper maintenance of this file will be useful in 
.*• • identifying persons who may be in a position to furnish

• “ ’ ■ information of value in the future and will obviate
necessity of extensive file reviews in this connection.

V. A special index may be used for this file if desirable.
- ■ If used, it should contain cards filed alphabetically

•indicating names, times, and places defectees were in a 
subversive movement and a brief description of informa— 

. , tion available from them. Break index down geographi
cally and subdivide by years if desirable.

7. Administrative procedures
[a. Reserve index ■

(1) Purpose ■ '
.The reserve index is designed to represent those persons who, 
in the light of ever—changing conditions, should be continually 
borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of the country 
with a view toward possible investigation, interrogation, or 
action under the security index program.. This index may serve 
as an administrative aid and working index containing a central 

. repository of the names of individuals having sympathy for or 
affiliation with the Communist Party or other basic revolutionary 
organizations.

(2) Individuals to be included
This index is to contain names of individuals when, following 
investigation, the information does not justify the inclusion of 
.the subject’s name in the security index when there is evidence of:
(a) Membership in a basic revolutionary organization subsequent

to January 1, 1949, together with some indication of sympathy 
or association with such an organization or a subversive 
front organization subsequent to the reported membership and 
no reliable evidence of defection

. (b) Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations of
membership in a revolutionary organization within the past 
five years, coupled with some evidence or information 

’ indicating activity, association, or sympathy .for the 
.subversive cause within the same, period, and .no reliable 

. . evidence of defection.
■ ■ .. (c) The individual, within the past five years, by his associa

tions, writings, financial support, or conduct in relation 
to and support of subversive organizations or the Internationa 
communist movement is in a position to influence others at 
the time of a national emergency and no reliable evidence of 
defection.

" (d) Leadership or substantial activities- in a major subversive
front group over three years ago, together with some evidence 
of continuing activity, association, or sympathy for the 
subversive cause within three years and no reliable evidence 
of defection

(e) Membership in a subversive front organization within the 
past three years and no reliable evidence of defection

• 42a
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(3) Arrangement
[ - ” This index is to be maintained[by each field office jin two

sections, section A and section B. Each section will be main- 
" tained alphabetically on 5- by 8-inch cards.

(a) Section A
" Section A. of reserve index is designed to represent a

special group of individuals who should receive priority 
consideration with respect to investigation and/or other 

■ * : action following apprehension of security index subjects.
I. Section A should include those individuals whose sub-

' . versive activities do not bring them within security
•_ • index criteria but who, in a time of national emergency,

■ • are in a position to influence others against national
: ■’ interest or are likely to furnish material financial aid

to subversive elements due to their subversive associa-
•" • ’ tions and ideology. Include in this section those indi

viduals meeting standards for inclusion in reserve index . 
and who fall within following categories:
A) Professors, teachers, and educators 
B) Labor union organizers or leaders 

’ ' (c) Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and
' ‘ ' others in mass media field

(Dj Lawyers, doctors, and scientists
(E) Other potentially influential persons on a 

’ local or national level
: (F) Individuals who could potentially furnish material

financial aid
[ ’ II. Inclusion[or deletionjof names in reserve’ index (section •
[ A)[must be approved by SAC. ■ ’
[ (A) Reserve index (section A) will be maintained
[ strictly by each field office. - When a subject’s
[ ’ name has been deleted from security index, consider-
[ . ation should be given to including his name in re-
[ . ’■ serve index (section A). Upon approval by SAC for
[ ’ ' inclusion of an individual’s name in section A of
[ reserve index, two cards will be made, one card to
[ be filed in your office and one card to be filed
[ away from headquarters city at same location as
[ ' extra set of security index cards is now stored.-]
[ ’ ■ (B) [Deleted]

' III. Field office file of a reserve index A subject should be 
reviewed whenever informant information or other infor-

: ■ mation is channeled to file. A determination should be
made as to whether additional investigation is warranted 
and whether current information is sufficient for inclu
sion in reserve index.
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[ 
[ 
[

■[ 
[ 
[ 
[

•[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

IV. Changes, additions, and deletions of .data appearing in 
section A of reserve index cards
(A) Changes in data appearing on section A reserve 

index cards should be[forwarded to clerk in each 
field division handling these cards.]

(B) [Deleted] -
(C) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by 

' submission of form[FD-128.] Forward section A 
cards to new office of origin. [Where necessary.

' pertinent information should be forwarded to new '
office of origin through preparation of a succinct 

' letterhead memorandum which will be forwarded by ’ 
appropriate cover communication.

■ (D) In preparing a succinct letterhead memorandum for 
purpose of transmitting pertinent information to 

’ new office of origin, yellow file copy for office 
preparing this memorandum must contain notations 
as to exact location of all original information ' 
contained therein. Statements should be included 
in cover communication transmitting succinct let
terhead memorandum indicating that original source ’ 
information has been noted on office file copy.]

(b) Section B • . ‘
I. This section is to contain names of all other individ

uals included in reserve index. This section is to be 
maintained only in field,office. File of a reserve 
index B subject should be reviewed whenever informant 
information or other information is channeled to file. 
A determination should be made at that time as to whether 
additional investigation is warranted. ;

II. Changes in office of origin are to be handled' by sub
mission of form[FD-128 as set forth concerning section A 
of reserve index.] Forward section B cards to new office 
of origin. . . '



(4) Content
(a) Each card in section A and section B should contain, as

a minimum, the following:
I. Name and aliases

II. Race

S. jJpi 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE87D

. ‘ . - III. Sex
IV. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency 
V. Citizenship

■ , VI. Residence - .■=
. . VII. Employment ■ '

■ . VIII. Birth data ' . - .
. IX. Office file number

X. Letters "SS" if dissemination has been made to Secret 
Service in accordance with instructions in section 134B, 
item 2, volume IV, of this manual

(b) In addition, membership and position or association in a 
subversive group or groups, together with source and date 
of information, may be added. •'

(5) Removal and deletion of cards
(a) Destroy cards on individuals who subsequently become security 

informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects 
of security index cards.

[ (b) [Deleted] ■ . -
b. Security index ■

(1) Purpose
(a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by Bureau 

’ to serve as operational guide for apprehension of persons 
deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to internal secu- 

■ rity of country in event of a national emergency.
(b) It shall contain names of all persons who have been deter

mined through investigation to be dangerous or potentially 
dangerous because of their membership in or affiliation with 
or espousal of doctrines of basic revolutionary organiza-- , 
tions and/or front organizations or who are black national
ist extremists and who will be apprehended upon receipt of 
instructions from Attorney General.

(c) It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and 
any other type of Bureau investigation provided their activ
ities bring them within scope of security index criteria.

(d) Action shall be taken against individuals included in secu
rity index only upon authorization of warrants of arrest by 

[ . .. ■ Attorney General.
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(e) Names shall be included in security index only when inves
tigation has established and reports show sufficient facts 
and evidence to justify inclusion of each subject in secu
rity index.

(f) Contents of security index must be accurate and correct at 
all times. Matters pertaining to its preparation and main- 

■ • - ■’ tenance must be given preferred, expeditious, continuous,
and detailed attention. .

(g) Matters pertaining to security index are strictly confiden
tial and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in investi
gative reports. . . ’

(h) General operation and content of security index must not be 
- discussed by field personnel of Bureau without prior Bureau 

- authority. - •
(i) Matters pertaining to security index may be discussed with 

■ duly qualified representatives of other Federal intelligence 
agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and only in 
instances in which an individual subject of prime interest 
to one of these services is involved.

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual
(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive 

organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon his 
personal characteristics, such as aggressiveness or a dis
position to violence. Although these factors must be taken 
into consideration in evaluating an individual’s potential 

■ ■■ dangerousness, other factors'are essential in making this
. . - determination. An individual’s dangerousness also depends 

- ' upon contribution he has made or is making in advancement
of principles and aims of subversive movement with which he 
is connected or his subversive potentialities in event of a 
national emergency. Bear in mind that a subject active in 
a subversive organization is not merely an isolated individ- 

. . ual but is a part of an organization of which the purposes 
are opposed to best interests of U. S. An individual's-

■ loyalty to a subversive organization and the principles 
thereof is a primary factor to take into consideration in 
evaluating his potential dangerousness;’ however, regardless 
of evidence of subversive affiliation, all evidence devel- 

■ oped during course of a security investigation must be 
carefully weighed for purpose of determining whether sub- 

• ' ject’s activities depict him as a potentially dangerous in
dividual in time of a national emergency. Factors having 
a bearing upon an individual’s potential dangerousness are 
numerous and will vary in each case in degree. 
Among such factors are: 
I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization 

II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools, 
especially leadership schools

III . Frequent or regular attendance at organizational meetings 
and functions

IV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization 
V. Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera

ture
VI. Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda and/or 

literature
VII . Holding positions in subversive organization or in other 

organizations of a front character which indicate confi
dence of such organizations in his loyalty

VII I. Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his acts 
and utterances
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,(b) Where potential dangerousness of a subject has been 
established and inclusion of that subject in security index 
is warranted, office of origin shall submit a recommendation 

" for inclusion in security index by submitting form FD-122 
to Bureau. Form must be prepared in triplicate. Forward 
original and one copy to Bureau and place one copy in sub

. . ject’s investigative case file. '

. ‘ Nothing should appear on FD-122 or subsequently on security
index card which is not in subject’s case file. Form FD-122 
has two uses: (1) to recommend a subject for inclusion in - 
security index and .(2) to submit changes to data which ap- . 

- pears on face- of security index cards already existent.

Proper selection should be made in opening paragraph option. 
FD-122 is submitted with abstract when used to recommend 
subject for inclusion in security index and without abstract 

. when used to indicate additions, deletions, or changes in 
data appearing on existing cards. -

(c) When form FD-122 is submitted to Bureau recommending inclu- 
- sion of a name in security index, attach additional page or 

.. pages setting out a succinct summary of facts on which rec
. ommendation has been based. Facts must be in detail to 

’ clearly show soundness of recommendation. Complete justi- 
■r ■ fication for designated priority level for apprehension must 

. be included. Statements of conclusion-are not enough and 
_ original sources must be characterized as to reliability.

Summary must contain pertinent dates of subject’s activities, 
(d) When, at conclusion of investigation, subject's name is not 

_ being recommended for security index, set out a. brief summa
' ry statement in appropriate communication closing case show

ing reasons for decision. v
(e) Security index cards shall be recommended by and maints-ned 

by office of origin only.
(f) A current[summary]report must be in possession of Bureau 

when subject is recommended for security index. ’
(g) To assure that subject recommended for security index will 

receive proper attention, case shall be kept in pending or 
pending-inactive status until security index card has been 
received from Bureau and filed in office security index.

’ If case continues in pending status because of outstanding 
investigation, reports shall carry a lead to' follow author
ization of security index card'by Bureau and if approved to 

• disseminate a copy of report to Secret Service in addition 
- to other leads. If outstanding investigation has been com
. pleted and case would otherwise be closed upon submission of 

report and form FD-122, case shall be placed in pending
inactive status with lead to follow authorization of security 

' index card by Bureau and if approved to disseminate' copy of 
report to Secret Service. In latter instance, upon receipt 

. of security index card and following local dissemination to
Secret Service, case may be closed administratively.

(h) Recommendation for security index card should not be delayed 
because of absence of information concerning race, sex, 

“ citizenship, date and place of birth, or description where ■ 
security index card is warranted. In such instances, rec

, ' ommendation for ca’rd should be submitted with a current 
report and case retained in pending status with active 

, investigation continuing to determine missing items of 
information. . . ■ .
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= (i) Subjects missing or out of country may be recommended for
the security index provided instructions set forth in 87D ,
6b (3) and (4) are followed. Forms FD—122 submitted on

■ subjects should include data required in .87D 7b (6) (b)
■ IV below. -

■ ’ (j) When form FD-122 is submitted recommending a security index
. ■ card be prepared on a subject who is of Chinese .extraction,

the words "Other - Chinese" must be included in the space 
•' ‘ on the form calling for a statement as to the subject’s

race. When form FD—122 is submitted recommending that a • 
' ' ■ ■ ” security index card be prepared on a person who is not of ■ .

- Chinese extraction but who has shown definite sympathies
■ • with Communist China, the form should include under
. "Miscellaneous" a statement to the effect "sympathetic to

. Communist China." ’ . ■
• (k) Upon receipt of form FD—122 at Bureau, the case of the sub—
■ ■ ject will be reviewed and if recommendation of field is ’

■ . : concurred in, security index cards will be prepared. Dupli-
. . . cate copy of form will be returned to office of origin stamped

. ■ "Security Index card approved and prepared, three copies ■
■ attached. Place description and photograph on reverse side

’ . of Geographical card. Cards should be filed in your
. ’ Security Index." The three cards shall be filed in security

• • index as outlined below. The returned copy of FD—122 shall
, . be placed in subject’s main investigative case file. '

. Offices with a geographical’ breakdown by residence and 
employment will receive an • extra card.

(1) When security index cards are received from Bureau, data
. ■ .• thereon must be checked for accuracy. Cards will be com

. ■ • . plete except for description and photograph. Descriptions
■ and photographs are maintained on separate cards of 

similar size to security index cards which are stapled
- • * to back of two of the cards. One card will then be filed

in the geographical section of office security index .
■ . (except special section cards and unavailable section‘cards —

- see 87D 7b (6) (b) III and IV below), and one card shall ’
‘ . • be filed in the duplicate security index maintained away

- from headquarters city. The other card is filed in
. • alphabetical section of security index. No information

. ■ ■ shall be permanently added, deleted, or changed on face
. ■ • - of security index card without complying .with instructions

- set forth below under 87D 7b (8). ' .
. (5) ' Content and appearance of security index card . .

' , . . (a) Data to appear on face of card
. . • ■ When complete, face of security index card should contain

’ ■ • . the following information. If any of items enumerated in
■ . I through XIV are missing at time the security index card

■ “ . . is made, the case should be continued as pending and investi—
■ ■ ■ ‘ : • gation conducted to obtain the necessary information. Set

■ ■ - . • forth under each item below are possible categories in which
‘ * subject may be classified, together with code letters which
’ should be placed in appropriate space bn form FD—122 when

sending form to Bureau recommending security index card be
~ . prepared. Code letters should subsequently appear on. security

. - . index cards received from Bureau. ' . . -
- I« Name and aliases ■ • ’

The full and correct name and- aliases of the subject 
’ ■ •. ‘ must be contained on the security index card. When

v - the true name of a subject or any aliases are changed,
: added, deleted, or are found to be incorrect, form •

FD-122 must be submitted showing the correct data ;
to be placed on the security index card.

II. Race .
■ White and Caucasian W *

. Negro N " J
Chinese G .
Others .0 ■ .

(All others including Orientals (except Chinese), 
. .American Indians, etc.) . .
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III. Sex 
Male ’ , . . . M

Female F
IV. Citizenship 

Native born NB
Naturalized NA
Alien AL

(if citizenship status is unknown when security 
index card is recommended, space should be left 
blank but status should be ascertained and sub
mitted by FD-122.)

V, Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
American Socialist Clubs . ASC

■ American Workers' 
Communist Party AWC

Anarchist ANA
Black Nationalist BNT
[Black Panther Party BPP]
Communist Party, USA COM
Johnson-Forest Group JFG
Minutemen MIN
Nation of Islam NOI
Nationalist groups 

advocating independence 
for Puerto Rico PRN

Progressive Labor Party - PLP
Proletarian Party of America PPA 
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM 
Socialist Workers Party SWP
Spartacist League SPL
Student National Coordinating 

Committee SNC
Students for a Democratic
Society SDS

Workers World Party WWP
Bulgarian BUL
Cuban CUB
Czechoslovakian CZE
Hungarian ■ HUN
Romanian ■ ROM
Russian . RUS
Yugoslavian YUG

VT . Priority designation
Priority I PI
Priority II P II
Priority III P III

VII. Top functionary designation (where applicable) 
Top functionary TF

VIII. Special section cards
Atomic energy program 

employees AEP
Cuban special section CUB
Espionage subjects ESP
■Foreign government employees FGE 
Pro-Tito subjects YUG
United Nations employees UNE
U. S. Government employees GOV

IX. Unavailable section cards
Missing MI . .
Out of country • OC
Imprisoned PR

X. Date and place of birth
XI. Key facility geographical reference number obtained from 

Department of Defense Key Facilities List and abbrevia
tion denoting agency having security responsibility for 
key facility (where applicable)

XII. Residence address
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XIII. Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.

XIV. Field office file number
>) Data to appear on separate attached card

I. The following data must be placed on a separate 
card to be attached to reverse side of the security ' 
index card being'filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to 
the security index card filed in the alphabetical . 
section. These cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information. 
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be augmented 
by other data required.
(A) Complete description
(B) Notation that security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division 
(C) Photograph, with date taken placed below. This 

photograph is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject.

.(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject possesses firearms

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting appre
hension of subject, such as directions to residence 
or employment, where subject not situated in usual 
locations, listing 'of number of minor children 
and aged dependents

II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and investigation conducted to develop 
this infqrmation. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special, and unavail
able sections.

III. Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 
attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable 
sections. After the security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear
ing oh FD—186 has been posted on the card to be attached, 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

FD—186 may also be used to record information that a 
security index subject has. been physically observed. 
Descriptive data developed during observation of the 
subject should be noted on FD—186 for posting.

(6) Arrangement of the security index
(a) At Bureau

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards.- The 
5- by 8-inch security index cards are printed by automatic 
data processing and transmitted to the field. Through the 
use of this device, the security index can be broken down 
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. This procedure 
makes it possible to maintain the content of the security 
index in the field and at the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times.

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all aliases 
of security index subjects is also maintained at the Bureau 
for administrative purposes. • - '
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should be completely filled out just as if a first 
< ■ . recommendation is being made, and submitted with a

current report. If not, the Bureau should be advised 
. ... • of the reasons for not reactivating his security index

card. In either case, cancel the inactive card.
(7) Periodic verification of addresses

(a) The data recorded on security index cards shall be in an 
up-to-date status at all times.

(b) The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be 
known at all times. The residence and business addresses 

. - ■ ’ of security index -subjects in priority I must be checked 
'at least once each three months. The residence and 
business addresses of all other security index subjects 

■ [ ■ must be checked at least once each[year, ]except those
imprisoned and those who vrere included in the security 
index because of disaffection for the U. S. (defection 
to a Sino-Soviet—bloc country, including Cuba since. ' 

'■ . 10—1—60) (see section 105G, item 3, volume IV, of this
manual). The residence and employment of those who were 
included in the security index because of disaffection for 

( . ' ■ the U. S. must be verified every[ninety]days. The case
of any security index subject who is out of the country’ 

[ must be followed at least[once each yearjto determine if
' ■ ■ ' ■ he has returned to this country.

Perfect arrangements to be advised on a current basis of 
any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive 
activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or plans to 

. . ‘ . change his residence or employment. Periodic, checks to 
verify residence or business addresses may be made under 

•. appropriate pretext by telephone once each six months for
[ those individuals in priority I and once[every two years]

for all other subjects. Pretext means may be utilized 
during other periodic checks conducted either personally 
or through appropriate sources.

(c) The physical characteristics and description of each 
security index subject shall be determined or verified 
by personal observation and the individual case file of 

. each security index subject shall show that this has been
done. If a security index subject has not been personally 
observed previously, this should be done during the next 
verification of the subject’s residence and/or business 
addresses.

■ ■ . (d) Use form FD—154 in verifying addresses of security index
subjects when its use will facilitate the checking of the

• addresses.' When FD—154 is not used in verifying addresses, 
a notation must be made on the last FD-154, FD-122, or FD-128 
in the subject's case file showing the subject's current 
residence and business addresses and the date such addresses 
were verified. This must be done to assure that the-file 
will contain all information concerning the status of the 
case and that the file will come to the attention of the 
Agent or field supervisor to determine if- additional action 
is warranted at the time of the verification of addresses. 
Each time that a security index subject's residence and 
employment are verified, the case must be reevaluated to 
assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the 
security index under the criteria for such inclusion. A 
notation to the effect that the case has been reviewed for 
this purpose shall be made in the file.

(e) If it is determined that the residence or business address’ 
or both have been changed from those appearing on the 
security index card, FD—122 should be submitted to the Bureau 
with the current residence or business address shown 
thereon. In such instances, FD-122 should show only the

- • changes to be made on the security index card. FD-122 
should be accompanied by form FD—366 for dissemination to 
Secret Service. Secret Service should be advised locally 
by dissemination of FD-366.
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. . (f) Project of verifying addresses of security index subjects
shall be handled by reopening and assigning cases for

■ •. ■ . verification and closing cases administratively upon ac-
[ complishment of verifications. [In priority I and- priority
[ . II security index cases, verification of residence and

, [ employment should be conducted at time of submission of
[ . investigative reports and should be included■therein.

' [ I. In priority III security index cases, verification of
[ ■ residence and employment should be recorded on FD-154
[ and placed in case file. Such information may be in-
[ . . . eluded in letterhead memorandum when prepared.]

(8) Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing on security 
■ index cards .

(a) Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions,' or dele-
■ tions involving name, aliases,' citizenship, organizational

. affiliation or nationalistic tendencies, priority designa-
• tion, date or place of birth, key facility geographical

■ ■ reference number, abbreviation of agency having security
• responsibility (see 87D 7c (2) below), residence or business

• - address. Exception: Change office of origin by form FD-128.
(b) Insertion or removal of cards from, special section or '

. unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D 7b (6)
' - ' ' ' (b) III or IV.

■ (c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing
security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards from 

. . Bureau. -
■ (d) Indicate use of FD-122 for changes by checking proper open

ing paragraph and submit without abstract.
. (e) Set out only items being changed, added, or deleted. If

■ ■ being deleted, specify "Delete." .
(f) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards

. . with duplicate copy of FD-122 (stamped "Corrected Security
• - ' Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and .

' destroy old cards. Place photograph and description on
reserve side of geographical cards."), action to be taken 

- includes: -
•■. I. Check accuracy of data on cards. . ’

. II. Transfer separate cards with descriptive data and
- • • photograph from back of old geographical section cards

. to back of corrected cards, staple them, and file in
• • •- geographical section. Exception: For special or

: - ■ unavailable section subjects, see' 87D 7b..(6) (b) III or
■ IV ab ove. . • ■

• • •• • III. File third card in alphabetical section of security •
• ■> ' • index. . . .

. = . ■ ' ' • IV. Destroy old cards. ‘ .
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(9) Movement of subjects between offices and transfers of security- 
index cards ‘ ■
(a) Subjects of security index cards

I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects 
'from other offices must be assigned immediately and 
results of investigation to verify new address must be 

• transmitted to office of origin within two weeks.
II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of 

address, should submit FD-128 immediately transferring 
office of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section 
subjects should be prepared in accordance with 87D 7b
(6) (b) IV above.

III .- Submit original and one copy of ED-128 to Bureau. Sub
mit two copies thereof to office covering subject’s new 
address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other 
pertinent serials, photograph if available, and security 
index cards. FD-128 should show full title and priority 
level designation.

IV , Information concerning key facility employment of sub
ject in new office should be furnished by that office 
to old office of origin so that geographical reference 
number, agency having security responsibility, and 
interested agencies can be included on FD-128 submitted 
by old office of origin.

V. Where security index flash notice has been placed with 
Identification Division, notation to that effect must 
appear on FD-128 and extra copy of FD-128 must be spe
cifically designated for Bureau marked for attention of 
Identification Division so that those records will show 

. . ' new office controlling existing security index flash ’
notice .

[ VI. Old office of origin will submit current re port[in
[ priority I and priority II security index cases and a
[ succinct letterhead memorandum in priority HI security
[ index cases.]

Submission of FD-128 should not be delayed solely for 
[ - preparation of report[or letterhead memorandum]when of

fice of origin is to be changed, but notation should be 
made on FD-128 that old office of origin is preparing 

[ [appropriate communication.]

[ . . [Old office of origin is responsible for furnishing .
[ Secret Service locally with subject's.new residence and
[ business address.]

Case will remain pending in both old and new offices of 
[ . origin until report[or letterhead memorandumjis sub

mitted by old office of origin. New office of origin is 
[ responsible to follow matter until[completed.]

[ [In Priority III security index cases, a' succinct letter-
[ head memorandum should be prepared setting forth all
[ pertinent information for Bureau and new office of ori-
[ . gin. If applicable, information contained therein may
[ ’ be summarized. Yellow file copy retained by old office

of origin must contain notations indicating exact location 
[ of all original information which has been set forth or
[ summarized in letterhead memorandum. Cover- communication
[ transmitting such letterhead memoranda must contain a
[ statement indicating that such notations have been made.]
[ 
[
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V H, New office of origin is to review pertinent material 
received with FD-128, as well as pertinent information 
in files of new office, to determine whether additional 

- ' investigation is warranted. If no additional investi-
■ gation is warranted, advise Bureau by latter that case

is being placed in a closed status. ..
V III. Upon receipt of FD-128, office cohering new address of 

subject will be office of origin with no other communi- 
cation necessary in this regard. New office of origin 
will place its file number on security index cards re

" ’ ceived and’place them in security index of’that office.
I X. Upon receipt of- new security index cards from Bureau

• with copy of FD-128, new office of origin is to transfer 
•• information from reverse side of old geographical cards

• to two of the new cards, appropriately file new cards, 
and destroy old cards. .. ■

(b) Top functionaries ■’ ■ • ■ .
Mechanics of transferring cases for all security index 
subjects as described above shall apply to top functionaries 
Additional procedures in this category are: ■
T. Notification to Bureau of deletion of subject as top 

■ functionary in old office of origin will be handled 
merely by designation in space provided on FD-128 that 

■ ’ subject was top functionary. ’ •
IT. Upon receipt of form FD-128, new office of origin shall 

. automatically designate subject top functionary and 
continue case in an assigned pending status until inves- 

• tigation is completed. After investigation is completed
' and a summary report has been submitted by old office of

’ origin., case may be placed in a pending-inactive status.
Within three months, new office of origin is to conduct 

' active investigation, submit investigative report on 
■ ■ subject, and advise Bureau concerning continued designa

tion of subject in this category. .
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(c) Subjects tabbed for priority
- . . , . Security index card shall continue to be tabbed for prior

. ity apprehension in naw office of origin until such time
. ■ as it is determined by receipt of information by that

- ■ . office that priority designation is not warranted' under
- provisions of 87D 7b (11) below. ' '

? . •• (d) Sub jects not included in security .index ’
- j . I. Transfer office of origin by FD-128 only upon verifi-

. ' . - cation by another office of subject's presence in that
• division. FD-128 should show full title.

■ II. Enclose copies of all investigative reports and other .
. pertinent serials with copies of FD-128 to new office

■ of origin. ' ...
. ' III. ’ New office of origin is to investigate or advise Bureau

that case closed if no action warranted
(10) Cancellation and removal of cards from active security index 

SAC shall personally recommend removal of any name from-security - 
[ • • index under conditions set out xin 87D 7b (4). ■

(a) Death of subject .
■ Destroy security index card without Bureau authority, but .

. ’ advise Bureau by letterhead memorandum.
■ (b) Permanent departure from Bureau's jurisdiction

Upon learning of departure of a security index subject from 
‘ U. S. or Puerto Rico for a foreign country, immediately .

. . ' ascertain conditions surrounding his departure. ■

No security index card shall, be canceled by reason of a 
subject’s departure for a foreign country unless that sub

- ject is an alien who has permanently departed- either vol
. untarily or as a result of deportation proceedings. In

' '■ such instances’ security index cards will be canceled only’
■ ■ . ■ after subject’s departure has been verified as being perma-

’ ■ nent. If a U. S. citizen who is included in security index
■ and who has been out of country is found to have renounced

his citizenship and taken citizenship of a foreign country, 
. his security index card may be canceled only after it has

been determined that he does not intend to return to U. S.

Recommendations to cancel security index cards of such sub
jects shall be made by letter directed to Bureau. Cards 

’ ■ shall be canceled only after receipt of advice from Bureau
- ■ ■ ■ that Bureau’s security index cards have been canceled.

(o) Imprisonment of subject ■
- Security index cards shall not be canceled by reason of a ’

subject’s having been imprisoned regardless of length of
• time he will be incarcerated. Cards of such subjects shall

be placed in unavailable section of security index and cases 
handled thereafter in accordance with instructions set forth

’ • in 87D 7b (6) (b) IV above. .
(d) Induction of subject into armed forces ’ •

Security index cards of subjects who have been inducted into
’ armed forces of IT. S. are to be placed in inactive section 

of field security index. Follow procedure set forth above 
under 87D 7b (6) (b) (V). .

(e) Security informants '
■ ■ Security index card of any subject who is developed as a

security informant should be canceled. In requesting 
Bureau's permission to designate such a subject as a security 
informant, direct Bureau's
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' • attention to existence of a security index card for that
.. 1 • individual. In all such instances a specific recommenda- 

. ' .-..tion must be made concerning cancellation of card. Card 
■ ■ may be destroyed upon receipt of Bureau authority to des- 

ignate subject as a security informant.
(f) Subject no longer dangerous or potentially'dangerous 

Instructions set out below should be read in conjunction
■ with 87D 6b (7) (c) herein relating to interviews with 
security index subjects.

- Frequently, after a subject is included, in security index, 
• ' , • .information is received or investigation develops informa-

■_ tion indicating that he is no longer a threat to internal 
security by reason of physical condition, defection or ex
pulsion from subversive movement, membership in or affilia
tion with which was reason for placing him in security in- 
dex. Such defection may be shown by lack of activity and 

■ . j obvious disinterest over an extended period of time or upon 
declaration of opposition to principles- of subversive move- - 
ment. Latter may manifest itself in declarations by a sub
ject in presence of confidential informants or other sources, 

. statements to press, or actual contact with Bureau repre
sentatives and admission of previous subversive activity.

When sufficient information is at hand regarding subject’s 
present sympathies to reach* conclusion that he should no 

• longer be scheduled for apprehension as a dangerous subver- 
■ - ; " . . sive, request authority to interview subject or advise

, Bureau of reasons why subject should not'be-interviewed. 
Bureau will not cancel security index card without consider
ation being given to interview of subject. See 87D 6b (7) 
(c) and (d)/

If, upon interview, subject proves cooperative to extent 
that his security index card should be canceled, advise 
Bureau by letter of results, together with a recommendation • 
for cancellation which must be approved by Bureau..

(g) Subjects removed from security index solely upon basis of 
application of security index criteria, with no affirmative 
indication of defection 
As security index cases are reviewed upon reopening in field, 
there will be instances in which removal will be required 
by application of security index criteria set’out in 87D 7b 
(3). With passage of time, limits specified in criteria 

. - will operate to remove certain subjects even though there
■ ■ is no affirmative indication of defection.

[ ■ [When]recommending removal of a subject’s name from security
[ .... index,[consider]if facts in case warrant inclusion of sub-

... ject’s name in section A of .reserve index.

[ ; ’ Follow procedures[set out hereafter forjthose individuals
not being recommended for inclusion in section A of reserve 

. index:
I. When subjects are removed from security index solely on

• - ■■■ basis of application of security index criteria as cases
are reopened and reviewed in field, retain security index 

. . ; .• ' cards pertaining to such subjects bearing descriptive
• • • ' • . •. ’ . matter on reverse sides; i.e., cards previously filed in

geographical, special, or unavailable sections. Destroy 
V cards previously filed in alphabetical section. Those 

offices maintaining two sets of geographical cards under 
provisions of 87D 7b (6) (b) I should retain but one 
card in each instance, destroying second geographical 
card as well as card previously filed in alphabetical 
section.
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' II. Mark canceled across face of each card being retained
. and file in the reserve index, section B.

[ III. Above instructions do not apply[to]individuals removed
' ’ ‘ from security index based upon activity in Nation of

• Islam. Security index cards in such cases should be
destroyed. ■ .

(h) Subjects of Chinese extraction ‘ -
• In any communication recommending cancellation of a security 

' ' index card on a subject of Chinese extraction, such commu
nication must contain the words "Other - Chinese.” This • 

_ regulation relates specifically to those subjects placed
on security index following a recommendation submitted in 
accordance with instructions contained in section 87D 7b 
(4) (j) above.

’(11) Priority apprehension program
(a) Purpose • •
. Many individuals included in security index because of their 

training, violent tendencies, or prominence in subversive
• activity are extremely dangerous and would be more inclined .

’ to commit or capable of committing overt acts against U. S. ■
. in time of national emergency than would others in security 

index. Degree of dangerousness of such individuals is so
• pronounced that in interest of security they must be immo- 

■ bilized in least possible time prior to others in security
index.

[ ' Individuals in security index tabbed priority I and[possibly]
priority II would be arrested first in event of a limited 
but grave emergency, probably without arrest of other secu
rity index subjects. .

[ ' In an all-out emergency,[secondary consideration for appre-
[ hension will be given to]all subjects whose names are[in-
[ eluded in priority III of security index.]

Each individual case should stand on its own merits and
'■ decision to consider subjects for priority of apprehension

' ■ should be based on subject’s subversive activities and
‘ ' revolutionary tendenceis.

(b) Subjects to be tabbed priority ‘ ’
’ I. Each security index subject should be considered for

. priority I tabbing who falls within one or more of fol
. lowing categories: -

All top functionaries '
All individuals considered to be hard core national 
and state basic revolutionary organization leaders 
and those leaders of other subversive organizations 
and unorganized groups and individuals who have in

. dicated a propensity .for violence and/or have re
ceived special training in sabotage, espionage, and/ 
or guerrilla warfare. Examples of activities of 
individuals who should be included in this priority 
are as follows: 
i. Activity as organizers or leaders in the 

organization
ii. Special training at Lenin School or’ Far Eastern 

Institute in Moscow '
iii. Experience as picket captains, strong-arm men, 

or active participation in violent strikes, riots, 
or demonstrations

iv- . Violent statements or strong revolutionary 
. - tendencies as shown by their activities

(A)
(B)
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. v. Persons active in Communist Party or other
■ organization underground apparatus

. . vi. Any other security index subject whose activ-
■ ' -• • .. ■ ■ ities, past or present, regardless of member
. ■; ’■ ' - - ship in a revolutionary organization, clearly

, . .and unmistakably depict individual as a poten-
. ‘ ‘ , tial saboteur, espionage agent,, or disruption

' ' ' - ' ' ■ ' . ist in event of an emergency
. • • (c) Individuals employed in or having access to key

' • • '' ’ facilities .
' " ' ii. Security index subjects considered for priority II

' ’ ■ ■ (A) All individuals who are considered to be of second ’
, ‘ level leadership of basic revolutionary organiza-

” ' ’ ' . tions and other subversive organizations and "
. individuals who present a significant threat but

- ‘ ’ are in less influential positions than those in ■
, ’ ' priority I .

' . ■ III. All other individuals on security index will- be tabbed. ’
'• • priority III.

* . ’ . (c) Recommendations for and removal of priority designation •
' I. Approval of SAC •

Designation of each subject as to priority or removal
’ . . of any subject therefrom must be personally approved by

. . SAC, or in offices having more than 1,000 security index
' ‘ ‘ ‘ .... subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau-approved security

' " ... supervisor. . •
- • ' . . II. When form FD-122 is submitted recommending either tab

* ’ ' . ‘ bing- for priority or deletion of such tabbing, attach
an additional page setting out a brief summary of facts 
upon which recommendation is based. ’

• ’ . ” (d) Administrative procedures for" handling priority program
’ . • Take following action to assure that security index cards

' for subjects tabbed for priority of apprehension will be
• ’ readily available for emergency action in your office: .’

’ . I. Geographical section
. ’ Divide geographical section of security index into'three

' distinct parts.
. (A) Part I of geographical section shall include only

- ' security index cards for subjects who are tabbed
' • ' ' priority I.

. . (B) Part II of geographical section shall contain
■ ■ . . ' ’ " security index cards for all subjects that are

’ tabbed priority II. ‘ -
. ■ ' • ' (C) Part III of geographical section should contain

; ‘ . security index cards for all subjects who are
: ' ' ' tabbed priority III. ■

• ‘ (D) In offices having two separate and distinct
. : • ' geographical sections, i.e., geographical-employ

.. ' ” ' ’ ment and geographical-residence, as provided under
■ ■ ■ ’ 87D 7b (6) herein, each such geographical section

‘ ‘ must be broken into parts I, II, and III.
- ' (E) Priority cards will be the following colors:

• priority I - beige, priority II - green, '
' ■ . priority III - white. " • ’

. . . . II. Alphabetical section - • ■ -
[ ’ ■ ‘ [Alphabetical section will be broken down into two
[ • ’■ ’• groupings. First group will include priority I
[ ’ . " •' ’ ' and priority II security index cards filed in
[ ‘ strict alphabetical order. Second group will coh-
[ . tain all priority III security index.cards filed in
[ ... ■ strict alphabetical order.] - ’

■ ' . (B) Priority tabbings approved at Bureau will be shown
on security index cards forwarded to field by code

’ : . letters ”P I," ”P II,” or ”P III” in first line on
cards. ...
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(e) General ' ' ‘
I. Tabbing of cards ■

. . , The alphabetical security index cards on those individuals
designated as "Pro-Cuban" should be tabbed with a metal

, ’ ■ tab.
, . , ' . II. Removal from priority I and priority II ' ‘ ’

' Careful analysis must be made of each case in which
, . / / deletion from priority I and priority II is proposed.

’ ' . ' For instance, when a subject is being removed’from •
■ . . ; . . priority I or priority II tabbing, file review may well ■

' disclose that subject qualifies for priority tabbing- .
for reasons covered in 87D 7b (ll)(b).

c. Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities ’
(1) Responsibility - .

. FBI is responsible by Presidential directive for keeping other
' Federal agencies advised of developments within their juris

. diction affecting plants having armed forces contracts, as well .
■ as other facilities, utilities, and critical points of trans

portation and communications systems which have been designated
’ ’ as vital to the national defense and welfare by the Department

of Defense. . ' ‘

FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement for investi— ‘ 
gating employees of private contractors who have contracts with . 
agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive 
information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough investi— 
gation must be conducted and consideration for inclusion in 
security index given concerning any individual employed in or 
having access to a key facility who is alleged .to -have been, 
at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary 
organization or against whom sufficient other subversive 
information is.in our possession which warrants such action, 
(a) Requests for investigation from another agency • .

"When another agency requests investigation of individual 
employed in key facility, institute investigation immediately 
if basis of request so warrants. Advise Bureau of request, 
basis thereof, and that investigation is being conducted.

(b) Verification of key facility status of place of employment 
Department of Defense Key Facilities List (maintained in 
each office) must be checked for verification of information 

.. ' . that a security investigation subject’s place of employment 
■ ’ may be included in such list. •

(c) Individuals denied access to restricted information 
.Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently advise 
that an individual has been denied clearance to work, in 

■ .. a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted 
” information. In some instances clearance is denied based 

‘ on information furnished by Bureau. At other times, in
formation in Bureau files is v.ery meager or possibly . 
negative and basis for such denial of clearance is not

■ ■ known. The intelligence agency.is responsible for furnish— 
. _ ’ ing Bureau with any information involving disloyalty or
’ ~ subversiveness. . ...

Office receiving notification that an individual has been 
denied clearance must ascertain promptly basis for such 
denial and obtain all pertinent data contained in file of
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agency responsible for such action. Forward such data to 
' Bureau and include in next report submitted concerning ■

' individual in question. Where no investigation has been 
conducted by Bureau and there is no case on individual 

- being denied clearance, give consideration to opening a
- security investigation if information received from 
’ intelligence agency warrants such action. - '

(2) Inclusion in security index ‘
In recommending key facility employee for inclusion in security 
index, FD-122 is to contain:

• ' (a) key facility geographical reference number ■ ’
: (b) Abbreviation for agency having security responsibility.

' • The Department of the Army has been designated agency having
' security responsibility for all key facilities.

(c) Abbreviations for other agejicies known to have classified 
contracts with key facility. Interested agencies should be

• " identified on FD-122 to assure proper dissemination cf re
: ports but will not appear on security index cards returned

from Bureau. •
(d) [Recommendation that individual be designated as priority I 

security index subject] . .

If subject of existing security index card is found to have 
' become employed in a key facility, FD-122 must be submitted to 
Bureau with above-required key facility data set forth thereon. 

' Case is then to be handled in accordance with instructions set 
forth below concerning key facility cases,. ■

(3) Dissemination
Upon receipt of original complaint or allegation concerning key 
facility employee from source other than interested intelligence 

’ agency, a summary of complaint and information concerning indi- 
■ vidual should be furnished immediately by letter to interested 

’ intelligence agency. Intelligence agency should then be advised 
’■ whether a security investigation is being conducted of individual 

and, if investigation is being conducted, that copies of reports 
will be furnished upon completion of investigation. Letter to 
intelligence agency should clearly point out that information is 
unsubstantiated and has not been verified through investigation 

: by FBI. . - .

-- In’addition to disseminating to interested intelligence agencies 
information of a derogatory security nature developed concerning 
persons employed at facilities holding classified contracts,.with 
exception of classified contracts with Atomic Energy Commission, 
such information should be furnished to Chief, Defense Industrial 
Security Clearance Office (DISCO), Defense Supply Agency, Colum
bus, Ohio, 43215, attention Chief, Adjudication Division. In * 

' each instance, advise interested intelligence agency that dissem- 
' ination has been made to DISCO. This dissemination is to include 

• ' derogatory security information developed concerning persons who 
may not be currently employed at such a facility but who are 
known to be holders of an industrial security clearance.

• These instructions do not apply to allegations of espionage or 
■ those of such a confidential character as would not ordinarily 
'• ' ' be disseminated. Such information appearing to be of immediate 

interest to other intelligence agencies should be submitted to 
• ’ Bureau by most expeditious means, depending upon circumstancos, 

with a request that Bureau consider advisability of disseminating 
it. .

Disseminate copies of each report to local representative of 
agency having security responsibility, as well as to local repre
sentative of other intelligence agencies known to have
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classified contracts with, the key facility. Copies of reports
' ‘ for the Marine Corps should be disseminated locally to NISO.

Dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), Defense
" Atomic Support Agency (DASA) (formerly Armed Forces Special

• Weapons Project), the Research and Development Board (RDB), 
' and the Maritime Administration (MA.) will be made at the ■ •

Bureau, and not in the field. ’ . . . . - ... ■
. (4) Status of cases . . • -

. After all active investigation conducted, place in a[pending-
' inactive]status. Forty-five days before report due, make case 

■ pending active and check with armed services, representative at
the key facility or with other reliable sources to determine 
whether subject has access to classified or restricted material.

[(Also see Manual of Rules and Regulations, part II,.section 4D, 
. • item 2a, (6), and section 4M, item 4, for instructions concerning

. synopses and classification of reports in key facility cases.)] 
d. Top functionary program . _ •
. (1) General . . • '

Purpose of top functionary program is to select for special 
attention those individuals in a subversive movement who are 

. • . of outstanding importance to the effectiveness of the movement.

Top functionary program is described below as pertaining to 
the Communist Party, USA. However, it also applies to important 

‘ individuals active in or on behalf of other basic revolutionary 
groups, subversive organizations, or unorganized groups who 
have indicated a propensity for violence. . ' .

(2) Definition of top functionary '
A top functionary is an individual, either a. member or a 
nonmember of the Communist•Party, to whom, because of his 
importance, it is necessary to give continuous investigative 

’ attention in order to keep abreast of communism on a- -
national basis in the U. S. Necessarily, such an individual 
would be on a high policy -level in the movement. This also 
applies to an individual, either a member or a nonmember 
of other subversive organizations or unorganized groups, 
who would be on a high policy level in the movement. -

The term "top functionary" is not to be construed as re
quiring that individuals in this category must actually 
hold official positions in the organizations but shall -
be given a broad enough construction to include others who 

’ are of equal importance because of their influence in the 
. movement itself, or their position and activities outside 

. the party in labor, front, or similar organizations or 
movements. Black nationalist extremists whose -importance 
justifies continuous investigative attention should be. .
considered for designation as top functionaries. .

(3) Manner of designation of top functionary
Prior Bureau authority necessary to designate a subject 
as a top functionary. Submit such recommendation to Bureau 
by letter containing reasons for the recommendation. Bureau 
desires to be very selective in this matter and to iconcentrate 
on individuals who, on a national basis,, .are the guiding ■ 
hands in the communist ;movement and other subversive move

. ‘ ments. Top functionaries are to be included in priority I 
and reports are to be submitted in accordance with 87D 
7f (2). ■ ■=. .

o
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When the subject of such an investigation is presently in the 
- security index, a letter must be directed to the Bureau at the

; time the report is submitted advising that the subject is in
‘ the security index.

1 ' Information of interest to FBI and/or AEG obtained subsequent to
■ completion of Atomic Energy Act — applicant investigations con

cerning AEG employees or persons having access to restricted 
data should be handled according to instructions in section .
20, volume II, of this manual. ’

[ f. [Submission of and general rules concerning security reports]
, (1) General ’ ■ . ' ' ■

[ . [Submission of summary reports should not be delayed for the
[ purpose, of conducting current investigation in previously
[ ■ ’ . closed cases, but appropriate leads should be set out.] ‘
[ ■ ■ ■
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[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[

[ 
[ 
[

Cases of all security index subjects must be reopened or placed 
in a pending status for purpose of preparing investigative re
ports in accordance with schedule outlined in ,87D 7f (2) and (7).

Office indices and a^iy material channelized to case file since 
. most recent report should ba reviewed and case brought up to 
date by appropriate investigation to determine subject’s current 
activities. ■ ,

Each time that a case is reopened' and brought up to date, it 
. should be critically analyzed in light of security index criteria 

set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure must be followed ’ 
on a continuing basis for each security index subject.'

(2) Schedule of submission of reports ‘ ' '
Reports shall be submitted on individuals designated for priority 
as follows: ■ ;
(a) Priority I - annually . -•

(top functionaries - annually) ’

f
b) Priority II - annually ■ . ’
c) Priority III -[initial report recommending individual for 

priority III of the security index must be a summary-type ‘ 
investigative report. Once individual is approved for ’ 
priority III, subsequent information may be furnished by - 
letterhead memorandum with no investigative report being 

’ required. - . '

Each field office will be responsible, however, to insure 
that all pertinent developments regarding priority III 
subjects are furnished to Bureau.] . .

(3) Origin . '
Office of origin will be that office covering territory in which 
subject’s subversive activities occur. In most instances this 
will also be office in which territory subject resides and is . 
employed. In those cases in which subject's subversive activi
ties take place in territory of an office other than office cov
ering place of residence and/or employment, office of origin 
shall be that office which can best cover subversive activities 
of subject.

(4) Giassification
(a) 100 - for individuals affiliated with basic revolutionary

and front organizations of Marxian ideology •
(b) 105 - for members of Puerto Rican nationalist groups or

others having nationalistic tendencies of a non-Marxist 
' character ■

(c) 157 - Nation of Islam and other black nationalist matters
(5) Title ■

Only one subject shall be carried in title of each report. 
Separate reports must be submitted for each subject regardless 

' of their relationship; i.e., husband and wife, father and son, 
etc. . ;
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(6) Character ' ’' ■
(a) Top functionaries
• ■ Internal Security (or Racial Matters if subject is a black

■' nationalist) - followed by letters designating organiza- 
' ’ tional affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. Examples:

, Internal Security - C ■
' ' - ’ ■ ' ' • Internal Security - SWP

• Racial Matters - NOI ■
(b) Others ’ . -

" Security Matter - followed by letters designating .organiza-
' - tional affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. Examples:

' ( ’ Security Matter - C
"■ * ' ‘ Security Matter - SWP ’ '

. ' - Security Matter - X (native fascist)
■ ■ ' Security Matter - M (miscellaneous) -

1 When a subject is deleted as a top functionary, character 
shall be changed from internal security to security matter 
in first[communication]following deletion and all subsequent 

’ [communications.] When a security matter subject is desig
nated a top functionary, first report after designation and 

' all subsequent reports shall bear internal security charac- 
■ ■ ter. Communications regarding subjects who are employed in

key facilities should bear words “Key Facility” in character 
Communications regarding subjects who are members of Commu-

‘ ■ nist. .Party, USA, National Committee should bear words
■ - "National Committee" in character. Black nationalist inves- 

’ tigations and racial matters should be given character set
out in section 122, volume IV, of this manual.

(7) Status .
All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by preceding instructions has been ’ 
conducted. Thereafter, status shall be as follows: •

■ ’ (a) Top functionaries
I. Pending inactive ’

(A) Reports are to be submitted annually. Forty-five
’ ‘ • days prior to date a report is due, each such case

' shall be placed in a pending-active status for
' preparation of report so that report can be sub

mitted at designated time. • ■
’ (b) Key facility cases • r ’

Kay facility cases are to be maintained in pend-ing-inactiva 
status. (See 87D 7c (4).)

(o) Other security index subjects
’ ? I. Closed

'•* ' . (A) Cases of all other security index subjects must be
' followed by administrative ticklers set up so as to

• insure submission of a periodic investigative re
port according to priority designation  ̂or priority 

, • ■ .I and priority II.] If, following investigation,
' - no subversive data is developed and only available

'" ’ , 'information consists of verification of residence
' ' '■ • • / • and employment and negative contacts with security

- • ‘ informants and sources, submit in lieu of a report
' ' • a letter (form FD-400) to Bureau setting forth

' - 1 . identities of informants and sources contacted, any
- additional administrative data deemed necessary,

‘ ‘ " and form FD-305 properly executed. Cases shall be
opened and assigned 45 days prior to date periodic 

. ' report is due. .
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[ 
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[

■ [(B) Each priority III security index case must be 
"opened for verification of residence and employ

. ment on an annual basis. In connection with this 
verification, case file must be thoroughly re

... . viewed for any necessary action including a reeval
uation of subject's status. This will include re
moval from priority III or possible redesignation '

" ‘ as a priority I or priority II security index sub
. ject.

(a)

' - ■ , Where necessary, pertinent information may be sub
. netted to Bureau or other field offices through 

preparation of a letterhead memorandum. When per- 
• tinent information is submitted to Bureau for dis- 

■ semination to interested agencies of executive
. branch of U. S. Government, forms FD-305 and FD-376

. . - .should accompany cover communication transmitting .
■ letterhead memorandum. (Refer to 87D 7a (3) (a) IV (b) ■

for instructions regarding change of office of origin.)] 
Cases of subjects recommended for security index 
I. Pending inactive

. (A) If all active investigation completed, at time 
FD-122 forwarded to Bureau ■

(B) Set forth lead to follow 
card and if approved for 

" .Secret Service. -
II. Closed

Bureau for security index 
dissemination of report to

(A) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau

(B)
Subjects 
therein

and dissemination to Secret Service
Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for ■ 
investigative report as in (c) above.
not in security index who are nob to be included

I

(8) Content
(a) In

Closed . • ■ . .
(A)- Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) 

pertaining to interview must be complied with.

order to insure completeness of investigation, following
. items should be considered as pertinent to 
and subsequent reporting of such should, be 
topical headings where appropriate. .

I. Background • ,,

an investigation 
handled under

A, 
B 
C' 

’d

Birth date • • ,
Citizenship status 
Education . • -
Marital status • '
Military service record (domestic
including type of discharge

or foreign,

F) Identification record
G Employment

citations, etc.)

G

II.
'l' Status of health (if known) ■ ■ 
Connections with Communist Party, other basic

. ■ • revolutionary groups, front groups*, black .
nationalist extremist groups, and/or other subversive

’ organizations or unorganized groups • ■ ■
" (A) Information concerning admission to revolutionary

. group including sponsors, etc. "■
• (B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 

. , and positions held in subversive movement with which
subject is identified ’
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. (j) In connection with periodic reports in security index 
oases, there are instances in which evidence of extensive

■ . activity in subversive organizations will be developed.
In these cases it is permissible to report such information 
in narrative-type statements without indicating exact dates 
of activity; however, period of time involved must be shown, 
as well as inclusive dates of informant reports.

; This type reporting is not to be utilized in-Smith’Act of
1940 cases or Internal Security Act of 1950 oases. Narra
tive statements must be statements of facts and not conclu
sions and information from each source must be reported in 
separate narrative statements.

(k) Above instructions in no way remove responsibility for 
reporting all items of pertinence to Bureau, bearing in

; mind fact that Bureau files must be complete insofar as
. matters of substance are concerned, nor is responsibility

• • ■ . removed for reporting in detail of information tending to 
establish a subject’s knowledge of basic aims and purposes.
•of subversive organizations with which affiliated or infor- 
mation tending to establish that a subject holds revolu
tionary and/or anarchist beliefs.

In documentation of narrative statements, set forth location ■ 
of original documents in field office files by file number 
and serial scope. '

(9) Administrative data .
(a) General

All references to following items, all administrative in 
nature, should be contained in cover pages accompanying 
reports:
I. Reserve index, security index, file numbers and titles 

of other cases., priority apprehension program, top 
functionary status, security index flash notices

. (FD-165), forms FD-122 and FD-128, and-Bureau instruc
tions for handling cases or any information contained 
in Bureau or field correspondence which is not investi
gative in nature.
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’ ■ IT. Whenever reports relating to security index subjects
•• ' contain data affecting material included on subject’s ■

‘ ‘ • existing security index card, cover pages accompanying
• report shall include as last page form FD-3O5, appro

priately checked, which form contains items pertaining 
'• ' ’ ' ' to following: ■

■ ' ' (A) That subject’s name is included in security index
or agitator index -

: " • •• • (B) That data appearing on security index card or ■
• ' - ‘ agitator index card is current

• . . ■ ■ . (c) That FD-122 or FD-397 has been submitted to Bureau.
■ " " ' where security index card or agitator index card

changes are necessary • .
■ - • • ' (d) That a suitable photograph is or is not■available

• ' • ■’ and date photograph was taken
" ’’ ’ (E) That subject is employed in a key facility and ’

'* • • ’ agency charged with security responsibility is .
‘ ' ’ • ■ ; ’ specified and that agencies interested in that

■’ ’ facility are specified ■ .

(
F ) Reason for classifying report ■ ‘ .
G) Dates subject was previously interviewed and

• - reason for not reinterviewing subject .
(H) That subject no longer meets security index or

• : agitator index criteria and a letter has been .
. : . directed to Bureau recommending cancellation

(l) That subject’s case has been reevaluated’and 
’ reasons are set forth as to why subject’s

activities continue to fall within security index
■ - • - or agitator index criteria - - -

■ (J) That subject’s security index card is designated
[ priority I, priority II, or[priority IHjand reasons

’ •' why subject’s activities warrant such designation
[ • TIT. Form[FD-3O5 appropriately completed ‘is also to be at-
[ ’ tached to cover communication submitting letterhead
[ ' memorandum in priority III security index cases.] ■

' (b) Documentation of reports ' ■ ■
[ • ■ ■ ■ • I. [Complete documentation of all reports is required. This
[ ■ also applies to succinct letterhead memoranda submitted
[ in priority III security index cases and other similar
[ letterhead memoranda where necessary. In this regard,
[ ’ . see 87D 7a (3) (a) TV D.] .

■ II. If information necessary for complete documentation
’ is not available in subject’s case file, necessary

review of other office files should be made. If not
- . obtainable, this fact must be indicated in cover page(s)

’ accompanying report to Bureau. '
III. Extensive investigation should not be conducted to 

. • further identify and locate outside individuals who
■ have in past furnished background information or to 

obtain documentary evidence of background information. 
For example, if previous investigation revealed that • 
subject, according to reliable records, such as birth 

‘ records, school records, or records of Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, was born at a certain place on 
a certain date, such information will be sufficient for 

-inclusion in report. Further verification will not be 
necessary. ‘ ’

TV. During preparation of summary reports, it.is often found 
that information being included in a report was origi- 

. nally obtained by another office and all"of necessary 
inf or mati on for complete documentation will not be in

■ possession of office preparing report. In such an '
instance, if office preparing report.is in possession 

’ of photostats of documents obtained by other offices
and identity .
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, .... In casa of individual subject of prior investigation who is
‘ currently being recommended for security index, do not dissemi- .

. . nate prior reports. However, prepare a letterhead memorandum
■ including pertinent information previously developed which should

• . be disseminated to Secret Service, together with current report.
- ■ , . Copies of this letterhead memorandum should be forwarded to

. Bureau for dissemination at headquarters level.

[ _ ■ [FD-376 should also accompany succinct letterhead memoranda sub-
[ ’ ■ mitted in priority III security index cases.] '

- • After initial dissemination to Secret- Service in security index
" cases, as changes occur in status of individuals involved with

respect to residence and employment, advise Secret Service ■
- locally and furnish two copies of letterhead memorandum to
■ , Bureau for dissemination at SOG. Form FD-366 may be used for

this purpose. Letterhead memorandum should contain a reference
■ ■ to previous communication disseminated to S&cret Service.

- ■ When reporting changes in residence and/or employment’ concerning
. - . . Chinese and Cuban aliens on security index, in addition to dis

. " semination to Secret Service, also advise Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) locally, and furnish four copies of

■ . letterhead memorandum to Bureau for dissemination at SOG. Bear
’ ' in mind in filling out reference that some letterhead memoranda

’ .. ’ have been expressly prepared for, dissemination to Secret Service
only and have not been furnished to Department or INS; therefore, 

. - copy furnished INS locally and two of copies furnished Bureau
, • . should reference last communication to INS. .

For instructions- pertaining to dissemination to Secret Service 
.. in other than security index cases, refer to section 134B, 

_ volume IV, of this manual. . ’

’ Upon transfer of office of origin in one of these cases, old . 
office of origin is to furnish Secret Service locally with sub

.. . ject’s new residence and business address and advise Bureau that
. _ _ such has been done by submission of two copies of letterhead

, • ’ • memorandum disseminated locally. New office of origin need take
no action regarding dissemination to Secret Service until such

- time as further changes occur with re.spect to subject’s status
■ . . ’ or until preparation of next neriodic report in case.’
' ‘ ’ ■(10) Dissemination at Bureau . ’

. There are some situations in which dissemination is made at ’
• • Bureau instead of in field. In majority of instances, informa

tion received by FBI should properly be furnished immediately 
to some other agency within executive branch of Government so 
that responsibilities of other agency might be fulfilled proper

. , ly. Care must be taken, however, not to disseminate information
~ ■ to any field branch of another Government agency where such a

■ ■ . , procedure is deemed inadvisable because of inadequacy of security
. • . . ■ • • . measures in that branch. In these instances data should be

' . •?: . brought to immediate attention of Bureau for dissemination at SOG.
. ' , An example of latter is, of course, Atomic Energy Commission, .

r which receives reports only through Bureau, as noted in section
- . 87D 7c (3) of this manual. Information relating to foreign

’ . „ . travel plans of security subjects is disseminated to interested
‘ agencies, including State Department,’ only at SOG, as set out in

87D 6b (4). Dissemination is also made at SOG to State Depart- 
■ . ment, unless it appears undesirable., in those cases in which

. , ’ - subjects have been indicted for violations grounded on subversive
. . ■ activities. . , . '
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Dissemination in these cases is made to preclude these subjects 
’ ■ • from utilizing the fact they obtained a passport to refute

allegations of subversive connections. The State Department, 
therefore, will be in possession of data’ concerning a defendant 
should he attempt to utilize this tactic in such an action.

b. Data developed concerning individuals who are not within the Bureau’s 
investigative jurisdiction ■
(1) Members of the armed forces

The Delimitations Agreement between the FBI and the armed forces 
intelligence agencies states that the responsibility assumed by 
one organization in a given field carries with it the obligation 
to exchange freely and directly with other subscribing-organizations 
all information of mutual interest. •

• . • Thus, in discharging our basic responsibilities in the internal
■ security field, it is imperative that information concerning 

- members of the military services be referred immediately to the 
■.appropriate branch having primary responsibility for its 

personnel. This procedure is mandatory, even though the security 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ - ' aspects of the data have not been fully resolved or verified.

' It should be specifically pointed out in such instances that the 
information has not been verified. .

Section 87D 5b of this manual instructs that if it is determined 
a security subject is a member of the armed services the investi—. 
gation must at that point be discontinued immediately and reported 
to the Bureau. The basis for such instruction lies in the fact 
that the subject is no longer within our investigative juris
diction. In addition, dissemination of pertinent reports must 
be made locally in the field to the appropriate intelligence 

’ agency.

Our responsibility with regard to military personnel is not con
fined to those who have been the subjects of security investi
gations. It extends to any subversive derogatory data developed - 
against a member of the armed services during any of our investi
gations of either individual.s or organizations. For instance, 
if it is determined that a member of the armed forces has been 
in contact with a security subject or with any individual or group 
raising security implications, the appropriate intelligence 
service should be immediately advised locally. This should be 

■ done even though the security aspects of the contact have not been 
resolved, so that the military services may be in a position to dis
charge their responsibilities. It must be pointed out to them 
specifically in such instances that the data are unverified, 
and pertinent developments must be transmitted to them thereafter 
immediately upon receipt.

. Section 87D 6b (1) (h) provides that during the course of security 
investigations it must be determined whether the subjects have 
any close relatives in.the armed forces. Our responsibilities 
require that such associations be called to the attention of the 

• • appropriate military intelligence services, together with per-
■ ■ tinent data, including reports, on the security subjects involved.

• The evaluation of these associations lies entirely within the 
- ' province of the intelligence services, but for the reasons stated

previously herein it is incumbent upon the Bureau to disseminate 
" this information immediately upon receipt.

Any subversive contacts or information developed concerning 
military personnel must be set out in a letter to the Bureau, 
together with a statement as to the local dissemination made in 
the field. Such letter should be accompanied by a letterhead 
memorandum setting out with particularity the subversive data 
in a form entirely suitable for dissemination.
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72 .

Identification record, ’27 • •
Immigration and Naturalization 

Service, 
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index, 54,57,60
Inactive section of security 

' index, 56
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Individuals ■
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traveling abroad, 33 
.against whom stops are 
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' disaffection for U. S., 57 
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- . information on
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when requesting Bureau . company SAs on - ,

permission, 39 ' security ’ .
results not affecting security • ' • investigations, '

• . .. index status, 41 ’ 26 '
signed statements in connection with, Letterhead memorandum, 33,33a,41,42c,

41 . . ' 57,58,58a,60,72,74,78,
to be conducted within 45 days, 81,81a, ,

40 82 ■ .■ J' ’
with Bureau authority, 39 Letters in lieu of reports, security

• Investigations ' index cases, •
' aliens, 26,80 (See also aliens.) • 73 • . •

faculty members, 24 ■ List ■ • ’ •
members of labor unions, 29,39,41 key facilities, 49, .

■ naturalized citizens, 26,80 '-■ 64 ■
. purpose, 19 top functionaries, 67 • '

restrictions on, 24 ' . Longshoremen, dissemination of
scope of, 26 information
students, 24 concerning, • .

. 80
Lumping information in reports, 76
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Maritime employees, dissemination 
of information 
concerning, 
80

Members of • '
armed forces, 25 

dissemination of information 
concerning, 
82 

labor unions, 29,39,41 
law enforcement agencies, not to 

accompany SAs on 
security 
investigations, 
26

Membership or affiliation, 29 
concealment of, 31

Missing subjects, 31,48,54 
letters re attempts to locate / 

every 45 days, 32 
unavailable section of security 

index, 
32,54

Movement of subjects, 
58a 

not in security index, 60 
security index subjects, 58a 
tabbed for priority, 60 
top functionaries, 59,67

Naturalized citizens 
dissemination of information 

concerning, 
80

■ investigations of, 26-
Negative information, security index 

cases, submit
- ■ ' by letter,

’ 73
New office of origin, 58a,59,60,67,81a

Observation of subject, 28,50,57
Office of origin, 27a,42c,58,58a,59,67, 

72,81,81a
Out of the country, unavailable 

section of security 
■ index, 

54
Overt acts, 45

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 
77

Nation of Islam 
abbreviation for organizational 

affiliation, 
49 

character, 73 
classification, 72 
members to be investigated, 23 
potential dangerousness, 46 
removal of cards from security 

index, 62
National 

Committee, CPUSA, character, 73 
Defense Education Act of 1958, 22 
Guard members, dissemination of 

information 
concerning, 
80

Science Foundation Act of 1950, 22

Personal observation of subject, 
28,50,57

Photographic.surveillances, 35,37
Photographs, 28,78

of top functionaries, 28,67 
status of security index

cases while 
obtaining, 
28

to Secret Service, 28,67
Physical

condition, 61,74
description, 28
surveillances, 35,37
maintenance of SA’s notes,

38
Position • ‘

and importance, 30
in labor organizations, 29

Potential dangerousness, 44
of Nation of Islam members, 46

Preservation of evidence, 37
Pretext, 32,37,39,56,57
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Priority apprehension program, 
62,77 

administrative procedures, 63 
priority designations, 41,49,53,58, 

60,62,63,74
I, 49,57,58,58a,62,63,64,65,66, 

67,72,73,74,78
II, 49,58,58a,62,63,64,72,73,74,78
III, 49,58,58a,62,63,72,74,78,81a 
changes in, 58,63 
color of cards, 63 
justification for, 47 
recommendation for, 63 
removal of, 63,64 
reports, schedule of, 72 
who to be tabbed, 62,63 

purpose, 62 
Private records, 36 
Public

Law 87-835, 22 ' 'f
source information, 36 
utility employees, dissemination 

of information 
concerning, 
80

Purpose of 
interviews, 38 
investigation, 19 
priority apprehension program, 

62 
reserve index, 42a 
security index, 43

Receipt of information of 
subversive 
activities, 
25

Recommendation for inclusion in 
security index, 
46a,47,63,72

Cuban activity, 45a,45b 
key facility employee, 65 
status, 74 
when subject has Chinese 

sympathy, 
48

when subject is of Chinese 
extraction, 
48

when subject is out of country, 
34,48

when there is missing back
ground 
information, 
47

Reevaluation of security index 
status-, 46,57,72, 
74,78 -

Registrars, contacting, 25 
Reinterviews, 42 .
Relatives in armed forces, 27 
Removal from 
reserve index, 42b,43 
security index, 42b,46a,60, 

61,63 f 
priority I, 64 ■
priority II, 64

Reports 
administrative.data in, 77 
character of, 73 ; .

top functionaries, 67,73 ;
content of, 74
cumulative items, 76
dissemination of, 79 (See also 

dissemination.)
documentation of, 78 "
lumping information in, 76 
narrative-type.statements, 77 
negative information, security 

index cases, 
submit by ,‘

■ letter, 73
schedule of, 72,73
status of, 73 •
summarizing information in, 76,77 
summary, 21,47,59,71,76 
title of, 72
topical headings in, 74
when necessary after interview, 41 
when not necessary after inter

view, 
40a

Reserve index, 42a 
arrangement, 42b ' ’ ‘ .
cards 

changes on, 42c 
content and appearance, 43 
number prepared, 42b 
stamping, 43 •

content, 43 . .
flash notice, 27 
inclusion of names in, 42b 
names deleted from security • 

index, 42b,61,62 
purpose, 42a 

s> reference to on cover page, 7-7 
removal from, 42b,43 
section A 

changes, 42c 
individuals to be included, 

42b,61 - 
interviews of subjects of, 39 

section B, 42c 
security index cards placed in, 

62 
standards for, 42a

82f
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Index

Reserve index (continued) 
subjects 
applicant investigations, 70 
espionage and foreign 

intelligence 
investigations, 

. • 70
security of Government 

. employees
' . investigations,

70
travel abroad, 33

Reserves, dissemination of 
inf orma.ti on 
concerning 
members of, 80

Responsibility of Bureau, 19,64 
Restrictions on investigations, 24

Schedule of reports,- 72,73 
Scope of investigation, 26 
Seamen, dissemination of informa

tion concerning, 80 .
Secret Service, dissemination to, 

81,81a 
addresses 

business,' change in, 58a 
residence, change in, 58a 

closing case, 47,74 
. letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81a 
photographs to, 28,67 
reports to, 47,74,81,81a 
reserve index cards, stamping, 43 

Security 
flash notice ■'

cancellation of, 27a 
notation concerning on FD-128, 

58a 
placing, 27 

index, 43 
arrangement of, 50 (See also 

■ arrangement of 
security index.) 

cards 
cancellation of, 38,42,60,61,62 
changes on, 58,78 
color of, 63 
content and appearance of, 48 
of top functionaries, 67 
.tabbing, 45b,53,60,62,63,64,67 
transfers to reserve index, 42b, 

61,62

Security (continued) • ■
index (continued) ’ ■

criteria for, 44a,45 .
Cuban subjects, 45a,45b,53, 

. 64,81a
dangerousness, 44 '
dissemination to ... - ;
Immigration and Naturalization 

- Service, 81a 
'Secret Service, 81,81a ..

letterhead memoranda, 57,81, 
' • 81a
photographs, 28,67 
reports, 47,74,81,81a 

purpose, 43 . ■
recommendation for, 34,45a,45b, 

46a,47,48,63,65,72,74 
reevaluation of status, 46,57,72, 

74,78 
reference to on cover page, 77 
removal, from, 42b,46a,60,61,63 
. priority I or II, 64 
subjects of 
applicant investigations, 70 .
espionage and foreign intelligence 

investigations, 70 ■ 
movement of (See movement 

of subjects.). 
security of Government employees 

inve stigati ons, 
70 .

travel abroad, 33 ’
summary reports, 21,47,59,71,76 
verification of addresses and 

employment, 32,54,57, •
58,58a,73,74,81a ' 

informants, 34 
cancellation of security index 

cards pertaining to,- 
■ 60 '

contacting, 34,73 
of Government employees cases, , '

inclusion of 
subjects in ' . 
security index 

■ . or reserve index,
70

Signed statements, 41 '
Sino-Soviet bloc, 44a,57 ■
Sleepers, 31,33,52 ■ •
Special section of security index, 

52 . -
cards, 49,52,53,56 .
Cuban, 49,53 ■ -. ■
exception to unavailable section, 

56 
Standards for reserve index, •

42a •
section A, 42b '
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Status of cases, 73
on security index subjects 

employed in key 
facilities, 66,73

on subjects in security index, 73,74 
on subjects recommended for

security index, 74
on top functionaries, 59,73
while obtaining photographs, 28
while securing handwriting, 29.
while verifying residence and 

employment, 58,73,74
Students

contacts with, 25 . •
investigations of, 24

Summarizing information in reports, 
76,77

Summary reports, 21,47,59,71,76
Superiors of faculty members, 

25 ■ -
Surveillances

photographic, 35,37
physical, 35,37,38 ..

Unavailable section of security 
index, 53 

imprisoned subjects, 54 
missing subjects, 32,54 
subjects traveling abroad, 

34,54
Underground membership or 

activity, 31
United Nations employees, 25,52
U. S. Government employees, 25,70,80
U. S. Information Agency, inclusion 

of subjects in security 
■ index or reserve 
’• index, 70

Tabbing ST cards, 45b,53,60,62,63, 
64,67.

Thumbnail sketches, 79
Title of reports, 72
Top functionaries, 66,67 
change of office of origin, 67.. 
character, 67,73 
definition of, 66 
deletion of, 67 
designation of, 66,67 - /.i •_

handling of, 67 
handwri ng of, 67 
list, 67 - 
movement of, 59,67 
photographs of, 28,67 
priority I, 62,66,67,72 
program, 66 -
regulations governing, 67 
reports on, 59,66,67,72,77 

status of, 73
tabbing for priority, 62,63,66,67

Topical headings in reports, 74..
Tours, 33a,57
Travel
abroad, 33,54,57
behind iron curtain, 34

Verification of 
addresses, security index, 32,54, 

57,58,58a,73,74,81a 
employment, security index,

/.32,54,57,58,58a,73,74,81a 
key facility status of place of 

employment, 64
Voice of America (See U. S. Information 

. Agency. )

o

Wife and husband, security 
. . ‘ investigations,

- . ■ 72 ’ . ■

Yugoslav intelligence agents, 
- contacts with, 
• factor in deter- . 
■mining dangerousness 
of individual, 
44a
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87 C

[ 
[

out tho full extent of the communist influence in racial matters.
Thej' should separate words and intentions from actions; mere partic
ipation from direct influence; and the bona fide communist from the 
mere "do-gooder." The/ should not include information concerning 
legitimate efforts in the racial movement where there is no communist 
taint. ■

b. Information should be reported according to the following outline.
• All main’headings denoted by Roman numerals must be accounted for.

If there is no information to report under a particular main heading, 
the heading should appear, followed by a statement "No information 
developed." .

I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY '
(A) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ■

(1) Plans, sti*ategy, party line, and the like made at national 
. meetings, including expressions by national and other

functionaries . • .
(2) Plans, etc., made at district and lower levei meetings, 

including expressions by local leaders and rank-and- 
file members ’ ’ '

(.3 ) Plans, etc., as revealed in party publications and other ’ 
. propaganda media, such as written directives, press

releases, and the like . -

Information under item 3 should V reported by the office 
covering the origin of tire publ: - iions, such as the New 
York Office for["The Baily World,"J"Political Affairs," 

. and directives from party headquarters; San Francisco
Office for "People's World"; etc. Party expressions, oral 
or written, when directly related to a specific event 
covered under II, should be included under II.

(B) OTHER COMMUNIST GROUPS (Such as Socialist Workers Party, 
Progressive Labor Party, Workers World Party, and the like.)

Under (B), report information under separate numbered sub
headings for each organization. Report here information .

' generally along the same lines as for (A) above. '

II. COMMUNIST TACTICS . • ■
In this part report in'/rmation on communist direction ai 

■ influence of and participation in racial demonstrations, '.isturb—
ances, drives, boycotts, and any other similar activities with 
racial overtones. This part will illustrate how communist activ— 

■ ities attempt to exploit racial situations and expand communist 
influence, thus furthering communist objectives. List activities 
in chronological order with lettered subheadings,, such as;
A) DEMONSTRATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO,[1—10-68]
B) STORE BOYCOTT, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO,[3-6-68]

Under each subheading include such information as nature of event; 
sponsoring and participating groups; total participants; number 
and identities of subversives involved; specifics as -to whether 
subversives directed, controlled, instigated,; or merely partic
ipated; whether violence resulted and, if so, whether subversives 
involved; arrests of subversives and court disposition; and any 
other information believed pertinent to the overall picture of.' 
communist influence.. Efforts by supporting groups to avoid 
communist involvement should also be reported. If a particular 
event had no communist involvement, -it should, of course, not 
be included in the report. .

12b
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sr ■yon 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ' • 87C
• ■ •

4. Annual Communist Party, USA, organizational and membership survey 
Each office is instructed to initiate by February 1 of each y-ar a 
det 'led and analytical survey of the organization and me- V* <•’'hip of 
the Coifutiunist Party in its territory, results to be forw’iee. to the 
Bureau by April 1. Set forth in.detail the complete organizational 
structure of each Comriuni st Party district -r state organization 
including district and county committees, together with the; identities 
of officers from the club through the district level. Identify each 
Communist Party club and section in the di - . r i c t, together with the 
identities of individual club members and most recent date each member 
K".:, so identified. Where identification of an. individual is tentative, 
t’h’: s fact should be indicated by placing the word "tentative" after 
tne individual’s name. Note the informant coverage in each club, as 
well as on district and counby committees, by setting forth the symbol 
numbers of the informants. In those instances in which no informant
coverage exists in a particular club or on a district or county committee, 
.this fact should be noted. In addition, summarize the overall findings 
by setting forth the estimated Communist Party membership in’the field 
office territory, together with the number of members who have been 
positively and tentatively identified as such within the immediately

• preceding 12—month period. Charts and maps should be used in setting 
forth the geographic distribution of the Communist Party whenever 
feasible. Offices which are auxiliary offices in investigation of a 
Communist Party district should furnish the required information to 
the office of origin for inclusion in its survey by March 15 of each 
year. .

Following the organizational breakdown, each office should critically 
appraise its knowledge of the Communist Party organization withan its 
division and set forth its comments and recommendations concerning 
investigative activity to be undertaken to eliminate any weaknesses 
detected. In those instances in which the disclosed weakness is that 
of lack of adequate informant coverage, advise in detail of the ' 
number of Bureau—approved potential security informants being developed 
in the particular area, as well as concrete plans to obtain additional 
informant coverage in the future.

Each survey should contain a statement that all persons identified as 
members of the .Communist Party are listed in the security index, er are 
informants or sources. Any exceptions should be named and a statement 
made- as to whether the name has previously been furnished to the Bureau 
for indexing. The status of the investigation of each person listed 
should be shown. ■ ■

5. Communist Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - C (code nam'e ‘ 
"CIRM"). Bufile 100-442529. Office of origin: Nev; York.
a. Quarterly reports (to reach the Bureau by February 1, May 1, August 1, 

and November 1) should be submitted by each field office for the 
purpose of reporting, in a centralized manner, all available informatio 

. . bearing upon the communist influence in racial matters. Included .
should be information developed under the title of a variety-of ■ 
matters, such as CPUSA, Negro question, communist influence in racial- 
matters; communist infiltration of various organizations, such'as the 
Congress of Racial Equality, Student[National ]Coordir.ating Commit
tee, and the like; investigations of subversive individuals active in 

■the racial movement;, investigations of communist fronts and other 
■ miscellaneous organizations; aiid racial disturbances and other racial

. matters investigated under the racial matter character. Information " 
should be included in these quarterly reports, notwithstanding the

■ fact that it will duplicate reporting in the other substantive matters 
referred to above. ' These reports shall be designed to precisely spell

12a
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SE ■ ^ON 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONF^ ’ ■ 87D •

III.

( ' ■

Sex ’
Male M '
Female ' ■ . F .

. IV. Citizenship .
Native born ’ MB ,
Naturalized . NA
Alien . AL ■

(If citizenship status is unknown when security 
index card is recommended, space should be left 
blank but status should be ascertained and sub- .
mittod by FD-122.) ’

V. . Organs national affiliation cr nationalistic tendency 
American Socialist Clubs ASC
American Workers’ •

Communist Party • AWC ' ’ '
Anarchist AWA ’
Black Nationalist BBT ' . ■ -
Corp.mun.ist Party, USA COM . -
Johnson-Forest Group JFG .
Minutemen MTN' ' ‘
Nation of Islam • NOI
Nationalist groups 

advocating independence 
for Puerto Rico PRN ’ .

Progressive Labor Party PLP
Proletarian Party of America PPA .
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM
Socialist Workers Party SWP . -

[
Spartacist League ’ SPL .
Student[National]Coordinating ,■

Committee SNC
Students for a Democratic ■

Society SDS '
Workers World Party WWP . ’
Bulgarian BUL
Cuban CUB
Czechoslovakian CZE
Hungarian HUN
Romanian , ROM
Russian ’ RUS ' . ■
Yugoslavian YUG . .

■ ■’ VI. Priority designation ’ ■ ■
Priority I . P I
Priority II • . P II ’ .
Priority III P’HI .

■ ■ ‘ VII. Top functionary designation (where applicable) ■
Top functionary TF -

■ - • ■ VIII. Special section cards _ .
' Atomic energy program

* ’ ' IX.

employees . AEP . ..
Cuban special section CUB. •>
Espionage subjects ■ . ESP ,
Foreign government employees FCS ’ ’ ’ . '
Pro-Tito subjects YUG . ’
United IFa" ; ons empl<•; ees UN" ' . .
.U. S. (?' --mment cru -'yees . GOV • . • .
Unava.'-' ' • se'ctic: ;ards . ■ ;.

. • • . ■
Missi;MI ' . ’
Out c: y ’ • 00 . \ • -. . .
Impri s " PR . .

X.
■ . • “ XI.

Date and pt: .'-c of birth • ,
Key facility geogranhicu reference numbe; . ■ k.ned' from 
the Depart!;', t of Defer. ? Key Facilities hist and abbx-e-

. ’ • ■ XII..

viati— de:- 'ring ~he ag-.-r.sy havin.., -ecurity resnon- 
sibili .y fs • uhe key facility (wh . applicable) 
Residence address

49
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87'0 ‘ krON 87. SECURITY INYESTIGATI.... ,L- '

XIII. Employment address and any additional data deor.e: 
nccessar. to- assist in locating a subject in an 
emergency. Labor union affiliation, if any.

XIV. Field office file number
(b) Data to appear on separate attached card ■

Io The following data must be placed on a separate .
card to be attached to reverse side of the securi, 
index o..d being filed in the geographical, speci. 
or nna-- .diable sections. Data will not .be attad*- 
th<- security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to 
assist in recording the descriptive information. 
Captions are not all-inclusive and should be aug; •. 
by other- data required. .
(a) Complete description 
(h) Dotation that security index flash notice ha- . 

submitted for posting in Identification Diyi. 
(c) Photograph, with date taken placed below. T" 

1 photograph is to be the most current or best
likeness of subject.

(d) Dangerous characteristics of subject, inoludj: '
notation if subject possesses firearms

(E) Other data which will assist in effecting apy- 
hension of subject, such as directions to re -' ue 
or employment, where subject not situated it -1 ’ 

. locations, listing of number of minor childr-.- •
and aged dependents .

II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case mu- . 
be kept pending sad investigation conducted to devc' p 
this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, che field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special, and unavail
able sections,

III. Form FD-186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 

■ attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable 
sections. After the security index card has been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appear— 
ing on FD—186 has been posted on the. card to be attached, 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file. "

FD—186 may also be used to record informati ..-t a
secu?-ity index subject has been physically r/ed. 
Descriptive data developed during observat’. -. y the •

‘ • sub.-ot should be noted on FD-186 for post.’. . .
(6) Arrangement .7 the security index

(a) At Bureau . ■ ’
The entire secur’- / index is maintained at th. Bureau 
through the utii .tion of IBM tabulating cards. The - ' 

■ 5- by 8-inch sec.l-.'.y index cards are printed by automatic
data processing an? transmitted to the field. Through t:.

. use of this device/ the security index can be broken down
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when sue’:, breakdowns .become rmcr- 
for administrative purposes at -■ , :ureau. This rrocedur

. makes it possible to ma:..-.:ain the content of rhe security -
index in the field and \ the Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times. ’

' An alphaberisal break* —. of the trU-e^names and .all aliases 
of security index su: • -s is also maintained ar the Bureau 
for administrative pr- • .-.es. ■ .

50 
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The Communist ^^cy, USA, is divided into distr^Pc and state
organizations, then into county, city, section, and club
organizations. The number and nature of these subdivisions
are dependent on the number of members in the various localities.

- Every party member must belong to a party club.

87C SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

The Communist Party strategy and policy is based primarily on the 
loyal support and defense of the Soviet Union. The party line 
changes from time to time depending upon -the current program of 
the international communist movement. . . . ■ . . . ■

b. Socialist Workers Party • • .
•The Socialist Workers Party was founded at a convention held in 
Chicago, Illinois, from 12--31-37 to 1-3-38. The following statements 
are taken from the "Declaration of Principles and Constitution of 
the Socialist Workers Party" which was adopted at -this convention:

• "The purpose of the party is set forth in its declaration of •
■ principles: Its purpose shall be to educate and organize the working 

class for the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of 
a workers government to achieve Socialism." (From article 11 under 
the caption "Purpose.") . - ■ . . •

"We call upon all revolutionary militants to join with us to build 
the SWP into the mass revolutionary party which will lead the work
ing class of the United States to power; and which, together with 
the revolutionists of all countries united in the Fourth International 
will achieve the victory of the international revolution and of world 
•Socialism." . ' ' .

"The main specific task of the SWP is the mobilization of the American 
masses for struggle against American Capitalism, and for its over- 
.throw...." (Part III of above pamphlet.) .

Shortly after the Fourth International was founded in Switzerland on 
9-3-38, .the Socialist Workers Party in the U. S. announced that it 
was the "American Section" of the "world party of the Socialist 
revolution" (Fourth International). At- a special convention on 
12-21-40, the Socialist Workers Party passed a resolution ending 
its organizational connection with the Fourth International (because 
of the passage of the Voorhis Act). ’ ■

o

This organization follows the Marxist-Leninist-Trotskyist line. 
Statements made by functionaries indicate that in the event of war 
between the U. S. and the Soviet Union, the. Socialist Workers Party 
would defend’ the latter. ~ ' ■■
Deleted ■ • . ‘
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— ~ — SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ; .. 87B - U

A ‘ -
with any additiu^Jl information contained in the• eau* s files..

6. The names of subscribers to Communist Party nominating petitions 
[ and the names appearing on subscription lists of[the Communist Party,
[ USA, publications land publications and organs of the organizations ■

. set forth in 1 a, b, c, and d must be indexed in the field office 
covering the address shown for the subscriber and should not be forwarded 

■ to the Bureau for indexing. Mailing .lists as such which cannot be
identified as membership lists of subversive organizations also should 
be indexed in the field and not forwarded to the Bureau. Field offices

' - obtaining such lists must promptly furnish them to the office covering
the address shown for the subscriber. • . • •

7. Important subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 
and any new subversive derogatory information concerning any individual 
of importance must be brought to the attention of the Bureau by expe
ditious means. ■ • ' •'

8. Subversive and nonsubversive derogatory information coming to the attenti 
of the field office through a name check or otherwise on an employee 
of.the executive branch of tho Government, which information is within 
the purview of Executive Order 10450, should be forwarded promptly to

. the Bureau for dissemination to the Civil Service Co'mmission. In
addition, subversive derogatory and other information relating to other 

- • employees of the Government and to employees of the United Nations and'
. of other public international organizations received by the field office' 
■should be brought immediately to the attention of the Bureau.

9. These instructions do .not affect and are in addition to existing • 
. ■ instructions for the submission of information in report form.,

C. INVESTIGATION .OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, AND OTHER 
MARXIST REVOLUTIONARY-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS . ■
1. Policy . -

- a. Communist Party, USA . .......
By Presidential directive on 9-6-39, and subsequent restatements 
(see section 102, volume IV, of this manual), this Bureau is charged 
with the responsibility of coordinating all information with regard 
to the internal security of the U. S. Since 1939, a large portion 
of the Bureau’s security investigations, has been directed toward 
a coverage of the activities of communists and other groups whose 
aims seek the overthrow of the U. S. Government. The Communist

- Party, USA, is the best organized and most dangerous from a security 
■ standpoint. The party is not an isolated or purely domestic organ

ization but is part of an international communist movement led and 
dominated by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the ultimate

• . aim of which is to establish a world-wide communist state. The
Communist Party, USA, bases its theory on the principles of Marxism
Leninism. (Considerable evidence shows that these principles look 
toward the violent overthrow of the U. S. Government or its downfall 
in the event of a war with the Soviet Union.) It would be a grave 
error to suppose that, because the party is actually and potentially

• small, it is not dangerous. The contemplated role of the party is
• such that it can be played best by an organization which is' cohesive,

easily mobilized, highly maneuverable, fanatically zealous, well
, disciplined, and immediately responsive in an emergency to the demand

. of its leaders. The highest authority in the Communist Party, USA,
’ ’ is the national convention which meets approximately once every two 

years. Between these conventions, the national committee is the 
highest authority of the party. . -
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SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION'S 87D. 
' Indsx

IK’. FOR SECTION 87D 
Refcisnces are to page.

Forms (continued)
FD-122 (continued)

placing name in or removing from 
special section of security

index, 53
’unavailable seF-ion of

"security index, .32,54 
priority tabbing or removal of 

such tabbing, 63,64 
recommending for inclusion in

security index, 45b,47 
recommending missing subjects for 

unavailable section of 
■ security index, 32,54 

reference to, 77 
succinct summary with, 47 

Cuban subjects, 45b
when subject employed in key 

facility, 65
FD-122a, 42b,42c,61,77
FD-128, 55,57 to 60,67

reference to, 77
when security flash notice

is on file, 27a 
when subject moves, 58,59 

. FD-128a, 27a,42c,77
FD-154, 57
FD-165, 27,77
FD-186, 50
FD-305, 74,78
FD-305a, 78
FD-306, 36
fD-336, 39
FD-366, 57,81a

’ FD-376, 31
FD-397, ”3
FD-400, 74

Fraud against the Government,
20,21,22

Geographical 
reference number of key facility 

•shown on security 
index card, 49 

section, of security index, 51,63
Gove1' .- ent .employees, 25,70,80

, Handwriting, 29
of top functionaries, 67

Hostile subjects, interviews 
. of, •■'1

Husband and wife, security 
ihve stigatj.ons,

Identification record, 27 
Immigration and Naturalisation 

Service, 
dissemination to, 
80,81a

Imprisoned subjects in security 
index, 54,57,60’ 

Inactive section of security 
index, 56

Indices, check of, 34,72 •
Individuals

to be Investigated, 22
trav • ng abroad, 33 

against whom stops are 
placed, 34 

disaffection for U. S., 57 
verification of addresses, 57 
-,vho are included in security 

index, 34 
who travel behind iron 

curtain, 34
with tours when no subversive 

information on
, ■ individual, 33a

with tours when there is 
subversive in- 
formation on 
individual, 33a 

with f< sign diplomatic status, 
26 

Industrial security clearances, 
dissemination re, 
65,81 

Informants (See security 
informants.)

Interviews
Bureau approval by rubber 

stamp, 40
Bureau authority, 39,40a 
conditions fOr, 40 

conducting at place of 
employ:-;nt, 40a 

content and -.rm of letter to 
Bureau requesting 
authority for, 39 

contents of letter containing 
. . re suits of, 42 

determine willingness to testify 
during, 41 

evaluation of, 45b 
forty-five-day extensions of

Bureau authority, 40 
no report needed afterward, 40a 
of hostile subjects, 41 
of -individuals connected .with 

institutions of 
learning, 24,25 

of individuals who have traveled 
behind iron 
curtain, 34 

of section A, reserve index 
subjects, 39 

of security index subjects, 
38

82 c
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87D SMI; 87. SECURITY IN72STI

. INDEX ???. SECTION 87D 
References are to page.

Interviews (continued)
of subject-, connected with 

labor unions, 41
of subjects -who e:-:-_ ess desire ' 

for, -1
on SAC authority, 36
preparations for, 40 .
purpose of, 38 .
recontact without Bureau

’ authority, 40a .
resv‘:s not affecting security 

index status, 41 
si:’ • statements in connection

. with, 41 ■
to be conducted -within 45 days, 

’ ’ 40 •
when current report necessary 

in order to
. .. request Bureau

permission, 39 
when current report not necessary 

- in order to request •
' Bureau permission, 39
when to discontinue, 40a,41

.-when report needed after, 41
wi.th Bureau authority, 39 

Investigations .
aliens, 26,80 (See also aliens.)

’ faculty members, 24
. r.embcrs of labor unions, 29,39,41 

naturalized citizens, 26,80 
purpose, 19 
restrictions on, 24 
students, 24

Inve stigative
procedures, 26
techniques, 34 ‘

file reviews, 34 •
photographic surveillances, 35,37 
physical surveillances, 35,37,38 
private .firms, records, 36 
public source information, 36 
security informants, 34

Labor union membership, 29 ,
Labor unions, 29,39,41
Lav/ enforcement officers not to ac

company SAs on secur
ity investigations, 26

Letter in lieu of report, security 
. index cases, 74

List 
key facilities, 49, .

■ ‘ 64
top functionaries, 67

Longshoremen, dissemination of 
inf ormation 
concerning, 80

Lumping information in reports, 76

Maritime employees,' dissemination 
of information 

. concerning, 80 .
Member-s of '

armed forces, 25 ’
dissemination of information 

concerning, 82 
labor unions, 29,39,41 
law enforcement agencies, not to 

accompany SAs on 
security investigations, 

' 26
Membership or affiliation, 29 

concealment of, 31
Missing subjects, 31,48,54 •

letters re attempts to locate 
every 45 days, 32 

unavailable section of security 
. index, 32,54

Movement of subjects, ’
58 

not in security index, 60 
security index subjects, 58 
tabbed for priority, 60 
top functionaries, 59,67

Key facilities, 64 
character, 73 ■
Delimitations Agreement, 64
employees

considered for priority I, 63
included in security index, 65

list, 49,6-
responsibility, 64 .

agency having security, 49,58,59,65'
status of reports of subjects 

employed vi, 66,73 
when to investigate ■ ’ividnals 

emplo?. : a, 64
Knowledge of aims and r reposes, 29

Narrative-type statements in 
reports, 77

Nation of Islam 
abbreviation for organizational 

.affiliation, 49 
character, 73 
classification, 72 
potential Rangercusness, 46 
removal of carif ’'ver, fecurity 

index, 62
what members to be investigated, 23.
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, ' ■ r ^ICU 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATI 87E

Corj-”7.12v Party members, review of field office files, pretext interviews, 
surveillances, Special Agents attending mass meetings, etc. '

z. Internal Security Act of 1950 '
To insure successful proceedings against a communist front organization 
under this act, a preponderance of admissible evidence must be secured 
to show extent to which '
a. Persons active in management, direction, or supervision of an

• organization are active in management, direction, or supervision, 
or as representatives, of

■ b.. Its support, financial or otherwise, is derived from ■
. c. Its funds, resources, or personnel are used to further or promote

■ objectives of ' • .
d. Positions taken or advanced by it from time.to time do not deviate 

■ from those of .
Any communist-action organization, communist foreign government, or 
the world communist movement. ' ' .

[ • 5. [Deleted] ' . .
6. Classification - 100 ■

• 7. Character - Internal Security - letters for organizational activity or 
nationalistic tendency; e.g., (C), (SWP), (Miscellaneous), etc.

87-88
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• F’^TIOW 87. SXmURITY INVESTIGATl 87D

.III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

■ IX.

X.
XI.

XII.

Sex , ,
Mal e M
Fein.-le F . ■
Citi zenship . .
Native born NB
Naturalized NA
Alien . AL .

(if citizenship status is unknown when security 
■ index card is recommended, space should be left 

blank but status should be ascertained -and sub
mitted by FD-122.) .

Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency 
American Socialist Clubs ASG . .
American Workers* 

. Communist Party AWC
Anarchist ANA .
Black Nationalist BNT '
Communist Party, USA COM ■ -
Johnson-Forest Group JFG

[Minutemen MIN] •
Nation of Islam NOt ■ , '
Nationalist groups ’

advocating independence ' .
for Puerto Rico PRN ’

Progressive Labor Party ’ ’■ PLP . ’ ■ ’
Proletarian Party of America PPA

• Revolutionary Act:/'n Movement RAM .
‘ Socialist Worker: Party ’ '.SWP • •
Spartacist League ■ SPL ”
Student Nonviolent Coordinatiiig . .

. Committee . SNC ■ .

. Students for a Democratic . ■ • ‘
Society . SDS -

Worker.: World Party ’ WWP ' . ’:
Bulgar ’ -.n ■ BUL -
Cuban ■ CUB ’ ’ ’ , ’
Czechoslovakian . CZE
Hungarian HUN . .

. Romanian . . ROM ’
Russian ' . RUS

• Yugoslavian ’ YUG . . ' ' ’
Priority designation . ‘ •• - • - . '
Priority I PI..

■Priority II ' . . P II . . ■
Priority -III - . P III • -
Top functionary designation (where applicable) 
Top functionary . TF .
Special section cards ' ...... . . .
Atomic energy program. . . ■ .

employees' ■ . ' AEP ’ . . ’
Cuban special- section . CUB ‘ .»
Espionage subjects - • ESP ■ .

" Foreign government employees FGE ■ . " ' ■ ..
-Pro-Tito subjects YUG . '
United Nations employees UNE . ■ ■
U. Si Government- employees GOV ' .
Unavailable section cards . ' ' . ' ‘ .
Missing MI *

. Out of country. . OC '
Imprisoned PR ' ' ’
Date and place of birth ’ '
Key facility geographical reference number obtained fr 
the Department of Ds.’ruse Key Facilities Li st and abbr 
viation denoting th'- .-’ency having security respon
sibility for the key -‘acility (where applicable") 
Residence address ’

49
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871)

(6)

87. SECURITY IITOSTIGATIC
•

XIII. Employment address and any additional data deemed 
necessary to assist in locat’rg a. subject in an 
emergency. Labor unio?: affiliation, if any.

XIV. Field office filo number
(b) Data to appear on separate attached card

1. The following data must be placed on a separate 
card to be attached to reverse side of the security 
index card being.filed in the geographical, special, 
or unavailable sections. Data will not be attached to
the security index card filed in the alphabetical 
section. These cards contain printed captions to 

. assist in recording the descriptive information.
Captions are not a)1-inclusivc and should be augmented 
by other- de.ta required.
(A) Complete description
(B) notation that Security index flash notice has been 

submitted for posting in Identification Division 
(c)- Photograph, with date taken pla.ced below, ’This 

photograph is to be the most current or best 
likeness of subject. ..

(D) Dangerous characteristics of subject, including 
notation if subject possesses firearms ’

(E) Other data which, will assist in effecting .appre- 
. hension of sub j ct., -.such as directions to residence 

or employment, -..here subject not situated in usual 
locations, It "ng of number of minor children, 
and aged depe: • ents -

II. If descriptive data have not been obtained, case must 
be kept pending and inves tigation’ conducted to develop 
this information. Upon posting of security index flash 
notices in security index cases, the field will be 
furnished the FBI number and fingerprint classification 
which should be affixed to reverse side of the security 
index cards filed in geographical, special, and unavail— ' 
able sections.

III. Form FD—186 is used for purpose of compiling information 
to be posted on the separate card attached to back of 
the security index card filed in the geographical section 
of index. Form may be filled in by the Agent handling 
the case in legible handwriting and forwarded to clerical 
employee designated to post this information on the 
attachment to the geographical, special, or unavailable 
sections. After the security index card kas been pre
pared at Bureau and sent to field and information appe 
ing on FD-186 has been posted on the card to be attach 
it shall be filed in the investigative case file.

FD-186 may also be used to record information that a 
security index subject has been physically observed. 
Descriptive data developed during observation of the 
subject should be noted on FD-186 for posting. . ’ .

Arrangement of the security index 
(a) At Bureau

The entire security index is maintained at the Bureau 
through the utilization of IBM tabulating cards. The 
5- by S-inch security index cards, are printed by autom-..-ic- 
data processing and transmitted to the fi.eld. Through ..e 
use of this device, .the security index can be broken d. wn 
into the various categories of information appearing on 
the security index cards when such breakdowns become necessary 
for administrative purposes at the Bureau. ..'his proceaure ■ 
makes it possible to maintain one content of the security 
index in the field and at. -he Bureau in an identical con
dition at all times;

An alphabetical breakdown of the true names and all alia, 
of security index suo/ects is also maintained at rhe Bur. 
for administrative purpo',-:.:.

50
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87. SECURITY IhVRGTIGATION  ̂ ’ 87D ■

■ '
v. Persons active in the Conmvunist Party or 

othei* organization underground apparatus 
vi. Any other seerrity index subject whose 

activities, pest or present, regardless of 
membership in a revolutionary organization, 
clearly and unmistakably depict the individual 
as a potential saboteur, espionage agent, or 
disruptionist in the event of an.emergency

(C) Individuals employed in ox* having access to key 
far.;, lit! os

II. Security index, subjects considered for priority II- 
(A) All individual,s whe are considered to be of second 

level leader s:;.ip of basic revolutionary organiza- ■ 
tions and other subversive organizations and 

. individ'-als who present a significant threat but 
are in less influential positions than those in • 
priority I ■ .

Ill, All other individuals on the security index will be 
tabbed priority III. • ' •

(c) Recommendations for and removal of priority designation
I . Approval of SAC - ■ ■ ■

Designation of each subject as to priority or .
removal of any subject therefrom must be personally 
approved by SAC, or in offices having more than

' ■ 1,000 security index subjects by SAC, ASAC, or Bureau-
approved security supervisor. '

■ II. .When form FD-' ' ' is submitted recommending, either.' .
■ ■ ■ tabbing for ; / ority or -deletion of such tabbing, .

attach an ad>.. ional page setting out a brief summary 
of facts upon ich the recommendation is based.

(d) Administrative procedures for handling priority.program ’ 
Take following action to assure that security index cards 
for subjects tabbed for priority of apprehension will be 

. ■ readily available .for emergency action in your office: - • ’
’ I. Geographical section ' '

Divide geographical section of security index into three 
' distinct parts. '

(A) Part I of geographical section shall include only 
security index cards for subjects who are tabbed 
priority I. ’ '

. (B) Part'll of geographical section shall contain
security index cards for all subjects that ar-. . 

. tabbed priority II. ’
(c) Part III of geographical section should contain 

security index cards for all subjects who are 
tabbed priority III. . ’

(d) In offices having two separate and distinct
- geographical sections, i.e., geographical-employment

. .. . . and geographical-residence, as provided under
87D 7b (6) herein, each such geographical section 
must be broken into ndrts I,' II, and III. .'

(E) Priority' cards will be the following colors.: ' •
. priority I - beige, priority II - green, 
. -. priority III - white ' . -

III. Alphabetical section ' -.
(A) One security index card for each subject.is to 

. . be filed in alphabetical section in strict•alpha-
• ■ ■ betical order witix no other breakdown whatsoever.

(B) Priority tabbings approved at Bureau, will be shown 
on security index cards forwarded to field by code ' 

. . letters "P I," "P II," or "P III" in first lino ::
the cards. - ■ '

63
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87D •’ SEQTTOli 87. SSCOT.ITI INVESTIGATIONS

(e) Gen^^i.1

I. Tbn ng of card;;
The alphabetical security index cards on those individual 
designated as "Pro-Cuban" should be tabbed with a metal 
tab. . -

II. Removal from priority I ;‘-?d priority II 
Careful analysis must be made of each case in which 

' deletion from priority I and priority II is proposed.
For instance, when a subject is being removed from 
priori by I or priority II tabbing, file revievr may -well 
disclose that subject qualifies for priority tabbing 
for reasons covered in 87D 7b (11) (b).

c. Individuals employed in or having access to key facilities
(1) Responsibility ■ ■

FBI is responsible by Presidential directive for keeping other 
Federal agencies advised of developments within their juris
diction affecting plants having armed forces contracts, as well 
as other facilities, utilities, and critical points 'of trans
portation and communications systems which have been designated 
as vital to the national defense and welfare by the Department

■ of Defense. • ....

FBI is responsible under Delimitations Agreement for investi
gating employees of private contractors who have contracts with 

■ _• '■ ' agencies of Department of Defense where credible subversive ■
information concerning employee is obtained. Thorough investi
gation must be conducted and consideration for inclusion in 

■ • security index given concerning any individual employed in or .
. .. . having access to a key facility who is alleged to have been,

at any time in the past, a member of any basic revolutionary 
organization or against whom sufficient- other subversive ’
information is in ov- possession ’which warrants such.action. '
(a) Requests for investigation from another agency . .

■ ■ ■ ■ • When another agency requests investigation of individual
employed in key facility, institute investigation immediately

• if basis of request so warrants. Advise Bureau of-request,
’ basis thereof, and that investigation is'being conducted. '

. (b) Verification of key facility status of place of employment
. . '. Department of Defence Key.Facilities List (maintained in

. each office) must be checked for verification of information 
' that a security investigation subject’s place of employment

. may be included in such list.
(c) Individuals denied access to restricted information 

. Intelligence agencies of armed forces frequently advise ’ '
that an individual has been denied clearance to work in ■ 
a defense plant or to handle classified or restricted

. information. In some instances clearance is denied based
on infoi-mation furnished by Bureau. At- other times, in

. ' . formation in Bureau files is very meager or possibly . .
. negative and basis for such denial of clearance is not

known. The intelligence agency is responsible for furnish
ing Bureaxi with any information involving disloyalty or 

' subversiveness. .

’ -Office receiving notification that an individual has been
denied clearance must ascertain promptly basis for such 

' denial and obtain all pertinent data contained in file of
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Abstract slips, 47,58
Addresses, verification of (See verifi

cation of addre.sses.)

INDEX POR SECTION V .‘D

87 D 
Index

References are to pa^e.

Administrative 
data, 77 
•tickler, 55,56,74 . .

Admissible evidence, 29,37
Agitator ind^x, 33,78
Agreement between FBI and 

Secret Service, 81
Airman ;< th certificates from FAA, 

. dissemination of in
. formation concerning, 81

Aliens 
Chinese, 48,62,81a '
Cuban, 45a,45b,81a .
dissemination of information 

concerning, 80,81a 
investigation of, 26

■Alphabetical section of security 
index, 51,63

Appearance and content of security ' '
index cards, 48

Applicant investigations’, inclusion'of 
' ‘ ' subjects in security

• • • -index or reserve index, 70
Armed forces . . . . .

dissemination to, 82 ’
members of, 25 . • .
record in, 27 • .
relatives in, 27 - ■ ' ' ’ ’■ ■ .. '
subjects entering, 56,60 
subjects in, 25

Arrangement of security index, 50 
alphabetical section, 51,63 
at Bureau, 50 
geographical section, 51,63 
in field office, 51 .
inactive section, 56

. .special section, 52 (See also special . 
■ section of security index. )

■ unav-ailable section, 53 (See also un
' ’’ available section of

• security index. )
Atomic Energy Act subjects, inclusion in 

. - . . security or reserve index,
.70,71 .

Black nationalist cases 
character of case, 73 
classification, 72 ■
definitions, 19 •
reports ’

‘ anarchist beliefs, 46a .
content, 74 ’

security index, 43,49 
top functionary, 66

Bureau ■
applicants, inclusion in 

security or re
serve index, 70 

authority to investigate 
individuals, 24 

responsibility, 1-9,64

Cancellation of
security flash notice, 27a-
security index cards .

after induction into armed 
forces, 60

mechanics, 60
on departure from U. S., 60 '
only after interview, 38 -
recommending, 42,61 .
upon death, 60 ■

Canvassing informants, 74 . .
Changes on security index cards, 58,78 ‘
Channelizing, 24,34,36,72,79 
Character of reports, 73 •

top functionaries, .67,73
Characterizations, 79 '
Chinese ■' ’

aliens, changes in residence or
employment, dissemination

. Secret Service and INS, 81
extraction, 48,62 ..............
sympathies, 48

Classification of cases, 72 ■ . ■
Color of security'index- cards, 63 • ’
Concealment of membership, 31 .
Confidential informants (See security ’ 

informants.)
Contacting ■ . .

faculty members, 25 .
informants, 34,74. ‘ _■ . '' ". '.■■■ ■
registrars, 25 '
students, 25 ’ ■ " .
superiors of, faculty members, 25 

Contacts
during investigation, 25 • .

' of 'foreign establishments, 25
Content ■ . ■ ' . •

and -appearance ■ ,- • • • -
. of reserve, index cards, .43 . ■ ■

of security index cards, 48 ' •
of reports, 74 .

Corroboration, 37 ' " ' .
Cover pages, 77,78 ' •
Criteria for inclusion in security ; - 

■ - index, -44a,45 ... ‘
Cuban

activity in support of Cuban.regime, 45 
aliens,. 45a,45b,81a - "
contacts with, factor in determining 

. dangerousness of
' ‘.individual, 44a

pro-Cuban activity, 45b ‘
■ special section, 49,53 • ■ ■' -
tabbing cards, 45b,64. - J ■' ‘ ‘

Dangerousne s s 
iefinition of, 44 

’.determination of, 44
Nation of Islam membership, 

^6 '
Death of security index subject, 

. 60 '
82a
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Index

Defected subjects, 42
Defectors to Sino—Soviet—bloc

countries, 57 ‘

J 4^ INDEX FOR SECi-OlT 87D

, References are t<; page.

Defense
Industrial Security Clearance 

Office, 65,89.
Supply Agency, 65,81

Definitions, 19
of dangercusnoss, 44
of top functionaries, 66 

Delimitations Agreement, 64,82 
Departmental applicants, inclusion 

in security index or 
reserve index, 70

Determination of .
dangerousness, 44
membership and.position in labor 

organizations, 29
Disaffection of U. S. citizens 

abroad, 57
Dis seininati.on . .

concerning individuals who are
not within Bureau

. . investigative
' jurisdiction, 82

• of reports
at SOG, 81a . .

■ in field, 79 ■
on subjects employed in key 

facilities, 65,80 
to Defense Industrial Security

Clearance Office,
. Defense Supply Agency,

65,81
. to Immigration and Naturalization

. Service, 80,81a •
to Secret Service, 81,81a ‘

closing case, 47,74
letterhead memoranda, 57,81,81a
•stamping reserve index cards, 43

Documentation of reports, 78 
completion of, 78 ’ .

b.-ployees of
.'■ternational organization-', 25 
", S. Government, 25,70 

dissemination of data re, 80 
Employment, verification of (See 

verification of. ) 
Espionage subjects, inclusion 

in security 
index or reserve 
index, 70

Evidence, 37
de s i rab i1ity o f 

admissibility, 29,37 
corroboration, 37

of knowledge of aims and - 
purposes, 29

of membership or affiliation, 29 
preservation of, 37 ‘

• Executive Order 10450,-80,81

Faculty members • ’ • -
contacts with, 25 
investigation of, 24

Fifth amendment, 46 • .
File on defected subjects, 42 . f
File reviews, 34 v
Flash notices (security) .

cancellation of, 27a ■
notation concerning, on . 

’ FD-128, 59 •
placing, 27 .

Foreign 
diplomats, 25 .
establishments, 25 • ■ . -
intelligence subjects, inclusion 

. . in security index or ’
. .. reserve index, 70 •

tours, 33a,57 
travel, 33,54,57 . .

Forms ■ ’
FD-122, 28,34,48,49,53 to 58,67,74,78 

abstracts for, 47 ■ '
changes in data on security ■

index card by, 
58,78 .

° concerning persons of Chinese
. ' extraction or ’ ■ •

Chinese sympathy, 48' .
cover letter thereto, 32' .
Cuban subjects, 45b '
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ION 87. SECURITY IUVRSTIGZlT 87G

' "(4-) the extent to which the petitions taken or advanced by it from
time to time on matter.-, of policy do not deviate from those of any 
Communi pt-action organization, Communist foreign fovernmunt, or 
the world Conununi st movement referred to in section 781 of this 
title." ■

[ e. [Deleted]
[ . f. [Deleted] '
[ 3. [How proceedings are instituted (Title 50, USC, § 792 (§ 13 of act))
[ Whenever the Attorney GcneraS -.s reason to believe that any organization
[ is a communist-action organ! zc. ’ on or a communist front organization,' or
[ that any individual is a member of an organization determined by a. final
[ order of the Board to be such, he shall file a petition with the Board ■
[ and serve upon the organization or individual, as the case may be, a
[ copy thereof, for a determination that such is true via a hearing before
[ the Board, .
[ 4. Findings of the Board and publication of same (Title 50, USC, f 792
[ (§ 13 of act)) . ’ .
[ . If, after a hearing on the matter, the Board finds (1)- that an organi-
[ zation is a communist-action organization or a communist front organization,
[ • it -shall make a report in writing to state its findings and cause to be ■.
[ served on such organization an order determining the organization to be
[ a communist-action organization or a communist front organization, or
[ (2) that an individual is a member of communist-action organization,
[ it shall make a report in writing in -. .ch it shall state its findings
[ . and cause to be served on such individual an order determining such ’
[ . individual to be a member of a communist-action organization. .
[ a. . Findings of the Board shall be publi’shed in the Federal Register that
[ such orders have become final and thi-s publication shall be notice
[ ' to all persons that such orders have become final. Records of the
[ ■ ■ Board concerning such hearings shall be available to the public. ■
[ 5. Employment of members; contribution of funds,services, or advice by
[ Government personnel (Title 50, USC, § 784 (§ 5 of act))-
[ " (a) When there is in effect a final order of the Board determining any
[ organization to be a Communist-action organization or a' Communist-front
[ organization, it shall be unlawful -
[ "(1) For any member of such organization, with knowledge or notice of '
[ such final order of the Board - . '
[ "(A) in seeking, accepting, or holding any nonclective office or employment
[ under the United States, to conceal or fail to disclose the fact, that he
[ ' is a member of such organization; or _
[ ‘"(B) to hold any nonelective office or employment under the United States;
[ . or ■
[ • "(C) in seeking, accepting, or holding employment in any defense facility,
[ - to conceal or fail to disclose the fact that'he is a member of such
[ organization; or ’ ■ .

•[ • "(D) if such organization is a Communist-action organization, to engage
[ in any employment in any defense facility; or .
[ "(s) hold office or employment with any labor organization, as that
[ ■ term is defined,in section 2 (5) of the National Labor Relations Act,
[ as amended (29 U. S. C. 152), or.to represent any employer in any matter
[ ’ ' "or proceeding arising or pending under that Act. ’ - '
[ "(2) For any officer or employee of the United -States or .of any defense
[ facility, with knowledge or notice of such final order of the Board -
[ "(A) contribute funds or services to such organization; er
[. "(b). to advise, counsel or urge any person, with knowledge or notice
[ ■ that such person is a member of such organization, to perform, or to omit
[ ' . to perform, any act if such act or emission would constitute a violation
[ of any provision of paragraph (1) of this subsection." ' ’ ‘'

93
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6.

87G

7 .

8.

9.

' SEC^IOh 87. SECURITY iiuEstigation^-x• • • Ml .
Use of mail and ‘.nstr-rmentalities of inf,-rsfate or foreign commerce 
(Title 50, USC, f. 7S9 (§ 10 of act ))
The act requires any person acting for or on behalf of any organization 
for -which -there is in effect a final order of the Board determining it 
to h-: a cammuni st-acfi on organization or communist front to label properly 
.all publications transmitted through the mail or by any means or instru
mentality .of interstate or foreign commerce. .
P^-nrlties (Title 50, USC, § 794 (§ 15 of act ))
Any organization which -violates any provision of secti-on 10 of this act 
shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished for each ouch violation by ■ 
a -'ine of not m- re than $10,000. Any individual, who violates any provision 
of section 5 or ‘.0 of this act shall, upon conviction thereof, be ■ 
pv. r shed for- cm.:, such violation by a fine of not more than $10,000 or 
bp ‘-.'prisonment for not more than five years, or by both.
R:- •. ting of evidence developed on individual members
A.- admissible eviden-.-.- showing a violation of the Internal Security Act 
of 1950, as amended (Title 50, UTC, § 784), as it pertains to union 
officers, employees, and representatives of management'(sec item 5, 
part (a) (1) (E) above, and volume III, section 67C, of this manual), 
should be furnished the Bureau in a report on the individual and the 
report should car’-y the single character. Internal Security A_ct of 1950 - 
Labor (classification 122). Any admissible evidence showing a violation 
of this act on the part of any other individual should be furnished the 
Bureau in report on the individual and the. report should carry the dual 
character, Internal Security - C or Security Matter-- C,- and Internal 
Security Act of 1950 (classification 100). See section 87D of this manual 
for complete instrxictions relative to investigation of individuals. • 
Instructions .
The Bureau’s responsibilities in connecticn with the ’internal security of 
this country necessitate that we promptly and thoroughly investigate- all 
organizations subject to communist infiltration, influence, or control 
as set forth in section 87E of this manual. In vievr of the Internal 
Security Act .of 1950, the necessity of developing legally admissible 
evidence as to the communist character of any <-.’ganization must be 
emphasized during our investigation. Keeping ■ .• mind the factors to be 
considered by the Subversive Activities Goitre'. Hoard in determining .
whether an organization is a communist front, .ery effort must be made 
to develop legally admissible evidence relating to these factors. An, 
investigation of any organization which might fall within the provisions of

’ 10.

the Internal Security Act of 1950 should carry the dual character, Internal 
Security - C, Internal Security Act of 1950. ' .
Emergency detention provisions (Title 50, USC, §§ 811-825)
Sections 100 to 111 inclusive cover the detention provisions of the . 
act in the event of a state of "Internal Security Emergency" and set up . 
a program for the arrests of certain individuals, provisions for. hearings 
after arrest, and the right to judicial review. Criminal provisions are- 
set out in sections 112 to 114 inclusive, making it unlawful in connection 
•vzith the detention provisions of the act to- resist arrest, knowingly 
disregard or evade apprehension, escape from confinement,or conspire with 
others to escape from confinement or detention. Vi-olations are also set. 
out covering the aiding and assisting in the commission of the violations ’ 
mentioned above and in the willful interference with the activitie's of
any member of a review board set up under the detention provisions or
any of its agents. ’ . ’ , . . ■
a. Bureau instructions

These provisions do not affect instructions regarding individuals
. considered dangerous or potentially dangerous to the internal security 

as outlined in section 87D of this manual. • ’

94
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SENIOR 87. SECURITY MVESTIGATIOUS 87A
. • ■

(3) Uy force or violence, or ’ •
By assassination of any officer of such government 
It will be necessary to show: .
(aj The identify and official capacity of such officer
(b) The identity of persons conspiring to assassinate, or 

actually assassinating such. officer ■ ■
(c) Full details surrounding the assassination or attempted 

assassination ■
(d) Reasons for the assassination, and ends to be gained by 

• such assassinations, or .
b. Printed, published, edited, issued, or circulated - ' ‘ ■

(1) The person with the intent to cause the overthrow or destruction 
of the Government of the UIS,, or the government of any state, 
territory, district,or possession thereof, or the government of 
any political subdivision thereof

(2) Printed,, published, edited, issued, circulated, sold, dis.— , 
tributed, or publicly displayed written or printed mattsw.-

(3) Advocating, advising, or teach?-/ the duty, necessity, desira— 
biliuy. or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the Government

la 
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87A - B SECTION 87. SECURITY INVESTSGATINS • *
• ■ .

of the U. S. b? force or the government of any state, territory, 
district, or possession thereof, or the government of any 
•political subdivision thereof, or

Organized society, group, or assembly
(1) The person organized, or helped organize, a society, group, or 

assembly of persons
(2) Which taught, advocated, or encouraged the overthrowing or 

destruction of the Government of the U. S., or the government 
cf any state, territory, district, or possession thereof, or the 
government of any political subdivision thereof - •

(3) By force or violence, or '
(4) The person became a member of, or affiliated with, such society, 

group, or assembly of persons
(5) Knowing the purp.ose thereof

B. SUBMISSION TO THE BUREAU OF SUBVERSIVE DEROGATORY INFORMATION OU INDIVIDUALS
1. To insure the proper discharge of the Bureau’s responsibility' to furnish

information at the seat of Government at the request of other agencies . 
and to have it available at the seat of Government when such requests are 

■ received from other agencies, the Bureau must be promptly furnished, for
indexing purposes,by offices covering the national and local headquarters 
of the various subversive organizations, the names of, and identifying 
data concerning, persons affiliated with and becoming affiliated with 
the following types of organizations:
a. Basic revolutionary organizations or groups . ■ .

Communist Party, USA ■
Socialist Worker's Party '

■ Proletarian Party of America '
Other Marxist revolutionary organizations including splinter groups, 
if any, of the preceding three organizations .
Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico '

b, Nationalist and fascist-type groups
c. Front organizations of 1, a and b above, including those .

Si) Cited by the Attorney General .
2) Cited or declared by the House Committee on Un-American Activities 

[(now House Committee on Internal Security)]or by any of the .
various legislative committees . . • ■ •

(3 ) Described as such or as an organization dominated or controlled
. . by one of the basic revolutionary organizations or groups by

■ ’ security informants or other sources of known reliability
. d-. Black nationalist extremist groups

Such lists should include the organization’s membership list and any
’ other record showing affiliation. ’ . ■ ’

2. Field offices obtaining information concerning such affiliation of 
individuals residing outside their territory must expeditiously furnish 
such information to the office covering the address of the person.

3. The information should be submitted to the Bureau in duplicate by letter 
captioned with the title of the organizational case file, for example, 
"Communist Party, USA, _____District, _________Division; Internal .
Security - C" or "Socialist Workers Party, __________ Division; Internal ’ .

• Security - S’,IP" and should clearly indicate that the list ‘is being 
furnished to the Bureau for indexing purposes only.

4. Information received from all sources, including that received from 
confidential sources, highly confidential sources, reports of' .
security informants and sources, and public and other sources, should 
be reviewed to insure that the Bureau has been furnished in the past and 

- will be furnished in the future lists of all individuals (together with
. identifying data) affiliated with all organizations set forth in 1 a‘, b, • 

c, ana d•
5. In forwarding such information to the Bureau, ths- offices should incor- - 

porate, insofar as possible, information concerr.lna' a numoer of individuals 
in one letter. The letter should contain sufficient identifying data 
concerning each individual to enable the Bureau to identify that individual

2.
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ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATE^ 87D

(5) In evaluating this type of co.se,. carefully consider the nature 
and activities of the front organization in behalf of the 
Communist Party or other revolutionary organizations throughout 
the country or in a certain area.

c. Special training in a subversive movement

!
1) Training in the Lenin School or in a subversive movement abroad 
2) Leadership training in one of the basic revolutionary organiza

tions mentioned above
d. . Military service

(1) Service in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. Membership in one of 
the basic revolutionary organizations is not a prereq-'.isite- 
to initiating investigations in this category.

(2) Service in the military forces of any country, including the 
U. S. armed forces oi’ the Office of Strategic Services whenever 
there is an allegation that an individual has been a member of 
one of the basic revolutionary organizations at any time

e. Employment in key facilities- ’ ■ ' -
Investigate the activities of any individual employed in. or having 
access to a key facility who is alleged to have been at any time i 
the past a member of any basic revolutionary organization or again.v 
whom sufficient other subversive information is known.

f. Other individuals with•revolutionary beliefs
Individuals who, because of anarchist or revolutionary beliefs,- are 
likely to seize upon the opportunity presented by a national emergency 
to endanger the public safety and welfare. Membership or affiliation 
in basic revolutionary or front groirps is not a prerequisite to 
initiating investigations of this type. Use sound judgment and dis
cretion in this evaluation.

Falling within the- above category are members of the Nation of Islam. 
When it is known or becomes known that this organization is active in 
the field office territory, a security—type ‘ -vestigation of all 
individuals who are reported to be (1) func-: ’ -- laries or leaders of 
the Nation of Islam, or (2) active particip..; ■. carrying out fanatical 
and disloyal aims of the organization, shoui .0 initiated. .Investiga
tions should not be initiated based on mere .mbership alone.

During the course of security investigation; ?f individuals affiliated 
with the Nation of Islam, be alert for any formation indicating a 
possible violation of the- Selective Service .jt.

The above standards for institutions of investigations of individuals 
are not to be interpreted as all-inclusive.. Where there is doubt an 
individual may be a current threat to the internal security of the 
nation, the question should be resolved in the interest of security 
and investigation conducted.

The categories specified as a through f above arc to be distinguished 
from ■ •

23
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SECURITY INVESTIGATION.87D

the criteria to govern the addition of subject:; to and retention of sub
ject;' in the scoui ,'ty indez, set out in 871) 7 b (3). Inves tigati: n should 
be undertaken when cases fa’l within the preceding categories, even though 
under existing criteria the s-ubjects would not be placed in the security 
index on the information available. The cases should thereafter be 
investigated actively to determine the scope of subversive activities in 
which ’.he subjects have been engaged nd to fully develop all aspects of 
the oases in order that e. determination can be .made-with respect to 
security index status. ..

Complaints alleging s-.rversive activities of .individuals which are -received 
from anonymous sources should' not be disregarded provided the allegations 
are sufficiently specific and of sufficient, weight to warrant investigation, 
Suoh allegations should receive same consideration as if the identity of 
the source was known. Do not open oases for investigation based on non
specific 02' vague allegations which do not fall within the standards for 
opening investigations, ‘

Do not institute investigations because of membership in organizations which 
do not advocate the use of force to bring about changes in the existing 
Government. e.g., the Socialist Party, the Socialist Labor Party, the 
Independent Workers of the World and th-- ndependence Party of Puerto
Rico (Partido Independentista Puertorri •/ no), etc, . ..

Security-type cases already existent muss be continually and carefully 
■ evaluated to determine that we are fulfilling our responsibilities in 

the internal security field. Subversive information received.regarding 
any individual should be channelized to the iindividual1s main file. If 
no main file exists, one should be opened. Cases not warranting further 
investigative action should be promptly closed and should not be peimitted 
to continue endlessly without a definite objective.

5. Restrictions upon investigations of individuals ■ -
a. Investigations of and interviews with individuals connected with 

‘ institutions of learning _
.(1) Subjects connected with institutions of learning •

The following restrictions apply to employees and-students of 
colleges, universitiesand elementary and secondary schools

. supported b'y private or public funds. Students and employees
of schools, such as the Jefferson School of Social Science, the.

. Calif ornia .Labor ‘ School, and others founded by or supported by
■ revolutionary groups, do not come within the meaning of these

instructions,, ■
. ■ (a) Prior Bureau authority to institute investigation _ ‘

Ie Faculty members ■
■ Bureau authority is necessary prior to initiating a '

security investigation of a faculty member*
II, Students and nonacademic employees .

' ■ Bureau authority is not needed prior to initiating
' ’ a security investigation of a student or nonacademic ’

employee provided no unusual circumstances exist which 
would require advice from the Bureau prior to initiating 

’ the investigation. Each SAC must see that there is a 
• sound basis fox- initiating security investigations of

■ • such individuals. ■ -
• - ’ III* Requests for Bureau authority • ' . — '

When requesting Bureau authority t,o conduct a -security.
. investigation of an individual connected with an

” institution of learning, the letter should set forth .
• the identity of .the subject, his position, and the basis

. for the investigation. .

- .24
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'£TI01T 87. SECURITY ' 87D

locate subjects are not .■ be submitted. The Bureau 
will closely follow inve» ;igative action to locate 
missing security index subjects.

II. If you receive indications that the subject went to 
Mexico or Ca-nada, request the Bureau to alert other 
appropriate Government agencies to this possibility 
and to determine any available verifying information 
through liaison c*:-nels.

III. If the subject is . • jorted to have gone to any other 
foreign country, .. Washington Field Office should be 
requested to choc.." me records of the Passport Office 
of the State Depar ■-r.ent for verification.

IV. When all logical leads have been exhausted in. the case 
of a missing important functionary, consideration should 
be given to circularizing all field offices with the 
subject's photograph and background information for the 
purpose of alerting the entire field to the identity 
of the subject. Bureau authority must be obtained be
fore circularization is made. In seeking Bureau author
ity, advise the Bureau as to the position held" by the 
subject and what efforts have already been made to locate 
him.

If this procedure is to be effective, its application 
must necessarily be restrictive in the msr’-' of-subjects 
to which it is applied. Therefore, reques■ to circularize 
must be made only after every possible lead ^as been 
exhausted■and then only in the cases of the most impor
tant missing functionaries.

(4) Individuals traveling abroad (Alf.r consider section 105G, 
volume IV, of this manual.)
When information is received ind’. -ting that

a subject of a current! scour. investigation or -where 
there is information showing subversive activity by a 
security subject during the past five years,

a subject whose name is included ir. security index,, 
agitator index, or section A of -eserve index,

a. subject of a past security inv.. •'.ugation who is likely 
to remain in a foreign country e'er six months, or

where information available indicates a subject of a past 
security investigation, although inactive for over five 
years, may be a "sleeper" or in an underground capacity, 
or where current information would indicate a need to 
effect foreign coverage]

intends to travel abroad or has already departed this country 
for foreign travel, take the following action:
(a) Immediately advise the Bureau by letterhead memorandum 

setting forth complete available details concerning
■ the foreign travel, including places and dates of depa.'ure 

and intended return, destination and. itinerary, purpose , 
of trip, the exact name under which the passport was 
issued, the .number of the passport, and. the efface issuing 
the passport, if known. Include in the letterhead , 
memorandum a full description of the subject, including 
all aliases, and in the case of Chinese and Korean . 
subjects Chinese telegraphic code and Korean telegraphic 
code numbers, as well as a concise resume of available ■ 
subversive data regarding the subject. Do not delay in 
advising the Bureau of the actual or intended, travel 
while developing the details of the travel as time is 
of the essence in this matter.

(b) ’ Set out a lead for rhe Washington Field Office for a check 
of the records of the Passport Office, Department of "tate; 
however, do not limi- efforts tv develop above infor”- -tion 
to a check of such records.

33
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87. SECURITY INVESTIGATION.s. 87D

XI. Inform subjects connected, with labor unions that the 
Bureau is not. interested in employee—employe!- relations 
ar/’ is concerned only with obtaining information on 
in’iltratipn of labor unions 'by subversive elements.

XII. Furnish no information and make no statements to a 
person being interviewed which might later be used to ■ 
embarrass the Bureau. Agents should not allow them
selves to be interviewed by the interviewee or to be 
placed in a position- of answering questions instead of 
asking teem. '

XIII. Terminafu immediately an interview if the subjcot.proves 
.to be hostile or uncooperative on in>J ial contact.

XIV. Exploit a subject's knowledge to the inmost if he is 
found to be willing to furnish info '.’..ion of value, 

• XV. Questions asked of a subject being . nrviewed should 
bb so worded as to require an admis..i.n or denial of 
all pertinent items of subversive information developed 

. during prioi’ investigation unless to do so would expose- 
investigative techniques or security informants.

. XVI. a cordial and friendly attitude alone on the part of - 
a subject should not be construed aS evidence of

" . cooperation insofar as potential dangerc: >ness is con
cerned when he fails to admit or furnish substantially 
the same subversive information verified through- previous 

. investigation.
XVII. Inform the subject that w.e are interested in interviewing 

him in great detail and arrange to conduct the interviews 
' over as extended a period of time as necessary to

• develop the matter' fully. Conduct necessary investigation 
or research to verify or add to what is being c-.-veloped . '
on interview. Request information from other r?"-: ces 
or the Bureau to assist in the interview if no- '.

XVIIIo Reduce information obtained to' a signed stater-’ - if
• subject willing that this be done. '

XVIX. Dctex-mine willingness to testify to information fur
nished in possible future Federal proceedings.

XX. Consider possibility of developing these individuals as 
informants. If possibility is.apparent, pursue matter 
with view to establishing subject as a reliable source 
in the subversive movement with which he has been connected, 

XXI. When no information is developed during the’course’ 
of an interview which would affect a subject's status, 

. submit the results thereof in letter form immediately .
■ ' . • following the interview and also in the next report * 

submitted in the case, At least one report will be 
submitted in each case in which a subject ‘is interviewed 
with Bureau authority. In the case of an individual 
employed in or holding a sensitive position enumerated

. in 87D 6b (7) (e) IV above, the results of all inter— ■
■views must be submitted promptly in report form until1’ -
such time as he begins to cooperate as a security 
informant ox* a source. ■ . • •

XXII. Report information regarding the subject's admissions of 
• his own subversive activities and'associations and set 

forth a statement to the effect that he did or did net 
furnish information regarding subversive activities of 
others, ' . • ’

XXIII. Report statements of denial regarding subject's subversive 
activities developed through prior investigation and ’ 
follow by a brief summary statement of the past subversive 
activity which .is being denied by the subject.

41
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87D CTI01T 87. SECURITY INVESTIGA ..

XXIV. Letter transmitting results of an interview must 
contain: /
(A) A ch.-finite statement or conclusion of interviewing \ 

Agents as to cooperativeness of subject
(B) Whetner information furnished by him coincides sub

stantially with information developed against him
C) Reasons for the conclusions
D) Statement as to subject's availability as a potential 

witness and evaluation of subject's potential as 
an inf c •'mant or confidential source j

E) Further contacts contemplated
F) Recommendation that the security index card be 

canceled when it is determined from statements 
furnished by a security index subject regarding 
his subversive activities and associates, considered 
with other known- information and factors, that the 
subject is no longer to bo considered dangerous 
to the internal security in time of an emergency 

XXV. The above instructions shall not preclude immediate’ inter
view of subject of a security-type investigation who 
contacts a Bureau representative and expresses a desire 
'to furnish information concerning-subversive activities. 
They do not apply to an interview of a person once ho 
is an estabii.shvd informant or confidential source.

XXVI. Reinterviews with security index subjects should bo considered 
on a systematic basis. . This may be done by considering a 
recontact immediately prior to the time when it is necessary 
to submit a periodic report,, In all cases in which 
subjects have been interviewed in the past with Bureau 
authority and no reintervie-w is conducted prior to the 
submission of the periodic report, the cover page(s) 
accoiapanying report should show why a reinterview was 
not conducted. Results of reinterviews should be /
submitted in report form. \

(g) Maintenance of file on defected subjects-
I. A dead file should be maintained for reference purposes 

in those offices having sufficient volur.r of security 
work to justify such action. • . ■ •

II. Copies of memoranda designated for individual case files 
should be routed to this file. Such memoranda to con-' 
tain:

I A) The background of the defectee
B) Type of information he may furnish
C) Period covered by this data
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(G)

unequivocal regardless of Y^BFslavia’s foreign 
policies. .
Cub an 
Tn order that, in the event of an emergency 
involving Cuba and the U. S., special handling 
may be afforded those subjects rfhose organizai .'.1 
affiliation or nationalistic tendencies are sh-- . 
as "Cuban." Security index cards denoting such 
will contain the code "CUB" on line 1. '

Standards for inclusion of subjects in the special 
section of the security index are the same as those 
for any other potentially dangerous subject.

When submitting a' recormiendation for preparation of 
a security index card on an individual falling in one 
of the above categories, form FD-122 must include 
the words "Special Section" typed in the upper right 
portion thereof. The proper category should be typed 
on FD-122 in the space provided behind the words 
"MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)."

Security index cards to be placed in the special 
section shall bear the appropriate code letters in 
the upper right portion designating the.sub section . 
in which the cards should be placed. Upon receipt 
from the Bureau of the three security index cards of 
-.ubjects in these categories, the required additional 
data shall be placed on two which shall b-.. filed 

■ alphabetically in the appropriate subsection of the
. special section. The third card shall be'filed in

the alphabetical section of the security index. Under 
no circumstances should special section security index 
cards be filed in the geographical section of the .

.index, ■

When a security index subject whose card is maintained 
■ in the special section no longer comes within one of

the categories of the special section, FD-122 must be 
’ . ■ submitted with the words " emove from Special Section"

' ' ■ -typed in the space provided behind'the words, "MISCELLANEOUS
(Specify)."’ If the card should be placed in the unavail-

■ • . able section, the statement "Place in. Unavailable Section"
’ ’ should be added in this space. When the new cards.

■ are received- from the Bureau', they .should be checked '
' ' for accuracy and the description and photograph, .

if available, should be placed on separate cards 
. ' of similar size and attached to the back of two of

-the cards. These two cards should then be filed in ' '
. '• ' the geographical or unavailable section (where applicable)

■ and the’ other card filed in the alphabetical section of
. • the security index. The old cards should be destroyed.

[ The special section card shall[indicate the priority
[ ■ - level for apprehension.] ' . . ■ .

' . -’It is not contemplated that subjects of security index ’ ■
. ' ■ . ’ ' ' cards maintained in the special section will be-appre- ’

‘ : " hended under a mass apprehension program. The 'cases '
-of such subjects shall be given individual attention

- upon the inception of the apprehension program and :ho 
. subjects will not be apprehended in “he absence of. ■

. specific Bureau i s cructions in each case. - '
IV. Unavailable seericr. '

. Security annex cards of individuals who are missing, out 
of the country, ar are imprisoned shall be retained in

•- the unavailable section. This .• tion shall ?s broken
, . down into three subsections head ■ by tabs .-ked "Hi o sir..',

53 ' ‘ "
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< ■ ■ .
'‘Out of the Country," and "Imprisoned." The unavail
able section shall be maintained in accordance with 
the f o 11 o w i n g i ns t r a c L ions; .
(A) Mrissing subject. ■

Security index subjects are not to be included in 
tie unavailable section as missing immediately upon 
d- ?r:rmination that they are no longer located at 

■ th-.ir previously known places of residence or 
employment. The action required in 87D 6b (3) .
above must be taken prior to submitting FD—122 
placing a subject in the unavailable section as 
a missing subject. The Bureau must be periodically ’ 
advised of the investigative steps taken to locate 
missing security index subjects in acct'.: dance with 
87? 6b (3).

If the subject is missing,the wore "Missing" shall 
be typed in the space provided on 7 D—122 behind the ' 

' words "MISCELLANEOUS (.Specify)."
(B) Subjects out of the country ■

The security index cards of subjects who are found 
to have departed from the U. S. or Puerto Rico 
for a foreign country shall be placed in this 
subsection of the unavailable section of the 
security index unless their cards should be can
celled in accordance, with instructions set forth 
below under 87D 7b. (10) (b).

If the -subject is out of the country, the words 
?Out of the Country" shall be typed in the space 
provided on FD-122 behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS 
(Specify)." If the foreign- address is known, 
place it on FD—122 in the space provided for the 
residence address. If the subject is only known ' 
to be in a certain foreign country- and his residence 
there is not known or is only known to be traveling 
abroad, include this information on FD—122. If the 
subject’s current employment abroad is known, , 
include it on FD-122. "... '

[ 
[

• The case of any security index subject who is out 
of the country must be followed at least[once exch 

. year]for verification of the subjeefs address, the 
same as any other security index case, to deter
mine if the subject has returned to this country.

•Appropriate stops should be placed with the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service . ■

. to be advised of information which may become
• available to it indicating the subject's (
" -return to this country. . - . ■ • '

(C) imprisoned subjects ■ ' "
• The cards of security index subjects who are found 
’ ' . to be imprisoned shall be placed in the unavailable 
’ section of the security index. . . _

. ’ If the subject is in prison,the word "Imprisoned" 
..shall be typed on the space provided on FD-122 

behind the words "MISCELLANEOUS (Specify).". The . 
identity of the institution in which tho subject 
is incarcerated shall be typed in the 'space cro— ■ 

• vided for the residence address. The space for 
the business address shall be left blank.
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should he completely filled out just as if a first 
recommandation is being made, and sub-'ttod with a 
current report. If not, the Bureau s'.- u'ld be advised 

- of the reasons for not reactivating hi - security index
' card. In either case, cancel the inactive card.

. (7) Periodic verification of addresses
(a) The da ba recorded, on security index cards shall be in an 

up-to-date status at all times.
' (b) The whereabouts of all security index subjects should be

known at all times. The residence and business addresses 
of security index subjects in priority I must be checked ' 
at least onc = each three nonbhs. The residence and 
business add‘esses of all other security index subjects

[ ' must be checked at least once cach[year;^except those
•imprisioned and those who were included in the security 
index because of disaffection for the U. S. (defection 

. to a Sine—Soviet—bloc country, including Cuba since
' 10-1—60) (see section 105G, item 3, volume IV, of this

manual).. The residence and emp’:-7yment of those who were 
included in the security index because of’disaffection for

[ the U. S. must be verified every[ninety]days‘. The case
of any security index subject who is out of the country

L must be followed at least[once each yearjto determine if
. . he has returned to this country.

' Perfect arrangements to be advised on a current basis of
- any indication that the subject is engaged in subversive 

activities, is exhibiting violent tendencies, or plans to
• change his residence or employment. Periodic checks to ■

. . verify residence or business addresses may be made under
■ approprl' '.e pretext by telephone cnee each six months for

[ those in-,lvi duals in priority I and once [every two years]
for .all cipher subjects. Pretext means may be utilized 
during other periodic checks conducted either- personally 

■ • or through appropriate sources.
. (c) The physical characteristics and description of each .

. . security index subject shall be determined or. verified 
- by personal observation and the individual case file of

' each security index subject shall show that this has been
done. If a security index subject has not been personally 
observed previously, this should be done during the next' 

• verification of the subject's residence and/or business
.. ■ addresses.

■ . (d) Use form FD—154 in verifying addresses of security index ■
Subjects when its use will facilita’te the checking of the 
addresses. When FD-154 is not used in verifying addresses,

' a notation must be made on the last FD-154, FD—122, or FD—128
. ' in.the subject's case file showing the subject's current

' ’ residence and business addresses and the date such addresses
• •' were verified. This must be done to assure that the f '.le

• ■ ' ■ ■ will contain all. information concerning the status of be
- case- and that the file will come to the attention of ’• ?

• . Agent or field supervisor to determine if additional ■ ion
, , ' is warranted at the time of the verification of addr-- -.s.

' Each time that a security index subject's residence . •.
- • > employment are verified, the case must be reevaluated s ■> .

. . ’ . ", assure that the subject is qualified for inclusion in the
‘ ' security index undei' the criteria for such inclusion. A
- - • ; notation to the effect that the case has been reviewed for

' this purpose shall be made in the file. '
■ (e) If it is determined that the residence or business address

. . .or both have been ch'.nged from those appearing on "'..e
security index card, ID—122 should be submitted tshe Bureau 
with the current residence or business address sh:-m

' thereon. In such instances, FD—122 should show only the
, changes to be made on the security index card. FD-122

should be accompanied by form FD—366 for dissemination to 
Secret Service. Secret Service should be advised locally

■ by dissemination of FD-366. . ■
. 57 ‘ '
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SKr.i’ION 87. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS• < -
(f) The pr-ject of verifying addresses of security index subjects 

shall be handled by reopening and assigning the cases for 
vc-ific-atlon and closing the cases administrate •/. ly upon /
ace wnpllsbment of verifications. Verification .:’..ould also ( 
be made at the time of submission of all[periodic]invesiigative ' 
reports and should be reported therein.

Changes, additions, and deletions of data appearing on security 
index cards
(a) Submit to Bureau by FD-122 any changes, additions, or deletions 

involving name, aliases, citizenship, organizational affilia
tion or nationalistic tendencies,[priority designation,] 
date or place of birtn, key facility geographical reference 
number, abbreviation of agency having security responsi
bility (see 87D 7c (2) belovi) , residence or business 
address. Exception: Change office of origin by form 
FD-128.

(b) Insertion or removal of cards from special section or 
unavailable section should be handled pursuant to 87D 
7b (6) (b) III or IV.

(c) Temporary handwritten notations may be made on existing 
security index cards pending receipt of corrected cards 
from Bureau,

(d) Indicate use of FD-122 for changes by checking proper 
opening paragraph and submit.without abstract.

(e) Set out only items being changed, added,or deleted. 
If being deleted, specify "Delete."

(f) Upon receipt from Bureau of corrected security index cards 
with duplicate copy of FD—122 (stamped "Corrected Security 
Index cards attached. Substitute for cards in file and 
destroy old cards. Place photograph and description on 
reverse side of geographical cards,"), action to be taken 
includes;
I. Check accuracy of data on car „ '

II. Transfer separate cards with '■ criptive data and 
- photograph from back of old -''.graphical sect! r. ca?5-,

to back of corrected cards, : .pie them, and fl’ ir 
geographical section. Exce:’:cn: For special 'r 
unavailable section subjects, see 87D 7b (6) (b) 
III or IV above.

III. File third card in alphabetical section of security 
index. .

IV. Destroy old cards. .
Movement of subjects between offices and transfers of security 
index cards ' -
(a) Subjects of security index cards

I. Requests to verify addresses of security index subjects 
from other offices must be assigned immediately and 
re.sults of.investigation to verify the new address must 
be. transmitted to the office of origin within two weeks.

II. Office of origin, upon receipt of verification of 
address, should submit FD-128 immediately transferring 
office, of origin. Forms regarding unavailable section 
subjects should be prepared in accordance, with 87D 7b
(6) (b) IV above.

III. Submit original and one copy of FD-128 to Bureau. Sub- 
mit two copies thereof to office. covering- subject's new 
address, enclosing copies of all previous reports, other' 
pertinent serials, photograph if available, and security 
index cards. FD-128 should shot; full title [and priority 
level designation.] ■ - ‘

-IV. Information concerning key facility/ employment of sub
ject in new office should be furnished by that office 
to old office of origin so that geographical reference

i
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• ' V
When th-e subject of such an investigation is presently in the 
security index, a letter must be directed to trie Bureau at the 

■ time the-report is submitted advising that the subject is in
. the security index.

Information of interest to ]<’BI and/or AEC obtained subsequent to 
completion of Atomic Energy Act - applicant investigations con
cerning AEC employees or persons having access to restricted 
data should be handled according to instructions in section 
20, volume II, of this manual. . ■ .

[ f. [Submission of and general rules concerning security reports]
(1) General . ■ ,

[ [Submission of summary reports should not be delayed for the
[ ■ purpose of .conducting current investigation in previously
[ closed cases, but appronriate leads should be set out.]
[ * ’ '
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Cases ox all security index subjec. aust be reopened' or 
placed in a pending status for the '■.'.■.•pose of px-eparing 
investigative reports in aocordanne with the schedule out
lined in 87D 7f (2) and (7).

Office indices and any material channelized to the case filo 
silica the most recent report should be revi ewed arid the case 
brought up t-- date by appropriate investigation to determine 
subject's cu’ -ent activities.

Each time that a case is reopened and brought up to dote/ it 
should be critically analyzed in the light of the security 
index criteria set out in 87D 7b (3) herein. This procedure 
must be followed on a continuing basis for each security index sr 

(g) Schedule of submission of reports
Reports shall be submitted on individuals designated for 
priority as follows: priority I - [arxnually] (top fuiictionaries - 

[annually);Jpriority II - annually; priority III - every 2 years. 
(3) Origin

•The office of origin will be that office covering the territory 
where.in the subject's subversive activities occur. In most 
instances th.’-, will also be the office in which territory the ’

. subject resi:-: and is employed. In those cases in which the sub 
ject’s subv". -••.e activities take place in the territory of 
an office oi: • - than the office covering the place of residence 
and/ox- employ .ent, the office of drigin shall be that office 
which can best cover the subversive activities of the subject.

(4) Classification
(a) 100 - for individuals affiliated with the basic revolutionar 

and front organizations of Marxian ideology
(b) 105 — for members of Puerto Rican nationalist groups

or others having nationalistic tendencies of a non-Marxist. 
character ’

(c) 157 — Nation of Islam and other black nationalist matters 
(5) Title

Only one subject shall be carried in the title of each 
report. Separate reports must be submitted for each 
subject regardless of their relationship;, i.e., husband ’ 
and "wife, father and son, etc.
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(7)

[ 
[

• +
Characi?”
(a) Top functionaries

Internal Security (or Racial Matters if subject is a black 
nationalist) - follo?red by the letters designating the 
organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples: 

Internal Security - C . ’
Internal Security - SWP
Racial Matters - HOI

(b) Others ' .
Security Matter - followed by the letters designating 
the organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendencies. 
Examples:

Security' Matter — C 
Security Mattei’ — SUP 
Security Matter - X (native fascist) 
Security Matter - M (miscellaneous)

When a subject is deleted as a top functionary, the 
character shall be changed from internal security to 
security matter in the first report following the deletion 
and all subsequent reports. When a security matter subject 
is designated a top functionary, the first report after the 
designation and all subsequent reports shall bear the internal 
security character. Ccr'inunications regarding subjects who 
are employed in key facilities should bear the words "Key 
Facility" in the character.' Communications regarding 
subjects who are members of the Communist Party, USA, National, 
Committee should bear the woris "National Committee" in the 
character. Black nationalist investigations and-racial, 
matters ’ should be given the character set out in section 122, 
volume IV, of this manual.

Status ■ ■
All cases shall be carried in a pending status until all active 
investigation required by the preceding instructions has been 
conducted. Thereafter, the status shall be as follows: 
(a) Top functionaries

I. . Pending inactive
(A) Reports are to be submitted[annually.] Forty-five 

days prior to the date a report is due, each such 
case shall be placed in a pending-active status 
for the preparation of the report so that the 
report- can be submitted at the designated time.

(b) Key facility cases
Key facility cases are to be maintained in pending- 
inactive status. (See 87D 7c (4).)
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(c) Other security index subjects
I. Closed

(A) Cisses of all other security index subjects must be 
followed by administrative ticklers set up so as 'to 
insure submission of a periodic investigative report 
according to priority designation. If, following 
investigation, no subversive data, is developed and 
the only ava.ilable infoi-mation consists of verifica
tion of residence and eniploymcn. and negative contact 
with security informants and sources, submit in lieu 
of a re; n-t a letter (form ED-400) to the. Bureau 
setting forth identities of informants and Sources 
contacted, any additional administrative data deemed 
necessary, and form I'D—305 properly executed.. The 
cases shall be opened and assigned 45 days prior to 
the date the periodic report is due. ‘

(d) Cases of subjects recommended for security index 
I, Pending inactive

(A) If all active investigation completed at the time 
FD-122 forwarded to Bureau

(B) Set forth lead to follow Bureau for security index 
card and if approved for dissemination of report to 
Secret Service.

II. Closed
(A) Upon receipt of security index card from Bureau 

and dissemination to Secret Service
(B) Thereafter follow by administrative tickler for 

investigative report as in (c) above.
(e) Subjects hot in security index who are not to bo included 

therein
I. Closed

(A) Prior to closing, instructions under 87D 6b (7) 
pertaining to interview must be complied with.

(8) Content
(a) In order to insure completeness of investigation, the 

following items should*be considered as pertinent to an 
investigation and subsequent reporting of such should 
be handled under topical headings where appropriate. - •—
I. Background - •

Al Birth date .
B) Citizenship status '• • ' •
c) Education : ‘

* • (D) Marital sta.tus ‘ ‘
;E) Military service record (domestic or foreign, 

including type of discharge, citations, etc. )‘

iFl Identification record . - -
G) Employment -
H) Residence ..
l) Status of health (if Icnown) - • . *• . •

II. Connections with Communist Party, other basic 
revolutionary groups, front groups, black- 
nationalist extremist groups, and/or other subversive 
o_rganizations or unorganized groups
(a) Information concerning admission‘to revolutionary 

group including sponsors, etc. • . .
(B) History of activity in, attendance at meetings of, 

■‘and positions held in subversive movement with which 
subject is identified
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♦ ■ ■ ..
The above is not all-inclusive. Facts developed in each case 
will produce information which wili be indicative of the necessity 
for conducting further investigation along lines which will 
necessitate the use of various investigative techniques to develop 
the ca:e fully. The successful investigation of an individual 
will depend upon the resourcefulness of the investigating Agents 
in developing techniques which will further establish the sub
versive activity of. a subject.

Discretion must be used in those instances in which contact ' 
with persons known to the subject is believed desirable. • 
Where such contact is contemplated, the Agent should assure 
himself of the character, loyalty, and reliability of the person 
to be contacted concerning the subject by reviewing the office 
indices and in some instances conducting preliminary inquiry, ’ 
possibly under pretext, with others to ascertain the character, 
reliability, and loyalty of the person of whom inquiry concern
ing the subject is intended. ■ • ’ '

In conducting security investigations the necessity of ob— . 
taining admissible evidence must be continually borne in mind. 
However, sources furnishing information of a confidential nature 
are valuable and should be continued and enlarged for the pur
pose of obtaining information which can be corroborated by 
other sources which can be disclosed, thus rendering the infor
mation admissible as evidence.

The danger of relying upon evidence from only one confidential 
informant or other source is obvious and every effort should be 
made to obtain evidence from various types of sources and through 
various investigative techniques.

Information obtained from one source should be corroborated 
by contacts with confidential informants, public and private 
sources, through physical and photo.g? :hic surveillances, 
review of office files, and other sou-'es. Adequate .
Coordination of information received from confidential sources 
with active investigation should be maintained at all times. For 
example, when it is ascertained through one of these sources that 
an important meeting is to occur, the nature of the meeting should 
be confirmed if possible by independent sources which can furnish 
evidence of an admissible character. The meeting should be covered 
by arrangement for attendance by confidential informants to ob
tain admissible evidence of the proceedings. The meetings should 
b'e placed under physical surveillance, licenses of automobiles 
parked near the meeting place noted, and attendants ide' '.ified. 
If possible and advisable, photographic surveillances should 
be established. Other types of information received from confi
dential sources should receive similar attention in order that 
verification may be made and admissible evidence developed. 
Preservation of evidence ’ ■
(a) Identify., preserve, and maintain continuity of evidence ob

tained with a view to its possible admission in Federal pro
ceedings. Identify specifically as to source and. date.
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To develop security informanbs
Subjects not included in the security index
Ne security investigation of an individual shall be closed 
unless the subject is included in the seoux-ity index
or consideration given bo 
Security index subjects

interviewing him

i

ii.

Bureau will not authorize cancellation of a security 
index card on an individual by reason of inactivity in 
a subversive movement until he has been interviewed or
Bureau advised why 
possible.
Active subversives

an interview is inadvisable or im— .

should be considered as potential in-
formantso Consider interviews with selected individuals 
currently active in subversive organizations for develop
ment of additional 
of individuals for 
must possess neces 
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Without Bureau authority the SAC may
I

II.-

III

[IV

[V.]

Authorize interviews with individuals who have
been subjects of security investigation
available
sufficient

information against

not
and the ' 
them is hot -

to warrant opening cases -at this time
Grant authority to interview subject security oases
where the persons have previously been interviewed 
with prior Bureau authority, provided no change has - 
taken place in the subjects’ status and the interviews.
are conducted under the same conditions 
authorized

previously

Authorize interviews of all persons who were -the 
subjects of security investigations where the- easels . 
are now closed (This will include persons, who were , 
previously on the security index but whoso names ■ '
have been removed and the cases novi closed.) , .
Authorize interviews of rank—and—file black extremis-frs " 
except as noted in sution 122, volume IV, of this -manual!' 
In authorizing these •’ interviews no communication to- 
the Bureau will be nxcossary and if there is a closed '■ 
file, it should be reopened. If there is no closed' file-, 
a new case file of 134 category should be- opened,. The 
case should be a-signed to an Agent to determih’S ' 
residence of the rubject, to make certain thAt/the ' 
subject is identical with the inf ormation in. the-fiie-Si.- - 
and to determine his current employment. ■ . s ' 
(A) The Agent to whom the case in as-signed -wiil prepare- 

a memaranduE for the SAC setting fbi-th the , ’
inf or - ation and requesting au-ihority te -’U4iduct 
an i; r-rvlew with the subject s-clely ■£?-,- the 
pur-pane of detarmining his attitude tx?vA yl . -

ating with the FBa 
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